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THE TELEGRAPH OF TO-DAY,

By Charles L. Buckingham.

kHE successful projects of

Professor Morse have a

historical standing of nearly
half a century. Meanwhile his

work, overgrown with improve
ments, has become a commercial

industry reaching to the outskirts

of civilization. In the United
States alone the Western Union

Telegraph Company, with its 600,-
000 miles of wire, transmits an

nually more than 50,000,000 mes

sages. According to the standard
of Darwin, who assumes the mak
ing of fire to be the greatest dis

covery of man, an invention ac

quires its rank from the extent of

its subsequent application. This

striking advance from Morse s

humble beginning may well lead
our generation to inquire from
what achievements his name has

almost come to be a synonym for the

telegraph.
In October, 1832, when his attention

was first drawn to this subject, and even
before he had so much as assumed the

possibility of electrical communication,
science had placed at his disposal the
three essential elements, a metallic con
ductor for conveying the fluid between
distant points, a galvanic battery afford

ing an ample source of electricity, and
an electro-magnet for translating elec

tric currents into intelligible sig
nals. Following the discovery of the
voltaic pile in 1800, Davy, before

1810, had employed the combined
action of two thousand battery cells

in experimenting with the electric

light, and had developed currents

stronger than would operate the longest
telegraph-circuit of the present day.

In 1819 Oersted had observed that

an electric current caused the deflec

tion of the compass-needle, and in the

year following Arago succeeded in mag
netizing a steel needle by placing it

across a wire conveying a current. Am
pere immediately perceived the multi

plied effect that would be obtained by
coiling the wire around the needle, and
in 1825 Sturgeon substituted for steel a

core of soft iron. The electro-magnet,

although crude in form, was then com

plete as an invention. In 1828, however,
it was taken up by Professor Henry, and
in his hands, before 1831, wras advanced
so far from a laboratory experiment that

doubtless it could have been advanta

geously used as a telegraph-receiver.
That Henry, during this period, placed

the world in full possession of a knowl

edge of the character and properties of

the electro-magnet cannot be doubted
when we remember that he constructed

a specimen, existing to-day, capable of

attracting an armature to its poles with

a force of more than two thousand

pounds ;
and in 1831 he went farther

and employed an electro-magnet in an

experimental telegraph, which by vibrat

ing a bell-hammer, audibly announced

signals by the closing and breaking of

the current. &quot;Whatever merit, there-

Copynght, 1889, by Charles Scribner s Sous. All rights reserved.
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&quot;: H

Underside of the Switchboard for 2,000 Wires; Western Union

Building, New York.

(Above, the wires as seen in the room beneath the switchboard.)

fore, there may be in the claim ad
vocated for Professor Henry that he in

vented the telegraph before Morse, there

is little room for doubt that he brought
the electro-magnet to a stage of develop-

additions would be

come obsolete and
that the system
would be brought
back to the simple
elements with which
he began. He as

sumed that an auto

matic m e c h a n ism
must be employed
to insure accuracy
of transmission, and
that messages must
be permanently re

corded upon paper
or other fabric

;
and

to meet these re

quirements, whether
real or imaginary,
consisted in large

part the work of in

troducing the elec

tric telegraph. The first telegraph
contrived by Morse reveals complica
tions which are entirely omitted in

systems where signals are read by
sound. The devices added by Morse
contained designs requiring the most
delicate workmanship, and every part
of the mechanism became a source of

difficulty, threatening the entire un

dertaking with failure. The possi
ble electrical obstacles to its success

seem almost to have been forgot

ten, for those of a purely mechanical

character were much more serious.

It was not merely a question whether,

electrically, the system was possible,
but chiefly whether a rather difficult

electrical experiment could survive the

encumbering intricacies of the appara
tus. But Morse s early plans, involved

as they were, contained the groundwork
ment fitting it to many uses for which upon which the dot and dash alphabet
it has since been discovered to be suited, was produced by a natural evolution

;

If, in 1832, Morse had appreciated
the possibility of manually closing and

opening a circuit to effect transmission,
and of reading sound-signals produced
by the blows of an electro-magnet s

armature, he might, with little trouble

and, whether his system was the best

or poorest of its kind, it brought the

telegraph to the favorable notice of cap
italists in a form which could not fail,

even in the hands of Unskilled operatives.
It is said that Morse was chagrined

and expense, have organized a telegraph that operators, as they became skilful,

system from the galvanic battery and
the Henry magnet. But instead of

forming a system of those parts, he

adopted them as a skeleton upon which
he built, not thinking that one day his

could read messages by sound without
the aid of his permanent recorder ; but,
with respect to the credit due him, it

matters not whether his devices had
their uses for a year or for a century,
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Check-girls who Collect and Distribute Messages. Western Union Main Operating Room, New York.

they served their purpose and gave the

telegraph an introduction to the world,
which otherwise it might not have re

ceived for a generation.
If the struggles of Morse and his as

sociates in securing public recognition
of their undertaking could be forgotten,
it certainly would now seem anoma
lous that he should be honored by having
his name metonymically represent the
modern electro-magnetic telegraph ;

con

sisting as it does of a circuit, a circuit-

breaker, a battery, and an electro-mag
net for these are the elements which
were old, and to which he had recourse
when he first assumed the role of in
ventor.

Others before him had devised systems
of great merit, while many of his con

temporaries, of higher scientific attain

ments, were diligently working in the
same direction

; nevertheless, his suc
cess in adapting the telegraph to the

ignorance of the age rightfully placed
him beyond competition.

Doubtless Morse derived valuable as

sistance from Henry and Vail, but the

telegraph of to-day bears the marks of

his genius in features, from the smallest

detail to things of indispensable impor
tance.

The world has lost nothing, nor is it

less to his credit if parts of the inven

tion which he esteemed most have, like

the false works of an arch, been removed.
When they became an encumbrance their

absence was doubtless as important as

had been their presence, to give the

structure its original shape and strength.

No sooner had Morse and Vail dem
onstrated the feasibility of the tele

graph than it became important to

The Modern Morse Telegraph.
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increase the carrying capacity of the

wires. In 1846 Bain proposed to em
ploy perforated strips of paper to effect

automatic transmission in connection

with an electro-chemical process for re

cording, in which marks upon a moving
band of paper are made by discolora

tion attending the passage through it

of signalling currents. But up to 1852

no one appears to have conceived the

possibility of a system by which two or

more operators might simultaneously
use a wire to transmit independent mes

sages.
In that year, however, Moses G. Far

mer, of Salem, Mass., devised a synchro
nous-multiple telegraph, in which he pro

posed to employ two rotating switches,
one at each end of the line, to succes

sively and simultaneously join the several

operators at one station with those at

another. For illustration, it may be
assumed that at each end of the line an

equal number of short wires is connected
from the earth with a circular series of

stationary electrical contacts arranged
like the hour-marks of a clock-dial, over

which a rotating arm, like the hand of a

clock, rapidly draws a spring or trailing
conductor. The rotating arms are con
nected with the main line, one at each end,
while each of the short wires is provided
with a set of Morse instruments, and
thus it is that each operator may send a

signal to, or receive one from, the opera
tor upon a corresponding branch at the

distant station. It is now seen that if

the two arms are rotated together, hav

ing been started from the same angular
position, the main line will simultane

ously join the No. 1 branches at each

station, and all the several branches at

one end will, in rapid succession, be
connected with corresponding branches
at the other. When two branches are
thus joined, a momentary electrical con
nection is made between the operator
at one station and his correspondent at

the distant end. But not so if one arm
is running faster or slower than the

other, for then branch 2, at one station,

might be joined either with 1 or 3 at

the other.

Only an intermittent current, how
ever, is sent over the circuit of each

pair of operators ; nevertheless, the pulses
succeed each other with such rapidity

that a practically continuous magnetic
effect will be produced upon the relay
in making a signal, provided the time

required for an electro-magnet to part
with its magnetism, upon the cessation
of current, be longer than the interval

between pulses.
The multiple-synchronous system,

from a historical standpoint, is worthy
of notice, not because of demonstrated

superiority over other methods, but
rather from the fact that it was the first

multiple system invented. Moreover, it

is important because of its promise of a

capacity for a larger number of trans

missions than it was supposed could
otherwise be obtained. The public is

occasionally startled with an announce
ment that someone has invented a tele

graph by which a wire may be utilized

for twenty or perhaps forty transmis
sions

;
but usually it is the old wanderer

in a new garb. Speed by this method,
however; is limited far within the

bounds of these statements. It might
seem that it would only be necessary
to multiply the number of contacts

and to increase the velocity of the rotat

ing arms
;
but the limit in this direction

is soon reached, for only a certain num
ber of impulses can be transmitted over
a line within a certain period with force

The Door-keeper, Western Union Operating Room.

(In the service of various Telegraph Companies for

over forty years.)
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Sending Coffee Quotations over Ticker Circuit.

sufficient to produce signals. Many
valuable improvements have been made
in recent years in this class of teleg

raphy, but, large as the art has grown,
the great object of all has been to ob
tain more perfect synchronism that is

to say, to cause two mechanically inde

pendent arms to rotate at the same
speed.

The reduction of the duplex to prac
tical form, in 1872, marked the most im
portant advance in the art of telegraphy
since 1844. For not only did it practi
cally double the capacity of a wire by
utilizing it for two simultaneous trans
missions one in each direction but its

development led to a careful investiga
tion and a full understanding of the

phenomenon of static induction on tele

graph-lines. [For further effects of sta

tic induction, see pp. 16, 18, 22.]
In 1853 Dr. Wilhelm Gintl, of Aus

tria, invented a duplex system which, in

the following year, was so far improved
by Carl Frischen, of Hanover, that it

lacked only one essential element
means to balance the effects of static

induction upon the relays to bring it

to its present perfection. This impor
tant addition was supplied by Joseph
B. Stearns, of Boston, Mass., in the ear

ly part of 1872, and by its application
the duplex became a successful means
of doubling the telegraphic capacity of

the longest circuits. From that moment
messages were simultaneously transmit
ted between New York and Chicago,
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and upon lines of even greater length.
Yet before this improvement the du

plex was of no greater utility than had

equal, the resistance to the electrical

flow in one must be made equal to that

of the other. The use, however, of

The Duplex System, for Simultaneously sending two messages, one in each direction on a single wire.

in the accompanying diagram, showing the essential parts of Frischen s method as improved by Stearns, A and B
are the respective stations at the opposite ends of the line. At A the artificial line is split from the main circuit L
at a point c. and is made to include a second relay coil and an artificial resistance, X, and from the latter continues
to the ground at E. Each coil has an equal number of turns around the relay core, but the one is wound in opposi
tion to the other, so that currents of electricity passing simultaneously through them will create neutralizing effects.

The resistance of the artificial line is made equal to that of the main line L, extending from point c of station A to
earth, E, at station B, by adding resistance-coils X. If, now, key K be depressed upon its front stop, /, batterv M,
whose pole is connected with E, will be connected with the line, and the current issuing from the battery M will be
divided at c, one-half flowing over the main line to produce a signal upon relay R at station B, while the other half

passes through the artificial line, and thus acts upon the core of the differential relay K, to neutralize the magnetic
effect produced by the main-line flow. A current in passing along a wire coiled around the iron core of a relay
makes the core magnetic, and produces a signal through the attraction and consequent vibration of a movable iroa
bar, or armature, which is normally held in a back position by means of a spring.

been the systems which had preceded
Morse.

It is said that if Morse had failed

in 1844, someone would have succeed

ed within a few years. It, however, re

quired eighteen years to supply one step,

or, more properly, to discover one fault

in the duplex, at a time when its value

was as certain as the fact that two tele

graph-lines cost more than one.

The principal characteristic of the

duplex is, that & signal which is sent to

a distant station for reproduction shall

produce no effect upon the home re

ceiving-instrument. In transmitting a

signal, Frischen split the outgoing cur
rent into equal parts, and used one-half

great lengths of wire for the artificial

line is avoided, by employing a German-
silver conductor of such small calibre

that only a foot of its length may have
the resistance of a mile of telegraph-
line

;
and by this expedient an artificial

line which will balance a long telegraph-
circuit may be reduced to the compass
of a small box weighing only a few

pounds.
If, with the batteries arranged, as

shown in the diagram above, both keys
were depressed at once, no current

would flow over the main line, because
one battery would oppose the other.

Still, signals would be made at both

stations, notwithstanding an absence of

W A3HINRTON M A K C H SEVENTH. M H 8 . J A M E I . N I U K E H 8 N .

PLEASE SEND MY DrtgSS IN THE BLACK TRUNK TO WASHlNt

Telegram as Received by the Phelps Motor Printer.

on the main line to produce a signal at

a distant station, and the remainder

upon an artificial line, beginning and

terminating in the same office, to pre
vent signals at the home station. But,
that the division of the current between
the main and artificial lines may be

VOL. vi a

main-line current, for the relay cores

would be made magnetic by currents in

the artificial-line coils. If, however, the

battery at one end were changed about,
with its negative pole to line, its positive

being connected with the earth, one bat

tery would not neutralize the other upon
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the depression of both keys. On the con

trary, the main line current would be of

double strength. As before, signals

would be simultaneously made at both

stations, but from a different cause. In

this instance the double current in the

main-line coils of the relays overbal

ances the single strength flowing in

each artificial line.

When a telegraph-line is connected

with a battery in sending a signal, it is

charged, or filled from point to point, as

is the bed of a river with an unlimited

supply of water flowing from its source.

A current would not begin at any point
until the bayous and lagoons above had

been partly or wholly filled, for they
would serve as reservoirs, temporarily,
to exhaust the supply ;

and as time is

required for a flood to set in from the

source to the mouth, so there must in-

of a telegraph-line. While a line is

becoming charged, a variable current,

starting at great strength at the bat

tery end is set up, because the elec

tric flow in the beginning encounters

only the resistance of a short length of

line
;
and after the removal of the bat

tery, if the line is connected with earth,

a momentary return-current will occur.

Thus it is seen that, accompanying each

signal transmitted, an abnormally strong
current will flow from the battery at the

first instant, while at its termination

there will be a strong return-discharge.
These currents were the source of dif

ficulty in Frischen s duplex, for they
were not balanced upon the differen

tial relay, because there were no simi

lar currents in the artificial line. A
circuit made up of a short, thin wire,

like Frischen s artificial line, however

The Diplex System, for simultaneously sending two messages in the same direction on a single wire.

In the diagram of the diplex, two transmitting keys, m and n are shown at station A, and two receiving-instru
ments, r and ft, at station B. Receiving-instrument r is a polarized relay or, for convenience of illustration, an

electro-magnet having an armature consisting of a permanent magnet, responsive only to the backward and forward
flow of current in the line, commonly known as reversals ; while receiver s is neutral, its armature being of soft iron

and therefore being actuated only by increasing the current-strength. By the depression of key m the current nor

mally flowing to line from battery x is reversed, and by the depression of n battery y is added to x
; while, if both

keys are simultaneously operated, not only is y added to x but ooth are inverted and a strong reverse current is sent
to line. A normal current of minor strength, sent to line when both keys are underpressed, magnetizes the polar
relay in such manner as to force its armature to a back or non-signalling position. If, however, key n alone is de

pressed, a full current of normal direction will be transmitted which will serve to press the armature of the polar re

lay more firmly to its back position. If the direction of current normally flowing develops a north magnetism in
the right end of the relay core, the upper or vibrating end of the armature being north, one mutually repels the
other ; if, however, the current is reversed, the resulting south magnetism of the iron core and the north magnetism
of the armature become mutually attractive. An increased current, therefore, will not actuate the polar relay to pro
duce a signal, but it will serve to magnetize the core of the neutral relay sufficiently to overcome the strong retract

ing spring of its armature, and thus to produce a signal. The neutral relay is equally influenced by positive and
negative currents, the armature being of soft iron and equally attracted by either north or south magnetism, and
hence it is that the reversal of a minor current which is capable of moving the polar relay will have no effect upon
its armature. If, therefore, the latter be in its back position, it will not be actuated by the reversal of a minor cur
rent. Likewise, if the armature of the neutral relay be attracted, a subsequent reversal should not cause its move
ment. In practice, however, it is found upon long lines that during reversal there is a tendency for the armature of
the neutral relay, if attracted, to be drawn back by its spring and thus to mutilate its signals. In other words, the

period of static charge and discharge during a reversal is so long that the neutral relay, which should be wholly gov
erned by changes in current-strength, has the fault of responding to reversals and to signals sent by the wrong oper
ator. This is the great difficulty encountered in operating the quadruples system. Otherwise it would be as perfect
in its operation as the single Morse system.

tervene an appreciable period before an
electrical current of normal strength will

be established throughout the length

great its resistance to the electric flow,

has no considerable metallic surface and
no appreciable electrostatic capacity.
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Stearns gave the artificial line an elec

trostatic capacity, and thereby, at the

beginning of a signal, the abnormally
strong current flowing to the main line

was balanced by an approximately equal
one passing into the artificial line.

Likewise at its termination the dis

charge from the main line was balanced

by an equal return-current from the ar

tificial line. And this Stearns accom

plished by connecting the opposite

plates of a Leyden jar, or condenser, one
above and one below the resistance X.

In the diplex, forming a part of the

quadruplex of the Western Union, two

messages are simultaneously sent over a

wire in the same direction, one by cur

rent-reversals and the other by changes
in current-strength ;

and although both

signals are electrically effected they are,

nevertheless, as independent as would
be two messages, if one were sent along
a metal rod by the blows of a hammer,
and the other electrically by the Morse
method. [See Diagram and Explana
tion, pg. 10.]

Doubtless many methods of illustrat

ing double transmission will suggest
themselves to the reader. A long rod

might be moved backward and forward

along its axis by one operator to ring a

gong, while at the same time a second

operator could rotate the rod about its

axis to move a flag or to turn the hand
of a dial. Two transmissions could also

be effected by the action of water in a

single pipe. If a section of the pipe
were of glass, a valve placed within
could be made visibly to move to and
fro, and by the backward and forward

flow, thus caused, to indicate signals of

one message, while signals of a second

message could independently and simul

taneously be indicated by increased

pressure, shown by the height of fluid

in a vertical pressure-gauge.
It has now been shown that two mes

sages may simultaneously be transmitted
in opposite directions, and also that two

messages may simultaneously be sent in

the same direction. It will readily be
understood, by referring to the illustra

tion, that the quadruplex, by which two

messages are simultaneously sent in each

direction, is formed by placing at each
end of the duplex two transmitters and

two receivers such as are shown in the

diplex. In this arrangement the arti

ficial line of the duplex is made to in
clude a neutralizing coil on each of the
two relays, thus preventing the receiv

ing-instruments at the home station

from responding to outgoing signals,
while the reversing and current-chang
ing keys independently serve to bring
into action the polar and neutral relays
at the distant station.

Diagram of the Quadruplex Telegraph, for sending four mes
sages, two in each direction, at the same time on a sin

gle wire.

Instead of transmitting two messages
in the same direction, one by reversals

and the other by changes in current-

strength, both transmissions may be
effected by employing three different

strengths of current, all in one direc

tion
; and, in fact, this principle has

been adopted in using the quadruplex
as a foundation for a sextuplex a sys
tem for three simultaneous transmis

sions in each direction.

In the multiple-harmonic system, by
which many messages may be trans

mitted in one direction, or in opposite

directions, each operator, by depressing
a Morse key, puts in action a vibratory

circuit-breaker, and thus causes a series

of electrical pulses to flow over the main
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line and through several receiving elec

tro-magnets, which are provided with

vibrating armatures formed of reeds or

steel ribbons so proportioned that their

different rates of vibration may be made

equal to those of the transmitters. If

the elastic reed or ribbon of a receiving-
instrument is not tuned to vibrate in

unison with the transmitter it will not

be brought into action, but will remain

quiescent, as would a pendulum if forces

were applied on both sides without re

gard to its period of vibration and di

rection of movement. The several re

ceivers are thus made responsive to the

corresponding transmitters, while each

is silent to all but its own pulsations ;

and although a composite tone will be
transmitted when all the sending keys
are simultaneously depressed, no inter

ference between the several transmis

sions will ensue
;

for each receiver,
under the action of the resultant series

of pulses, is vibrated, as though only an
intermittent current from its own trans

mitter were sent to line. The several

receivers act to analyze the composite
series of pulses, each taking up a com
ponent series equal in number to the

vibrations derived from its transmitter.

If the several transmitters were tuned
to the notes of a musical scale, a tune
could be played and reproduced by the
several receivers if placed in the same
room

;
but each receiver would produce

only its characteristic note, as is found

by placing them in separate apartments.
Thus an independent message may be
transmitted by each of the several keys,
and it will be reproduced only upon the

corresponding receiver.

The efficiency of this system, however,
is seriously impaired by inductive dis

turbances from other wires on the same
poles, and probably this defect, more than

any other, has prevented its adoption.
Experiments, however, at moderate dis

tances, with only one wire on a line of

poles, seem to have been very successful.

Morse originally proposed to employ
type-blocks, which, placed in forms,
were mechanically moved under the arm
of a circuit-breaker, to automatically
transmit signals. In 1832 he suggested
also the electro-chemical process of dis

coloring a strip of paper for making a

permanent record. But neither idea
was practically applied by him. The
modem chemical automatic was first

put into experimental form by Bain be
fore 1850, but with little success. Bain,
as is now done, transmitted messages
by drawing a perforated strip of paper
between the points of a key and a metal
lic surface, the holes in the paper per
mitting the two to come in contact,
and thus to transmit a signal. Morse
did not suggest the automatic for the
sake of great speed he only sought
mathematical accuracy in transmission.

Whatever Bain hoped to accomplish in

the direction of greater capacity, his

primary object was to make a tele

graph that he could use notwithstand

ing Morse s patents. In 1869, how
ever, the electro-chemical automatic
was brought to public notice as a sys
tem possessing rare qualities of speed.
But in its several competitive trials with
the Morse it has proved a remarkable

failure, although, perhaps, more than a

moderate degree of success might have
been expected. Many believed that it

would give a wire at least thirty times
the capacity of a Morse circuit

;
and

perhaps not without reason, for Presi
dent Grant s annual message of 1876
was sent over the wires of the Atlantic

& Pacific Telegraph Company, from

Washington to New York, at a rate

which apparently justified this esti

mate. But, notwithstanding the theo
retical advantages of the system, it has
failed in the hands of companies having
the strongest financial support, and, in

fact, it has ruined every organization
which has persisted in using it in com
petition with the Morse. And so con

spicuous have been the failures that

their history may have some interest

for the general reader.

We may obtain an idea of the enthu
siasm aroused in behalf of this system
from the annual report of Postmaster-
General Cresswell, ofNovember 14, 1873 :

&quot;For years past the attention of inventors
and scientists has been attracted to the neces

sity for a more rapid and less expensive mode
of transmission than the Morse, which requires
the messages to be spelled out by a slow and
tedious process, at about the speed of an ordi

nary writer. One of the results of their inves

tigations is the automatic or fast system now in

operation between New York and Washington.
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Tliis system is capable of a speed of from five

hundred to eight hundred words per minute.
The average of an expert Morse operator is not
over twenty-five words per minute. Therefore
it is evident that if the automatic method can
be made to accomplish what its advocates con-

withstanding the fact that the Western
Union had recently doubled the capacity
of its wires by using the duplex, it was
naturally assumed that, with the assist
ance of the chemical automatic, the

Perforating Messages to be Sent by the Wheatstone Syster

fidently predict for it, the capacity of a single
wire for business will be increased nearly or

quite thirty times. . . . There can be no
doubt of the ultimate success of the automatic
principle. Its battle with an incredulous pub
lic is almost won. As soon as it shall be thor

oughly developed and applied in practice the
problem of cheap telegraphy will be definitively
solved.&quot;

The Postmaster-General assumed that
the time had come for the formation by
the Government of a postal telegraph

Atlantic & Pacific could operate its lines

at a profit after reducing Western Union
rates by one-half, for it had been con

fidently represented that a wire thus

equipped was capable of at least thirty
Morse transmissions. President Grant s

message in 1876 had been telegraphed
two hundred and fifty miles at the rate*

of several hundred words a minute
;
but

notwithstanding this, and other appar
ently successful tests, the system, after

O4OO3GO
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Specimen of Perforated Slip for Sending Message by the Wheatstone
;
same message as received.

system. Failing, however, to induce

Congress to build lines, the owners of
the automatic system, in 1874, secured
a purchaser in the Atlantic & Pacific,
a corporation owning many thousand
miles of wire, which was then in op
position to the Western Union. Not-

VOL. VI. 3

a use of about two years, was dis

carded. The failure was made con

spicuous by the fact that the Atlantic

& Pacific was able to give the under

taking all necessary support. This,

therefore, is not an instance of a meri
torious invention permitted to perish
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for want of nourishment in infancy. It

was not abandoned until it had proved
an expensive experiment ;

and in the

end its worthlessness was so thorough
ly demonstrated that the Atlantic &
Pacific having only an imperfect system
of double transmission was for the most

part reduced to the use of single Morse
instruments, while its rival enjoyed the

advantage of the Stearns Duplex.
Again, in 1879, an automatic system

containing many valuable improvements
was taken up by the American Rapid
Telegraph Company, a corporation of

large means, whose lines were built to

remedy certain defects said to have con
tributed largely to the Atlantic & Pa
cific failure. But after a trial of nearly
five years the automatic was again aban
doned. The American Rapid began
with a system which, of its

class, will probably never be

excelled, and for which it was

promised that two thousand
words a minute, instead of

one thousand, could be sent

over a wire
;
but at one speed

or another, with good wires
or bad, the automatic system
seemed equally potent to break
down any company attempt
ing to use it to the exclusion
of other methods.

In 1883 an effort was made
by the Postal Telegraph Com
pany to introduce the auto
matic system of Leggo, upon
a large wire of low resistance,
between New York and Chi

cago ;
and although, for the purposes of

an automatic, this was probably the best
line ever built, the results were so un
satisfactory that after experimental use
for about three years the system was

finally abandoned.
It is now maintained by advocates of

this method of telegraphy, that four
thousand words a minute may be sent
over a single wire

; but, considering the

signal failures at one thousand and two
thousand, these assertions only lead to
the conclusion that the great speed of
the system is of no avail, and that it is

the ignisfatuus of the telegraph world.
New men will from time to time be

induced to take up this chimera as a
means of revolutionizing telegraphy, but

a company could now wish a competitor
no greater harm than the use of an elec

tro-chemical system as its principal
method of transmission. The automatic
is doubtless a valuable auxiliary to a

telegraph system, but it cannot be ex

clusively used to advantage.

The Wheatstone telegraph is a system
which has long been used with a high
degree of success in Great Britain, and
has in late years proved a valuable ad

junct to the Morse in the Western Union
service, particularly where large vol

umes of business must pass over few
wires. In this system messages are

automatically transmitted by a strip of

perforated paper, while their reception
is effected by an ink-marker which,
under the action of a receiving electro-

Type-printing Telegraph for Distributing Quotations and
News on Short Lines.

step printer which, in various modifications, has been
very generally used for reporting quotations and news
upon short lines in cities. The type-wheel is rotated in
this case by a clock-motor, and its step-by-step action is
limited by reverse currents sent over the circuit. If a
short pulse, of one polarity or the other, is prolonged, a
neutral magnet in the same circuit is actuated to press a
paper strip against the wheel to effect printing. To
print a particular character, therefore, it is only neces
sary to transmit a number of reversals ; to turn the wheel
from the position which it last occupied, so bringing the
character over the press-pad, then to prolong the last
current transmitted, to effect an impression.
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magnet, makes Morse dots

and dashes upon a moving
band of paper. Although
the use of an electro-mag
netic receiver makes im

possible the high speed
which may be obtained by
the electro-chemical meth

od, the one possesses ad

vantages over the other

which are indispensable to

a successful system. In

the Wheatstone, repeaters
which serve to convey trans

missions from one circuit

to another without manual
aid may be employed, as is

done at four points on a

line twenty-six hundred
miles long, from Chicago
to San Francisco, while in

the electro-chemical system
this is impossible ;

and for

this reason alone it is not

practicable upon lines of

the greatest length, where
it would be most useful.

Moreover, the record, when
made in ink-marks, is far

more reliable than when
formed by electro-chemical

discolorations on moist
ened paper, for in the lat

ter case, at great speed, the

tendency for dots and
dashes to become blended
into a continuous line is

marked. The Western
Union has long controlled

the electro-chemical sys
tems with which the Atlan
tic & Pacific and the Am
erican Rapid Companies
failed

;
but it has not at

tempted to utilize either,

and most of the apparatus
has long since found its

way to the junk-dealer.

The fac-simile telegraph,

by which manuscript, maps,
or pictures may be trans

mitted, is a species of the

automatic method already
described, in which the re

ceiver is actuated synchro
nously with its transmitter.

By Lenoir s method a picture or map is

outlined with insulating ink upon the cy
lindrical surface of a rotating clrum,which
revolves under a point having a slow
movement along the axis of the cylinder,
and thus the conducting point goes over
the cylindrical surface in a spiral path.
The electrical circuit will be broken by
every ink-mark on the cylinder which is

in this path, and thereby corresponding
marks are made in a spiral line by an
ink-marker upon a drum at the receiv

ing end. To produce these outlines it

is only necessary that the two drums be
rotated in unison. This system is of

little utility, there being no apparent
demand for fac-simile transmission, par
ticularly at so great an expense of speed,
for it will be seen that instead of mak
ing a character of the alphabet by a

very few separate pulses, as is done by
Morse, the number must be greatly in

creased. Many dots become necessary
to show the outlines of the more com

plex characters.

The pantelegraph is an interesting

type of the fac-simile method. In this

form the movements of a pen in the

writer s hand produce corresponding
movements of a pen at the distant sta

tion, and thereby a fac-simile record.

In the many forms of type-printing

telegraphs which have come into use

there has been employed a rotating

type-wheel carrying the necessary char

acters, as shown in the illustration on

page 14.

Printers in which the type-wheel is

rotated step by step were, in the earlier

days of telegraphy, employed upon com

paratively long lines, and very consider

able speed was obtained, but because of

the number of pulses required to bring
the type-wheel into position for an im

pression, such printers are not well

adapted to the longest lines, the speed
at which one pulse may be made to fol

low another being limited.

In the Phelps motor printer, which is

used to a limited extent by the West
ern Union Telegraph Company, only one

pulse transmitted over the main line is

required to print each letter. This is

accomplished by the synchronous prin

ciple, a transmitter at one station and a

type-wheel at the other being rotated
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by suitable motors at exactly the sanre

speed. In the rotation of the trans

mitter, upon depressing a key, a current

.

-..& \~ ,

The Siphon Recorder for Receiving Cable Messages Office of the Commercial Cable

Company, 1 Broad Street, New York.

is sent to line just when the character

on the type-wheel corresponding with

the key depressed is brought opposite
the press-pad.

Only the feeblest currents should be
used on submarine lines, since heavy
pulses which could be employed with

impunity on land lines, if they did not
soon destroy the cable-covering would,
at least, tend to develop faults which
otherwise might long remain latent.

class of recording instruments remark

able for delicacy of action notably the

Siphon Recorder, which indicates the

electric impulses
by a wavy ink-line

on a tape, and the

Reflecting G a 1 -

vanometer, which
causes a spot of

light to move from

right to left in a

darkened room.
&quot;With these record

ers and thirty cells

of battery, mes

sages sent across

the Atlantic are

telegraphically re

produced in ink

at the rate of from

twenty to twenty-
five words a min

ute, each way, the

cable being du

plexed. But for

electrostatic in

duction a single cell of battery would
suffice for transmission from the earth

to the moon, if those bodies could be
connected by a wire of the size used in

ocean cables. Indeed, under such con

ditions, if there were only the resistance

of the wire, with the larger batteries

now used in working the quadruplex on
land lines five or six hundred miles

long, messages might be sent from the

earth to the sun, or from one planet of

the solar system to another. The irn-

Section of Cable, Chafed and Torn by an Ancho

Defects in cable-covering that otherwise

may not lead to harm admit moisture,
and hence, under the action of a strong
current, oxides are quickly formed, de

stroying insulation. The necessary use,
in ocean telegraphy, of the lightest cur
rents has led to the development of a

pediment of static induction in teleg

raphy is strikingly exemplified in the

ocean telegraph. If there were no such

phenomenon a single battery cell could

operate around the globe better than do

thirty cells across the Atlantic. Upon
land lines there is usually found not
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more than one-fiftieth of the opposition
encountered from this cause on ocean
cables ; yet, even here, the amount of

current absorbed along the line by static

induction is far greater than the portion

employed in making signals.
While Morse in planning his telegraph

apprehended that the fluid might not
act upon a circuit with sufficient force

to effect transmission over great dis

tances, he was confident of his ability
to accomplish this, if a line could be
worked ten miles, by employing a series

of circuits joined by relays. His as

sumption of only one prime difficulty,
which was, in

fact,imaginary,

when we con
sider how small

a battery isnow

might be indicated by a differential in
strument resembling the duplex relays,
shown on page 9. If the currents are

equal, the armature of the differential
instrument remains quiescent during
their passage through its coils, for one
balances the other. Each element of
the artificial line having the static capac
ity of a known length of cable, an inven

tory of the elements used in making the
artificial line would obviously give the

length of the cable. This process is no
more abstruse than wrould be the deter
mination of the distance to a water-tight
obstruction in a pipe, by forcing in or

pumping out water, and taking its

measurement. If it were known that a

pint of water filled a foot of the pipe,
the length of the conduit would equal
in feet the number of pints pumped out
or forced in.

If, however, the insulating covering

Locating a Break in an Atlantic Cable.
Office of the Commercial Cable

Company.

required to work a cable re

corder at distances exceeding his most
sanguine speculation.

Simple as are the methods of locating
mid-ocean breaks in cables, so that a
vessel may sail to the point of rupture,
they are, perhaps, not popularly under
stood. If the metallic conductor were
broken, the surrounding insulation re

maining perfect, the electrostatic charge
of the cable, or the amount of electricity
which it absorbs in becoming charged,
is electrically weighed by building up
an artificial line until the current flows

equally into the cable and such artificial

line. This equal division of the current

of the wire is broken, the current will

flow freely from the conductor to the

surrounding water, and its strength, if

the power of the battery is known, def

initely measures the electrical resistance

and consequently the length of the con

ductor. [See Ohm s law, p. 648, June.]
In other words, the battery-power, di

vided by the indicated current-strength,

gives the line s resistance, and therefore

its length. In the same manner, if we
know the head of a water-supply, we

may easily determine the length of a

pipe by noting the velocity of the flow.
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Few discoveries have added more to may be interposed without impeding
the fund of electrical science than the transmission. During the memorable

recent determination of the fact that blizzard of March, 1888, the capacity of

feeble telegraphic currents may indue- the system, in this particular, was sub

jected to an instruc

tive test on the Le-

high Road.
On the afternoon

of March 14th, the

second day of the

storm, an effort was
made to clear the

road by forcing a

train of four loco

motives and two tool

cars, carrying two
hundred workmen,
through a long cut

near Three Bridges
Station. The snow
had filled the cut

upon the north
side high above the

train and the telegraph-wire, but the

south side was nearly empty. As a

consequence of the great resistance

offered by the snow on one side, the

three locomotives in the lead were
forced off the rails to the right, and
were badly wrecked. No sooner had
the train operator recovered from the

shock than he sent a message advising
the division superintendent of the ac

cident, and requesting aid for the killed

and injured. For a long distance, at

this point, snow and ice covered the

wire to a depth of more than ten feet,

yet during the following three days,
in clearing the wreck, about six hun
dred messages were sent between the

car on the south track and the wire

running along the north side of the
road. Notwithstanding the interven
tion of snow, communication remained
as clear as before.

When an electric current passes over
a telegraph-line, objects along its length,

although at a considerable distance, are

electrostatically charged, and thereby
secondary currents are made to flow

between these objects and the earth,
both at the beginning and at the end
of the electrical signal. Thus, if at the

beginning of a signalling pulse a second

ary current flows over an electrical con
ductor from a car-roof to the earth, at

its termination a return-discharge will

Train Telegraph the message transmitted by induction from the moving train to the

single wire.

tivery be conveyed across an air-space
of one hundred feet or more.

The idea of telegraphing to moving
trains had its inception as early as 1853

;

but of the many forms suggested all

were impracticable in that they involved

a mechanical contact between the train

and the stationary conductor. Obvi

ously, it is not feasible to make a cir

cuit,&quot; either through a sliding arm pro

jecting from a car, or by so modifying
the track of a railroad that its rails may
be utilized as electric conductors. But
that this may be done by induction

there can be no doubt, for its feasibility
has been shown in daily practice upon
the lines of the Lehigh Valley Railroad

for the past two years. A moving train

may now receive messages passing along
a neighboring wire almost as readily as

New York communicates with Philadel

phia by ordinary methods. Nor does

the great speed of the train interfere

with successful communication. If it

could attain the velocity of a meteor,

signals upon the wire would fly across

the intervening space, inductively im

pressing themselves upon the metal

I
roofs of the cars, with the same cer

tainty as if the cars were motionless

upon a side track
;
and it is not even

essential that the train and the line be

separated by a clear air-space, for non

conducting or non-magnetic substances
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be established from the earth to the

roof. But the currents between the

roof and the earth are only momentary,
and they will not be lengthened by pro
longing the flow upon the main line.

For this reason it is necessary to send

many pulses over the main line, in mak
ing either a dot or a dash of the Morse

alphabet, in order that a continuous

effect may be produced upon the instru

ments in the car. If fifty short currents,

following each other in rapid succession,
should pass over the main line during
the depression of a key to make a Morse

dot, or one hundred to make a dash,
double the number of induced pulses in

the train-circuit would be developed, and
tones like the buzzing of a wasp, of vary
ing duration, representing dots and

dashes, would follow in the receiving-

telephone, which in this case replaces the

Morse sounder. These signals are taken

up by the cars all along the line, whether

upon one track or the other of the road,
and when running in either direction.

The accompanying diagram illustrates

the arrangement of the apparatus used
in a car. As here shown, an inter

mittent current is inductively thrown

upon the line during the depression of

key K. When the key is closed, pri

mary circuits 6, 7, 8, 9 of an induction

coil, including battery B, is first closed,

Diagram showing the Method of Telegraphing from a Mov

ing Train by Induction.

and thereupon is rapidly opened and
closed by an automatic vibrator, con

sisting in part of an armature, A, which

normally rests against back contact n.

The armature is first attracted, break

ing the circuit
;
the iron core of the

induction coil is then demagnetized,
permitting the armature to return to
contact n, and again to close the pri
mary circuit. In this manner the forward
and backward movement of armature
A is effected. The secondary circuit of

the induction coil, which is wound upon
the same core and insulated from the

primary, is shown by wires 1, 2, 3, and,

although normally open, is closed upon
the depression of the key at contact m,
and is made to connect the car-roof R
with the earth through wheel W and
rail M. An induced current is set up
within the secondary coil at each open
ing and each closing of the automatic

vibrator, and as a result the car-roof is

electrified, first above and then below
the potential of the earth with which it

is connected, and in each case its con
dition is impressed by induction upon
the wire at the roadside. In this man
ner intermittent currents are thrown

upon the line and are received upon a

telephone at a distant station by
&quot; buzz

ing sounds,&quot; as in the car. When
signals are not being sent from the car

the transmitting key is not depressed,
or is in its back position, and a receiving-

telephone in the car is placed in circuit

between the roof and the earth. At
stations on the line the transmitting

apparatus is not unlike that already de

scribed, except that the secondary cir

cuit of the induction coil is made a part
of the main line, while the telephone re

ceiver is placed in the primary circuit

of the induction coil.

The train system of the Lehigh Valley
Railroad is provided with a single wire

suspended upon a line of poles about
sixteen feet above the rails and some
ten feet from the double roadway, and
hence about eight feet from the cars on
one track, and twenty feet from those

of the other
;
and so perfectly does the

system act, at varying distances, that

communication is quite possible even to

a fourth track from the wire. While

any one of the large collection of wires

usually built along a railroad may be
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used, it is preferable, as is done by the

Lehigh Valley Company, to employ a

isolated from the others and car-wire

ried by a separate pole line. The line,

however, need not be wholly given over

to train telegraphing, for messages may
simultaneously be transmitted by the

Morse system, thus duplexing the wire.

with tin, the only necessary outlay is a

few cents for clips wherewith to attach

the wire to the roof and to the truck.

In 1881 William Wiley Smith, of In

diana, proposed to communicate be

tween moving cars and a stationary wire

by induction
;
but he appears to have

thought this practicable only at small

Interior of a Car on the Lehigh Valley Railroad, showing the Method of Operating
the Tram Telegraph.

The outfit of an office upon a train

consists essentially of a telegraph-key,
with an induction coil mounted upon a

small board, which the operator holds in

his lap ;
a telephone carried at his ear, and

a hand-case containing a few small cells

of battery. To equip a car, therefore,
is only the work of a moment. One
wire is passed through the bell-cord-

opening above the door and is attached

by a clip to the end of the metal roof,
while a second is passed out of the win
dow and fixed to a metal part of the car-

truck. The instruments are then prop
erly arranged in circuit between the roof

and the earth, and the operator is pre
pared to send or receive messages. As
all passenger cars have long been roofed

distances. The remarkable possibilities
of long-distance transmission by induc

tion seem to have been discovered by T.

A. Edison and L. J. Phelps, who, aided

by others, have added improvements
adapting it to every requirement of a

commercially successful telegraph sys
tem.

The train-telegraph of the Consoli

dated Railway Telegraph Company,
which has just been described, is now
used upon more than two hundred miles

of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, and al

though it has not found wider use, it

deserves, as a scientific achievement, a

high place among electrical improve
ments of the last ten years. It certainly
would seem to be of great value in oper-
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ating trains, for it offers a means whereby
a despatcher may instantly communicate
with every train under his supervision.

although the larger part will return by
the easiest and shortest path, enough to

actuate a telegraphic apparatus may flow

Stock Quotations as Received on the Scott Instrument.

Specimen from the Edison Stock Printer.

The inductive method of transmission

employed in train-telegraphy has al

ready been suggested as one way of

telegraphing over considerable distances

without the aid of a wire. It is said

that Edison has succeeded in obtaining
intelligible signals between apparatus
placed upon masts five hundred and

forty feet apart, and it is now confidently
asserted that messages may be tele

graphed from a wire along the Hudson
River to steamers plying between New
York and Albany. It is claimed by Mr.
L. J. Phelps that by employing a receiv

ing-coil consisting of a wire wound
several times around the steamer, one
of the early forms employed in the train-

telegraph, no difficulty would be ex

perienced in communicating with boats

running within five hundred feet of the

shore
; and that such communication

would be possible even over a distance
of two thousand feet. Obviously, by
this method, ships not far apart may be

placed in communication.

Telegraphing between points not con
nected by a line is also accomplished
by diffusion. If an electrical current

back by way of a distant parallel wire.

Two wires, one along the shore of the

Isle of Wight, and the other along the

shore of the channel, in Hampshire,
were thus employed ;

and although the

width of the channel is six miles at one

end, and one and one-fourth mile at the

other, harmonic signals like those used
in the train-telegraph, sent on one wire,
were distinctly reproduced upon the

other, telegraphic communication across

the channel being thereby established.

Professor A. G. Bell succeeded in tele

graphing in this manner more than a

mile between boats on the Potomac
River.

Respecting the action of diffusion, it

should be noted that the battery in a

telegraph-line, when the latter is closed,
tends at one end of the line to raise the

electrical potential of the earth, and at

the other to lower it. If an engine in a

long tunnel were pumping air through
the tunnel, bringing it in at one end,
and forcing it out at the other, a ba
rometer would show higher pressure at

the point of egress than at the point of

entrance, and, as a consequence, cur-

I Al A BULL G*i THE STOCK MKT ANO TOLD CERTAINLY BUY SHARES IN

Kiernan s News Tape.

is sent over a telegraph-line connected
with the earth at both extremities, it

will return through the earth from one

extremity to the other. In returning,
the current will not follow a narrow
straight line, but will be diffused

; and
VOL. VI. i

rents of air would tend to flow back to

the entrance through the outer atmo

sphere, covering in their return a wide
tract of country. If such an operation
should be carried on in a tunnel extend

ing from New York to Chicago, it is not
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to be presumed that windmills in Ken
tucky would be much disturbed, al

though in theory such a tendency would
exist.

Had the promoters of the telegraph
foreseen the extent of its subsequent im

provement, they would then have con

sidered its perfection as substantially
assured. But the modern telegraph
doubtless seems to us even further from

perfection than did Morse s system ap
pear to him when he had first succeeded
in working from Washington to Balti

more. For the telegraph might now
have almost unlimited speed if difficul

ties, which have become apparent in the

course of its development, could be suc

cessfully removed.
The capacity of an Atlantic cable has

been advanced from ten to fifty words
a minute

;
but valuable as are the

immediate results of this achievement,

they have served the better purpose of

making clear, that if the impediment
of static induction could be eliminat

ed, transmission of five hundred words
a minute would be equally possible.
Stearns s discovery doubled the capacity
of every long line in the world, and
made possible the quadruplex. Yet his

improvement was more valuable in other

ways ;
for when it had been widely

adopted the phenomenon of static in

duction was brought under the daily
observation and scrutiny of hundreds
of intelligent men in a manner to insure

its removal, if possible. From Stearns s

invention it became a matter of common
information that all along a line, with
each signal transmitted, the electrical

conditions of a thunder-cloud are feebly

reproduced. For illustration, we may
assume that from the wire hangs an in

visible electrical cloud from which, if

the tension of its charge were sufficient

ly increased, lightning flashes would
burst forth through the air to the earth.

Perhaps static retardation, and the

absorption of current in electrifying the

surrounding air along the line is as in

separably connected with telegraphic
transmission as is friction with machin

ery, and a solution of the problem may
be an impossibility. But the expedients
of raising the line on poles high above
the earth, and of dividing a long circuit

by repeaters, show at least two methods

by which the difficulty may be modified,
if it cannot be overcome, and encourage
us to hope that better means may be
found. It is certain that fame and fort

une await him who shall solve the mys
tery.

Barnacles on a Cable.



WORSHIP.

By Graham R. Tomson.

IN the tremulous thin sunlight,
With the high red wall between them,
Lie my garden green and quiet,
And the Chapel of Our Lady,

Comes the sound of many voices

With the organ rising, falling ;

Waves of sound and waves of sunlight
Launch we on a sea of wonder;
And the mystery of worship,
All its glamour, all its sweetness,

Strong as death and deep as longing,
Sweet with more than human passion,

Deep with more than human yearning,
Leads me to the land I know not.

Ah, the land, the land we know not,

Ah, the Heart s Desire that claims us !

Where art thou, beloved countr}
r ?

Thou the dear, the long-desired;
We that seek not, shall we find thee ?

Yet a little while we win thee
In the vague unearthly passion,
In the mystery of Worship.



HOW THE DERBY WAS WON.

By Harrison Robertson.

I

T was natural that when
Gid Bronxon realized he

had his way to make in

the world, and determined
to set about making it, he

should turn to horses, even

though he was well aware

that horses had been the

ruin of his father. Indeed,
he asked himself, what else

could he turn to but horses ?

He had a fair education, it

is true, but it was a super
ficial and general one, and
when the time came for him
to apply his knowledge to

the practical purpose of earning a liv

ing none of it seemed available except
his knowledge of horses. None of it

was at all thorough except that. He
had been an excellent first-baseman at
&quot;

college,&quot;
as the small, struggling school

which he had attended called itself
;
but

beyond this his collegiate achievements

had not been noteworthy, and he had
never been able to quite understand
how he had succeeded in taking his &quot; de

gree
&quot;

a mystery which was better un
derstood, perhaps, by his &quot;

Faculty,&quot; as

his &quot; Alma Mater &quot; was one of those in

stitutions which are not very exacting in

their requirements for graduation, the

most rigid of them being that the stu

dent shall get over in some fashion a

four years course, and shall not be re

miss in paying his tuition bills.

But he knew horses better than he
knew baseball, and he liked them better

than anything else in the world, except
Jean Heath. He was born among them

;

he grew up among them
;
and that they

would eventually be the death of him,
old Aunt Polly Heath (though herself

the wife of that veteran horseman Uncle

oliije Heath), had time and again pre
dicted. Gid was a true son of the
&quot;

Kentucky Bluegrass region,&quot; famed,
wherever the horse is prized, for the

speed, endurance, and beauty of its thor

oughbreds ;
and he was as logically a pro

duct of his environments as the superior

ity of the thoroughbreds themselves.

He may have inherited his fondness

for horses from his father, but he had

acquired his information concerning
them from other sources ;

for he had
been quick to see that his father was
one of those men, by no means rare in

Kentucky, whose interest in the race

horse is far in excess of their ability to

form an intelligent opinion as to his

qualities, and who are almost invaria

bly greater losers in purse than they are

gainers by experience.
Such, at least, had been the case with

the elder Bronxon. His farm, once a

valuable one, had diminished as his ten

dency to &quot; back his opinion
&quot;

increased,

until, at the time of his death, a few
weeks after his son s return from school,

all that was left was the house, then de

cidedly ramshackle, and about forty
acres of land

;
which would also have

probably slipped out of his hands if he
had lived to make one or two more trips
to the annual spring and fall &quot;meet

ings
&quot;

at Louisville and Lexington.
The Bronxon place adjoined the Heath

place, which was a stock farm, though
not as large nor as widely known as

many similar farms in Kentucky. It

belonged to
&quot;Major&quot; Heath, who had

acquired his title by common consent

of his neighbors, and who devoted a

deal more care to his horses than he
did to his children, whom he allowed

to grow up and &quot;run wild&quot; pretty
much as they chose. It was probably
due to this proximity to the Major s

that Gid s father became so much inter

ested in the thoroughbred ;
and without

doubt this circumstance of his residence

was largely responsible for the early
bent of Gid s own youthful tastes, for

he and Tom Heath were inseparable

playfellows as boys, and while Tom lived

there was never a colt on his father s

farm which did not know the twain, and
which was not better known by them.

After Tom s death, however, Gid was
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very rarely at the Heaths . He went off

to school about that time, and during
his vacations at home he seldom saw the

Major or the Major s daughter, except
at some chance meeting on the public
roads, or on Sundays at the little neigh
borhood church, which Gid attended

regularly all through those vacations.

He sat out the long sermons with a pa
tience that elevated him perceptibly in

the good graces of the minister, and

gazed at the back of Jean Heath s

bonnie head with a furtive assiduity
which could not have been more en

grossing and reverential if, bearing in

mind a certain illuminated text on the

wall, he were trying to number and in

voke a blessing upon each separate
strand that coiled beneath the little

bonnet in Major Heath s pew. For Jean
Heath was no longer in his eyes merely
Tom s little hoiden sister. She had
budded into a young womanhood which
awed while it charmed him, and which
made her seem as far above him as he
had been accustomed to hold himself

above her when she was merely Tom s

little hoiden sister. This feeling was

only intensified by the fact that when
ever they met now, Jean, notwithstand

ing his own blushing awkwardness, was

just as much at ease and just as frank
and friendly as she had ever been before
he had begun to appreciate what a be

witching creature she was, and how su

perior she was in every respect to his

gawky self. True, she was somewhat of

a little hoiden still, but Gid Bronxon
would have been the last man to acknowl

edge it.

On his final return from college, how
ever, he had outgrown, in some degree,
his diffidence, although his admiration
for her who had inspired it was stronger
than ever. And if he was yet disin

clined to seek advancement in her favor

by any means more positive than he had

formerly employed, he soon saw that

others were more aggressive, and this

spurred him, as perhaps nothing else

could have done, to the necessity of

making some demonstration in his own
behalf. He had not intended to make
any such demonstration yet certainly
not before he had at least partially re

paired his fortunes, although Jean s

piquancy and vivacity were evidently so

attractive to others, less backward and
more plausible than he, that he found
himself bordering on something like

desperation before he had been at home
three months. And so one day about
this time, when Major Heath, who de
clared that he was getting too old to give
his farm the attention it needed, sug
gested that a young fellow with as much
&quot; horse sense

&quot;

as Gid ought to be his
chief lieutenant, Gid replied, in the flush
of the moment, that he agreed with the

Major entirely on that point, and before
the two parted it was settled between
them that the younger man was to re

lieve the older one of the duties of the
active management of the Heath farm.

There were more considerations than
one which were instrumental in deciding
Gid to enter upon this arrangement. In
the first place, the salary was more than
he could hope to make, with his lack
of capital, on what remained to him of

his father s estate. In the second place,
no other occupation was so much to

his liking as the breeding and care of

blooded horses, and nowhere else would
he have a better opportunity to follow
it. In the last place perhaps it would
be nearer the truth to have said in the
first place he was not uninfluenced by
the reflection that he would be under the
same roof with Jean

;
that he would see

her often, instead of rarely at all, as had
been his self-imposed restriction for so

long. It would be an injustice to him
to infer that he accepted the Major s

proposition with any idea of advancing
himself in the graces of the Major s

daughter. He had no consciously de
fined thought of that nature. If he had
harbored such a design at that time he
could easily have found occasion for at

tempting to further it. The truth is, that

while he had determined that he would
exert no effort to inspire a reciprocation
of his love for Jean Heath until his world

ly prospects should better warrant such,

presumption, he could not resist the

temptation, which her father s proposi
tion held out to him, of her presence of

hearing the cheeriness of her voice, and

looking upon the sunshine of her hair and
the shadows of her eyes. It may be that

he would not have resisted this tempta
tion if any reason had occurred to him

why he should resist it
;
but no such
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reason suggesting itself, he was dis

turbed by no doubts as to the wisdom
of his decision, and it was but a short

time after the Major had broached the

matter to him that he was installed as the

Major s vice-regent.

n.

BUT he was far from being as pleased
with life at the Major s as he had thought
he would be. Not that his work was any
less to his taste than he had anticipated,
or that he could have given any definite

reason for his disappointment. But
reason there was, he felt rather than

knefw ; and, moreover, felt that it was
connected in some way with Jean Heath.

He was conscious of a subtile change in

her manner toward him from the first day
on which he began his new duties a

change which troubled and perplexed
him all the more because he could not

have put it into words, and could not
even be sure of its character. His im

pression was convincing, however, that

he had incurred her displeasure some
how, and that, while she treated him
with not unkindly courtesy, she did not

attempt to conceal from him, but rather

intended to indicate to him, her disap
probation of what ? He knew no

explanation for this altered demeanor
;

at first he could think of none ; and
when, after much gloomy and perturb
ing speculation, he stumbled on one, he
stumbled on it with the fatuity of a man
in love, and of course it was a wrong
one.

It was not an explanation which tend
ed to make him less dissatisfied with

himself, or to render his stay at the

Major s more like what he had foolishly
expected it would be. On the contrary,
it added to his discomfort and unhappi-
ness

;
for it was based 011 the assump

tion that Jean had interpreted his com
ing to her home as an open manifesta
tion of a purpose to ingratiate himself
with her, and that she regarded it with

disapproval, if not with suspicion.
He was all the more confident that this

was the true solution because it gave him
unlimited ground for self-condemnation
as a blundering dolt, and for riotous

despondency as to his prospects of ever

winning the love of the only girl in the

world whose love was worth winning.
This precipitation of hopelessness was

hardly a radical reversal of the point of

view from which he contemplated his

love for Jean Heath
;
for he had long

had premonitions that some time it

would come to this, and often, when he
had tried to summon common-sense to

his aid in resolving the result of his pas
sion, he had about convinced himself

that it could come to nothing else.

His inference that she had discovered

and sought to rebuke that passion was
further strengthened by her gracious-
ness to other men who did not conceal

their preferences for her, and especially
to Casey Pallam, a handsome young
Tennesseean, who, having recently come
into his fortune, was bent upon indulg
ing in that embellishment of a modern

gentleman s establishment, a racing sta

ble. It was ostensibly to collect such a

stable that he was in Kentucky, although
Gid Bronxon was perfectly sure that

this did not require his remaining in the

Bluegrass so long, or spending so much
of his time at the Major s, whose sale of

thoroughbreds, as every one knew, took

place annually, and in public, on a day
duly advertised.

Once satisfied that his presence was
distasteful to Jean Heath, there was, of

course, but one thing for Grid to do, and
he was prompt in doing it. Frankly tell

ing the Major that he wished to be re

leased from their agreement, the latter,

although not pretending to understand
the motive of the request, seeing that it

was preferred in all sincerity, at once
assented to it

;
and Gid went to his

room and made his preparations for

leaving. These completed, he returned

down-stairs, intending to send back for

his things ;
and as he stepped from the

house Jean Heath was on the lawn,

humming a song and trimming her
rose-bushes.

&quot;

Good-by, Miss Jean,&quot; he called out

lightly, as he walked on toward the gate.
&quot;

Good-by ? Why, where are you
goin ?&quot; she asked, turning to him in

surprise.
&quot; Over home,&quot; he answered, pausing

and facing her. &quot;The Major and I

have agreed to
quit,&quot;

with a moderately
successful attempt at a smile.
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&quot; You you haven t quarrelled, have

you ?
&quot;

with a suspicion of something in

her manner that might have suggested
trepidation to her only auditor if he had
been in a frame of mind to entertain a

distinct consciousness of anything of

less significance than that he was going
away, and that he was leaving all his

hopes behind him.

&quot;No; we haven t quarrelled,&quot; he re

plied.
&quot; Of course not. I simply asked

him to release me, and he kindly did
so.&quot;

&quot;

Im glad you re goin ,&quot; suddenly
turning to the rose-bush, and with one
erratic clip of its main stem destroying
all her work which but a moment before
she had completed to her satisfaction.

Then she straightened up, as if impelled
by a quick after-thought, and confronted
him again, flushing almost as painfully
as he himself was doing.

&quot; I mean Im
glad that that you re goin to do some-
thin else.&quot;

But whatever her meaning might
have been, Gid was incapable, just then,
of construing it except literally. Her
words were to him fully confirmatory of

his own convictions, and they struck
him with none the less force because
their bluntness was not altogether un
characteristic of the speaker.

They stung him into a desperation
which broke into such expression as he
would have shrunk from a minute be
fore.

&quot; I know it !

&quot;

he said.
&quot; I know

you re glad ; you need not take the

trouble to tell me. Im too well aware
that my love for you annoys you ;

but I

did not intend to speak to you of it or
to

&quot;

&quot;I hope you didn t, as long as you
were satisfied to to be my father s

servant !

&quot;

she interrupted, with a vehe
mence that to Gid was inexplicable.

It was a brutal thing to say, and he
did not feel this more acutely than she,
as soon as it was said

;
but its brutality

would not have been without avail if it

had disclosed to him, as it might have

done, the true cause of this spirited

girl s recent coldness to him.
&quot; Oh ! I don t mean I don t mean &quot;

But her distress was unheeded, per
haps unheard

;
for he had wheeled and

was walking rapidly away. She let

her pruning-shears fall unnoted to the

ground as she stood mutely looking
after him, and as he disappeared
through the gate she covered her face
for an instant with her hands and then

ran, as if in fright, into the house.
Meanwhile Gid stalked on homeward,

not turning his head to one side or the

other, except once to glare stolidly at

the handsome roadsters of Casey Pallani
as he rattled by toward the Major s.

m.

Two weeks later the annual sale of

the Major s yearlings took place. Gid
was not present, it being the first of the
sales that he had ever missed, except
those which had occurred during his

absence at college. He had a represen
tative in attendance, however, in Bob
Ozley, whom he commissioned to buy,
if he could with the limited capital put
at his disposal, certain of the colts and
fillies whose numbers Gid had marked
on the catalogue for his friend s guid
ance.

For Gid had determined, within the

fortnight intervening between his de

parture from the Major s and the sale,

that he would go into business for him
self, and business with him, as has been
noted already, meant horses. Concern

ing one thing he had made up his mind
;

he would regain, if possible, by his own
efforts, the estate which his father had

squandered. His desire to do this wras

impatiently strong since that galling
taunt of Jean Heath s, and although he
told himself that henceforth Jean Heath
was as dead to him as poor Tom Heath

himself, yet he knew that his greatest
incentive to the recuperation of his fort

unes which he proposed was his wish, in

the vindication of his self-respect, that

she should see, and be compelled to ac

knowledge, his prosperity.
He procured fifteen hundred dollars

by mortgaging his little farm, and this

he authorized Bob Ozley to invest in

young thoroughbreds at the sale.

&quot;Couldn t do much for you, Gid,&quot;

Ozley reported. &quot;But I bid in three

youngsters, though they were not the

ones you wanted most. Your first

choices brought higher figures than our

pile would reach.&quot;
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&quot;Yes, I expected that.&quot;

&quot;But I got you the Babette colt for

seven hundred, and the Paquita filly for

five-fifty. They re good, for the money,
I think. Then&quot; I had no trouble about
that two-year-old Brunhilde colt. No
body seemed to want him, and pretty
much everybody laughed when he was
knocked down to me for one hundred
and sixty dollars. What do you want
with the ugly beast, anyway ?

&quot;

Gid smiled. &quot; He isn t a beauty ; but
I have an idea that there is some out

come in him if his villanous temper can

be cured.&quot;

&quot;

Well, I shouldn t care to have him
on my hands, even at the price. Why
wasn t he sold twelve months ago as a

yearling ? Nobody wanted him ?
&quot;

&quot; That was
it,&quot;

Gid smiled. &quot; If you
call him ugly now, you ought to have
seen him as a yearling. I remember

very well no one would make a bid for

him then, and he and the Alsatia colt,

who was sick and was not offered, were
the only two in last year s catalogue that

were not sold.&quot;

&quot; Ah ! that Alsatia colt is a jewel ;

brought the top price to-day, too.&quot;

&quot; He ought to have done so. Who
got him?&quot;

&quot;

Casey Pallam. All the high-rollers
were after him, but Pallam outlasted
them and bid him in for eight thousand
and five hundred.&quot;

&quot; He s worth it, in my opinion,&quot; Gid
answered

;

&quot; and if Pallam runs him this

season he ought to win him out as a

two-year-old. Major Heath thinks him
the finest colt he ever bred better even
than Moloch, who was last year s won
der.&quot;

&quot;

Maybe he won t have such smooth
sailing, after all, if you start your Brun
hilde wonder against him,&quot; Ozley sug
gested, with a grin.

&quot; Never mind about my Brunhilde
wonder. He won t have to run against
Alsatia colts often, I reckon. Besides,
I don t expect to start him until he is

three years old. It will take a year to
civilize him.&quot;

Gid was satisfied with his friend s

purchases. The Babette colt and the

Paquita filly were excellently bred ani

mals, and gave every promise of becom
ing serviceable racers. The Brunhilde

colt was a whim of his, although it was
based on his perception of good points
in the ungainly youngster, which he

thought might develop with careful

handling, notwithstanding the suspicion
that there was a flaw in his pedigree.
He was registered as by Glenelg, or
&quot;

unknown,&quot; out of Brunhilde, a Bonnie
Scotland mare

;
and as that ominous

&quot; unknown &quot;

afforded ground for an as

sumption that the colt was a half-breed,

or, at least, that he was not a thorough
bred, that assumption was, in accord
ance with a certain law of human nat

ure, more generally made than the

equally reasonable assumption that he
was a Glenelg, and therefore, a thorough
bred or rather the assumption that

would have been equally as reasonable
as the less generous one, if the latter

had not been, to some extent, confirmed

by the uncomely appearance of the
colt. Gid, however, was willing to take
the risk of an imperfect pedigree. If

the colt did unite the blood of Glenelg
and Bonnie Scotland it was well enough
bred for any purpose, and he was not
sure that if his one-hundred-and-sixty-
dollar investment was only a Bonnie
Scotland half-breed it would not be able

to cope with many of the fashionable

strains of the modern turf
;
for Gid

shared the opinion of some very astute

horsemen, that among all her illustrious

citizens the State of Tennessee can cher
ish no worthier name than that of Bonnie

Scotland, the dead progenitor of one of

the noblest lines of race-horses.

IV.

AT the opening of the following spring
he was forced to admit that his hopes
of success in his new business depended
on this ill-favored colt. His Paquita
filly had died, and his Babette colt, after

taking to training most kindly and show
ing indications of exceptional quality,
had gone lame and had been turned out
for the season. Unless, therefore, the
Brunhilde colt should prove better than
the general estimate of him, Gid re

alized that he had not only failed at the

very outset of his undertaking, but that
he had lost in the venture what little

property his father had left him.
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He was not at all sanguine about the

colt, which was as surly and vicious a

brute as ever rebelled against bit or

saddle, and which (whatever could be

said in his commendation) looked more
like a camel than a race-horse. It was
in a moment of disgust at these charac

teristics of the colt that Gid bestowed

upon him the name of Yaboo, the desig
nation by which the Persians contempt
uously distinguish their native drudge
horses from their highly prized Turco
mans and Arabians.

He had placed Yaboo in the hands of

Uncle Lije Heath, to whom the Major,
his old master, had given a strip of

ground adjacent to the Heath farm,
and who, following the honored and

responsible calling of a public trainer,

had won the confidence of the com

munity and so prospered as to add

enough land to the Major s gift to en
able him to lay off a half-mile track,
on which he &quot; worked &quot;

the horses com
mitted to his care. It was with some

misgiving that Uncle Lije had under
taken to prepare Yaboo for the turf.

He not only felt sure that the &quot;var

mint
&quot; was &quot;

cold-blooded,&quot; but that

even if there was the making of a race

horse in him it would be impossible to

do anything with him on account of his

temper. But, as Yaboo belonged to
&quot; Mr. Gid,&quot; who had been the friend of

&quot;Marse Tom&quot; and a special protege of

Uncle Lije s, the old trainer consented
to take charge of the colt and prom
ised to do the best he could with him.
&quot;

Sides,&quot; he added,
&quot;

dey ain t no tellin

how he mout turn out, nohow. I ain t

nuvver seed de hawse yit wid a drap o
ole Bonnie Scotlan s blood in his veins

dat anybody got any call to say he ain t

no count fo he s had a fa r show.&quot;

As the winter broke and the mild
weather gave Uncle Lije an opportunity
to put the colt into active training, the
old man began to make more encourag
ing reports concerning his charge.

&quot; He
des ez mean ez ever, Mr. Gid en da s

de meanis I ever come acrost yit. He
all heels en teef whenever you come
nigh him, en wunst you git on his back
de Lawd knows whah you gwiner Ian

de nex minute. Wid his buckin en
r arin en sulkin I ain t nuwer seed his
ekal

; you git him on de track en he

lunge all over it, wid his head twixt his

laigs, er stan nin straight up on his hine
feet

;
en ef you do git him started des

likely ez not he gwiner bolt clean over
de fence fo you know whut he gwiner
do nex . He doin a leetle better dough
now, sence Alec Saffel commenced wukin
wid him. Somehow he sorter takes to

Alec mo n to anybody else, eepn cepn
I mean Alec s de onles boy he ll let

ride him to do any good ;
en dis mawnin

Alec he wuked him a mile in 49, en
dat ain t so bad fer a hawse ez high in

flesh ez Yaboo is
yit.&quot;

It was Gid s intention to start Yaboo
in the Kentucky Derby, the great race

of the South and West for three-year-
olds, if the colt s improvement should
be such as to warrant anything like a

reasonable hope that he might be of

sufficiently high class to stand even a
remote chance of winning the stake. As
the time approached for the race Gid

began to feel that there might be such
a chance, if Yaboo could be prevailed

upon to run kindly ; for, with one or
two exceptions, the three-year-olds of

that season were not considered extraor

dinary, and even Yaboo might be good
enough to run with them, if Yaboo could
be induced to run at all. Of course,

nothing in the race could expect to con
test it with Huguenot, if Huguenot came
to the post in good condition. Hugue
not who was the Alsatia colt Casey Pal-

lam had bought at the Major s sale had

proved the best of the preceding season s

two-year-olds, winning nine successive

stakes, and retiring into winter quar
ters with an unbeaten record. It was

generally conceded, and by none more

freely than by Gid, that if the colt did

not go amiss he would also have the

principal three-year-old stakes at his

mercy. But the uncertainties of spring

racing led Gid to decide that if any
thing should happen to prevent what
seemed the inevitable victory of Hugue
not in the Derby, Yaboo should, if possi

ble, be ready to compete for the prize.

Meanwhile, during the year which had

elapsed since his departure from the

Major s, he had not seen Jean Heath,

except at a distance across the pews at

church, perhaps, or dashing over the

country with her father or friends
;
for

she was a recklessandadept horsewoman.
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About two weeks before the date fixed

for the Derby Gid rode over to Uncle

Lije s to look at Yaboo, and just before

reaching the gate into the old trainer s

domain, he saw two female figures on
horseback ride through it and gallop off

down the road. One of them he recog
nized as Jean

;
but the fact that she had

visited Uncle Lije or Aunt Polly was in

no way surprising to him, for he knew
that those two worthies, who considered
themselves members in good standing
of the Heath family, enjoyed the special
favor of the Major and his daughter, and
that the latter had succeeded to the

place in Uncle Lije s affections which

perhaps only the sister of &quot; Marse Tom &quot;

could have filled.

As the two figures on horseback dis

appeared behind a green swell of the

undulating meadow that swept the

smooth turnpike out of view Gid with

drew his eyes from that point of the

landscape, and turning through the gate,
rode around to the stables, where he
found Uncle Lije in the act of removing
a side-saddle from the back of Yaboo.

The old trainer cast a somewhat appre
hensive glance at Gid, and shaking his

head wisely and grinning in a manner
not to be explained by any evident prov
ocation, hastened to say, before Gid had
an opportunity to speak himself :

&quot;He s comin on, Mr. Gid, he s comin
on

; wuked a mile dis mawnin wid his

shoes on in 47. De ole Bonnie Scotlan

blood begins to warm up, I tell you!
Ef he keeps on disaway dey ll hear fum
us in dat Derby yit, en Huguenot he

gotter be feelin lak hisse f ef he wanter
have a walk-over.&quot;

&quot; But why have you had that side

saddle on him ?
&quot; Gid asked, with more

dignity than usually characterized his
conversation with Uncle Lije.

&quot;

Oh, dat ain t gwiner do no harm,&quot;

evasively.
&quot;Uncle Lije, one of those ladies who

left here a few minutes ago has been

riding Yaboo !

&quot;

&quot;

Well, dat don t mek no diffunce,&quot; the
old negro replied, uneasily.

&quot; Alec Saf-
fel he wuz sick dis mawnin, en Miss Jean
she happen to come by, en she took it

into her head she wanter breeze Yaboo
roun de track, en long s Yaboo need de

wuk, en long s Miss Jean she alluz could

do mo wid dat hawse den any yuther
livin soul, not scusin Alec Saffel hisse f,

I s posed I mout ez well let her have her

way.&quot;

As he thought of Jean Heath riding
that fiendish brute, Gid for the first time
in his life burned with anger against
Uncle Lije. Taking the saddle from the

ground, he tossed it with some vehe
mence under the shed, enjoining Uncle

Lije that he was never, upon penalty of

having the horse shot, to allow Miss
Heath to touch Yaboo again.

&quot;Yes, suh,&quot; he answered in bewilder
ment

; &quot;but,&quot;
he added, under his breath,

as he turned to throw a blanket over

Yaboo, &quot;I d rather be hamstrung den
tell Honey dat.&quot;

V.

IT was Derby day in Kentucky. For
weeks past its approach had been the
incentive to more comment than any
other day on the calendar, Christmas
alone perhaps excepted. For months
even the papers had devoted a liberal

portion of their space to daily discus

sions of the horses which might be ex

pected to start in the Derby and their

relative chances of winning it. This

space had gradually increased as the

day drew nearer, until for a fortnight

immediately preceding its dawn the

Derby gossip had been the most con

spicuous feature of the local columns of

the Louisville press, while there had
been no important journal throughout
the country which had not kept its

readers informed by telegraph of all

the news that could be gleaned concern

ing the race. Speculation about it was

general, even among those w^ho knew
nothing of the thoroughbred and cared

nothing for the sport.
It was a strong evidence of the hold

this race has upon the Kentuckians that

this spring, when it was conceded on
all sides that it would be a &quot;

gift
&quot;

to

Huguenot, the lack of the usual element
of uncertainty could not degrade Derby
day from its pre-eminence in popular
interest. At that time the Kentucky
Derby was not only the first of the

great regular events of the American
turf, but it was more coveted by horse
men than any other prize of the year.
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In it the prides of the Bluegrass met
on equal terms the giants of the Pacific

slope and the choicest of the Eastern

three-year-olds, and five minutes after

the struggle was over the conqueror was
worth to his owner a respectable for

tune ;
for in addition to the five or six

thousand dollars which the stake was

worth, the winner also usually won with

the stake that which was of far greater

value, the reputation of being the best

colt of his age this side of England.
To-day all roads in some way con

nected with Louisville. The Bluegrass

plateau was virtually depopulated. The

Legislature had adjourned for the occa

sion and come down from Frankfort the

night before, followed by the Governor
and the rest of the State officers. Ten

nessee, Indiana, Ohio, to say nothing of

other more distant sections of the coun

try, were largely represented by crowds
of visitors that overflowed the hotels and
filled the lean maws of the boarding-
houses. It was a holiday in the city ;

many of the shops and stores were
closed

;
others dozed with one door

open, while some clerk, less fortunate

than his fellows, kept lonely vigil with
in. The May sun never shone with
more exhilarating splendor, and by
twelve o clock the avenues leading to

the race-course at Churchill Downs be

gan to assume an unwonted animation.

The street-cars were packed with peo
ple, and an unusual number of vehicles

rolled over the thoroughfares. By two
o clock the principal boulevard leading
to the Downs was a vivid panorama of

speeding roadsters and whirring wheels,
the gala procession swelled by every
conveyance that could be pressed into

service.

At Churchill Downs everything had
been put in readiness for this long
expected afternoon. Club-house and

grand-stand were jauntily repainted ;

the hedges were primly trimmed
;
the

lawns and flower-beds were as fresh

ly and geometrically irreproachable as

nature and man could make them
;
the

field around which the race-course winds
was one great ellipsoid of wimpling
bluegrass ;

while the course itself had
been cudgelled and cozzened into a

smooth and soft elasticity whose very
touch beneath his hoofs would make the

veriest &quot;

plug
&quot;

feel for the moment as

if the blood of all Arabia bounded in his

veins.

By half-past two, when the first

race was called, the grand-stand was

thronged ;
the overflowing crowd filled

the grounds about it, and the grass of

the field was crushed and hidden from

sight beneath the feet of thousands, who
stood in the sun, and joked and laughed
and scuffled, waiting for the running of

the great race.

Gid Bronxon had decided to start

Yaboo in the Derby, although he had
no real hope of beating Huguenot, whom
he knew to be in excellent condition.

But there is always a possibility that

some accident may befall the best of

horses
; and, besides, it would be worth

something to anybody s colt to run as

well as second to Huguenot, as Uncle

Lije had more than once insisted.

Young Bronxon did not begrudge
Huguenot his coming triumph ;

he was
too genuine an admirer of fleetness and

gameness in a thoroughbred not to ad
mire at all times his triumph honestly
won. Nevertheless, he could not help

feeling somewhat rebellious against his

untoward fate that he should be pre
vented from winning this race, which
would mean so much to him, by the su

periority of a horse whose owner was,
of all men, Casey Pallam, the fortune-

favored young Tennesseean, who, if re

port was reliable, was no surer of win

ning the Derby than he was of winning
Jean Heath herself.

The first race was a three-quarter-
mile dash, with nearly a score of con

testants, whose coyness and fretfulness

at the post were watched with impa
tience by the spectators, who resented

anything that would delay the principal
race of the day. A start was at last

made, with every jockey fighting for the

lead
;
and as they turned into the home

stretch one of the horses was seen to

fall, and immediately afterward another

tumbled over him. As the second went

down, Gid Bronxon, who was watching
the race through a pair of field-glasses,

uttered a slight exclamation and has

tened toward the scene of the accident.

The two fallen horses were quickly on

their feet, none the worse for their mis

adventure, and one of the jockeys also
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sprang up, laughingly &quot;brushing the dust

from his gorgeously colored jacket ;
but

the other rider lay where he had been

thrown, and as Gid came up he saw that

the boy was, as he had thought, Alec

Saffel. A physician, who was not hard

to find in the crowd which had hurried

to the spot, declared that the little fellow

had suffered no injury more serious than

the dislocation of a shoulder. Gid had
him taken to the club-house and prop
erly cared for

;
and then walked out

listlessly on the lawn, his hands aim

lessly in his pockets and his eyes fixed

vacuously on the variegated foliage of

the plants that shaped a jockey s cap
and saddle at his feet. His last chance

of winning the Derby, insignificant as it

had been, had gone, for young Saffel s

mishap would prevent him riding Yaboo,
and even if another good jockey could

be secured at that late hour, it was ex

tremely improbable that anyone unfamil
iar with the horse would be able to man
age him.

Uncle Lije came slowly forward, look

ing so lugubrious that Gid, who was not

wearing a very cheerful expression him
self, could not repress a smile. &quot;

Well,
Mr. Gid,&quot; forlornly, &quot;luck s gone agin
us.

&quot;

It seems so, Uncle Lije.&quot;

&quot;I knowed sumpn bad wus gwiner
happen fo night, case I tied one shoe
fo I put on tother dis mawnin, en I

ain t nuvver seed dat sign miss
yit.&quot;

&quot;Well, we ll have to withdraw Yaboo
and save him for some other day. Alec
will be all right before the meeting is

over, I reckon,&quot; Gid answered, with some

attempt at consolation.
&quot; We gotter try fer de Derby anyhow,&quot;

Uncle Lije maintained. &quot;Dat racewuff
mo to us den all de res Yaboo kin run
in de whole meetin you know dat wid-
out me tellin you, Mr. Gid. So I done

got dis-yere boy Whitlock to ride him,
stiddier Alec. We hatter take our

chances, Mr. Gid, dough de Lawd knows
dey mighty slim shakes. Alec Saffel de
onles boy yit ever could do anything wid
dat Yaboo.&quot;

Gid authorized Uncle Lije to do what
ever he thought best, and then made his

way absently to a seat high up in the

grand-stand. There he sat until after

the second race, with his head bared

gratefully to the breeze, and his eyes
directed toward the misty billows of the

Indiana hills. And as he gazed at them

they seemed, as from a majestic amphi
theatre, to look down with exalted in

difference upon this paltry scene of

excitement and contention about him
;

and catching something of the spirit of

their philosophical serenity, he told him
self that a man was a fool who, with no
more resources than his, ventured upon
the turf with the expectation of keeping
his head above it. Reaching this saga
cious conclusion, he diverted his eyes
from the Indiana hills to a certain spot
in the ladies section of the grand-stand,
where Jean Heath and her aunt were

sitting.
This change of view did not result

in reflections that were particularly

profitable or pleasing, for perhaps the

most definite impressions which he re

ceived were, that the bonnet of Jean s

aunt was aggressively old-fashioned as

she sat among those stylish Louisville

girls, and that the clothes of Casey Pal-

lam, who was constantly saying some

thing that made Jean laugh, were con

spicuously new and his diamonds were

disgustingly dazzling.

VI.

AT four o clock the bell rang to call

the horses from the stables for the Der

by. Most of them, however, had already
been on the track for several minutes,

taking their &quot;

warming-up canters,&quot; in

hoods and blankets, preliminary to the

desperate struggle through which they
were expected to go a little later. As

they brushed by the stand many were
the glasses levelled upon them and as

many were the criticisms passed upon
their movements and prospects ; while
the universal inquiry was, &quot;Which is

Huguenot?&quot;

If it was difficult to distinguish Hugue
not from the other blanketed figures,there
was one horse, at least, easy of identifica

tion by those who knew him
;
for as the

others were galloping around the course,

away across the field, at one of the gates

opening from the stables to the track,
he was prancing and plunging, resist-
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ing all efforts to coax or drive liiin. Gid
Bronxon knew, even before lie focussed

his glasses upon the refractory beast and

recognized Uncle Lije at his head, that

it was Yaboo.

At the ringing ol the second bell the

signal that the horses should be saddled

for the race there was a suddenly in

creased stir among the concourse of

people that stretched far back beyond
the grand-stand to the long pavilion
where the odds were laid against the

wise men s ability to
&quot;pick

the winner.&quot;

It was to this spot that hundreds were

pressing, madmen for the moment in

their efforts to &quot;back their judgment ;&quot;

surging like fierce breakers against the

rocks to dash their money on their favor

ites. &quot;Huguenot!&quot; &quot;Huguenot!&quot; was
the cry from all quarters. Everybody
wanted &quot;Huguenot,&quot; the &quot;sure

thing,&quot;

and such a continuous rush was made

upon him that he was &quot;swept off the

boards.&quot;

&quot;

Long odds against the outsiders !

&quot;

was the iterant chorus. &quot;Anything you
want against the short ones !

&quot;
&quot; Who

is this Yaboo f Fifty to one Yaboo !
&quot;

&quot;One hundred to one Yaboo!&quot;

&quot;

Boss, gimme two dollars wuff dat

hunnud to one Yaboo,&quot; said Uncle Lije,
who having succeeded in getting the

horse on the track, had slipped over for

a moment &quot; to take a look at de odds.&quot;

&quot; What do you know about Yaboo,
Uncle ?

&quot; some one inquired, eager for a
&quot;

tip
&quot; from the old trainer, as he walked

away with his bit of pasteboard caning
for $202 if Yaboo should win.

&quot;No h n don t nobody know no h n
bout dat hawse. I des reskin two dol

lars on his Bonnie Scotlan blood.&quot;

&quot; Then you don t think he stands any
chance of winning ?

&quot;

&quot; I dun-know no h n bout dat
;
but

ef he takes it into his head dat he feels

lak runnin dis evenin
,
en his rider kin

keep him fum boltin de track, er jump-
in de fence, er cuttin up some er his

oudacious shines, de hawse whut beats
him is gotter call on all fo his laigs, da s

all.&quot;

The horses were over in the pad
dock now, their grooms sponging their

mouths, tightening girths and giving
them other last touches of preparation
for the race. Most of them were ready,

and were being led slowly around the

paddock, while the jockeys stood about,

receiving the final instructions and wait

ing the signal to mount and proceed to
the starting-post.
The signal was not long in coming.

The president of the club, with his coat
buttoned tightly about him and a flower
on his lappel, arose in the judges stand,
and with a deliberation worthy the im
portance of the moment, rang the bell

for the third and last time. Instantly
there was a wild break from the grounds
below to the grand-stand, which was al

ready full, and every foot of space was
found and occupied by some one anxious
to secure a position from which to wit

ness the race. From end to end the
stand was one serried mass of people,

packed tier above tier, its right section

fluttering with the ribbons and the fans

of the ladies, who in their holiday at

tire presented, from a slight distance,
the appearance of a vast matted bank
of many-colored, breeze-stirred bloom.
The sward between the grand-stand
and the track wras thronged, and over in

the field the inner circumference of

the course, for a quarter of a mile, was
a great crescent of swarming human
beings, on foot, on horseback, and in all

varieties of vehicles. Across the field

the roofs of the stables, which circum
scribe the course, were black with men
and boys, and even beyond the limits of

the Association s grounds the trees and
the telegraph-poles were living witnesses

of the scene.

One of the Kentucky senators occu

pied a seat in the judges stand, while

the other was opposite, holding a timer s

watch. On the platform adjoining the

judges stand was a bevy of distinguished

strangers a Governor or two, a rotund

justice of the Court of Appeals, a few

millionaires, and an eminent English
man of letters, who was travelling and

lecturing in America, as well as col

lecting notes which he did not expect to

publish until he got safely back on the

other side of the ocean.

The sprinkling-cart was hauled from
the track by two sturdy draught horses,

stolidly oblivious of the fact that they
were literally drawers of water for their

more aristocratic fellows in the paddock ;

the gate from the paddock was then
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opened, and the first of the Derby con
testants minced daintily through it to

the course, and was received with a

round of handclapping. It was Petrel,

a colt which would have been highly
thought of if Huguenot had not been in

the race
;
and as he paraded before the

grand-stand and then dashed off to the

half-mile post, at which the start was to

be made, he was a striking picture of

equine beauty. Following him from the

paddock came Timarch, a well-formed,
well-bred black giant, who looked, how
ever a little too fleshy for such a race as

the Derby. Seven of the nine starters

thus appeared, and each was awarded
some sign of applause. As the eighth

leaped llthely to the track with elastic

step and free stride a cheer broke from

thousands, which was repeated as the

intelligent creature turned his head

curiously toward his admirers, and as

his jockey, grinning with gratification,
lifted his cap in acknowledgment of the

greeting. It was Huguenot, of course
;
no

other horse on the grounds would have
met such an ovation

;
and as he came

forth the orange and blue of the Pallam

colors, plaited about his mane and deck

ing his rider, were unnecessary for his

identification by the public. With his

slender barrel, his deep chest, his power
ful quarters, his hard muscles, his smooth

legs, his small, symmetrical head, his

gentle, fearless eyes, his strong, flexile

action, his lustrous coat, and his rich

blood-bay color, relieved by a dash of

white on forehead and pastern, he was
as perfect a specimen of patrician horse
flesh as ever sprang from that remark
able sire of handsome and great racers,
the dead Virgil. Shaking his head from
side to side as if for very joy in the

ecstasy of motion, he was followed by a

parting cheer as he cantered off to the

starting-post ;
and Gid Bronxon, who

was standing near the railing that sepa
rated the crowd from the track, saw

Casey Pallam, a few feet away, smile

radiantly as he lifted his hat to Jean

Heath, who was beaming on him from
the grand-stand.
The next moment Uncle Lije at his bit

and young Whitlock on his back suc
ceeded in getting Yaboo from the pad
dock to the course. As the uncomely
colt plunged right and left, stubbornly

refusing to obey either the cajoleries or
the chastisement of his rider, laughter
echoed from stand and field, and rose

again as a big voice exclaimed,
&quot; Hitch

him to the water-cart !

&quot; Gid Bronxon
flushed as he saw CaseyPallam join in the

laughter and cast an amused glance in

the direction of Jean Heath. But he did
not look at Jean Heath again himself.

Yaboo and coming just after Hugue
not, at that was a rather laughable ob

ject, with his long, gangling body made
still more grotesque by his contortions

;

his big, aquiline-nosed head
;
and his

ashy color, of that particular shade of

light chestnut which belonging to a

plough-horse, would have been called
&quot;

clay-bank
&quot;

a shade which cannot be
made to take on a gloss, however great
the care of the groom, and which ap
peared all the more commonplace un
der the silk of Gid s colors of crimson
and creamy white.

After much persuasion and lashing
Yaboo at last switched his tail in the

air impatiently and rushed off rapidly
toward the other horses, which were

waiting for him at the half-mile post.

Arriving there, he refused to stop, but
ran on a quarter of a mile farther before

Whitlock could check him
;
and ten

minutes more were consumed in bring
ing him back to the starting-post. A
good half-hour was then wasted in at

tempting to get him off with the other

horses, but when they were moving for

ward in line Yaboo was otherwise en

gaged, in trying to dismount his rider,
in kicking out lustily at the starter s

assistant, in waltzing, bucking, rearing,
and other favorite divertisements of his,

or in suddenly turning and scudding
away in the opposite direction to that in

which the race was to be run.

The spectators were at first amused
at these antics of Yaboo s, but their pa
tience, as well as that of the starter, was
fast becoming exhausted, and it looked
as if it would be necessary to leave the
crimson and white behind and run the
race without Yaboo s assistance, when
Gid smiled as he saw Uncle Lije go up
to the judges and engage those officials

in earnest conversation, emphasizing it

with many obeisances and gestures. The
old trainer was well known by the offi

cers of the Association, and they proba-
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bly had dealings with no one for whom
they had more respect. He was evi

dently well pleased with his call, for

when he left the judges stand he was
wreathed in smiles. Before Gid could

reach him he had disappeared through the

crowd, but the next minute a messenger
from the judges was galloping across the

field to inform the starter that another

jockey would be allowed to ride Fa6oo,and
a few moments later Gid caught sight of

Uncle Lije driving a buggy furiously
toward the half-mile post, with a boyish

figure in crimson and white at his side.

He wondered idly what jockey Uncle

Lije had picked up now, but was satis

fied that it was of no importance who
rode Yaboo, as nothing could be expected
from the colt in his present humor.

Through his glasses he saw Uncle Lije
and his companion spring from the bug
gy and go upon the track ;

saw Whitlock
dismount with alacrity, and the new

jockey approach Yaboo in front and stand

for an instant patting him on the nose
;

saw him vault from Uncle Lije s hand
into the saddle, and then bend over the

colt and stroke his neck for a few sec

onds
;
saw him lift himself in his seat

and gently shake the reins, and saw
Yaboo walk slowly toward the other

horses
;
saw him come abreast of them,

then saw, like a flash of refracted light, a

many-colored platoon plunge forward.

The next instant the red flag had cut the

air to the earth, there was a resonant

shout from the grand-stand, and the

Derby had begun.
For nearly a hundred yards the nine

horses ran shoulder to shoulder in a

beautiful line deployed straight across

the track. Then the manoeuvring for

position commenced. Reins were tight
ened and others were slackened, and the

brilliant hues of the jockeys wove in and
out with shifting rapidity as some pushed
to the front and others restrained their

impatience. At the first quarter they
were all close together, but divided into

two phalanxes, in the last of which was

Huguenot, while at his flank was the big
nose of Yaboo. At the start Huguenot,
with a bound like a panther s, had

sprung to the front, but his rider had

promptly taken him in hand, and was
now leaning far back in his saddle in his

effort to keep the spirited animal from

making his race too soon. The crimson
and white of Yaboo had not been at all

conspicuous in that kaleidoscopic change
of colors except for the persistency with
which they remained just in the rear of

the Pallam orange and blue.

As the horses swung into the stretch

for the first time the trailing division

closed on that in front, and they rounded
the turn all bunched. But only for two
or three seconds did they run in this

order, for as the long stretch was fairly
entered Petrel burst from the ruck and
shot to the van, increasing his speed at

every stride until by the time he had
covered fifty yards he was fully three

lengths ahead of all the others. Then
another rein was loosened, and the big
black form of Timarch loomed out in hot

pursuit of the flying Petrel, followed by
a general quickening of the pace by the

others. Down the stretch they came,
their shining coats and burnished trap

pings glinting against the sun, and the

dust rising luminously in their wake.
As they neared the stand Petrel was
still leading, but Timarch was following
with a rush that was fast lessening the

distance between them. Behind Timarch,
two lengths away, were the others in a

pack, from which the shapely head of

Huguenot showed slightly in advance of

the remaining six. That head was saw

ing from side to side desperately as the

colt fought against the unyielding bit

that kept him from spurning his com

pany and leaping disdainfully to the

lead. Meanwhile, at his saddle-girth,
unmindful of his disdain, and seemingly
of everything else, Yaboo lounged sleep

ily along.
As the end of the stand was reached

Timarch worked up to Petrel, and the

two raced down to the &quot;

wire,&quot; cheered

on by the applause of the spectators.

They ended the first half mile of the race

head and head, passing lapped together
under the wire, and beginning in earnest

the mile which was yet to be traversed.

As they dashed by the judges the other

horses were four lengths behind them
;

but just at this point Huguenot s jockey
relaxed his reins a little, and with a

wonderful bound that shook the grand
stand with a shout of joy, the orange and
blue began to cut down the gap which
Petrel and Timarch had made. In a
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second Huguenot was clear of the buncli,
and leaving it further in his rear at every
one of those mighty, graceful bounds.
But in another second Yaboo s rider had
bent forward slightly, and Yaboo him
self, appearing to wake from his dreams,
switched his tail and hurried off in pur
suit of his late companion.

&quot; Just look

at old Water-cart !

&quot;

yelled the big voice

again, and before the laughter had sub
sided Yaboo s nose was back at its old

place at Huguenot s saddle-girth : in an
other moment it was at his throat-latch

;

and in two more strides the crimson and
white and the orange and blue were

streaming through the sunlight blended

together. The excitement now began
to grow intense as the next quarter was
finished with Huguenot and Yaboo side

by side, only a length behind Petrel and
Timarch, still lapped, while the others
were struggling some lengths away. It

was as if for the time there were two
races, one between Petrel and Timarch
and the other between Huguenot and
Yaboo, with nothing to indicate which
would be the winner of either. It was
evident, however, that Petrel and Ti

march were running at the top of their

speed, while the other two each had

something yet in reserve.

Gid Bronxon felt the hand that held
his glasses become a trifle unsteady as

he watched the good work which Yaboo
was doing, and yielding to a sudden im
pulse he glanced up in the grand-stand,
but he could not see either Jean Heath
or her aunt. Looking over into the

field, he broke into a nervous laugh as

he caught sight of Uncle Lije hilariously

tossing his hat high in the air.

But his laugh instantly died away
when he levelled his glasses on the horses

again. They were approaching the turn
into the back-stretch, in the same order
as last noted, when Yaboo abruptly left

Huguenot and bolted obliquely to the

opposite side of the track, an action
which sent a murmurous commotion
through the throngs which saw it, and
left no doubt in any one s mind that all

chances for the crimson and white were
over. For Huguenot not only went on
alone in pursuit of Petrel and Timarch,
but by the time Yaboo had been pulled
back into the course every horse in the
race had passed that obstinate brute.

Along the back-stretch it soon began
to look as if the result would be between
Petrel and Huguenot, for Timarch fal

tered, and then dropped back to Hugue
not, the latter going by the tired black
colt quickly, and now rapidly overtaking
the gallant Petrel. In the next twenty
yards he collars Petrel, and a cry goes
up from the grand-stand. There seems

nothing in the race now except the two,
and in another twenty yards the cry
swells into an exultant roar as Huguenot s

colors flash to the lead. Petrel s jockey
draws his whip and plies it vigorously,
and the brave colt makes a heroic effort

to recover his lost ground. But it is

useless. Petrel s race is run, and Hu
guenot enters on the last half-mile two

good lengths in front, which it is easy
to see he can make a dozen if necessary.
&quot;It s all over !

&quot;

is the exclamation which
rises above the pandemonium in the
field and the grand-stand. &quot;It s Hu
guenot s race !

&quot;
&quot; There s nothing in it

that can make him run !

&quot;
&quot; He wins

in a walk !

&quot;

Huguenot swings into the home
stretch retaining his advantage without
an effort, and running with a free action

that is as beautiful as it is powerful, his

rider sitting motionless in supreme con
fidence that all that is required of him
now is to hold the horse to his course.

The great crowd is laughing good-
humoredly at Huguenot s easily won
Derby. Many in it are shaking each
other s hands, and Gid Bronxon observes
that those near Casey Pallam are bois

terously congratulating him.

Suddenly there is a new tumult.
&quot;Look !

&quot;
&quot; Look !

&quot;

&quot;Who is that ?
&quot;

&quot; See how he comes !

&quot; For out from
the rear tears a tornado of dust, swirling
by horse after horse with a swiftness
that is electric in its effect on those who
see it.

&quot; Who is it ?
&quot;

&quot; Who is it ?
&quot;

&quot; What are those colors ?
&quot; And a big

voice bellows,
&quot;

By the great Geehosa-

phat if it ain t old Water-cart !

&quot;
&quot; Ya

boo !
&quot;

&quot; Yaboo !
&quot;

&quot; Yaboo !
&quot;

proclaim
a thousand straining tongues, and the
reverberant shouts startle from his fan
cied security Huguenot s jockey, who,
turning in his seat, looks over his shoul
der and sees swooping down on him that

pillar of dust, out from which, even as he
looks, there leaps like a gleam of light-
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ning a sheen of crimson and white storm were sweeping down the course,

and Yaboo is once more alongside of Hu- from which those two terror-stricken

guenot. The rider in orange and blue beasts just in front of it are fleeing for

-

Winner, by a head, of the Kentucky Derby,&quot;

is no longer motionless in his saddle
;
his

arms beat the air rapidly as he shakes

the reins, and his heels strike against

Huguenot s sides incessantly, as, for the

first time, he begins to urge the son of

Virgil to do his best. But Yaboo is not
to be gotten rid of easily. It is as if

he were borne on by some preternatural
force, on which he has been hurled for

ward with a momentum that is resist

less. Do what he can, Huguenot cannot
shake that demon from his side, and an

eighth of a mile from the end the two
are neck and neck, and each is running
as he has never run before. On they

plunge, stride for stride, the dust rising
and hanging over the other horses a few

yards behind them, whose riders are now
making a last desperate attempt to force

them to the front. And as they respond
with their final rally, and dash furiously
forward in a close cluster through that

lowering dust, their hoof-beats echo like

the rhythmically rolling rumble of low

thunder, the quick lashes cleave the

dust-cloud against the light like wind-
writhen rain, and it is, indeed, as if a

their lives. On they fly, from one storm
into another from the storm behind
them into the storm that bursts before

them from ten thousand throats. They
are so near now that the play of their

tense muscles can be seen without the

aid of glasses ;
but near as they are,

those myriad eyes cannot see which, if

either, leads the other. They are so

near that the delicate nostrils of Hugue
not, dilated to their utmost in this migh
ty struggle, glow like opalescent fire.

They are so near that, straining, as if

almost they would leave their sockets,

the whites of Yaboo s eyes are plainly
visible. Huguenot, with every faculty
of his beautiful body and dauntless spi
rit thrown into this supreme effort, is

superb, and more than worthy of every
one of those deafening plaudits, Hugue
not !

&quot;

Huguenot /&quot; Yaboo in motion,
now the incarnation of a terrific power,
is grand, and deserves that frantic ac

claim,
&quot; Yaboo!

&quot;
&quot; Yaboo!

&quot;

Pitted to

gether they are magnificent, and &quot;Hu

guenot!
&quot;

&quot;

Huguenot !
&quot;

&quot; Yaboo !
&quot;

&quot;Yaboo!&quot; &quot;Yaboo wins!&quot; &quot;Huguenot
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wins !

&quot;

rend that mad multitude with a

warring chaos of enthusiasm. On they
come, even yet as though yoked to

gether ;
but now as they reach the

sixteenth pole, is it can it be that the

crimson has forged just a hand s-breadth

in front of the orange ?
&quot;

Huguenot is

beaten !

&quot;

rises from the people like a

groan of defeat and a yell of victory.

His jockey immediately raises his whip,
and Huguenot for the first time in his

life feels the sting of raw-hide. &quot;

Hugue
not is whipping !

&quot;

is heard above that

wild uproar, if there is any one to hear.

The sensitive creature springs gamely
from the lash, and with a herculean
bound wrests the lead from his compe
titor.

&quot;

Huguenot has him !

&quot;
&quot;

Hugue
not wins !

&quot;

and the multitude sways and
storms over the triumph of the favorite

for triumph it must be, as the goal is

now not fifteen yards away. Taboo s

jockey bends lower over his horse s

withers
;
there is a tremulous motion of

his hands, a convulsive pressure of his

knees, a quick lifting as if of the horse

by the rider, and while the cruel blows

yet fall on Huguenot s flank, Yaboo, amid

an outburst that must startle the far

Indiana hills, hurtles past the judges,
winner, by a &quot;head,&quot; of the Kentucky
Derby.
As the jockeys rode back to the judges

stand to dismount after the finish of the

race, Gid Bronxon suddenly sprang
through the gate to the track, and hur

rying to Yaboo, lifted his drooping rider

from the saddle. His own face was as pale
as the boy s, and as he held the exhausted

figure for an instant in his arms he
saw tears trembling on the little fellow s

lashes.
&quot; Put me down, quick, quick !

&quot;

came from the quivering lips, and like

one in a dream Gid placed him on the

ground. The crimson and white jacket

disappeared immediately into the lat

ticed weighing-room. In a moment
Gid saw it come forth and slip away
through the crowd. A minute later he

caught a glimpse of it by Uncle Lije s

side as the old trainer drove away in the

buggy ;
and while the eyes of perhaps

all in that throng were directed upon
the horse that had won the Derby, and

upon the time of the race, which had just
been posted, Gid, going to the top-

Put me down, quick, quick.
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most railing of the grand-stand, followed

with a dazed look the buggy as it left

the grounds, turned into the old road

that extends beyond them, and stopped
in front of a little cottage back among
the trees. Then he saw the crimson and

white jacket leave the buggy and run

up to the door, into the arms of a lady
who was standing there, and on whose

head was an aggressively old-fashioned

bonnet.

The cottage, he happened to know,

belonged to the old woman who had

charge of the women s dressing-rooms
beneath the grand-stand, and glancing
in that direction as he made his way be

low, he saw her sitting faithfully at her

post.
About eight o clock that evening Gid

met Major Heath in the lobby of the

Gait House, and after receiving the old

gentleman s congratulations the two en

gaged in a conversation which concluded

in this way :

&quot; I m afeard not, Gid. Jean is in a

turrible tantrum. Cryin all the time,

an says she never wants to see nobody
ag in.&quot;

&quot;

But, Major, if it is possible, I must

speak to her, somehow.&quot;

&quot; Come along then, an I ll see if I c n

manage it.&quot;

VII.

AMONG the &quot;Notes&quot; which followed

a long description of the Derby in a

Louisville paper next day were these :

&quot;!T is reported that the owner of Yahoo was
offered $10,000 for him within half an hour
after the race yesterday.&quot;

&quot;!T was noticed that the jockey who rode

Yahoo had neither whip nor spurs. It is said

that the horse will not submit to punishment.&quot;

&quot;THE most important and happiest man in

town last night was old Uncle Lije Heath, who
trained the Derby winner. He says he knew
all the time that Yahoo was no half-breed, and
that his Bonnie Scotland blood was bound to

pull him through. Uncle Lije won two thou

sand dollars on the result.&quot;

U !T is said that young Smith, who piloted
Yahoo to victory, never rode in a race before.

If such is the case the lad s performance was

nothing short of marvellous. Smith is from

the country, and was discovered by Uncle Lije

Heath, who says, however, that the boy s par
ents would never consent to his going upon the

turf. This is unfortunate, as there is no doubt

that he would soon rank with the premier

jockeys of America. Uncle Lije explains that

Smith would not have ridden yesterday if the

horse had not been a favorite of his, and if the

ridicule with which the crowd greeted Taboo

had not made the boy indignant.&quot;

&quot;Tim genial Major Heath, of Woodford

County, was seen by a reporter in front of the

Gait House late last night, in company with

Mr. Bronxon, the owner of Yahoo. The Major
seemed as radiant over the result as Mr.

Bronxon himself, as the great son of Glendg
and Brunhilde was bred by the Major, being
the first Derby winner lie &quot;has yet produced.
He sold Yahoo as a two-year-old, he says, for

$160. Mr. Bronxon, in response to an inquiry

by the reporter, said he thought that yester

day s experience would satisfy him, and that

he would seek no further honors on the turf.

Major Heath intimated that there was some

probability of the formation of a partnership
between himself and Mr. Bronxon for the

management of the former s stock-farm, an in

timation which Mr. Bronxon did not deny.&quot;

Yaboo.&quot;



LOST LIGHT.

By Edward S. Martin.

I CANNOT make her smile come back

That sunshine of her face

That used to make this worn earth seem,
At times, so gay a place.

The same dear eyes look out at me
;

The features are the same
;

But, oh ! the smile is out of them,
And I must be to blame.

Sometimes I see it still
;
I went

With her the other day,
To meet a long-missed friend, and while

We still were on the way,
Her confidence in waiting love

Brought back, for me to see,

That old-time love-light to her eyes
That will not shine for me.

They tell me money waits for me ;

They say I might have fame.

I like those gewgaws quite as well

As others like those same.

But I care not for what I have,

Nor lust for what I lack

One tithe as much as my heart longs
To call that lost light back.

Come back ! dear banished smile, come back

And into exile drive

All thoughts, and aims, and jealous hopes
That in thy stead would thrive.

Who wants the earth without its sun?

And what has life for me
That s worth a thought, if, as its price,

It leaves me robbed of thee !
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THE ROCK OF BERANGER.

By T. R. Sullivan.

I

WAS still a young man
(
tis twenty

years since then) when I first made
the journey into Switzerland. And
I paraded a fine festival-flower of

enthusiasm, which ought to have been

immensely gratifying to the jaded senses

of older travellers, but which my one

companion did his very best to blight
with no success whatever. We were
thrown into the close intimacy of travel

for little more than a fortnight, and we
have never journeyed again together.
But this is due rather to the sundering
force of outward circumstances than to

our peculiar dissimilarity of sentiment,
remarkable as that undeniably was.

When we meet at rare intervals, we still

smile over some half-forgotten incident

of that memorable comradeship we
have so little else in common to smile

over. For he is gruff and grizzled ;
his

oldest child is in society, and of all but
her he is now more ruthlessly critical

than ever. He has his wife to ko-tow
before him, ugly old Chinese curio that

he is ! while I

It was at a crowded table d hote in Ge
neva that fate, one August night, allot

ted me a chair next to Hans Worden,
whom I took for a German at first

;
not

on account of his name, which I did not
know. He has, in fact, a drop or two of

Dutch blood in his veins, but is as thor

ough-paced an American as any ever

shod, and this I soon discovered. I saw,

too, that he was broad-shouldered and

bald, with a spike of hair upon his fore

head
;
that he wore a stiff yellow beard

and mustache, clipped into bristles
;
that

he must be at least ten years my senior,
and must measure considerably less than
two yards in height, but almost all of

that in the girth. His answers were
short and somewhat too direct. Though
we were alone in a crowd, and I was lone

ly, I did not care for him. But when I,

by an awkward accident, projected half

my pint of vieux Macon into his portion
of the raie au beurre noir, he was unex

pectedly civil about this trying circum

stance, which he certainly could not have
foreseen. On that account I felt bound
to him by a tie of gratitude, and accord

ingly tried to say as little as I could, and
to say it in his way. This nattered him,

perhaps, for he began to do his share of

the talking, and when dinner was over
he invited me to take coffee and fine

champagne with him upon the terrace.

There, continuing our talk, we found
that we had friends in common at home,
that we were still alone in the crowd,
that we were going the same way on the

morrow. The twilight grew murky
round our ears

; the lighthouse flashed

out upon the jetty ;
the lake lapped the

shore gently ; under the wall a wander

ing Savoyard struck up a plaintive love-

song. And in the dark we exchanged
the cigar of peace and became fellow-

travellers.

The next day, which seemed intermin-
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able, we took the steamer for Chillon.

I was oppressively conscious of myself,
all the time on guard against the possi

bility of boring my new acquaintance ;

to do that would not be difficult, I felt.

He did not bore me, but he hampered
me by his indifference to the cool north

westerly breeze, the sunshine, the glis

tening water. I could not get accustomed
to his presence ;

he was constantly on

my mind, and yet I was lonelier than I

should have been without him. I did

not demand exciting incidents
;
I found

room for diversion in the mere sight of

these new shores. But here, at my back,

hung my Old Man of this inland Sea, who
would neither divert himself nor let me
be diverted.

At Chillon I let myself go, and en-

of the famous names carved in the dun
geon pillar he read aloud with a faint

show of interest. Just above Lord By
ron s, one of our own nation, a female

sculptor, or, as she would say, a sculp
tress, had recorded herself in letters an
inch long. The name, newly cut, had
not hardened in the limestone

;
and with

the stick he carried Worden quietly ob
literated it. One swift stroke of the

ferule, and it was gone. Here, for the

first time, we were in perfect sympa
thy. From that moment I knew we
should get on.

And so we did, admirably. He took
the lead and made the pace, while I fol

lowed, frequently out of step, but always
within hailing distance. That night we

passed in Vevey at the famous hostelry

id that we had friends in common at home.&quot;

joyed things in my own way, which was
not at all like his

;
but he was not bored,

and seeing this I took heart and found
his attitude amusing. The oubliettes

and cells of the condemned he inspected
gravely, but with a shrug of the shoul
ders. A certain torture-post, that bore
marks of heated iron, looked, he said, as

if it had been freshly roasted over night
for our especial benefit

;
and this I could

not deny. Concerning Boimivard he was
reticent and sceptical, but two or three

of the Three Crowns, well termed gran
diose by the fluent author of the guide
book. This straightforward work, by
the way, was Worden s pet aversion ;

the

scarlet of its covers made his eyes flash

fire like a bull s
;

in vain I protested
that much wisdom lay between them,
and that we were ignorant. I might
keep it by me, he said, might even quote
from it, if I chose he could not pre
vent that

;
but it must never be flaunted

about in his presence. We were not
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tourists, &quot;doing&quot; things from a mistak

en sense of duty ;
we were moving this

way and the other way, as our souls in

cited us, for pleasure only ;
God willing,

without formulae.

For our pleasure, therefore, we de

scended at the Three Crowns
;
walked

out toward a glowing sunset, and, turn-

There is no place like it in all Europe.
But to-morrow you will leave me.&quot;

And when we assured her that our one
desire was to be always there with her,

but that she sighed, and said all men
were of the brutes and cruel. One might
have done worse than to accept her
lotos-branch thus invitingly extended

;

encountered a wonderful Russian princess of literary tendencies.&quot;

ing, saw its colors die away in the dis

tant peak of the Dent du Midi
;
while

just across the lake, from behind the

crags of Meillerie, a storm-cloud raised

its head, glaring and growling fitfully
like some monstrous chimera of the

mountains. Then the unexpected hap
pened, and we encountered a wonderful
Russian princess of literary tendencies,
who greeted Worden heartily.

&quot; What !

Not married yet ?
&quot;

she inquired. And
upon his answer in the negative, we
were given the freedom of her salon, a
marvel of barbaric luxury, overhanging
the lake, where wre took coffee and li

queurs, and smoked, all three, while she
told tales of obvious point in many lan

guages, and deplored our early departure.
&quot;I came here for a month,&quot; she said,

&quot;and, lo, I have stayed three years.

but, as Worden remarked afterward,
one usually does worse, somehow, on
this side of the planet.

&quot;What! Not married yet?&quot;
The

woman of the world had asked it with a

note of intention that kept recurring to

me. Did he want to marry, then ? Was
that the clue to his incapacity for enjoy
ment, his preoccupation, his feverish de
sire to push on for pleasure to see all,

and think of nothing ? Pleasure, indeed !

Could he see anything as I saw it ?

Could he dismiss from his mind the

thought I did not know ? Was he not,

really, blind with some old pain, and

brooding always upon that ? The fancy
stole into my brain, and would not out
of it. Habet ! The princess knew what
she was talking about. A woman has

jilted him ;
he is trying to forget her.
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His face and figure had a wofully
comic cast in them

;
he was not the man

to command affection at a moment s no
tice

;
not at all the kind of lover that I,

for instance, would make if my time ever

came. But in spite of that, perhaps be
cause of it, my interest in him deepened
wonderfully. The quenchless spirit of

opposition, that I laughed at, became

charged with pathos now. I understood
his imperfect sympathy with the land

scape, his contempt for the beautiful,
even among women, aU of whom he af

fected to regard as of a race apart, in

ferior to our own. Evidently this was
a case of acute mental strabismus

;
his

mind s eye, turning inward and not out

ward, caught but a poor half-light, dis

torting everything.
Constant and severe as his pangs

must have been, they were not permitted
to impair his appetite. We put up, ac

cordingly, for our next mid-day meal at

the queer old town of Saint Maurice, in

the Rhone valley, where, after our first

word or two, the smiling peasant-maiden
of the inn treated us with great defer

ence, yet with unaccountable familiarity.
Never was a simple second breakfast
served with such circumstance, with such

chattering about each dish as it was set

down.
&quot;For whom does she take us?&quot; I

asked. &quot;I told her in my best accents
that we were voyaging to Chamouni
from the Three Crowns.&quot;

&quot; For princes of the blood, perhaps,&quot;

said Worden. &quot; Eat your gruyere with
a good conscience. If need be, I will

assume the role.&quot;

He had hardly spoken when to us
entered the landlord, carrying a bottle
of choice wine, which he pressed upon
our acceptance. Without knowing why,
we were forced to drink his health, and
with much bowing and scraping he

pledged us, in return, enduring pros
perity.

&quot;And since it
appears,&quot; he added,

&quot; that these gentlemen travel onward in
the service of the Three Crowns &quot;

Thereupon, drawing from his pocket
a handful of the hotel cards, he begged
the gentlemen to honor him by dis

tributing these in his favor along their
road.

My lips parted for a shout of derision,

but Worden silenced me with a look.

Quietly accepting the situation and the
cards likewise, he told our host that we
would do all in our power to oblige him.
The sharp-eyed Switzer fairly beamed

;

he had known intuitively that we were
men of much distinction

;
but when in

formed by his servant that the first and
second butler of the famous Three
Crowns chose to sustain themselves a
while with him in a course of recreation,
he had felt that his best would be all too

poor and crude for palates of such re

finement
;
and he prayed our indulgence,

since he was thus taken unawares. Of
course, the stupid girl had either misin

terpreted my statement or had wilfully
embellished it. And here stood Worden
nodding assent to all this with the ut
most tranquillity. I could not control

my features, and left the room abruptly
for space to laugh in.

Upon the rough pavement before the
door lay stretched a huge dog of Saint

Bernard, snapping at the flies. And
round the corner of the house I saw our
coachman and another of his class con

sorting with the foolish, tittering maid ;

otherwise the street was vacant. Ab
surdly narrow and primitive, it was,
nevertheless, the main thoroughfare of

the town. Half-way down the opposite
side a rival hotel displayed its sign of

blue and gold.
&quot; We should have gone

there,&quot; I thought ;

&quot;

it is the better
house of the two.&quot; The guide-book, to

which I now tardily referred, confirmed
me in this impression. Just then the lit

tle group of Swiss broke up, the strange
man lounging off to the stable-yard of

the other establishment, out of which
he presently reappeared, this time on the

box of a well-appointed travelling-car

riage that drew up at the opposite door.

Wraps were stored away in front, trunks
were strapped behind

;
a handsome old

fellow with gray hair took his place

upon the back seat
;
the bustle subsided,

the street was still again ;
but the old

man waited on, impatiently glancing up
at one of the windows.

&quot;Yes, papa, I am coming,&quot; called

down to him in English a silvery voice.

And in a moment more the daughter
came. The coachman shouted, cracked
his whip ;

the horses tossed their heads
as they dashed by me. All were gone
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in a flash along the

road we had just

passed over, not the

one we were to fol

low. The merest
glimpse was allowed

me of a pretty face

half-veiled, a pair of

brown eyes bent on
me coquettishly, as

I could not help believing ;
but that

glimpse I caught.
&quot; Atrocious chance !

&quot;

I muttered. &quot; If

we had gone to the other house ! if they
had only turned our way !

&quot;

Worden now appeared, with the jovial
landlord still in attendance to speed our

departure by strong injunctions to the

driver for our safe-conduct, and by re

newed expressions of good will toward us.
&quot; Did you undeceive him ?

&quot;

I asked,
when we, also, were well out of the town,
but in the wrong direction.

&quot;No,&quot;
said Worden. &quot;Why spoil

the joke, and make the worthy man un
comfortable? He actually declined, at

first, to give me a bill for our breakfast.

But I told him it was not our habit to

demand such favors. Why did you take

yourself off ?
&quot;

&quot; For a pair of bright eyes, monsieur
the butler-in-chief,&quot; I answered. Look
ing back down the valley as I spoke, I

caught sight of the other carriage afar

off, a mere speck upon the Villeneuve
road. &quot; And after the eyes I flung my
heart

; see, it is there.&quot;

Here stood Worden nodding assent to all this with the utmost tranquillity.&quot;

Then I informed him in a word that

we should have gone to the other hotel,

and why. But he congratulated himself

upon our fortunate escape.
&quot; Some school-girl in vacation,&quot; he

continued. &quot; A bundle of American

nerves, as your description proves
given to sheep s-eyes and hysterics.
Bah ! Did you notice the young person
who waited upon us just now at the inn?

Admirably robust.&quot;

That afternoon he did amiably enough
all that was expected of him, alighting
for a nearer view of the lovely waterfall

with an unspeakable name, and in the

Gorge du Trient following up the wooden

gallery to its very end. At both places
he amused himself by sticking his hotel

cards into every crevice of rock he could

find.

&quot;To whom it may concern,&quot; he ex

plained.
&quot; Was I not asked to distribute

them along the road ?
&quot;

Then observing the look of satisfaction

on the face of the coachman, who posed
as our guide to all the wonders of the

wayside, Worden added :
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&quot; The end is not yet. We shall reap
our reward for this, as you will see.&quot;

Oddly enough, we did so almost im

mediately. For upon arriving at Mar-

tigny we found the hotel crowded to

overflowing. It appeared for a moment
as if we must sleep under the stars.

But the coachman whispered to the por-
tier, the portier to the chef de bureau ;

and behold, we obtained a gem of a

salon with two alcoves, upon the main

floor, fronting the prospect.
&quot;We are powers in the land !

&quot;

cried

Worden, the deceiver. &quot;I have mas
tered the art of European travel. I am
a butler evermore.&quot;

&quot; A false position may have its incon

veniences,&quot; I suggested.
&quot; Stuff and nonsense !

&quot; he retorted.
&quot; I tell you we are kings !

&quot;

That night our coachman, Victor, who
knew the mountains, begged for the

privilege of guiding us across them.

We could ride the horses, he said
;
and

for the luggage, there was the sweetest

of joyous little mules, eager for employ
ment, to be had for a song. Of course,
we closed with him at once.

&quot;

There, you see,&quot; said Worden ;

&quot;we carry all before us even to the

mules.&quot;

I could only hope meekly that good
would come of it. So we got up with
the sun, and went on, bag and baggage,
horse and mule and foot, over the pass
of the Tete-Noire, a route &quot;

commone,
hackneyed in the eyes of men,&quot; as my
companion took great pains to tell me.
But what of that ? I had not seen it, nor
had he. Was ever cynic argument so

weak ? Must we give up the Rhine, then,
because poets for ages have loved to call

it blue, when it wears, in fact, the yellow
ish-green hues of jade ? Has the photo
graph solved the riddle of the Sphinx,
and is she, from over-scrutiny, no more
inscrutable ? Shall we hunt fornew sen
sations in the heart of Ethiopia and the

squalid suburbs of great cities ? No,
thank Heaven ! The old world s face
is not worn out so easily by vulgar eyes.
The Tete-Noire was my first mountain-

pass, and it will always be my best one.

The view of the winding Rhone from the

height of the Forclaz still remains to me
a marvel

;
and the dark wilderness of

fir-trees along the sharp descent to the

hidden torrent of the Eau Noire over

shadows my remembrance, as though
it were the selva oscura of the &quot;

Inferno.&quot;

Great sheets of mist enveloped us there

that day. The wind howled, the rain

beat down
; but, save only the mule,

who was no longer joyous, we jogged
on merrily.

&quot;

Behold,&quot; cried Victor, pointing with
his staff to a boundary-stone by the

roadside,
&quot; La France !

&quot; And out of

a chest of appalling depth he intoned
the Marseillaise. So with a song on
our lips we came down into Savoy, and
all around us, but invisible through
the driving mist, lay the vale of Cha-
mouni.

Suddenly, high above me, on my left,

the nearer clouds parted for an instant,
and disclosed an enormous mass of

heaped-up crystals, pale-blue in color,

towering into space and ending there

abruptly, like the broken arch of a rain

bow. I could not trust my eyes, and

thought the light had played some trick

upon them.
&quot;Look there!&quot; I called to Victor.

&quot; Do you see that ?
&quot;

&quot; Does not monsieur know ?
&quot; he an

swered, calmly. &quot;It is the glacier of

Argentiere.&quot;

The fog swept back, and it was gone.
It had seemed as far removed from earth

as the summer-cloud that melts before

one s eyes, never to reassume its former

shape, unreal as a vision. I was con
vinced that I should never find that

light again in Argentiere or any other

glacier. And, indeed, none has ever

looked to me as that did then.

Night overtook us
;
the storm grew

fiercer. We could hardly see our horses

heads
;
we were soaked to the skin. But

the village lights shone larger and

brighter, and before long we plunged
in among them, found our hotel, and
steamed before a roaring fire. The old

comedy of whispers went on between
Victor and our last new landlord, who
immediately transferred us to luxurious

quarters befitting the state we had

again tacitly assumed. Worden s eyes
twinkled as he pulled from his pocket
various clinging masses of wret paste
board, reduced almost to their original

pulp by the penetrating rain.

&quot;May Saint Boniface, patron of ho-
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tels, grant me his forgiveness ! I quite tongue, and let the innocent fraud go
forgot them.

&quot;

on. It hurts nobody
; besides, I like

&quot; You did your duty by them yester- it.&quot;

day, Heaven knows,&quot; said I. He had his way. Nothing was said,

\

&quot;So with a song on our lips we came down into Savoy.&quot;

&quot; Not a bit of
it,&quot;

he returned. &quot; These
were given to me this morning. They
are the hotel cards of Martigny.&quot;

&quot; Then I, for one, will wear a wine-
label no longer. I shall go down im
mediately, and disclose the whole frau
dulent business to the gentlemanly
proprietor.&quot;

&quot;And lose these rooms !

&quot;

cried Wor-
den, catching me by the arm. &quot; Are

you mad ? Leave everything to me. I ll

discuss all the vintages of the country
with them, if necessary. Hold your

and we remained marked men and hon
ored.

The next sun came blazing up into a

cloudless sky, rousing me at an early
hour and drawing me out upon the bal

cony, while I was still clothed in pic-

turesqueness. With the silent wonder
of youth I beheld the narrow, level

meadowTs and the brawling Arve
;
the

great brown crags rising abruptly on
either side through their green fringes
to snow-fields of dazzling whiteness ;

leading up at last to one clear summit
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whiter than them all. I needed no

guide to tell me which among these

peaks was royal. There he sat with his

guards around him, high on his immut
able throne, splendid as a god. I had

slept for hours at his feet in the dark
ness of ignorance. Now I knew all upon
the instant, as if at the touch of an en

chanter s wand.
I went along the balcony and startled

Worden out of a sound sleep. Just

as he was, I dragged him to the win

dow.
&quot;

Well, what of it ?
&quot; he said, rubbing

his eyes.
&quot; The Mont Blanc !

&quot;

I stammered.
He yawned audibly.

&quot;

Disappointing,
isn t it ? I have seen more snow than
that in Madison Square.&quot;

&quot;

Good-by,&quot; I said, making for the

balcony.
&quot; I give you up.&quot;

&quot; Wait a bit. What time is it ?
;

&quot; Seven o clock.&quot;

&quot; Why on earth did you wake me ? I

was having such a superior dream
; I

shall never know the end of it now. No
matter

;
coffee with you in just two

hours.&quot; And he went to bed again.
What could be done with such dull

eyes as these? Nothing, I concluded,
but religiously to let them alone. The
scheme worked to perfection. Upon
coming in that morning from my first

solitary stroll, I found Worden pacing
his room furiously. Where had I been ?

Why had I crawled off by myself? If

there was anything to see, he wanted to

see it. For what else had I brought
him ? I aped humility, proposing that

we should take shares forthwith in one
of the village guides, and explore the

neighborhood exhaustively and system
atically. There fell to our lot, as it hap
pened, a friend of Victor, who, on de

parting that day for his native pastures,
assured us that we should find the guide,
Franz, a good comrade, very sure of

foot
;
and so he proved. I caught a

sharp attack of the climbing fever, which
communicated itself in a milder form to

Worden
; though I could not help sus

pecting that his interest, such as it was,
in our daily life arose less from my in

fluence than from the contents of a cer
tain telegraphic message that came to

him, as it were, out of a clear sky. What
information it gave I had no means of

knowing, but I could see that it was of

a soothing nature.

As it now appeared that he desired to

go where I went, he was dragged up the

Flegere and down the Brevent
; over

the Mer de Glace, and under it to

the crypt-like source of the Arveiron
;

through half the long list of courses

ordinaires, treating everything lightly,

turning all he could into ridicule
; and

if nothing was left him but to admire,
undemonstrative. When I asked why
feelings were given him never to be ex

pressed, he replied that since I expressed
mine so well, competition would be use
less

;
it seemed to him, sometimes, that I

had feelings enough for two. And with
this shaft of sarcasm I was for the time

silenced, if not convinced.

It was pleasant to see him perched on
the wiry apex of a mule, following my
lead, now up many a zigzag bridle-path,

along the verge of many a precipice ;
al

ways imperturbable, even when the beast
who bore him craned its neck toward
some scrubby thistle-blossom a yard or
two down the awful gulf. He consent

ed, though reluctantly, to have his shoes

spiked when I inclined to glaciers. But
upon one point neither I nor Franz
could shake his strong opinion. He pro
nounced the common mountain-staff, or

alpenstock, tipped with goat-horn and

&quot;Just as he was I dragged him to the window.&quot;
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smoothly rounded to the hand, a foolish

and detestable incumbrance, chiefly, I

think, because custom makes it also an

Alpine souvenir, by branding it with

names and other data in a decorative

spiral. Every village cobbler has his set

of iron type ready for heating and stamp

ing at a small fee. In Chamouni our

windows commanded that functionary s

little shop, and the line of tourists con

stantly closing in at his door to have

their exploits indelibly recorded. This

exhibition of innocent weakness always
stirred Worden to wrath.

&quot; A melancholy sight !

&quot; he said once.
&quot; The world depresses me hourly more
and more. Look at that string ol peo

ple ; every mother s son and daughter
in it a fool, if not a liar ! For, of course,

all the feats in Switzerland, whether

performed or not, are duly chronicled
;

and each stick that comes goes home
with Aiguille Verte burned into it, or

Im a Dutchman.&quot;
&quot; The Aiguille Verte is inaccessible,&quot;

I remonstrated.
&quot; But the letters of the alphabet are

not, my boy. They may be bought for

one centime apiece, as I am informed
;

and that wretched shoemaker will die a

rniLlionnaire through the folly of your
countrymen.&quot;

&quot;Let the ill wind blow him good,&quot;

said I. &quot;It does no harm to
you.&quot;

&quot;Yes, it does. It strokes me the

wrong way ;
it ruffles my sweet temper.

See that sexless thing with a veil around
its head. Is it a man or a woman ?

Neither ;
it s an American tourist, per

sonally conducted. Pah ! Let us do the

Aiguille Verte to-morrow, if only to es

cape from such monstrosities.&quot;

The morrow for that rash attempt
never came, though we prolonged our

stay in Chamouni on the whole, no
worse a place than any other, Worden
said. But this admission, be it noted,
was made after the receipt of a second

mysterious telegram. We had been there

ten days before I was left alone again.
All that morning rain had threatened

;

the afternoon promised to be clear, and
I therefore suggested a climb along the

Glacier des Bossons to its attendant cas

cade. Worden said he was sleepy, and
would rather dream about it

;
but I must

go, that he might know the place through

my emotions afterward. I consequent
ly set out with Franz, on foot, and took
the walk so leisurely that when we came
back into the high-road, a mile below the

village, the sun was already out of sight.
The afternoon had climbed too, and had

outstripped us
;
but to follow it we

needed only to lift our eyes, for over

head the peaks still shone, keeping night
at bay a little longer. There was not

the smallest hurry, and I stopped first

to examine a rough way-side shrine with
its glazed portrait of the Madonna, then

to drink from a spring that trickled

over some mossy rocks near by. Franz

pulled out his pipe.
&quot;

It is not late,&quot; said I.
&quot; Let us sit

here and smoke comfortably. Hark, I

hear horses. Is that the diligence from
Geneva ?

&quot;

&quot;No,&quot; said Franz, after cocking his

head to listen.
&quot; That is not the dili

gence.&quot;

The click of the hoofs drew rapidly
nearer. We watched curiously a turn

of the road, round which in a few mo
ments the travellers must reveal them
selves. Suddenly the sound stopped.
Then we heard voices raised in discus

sion. Apparently the strangers had
come to grief, and were bewailing it in

at least two languages. My ear detected

the confusion of tongues, but not the

wTords.

Franz caught up his ice-axe and coil

of rope.
&quot;An accident !

&quot; he cried, dramatically.
&quot; To the rescue !

&quot;

It proved to be no
more than a broken trace. O fortune !

No more, and very much more. For
here were the self-same father and

daughter who had been whirled away
from me out of Saint Maurice. He did

not recognize me at first
;
in such a case

the father never does. But the girl s

cheeks colored a little when our eyes
met. She knew instantly that they had

met before, and she remembered where.

While Franz and the coachman mend
ed the harness, the old man thanked me
for our timely aid. He had seen my
face, he thought, but could not tell

when.
&quot; Ten days ago,&quot;

I explained ;

&quot; in the

Rhone valley.&quot;
&quot; At Saint Maurice, papa ;

&quot;

his daugh
ter added.
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&quot; The girl s cheeks colored a little when our eyes met.&quot;

&quot;

Oh, to be sure,&quot; said he, with a

smile.
&quot; You must have come the other

way.&quot;

&quot;Yes,&quot;
I answered, silently wonder

ing why the fact should afford him any
amusement. An awkward pause fol

lowed, during which I read the words

painted on one of the trunks : HARGRAVE
NEW YORK. Their nationality would

thus have been established, had any
doubt of it existed in my mind. The
man s features were of a good American

type ;
the fashion of his gray beard and

a scar upon his forehead gave him a mar
tial look. &quot; A veteran of the last war !

&quot;

I thought.
&quot;

Colonel, perhaps ;
or Gen

eral General Hargrave !

&quot; The girl was

very like him, with brown hair and eyes,
and a very clear complexion ;

an impe
rious and fascinating little beaut}

7 of one
or two seasons not a school-girl. She,
of course, was Miss Hargrave, though it

appeared that I was not to be told this

formally. Well, introduction was a bore
;

I should make no move in its direction.

I knew her name what did mine mat
ter?

&quot;

Jump in, Letty !

&quot;

said the old sol

dier, &quot;and tell the man to walk his

horses. The village is very near, and I

shan t run any risks. Won t you take

the other seat ?
&quot; he asked, turning to me.

I excused myself. I would go with

them, but on foot.

Upon further talk, as we proceeded,
I thought the acquaintance was, in a

certain way, too informal. They were

evidently trying to be civil, but the ef

fort was always apparent, and at times

my presence seemed to be ignored. It

was too late for me to drop behind ;
I

could only keep on with them, and do

my best to seem at ease. Finding that

they had never been in Chamouni, I

pointed out its wonders, calling the

mountain-tops by their names, familiar

ly. Miss Hargrave listened and admired,
but with some absence of mind. Sud

denly she asked me if there were many
Americans at the hotels.

Her father gave a dry cough, as if to

emphasize her words or his own. &quot;Do

you expect to find anybody,&quot; he asked ;

&quot;

anybody whom you know ?
&quot;

She shook her head, and brought the

talk directly back again to the view.
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&quot; It is finer than all the rest,&quot; she said,
&quot; but we are too far below it

;
I want

to climb up, up, away from people
American people, I mean.&quot;

This speech struck me as most dis

courteous under the circumstances, and
for a moment I was confounded by it.

Did she take me for some outlandish

foreigner ? Or, worse than that, was I

a nobody, to be forgotten, as well as

ignored? Her words had made her

father smile unconsciously.

&quot;Why do you always laugh, papa?&quot;

she asked.
&quot; I wasn t laughing,&quot; he replied, be

coming preternaturally solemn at once.

But I saw the smile getting the better

of him the moment her attention was
diverted.

&quot; Are the hotels good ?
&quot;

she inquired
of me.

I was not forgotten, then. Her rude
ness was unintentional, of course

;
to

her I was a foreigner. How could I

have doubted it? The joke was capi
tal

;
but what kind of foreigner, I won

dered.
&quot;

Oh, yes,&quot;
I returned,

&quot; as hotels go.

They are not grandiose not like the

Three Crowns.&quot;

&quot;

Naturally not,&quot; she said, with what
seemed to me a tinge of contempt in

her tone. Then, more graciously : &quot;We

were there a day or two ago. Papa calls

it the finest hotel in the world.&quot;

&quot;Particularly as to its service,&quot; her
father added,

&quot; and to its wines.&quot;

It was my turn to laugh now, as I did
most heartily. Then, remembering that

they were out of the joke, I prepared to

explain it.

&quot; I beg your pardon,&quot; I began ;

&quot; the
fact is that I that we&quot; But at that

moment the report of a cannon startled

us all. We were just entering the vil

lage, where the gun had been fired in

honor of the latest successful ascension
of the summit. The horses made a for

ward plunge, whisked wildly round the

corner, and were then brought up qui
etly enough before the door of a small
hotel remote from Worden s and mine.
I reached it almost at the same moment,
breathless, but in time to help Miss

Hargrave down. She permitted this

small courtesy, and acknowledging it

by a slight inclination of the head, with-
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out so much as a look she swept by me
into the house. Her father, following,

stopped and turned to me.
&quot;We are grateful to you for your

kindness,&quot; he said.
&quot; I shall hope to see

you again one of these days in
Vevey.&quot;

And he was gone.
In Vevey? Why not in Tokio, or in

Khartoum ?

In Vevey ? Suddenly a light broke in

upon me. Eeviewing, bit by bit, our

fragmentary talk, its constraint was all

accounted for. Misinformed at our first

meeting through their coachman s gos
sip, they had taken me for a servant.

My own words, as chance willed it, far

from disproving this, had strengthened
the case against me. To Miss Letty
Hargrave I was no more, no less, than
the second butler of the Three Crowns.

I posted back to Worden in a rage,
and hastily told him the story. His de

light was immeasurable.
&quot;After all you re not unlike one. It s

delicious.&quot;

&quot;I can t agree with
you.&quot;

&quot;Why on earth should you care a

copper ? You will never see these peo
ple any more. By the way, who are

they?&quot;

&quot;The Hargraves father and daugh
ter.&quot;

&quot; The Hargraves !

&quot; Then there was
a pause, so long that I looked up ; but
he only drummed upon the table and
added :

&quot; Ah ! indeed.
&quot;

&quot; Did you ever hear of them ?
&quot;

I

asked.

&quot;Yes
;
I have heard of them.&quot;

&quot;Is the old man a general?
&quot;

&quot;

General, no ! He served for a week
or so in the Northern army, as a major
at the most. Yes, that s it Major Har
grave.&quot;

&quot; What else can you tell me ?
&quot;

&quot;

Very little. He s an idle old beggar,

living on his means. His house has a

high stoop and a brown-stone front.

Do you want the number of the street ?

I haven t it by me ;
but as it s a street in

New York we may be sure that it has
one. The daughter well, you ve seen
her.&quot;

I sighed, then laughed. My position
in the matter was somewhat ludicrous.

&quot;

I can t say much for Miss Hargrave s

discernment,&quot; said I.
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&quot; Don t be harsh with her. At night
all cats are gray. Had you made now
that little speech about your heart

&quot;

&quot;What speech?&quot;

&quot;Why, you flung it after her down
the Villeneuve road your heart, I mean
how many days ago ?

&quot;

&quot; Pish !

&quot;

I cried, impatiently.
&quot; She s

pretty, but she s well obtuse.&quot;

&quot; Good honest talk !

&quot;

said Worden.
&quot; Stick to it. While you have been mas

querading for her benefit, I have been

devising means to make your last im

pressions of Chamouni agreeable. Lis

ten, and forget her. One woman will

be as good as another or as bad when

you come to my age.&quot;
&quot; She is forgotten. Go on, patriarch !

&quot;

With all the contemptible ardor of a

tourist, Worden, in my absence, had act

ually planned an expedition, and a long
one, to a rock-bound slope, high up
among the glaciers, called the Jardin.

&quot;

It will take us ten hours or twelve,
at most,&quot; said he.

&quot;An all day s journey and on foot,&quot;

I answered, doubtfully.
&quot; Where is the

Jardin?&quot;

He found it impossible to tell me in

words, but taking from one of his pock
ets a scrap of paper he made upon that

a rough diagram of the spot and its ap
proaches.

&quot;It will be a hard
pull,&quot;

I objected.
&quot; Nonsense. Women do it frequently,

I am told. Where is your enthusiasm ?
&quot;

It is hardly necessary to say that I

had opposed his scheme from diplomat
ic motives only, to avoid bearing the
burden of it in case things went wrong.
It was accordingly arranged that, if the
weather were fine, we should attempt
the excursion on the following day at an

early hour. Upon going to bed that

night, I found in my pocket Worden s

diagram, which I had unconsciously car
ried off. As I studied for a moment
the blurred lines of his drawing, I no
ticed a peculiar tint in the paper, and
turned it over, wondering how he came
by it. On the reverse was written :

Don t go yet.

Olga Andreevna.

I perceived then that I held in my
hand a part of one of Worden s pale-
blue telegrams an important part, since

it bore the sender s name, which was
that of our old acquaintance the Rus
sian princess.

&quot; Oho !

&quot;

thought I, as I wrapped the

drapery of my couch about me. &quot; Mon
sieur the butler-in-chief is himself a

diplomatist. It suits him to stay on
a little longer ;

and to lull my suspi
cions, to keep me in good humor he has
racked his brains. The mountain has

labored, and brought forth its mouse.
Worden has invented the Jardin.&quot;

But neither in the pleasant dreams to

which I then lay down, nor in my sub

sequent waking hours could I conceive

why the Princess Olga should wish at

this particular moment to detain him,
nor why he, who commonly chafed at all

restraint like a stubborn horse, should
now submit to be detained. Could it be
that she ? No, the princess had a hus
band somewhere, I believed

;
an ill-fa

vored thing, as Touchstone puts it, but
her own. And there had been no sem
blance of a sheep s-eye, however faint,

on her part or on Worden s.

The next day and the next it poured
in torrents. Of course we stayed at

home
;
Worden refusing to put even so

much as his nose out of doors. We de
voted ourselves to chess, and I was
checkmated so many times in succes

sion that Worden inquired satirically if

I would not prefer to try some game
that I knew how to play. Then he was
beaten badly, and while my spirits rose

he shut up the board and said it was

stupid sport after all. Your fine player
at anything, one observes, must always
win.

Toward the close of the second day I

went out for a lonely walk in the rain.

But the storm was really over. Broken

patches of cloud went scurrying by, re

vealing rosy light behind them. Some
where at a lower level of the world there

was a sunset.
&quot; To-morrow will be marvellous,&quot; said

Franz, when I returned, splashed with
mud from head to foot.

&quot; One day in

a thousand !

&quot;

&quot;

To-morrow, then, the Jardin !

&quot;

I

replied.
&quot;Did you meet anybody in your

walk ?
&quot; demanded Worden.

&quot; No one,&quot; said I
;

&quot; not even the

Hargraves.&quot;
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&quot; Not even is good,&quot;
lie retorted.

&quot;I don t trust you out of sight. To
morrow, perhaps, you ll be engaged to

her.&quot;

&quot; Was it for that,&quot; I asked,
&quot; that you

invented the Jardin ?
&quot; He looked at

me sKarply. I think he knew that I

meant more than my words did. But
he pursued the subject no farther.

The dawn was cloudless, as the Swiss

had predicted. Though we were up be

times, the peaks got the start of us,

lifting sublimely above the lingering

night their fresh, unblemished faces.

The valley, still asleep, lay dark and

cold, chilling us with heavy breaths of

vapor. We three seemed to be the only
human creatures stirring in it. But the

Arve was awake and boisterous
;
and

everywhere we heard the song of birds.

Half-way up the Montanvert we met the

perfect day, and watched it stride down
below us to greet the meadows and the

chalets, one by one. Then, coming out

upon the shore of the Mer de Glace, we
turned from the beaten track that leads

straight across its frozen waves; and

following the mountain crest for some
distance we descended to the glacier by
means of Les Ponts, a series of small

ledges, each of which affords a foothold
with little room to spare. This passage,

though not dangerous, absorbs one s

thought ; here, in one of his chamois-

leaps, Worden contrived to break his

colored eye-glasses, informing us of the

mishap profanely. His loss was some
what serious, for in spite of all that

Franz could urge, he had refused to

wear a veil; and the ice-glare already
dazzled us. He would have leisure for

repentance, but I was too busy in cross

ing the ugly crevasse below him to tell

him so. In a few minutes more we had
passed the one small peril of our jour
ney, and our course stretched away be
fore us up the central portion of the

glacier, over a field of ice almost un
broken.
We walked on toward the heart of

this vast solitude, where man finds him
self swiftly dwarfed into insignificance
by the sight of nature at her fiercest and
grandest shut in on all sides by an
insurmountable barrier, the splintered
points of the Aiguilles. No two are

alike, and all are terrible. Their deep

ravines overflow with jagged ice press
ing forward into the field, and their

shining surfaces of rock lead down to

instant death upon their own fragments,
the high, loose walls of the moraines.
The ice beneath assumes strange shapes,
now regular, as if a skilful hand had
formed them, now distorted and unnat

ural, more fantastic than barbarism it

self. There is no roundness, no softness

of vegetation. It is a land of sharpness,

angularity, cold and fearful, except for

its color, like a landscape in the moon.
But the colors are of startling beauty.
In this shallow glacial pool lurks a trans

parent, vivid green, peculiarly its own.
And those well-like shafts near by, as

yet unsounded by any scientific plummet,
sink into a blue deeper and clearer than
that we call the blue of heaven. The
lustrous rocky pinnacles have been well

compared to spikes of metal, once mol
ten and suddenly congealed. All things
here seem to be of marble or of copper,
with all the cunning processes of alchemy
at work in them.

&quot; Beware of the moulins !
&quot;

cried

Franz, pointing toward a small hole

down which a surface rivulet went roar

ing away, drowning itself in savage
music

;

&quot;

they are dangerous ;
one would

not desire to step into them.&quot; Just then
we heard a sharper sound, breaking into

a rattle, dying off in reverberations like

a peal of thunder. &quot; An avalanche !

&quot;

explained the guide. &quot;Look! An
other!&quot; Far up a distant mountain
side we saw a faint trail of icy smoke,

moving so slowly that Worden had time
to turn the field-glass which he carried

full upon it. A minute later came the

noise, prolonged as before, echoing and

re-echoing.
&quot; That is fine !

&quot;

said Worden, under
his breath. So far as I know this was
the only word of unqualified approval
that he wasted upon Switzerland. We
had come, indeed, into an atmosphere
of exhilaration.

Nevertheless, the old contest of the

wind and the sun went on around us
;
and

the sun got the better of it, precisely as

he did in ^sop s fable. His mighty
blaze tried more than one of our mortal
senses. But when I offered compas
sionately a strip of my veil to Worden,
he scorned it as though it had been
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Cupid s blinder. He took this occasion,

moreover, for a fling at my alpenstock,
of which, thus far, I had found little

need. Nothing should ever induce him
to brandish this ornamental weapon.
Did I not feel myself to be a model ex

cursionist, got up for show ? What had
I done with my personal conductor and

my ninety-nine enrolled companions?
Franz inquired what monsieur was say

ing, and when I told him, he only

laughed discreetly, and called Worden
&quot; an gros farceur.&quot;

But when we left the ice, and toiled

up the yielding granite masses of a

steep and treacherous moraine, the use

of the baton became at once apparent.
Worden went slipping about, making
all his progress laboriously. At last he

fell, and after that he suffered Franz to

lend him a hand at the difficult places.
Aided by my lighter weight, even more
than by my staff, I could have distanced

them easily, but purposely lagged be

hind, satisfied to enjoy my obvious tri

umph in contemptuous silence. In this

order we gradually left behind us the

great terminal wall of the Talefre, and

gained at length one of the most impor
tant stations of our day s march, a pro
montory of solid rock, jutting out

grandly into the rough, noiseless sea.

Here Franz wished that we should re

pose ourselves for a while. And here, in

some former age, an enormous boulder

stopped to rest in its downward course,
and never has gone on. In its shelter a

patch of long grass has grown ; grass of

the richest green, as soft and fine as

though it were the fresh sod of an Eng
lish lawn, grateful to any eyesight that

turns toward it from the scorching
waste of the debris

; doubly grateful,

now, to Worden s. He threw himself
down there in the shadow of the boulder.

&quot; Un beau point de vue&quot; said Franz.
&quot;

This, messieurs, is called the Bock of

Beranger :

&quot; Ah ! qu on aspire de courage
Dans 1 air pur du sommet des monts !

&quot;

Though we did not know it then, he
had quoted to us the merry poet of the
&quot; Eoi d Yvetot,&quot; drawing largely for the

lines, no doubt, upon his slender stock
in trade. Then he dropped back into

prose, and gave us a catalogue of Alpine
names, to which I listened with indiffer

ence, envying his knowledge less than
his nationality, that made this prospect
an old story to him.

Directly at our feet, but far below
them, three huge ice-streams met to
form the Mer de Glace, the whole length
of which we had just surmounted

;
and

on three sides the ice was hemmed in

by the bristling summits told off by
Franz so glibly. Above them all Mont
Blanc showed us a new face a wild
and frowning one. No mist veiled it,

no shred of cloud crept into the clear

blue of the sky. Now and then came
the white rush of an avalanche, shout

ing up to us in tones of thunder
;
the

only sound, the only movement in all

this splendid desolation.
&quot; And where,&quot; asked Worden,

&quot;

is the

Jardin?&quot;
&quot;

Up there,&quot; said Franz, pointing at a

high moraine behind us.
&quot;Up

there

and beyond ;
a trifle of another half-

hour or so.&quot;

Worden eyed for an instant the for

midable wall of rock. &quot; That settles

it,&quot;
he said

;
&quot;I shall wait for you

here.&quot;

In vain I urged that this was not all

he had come out to see.
&quot; I shall see the rest through your

observant
eyes,&quot;

he answered, making,
as he spoke, the circuit of the small

plateau, to explore a rude stone shelter

thrown up under the boulder. &quot; This

is my domain. If I am molested, which
is most unlikely, I shall take refuge in

my dog-kennel, and bar the door.&quot;

He limped a little as he came back to

us, and frankly admitted that he had
bruised his knee in falling. There were
no bones broken ; amputation would
not be necessary, he fancied

;
he did not

care to climb, that was all.

We left him food and drink, there

fore, and scrambled on without him.

The way was not easy ;
more than once

Franz lowered his stick, and pulled me
up by it. At the top we looked back,
and saw Worden just where we had
left him, smoking his cigar alone. But,
as we turned away, Franz stopped to

point out to me three other figures far

ther off upon the Mer de Glace
;
mere

points of moving darkness, that, while
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we looked, passed out of sight among
the rocks below the boulder.

&quot;

They are coming to the Jardin,&quot;

said Franz. &quot; The day is too fine
;
we

cannot have it to ourselves.&quot;

I chuckled at the thought of their

speedy encroachment upon Worden s

philosophical repose.
&quot; He will take to his tub, and shut them

out,&quot; I reflected.
&quot; Poor Diogenes !

&quot;

We found the Glacier du Talefre

ankle-deep with wet snow, through
which we floundered to another low

moraine, and, crossing that, we stood at

last on the green slope of a little heart-

shaped island, completely enclosed with

ramparts like a citadel. A spring bub
bled up at our feet. Bright Alpine
flowers of strange hues nodded and

sparkled in the grass. I thought the

breeze had blown one from its stalk
;

but the color darted here and there
with a motion of its own ; it was a but

terfly. No wonder that its discoverer
had named this place the Garden.
We sat down to rest, to eat, and

drink away the time. Then Franz
curled himself up like a marmot, and
went to sleep, while I watched the ava

lanches, until the long silences between
them grew oppressive, bringing me a

shuddering sense of loneliness. The

very air felt too pure for humanity
with all its faults and passions. Voices !

It was a relief to hear them. The other

party must be very near. In a few mo
ments a guide peered over the wall, and
then came down, bringing with him no
less a person than Major Hargrave.
He greeted me in civil surprise, while

Franz shook himself awake, and hob
nobbed with the guide.

&quot; And the rest of your party ?
&quot;

said I.
&quot; We thought there were three of

you.&quot;
&quot;

Oh, yes my daughter. She had

enough of it, and is waiting below at

the other halting-place.&quot;
&quot; Alone ?

&quot;

&quot; Yes. We are only three.&quot;

&quot; But alone ?
&quot;

I repeated.
&quot; Of course,&quot; he answered, laughing.

&quot;Why not ? There are no wild beasts,
I believe, and no banditti.&quot;

Unhappy Worden ! He had really

imprisoned himself, then, at the sound
of their voices.

The Major s luncheon was now pro-
VOL. VI. 7

duced, and with it a bottle of Eiides-

heimer, from which he filled a glass for

me. He looked somewhat vexed when
I declined to drink with him.

&quot; I have lunched already,&quot; I explained.
&quot; A glass more or less is nothing,&quot; he

urged.
&quot; But I suppose you prefer the

native wines. Every man to his taste.

Which, now, do you call your best one?&quot;

&quot;I have never compared the Swiss
wines.&quot;

He stared at me in silent wonder.
&quot; I see,&quot; he said, at length ;

&quot; Swiss

grapes are like prophets for exporta
tion

only.&quot;

&quot;Perhaps. I really don t know.&quot;

He grew more and more perplexed,
while I quietly enjoyed his confusion.

&quot;

May I ask where you learned Eng
lish ?

&quot;

he demanded, abruptly.
&quot;

Oh, yes in a land where it is

spoken fluently the United States of

America.&quot;

&quot;Is it possible? But I understood

&quot;That I was in the service of the
Three Crowns. Quite the reverse. I

am a good Yankee, but I can t keep a

c,^S,

A lonely walk in the rain.&quot;
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hotel !

*

Perhaps because I have never

tried.&quot;

He burst into a loud laugh, and

begged me a thousand pardons ;
when

I told him the whole story, he begged
ten thousand more. Then we buried

our little hatchet in his Khenish wine.
&quot;

It was your own fault, after all,&quot; he

said, amiably.
&quot; You spoke French so

well.&quot;

I had heard him try to speak it, and
could therefore appreciate the true val

ue of his compliment ;
but I thanked

him none the less.
&quot; And you can read it, too, of course ?

&quot;

&quot;

Well, yes a little.&quot;

&quot;Then help me out with this,&quot; he

said, unfolding a newspaper, and letting
his voice fall into a whisper.

&quot;

It came

Glace. He had gone out to walk alone,

and had not returned. There could be
no doubt of his sad fate, for untiring
search had brought to light an alpen
stock with his veil tied to it, at a point
known as the Bock of Beranger. The
man s description followed, last of all

his name. The story was told in a

florid style, with many mournful in

terjections ;
and it was signed, Trois

Couronnes. I caught its purport at a

glance, and was thus enabled to trans

late it gravely, word for word, in a firm

voice. This feat, however, was more
than difficult, for the description and
the name were Worden s.

&quot;Yes, yes, I thought so,&quot; sighed

Major Hargrave, as I read on to the

end. I was just preparing to laugh at

&quot; We left him food and drink, therefore, and scrambled on without him.&quot;

by post yesterday from whom, I can t

imagine. These long words puzzle me,
and I could not ask my daughter. I

did not like to let her know.&quot;

The French journal, printed at Gene
va, was three days old. In a long let

ter from the regular correspondent at

Vevey, I found a marked passage re

counting the loss of an American tour

ist near the summit of the Mer de

him, when he grew strangely confiden

tial, after the manner of your good
American, who comes upon a sympa
thetic compatriot in some lonely corner

of the world.
&quot;It is terrible,&quot; he whispered. &quot;I

hardly dare to tell you what I fear and

yet
&quot;

&quot; You may trust me. What is it that

you fear ?
&quot;
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&quot; A case of suicide,&quot; said Major Har

grave, turning white at the word. &quot; The
man was dead in love desperately so.

I happen to know it. He has killed

himself. It is as if I knew that too.&quot;

For one instant my face must have

been whiter than his own. What if this

nameless, petty fiend, this printer s devil,

with cunning prescience, had lied like

truth? What if Worden, des

perate to folly, had dismissed

me that shining morning to take

his own life, and had chosen for

his fatal deed, by a strange

chance, the very spot the

lie had branded? He
ivas dead in love

;
I knew

that ;
but he was not a

fool. And so the color

came back into my
face, and I laughed
at the doleful look

in Major Har-
grave s.

&quot;Don t laugh!&quot;

he cried, implor
ingly. &quot;To me it

is a most distress

ing matter. He
was a capital fel-

|j$f,

low. You could
not laugh if you
had known him.&quot;

Not know my ^-
fellow-traveller ? At this

absurd suggestion I only

laughed the more. But
the Major lost his temper, and

turning red as a turkey-cock, he
shook the lying letter in my face.

&quot; Damn it, sir, do you call that a

joke ?
&quot;

&quot; Excuse me I can t help it. Your
dead man isn t dead that s all.&quot;

&quot;Not dead?&quot;

&quot; Dead in love, yes ;
but in the flesh,

alive and well. He has turned hermit,
and gone into a retreat. Present ad

dress, the Rock of Beranger.&quot;
&quot; Where is that, in the devil s name ?

&quot;

&quot;Why, the great boulder the halt

ing-place there, below us.&quot;

&quot; What ! Where my daughter
Then Major Hargrave turned from

red to purple, and laughed till he woke
the echoes like an avalanche ; till the

very guides, without knowing why,

&quot;

In a few moments a guide peered over the wall.&quot;

joined in the laugh, and prolonged the

echo
;
and I, too, but for cause. Wor

den loved in vain. The Major knew it.

Well and good, but how ? Why should
he take my companion s small affair of

the heart so seriously and so merrily,
unless it concerned his own companion,
Miss Letty Hargrave ?

I asked no questions, and he told me
nothing. As wre came out into the land
of snow, his mind wandered off into a

maze of conjecture regarding the origin
of the tale in print. I had found my
own clue to that, but I kept it to my
self. At the green plateau we found
Worden and Miss Hargrave chatting
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pleasantly like old friends. She smiled

when she saw me, and at last we were

introduced. But she made no allusion

to the stupid mistake concerning my
identity, of which she had been the vic

tim
; perhaps because she thought me

too dull to notice the difference between
reserve and cordiality.
While we talked, Worden and Major

Hargrave exchanged confidences with

much suppressed hilarity. &quot;I assure

you I knew nothing of
it,&quot;

I heard

Worden say. The guides called us to

order
;
we looked our last at the wan

ing splendor of the glaciers, along which
the shadows were slowly lengthening ;

and then we all came down together.

Worden, still limping though not dis

abled, dropped behind with the Major,
leaving Miss Hargrave entirely to me.
She was all charm and sweetness now,
with that air of bewitching coquetry
which had impressed me at the veiy
first. Without vanity I may record my
conviction that she tried her best to

captivate me that day. For had I been
a monster of deformity I believe she

would have done the same. Luckily
for my peace of mind I could not forget
that she had just mistaken me for a ser

vant, and she left me as she found me,

irresponsive. But under other circum
stances I should have gone to bed that

night madly in love with her and much
she would have cared. She, of all wom
en, had the least right to such a con

quest then. But what of that? Your
brilliant blue-and-gold macaw, to the
last gasp, will allure you with a pretty
attitude, only to turn and rend you.
You cannot change its nature. Macaws
are made so.

It was late when we got back to our
hotel

; but I followed Worden to his

room, went in after him, and shut the
door.

&quot;Will you be kind enough to tell

me,&quot; I demanded,
&quot; what all this

means ?
&quot;

&quot; To the best of my ability. But first,

perhaps, I ought to tell you He
hesitated.

&quot; What ?
&quot;

I asked, impatiently.
&quot;That I am engaged to Miss Har

grave.&quot;
&quot; Since when ?

&quot;

I stammered, too
much startled for congratulation.

&quot;Since this morning. We agreed to

let you know.&quot;

I quoted Franz, and, through him,

Beranger.

&quot; All ! qu on aspire de courage
Dans 1 air pur du sornmet des monts !

For this, then, you invented the Jar-

din.&quot;

&quot;No,&quot; he said, laughing. &quot;It wasn t

in the programme. After you left me,
I fled into the hut at the sound of

voices. When all was quiet, and I

thought I was alone again, I came out.

To my amazement there was Letty
Miss Hargrave crying like a child

over a letter.&quot;

&quot;A letter?&quot;

&quot;Yes or rather its enclosure
;
half a

newspaper column, describing my awful

death a duplicate of that the Major
showed you.&quot;

&quot; She knew of it, then ?
&quot;

&quot; The writer took good care of that.&quot;

&quot; I see. And so
&quot;

&quot; So she screamed at the sight of me,
and I thought she would have fallen. I

caught her, I believe. And then odd,
wasn t it ?

&quot;

&quot;Very.
Your lead of trumps has

been fully justified.&quot;

&quot;Don t be an ass,&quot; he cried, indig

nantly.
&quot; I didn t lead. I only followed

suit.&quot;

&quot; What ? That obituary notice was
not your work ?

&quot;

&quot;

No, I tell you. I knew nothing of

it absolutely nothing. All I knew was
this.&quot;

And he handed me the following
letter.

&quot; CHEK ANIMAL, Ask her again, and you
will get her. She has refused you once,

twice, you will say a dozen times, I care

not how many. Some women are like

that. And this one loves you, I am sure

of it. So I have telegraphed you again to

wait in Chamouni. Disobey me at your

peril. In proof, I venture upon a small

experiment. It shall do no harm, per

haps it shall do good. I pray for this,

for you, and for myself. It would be

such joy for me to accomplish this good
action, since there are not too many to

remember in my life. Be discreet there-
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fore, and, if I go wrong instead of right,

forgive
&quot; Your best or worst of friends,

&quot; OLGA ANDREEVNA.&quot;

I looked at Worden. If any man on
earth could be called completely happy,
it was surely he.

&quot; The Princess is adorable/ I said.
&quot; My dear old man, with all my heart I

congratulate you.&quot;

With what a vengeance Time can turn
his tables ! She, who led him such a

dance, now sits at his clumsy feet, and
has no thought that is not his. He
loves her, too, in his own way, which is

a shade less devotional than hers. But
that you know him, you might almost

reproach him with indifference. Who,
not knowing him, would ever guess how
much she made him suffer, how freely he

forgave her on the instant, putting all

but love away ? And I, who longed to

climb, now hobble painfully, content if

I can hold my own on level ground.
Rheumatism the doctor calls it

;
but I

know better, it is gout. I know, also,

that the rare blue we call the blue of

heaven is but an aqueous evaporation.
Ah ! were all to do again, the upper air

should never tempt me. I, too, would
lie down and rest most gladly under the
Bock of Beranger.

GRIEFS.

By Charles Edwin Marklmm.

THE rains of winter scourged the weald,
For days they darkened on the field :

Now, where the wings of winter beat,
The poppies ripple in the wheat.

And pitiless griefs came thick and fast
Life s bough was naked in the blast
Till silently amid the gloom
They blew the wintry heart to bloom.
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TO SANDBA, IN ABSENCE.

By Duncan Campbell Scott.

WHEN Spring was high on every vale and hill

When great winds buffet the hollow barns and tease

The foaming surface of each riotous rill
;

When fragile spring-flowers blossom at the knees
Of beeches budding for June s canopies
You often walked these grassy hifls, and shed

The very spirit of spring where er you led
;

But now the season s wrong, the time is dumb,
The sod is callous, dry the year s well-head,
You come no more as you were wont to come.

You often came when June was deep and still,

To let your spirit have its joy of these

Spring promises which summer hours fulfil,

The flowering locusts and the singing bees,
The shadow-headlands upon grassy seas,

The filmy clouds dissolving shred by shred
;

Alas, these leave the soul uncomforted,

They pass unheeded now, as if the sum
Of summer joys was but a rhyme resaid,
You come no more as you were wont to come.

Now Autumn dreams amid her haze until

The change is wrought within her vision of peace ;

Gone is the thrush, no more the whip-poor-will
Calls to his mate from out the dark fir-trees,

The saffron reed-beds shiver in the breeze,
The fields are vacant, all the bloom has fled ;

Alone beneath the cold low clouds I tread

Up these wide slopes, which I have often clomb
To pluck heartsease, to gather sedge instead
You come no more as you were wont to come.

The Winter, when the world is wholly dead,

Spreads gently for his bones a pallid bed,
Ah, Love ! when memory is stricken, numb,
Leave this last trace of time remembered
You come no more as you were wont to come.
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THE GOVERNOR.

By George A. Hibbard.

HE sleek, spirited horses picked
their scornful way up the avenue,
held in restive subjection by the

impassive coachman stouter than his

companion, the footman fresh-faced,

clean-shaven, solid upon the box and

apparently oblivious of all greatness
save his own as a coachman should be. The glossy carriage, almost noiseless in its

slow motion, held only a grim, gray-haired old man. Many eyes were bent upon
him. Pedestrians paused to look at him. The occupants of other carriages broke

short their conversations, and turned to catch another glance as he passed. Here
and there a hat was lifted. Without change of expression, however, except when
the light of personal recognition occasionally lit up his face and he half automat

ically returned a bow, the tall, thin, commanding, much noticed and most notice

able man sat almost motionless.
&quot; At last it has come,&quot; he thought. And what had come at last ? The accom

plishment of a life s ambition. Thirty-nine years before he had entered that city

a boy of twenty, with scarce money enough in the pocket of his coarse, ill-fitting

coat to pay for a week s subsistence. It was an afternoon like this, and the

wealth and fashion of the town then as to-day glittered along this same avenue.

Then as now he looked away up the broad street, bordered by stately buildings,
at the glistening carriages flowing in counter-current up and down

;
at the scat

tered hundreds upon the sidewalks
;

at the whole animated scene, all given tone

by the mellow autumnal sunshine. How different it all was and yet how much
the same. He had envied them then, with the feverish, impatient, unreason

ing hatred of unsatisfied ambition. He had sworn then that he would possess
more than any of them possessed ;

command more than any of them controlled.

And he had kept to that resolve, through all the thirty-nine years, that resolve

that was after all only a renewal of another resolve made not long before.

He thought now with almost pitying contempt of the impetuous fashion in

which the first had been made
;
of the eager impulse with which, that summer

afternoon under the old willow, he threw down the book that had struck at him
in Macaulay s crystalline, many-faceted English, with the wonderful career of
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Warren Hastings. As the boy Hast

ings had kept his resolve made by the

river, that he would win Daylesford, so

he had kept his own that he would win

power, fame, and wealth. In what ex

altation, in what passion of the moment
he had made it.

&quot; I wonder,&quot; and the

thin, close-drawn lips for the first time

approached change of expression a

slight smile that was quickly gone,

nickering over them &quot; I wonder if I

can find the marks of my blows upon
the old tree, when, with only the possi

bility of mere physical exertion to satis

fy my longing for immediate action, I

pounded its twisted trunk with a fallen

branch until I was tired.&quot;

There was a block at an intersecting
street, and the carriage pausing on the

cross-walk brought its occupant within

ear-shot of the knot of people waiting
for the way to clear.

&quot;The Governor. They call me the

Governor. The Governor. And the

Governor of a pivotal State. The news

papers I see grow stronger about it ev

ery day. It may come to me it has
come to others to me, as things come
to those who go to meet them. And
I am rich, richer than I ever dreamed I

should be. I ve a right to my holiday
if ever a man had the first in forty

years.&quot;

He drove out of the avenue into the

park. The wheels ran with softer, hoi-

lower roll upon the smoother road.

The rattle of the harness was more no
ticeable. The hoofs of ridden horses
in rhythmic beat could be distinctly
heard. The stream of humanity poured
here with hurrying pulsation, and lagged
there with slower eddy.

&quot;I ll go back and look at my own
past, my own youth. I ll go back to
the old place. I wonder if it will be

greatly changed. I wonder if I will find

any of them there after forty years?
No doubt I shall held there by the in

sidious strength of habit, effortless, al

most brainless in the stupefying turn
of slow, dull routine. Yes, I will go
back. It is a whim, almost a romantic

folly but I ve a right to it. I haven t

done so many senseless things in my
life that I haven t a right to do this

one.&quot;

And so disconnectedly, and with fre-
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quent interruption as attention was

caught by what he saw or overheard,
ran the Governor s thoughts as he drove
on the man whose slow, steady, inex
orable advancement, never retarded by
over-scrupulous method, never impeded
by even the record of many an obstruc
tion thrown sometimes relentlessly in

wreck out of his path, made him one of

the most remarkable figures of the day
the man who now, sanctified by suc

cess, had reached unquestioned emi
nence throughout the land.

Shadows steal across the country from
the west renegade deserters of the day,

seeking to join the main body of invading
darkness advancing from the east. A
train has just arrived at the small sta

tion a platform and a shed merely
which is the stopping place, on this

particular line, nearest to the village of

Farmstead. Two passengers only alight.
One an old man, tall and spare, the

Governor, who, the day before, as he
drove along, had so held the gaze of the

avenue, where there were so many and
so much to attract attention

; the other
a trim, decent-looking, middle-aged per
son, who, as the two stepped from the

train, unfolded a light overcoat with the

easy, unobtruding care that indicates

the watchful and skilful servant.

There was the sound of empty milk-

cans hastily set down, and then the con
ductor raised his hand to the engineer,

leaning, pipe in mouth, from his cab.

The train started, and, grumbling dis

satisfaction at having been stopped at

all, steams down the track. There are

the usual surroundings; the gallows-
like affair giving warning of the railroad

crossing ; a pile of empty barrels ; a

freight car or two on a side-track, with
doors wide open.
The Governor, shading his eyes with

one hand from the rays of the sinking
sun, looked long and earnestly over the

country, from which rose the heavy,
sweet perfume of a warm autumn day.

&quot;Nothing nothing at all like,&quot; he

mutters, and then, reassuringly, &quot;but I

was seldom here. There was no rail

road in my time.&quot;

But still he did not move. The warm
ultramarine, in the west, was shrinking
into a cold, delicate green ;

and soon
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the horizon would become a dull, glow
ing yellow. The platform was already
deserted. There was but one vehicle in

sight a one-horse wagon into which a

boy was loading the clattering, dented,
brass -rimmed milk -cans. The Gover
nor was a little impatient was grow
ing angry in fact, with the indefensi

ble, wholly unreasonable irritation nat

ural to gentlemen of his years. How
could he get to Farmstead ? Why was
there no means of conveying travellers

thither?

&quot;Do you want anybody ?
&quot;

said sud

denly a thin youthful voice behind him.

The Governor turned and found himself

face to face with the boy who had fin

ished loading the wagon, and who had
mounted to the platform. With feet

wide apart he stood looking at the

Governor. He was fresh-faced, round-

cheeked, sturdy. His attire verged
upon raggedness not the raggedness
of poverty but the natural raggedness
of healthy boyhood. He looked at the

tall grave man before him with a steady,

straightforward stare, free, however,
from both assurance and embarrass
ment.

&quot;I want some means of getting to

Farmstead,&quot; answered the Governor.
&quot;

Going there myself,&quot; replied the boy
not too smartly and with a good-hu
mored friendliness. &quot; I ll take you over
if you like. If you don t go with me I

guess you ll have to walk. Many don t

come by this road and the stage isn t

sent over here. Want to come ?
&quot;

He glanced up smiling, and the Gov
ernor nodded his assent.

&quot; Does he want to come too ?
&quot;

con
tinued the boy, jerking his thumb in

the direction of the servant busy with
the luggage. The Governor nodded

again.
&quot; I guess there s room for the lot of

you,&quot;
answered the boy, cheerfully.

&quot;

Williams,&quot; said the Governor, &quot;take

the bags and get in behind.&quot;

The vehicle was of the kind once
known as a carry-all, with a straight,
stiff stick rising at each corner to sup
port a hard flat roof. The leather tags
by which the curtains were upheld
flapped raggedly, giving it an altogether

dogeared appearance, and the rusty iron

work and splashed wheels and body told

of long and hard usage. It was not a

luxurious or even a very comfortable

turn-out. But the Governor was very

glad to make use of it.

&quot;

There,&quot; said the boy, after he had

jumped into the wagon himself, &quot;give

me your hand. Now then.&quot;

The Governor so aided stepped on
the muddy hub, climbed slowly up and
seated himself beside the boy on the

front seat.
&quot; Most people come by the new road

that goes right through the
village,&quot;

said the boy, after they had started.
&quot;

Ah,&quot; responded the Governor.
&quot; Go long,&quot;

said the boy to the horse.

If the Governor had ever attempted
to form any such mental picture, he

probably would not have imagined him
self returning to the home of his child

hood in this fashion. As his thoughts
ran when he drove up the crowded,

noisy, glittering avenue, so his thoughts
ran now as the staid old horse drew
him slowly along the silent, shadowy
country road. The nearer he came to

Farmstead, the more distinct became
his memories. He remembered things

often surprisingly trivial things
that he had not thought of for years.
The aspect of the trees, the lines of the

fences, he recollected, sometimes with

singular clearness. And the people
he had not seen any of them for forty

years yet he could remember exactly
how many of them looked. He won
dered what had become of the old

school teacher, and of all the boys with

whom he had gone to school. What
had become of Joliffe Joliffe of whom
he had not thought for so long a time,

although once he had thought of him
often enough. And with this memory
his features became suddenly even

more severe and then quickly relaxed

into an expression almost of eager

pleasure. Joliffe ! How that name

brought back the past. It was jeal

ousy of him, as much as anything else,

that had led to the famous resolve by
the willows, nearly half a century ago.

Jealousy absolute jealousy he thought.
For then Joliffe had seemed blessed

with all favors of fortune. Only a coun

try doctor s son, but yet the holder
of almost all the prizes of that humble
life. Jealousy finds its cause not only
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in what others have, but in what we have

not, as well. And he was the possessor
of so much that was desired, and the

representative of so much more only

imagined.
&quot; How I would like to give

him a twinge of regret, of
envy,&quot;

thought the Governor. &quot;

If I could but
make him realize the pettiness of his

own life and the power of mine, that

would repay me for the hours of boyish
misery he caused me. Has not some
one said that we do our meanest acts

on account of those we most despise ?

Should anyone know that I, after forty

years, still feel resentment against the

insignificant son of a country doctor,
he would think me contemptibly beneath

contempt.&quot;
&quot; I don t do this sort of thing every

day,&quot;
volunteered the boy, finally, look

ing back at the cans. &quot;

They are pretty

busy at home,&quot; pausing to see if his

companion caught the full significance
of his words

;
&quot;I did it as a particular

favor.&quot;

&quot;

Indeed,&quot; said the Governor, absently.
&quot;Yes,&quot; continued the boy, disap

pointed that he had made no deeper
impression. &quot;You see they are going
to have a wedding, and they ve got a

good deal to do getting ready. Some
body had to get the cans and I said I d
do it.&quot;

He flapped the reins on the back of

the staid old horse, and, for a moment,
was apparently lost in the contempla
tion of his own condescension. &quot; I

didn t much like to do it, cause there s

so much going on at home.
Say,&quot;

he

exclaimed,
&quot;

you aren t one of his rela

tions, are you ?
&quot;

&quot; Whose ?
&quot;

asked the Governor,
blankly.

&quot;Mr. Lysle s, who s going to marry
Sue.&quot;

&quot;No,&quot; confessed the Governor, almost

humbly, &quot;I am not.&quot;

&quot; I thought you might be,&quot; said the

boy. &quot;There s a good many of them
been coming lately.&quot;

There was silence for a few moments.
&quot;You know the place the people

about here pretty well ?
&quot;

asked the Gov
ernor, abruptly.

&quot; I was born here,&quot; replied the boy
with a fine scorn which the oldest in

habitant could not have excelled.

&quot; Do you know anybody by the name
of Joliffe ?

&quot;

the Governor demanded.
&quot;Joliffe,&quot; and the boy opened his

eyes wide with astonishment, and
twisted himself in hilarious contortion.
&quot;

Why, my name s Joliffe, John Joliffe.

It s my father s name too. Ever seen
father ?

&quot;

&quot;

Yes,&quot; answered the Governor, slow

ly ;

&quot; he s a physician, isn t he ?
&quot;

&quot; Why certainly, father s a doctor.

He s retired though. You get sick

around here and you ll find out that he s

the doctor, if you can get him. He s a

great doctor, he is. No one can give

you worse tasting things than he can.&quot;

&quot;No doubt no doubt,&quot; murmured
the Governor, utterly unconscious of

what he was saying or to what he re

plied.
&quot; And

so,&quot;
he thought,

&quot;

Joliffe

has lived on here. I suppose the slim

boy by the way how much this boy
looks as he did

;
Im surprised I did

not notice it at once has become a

coarse, overfed country dullard. Mar
ried early, of course I never have found
time for that, early or late.&quot; Then,

turning to the boy again, he asked :

How old are you ?
&quot;

Twelve and a half,&quot; answered the

dr ver, promptly.
&quot; Im the youngest.&quot;

Any brothers ?
&quot;

:

Two.&quot;

Sisters ?
&quot;

Three.&quot;

Of course, thought the Governor, Jol

iffe was the very man to have such a

family a ruminant, a calm-lived bovine.
&quot; Sue s the third oldest,&quot; continued

the boy, his desire for conversation caus

ing him to forget his haste and to sus

pend his chirruping and clucking at the

horse.
&quot; And she s to be married.&quot;

&quot;Married to-morrow to Mr.
Lysle,&quot;

responded the youngster, meditatively.
&quot; He isn t a bad sort of a fellow, and I

used to like him first rate.&quot;

&quot; You liked him ?
&quot;

the Governor was

surprised at the interest he took in the

matter, and at the number of questions
he asked.

&quot; Before Sue said she d have him, he

used to give me a lot of things. Some
how he don t now.&quot;

&quot;I should like to see your father,&quot;

said the Governor, suddenly. &quot;If you
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will take me to your house my servant

will walk on to the hotel, and have a

wagon sent for the bags and myself.&quot;
&quot; It s more than a mile,&quot; said the boy.

Why,&quot;
said the Governor with some

surprise, &quot;I thought that you lived in

the village.&quot;
&quot;

Oh,&quot; cried the boy,
&quot;

you ve been

here before. But that was the old house,
before father gave up practice. We
live now in the one just outside, that

used to be the minister s house, and that

father fixed over. You wouldn t know
it, there s been such a lot done to it.&quot;

&quot; I was born there,&quot; thought the Gov
ernor. And then, with a sudden con

traction of the brow,
&quot; I had forgotten

all about it. I wish I hadn t. I might
have bought it. I d rather that Joliffe

did not have it John Joliffe of all

men.&quot;

&quot; My father s a rich man,&quot; continued

the boy.
&quot; Are you ?

&quot;

He looked at the Governor with clear,

unabashed eyes, that held no evidence of

consciousness of the impropriety of the

question. His unembarrassed innocence
made a direct answer even natural and

proper.
&quot; Some people think so,&quot; answered the

Governor.
But are you?

&quot;

persisted the boy.
Yes.&quot;

Very?&quot;

Very.&quot;

I don t believe you are as rich as he
is.

&quot;

Possibly not,&quot; responded the Gov
ernor.

The light had diminished. The lull

ing sounds of the coming twilight, the

quelled noises of the field, the rustle of

the trees scattered along the highway,
the slight clash in one place where some
stalks of corn were left standing in their

ripened leaves like Arabs in their

loose-hanging robes all deepened by a

multitude of dim, half-realized associa

tions, softened the hour to the Gov
ernor, as they now drove silently along.
The occasional lowing of distant cattle,
clearer than it could have been earlier

in the year, the boom of a night-hawk
swooping down, the small, shrill, stridu-

lous pipings in the bedusted bushes
the Governor heard it all heard it with
that finer sense with which present per

ception has but little to do. A grove
cast deep shadows across the road. It

ended abruptly, and they came in sight
of a large house, perhaps half a mile dis

tant.

&quot;That s our house,&quot; said the boy.
&quot; Our farm s back of it.&quot;

&quot;How very much changed,&quot; mused
the Governor. And then as they came
nearer he saw it the house in which
he was born and Joliffe owned it and
had changed it to what it was. Modern
architecture had made of it one of those

structures now scattered in such num
ber through the country, and which, in

ready adaptability, in evident comfort

ableness, and in relieving picturesque-
ness appeal pleasantly to the eye and to

the mind. It had been painted a deep
red. It was low and with low-hanging
eaves ;

broad balconies ran around all

parts visible from the road. With its

many chimneys it was easy to see that

it had many rooms. Evident prosperity
dwelt therein. No one could doubt that

broad halls ran through it
;
that in many

of its rooms there was place for the stir

of happy life, in others, for stillness and

peace. It was something much more than

walls and roof. It was a home, where
children could be joyous in sunshiny
spring days, and where sorrow could

be softened to men and women, when
autumn winds tore through clashing
branches a home consecrated beneath
the changing hands of human gladness
and grief.

They passed through the gateway,
over which two great elms one on each

side dropped their branches. These
were changed, grown larger, but the

Governor recollected them. They were
the first things that he remembered al

together, and the sight of the trees filled

him with a strange, troubled joy.

They rattled up to the side piazza.
The horse stopped of his own accord.

The boy jumped out. A couple of dogs
tore around a corner of the house, and
one of them putting his paws upon the

boy s shoulders licked his cheek. A
puppy tumbled along. The boy caught
it up and with a hand under each shoul

der, held it out for the Governor s in

spection ; smiled, shook his head in

negative upon the claims of all others to

equal this puppy, and then placed it
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upon the piazza, where it sat solemnly,
its eyes fixed upon a dead grasshopper,
as if it comprehended at least six mod
ern philosophies. A half-dozen boys and

girls of young Joliffe s own age were at

full run across the lawn toward him.
&quot; Go away, every one of

you,&quot;
cried

the boy as the racing group reached

him. &quot; What !

&quot; and he stooped to hear

what the youngest was eager to whisper.
&quot; You don t mean to say they re going
to have that !

&quot;

&quot; Lots of
it,&quot;

said one, evidently aware

of the subject of the confidence.
&quot; I

say,&quot;
cried young Joliffe, at last

becoming conscious of the duties of

hospitality, &quot;I ve got to find father.

There s a gentleman here wants to see

him. Cephas !

&quot;

A brisk young fellow whom the boy,
it was evident, delighted to think he
domineered appeared, and with quick

glance at the Governor, gathered the

reins in one hand while with the other

he turned the horse by the bit and led

him down a short lane bordered with

huge butternut-trees, toward the sta

bles, half hid by the descending ground,
a troop of marauding turkeys, just in

from a day s scout, scattering out of the

way.
The children all turned and gazed at

the Governor with the frank unconcealed
interest of youth often so disconcert

ing. He who had so many times borne
the stare of curious crowds, without

confusion, felt suddenly embarrassed
;

he who had so often received important
and importunate committees

;
who had

ruled the stormiest of national conven
tions

;
who had poured words in abun

dant flow over packed thousands, could
find nothing to say. He seemed to him
self awkward, clumsy. If Williams had
not at that moment asked him about
the luggage and given him an opportu
nity to answer with grim, relieving se

verity, he would hardly have known
what to do.

&quot; Will you come in, sir ?
&quot;

asked the

boy, the consciousness of the dignity of

his position sobering his speech,
&quot; or

will you sit here ?
&quot;

The Governor preferred to sit on the

piazza. The boy had been gone but a

moment, his companions following him,
when a young girl stepped out of an

open window, and evidently she did not
know there was anyone there walked
toward him. Stealthily as the image
steals out upon the negative under the

alchemy of the chemicals, but still with
almost instantaneous action, another fig
ure took form before the Governor s

inner sight, another figure, like this

one,

u A child of nature s rarest making-,
Wistful and sweet and with a heart for break

ing.
&quot;

Where were those forty j
Tears ? He felt

a sudden, startling contraction of the

heart. The same, almost the very same

slight, but with the slightness of pli
ant strength ;

the sun-burnished hair
;

the eyes so possessed with happiness ;

the grace, delicate as a novice s espousal
robe, the light lingering that it might
fall upon the clinging white dress. Can
a rock drink in the dawn of a spring
morning, and hold it in ribbed fastness

for many years ;
were such the delicacy,

the truth, the tenacity of an old man s

memory? She was even twisting a

between her fin-

that other do so
piece of blue ribbon

gers as he had seen

long before.
&quot; I thought the children were here,&quot;

said the girl, a little startled, a little

puzzled, as her eyes fell on the stranger.
&quot; Do you wish to see anyone?

&quot;

&quot; Doctor Joliffe,&quot; said the Governor.
She stood turning the ribbon with a

certain shyness, for she realized that the

man before her was not one of the many
who insisted upon coming to the old

doctor for advice though he had so long
been out of practice. And then a man s

voice, positive, rich, of generous ampli
tude, was heard in the house.

&quot; There he
is,&quot;

she said. &quot;I will call

him.&quot;

But upon the instant, he who had

spoken stepped upon the piazza. He
was a man of that sturdy strength so

rarely found at his age, and which, when

found, is so impressive, telling as it gen
erally does of a healthy, active, un
troubled life. For the man was old.

He had white hair, whiter even than the

Governor s, whose hair was a dull, heavy

gray. He was old, but still he stepped
with an alertness that showed that years
had no more impaired his spirit than
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they had weakened his voice. He
walked rapidly toward the Governor.

&quot;Do you want to see me?&quot; he said.

&quot;Do you? Im invisible, positively in

visible. I ve got a wedding to look af

ter.&quot; He glanced involuntarily at the

young girl, who instantly found a new
interest in the landscape. &quot;A man s

got a right to be let off on an excuse

like that a wedding s better than
Fourth of July or Christmas, it doesn t

come anything like once a
year.&quot;

The same laugh a laugh over

forty years older and yet the same. It

was that laugh, so round, so broad, so

full from centre to vanishing outskirt,

so filled with the satisfaction that de

rides all dissatisfaction, that had been
such exasperation, such provocation,
such an irritant, to the restless, envious,
ambitious boy so long ago. How he
had despised the light temperament
that shook out such laughter, as you
shake the blossoms from a thorn-bush
in the spring! How, when too young
and too inexperienced to conceal the as

pirations that then seemed so obscure
to all but himself, how the wild rho-

domontade of his boyhood was checked
and chilled by that very laugh ! And
now when he heard it again after forty

years, did it carry the same aggravation,
the same torment? Was it petulant

querulousness that another could still

be apparently so vacant-mindedly happy,
that troubled him

;
or was it dissatis

faction, rising in revolt against himself,
with what he was, with all that he had
earned and got ? There was a flash of

the same old fierce envy that had burned
in his boy s heart. Envy of what?
Must he seek rehabilitation in himself
because a country doctor, beaming with
common happiness, rotund with com
mon prosperity, laughed loudly in his

every-day house ? Was it envy handed
down from his former self, like an heir
loom in a family, through the line of

changes that he thought were in himself
;

or was there no such change? Was the

laugh that had helped to fuse together
and anneal those discordant desires,

hatreds, determinations, abilities, pas
sions, qualities of heart, into a character
dominated by an all-powerful ambition,
now as then something to make him
scorn what was his the very superla

tives of the world wealth, power, celeb

rity? Could this man, who possessed
but the every-day excellences of exist

ence, thus render his own possessions
almost contemptible in his own sight ?

So lag the words struggling to ex

press all that the Governor s thoughts
spanned in an instant so do mere
words lag and fail.

He had determined not to announce
himself so soon. But he was impatient,
half angry with himself. If he spoke,
would he not be satisfied ?

&quot; You do not know me ?
&quot;

he said,

holding out his hand.
Joliffe did not answer at once. He

looked at the Governor in that doubtful,
conscious way in which, fearful of com
mitting a rudeness, we look at those de

manding recognition and of whom we
have no memory. But the trace of

doubt in his smile quickly vanished, as

he broke into a laugh.
&quot; Not know you !

&quot;

he shouted. &quot; Not
know

you,&quot;
and he caught the Gover

nor s right hand in his own left and
struck his own right into the Governor s.

&quot; I didn t at first. Time does his work
well if you give him forty years. But I

know you now, and it does my soul good
to shake hands with you. How in the
world did you get here ?

&quot;

The Governor explained. He added
that the young gentleman was to drive
him over to the hotel as soon as the

milk-cans had been unloaded, or, he

concluded, if it was not far he would
walk.

&quot;Hotel !

&quot;

cried the doctor. &quot; Much
you ll see of the hotel,&quot; and he stepped
to the corner of the piazza.

&quot;

Cephas !

&quot;

he called, and the young man appeared
running to answer the summons.

&quot; Take those bags into the house,&quot;

commanded the doctor.

The two old men stood silently gaz
ing at one another.

&quot; You look well,&quot; said the Governor
at last.

&quot;If you don t worry the world, it

won t worry you. Now you have wor
ried it a good deal.&quot;

&quot;And show
it,&quot; responded the Gov

ernor, grimly.
&quot; We know all about you up here,&quot;

Joliffe went on. &quot;Because we re a little

out of the way you must not think that
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we don t keep our eyes pretty sharply
on what is going on.&quot;

&quot; I ve no doubt,&quot; replied the Governor.
&quot; We only stand aside.&quot;

&quot; You always did, Joliffe.&quot;

&quot;

Yes, Governor,&quot; replied the doctor.
&quot; I always took the world easily. You
didn t. You always had a grudge against
it. You hated it as an enemy to be con

quered. You hated it, but still you were

always bound to succeed in it.&quot;

&quot;

Success, &quot;responded the Governor in

his severest tones, &quot;is the only revenge
we can take on the world.&quot;

&quot; That sounds like
you,&quot;

said Joliffe,

looking curiously at the man before

him. &quot;

Only the edge instead of dulling
has grown keener. But come, you must
see the rest of us.&quot;

The Governor followed the doctor

along the veranda and around the cor

ner. On a lawn stretching beside the

house, young people were flying about,
not even noticing the new arrival, for

the game of tennis must be finished be
fore the net and court-lines should be
obscured by the darkness. On the ve

randa, on the steps, and on the gravel
walk were yellow-haired youngsters and

gray-haired elders the extremes of age,
that find so much in common.

&quot;It is long since I have been here,&quot;

explained the Governor, as they walked

along.
&quot; I thought I would like to look

over the old ground a little.&quot;

&quot;You ve come just right. There s

nothing like a wedding to brighten up
old memories. Even if it s not one of

your own that s leaving you, still you
can t help catching something of the

spirit of the time.&quot;

The Governor glanced uneasily at the

tall girl beside his old companion.
&quot; You see we change, in our own slow

way, even here,&quot; continued the doctor,

looking proudly about. &quot; You will hard

ly know the
village.&quot;

The two old men slowly approached a

group about the doorway. A little apart
from the rest, on a long, low chair such
as an invalid might use, sat a lady hold

ing back the vines that she might see

the conclusion of the game. Her deli

cate face would instantly have reminded

anyone of the young girl whom the
Governor had just seen, for despite the

many years difference in their ages, the

A smile lit up her
her eyes fell first

mother s face, besides possessing a strik

ing similarity to the daughter s, held the
same expression of bright intelligence
and kindly interest. Hearing footsteps,
she quickly turned,

delicate features, as

upon her husband.

&quot;Mary,&quot;
said the doctor, his voice

softening,
&quot; I bring you an old friend.&quot;

There was no need to speak his name.
It was evident that she knew him at

once. And he, no wonder that he
started. In her daughter he had seen
her living apparition, and here ethereal

almost, but plainly in steadfast life

here in reality, and more beautiful in the

Governor s sight than her likeness in

her spring-time, was the woman he had
loved nearly half a century ago wrhom
he had then almost worshipped in the

strength of his strong and then not

wholly perverted nature
;
who of all hu

man beings alone had ever had the

power, unconsciously exercised, to make
him for an instant falter in his purpose,
and who alone, that purpose fully re

sumed, could have had power to awaken
in him a question, a regret, a doubt.
And Joliffe had won her ! She was his,

as was also his old home. Strange that

he had not known all this before. But
wras it so strange ? He knew that she

had not married within the first year,
and after that well he had not taken

thought about her after that. Then
came a dull ache at his heart, another

sharp pang of envy struck at his very

being. These were instants of quick

retrospection, of sudden recognition.
Could it have been that those years
were barren, heart-breaking years to

her, as they would have been to him

perhaps, if he had not been in abject

suppression beneath himself. And Jo
liffe had won her ! They had been rivals

here as in so much else, even in child

hood, in that bitter rivalry, bitterer per

haps than is ever found in after-years,
for it is direct, outspoken, untempered
by the amenities of life; but in this

rivalry he had never really feared Joliffe.

From the very first had not the hundred

somethings in which men learn their

fate been in his favor ? Did he not know

always that they were more than light

impulses, casual and passing likings, that

bent toward him in the old time, and
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that told him he had nothing to fear if

he should but speak. But he had not

spoken. To speak would have been re

nunciation of ambition, a self-condemna

tion to village insignificance. He re

membered well the morning before he

went away. It was much such a morning
as to-day s had been, or as to-morrow s

might be, an autumn morning, glad in

the possessed ripeness of the year, sad

in its suggestion of decay. The apples
were red upon the orchard trees. The
birds held sad family consultation, for

they were to leave their homes. The
smoke from a near fallow dragged no

higher than the low tree-tops, and a

man not far distant shouted dully to

oxen rebelling under their yoke. And
he had talked excitedly with cruel vain-

gloriousness about his plans, while she

gave but little heed to what he said.

But had he himself been very heedful of

his own words ? Was he not thinking
how pleasant it would be to tell her all

he really felt, and to hear the avowal that

he was almost sure must follow wholly
assured as he saw her downcast eyes
and sad preoccupation. But he did not

speak. And after he had gone cruel

to himself as he had so often since been
cruel to so many her last look, her

puzzled, grieved, sorrow-weighted look,
had followed him for days and months
and years. And so, in another of those

instantaneous, all-embracing flashes, not
of memory but of that sudden expansion
and enlightenment of the whole being,
when one sees, in complete revealment,

aspects of life with which time and

memory s processes have nothing to do,
there came to the Governor a vision of

what had been and what might not be.

&quot;We never forget such old friends,&quot;

she said, giving him her hand. &quot; I have
never forgotten the Governor.&quot;

One by one all were brought up and

presented to the Governor some to find

themselves a little awed by the presence
of the man of whom they had heard so

much. Indeed the Governor held quite
a little reception on the veranda, shak

ing hands in his most approved, auto

matic, political fashion.

The supper that night was widely dif

ferent from the supper that must take

place the next night. This was a mere

prelude, a mere family affair. To-mor
row night the wedding would be over,
and all would be there to see the bride

depart. But all the Joliffes were there

now. Mary, the oldest daughter, was

there, with her husband, the editor from
St. Louis. Evelyn, too, the second

daughter her husband an officer sta

tioned at Fort Laramie had only ar

rived that afternoon. You would have
found that Susan was there, and Lysle,
if you had looked around

; otherwise

you might not have noticed them, for

they said but little. Robert had short

leave and was home from Harvard
;

and Martin, seventeen, from Exeter.

Then there were Susan s two best friends

the tall blonde from Salem and the

little brunette from Baltimore and with
them Lysle s best man and two ushers.

At the left of the hostess the Governor,
of course, was at her right was the

lawyer from the village, a trifle deaf,

rather interjectional in style, and with
the air of a man who if he had made
the law would have made it different in

several particulars. The clergyman was
not to be seen. The initiate understood
that his wife would not let him come,
and that she would not come without
him. She knew the digestion of that

divine to a mouthful, and two such sup
pers of course he would be there on
the following night would not do at

all. Everywhere, wedged in here, pop
ping up there, were children of all ages.
The table was not of the kind that groan
beneath the weight of what they bear.

Why should it ? Had it not upheld the

family s hospitality for half a century ?

It was dressed in its full regalia. The

pure white cloth lay as softly as if

snowed upon it, and somebody, some

thing had wrought in its web devices in

such delicate tracery as the frost, plying
its small implements, works upon the
winter panes. It wore all its honors :

its old blue, willow-pattern china ;
its

glass insignia of the great order of

Thirst
;

its silver decorations of St.

Bounty. And what the table bore could
not have been given in any scant menu,
with epitaph-like, monumental inscrip
tion. The madeira, laid down with the

port by the grandfather for great oc
casions several undecanted bottles lay
on the sideboard, as thickly encrusted
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as might be the backs of hippopotami
just above water, with sun-burned clay

the madeira trudged down one side

of the table, while the port, a little ten

der as to one toe, it might be fancied,
travelled up the other. The two old

decanters who not which had kept
the road together as long as the table

had done service as a table, moved on

sedately, while their clear heads the de
canters could dispense with their heads
while on a business tour, and if they
were changed it did not matter, so alike

were their ideas lay winking approval
at each other, at the doctor s right hand.

Memory is a very strange thing, and

plays us very strange* tricks. Appar
ently without adequate cause, there

steal at times into our minds half-for

gotten fancies, long-unremembered facts,

distant scenes, that seemingly have no

thing to do with anything about us. As
the Governor sat at the table with the
home-like realities of this home life

around him, he suddenly remembered
what suggested it at that moment

he could not for the life of him have
told that once when he was the coun

try s representative abroad he had been

present at a great review, held after a

bloody but successful war, and that he
had seen a regiment march past, the

gaps made by the fallen left in its ranks.

The aspect of these broken lines was
now vivid in his memory. He stirred

uneasily. What had reminded him of

all this ? For the first time he wondered
if it would have been better not to

come. Sitting there at his old rival s

table, he wondered if there were such

spaces in his life spaces where, in the

conflict, living things had gone down
living things, vital as life itself.

A dance, a mere carpet affair which
the young people insisted upon, followed
the supper. The doctor s remonstrance
was of no effect his remonstrance that
there must be so much to do to-morrow.
The oldest daughter played, and the
doctor danced with Susan. The girl,
the glad but saddened significance of
her future life already stealing upon her

for the tender, joyful, tearful to-mor
row drew very near swam through the
dance as if in a happy dream. But Jol-

iffe what was there to compare with his

flow of abundant life, with the light elas

ticity of his every motion ? To be sure
his waltzing was somewhat antiquated,
but then the astonishing thing was that
he waltzed at all. The dancing, how
ever, of the bridesmaids and ushers

quite made up for what might be defi

cient, and toned down what might be
too effusive in the doctor s performance.
The children danced too, without re-

rct
to time, or place, or remonstrance

;

iced as dance spots of sunshine upon
the sward amid the shadows of breeze-
shaken leaves. The Governor sat qui
etly beside his hostess. They said but
little. His thin lips tightened in rigid

ity at times, as if drawn together by the

strong lines of resolve
;
but they were

lax lines just then softened as might
be the strings of an old Cremona left out
in the dew.
As the Governor sat saying nothing,

he saw Susie looking at him curiously.
She had often, since her sisters mar
riages, been her mother s aid at the fre

quent entertainments of that hospitable
house. No one as easily as she could

put the awkward at their ease or as

pleasantly deal with the idiosyncrasies
of the diffident

;
but now she hesitated.

She was accustomed only to the weak
and the unattractive, the embarrassed
and the unpopular, and she felt that it

would be almost presumption for her
to assume a moment s care of anyone
so high and mighty as the Governor.
But something in his look it must have
been his look, for no muscle of his face

stirred encouraged her, and she tim

idly approached.
&quot;

It is a long time since I have been
at a wedding,&quot; he said. He was about
to add that funerals the funerals of

distinguished fellow-citizens were al

most the only gatherings of his kind,
not political or financial, that he had
been in the habit of attending. But he
did not do it. It seemed to him that

it would not sound very well.
&quot;

Oh, it is to be so very simple,&quot;
she

answered
;

&quot;

it will not be like a wedding
in the city at all. It was almost too bad
to ask the girls to be bridesmaids for

only this.&quot;

&quot;They do not seem dissatisfied,&quot; re

marked the Governor, dryly, glancing
critically at the quick whirling dance.

&quot;

Everyone has been so, so kind,&quot; re-
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sponded Susie, enthusiastically,
&quot; and I

have got such lovely things.&quot;

Of course, thought the Governor, they
always give presents to a bride. And
he had none. It was strange, how
humiliated he felt. However, he re

membered with an altogether dispro

portionate joy, considering the trifling
nature of his difficulty, that here was

something that could be remedied.

&quot;I did not know that I was coming
to a wedding,&quot; he said, apologetically,
&quot; and I have nothing. I hope I be
lieve that I am none the less welcome.&quot;

Susie grew red with sudden confusion.

Speaking of her happiness she almost

felt that she was sharing it with others,
and in her great gladness and friendli

ness for all, she had spoken quite frankly
and without thought to the Governor.

&quot;

Oh,&quot; she exclaimed, confusedly,
&quot; I

only spoke of them because because

they were a part of the wedding.&quot;
&quot; Won t you show them to me,&quot; said

the Governor.
He rose and followed her to a room

where, on assembled tables, the offerings
to the bride were displayed. There was
the silver given by Joliffe forks and

spoons in shining array ;
there were the

silver tea-pot, the cream-pitcher, the

sugar-bowl from her mother
;
there were

a salad-spoon and fork from an uncle,
and a soup-ladle from the lawyer. There
was Lysle s gift, a gold necklace with
one small gem at the clasp Lysle s

father and mother were dead, and his

only living relative was an ancient and

wealthy maiden aunt, an aunt of very
aristocratic connections and possessed
of a somewhat mysterious, but unques
tionably all-puissant influence, that it

was hoped at one time might do great
things for him

;
she had not entirely ap

proved of the marriage, and she now sent
a bronze thermometer. There were the

presents from the bridesmaids : a silver-

backed mirror, and a tortoise-shell fan
with silver monogram. There were the

presents from the &quot; best man &quot; and the
ushers : a silver jug, silver candlesticks,
and a silver inkstand. Then there were
bronzes, books, etchings, a throng of

pretty things of twisted brass and carved
wood, and dainty stuffs from cousins,
friends, and even from old servants. It

was not a very grand display all could

not have cost very many hundreds of

dollars, and if the Governor had esti

mated what he saw at its pecuniary
value he would not have greatly con

sidered it. But he saw the radiant,

triumphant joy of the girl ;
he noticed

with what pride she called his attention

to the fact that she had received three

sets of coffee-spoons and duplicate sugar-

tongs saw her satisfaction with the

somewhat meagre collection, and it

seemed to him precious beyond price.
He thought of dusty piles of securities

in cold bank vaults
; thought of hideous

buildings in crowded city neighbor
hoods

; thought of all the wealth he

possessed, and ^wondered, if these few

gifts could evoke such pleasure, what
could not be done with his huge slum

bering fortune
; busy even while it slum

bered in gathering what for the instant

seemed like usurious spoil ;
wondered

if it were not possible to draw a greater
revenue from some new use of his vast

capital than was to be obtained from the

very closest, richest &quot; trust
&quot;

? He had
never thought anything of the kind be

fore, and it struck him with the force of

a new idea. He thought that he would
like to buy her something rare, daz

zling, wonderful
;
hold it before her as

tonished eyes, and say to her that it was
hers. Then he wondered if, after all, it

would give her more pleasure than some
of the trifles that he saw.

&quot;And will you always live here?
&quot; he

asked, when they were finished with the

inspection.
&quot;

No, indeed,&quot; she answered. &quot; We
are to live in New York. Jack is in

business there.&quot;

&quot; And what
&quot;

began the Governor.
&quot; He is the cashier of a great firm of

brokers in Wall Street.&quot;

&quot;Do you know the name of the

firm?&quot;

&quot;Kyde & Broxtowe,&quot; she answered,

proudly.
&quot;

Perhaps you have heard of

them. Jack tells me they are very well

known.&quot;

&quot;Ryde & Broxtowe,&quot; repeated the

Governor, looking up with a sharp look
of surprise.

&quot;

Yes, I have heard of the
firm of Hyde & Broxtowe.&quot;

&quot;

They have such confidence in Jack,&quot;

she went on, &quot;in his integrity, in his

ability ;

&quot;

she thought she had heard these
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words used in connection with someone
who held an office of responsibility and
she now rather shyly employed them.
&quot;

They wanted were going to take him
into the firm, but one of the troubles

came that come so suddenly there, and

they got into difficulties and had to be

helped by someone, a great capitalist
Jack does not know who and now they
can do nothing themselves, and so can
make no change.&quot;

&quot;It is strange I have not seen him.

I have been at Eyde & Broxtowe s

often.&quot;

&quot;He has seen you. He told me so

to-night.&quot;

&quot;Possibly,&quot; responded the Governor,

absently.
&quot; I suppose he was in the

outer offices and and I am afraid that

I do not notice very much.&quot;

There was silence while Susie made
the last of a long series of experiments
in the arrangement of the presents.
The photograph frame from her old

school-teacher certainly looked best be
hind the alligator skin portfolio from her

Sunday-school class.
&quot; And you are going to live in New

York ?
&quot;

said the Governor at last.
&quot; How

do you think you will like that ?
&quot;

&quot; I am sure I shall like
it,&quot;

she an
swered. &quot; We have taken a flat. It is

pretty high up, but I tell Jack that we ll

see more sky, and that will be nice for

me for Im from the country. We will

be very comfortable, and then some day
he will be taken into the firm and then
we shall be rich.&quot;

&quot;He wishes to be a member of the
firm ?

&quot;

asked the Governor.
&quot;

Oh, if he could be, it would make
him so happy. You see everyone has

thought that we ought not to be mar
ried and though they have all been

perfect about it at home, still I can see

that they are a little afraid but of

course if he were that, it would settle

everything.&quot;
&quot;

It would settle everything,&quot; repeated
the Governor, slowly.

She sighed slightly and the first look
of sadness the Governor had seen in her
face lay for a moment on her delicate

features, but this quickly gave way to a

smile and the Governor turning discov
ered Lysle in the doorway.

&quot; I have been looking for you every

where,&quot; he said to Susie. &quot;

They are

waiting for you for a dance.&quot;

&quot;I was showing the our presents,&quot;

she said.
&quot;

Yes, &quot;broke in the Governor. &quot;

They
are very beautiful. But do not let me
keep you any longer. Go and join the
dance.&quot;

He followed her as she walked to the

door, and when she turned to see if he
was not coming with them she found
that he was quite near her.

&quot;Young man,&quot; said the Governor,
somewhat stiffly, &quot;you

have youth and

you have health, and you have,&quot; he

paused and glanced at Susie, &quot;you have
the best this world can give. You have
the three simple elements of happiness,

by no means as complex a thing as some

suppose it. Remember this, that what

you have now is more than you can ever

reasonably expect to attain can ever

attain, no matter with what expectation.
He who in this world does only what the

world would call wise is a fool a fool.

A penny spent, sir, is a penny gained.&quot;

These were singular words for the

Governor. They were simple, plain
words for one famous for his eloquence ;

they were strangely unpractical words
for one pointed out as the very type of

success ; they were even obscure, con

tradictory words to be uttered by one
so cool-headed, cold-hearted as he

;
but

they were the words the Governor used,

turning sharply on his heel when he was
done.

&quot; Go and join the dance,&quot; he added,
a trifle peremptorily, turning again to

Lysle and Susie, who stood gazing at him
in great astonishment,

&quot; and could you
be kind enough to have them send my
man Williams to me.&quot;

Williams found the Governor in what
Joliffe called &quot;the study.&quot;

He was

writing, and from the yellow paper with

printed top and ruled lines that he had
taken from his pocket it was easy to see

that he was preparing a telegram. It

was a long despatch ;
he pinned together

four sheets, before he affixed his signa
ture.

&quot;

This,&quot; he said handing the papers to

Williams, &quot;must go to Kyde & Brox-

towe the first thing in the morning.
Do you know where the telegraph office

is? you can find out and be there when
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it opens. And be careful to let no one

know what you have.&quot;

&quot;You see, Governor,&quot; said Joliffe, very
much out of breath from the dance, as

he approached his guest a little later
;

&quot; there isn t much wisdom in it all, but

much happiness.&quot;
&quot; But much happiness,&quot; repeated the

Governor,
&quot; and that is something that

cannot be won by wisdom. A man can

not win happiness true happiness is

always given.&quot;

They stood for an instant silent.
&quot; You look tired,&quot; said the doctor,

glancing at the other.
&quot; Shall I take

you to your room ?
&quot;

&quot;Yes, the day has been rather too

much for me, more than I thought any

day could ever be.&quot;

&quot;See,&quot;
said the doctor, as the two

men entered a room above stairs,
&quot; this

is in the old part of the house. I

shouldn t be surprised if you knew this

place. This may not be one of the

rooms there s no use in bothering
about remembering when you ve six

better memories than your own around

you.&quot;

The two men stood for an instant

looking curiously at each other in the

strong glow of the lamp.
&quot;

Joliffe,&quot; said the Governor, slowly at

last.
&quot; We didn t get on very well when

we were boys.&quot;

The doctor did not answer.

&quot;Possibly I was the most to blame,&quot;

continued the Governor. &quot; But no mat
ter now. We have come to an age when
we have little but our past. Let us try
to forget what was unpleasant in it.&quot;

Joliffe understood the halting speech
almost the first of retraction that had

ever passed those rigid lips and held
out his hand.

&quot;

Good-night,&quot; said both, and for the

first time in their lives they were friends.

The doctor tramped out of the room,
shut the door with a slam, coughed, and
went down the stairs with even more
noise than usual.

The Governor stood still in deep
thought. Had he not in substance
asked his old rival s pardon ? It cer

tainly was not a thing he had expected
to do when he started for his old home.
But he felt the better for it. He stepped

to the window. Indeed he knew the

place now. It was his own old room.
The moon had just risen and the broad
stretch of country lay before him. It

was changed of course. Clumps of trees

had disappeared. Here and there build

ings he had never before seen were
visible in the cold, clear, white light.

He, however, recognized much remem
bered detail upon detail. The line of the

hills lay there delicate, almost pathetic,

against the sky. The sweep of the river

was there always the same. But he had
never felt anything like this before

peace-giving and with soothing promise.

Many and many a time had he looked

out that window, the phantasmagoria of

hope in full whirl, with inexperienced
ambition throbbing with quick grasping
desires for imagined, uncomprehended
things ;

andnow he stood there with the

bitterness of victory at his heart stood

there the possessor of the pieces of sil

ver, the prices of his own self-betrayal.
The realization of the real worthlessriess

of all things won was upon him the

realization so often, if we could but

know it, panged with pain, such as de

feat, that may leave us our ideals, never

brings.
At first the sound of music from the

distant dancing-room, sad as a mod
ern waltz can be is it typical of our

half-hearted joyousness that there must
even be a plaint in our dance music ?

kept him awake, but even when the mu
sic ceased, his hurrying thoughts pre
vented sleep. It was well on toward

morning before he fell into what was
even then a broken slumber. Who can

give account of the occult influences

that mingled the experiences of the day
with his last waking ideas, and filled that

strange chamber in the house of life with

his dream. He was in the old orchard

again, the late golden-rod glowing in the

sunlight ;
the ferns shrinking in the

shadows. But the peace of a great con

tentment was upon him, for he had asked
and been answered, and the world had

nothing more to give. No longer was
there any haste, or restlessness, or the

leap of mounting ambition. Life was
no longer a means, a mere opportunity ;

it was an attainment, an end adequate
in and of itself, explanatory, all-sufficient.

He felt what he had never known the
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free spaciousness of youth. The length

ening vista of coming years was no longer
a succession of prisoning spaces leading

perhaps finally only to mere ampler life ;

it was a sweep of graceful arches, each

in itself beautiful, bending over a prog
ress, the end of which was the best that

life could give. And now scene and cir

cumstance changed with quick magical
craft. It was his wedding-day. There
were many people; some of them with the

faces seen in the evening. There was the

bride, white-robed, silent, a little fright
ened ; there he was himself, awkward,

self-important, proud, happy. And then
the church, cool, dim, shadow-trodden

;

the wedding march wandering from stiff

pew to stiff pew, stealing, pealing along
the narrow aisle and low gallery. And
from outside came the glad laughter of

the tumbling bell. Now came years,

changing in season, but as the course of

nature, fully foreseen, assuring, satisfy

ing. Children were born and one died,
but a kindly growth covered the wound
as the closing wood grows where the

lightning stroke has torn the green tree

trunk. And he grew old for time and

place are but for the fleshly self, they
have no denizenship in the realm of

dreams he grew old and by some

strange law, common in that strange
country, he was Joliffe, strong, hearty,
as he had seen him. And there was
talk of another wedding a daughter
this time. Gently as comes the remem
brance of some evanescent perfume,
there came to him memories of his own
love-making ; and he watched that old

drudge, unoriginating nature, make this

repetition without bitterness, for he
felt that he, too, had had his day and
that his day had not been wasted. But
now, most surprising of all, there came
to the house a man of the same age, rich,

famous, alone, who was also himself
;

and then, in strange dual existence, he

compared each self with the other the

one in the lush meadow where the

grasses are, and the other, footsore upon
some barren place where the treading
crowd wear smoother the well-worn
stones. And the morning light was

shining full in the room and in incom

plete consciousness

&quot; Half in a dreme not fully well awake,&quot;

gradually, it almost seemed, the figments
of the night stole from him, and with

sharp anguish, he found himself him
self. Where were resolution, self-confi

dence, persistence, insistence
; where

the consciousness of strength, of elo

quence of speech ; where wisdom born
of experience in affairs

; where the arts

of intercourse, the indescribable power
of influencing men, the joy in large, com
prehending thought, in &quot;forceful char
acter ? What were wealth, power, fame
what in comparison with wife and

children and the accumulated happiness,
sorrow-enriched, that is the abiding at

mosphere, the vital air of family and
home ? What was it what he had

thought the rapture in some crowning
moment of great achievement what was

it, beside the gifts ever recurring, the

unchanging realities of man s natural,

wholesome, common life ?

And he might have had all all that

he now knew was so much if he had
but spoken. As he thought then, so he

thought now, that the answer must have
been &quot;

yes,&quot;
and the belief was agonizing

to him. If he could only know that it

could not have been
;

that no matter
what he had said, the past could not
have been different. To have held hap
piness within his grasp, and to have
thrown it away ! If he could only know
that the meeting in the old orchard
could have brought him nothing, then it

seemed that what remained of life might
be borne.

A stone wall bounded the orchard, an

irregular mosaic of browns and blues

and grays. Tall weeds grew plentiful

ly beside it, grasses sprung from its

crevices, moss covered its broken face,

vines hung over it, and even here and
there the branches rested on it. The
wall could hardly be seen at all in sum
mer, but it was autumn now and the

rain had beaten down the stalks and scat

tered the leaves, and in places it was

wholly uncovered. The Governor leaned

upon its rounded top and looked across

the ribbed fields. It seemed to him that

he had been almost forgotten at the

house in the excitement of preparation,
and not wishing to intrude upon the pe

culiarly personal interests of the time,

he wandered forth alone. The morning
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was bright, sad, however, with that sad

ness felt in the brightest autumn day.
Each tree, larger and more gnarled, per
haps, than when he had last seen it, was
loaded with memories; each boulder
enriched with an association. The bright,

richly colored, fallen leaves seemed em
broidered upon the dark tissue of the

grass. The polished apples were bright
in the sun. He strolled along a path-
one of those paths turning here and
there as the accordant fancies of the

first passers made it, kept worn as others

had followed with routine feet and

coming to the wall he rested his arms

upon it and looked wearily beyond. As
he stood there he felt that his life, too,
had encountered a sudden barrier, over
which he could only wistfully gaze.
He turned quickly as he heard a light

footfall and the rustle of a dress.

*It was the woman who was in his

thoughts the woman whom he had
loved so long ago. Again they were

together, in an autumn orchard, and
after forty years.

&quot;I missed
you,&quot;

she said. &quot;It is

hardly hospitable that you should be
left alone.&quot;

&quot; One is never alone,&quot; said the Gov
ernor,

&quot; where much has happened. I

was never less alone. I am in the midst
of many memories.&quot;

She said nothing. Were her thoughts,
with his, in the tract known only to them ?

In the strange sameness of the situa

tion he felt almost as if he were again
in his unworn youth. But he looked
down upon his corded, blue-veined hand,
rough-cast with years, hard of grain, it

seemed, as the stone upon which it

rested
;
he glanced at her, and saw the

gray threads in the dark hair, saw the

tracery of time upon the white forehead,
and he was old again ; the forty years
had passed.

&quot; I want to speak to
you,&quot;

he said. It

seemed to him that the distant, inde
structible past must permit, to them
both, frankness and absolute directness
of speech, and he hastened to say what
it had been at his heart to say since day
break.

&quot;Yes, &quot;she replied.
&quot; Are you are you wholly happy ?

&quot;

he asked slowly.
&quot;

Wholly,&quot; she answered, looking up

in some surprise from a branch of ruddy
leaves which she had gathered.

&quot;You remember the last time we
walked together?&quot; he asked, abruptly,

hesitatingly, as he had spoken before.
&quot;

Yes,&quot; she answered, breaking some
dry twigs from the branch. &quot; That was
a long time ago. We were very young
then.&quot;

&quot;Perhaps too young to know,&quot; said

the Governor.
She did not speak.
He felt strangely ;

as if scarce natu

rally existent. The visual scene seemed

trembling, dissolving, to be hardly as

real as his vision of the night. The as

pects of the place and of the day were
the same

;
but was he looking at that

day long gone, or at this through the

glimmering, misty atmosphere of the

past ? He too was silent for a moment,
He was thinking sadly that it was not a

little strange that it was only now, and
with weakening voice and lax lips, in

passionless and measured accents, that

he was to tell his love story a love story
that had waited nearly half a century for

its denotement. &quot;We are so old,&quot; he
continued at last,

&quot; that we can talk of

what has been, almost as if we were al

ready somewhere else.&quot;

&quot;

Yes.&quot;

&quot; I loved you once.&quot;

She did not speak.
&quot;Then.&quot;

&quot;I thought so.&quot;

&quot;More than all else, except myself.&quot;

&quot;As you say,&quot;
she said gently, and

with a quick glance toward her home,
&quot;we can indeed talk as if we were
somewhere else. Why did you not tell

me then ?
&quot;

&quot; Because
&quot;

he spoke with the even,
unbroken tone of quiet resignation
&quot;because I was mistaken. Tell me
we may say anything now if I had
told you then, would your answer have
been yes ?

&quot;

&quot;Perhaps,&quot;
she replied, with the se

rene laugh of a woman so strong in

a present and long-abiding love, that

all else is as nothing. &quot;We were very
young then.&quot;

She broke another twig from the

branch, shook it, that any of the au
tumn-loosened leaves might fall, and

glanced at her companion.
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&quot; I am afraid they will need me at the

house,&quot; she said.
&quot; Will you not come

back with me ?
&quot;

She turned to go, but the Governor,
with his arms again on the wall, re

mained gazing over the barren fields
;

barren, but not in the sterility incapable
of promise ; barren, but still covered

with the stubble left by the gathered
harvest.

The wedding was over. It was sin

gularly like the one in the Governor s

dream. The faces were a little clearer,

the forms slightly more distinct ;
that

was about all.

The church it was a small brick

place, with meagre stone corners and

slender, small-paned windows, and a

small open stone steeple, through the

openings of which the bell could be seen

from the outside
;
the church, innocent

of the adornments non-secular architec

ture now permits itself, and not unlike

the rigid houses bordering the village

street, could they be dressed in prim
Sunday array the church, not unpict-

uresque even in its unpretentiousness,
for time, dulling and staining the once

bright-red brick into pleasing conso

nance of tone, had, it seemed, also soft

ened and rounded its abrupt angles and

sharp corners, an effect aided not a little

by a Virginia creeper, now gorgeous in

the livery of the passing year, that had
clambered up the front, stretched across

the slate roof and in graceful tendrils,

stealing through the openings in the

belfry, played in the gentle air as the

tentacles of some huge, resplendent
marine creature, hidden in some recess,

might sway in a falling tide the church
was crowded, packed. All the village
had turned out, and there were many
guests from away. The church could
not hold half that came, and many stood

along the narrow stone walk and on the

leaf-strewn grass. But all saw the bride
and were accordingly satisfied. The in

fluential female relative had relented at

the last moment, and, arriving on the

morning train, now occupied the place
of honor a large front pew with the

Governor. As the wedding march sound
ed from the organ the wedding march
that has become almost as much a part
of a wedding as the veil and ring, the

march that few hear without anticipa

tory tremor or retrospective thrill all

seemed, for an instant, as all had seemed
to the Governor, in the orchard, but a

continuation of his dream. Then the

influential female relative moved unea

sily she was truly not

&quot; such stuff

As dreams are made on,&quot;

and he knew that he was awake.
The wedding was over. The bride

had been driven to the house, and now
in its largest room she stood against a

background of flowers and foliage re

ceiving the wedding guests. One by
one they passed before her, many among
them who had known her as a baby, as

a child, as a young girl saying their

little speeches, some awkwardly enough
perhaps, but not one without earnest

desire that all happiness should be hers.

The influential female relative, evidently
moved by her youth and beauty, had
even kissed her. The room was so full

that it was difficult to make way through
it. The press about the bride was so

great that only occasionally could any
one not near catch even a glimpse of

her white dress. And then the crowd

swayed and in strong current seemed
to sweep the Governor from where he
stood by the door, swiftly along, and he

suddenly found himself before Susie.

The stillness that at once settled on
those about him half appalled him.

Something was expected of him, he un
derstood that, but in his trepidation he
could hardly command himself enough
to be able to realize what.

There was quick laughter, almost a

burst of applause.
He did not know how he did it he

hardly knew at the time that he had
done it but he had kissed the bride.

He had done it and he was proud of it.

At the wedding supper the Governor
made the speech when they drank Su
sie s health, and although no busy sten

ographers were there to catch the words
as they fell and send them swarming
along the spider-web wires the gos
samers of this over-vexed earth he
never spoke better in his life.

Lysle paused for a moment on the

stairs as Susie threw her bouquet
among the crowd in the hall, and such
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uproar as always follows that event had
not subsided when one of the ushers
handed him a telegram which had just
been received by a servant. He opened
it, read it, and handed it to Susie.

It ran :

&quot;We are happy to say that the ar

rangements for partnership of which we

spoke to you can now be easily consum
mated. See us immediately on your
return.

KYDE & BROXTOWE.&quot;

The Governor stood by the doorway,

awkwardly holding an old satin slipper
which someone had thrust into his

hand why, he did not know. He
looked up when Lysle began reading
the despatch. He watched Susie take

it
;
he watched her as she read, and saw

the light of infinite happiness dawn in

her face, saw the girl as she turned and
cast her arms around her husband s

neck
;
saw Lysle, for they must go, since

time and tide and train wait for no one
not even a bride toss the despatch

with glad gesture to the doctor ; and as

the carriage which bore so much away
started, following the example of the

others, he threw the old slipper after

them with such surprisingly good aim
that it fell directly on the roof of the

carriage.

The city again. It is early evening
but the darkness is as intense as it will

be at midnight. The rain falls in per
sistent, insistent drizzle. Each light is

the nucleus of a long, luminous, cometic
tail streaming over the swimming pave
ment. In the streets around the great

railway-station the confusion of cabs
and omnibuses is chaotic

;
on the side

walks and in the waiting-rooms human
ity is anarchic.

The Governor, jostled by the passen
gers eager in the first rush of their en

franchisement, slowly made his way
down the long platform at which the

train has stopped. Usually he travelled

in a special car, and attentive officials

waited upon him at every step, but as he
had gone upon this journey, so he re

turned unheralded, unreceived, and
with only Williams for attendant. He
walked the whole length of the huge,
resonant building, his eyes downcast or

fixed upon the great clock at one end.
Since he had seen it last the hour-hand
had travelled around the face hardly
half a dozen times and yet it seemed to

him that he had been away from the

city for many days. As he approached
the iron railing that crossed the broad,

flagged walk, a young man stepped
quickly through the opened gate and
walked rapidly toward him.

&quot; We telegraphed you, Governor/ he
said hastily,

&quot; but couldn t reach you be
fore you started. We tried to catch you
on the train, but I suppose it was no
use.&quot;

He was the Governor s private secre

tary, the man who knew the most of his

affairs, the man whom he trusted as

much as he had ever trusted anyone.
&quot;What s the matter, Warner?&quot; asked

the Governor, detecting an unwonted
excitement in the secretary s usually
measured and inexpressive voice.

&quot; You haven t heard, sir ! There hasn t

been such a day on the Street for years.

They are waiting at the house for you
now.&quot;

&quot;Who?&quot;

&quot;It s all out about the syndicate
came out this morning how, no one
knows. They all want time they all

want money they all want everything.&quot;

The Governor coughed.
&quot; The presidents of three railroads

and two banks have been waiting for

you ever since dark,&quot; the secretary sug
gested nervously. He had been brought
up in a broker s office, and the great

&quot;King&quot;
of the &quot;Street&quot; his

&quot;round

And top of sovereignty
&quot;

inspired him with a reverence that no
crowned monarch could have excited in

that strictly American heart.

&quot;Yes, yes,&quot;
said the Governor ab

stractedly. &quot;Tell Williams to see about
the luggage and have the carriage

brought up.&quot;

Warner hastened to obey, and the

Governor remained standing in the

draughty passageway. The arrivals by
the train had dispersed and he was al

most alone. Two men who had come
in hurriedly from the street stood be
neath the flaring gaslight. One held a
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newspaper that he had just bought and

both were looking eagerly at it.

&quot;It s the last edition,&quot; said one, &quot;but

there s nothing new.&quot;

&quot;He s still away,&quot;
said the other;

&quot;

just like the sly old fox, to keep him
self where no one can get at him. He s

managed it well. It s the long-headecl-
est scoop that s been done in my time.&quot;

&quot; To think of a whole country waiting
for him for when the Street is crazy
the whole country is excited from Bos
ton to San Francisco. He has surpassed
himself. He* commands success

;
he

compels fate. Happy I d give a year
of my life for a moment of his to-night.&quot;

&quot;How much do you suppose he ll

make ?
&quot;

asked the other in awed tones.
&quot; Millions ! and he has millions now.

What can he do with them ?
&quot;

&quot;Buy
another railroad or another

party or his soul back from the devil.&quot;

And all this the Governor heard or

half-heard.

The secretary returned, and shaking
offthe rain drops, he pointed through the

doorway to the carriage with its flashing

lamps. A sharp gust of wind bustling

along the street stirred the uneasy gas

lights. The dull, ominous, threatening
roar of the great city fell upon the Gov
ernor s ears. Was he thinking of the

men anxiously waiting his coming the

satraps of the provinces of Finance as

he stood gazing into the darkness
;
was

he thinking of the throbbing city where

during the day his name had been ut

tered with wonder, with praises, with

curses, by so many tongues ;
where it

had appeared weighted with so much
significance, upon so many printed
pages? It was strange, but as he stood
there there at what the world would
call the most successful moment of his

most successful life, he only thought of

the amber autumn light falling through
twisted branches upon a young girl s

face. It was a bright vision, and as it

slowly faded, the night seemed even

more dark, more bitter than before.

&quot;Yes,&quot;
he thought, remembering vague

ly what he had said to Joliffe.
&quot; Success

is the only revenge that we can take

upon the world, but

Splashing through the muddy pools,
the horses made their way down the

desolate and deserted avenue.

&quot;

Governor,&quot; said the secretary as the

carriage drew up before a great house
with great darkened windows,

&quot;

you
have reached home.&quot;

But the Governor did not speak or

stir.

VOL. VI.
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By Margaret Crosby.

The attractions

EVEEAL years ago a

desire for rest and

change took me for

some winter months
to Newport. An ocean

watering-place is sup

posed to be a desolate

spot in winter, yet I

did not find it so.

of the winter society
had been strongly represented to me,
but I happened to be in an unsocial

mood and lived, from preference, a soli

tary life. In clear weather I spent my
leisure hours in taking long walks.

Sometimes I struck inland, sometimes I

skirted the shore for miles, walking on
the smooth, hard beach. When the

ground was covered with snow, this

place had a curious charm for me. There
was a cold beauty in the steely glitter of

the sea, the long sweep of dun beach
with its lines of foaming waves, and
the vaulted blue overhead. On stormy
days I took refuge in the Eedwood Li

brary, and spent hours there in desultory

reading. It was an imposing building
with massive columns before it, in the

style of a Greek temple. At the time of

which I speak a wooden fence separated
it from the street. It was remarkable for

three things : disorder, liberty, and the

numbers of old men who frequented it.

By disorder and liberty I do not mean
confusion and bustle, for within its lofty
rooms all was subdued to absolute quiet
ness. I mean that ever-increasing dust

lay on the books which filled the shelves
;

that the classifying and arranging of

them was sufficiently incomplete to

make the finding of a book a search
which added a subtile interest to the

volume when found. By liberty I mean
that a printed placard of rules and the

presence of a librarian were merely
nominal restrictions. I have heard that

time has worked many changes, but then

you selected your books yourself and
went through the form of having them

registered or not, as you pleased. I

sometimes waked to the consciousness

that I was in guilty possession of nine

or ten books, being entitled only to two.

I used to take them back in instalments,
as an experiment, and found that my
excess was never discovered. I once
offered a fine to the librarian, but it was
refused in deprecatory surprise.
The place was, as I have said, haunted

by old men. The librarian should by
rights have been young. That is to

say, he could not have been more than

thirty-five, but he was prematurely old.

He was tuned to the prevailing key and
stultified by the influences around him.
He never spoke, scarcely seemed awake.

Apparently he had no duties. Once I

saw him go wearily to a shelf where the

confusion was greater than in the sur

rounding ones. After looking vaguely
at the books he lifted one down, blew
the dust from it in a helpless way, and

replaced it on another shelf. Then, after

waiting irresolutely for a few moments,
he drifted back to his place at the desk.

His aged companions permeated the

library they lurked in the alcoves and
surrounded the two stoves with their

newspapers, occasionally speaking to

each other in confidential murmurs. At
the long table in the centre of the sec

ond room, two or three were always
seated poring over their books and mag
azines. At intervals young girls with
fresh faces and quick youthful move
ments came into the library. They usu

ally retired to the novel-alcove, and after

a whispered conversation, interspersed
with stifled bursts of laughter, departed.

Sometimes, but even less often, a young
man came in, stayed a few minutes, and

taking his book went away. These were
but episodes the habitual atmosphere
of the place was one of age. There was

nothing sufficiently prosperous or buoy
ant about these old men to jar on my
sombre mood or rouse my envy, and I

soon came to watch their actions with a

curious interest. I noticed that some of

the oldest of them, those whom I should
have thought would of necessity have

given up any active interest in the hopes
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and passions of the young, read nothing
but novels. This puzzled me at first, but

I finally accounted for it on the suppo
sition that they thus supplemented their

recollections of their youth a youth
that had failed to bring them the experi
ences that belong to it. Sometimes two

or more disappeared through a large
door at the back of the library into a

mysterious room.
There they remained
for some time, and

emerged looking, it

seemed to me,
strangely grave. I

began to feel a con

suming curiosity
about this room. At

length I asked the ^
librarian if I might ;

enter it. He looked
at me absently
&quot;

Yes, certainly,&quot; he replied
&quot; I would find it damp, how-

tent of being unaware of all that went
on about me. An hour must have

passed, and I was sunk in the depths of

my story, when the fact that there was
a subdued noise and movement near by
sifted into my consciousness. I came
to the surface with a mental gasp and
looked up from my book.
Each of the chairs around the stove,

ever.

of

The words struck me with a chill, /Tito

which I felt the absurdity. I
[ M

opened the door with somewhat the

feeling that I should have had on going
into a tomb. Once there, this feeling
was dispelled. A large, light room, with
more alcoves and more books. An un-

lighted stove in the centre, and around
it a dozen cane-seated arm-chairs elbow

ing each other in social disorder, as if

they had just been vacated. The shelves

were filled with bound volumes of mag
azines and files of newspapers. The

place was cheerlessly cold and uninter

esting, and I left it willingly.
A few days later I was seated with my

book at the table in the front room,
when I heard the voice of the librarian

close beside me.
&quot;

If you want to go into the back

room, sir, there is a fire there.&quot;

It happened that I wished to look
over some old magazines ;

I thanked
him and went into the room. The black
funnel of the stove was glowing with a

coal fire, and the chairs were ranged in

a decent circle around it. They invited

one to sit down
; accordingly, when I

had collected an armful of magazines, I

seated myself in one of the chairs and

began to read. I had a trick of becom
ing absorbed in what I read, to the ex-

&quot; At the long table, in the centre of the room, two or three

were always seated.&quot;

of which mine was one, had been almost

noiselessly occupied by an old man.
There they sat a white-haired circle,

gravely regarding me with their mild

eyes, as silent and motionless as the

gray ruins of Stonehenge. For one
instant my visionary awe of the room
returned. Had I been decoyed here,

and was this an ancient Vehmgericht
about to sit in judgment upon me?
At that moment I became aware that

the librarian was speaking to me in his

customary murmur.
&quot; The committee are about to have a

meeting I am very sorry, but I shall

be obliged to ask you to go into the

other room.&quot;

I think I laughed Iknow I was much
embarrassed, and stammering my ex

cuses hastily left the room. Was it

possible that the Kedwood Library pos-
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sessed a committee who went through
the form of a meeting ? I wondered
what they did and said, and devoutly

hoped that no practical measures would
ever be taken to change the existing
order or disorder of things, which con

stituted part of its charm.

It was about this time that I began
to distinguish one of this silent broth

erhood with peculiar interest. I first

remarked him from his loneliness. The
others I learned were many of them men
of position and wealth, who were known
in more important places than New
port. They met around their dinner-ta

bles and at their clubs in commonplace,
every-day intercourse, beyond
their mysterious fraternity of

the library. But this personage
seemed entirely alone. He be

longed to no secret councils
;
he

exchanged no countersign or

pass-word around the stove. He
was a tall man, shabbily dressed,
with a gray mustache, and evi

dently in wretched health. He
must have been over sixty, but he
had preserved in certain lines of

his figure an oddly youthful air,

at variance with his feeble step
and bent shoulders. The same
contrast was in his face. It was
wrinkled and haggard, his hair

was white, but his eyes had a

look that one sees sometimes in

the eyes of a child, an expres
sion of innocent faith, yet a

faith that had been sadly disap

pointed. I asked the librarian

one day what his name was. He
silently turned over the pages
of the register and indicated a

place on the page. I read the

name Alfred Toyle, and saw that

there was not a single book reg
istered as having been taken out

by him. Yet I realized that I

had always seen him reading.
&quot; Who is he ?

&quot;

I inquired.
&quot;I do not know,&quot; answered

the librarian. He has belonged
to the Redwood for four years,
ever since I have been librarian,
and comes here very often. He lives

somewhere in the lower part of the

town. He seems a quiet, respectable
man.&quot;

enough curiosity to do

This was a long sentence for the li

brarian.
&quot; You have never made any inquiries

about him ?
&quot;

&quot; I never felt

so,&quot;
he replied.

It was true. What had so vital a

thing as curiosity to do within the walls

of the Redwood Library ?

When Toyle came into the library as

usual that afternoon, I encountered his

eyes. I bowed and wished him good-
afternoon. He started with pathetic

surprise, but answered my bow in very

good style. Soon after, when I was

searching for the day s newspaper, he

My eye was caught by the gleam of a brass door-plate.&quot;

seemed to divine my wishes. He left

his seat, found it, and brought it to me.
Thus a kind of freemasonry was estab

lished between us. A few davs later I
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was in the library when Toyle came in.

He went to the farthest alcove and

emerged from it with a book that I re

membered to have seen in his hands
before ;

a small volume bound in tree-

calf. He took a seat near mine, but after

opening his book did not seem to read

it, but to look at it in a profound reverie.

He sat thus until I was tired of watch

ing him. I did not inquire too deeply
of my feelings to find whether it was

curiosity or a kindly interest that in

duced me, the next afternoon, to go to

the alcove whence I had seen him bring
his book. The only thing that attracted

my attention in it was a small tin pla
card, nailed above one of the shelves,

with an inscription on it in gold letters.

At the top was printed
&quot; The Copeland

Collection.&quot; These words suggested
china, but under them, in smaller letters,

I read the following :

&quot; This collection

of books is presented to the Redwood
Library by William Davison on con
dition that none of the books contained
in it are ever removed from the Li

brary.&quot;
I found the books to be a small

but valuable collection : old chronicles

in quaint antique bindings ;
one of the

earliest editions of Bunyan s
&quot;

Pilgrim s

Progress,&quot; and more modern editions of

books of miscellaneous description, all

of rare value. I took one after another
from the shelf, examining them with
the somewhat ignorant admiration of an
amateur. In doing so, I came across

the book for which Toyle showed such
a predilection. It proved to be an old

copy of &quot;Paradise Lost.&quot; Here and
there on the pages were delicate mar
ginal lines in pencil. On the fly-leaf was
written, in a girlish hand, in faded ink,
the name &quot;Edith Copeland.&quot; There is

some romance here, I thought. As I

replaced the book, someone came into
the alcove. I looked around and saw

my old friend standing before me. If he

suspected my curiosity he felt no annoy
ance, or at least his air betokened none.

&quot;Good-afternoon,&quot; he said. &quot;I see

you are examining these books some
of them are very rare.&quot; The tone and
manner were those of a gentleman.

&quot;

Yes,&quot; I answered ;

&quot; but I really know
very little about their valuable qualities

I have merely an aesthetic pleasure in

them.&quot;
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He moved a step away and then re

turned.
&quot; You have been for several months in

Newport,&quot; he said, courteously. &quot;I

hope that it pleases you sufficiently to

make it your residence.&quot;

&quot;

No,&quot; I said,
&quot; I am going away in the

spring. I may return next winter.&quot;

&quot;I, too,&quot; said Toyle, &quot;pass my winters

here.&quot;

&quot;And go away in the summer?&quot; I

asked, merely for the sake of saying
something.

&quot; Not exactly,&quot; he returned. &quot;I stay

here, but I retire into my shell when the

first summer visitors make their appear
ance, and do not come out until the last

ones have gone. Newport loses its pe
culiar flavor in the summer. It becomes

cosmopolitan. For me the place no

longer exists. In a single night, as if

by enchantment, the sleepy old town is

transformed into a racketing, dusty
watering-place. Toward winter another

transformation occurs, and the real New
port reappears, and I with it !

&quot;

&quot;Decidedly,&quot;
I thought,

&quot; he has some

imagination.&quot; After a few more words
he moved away.

I sat down in a chair and thought
about the name I had just seen. Edith

Copeland who was she? What had
she been ? A sweet English name she

must have been like it. She began to

assume a shadowy personality to me, as

I sat there in the waning light. By my
chair she seemed to stand lovely, of

course, but sad. I yearned to know her

history.
Outside the high curtainless windows,

at the end of the alcove, snowflakes were

whirling silently by. It had been snow

ing all day, and the soft covering on the

ground deadened the sounds of the in

frequent vehicles. I was tired, and the

silence was soothing. I fell asleep and
dreamed a strange dream in which old

Toyle and Edith Copeland were inex

tricably confused. He, just as I had
seen him, in his disappointed old age,
with a touch of despairing grief added.

She, as I had imagined her young,
beautiful, and desperately sad. Toyle
seemed to be pursuing her and she to

elude him. The dream was one of

those wearily long ones, in which years
seemed to elapse in this vain chase. At
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length I thought that she stood still

and Toyle, approaching her, laid his

hand on hers with a singularly happy
smile. He seemed to change to a young
man as I looked. Then both their fig

ures vanished suddenly, as I awoke, with

a sense of chill and fear.

I was seated in almost complete dark

ness
;
a darkness in which my surround

ings were so obscure that at first I

scarcely knew where I was. After a mo
ment I realized that I had slept past the

usual hour for closing the library and
was doubtless locked in. Whether it

was early in the evening or midnight I

could not tell. My profound sleep and
vivid dream had obliterated my sense of

time
;
I felt as though I might have been

sleeping a week. I found my hat and

umbrella, and made my way out of the

alcove. Once in the large room the dim

light from the stoves guided me to the

door. It was locked, as I had supposed.
I was standing by the door meditating
on the discomforts of a night on one of

the long tables, when I heard the sound
of a key turned in the lock. The door

opened. With my dream fresh in my
mind it was scarcely a surprise to be
confronted by old Toyle. It was still

snowing, and he looked a shadowy, hag
gard figure as he stood in the doorway.

&quot; Then I was right !

&quot;

he exclaimed as

he recognized me in the dim light. &quot;An

hour after I reached home I remembered
that I left the Library with the librarian

and that I had not seen you go out. I

went for the key and came up here at

once.&quot;

I had only slept two hours then ! I

was keenly touched by his kindness.

&quot;My dear
sir,&quot;

I cried, &quot;you really
are very thoughtful. I can t thank you
enough !

&quot;

&quot; Not at
all,&quot;

he said with a depreca
tory wave of his hand. &quot;I was locked
in here once myself, and I know how
unpleasant it is.&quot;

I reiterated my thanks as we left the

building together. At the gate he
turned away, wishing me good-night. I

saw that he had no umbrella, and it cut
me to the heart to think of a man of his

age walking home in a driving storm
without any protection.

&quot;I see that in your haste you have

forgotten your umbrella,&quot; I said. &quot; You

must let me go as far as your home and
share mine with

you.&quot;

&quot;No, no,&quot; he answered, hastily, &quot;I

should much prefer not. I do not mind
the snow.&quot; There was a painful alarm
in his manner. &quot; I am as much obliged
as if I accepted your kind offer,&quot; he
added, with a return of his usual cour

tesy.
I saw that it would be a rudeness to

attempt to persuade him further. I

bade him an unwilling good-night, and
watched his bent form as he slowly made
his way down the dimly lighted, snowy
street. Then I walked rapidly to my
lodging-house.
For the next few weeks I pursued my

acquaintance with Toyle as far as he
would permit. I saw that he was poor,

proud, and reserved
; yet at the same

time I felt that he liked me and was

pleased with my interest in him. I

pressed him to call upon me, but he re

fused, on the ground that he went no
where. He did not follow his refusal

by giving me a like invitation, but I felt

that this would come in time. After

this he failed to appear at the library
for two weeks. At first I scarcely no
ticed his absence, as a succession of

springlike days tempted me to begin my
long walks again. Then a drizzling rain

brought me back to my allegiance to the

library. When a few days had passed I

began to wonder where Toyle was. The
librarian told me that he had not been
in the library for two weeks. He added,
somewhat to my surprise : &quot;I thought
I might as well find out where he lived,

as you seemed to want to know. He
lives in an old house on Thames Street,

near Long Wharf.&quot;

My sleep that night was haunted by
thoughts of Toyle. I pictured him ill

and alone. All through the next day
this feeling troubled me, and in the even

ing I determined to find him out and at

least offer my assistance, should he need

any. The upper end of Thames Street

was one of the oldest quarters of the

old town. The gabled houses that still

stand on this portion of it used to have

gardens behind them running down to

the harbor. Long before I came to New
port these gardens had been changed
into coal and lumber yards, fronting the

wharves that jutted out into the harbor
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I rang the door-bell of two of these

houses that evening before I succeeded
in finding the right one. It was a large,

rambling house with many gables, rather

picturesque by the nickering light of a

street-lamp. In a window above the

door a light was burning. There was
no bell, but a brass knocker instead a

common thing in Newport. I rapped
loudly and while I waited for the door
to be opened, my eye was caught by the

gleam of a brass door-plate. I stooped
and read on it the name Copeland. The

sight of this name gave me a subtile

thrill of excited expectation. I heard a

stumbling, shuffling footstep within, and
the door was opened by an old woman,
who looked at me in startled surprise.
She held a lighted candle in her hand,
and the hall behind her was completely
dark.

&quot; Does Mr. Toyle live here ?&quot; I asked.
&quot;

Yes,&quot; she answered, shortly ;

&quot; but
he s sick

;
he can t see any one. He s

been sick for two weeks.&quot;

I reflected for a moment
;
then taking

one of my cards I wrote on it :

&quot;

May I

see you ? If you are not well enough to

see me, please tell me how I can be of

service to
you.&quot;

&quot; Will you please give this card to Mr.

Toyle,&quot;
I said.

The old woman took it and uncere

moniously shutting the door in my face

departed. After a few moments of du
bious waiting she came back, and open
ing the door escorted me up-stairs, with
a perceptibly softened manner. By the

light of her candle I received an im
pression of a bare, spacious hall and an

imposing staircase. The atmosphere was

damp enough to strike a chill through
the most warm-blooded person.

&quot;He s been real sick,&quot; said my guide,

confidentially
&quot;

fever, and sort of light
in his head, but he s better to-night I

guess.&quot;

At the door of his room, on the second
floor, Toyle met me. He welcomed me
with grateful surprise, and gave me a
seat in an easy-chair by the fire. The
room was a small one, shabbily furnished
as a sitting-room, and through an open
door I had a glimpse of a bed-room be

yond.
&quot;

I must apologize for bringing you
up-stairs,&quot; said Toyle; &quot;but although

this is a large house, with the exception
of the regions below, where my old re

tainer lives, these two rooms are the only
furnished ones in the house.&quot;

&quot; Do not apologize,&quot; I said
;

&quot;

you are
not well enough to leave your room.&quot;

Indeed I had scarcely glanced at him
before I observed a marked change in

his looks. He seemed wretchedly ill,

and his eyes were those of a man who
had not slept for many nights. They
had a wakeful, tireless expression, and
his manner was filled with suppressed
excitement. The nervous grasp of his

hand affected me like a shock of electric

ity. He stood leaning against the man
tel, a somewhat fantastic figure. He was

entirely dressed, but instead of his usual
black coat he wore, as a dressing-gown,
a species of surtout. It was of yellowish
brown cloth and elaborately decorated

with braid, in the style called frogging.
It was very old, and looked like a relic of

past luxury.
&quot; So you have found me out at last,&quot;

he began suddenly.
&quot; I appreciate your

friendship I believe it comes from that.

It is a long time since I have had a

friend let me enjoy the luxury of one
before I die. You are much younger
than I am, and I have felt the difference

in our ages to be a barrier to anything
like intimacy ;

but for to-night I am as

young as you it is an anniversary.&quot;

He paused with momentary hesitation,
but looked at me with flashing eyes.

I felt instinctively that my coming at

this time had broken down the barrier

of reserve that he had built around him.
I could see that he longed for someone
with whom to share the feelings and
recollections that were overpowering
him.

&quot;I feel no difference in our ages, &quot;I

replied, quietly meeting his eyes with a
look of persistent sympathy. &quot;I feel

older than I seem.&quot; As he did not

reply I continued: &quot;This is a lonely

place to live in alone, Mr. Toyle. I am
sure that this damp old house must be
unwholesome. Why do you not move
to a more cheerful situation ?

&quot;

This question unsealed his lips.
&quot; I live here,&quot; he answered,

&quot; because
it is the only place where I can be at

peace. If you had passed your life in a

search for the woman you loved and
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never found her, you would drag your-,
self back to the place where you had
seen her last, to die as I have.&quot;

I could not help uttering the words
which leaped to my lips.

&quot; Edith Copeland !

&quot;

I said.

He repeated the name slowly :

&quot; Yes
Edith Copeland.&quot;
&quot; Tell me about her,&quot; I said.

He began to speak abruptly ;
at first

with hesitation, but soon with feverish

eloquence.
&quot;I saw her first in church. She

used to come in quietly and sit listen

ing and praying earnestly. I was a

stranger in Newport, and I soon found
that she was also. Her father was an

Englishman, and had come to Newport
for the winter. He rented this house

and lived a lonely life with his daugh
ter. No one seemed to know him, but
it took only a glance to see that he was
a gentleman. As for Edith I can t de

scribe her. Don t ask me to I have no

picture of her nothing that belonged
to her not a line of her writing

nothing that tells me she ever lived,

but my undying love and misery.&quot; He
paused for an instant, and then went on

speaking more rapidly. He seemed to

live in the vanished Past of which he

spoke.
&quot; Her father used to come to

the Redwood Library. He had a pas
sion for books, and possessed a remark
able collection of his own. He was a

man with agreeable manners, but with
a stern mouth and a wary, suspicious

glance. At the library our acquaint
ance began, and finally he asked me to

come to his house. When I knew
Edith it was all over with me. I ad
mired her because she was beautiful, I

pitied her because she seemed unhappy.
I loved her because she was herself.

At first I could not find the cause of her

unhappiness. Then I traced it to her
father. She loved him with entire de

votion, there was perfect sympathy be
tween them, but at times he seemed to

have a blighting influence over her.

Sometimes, when she talked frankly to

me and seemed happier than usual, her
father would dart a sudden glance at

her. Her manner invariably changed,
and she would make some excuse to go
away. I began to hate Mr. Copeland,
but I kept on good terms with him.

&quot; One day I went to see her, and
found her at home. She was in the li

brary when I was shown into it, sitting
on a great tiger-skin rug before the fire.

The sun streamed in at the windows,
touching the gilding on the backs of

the books that lined the walls, and shin

ing on her fair head, as she bent over
the book she was reading. It was
Paradise Lost. I had found my Para

dise when I went into that room. The
shadow that hung over her seemed far

away that day. She looked at me and

spoke to me trustingly. I do not know
how it was, but before I knew it I was

pouring out all my love all my hopes.
In an instant she had repulsed me
not coldly, but with a passion that

equalled mine. With clasped hands and

imploring eyes, she begged me to go
away, not to make life harder for her
than it was. Before I could answer
the door was opened and Mr. Copeland
came into the room. She went to him
and laid her hand on his arm, looking
with appealing grief into his face. He
put her quietly aside and began to talk

to me, completely ignoring Edith s agi
tation and mine. This very calmness

made me feel that opposition from him
would be dangerous. For a month
after that I found no opportunity to

speak to Edith. A blank wall seemed
to separate us. I went to the house,
but I never got beyond the door. I

saw her in the street, but always with

her father. Then I wrote to her, tell

ing her all that I felt, and to Mr. Cope-
land, making a formal offer of marriage
to his daughter. Not a line from Edith,
and from Mr. Copeland a short note

simply saying that his daughter was
honored by my proposal, but in her

name he must decline it. I began to

feel an angry, incredulous despair. I

was convinced that she cared for me.

In the nineteenth century fathers did

not lock up their daughters to prevent
their marrying. What did it mean?
In this mood I went one afternoon for

a walk and climbed Miantonomi Hill.

It was a warm, springlike day, twenty-
five years ago to-day. I wandered
about its rocky summit and gave my
self to futile anger. The golden sunset,
the calm distant sea, failed to soothe me.

Their peace only mocked me. When
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the dusk was falling

to go home. I hac

dozen steps when I

ure of a girl just
heart leaped as I

I started listlessly
. not taken half-a-

saw the slight fig-

beyond me. My
recognized Edith

Copeland.&quot; Toyle paused here for a

moment; I saw that

his agitation had in

creased instead of les

sened. Then he con
tinued :

&quot; Some people hold

that every human
being has the same
measure of happiness
during his or her life

time. It has not been

my experience, and

yet sometimes I think

that possibly the con
centrated elixir of all

bliss was meted to me
as my portion during
that hour of delirious

joy on the hillside. I

had read of love. I

had thought about it.

Then I felt it. Itpos
sessed me ! Twice
Edith sent a strange
fear trembling
through me. She
said once : Here, with you, I am happy ;

but don t let us think of the future.

Again : I never should have let you say
all this to me, never should have told

you that I loved you. She made me
swear to trust her, to believe in her,
whatever happened ;

if anything hap
pened to separate us, to know that she
had not been able to prevent .it that

it would break her heart. Think
whether I loved her less or more after

this ! I took her home, and when we
reached this house it was dark. Edith

opened the door, and I stood for a mo
ment on the door-step holding her hand.
I will see you to-morrow, I said. The

hall was dark, but as I said these words
a ray of light struck down the staircase.

Mr. Copeland stood at the head of the
stairs with a candle in his hand, looking
down at us in stern silence.

&quot;Go,&quot; said Edith, hurriedly ;
&quot;I en

treat you to.&quot;

&quot;Let me see your father first,&quot; I said.

I tried to detain her, but she escaped
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I saw her first in church.

from me, saying as she shut the door:
To-morrow come, if you wish

;
but go

now. The next day they had left New
port.&quot;

With these words Toyle stopped
speaking. I looked at him in surprise.

His face had glowed
with youthful energy,
but the fire had burn
ed out. He seemed

again the hesitating,

disappointed old man
I had known. He sat

down in a chair by
the fire, and leaning
his head on his hand
looked wearily into

the embers. I had
somewhat the feeling
that one has when one
is reading an exciting

story and finds the

last page torn out. I

repeated his words

stammeriiigly :

&quot;Left Newport! I

don t understand.&quot;

He answered slow

ly :

&quot;

They left by
that night s boat. I

discovered as much
as that but that was

nothing. It s enough to say that I nev
er found them

again.&quot;
&quot; What do you mean ? Something

must have been heard of them,&quot; I said,

incredulously.

Toyle looked at me with a spark of

anger in his eyes.
&quot;

If there had been,
do you think I would not have known
it?&quot;

&quot; But Mr. Copeland s furniture and
books ?

&quot;

I asked.

&quot;He had rented the furniture with
the house, but his books he took with
him. He had been packing them for

weeks in the boxes that he had brought
them in. A few of the most valuable

were found on the floor of a garret
room, under the eaves of the house.

He had left them until the last, but he
must have been hurried, for there they

lay, wrapped in paper beside the box
as if they had just been left. They
were seized by some tradespeople to

whom Mr. Copeland owed money, but

they were bought by an antiquarian
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here and given to the Eedwood Library,
where you have seen them.&quot; He paused
again.

&quot; And you ?
&quot;

I said, involuntarily.
He met my eyes with his usual ex

pression of patient disappointment.
&quot;I could not doubt Edith. I remem

bered what she had said, and I trusted

her. I believed that some innocent

complicity with crime or disgrace of her

father s bound her lot to his. I deter

mined to find her, and when I had spent

my youth and manhood in the search

I came back here, where at least I knew
she had once lived.&quot;

&quot;You never saw her again?&quot; I al

most held my breath as I waited for the

answer. I felt that there was some

thing more to come.
&quot;I was in a theatre in London,&quot; he

answered,
&quot; three years after I left New

port, when there was an alarm of fire.

&quot; She looked at me and spoke to me
trustingly.&quot;

I stayed in my seat near the stage, but
most of the audience made for the doors
in a sudden panic. As I watched the

surging crowd, a woman turned and
looked at me, as she was hurried 011 by

the struggling mass of human beings.
It was Edith. We exchanged one look

it was as though two human beings
who loved each other, swept through
space for an eternity of loneliness, met

suddenly face to face. Then we were
carried away from each other forever.

I pushed through the crowd like a mad
man toward her, but it was useless.

She was gone, and I never saw her

again. At last, broken down in health,
with but little money remaining, I came
back to Newport ;

this house was va
cant

;
it had the name of being haunted,

and no one would live in it. I rented

it, and here I have lived for four
years.&quot;

He looked at me with a singular expres
sion of awe, and his eyes dilated as he
added : &quot;It is haunted !

&quot;

I said nothing,
and he continued :

&quot; The staircase lead

ing to the garret where the books were
found goes by this room. Every night
I hear a stealthy footstep go up that

stair, and after a time steal down again.
I am convinced that Copeland is dead,
and that his spirit cannot rest, but
comes each night to find the treasured
books he left here.&quot;

For the last few minutes a strong
sense of Toyle s morbid, unhealthy state

of mind had come over me. His strange

story began to affect me absurdly. I

felt that for his sake as well as my own
I must shake off this feeling.

&quot;Come, Mr.
Toyle,&quot;

I said energeti

cally. &quot;Such an idea is unworthy of

you. You have had a terribly sad ex

perience, and brooding over it in your
loneliness has affected your imagination.

Decidedly you must leave this house.&quot;

He only shook his head. The same

expression of awe was on his face.

&quot;Last
night,&quot;

he said, &quot;when Mr.

Copeland came up-stairs a light footstep
followed his. I knew it to be Edith s.

Now I know that she, too, is dead. To

night I shall go to the garret and await

her coming. After all these years I shall

see her.&quot; His voice sank to a solemn

whisper.
I started to my feet.

&quot; My dear

friend,&quot; I said, &quot;you
shall do nothing of

the sort ! You are ill you are just re

covering from a fever
;
on the contrary,

I will stay here to-night with you and

put these absurd notions out of your
head, or, better still, why will you not
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come up to my rooms and spend the been waiting for the culmination

night there make me a visit, in fact, of my hopes. It is growing late, and I

until you are yourself again ?
&quot;

In my desire to do him a kindness I

had gone a step too far. He rose, also,

with an air of wounded dignity.

fear that you will find it difficult to get
into your lodging-house if I detain

you longer.&quot;

In the face of this civil but direct

&quot; She laid her hand on his arm, looking with appealing grief into his face.&quot;

&quot; You have misunderstood me, indeed,

sir,&quot; he said,
&quot;

if you have taken a con
fidence I have never before revealed to

anyone as the rambling of an unhinged
mind.&quot;

I was sorry that I had said anything to

injure his feelings, or make him regret a
word he had spoken. I held out my
hand impulsively. My dear Mr. Toyle,

&quot;

I cried,
&quot; do you think I doubt your

word? I am proud of the confidence

you have shown in me. I only thought
this a melancholy place for a sick man
to be in alone.&quot;

A sense of my honest liking for him
disarmed him.

&quot;

He shook my hand
warmly, but continued to speak in the
same exalted manner :

&quot; I feel that to-night is the most im
portant of my life. It is what I have

dismissal there was nothing for me to

do but to go. Mr. Toyle said good
night with an entire return of his former
friendliness. He brought a light to the
head of the stairs and wished to go to

the door with me, but I persuaded him
not to do this. I left the house with a

strange gloom weighing on me.
The next day was gloriously clear and

sunny. The bright actuality of every
thing around me dispelled the last sen
sation of morbidness that haunted me.
When I went out I followed my impulse
to impart the tone of my mind to Toyle.
I walked to the house in Thames Street,
and as I waited for the door to be

opened I looked up at the house. It

was shabbily commonplace and blankly
unresponsive in the glare of the sun

light. Nothing but the name on the
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door-plate and the name written in the

&quot;Paradise Lost&quot; in the library made
me believe that Edith Copeland had
ever gone in and out of that house, an
actual presence. The door was opened,
at length, by the same old woman whom
I had seen before. There was evident

anxiety in her face as she looked at me.
&quot; How is Mr. Toyle this morning?&quot; I

asked.
&quot; To tell the truth, sir,&quot; she answered,

&quot;I don t know.&quot;

Her look of anxiety deepened as she

continued :

&quot; After you went away last

night I went up and asked Mr. Toyle if

he wanted anything. He said no, and
I thought then that he seemed excited

and wild. This morning when I went

up with his breakfast he was not in his

room, and his bed had not been slept in

all night. I knew he hadn t gone out,
for the front door was bolted on the in

side just as I had left it last night. I

was just going to look for him when I

heard you knock, sir, and came down to

see who it was. I can t help being anx
ious about him, for he s been so very
sick

lately.&quot;
She paused a moment.

&quot;If you are going to look for him,&quot; I

said,
&quot; I will go with

you.&quot;

In our search we penetrated into nu
merous dark empty rooms with closed

and barred shutters, and up and down
irregular staircases. Dust and gloom
were everywhere, except where a ray of

sunlight pierced through the shutters

across the dust, disclosing the forlorn

desolation of the house. The bent fig
ure of the old woman, with her white
head and faded gown, seemed a suitable

guide through this deserted place. We
spoke but little. Once she said: &quot;Per

haps you d better try calling, sir.&quot; I

raised my voice to its full power and
called Toyle loudly by name. My own
tones echoed loudly through the empty
rooms, followed by more complete si

lence. It seemed a sacrilege, and I did
not call again. At length my guide
opened a door and began to ascend a

steep, narrow staircase, flanked on either

side by a plastered wall.
&quot; Where does this lead ?

&quot;

I asked, as

I followed her.
&quot;

Only up to a garret room under the

eaves,&quot; she answered; &quot;but it s as well
to look everywhere.&quot;

I went up the stairs with a strange
feeling of expectation. I felt that our
search was to be rewarded, as I remem
bered Toyle s words of the evening be
fore. This must be the room of which

&quot;My heart leaped as I recognized Edith Copeland.&quot;

he had spoken. This feeling deepened
almost to certainty as I pushed by the

old woman and opened the door a

small bare room, with a high, narrow
window. On the floor near the window

lay Toyle. I knelt down beside him
;

from his expression of peaceful content
I thought that he was sleeping, but
another look told me that this expres
sion was only the impress that his faith

ful soul had left upon his features as it

passed away.
The night before had proved indeed

to be the most important of his life, but
whether in the way he meant who
could say ?
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By Robert Louis Stevenson.

IX.

MB. MACKELLAR S JOURNEY WITH THE
MASTER.

HE chaise came to the door
in a strong drenching mist.

We took our leave in si

lence : the house of Durris-

deer standing with drop
ping gutters and windows

closed, like a place dedicate to melan

choly. I observed the Master kept his

head out, looking back on these splashed
walls and glimmering roofs, till they
were suddenly swallowed in the mist

;

and I must suppose some natural sadness

fell upon the man at this departure ;
or

was it some prevision of the end ? At

least, upon our mounting the long brae

from Durrisdeer, as we walked side by
side in the wet, he began first to whistle

and then to sing the saddest of our coun

try tunes, which sets folk weeping in a

tavern, Wandering Willie. The set of

words he used with it, I have not heard

elsewhere, and could never come by any
copy ;

but some of them which were the

most appropriate to our departure linger
in my memory. One verse began :

Home was home then, my dear, full of kindly-
faces ;

Home was home then, my dear, happy for

the child.

And ended somewhat thus :

Now, when day dawns on the brow of the moor
land,

Lone stands the house and the chimneystone
is cold.

Lone let it stand, now the folks are all departed,
The kind hearts, the true hearts, that loved

the place of old.

I could never be a judge of the merit of

these verses
; they were so hallowed by

the melancholy of the air, and were sung
(or rather &quot; soothed

&quot;)

to me by a master

singer at a time so fitting. He looked
in my face when he had done, and saw
that my eyes watered.

&quot;

Ah, Mackellar,&quot; said he,
&quot; do you

think I have never a regret ?
&quot;
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&quot; I do not think you could be so bad
a man,&quot; said I, &quot;if you had not all the

machinery to be a good one.&quot;

&quot;

No, not all,&quot; says he :

&quot; not all. You
are there in error. The malady of not

wanting, my evangelist.&quot; But me-

thought he sighed as he mounted again
into the chaise.

All day long, we journeyed in the same
miserable weather : the mist besetting
us closely, the heavens incessantly weep
ing on my head. The road lay over

moorish hills, where was no sound but

the crying of moorfowl in the wet

heather and the pouring of the swollen

burns. Sometimes, I would doze off in

slumber, when I would find myself

plunged at once in some foul and omi
nous nightmare, from the which I would
awaken strangling. Sometimes, if the

way was steep and the wheels turning

slowly, I would overhear the voices from

within, talking in that tropical tongue
which was to me as inarticulate as the

piping of the fowls. Sometimes, at a

longer ascent, the Master would set foot

to ground and walk by my side, mostly
without speech. And all the time, sleep

ing or waking, I beheld the same black

perspective of approaching ruin
;
and

the same pictures rose in my view, only

they were now painted upon hillside mist.

One, I remember, stood before me with

the colors of a true illusion. It showed
me my lord seated at a table in a small

room
;
his head, which was at first buried

in his hands, he slowly raised and turned

upon me a countenance from which hope
had fled. I saw it first on the black win
dow panes, my last night in Durrisdeer ;

it haunted and returned upon me half the

voyage through ;
and yet it was no effect

of lunacy, for I have come to a ripe old

age with no decay of my intelligence ;

nor yet (as I was then tempted to sup

pose) a heaven-sent warning of the fut

ure, for all manner of calamities befell,

not that calamity and I saw many piti

ful sights, but never that one.

It was decided we should travel on
all night ;

and it was singular, once the
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dusk had fallen, my spirits somewhat
rose. The bright lamps, shining forth

into the mist and on the smoking horses

and the hodding post-boy, gave me per
haps an outlook intrinsically more cheer

ful than what day had shown ;
or perhaps

my mind had become wearied of its

melancholy. At least, I spent some wak
ing hours, not without satisfaction in my
thoughts, although wet and weary in my
body ;

and fell at last into a natural

slumber without dreams. Yet I must
have been at work even in the deepest of

my sleep ;
and at work with at least a

measure of intelligence. For I started

broad awake, in the very act of crying
out to myself

Home was home then, my dear, happy for the

child,

stricken to find in it an appropriateness,
which I had not yesterday observed, to

the Master s detestable purpose in the

present journey.
We were then close upon the city of

Glascow, where we were soon breakfast

ing together at an inn, and where (as
the devil would have it) we found a ship
in the very article of sailing. We took
our places in the cabin

;
and two days

after, carried our effects on board. Her
name was the Nonesuch, a very ancient

ship and very happily named. By all

accounts, this should be her last voy
age ; people shook their heads upon the

quays, and I had several warnings offered

me by strangers in the street, to the

effect that she was rotten as a cheese,
too deeply loaden, and must infallibly
founder if we met a gale. From this, it

fell out we were the only passengers ;

the captain, McMurtrie, was a silent,

absorbed man with the Glascow or

Gaelic accent
;

the mates ignorant,

rough seafarers, come in through the

hawse-hole ;
and the Master and I were

cast upon each other s company.
The Nonesuch carried a fair wind out

of the Clyde, and for near upon a week
we enjoyed bright weather and a sense

of progress. I found myself (to my
wonder) a born seaman, in so far at

least as I was never sick ; yet I was far

from tasting the usual serenity of my
health. Whether it was the motion of

the ship on the billows, the confinement,
the salted food, or all of these together,

I suffered from a blackness of spirit and
a painful strain upon my temper. The
dreadful nature of my errand on that

ship perhaps contributed
;
I think it did

no more : the malady (whatever it was)
sprang from my environment

; and if

the ship were not to blame, then it was
the Master. Hatred and fear are ill

bed-fellows
;
but (to my shame be it

spoken) I have tasted those in other

places, lain down and got up with them,
and eaten and drunk with them, and yet
never before nor after have I been so

poisoned through and through, in soul

and body, as I was on board the None
such. I freely confess my enemy set me
a fair example of forbearance

;
in our

worst days, displayed the most patient

geniality, holding me in conversation as

long as I would suffer, and when I had
rebuffed his civility, stretching himself

on deck to read. The book he had on
board with him was Mr. Richardson s

famous &quot;Clarissa;&quot; and among other

small attentions, he would read me pas
sages aloud

;
nor could any elocutionist

have given with greater potency the pa
thetic portions of that work. I would
retort upon him with passages out of

the Bible, which was all my library and

very fresh to me, my religious duties (I

grieve to say it) being always and even
to this day entirely neglected. He tasted

the merits of the work like the connois

seur he was ; and would sometimes take

it from my hand, turn the leaves over

like a man that knew his way, and give
me, with his fine declamation, a Roland
for my Oliver. But it was singular how
little he applied his reading to himself

;

it passed high above his head like sum
mer thunder : Lovelace and Clarissa, the

tales of David s generosity, the psalms
of his penitence, the solemn questions
of the Book of Job, the touching poetry
of Isaiah they were to him a source of

entertainment only, like the scraping of

a fiddle in a change-house. This outer

sensibility and inner toughness set me
against him

;
it seemed of a piece with

that impudent grossness which I knew
to underlie the veneer of his fine man
ners

;
and sometimes my gorge rose

against him as though he were deformed
and sometimes I would draw away as

though from something partly spectral.
I had moments when I thought of him
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as of a man of pasteboard as though, if

one should strike smartly through the

buckram of his countenance, there would
be found a mere vacuity within. This

hoiTor (not merely fanciful, I think)

vastly increased my detestation of his

neighborhood ;
I began to feel some

thing shiver within me on his drawing
near

;
I had at times a longing to cry

out
;
there were days when I thought I

could have struck him. This frame of

mind was doubtless helped by shame,
because I had dropped during our last

days at Durrisdeer into a certain tolera

tion of the man
;
and if anyone had then

told me I should drop into it again, I

must have laughed in his face. It is

possible he remained unconscious of this

extreme fever of my resentment ; yet I

think he was too quick ;
and rather that

he had fallen, in a long life of idleness,
into a positive need of company, which

obliged him to confront and tolerate my
unconcealed aversion. Certain at least,

that he loved the note of his own tongue,
as indeed he entirely loved all the parts
and properties of himself : a sort of im

becility which almost necessarily attends

on wickedness. I have seen him driven,
when I proved recalcitrant, to long dis

courses with the skipper; and this, al

though the man plainly testified his

weariness, fiddling miserably with both
hand and foot, and replying only with a

grunt.
After the first week out, we fell in with

foul winds and heavy weather. The sea
was high. The Nonesuch, being an old-

fashioned ship and badly loaden, rolled

beyond belief
;
so that the skipper trem

bled for his masts and I for my life. We
made no progress on our course. An un
bearable ill-humor settled on &quot;the ship :

men, mates, and master, girding at one
another all day long. A saucy word on
the one hand and a blow on the other,
made a daily incident. There were times
when the whole crew refused their duty ;

and we of the afterguard were twice got
under arms (being the first time that
ever I bore weapons) in the fear of

mutiny. All this to the piping of the

ropes and the perpetual perilous rolling
of the ship.

In the midst of our evil season, sprang
up a hurricane of wind

;
so that all sup

posed she must go down. I was shut in

the cabin from noon of one day till sun
down of the next

;
the Master was some

where lashed on deck. Secundra had
eaten of some drug and lay insensible

;

so you may say I passed these hours in

an unbroken solitude. At first I was
terrified beyond motion and almost be

yond thought, my mind appearing to be
frozen. Presently there stole in on me
a ray of comfort. If the Nonesuch foun

dered, she would carry down with her
into the deeps of that unsounded sea

the creature whom we all so feared and
hated

;
there would be no more Master

of Ballantrae, the fish would sport among
his ribs

;
his schemes all brought to noth

ing, his harmless enemies at peace. At

first, I have said, it was but a ray of com
fort

;
but it had soon grown to be broad

sunshine. The thought of the man s

death, of his deletion from this world
which he embittered for so many, took

possession of my mind. I hugged it, I

found it sweet in my belly. I conceived
the ship s last plunge, the sea bursting
upon all sides into the cabin, the brief

mortal conflict there, all by myself, in

that closed place ;
I numbered the hor

rors, I had almost said with satisfaction
;

I felt I could bear all and more, if the

Nonesuch carried down with her, over
took by the same ruin, the enemy of my
poor master s house. Toward noon of

the second day, the screaming of the

wind abated
;
the ship lay not so peril

ously over
;
and it began to be clear to

me that we were past the height of the

tempest. As I hope for mercy, I was

singly disappointed. In the selfishness

of that vile, absorbing passion of hatred,
I forgot the case of our innocent ship
mates and thought but of myself and my
enemy. For myself, I was already old,
I had never been young, I was not
formed for the world s pleasures, I had
few affections ; it mattered not the loss

of a silver tester whether I was drowned
there and then in the Atlantic, or drib

bled out a few more years to die, per
haps no less terribly, in a deserted sick

bed. Down I went upon my knees,

holding on by the locker or else I had
been instantly dashed across the tossing
cabin ;

and lifting up my voice in the

midst of that glamour of the abating
hurricane, impiously prayed for my own
death. &quot;O God,&quot; I cried, &quot;I would be
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liker a man if I rose and struck this

creature down
;
but thou madest me a

coward from my mother s womb. O
Lord, thou madest me so, thou knowest

my weakness, thou knowest that any
face of death will set me shaking in my
shoes. But lo ! here is thy servant ready,
his mortal weakness laid aside. Let me
give nay life for this creature s

;
take the

two of them, Lord ! take the two, and
have mercy on the innocent !

&quot;

In some
such words as these, only yet more ir

reverent and with more sacred adjura
tions, I continued to pour forth my
spirit ;

God heard me not, I must sup

pose in mercy ; and I was still absorbed
in my agony of supplication, when some

one, removing the tarpaulin cover, let

the light of the sunset pour into the

cabin. I stumbled to my feet ashamed,
and was seized with surprise to find my
self totter and ache like one that had
been stretched upon the rack. Secundra

Dass, who had slept off the effects of his

drug, stood in a corner not far off, gaz

ing at me with wild eyes ;
and from the

open skylight, the captain thanked me
for my supplications. &quot;It s you that

saved the ship, Mr. Mackellar,&quot; says he.

&quot;There is no craft of seamanship that

could have kept her floating : well may
we say : Except the Lord the city keep,
the watchmen watch in vain !

I was abashed by the captain s error
;

abashed also, by the surprise and fear

with which the Indian regarded me at

first, and the obsequious civilities with
which he soon began to cumber me. I

know now that he must have overheard
and comprehended the peculiar nature
of my prayers. It is certain, of course,
that he at once disclosed the matter to

his patron ;
and looking back with

greater knowledge, I can now under

stand, what so much puzzled me at the

moment, those singular and (so to speak)

approving smiles with which the Master
honored me. Similarly, I can under
stand a word that I remember to have
fallen from him in conversation that

same night ; when, holding up his hand
and smiling,

&quot;

Ah, Mackellar,&quot; said he,
&quot;not every man is so great a coward as

he thinks he is nor yet so good a

Christian.&quot; He did not guess how true

he spoke ! For the fact is, the thoughts
which had come to me in the violence

of the storm, retained their hold upon
my spirit ;

and the words that rose to

my lips unbidden in the instancy of

prayer, continued to sound in my ears.

With what shameful consequences, it

is fitting I should honestly relate
;
for I

could not support a part of such dis

loyalty, as to describe the sins of others

and conceal my own.
The wind fell, but the sea hove ever

the higher. All night, the Nonesuch
rolled outrageously ; the next day
dawned, and the next, and brought no

change. To cross the cabin was scarce

possible ; old, experienced seamen were
cast down upon the deck, and one cru

elly mauled in the concussion
; every

board and block in the old ship cried

out aloud
;
and the great bell by the

anchor-bitts continually and dolefully

rang. One of these days, the Master
and I sate alone together at the break
of the poop. I should say the Nonesuch
carried a high, raised poop. About the

top of it ran considerable bulwarks,
which made the ship unweatherly ;

and

there, as they approached the front on
each side, ran down in a fine, old-fash

ioned, carven scroll to join the bulwarks
of the waist. From this disposition,
which seems designed rather for orna
ment than use, it followed there was a

discontinuance of protection : and that,

besides, at the very margin of the ele

vated part, where (in certain movements
of the ship) it might be the most need
ful. It was here we were sitting : our
feet hanging down, the Master betwixt
me and the side, and I holding on with
both hands to the grating of the cabin

skylight ;
for it struck me it was a dan

gerous position, the more so as I had

continually before my eyes a measure
of our evolutions in the person of the

Master, which stood out in the break of

the bulwarks against the sun. Now his

head would be in the zenith and his

shadow fall quite beyond the Nonesuch
on the further side

;
and now he would

swing down till he was underneath my
feet, and the line of the sea leaped high
above him like the ceiling of a room. I

looked on upon this with a growing fas

cination as birds are said to look on
snakes. My mind besides was troubled
with an astonishing diversity of noises ;

for now that we had all sails spread in
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the vain hope to bring her to the sea,

the ship sounded like a factory with

their reverberations. We spoke first of

the mutiny with which we had been
threatened ;

this led us on to the topic
of assassination ;

and that offered a

temptation to the Master more strong
than he was able to resist. He must tell

me a tale, and show me at the same time
how clever he was and how wicked. It

was a thing he did always with affecta

tion and display ; generally with a good
effect. But this tale, told in a high key
in the midst of so great a tumult, and

by a narrator who was one moment look

ing down at me from the skies and the
next peering up from under the soles

of my feet this particular tale, I say,
took hold upon me in a degree quite

singular.

&quot;My
friend the count,&quot; it was thus

that he began his story, &quot;had for an

enemy a certain German baron, a stran

ger in Rome. It matters not what was
the ground of the count s enmity ;

but
as he had a firm design to be revenged,
and that with safety to himself, he kept
it secret even from the baron. Indeed
that is the first principle of vengeance ;

and hatred betrayed is hatred impotent.
The count was a man of a curious, search

ing mind
;
he had something of the

artist
;

if anything fell for him to do, it

must always be done with an exact per
fection, not only as to the result but in

the very means and instruments, or he

thought the thing miscarried. It chanced
he was one day riding in the outer sub

urbs, when he came to a disused byroad
branching off into the moor which lies

about Rome. On the one hand was an
ancient Roman tomb

;
on the other a

deserted house in a garden of evergreen
trees. This road brought him presently
into a field of ruins, in the midst of

which, in the side of a hill, he saw an

open door and (not far off) a single
stunted pine no greater than a currant-
bush. The place was desert and very
secret : a voice spoke in the count s

bosom that there was something here to
his advantage. He tied his horse to the

pine-tree, took his flint and steel in his
hand to make a light, and entered into the
hill. The doorway opened on a passage
of old Roman masonry, which shortly
after branched in two. The count took
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the turning to the right, and followed it,

groping forward in the dark, till he was

brought up by a kind of fence, about

elbow-high, which extended quite across

the passage. Sounding forward with
his foot, he found an edge of polished
stone, and then vacancy. All his curios

ity was now awakened, and getting some
rotten sticks that lay about the floor, he
made a fire. In front of him was a pro
found well : doubtless some neighboring
peasant had once used it for his water,
and it was he that had set up the fence.

A long while the count stood leaning on
the rail and looking down into the pit.

It was of Roman foundation, and like all

that nation set their hands to, built as

for eternity : the sides were still straight
and the joints smooth

;
to a man who

should fall in, no escape was possible.

Now, the count was thinking, a strong

impulsion brought me to this place :

what for ? what have I gained ? why
should I be sent to gaze into this well ?

when the rail of the fence gave
suddenly under his weight, and he came
within an ace of falling headlong in.

Leaping back to save himself, he trod

out the last flicker of his fire, which gave
him thenceforward no more light, only
an incommoding smoke. Was I sent

here to my death ? says he, and shook
from head to foot. And then a thought
flashed in his mind. He crept forth on
hands and knees to the brink of the pit
and felt above him in the air. The rail

had been fast to a pair of uprights ;
it

had only broken from the one, and still

depended from the other. The count
set it back again as he had found it, so

that the place meant death to the first

comer
;
and groped out of the catacomb

like a sick man. The next day, riding
in the Corso with the baron, he pur
posely betrayed a strong preoccupation.
The other (as he had designed) inquired
into the cause

;
and he (after some fenc

ing) admitted that his spirits had been
dashed by an unusual dream. This was
calculated to draw on the baron, a su

perstitious man who affected the scorn
of superstition. Some rallying followed ;

and then the count (as if suddenly carried

away) called on his friend to beware, for

it was of him that he had dreamed.
You know enough of human nature, my
excellent Mackellar, to be certain of one
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thing : I mean, that the baron did not
rest till he had heard the dream. The
count (sure that he would never desist)

kept him in play till his curiosity was

highly inflamed, and then suffered him
self with seeming reluctance to be over
borne. I warn you/ says he, evil will

come of it
; something tells me so. But

since there is to be no peace either for

you or me except on this condition, the
blame be on your own head ! This was
the dream : I beheld you riding, I

know not where, yet I think it must have
been near Home, for on your one hand
was an ancient tomb and on the other a

garden of evergreen-trees. Methought
I cried and cried upon you to come back
in a very agony of terror

;
whether you

heard me, I know not, but you went

doggedly on. The road brought you to

a desert place among ruins : where was
a door in a hillside, and hard by the

door a misbegotten pine. Here you dis

mounted (I still crying onyou to beware),
tied your horse to the pine-tree, and
entered resolutely in by the door. With
in it was dark

;
but in my dream I could

still see you, and still besought you to

hold back. You felt your way along the

right-hand wall, took a branching pas
sage to the right, and came to a little

chamber, where was a well with a railing.
At this (I know not why) my alarm for

you increased a thousandfold, so that I

seemed to scream myself hoarse with

warnings, crying it was still time and

bidding you begone at once from that

vestibule. Such was the word I used in

my dream, and it seemed then to have a

clear significancy ;
but to-day and awake,

I profess I know not what it means. To
all my outcry you rendered not the least

attention, leaning the while upon the

rail and looking down intently in the

water. And then there was made to you
a communication, I do not think I even

gathered what it was, but the fear of it

plucked me clean out of my slumber,
and I awoke shaking and sobbing. And
now/ continues the count, I thank you
from my heart for your insistency. This
dream lay on me like a load

;
and now I

have told it in plain words and in the
broad daylight, it seems no great mat
ter. I do not know/ says the bar
on. It is in some points strange. A
communication, did you say ? O, it is

an odd dream. It will make a story to

amuse our friends. I am not so sure/

says the count. I am sensible of some
reluctancy. Let us rather forget it.

By all means/ says the baron. And (in

fact) the dream was not again referred

to. Some days after, the count proposed
a ride in the fields, which the baron (since

they were daily growing faster friends)

very readily accepted. On the way back
to Home, the count led them insensi

bly by a particular route. Presently he
reined in his horse, clapped his hand be
fore his eyes, and cried out aloud. Then
he showed his face again (which was
now quite white, for he was a consum
mate actor) and stared upon the baron.

What ails you? cries the baron.

WT
hat is wrong with you ? Nothing/

cries the count. It is nothing. A
seizure, or I know not what. Let us

hurry back to Rome. But in the mean
while the baron had looked about him

;

and there, on the left-hand side of the

way as they went back to Home, he saw
a dusty byroad with a tomb upon the

one hand and a garden of evergreen
trees upon the other. Yes/ says he,

with a changed voice. Let us by all

means hurry back to Home. I fear you
are not well in health. O, for God s

sake ! cries the count, shuddering.
Back to Rome and let me get to bed.

They made their return with scarce a

word
;
and the count, who should by

rights have gone into society, took to

his bed and gave out he had a touch of

country fever. The next day the baron s

horse was found tied to the pine, but
himself was never heard of from that

hour. And now, was that a murder?&quot;

says the Master, breaking sharply off.

&quot;Are you sure hewas a count ?
&quot;

I asked.
&quot; I am not certain of the title,&quot; said

he,
&quot; but he was a gentleman of family :

and the Lord deliver you, Mackellar,
from an enemy so subtile !

&quot;

These last words he spoke down at

me smiling, from high above
;
the next,

he was under my feet. I continued to

follow his evolutions with a childish

fixity ; they made me giddy and vacant,
and I spoke as in a dream.

&quot;He hated the baron with a great
hatred?&quot; I asked.

&quot; His belly moved when the man came
near him,&quot; said the Master.
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&quot; I have felt that same,&quot; said I.

&quot;

Verily !

&quot;

cries the Master. &quot; Here
is news indeed ! I wonder do I flatter

myself ? or am I the cause of these ven

tral perturbations ?
&quot;

He was quite capable of choosing out

a graceful posture, even with no one to

behold him but myself, and all the more
if there were any element of peril. He
sat now with one knee flung across the

other, his arms on his bosom, fitting

the swing of the ship with an exquisite

balance, such as a featherweight might
overthrow. All at once I had the vi

sion of my lord at the table with his

head upon his hands
; only now, when

he showed me his countenance, it was

heavy with reproach. The words of my
own prayer / were liker a man if I

struck this creature down shot at the

same time into my memory. I called

my energies together, and (the ship then

heeling downward toward my enemy)
thrust at him swiftly with my foot. It

was written I should have the guilt of

this attempt without the profit. Whether
from my own uncertainty or his incred

ible quickness, he escaped the thrust,

leaping to his feet and catching hold at

the same moment of a stay.
I do not know how long a time passed

by : I lying where I was upon the deck,
overcome with terror and remorse and
shame : he standing with the stay in

his hand, backed against the bulwarks,
and regarding me with an expression

singularly mingled. At last he spoke.
&quot;Mackellar,&quot; said he, &quot;I make no re

proaches, but I offer you a bargain.
On your side, I do not suppose you de
sire to have this exploit made public ;

on mine, I own to you freely I do not

care to draw my breath in a perpetual
terror of assassination by the man I sit

at meat with. Promise me ... But
no,&quot; says he, breaking off,

&quot;

you are not

yet in the quiet possession of your mind ;

you might think I had extorted the

promise from your weakness
;
and I

would leave no door open for casuistry
to come in that dishonesty of the con
scientious. Take time to meditate.&quot;

With that he made off up the sliding
deck like a squirrel and plunged into

the cabin. About half an hour later he
returned : I still lying as he had left

me.

&quot;Now,&quot; says he, &quot;will you give me
your troth as a Christian and a faithful

servant of my brother s, that I shall

have no more to fear from your at

tempts?&quot;
&quot; I give it

you,&quot;
said I.

&quot;I shall require your hand upon it,&quot;

says he.

&quot;You have the right to make condi

tions,&quot; I replied, and we shook hands.

He sat down at once in the same place
and the old perilous attitude.

&quot; Hold on !

&quot;

cried I, covering my
e}^es.

&quot; I cannot bear to see you in that

posture. The least irregularity of the

sea might plunge you overboard.&quot;

&quot;You are highly inconsistent,&quot; he re

plied, smiling but doing as I asked.

&quot;For all that, Mackellar, I would have

you to know you have risen forty feet

in my esteem. You think I cannot set

a price upon fidelity ? But why do you
suppose I carry that Secundra Dass
about the world with me ? Because he

would die or do murder for me to-mor

row
;
and I love him for it. Well, you

may think it odd, but I like you the

better for this afternoon s performance.
I thought you were magnetized with the

ten commandments ;
but no, God damn

my soul !

&quot;

he cries,
&quot; the old wife has

blood in his body after all ! Which
does not change the fact,&quot; he continued,

smiling again, &quot;that you have done
well to give your promise ;

for I doubt
if you would ever shine in your new
trade.&quot;

&quot;I suppose,&quot; said I, &quot;I should ask

your pardon and God s for any attempt.
At any rate I have passed my word,
which I will keep faithfully. But when
I think of those you persecute . . .&quot;

I paused.
&quot;Life is a singular thing,&quot;

said he,
&quot; and mankind a very singular people.
You suppose yourself to love my brother.

I assure you it is merely custom. In

terrogate your memory ;
and when first

you came to Durrisdeer, you will find

you considered him a dull, ordinary

youth. He is as dull and ordinary now,

though not so young, Had you instead

fallen in with me, you would to-day be

as strong upon my side.&quot;

&quot; I would never say you were ordinary,
Mr. Bally,&quot;

I returned ;

&quot; but here you
prove yourself dull. You have just
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shown your reliance on my word. In

other terms, that is my conscience the

same which starts instinctively back from

you, like the eye from a strong light.&quot;

&quot;Ah!&quot; says he,
&quot; but I mean other

wise. I mean, had I met you in my
youth. You are to consider I was not

always as I am to-day ;
nor (had I met in

with a friend of your description) should
I have ever been so.&quot;

&quot;

Hut, Mr.
Bally,&quot; says I,

&quot;

you would
have made a mock of me you would
never have spent ten civil words on such

a squaretoes.&quot;

But he was now fairly started on his

new course of justification, with which
he wearied me throughout the remainder
of the passage. No doubt in the past he
had taken pleasure to paint himself un

necessarily black, and made a vaunt of

his wickedness, bearing it for a coat of

arms. Nor was he so illogical as to

abate one item of his old confessions.
&quot; But now that I know you are a human
being,&quot; he would say,

&quot; I can take the

trouble to explain myself. For I assure

you I am human too, and have my virtues

like my neighbors.&quot; I say he wearied

me, for I had only the one word to say
in answer : twenty times I must have
said it :

&quot; Give up your present purpose
and return with me to Durrisdeer ; then
I will believe

you.&quot;

Thereupon he would shake his head at

me. &quot;Ah, Mackellar, you might live a

thousand years and never understand

my nature,&quot; he would say.
&quot; This battle

is now committed, the hour of reflection

quite past, the hour for mercy not yet
come. It began between us when we
span a coin in the hall of Durrisdeer now
twenty years ago ;

we have had our ups
and downs, but never either of us
dreamed of giving in

;
and as for me,

when my glove is cast, life and honor go
with it.&quot;

&quot; A fig for your honor !

&quot;

I would say.
&quot; And by your leave, these warlike simili

tudes are something too high sounding
for the matter in hand. You want some

dirty money, there is the bottom of your
contentions ;

and as for your means,
what are they? to stir up sorrow in a

family that neverharmed you, to debauch

(if you can) your own born nephew, and
to wring the heart of your born brother !

A footpad that kills an old granny in a

woollen mutch with a dirty bludgeon,,
and that for a shilling-piece and a paper
of snuff there is all the warrior that

you are.&quot;

When I would attack him thus (or
somewhat thus) he would smile and sigh
like a man misunderstood. Once, I re

member, he defended himself more at

large, and had some curious sophistries,
worth repeating for a light upon his

character.
&quot; You are very like a civilian to think

war consists in drums and banners,&quot;

said he. &quot; War (as the ancients said

very wisely) is ultima ratio. When we
take our advantage unrelentingly, then
we make war. Ah, Mackellar, you are a

devil of a soldier in the steward s room
at Durrisdeer, or the tenants do you sad

injustice !

&quot;

&quot; I think little of what war is or is

not,&quot; I replied. &quot;But you weary me
with claiming my respect. Your brother
is a good man, and you are a bad one
neither more nor less.&quot;

&quot; Had I been Alexander . . .&quot; he

began.
&quot;

It is so we all dupe ourselves,&quot; I
cried.

&quot; Had I been St. Paul, it would
have been all one

;
I would have made

the same hash of that career that you
now see me making of my own.&quot;

&quot; I tell
you,&quot;

he cried, bearing down
my interruption,

&quot; had I been the least

petty chieftain in the highlands, had I

been the least king of naked negroes in

the African desert, my people would
have adored me. A bad man, am I ?

Ah, but I was born for a good tyrant !

Ask Secundra Dass
;
he will tell you I

treat him like a son. Cast in your lot

with me to-morrow, become my slave,

my chattel, a thing I can command as I

command the powers of my own limbs
and spirit you will see no more that

dark side that I turn upon the world in

anger. I must have all or none. But
where all is given, I give it back with

usury. I have a kingly nature : there is,

my loss !

&quot;

&quot;

It has been hitherto rather the loss

of others,&quot; I remarked
;

&quot; which seems
a little on the hither side of

royalty.&quot;
&quot;

Tilly-vally !

&quot;

cried he. &quot; Even now,
I tell you I would spare that family in

which you take so great an interest :

yes, even now to-morrow I would
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leave them to their petty welfare, and

disappear in that forest of cut-throats

and thimble-riggers that we call the

world. I would do it to-morrow !

&quot;

says
he. &quot;Only only . . .&quot;

&quot;

Only what ?
&quot;

I asked.
&quot;

Only they must beg it on their

bended knees. I think in public too,&quot;

he added, smiling.
&quot;

Indeed, Mackellar,
I doubt if there be a hall big enough to

serve my purpose for that act of repara
tion.&quot;

&quot;

Vanity, vanity !

&quot;

I moralized. &quot; To
think that this great force for evil should
be swayed by the same sentiment that

sets a lassie mincing to her glass !

&quot;

&quot;

Oh, there are double words for ev

erything ;
the word that swells, the

word that belittles : you cannot fight
me with a word !

&quot;

said he.
&quot; You said

the other day that I relied on your con
science : were I in your humor of de

traction, I might say I built upon your
vanity. It is your pretension to be un
homme de parole ; tis mine not to ac

cept defeat. Call it vanity, call it vir

tue, call it greatness of soul what sig
nifies the expression? But recognize
in each of us a common strain

;
that

we both live for an idea.&quot;

It will be gathered from so much fa

miliar talk, and , so much patience on
both sides, that we now lived together
upon excellent terms. Such was again
the fact, and this time more seriously
than before. Apart from disputations
such as that which I have tried to re

produce, not only consideration reigned
but I am tempted to say even kindness.
When I fell sick (as I did shortly after

our great storm) he sat by my berth to

entertain me with his conversation, and
treated me with excellent remedies,
which I accepted with security. Him
self commented on the circumstance.
&quot;You see,&quot; says he, &quot;you begin to know
me better. A very little while ago, upon
this lonely ship, where no one but my
self has any smattering of science, you

would have made sure I had designs
upon your life. And observe, it is since

I found you had designs upon my own,
that I have shown you most respect.
You will tell me if this speaks of a small
mind.&quot; I found little to reply. In so

far as regarded myself, I believed him
to mean well

;
I am perhaps the more a

dupe of his dissimulation, but I believed

(and I still believe) that he regarded me
with genuine kindness. Singular and
sad fact ! so soon as this change began,
my animosity abated, and these haunt

ing visions of my master passed utterly

away. So that, perhaps, there was
truth in the man s last vaunting word
to me, uttered on the second day of

July, when our long voyage was at last

brought almost to an end, and we lay
becalmed at the sea end of the vast har
bor of New York in a gasping heat which
was presently exchanged for a surpris

ing waterfall of rain. I stood on the

poop regarding the green shores near at

hand, and now and then the light rum
ble of the little town, our destination.

And as I was even then devising how to

steal a march on my familiar enemy, I

was conscious of a shade of embarrass
ment when he approached me with his

hand extended.
&quot; I am now to bid you farewell,&quot; said

he,
&quot; and that forever. For now you

go among my enemies, where all your
former prejudices will revive. I never

yet failed to charm a person when I

wanted
;
even you, my good friend to

call you so for once even you have now
a very different portrait of me in your
memory, and one that you will never

quite forget. The voyage has not lasted

long enough, or I should have wrote the

impression deeper. But now all is at

an end, and we are again at war. Judge
by this little interlude how dangerous I

am
;
and tell these fools

&quot;

pointing
with his finger to the town &quot; to think
twice and thrice before they set me at

defiance.&quot;

(To be continued.)



THE STORY OF A LOST CAR.

By John R. Spears.

T was on a night
in May. For some
reason not now re

membered, No. 48,

a through freight
on the Lake Shore

Kailroad, rolled
into the little city
of Dunkirk, bound

east, something like twenty minutes
late. As the train approached the big

building that serves as a passenger
depot for three roads, and for several

other purposes as well, both the con
ductor and the engineer got their heads
out beyond the line of the train to watch
for signals or orders of some sort, for

each supposed that the train would be
side-tracked there to await the coming
of No. 12, the Chicago and New York

limited, also bound east, that usually
overtook No. 48 at Silver Creek. They
were not disappointed so far as getting
an order was concerned, though the

order was not what they had anticipated
it would be. When the train was fifty

feet away from the big depot, a bare
headed messenger came out of the tele

graph office carrying in each hand a small
stick of wood with a bit of yellow paper
stuck in a split in the end of it. Kun-

ning across the intervening tracks, the

boy thrust one stick into the hand of the

waiting engineer as the engine passed,
and after yelling

&quot; Silver Creek &quot;

at him,
waved his hands as conductors do when

they want the engineer to pull out in a

hurry. The other stick was grabbed
from the boy s hand by the conductor as

the caboose came along. Then the boy,

finding his errand accomplished, danced
a few steps of a jig, howled at an ac

quaintance who had looked on admir

ingly from a second-story window of the

brick restaurant over the way, and ran
back to the telegraph office.

It was just nightfall. The two train

men made haste to read their orders.

The engineer held his to the little lamp
that illuminated the steam gauge, and
read it aloud to the fireman and brake-
man on the other side of the cab. The
conductor read his by the light of a very
handsome nickel-plated lantern that had
his name, Sam Elliott, etched around
the bottom of the crystal-clear globe.
It was a &quot; three order,&quot; that being the

name applied to orders delivered to men
on moving trains when there is no time
to stop and sign a receipt, and both the

engineer and conductor guessed its con
tents before they read their slips. They
were to run to Silver Creek for a siding
in spite of the fact that they were late,

and that meant that the passenger train

was late also
; they were to make haste

about it, and that meant that the passen
ger train was making up its lost time.

When the engineer had read the

order over twice to make sure he com
prehended it fully, he reached for the

whistle-cord and gave two energetic

pulls on it, that the whistle might let

Conductor Elliott know that No. 48 was
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going to pull out speedily, and then he

threw the throttle-valve wide open, mak

ing the great locomotive and the cars

jump in a way not warranted by good
engineering practice ;

for it is by such

jerks as these that drawbars are dis

located and coupling-pins and links

broken. Then, with jingle and bang the

long train rounded the curve out of

Dunkirk, pounding the switches until

they fairly jumped and the signal lan

terns twinkled, until at last it cleared

them all and was away, with a steady
roar, across the fields of Sheridan town

ship. The roar was particularly notice

able
;
farmers living thereabouts remem

bered afterward, when the fate of the

train and one of its cars came to be
matters of public gossip, that the train

had made a deal more noise than trains

usually do
;
but they accounted for that

very properly by the peculiar condition

of the atmosphere. For half the after

noon a storm had been brewing off over
Lake Erie, and after sundown the sky
had got itself into the ugliest condition

imaginable.

Sitting down in the caboose, Conductor
Elliott read over the order to Brakeman
Dick Somers, and then got out the train

slip with the numbers and initials of all

the cars in the train written on it, to

gether with several bills of lading and
other papers pertaining to the cars under
his care. One of these papers told him
that a certain car, No. 1373, of the Pitts-

burg and Erie line, was consigned to the

roadmaster having his headquarters at

Silver Creek. It was loaded with fish

plates and spikes and other iron work
for the track. The next paper in the

bundle was the bill of lading of a car

of the Frisco line bound all the way
from Joplin, Mo., to New York City.
The bill said it was loaded with &quot; 50

pigs lead.&quot; The car was numbered
1313. The figures caught the conduct
or s eye. Turning to the brakeman, he

pointed at the two slips of paper and
said:

&quot;Say, Dick, do you see this? Be
careful you do not set off 1313 instead
of 1373, down at Silver Creek

;
the one

you want is the seventh car from the en

gine. I don t see why I reckon some
one was drunk when it wasn t put first.

The Frisco car is near the middle of the

train. I guess you won t make any mis
take.&quot;

&quot; We might make a good thing for

ourselves if I did, though,&quot; said Somers,
laughing half-heartily.

&quot;Eh? How so?&quot;

&quot;See that? 50 pigs lead. Think
it s lead ? Guess I know better. Mind
that gondola side-tracked at Hamburg
five or so years ago, with pigs lead on
it? Guess not. Im plumb sure that

is not lead. It s silver. Mind what a
row the Super kicked up over the gon
dola ? I know. I used to live in Joplin.

They ve sure got lead there, but they
find pockets of silver too. They ship
their lead to St. Louis

;
the silver they

ship to New York. Fifty pigs lead !

shucks !

&quot;

&quot; What are y giving us ?
&quot;

&quot;Im telling it straight. That s no
lead. I saw it coming out of Erie, and
went down into the car through the

scuttle and looked at it. It s a regular

Joplin trick to ship silver in a cattle

car it s cheaper than to ship it by ex

press, and just as safe. All we ve got to

do is to side-track the Frisco car, by
mistake, of course, and then run back
on the next train and drop off on the

grade, and go to the car before morning
and fill our pockets with the pigs, and

skip lightly out and live high on the

proceeds.&quot;

Both men laughed at this. Any one
of the pigs was as much as a man would
want to lift, let alone &quot;

skip lightly out
&quot;

with. Of course the brakeman was

joking. And yet there was something
in the manner of the brakeman that at

tracted fleeting notice from the conduc
tor at the time

;
afterward he remem

bered the talk about stealing the pigs
billed as lead, and pondered over them
for a great many hours

;
but whether the

brakeman had really had it in his heart

to steal them or not was more than the

conductor could decide.

The conductor ran over the train slip
with the point of his lead-pencil, the

brakeman following with his eyes.
&quot; I m glad there is no other work to

be done at Silver Creek,&quot; said the brake

man, when the end of the slip was
reached. &quot;

It s going to be a downright
dirty night. Did you notice the storm

coming ?
&quot;
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The question made them both turn

to the window and look out toward the

lake. If there is anything more dis

agreeable in the life of a trainman than

another, it is working about the side

tracks of a way-station in a storm at

night. While the work is more danger
ous in winter, of course, than at other

seasons, it is bad enough in May, and
in no place is it worse than at Silver

Creek in a Lake Erie squall. People
living along the southeasterly shore

of Lake Erie are among the few liv

ing on shore who are fully able to ap
preciate the stories of heavy rainfalls

and fierce cyclones at sea. Nothing
short of a tornado can exceed the force

of the blasts from off this shallow lake,

nor, indeed, are tornadoes in the shape
of water-spouts wanting. Not infre

quently are these whirligigs known to

come dancing down the lake, and even
to take a whirl inland now and then

;

but only to be rebuffed by the Chautau-

qua hills and sent back on the lake to

their work of taking masts out of

schooners, and top hamper off of pro
pellers, and of drowning sailormen.

Brakeman Somers had a very vivid

idea of the effect of these storms on the

work of a trainman. He knew what it

was to run from brake to brake over
the tops of wobbling cars, while the wind

alternately lulled and came in such gusts
as were fit to make him throw himself
flat on the car and grasp the narrow

foot-path with both hands to keep him
self from being blown away. He had
walked along between moving cars

striving to force a coupling-pin through
a jammed link, while the rain poured
down in sheets, and the rails were made
slippery, and the light of his lantern was
made useless by the blinding flashes of

lightning.
Conductor Elliott not only knew all

about this sort of thing from actual ex

perience, but he added to the dread,
which the actual danger naturally cre

ated, a horror of thunder-storms in gen
eral. To him there was something un
canny in the flash of the lightning in a
Lake Erie thunder-squall.
Both men climbed in silence to their

perch in the cupola of the car, and sat

there looking off over the black outline
of the train, to where the light of the

furnace, as it was opened now and then

by the fireman, lit up with a white glare
the steam from the puffing locomotive.

From the curve at Dunkirk to the

little shanty and platform known as

Sheridan station, the roadbed is fairly

level, but from this point east there is a

steady rise in the grade, until a point
within a mile or so of the Silver Creek
side-tracks is reached. Then the track

plunges down the worst grade between
Buffalo and Chicago, and rounds a short

curve to reach the level of the Silver

Creek depot.

Up the long grade from Sheridan
station to the top of Sheridan Hill, as

the top of the grade is called, the great
locomotive toiled with unflagging en

ergy. In leaving Dunkirk the fireman

had spread his coal in an even and thin

layer over the fire in the fire-box, and at

intervals since had renewed the supply
in like careful manner. The hand in

the steam-gauge had worked its way
around until, as Sheridan station was

passed, it indicated a pressure of over

one hundred and sixty pounds, and
there it held its own up the long, weary-

grade. Seven miles had been covered
in about eleven minutes. It was sur

prising to the engineer, for he had ob
served that, as a rule, the draught in a

locomotive was not so good just before

a thunder-storm as in fair weather, and
he was not sufficiently well versed in

the aerial conflicts that sometimes raged
over him to be able to account for some
of the occasional phenomena which, as a

practical man, he had taken note of.

However, it was little matter for the

present why the fire had burned well, so

long as it had kept the steam up, and it

was with a good deal of satisfaction

that the engineer, as the locomotive rose

over the crest of the grade, reached for

the whistle-cord. Holding the cord for

a time in his hand until he was fairly

beyond the wooden wagon-road bridge
that crosses the cut in the bank just at

the top of the grade, the engineer blew
a long blast for brakes and shut off

steam. It was a question in his mind,
for some time after, whether his call for

brakes had been heard in the caboose,
for just as he pulled the cord the first

blasts of the advancing squall were felt,

and the roar of the thunder was so loud
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and incessant, withal so vicious or an

gry, that it seemed to utterly whelm the

scream of the steam whistle. To make
sure he waited a few moments, and then

blew a second blast as the train started

down the grade on the easterly side of

the hill

The call had been heard, however
;

even if it had not been it would have made
no difference, for Brakeman Somers,

knowing about the grade there, had left

the caboose soon after passing Sheridan

station, saying, as he climbed down from
his perch in the cupola, that he would

go forward to the middle of the train,

and work back in setting the brakes, so

that he would not have to face the wind
as he ran from car to car. It was a per
fectly natural thing to do, but afterward
the remark was remembered and counted

against him. That he reached almost
the middle of the train and set one brake
was considered undeniable, for a brake
on one car near that point was found set

afterward
;
but what other things Brake

man Somers did no one could tell,

though many conjectures were made.
As for the man himself, neither the con
ductor nor any other member of the
train crew ever saw him again, although
the best detectives in the country, in

cited by liberal rewards, searched for

him far and near. Conductor Elliott

caught a glimpse of his figure hurrying
over the train by the light of the lantern
he carried, but after that he disappeared
as utterly as if the earth had swallowed
him up.

When his brakeman had gone Con
ductor Elliott found his perch in the cu

pola exceedingly lonesome, and he made
haste to get down to the floor of the ca

boose. Then he noticed that the train,
which soon began to go down the east

erly side of the hill, was running at what
seemed to him to be an unsafe speed. So
he stepped out on the rear end of the ca
boose to set the brake. As he closed the
door he gave a glance at the sky. The
sight wholly unnerved him

;
in fact, he

had never before come so near fainting
away. Up in the clouds, a little to the
west and south, and almost directly
over the track, he saw what seemed to
him to be a veritable figure of the devil,
outlined by zigzag flashes of lightning.

There was the form of a gigantic man,
with flaming arms outstretched and
limbs crouched as if for a spring at the

train, while below a tapering black tail

swept to and fro like the tail of an angry
cougar. In a moment reason asserted

itself
;
but when he came to try to set

the brake, he found that the nervous
shock had left him too weak to accom

plish anything, and to regain his com
posure he went inside the caboose and
shut the door as the train passed the
little telegraph station, located for emer

gencies half-way up the grade. Even in

the caboose he was unable wholly to rid

himself of the depressing thought that

some dire disaster was impending.
Meantime Brakeman Delehanty, who

had been in the cab of the engine, had,
as the engineer blew the first call for

brakes, struggled out over the coal in

the tender and over the first car to the

brake, but there he could do nothing.
The blasts of wind were so fierce that he
could only sit down and cling to the

wheel and wait for a lull to come, with
his head bowed down to save his face

from the driving rain. Not until the

foot of Sheridan Hill was reached,
and the engineer, as the locomotive
rounded the curve, saw the first green
switch-light, and, alarmed at the speed
of the train, blew another call for brakes,

did the lull come. Then Delehantv

jumped at the brake with a will. He
was drenched with the rain, and it was
worthwhile to work to keep warm, but af

ter all he was surprised, when he thought
of the length of the train, and its great

weight and momentum in coming down
the grade, to see how quickly he stopped
it. It was true the train had overrun
the switch a little, but he had expected,
under the circumstances, to run clear

past the depot before stopping, and so

to back the train in at the easterly end
of the siding. But there he was, with
his train, right on the short curve, just
clear of the grade.
A moment later his surprise turned

to consternation. Looking back over
the train, he missed the caboose lights,
but the next moment discovered them

away up the grade, and coming down at

tremendous speed, and not a sign of a

lantern on the cars ahead of them to

show that anyone was there to twist a
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brake. He comprehended the truth in

stantly. The train had broken apart
somewhere near the top of the grade ;

and now, with the forward part at rest

on the curve at the foot of the hill, the
rear cars were coming down, uncon
trolled and uncontrollable.

A smash-up at the foot of the hill was

inevitable, and No. 12, making up lost

time, was probably just pulling out of

Dunkirk.

Running to the lee-side of the train,

Delehanty caught hold of the edge of

the roof and dropped to the ground.
Then jumping to the outside of the other
track (for the Lake Shore is a two-track

road), he started forward on the run to

cut the locomotive free from the train,
so that the engineer could run down to

the depot and warn the telegraph oper
ator. But the engineer was alive to the
situation. He had understood, although
he did not see, the crash of the collision,
and knew what to do next. At his word
the fireman cut the locomotive loose, and
then the engineer threw the throttle

wide open with a jerk. In a trice he
had reached the depot. Jumping to the

platform he burst through the depot
door, and trembling with anxiety and
excitement, fairly screamed :

&quot;

Stop number twelve !

&quot;

The operator had heard but did not
understand the crash. Now he compre
hended what had happened, and grasp
ing the key of his instrument, began to

call the little Sheridan Hill telegraph
station. He got no answer from Sheri
dan Hill, but there was a nervous energy
in the movement of his hand, as he
clicked off the number of the station,
that made the train despatcher in his
office in Buffalo, who could also hear
the call, throw open a switch instantly,
and ask over the wire what the trouble
was. The answer brought almost every
operator in the despatcher s room to his
feet:

&quot;

Forty-eight has smashed up at the

foot of Sheridan Hill.&quot;

The despatcher, with an energy no less

noticeable than that of the Silver Creek

operator, called Dunkirk three times.
There was no answer. A dozen other
wires were tried with like ill success,
and he groaned aloud, for he knew then
that something was wrong with the

wires. A moment later he had con
nected his key with a wire to James
town, on another railroad. The response
to his call came instantly.

&quot;Tell Dunkirk to stop No.
12,&quot; he

said. Then there were a few moments
of silence followed by the clicking of

another response. It was awful.
&quot;

It is too late, No. 12 passed Dunkirk
three minutes ago. Dunkirk cannot get
Sheridan Hill.&quot;

There was nothing more that could be
done for No. 12 by the train despatcher
or his assistants. They could only wait,

having but one hope for the salvation of

the heavily loaded passenger train, that

was even then flying up the long grade
on the westerly side of Sheridan Hill at

a speed that was rapidly making up for

the time that had been lost. It was the

duty of Conductor Elliott to see that

No. 12 was flagged in time to avert the
disaster. A score of times the train

despatcher said to himself that Elliott

was one of the best men on the road,
and that he would surely see that the

train was stopped ;
but as many times

more he would be oppressed by the fear

that the conductor could not run far

enough up the grade to give the passen
ger train space to stop in. Not only
must Conductor Elliott be vigilant, but
he must have some time in which to act.

This was one of the cases, however, so

common in the experience of railroad

men as to escape the notice of the pub
lic, in which the conductor, by doing
the right thing at the right time, saves

a train from disaster and many passen
gers from death. Conductor Elliott

was thrown across the caboose by the

shock of the collision. This little mis

hap knocked out of him all nervousness
created by the vision of the devil, and
he was instantly on his feet and ready
to do his duty. Without a moment s

hesitation he stepped out of the ca

boose, grabbed a red lantern off the rear

platform, and ran with all his might
around the curve and up the grade.
The storm had modified, but the rain

still fell and the wind blew, and it was
slow travelling terribly slow it seemed
to the trainman. He had run scarce

more than twenty-five rods when the

head-light of No. 12 burst into view
over the crest of Sheridan Hill. The
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next moment her engineer saw the

swinging red light in the hands of Con
ductor Elliott, and with one hand shut

off steam, while with the other he

opened the valve that set the brakes on
his train. Then he blew a single blast

from the whistle to let the man with the

swinging red light know that the dan

ger signal was seen. No. 12 was saved.

Ten minutes later the conductor of the

passenger train, who was then on his

way to the telegraph station at Silver

Creek, met a messenger from that sta

tion with an order for No. 12 to return

to Dunkirk, switch off on the Nickel
Plate tracks, and so run into Buffalo by
that line.

The moment he was sure that his sig
nal was seen, Conductor Elliott turned
back toward his train. Flames could
be seen arising from at least three parts
of the wreck. Something in the mer
chandise in the cars had started the fires,

he thought, and yet he afterward won
dered how it wras that more than one
fire should have been started. He did
not think of this at the moment, how
ever, his sole thought was to put out
the fires. Reaching the wreck, he found
Brakeman Delehanty there, and within
so short a time after as to attract the
attention of the conductor to it, not less

than twenty citizens of the village gath
ered around. They did not offer to help
put out the fire they were really in the

way of the trainmen. The engineer and
fireman of No. 48, and a couple of track
hands came a little later, and these find

ing plenty of wate/ in the ditches, and
aided by the rain that still fell, succeeded
in drowning the fires, though not until a

pretty large per cent, of the wreckage
had been destroyed.
Then the wrecking boss and his train

and men arrived. It was a delight to

see the quick adapting of means to an

end, the invention of new means to over
come unexpected complications, and the
deliberate rapidity with which this gang
worked. Parts of cars were hitched to

locomotives by means of hawsers, and
snatched endways and tumbled over out
of the way. Spikes were drawn and

fish-plates removed, so that broken and
twisted rails could be taken from the
ties and new ones laid down. No one
was flustered or hurried, and yet before

midnight the track was clear for traffic.

The wrecking gang had done the work

admirably, but under the circumstances

they had make one mistake. To light

up the wreck they had built a fire and
used quite a number of broken boards
from the smashed cars. Just why this

was a mistake will appear later on. It

would not be done in these days.

Having the track clear, Conductor

JElliott got the two parts of his train to

gether, and with his train slip in hand
walked down along the track checking
off the cars. He knew that several were

out, of course, but the first one he missed
was the Frisco car, 1313, bound from

Joplin, Mo., with &quot; 50 pigs lead
&quot;

to New
York. He was shocked

;
that was the

car which Brakeman Dick Somers said

had silver in it.

Where was Dick, anyhow ? The con
ductor now remembered that during
all the time he had been at work with
the wrecking boss nothing had been
seen of Somers. Turning to Delehanty
he asked for Dick. Delehanty had seen

nothing of him. The two made haste

to ask others about him. No one had
seen him. They called aloud. No one
answered. They searched the tracks

up the grade, thinking he might have
fallen off the cars and been killed, but

they found no trace of him.

The feeling of dread that had op
pressed the conductor just before the

collision, returned now with increased

force. Hurrying to the heaps of wreck

age, he asked the wrecking boss if any
thing had been seen of a number of pigs
of lead. Not a pig had been seen.

Members of the wrecking gang were ex

amined, though somewhat cautiously,
with a like result. No one had seen

anything of the kind. A hasty glance
over broken cars and the parts that re

mained unbumed showed no trace even
of a cattle car, let alone a stack of pigs
of lead. So far as anyone could see,

then, the Frisco line car, 1313 had ut

terly disappeared.

n.

THE next morning, at about 10.30

o clock, Conductor Elliott and his en

gineer were called into the office of the

Superintendent. Each in his turn re-
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lated faithfully the incidents of the

night before as he saw them, save only
the little incident of the apparition, ap
parently seen in the sky. One thing not

hitherto related, however, was the fact

that when the train was gotten together
a brake was found partly set on a car in

the rear part of the train, and not very
far from where the Frisco car had been
located. This brake had undoubtedly
helped hold the rear part of the train

back, and so assisted in creating the

smash-up.
The Superintendent questioned the

conductor very closely about the talk

of Brakeman Dick Somers, referring
meantime to sundry other papers he had
on his desk. One question was whether
Somers had ever before proposed to

steal goods from a car, and another was
whether Elliott had ever heard of an or

ganized gang working the freight cars

on steep grades, on this or any other

road.

The engineer admitted that he had

jerked the cars smartly as he pulled out
of Dunkirk, but said in extenuation that,
had any link been broken there, the train

must have parted before reaching the

top of Sheridan Hill. The Superinten
dent stopped that line of talk, however,

by telling the engineer to confine himself
to what did happen, and leave others to

argue as to what ought to have hap
pened.
The end of it all was, when nearly an

hour had been used in getting at the

facts, that the Superintendent said :

&quot;It was silver in that car, and the sil

ver is gone. When the car and its load
have been found you can come back and

go to work.&quot;

That meant, of course, that they were

suspended. It was really a too severe

sentence. The promptness of the en

gineer in notifying the telegraph opera
tor after the smash-up occurred, and the
faithfulness of the conductor in nagging
No. 12, and so averting a worse disaster,
counted for nothing. Years of faithful

service could not save them. It was par
ticularly severe on Elliott. He was neat
in his dress and took a pride in his work.
He had been faithful in his work always,
and had never even had a reprimand.
He stood at the head of the freight con
ductors, and was to be promoted to a

passenger train whenever a vacancy oc

curred. Now he supposed his chance
for promotion was gone. While the

engineer went home and took his sus

pension in a matter-of-fact way, Elliott

wandered off down into the freight yard
and stared at the cars for a couple of

hours or more in a vacant way. He was
dazed by what he had passed through,
and the more he thought of it the more
he was inclined to believe that he had

really seen the devil the night before,
and that all this misfortune was due to

some evil power beyond the comprehen
sion of man.

While he wandered about he heard
a newsboy with the evening papers for

sale coming down the street. The lad

was shouting :

&quot;Penny telligence. All about a car

load of silver stole. Terrible saster !

&quot;

Sam bought a paper to see what was

printed in it, and so be able to meet any
accusation brought against him. He
found that the story of the smash-up
was what the reporter would have called

&quot;a scoop on our esteemed contempo
raries.&quot;

The sum of it was that Somers was a

member of a recently organized gang of

thieves having headquarters near Sheri

dan Hill. In fact, goods had before this

and within a few weeks been missed from
cars bound west between Buffalo and
Erie. Where so good a place to steal

them as when the train laboriously
climbed Sheridan Hill? Learning of

the silver in the car, Somers had in some

way unknown notified his gang. Then

taking advantage of the storm, he had

gone out over the train, cut it apart as

the crest of the grade was reached, after

setting one brake so that one part of the

train ran down ahead of the other, mak

ing a smash-up inevitable. During the

confusion that followed it was easy for a

gang of able-bodied men to carry the

silver from the wreck undetected, and
tumble it over the fence into the woods
near by, and then more leisurely carry it

away and hide it until such time as it

could be marketed. In all probability,
the gang included some reputable citi

zens of Silver Creek men of wealth and
influence for without the aid of such
men a job of this kind could not be sue-
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cessfully done. No doubt other rail

roaders than the missing brakeman,

Souiers, were connected with the gang.
Even Conductor Elliott had been sus

pended until it was absolutely certain

that he was in no way involved. And
so the conglomeration of surmises ran

for two columns more. The Superinten
dent had been reticent. He would only

say that detectives had been employed.
But the public could &quot; rest assured that

the Intelligence would not cease its in

vestigations until the whole case had
been made

plain.&quot;

Conductor Elliott read the story over

twice. To him the facts of the wreck
were very mysterious.

Having nothing else to do, the con
ductor went home to his boarding-place.
When there, finding the solitude of his

room and the chatter of the boarders in

the sitting-room alike intolerable, he
went out again and walked back to the

Lake Shore yards, whence he finally
drifted up the tracks as far as the bridge
over Buffalo Creek. Here he stood

when the second section of No. 73 came

along, in charge of a crony of his named
Dan Mahony. The train was moving
slowly.

&quot;

Hello, Sam,&quot; said Dan,
&quot; there are

seventeen reporters looking for you back
there in the yard. You d better take a

trip over the road with me if you want
to keep clear of them.&quot;

Sam needed no second invitation.

He was just thinking about taking a

run over the line, anyhow. He jumped
on the caboose, and climbing up to the

perch usually occupied by the brakeman
beside the conductor, had a long talk

with his friend about the lost car.

Now, it happened that Dan had a boy,
and this boy was the stenographer in the

Superintendent s office. Dan had seen
the boy, and had been told a good deal
about the wreck of which Elliott knew
nothing. This information had been
obtained through reports sent on from
Silver Creek.

First of all, there was the trouble about

calling up the Sheridan Hill and Dun
kirk telegraph operators the night be
fore. An examination had shown that

every wire on both sides of the perma
nent way had been cut on each side of

the hill. On the east side the wires had

been cut between poles. How it had
been accomplished was a mystery, for the

broken ends were twisted around and

tangled up in the most curious shapes.
It was supposed, from the fact that all

the insulators on the adjoining poles had
been torn up from their fastenings, that

the robbers must have climbed up and

stripped the wires off, and then, as they
sagged down clear off the poles, broken
them by twisting them around with an
iron bolt or some such thing. It was

plain the wires had never been cut with

nippers. West of the hill two telegraph

poles, one on each side of the tracks,
had been destroyed wholly. The section

boss said someone must have hung bags
of dynamite to the tops of them, and
then touched them off, and so blown
them and the wires to flinders.

Another thing was the finding of the

trucks of the missing car. When day
light came the men at work about the

wreck began to separate the debris.

Away out on one of the side tracks stood

the two Frisco line car trucks. The
wheels had been cast apparently in the

Frisco shops at Springfield, Mo., for

the name of the shops and city were cast

in the wheels, and so they were readily

recognized. The trucks were intact be

yond a few bruises to the woodwork.
How they got out on the siding no one
knew. Not a sign of the rest of the car

could be found, however.
&quot; Must have burned

up,&quot;
said Elliott.

&quot; That s what I said,&quot; said Dan,
&quot; but

the boy says they ought to find the draw
bars and bolts and all that sort of thing,
if it did, and they don t find anything of

the sort that they don t identify as be

longing to some other car. There was
too much stuff burned there to allow

them to work out the matter properly,
however ;

the wreck boss only made mat
ters worse, I suppose, by letting his men
build a fire with the broken boards. But
Im thinking they must have dynamited
the car as well as the telegraph poles. I

don t see how else they could have got
away with it.&quot;

At the break near Sheridan station

the poles had been pulled out of the

ground as well as torn to slivers, and
that was a remarkable thing. How
could dynamite do that? So, too, was
the fact that the wire fences and the
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ground in a line with the destroyed poles
had been torn up terribly. Neither Sam
nor his friend Mahony could account
for it at all.

The train reached Silver Creek, and
here Elliott left the seat in the caboose

and went out over the train to look at

the country as they climbed Sheridan
Hill. It was not a long train and most
of the cars were empty, so the train was

making a good twenty miles an hour up
the grade when they got there. It was

just at sundown
;
Sam examined the

country all around very carefully. Evi
dences of the work of the storm were to

be seen a-plenty, but nothing that gave
him even a hint of the work of train

robbers or of a hiding-place for the silver

even, except it might be in the alder

brush in the swamp off to the north of

the track, just across a narrow pasture
that lies at the foot of the hill. The
brush in the swamp stood very thick in

deed, naturally, but the storm had added
to the difficulty of getting into the copse
by tearing down, and even lifting up and

carrying to the brush, a number of elms
that had formerly stood in the open
pasture. These had been thrown into

and mixed up with the alders in a tan

gled mass that seemed to be just the

place in which robbers who knew a road
into the swamp might safely conceal

their booty, especially as the bars of

silver would of their own weight sink

out of sight in the mud.
This was a natural thing for a man to

think of, and Sam determined to return
to Silver Creek next day and do a little

detective work on his own account.

The detectives, who had come up to Sil

ver Creek in the guise of a couple of

gentlemen bound for a good time catch

ing bass on the reef off Dalrymple s

Point, never thought of that, however.

They were bent solely on getting ac

quainted with members of the gang of

thieves.

Now it happened that while looking
over the country Conductor Elliott had
walked forward over several cars. The
train having about reached the top of

the grade he turned around and started

back again, with his eyes first on the

swamp to the north of the track and then
on the hill to the south. Directly as he

looked to the south his eye fell on a
farmer who was driving home in a wagon
along the country road that crosses the
cut in the crest of the hill by means of

the bridge previously mentioned. The
farmer had a bright young girl of per
haps eighteen years by his side, and Sam,
who, although a little shy, was partial
to bright young girls, gave the couple in

the wagon a second look, rightly think

ing as he did so that the girl must be
the old man s daughter. As he looked
he saw the girl s eyes turn toward him,
and then she clutched the old man s arm
and said something that made the farmer
half jump from his seat and wave one
hand frantically at Sam, standing there

on the train and wondering what it all

meant. The next moment the man was

shouting and the girl was wringing her

hands, as if in distress. What in the

world could be the matter ? Why, they
were pointing toward the engine and
were terribly excited. Sam partly turned
to look forward to see what they were

pointing at.

Alas ! he had turned too late. The
train was passing right under the wooden

wagon-road bridge and Sam s head was
not four feet from the solid timbers.

He threw up his right arm instinctively,
and then was knocked senseless to the

sand ballast between the two tracks.

It happened that no one on the train saw
the accident, and as Sam did not return

to the caboose Dan supposed he had

gone forward to the locomotive. The

part of the train crew forward did not

know Sam was on the train, and so he

was not missed until the train arrived

at Erie. The report of his sudden dis

appearance, when telegraphed to Buffalo,

made a temporary sensation. The au
thorities concluded that he had followed

Brakeman Dick Somers to the hiding-

place of a gang of thieves.

As for poor Sam, he might have laid

there bleeding half the night, but for the

kindness of Farmer Robert Wells, of the

Lake Road, Sheridan, and his pretty

daughter Estella, who had vainly tried to

warn him of his danger. The farmer

stopped his team immediately and ran

down the bank, and kneeled beside the

railroader. There was a long gash on
the side of the conductor s head. His

right sleeve was torn and wet with blood.
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Doubtless that arm was broken. His

left leg was doubled under him in such

a way that it, too, was very likely broken.

There was only one thing that Farmer
Wells could see to do, and that was to

take the wounded man home and do

what he could to save his life.

He picked him up in his arms and,

carrying him up the hill, placed him in

the wagon and drove home with him.

Then he sent his boy flying on horseback

to town for a surgeon.

in.

WHEN the surgeon reached the home
of Farmer Wells, to which he was sum
moned as already told, he found Con
ductor Elliott lying on a bed where he
had been placed by a couple of farm
hands. Estella, the daughter, had bathed
the blood from the cut in the head, but
the conductor was still insensible. It

took several hours of hard work to patch
him up. By daylight Conductor Elli

ott had regained his senses and was as

comfortable as a man with breaks and
bruises could be. It was not long before

he began to think himself exceedingly
comfortable because of his hurts, though
this feeling alternated with one of ex
treme mental depression. To have such
a charming nurse as pretty Estella Wells,
was worth all the pain, he thought. But

very often, when his eyes would be light

ing up with the pleasure the simple
presence of the girl gave him, the thought
of the lost car and his lost job would
come to plague him and make him groan
in spirit.

Later, when he had so far recovered as

to be able to sit up, the alternate kind
ness and indifference of the maiden tor

mented him as much as the thought of

the lost car did, and probably more.
The conductor, like most other honest

men, had never learned to fully compre
hend the humors some might say whims

of a girl of eighteen. Besides, Sam
was only twenty-four years old, anyhow.
Of course, he told the girl about the

lost car and much other railroad lore.

He found her an interesting listener, es

pecially when he spoke about the car.

The lass had more than the usual share
of what is called woman s wit, but with

all the facts before her which have so

far been related she was unable to guess
at the solution of the mystery. Of one

thing, however, she was certain, and that

was that Dick Somers was no thief.

Sam would have been glad to believe

as she did about the missing brakeman,
and sometimes thought although the

thought made him ashamed of himself

of his vision in the clouds of the storm,
and wondered whether some supernatu
ral influence might not be at the bottom
of the mystery.

Days, and then weeks, passed ;
and fi

nally one morning, the first of July, the

surgeon told Sam that he might go out
for a ride. This was delightful. The
ride did the young man so much good
that others followed, and finally one day
Farmer Wells proposed to hitch up the

family carriage and drive Sam and Es
tella and Mrs. Wells down to the mouth
of the Cattaraugus Creek, where, if the

water was favorable, they might take

boats and go off and inspect the pound-
nets set by fishermen there. The pro

ject was agreed to on all hands, and so

the next day found them driving down
across the low flats, behind the yellow
ish gray sand dunes, covered with knott

ed old trees, that form a barrier against
which the winds and waves that have
traversed the whole length of the lake

may beat helplessly. They found a group
of ragged-looking shanties, built in part
of drift-wood, about the mouth of the

creek, and a group of fishermen, looking
as if they too were in some way made up
of the flotsam and jetsam from along
shore. Hard by was an old spring-wag
on to which was hitched a scraggy gray
horse, the owner of which was striving to

negotiate for a load of fish to peddle
about the country side. A little further

on was the stream, with the near shore

lined with boats of various sizes, from a

huge flat-bottomed craft forty feet long
to a little skiff that was scarce large

enough for one man to ride in.

It was Elliott s first visit to a place of

the sort, and the whole scene was very
interesting to him. After the farmer
had helped them all from the carriage
and had hitched his team to the frame
of a big reel on which the fishermen

wound their nets to dry, the party of
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visitors walked down to the creek to

look first at the boats, intending to then
hire one and a crew to take them out to

the pound-nets. Their route took them
close to the old spring-wagon belonging
to the peddler. In passing this Sam
turned around for a second look at the

fish scales that covered the bottom of

the wagon box, and then his eyes fell on
the end gate. The sight set him all

in a tremble of excitement. Glancing
hastily at the peddler and finding his

back turned, Sam peered over in the

wagon to see the other side of the

board. By this time he was so much
excited that he could scarce repress a

yell. The board was painted with a
red-brown colored paint, such as is com
monly used on freight cars, and on the

inner side of the board were the figures
1313 in white lead. It was one of the

boards on which had been painted the

number of the missing Frisco line car.

Sam grasped the arm of stalwart

Farmer Wells and drew him to one side.

Farmer Wells was a Justice of the Peace
&quot; in and for the town of Sheridan,&quot; as

he always said when speaking of his of

fice. Could not the Justice arrest the
fishman? Certainly, if there was any
cause for it. See that end gate. It was
a part of the missing car. How did the
fishman get it ? The Justice would find

out. He knew the fishman. It was old
Sile Jones.

&quot;

Sile,&quot; called the Justice,
&quot;

this young
man was just noticing your end gate.
Where did you get it ?

&quot;

&quot; That board ? Why right down here
on the beach. I can show you the place
if you want to see. It were hanging by
one bolt to a piece of framin that looked

just like it had been knocked out of the
side of a cattle car, and knocked hard at

that. Gurus bout that, too. I don t

see how no cattle car c u d get into Lake
Erie, do

you?&quot;

They went down to the beach and
found a piece of the side of a cattle car.

It had been knocked and knocked
hard, as Sile had said out of the side of

the missing Frisco car loaded with &quot; 50

pigs lead
&quot;

for New York City.
How did it get there in the lake, three

miles and a half from Sheridan Hill?
The consideration of that question
wholly destroyed Conductor Elliott s

interest in the fishing business. The
fishermen told all they knew about it

frankly. It had simply washed up there
some weeks before, but whether three
or six weeks before -they could not say.

IV.

THE fishing on the reef off Dalrymple s

Point had proved very satisfactory, dur

ing all this time, to the two detectives.

So, too, had the angling for a clew to

the mystery on shore. Within three

days after the trip of the Wells family
to the mouth of the Cattaraugus Creek,
as described in the last chapter, the de
tectives were ready to make an arrest.

At about eight o clock one night, Jus
tice of the Peace Degman, of Irving, was

very much astonished, on answering a
knock at his door, to find the two gen
tlemen from Buffalo before him

;
but

when he learned that their errand was
to obtain warrants for the arrest of one
of the most influential citizens of Silver

Creek, and a search of his premises, the

Justice was absolutely speechless for

more than a minute.
Then he issued the papers, and on the

invitation of the detectives, who wanted
him with them to prevent him sending
word ahead of them to the influential

citizen, he got into the carriage and was
carried rapidly to Silver Creek. Stop
ping before the home of the influential

citizen, the detectives leaped from the

carriage, leaving the Justice to hitch the

team, and running around the house,
unlocked the barn door and went in.

The Justice followed as quickly as pos
sible. When he got to the barn he
found the two detectives standing in a

grain-bin, from which they had hastily
shovelled enough oats to enable them to

reach and open a trap-door placed in

one corner of the floor. By the aid of a

dark lantern it could be seen that a

compartment four or five feet large in

all directions was located beneath the

grain-bin and was empty. The detec

tives were swearing ferociously.
But before leaving they called the at

tention of the Justice to plain evidences

that the secret room beneath the grain-
bin had been recently used for storing

something, and that that something was
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heavy. In getting that something into

or out of the compartment, splinters had

been knocked from the flooring around

the edge of the trap-hole. It was, further,

easy to see that a substantial dump-cart

standing in the barn had been backed

up to the door of the grain-bin, for there

were wheel-marks on the floor and the

bin that were plainly made by the cart

wheels. The detectives measured the

marks and the wheels. As they left they

stopped to notice that the cart had re

cently left the yard and returned once,

that the tracks had turned to the left

up Dunkirk Street, and that these tracks

must have been made when the ground
had been softened by a rain that had
fallen three nights before.

The influential citizen (so his friends

reported) was called out of town on ur

gent business, next day, and the detect

ives immediately began an open search

for traces of the silver.

V.

FROM driving, Sam had nowprogressed
to walking. He was just starting on a

walk down the Lake Road toward the

village when he heard from a passing

neighbor the story of the raid, and said

to Estella that he did not believe the

influential citizen had stored any silver.

The next day the young couple walked

slowly down the road, chatting of other

things than the car mystery as they
went. Half a mile or less from the

house a continuation of the woods that

covered Farmer Wells s swampy wood-lot
lined the road they were travelling, and
in the shade of a big maple the two sat

down to rest a bit. Here the young
man s eyes rested on the tops of the trees

that stood next to a woods road leading
away to the south and west from the
main road. The extreme tops of the trees

had been wrenched and sheared off in a
remarkable manner. Many broken limbs
were strewed in the old road and many
others hung drooping, having been but

partly broken off. Farther back in the
woods the limbs had been broken off

lower down toward the ground, as if the
force that broke them had been gradu
ally rising from the earth as it ap
proached the lake.

VOL. VI. 14

&quot;It was done the night the car was

lost,&quot; Estella said. &quot;Papa says that

squall was a regular Western tornado.&quot;

They walked slowly into the woods.
The road became more difficult for a time,
on account of the increasing number of

tree-limbs thrown on the ground by the

storm where it had been nearer the earth,

but twenty-five or thirty rods back the

road took a turn to the right, and then
continued its original course parallel
with the track of the tornado. Both the

road and the tornado track were leading

straight toward Sheridan Hill.

About two-thirds of the way over to-

the field by the side of the railroad, they
came to a place where the whirling tail

of the giant had reached to the ground,,
and further progress along this road was

impossible. It looked there as if the
trees standing on a space several rods
across had been uprooted simultaneous

ly, and thrown over with their tops lying
in all directions from a common centre.

Two of the trees had fallen across this

road.

The young people stopped and gazed
in amazement. It was apparent, it

seemed to them, that no one had been

through the woods since the tornado
had passed, or else the whole country
side would have been there to see the

sight long before.

But a more curious spectacle still

awaited them. While carefully picking
their way around the tangle of brush in

order to reach their road on the farther

side, they came to a cross-woods road
that had formerly led direct to where
Dunkirk Street crosses the Lake Shore
Eoad. It was remarkable, but this road
was wholly clear of debris. It led

square across the centre of the plot
where the tail of the tornado had touched
the ground, but the falling trees and sap

lings had all reached the ground either

on one side or the other of this old track.

Both Sam and Estella at once turned
into the road. It would be an interest

ing thing to go to the centre of a spot
where a tornado had touched the earth,
even if there was nothing there to see

but dirt. A few steps brought them
into the little opening with its fence

wall of upturned tree-roots about it.

It was a novel sight, indeed. Around
the outer portion of the circle the ground
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had been swept clear of leaves, sticks,

and underbrush. Nearer the centre the

ground showed signs of having been
disturbed by the wind, and nearer still

it had plainly been torn up until a no
ticeable saucer-shaped depression was
formed. But right in the centre, instead

of scooping the dirt out deeper, the tor

nado had apparently heaped it up into

an oblong-rounded mound that looked

for all the world like the top of some

huge grave. The young people were at

once delighted and awed by the spec
tacle. The scene was an interesting and
an awful illustration of the power of the

storm cloud.

After a moment the more sober influ

ence wore off, and standing there by the

mound of loose earth Sam began to idly
kick his toe into what might have been,
from appearance, the side of the head of

this grave of a giant. A second and then
a third kick shoved the toe of his shoe

well into the loose earth, and this time
his shoe struck something. That was

interesting.
&quot; I wonder what s in there,&quot; he said, as

he noticed that Estella had seen the

check his foot had received. &quot; I believe

HI look.&quot;

Stooping down, he pulled the dry dirt

carefully away with his hand, and in a

minute had uncovered the rectangular
corner of something with a white me
tallic lustre. For an instant he stared

wild-eyed, and then jumping to his feet,

threw his arms around his companion
and gave her an energetic hug. Down
he dropped on the ground and began
to pull the dirt off the metal beneath,
and having cleared off a bit more up he

jumped again.
&quot;See there, Stella,&quot; he said, &quot;see

there ; we ve found it, see ! It s the sil

ver, sweetheart, we ve I ll I
&quot;

Then he stopped short. He had al

ways called her &quot; Miss Estella
&quot;

before,
but now, under the influence of the emo
tions of the moment, had spoken aloud

what he had scarcely dared to think be
fore. What more he would have said

may only be guessed, but just then two
men were seen coming up along the road
from the direction of the village. EsteUa
at once recognized them as the detect

ives. It made her chuckle to think that

Sam should have found the silver instead

of their doing so, as they would have
been sure to do had they reached the
mound of earth in the old roadway first.

The sight of the men turned the

thoughts of the young people exclusive

ly to the silver. To Estella first, and on
her suggestion to Sam also, it seemed

perfectly plain that it had been brought
there by the tornado, which had lifted

car and all from the trucks, and at this

point had dropped the bars of metal and
covered them with the flying earth ; while
the rest of the car, wrenched and torn,
had been carried on and dropped in the
lake. For the first time Sam told the

girl of his vision of the devil with its

swaying tail.

Then the detectives arrived on the

scene, and Sam pointed out the metal.
The men were vexed to think they had
been forestalled, but they at once began
uncovering the rest of the pigs. To the
utter astonishment of Sam and the girl,
the pigs were found lying corded up in

a regular pile, just as they had been

piled on the floor of the car. The de
tectives had listened to what Sam had
said about the tornado with an incred
ulous smile that irritated Miss Estella

very much. Then they walked outside
the little opening made in the woods by
the tornado, and stooping down in the

roadway found wheel-tracks which, on

being measured, were found to be of the
exact size of the tracks of the cart-wheels

belonging to the influential citizen of

Silver Creek.
&quot; See that ?

&quot;

said the detectives. &quot; We
scared him too soon, and he brought his

boodle here, and dumped it down there
and covered it up, and raked it over to

obliterate the signs of the wheels.&quot;

&quot; What did he do with the floor fram

ing of the car ?
&quot;

asked Sam.
&quot; How could your whirligig have

stacked up the stuff like that ?
&quot;

asked
the detectives.

From that day to this citizens of Sil

ver Creek have been asking of each

other, not only these two questions, but

many others, growing out of the loss of

the car and its lading, and the subse

quent discovery of the lading. The

people are divided into two factions on
the subject. One faction is small in

number, but is composed of rich and
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influential citizens. These hold stead

fastly to the theory that the tornado

carried off the car and its lading. The
other faction, headed by the cracker-

barrel clique of the village grocery, is as

steadfast in the belief that Silver Creek

had a well-organized gang of rich and
influential thieves, and that further ope
rations by the gang were stopped by the

narrow escape of the leader. Perhaps
the reader, after having read this candid

and fair statement of the facts and argu
ments, will be able to decide which fac

tion is right.
There is one subject, however, on

which both factions of the Silver Creek

people are agreed, and that is that Con
ductor Sam Elliott is a first-class fellow.

They know him well now, and speak of

him as &quot; one of our best citizens
;&quot;

for al

though he runs the Chicago limited over
the Lake Shore Eoad, his wife and Sam,
Jr., live in a handsome cottage on the

high ground just south of the depot a

location that commands a view of the vil

lage, of the lake, and of Sheridan Hill, the
worst grade on the road from which a
Frisco line car, billed from Joplin, Mo.,
to New York City, with &quot; 50 pigs lead,&quot;

disappeared one night while an unusu

ally fierce squall was raging from off

Lake Erie.

FRIENDLESSNESS.

By H. P. Kimball.

Is it so sweet to feel a friendship near,
To know a hovering presence in the place,
And through shut eyes be conscious of a face

With gaze intense and full of sleepless cheer,
Which says :

&quot; I love thee wholly ;
I am here ?

&quot;

Is this so sweet? Is this a heaven of grace
That doth repay us for the weary race

;

For all life s tumult loud and conflict drear?

Ay, this is sweet but there s a heaven higher,
A soul shall reach that takes its lonely stand
In an embattled place, and sees the land
Naked around it, black, and scarred by fire

;

Then learns, in very loneliness, to aspire
To God and finds life s victory in its hand.
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A CITY SKETCH.

By H. H. Boyesen.

JIM
was a gentleman. At least, he

strenuously insisted that he was. It

might be inferred from this that his

claim met with opposition ;
but oppo

sition could not shake his conviction,

which, like certain weeds, nourished the

better the more it was trampled upon.
Jim had his infirmities, as, in his amiable

moments, he freely admitted, but they
did not affect his estimate of his worth.

&quot;James O Flaherthy is a gintleman,

begorra, from the tap of his hid to the

sowl of his boots,&quot; he would remark, in

a challenging manner
;

&quot; an Oirish gin
tleman, sor, as ud knock the stuffin out
of any mon as come around carryin his

nose pritintious-loike.&quot;

As there were many who, in Jim s

opinion, carried their noses in that of

fensive manner, his ever-bristling desire

to assert his dignity brought him into

frequent collisions with gentlemen of

his own nationality and pugnacious dis

position. But on these occasions Jim
was invariably worsted. He emerged,
however, from his most disastrous and

ignominious defeats with undiminished
self-esteem and the same cheerfully

challenging spirit. Molly, his mare, the

only creature for whose opinion he

greatly cared, had not the heart to add
insult to injury. She only shook her

aged, frowsy head, raised one ear, while

the other hung limply down, and gazed
at her master with mild disapprobation,

&quot; I know what ye be wantin to say,
auld

girrel,&quot;
Jim would observe rue

fully, when Molly shook her head at him
;

&quot;ye
be wantin to say that Oibe a good-

furr-nothin cowarrd, Molly, me beauty.
Say it, auld girrel, say it. Oi can stand
it from you bitter than from the rist.&quot;

There were reasons why Jim could
stand rebuke better from Molly than
from his two-legged critics. Molly had
been his constant companion for sixteen

years, and had shared good and evil days
with him. She knew his infirmities, chief

among which was a deep aversion for

water in its various uses, and a corre

sponding devotion to a more inspiriting

liquid. At the time Jim went into the

express business and settled as a squat
ter in Shanty Town, Molly was already
well on in years, though nobody knew
when she had first seen the light, or
where. She was then, as now, of sedate

demeanor and deliberate in her move
ments. She had a shaggy coat of brown
hair, which had since become bleached
into a dirty yellow and sprinkled with

gray. Under her jaws and belly there
was a thin fringe of hair thrice as long
as the rest. Of her tail, which once had
been long and handsome, there was only
a scanty wisp left. Her legs were thick

and knotted, and had only one joint,
which was at the top. If you could not
count her ribs, it was not because the
flesh interposed any difficulties, but be
cause the frowsy hair hid them. The
hip-bones, which did not in an equal
degree enjoy this protection, rose almost
to the level of the spine. Molly s har

ness, which lay half imbedded in deep
ruts, was so seldom taken off that it

seemed an integral part of her. It was
mended in half a dozen places with
bent nails and pieces of string, and
where it was inclined to

&quot;gnaw&quot; her,

pieces of woolly sheepskin had been
sewed under.
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I have hinted that Molly s early history

was wrapped in gloom. Jim bought
her at an auction of the effects of a de

funct compatriot over on the Jersey side.

He paid nine dollars and a half for her,

and had a suspicion, when he got home,
that he had himself been sold. The ev

idences of age and hard usage were

quite visible to the sober eye, and if

Jim s eye had been sober at the time it

would, perhaps, have discovered them.

A serious question it was, too, how to

raise the nine dollars and a half in

thirty days. Jim did not rejoice in an

extended credit, even at the saloons

which he habitually patronized; and

though there were several among his ac

quaintances who, at a pinch, would have

lent him fifty cents, he had quarrelled
with so many of them that he could not,

even in his most sanguine moods, esti

mate their number at nineteen. And
nineteen fifty-cent pieces he needed to

pay for Molly. In this dire distress

Jim happened to remember that his sec

ond cousin, Molly O Eeilly, had once con
fided to him that she had two hundred
dollars in the bank

;
and forthwith he

resolved to make himself agreeable to

Molly with a view to obtaining from her
a loan of the required sum. As a prelim

inary he named his horse after her.
&quot;

Molly O Reilly,&quot;
he said to his sec

ond cousin, whom with this wily purpose
he visited in the basement of a Madison
Avenue mansion, where she received her

company, &quot;Oi am afther namin me
horrse fur

ye.&quot;

&quot; God bless ye, Jimmy, me harrut s

darlint !

&quot;

exclaimed Molly, surrender

ing to Jim s blandishments with quite

unexpected precipitancy. She, in fact,

misunderstood the nature of the overture

he had made to her, overwhelming him
with an affection which he had never
coveted. It occurred to him, at second

thought, however, that it was no bad

thing, on the whole, to marry a girl with
two hundred or more in the bank, and
that by taking the human Molly, as it

were, incidentally, he would make doubly
sure of keeping the equine Molly in his

possession. To Jim, in his unsenti
mental moods, the latter seemed the
more valuable acquisition. He took,

however, good care to drop no hint of

such an opinion to his second cousin.

On the contrary, he submitted unmur-

muringly to her caresses, and was even,
at times, faintly responsive. Just as the

thirty days were about to expire he had
the satisfaction of leading her to the al

tar and transferring her bank account
to his own name. He bought, with her

consent, an old express wagon, which
had in past ages been green, and exhib
ited over his front door a sign-board, on
which he had painted with lamp-black
in irregular characters : Flaherty Ex-

press Co. He added the &quot;

Co.&quot; as a
mere gratuitous embellishment, because
he liked the sound of it

;
while Molly ap

proved of it, because it seemed to imply
a recognition of herself as the capitalist
behind the concern. The building of

a shanty on the unoccupied land west
of Central Park made further inroads

into Mrs. O Flaherty s savings, and two
visits to a second-hand dealer in furni

ture on Ninth Avenue reduced the rem
nant by more than half. What remained
Jim took care to dispose of in a pro
longed spree, in which, as he endeavored
to persuade his wife, he indulged out of

regard for her in order to celebrate his

own happiness and her virtues. Mrs.
O Flaherty was so touched by this evi

dence of his affection that, after a little

grumbling, she freely forgave him. It

was not until he showed a disposition to

continue the celebration beyond all rea

son that she lost her temper. And then
it was surmised by the neighbors that Jim
had a hard time of it. Still sadder his

fate became when, at the end of a year,
a daughter was born to him, who, with
her tiny groping hands, drove him out
from her mother s heart. This was, at

least, the way it looked to Jim, who
could not see that his own eccentricities

were of a kind to make him forfeit any
rational creature s regard.
He turned in his distress to Mrs.

O Flaherty s namesake, the mare, whom
he held to be vaguely responsible for the

troubles that had overtaken him. It

was her unfortunate existence which had
involved him with his uncongenial mat
rimonial partner. With her one erect

and one recumbent ear Molly had an
air of meditation, of impartial, yet not

unsympathetic judgment, which was cal

culated to encourage confidences.

&quot;Jimmy, my dear,&quot; her expression
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seemed to say,
&quot;

you are a sad case with

your sprees and your quarrelsome tem

per. It is useless to pretend that I ap
prove of you. But your wife might have
a little patience with you, considering
that you are the man in the family, and

considering the fact, too, that she flung
herself at your head when you had no

thought in the world of marrying her.&quot;

It did Jim good to see these observa

tions, with which he often justified him

self, reflected in Molly s countenance.

If she had opened her mouth and

spoken, like Balaam s ass, she could not
have added to his confidence in regard
to the sentiments which she entertained

toward him. He felt, of course, that it

would be quite useless to pretend to

her that he was any better than he was.

She knew a little too much of his pri
vate history- a good deal more even
than her namesake up in the shanty.

Many and many a cold winter night,
when he had been bounced from saloons

with superfluous impetus, and been on
the point of going to sleep on the side

walk, she had gently lifted him with
her teeth, by the collar, and shaken

him, until he found the use of his legs,
or by some friendly hand was helped
into the wagon. Then, in an extremely
deliberate jog-trot, she would betake

herself, without guidance, to the West
Side Shanty Town, where she would sur

render her helpless master to the judg
ment which awaited him at the hands
of his vigorous wife. If, as sometimes

happened, he fought imaginary foes and
fell out on the way, the old mare per
ceived it instantly, and remained motion
less until a policeman took both her and
Jim in charge, or a good Samaritan en
abled them to prosecute their journey.
On the morning after such an escapade
Jim was apt to find the society of Mrs.
O Flaherty doubly uncongenial, and he
would resort in a rueful mood to the
little lean-to in which Molly had her

stall, and seating himself on a reversed

bucket, at her head, would discourse to

her in somewhat the following fashion :

&quot;

Molly, ould girrel, ye be shakin yer
hid at me. Oi know what ye be manin
to say to me, Molly. Jim, ye be a pig
and a hog and a dirrety dog, that s what

ye be manin to say to me, Molly. Ye
hav a woife and choil, Jim, and ye

can t be kapin yersilf dacent lang enough
to slape off one spray before ye be inter

another. Ye oughter be ashamed of

yersilf, James O Flaherty. Ye knowed
bitter un to be goin into O Leary s sa

loon, whin ye had had half a point on yer
conscience alriddy, in the mornin

,
and ye

knowed bitter un to be shakin yer dirrety
fist under Frinchy s nose, he bein a man
as could knock yer as flat as a posthage
sthamp. Howly Mother o God, Jim,
what s to become of yer, if ye kape on
makin a swoine of yersilf and waUerin
in the dirrut of yer sins and miserrable

iniquities ? Ye be roight intoirely to be
shakin yer hid at me, Molly. Oi be a

miserrable mortel, Molly, endade Oi be.

Me throat is as droy as a chimney, and
as hot as purgatory. Don t ye be
harrud on me, ould girrel ;

me harrut
is burrstin entoirely. Don t ye be
harrud on me, Molly ;

Oi be a-goin
arround the carrner, jist to see a friend,

jist a verry little one, to end up with,

Molly, and call it
quits.&quot;

As might have been expected, O Fla-

herty s Express Company did not flour

ish while its projector and chief func

tionary devoted himself so assiduously
to extraneous pursuits. Mrs. O Flaher-

ty s and her little girl s chances of keep
ing body and soul together would have
been slender if they had depended up
on the fruits of his exertions. Mrs.
O Flaherty, therefore, at an early date

took the matter into her own hands, and

having convinced herself that O Fla-

herty s Express Company was a fail

ure, hired out her services as a house-

cleaner, and earned thereby a sense of

virtuous superiority over the Express
Company, which lost its combative dis

position as far as she was concerned,
and slunk about in guilty humility. If

its former spirit occasionally flared

up in a feeble spurt of temper, it was

promptly put down. The trouble was
that Jim had no argument at hand (ex

cept the old and rather ignoble one of

her flinging herself at his head), to meet
the irrefutable fact that he was really
his wife s pensioner. His daily excur
sions to the public square where for

merly he had been in the habit of pick
ing up a little custom, were becoming
more and more unprofitable ;

and there

seemed at last to be no other excuse
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for undertaking them than the chances

they afforded of escape from domestic

difficulties. The old mare was never

in a hurry ;
nor was Jim. He sat in

the bottom of his rickety wagon, smok

ing plug tobacco out of a short clay

pipe, and conversing with himself or

with Molly, whose one backward-point
ed ear seemed an evidence of attention.

It was during one of these confiden

tial harangues that he was, one day in

January, hailed by a man, who asked
him to drive over to Hoboken, to the

dock of one of the European steam

ship companies, and get him four trunks

which, for some reason, had failed to

arrive, though they had been exam
ined by the custom-house officer.

Jim, though he was not very eager to

go to Hoboken, felt vaguely that here

was an opportunity to vindicate the use

fulness of the Express Company and

supply himself with some heavy ammu
nition wherewith to repel the next at

tack upon his dignity. He therefore

listened carefully to the instructions

which the gentleman gave him, and

promised to carry them out to the let

ter. Even Molly felt the exhilaration

of this important commission, and
shook first one ear, then the other, and
at last her whole head, preparatory to

the exertion. In spite of these elab

orate preliminaries, however, she did
not attain much beyond her ordinary
jog-trot. But, like the turtle in the

fable, she made up in endurance what
she lacked in vivacity. The pier of the

steamship company was reached while
the sun was yet high, and after a great
deal of aimless running about and in

terviews with officials, Jim was able to

identify the four trunks and obtain

permission to remove them. He was
somewhat dismayed when he saw how
large they were

;
and when, as a mere

experiment, he tried to lift one of them,
he became aware that O Flaherty s Ex
press Company had undertaken a very
considerable contract. There was a

great jam of vehicles of all kinds about
him, and the noise and confusion made
him almost dizzy. Horses were backed
right up against his nose, and carriage-
poles poked into his ribs every moment.
Cabmen and porters yelled to him and
shouted all sorts of uncomplimentary

appellations, one threatening him with
eternal perdition if he did not move in

one direction, and another making the
same threat if he did not move in an
other. Jim felt the need of a little con
sultation with Molly before putting her

aged muscles to so severe a trial
;
but

here there was no chance for delibera

tion. A huge steamer was roaring and

belching forth smoke, as it seemed,

right in his ear
;
and the maledictions

that were hurled against him grewmore
furious the more he strove to medi
tate. It suddenly began to dawn upon
Jim that he was blocking the way. He
had placed his wagon across the only
open road which all had to travel. Still

he could not very well abandon his

trunks, now that they had been deliver

ed into his keeping. He was just grap
pling with this problem, when two men
rushed forward, tossed two of the trunks
into his wagon, seized Molly by the bit,

and pushed her with violent jerks back
into the crowd. Jim was so astonished
that his pipe dropped from his mouth,
and with a dull pang he heard it

crunch under somebody s feet. He hur
ried forward at the risk of being trod
den down by a pair of prancing carriage
horses, and, crawling up on a bale of cot

ton, caught a glimpse of Molly s poor old

head pathetically upturned in the midst
of a jam of drays and cabs and wagons.
She appeared to be equally in the way,
wherever she turned. She knocked

people down, stepped on their toes, and
stuck her nose into their faces out of

sheer embarrassment. Some resenting
such familiarity, beat her with canes,

whips, or whatever they happened to

have at hand. Jim saw a herculean

porter, whose hat she had brushed off,

leap up with a volley of oaths, and

pound her about the head with his

clenched fists. He felt every blow on
his own head. He was too bewildered
to be angry. His only feeling was pity
for Molly and a desire to come to her

help.
&quot;

Kape stiddy, Molly, ould gir-

rel,&quot; he cried hoarsely, above the din ;

&quot;Oi be a comin to
yis.&quot;

But it was no easy thing for Molly to

keep steady. She was not accustomed
to being beaten. Whatever spirit there

was left in her old carcass revolted

against the indignity. With a shrill
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broken whinny, she reared on her
Jbind legs, pawed the air with her fore

hoofs, and flung back her head.

&quot;Molly,&quot; yelled Jim, striding along
over bales, and boxes, and carts,

&quot;

kape
stiddy, auld girrel, kape stiddy !

&quot;

He stumbled, fell, rose up again and
fell again. He was poked and punched
by rude elbows, pushed, yelled at, and
knocked about by valises and trunks.

He was half stunned and dazed, but
still full of anxiety for Molly. He
reached, he scarcely knew how, a second
eminence and saw, as through a dimly-

shining veil, a horse s head wildly tossed

above the crowd, and a group of excited

men striking at it with sticks and fists

and whip-handles. He tried to call

Molly s name once more, but his voice

stuck in his throat. The wagon was
but a few inches from the edge of the

pier, which at this point had no railing.
One more jerk one more blow and
it shot out over the edge ! The weight
of the trunks pulled Molly back on her

haunches, she struggled for a moment
to keep her footing, but in vain ! With
a whinny which sounded like a shriek of

despair, she vanished over the edge of

the pier. Into the place which she had
left vacant, Jim jumped down, and stood

staring incredulously at the spot where
she had sunk.

&quot;

Molly auld
girrel,&quot;

he cried, weep
ing, and wrung his grimy hands.

Suddenly, as if in response to his call,

he saw something gleam through the

water and Molly s head rose between
two cakes of ice. She snorted, and

panted, and blew steam out of her
nose. In her struggle for life, she had

managed to rid herself of the wagon.
A fragment of the torn harness still

clung about her neck.
&quot; Oi be a-comin

,
auld girrel ! Oi be

a-comin
,&quot;

cried Jim, exultingly, and

leaped into the river. The icy water
chilled him to the heart. It closed

above his head, and opened no upward
path again. He sank like a stone.

&quot;A fool of an Irishman,&quot; said the

people, having exhausted their efforts

to rescue him
;

&quot; he jumped into the river

to save his old mare !

&quot;

But they did not know Jim. Neither
did they know Molly.

A SINGER.

By Richard Henry Stoddard.

THE only good method
Of head, or of heart,

Is the one which produces
The perfectest art.

The voice of the lark,
As it rings on high,

Was begot in the dark
And flung like a spark
Up into the sky,.

With the clouds below,
Like mountains of snow,
And day near by.
So the lark sings,
With light on his wings,

And so, when I can, do I.



FROM FOUR TO SIX.

By Annie Eliot.

A COMEDIETTA IN ONE ACT.

ESTHER VAN DYKE. HAROLD WHITNEY.
A MAID.

ESTHER discovered seated in a drawing-
room. She has been reading and

tearing old letters.

E. I am sure one might ask anyone
to an afternoon tea, even if anyone were
one s old lover

;
and I am sure one might

come to anyone s afternoon tea, even if

anyone were one s quondam sweetheart.

From both Harold s stand-point and
mine, it seems to me perfectly safe.

Certainly the vainest man could not be
lieve that a woman wished to rake up
the leaves of a dead past because she

sent him an At-home from four to six

card, for a day when she is to be at home
for two hundred people besides. If it

were an evening party, now in sum

mer with the lawn, or in winter with a

conservatory or if there is not a con

servatory there are always stairs
;
and

it s daily more and more the fashion to

build them curved. Another generation

may find discreet recesses at every land

ing. When people are really thoughtful
there will be a temporary addition where

people can go up and down. Oh, if it

was an evening party I could not blame
Harold for staying away. Or if it was

private theatricals the stage is itself

one grand opportunity ! Or a picnic
what innumerable openings for raking

up the dry leaves of a dead past on a

picnic ! But an afternoon tea ! Noth

ing stronger or dryer than tea-leaves to

be had. Harold need not be in the

least afraid. Besides, it would have

been really unfriendly not to send him
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a card. Everybody knows he is at home
again, and from a four years trip. Even
after all that has passed I would not
wish to be unfriendly. Four years, and

they say that he is engaged to Mattie

Montgomery and just before he went

away he was engaged to me. (A little

sadly.) Perhaps he was foolish. Per

haps I was. Undoubtedly we both
were. I suppose I ought to feel nattered

that he waited four years but somehow
I don t altogether ;

&quot;

flattered
&quot;

does not
seem to be the word. Well, it makes
little difference now, and it will make
less when I tell him to-morrow that I

am engaged to Dr. Tennant. I thought
I might as well look over his letters. I

have burned all but the last. (Takes up
letterfrom the table.) Here it is. (Takes
up a second letter.) And here is Dr.
Tennant s first. Two models of episto

lary communication but of different

orders. (Reads.)

MY DEAR Miss VAN DYKE : I shall give my
self the pleasure of calling upon you this after

noon at five o clock. It rests with you whether
or not this pleasure is to be intensified a hun
dredfold, or attended with lasting pain. I re

main always,
&quot; Yours most cordially,

&quot; EDWARD TENNANT.&quot;

What could be better suited to the cir

cumstances than that ? Not too impas
sioned, but sufficiently interested. I am
always affected by weU-tumed phrases
I think this is charming. And here is

Harold s. (Reads other letter.)

&quot; You have made it plain enough. There is

no necessity for more words. Heaven forgive

you and good-by.&quot;

(Thoughtfully.) He was in a pretty

passion when he wrote that and I have
not seen him since. I hope he will come
to-morrow. He used to think Mattie

Montgomery was a doll of a thing.

Perhaps he will tell her that I am a

no, he won t. Whatever I am, Im not
a doll of a thing, and he knows it.

(Looks at the two letters side by side.)
How amusing one s old flirtations look
in the light of a new and serious reality

for I have made up my mind what to

say to Dr. Tennant. It will be rather

good fun to tell Harold of it confiden

tially to-morrow. I will drop it in his

tea with a lump of sugar. (Glances at

clock.) After four o clock. Well, I
must go and make myself fascinating
and give orders that Dr. Tennant and I
are not to be disturbed. We may as
well begin to get used to tete-d-tetes

(Exit afterputting the letters under a book,
out of sight.)

Enter HAROLD WHITNEY. He seems dis

turbed.

H. This is certainly confoundedly
odd. I expected to find fifty other peo
ple here, at least, and Esther in her best

gown receiving them. I can t have mis
taken the hour. It is some time after

four. There is certainly a mistake some
where, however, and under the circum
stances it is likely to be a particularly
awkward one. I would walk a good
mile and a half to avoid a tete-d-tete

with Esther Van Dyke. Because I have
been fool enough after four years to re

member the color of her eyes, I don t

care to have her know it and see it. I

would leave now, like the historic Arab,
if I hadn t been such an ass as to give

my card to the servant, and Esther has
seen it by this time. I would rather
face the music than give her the pleas
ure of laughing at me for running away.
But what does it mean ? I must the
blood curdles in my veins at the thought

I must have mistaken the day ! The
Fate which I have felt dogging my foot

steps from the cradle has at last laid

hold upon me ! I have dreamed of get
ting to a place the day before I was
asked. I have loitered irresolutely on
door-mats. I have gone slowly by and
watched until I saw another carriage go
in, but I have never done it before.

And to have come to Esther Van Dyke s

after four years, and such a parting, a day
too soon ! My bitterest foe would find

it in his heart to pity me now. What
can I do ?

(
Walks around the room and

fingers things restlessly.) I might go off

with the spoons to divert suspicion. I

would rather be arrested as a profes
sional burglar, entering the house under
false pretences, than witness Esther s

smile when she comes to a realizing sense
of what I have done. Professional burg
lars probably retain their self-respect.
There is no reason why they shouldn t.

The date of their visit is not fixed by
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invitation. But, confound it! there

won t be any spoons until to-morrow.

Perhaps she won t know I have come
a day too soon but she always did

know things that was the kind of per
son she was. (Takes up a bookfrom the

table.) I might read to compose my
mind. &quot; Familiar Quotations,&quot; I wish!
could find an elegant and appropriate
one for the occasion. I can think of

several, entirely familiar to the most

unlearned, but too forcible for a lady s

drawing-room.
&quot; Too late I stayed

&quot;

would hardly do. I wonder what the

fellow would have sung if &quot;Too soon
he d come.&quot; (Throws down book.) I

thought I could accept an invitation to

an afternoon tea, because I need only

say a word to her, see if she had changed,
and leave. That seemed safe enough.
Besides, Miss Montgomery chaffed me
about coming, and wouldn t have hesi

tated to make the most of it if I had

stayed away. (Looks about.) The room
has not changed much. I wonder
here she is. Now, for all I have learned
in four years, I would like to conceal

myself in the scrap-basket, but it is out
of the question.

Enter ESTHER.

E. How do you do, Mr.Whitney? lam
very glad to see you. (They shake hands.)

H. It is very good of you to say so,

Esth Miss Van Dyke. (Aside.) I never
felt so fresh in my life.

E. It was nice of you to think of com
ing this afternoon instead of waiting
until the crush to-morrow, when I should
have an opportunity for no more than a

word with you.
H. (aside). She does not look satirical.

Why didn t I bring some flowers or

something ? (They sit. Aloud, with some
what exaggerated ease of manner.) When
one s hostess receives all the world, one s

own reception cannot be a personal one.

After four years I wished for something
more positive. Perhaps I have been too

bold, but an afternoon tea is so very
impersonal, you know.

E. (a little embarrassed by his manner,
aside). Can it be that he does not wish
our relations to be impersonal ? Of course
not ! (Aloud.) Yes, I know. Very imper
sonal indeed. I was thinking the same
thing before you came.

H. (aside). Yes, and I was thinking
the same thing before I came. We
haven t either of us gotten on much.

(Aloud.) I was always an exacting sort

of fellow, you know, so you will not be

surprised at my coming to get a recep
tion on my own account.

E. (aside). I should think I did know.

(Aloud.) No, I am not surprised. (A mo
ment spause with a slight effort.) So you
are an exacting sort of fellow still? I

am looking for the changes of four years,

you see.

H. (significantly). You may not find

many, after all. (Somewhat gloomily.) The
rose-color wears off one s glasses some
what in four years, to be sure, but I

don t think the perspective changes
much.

E. Don t you ? It strikes me that time
reverses the glasses that we find our
selves suddenly looking through the
other end, and things that once were so

large are a long way off, and have be
come extremely small.

H. (aside). Which means, I suppose,
that I have taken a back seat, and must

keep at opera-glass distance. (Aloud.)

Things have no importance of their own,
then ? I suppose it is a good deal a
matter of which way you look at it.

E. Yes, education does everything for

us which is something of a platitude.
But I am sorry about the rose-color.

I d much rather you should look at me
through tinted glasses. I said the other

day to a confidential friend that my com
plexion is no longer what it was.

H. (refusing to be diverted). No, I do
not think one s views of persons change
or perhaps I should say one s attitude

toward persons as do those of abstrac

tions. One does not expect to find

truth trust honor love, growing so

large.
E. (soberly). In other words, truth is a

hot-house, and one s ideas are tropical.

Well, it is perhaps as well to come out
into the open air, even if things do seem
a little stunted at first.

H. Undoubtedly. Yet the comfort of

the human frame demands something
in the way of a temperate zone between.
A sudden plunge into the arctic regions
is apt to convey a chill quite a serious

one sometimes.
E. (aside), I wonder if that is meant
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for a veiled allusion. (Aloud.) But nat

ure generally provides a way of soften

ing matters, and makes such changes not

chilling, but bracing.
H. (carelessly}. Yes Nature has been

much maligned in her time, but, after all,

she is kinder than humanity in certain

of even its most attractive forms. She
is impartial and she contrives to let one
down easily. Iam sometimes astonished

that Nature should be personified as a

woman.
E. (Looking awayfrom him). I see you

have become a cynic.
H. (ivith intention). I have, perhaps,

lived up to my opportunities. They
have not been unfavorable to cynicism.

(Laughing.) Do you know, Esther, this

is very much the way we used to talk ?

We were continually dealing in the most
artistic abstractions. How easily one

drops into old fashions !

E. (aside). How can he speak so light

ly of &quot; the way we used to talk,&quot; or is it

only I that remember? (Aloud, coldly.)

Possibly, but old fashions are very read

ily seen not to belong to the present

day. And yet I may be mistaken but
it seems to me that we used to talk in

a way that bordered on on the con
crete.

H. (a little nonplussed). Yes that is

true but we were not so successful

there. (Aside.) Decidedly we did. On
the very concrete indeed ! And that was
where she always had the better of me.
She is quite capable of doing it again

but she does not wish to.

E. (calmly). But where were we in

our abstractions ? Ah, with Nature. I

always get beyond my depth when Nat
ure is introduced into the conversation.

Human nature I do not mind at all, you
know, but Nature by itself frightens me.
I think it is the capital N. I feel that I

ought to go out-of-doors and appreciate
her.

H. I remember you were always afraid

of getting beyond your depth. I was
less prudent, however, which was some
times unfortunate. (Aside.) I shall be

floundering again if I go on with this

remembering. (Aloud.) So you are

still cautious ? I have not had the four

years to myself. Have they not changed
you at all, Esth Miss Van Dyke ?

E. (pensively). Yes.

H. (with attention). You are not quite
the same, then? I should not have
known it.

E. (with emphasis). Wouldn t you
reaUy ?

H. Unfortunately for me no.

E. No, I am not the same.
H. (in a low tone). Will you tell me

how you have changed ?

E. (after a pause). I have grown stout !

Yes, I have. I have gained twenty
pounds in the four years you have been

away.
H. (laughing). The inference pains

me deeply. But twenty pounds can be

judiciously distributed without actual

injury to the possessor. Is there any
thing else ?

E. (sentimentally). Ah, yes, when I am
introduced to a new man I no longer
expect to find him a mine of entertain

ment. I used to. Now I am surprised
if I have not to be clever for both of us.

H. Is that so new? (Thoughtfully.)
I sometimes think I was stupid for both
of us or could it have been only that

you were too wise ? (Aside.) Oh, this

fatal tendency to reminiscence and I

know better !

E. (with a slight effort). You are car

rying me too far back. I am marking
my progress since I saw you. (Aside.)

Certainly this is too much like burrow

ing in the leaves of a dead past. No
wonder he did not wait until to-morrow.
H. Forgive me, and go on with the

disillusionments.

E. Sadder yet, I no longer care when
a younger and a fairer girl &quot;cuts me
out,&quot; to put it boldly. I think I shall,

you know, but I don t. I sigh but I

forget them both !

H. This shows a callousness really

alarming. You might at least reserve

the guiltier party for future punishment.
Perfidy merits at least remembrance. It

is sometimes a man s last hold.

E. (carelessly). A man should risk

little on so commonplace a resource if

one wishes to be remembered, one should
be unusual. Besides, you would imply
that the man is the guiltier party ?

H. Only as far as his lights are taken
into consideration, of course. Man is a

poor creature at his best in comparison.
E. And sometimes a comparatively

innocent one. To find another woman
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more attractive is blamable, but to be

a more attractive woman ought to be

unpardonable.
H. &quot;To err is human fiendish to

outshine.&quot; I understand. (With marked

politeness.) Permit me to suggest that

it is rarely
E. {laughing). But I have said I have

lost my capacity for feeling thrusts of

this kind. (In a lower tone.) At least, I

believed that I had.

.fe (dryly). I was always a little unfor

tunate in my attempts to make amends

always too late, perhaps.
E. (meeting his eyes). Yes, making

amends was never your forte.

H. Any more than cherishing illu

sions is yours. But, pray, go on with

your revelations. I must improve the

unexpected pleasure of finding you alone.

E. (a little embarrassed). Whom, then,
did you expect to find here ? (Aside.)
He cannot have known that Dr. Tennant
is coming. (Aloud.) Who would in

terfere, did you think, with the personal
welcome you so desired ?

H. (aside). I was getting on so well.

(Lightly.) Oh, party calls you know,
and

E. (dryly). You will find that customs
have not changed so much in four years.
It is still unusual to pay party calls in

advance.

H. (aside). That was a brilliant way to

recoup my falling fortunes! (Boldly.)
Is this an indirect way of blaming me
for coming this afternoon ? (Rising.) I

suppose it was unwise. (Aside.) I should
rather think it was. (Aloud.) I will go
now Esther.

E. (quickly). You know, Harold, I did
not mean anything so rude. Do not go

unless you must.
H. (aside). I must theoretically. But

I sha n t not after that &quot;

Harold.&quot; If I

hadn t prided myself for years on its be

ing inalienable property, I should say I

was losing my head. (Aloud.) Will you
tell me more of your four years ?

E. (seriously). Yes. I have grown
wise. I have grown hard a little.

H. (softly). You were hard before
a little.

E. Are they not the same wisdom
and hardness ? I have learned to believe

that they are.

H. (impulsively). Not always.

E. And I, too, have acquired the sense

of proportion. I have seen that that

Love is not all the world. I have
learned that the comfortable is more to

be desired than gold yea, than fine gold.
H. Yes

; Gold and Love must both
be tried in the furnace, which is seldom
a comfortable operation.

E. And you do you not agree with
me ? Is it not better to look on ?

H. So long as it is not at another s

happiness that one has desired for one s

self yes.
E. (aside). How if it be another s un-

happiness, I wonder. Poor Dr. Ten
nant. (Sighs.)

H. (aside). I shall make an ass of

myself in a moment. She is not changed
an atom. (Aloud.) But what leaves of

wisdom have you steeped for me ? I ex

pected a cup of tea, and you have given
me a decoction that should heal all dis

appointments.
E. (half sadly). If I had known I pos

sessed such a secret I should have brewed
some for myself before this. But (ris

ing) if you expected a cup of tea you
shall have it.

H. (eagerly). By Jove ! Esther ! I beg
pardon but Miss Van Dyke, I beg of

you (stofis helplessly).
E. I was just about to send for it for

myself. (She rings. Aside.) I see it

all. He has come a day too soon. And
he would have had me believe that he
cared to see me alone. And I was actu

ally growing sentimental. He shall pay
for it. (Enter a maid.) Tea, Mary Aim.

H. (who has been fidgeting about the

room aside). If only I had gone half

an hour ago in the flush of triumph, as

it were ! It was unnecessary, in order
to avoid making a sentimental spectacle
of myself, to fall back upon the larder !

E. (going back to table and taking up
a letter). Do you know what I was do

ing when you came this afternoon ?

H. Learning a new Kensington
stitch ? Studying a receipt-book ? Put

ting a man out of his misery by letter ?

These are, I believe, some departments
of &quot; woman s work.&quot;

E. No, I was reading an old letter

one by which a man put himself out of

misery. Your last letter, in fact.

n. My last letter ?

E. Yes.
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MARY ANN brings in the tea, and as ESTHER
moves things on the table, she hands
him DR. TENNANT S letter by mistake.

HAROLD glances at it and looks up
surprised, but ESTHER does not see

him.

H. Am I to read this ?

E. Certainly.

MARY ANN leaves the room ESTHER busies

herself with the tea-things.

H. (having read the letter stiffly).

Very elegant penmanship.
E. (surprised, but indifferently). I had

not thought of that. (A pause.)
H. (glancing at the letter again). I

fancy the writer did.

E. (coldly). Possibly. (Aside.) Oh,

why did I show it to him ? I would not

have believed he would be so hard.

(Aloud.) Bather a forcible style, I

think.

H. Stiff, rather than forcible, I would

suggest.
E. (with suppressed feeling). Your

criticisms are less pointed than usual.

If you had said unnatural it might ex

press your meaning still better.

H. (a little irritated). He is a fortu

nate man who is able to express himself

with such justness and freedom from

exaggeration.
E. It seemed to me exaggerated at

the time.

H. (with mock admiration). Oh, how
can you say so ! It is positively Grandi-
sonian almost Chesterfieldian (aside),
and utterly detestable.

E. (almost with tears). I was wrong to

fancy you would be interested in such a

trifle. Please give it back.

H. (politely, handing it to her). Not
at all. Certainly, the writer deserves the

lasting happiness he refers to. (Aside.)
And I wish it were nothing to me if he

gets it or not.

E. What do you mean ? Is this what
I gave you? Oh dear! (Much embar

rassed.) It was the wrong one ! Never
mind. Here is your tea.

H. (takes the cup, after a short pause).
I feel as if I had forced myself into your
confidence.

E. You need not. It was my own
stupidity, of course.

H. (tastes his tea). Might I see the
other one ?

E. Yes. (Gives it to him.)
H. (reads it while ESTHER watches him).

Yes
; well, I might have said more. But

that was enough.
E. Yes, that was, as the children say,

a great plenty. Oh, I neglected your
tea ! One lump, or two ?

H. (thoughtfully). One. I wonder if

it has?
E. What has ?

H. Heaven.
E. Heaven has what ?

H. Forgiven you.
E. I think so, by this time. It

doesn t bear malice. Cream ?

H. Yes prussic acid anything.
Thank you. You do not ask whether I

have or not.

E. No. I understood you shifted

the responsibility once for all. (Sipping
her tea.)

H. Perhaps I did. It is generally
once for all with me.

E. Is it? It is better to have all

for once. It is broader. It is more
liberal. It is my motto.

//. Yes. So it was then. I have
heard there is safety in numbers.

(Aside.) If I believed that, I should be

gin to repeat the multiplication-table.
I shall never be in greater need of it.

E. Not always.
H. (with an effort). Possibly Sir

Charles Grand I mean Mr. Edward
Tennant may have a narrowing influ

ence. (Aside.) It is no use. I can t be
discreet. Confound Mr. Edward Ten
nant !

E. (innocently). Perhaps. (Drinks tea.)

And so you are engaged to Mattie

Montgomery ?

H. (formally). You do me too much
honor.

E. Beally ! (More coolly.) That is a

pity. I hoped we might proffer mutual

congratulations. An exchange of com
pliments is such a promoter of good
feeling.

H. (more stiffly). I see I have been
remiss. But I did not understand.

E. No, it is not yet time but I have

betrayed his confidence inadvertently.
To-morrow you must congratulate me.

To-morrow I shall tell you that I am en

gaged. Let me give you another cup.
H. (rising). No, one is enough. Once

ought always to be enough ! But it
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seems I am fated to have it twice ! I

know I am incoherent but never mind !

It s the tea !

E. (playing with her teaspoon a little

nervously). And you have forgiven me ?

H. I do not know that I have. But

(coldly) whether I have or not is of

course only a personal matter.

E. (feebly). Of course.

H. And so you are to tell me to

morrow that you are engaged ? Might
I ask you if, in taking this step, you were
actuated by a wish to obtain my for

giveness ?

E. (laughing). I expected you to ask

mine for being engaged to Mattie

Montgomery.
//. (sits). Suppose this afternoon you

tell me about the to be colloquial the

happy man. And I will have some more
tea.

E. (looking into the sugar-bowl). Well,
to tell the truth this afternoon he
doesn t happen to be colloquially
the happy man.

H. (aside ; walking about). So that

note was written to-day. I did not see

the date. It is not yet five o clock, and
it is not yet too late. I shall gain noth

ing by getting rattled and making a fool

of myself. (Aloud, coming back and

holding out his cup, into ivhich ESTHEB

drops sugar as they speak.) Have I then
taken his place ?

E. (gravely). No. He is (lump) con
servative (lump) in his (lump) tastes

(lump). He takes (lump) no sugar (lump)
at all (lump) in his.

H. (who has been watching ESTHER S

face, and not herfingers, sets down his cup
hastily). Seven lumps is a little radical.

Then you have forgotten all in four years ?

(Pacing the floor.) Forgotten what I,

Esther, have been fool enough to re

member as if it had happened yesterday !

Who is it talks about woman s con

stancy ?

E. (aside). Not I. But I am very much
afraid I shall begin to. Has the tea

gone to my head too?
H. (with much feeling). The bitterest

lesson the four years have taught me,
Esther

;
is that one s earliest lessons are

never unlearned. They have been kinder
to you.

E. (in a low tone). Have they ? Per
haps. They have taught us both, how

ever, that it is not necessary to unlearn

them, one can go on as if one had never
studied old lessons.

H. Or old letters? (Coming nearer

and taking up the letter.) But you did

care for me enough to keep this letter

to read it over to-day to give one

thought to old happiness in the pres
ence of new ?

E. (recovering herself with an effort).

I thought enough of myself to keep it.

It is a mistaken theory that a woman
keeps old love-letters for the sake of the

sender. She keeps them because they
are flattering because they theysound
nice. I have lots more.

H. (offended). And you were only

weeding them out to-day ? Very well.

That is enough. No further words are

necessary.
E. Yes so you said before (glanc

ing at letter), or something very like it.

(Looking into the teapot.) There is no
more tea for us, and the lamp has gone
out. (Looking about.) And no matches

unless you have one in your pocket.
H. (who has been thinking, moodily

feels in all his pockets). I am very sorry
but I cannot supply you with even the

necessaries of life.

E. Never mind, I can light it from
the fire.

H. (pushes the letters toward her).
Make a lamplighter of one of these, and
I will light it for you.

ESTHER hesitates an instant, takes up one

letter, and then the other.

H. Oh, use mine. It has failed to

rekindle a passion, but it may do for a

tea-kettle. It may as well be reduced
to ashes along with the rest of the poor
little love-story.

ESTHER turns her head a little away and

slowly twists both letters into lamp
lighters.

H. (aside). I shall let all my hopes
burn in the flame with my letter. If

she uses that, I give her up. I shall

know she is not mine to give up. I

have come to the pass where folly is my
only reason. She is twisting Dr. Ten-
nant s ! But now she is twisting mine.

(She rises to go to the fire and he rises

to do itfor her.)
E. I prefer to do it myself.
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She returns with one burning, with which
she lights the lamp, and lays the other

down on the table. He takes it up
eagerly.

H. So, Esther, you did not burn it,

after all? (Rising and coming toward

her.) You did not care that the last of

it should go out in ashes ?

E. (speaking lightly). It was not that

so much, but I was afraid it was better

suited for an extinguisher. I think
that was more what you meant it for.

HAROLD goes back to his seat gloomily and
tastes his tea. ESTHER plays with the

teaspoon a pause.

E. How do you like your tea?

H. It is a little cloying.
E. (rising and moving about the room).

A bad fault.

H. (dryly). But fortunately an un
common one.

E. (withfeeling). I have made a great

many mistakes in my life suffered a

great deal of unhappiness because I

have been afraid of being cloying.

(Aside.) Am I mad, that I should tell

him the foolish truth !

H. (rising). I should say it was a

fault to which you were not constitu

tionally inclined. (Aside.) That sounds
much firmer than I feel.

E. No, but on that very account peo
ple should have borne with me more
than they have ! (Still with feeling.)

Things might have been different.

H. (going toward her). Esther ! (A
bell.)

E. (hurriedly). Never mind ! There
is the door-bell ! Things are going to

be different! (With a faint smile.) I

told you he did not like any sweet at all

in his.

H. (impetuously). And have I not had

my full allowance of bitter ? It is time

you began dispensing sweets so let

him stay away.
E. (laughing nervously). But but it

wasn t my idea to get rid of him.
H. The plan is ready for your ac

ceptance. You were going to tell me
you were engaged to-morrow tell him
so to-day, instead !

E. (glancing at clock). I cannot. His

engagement was made with me a week

ago.
H. And mine five years ago. (She

hesitates.) Besides, he is late half an
hour late. What is it about a lover who
is late ? He has divided his time into

more than &quot;the thousandth part of a
minute.&quot;

E. (laughing). And are you not later

by four years ?

H. (firmly). I am twenty-four hours
ahead of time.

A knock. Enter maid with a card.

E. Show him into the reception-
room. I will come in a moment. (Exit

maid.) It is he, Harold. I must go.
H. (taking her hands). Esther, think

one moment. Forget the four years.
I have come a day too soon. I have
swallowed two cups of tea and eight

lumps of sugar and made a general ass

of myself but I love you.
E. But but this is so shameless !

I thought I should have to say some

thing like that to him.

H. (coolly). And I am in time to save

you from so unfortunate a mistake.

You had much better tell it to me.
E. But I must give him an answer.

H. Give me one first! Adopt my
plan, it is so simple. Send word or
tell him, if you like that you are en

gaged. But come back !

E. Indeed, he shall have his answer
first. His right demands precedence
at least. But (opening the door) I will

come back.

H. To five years ago ?

E. Perhaps. (Returns just as she is

leaving the room.) But, Harold, Harold,
I thought an afternoon tea was so safe,

or I should never have asked you.
H. And so did I or I should never

have come.
CURTAIN.
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FORM IN LAWN TENNIS.

By James Dwight, M.D.

T is some fourteen

years since the

game of Lawn
Tennis made its

appearance. It

was invented, or

at least put into a

practical shape, by
Major Wing-field.

Many people before his time had stretch

ed a cord between two trees and hit

a ball back and forth over it, using
rackets, battledores, or whatever other

implements chance threw in their way.
This, however, we can hardly call Lawn
Tennis.

AVhen the game was first introduced
it fell into the hands of racket players,
as the court-tennis player looked on it

with too much contempt to take an in

terest in it. The result was that the
new game was moulded as far as possi
ble on racket. That game has fifteen

aces and the server only could score.

When the striker-out won a stroke he
became the server. The rackets and
balls were both very light, and the net
was enormously high about five feet at

the posts and four feet six in the middle.
After a time a change came over the

scene
;

the net was lowered, and the
rackets and balls were made heavier.
Of course, with these changes came
harder hitting and faster play. The
racket method of scoring was given up,
and the present system, taken from court

tennis, was adopted.
All this time the game was growing

more popular, and the number of play-
Copynght, 1889, by Charles Scribner

ers was increasing. Everyone, however,
had a style of his own. The racket

players used a racket stroke, with a

long swing of the arm, and with the

shoulder-joint free. The tennis players,
on the other hand, used the cut, and
held the elbow bent and the head of the

racket above the wrist. In other words,

every player was a law to himself and
to himself only.
To a certain extent this state of things

exists to-day. As we have seen, the

game has no history. Lawn Tennis has

not, like court tennis, passed through
many generations of players until all its

principles have been studied out. Even

to-day every Lawn-Tennis player has
his own ideas of the proper way to play
a stroke. Some, indeed, seem to have no
ideas on the subject whatever, and to re

gard the wrhole matter as of no impor
tance. There can, however, be no doubt
of the great importance ofgood form. No
one must suppose that I hope or wish
to see all players using exactly the same

style. That is not possible. Everyman
has his own style, more or less marked.

Training will modify it to a certain ex

tent, but it can never make any two

players exactly alike. But with all this

variety of style the better players always
observe certain principles of form.

At the risk of being personal I shall

give two or three examples of the best

players of the day.
The best form that I have ever seen

is that of Mr. W. Renshaw. He plays

every ball so easily, and with so little

apparent exertion, that he always has
s Sons. All rights reserved.
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his feet under him. His style is purely
natural, and appears in every different

stroke. With him comes his brother,
Mr. Ernest Renshaw, the present cham

pion. The two brothers are very much
alike in build and appearance, and -many
people may think in style too, and yet
I feel sure that I could tell which was

playing by watching two or three

strokes. Ernest takes the ball lower
than his brother, in the ordinary stroke

off the ground. In the volley, too, he
allows the ball to drop more before he
hits it than his brother would. In this

way, to my mind, he loses something
both of certainty and severity in the

volley, while in the ground-stroke he

perhaps gains a little. With both the

Benshaws the form is so good that criti

cism by an inferior player seems rather

out of place.
Now let us take Mr. Lawford, who has

been in the foremost rank of players for

many years. His style is in direct con
trast to that of the Kenshaws, for it is

labored, and purely the result of study.
He may be said to play but four strokes,
but he plays them curiously well. He
puts both feet firmly on the ground and
fixes himself completely. He takes the

ball at the very top of its bound, strik

ing with all his force. His racket is

vertical, and is lifted as he strikes, giving
a strong over-twist to the ball. The
back foot, too, is lifted as the stroke is

made, and the whole weight of the body
is thrown on to the ball. The elbow
and wrist are held perfectly stiff, and
the stroke seems to be made almost as

much by the forward motion of the body
as by the arm.
The backhand stroke is made on the

same principle, but not quite so well.

The two other strokes are the fore- and
back-handed smashes, made exactly like

the ground-strokes with the racket the

other end up.
The style is awkward and uncouth

almost beyond conception, but no one
who has not played against him can

appreciate the suddenness, the accuracy,
and the terrible speed of his strokes.

The weakness of Lawford s game is

that he requires time to fix himself for

his stroke, and if got on the run is at

a greater disadvantage than another

player would be.

It is certainly a wonderful example of

what patience and hard work can achieve

even when there is no natural facility for

the game.
Another curious instance is Mr. W. J.

Hamilton, the best Irish player. I have
not seen him for the last two years, and
he may have changed ;

but at that time
he used to take every ball forehanded.
He is very quick on his feet, and pos
sessed of endless endurance, so that he
can run round a ball and play it fore

handed. It was wonderful how well he
succeeded

;
but at the same time it is

not good tennis, and there is no reason

why the backhanded stroke should not

be as strong as the forehanded.

Here are t\vo of the best players who
differ entirely from each other and from
the Kenshaws in style. The contrast

between Lawford and Hamilton is very

great, as Lawford, a heavy man, moves
at a disadvantage, especially on a soft

ground, and plays all his best strokes

standing still. Hamilton, on the other

hand, is always on the run, and seems
to prefer to make his strokes while mov
ing. These differences come from the

different build and characters of the

men, and they could never be made to

play alike by any amount of preaching
about good form.

Again, when I used to play at Cannes
the courts were very hard and the ball

bounded very high. The result was
that most of us took the ball at the top
of its bound with a horizontal racket,

something as in court tennis.

In Ireland the courts are apt to be wet,
and of course the ball rises very little.

Almost all the best Irish players take the

ball very low, with the racket perfectly

vertical, and with a good deal of swing.
Here again are two opposite styles, but

one cannot say that either is wrong.
Both strokes may be played in good or

bad form, as the case may be.

Good form, then, cannot do away with

individual peculiarities, nor with the

conditions of the ground ;
and it is not

intended that it should. Its object is to

teach one how to play any ball to the

greatest advantage under the circum
stances.

In what, then, does good form consist,

and how can it be acquired ?

Form is the style in which the player



Figure 1. The Smash.
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moves, carries himself, and makes the harm, and may do much good ;
but how

strokes. Good form, I should explain, is it to be acquired ? By watching the
is not grace ;

it is making the stroke in best players, if possible, and studying
such a way as to produce the greatest out the position of the feet and body in

effect with least friction. In making a making the different strokes. Also by

Fig. 2. Forehanded Service

stroke both feet seldom remain on the

ground, and any violent effort will de

stroy the balance of the body, and thus
make the stroke more uncertain, and
the recovery slower and more difficult.

This preservation of the balance, to me,
seems the most important advantage of

good form. You can often make a sin

gle stroke well enough in bad form, but

you place yourself at such a disadvan

tage in the recovery that you must in

jure your chances for the next stroke.
It seems clear, then, that good form

is worth having ; that it can do no

the direct teaching of some player who
has a good style himself, or at least

knows thoroughly what it consists in.

&quot;But,&quot;
it has often been said to me,

&quot; we live where there are no good play
ers

;
we see no good play ;

we have to

trust to books for instruction, and books
cannot show how a player looks when he
makes a stroke.&quot; All this is true, and I

could think of no answer to it until the

idea occurred to me that a number of

instantaneous photographs of the best

players might be taken, so that the ex

act position of the feet and hands might
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be decided. A strong reason for pho
tographing the stroke is to be sure that

you know how it is made. I remember
well that I used always to preach that

in the overhand service the racket

should go very little back of the head.

Two photographs taken at different

times show the head of the racket al

most touching the small of my back.

Before taking the pictures separately
let us see what points they have in com
mon :

First, in every one of them the weight
of the body is on the forward foot, i.e.,

on the right foot in a backhanded stroke,
and on the left in a forehanded one.

The reason is simple : by leaning for

ward toward the ball the weight is

thrown forward onto the stroke. In
this way a very severe stroke can be
made with little exertion, and thus the

balance of the body is not disturbed.

Moreover, the less violent the exer

tion the easier it is to hit the ball in

exactly the right way.
How often you see a duffer slam

ming at a ball with all his strength,
and yet the ball does not travel very
fast. Look again and you will see

the reason
;
his weight is not on the

ball, his legs and arms are flying in

all directions, and the stroke is made
by the arm alone. It is needless to

say that the ball seldom goes to the

right spot.
Mr. Sears is quoted as saying that

the way to play Lawn Tennis is to

keep your eyes on the ball and your
feet on the ground. I do not know
if he ever said anything of the kind,
but the advice is very good, except
that the back foot is almost always
raised at the end of the stroke.

Of course if you step forward with
one foot and raise the other, as well
as throw the weight forward, the back
foot must come down onto the ground
in front of the other, or else you must
fall down. Here it is that the prin
ciple of the balance conies in. If the

step is a short one and is quietly
made the whole motion is easy, the
back foot comes forward at the end
of the stroke and leaves the player
resting firmly on both feet, and

ready to start in any direction. If,

on the other hand, he makes a stride,

especially if he does it in a hurry, the

impetus forward is so great that it is

very hard to stop, even when the back
foot has come forward. For this reason
do not stop at a distance from the ball,

and then make one long stride in order
to reach it, because, if you do, your re

covery will be very difficult although the

stroke itself may be all right.

Again, it is better never to stand ab

solutely still, but to keep just moving,
because it is then easier to start quickly.
On the same principle the knees should

always be a little bent, the head and

body thrown a little forward, and the

weight divided evenly between the two
feet. It is perhaps as well to give the

reasons for these points, although they
are very simple. If the knees are stiff

it takes a perceptible time to bend them
and to start. If the weight is thrown

Fig. 3. Reverse Overhand Service.
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altogether onto one foot you can move

quickly to one side only, and not to the

other.
x

By bending the body a little

tween them, the knees bent, the body
and head thrown forward, and to never

stand quite still.

Fig. 4. End of Underhand Twist Service.

forward you make it easier to start

quickly, although I can hardly say why.
Should any one doubt the assertion let

him stand with his body bent a little

back and he will find that he must bend
it forward before he can move. As a

matter of fact it is practically impossible
to bend the knees and not lean forward
at the same time.

The main points, then, are : When
waiting to stand with the feet a little

apart, and with the weight divided be-

Wheii moving to start early, to take

moderate steps, and not long strides.

When striking to strike quietly with

the weight thrown forward onto the

ball. Never nourish the racket before

hand. The stroke, of course, requires a

certain swing of the racket backward
before it comes forward onto the ball.

As a rule, however, it is very good play
ers only who do not swing it too much.
It is needless to say that a great swing
interferes with the accuracy of the
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stroke, and more than that, the swing
often takes valuable time. How often

ou see a player lose a stroke because

e gives a swing to his racket and can

not bring it forward again under the

ball until too late. If he had only held

his racket in front of the ball the

stroke might have been saved. It re

quires almost no force to return a ball

if the weight is only thrown forward.

This brings me (as it were by acci

dent) to another point on which I al

ways dwell. Don t try to do too much
with the ball, especially off the ground.
If you have a very difficult stroke to

play, play it all the more quietly be
cause it is difficult. I know that this

is very hard to do, but if the idea is

once caught so that really you believe

in the principle and have succeeded once
or twice in the stroke, you will find that

it will make all the difference in the
world.

I see myself in the tennis
court doing all these things of

which I am preaching, in the

wrong way. When there is

but just time to take the ball

off the wall, my racket is swing
ing back instead of waiting al

most still for the stroke. When
the stroke is a very difficult

one I try to hit it
; Pettitt,

with whom I usually play, only
puts his racket in the way, yet
his ball travels twice as fast as

mine. In Lawn Tennis, too, in

the championship round in

England, I saw Lawford drive
a ball quite past W. Renshaw,
so that it seemed hopeless.
He ran after it, passed it, and
with his back still to the net

quietly dropped his racket in
front of the ball with a little

snap of the wrist. The ball

went back exactly right, but

any ordinary player would have
slammed at such a ball with
all his strength, and it would
never have gone over the net.
In one word, then, do not

swing the racket backward
more than is absolutely nec

essary, and the more difficult

the stroke the less should be
the swing.

On the other hand, the swing of the
racket forward, after the stroke, is of

very great importance. It is impossible
to make an effective stroke unless the
racket is &quot;carried through,&quot; as the
tennis expression is. This means that
the racket must not be suddenly
checked as soon as it has struck the
ball. I suppose the reason is that it

is impossible to check the racket sud

denly after it has met the ball, without

checking it a little before it has met it
;

and that would certainly spoil any stroke.

Nor do I believe that the racket can
be stopped if the weight be thrown

fairly onto the ball. Therefore, for one
reason or the other, you must carry the
racket through its full swing, and at

the end of the stroke it should come up
into the left hand, so that you have it in

both hands ready for whatever may hap
pen.
We now come to the discussion of the

Fig. 5. Forehand Stroke.
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different strokes, in order to show how
the principles of good form apply in each
case. As I have said, it seemed to me

the player met it and made the stroke.

If the ball was not hit with sufficient ac

curacy the stroke was not attempted,

Fig. 6. End of a Backhand Stroke, off the ground.

that there could be no better way of

doing this than by taking a number of

instantaneous photographs of some

player who could make the strokes as

they ought to be made. My principal
model was Mr. R. D. Sears, the late

champion, assisted by his brother, Mr.
P. S. Sears, and by Thomas Pettitt, the

professional tennis champion. I my
self stood several times for particular
strokes, in one or two cases where I

could get no one else. Thus the pict
ures represent actual strokes, not im

aginary ones, [though no attempt has
been made to preserve the resemblance
to the faces of the originals.] The method
employed was as follows : Pettitt hit the
ball over the net to a certain spot on which
the cameras were focused and at which

and the ball was hit again and again
until the right moment, when a picture
was taken. In this way we got an exact

image of the player at some part of the

stroke. The ball was caught in one or

two pictures only, and the racket was
faint in a great many, but could always
be traced and its position determined.
In all, some seventy or eighty pictures
were taken, of which only a few of the

more important are given. Many of the

others, although unsatisfactory as pho
tographs, are valuable, as each one
showed a different part of the stroke,
and one camera gave a view more from
the side than the other. I can thus speak
of the position in nearly every part of

each stroke with practical certainty, al

though but one part is given here.
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Let us take first the overhand service, tage ?
&quot;

Yes, because if you serve with

The object of the server is to get the any judgment, and vary the place of

ball into play with as great advantage your service, the faster the service the

Fig. 7. The Cut.

to himself as possible. Among good
players the service does not score very
often, but if it is severe the server will

probably have a chance to score in a
stroke or two. Speed is the main point
of the service, because a fast service is

very difficult to return to exactly the

right spot and the striker-out is usually
afraid to try to place the return very
close to the side line.

The next point is to place the service.

Should the striker-out be able to judge
to just what spot the service is coming
he can make a very severe return, and
the faster the service the more severe
will be the return if well made. It may
be asked, &quot;Is speed, then, an advan-

less time your adversary will have to

place himself for it
;
and unless he

should do so the speed will be of great

advantage.
The twist remains to be considered.

A service can be given with no twist, or

with a great deal. If no twist is de

sired the ball should be struck fairly
with the face of the racket. On the

other hand, to put on twist the racket

must pass around the ball on one side

or the other, instead of striking it fairly
in the middle. The advantage of the

twist is that the ball &quot;breaks &quot;to one
side after striking the ground, and thus

makes it more difficult for the striker-

out to make a clean return. The disad-
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vantage of the twist is that a certain

amount of speed must be lost. Most

players serve with little or no twist, and

try mainly for speed.
There is nothing new in what I have

been saying, but it seemed to me neces

sary to call attention to these three

points speed, placing, and twist be
fore we took up the technique.
FOREHANDED SERVICE. To deliver the

forehanded service place the toe of the

left foot on the base line, and the right
foot about two feet behind it and
turned outward. As the ball is thrown

up, the weight of the body is put onto

the right foot in order to get a support
behind, so that all the weight may be

brought forward onto the ball at the

instant that it is struck. At the same
time that the weight is thrown back the

the upper arm forms a right angle to

the body and also to the forearm. [Fig.

2, p. 134.]
The ball should be thrown up beside

the head possibly a little in front of it,

but certainly not much. It should be
struck at the instant when it pauses be
fore descending, and it must be thrown
to such a height that, with the arm fully

extended, the racket shall come a little

on top of the ball. While the ball is

in the air the weight of the body is

brought forward, so that the racket

shall meet the ball at the time when
the swing is the greatest. The arm is

straightened just before the ball is

struck, and is held stiff throughout the

rest of the stroke, except that the wrist

is bent sharply forward at the moment
of striking.

Fig. 8. Forehand Volley.

racket is lifted and allowed to swing
down behind the middle of the back.
Some of the photographs of the earlier

part of the service show the head of

the racket hanging down between the

shoulders, and others show it behind
the left shoulder

; they show, too, that

This, to my mind, is the best method
of serving, though I do not use it. I

always stand about four feet behind the

base line, and take a very short step
with the right foot, and then a long one

with the left, serving as the left foot

comes to the ground. Much greater
the arm is not straightened, but that power can be got in this way, but it is
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Fig. 9 Backhand Volley.

very difficult to step exactly onto the

base line, and I have many foot-faults

called on me. Nothing puts a player
off his service as much as a foot-fault,
and for that reason it is better to stand
with one foot on the line.

Players differ about the place to which
the ball should be thrown. Mr. Sears,
for instance, serves very much in front
of his face

;
I always throw the ball well

to one side. My reason for preferring
the side is this : If one can serve the
overhand service, either forehanded or

backhanded, and throws the ball to the

side, he can always keep the sun out of
his eyes. If he throws the ball in front of
his face he does not have the same chance.
THE REVERSE OVERHAND SERVICE. The

reverse service is served in exactly the
same manner as the forehanded, except
that the ball is thrown a little to the left

of the head and farther forward than
in the forehanded service. The racket

passes in front of the face and round the
ball from right to left. The step for

ward can be made with
either foot, but for myself
I should always choose the

right. In this service one
trusts more to twist than
to speed. The reason is

simple. It is a hard service

to give very fast, and is

therefore unlikely to be of

value on account of its

speed. Its twist, however,
is an unusual one, and is

therefore important. The

picture given shows the

service just after the ball

has left the racket. [Fig.

3, p. 135.]
THE UNDERHAND TWIST

SERVICE. This service
ranks next in importance to the two
overhand services. It is used as a

change only, or in cases where the sun
would be in the player s eyes if he at

tempted the overhand service. It is

usually served by stepping forward with

the left foot. The ball is dropped to

the right of the left foot and a little be
hind it. The racket is held vertically, and
should strike the ball almost behind, and
should then pass round it to the left,

which will, of course, impart a strong
twist to the right. The head of the

racket comes up a little at the end of

the stroke. The weight of the body is

on both feet, as the step taken is a short

one, and the exertion not very great. We
have on page 136 [Fig. 4] a picture of Mr.
K. D. Sears delivering this service, but
in quite a different way. He puts his

right foot forward, takes a very short

step with the left, and serves with his

racket slanting very much forward ;

in fact it seems to be almost parallel
with the ground at the time when the

ball is struck. If the head of the rack

et is so far forward to start with, it

must come much higher into the air at

the end of the stroke than if the service

were given in the way described before.

He gets a great deal of twist on the ball,

but he is so completely fixed at the end
of the service that he loses time in start

ing for the next ball. It is only fair to

add that Mr. Ernest Renshaw serves the

underhand twist in the same way ;
but

with these two exceptions every good
player whom I know serves it in the
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way first described. Exceptional skill or

agility may make up for the disadvan

tage under which Mr. Renshaw and Mr.
Sears put themselves, but that does not
make their service a right one to copy.
The reverse service is the same, ex

cept that the step is made with the right

foot, and the racket passes round the

right side of the ball so that it shall

twist to the left.

THE STROKE. After getting the ball

into play by the service, the next thing
to do is to return it over the net off the

ground. As has been said before, there

are practically only two different ways
of making the return

;
one with the

racket vertical, the other with it hori

zontal
;
the latter is a modification of

the tennis stroke or cut, the former is a

stroke which Lawn Tennis has produced,
and might well be called the Lawn Ten
nis Stroke. Let us take it first : The
ball is allowed to drop very low and the

player steps forward to meet it with
the left foot in the forehanded stroke.

The ball is taken near the ground, with
the racket, as before stated, nearly verti

cal. There should be little or no swing
of the racket backward, but it should be
held at a little distance from the ball,

and then quietly brought forward to

make the stroke. As the racket meets
the ball it should be lifted so that the

ball seems to go off the lower end of the
racket. This motion gives an over-

twist forward to the ball, and in this

twist lies the essential part of the stroke.

The ball is, so to speak, lifted by the

racket, so that it has every chance to

get over the net
; and, on the other hand,

as soon as the force of the stroke is

over, the twist tends to bring the ball

sharply downward. It is easy to see

that one can hit harder by using this

stroke without hitting out of court.

Moreover, such a stroke is very difficult

to volley well, because the ball shoots
downward after passing the net, and
must therefore be volleyed upward to be
returned. [Pig. 5, p. 137.]
The horizontal stroke is in many ways

the exact opposite of the vertical one.

The ball is taken very high, at the top
of its bound, if possible, and is played
in a direct line to the spot at which it is

aimed. If the ball does not rise high
enough to do this the stroke must be

made more slowly, because there is no
forward twist to bring the ball down.
Such a stroke is best made with the

cut, which will be dealt with later. It

is sufficient to say here that a cut ball

rises, and the stroke must therefore be

played still more slowly than would be

necessary if the ball were hit perfectly

straight.
BACKHAND STROKE. Fig. 6 [p. 138]

shows Mr. P. S. Sears, the intercollegiate

champion, at the end of a backhand stroke
off the ground. The stroke was made
fast, and the racket has swung com
pletely across to his right side. My
criticism of the position would be that

he has not thrown his weight enough
forward, and is now in no position to

start quickly. The backhand stroke

should be made in the same manner as

the forehand, except that the right foot

should cross the left a little in the step
forward.
THE CUT. The cut is properly a ten

nis stroke, not a Lawn Tennis one. The
racket is held at an angle, or &quot;

open,&quot;
to

use a tennis expression. Fig. 7 [p. 139]
shows Pettitt, the professional tennis

champion, in position for the stroke.

The racket is brought forward against
the ball so as to meet it almost directly
in its line of flight. As the racket is

open, a heavy back twist is imparted to

the ball, which causes it to rise in its

flight. This forms the greatest objec
tion to the use of this stroke in Lawn
Tennis. After hitting the ground, the

cut ball keeps low, but this is not a

sufficient advantage to make up for

loss of speed. The only place to use the

stroke is when the ball has struck far

forward in the court and has bounded

high, but not high enough to be smashed.
It can then be cut down with great ease,

and will then rise very little. The player
should turn his face a little away from
the net, and take the ball a little behind
him. He should always stoop to meet
the ball, and after striking he must carry
the racket through the stroke or else

he will get no speed, and will only put
on back twist and not pure cut.

FOREHAND VOLLEY. Fig. S [p. 140]
shows the forehand volley, one of the

most difficult strokes that there is. The
ball may, of course, come at any height,
but the volley to which I refer is one
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between the shoulder and waist. You
should take a good step forward with

the left foot in order to throw the weight
well onto the ball. The stroke resem
bles the cut in the manner in which it

is made, except that the racket should

not be so much open, but should meet
the ball fairly. The elbow is bent, and

net
;
but to place it and to play it fast

without hitting out of court is a very
different matter. There is little use in

playing the stroke slowly over the mid
dle of the net

;
that may have been good

enough once, but the game is played too
well for it now. I have selected the
backhand half-volley as a better example

Fig. 10. Backhand Half-volley.

the head of the racket is held higher
than the wrist. It is a stroke in which
the wrist plays a very important part ;

in fact the sharpness of the stroke comes

entirely from bending the wrist as the

ball is struck. The plate is, unfortu

nately, taken a little late, and only the
end of the stroke is shown.
BACKHAND VOLLEY. This stroke is as

easy as the forehand volley is difficult.

The stroke is made mainly by the fore

arm, though the wrist is bent a little

to bring the head of the racket more

sharply onto the ball. The step is taken
with the right foot. Fig. 9 [p. 141]
shows the position very well.

BACKHAND HALF-VOLLEY The half-

volley is always a difficult stroke to play
well. It is easy enough for any one with
a good eye to get the ball back over the

of the stroke than the forehand, and it

is also the more difficult.

The stroke is sometimes played close

to the feet, but such a ball can either be

volleyed by a step forward, or played off

the ground by falling back a little. It is

therefore usually necessary to take a long
step to reach the ball. Fig. 10, above,
shows exactly my idea of the stroke. I

grant that the picture is not aestheti

cally a pretty one, but it shows the step
across the left foot, and sometimes even
a little backward, as well as the man
ner in which the weight is put on the
baU.

It is important to remember that the
racket should not come down on the
ball with a chop, but should be brought
forward from behind, almost along the

ground, to meet it.
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THE HALF-VOLLEY BACKWARD. Fig. 11,

below shows a stroke which, though
rare, is occasionally very useful. It is

used mainly
in returning a

smash. I well

remember a

case of it at

Cannes. W.
Renshaw and
I were playing
against Grove
and Farrer,
and Renshaw
smashed the

ball very hard
into the back

part of the

court. Farrer
turned his

back and
dropped his

racket in front

of the ball.

The ball came
back into our
court and won
the set. Of
course one
does not turn
his back on
the ball from

choice, but
because there

are certain
balls which
can be reached more easily in that

way. If the ball comes a little to your
left, instead of trying the ordinary
backhand half-volley, for which it is a

little too near, swing round on the left

foot, stepping across and backward with
the right until your back is toward the

net. Take the ball beside the right
foot with a perfectly vertical racket,
and make the stroke almost entirely
with the wrist.

THE SMASH. What is a smash? A
very hard volley or something more?

Fig. 1 1. Half-volley, Backward.

You will find that most players will dis

agree. To my mind a smash is a &quot; slam
n

of the ball downward. It may be a vol

ley, or the ball

may simply
have bounded

very high.
The essential

point, to my
thinking, is

that no at

tempt is made
to control or

guide the rac

ket after the

stroke is once
started. One
hits as hard
as he can and
lets the racket

go. It would
be out of place
here to dis

cuss the value

of the stroke.

It is made
both fore

handed and
backhan d e d,

and is exactly
like the over

hand service

if served with
out twist, ex

cept that one

naturally
does not smash a ball which is six feet

off the ground at the base line. One
seldom smashes back of the service

line, and therefore the racket must be

brought down more on top of the ball

than in the service. [Fig. 1, p. 133.]

In offering these photographs, and
these suggestions about form, I need

hardly say that I feel that they do not
cover the whole subject. They are in

tended as the first step only in a study
of the game made from photography.



THE MASTER OF BALLANTRAE.

By Robert Louis Stevenson.

X.

PASSAGES AT NEW YORK.

HAVE mentioned I

was resolved to steal

a march upon the

Master
;
and this, with

the complicity of Cap
tain McMurtrie, was

mighty easily effect

ed : a boat being part

ly loaded on the one side of our ship
and the Master placed on board of it,

the while a skiff put off from the other

carrying me alone. I had no more
trouble in finding a direction to my
lord s house, whither I went at top
speed, and which I found to be on the

outskirts of the place, a very suitable

mansion, in a fine garden, with an ex

traordinary large barn, byre, and sta

ble all in one. It was here my lord

was walking when I arrived
;
indeed it

had become his chief place of frequenta-
tion, and his mind was now filled with

farming. I burst in upon him breath

less, and gave him my news : which was
indeed no news at all, several ships

having outsailed the Nonesuch in the

interval.
&quot; We have been expecting you long,&quot;

said my lord
;

&quot;and indeed, of late days,
ceased to expect you any more. I am
glad to take your hand again, Mackel-
lar. I thought you had been at the bot
tom of the sea.&quot;

&quot;

Ah, my lord, would God I had !

&quot;

cried I.
&quot;

Things would have been bet
ter for yourself.&quot;

&quot;Not in the least,&quot; says he grimly.
&quot;I could not ask better. There is a

long score to pay, and now at last I

can begin to pay it.&quot;

I cried out against his security.
&quot;Oh,&quot; says he, &quot;this is not Durris-

deer, and I have taken my precautions.
His reputation awaits him, I have pre
pared a welcome for my brother. In
deed fortune has served me

;
for I found

here a merchant of Albany who knew
VOL. VI. 16

him. after the 45 and had mighty con
venient suspicions of a murder : some
one of the name of Chew it was, another
Albanian. No one here will be sur

prised if I deny him my door
;
he will

not be suffered to address my children,
nor even to salute my wife : as for my
self, I make so much exception for a

brother that he may speak to me. I

should lose my pleasure else,&quot; says my
lord, rubbing his palms.

Presently he bethought himself, and
set men off running, with billets, to

summon the magnates of the province.
I cannot recall what pretext he em
ployed ; at least it was successful ;

and
when our ancient enemy appeared upon
the scene, he found my lord pacing in

front of his house under some trees* of

shade, with the governor upon one hand
and various notables upon the other.

My lady, who was seated in the veran

dah, rose with a very pinched expres
sion and carried her children into the

house.

The Master, well dressed and with an

elegant walking-sword, bowed to the

company in a handsome manner and
nodded to my lord with familiarity.

My lord did not accept the salutation,

but looked upon his brother with bend
ed brows.

&quot;

Well, sir,&quot; says he, at last, &quot;what ill

wind brings you hither of all places,
where (to our common disgrace) your
reputation has preceded you ?

&quot;

&quot;Your lordship is pleased to be civil,&quot;

cries the Master, with a fine start.
&quot; I am pleased to be very plain,&quot;

re

turned my lord.
&quot; Because it is needful

you should very clearly understand your
situation. At home, where you were so

little known, it was still possible to

keep up appearances : that would be

quite vain in this province ;
and I have

to tell you that I am quite resolved to

wash my hands of you. You have al

ready ruined me almost to the door, as

you ruined my father before me
;

whose heart you also broke. Your
crimes escaped the law ;

but my friend
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the governor has promised protection
to my family. Have a care, sir !

&quot;

cries

my lord, shaking his cane at him : &quot;if

you are observed to utter two words to

any of my innocent household, the law
shall be stretched to make you smart
for it.&quot;

&quot; Ah !

&quot;

says the Master, very slowly,
&quot; and so this is the advantage of a for

eign land ! These gentlemen are unac

quainted with our story, I perceive.

They do not know that I am the Lord
Durrisdeer

; they do not know you are

my younger brother, sitting in my place
under a sworn family compact ; they do
not know (or they would not be seen

with you in familiar correspondence)
that every acre is mine before God Al

mighty and every doit of the money
you withhold from me, you do it as

a thief, a perjurer, and a disloyal
brother!&quot;

&quot;

Ah, Governor Golden,&quot; I cried,
&quot; do

not, listen to his lies. I am the steward
of the estate, and there is not one word
of truth in it. The man is a forfeited

rebel turned into a hired spy : there is

his story in two words.&quot;

It was thus that (in the heat of the

moment) I let slip his infamy.
&quot;

Fellow,&quot; said the governor, turning
his face sternly on the Master, &quot;I know
more of you than you think for. We
have some broken ends of your adven
tures in the provinces, which you will

do very well not to drive me to inves

tigate. There is the disappearance of

Mr. Jacob Chew with all his merchan
dise

;
there is the matter of where you

came ashore from with so much money
and jewels, when you were picked up
by a Bermudan out of Albany. Believe

me, if I let these matters lie, it is in

commiseration for your family and out

of respect for my valued friend, Lord
Durrisdeer.&quot;

There was a murmur of applause from
the provincials.

&quot;I should have remembered how a

title would shine out in such a hole as

this,&quot; says the Master, white as a sheet ;

&quot; no matter how unjustly come by. It

remains for me then to die at my lord s

door, where my dead body will form a

very cheerful ornament.&quot;

&quot;Away with your childish affecta

tions !

&quot;

cries my lord. &quot; You know very

well I have no such meaning, only to

protect myself from calumny and my
home from your intrusion. I offer you
a choice. Either I shall pay your pas
sage home on the first ship, when you
may perhaps be able to resume your
occupations under government, although
God knows I would rather see you on
the highway ! Or, if that likes you not,

stay here and welcome ! I have inquired
the least sum on which body and soul

can be decently kept together in New
York

; so much you shall have, paid
weekly ;

and if you cannot labor with

your hands to better it, high time you
should betake yourself to learn ! The
condition is, that you speak with no
member of my family except myself,&quot;

he added.
I do not think I have ever seen any

man so pale as was the Master
;
but he

was erect and his mouth firm.
&quot; I have been met here with some very

unmerited insults,&quot; said he, &quot;from which
I have certainly no idea to take refuge
by flight. Give me your pittance ;

I
take it without shame, for it is mine al

ready like the shirt upon your back ;

and I choose to stay until these gentle
men shall understand me better. Al

ready they must spy the cloven hoof
;

since with all your pretended eagerness,
for the family honor, you take a pleasure
to degrade it in my person.&quot;

&quot; This is all very fine,&quot; says my lord ;

&quot;but to us who know you of old, you
must be sure it signifies nothing. You
take that alternative out of which you
think that you can make the most. Take

it, if you can, in silence : it will serve

you better in the long run, you may be
lieve me, than this ostentation of in

gratitude.&quot;
&quot;

Oh, gratitude, my lord !

&quot;

cries the

Master, with a mounting intonation and
his forefinger very conspicuously lifted

up. &quot;Be at rest : it will not fail you. It

now remains that I shall salute these

gentlemen whom we have wearied with
our family affairs.&quot;

And he bowed to each in succession,
settled his walking-sword, and took
himself off, leaving everyone amazed at

his behavior, and me not less so at my
lord s.

We were now to enter on a changed
phase of this family division. The Mas-
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ter was by no manner of means so help
less as my lord supposed, having at his

hand and entirely devoted to his service,

an excellent artist in all sorts of gold
smith work. With my lord s allowance,

which was not so scanty as he had de

scribed it, the pair could support life,

and all the earnings of Secundra Dass

might be laid upon one side for any
future purpose. That this was done, I

have no doubt. It was in all likelihood

the Master s design to gather a suffi

ciency, and then proceed in quest of that

treasure which he had buried long be
fore among the mountains ;

to which, if

he had confined himself, he would have

been more happily inspired. But un

fortunately for himself and all of us, he
took counsel of his anger. The public

disgrace of his arrival (which I some
times wonder he could manage to sur

vive) rankled in his bones
;
he was in

that humor when a man (in the words of

the old adage) will cut off his nose to

spite his face
;
and he must make him

self a public spectacle, in the hopes that

some of the disgrace might spatter on

my lord.

He chose, in a poor quarter of the

town, a lonely small house of boards,

overhung with some acacias. It was
furnished in front with a sort of hutch-

opening, like that of a dog s kennel, but
about as high as a table from the ground,
in which the poor man that built it had

formerly displayed some wares
;
and it

was this which took the Master s fancy
and possibly suggested his proceedings.
It appears, on board the pirate ship, he
had acquired some quickness with the
needle : enough at least to play the part
of tailor in the public eye ;

which was
all that was required by the nature of

his vengeance. A placard was hung
above the hutch, bearing these words in

something of the following disposition :

JAMES DURIE

FORMERLY MASTER OF BALLANTRAE

CLOTHES NEATLY CLOUTED.

SECUNDRA DASS

DECAYED GENTLEMAN OF INDIA

FINE GOLDSMITH WORK.

Underneath this, when he had a job,

my gentleman sat withinside tailor-wise

and busily stitching. I say, when he
had a job ; but such customers as came
were rather for Secundra, and the Mas
ter s sewing would be more in the manner
of Penelope s. He could never have

designed to gain even butter to his bread

by such a means of livelihood : enough
for him, that there was the name of

Durie dragged in the dirt on the pla
card, and the sometime heir of that

proud family set up cross-legged in

public for a reproach upon his brother s

meanness. And in so far his device suc

ceeded, that there was murmuring in the
town and a party formed highly inimical

to my lord. My lord s favor with the

governor laid him more open on the

other side
; my lady (who was never so

well received in the colony) met with

disagreeable innuendoes
;
in a party of

women, where it would be the topic
most natural to introduce, she was al

most debarred from the naming of

needlework
;
and I have seen her re

turn with a flushed countenance and
vow that she would go abroad no more.

In the meanwhile, my lord dwelled in

his decent mansion, immersed in farm

ing ;
a popular man with his intimates,

and careless or unconscious of the rest.

He laid on flesh
;
had a bright, busy

face
;
even the heat seemed to prosper

with him
;
and my lady (in despite of

her own annoyances) daily blessed

heaven her father should have left her

such a paradise. She had looked on
from a window upon the Master s hu
miliation

;
and from that hour appeared

to feel at ease. I was not so sure my
self

;
as time went on there seemed to

me a something not quite wholesome in

my lord s condition ; happy he was, be

yond a doubt, but the grounds of this

felicity were secret
;
even in the bosom

of his family he brooded with manifest

delight upon some private thought ;

and I conceived at last the suspicion

(quite unworthy of us both) that he

kept a mistress somewhere in the town.
Yet he went little abroad, and his day
was very fully occupied ;

indeed there

was but a single period, and that pretty
early in the morning while Mr. Alexan
der was at his lesson book, of which I

was not certain of the disposition. It
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should be borne in mind, in the defence
of that which I now did, that I was al

ways in some fear my lord was not

quite justly in his reason
;
and with our

enemy sitting so still in the same town
with us, I did well to be upon my
guard. Accordingly I made a pretext,
had the hour changed at which I taught
Mr. Alexander the foundation of cyph
ering and the mathematic, and set my
self instead to dog my master s foot

steps.

Every morning, fair or foul, he took
his gold-headed cane, set his hat on the
back of his head a recent habitude,
which I thought to indicate a burning
brow and betook himself to make a
certain circuit. At the first his way was

among pleasant trees and beside a grave
yard, where he would sit a while, if the

day were fine, in meditation. Presently
the path turned down to the water-side
and came back along the harbor front
and past the Master s booth. As he

approached the second part of his cir

cuit, my Lord Durrisdeer began to pace
more leisurely, like a man delighted
with the air and scene

;
and before the

booth, half way between that and the
water s edge, would pause a little leaning
on his staff. It was the hour when the
Master sate within upon his board and

plied his needle. So these two brothers
would gaze upon each other with hard
faces

; and then my lord move on again,

smiling to himself.

It was but twice that I must stoop to

that ungrateful necessity of playing spy.
I was then certain of my lord s purpose
in his rambles and of the secret source
of his delight. Here was his mistress :

it was hatred and not love that gave him
healthful colors. Some moralists might
have been relieved by the discovery, I

confess that I was dismayed. I found
this situation of two brethren not only
odious in itself, but big with possibili
ties of further evil

;
and I made it my

practice, in so far as many occupations
would allow, to go by a shorter path and
be secretly present at their meeting.
Coming down one day a little late, after

I had been near a week prevented, I was
struck with surprise to find a new devel

opment. I should say there was a bench

against the Master s house, where cus
tomers might sit to parley with the shop

man
;
and here I found my lord seated,

nursing his cane and looking pleasantly
forth upon the bay. Not three feet
from him sate the Master stitching.
Neither spoke ;

nor (in this new situ

ation) did my lord so much as cast a

glance upon his enemy. He tasted his

neighborhood, 1 must suppose, less in

directly in the bare proximity of person ;

and without doubt, drank deep of hate
ful pleasures.
He had no sooner come away than I

openly joined him.

&quot;My lord, my lord,
&quot;

said I, &quot;this is

no manner of behavior.&quot;

&quot;I grow fat upon it,&quot;
he replied ;

and
not merely the words, which were

strange enough, but the whole character
of his expression shocked me.

&quot; I warn you, my lord, against this

indulgency of evil
feeling,&quot; said I.

&quot; I

know not to which it is more perilous,
the soul or the reason

;
but you go the

way to murder both.&quot;

&quot; You cannot understand,&quot; said he.

&quot;You had never such mountains of

bitterness upon your heart.&quot;

&quot;And if it were no more,&quot; I added,
&quot;

you will surely goad the man to some

extremity.&quot;
&quot; To the contrary : I am breaking his

spirit,&quot; says my lord.

Every morning for hard upon a

week, my lord took his same place

upon the bench. It was a pleasant

place, under the green acacias, with
a sight upon the bay and shipping, and
a sound (from some way off) of mariners

singing at their employ. Here the two
sate without speech or any external

movement, beyond that of the needle or
the Master biting off a thread, for he
still clung to his pretence of industry ;

and here I made a point to join them,

wondering at myself and my compan
ions. If any of my lord s friends went

by, he would hail them cheerfully, and

cry out he was there to give some good
advice to his brother, who was now (to
his delight) grown quite industrious.

And even this, the Master accepted with
a steady countenance : what was in his

mind God knows, or perhaps Satan

only.
All of a sudden, on a still day of what

they call the Indian Summer, when the
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woods were changed into gold, and pink,

and scarlet, and the face of the harbor

was like a mirror to the hills of fairy

land, the Master laid down his needle

and burst into a fit of merriment. I

think he must have been preparing it a

long while in silence, for the note in it

self was pretty naturally pitched ;
but

breaking suddenly from so extreme a

silence, and in circumstances so averse

from mirth, it sounded ominously on

my ear.

&quot;Henry,&quot;
said he, &quot;I have for once

made a false step, and for once you have

had the wit to profit by it. The farce of

the cobbler ends to-day : and I confess

to you (with my compliments) that you
have had the best of it. Blood will out

;

and you have certainly a choice idea of

how to make yourself unpleasant.&quot;

Never a word said my lord
;

it was

just as though the Masterhad not broken
silence.

&quot;

Come,&quot; resumed the Master,
&quot; do

not be sulky, it will spoil your attitude.

You can now afford (believe me) to be a

little gracious ;
for I have not merely a

defeat to accept. I had meant to con
tinue this performance till I had gathered
enough money for a certain purpose ;

I

confess, ingenuously, I have not the cour

age. You naturally desire my absence
from this town

;
I have come round by

another way to the same idea. And I

have a proposition to make
;
or if your

lordship prefers, a favor to ask.&quot;

&quot; Ask
it,&quot; says my lord.

&quot; You may have heard that I had once
in this country a considerable treasure,&quot;

returned the Master :

&quot;

it matters not
whether or no such is the fact

;
and I

was obliged to bury it in a spot of which
I have a chart and quite sufficient in

dications. To the recovery of this has

my ambition now come down
; and as

it is my own, you will not grudge it

me.&quot;

&quot; Go and get it,&quot; says my lord. &quot; I
make no opposition.&quot;

&quot;Yes,&quot; said the Master, &quot;but to do
so I must find men and carriage. The
way is long and rough, and the country
infested with wild Indians. Advance
me only so much as shall be needful :

either as a lump sum, in lieu of my al

lowance
;
or if you prefer it, as a loan,

which I shall repay on my return. And

then, if you so decide, you may have
seen the last of me.&quot;

My lord stared him steadily in the

eyes ;
there was a hard smile upon his

face, but he uttered nothing.
&quot;

Henry,&quot; said the Master, with a for

midable quietness, and drawing at the

same time somewhat back &quot;Henry, I

had the honor to address
you.&quot;

&quot; Let us be stepping homeward,&quot; says

my lord to me, who was plucking at his

sleeve
;
and with that he rose, stretched

himself, settled his hat, and still with
out a syllable of response, began to walk

steadily along the shore.

I hesitated awhile between the two

brothers, so serious a climax did we seem
to have reached. But the Master had
resumed his occupation, his eyes lowered,
his hand seemingly as deft as ever ; and
I decided to pursue my lord.

&quot; Are you mad ?
&quot;

I cried, so soon as I

had overtook him. &quot; Would you cast

away so fair an opportunity ?
&quot;

&quot;

Is it possible you should still believe

in him ?
&quot;

inquired my lord, almost with

a sneer.

&quot;I wish him forth of this town,&quot; I

cried.
&quot; I wish him anywhere and any

how but as he is.&quot;

&quot;I have said my say,&quot;
returned my

lord,
&quot; and you have said yours. There

let it rest.&quot;

But I was bent on dislodging the

Master. That sight of him patiently re

turning to his needlework was more than

my imagination could digest. There
was never a man made, and the Master

the least of any, that could accept so

long a series of insults. The air smelt

blood to me. And I vowed there should

be no neglect of mine if, through any
chink of possibility, crime could be yet
turned aside. That same day, therefore,

I came to my lord in his business room,
where he sat upon some trivial occupa
tion.

&quot; My lord,&quot; said I,
&quot; I have found a

suitable investment for my small econo

mies. But these are unhappily in Scot

land ;
it will take some time to lift them,

and the affair presses. Could your lord

ship see his way to advance me the

amount against my note ?
&quot;

He read me awhile with keen eyes.
&quot; I have never inquired into the state of

your affairs, Mackellar,&quot; says he. &quot; Be-
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yond the amount of your caution, you
may not be worth a farthing, for what I

know.&quot;

&quot; I have been a long while in your ser

vice, and never told a lie, nor yet asked a

favor for myself,&quot; said I, &quot;until
to-day.&quot;

&quot; A favor for the Master,&quot; he returned,

quietly.
&quot; Do you take me for a fool,

Mackellar ? Understand it once and for

all
;
I treat this beast in my own way ;

fear nor favor shall not move me
;
and

before I am hoodwinked, it will require
a trickster less transparent than your
self. I ask service, loyal service

;
not

that you should make and mar behind

my back, and steal my own money to de
feat me.&quot;

&quot; My lord,&quot; said I,
&quot; these are very

unpardonable expressions.&quot;
&quot; Think once more, Mackellar,&quot; he re

plied ;

&quot; and you will see they fit the fact.

It is your own subterfuge that is unpar
donable. Deny, if you can that you de

signed this money to evade my orders

with, and I will ask your pardon freely.
If you cannot, you must have the resolu

tion to hear your conduct go by its own
name.&quot;

&quot;If you think I had any design but to

save you . . .&quot;I began.
&quot;Oh, my old friend,&quot; said he, &quot;you

know very well what I think ! Here is

my hand to you with all my heart
;
but

of money, not one
rap.&quot;

Defeated upon this side, I went

straight to my room, wrote a letter, ran

with it to the harbor, for I knew a ship
was on the point of sailing, and came
to the Master s door a little before dusk.

Entering without the form of any knock,
I found him sitting with his Indian at a

simple meal of maize porridge with some
milk. The house within was clean and

poor; only a few books upon a shelf

distinguished it, and (in one corner)
Secundra s little bench.

&quot; Mr.
Bally,&quot;

said I,
&quot; I have near five

hundred pounds laid by in Scotland,
the economies of a hard life. A letter

goes by yon ship to have it lifted
;
have

so much patience till the return ship
comes in, and it is all yours, upon the

same condition you offered to my lord

this morning.&quot;

He rose from the table, came forward,
took me by the shoulders, and looked
me in the face, smiling.

&quot;And yet you are very fond of

money !

&quot;

said he. &quot; And yet you love

money beyond all things else, except my
brother.

&quot;

&quot; I fear old age and
poverty,&quot; said I,

&quot; which is another matter.&quot;

&quot;I will never quarrel for a name.
Call it so !

&quot;

he replied.
&quot;

Ah, Mackellar,
Mackellar, if this were done from any
love to me, how gladly would I close

upon your offer !

&quot;

&quot;And
yet,&quot;

I eagerly answered &quot;I

say it to my shame, but I cannot see you
in this poor place without compunction.
It is not my single thought, nor my
first

;
and yet it s there ! I would gladly

see you delivered. I do not offer it in

love, and far from that
;
but as God

judges me and I wonder at it too !

quite without enmity.&quot;
&quot;

Ah,&quot; says he, still holding my shoul
ders and now gently shaking me,

&quot;

you
think of me more than you suppose.
* And I wonder at it too,

&quot;

he added,

repeating my expression and I suppose
something of my voice. &quot; You are an
honest man, and for that cause I spare
you.&quot;

&quot;

Spare me ?
&quot;

I cried.
&quot;

Spare you,&quot;
he repeated, letting me

go and turning away. And then, front

ing me once more :

&quot; You little know
what I would do with it, Mackellar !

Did you think I had swallowed my de
feat indeed ? Listen, my life has been
a series of unmerited cast-backs. That

fool, Prince Charlie, mismanaged a most

promising affair : there fell my first for

tune. In Paris I had my foot once more

high upon the ladder : that time it was
an accident, a letter came to the wrong
hand, and I was bare again. A third

time, I found my opportunity ;
I built

up a place for myself in India with an
infinite patience ;

and then Clive came,

my rajah was swallowed up, and I es

caped out of the convulsion, like another

.ZEneas, with Secundra Dass upon my
back. Three times I have had my hand

upon the highest station
;
and I am not

yet three and forty. I know the world
as few men know it when they come to

die, court and camp, the east and the

west ;
Iknow where to go, I see a thousand

openings. I am now at the height of my
resources, sound of health, of inordi

nate ambition. Well, all this I resign, I
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care not if I die and the world never

hear of me ;
I care only for one thing,

and that I will have. Mind yourself :

lest, when the roof falls, you too should

be crushed under the ruins.&quot;

As I came out of his house, all hope
of intervention quite destroyed, I was
aware of a stir on the harbor side, and

raising my eyes, there was a great ship

newly come to anchor. It seems strange
I could have looked upon her with so

much indifference, for she brought death

to the brothers of Durrisdeer. After

all the desperate episodes of this conten

tion, the insults, the opposing interests,

the fraternal duel in the shrubbery, it

was reserved for some poor devil in

Grub Street, scribbling for his dinner

and not caring what he scribbled, to

cast a spell across four thousand miles

of the salt sea, and send forth both these

brothers into savage and wintry deserts,

there to die. But such a thought was
distant from my mind

;
and while all

the provincials were nattered about me
by the unusual animation of their port,
I

&quot;passed throughout their midst on my
return homeward, quite absorbed in the

recollection of my visit and the Master s

speech.
The same night there was brought to

us from the ship a little packet of pamph
lets. The next day, my lord was under

engagement to go with the governor
upon some party of pleasure ;

the time
was nearly due, and I left him for a

moment alone in his room and skim

ming through the pamphlets. When I

returned his head had fallen upon the

table, his arms lying abroad among
the crumpled papers.

&quot;My lord, my lord !

&quot;

I cried as I ran

forward, for I supposed he was in some fit.

He sprang up like a figure upon wires,
his countenance deformed with fury, so

that in a strange place I should scarce

have known him. His hand at the same
time flew above his head, as though to

strike me down. &quot;Leave me alone!&quot;

he screeched
;
and I fled, as fast as my

shaking legs would bear me, for my lady.
She too lost no time

;
but when we re

turned he had the door locked within,
and only cried to us from the other side

to leave him be. We looked in each
other s faces, very white : each suppos
ing the blow had come at last.

&quot; I will write to the governor to ex
cuse him,&quot; says she. &quot; We must keep
our strong friends.&quot; But when she

took up the pen, it flew out of her fin

gers. &quot;I cannot write, &quot;said she. &quot;Can

you?&quot;
&quot; I will make a shift, my lady,&quot;

said I.

She looked over me as I wrote. &quot; That
will do,&quot; she said, when I had done.

&quot;Thank God, Mackellar, I have you to

lean upon ! But what can it be now ?

what, what can it be ?
&quot;

In my own mind, I believed there was
no explanation possible and none re

quired : it was my fear that the man s

madness had now simply burst forth its

way, like the long-smothered flames of a

volcano ;
but to this (in mere mercy to

my lady) I durst not give expression.
&quot;

It is more to the purpose to consider

our own behavior,&quot; said I. &quot;Must we
leave him there alone ?

&quot;

&quot;I do not dare disturb him,&quot; she re

plied.
&quot; Nature may know best

;
it may

be nature that cries to be alone
;

and
we grope in the dark. Oh, yes, I would
leave him as he is.&quot;

&quot; I will then despatch this letter, my
lady, and return here, if you please, to

sit with
you,&quot;

said I.

&quot;Pray do,&quot; cries my lady.
All afternoon we sat together, mostly

in silence, watching my lord s door. My
own mind was busy with the scene that

had just passed, and its singular resem
blance to my vision. I must say a word

upon this, for the story has gone abroad

with great exaggeration, and I have even

seen it printed and my own name re

ferred to for particulars. So much was
the same : here was my lord in a room,
with his head upon the table, and when
he raised his face, it wore such an ex

pression as distressed me to the soul.

But the room was different, my lord s

attitude at the table not at all the same,
and his face, when he disclosed it, ex

pressed a painful degree of fury instead

of that haunting despair which had al

ways (except once, already referred to)
characterized it in the vision. There is

the whole truth at last before the public ;

and if the differences be great, the coin

cidence was yet enough to fill me with
uneasiness. All afternoon, as I say, I sat

and pondered upon this quite to myself ;

for my lady had trouble of her own, and
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it was my last thought to vex her with
fancies. About the midst of our time
of waiting, she conceived an ingenious
scheme, had Mr. Alexander fetched, and
bid him knock at his father s door. My
lord sent the boy about his business, but
without the least violence whether of

manner or expression ;
so that I began

to entertain a hope the fit was over.

At last, as the night fell, and I was

lighting a lamp that stood there trim

med, the door opened, and my lord stood
within upon the threshold. The light
was not so strong that we could read
his countenance

;
when he spoke, me-

thought his voice a little altered but yet

perfectly steady.
&quot;

Mackellar,&quot; said he,
&quot;

carry this note
to its destination with your own hand.
It is highly private. Find the person
alone when you deliver it.&quot;

&quot;Henry,&quot; says my lady,
&quot;

you are not
ill?&quot;

&quot;No, no,&quot; says he, querulously, &quot;lam

occupied. Not at all
;
I am only occu

pied. It is a singular thing a man must
be supposed to be ill when he has any
business ! Send me supper to this room,
and a basket of wine

;
I expect the visit

of a friend. Otherwise I am not to be
disturbed.&quot;

And with that he once more shut him
self in.

The note was addressed to one Cap
tain Harris, at a tavern on the portside.
I knew Harris (by reputation) for a dan

gerous adventurer, highly suspected of

piracy in the past, and now following
the rude business of an Indian trader.

What my lord should have to say to him,
or he to my lord, it passed my imagina
tion to conceive

;
or yet how my lord

had heard of him, unless by a disgrace
ful trial from which the man was recent

ly escaped. Altogether I went upon the

errand with reluctance, and from the

little I saw of the captain, returned from
it with sorrow. I found him in a foul-

smelling chamber, sitting by a guttering
candle and an empty bottle

;
he had the

remains of a military carriage, or rather

perhaps it was an affectation, for his

manners were low.
&quot; Tell my lord, with my service, that

I will wait upon his lordship in the in

side of half an hour,&quot; says he, when he
had read the note ; and then had the

servility, pointing to his empty bottle, to

propose that I should buy him liquor.

Although I returned with my best

speed, the captain followed close upon
my heels, and he stayed late into the

night. The cock was crowing a second
time when I saw (from my chamber win

dow) my lord lighting him to the gate,
both men very much affected with their

potations, and sometimes leaning one

upon the other to confabulate. Yet the

next morning my lord was abroad again
early with a hundred pounds of money
in his pocket. I never supposed that he
returned with it

;
and yet I was quite

sure it did not find its way to the Mas
ter, for I lingered all morning within

view of the booth. That was the last

time my Lord Durrisdeer passed his

own enclosure till we left New York :

he walked in his barn or sat and talked

with his family, all much as usual
;
but

the town saw nothing of him, and his

daily visits to the Master seemed forgot
ten. Nor yet did Harris reappear ;

or

not to my knowledge.
I was now much oppressed with a

sense of the mysteries in which we had

begun to move. It was plain, if only
from his change of habitude, my lord

had something on his mind of a grave
nature

;
but what it was, whence it

sprang, or why he should now keep
the house and garden, I could make no

guess at. It was clear, even to probatim,
the pamphlets had some share in this

revolution
;
I read all I could find, and

they were all extremely insignificant and
of the usual kind of party scurrility ;

even to a high politician, I could spy out
no particular matter of offence, and my
lord was a man rather indifferent on

public questions. The truth is, the

pamphlet which was the spring of this

affair, lay all the time on my lord s

bosom. There it was that I found it at

last, after he was dead, in the midst of

the north wilderness : in such a place,
in such dismal circumstances, I was to

read for the first time these idle, lying
words of a whig pamphleteer declaim

ing against indulgency to Jacobites :

&quot; Another notorious Rebel, the M r

of B e, is to have his Title restored,&quot;

the passage ran. &quot;This Business has

been long in hand, since he rendered
some very disgraceful Services in Scot-
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nor did my lord so much as cast a glance upon his enemy.
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land and France. His brother, L d
D r, is known to be no better than
himself in inclination

;
and the supposed

Heir, who is now to be set aside, was
bred up in the most detestable Princi

ples. In the old Phrase, it is six of the

one and halfa dozen of the other ; but the
Favor of such a Reposition is too ex
treme to be passed over.&quot; A man in

his right wits could not have cared two
straws for a tale so manifestly false

;

that government should ever entertain

the notion, was inconceivable to any
reasoning creature, unless possibly the
fool that penned it

;
and my lord, though

never brilliant, was ever remarkable for

sense. That he should credit such a

rodomontade, and carry the pamphlet
on his bosom and the words in his heart,
is the clear proof of the man s lunacy.
Doubtless the mere mention of Mr. Al

exander, and the threat directly held
out against the child s succession, pre
cipitated that which had so long im

pended. Or else my master had been

truly mad for a long time, and we were
too dull or too much used to him, and
did not perceive the extent of his in

firmity.
About a week after the day of the

pamphlets, I was late upon the harbor-

side, and took a turn toward the Master s,

as I often did. The door opened, a flood

of light came forth upon the road, and I

beheld a man taking his departure with

friendly salutations. I cannot say how
singularly I was shaken to recognize the
adventurer Harris. I could not but con
clude it was the hand of my lord that
had brought him there

;
and I prolonged

my walk in very serious and apprehen
sive thought. It was late when I came
home, and there was my lord making up
his portmanteau for a voyage.

&quot; Why do you come so late ?
&quot;

he cried.

&quot;We leave to-morrow for Albany, you
and I together ;

and it is high time you
were about your preparations.&quot;

&quot;For Albany, my lord?&quot; I cried.
&quot; And for what earthly purpose ?

&quot;

&quot;

Change of scene,&quot; said he.

And my lady, who appeared to have
been weeping, gave me the signal to

obey without more parley. She told

me a little later (when we found occa

sion to exchange some words) that he
had suddenly announced his intention

after a visit from Captain Harris, and
her best endeavors, whether to dissuade
him from the journey or to elicit some

explanation of its purpose, had alike

proved unavailing.

(To be continued.)

TARPON FISHING IN FLORIDA.

By Robert Grant.

IT is likely that to ninety-
nine persons out of every
hundred, even though pisca-

torially inclined, the terms
&quot;

tarpon
&quot; and &quot;

tarpon fish

ing
&quot;

will convey no meaning. Five

years ago no one could boast of having
taken a tarpon with rod and reel, and

although the sport is now tolerably fa

miliar to devoted anglers, the average
individual who counts on getting away
for a fortnight in the course of the year
to kill something in the fish line is still

likely to inquire
&quot; What is a tarpon ?

&quot;

The tarpon is a fish, known to natu
ralists as Megalops thrissoides, ranging

from fifty to two hundred pounds in

weight and from four and one-half to

over six feet in length ;
not unlike a

cross between a huge herring to which

family it belongs and a huge blue-fish

in its general proportions ;
with large,

protuberant eyes and an ugly mouth that

opens on the fish s nose, so to speak,
covered on either side with a hard, bony,
semicircular flap that gives the effect of

a jowl. Behind, and contiguous to the

dorsal fin, is a sort of bony bayonet called

the &quot;

feather,&quot; some eight or nine inches

long, that protrudes into the air in the di

rection of the tail, forming an acute angle
with the line of the back. The body is
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covered with brilliant argentine scales,

which give the fish the effect of having
been laved in silver, and which have

won for it the title of the &quot; Silver King.&quot;

These scales, which are circular and

slightly scolloped on the part of the edge
that is overlapped, vary from one inch to

Scale of a Tarpon (actual size).

three inches and a half across. The

silvery epidermis covers only the ex

posed portion, which is about one-fourth
of the circumference. The remaining
surface is a slightly yellowish-white, not
dissimilar in hue to mother-of-pearl,

though without its iridescence, trans

lucent but not transparent, and shiny
on the inner side. They are hard, thin,
and of shell-like fibre. After being re

moved from the fish and dried, they curl

up so as to remind one of a Saratoga
chip, but will, if moistened and com
pressed, regain at least for a short time
their former shape. The extreme brill

iancy of the silvery portion becomes
tarnished by degrees, inclining either to

yellow or black, but the permanent color

is still beautiful and astonishing. The
back of the fish is black, and the silvery
effect gradually begins at a line well

above the eye. Some anglers have seen

fit to perpetuate their triumphs by hav

ing specimens of these monstersmounted
on a panel, which is accomplished by
splitting the fish in two, leaving an ample
margin at top and bottom and treating
the necessary half with arsenic and other

condiments prized
by the taxidermist.

They form magni
ficent trophies for

the hall or dining-
room of a large
house

;
and when

gazing at a hun

dred-pound tar

pon, which is cer

tainly ratherbelow
than above the av

erage weight of

the fish, one finds

difficulty in believ

ing that it has been

captured with rod
and reel. Beside it

the lordly salmon
seems to sink in

to insignificance.

They are some
times eaten, but
not with avidity

by those who have
tried them before,
as the flesh is

coarse.

In a book on

fishes, published in New York in 1884,

appears the following statement :

&quot; Im
agine a herring-shaped fish five or six

feet long, with brilliant silvery scales,

the size of half a dollar, in schools of

a dozen or twenty, leaping from the

blue surface of a summer sea. This is

all that the angler usually sees of the

tarpon. Sometimes one of these glitter

ing rushing monsters takes the hook.

What follows ? The line runs out with

great speed till it has all left the reel,

where it parts at its wreakest point, and
the fish goes off leaping seaward. When
hooked on a hand-line similar results

follow. No man is strong enough to

hold a large tarpon unless he is provided
with a drag or buoy in the shape of an

empty keg attached to the line, which

may retard or even stop the fish after a

while. Aided by a buoy, the tarpon is
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Saw-fish on the Pier at St. James City, Fl

sometimes taken with a harpoon
or seines.&quot; Since this declaration was
made, evidently in full sincerity, probably
no less than one hundred tarpon have
been killed with the rod and reel, to say
nothing of the unscientific hand-line.

To Mr. W. H. Wood, a New York gentle
man, belongs the honor of having been
the first to capture one with sportsman s

tackle
;
an event to which the London 06-

server of August 25, 1886, refers in the

following enthusiastic language :

&quot;

Here,
at last, there is a rival to the black bass
of North America, to the Silurus glanis
of the Danube, to our own European
salmon, and possibly even to the stur

geon, were that monster capable of tak

ing a hook and holding it in its leach-

like sucker of a mouth. Sportsmen may
yet go to Florida for the tarpon, as they
now go to the Arctic zone for reindeer,

walrus, and musk-ox.&quot; (By the way, why
does the Observer claim for Europe sole

proprietary rights in the salmon ?) Up

to the present date the largest tarpon
taken with rod and reel was one killed

by Mr. John G. Hecksher, of New York,
which is recorded on the score-book at

St. James City as weighing one hundred
and eighty

- four pounds. Somewhat
larger fish have been taken with the hand-
line and in seines, but there is no authen
tic testimony that they exceed two hun
dred pounds.
The field of battle is the sea-coast of

southwestern Florida. The tar

pon, or tarpum (for the fish is

known popularly by either name),
has its habitat (according to the

valuable compilation
&quot; The Fish

eries and Fishery Industries of

the United States,&quot; 1884) in the

western Atlantic and in the

GulfofMex-

ico, rang
ingnorthto

Cape Cod,
and south
at least to

northern
Brazil. It

is some-
what abun
dant in the

West In

dies, and

stragglers
have been
taken as far to

the eastward as the Bermudas. It is the

^Silver-fish
&quot;

of Pensacola, the &quot; Grande
ficaille

&quot;

(Large-scale fish), or &quot;

Grandy
Kye,&quot;

as it is pronounced, and sometimes

spelled, and the &quot; Savanilla
&quot;

of Texas.

Those interested in the fish from the

angler s stand-point have confined their

attention to the waters of Charlotte

Harbor on the Gulf of Mexico and
southwestern coast of Florida. Here
the fish are found in comparative abun
dance, though the same is unquestion
ably true of that coast still farther to

the south from Punta Eassa to White
water Bay ;

for the sport is still in its

infancy, and comparatively few fishermen
have made investigations on their own
account, being content to try their for-
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A Tarpon.

tune where others have been successful.

There seems every reason to believe,

however, that although the tarpon is

known on the eastern coast of Florida,
its favorite waters are the Gulf of Mex
ico

;
and whoever wishes to catch it is

likely to fare better there than if he goes to

Jupiter, Lake Worth, and the otherpoints
on the southeastern coast so deserved

ly famed for fishing of many other kinds.

At present there are two recognized

tarpon fishing-grounds, or rather fishing-

camps for the waters fished by the

frequenters of each are adjacent St.

James City and Punta Eassa. Looking
at the map of southwestern Florida,

you will notice, at some distance to the

southward of Tampa, Charlotte Harbor,

lying between the 26th and 27th paral
lels of latitude, which extends no less

than thirty miles from north to south,
and varies from ten to fifteen miles in

Hotel at St. James City.
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width. It is protected on its westerly
side by the islands or keys Gasparilla,
La Costa, Captiva, and Sanibel, which
form a sort of natural barrier against
the storms in the Gulf of Mexico

;
and

within these comparatively peaceful
waters is situated Pine Island, fourteen

miles in length and from two to four in

breadth, on the southerly end of which
is St. James City, so called, a village
that owes its present flourishing condi

tion to the enthusiasm of tarpon fisher

men. Opposite to it, to the southeast,
on the mainland, and but a few miles

distant, is Punta Bassa, the other resort.

Excepting yachtsmen who live on
board their vessels and cruise along the

angler s point of view
;
the winter cli

mate is perfect, and the fishing of all

kinds is excellent, including a large

variety of fish able to offer not too stout

resistance to the rod and reel to say
nothing of sharks, Jew-fish, and other
monsters only too ready to carry off all

one s line and disappear without show

ing themselves above water. Ladies
can accompany their husbands and
brothers without risk of being other

wise than very comfortable, or even of

being bored, unless it is by the ever

lasting discussion as to the habits of

the &quot;Silver King&quot; and the proper mode
of capturing him, which goes on inces

santly. Punta Rassa has equal advan-

The Cast.

coast, persons desirous to kill a tarpon
have hitherto made their head-quar
ters at one of these two places. At St.

James City, which is moderately tropi
cal in its vegetation and which is rapid
ly being made more so by the transplan
tation of baby lime, lemon, pineapple,
banana, guava, cocoanut, and other

plants calculated to inspire the interest

of Northerners there is a comfortable
hotel maintained by Northern proprie
tors. It is a delightful spot from the

tages in the way of climate and facilities

for fish, and is frequented by many of

the most successful tarpon fishermen.

The &quot;Tarpon House&quot; there is distinctly
a sportsman s resort, as the accommoda
tions, though comfortable, are as yet

primitive.
To reach either of these places you

take the train from Jacksonville to

Punta Gorda by way of the Jackson

ville, Tampa & Key West, and the

Florida Southern Eailroads, a twelve
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hours journey. Punta Gorda, which is St. James City, early in March of the

the terminus of the railroad, is at the present year, I was greeted by the un-

head of Charlotte Harbor, and consists welcome information that tarpon were

&quot; He was six feet long and weighed one hundred and thirty-two pounds.&quot;

of possibly a dozen shanties and a fine

hotel with accommodations for five

hundred people. All the rooms are

built on one side of the house, to com
mand the water view. A long pier runs
out from the hotel, off which all kinds
of fish except tarpon are taken in abun
dance. Tarpon could undoubtedly be

caught within a few miles of Punta
Gorda, along the Myakka River, and else

where, if one were to make a study of

the fishing-ground ;
but anglers prefer

to push on in the little steamer Alice

Howard, which starts from there three
times a week, a five hours trip, to St.

James City, and slightly longer to Punta
Rassa. The company interested in the

development of St. James City expect to

run a steamer daily another season, and
there is talk of a railroad later.

Arriving at the San Carlos Hotel, at

very scarce owing to the coolness of the
weather. Unless the atmosphere and
water are warm, they are not disposed
to bite. Heat causes them to run in

from the Gulf to cruise along the coast,

preparatory to mating and spawning ;

but a &quot;

norther,&quot; or &quot; cold wave,&quot; drives

them back into deep water. They are

caught as early as January, and from
then the fishing gradually improves as

the weather grows warmer. Tarpon
fishermen have begun to realize that

just at the time the Florida hotel keep
ers close their houses the fishing be
comes very good ;

and instead of going
south in January or February, they are

disposed to defer their trips until the

end of March, or, better, until April. Of

course, many will prefer to take the

chance of getting fish at a season when
the Southern climate is most agreeable,
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and our Northern winter most severe
;

but, purely from the stand-point of sport,
there is no doubt that the later one goes
the more likely one is to catch tarpon.
To be sure, the flies may then be dis

agreeable and the weather uncomforta

bly warm ; but, on the other hand, it will

not be necessary to pass days of anxious

waiting for the wind to change and the

water to rise to a proper temperature.
Let it be added that, though the hotel

at St. James City has hitherto been
closed early in April, Mr. Schultz has

his &quot;

Tarpon House &quot;

at Punta Kassa

open all the year round.

I found thatup to my arrival, on March
14th, only nine tarpon had been taken
this season at St. James City, and not

quite so many, according to report, at

Punta Rassa. Of these nine, five had
fallen to one rod. There were about

twenty fishermen in the house, several

of whom had been there since early in

January. One gentleman had fished for

three successive seasons without landing
a tarpon. The sport is still so thor

oughly in its infancy that I found a va

riety of theories as to tackle in process
of being tested. I had been advised at

home to bring with me an ordinary eight
and a half foot ash sea-bass rod in three

pieces, but I was very shortly convinced
that a rod in one piece is much more

trustworthy, as the strain upon the

joints while playing a tarpon is, at times,

very severe. The choice of the wood is

largely a matter for individual preference
or caprice, though I believe that a well-

tested bamboo cannot be excelled for

this kind of fishing. Some of the rods
were composed of a short butt and one

long joint, which is preferable to the

three-jointed rod, but less effective than
a single piece. The length varies from
seven to eight and a half feet

;
those

anglers who aim to kill their fish in the
shortest possible time use as near an ap
proach to a stick as the sportsman-like
spirit of the locality will tolerate without
demur

;
but the ambition should now

rather be to increase the length and
suppleness of the rod, so as to adopt as

nearly as may be the dimensions of the
salmon rod, which has never yet, I be
lieve, been successfully tried on the
&quot;

Silver
King.&quot;

One needs a large multiplying reel
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that will hold comfortably two hundred

yards of line, and is furnished with a

click that can be turned on and off at

will. Even if the socket in which it is

set contains a pin, the reel should be
lashed on, and a leather drag should be

securely stitched to one of the inner
bars of the reel, whether one uses a

thumb-stall or not. It will also be
found convenient to have the handle

long enough to protect one s fingers
from contact with the side of the reel.

I used a fifteen-thread linen line, which
is strong enough though most of the

fishermen at St. James City were sup
plied with eighteen and twenty-one
thread

;
and for a hook one cannot im

prove on a 10/0 Dublin bend, Limerick

forged and ringed. The serious point
of controversy, and the one which still

remains to be solved, is as to the mate
rial of the snood or snell connecting the

line with the hook. The tarpon has a

bony mouth, in which no hook will take

firm hold, and it is therefore absolutely

necessary to let the fish gorge the bait

in order to have any chance of securing
him. Moreover, although the tarpon
has no teeth, its lips, or the flaps which
clothe either cheek, and which at the
corners become veritable &quot;scissors,&quot; are

so excessively hard and corrugated that

the ordinary line would chafe off or be

snipped off in a very short time. It is

necessary, therefore, to supplement the
line with some sort of snood, about

twenty-seven inches long, in order to al-
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low for the gorging of the hook. A va

riety of devices has been tried. It was

thought that small chains would answer
the purpose, until it was demonstrated
that sharks and kindred pests, which are

just as likely to take the bait as a tar

pon, cannot be got rid of without cut

ting the line, whereas they will imme
diately bite off any softer substance than
metal. It is said, also, that the tarpon is

apt to feel the chain and to throw out
the bait before it is gorged. At any
rate, experienced anglers have discarded
them. The present judgment is in favor

of a laid cotton line that is practically a
cod line of

T4-inch or even -f^-inch diam
eter. This, it is claimed, will endure the

action of the tarpon s lips for a long pe
riod, and yet yield instantly to the teeth

of a shark. But while it has proved
fairly satisfactory, I was advised by the

gentleman who had landed five out of the

nine tarpon taken this season, to wrap
my ^-inch snood with fine copper wire.

This I did, although some of the other

fishermen shook their heads, declaring
that a shark would not be able to cut

the wire ;
but my adviser was of the

contrary opinion, though he was in

clined to believe that a -^--inch cod-line,

tightly laid, ought to be stout enough
to render wire unnecessary. The snoods
which he had of this kind were very
hard, and unlike those generally in use,

which being loosely laid had the effect

of being soft and yielding. I was dis

posed to think that his were the best, in

spite of the fact that they would offer

more direct resistance while chafing.
One or two other anglers thought they
had solved the difficulty by encasing the

snood with rubber, on the theory that

thus there would be no chance for fric

tion
;
but there was evidence that this

contrivance had not proved particularly
efficacious. Indeed the whole question
of snoods is in embryo. It seems de
sirable that the cotton snoods should be
blackened a little, so as to become, when
soaked, as near the color of the water as

possible. As tarpon are shy fish, one
cannot be too careful of frightening
them.

I was called with the rest, on the

morning after my arrival, so as to be
able to get away from the house at

about seven. There is said to be no ad

vantage in an early start, except that
the first boats off obtain the choice of

grounds ; tarpon are more likely to bite
on the flood tide than at any especial
time of day. Each angler has his man
and boat, an ordinary lap-streak row-
boat about eight feet in length, such
as is commonly used at sea-side resorts.

There is, of course, a considerable choice
in guides, and it is important for a nov
ice to get a skilful boatman who knows
the grounds. The hotel is about one-
third of a mile from the wharf, and for

the convenience of everybody a wagonet
and pair makes trips perpetually for a

trifling remuneration. The pier, as at

Punta Gorda, juts out several hundred

yards, and from the end of it sheep s-head
are taken in profusion. Only a few days
before my arrival a large leopard shark
had been hooked and landed from the

same place.
The tarpon grounds lie anywhere

from two to eight miles from the pier.

My boatman a white man, as most
of the boatmen at St. James City are

advised our trying the nearest, Mata-
lacha Pass, as it was called. The best

places for fishing at this season are on
the points of the oyster-bed bars in the

shallower water on the edge of the chan
nel. The fish come in with the tide and
follow the winding channel, which runs
close to the bars. The whole harbor
is intersected by these oyster-beds, and
there are many sand-keys and numer
ous islands completely covered with man
grove bushes, which seem to spring out of

the sea, so deeply are the roots immersed.
The mangrove is extremely prolific, and
is largely in excess of all other growths
in this neighborhood.

I anchored by chance not far from
the gentleman wrho had killed the five

tarpon, and very soon another angler
took up a position some two hundred

yards in my rear. There was good fish

ing for all three boats, my guide said
;

but it is an unwritten law that when a

tarpon is hooked the other boats on the

ground shall be kept out of the way of

the fortunate man. I observed that

each of my rivals had two rods in use,

one of which was tended by the boat

man, although the process of tending is

a very simple one until a fish takes

hold.
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Someone has well compared the wait

ing experience in tarpon fishing to &quot;sit

ting in a Turkish bath looking at a

string.&quot;
You bait your hook with a

collop of mullet and cast just as you
would for striped bass, letting the bait

sink to the bottom. You give a little

slack, and then you have nothing to do
but sit still until something happens.
You may sit still the whole day without

anything happening. I did : not a sin

gle genuine bite did I have from half-

past seven until half-past four
;
and

though it was not particularly hot, my
man Pierce said that it usually was, and
that I should do wisely in supplying
myself before starting out again with a

broad-brimmed Panama hat, such as

everyone else wore.

At first it was rather interesting. My
reel unfortunately was without a click,

and the action of the tide made the line

run out a little, unless I kept my finger

firmly on it, so that, as I had been told

that a tarpon begins by stealing off

quietly, I had numerous false alarms,

thinking every now and then that some

thing was trifling with my bait. In the

meantime my boatman was cutting up
mullet and throwing it overboard to at

tract the fish to our neighborhood.
Mullet is the only bait they are known
to take. He also suggested putting out
a hand-line, as I had only one of my
rods with me

;
but this I forbade, not

wishing to diminish my chances of land

ing a tarpon with rod and reel. Forty-
eight hours later, as it happened, two

gentlemen who were using a hand-line
in addition to three rods, had their only
strike of the day on the hand-line, very
much to their disgust. With the ex

ception of changing the bait about once
an hour, as it becomes water-soaked,
there is nothing to do but be patient.
Instead of a tarpon, one may hook a

shark, a large channel bass, or a grouper.
Small fish are not apt to bite on the

tarpon grounds, but sharks are often very
troublesome. During the present sea
son a gentleman who was fishing with
his rods, chanced to hook simultaneous

ly a tarpon and a shark. Although the

tarpon jumped out of the water, he was
for some moments unable, owing to the

crossing of the lines, to discern which
fish was on which, so as to cut off the

unwelcome visitor. A tarpon invariably
reveals himself by jumping out of water
as soon as he feels the hook. More tar

pon are lost by premature tension of

the line than through any other cause.

The novice is properly cautioned by
everybody to let a tarpon carry off some
half a dozen fathoms of line before

checking him in the least. Usually the
fish hooks himself, and is only too apt to

feel the hook before the bait is gorged,
in which case he leaps out of water and
shakes his head violently in attempts to

get rid of it attempts which are sure
to be successful in case the barb be not
well lodged in his gullet. After forty
or fifty feet have run out, one may safely
strike and drive the hook home into

whatever the prize may be. If nothing
shows itself, and the line flies out at a
terrible rate, you have probably got a

shark, which, unless very large, you can
doubtless drown if you wish, if the dis

agreeable customer does not relieve you
of his presence by biting off the hook.
As a matter of practice you will be likely
to cut the line yourself without further

ado. A large channel bass of twenty or

thirty pounds also will occasionally take

the bait, or a grouper a delicious fish

of the perch family, that makes very
stout resistance for its size, which does
not exceed fifteen pounds. The tactics

of the grouper are to get into a hole or

cave, from which it can be dislodged, if

at all, only with great difficulty. My
neighbor of the five tarpon hooked two

groupers in the course of the forenoon,
and preferred in each instance to cut

his line rather than waste time in try

ing to bring them to terms. While we
were fishing for tarpon, the wife of this

same angler was trolling with a light
rod in the near distance with great suc

cess, taking every few minutes one of

the many lively fish, channel bass (red
fish) &quot;sea trout&quot; (squeteauge or weak-

fish), cavalli, and others with which the

waters of Charlotte Harbor abound.
Later in the day her example was imi
tated by both of my companions, but I

was advised by my guide to remain at

my post, for the reason that a tarpon
might take hold at any moment. He
intimated that it was too much the cus
tom for sportsmen, after having fished

for tarpon two or three hours, to be will-
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ing to sacrifice the chances of big game
to the paltry satisfaction of filling one s

boat with ordinary fish. I was Spartan
enough to act upon his counsel, even
to the extent of eating my luncheon in

the boat with my finger still on the

line, without going ashore. About one
o clock, when the tide turned, I shifted

my position to another ground about a

mile distant, where Pierce thought we
should be more likely to hook fish re

turning with the ebb, and there I re

mained until nearly five o clock, without

getting a bite of any kind.

It was hardly inconsistent with good
fellowship that I did not feel any keen

regrets to find, on reaching the hotel,

that no one of the fifteen other fisher

men had fared any better than I as re

gards tarpon. The landing-stage at the

wharf was covered with small fish, of

from two to ten pounds weight, but no
one could boast of having even hooked a
&quot; Silver King.&quot;

The general verdict was
that the atmosphere and water were
still a little cool for good tarpon fishing.
The next morning dawned warm and

beautiful. I was up betimes, with the

intent of visiting a more distant ground
known as the &quot; Six-mile Rookery,&quot; where
I again found myself in company with
the champion fisherman of the season,
whose wife, by the by, had the ill-luck,

in the course of the day, to lose a twenty-
pound channel bass, through the clum
siness of her boatman, just as it was

ready for the landing-net. When not far

from the ground, we noticed numerous
shoals of mullet, which is a favorable

sign, and presently those in the boat

ahead signed to us to be still, and

pointed to the water, on which the fins

of a troop of tarpon were plainly visible.

We anchored in hope, in spite of the

consciousness that fish in shoals do not
take the hook as readily as when travel

ling alone or in small detachments. We
fished diligently without the least suc

cess for some time, and then shifted our

ground a little farther on, as we had
been lured by the sight of the tarpon on
the surface to make fast, at first, some
what short of the usual place. Our new
anchorage was as on the day before,
rather less than a fourth of a mile from

shore, and in water not more than ten

or twelve feet deep. Here let me add

that later in the season, when the weather
has grown hot, tarpon are taken in the
shallow water close to the shore as well
as on the edges of the oyster-reefs. I

had two rods with me on this day, so as

not to throw away any chances, and sug
gested to my man the advisability of

lashing on my reels, but he scoffed at

the idea. Out went the hooks well

furnished with fresh mullet, and again
we abandoned ourselves to waiting.

Again, too, we waited in vain
; waited

in the hot sun, for it was warm at last,

and I was glad to don my new shade-
hat. We had no bites, and yet the situa

tion was tolerably exciting, from the fact

that every now and then a tarpon would

spring out of water on one side of us or
the other, and fall back with a grand
splash ;

never very near to us, and yet suf

ficiently so to fill us with hope of better

things, although, as an old salmon fisher

man, I knew that jumping fish are not

apt to bite. Still it was a great deal to

be sure that they were there. Three
hours passed, and it was luncheon time

again. Rather despondently, I must con

fess, did I masticate the sandwiches,

doughnuts, hard-boiled eggs, grape-fruit,
and bananas which my dinner-pail con
tained. Just as I had finished there

was another splash. A tarpon had

jumped behind tTs not more than two
hundred yards away. My companion
almost immediately pulled up his an

chor, but instead of moving to where
the fish had jumped, as I expected, put
his boat toward the shore. &quot;He has

gone ashore to fish for mullet,&quot; said my
man. Whereupon I recalled that he
had expressed the intention of spending
the early part of the night on the ground,
for tarpon will bite by moonlight ;

then
the tide would be at the flood again,
for now it was beginning to ebb. His

guide had a seine with him, with which
he was able to snare bait from the shoals

of mullet by wading knee-deep and cast

ing it over them.

However, although the outlook was
not promising, we shifted our anchor

age to where the last tarpon had made
his splash and put out our hooks again.

It was unrefreshingly hot, and just
about slack water, scarcely ebbing at

all ;
and there we sat for another hour,

until, rather wearied at the monotony of
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the thing, I began to practise casting, in

which I was not very proficient. The
other rod lay between me and my boat

man, under his supervision. I was reel

ing in my line after a short abortive cast,

when suddenly Pierce made an exclama

tion, and I turned to see his line running
out rapidly, so rapidly in fact that the

handle of the reel knocked a piece out
of his forefinger. He reached me the

rod, and just after I had seized it, taking
care to exert no pressure, a large silvery
mass leaped out of water straight into

the air and fell back again.
&quot;A tarpon, and a big fellow,&quot; cried

Pierce.

In considering any statement as to

the height a fish jumps out of water, it

is important to know whether the nar
rator has included the length of the fish

in making up his figures. That is to

say, if a fish is six feet long and leaps
from its native element so that the tip
of its tail is two feet clear of the surface,

good story-tellers will claim that it has

jumped eight feet out of water. Others
will take oath to only two. It is suffi

cient to state that the tarpon in question
jumped either two feet or eight, accord

ing to the individual preference of the
reader. At that time he had taken out
with velocity about fifty yards of line ;

the leap terminated his first rush, and I

had an opportunity to reel in about a
fourth of the amount before he started

off again. Meantime my man had
hauled up the anchor and we were in

process of being towed by the big fish,

whose frantic efforts to escape were

making the reel revolve at a famous rate.

From long experience with salmon, I

knew enough to keep the point of my
rod as high as possible consistent with
the heavy strain, and the moment the
rush diminished in intensity I clapped
my finger on to the leather drag and
resisted stoutly, reeling in every inch of
line that I could recover. But before

long he was off once more in mad career,
and out of water, viciously shaking his
head in determined efforts to spit out
the hook. His failure to do this after a
series of endeavors showed that he had
swallowed the bait, and that my chief
concern now should be as to the strength
of my tackle.

His first two rushes were the fiercest,

and he did not at any time during the
encounter carry out over one hundred
and fifty feet of line

;
but after checking

him, while it was comparatively easy to

hold him steady on a taut line, allowing
him to tow us quietly along, I found seri

ous difficulty in getting him nearer the

boat. The result of bearing on him
with the rod, or, in fishing parlance, giv

ing him the butt, was to start him off in

hot haste. I have since been informed
that experienced tarpon fishermen force

the fighting from start to finish, never

allowing the victim to rest, but inducing
him to exhaust himself by constant ex

cursions. Moreover, they gain on him
inch by inch by lowering the point of

the rod toward the water when the line

is taut, and then raising it again with

energy, reeling vigorously at the same
time. Such a proceeding with a salmon
would be apt to snap the gut casting-

line, or break the tip, and I was afraid to

indulge in it in this case, not knowing
what my tackle would stand. Conse

quently my progress in gaining ground
on the monster was slow. Nevertheless,
after half an hour I enjoyed the satis

faction of seeing him come to the top
of the water, putting up his nose at first

to blow, which is a custom with them,
and at last showing his fin. Within a

few minutes more he was fairly on the

surface in some distress, and vigorous

reeling on my part brought him within

ten feet of the boat, where he lay rolling
his huge tail from side to side, following
the channel and dragging us after him.

At this time one used to tarpon fishing
would probably have got him within

reach of the gaff, and perhaps I should
have succeeded in bringing him within

reach of a long-handled one
;
but un

fortunately that which my man had
with him was fastened to a very short

handle. Straining as much as I dared,
I could not force him to a spot where
Pierce could get a fair thrust at him.

His Silvery Highness evidently was
alarmed by the boat, and avoided it as

much as possible. At last Pierce, in

desperation, struck at him and missed

him, and in a moment the line was fly

ing out again and the point of my rod
was being dragged down as the tarpon
plunged into the depths again, and by
another glorious rush regained all that
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I had won. Then ensued a long up-hill

fight, which I can compare only to a

hand-to-hand tussle with a wild beast.

Again and again did I get him up to

within ten feet of the boat, and again
and again would he thwart my efforts

to draw him nearer. The thumb and

forefinger of my right hand, where, ow
ing to the shortness of the handle, they
came in contact with the screws and
side of the reel, were without skin and

bleeding profusely. I had not realized

the importance of gloves or thumb-stalls,

having always fished for salmon with
bare hands. Had it not been for the

leather drag, I could not have held him
;

and yet this, at the point where it was
sewed to the bar of the reel, served to

clog the line, owing to the lack of room
for the line, when unevenly wound, to

act freely, and only by reeling desper
ately hard could I wind at all the last

ten yards. One should take care to

have on one s reel only so much line as

will work entirely smoothly under the

bars, making due allowance for the ex

pansion caused by soaking. I tried to

be very careful not to let my line become

tangled, and to apportionate it evenly
over the surface of the reel. I found it

convenient to hold the line against the
rod with my left thumb while the fish

was steady, as it relieved the pressure,

shifting it to the drag when he began
to run.

After the struggle had lasted about
an hour and a half I was appalled by
my reel suddenly falling from my rod
to the bottom of the boat. The rings
which held it in place had slipped out
of position. The same misadventure
had twice happened to me while playing
a salmon, so that I was not so much
fluttered as if it had been a virgin ex

perience, but I must confess that my
heart sank within me. Having hastily

picked up the reel, taking care not to

twist the line, I told Pierce, who was

standing behind me, to step aft and slip
the rings into position after I had fitted

it into the socket. Fortunately the tar

pon did not make one of his rushes dur

ing this ticklish proceeding, which was

successfully accomplished.
My hands were now becoming very

cramped and weary, owing in a measure
to the stiffness of my reel caused by the

clogging of the line to which I have re

ferred. The big fish seemed to have

got his second wind, and though his

rushes were less frequent, he showed a

disposition to keep down in the deep
water about thirty feet ahead of the

boat. In the first two hours he jumped
eight times, I should say, in addition to

a series of five or six consecutive skips

along the surface a very pretty per
formance, and one which indicated that

he was growing weaker. We had made
three fruitless attempts to gaff him, each

of which might have been successful

had the gaff handle been of proper
length. It was curious to note how
well the creature knew the channel

;
he

pursued his winding way with admi
rable precision. My position was in the

stern, on my knees, which were doubled
under me, with the butt of my rod em
bedded between my thighs. My boat

man sat at the oars in the middle of

the boat, facing me, and his duty was
to back water so as to keep the stern

always toward the fish, in order to pre
vent him from pulling us sideways and
thus possibly upsetting us, or from get

ting under the boat. In my experience
with this fish, in contradistinction to the

salmon, I observed that he always kept
the line taut and never ran directly
toward the boat so as to double on us,

as a salmon always does which is one
of the most interesting phases of that

exciting sport. I have since been in

formed by others that my experience in

this respect was not the normal one, and
that a tarpon will often make a bee line

for his tormentor even so far as to run
under the boat. I am not, however, en

tirely convinced as to the truth of this.

After another quarter of an hour I had
the creature on the surface once more,

wallowing in manifest distress, and hav

ing drawn him almost to a proper spot
for gaffing, was induced by my own
weariness to urge Pierce to try another

thrust at him with the hook. This

time he struck him, bub the iron only

slipped off the monster, who glided un
der the stern, giving at the same mo
ment a swirl of his tail that drove an

avalanche of water in my face and all

over me. One beautiful scale lay before

me on the thwart as a memorial of what
had happened. I was just able to make
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sure that my line was not entangled,
and then handed the rod for a moment
to my guide in order to recover my
dazed senses. This momentary respite
was a great refreshment, and when I

took the rod back again I felt that I, in

my turn, had got my second wind.

I was determined now to try more
strenuous efforts, and I began to adopt
the forcing process, of which I have

written earlier, by means of which I was
enabled to reel in more line and compel
my victim to approach nearer the boat.

We had, however, another half-hour s

earnest tussle before I could put him

alongside the gunwale, where Pierce

could have a deliberate blow at him.
Before this moment arrived I had to

undergo the disagreeable emotions re

sulting from getting my line wound
once* round his body, to free which re

quired care and cautiousness on my
part. It is necessary, when the fish is

nearly exhausted, to be constantly on
one s guard that the huge swinging tail

does not come in contact with and cut

the line, as it readily will do. As a final

horror I discerned, when my line was

becoming short, what looked like a large
knot midway between the reel and the

ring of my tip. I realized that if it

were one, unless it would pass through
the ring I should probably lose the fish,

and I felt very apprehensive. It proved,
however, to be only a bit of dark green
sea-weed which did not become a-n ob
stacle. A few moments later Pierce

plunged his gaff into the water and

brought it up into the breast of the
noble fighter.

&quot;

Sit still, sir,&quot; he said to me, antici

pating doubtless my anxiety as to how he
could get such a mammoth creature
into the boat

;
then he canted the gun

wale ever so little and slipped the &quot;

Sil

ver King
&quot;

over it as neatly and easily as

possible. The poor fish was nearly dead,
and made but a single flap with his great
tail. He was six feet long and weighed
one hundred and thirty-two pounds ;

it

had been ten minutes of three when I

hooked him, and it was now seven min
utes of six, and he had towed us three
miles. As he lay on our way home, and
that evening at the wharf, with the moon
light resting upon him, he was by far the
most beautiful specimen of the fish cre

ation I have ever seen. As a tarpon had
not been landed for ten days, some inter

est was occasioned at St. James City by
his arrival, and the gentleman who had
fished for three seasons without taking
one said : &quot;I do not wish to disparage
your skill, but really you were very
lucky.&quot;

I quite agree with the gentle
man

;
I certainly was.

Tarpon fishing is, in my opinion, the
most magnificent fishing sport in the
world. I understand that veterans at it

now refuse to take up the anchor after

hooking a fish, preferring to part com
pany rather than not to bring him up to

the boat by force of rod and reel only. As

compared with salmon fishing, the vast

difference in the size of the two fish is a

vital factor on the side of the &quot; Silver

King.&quot; Anglers with but slight experi
ence have at least an even chance of

saving a salmon, but what accomplished
fisherman expects to land more than one

tarpon in three ? If a salmon were equal
to a tarpon in weight, and still retained

The Reel.

proportionately its activity, it might be a
more formidable antagonist ;

but forty-

pound salmon are rare, whereas one hun
dred and twenty pounds is not much
more than the average weight of a tar

pon, which shows the futility of such
an argument. The manner of fighting
is practically the same as regards running
and leaping ;

the tarpon does not sulk

as the salmon is so fond of doing, nor, so

far asmy experience goes, does he double
on the angler, which of course is an in

teresting trait in the salmon. Nor, in

deed, are the surroundings of a tarpon
fisherman to be compared with the
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beautiful scenery and picturesque life on
a Canadian salmon river. Bait is a dirty
substitute for the trig fly, and the mo
notony of listless waiting palls on one man in creation,

accustomed to repeated casting. But, all and see.

the same, anyone who has hooked and
landed a tarpon can well afford to smile
at the enthusiasm of any other fisher-

Try it for yourself

MEMORIES.

By Brander Matthews.

rHEN Christmas
broke over the fort

in the far North
west where Lieu
tenant R o b e r t

Douglas, U. S. A.,

was stationed, the

wind was blowing
gently from the

southeast. There had been a light
snowfall during the night, and as the

sun arose there was a faint suggestion
of warmth in the beams that glistened
across the crystalline flakes. It seemed
as though the cold had loosened its grip
for a while. All through the morning
the weather was mild for the season

and for the place, and by noon there

was even a vague hint of a possible
thaw. The mail-rider who brought the

weekly bag of letters and newspapers
had trotted his broncho into the quad
rangle a little before one o clock, exactly
on time. No railroad and no telegraph
line linked Fort Koosevelt with the rest

of the world, and only once in seven

days did the soldiers who were stationed

on the outpost of civilization get news
from its head-quarters. Time was when
the troopers quartered there had fought
the Indians of the border

;
but the rot

ting stockade had been torn down long
since, and Fort Roosevelt was now a fort

in name only. Its narrow, low buildings,

made of logs, shacked sometimes, and
sometimes squared and more regularly

joined, still sheltered brave men, but

they no longer needed to do battle with
redskins

; they had to confront a white

enemy only, and they found cold winter
a fiercer foe and more unrelenting than
the Sioux. Its assault was harder to

withstand, for, although the Indian is

now armed with the repeating rifle his

armory is not exhaustless and nature s

is. Outside of the government reserva

tion there was no house within fifty

miles, save the tumble-down cabin of a

Missouri squatter four or five furlongs

away at the bend of the river. No
friendly smoke curling hospitably up
ward comforted the eye that might in

terrogate the horizon.

It was about two o clock when the

blizzard began. At noon a solemn still

ness filled the air, after the wind from
the southeast had died away early in

the day. Then, all at once, there was a

black cloud in the northwest, swelling
forward boldly on the plains of the

West, as on the coasts of the East

the most dangerous northwester is wont
to come butt-end first. Lieutenant Doug
las saw the signal and knew its signifi

cance. He looked at his watch ;
there

would be time for the trooper to return

before the storm was upon them. Two
of the lank and sallow children of Pike
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County Pete lay sick of a fever in the

wretched cabin by the elbow of the river
;

they were attended by the surgeon of

the post, and they had been nursed by
the doctor s daughter, Lucy. It was to

them that the officer had sent a mounted

messenger with a few delicacies from his

scant store, such as the doctor had sug

gested. Douglas stood for a moment
at the corner of the parade between the

storehouse of the commissary and the

long, single-story stables. He was a

young man still, despite the grizzled
mustache which curved over his reso

lute mouth, and the touch of gray in his

hair. His eye was sharp and his figure

straight and sturdy. As he gazed the

black cloud uprose and spread wide,
and the blizzard broke. He caught the

first breath of the icy simoom which came

sweeping across the Sahara of arid snow,
and he went back into the stables to

give a few words of warning and advice

to his men.
When he came out a little later to

cross the quadrangle to the officers quar
ters, the breeze had freshened and quick
ened until it blew a gale. The velocity
of the wind was increasing, and it was

already thirty miles an hour. Within

sixty minutes the temperature fell as

many degrees. The atmosphere, thick

with flying snow, as fine as sand and as

sharp as a needle, began to darken as

though it were already nightfall. The
lieutenant strode through the storm,
which for the most part was steady and

unswerving, although now and again
a gust swept sideways, and for a few
seconds there might be an eddy. But
the break was for a moment only. Then
the wind gathered its strength and again
rushed ahead, irresistible and pitiless.
A fine shower of icy particles, frozen

snow-dust, and solid rain-drops made
Douglas s passage from the stable to his

own door almost impossible, sheltered
as was the little square within the build

ings of the fort. Out in the open no
one can make headway against the ice-

blast for long, and only the most expe
rienced plainsman can hold his own.
The stout log-house in which the of

ficers had their quarters shook with the

fury of the gale as Robert Douglas en
tered the sitting-room he shared with
his fellow - subaltern, Paulding Van

Dyke. The mail had been distributed,
and the servant had laid on the table

the letters and papers of the two officers.

For Van Dyke there were at least a doz
en envelopes, besides two or three pack
ets presents, no doubt, thought Doug
las, as he took up his single letter from
a tidy heap of newspapers on which it

rested. It was Christmas afternoon,
and probably Van Dyke was at the doc
tor s little house talking to Lucy, whom
he was to marry in the spring and that

was why he was now neglecting the

many Christmas greetings the mail-

rider had brought him. Douglas tore

open his own letter, and as he read it

his sad face brightened and his eyes lost

a little of their severity. It was a brief

note from the editor of an important re

view in New York declaring that he had

great pleasure in accepting Mr. Doug
las s thoughtful and admirable essay,
&quot; How to Train the Indian for Citizen

ship,&quot;
and he hoped to find room for it

in an early number. The officer had
taken the letter to the light to read

;
and

having put the editorial communication
into his pocket he stood at the window,
silent in thought. On the level ground
before his door the fantasy of the wind
had heaped a gravelike mound of snow,
as though some frozen giant had been
buried there. Douglas s eyes fell on it

unwittingly, and the sorrowful shriek

ing of the wind, as though demons were

chanting a dirge, struck chill on his ear,

and he shivered.

He turned away and threw another
cotton-wood stick on the fire, which was

waning with the weariness of ashen age.
Then he set a chair between the light
and the heat, and gathering up his heap
of newspapers he sat down. He broke
the wrappers and arranged the papers
in order ; they were a week s issue of

the Gotham Gazette, for it was by tak

ing a New York daily journal that he

kept touch of the world. He began to

read the earliest in date, in which the

freshest news was then a fortnight stale.

Rumors of wars there were a plenty,
and the young soldier, immured in a
wooden house in a vast loneliness, was
almost ready to wish himself a Russian
that his blood might be tingling with
the ardor of impending battle. There
followed an account of a grand ball in
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London, and a description of a new play
in Paris ;

but for Robert Douglas these

items of intelligence lacked interest.

Yet with the persistence of one whose

reading matter is rationed, he perused
diligently the long column of cable de

spatches from Europe. Suddenly, as he

read, his face flushed, and then blanched.

His grasp on the paper tightened and
his eyes travelled swiftly till he came to

the end of the paragraph. Then an un
conscious sigh broke from him. He
lowered the newspaper and sat still,

staring at the blank wall before him.

Outside, the blizzard blew with un

tiring swiftness, but the thoughts of

the lonely man within were quicker yet.
These bore him far away, across time

and space, back to his childhood. He
saw himself again a boy of ten, pass

ing his grievous first day at a military

academy in a little town in New York,
on the banks of the Hudson. It was a

winter morning and there was snow in

the air when he was brought before the

principal, an old West Pointer, kindly
in intent, strict in discipline. On the

principal s knee sat a little girl, his

niece, a year or two older than the new
comer. Bright golden hair fell in ring
lets about her beautiful head, and she

had a bright smile for the diffident boy.
The scene arose before him again, and
he knew that his life had been changed
by that smile. Without an effort he
recalled all the incidents of his first few
months at boarding-school. He saw the

house itself with the right-angled

piazza, and the huge snow-heap in the

bend below, fallen from the two roofs

meeting above it a snow-heap into

which he had suddenly been tossed,
neck and crop, as he came out on the

piazza during the recess of that first

day at school a snow-heap from the

feathery mass of which he had to floun

der as best he could though it rose high
above his head. He saw again, as plain

ly as though a score of years had not

passed, the level parade-ground where
the boys built an Eskimo hut out of

snow, a regular igloo, with its tunnel-

like entrance through which they crawl
ed on hands and knees to crouch around
the fire within to eat doughnuts and
crullers and other Dutch goodies. He
saw again the long hill down which the

boys &quot;went belly-whoppers,&quot; coasting
into the village. He saw the shop, half

way down, where one might buy the

surreptitious dime-novel in its yellow
cover with the figure of an Indian on the

warpath, and where only might be pro
cured a certain sort of lollipop, an unfor-

getable joy of boyhood never elsewhere
discoverable saccharine globes, brown
and striped, and impaled, three or four
of them, on the branches of a sassafras

twig. He saw again the frozen pond in

the woods where he first skated. He
heard again the sharp roll of the drum
which aroused half a hundred youths to

breakfast before their sleep was half

complete. He felt again the blows he
took and gave in the weekly fights in

which the larger boys made the younger
engage every Sunday morning under
the gallery of the gymnasium, during
the long dull interval between breakfast
and church. But what he could most

readily recall was the little girl, dark-

eyed and golden-haired, imperious and

roguish, adored by all the boys, petted
by all, and joining in their gentler sports
once in a while. Was it not on his sled

that she had been pulled to the top of

the hill ? Was it not with him that she

had coasted more often than with any
other lad ?

Then the winter went, and summer
came and was gone, and another win
ter also

;
and as Robert Douglas sat

silent and staring, the memory of yet
another summer passed him, and again
he felt the heat of that Fourth-of-July
morning. No longer was he at school

in a little town on the Hudson he
was at Saratoga in the ample park of

an old hotel since burnt to the ground.
As he alighted from the train and came
forward under the noble trees which
arched high above his head, and

through which the sun played in

patches on the cool broad paths, he
found before him, just within the wide

gates, the little girl on a visit there to

her aunt. He was turned of eleven then,

and she was not thirteen, as she stood

before him with the sunlight sifting

through the branches and gilding the

refined gold of her hair. His cheeks

flamed again as he remembered the shy

hesitancy with which he obeyed her

aunt s behest and kissed her. The little
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maid was haughty even then, and she

knew her power already ;
but she was

affable, and she led him away to show
him over the grounds, to point out the

tree which she had chosen as her own,
and to share his torpedoes and fire

crackers. All day long they played to

gether, making many a delightful ex

plosion faint echoes only of the mighty
battle which had been a-fighting in the

next State for three days. Little boy
as he was, the news from the field of

Gettysburg stirred him, as despatch
after despatch was posted on the door of

the telegraph-office, where a dense ring
of restless men and women were gath
ered, eager even for the wildest rumors ;

although of course he did not then know
that the ticking instrument was telling
the fate of a nation. When night set

tled down at last, and the stars came
out, after he and Miriam had played to

gether all day joyously, there was good
news from the front, and cheer after

cheer broke from the strained throats of

the throng. Then fireworks of sur

passing splendor were set off in the

grounds among the tall trees. A youth
ful voice from the piazza started the

stalwart chant of &quot; John Brown s
Body,&quot;

and it was taken up instantly by the

compact hundreds of men and women.
Conscious of excitement and emboldened

by the confusion and the darkness,
he tried again to kiss the little girl, but
she slipped through his hands and

slapped his face. As the man sat alone
in his quarters, with the newspaper
clinched in his hand, he felt once more
the blow which had fallen on the boy s

cheek. It was a sweet memory ;
and a

lad s affection feeds on struggle and
rebuff. Douglas knew that his love for

Miriam had grown with the years, as
the boy grew to be a youth.
The days sped and the months

;
and

it was years before Robert and Miriam
met again in friendly intimacy. They
were in Rome : he was a boy of fifteen,
tall enough to think himself wellnigh a
man. She was almost seventeen

;
her

aunt s friends had ceased calling her
Miriam she was now Miss De Ruy-
ter. She had been a very pretty child
and she had become a beautiful girl ;

and she delighted in the exercise of
her power. Toward Douglas her de

meanor varied
;
more often than not it

was as imperious as might become a

young lady who tolerated an awkward

boy. Sometimes she gave no heed to

him as she rode her pony to the meet on
the Campagna, sitting erect in her sad

dle, her lithe figure revealed by the

tight black habit. Sometimes she was

glad to have him with her, and the two

young Americans would go forth to

gether to see the wonders of old Rome,
rambling through the ruined baths of

Caracalla, where the broken walls, steep
ed in wintry sunshine, were joyous with
the echoing laughter of unthinking
youth ;

or clambering to the top of the

mighty dome of St. Peter s, where they
brushed against Papal Zouaves, servants

of the church militant, and heard the

bugle-calls of the French cavalry who
were there to protect the person of

Saint Peter s successor.

The last day of the carnival was her last

in Rome
;

it was Shrove-Tuesday ;
and

that evening, after the final race of the

riderless horses from the grand-stand in

the Piazza del Popolo, came the sport of

mocoletti. The Corso was dotted with

flaring tapers, which came and went like

fire-flies. The game was to puff out

your neighbor s while keeping your own
alight. With a Yankee boy s ingenuity
Robert Douglas had made ready a thin

rope, tipped by a grapnel, and this he
threw up to the side of the balcony
where Miriam De Ruyter was talking
with old Prince Castellamare. Up the

rope he climbed, hand over hand, with
his tall taper stuck in his hat, and when
his foot was firm on the rail she had
not seen him yet. A light puff of his

breath over her shoulder, and her candle

was out. She turned with a start and
he handed her his taper to replace the

one he had extinguished. Mrs. De
Ruyter asked him to join them, and
from the high balcony he could see far

up and down the Corso where the lights
were fewer already and waning away.
The moon had risen, and it flooded the

street with its molten silver. Robert
heard the old Prince tell Mrs. De Ruyter
that if she wished ever again to return
to Rome she must go that night to the

Fountain of Trevi and drink of the run

ning water by the moonlight. The old

lady asked Robert to go with them
;
and
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so it was that the boy, who was not yet
a man, and the girl, who was almost a

woman, stood side by side before the
broad basin where the fountain of

promise was flashing in the moonbeams,
and together they drank the water held
in the hollow of their hands. It was
then that he had said to her with boyish
frankness, &quot;When I am twenty-one, of

course, I shall ask you to marry me.&quot;

She turned sharply and faced him as he
stood before her in the moonlight by
the trembling water

;
but she made no

reply. The enigmatic look she gave
him he could never forget, and for

years he pondered its meaning in vain.

Before he could speak again, her aunt
called her and they drove back to the

hotel, and in the morning she was gone.
As Robert Douglas recalled every inci

dent of that happy evening of youth and

hope, he thought that for one of them at

least the promise of the Fountain of

Trevi had been kept ; although he knew
he should never return to Eome she had

gone back again to the Eternal City, for

joy and for sorrow and for the last time.

It was in Paris that Eobert Douglas
next met Miriam it was in Paris, on the

day when the empty empire came to

nought on the evening of September 4,

1870. He was standing idleand impassive
in the Place Vendome, where the column
of the great Napoleon towered high over
the mob which had just spurned forth

Napoleon the Little, when he was swept
along by the tumult of men and boys,
arm in arm, harshly chanting the &quot; Mar
seillaise,&quot; and exultingly shouting forth

the chorus of a popular song of the

hour, &quot;Si c est de la canaille, eh b en,

j
en suis !

&quot;

In the main the mob was

good-natured enough, although the

ground-swell of brutal destruction was
to be detected even then. After nightfall
he stepped almost into the midst of a
band of singers on the Boulevard Mont-
martre, rougher than most of those that
had gone before, and more boisterous.

The men in blouses were swarming about
an open carriage in which sat a fright
ened old woman and a girl as calm as

she was beautiful. Robert knew them
at a glance, and he sprang forward to the
wheel of the vehicle. &quot; Criez done Vive
la Republique !

&quot;

yelled ahoarse-throated
and bulky brute almost in the old lady s

ear. She sank back on the cushions,

trembling violently and with her hands
raised to her head. &quot;Mais, certaine-
ment !

&quot;

cried Robert, jumping on the

step of the carriage ;

&quot; we are friends
of France we are Americans of the
United States Vive la Republique !

&quot;

Then he gave the driver a sharp word
of command, and as the crowd shouted
in response to his cry, the horses

plunged ahead and they were clear of

the throng. In a moment more they
turned into the peace and quiet of a side-

street. Mrs. De Ruyter was profuse and
incoherent in her thanks. Miriam held
out her hand, and the pressure of her fin

gers tingled to his heart.
&quot; The curs !

&quot;

she said
;

&quot;

they did not
dare to rise against the Emperor until
he was defeated by the Germans.&quot; All

day had Douglas been rejoicing at the
downfall of the crowned impostor, but
none the less did he feel the heat of this

speech. Miriam had shown no sign of

trepidation when the violent ruffians

were surging about the carriage. With
perfect self-possession she had been try

ing vainly to sustain her aunt and to
transfer to the old lady a little of her
own fire and strength. Now, as she

spoke, there came into her face a look of

regal scorn
;
she had an expression like

that of the fair aristocrats as they were

going to the guillotine in 1793.

Two days later Robert Douglas aided
Mrs. De Ruyter and her niece to quit
Paris, and he went with them on one of

the last trains to leave the unfortunate

city before it was beleaguered by the
Prussians. Since then he had not seen
Miriam at all and only twice had he
heard from her. When his father, too
feeble to battle longer with misfortune,

gave up the struggle and laid him down
and died, she wrote him first, from Lon
don

;
and hers was no barren epistle of

condolence, but a womanly letter, full of

feeling, abounding with sympathy. She

clasped his hand across the Atlantic.

There was a frankness about the letter

which was almost affectionate. The
words were simple, but behind them
there was almost an invitation to speak
out. Then, at least, Robert had no right
to speak so he thought. He was poor,
and there were debts that he must pay
by his labor. She was rich, and used to
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the society of dukes and princes. He
felt that it would be wrong and selfish

for him to ask her to share his garret
and his crust. If fortune should smile

on him, as he was determined that it

must, then he would speak out and

empty his heart and lay &quot;bare his soul

before her. They were young he was

barely twenty-three ; they could wait

they must wait. At that time it was

simply impossible for him to say a word.
So he held his peace ;

he answered her

letter, and there the correspondence
rested.

For a year or two he did not hear
from her again, but he heard about her

unceasingly. The newspapers were fre

quent in praise of her beauty, and they
were loud in reporting her success in

English society. London correspond
ents of the American newspapers gave
brilliant pen-portraits of her. Her

photographs, even, were to be purchased
at a shop in Broadway ;

Robert Doug
las seeing one in the window had gone
in indignantly and bought them all.

One Sunday morning a cable-message
in the Gotham Gazette announced that

she was to marry an English duke
;

then Eobert came near writing again.
But before he had made up his mind
there followed an authoritative denial.

After all, he asked himself, what war
rant had he to question ? He had no
home to offer her. His struggles were
as hard as ever, and they were no nearer
a triumphant termination. His heart
was full of her

;
he could recall every

word of their brief interviews in the

past ten years ;
she beamed on him

at the end of his vista of hope. But
he said nothing there was nothing for

him to say.

Then, suddenly, one summer day,
there came the announcement of her

approaching marriage to the young
Prince Castellamare, the eldest son of
the Prince Castellamare with whom she
had been talking on the balcony of the
Corso on the night of Shrove-Tuesday,
1867, when Robert Douglas climbed up
to blow out her taper and to offer her
his own. As he sat silent in his quar
ters in the fort in the Far West, with the
storm wailing outside, he remembered
his effort to disbelieve this rumor and
to expect that it would be denied like

its predecessors. But by the chill in

his heart he knew better. Hope stiff

ened and froze, as private letters to

friends in New York from friends in

Europe soon confirmed the public re

port. The day when Robert first felt

the conviction of the truth of the an
nouncement he could not forget it

was a day of torrid heat in the very cen
tre of a New York midsummer, yet he
shivered and his skin shrank as no mid
winter blizzard in the West had ever

affected him since. And he burned also

on that day as Sahara would not scorch
him

;
and he reeled under the blow like

a man with a sunstroke. By that time
he had paid off his father s debts, and it

was but a question of months before he

might feel the ground firm under his

feet
;

all at once the earth trembled un
der him and opened as if to swallow
him up ;

of a sudden his incentive was

gone ;
he had labored for nought.

The newspapers described the beauty
of the American bride and extolled the

lineage of the Italian bridegroom ;
it

was a love-match, they said, and not the

sordid bargain in which the woman s

money was bartered for the man s title.

Prince Castellamare was as wealthy as

Miss De Ruyter ;
he had no need to sell

himself
;

if he married an American

girl it was because he loved her. And
if she married him, no doubt, it was be
cause she loved him

;
she had had offers

as good in England and in Germany and
she had refused them

;
she had chosen

well, they said moreover, for the prince
was a handsome fellow, honest, open-
hearted, and charming as only an Ital

ian nobleman may be nowadays. In
due season the wedding-day was fixed

and the date was telegraphed under the

Atlantic to America, with detailed de

scriptions of the trousseau and the cor-

beille. Robert Douglas sought out a

wedding gift : he had a jeweller copy, in

gold, the brass button of the military
school where first he met her, and in this

there was cunningly contrived a space
for a tiny watch of exquisite workman
ship. He sent her this simple trinket

with a brief wish for her happiness.
Then for a few weeks he went about his

daily task with a stab at his heart and a

hatred of each day as it dawned.
A fortnight after the wedding there
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came a letter to thank him for his gift,

so beautiful and so aptly chosen, and to

tell him that she had not forgotten her
friends in America, although some of

them had almost forgotten her, to judge
by their prolonged silence. In conclu

sion, she wrote to him that should he
ever come to Borne she would be very

glad to see him and so would the

Prince, with whom she had often talked

about Mr. Douglas, and who knew that

Robert had gone with her when she

drank of the waters of the Fountain of

Trevi, which had brought her back to

Rome.
When he had read this final letter an

overwhelming sense of loneliness swept
over him. The light had gone out of

his life the hope for which he had lived

was dead. There was no use in repin

ing ;
a strong man does not die of a bro

ken heart. Work there is in plenty in the

world for a man to do, if he be but will

ing. A chance came in his way to get

steady employment at hard labor with
the risk of death and he snatched at it

greedily. The President of the United
States had just then the right to appoint
a certain number of extra second lieu

tenants, and by the aid of an old friend

of his father s, who was also an old

friend of the President s, Robert Doug
las secured one of the commissions.

That was why this Christmas found him
at Fort Roosevelt, on the plains, in a

blizzard. And these were the memories
that passed before him as he sat in front

of the fire, upright and rigid.
At last he raised the newspaper, still

clinched tightly in his fingers, and again
he read the paragraph. It was a tele

gram from Rome, and it told the start

ling shock given to Italian society by
the sudden death of the young Princess

Castellamare, formerly Miss Miriam De
Ruyter of New York, one of the many
noted beauties of theNewWorld who had
married nobles of the Old World. The

telegram continued with the assertion

that the match between Miss De Ruyter
and Prince Castellamare had turned out

more happily than most of the interna

tional alliances between youth and beau

ty on one side, and an old title on the

other. The Prince and Princess were

notoriously devoted to each other. The
Prince is now inconsolable. The Prin

cess died very unexpectedly. She had
been ailing a little for a day or two, but
she persisted in going to the costume
ball at the Quirinal, where she repre
sented &quot;America,&quot; resplendent with
diamonds and radiant with youth and
beauty. She was forced to go home be
fore the ball was over and in less than

twenty-four hours she lay cold in death.
She left no child. Her memory will be

pleasantly cherished in the American

colony in Rome, where there is abun
dant testimony to her untiring affability
and to her unfailing generosity.
When Robert Douglas had finished

rereading this paragraph of the cable

despatch he drew a long breath. Then
he folded the newspaper carefully. For
a moment he sat with the flat roll in his

hand. At last he arose and walked to a

corner of the room where a travelling-
desk lay on the top of a rough board
table. Lifting the lid of the desk, he

put away the newspaper by the side of a

little bundle of letters and a packet of

photographs. Then he turned away and
stood by the window looking out into

the welter of the tempest. The mourn
ful moan of the wind sounded in his

ears like a solemn requiem. The house
shook with the stress of the storm and
he rejoiced at it. This war of the ele

ments was in consonance with his feel

ings.
How long he stood there at the win

dow staring at the storm and marvelling
at its might if, indeed, he saw it at

all he did not know. But he was
roused from his reverie by the sudden
inroad of the comrade who shared his

quarters.
As Paulding Van Dyke broke into the

room he cried :

&quot;

If that tenderfoot who didn t know
the difference between a Montana chi-

nook and a Dakota blizzard were here
now he would find out to-day, pretty
dern quick !

&quot;

Robert Douglas turned slowly, like

one awakened from sleep.
&quot; Are you ready ?

&quot; Van Dyke asked,

hurriedly.
&quot;

Ready for what ?
&quot;

inquired Doug
las.

&quot; Don t you know ?
&quot;

returned Van

Dyke.
&quot; Two of Pike County Pete s kids

are out somewhere in the storm. We
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must get them in at once or the poor
little devils may be frozen to death.&quot;

&quot; How do you know they are lost ?
&quot;

was the question Douglas asked, as he

put on his heavy overcoat and placed a

flask of brandy in one of its pockets.
&quot; The man you sent down to the

cabin this morning with those things

you offered, when Lucy told you about

the scantiness of their supplies
&quot;

&quot;George Gordon?&quot;

&quot;Yes he s just back now. It has

taken him two hours to get here through
the blizzard. And he brings word that

Pike County Pete s old woman is al

most wild with fear because the two
kids strayed out before the storm be

gan
&quot;

&quot;Then there s no time to lose,&quot; Doug
las interrupted.

&quot; Have you called the

men ?
&quot;

&quot;I asked for volunteers, and there will

be a dozen or more of the boys ready
as soon as we are. I told them to get

on all their extra coats this blizzard

cuts like a sand-blast.&quot;

Robert Douglas opened the case of a

compass, examined it hastily, and then

put it in the pocket of his great-coat.
He lighted two lanterns and gave one
to Van Dyke. From the wall he took
down a coil of rope, a hundred feet long,
with a loop at every ten feet.

Then Douglas and Van Dyke passed
out into the quadrangle where they
found a group of soldiers awaiting them.
The officers chose nine men. Taking
the opposite ends of the rope themselves,

they bade the nine men each take a loop.
Thus fastened together in a line a hun
dred feet long, so that they might sweep
the plain, they went forth into the night
to rescue two little children.

And as they left the fort behind them,
and bore down toward the bank of the

river, the storm howled and roared like

a strange wild beast, starved and resist

less with hunger.

NOCTURNE.

By Louise Imogen Guiney.

THE sun that hurt his lovers, from on high
Hath fallen

;
she more pitiful is nigh,

The blessed one whose beauty s even glow
Gave never wound to any shepherd s eye.

Dear, wilt thou not thine earth-born music render,
And once console her in her lonely sky?
Sing ! for the water-golds are deepening now,
There is a hush upon the beechen bough ;

She shines the while on thee, as saint to saint

Sweet interchanged adorings may allow :

O sing, heart sovereign-strong and lily-tender !

They are so like, the holy Moon and thou.



ELECTRICITY IN LIGHTING.

By Henry Morton.

I

T was, we think, in refer

ence to some electrical

experiment, that Ben

jamin Franklin made his

often quoted and most sug
gestive answer to the ques
tion, What is the use of

it? by another question,
What is the use of a baby ?

and nothing has better il

lustrated the way in which
scientific discoveries, like

babies, can grow into use
fulness than has electricity
in its various developments
and applications, among
which by no means the least

is that to electric lighting.
Indeed this scientific in

fant, whose birthplace may
be said to have been Sir

Humphry Davy s lecture-

room in the Royal Society,
has not only developed into vigorous
youth and useful manhood, but has also

produced an extensive family of descend

ants, so wide-reaching and diverse in

their characteristics that they must be
discussed under numerous heads and
various classifications, and have in many
cases little in common with the founder
of their family, except that electricity is

the form of energy which vitalizes them,
and that light is the result and evidence
of their vitality.

Sir Humphry Davy in 1808 showed
on a grand scale, with a galvanic battery
of some two thousand pairs of plates,
that when an electric circuit, established

between two pieces of charcoal, was

gradually interrupted by their separa
tion, an arch or arc of dazzling light
was developed between the separated
pieces of carbon.

The magnificent intensity of this light
attracted to it the attention of the world,
and dreams as to its utility and applica
tions were freely indulged in bymany pos
sessed of lively imaginations,butformany
years there seemed little prospect that

any of these dreams would be realized.

The radical and fatal difficulty was
the cost of the electric energy required.
Numerous improvements were made in

the galvanic battery, by which its con

stancy of action and compactness as to

bulk and weight were improved ;
but it

always remained, and remains to-day,
that the cheapest source of energy avail

able in a galvanic battery is metallic

zinc, and that metallic zinc is a costly
material, with a low efficiency as com
pared with other substances, such as

carbon or carbonaceous compounds, usu

ally employed in the production of light.
Left to the galvanic battery, therefore,
the electric light, brilliant as were its

capacities, would have been confined to

the lecture-room of the professor and
an occasional display in the theatre or

opera-house, or out-of-doors o-n rare oc

casions, such as peace illuminations or
national anniversaries.

In one direction much labor was spent
and much improvement was made

;
that

is, in the structure of &quot; electric lamps
&quot;

or &quot;

regulators
&quot;

for the electric light.
When the electric arc is formed be

tween the carbon terminals it causes
them not only to glow and actually burn,
but also to be vaporized and dissipated,
so that they are consumed with consid

erable rapidity, and this, too, at an un

equal rate, the positive terminal con

suming much faster than the negative
one. To provide for this, means of feed

ing the carbons (which for this purpose
were made in the form of long cylin
drical rods of the most compact and re

fractory kinds of carbon, such as plum
bago or gas-coke) toward each other as

they were consumed must be provided.

Very ingenious and efficient
&quot;

lamps
&quot;

or regulators were constructed at an

early date. There is one now in the

cabinet of the Stevens Institute of Tech

nology, Hoboken, N. J., which was im

ported some time prior to 1853, and
used in some of my public lectures more
than twenty-five years ago. It was de

signed by the eminent French physic
ist Foucault, and constructed by the
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widely known instrument-maker Du-

boscq Soleil, of Paris.

Lamps similar in general principle,
but different in their mode of operation,
were made by Deleuil, Serrin, and Du-

boscq in France
; by Roberts, Slater &

Watson, Staite, and Chapman in Eng
land; and, indeed, as far as anything
that could be done with galvanic bat

teries was concerned, there was nothing
to be desired as regards perfection and

efficiency in the electric lamp or regu
lator of the electric light.

This child of Sir Humphry Davy had
reached his full growth and intelligence,
and had attained not only a brilliant but

a well-regulated manhood. His useful

ness to the world at large, however, as I

have already pointed out, was limited

by the costliness of the apparatus by
which his vital energy was supplied.

Having thus, after the manner of the

novelist, followed one of our characters

up to a position of difficulty, we will turn

in another direction and look after the

other who is to relieve the situation.

Again we have the birth of a great
scientific discovery, and this time it is

in the laboratory of Michael Faraday at

the Royal Institution.

Here magneto-electric induction first

saw the light, and it was first demon
strated that an electric current could

be produced, without any galvanic or

chemical action, by the mere motion of

a conductor before a magnet.
The theory and detailed conditions of

this action were fully explained by Pro
fessor Brackett in the June number of

this Magazine (p. 653), and I will there

fore say nothing of these, but pass at

once to the practical application of this

great discovery, which was soon made,
and which, through anumber of develop
ments, has culminated in the dynamo-
electric machine of to-day, which turns
the mechanical energy of a steam-engine,
of a waterfall, or of any other like motor,
into an electric current, and thus en
ables us to secure electric energy from

cheap and highly efficient coal or the

like, instead of seeking it in costly and
inefficient zinc.*

The first development of Faraday s

* The total efficiency of a pound of zinc is only one-
sixth that of a pound of carbon.
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discovery was made by Pixii, of Paris,

who, in 1832, constructed an apparatus
in which a large steel magnet was ro

tated so that its poles continuously and

successively swept past those of an

electro-magnet, or U-shaped bar of soft

iron whose ends were surrounded with
coils of copper wire.

This motion generated in the copper
wire rapidly alternating electric currents,
which were &quot; commutated &quot;

or made to

pass out of the machine in a constant

direction by a simple
&quot; commutator &quot;

on
the axis of the revolving magnet, which
shifted the con
nections each
time the direction
of the current

was changed.
The machine of

Pixii is shown in

the accompany
ing Figure 1.

In this, near
the top, are seen

the copper-wire
coils wound on
cores of soft iron

like thread on a

spool. Immedi

atelybelow these

is the permanent
magnet, of a U -shape, and so supported
that it can be rapidly rotated about a

vertical axis midway between its poles, so

that each pole is caused to approach, pass,
and recede from, in succession, each of

the iron cores of the coils. Immediately
below the bend of the U-magnet are the

commutator segments, pressed upon by
the contact brushes, and below these

again is the gearing by which the mag
net is made to rotate.

Machines operating on the same prin

ciple, but varying in construction (as, for

example, by rotating the electro-magnet
or coils of copper wire while the steel

permanent magnet remained stationary)
were brought out by Saxton, of Phila

delphia, in 1833
; by Clark, of London,

in 1834
;
and by Page, of Washington, in

1835.

None of these machines, however, were
of sufficient size to be available for the

production of a practical electric light,

although they all exhibited a capacity
for this effect on a minute scale.

-Pixii s Magneto-electric
Machine 1832.
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The first magneto-electric machine of

a magnitude sufficient to operate a prac
tical electric lamp was that produced by
the united labors of M. Nollet, Professor

of Physics at the Military School of

Brussels, and his assistant constructor,

Joseph Van Malderen, under the aus

pices of a corporation composed of

Fig. 2. An Alliance Dynamo used in the South Foreland

Lighthouse, 1868.

French and English capitalists and
known as the &quot; Alliance Company.&quot;

Strange to say, this machine was built

with the absurd object of using it to de

compose water and employ the resulting

gases in the production of light.

This machine, with some modifications

by Mr. Holmes, of England, was, under
the superintendence of Faraday himself,
introduced into two of the English
light-houses, i.e., at South Foreland and
at Dungeness. Its preliminary trial was
made in 1857. The electric light was
first thrown over the sea from the South
Foreland on the evening of December 8,

1858, and from Dungeness on the 6th of

June, 1862.

Figure 2 shows in outline one of the

Alliance machines, as modified by Mr.

Holmes, which was long since put in

operation at the South Foreland Light
house.

The outer framework supports twenty-
fourcompound steel permanent magnets,
and a drum inside carries thirty-two ar

matures or spools of copper wire wound
on iron cores. As these pass from pole
to pole between the magnets, currents

are developed which are carried off by

commutators on the farther end of the

shaft, not shown.
The electric light was not introduced

into theFrench light-houses untilDecem
ber 26, 1863, when it was installed at

La Heve, near Havre. It was also used
for lighting works of construction, such
as the Cherbourg Docks, and on some
vessels, for example, on the Lafayette
and the Jerome Napoleon.
Although Faraday lived to see the lit

tle spark, which he had developed from
a magnet and coil of wire in his labora

tory, grow into these magnificent illumi

nators of sea and land, it was not until

after many years and numerous new de

velopments that the electric light ap
proached the commercial utility which
it to-day possesses.

These Alliance machines, on account
of their great size and multitude of parts,
were very expensive. Thus the two ma
chines placed in the Dungeness Light
house, with their engines, appliances,
and lamps or &quot;

regulators,&quot; cost 4, 760,

or nearly $24,000. The two located at

Souter Point in like man
ner cost 7,000, or about

$35,000, and the machines
and accessories for the two

lights at South Foreland
cost 8,500, or about $42,-
500. The same character

istics caused them to be
liable to accident and in

jury and costly in repairs.
The world therefore waited

for some further develop
ment before it could enjoy

generally the advantages of

electricity as a means of il

lumination.

The first of these came
when Dr. Werner Siemens,
of Berlin, constructed a

machine in which the re

volving coil or armature
was made of the form
shown in Figure 3, and was

entirely enclosed between Fig . 3. Magneto-

the ends of the permanent
e l

f

ec i

r

c M
w

c

r

magnets. To construct Siemens.

this armature a long, solid

cylinder of soft iron is taken, and two

deep grooves are cut on opposite sides

through its entire length, so that its

cross-section is such as appears at F in
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the accompanying figure. Insulated

copper wire is then wound lengthwise
in these grooves, its ends being united

to the sections x, y, of the commutator.

Journals on which this armature ro

tates are provided at either end, and at

one end also a pulley by which it may
be driven by a belt.

This armature secured a great con

centration of action, by bringing the

revolving armature into a highly concen
trated field of magnetic force and allow

ing it to have a very rapid angular ve

locity of rotation. But the chief value

of this improvement consisted in its

serving as a step toward another, which
was most remarkable in its results and
excited the liveliest interest all over the

world when it was announced. This
next step was taken by Wilde, of Man
chester.

He took a small magneto-electric ma
chine, such as had been constructed by
Siemens, and carried the current from
its commutator to the coils of very large

electro-magnets, which constituted the

field-magnets of a similar machine,
which, however, differed from the other,
or Siemens machine, both in size and in

having its field constructed of electro

magnets in place of permanent mag
nets.

Figure 4 shows such a combination, in

which the first or small magneto-electric
machine is mounted on the top of the

other, and sends the current from its

commutator through the coils of the

electro-magnet below, between whose ex

panded poles another Siemens armature
is made to revolve.

Under these circumstances the cur
rent developed in the armature of the

upper machine, by its permanent steel

magnets, will develop a more than ten
fold greater magnetic force in the poles
of the electro-magnet of the lower ma
chine

;
and the second armature, rotating

in this powerful magnetic field between
the poles of this large electro-magnet,
will develop a more than tenfold greater
current than that of the smaller ma
chine.

This method of multiplying or creat

ing magnetic force was a wonderful dis

covery, and, combined with the use of

electro-magnets in place of permanent
magnets for the production of the mag

netic field, gave an important increase
in power and efficiency to the machine

;

for, as compared with permanent mag
nets, the power of electro-magnets is

vastly greater.
This advance, made by Wilde on April

13, 1866, was quickly followed by an

other, made almost simultaneously in

Europe by Varley, Siemens, and Wheat-
stone, and nearly a year earlier in this

country by Mr. M. G. Farmer, whose
work in another department of electric

lighting we shall have occasion to men
tion farther on.

This development may be indicated

by the term &quot;

self-exciting,&quot; and con
sisted in the discovery that if the com
mutator is so connected with the coils

constituting the field magnets that all,

or a part of the current developed in

the armature will flow through these

Fig. 4. The Wilde Machine.

Small machine or feeder, with permanent magnets on
top ; large machine, with electro-magnets yielding avail
able current below.

coils, then all permanent magnets may
be dispensed with, and the machine will

excite itself or charge its own field mag
nets without the aid of any charging or

feeding machine such as the little one
shown in Figure 4.

There is in all iron, unless special
means have been taken to remove it, a

little magnetic force. This small mag
netic force, called &quot; residual magnetism,&quot;

in the iron cores of the field magnets
will produce a little current in the arma
ture when it is revolved. This current

flowing through the coils of the field

magnets will increase their magnetic
force, and thus cause them to develop
more current in the armature, which in

turn, flowing through the coils of the
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field magnets, will further increase their

magnetic force, and so on until a maxi
mum, determined by the structural con
ditions of the machine and the amount
of driving force applied to the pulley of

the armature, is reached.

In practice such machines are each

complete within themselves. When
started they develop for a few moments

only very feeble currents, but within a

few seconds they &quot;wake up &quot;by degrees,
and reach their maximum in less time
than it takes to read this paragraph.
One other radical improvement in

dynamo-electric machines remains to

be recorded, namely, that due to the
French inventor Gramme.
The essence of this lay in the struct

ure of the armature. While previous
to Gramme all armatures had been con
structed either like spools of cotton or

like balls of yarn wound on blocks, he
made his armature by starting with an
iron ring (itself consisting of a coil of

soft iron wire) and winding the copper
wire on this by passing the end of the

wire again and again through the ring.
A Gramme armature ring, cut and bent
out partly, and with some of its copper
coils removed, is shown in Figure 5.

The cut ends of the iron wires con

stituting the ring-core are shown at A,
and B shows a portion of the copper-
wire coils wound around this ring-core.
The copper wire is continuous through-

a substantially continuous current to

&quot;brushes&quot; touching the commutator

segments at points midway between the

poles of the field magnets.

Fig. 5. Section of a Gramme Armature Ring, showing
construction.

out as regards its electric connection,
but at frequent intervals a loop of this

wire is carried out and attached to a

segment of the commutator.
This armature being rotated in a mag

netic field (i.e., between the poles of

powerful field magnets) tends to deliver

The*ophile Gramme.

It will be remembered that the iron

ring constituting the core of the

Gramme armature was made of iron

wires, and not of a solid piece or ring of

iron. The object of this was to prevent
the formation of electric currents in this

ring-core itself, commonly called Fou-
cault currents, which would be a cause

of inconvenience by heating the arma
ture and of loss by wasting energy in

the useless production of this heat.

The Siemens armature had no such

provision, and accordingly very serious

difficulties were experienced in the run

ning of machines using such armatures,

by reason of the intense heat there

produced. Arrangements were in fact

made in many machines to relieve this

symptom by running cold water through
the armature, made hollow for that

end
;
but this did not cure the disease,

or prevent the loss of efficiency caused

by the conversion of the driving energy
into useless heat in place of useful cur

rent.

The desirable end was, however, soon

secured by &quot;laminating the armature

core,&quot; that is. making it up out of a

great number of thin sheets of iron

insulated from each other and held to

gether by one or more bolts. The build

ing up of such an armature core is illus

trated in Figure 6.

The merit of this invention appears
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to have been as

signed by the U.

S. Patent Office

to Mr. Edward
Weston, of New
ark, N. J., who
on September
22, 1882, filed

an application in

the U. S. Patent

Office describ

ing such a lami

nated armature

core, for which
two patents were

granted, April
16, 1889, being
Nos. 401,668
and 401,669.

We have given
above all of the

radical steps or

impro v em e n t s

by which the

dynamo-electric machine of to-day has
been developed from the earlier con
structions of Pixii, Clark, Saxton, and

Page, or, in fact, from the experiment
and discovery of Faraday.

There were, however, during the
same time, a multitude of minor mod
ifications of structure and arrange
ment introduced by various inventors,
some useful and some useless, and
when the world had been startled and
interested by some of the wonderful

developments, such as those of Wilde
and of Gramme, it was found that in

some forgotten patent or other pub
lication some description might be
read more or less completely anticipat
ing these important discoveries.

We have not attempted to follow out
the subject in this relation, which, how
ever important in its legal consequences,
as affecting the rights of patentees, is

not a part of the general history of the
actual development of the electric light
which we have attempted to write.

An endless variety has also been given
to the forms and arrangement of the
more recent dynamo-electric machines
manufactured by the various companies,
but these it would likewise be impossi
ble for us to discuss within the limits of
a magazine article.

VOL. VI. 20

Fig. 6. Workmen Building up the Arm;

Dynamo.

ture Core of a Modern

I will therefore select a typical case,

and give some account of its mode of

construction.

The most difficult and important part
of the structure is the armature, and in

building this the first thing is the lami

nated iron core. For this purpose an
immense number of thin disks of sheet

iron are cut out, each having a central

hole to admit the shaft, and several

other holes for the bolts which are to

hold the series of disks together, so as

to make of them a solid drum. These
disks are then piled one upon another
around the iron shaft which is to form
the axle of the armature, as shown in
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Figure 6, and thick iron end-plates are

applied at either end and bolted to

gether by iron bolts going through from

are seen sticking out somewhat irregu

larly. These ends are to be attached to

the successive sections of the cominu-

Fig. 7. Winding an Armature.

end to end. The drum or cylinder thus

formed is then mounted in a lathe and
turned to a smooth surface, except for

such projections as may be left for

guides in winding-on the copper wires.

This is the next operation to be per
formed, and is shown in Figure 7,

&quot;which represents the winding of a large
armature intended to produce a very

heavy current, and therefore wound with

thick wire.

The workman in front is drawing the

insulated copper wire down from a

drum overhead and passing it length
wise around the armature-core, which is

supported by its axis in a lathe, while

another workman assists him in press

ing the wire accurately into place and

keeping it close to the core. This wire

is not wound on continuously, but in a

number of short sections whose ends

tator which is presently to be passed
over the end of the shaft, appearing at

the left.

Figure 8 shows just such an arma
ture as that in Figure 7, but finished

and turned the other way, so that though
the position of the observer is reversed

he still sees the commutator end of the

armature turned toward him. The nu
merous radiating lines at the nearer end
of the drum are parts of the commu
tator-sections, which are attached at

their outer ends to the successive coils of

wire on the armature. At their nearer

ends these radial bars bend at right

angles, so as to pass along the surface

of the shaft, being insulated from it and
from each other by mica or other appro

priate substance.

The workman in this figure is en

gaged in putting on the last turns of
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binding wire, which is wound in several

bands, as shown, around the armature,

not for any electric action but to hold the

coils, which run lengthwise round the

drum, firmly in place and prevent them
from being spread outward by centrif

ugal force when the armature is in use.

These binding wires are made of Ger
man silver, a bad conductor for a metal,

and are thoroughly insulated from the

copper wires of the armature.

The armature, having been thus con

structed, is now ready to be mounted in

the framework of field magnets, which
has been constructed in another depart
ment of the factory.

This is shown in Figure 9, and con

sists of a massive framework of cast-iron,

portions of which are surrounded with

coils of insulated copper wire so as to

make the central parts of the upper and
lower horizontal masses respectively
north and south poles.

It is in the cylindrical hollow between

off from it the current generated in the

armature, are then attached to the sides

of the bracket which carries the nearer
end of the shaft, and the machine is sub

stantially complete, the driving pulley

being of course attached, when needed,
on the farther end of the shaft.

Figure 10 shows this same machine

completed in all respects, with the arma
ture inserted, the brushes in place, and
the driving pulley on the farther end of

the shaft.

The dynamo-electric machines of

Weston, of Edison, of Brush, of Thom
son-Houston, of Westinghouse, and a

dozen others are all constructed (with
considerable variations in form and de

tail), in the manner above described,
and by their aid mechanical energy can
be transformed into electric energy with
an economy entirely unparalleled by any
transformation heretofore known to the

arts. Thus in the steam-engine we may,
under very favorable conditions, trans-

these that the armature rotates, one end
of its shaft being supported in the jour
nal-box seen at the right, while the other
end is supported in a journal-box out of
view on the other side of the machine.
The adjustable supports to hold the

brushes, or elastic strips of copper which
press against the commutator and take

form ten per cent, of the energy of the

fuel into mechanical energy, but under
the average working conditions we only
secure about five per cent., the other

ninety-five per cent, being lost.

In the dynamo-electric machine, on
the other hand, it is very common to se

cure a transformation of eighty per cent.
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of the mechanical energy, applied to the

driving pulley, into electric current, and
in many cases as much as ninety per cent,

is so transformed and only ten per cent,

is lost.

Cheap electricity having been thus se

cured by the development of the dyna
mo-electric machine, the electric regu
lator or lamp acquired a new importance,
and new demands were made upon the

inventive genius of the world on its ac

count.

As long as expensive batteries were
the only sources of electric energy, it

was considered quite enough to operate
one lamp at a time

;
but when the great

capacities of the dynamo-machine were
to be realized, it became clear that for

economical working many lamps must
be operated from one machine, and, if

possible, in a single circuit or one after

the other. For this the old regulators

Fig. 9. Field Magnets and Frame, without armature.

As soon, therefore, as the burning away
of the carbon poles causes an increase

in the resistance of the arc or space be
tween them by increasing its length, the

resulting diminution of the current
causes the electro-magnet to release or
actuate the feeding device, until the poles
are brought near enough to diminish
the resistance of the arc to its normal
amount.
With a single lamp in circuit this is

all that is required, but it will be
manifest that anything which causes
a diminution in the current will cause

the carbons to be brought nearer.

Now suppose that two such lamps are

arranged in series so that the current

flows first through one and then through
the other, and that, as must always be
the case, one mechanism is a little (no
matter how little) more sensitive than
the other

; then, when either pair of

carbons burn away enough to diminish
the total current
to the point at

which the more
sensitive me
chanism will act,

that mechanism
will so act, and
will bring its

carbons toward
each other, un
til the resistance

is diminished
far enough to

restore the nor
mal current, and
this will happen
without the less

sensitive me
chanism being
brought into ac

tion at all. This

operation will
then go on

;
the

carbons of the

less sensitive

were not adapted. They all operate in

the following general method :

The current which supplies the lamp
passes through an electro-magnet which
controls a clock-work or other mechan
ism which allows or causes the carbon

poles to approach each other whenever
the strength of the current is reduced.

lamp burning

away farther and farther, and their in

crease of resistance being made up by
the approach of the carbons of the more
sensitive lamp until the latter is extin

guished by the actual contact of its car

bon poles and the less sensitive lamp has

secured an excessively long arc which is

absorbing the entire energy of the circuit.
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The same thing would happen with

any number of such lamps in series.

The most sensitive of the lamps would

Fig. 10. A Complete Dynamo armature in place.

do the adjustment for all the rest, until

its poles were brought into contact, and
then the next in order of sensitiveness

would take its turn, and thus one after

the other would be thrown out of use,
and the entire energy of the circuit

would be concentrated in an abnormal

ly long and probably destructive arc in

the least sensitive lamp. Numerous
plans were suggested to meet this diffi

culty, but the only ones which have
reached any general practical success

are those of Jablochkoff and of Brush.
Jablochkoff substituted for the lamps

whose carbons were moved by mechan
isms of some sort his electric candles

with immovable carbons. In these the

two carbon rods were placed side by
side, vertically, very near to each other,
the space between being filled with plas-
ter-of-Paris.

An arc having been established be
tween the upper ends of the carbons by
a thin strip of carbon which was quickly
burned away, the same continued as the
carbons consumed, because the plaster-
of-Paris between them melted and vola

tilized as fast as the carbons were con
sumed. (Figure 11.)

These Jablochkoff candles were used
to a considerable extent in Europe in

the early days of electric lighting, but
never made much progress in the

United States, being very inferior in ef

ficiency and economy to lamps arranged
on the Brush or other similar systems.

The arrangement
first introduced in

this country as I be
lieve by the Brush
Electric Co., and
now universally
used in -one or an
other modification,

may be described
in general terms as

follows : There are

two electro - mag
nets or coils con

trolling the feeding
mechanism which
tend to oppose each
other in the mo
tions they produce.
Through one of

these the current

passes which also

traverses the arc of the lamp, but the

other magnet or coil is traversed by a

current branching from the former
where it enters the lamp, and rejoining
it where it passes out, but not going
through the arc. This last-named coil

has a higher re

sistance than
the other, and

normally trans

mits but a small

fraction of the

current as com
pared with that

passing through
the arc and the

other coil.

If, now, by the

burning away of

the carbons, the

resistance of

that circuit is

increased, two
things happen
at once : the
current through
the other coil,

which is not in

circuit with the arc, is increased at the

same time that the current through the

arc and its coil is diminished, so that the

total current through the lamp remains

substantially unchanged, and therefore

Fig. 1 1. The Jablochkoff Candle.
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nothing which happens in .one lamp has

any effect on the circuit at large or on

any other lamp. Also the opposite mag
netic effects in the two coils cause a

rapid readjustment of the carbon elec

trodes and a consequent restoration of

the arc to its normal length.
After this arrangement had been de

veloped by the Brush Electric Co. some
old patents were discovered in which
the same principle was to a greater or

less extent set forth, but as in the case

of the Pacinotti article and the Gramme
machine, these do not seem to have had

anything to do with the practical devel

opment of the art of electric lighting-

prior to Mr. Brush s invention.

As with the dynamo-electric machines,
so with the regulators or electric lamps
for arc lights, their varieties of construc

tion are endless, but they all come un
der the general description of holders

for the carbon rods, whose motions
are controlled by feeding mechanisms

failure in operation is almost unknown
to the ordinary observer. Irregularities,
such as are incident to the unequal burn

ing away of the carbon points, of course

frequently occur
;
but the extinction of

a light through any failure of the mech
anism of the lamp is of the rarest oc

currence even where the lights are

placed in the most exposed and inacces

sible positions. A striking example of

this was furnished in the lights erected

and maintained for some time by our

Light-house Department at Hallett s

Point for the purpose of lighting up
the difficult channel of the East River,
known as Hell Gate, illustrated in Fig
ure 13. These lights, nine in number,
arranged so as to form about three-fifths

of a circle, were supported at a height
of two hundred and fifty feet by a light
iron tower. Each light gave, by actual

measurement, an amount of light equal
to three thousand standard candles, or

about four times the light given by the

which are in turn controlled by electro

magnets through which the operating
current flows.

Such structures have reached a mar
vellous perfection as regards their reg

ularity and certainty of action. Among
the thousands of lamps which light our
streets and stores night after night, a

Fjg. 12. A Central Brush Dy
namo Station.

ordinary electric lights em

ployed in streets and build

ings.
These lights were put in operation on

October 20, 1884, and produced a mag
nificent effect, lighting up the whole

surrounding town of Astoria and the ad

jacent channel. After several years of

use it was, however, decided that they
did not afford the expected aid to navi

gation, and they were removed in 1888.
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During all these years, however,

there was no failure caused by the

mechanism of the lamps.
The number of arc lamps which

are nightly operated by the different

electric lighting companies in the

city of New York is probably over

five thousand, and throughout the

United States it probably reaches

seventy -five thousand. Assuming
that these lights are worth to their

users the moderate rental of fifty

cents a night, this represents an out

put of light having a value of $11,-

250,000 each year of three hundred

days ;
all earned by this one branch

of the family directly descending
from the baby spark born from a

magnet in the laboratory of Michael

Faraday.

Admirable as is the system of

electric-arc lighting, for use in

streets and open spaces, and in

workshops or large halls, it is en

tirely unfit to take the place of the

numerous lights of moderate inten

sity, employed for general domestic

illumination.

For this purpose it was at a very

early period perceived that the in

candescence or heating to luminosity
of a continuous conductor by an elec

tric current was the most promising
method. It was also at a very early

period perceived that the conductor
to be used for this purpose must be
one which would admit of being
raised to a very high temperature
without being melted or otherwise

destroyed. The first material which
was thought of in this connection wTas

platinum, or one of its allied metals,
such as iridium, which have the highest
melting-points among such bodies, and
are besides entirely unacted upon by
the air at all temperatures. In 1848
W. E. Staite took out a patent for mak
ing electric lamps of iridium, or iridi

um alloys, shaped into an arch or horse
shoe form.
One of the most serious difficulties,

however, even with these materials, was
that, to secure from them an efficient

light, it was necessary to bring them so
near to their fusing-points that a very
minute increase in the current would

Fig. 13. Hell Gate Light, New York, before it was abandoned.

carry the temperature beyond this and

destroy the lamp by fusing the con

ductor. An escape from the difficulty

was offered by the use of hard carbon,

such as that employed for the electrodes

of arc lamps, but here the compensating
drawback was encountered, that this

substance, when highly heated, was at

tacked by the oxygen of the air, or, in

other words, burned. To meet this,

plans were devised for the replacement
of the consumed carbon conductor and
for its protection from the air by enclos

ing it in a non-active gas or in a vacuum.
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Fig. 14. The Starr-King
Incandescent Platinum

Lamp, 1845.

Thus in 1845 a patent was taken out

in England by Augustus King, acting as

agent for an American inventor named
J. W. Starr, for an incandescent lamp,
the important parts of which are rep
resented in Figure 14.

Here a platinum
wire is sealed through
the top of a small

glass chamber consti

tuting the upper end
of a barometer tube.

This platinum wire

carries at its lower
end a clamp, which

grasps a thin plate or

rod of carbon, and
also a non-conduct

ing vertical rod or

support, which helps
to sustain another

clamp, which grasps
the lower end of the

carbon strip and con
nects it by a wire with the mercury in

the barometer tube below.

By passing a current through the

platinum wire, and thence through the

upper clamp, carbon strip, lower clamp,
wire, and mercury, the carbon strip
could be made incandescent, and was
to a certain extent protected by the sur

rounding vacuum.

Though this lamp produced a brilliant

light it proved in various respects un

satisfactory, and was abandoned after

numerous trials.

Other inventors, as, for example,
Konn, of St. Petersburg, continued to

work with rods or pencils of hard carbon
and achieved a limited success, but the

irregularity and brittleness of the mate
rial seem to have been an insuperable
objection and drawback, and the prob
lem of commercial electric lighting by
incandescent conductors yet remained
without a solution.

This was the state of affairs even up
to the fall of 1878, when, as is claimed,
Mr. William E. Sawyer, in combination
with Mr. Albon Man, after many pre
liminary experiments, produced their

first successful incandescent lamp with
an arch-shaped conductor made of car

bonized paper. In their application for
a patent, filed January 8, 1880, these in

ventors use the following remarkable
VOL. VI. 21

language in their fourth claim :

&quot; An in

candescing arc of carbonized fibrous or

textile material.&quot; This indicates that

they realized the importance of what
seem to be the common features of the

present electric incandescent lamps,

namely, the arc or arch or bow or loop
form, and the carbonized fibrous or

textile material. They also specially
refer to carbon incandescent conductors
made from paper.

After a long and hotly contested in

terference the United States Patent Of
fice has granted them a patent in which
these points are broadly stated, and the
merits of this patent are now actively

litigated.
The lamp brought out by Messrs.

Sawyer and Man, soon after their appli
cation for a patent, and described and
shown in that application, was a rather

large and complicated structure
;
and

had no improvement and simplification
of this structure been made, the present
immense development in electric light

ing would no doubt have been unat-
tained.

It is to Mr. T. A. Edison, without

doubt, that we owe many of the simpli
fications and modifications which, by
cheapening the lamp and diminishing
its weight, have extended its range of

use and its usefulness to a remarkable

degree.
On his return in the fall of 1878 from

the Far West, where he had gone in com
pany with Dr.

and Mrs. Hen
ry Draper, Dr.

George F. Bar

ker, and the
present writer,
to observe the

total solar
eclipse of that

year, Mr. Edi
son visited the

shops and lab

oratory of Mr.
William Wai-

Fig 15._ Edison&amp;gt;s First lncandes .

lace, at AnSO- cent Platinum Lamp.

nia, Ct., where

many experimentswith electric-arc lights
and dynamo-machines were in progress,
and while studying these, was impressed
with the desirability of producing an in

candescent electric lamp.

LJ&quot;

a
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Like so many before him, lie first

turned to platinum and platinum alloys,
and devised a form of lamp admirable
for its simplicity, but, unfortunately,

open to a fatal objection. This first

lamp of Edison s is shown in Figure 15,

in which a b is the incandescent plati
num wire.

The announcement of a new system
of electric lighting, made by Mr. Edison
and his friends on the foundation of

this device, attracted universal attention,

and even caused a serious fall in the

value of (i

gas stocks
&quot;

in this country and
abroad. It is, indeed, amusing now to

look back upon the extravagant asser

tions and predictions made at that time,
and widely circulated, when* we realize

how more than frail was their founda

tion. In fact, Mr. Edison very soon found
out that this simple device was entirely
insufficient for the purpose proposed,
because the heated platinum wire gradu
ally stretched by its own weight, and
thus was constantly getting out of ad

justment, and finally would become at

tenuated and break.

It also happened that, though the se

cret of this great invention was carefully

guarded, some inkling of it escaped, and
this enabled those who were familiar

with such subjects to perceive the close

similarity between this Edison lamp and

lished by him during that year in The
American Journal of Science and Arts,

Fig. 16. Dr. J. W. Draper s Plan for an Incandescent Plati

num Lamp, 1847.

a 6 is the incandescent platinum wire or strip, sup
ported above by the brass pin at a, which runs into a cav

ity, e, filled with mercury and is thus connected with the

battery wire A&quot;. The other end of the platinum wire or

strip is attached to a delicate lever, g p, turning about
the fulcrum g ; a little weight, n, tends to keep the wire

stretched, and communication is made through it by a

copper wire with the cup m filled with mercury, into

which dips the other battery wire ^P.

a similar device constructed and used

by Dr. J. W. Draper prior to 1847, and
described and figured in articles pub-

Fig. 17. Maxim s Incandescent Platinum Lamp.

His a strip of platinum, adjustably supported by means
of the screw F and nut I, from the standard G L, from
which it also receives an electric current which normally
passes out through D ; but when, by excessive heat, the

platinum strip is elongated unduly, a short circuit is

closed at K, which diverts the current from the stand
ard and platinum strip, and so prevents the fusion of the

latter.

The London, Edinburgh, and Dublin

Philosophical Magazine, and Harper s

New Monthly Magazine. This appara
tus of Dr. Draper is shown in outline

in Figure 16. It was used by Dr.

Draper as a source of light or lamp
with which he determined the relations

between temperature and luminosity.
At the conclusion of his article Dr.

Draper says : &quot;An ingenious artist

would have very little difficulty, by tak

ing advantage of the movements of the

lever, in making a self-acting apparatus
in which the platinum should be main
tained at a uniform temperature not

withstanding any change taking place
in the voltaic current.&quot;

It also appeared that precisely the

same idea had occurred to another in

ventor, Mr. Hiram S. Maxim, who has

recently developed such a marvellous

improvement in magazine or repeating

guns, and who, on December 22, 1879,

filed an application for a patent which,

after an interference litigation with Edi

son, was finally issued to Maxim on Sep
tember 20, 1881, for the form of electric

lamp shown in Figure 17.

It has also been shown that in 1858
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Mr. M. G. Farmer, one of the veteran

electricians of America, to whose work
in connection with the dynamo-electric
machine allusion has been made before,

lit a room in his house at Salem, Mass.,

for several months, with platinum lamps
of similar structure controlled by auto

matic regulators.

During 1878 and 1879, however, Mr.

Edison was most diligently at work, and,

perceiving the imperfections of his first

ideas, sought in every way to overcome
them. It thus came to pass that by
December 21, 1879, at which date he
made his first revelation to the public,
in the pages of the New York Herald, he
had perfected a platinum lamp which
is shown in outline in Figure 18, as

well as some other forms substantially
like it.

But these platinum conductor lamps
were not the only outcome of Mr. Edi
son s work between the fall of 1878 and

December, 1879. As this Herald article

also related, Mr. Edison, like many be
fore him, having experienced the insup
erable difficulties present in metallic con-

Fig. 18. Edison s Platinum Lamp on Column Support, 1879.

The incandescent wire of a platinum alloy is support
ed by a metallic rod about which it is wound and whose
expansion serves to operate a shunting contact below, by
which an inconveniently high temperature is avoided.

ductors, had turned his attention to car
bon in various forms

; and, like Sawyer
and Man, had found fibrous textile mate
rials, when carbonized, to be most conve
nient, and paper especially to be, in the

first instance, the most available sub
stance. Like Sawyer and Man he had
also found the arch or
horseshoe form to be
the most desirable.

Though working
with the same mate
rials and form, Edi
son produced a struc

ture very different in

appearance from that

of Sawyer and Man, as

will be seen by refer

ence to Figure 19,

which represents one
of Edison s paper car

bon lamps, Which WaS FIZ-
^aTb^n ump^^

the first one whose
electric properties were accurately meas

ured, these measurements having been
made at the Stevens Institute of Tech

nology, early in 1880, by the present
writer, acting in his capacity as Chair
man of the Committee on Scientific

Tests of the United States Light-house
Board, that body desiring information

as to this new light, and deputing the

work of investigation to this commit
tee.

In this lamp the carbon conductor is

supported on platinum wires and held
in minute platinum clamps at the ends
of these wires, which are sealed through
the walls of the pear-shaped enclosing
tube in the manner which had been fa

miliar for twenty years in the construc

tion of the beautiful electric toys known
as &quot; Geissler tubes.&quot;

The interior of this glass vessel had
likewise been exhausted and hermeti

cally sealed in the manner usual with

many Geissler tubes and with the radi

ometers of Dr. William Crookes.

Indeed, as was subsequently made ap
parent, the wonderful results obtained by
Dr. Crookes, in the production of very

perfect vacua, were of essential impor
tance to the development of the incan
descent electric lamp. Several of the

instruments produced by Dr. Crookes in

the course of his researches were in fact

incandescent electric lamps, consisting of

coils of platinum wire enclosed in glass
vessels exhausted to a very high degree,
the coils being heated to brilliant lu

minosity by electric currents. One of

these is shown in his paper in the &quot;Phil-
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osophical Transactions for 1876,&quot; vol.

xlvi., Part H, page 351.

Further experience proved to Edison
and others that paper carbons were not
the best for the conductors of electric

lamps, and many other substances have

been, or are now, employed for this pur
pose. Among these may be mentioned

silk, hair, parchmentized cotton thread,
tamodine or reduced celluloid, and last,

but not least, bamboo, which is used to

a very large extent.

The making of these electric lamps is

carried on in a number of large factories,

such as that of the Edison Co. at Har
rison, near Newark

;
those of the West-

inghouse Electric Co. at Newark and
at Pittsburg ;

that of the Consolidated
Electric Co. at West Twenty-third
Street, New York

;
that of the Thomson-

Houston Co. at Lynn, Mass. ; that of

the Brush Co. at Cleveland, O., and a

number of smaller establishments else

where. The daily output of all these

factories taken together is about fifteen

thousand lamps, or four and a half mil

lion a year.
The methods of manufacture are sub

stantially alike in all, and I will there

fore describe one only as an example.
Sheets of tamodine (or celluloid from

which the nitric constituent has been

removed) are cut by a machine into

delicate strips or filaments, which are

collected in small bundles and bent so

as to lie in U-shaped grooves in iron

plates. These, packed with carbon pow
der, are enclosed in large black-lead

crucibles, carefully closed, and heated
in a Siemens furnace to an intense

white heat. After cooling, the crucibles

are opened, and the now carbonized

filaments, looking like delicate wires or

threads of steel, are removed. They
have now the U -shape into which they
were bent before carbonizing, but are

so elastic that they can be stretched out

straight without breaking. Their ends
are next thickened by a remarkable

process devised by Messrs. Sawyer and

Man, and which is conducted as follows :

Each U-shaped fibre is grasped by two

clamps, one holding it by the extremi
ties or ends, and the other at a little

distance above. The loop and clamps
are then plunged in a vessel of high-

boiling petroleum-oil, like the well-

known &quot;

astral
oil,&quot; and a powerful

electric current is passed from the

clamps through the short portions of

the filament, near its ends, which are

grasped between them.

By this means these portions are in

tensely heated and decompose the hy
drocarbon liquid in contact with them,
so as to plate themselves with compact
carbon like that deposited from the gas
in the necks of gas-retorts. A few sec

onds action suffices to make this de

posit of carbon thick enough to answer
the desired purpose.

We will next turn to the glass-blow

ing department, where hundreds of

girls are employed in all the delicate

and skilful manipulations involved in

the glasswork of these lamps.
The first step is to take two minute

pieces of platinum wire, one end of each

having been shaped into a little socket

capable of holding the enlarged end of

the carbon filament
; and, after mount

ing them in a small lathe-chuck, to wind
melted glass from a glass rod, heated in

a glass-blower s lamp, around these

platinum wires until they are for some
distance embedded in glass and formed
into a structure such as is seen at the

lower part of the ordinary incandescent

lamps. Into these glass and platinum
supports are then inserted the en

larged ends of the carbon filaments.

In the meantime small glass flasks,

made by the thousand at the glass-works,
are passed through a variety of manipu
lations by which a small glass tube is

attacked to what would be the bottom
of each flask, and its neck is shaped so

as to receive the glass socket carrying
the platinum wires and carbon fila

ment. At the proper time this socket

is dropped into the prepared flask, and

by manipulation with the glass-blower s

lamp and a sleight of hand which is sim

ply marvellous, the glass socket, with its

carbon filament and connecting wires, is

sealed, by fusion of the glass itself, into

the neck of the flask.

This operation is shown in progress
in Figure 20, where the girl in the fore

ground holds in her left hand the glass
flask by the glass tube which has been
attached to it, and in her right hand the
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shears with which she at times holds When a good vacuum has been
and shapes the glass socket and neck of reached, the current is passed through

Fig. 20. Sealing the Glass Socket and Carbon Filament into the Flask of an Incandescent Lamp.

the flask. The blow-pipe flames, consti

tuting what is called the &quot;

glass-blower s

lamp
&quot;

or &quot;

fire,&quot; are seen as pointed
tongues of light between the hands of

the operator, who is supposed at the in

stant represented to have just raised an
electric lamp, finished (so far as her work
is concerned) from the flame.

The next thing to be done with the

lamps is to exhaust them. For this

purpose they are attached by the small

glass tubes before mentioned to radiat

ing glass connectors, and these are in

turn attached to the pumps, while at

the same time electric connections are
made so that currents can be sent

through the filaments of the lamps
while they are being exhausted by the

pumps. These pumps are themselves

entirely composed of glass, and operated
by the flow of mercury back and forth
within them, and their operation is so

nearly automatic that a few attendants
can keep a large number of them in

steady operation.
VOL. VI. 23

the lamps and they are then kept at a

brilliant incandescence for some hours,

in order to drive out any gas which

might be occluded in the carbon fila

ments or adhere to the interior surface

of the glass. This process of exhaustion

and a series of pumps and lamps in

operation during the process are shown
in Figure 21.

After the complete exhaustion of the

lamps it then only remains to &quot;seal

them off,&quot;
that is, to melt the small glass

tube attached to each so that its sides

close together, and it becomes a little

knob of glass, and to attach the brass

caps by which they are to be subse

quently connected to their sockets.

The uses of these lamps are so count

less and so familiar to everyone that

we have only selected one unusual one

for illustration, namely, the lighting of

the Hoosac Tunnel, which has recently
been carried out by this means in the

face of great difficulties encountered in

securing adequate insulation, in such a
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situation, for the wires carrying the cur
rent to the lamps. The lamps are at

tached to the rock or to the stone lining
of tlie tunnel in the manner shown in

Figure 23, (p. 196) and produce when in

operation the effect shown in Figure 22.

As we have seen so often already, the

solution of one problem always opens
up another, and thus it is not surpris

ing that the cheapening of electricity
and increased efficiency of incandescent

lamps brought to the front the problem
of an economical method for carrying
the electric current from the generator
to the lamps.

monly known as the &quot;series &quot;and the
&quot;

parallel
&quot;

systems.
The &quot;series&quot; system is that always

and necessarily employed whenever more
than one arc light is used on the same
circuit, and may be likened to the ar

rangement of disks on the chain of a

chain-pump, or illustrated by the accom-

panying diagram, in which X repre
sents a dynamo-machine and o, o, o, o,

etc., represent a series of lights con
nected by the circuit wires

, ,
so

as to form a single chain
from the machine through
all the lights in succession
back to the machine again.

This was the usual ar

rangement of the tele

graph instruments at the

various stations on a line.

The
&quot;parallel&quot; or

&quot;

multiple arc
&quot;

system
was one which might be
indicated by a ladder or

by the accompanying dia

gram, where, as before, X
represents the dynamo,

I I I

O O O
I I I

Fig. 21. The Process of Exhausting the Air fro

There were two well-known systems
which had been often used in other ap
plications of electricity, and, indeed, even

from whose poles proceed
two main conductors be
tween which the lamps
o, o, o, etc., are placed in

cross connections.

This was a method
commonly employed in

central telegraph offices

for operating the sound
ers by means of the large
&quot; local

&quot;

battery. It is also

described in the United
States Patent to H.Wood
ward for improvement in

electric lights, granted

August 29, 1876, as well

as in many other places.
The first method has certain draw

backs which are specially important in

the case of incandescent lamps, where,

described and patented for use in elec- for economy, a large number should gen-
trie lighting, namely, what are com- erally be operated on a single circuit :
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Fig. 22. The Hoosac Tunnel Lit by Glow Lamps, after the plan of the Marr Construction Company.

1. The extinction of one lamp means
the extinction of all, unless some more
or less complicated mechanism is pro
vided to restore the connection around
the lamp which has failed or has been
turned out.

2. The electro-motive force, or elec

tric pressure, needing to be multiplied
in direct proportion to the number of

lamps in the circuit, soon becomes in

conveniently high.
Both of these difficulties being avoid

ed in the
&quot;parallel&quot; system, this last has

been generally adopted by all the com
panies using incandescent electric lights
for most of their work. This is, how
ever, by no means universal, for the
Edison Co., in what they call their &quot; Mu
nicipal system

&quot;

(used mostly for street

lamps in small towns and villages), run
incandescent lamps in series. Other

companies often run their lamps in a

combination of the two systems, and
the Heissler Co. run their lamps in
&quot;

series
&quot;

exclusively.

In avoiding the difficulties of the
&quot; series

&quot;

system mentioned above, the

parallel or multiple-arc system encoun
tered others, the chief of which was the

great size and cost of the conducting
wires, if the distance between the dy
namo and the lamps was considerable.

Suppose that a group of lamps was

placed one thousand feet from a dynamo,
and the wires used were of such a size

that their resistance to the flow of the

current caused them to waste ten per
cent, of the energy developed. Now let

us suppose that this group of lamps is

moved away one thousand feet farther.

This would, of course, mean doubling
the length of the wires, which alone

would double their cost
;
but it would

also mean doubling their resistance, if

they were not made larger than before,
and so wasting twenty per cent, of the

electric energy generated by the dy
namo.
To avoid this loss we must make the

wires twice as heavy per running foot,
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and if we do so we can then reduce the

loss at two thousand feet to ten per cent,

as before, but clearly we have four times

the weight of copper to pay for in our
conductors. If the lamps are removed
to a total distance of three thousand
feet we shall have three times the length
of wire, and to keep down its resistance

to that producing a loss of only ten per
cent., we must make the wire three times

Fig. 23. Method of Attaching Glow Lamps to the Walls of

the Hoosac Tunnel.

as heavy per foot, or, in all, we shall re

quire nine times as many pounds of

wire to operate the lights at a threefold

distance. The law evidently is, that

the weight and cost of the wire will in

crease as the square of the distance.

This difficulty is mitigated to a con
siderable degree by what is known as

the &quot; three-wire
&quot;

system, first indicated

by Mr. Brush in his patent No. 261,077,
issued July 11, 1882, and developed in

two different directions by Mr. Edison,
in his patent No. 274,290, issued March
20, 1883, and by Mr. H. M. Byllesby, of

the Westinghouse Co., in his patent No.

345,212, issued July 6, 1886, so that the

loss can be reduced to three-eighths or

even to five-sixteenths of what it would
otherwise be by a moderate increase in

the complication of the arrangements.
The outstanding loss has, however,

led to the development of a radically
new and very interesting system, known
as the secondary or transformer system,

chiefly represented in this country by
the Westinghouse Electric Co.

The principle on which this system op
erates is indicated by Professor Brackett

at pages 654 and 655 (June) of his article,

and may be briefly stated by saying that

if we have two conducting wires parallel
to each other, and pass an interrupted
or reversed

(i.e., alternating) current

through one of them, there will be pro
duced a similar, but always alternat

ing current through the other, with
out there being any conducting contact

at all between the wires.

This may be very beautifully shown

by the following experiment :

We have upon a table an oval coil

of fine copper insulated wire, through
which is passing the rapidly reversing
or alternating current obtained from a

dynamo-machine which is working with
out a commutator. (Fig. 25, p. 199.)

If, now, we hold above it just such

another coil, in whose circuit is included

an incandescent lamp, this lamp will

light up and glow to its full intensity
as we bring the second coil near to the

first, and will die out as the coil is moved

away. This will operate just as well

with a plate of glass between the two
coils.

This action is greatly intensified by
enclosing both coils in a mass of iron

whereby magnetic influence is brought
into play, and accordingly the convert

ers or transformers used in this system
are made, as will appear from inspection
of Figure 24, by enclosing the two coils

in a mass of iron made up of thin

sheets, so cut that they can be sprung
in, one at a time, around the coils.

The relative character of the currents

in the two coils, depends substantially
on their lengths and consequent resist

ance
;
that which is shorter and thicker

having a current of larger volume and
less pressure or electro-motive force, and
that which is longer and thinner having
less quantity or current strength and
more electro-motive force or pressure.
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Now a current of high electro-motive

force and small quantity, can be carried

a long distance on
a small wire with

very little loss.

If, then, we
pass this current

through a coil of

long fine wire, in

a converter whose
other coil is rela

tively short and

thick, we shall ob
tain in the latter

a current whose

quantity is great
and whose elec

tro-motive force

is low. In other

words, we can
thus transmit
such a current as

goes easily on a

small wire, from
the central sta

tion to the house
where the lights are to be used, and
there transform it into the kind of cur
rent most desirable for the operation
of incandescent lights. In practice the

Westinghouse Co. send out their cur
rents with an electric pressure of one
thousand volts or units of electro-mo
tive force. A quantity of this current

equal to one ampere, or unit of current

strength, running through the fine wire
of one of their converters will develop
in the coarse wire a current of twenty
amperes quantity but of only fifty volts

pressure.
Such a current, however, would be

just what was wanted to run twenty in

candescent lamps in &quot;

parallel
&quot;

series,

which is the most convenient way, as

each is then entirely independent of all

the others.

The problems of cheap production of

electric energy, of cheap and efficient

regulators or arc lamps, of cheap and ef

ficient incandescent lamps, and of eco
nomical methods of distributing the elec

tric energy from the electric generators
to the lamps having been solved so thor

oughly, as has been here indicated, there
seemed little yet to be desired. One
thing, however, was not provided for,

Mo%es G. Farmer.

and that was the storage or accumula
tion of electric energy. The method of

its production by
the dynamo re

quires an abso

lutely constant
activity and a lit-

e rally sleepless

vigilance. If the

steam-engine
stops or relaxes

its speed, the

light goes out or
becomes dim

;
or

if a belt breaks or

slips oft, or any
part of the dyna
mo becomes dis

arranged, the

light is gone in

an instant and
without warning.

This lack of

storage capacity
was often referred

to, and was a seri

ous reproach to the systems of electric

lighting as compared with other methods
of illumination. This reproach has been
to some degree removed by the labors of

M. Camille A. Faure, and of those who
have followed up, and to a greater or less

extent improved upon, his invention.

Fig. 24, Converter or Transformer Used with an Alternating
Current.

The &quot; state of the art,&quot; as regards the

storage of electricity prior to Faure,

may be fairly expressed and surnrna-
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rized by a statement of what was done

by Gaston Plante * in 1860.

This experimenter took a series of

lead plates,
immersed in a

vessel contain

ing diluted

sulphuric
acid, and cou

pled or joined
them so that

they were
united into

two groups,
each alternate

plate consti

tuting one
group and the

intermedi ate

plates being
connected so

as to form the

other group.
He then pass
ed the current

from a couple
of battery
cells, arrang
ed in series,

into thisstruc

ture, by join

ing the posi
tive pole of

the battery to

one of these

groups and
the negative

pole to the other. When the action of the

battery had continued for a long time, he
found that on removing the battery, he
could get an electric current from his two

groups of lead plates ;
this current being

opposite in direction to that developed by
the battery and capable of yielding a great
er flow for a shorter time. The knowl

edge already accumulated had explained
the cause of this, which was as follows :

The plates of lead, even before immersion,
were coated with a film of oxide, and on

immersion, at all events, would soon ac

quire a coating of sulphate of lead. The

passage of the battery current between
these plates would convert the oxide or

sulphate, on one side into metallic lead,
and on the other side into peroxide of lead.

* The news of Plante s death, early in June, is received
while this article is in preparation.

Dr. William Crookes, F.R.S.

Now, metallic lead and peroxide of

lead, as was well known, are substances
well fitted to develop a galvanic current

in the same

way that such
a current is

developed by
an ordinary
galvanic bat

tery made
with plates,
for example,
of zinc and
c o p p e r the

metallic lead

taking the

place of the
zinc. There

was, however,
one important
difference,
that whereas
in the zinc

battery the
zinc went into

solution, in

the lead bat

tery nothing
was dissolved,
and therefore

everything
kept its orig
inal position,
so that the ori

ginal cycle of

action could
be indefinite

ly repeated. Plante, in fact, found that

by repeatedly charging his lead plates
from an ordinary battery, and discharg
ing them again, and also by reversing
the direction of the charging current,
the capacity of his lead plates, or the
amount of electric energy which they
could be made to absorb and rede

velop, was greatly increased. Indeed,
the maximum capacity secured by this

treatment was only reached after about
six months of such charging and dis

charging. The reason of this also was
not far to seek. By these repeated
actions the surfaces of the leaden plates
was corroded or honey-combed, and
thus a greater amount of the mate
rial was in condition to be converted
into metallic lead and peroxide by the

batteiy current, and again to return to
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protoxide and sulphate during the

discharge.
To obtain any considerable capac

ity in this way, however, required
months of treatment (called

&quot; form

ing&quot;),
and a heavy expense for the

charging currents, and soon after a

battery was fully formed it began to

deteriorate by a continuance of this

corrosive action, which caused the

porous material to scale off and the

plates themselves to break up.
Plante s batteries were therefore of

no commercial value, on account of

their high cost and limited capacity.
Matters stood thus when, in 1881,

the world was astonished by the ac

counts of what Mr. Faure had done
in the way of improving this Plante

secondary battery, into his electrical

accumulator or storage battery.
His plan was a very simple one,

but wonderfully effective. He took
a quantity of litharge or of red lead,
or a mixture of the two, both being
oxides of lead, and making this into a

paste with dilute sulphuric acid he coat

ed the lead plates with this mixture.
When the plates so coated were plunged
in dilute sulphuric acid, and an electric

current was made to pass between them,
the thick coating of oxide-paste on one
side began at once to be converted into

a spongy mass of metallic lead, and on
the other into a like spongy mass of

peroxide of lead.

Fig. 25. An Alternating Current Dynamo and Exciter.

Camille A. Faure inventor of a storage battery system.

In this way no time was lost in the
&quot;

forming
&quot;

process, and the capacity of

the plates was very much greater in pro
portion to their weight than in the most

perfectly formed plates of Plante. An
improvement on this plan was made by
Swan, of England, and others, which
consisted in so perforating the plates
that the paste of oxide would fill the

apertures, like a series of rivets with
conical heads, by which it would hold

itself in posi
tion.

The Faure
and Swan pat
ents and some
others were
taken out in

this country by
the Electrical

Accumulator
Co., who estab

lished a large

factory at

Newark, N. J, 5

where these
batteries have
been made for

many years.
Figure 26
shows the in

terior of the
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Fig. 26. Room in the Factory of the Electrical Accumulator Company.
The groups of battery plates, such as are shown hanging from the travelling pulleys, are immersed in tanks of

dilute acid, and charged by electric currents.

principal work-room in this factory.
These batteries only store electricity in

a metaphorical sense. What they ac

tually do is to transform the active

energy of an electric current into the

potential chemical energy of separated
chemical substances, which are able, by
their reunion, to develop again an elec

tric current such as that which produced
them. In other words, the charging
current each time decomposes the ox
ides and sulphates of lead formed by
the chemical action of the battery dur

ing its discharge, so as to develop me

tallic lead on one set of plates and per
oxide on the other. This having been

done, this metallic lead by combining
with oxygen and sulphuric acid on the

one hand, and the peroxide by combin

ing with hydrogen on the other, develop
an electric current, as does any ordinary

galvanic battery.
As these successive changes can be

repeated an indefinite number of times,
the effect and appearance are the same as

if the electric current had been in fact

stored up or accumulated in the storage

battery.

A PAGAN INCANTATION.

By Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen.

HABOLD
OLYPHANT S face was

lighted up, by the glow of the fire,

with a Eembrandt-like effect. You
could see that it was a delicate face

; per
haps you might even pronounce it a hand
some one, but you might not discover at

once, in that rosy illumination, that it

was the face of a sick man. Whatever

beauty it had was that of intelligence,

refinement, and sensibility. It was not

obtrusively handsome
;
nor obtrusively

anything. Such gravely observant blue

eyes, such thin, wavy, blond hair, such

gently accentuated features, we see every

day among professional men with a taste

for scholarship ; and, if we take the

trouble to interpret them at all, we con

clude that they indicate inherited cult-
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ure, and a disposition to take life seri

ously.
The moon hung, large and red, over

the ridge of the mountains ;
the forest

traced itself in a black, undulating line

against the horizon, except where a

gigantic pine loomed up ruthlessly,

spreading its crooked arms with sharp
and ragged elbows. Mosquitoes and
moths innumerable whirled upward with

the smoke, and heedless beetles came

blundering along and dropped into the

flames. Two white tents, faintly flushed

with the sheen of the fire, broke the

monotony of the twilight, and the form
of a man, seated on a keg and smoking
a cigar, showed in vague relief against
one of them. He was a stalwart young
fellow, and did not in the least resemble
his delicate friend, who lay wrapped in

a blanket, reading a book in front of the

fire.

Oliver Griffin was a graduate of Yale,
and by occupation a manufacturer of

hats. He was a plain, honest, straightfor
ward young man the kind of young
man who is characterized by his friends

by the phrase : &quot;There is no nonsense
about him.&quot; He prided himself on his su

periority to romantic considerations, de
clared that he meant to marry a homely
girl, because the beautiful ones were

always spoiled by flattery before they
were out of their pinafores ;

and he was
not discouraged by Olyphant s prophecy
that, if he made his intention known, he
was doomed to celibacy. A man so well
&quot; fixed

&quot;

in life as himself, Griffin con

tended, need give himself no trouble on
that score. He had hitherto rather been
troubled by an embarras de richesse.

With his placid self-conceit (which had
a touch of drollery in it, and was not

offensive) and his solid satisfaction with
existence as it is, he was a most grateful
companion to his high-strung and self-

torturing cousin, who was always both

ering about life s meaning, social prob
lems, and other fantastic affairs. It

was chiefly to escape his sense of re

sponsibility for the world s misery that

Olyphant had accepted the advice of
his physician and gone to Norway ;

for

whatever misery there is in Norway is

of a quiet and unobtrusive kind, and is

scarcely visible in summer
;
and even if

it were visible, Olyphant could hardly,
VOL. VI. 23

by any stretch of conscientious self-

accusation, hold himself accountable for

it. Moreover, Norway is so far out of

the world, so pastoral and idyllic, that

a man may, if he chooses, become a

Strephon or a Philander, and live with
his blonde Doris, in a golden age of

love, undisturbed by politics.

So, at least, thought Olyphant. He
was weary of the noise and clatter of

life
;
the din of a locomotive made the

lobes of his brain quiver with sympa
thetic excitement. The telegraph ran
its impertinent messages, with shock on
shock, through his nerve-centres, and
the Italian hand-organ man and the

German street band filled his ear with

exquisite agony. The hysterical sensa
tionalism of the newspaper press dis

gusted him ; the shrieking mendacity
of wrangling politicians made him de

spair of his kind. This supersensitive-
ness was, of course, a symptom of his

illness, and he told himself a hundred
times that it was unnatural and un
healthy. But such a mere intellectual

conviction was impotent to affect the
diseased nerve-centres, and, preach as

much as he would, his feelings remained
the same. Even the kindly but unmusi
cal laugh of his cousin jarred on him,
and it was useless to talk to Griffin

about his longing for primeval silence

and the like
;
for that blunt young gen

tleman took no hints, but treated his

kinsman as a harmless and amiable luna

tic, whose opinions he brushed away like

so many cobwebs. He let his harsh
mirth ring with a certain gusto through
the lonely wilderness ;

and it seemed
to Olyphant that it tore long, cruel rents
in the beautiful silence. And when the
loon answered from some dark tarn with
its strange, wild laugh, it seemed like

the voice of mocking mountain-spirits
who reclaimed the alien sound and

brought it into harmony with the grand
and solemn solitude.

&quot; Now put away that stupid thing and

try to be sociable, Harry,&quot; said Griffin,

walking up to the fire and flinging away
the stump of his cigar.

&quot;It is so very strange,&quot; murmured
Olyphant.

&quot; What is so very strange ?
&quot;

&quot;It is an old pagan incantation,

picked up this ancient parchment in
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Bergen the other day, without knowing
what there was in it. I only saw that it

was written in a style of script which
has not been in use since the fourteenth

century.&quot;
&quot;

Oh, twaddle, some clever swindler
has forged it.&quot;

&quot;

No, a forgerwould have chosen some

thing of more obvious value a fragment
of the Elder Edda or something of that

kind. This is a piece of paganism, sur

reptitiously preserved in some Norse
cloister after the introduction of Chris

tianity. The very fact that it is inter

lined, in small, pale runes, between the

big, fat letters of the breviary shows that

the poor, old half-converted monk who
copied it held it in high esteem, and in

tended that no one should discover it.&quot;

&quot; And what did you say it was ?
&quot;

&quot;A magic incantation for transfer

ring a disease from which you suffer

to another person.&quot;

&quot;Ha, ha, ha, ha!&quot;

Griffin s mirth again broke through
the forest, with its rude discords, and a

chorus of echoes took it up and laughed
from east, west, north, and south with a

strange, ghostly glee.

&quot;Oh, don t, Oliver don
t,&quot; begged

Olyphant, in a hushed, imploring tone.

Griffin was about to answer when all

of a sudden there came a loud unearthly

laugh out of the depth of the forest

not evil, but untamed, riotous, indescrib

ably wild. It was not mirthful, but per
haps rather solemn. It was as if a Faun
or an Oread had lifted up its voice ; as

if the forest itself had laughed.
&quot; 111 be hanged,&quot; said Griffin,

&quot;

if that

wasn t rather queer.&quot;

&quot;Hush,&quot; whispered Olyphant, &quot;for

God s sake, hush !

&quot;

He had his eyes fixed with a trance-

like stare at something white that beck
oned to him between the tree-trunks.

Sometimes it seemed to be nothing but

drifting mist that shimmered in the

moonlight ; now it was a gauzy garment,
fluttered by an exquisite arm ;

and then,

again, an undulating form that floated

upward with outstretched arms, turning
toward him a lovely face whose ghastly

pallor struck a chill to his heart. There
was something so wondrously still and
immobile in the moonlight, like the stare

of a large dead eye ; life, with its noises,

seemed so inconceivable and so far away,
and strange things which tremble on the

boundary of the senses drew near and
became intelligible. To grow like a tree,

slowly and placidly, with long sensitive
roots penetrating the soil, a thousand
branches wrestling with the storm, and
leaves without number drinking the sun
and the dew through myriad pores, must
have its deep delights. How beautiful
to feel the rare and potent juices of life

mount within you, instinct with the
sweetness and strength of the earth,

building with elfin craft your delicate

fibres, and unfolding your growth in a
little green world, feeding and shelter

ing a teeming variety of animated things.
Your vital processes are grand and slow,
the rhythm of your being is Nature s

rhythm ; you inhale in a day, you exhale
in a night ; you sleep in the winter and
wake with the spring.

These were the thoughts that dimly
drifted through Olyphant s mind at the

sight of the dimly beautiful face that

gazed at him through the mist. It beck
oned him to something for which a wild

yearning suddenly awoke in him the

grand and solemn joy of absorption in

infinite Nature. The old Brahmins called

it Nirvana. The Norsemen say that it is

the old pagan gods dwelling in woods
and tarns and mountains, who beckon
to man, striving to ensnare his immortal
soul.

&quot; What the deuce are you staring at,

Harry ?
&quot;

cried Griffin, lighting a fresh

cigar.
&quot; Hush ! Do you see that ?

&quot;

&quot;I see some shreds of vapor drifting

among the trees.&quot;

&quot;Ah, there you chased her
away,&quot;

ejaculated Olyphant with a voice of deep
regret ;

&quot; she was so beautiful.&quot;

&quot;If you have any more visions,&quot; re

torted his friend, angrily, &quot;I am going
to have a commission appointed de lu-

natico inquirendo.&quot;

Olyphant made no answer, and a great
stillness stole out of the forest and en

compassed land and sea. The sky im

pressed him no more with a sense of

glorious space and freedom, but with an

oppressive vastness, like a gaze into the

eye of eternity. It was as if all Nature

was holding her breath in terrified sus

pense. He began to long for Griffin s
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harsli voice, simply to relieve him of his

nightmarish oppression. But, as Griffin

said nothing, he seized his parchment
once more and attempted to read. It

was written in old Norse or Icelandic,

with many exasperating abbreviations
;

the small pale, snake-like runes, writhing
with the infernal magic of a dead faith,

winding themselves in close coils about
the large and open letters of the Lord s

Prayer. Was it a wanton sacrilege, on
the part of the old monk, who had long
since mingled his dust with the earth, or

was it merely an artifice to avoid detec

tion ? The runes looked actually like

mere decorations, such as occur in all

mediaeval breviaries, of the sacred text.

But it pleased Olyphant s fancy to im

agine a fiendish mockery in this shield

ing and clinging intimacy between the

dread heathen incantation, breathing
evil curses, and the sacred words of

consolation and love, uttered by Him
who hurled the old bloody gods from
their thrones into the outer darkness.

Perhaps the old monk intended by this

ingenious arrangement to effect a com
promise between the old gods and the
new

; perhaps he meant to counteract
the magic of the incantation by that of

the prayer as that of the prayer by the
incantation. For the magic potency of

the Lord s Prayer was an unacknowl

edged article of faith with the mediaeval
Christian Church. There seemed to be
little sense, at first, in the quaint and

abrupt alliterations, but no sooner had
he begun to puzzle over them again than
the strange chorus of minute sounds

again became audible, and the same ex

quisite joy of oneness with nature, cou

pled with a sympathetic rhythm of be

ing and ecstatic insight, burst upon him.
He was no longer afraid of it now

;
but

surrendered himself freely to his sen
sations. Freely translated into English,
this is what he read :

Breathing and brooding
At the base of being,
Hear I the hell-hound

Howling hoarsely.
Hemlock and henbane
Harm the hardiest.
Wuotan wither
With woe and winter
The life of thy limbs

;

Thy life-juice languish.
Frey and Frigga

Freeze the fountain
Of force that feeds thee.

The fiends that fret me
With frost and fire

Flee from me, fly from me ;

Dole dealing, death-dealing
Dwell with thee. *

It occurred to Olyphant while he lay

sinking, as it were, into the embrace of

an infinite, soothing mother, that the old

pagan gods were nature gods person
ifications of the forces of nature. Who
knows that they were mere figments of

the primitive brain ? The early Chris
tian Church declared that Christ had de
throned them

;
and that they were now

demons, yet inhabiting forest, field, and

lake, and striving by fiendish arts to

reconquer their dominion over the souls

of men. Nature was accursed of God,
sharing in the curse of man. From the
moment such a faith gained currency,
man s sense had become blunter and
coarser, and had at last been closed to

all the subtler moods and sounds of nat
ure. The old gods had shrunk into a

shy reserve, withholding from man the

gifts which it was in their power to be
stow. But, ah ! here came another

thought, far more fraught with conse

quences than the first. If, perchance,
this magic were real

;
if it were possible

to transfer a disease to some other creat

ure, why then should he, Olyphant, not
avail himself of his discovery ? He had
so much to do in the world which only
his weakness prevented him from accom

plishing. Since he abandoned his lin

guistic studies, which he had prosecuted
for three years in Germany, and devoted
himself to science, life had seemed to

him rich and precious. For three years
he had labored with unremitting zeal at

a grand discovery in physics which would
revolutionize human society. It would
double the earth s capacity for support
ing her children ; it would postpone for

thousands of years the exhaustion of

her resources. Paradoxical as it may
sound, his purpose (which was indeed

entirely feasible) was to make water the

world s fuel. Every scientist knows that

water can be burned by means of an
electric current

;
but this method is too

* As the magic depends upou the combination of sound
no less than or sense, the incantation is, of course, harm
less in translation. Otherwise I should have had scruples
in translating it.
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expensive. Olyphant was on the track

of a much cheaper and simpler method,
which had already yielded him astonish

ing results but was not yet sufficiently

perfected for publication. I am bound
to respect his wishes in giving no hint

as to the nature of the discovery, which I

do the more readily as he has never con
fided to me the details of his process.

It was in the untiring and feverish

pursuit of this grand secret that Oly
phant had worn out his health. He
was an enthusiast of a noble sort, who
did not begrudge the force he spent in

an undertaking fraught with such enor

mous benefits to humanity. But one

morning, when he had passed the night
in excited anticipation over his experi
ments, his servant found him lying, in a

dead swoon, on the floor of his labora

tory ;
and from that day he had been a

wretched invalid. He suffered from a

sense of lassitude and profound exhaus
tion

;
life had lost its light and color,

and a gray veil had been drawn over

earth and sky. His thoughts were as

vivid as ever
; but, now that he was help

less to carry them out, they were but so

many tormentors. At times he revived,
and was full of hope ;

but then, again,
the most absurd and insignificant inci

dent would plunge him into a slough of

despond in which he floundered heavily
for days and weeks, seeing no gleam of

light upon his horizon. And from the

depths of his soul rose dimly the voices

of his yearnings and aspirations like the

sound of church-bells from submerged
villages on the bottom of the sea.

If he had suffered from an incurable

organic disease, his case could scarcely
have been more hopeless. He had made
an overdraft upon his strength, his phy
sician said

;
and the cure was to repair

the deficit by a constant and gradual
adding to the credit side of his account
with nature, and a rigid economy in ex

penditure. That sounded very nice, to

be sure
;
but how to do it that was the

question. His imagination his per
petual mental tortures kept wasting
the oil of his vitality more rapidly than
his body could supply it

;
and no one

had suggested a remedy for this waste.

If he could but stop the machinery of

his thought ! But the master machinist
who achieves this, he knows not the

trick of setting it in motion again. He
stops it for ever

; and, all things consid

ered, that was perhaps the issue most to
be desired.

n.

GRIFFIN put down his heavy foot, and
swore that he had had enough of the
wilderness. What with mosquitoes and
bats, and wolves prowling about the

tents, howling like demons, and the
loons making night hideous with their

unearthly mirth, he could scarcely be
blamed for refusing to make a martyr
of himself any longer. He compelled
his cousin by main force to break up
the camp, not for the reason he alleged,
but because he honestly believed that

Olyphant, if permitted to nurse his fan
cies in solitude, would sooner or later

lose his mind. He therefore induced
him to go to Hardanger, where they
put up at a village inn, spending their

days in sailing and fishing. It was
Griffin who took the initiative in every
thing, the invalid obeying listlessly like

a sick child. It was only when they
talked of science, and by inference of

his own invention (of which Griffin

knew in a general way) that he occa

sionally waked up and his eyes kindled
with the old animation.

&quot;

Oliver,&quot; he said, one sunny afternoon,
as he was lying in the stern of the boat,

gazing up into the sky,
&quot; could you im

agine any circumstance which would

justify a man in sacrificing another life

to preserve his own ?
&quot;

&quot; We are doing that all the time,&quot;

Griffin answered, lifting his dripping
oars. &quot;The first thing I did, when I

came into the world, was to kill a man,
who, I believe, in that case was a girl,

and I have been at it ever since.&quot;

&quot;I assure you I am not joking, cousin.&quot;

&quot; Nor am I. You know my mother
was too delicate to nurse me, when I

was born. So she engaged a wet-nurse
;

whose child, being deprived of its moth
er s breast, died that I might live.&quot;

&quot; And has the thought never troubled

you, that you were the cause of that

child s death.&quot;

&quot; Not a bit. The chances are ten to

one that that little girl would have ex

tracted little happiness from existence,
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and much misery. The pain I saved

her far outweighs the pleasure of which
I deprived her. Moreover, her father,

being separated from his wife, took to

drink and went to the bad. He was a

weak vessel, I fear, and when his home
was broken up, that I might live, he got
into bad company and was killed in a

brawl. There is life number two I have

on my conscience.&quot;

&quot;

Why, Oliver, you seem positively to

gloat over your destructiveness.&quot;

&quot;My
dear boy, we are all engaged in

driving each other to the wall. You
would be appalled, if you knewhowmany
lives have been impoverished that yours
and mine might be enriched

;
how many

have been destroyed that ours might be

preserved. Impoverishment is but a

lesser destruction. I am bound to think

that my life is the most important in

the world and to act upon that supposi
tion. And the moment I cease to think

so, I am routed aud defeated. I have

signed my own death-warrant.&quot;

&quot;I wish you would sign mine, too,

Oliver.&quot;

&quot;

If you were a manufacturer of hats,
I would, cheerfully. But as physicists
don t in any way interfere with me, and

may benefit me, I have no interest in

despatching them into
eternity.&quot;

&quot;Your philosophy is a brutal one,
Oliver.&quot;

&quot; Not at all. Nature is lavish of life.

She is appallingly prolific. She has or
dained that only the strong should sur

vive, that the fit should develop their

fitness by eliminating the unfit. Nine
lives out of ten are in my opinion worth

less, except in this indirect way, as the
small fishes are valuable to the

big.&quot;
&quot;

Supposing you were right if I could
but find one of these absolutely worth
less lives and be sure of it, beyond
a doubt I should I should

&quot;

*

He could not finish. The thought re

fused to shape itself so that it could be
uttered, and, moreover, he was a little

bit ashamed of avowing, before his scep
tical cousin, even a shadow of belief in
the magic of the old incantation. In one
moment it was perfectly plain to him
that he had no such belief

; but in the
next he felt a temptation to whisper the
old verse to somebody, just to see if

there was anything in it, He knew that

it was a silly and childish desire
; but

supposing it was true, as Griffin said,
that nine lives out of ten were of no use
either to themselves or anybody else,

what then could be the harm of making
the experiment ? A man who is sick un
to death does not mind throwing his rea
son overboard in his efforts to keep hold
of the life that is slipping away from him.
No cure is too absurd to try, if some

body asserts that it has benefited him.
It was a ridiculous thing, of course, in

capable of being discussed among ra

tional people ;
but that did not prevent

Harold Olyphant from clutching at a

shivering hope that he held in this

mysterious parchment the key to re

stored health and activity. There was a

twilight region of the soul, separate and
distinct from the daylight region, in

which science and reason dwelt
;
and in

these dusky recesses the strangest things
could strike root and send forth long
pallid shoots that sought and yet shrank
from the daylight.
The next day the two friends were out

rowing on the fjord. When they had
talked for awhile, Olyphant pulled the

ancient parchment from his pocket, and
became absorbed in the contemplation of

the runes. The locusts oh, what an

exquisite, swelling crescendo they execut

ed
;
while the crickets fiddled away mer

rily on their one little shrill metallic

note
;
and a sweet-voiced bird on the

shore burst into a rapturous warble. In
an indefinable way he seemed nearer to
&quot; the base of being ;

&quot;

a purely pagan
joy took possession of him a kind of

bacchantic sympathy with riotous mirth
and revelry and wildly unrestrained pas
sion. He sprang up in the boat, gave a

shout, and waved the hand in which he
held the parchment. The light wherry
gave a lurch.

Harold Olyphant reeled, and in order
to recover his balance, involuntarily un
closed his hand, and the parchment fell

into the water. He had a momentary
insane impulse to plunge in after it

;
for

it sank as if it had been of stone. If

Griffin had not grabbed him by the

shoulder, he would have gone overboard.
As he fell forward, the boat careened,

shipped some water, and came near up
setting ;

but Griffin s presence of mind

again averted the catastrophe.
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&quot;

Now, brace up ;
and behave like a

rational creature,&quot; he cried, angrily.

Olyphant did not answer
;
but lay

with his face over the stern, staring
down into the clear water. The parch
ment was still sinking ; down, down it

went through the cool, green regions of

the deep ;
and the fishes swam wonder-

ingly about it, skipping out of the way
and again curiously returning. At last

it touched bottom
;
but it seemed to

Olyphant that the bottom moved, as if

alive, and a mist of mud rose, and for

a moment, obscured the view. Then a

great, wise-looking flounder, with a sour

expression and mouth awry, emerged
from the mist, and, curling its sensitive

fins, moved away. There lay the vener
able curse, among the brown kelp and
the green rock-weed which streamed

out, half covering it, and waved faintly
in sympathy with some subtle pulse-
beat that vibrated upward. What a hap
py realm was that vast emerald expanse,
clear as crystal, as far as the eye could
reach

;
where the placid fishes swam at

meditative ease
;
where the pink and

purple starfishes clung to the kelp-grown
bowlders, where the sea-anemones un
folded their vivid bloom, and the slug

gish jelly-fishes drew their comet-like

tails like a crimson mist behind them.
A sudden luminous insight into the

very soul of creation flashed through the

young man s brain. A deep mysterious
sympathy with these tranquil creatures,

&quot; But half aroused from the primordial sleep,&quot;

took possession of him. How beautiful

seemed to him their calm accord with

nature, their unreflecting submission to

the dim instincts that kindled and pre
served their slow-pulsed lives ! How
gladly would he, too, have sunk into this

happy dusk of semiconscious existence,
as a child, through a delicious semi-

slumber, sinks to dreamless repose upon
its mother s breast.

HI.

THE next day the weather was stormy,
and Olyphant was ill. He felt wilted
and withered in every limb

;
the day

light seemed a weariness and an imperti
nence

;
the rain that beat spasmodically

like handfuls of shot against the window-
panes startled him and made him jump
in bed. A young peasant girl named
Marit, in scarlet bodice and black skirt

and two longbraids down her back, came
in and began to strew fresh sand and

juniper-twigs upon the floor. The in

valid lay sniffing the pungent odor, until
Grilfin entered, smoking a strong cigar.

&quot;I wish you wouldn t smoke,&quot; Oly
phant said.

&quot; You are killing the juni
per-smell.&quot;

&quot;

Juniper-smell ? Oh, you like it, do

you ?
&quot;

&quot; I do.&quot;

&quot; Then I ll leave you to enjoy it alone.

If you want me, send for me. There s

a party of Yankee tourists weather
bound here. I m going down to flirt a

little, just to kill time.&quot;

Olyphant, for some reason, felt a

vague animosity toward those Yankee
tourists. He pictured to himself some
shrill, angular New England girls, with
short hair and a thirst for culture. As
the afternoon wore on, the weather grew
worse

;
and the New England girls tort

ured his fancy with suggestions of all

the things which he abhorred in women.

They grew constantly more definite and
unattractive. They became Cook tour
ists

&quot;

doing
&quot;

Norway in nine days ;

most likely Massachusetts school-mis

tresses with hard, intelligent faces, eye
glasses, mannish attire

;
and devoid of

every grace that makes womanhood
adorable. Griffin, with his cumbrous

sportiveness and his matter-of-fact man
ner, flirting with these unlovely damsels
must be a sight for gods. The vision

pursued Olyphant like a nightmare.
Through the small lead-framed win

dows there came a burst of clear sky.

Presently Marit brought supper, but

Olyphant was unable to touch it. When
she had departed he tumbled out of

bed, in a sort of feverish daze
;
reeled

about on the floor in search of this gar
ment and that, and succeeded, in the

course of an hour, in making a passable
toilet. He flung the windows open, and
sat gazing into the cool, transparent
dusk, out of which the huge pile of the

mountains rose in placid majesty. The

pure bracing air revived him somewhat,
and with the aid of a stout stick he

managed to make his way to the bal-
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cony, where tourists sat in groups rav

ing about the grandeur of the scenery.

Through Olyphant s oppressed mind

flared suddenly a wild hostility to these

people. He did not know why but he

detested them all he hated them. Here

were lives enough that cumbered the

earth, and could well be spared. There

could be no harm in trying the ancient

curse on one of these for in all proba

bility it would have no more effect than

the breeze which wafted over their

heads but it must be someone, un
known and unseen, whose fate, past and

to come, he would never know ;
some

one whose veiled face rose for this one

instant out of the vast indistinguishable

throng, and vanished like a drop in the

tides of being.
He was not sane, perhaps, as he stood

there, leaning upon his stick, peering
forward with eager, feverish gaze. Out
of the chaotic depths of his soul strug

gled a shuddering conviction that the

curse was yet potent that death and
dole still dwelt in the mysterious alliter

ations. A harsh, cackling laugh struck

his ear from the corner of the balcony
where his cousin was sitting. It shiv

ered his spine and excoriated his nerve-

centres. It was only those odious Cook

tourists, with their coupon trip-tickets,

their brazen inquisitiveness, and manu
factured enthusiasm, who could laugh
thus. He fastened his eyes upon the

back of the one from whom he supposed
that the laugh had come, and tried to

recall the pagan verse. He saw vaguely
the outlines of a woman s form a wide-

brimmed straw hat, a shawl covering
the shoulders, and a lock of hair which

strayed from under the hat-brim. The
shadow of the great mountain above

deepened the twilight and obliterated

all hints of personality. It was but a

woman whether young or old he could
not tell. And she had a harsh, cackling

laugh ! One of the forty thousand su

pernumeraries of Massachusetts, prob
ably. And yet he was all in a tremor as

he strove to whisper the fateful words.
His head was in a whirl, his thoughts
piled themselves helter-skelter in wild
confusion. It was an awful thing he
was about to do. Murder seemed inno
cent in comparison with it. But then,
what is the struggle for existence but a

slow, perpetual murder? For impover
ishment is

&quot; slower destruction,&quot; as Grif

fin said. He was a foolish sentimental

ist to be troubled with scruples. He
had but this one life

;
and if he lost it,

what was there left to him ?

&quot;

Breathing and brooding,&quot;

he began ;
but the words stuck in his

throat, and the blood ran riot in his head,
which throbbed as if it were going to

split.

&quot;Breathing and brooding,&quot;

he began again ;
and this time the sec

ond line came without effort
;
all strug

gle was at an end ;
his blood ran with a

marvellous, placid vigor and a cool se

renity which astonished him, as he mur
mured, in the uncouth Icelandic, the

dread and venerable imprecation.

&quot;Breathing and brooding
At the base of being,
Hear I the hell-hound

Howling hoarsely.&quot;

It seemed to him as if the air grew
strangely still about him. The crickets

in the grass broke off their shrill note

with a startling abruptness, and the

mosquitoes that hummed about him

dropped out of sight, as if smitten with

a deadly plague. That same oppressive

suspense which he had noted the first

time he deciphered the flaming runes in

the forest again took possession of all

nature about him. The sky seemed to

be holding its breath in anxious expec
tation.

&quot; Wuotan wither
With woe and winter
The life of thy limbs ;

Thy life-juice languish,&quot;

he continued, in a murmurous under

tone almost joyously.

&quot; The fiends that fret me
With frost and fire

Flee from me, fly from me ;

Dole-dealing, death-dealing
Dwell with thee !

&quot;

he finished breathlessly, fixing his gaze,

all the while, with the concentration of

all his soul s energy, upon the girl who
sat leaning over the balustrade at Grif

fin s side, gazing out upon the landscape.
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As lie uttered the last words a convul
sive shiver ran through her

; she arose

abruptly, pressed her hand against her

temples, and said, in a tremulous but

singularly musical voice :

&quot;

Why, aunt, I fear I have caught cold
;

I feel so strange.&quot;
&quot; I shouldn t wonder, dear,&quot; answered

the lady on the other side of Griffin, in

a voice which corresponded to the cack

ling laugh ;
&quot;let us go in. This night-

air is very treacherous.&quot;

Olyphant had intended never to see

or know the one against whomhe hurled
the ancient curse, for his morbid con
science would torture him to death, in

case this person should show symptoms
of ill-health. But an anonymous and

impersonal victim could never be very
troublesome. He would have slipped

away now, and never questioned Griffin

about his companion, if the conviction

had not burst upon him that he had
made a terrible mistake. He had at

tached the unmusical laugh to the wrong
person, and perhaps brought calamity

upon one whom he had not intended to

harm. A fatal fascination riveted him
to the spot ; reluctantly he peered for

ward, with his heart in his throat. A
dismal foreboding of evil stole over him
like a chilly mist.

&quot;

Hallo, old man,&quot; cried Griffin, as he

caught sight of the pale, eager face,

quivering with dumb agony,
&quot; what are

you up to now ? I have just been tell

ing the ladies of your interesting lunacy.
Here, Miss Kamsey, is my cousin, of

whom I have been speaking. Permit
me to make you acquainted with him.
Mr. Olyphant Miss Eamsey.&quot;

Olyphant found himself bowing auto

matically, like a man in a dream who
does preposterous things, without being
able to account for them. Just at that

moment the moon sailed out from behind
the mountain-peak and softly illumi

nated the girl s face. He gasped out an
exclamation ofamazement or inarticulate

woe, and with dilated eyes stared at her.

Ah, the pity, the misery of it. This
creature whom he had picked out as the
most worthless of her kind seemed to

him surpassingly lovely. So pure and
sweet a countenance, so nobly fashioned,
he had never seen before. The idealiz

ing glamour of the moon which draws

its soft veil over small imperfections
lent a pathos to her features which went
straight to his heart. He felt that in
this face his fate was wrapped up, for

good or for ill ! The eyes which she
fixed upon him had a vague entreaty in

them, as if she were dimly conscious of
his power to harm her. She was rather
tall of stature, though not robust. Her
hair was of rich brown color with a bur
nished sheen in it. In her look and atti

tude there was something which re

minded him of a certain Sainte Cecile
in the Louvre something sweetly radi
ant and spiritual which made the frail

flesh, with all its loveliness, seem of

minor consequence.
Olyphant had made these observations

rapidly, and was just recovering his self-

command, when Griffin took him by the
arm and presented him to Mrs. Coleman,
Miss Ramsey s aunt.

&quot; We had feared we were going to miss
the pleasure of your acquaintance,&quot; Mrs.
Coleman remarked, in a voice that had

every now and then a curious jar in it,

as if it scraped bottom
;

&quot;

your cousin
told us that you were sick in bed.&quot;

&quot; So I was, half an hour
ago,&quot; Olyphant

answered, absently ;

&quot; but I am well now
quite well.&quot;

It had not occurred to him, until the

question was raised, that the weakness
in his limbs had left him. That &quot; with
ered

&quot;

feeling of which he had com
plained was, as it were, blown away.
That nightmarish giddiness in his head,
which had made him reel like a drunken
man while he was trying to dress, had

given way to a bright sanity and clear

ness of thought which amazed him.
But deep down in his heart there was a

writhing sense of agony, as the convic

tion stole upon him that the ancient

curse was working. Were the powers
of darkness, upon whom he had called,

anything but a crude fever fancy of

primitive man ? And had they heard
him now, and were they doing his bid

ding? Were they blighting this fair

young life at his side, exhausting the

full fountain of her vigor in order to re

plenish his empty one ? It was a dia

bolical thought. He strove to drive it

away ;
but it hummed in his ears like a

torturing tune which makes you march
to its rhythm, whether you will or not.
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IV.

OLYPHANT devoutly hoped, when he

arose about ten o clock the next morning,
after a long and refreshing sleep, that

Miss Ramsey and her aunt had put them
selves beyond his reach. He longed to

see the young girl ;
but a deep convic

tion in his soul told him that it was best
both for him and her that they should

never meet again. The same clearness

of thought which he had perceived the

night before, still reigned in his brain,

and the earth seemed delightfully firm

beneath his feet. The two things some
how seemed kindred phenomena, flow

ing from the same source. The moun
tain-air which streamed in through the

open windows was a cool elixir sur

charged with health and strength. The
sunshine had a radiance in it which pen
etrated to the innermost recesses of the

soul, filling them with light. But, in

spite of all, Olyphant was conscious of a

kind of internal quivering ; and when
Griffin congratulated him on his good
appearance a pang shot through him.
He ate his breakfast with a guilty zest,

as if he were stealing it. He was ashamed
of his appetite, at the same time that he

gloried in it. His sense of taste seemed
so extraordinarily keen, the flavors of

every dish, though it was nothing but

bread, butter, cream, coffee, and brook-

trout, were tenfold intensified. The
butter especially was fragrant with the
breath of the succulent grass in the wide

mountain-plains. It was so exquisitely
rural, idyllic, and instinct with the sweet

pastoral associations of early Aryan
times. The coffee was redolent with the

Orient, and suggested heavy-eyed oda

lisques of rich and voluptuous beauty.
The trout had condensed in its pink flaky
flesh the subtlest life of the mountain-
brook

;
its leaping and plashing joy, its

glancing shafts of sunlight, and its dark,
cool, delicious pools. Olyphant had nev
er suspected that such enjoyment could
be derived from a sense which he had
always regarded as the grossest of the
five.

He would have eaten on as long as
there was anything left on the table if

Griffin had not entered, smoking, and vi

tiated the atmosphere with his foul weed.

Though he had never been averse to

tobacco-smoke before, it appeared to

him now the vilest of odors. The pure,
sweet pagan vigor that rioted with joy
ous tumult in his veins was deeply re

pugnant to these dusky narcotic fumes.
He felt that it would be impossible for
him to put a cigar between his lips again.

&quot;This climate, I should say, is just
the thing for

you,&quot;
Griffin remarked,

seating himself in a big, carved chair
;

&quot;

you look like a different man.&quot;

&quot;

Oh, yes,&quot;
answered Olyphant, rue

fully ;
&quot;I woke up with a ravenous appe

tite this morning ;
I feel as if I had a

bottomless pit within me.&quot;

&quot;Oh, no,&quot; laughed his cousin, blowing
a series of smoke-rings against the ceil

ing ;

&quot; that you have in store for you, if

you keep on fooling with the black arts,
and consign yourself, like Faust, to the
devil.&quot;

His pleasantry grated on Olyphant s

nerves, and with a sudden irritation he

got up and left the room. Outside on
the balcony he met Mrs. Coleman, who
greeted him cordially.

&quot; I am glad to see you looking so well
this morning,&quot; she said, in her jarring
voice

;

&quot; we had expected to leave to-day
for Drontheim and the North Cape, but
Winifred my niece is not feeling exactly
herself

;
and so we have concluded to

stay here and rest for a couple of
days.&quot;

&quot;I hope it is nothing serious,&quot; he

ejaculated, with an anxiety which he
found it impossible to conceal.

&quot;

Oh, no, only over-fatigue ;
and per

haps a cold on the top of it. She com
plains of a sort of withered feeling in her

limbs, and a sense of oppression, which
she cannot shake off. I think perhaps
this delicious air is the best thing for

her
;
and I am going to persuade her to

come down and sit here in the sun.&quot;

Every word the lady uttered stabbed
the young man like a sharp blade. Mrs.
Coleman was a large woman of forty-five
or fifty, with a majestic carriage and a

perceptible mustache. On her cheeks,

too, the down would need but little en

couragement to develop into whiskers.

But, for all that, her face was agreea
ble and not unkindly, and there was a
look of race about her which distinctly

stamped her as a gentlewoman. While

they were talking, Miss Ramsey came
out of the dining-room, her face framed
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in a mist of lace and a mass of auburn
hair. There was a startled anxiety in

her eyes, when she saw him
;
and her

first impulse was to turn about and run.

She restrained herself, however, and re

turned his greeting. Her beauty, re

vealed anew in the daylight, quivered

through him like an electric shock. It

was again the intensity of expression in

her features which impressed him. But
there was something incommunicable in

this expression ; it was directed inward
as it were, and not outward. It was il

luminated from within, and the light
shone through the translucent surface.

There was some dear and cherished ob

ject, he felt sure, which she constantly

contemplated about which her joys
and her sorrows revolved. Olyphant
was conscious of a vague jealousy of this

object whatever it was then of a de
sire to share it with her. But how to

gain the confidence of so shy a creature,
who stood like a bird, always ready to

take flight that was the question. If

he could but lull his accusing conscience

to sleep, and forget what he had done to

her, the task might, perhaps, not be be

yond his power. But the oppressive
sense of guilt which tormented him made
him appear ill at ease.

&quot;I
hope,&quot;

he said, as he approached
to grasp her hand,

&quot; that your indis

position has left
you.&quot;

&quot; Not
quite,&quot;

she answered, with a

vague, sweet smile,
&quot; but it soon will.&quot;

&quot;

Only sit here and breathe, and you
will be well,&quot; he exclaimed ;

&quot;no ailment

can thrive in this glorious air.&quot;

There was a slightly artificial strain

in this exhortation, for out of some

grisly deep within him rose a whisper
which rippled with cold chills through
all his nerves.

&quot; She is doomed,&quot; this voice seemed
to say ;

&quot;no power in heaven or on earth

can save her.&quot;

&quot; It is a delightful place, is it not ?
&quot;

she observed, as she accepted the rush-

bottomed chair which he placed before

her
;

&quot; no one has any business to be ill

here. The air is so full of joyous sounds,

humming and buzzing and whirring and

warbling. The very grass seems to en

joy growing.&quot;

Her voice, so soft and rich and musi

cal, became instantly part of this vast

summer symphony, with which it blend
ed in gentle harmony. The fancy flit

ted through his brain that it was the

incantation, working in her blood, which
was opening her senses to the subtler

life and the hidden music of nature, as

it had opened his. He became con
scious of a closer kinship with her when
he saw how beautifully her eyes lit up
at the mention of this murmurous sum
mer chorus. They were both under the

same spell now, for good or for ill.

&quot; Don t you think man made a great
mistake in becoming civilized ?

&quot;

he

asked, after a while.
&quot; You mean, because he lost the keen

scent, and sight, and hearing of the sav

age ?
&quot;

It pleased him beyond measure to

have her follow thus sympathetically the

train of his thought. There was an ex

quisite intelligence implied in this swift

divination.

&quot;Yes,&quot; he said
;

&quot;I would give all that

civilization has bestowed upon us for a

set of fresh Indian senses, capable of

bright and vivid sensations. The mere
smells of earth and woods and dewy
grass, in their primeval freshness, are

an exquisite pleasure.&quot;
&quot;

Yes,&quot; she ejaculated, eagerly,
&quot; and

the bark of the fox in the lonely wilder

ness how wondrously wild it sounds
in the summer night. I heard it often

last week, when we slept in the moun
tain-inns, and I felt in me the material

for a savage.&quot;

They sat talking for a long while in

this strain ;
and the winged hours sped

unheeded over their heads. They made

rapid advances in each other s confi

dence ;
for each stimulated all that was

best in the other, and rejoiced in the

discovery of new points of sympathy.
Miss Ramsey s shyness had not the

faintest touch of awkwardness about it,

it was a native virginal reserve which

repelled rather than invited confidence.

But this very reserve, when coupled
with the sweetness of nature which
he found behind it, became doubly
attractive to him

; it furnished the key
note to her character, and the more he

explored this character, the lovelier it

appeared to him.
Mrs. Colemaii, who had been on a

rowing excursion with Griffin and Marit,
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returned about noon, and seemed in

no wise displeased at Olyphant s atten

tion to her niece. As soon as she had

ascertained that his antecedents were

satisfactory, she favored him with some

fragments of her own and Winifred s

biography. The latter, it appeared, be

longed to an old impoverished Knicker

bocker family, of historic distinction.

She had a scapegrace brother whom she

loved dearly, and for whom she had
labored indefatigably. She had estab

lished a Kindergarten, written blood-

and-thunder stories for The New York

Ledger, and, in fact, been inexhaustible

in her devices for increasing his allow

ance. Very recently an old great-uncle
had died and left her some forty or

fifty thousand dollars. She had seized

the long-desired opportunity to go
abroad ;

as she would have worked her

self to death, if Providence had not in

terfered.

V.

A SABBATH among the mountains
seems purer and more solemn than in

the open, smiling plain. All nature

unites to keep it holy. The dragon-flies,
with their large emerald eyes, as they
flitted noiselessly across the water,
had a sense of something festal

;
and

their bright and hushed demeanor added
to the solemnity of the day. Olyphant
imagined that if he could climb the

mountain-peak, he might gaze straight
into the blue eternity. He was seated
in a boat with Winifred, she reclining
in the stern with one listless hand hang
ing over the gunwale, he rowing with

long, vigorous strokes. It was two
weeks now since they first met, but it

appeared to both of them as if they had

always known each other. His con
science troubled him. In broken and
incoherent sentences he told her of the
ancient incantation, and of the use he
had made of it. But he was amazed
when she said, with soft breathlessness,
&quot;I knew it all.&quot;

&quot; You knew it ?
&quot;

he exclaimed ;

&quot; how
could you know it, when I had told no
one ?

&quot;

She waited a good while before an

swering, following the flight of a sea-

bird with her eves.

&quot; Your cousin told me of your curious

find,&quot; she said
;

&quot;

it was the first even

ing we met on the balcony. I laughed
at the thing at first, but as he went on
and described the nights you spent
camping in the highlands, where the

laugh of the loon echoed so wildly the

mood of the old incantation came over

me, and I felt it all.&quot;

&quot; But you did not know I was there ?
&quot;

&quot; No
;
but while he told so vividly of

the strange magic of the runes, I felt

the curse creeping all over me. I could

not sit still. I rose and shivered.&quot;

&quot;

Oh, how can you forgive me ?
&quot;

he

cried, bowing his head, in passionate
sorrow

;

&quot;

it was at that very moment I

spoke the awful verse.&quot;

&quot;Let us be rational/ she replied,
after a thoughtful little pause ;

&quot;

you do
not believe that the verse harmed me.
And I surely do not believe it. I caught
cold that night. My imagination was

strangely wrought upon by the uncanny
tale. I shouldn t wonder if it were my
own reluctant credulity which has made
me ill. If I could only shake the whole

thing off, I am sure I should be well

to-morrow.&quot;
&quot; Then you bear me no resentment.&quot;
&quot; Not at aU. But one little grudge I

have that you selected me, even un

knowingly, as the most worthless creat

ure on earth.&quot;

&quot;Well, you have had your revenge
for that. For now -the earth itself is

worthless without you.&quot;

Olyphant confided to his cousin the

next day that he had proposed to Miss

Ramsey.
He waited impatiently during the en

tire day for the appearance of the ladies
;

and was dumfounded when he learned,
toward evening, that they had left by
the early steamer.

&quot;

Oliver,&quot; he said to his cousin,
&quot; I

am going to find this girl wherever she

is.&quot;

&quot; But don t you see she doesn t want
to be found ? She s trying to run away
from

you.&quot;
&quot;

It doesn t matter. I must find her,

if I have to follow her to the ends of the

earth.&quot;

&quot;

Well, that s all right. But by what
route do you intend to start for the

ends of the earth?&quot;
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&quot; I am serious, Oliver. If you won t

go with me, I am going alone.&quot;

&quot;

Well, if it comes to that, I am afraid

to trust you alone. But I tell you,

Harry, you ought to have more sense.

Love, especially if it doesn t run smooth,
is bad for a valetudinarian.&quot;

Griffin continued to argue the case

with lawyer-like ingenuity, but he made
no impression upon the Quixotic lover.

Perceiving the futility of further effort,

he yielded with good grace, and sum
moned Marit, who declared that the la

dies had taken the southward steamer

early in the morning ;
Miss Ramsey had

cried and didn t want to go ;
but her

aunt had scolded and coaxed her, and
had threatened to leave her, unless she

followed. She was so weak that she

had to be carried down to the steam
boat landing. Where they had gone
Marit did not profess to know, but she

had heard the elder lady mention Co

penhagen and Home.

VI.

To trace Harold Olyphant s devious
course over the map of Europe during
the next twelve months, would be a fu

tile task. His wanderings appeared as

erratic as those of a fly under the ceil

ing. And yet they were directed by
a purpose that knew no faltering the

same that led Orpheus to hell and Le-
ander to swim the Hellespont. His

cousin, losing patience with him, had
left him early in the autumn and re

turned to the United States. And it

was, on the whole, a relief to Olyphant
to be alone

;
for Griffin s sympathy, no

less than his criticism, had come to be
irksome to him. Moreover, he con
tinued to be physically well, in spite of

the pangs of remorse and grief which
tormented him. He had a guilty con
viction that a fresh fountain of strength
had welled up within him

;
and he could

almost hear it gurgle and bubble with
exuberant vigor. He succeeded occa

sionally in persuading himself that it

was all a hallucination
;

that he had
done no harm to Winifred Kamsey, and
that the course of wisdom would be to

return home and devote his recovered
health to the perfecting of his great dis

covery. But his heart rose in passion
ate protest against this reasoning. Out
of the depth of his nature something
cried out with wild voices which he
could not hush or appease. He must
see Winifred and do penance to her,
humble himself in the dust before her,
and receive her forgiveness. All other

things all purposes and interests which

formerly had swayed his life seemed

pale and misty now, in comparison with
this one ardent desire. All the world
was stricken with a kind of blight. It

moved past him like a phantasmal show
a hideous Walpurgis-Night proces

sion, that made the weary eyes ache
and the tortured ears vainly refuse to

listen.

Olyphant had lost the track of his

fugitives at Copenhagen and had not
found any trace of them in Home. But
a dim instinct drove him constantly
back to the Eternal City, possibly be
cause all roads lead thither, and all the

world s exiles find there a home. One

morning at the beginning of the win
ter he was sitting in the reading-room
of the American Bank, when he heard
some one pronounce distinctly the name

Winifred Kamsey. He looked up,
startled, and saw a tall, black-whiskered
courier who was inquiring for letters.

Two or three, bearing American stamps,
were handed to him, and Olyphant
managed to catch a glimpse of the

handwriting, which, much to his relief,

was of the high-shouldered, feminine

style. He lost no time in making the

acquaintance of the courier, who, for a

proper consideration, communicated to

him the fact that Miss Kamsey and Mrs.
Coleman were at Frascati, at the Villa

Falconieri. A dozen other questions
trembled on his lips, but he feared to

ask them. Was she well ? Was she ill ?

Did she have yet that divine anguish in

her eyes, or were they slowly closing to

all earthly concerns with an equally di

vine indifference? Ah, what misery in

the uncertainty, and what still greater

misery in a knowledge strangling hope !

Olyphant found himself at the rail

road depot on the Piazza delle Terme
at two o clock in the afternoon, and rode

through the golden haze of the early
Roman winter, heedless of the glare of

earth and sky. Having arrived at Fras-
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cati, he engaged a donkey of a perverse

disposition, which was induced to carry

him to the gate of the Villa Falconieri.

There was something indescribably mel

ancholy about the place ;
a calm and

cool splendor, an equilibrium as of

death. The vast bright sky struck a

chill to his heart. The great fa9ade of

the villa, as it loomed up among the

stone-pines and cypresses, stared at him
out of its many windows with a stately

remoteness. It looked uninhabited, in

human. A knock at the tremendous

portone summoned a concierge, who con

ducted the American through a labyrinth
of resonant hallways, where his footsteps
re-echoed as in a tomb. It seemed as

if he were under some awful spell

that he was doomed to walk on forever.

Somehow and somewhere, however, they
came to a halt

;
and the concierge opened

a door and ushered Olyphant into an

ante-room flooded with sunlight, but yet

chilly. Then Mrs. Coleman appeared
in a trance-like and unaccountable man
ner, pressed his hand, shed some tears,

and said that she was glad he had come.

This seemed very extraordinary, consid

ering the fact that she had wasted so

much ingenuity in trying to run away
from him. Some such sentiment prob
ably escaped him, as he sat vis-d-vis with

her in that vast and dreary reception-
room, and she entered into a defence of

her action, declaring that the terrible

story of the incantation had taken such
hold of her niece that it was killing her.

She knew it was a hallucination, but it

was on that account none the less dan

gerous. She had gone away secretly,
because she had hoped that new scenes

and new friends might obliterate the

dreadful fancy. In this hope she had,

however, been disappointed. Winifred
had grown steadily worse since leaving

Norway ;
and the skill of the most famed

physicians of Europe had failed to bene
fit her. Mrs. Coleman did not wish to

bear the responsibility of further inter

ference. She would place no more ob
stacles in Olyphant s path. So saying,
she pushed open the door to the next

room, where Winifred lay upon a sofa,

before the fire. She was very pale, but
her fair face was lighted with a strange

brilliancy. Her eyes shone with grati
tude and affection as he grasped her

hand and fell upon his knees at her side.

There was no shadow of suffering visi

ble in her features ; only fading of

strength, declining vitality. The tide

of life was ebbing in her veins. A light-
blue cashmere wrapper enveloped her

form, and a fine mesh of ancient lace en
circled her throat and wrists.

&quot; You are not angry with me, then,&quot;

she said, meeting with wistful eyes the

sorrowful gaze he fixed upon her. &quot; Tell

me again that you are not angry with
me.&quot;

&quot; Why should I be angry with you,
dearest ?

&quot;

&quot; Because I ran away, when you had
told me you loved me. But I did not

do it willingly.&quot;
&quot; I know it. Your aunt has told me

about it.&quot;

&quot; And how did you find me? Did she

write to you ?
&quot;

&quot;No. I spent half a year seeking

you, everywhere. To-day I met by
chance a courier who knew where you
were.&quot;

It was touching to see the joy that

kindled in her eyes and illuminated her

features as he spoke.
&quot;I shall not be afraid to die now,&quot;

she whispered, giving his hand a faint

pressure. &quot;I was only afraid, when I

thought you had forgotten me.&quot;

He could say nothing, but sat strug

gling with a confession a prayer for

forgiveness he knew not what ; only
that he might relieve the weight of woe
that oppressed him. But what had he

to confess ? He had told her all. He
wrung his hands silently, opened his

lips as if to speak, but said nothing.
&quot;

Oh, you must not die !

&quot; he cried at

last, with a sudden, piercing pain ; and,

jumping up, began to pace the floor
;

&quot;

it is all a dream, a horrible nightmare.
Shake it off. Here, take my hand.

Come with me into the garden. Do you
not love me ? Why, then, should you
die now when you are just beginning
to live ?

&quot;

He paused, astonished at his own vio

lence. But still more amazed he was
when he felt the firm grasp of her fin

gers, and he saw Winifred rise, slowly,

gropingly but still rise, and, leaning

upon his arm, walk across the floor.

A half-timid exultation shone in her
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eyes, as she became assured that her
limbs supported her. He wrapped a

shawl about her, pushed the door to the

hall open, and with slow and tentative

steps she moved at his side, through the

white desolation of the long, empty cor

ridors. Fearing to overtax her strength,
he put his arms about her and carried

her down the stairs into the garden.
There the flood of sunshine nearly blind

ed him; but the cypresses cut their

black silhouettes out of the radiant blue
of the sky and afforded relief to the

wearied vision. There was a hopeless

perfection in the day which annihilated

him. All things seemed evanescent and
unreal. Even the beloved form which

clung to him was in some strange way
slipping from his embrace

;
a crowd of

bright, airy demons, inexorable but not

abhorrent, were tugging at her gar
ments. As she stood amid the cy
presses, in the glare of the pitiless sun,
there was the remoteness of death in

her beauty a chill alienation which
made him shiver. What was that terri

ble force to which he had surrendered
her? Was there no counter-charm, no

spell that could redeem her from the

hungry deep ? There were invisible

hands outstretched through that awful,
silent glare, and he felt them flash about
his head

;
from above, from below, from

everywhere. With a cry of uncontrol
lable horror he clasped her once more
in his arms, and prayed a wild, dis

tracted prayer ;
but he knew not to

whom he addressed it
;
and it seemed

after a while that the God whom he en
treated was dead. She lay like a weary
child in his arms

; resting her head

upon his shoulder, smiling vaguely to

ward the moss-grown Faun that was play
ing his broken reed under the ilexes.

There was something quivering through
the light a kind of dumb anguish, a

rigid, shining despair. Then there came
a chorus of strange wild voices, flute-

like, incorporeal, and remote. There
was laughter in them mirthless and

mocking like that of the loon in the

Norseland wilderness. He fancied he
heard in these ethereal sounds a sem
blance of her name

; and, shuddering,
he pressed her closer to his breast. In
the ceaseless pulsation that throbbed in

the air about him he recognized notes

of that wondrous summer chorus which
had burst upon his awakened sense
after the reading of the incantation.

They stormed in upon him lightly and

noiselessly sang bright ditties of a
sweet, seolian remoteness in his ear, as if

to beguile his thought away from her
whom he held in his arms. For he
felt that, as long as he held her closely

encompassed with his love, as long as
all the energy of his affectionate solici

tude was concentrated upon her, he could
not lose her. For an hour the battle

raged noiselessly, but fiercely ; he tried

to move away, but stood as if riveted to

the spot. Again and again the hushed,
wondrous melody allured him, and his

thought began to wander ; a sweet wea
riness stole over him

;
all things except

rest a deep, all-obliterating oblivion

seemed of small moment. All im

pressions became blurred
; only a vague

tenderness filled his heart for someone
or something that was, for some rea

son, very dear to him. There was a
rush as of water, cool and refreshing,
in his ears, and the flash and sheen
of bright, emerald currents before his

eyes. The world lost itself in a golden
mist of lovely sights and sounds. He
sank into a swoon. He knew not how
long he lay unconscious

;
but he woke

up with a chilling horror
;
he tried to

scream, but could not. There was a

weight upon his breast
;
and his clasped

hands, as they relaxed, touched a cold

forehead. He shivered ;
a sense of deso

lation stole over him. Raising himself

with great effort for he seemed stiff in

every joint he saw what he already
knew before. Winifred was dead. The

peace in her face was sweet and pro
found. Not a trace of trouble or of

struggle was visible. It was the peace,
not of marble, but of the sea and the

sky on a perfect day. She had never

been more beautiful.

Olyphant sat staring at her with

heavy, vacuous eyes. He kept his feel

ings desperately at bay, because he
feared their vehemence. How vast the

sky was ! And the mountains, how blue

and airy and divinely indifferent ! What
is life, that we should deplore its loss

;
or

death, that we should dread its coming ?

But this one life, which was so dear to

him, why should it be chosen for extinc-
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tion out of all the worthless millions?

Remorse hovered like a shadow in the

background of his mind
;
but he could

not bring himself to believe in it. A
strange chill numbness settled all over

him, and he felt nothing, except a dull

heartache.

The harsh scream of a bird of prey
aroused him. He arose slowly, lifted

the dead body in his arms, and bore it

back toward the villa. And again he
seemed to himself to be under a spell

which would compel him to march on
with this burden forever. The future

through which his path lay stretched out
before him as a vast, blank, sunlit vista

which made his eyes ache. The silence

oppressed him
;
the emptiness terrified

him. The endless procession of hours,

white, black, and gray, which rose out of

the deep what should he do with them
how was he to traverse them, with this

grief never to be appeased, with this

burden ever to be borne ?

HOW TO FEED A RAILWAY.

By Benjamin Norton.

THE
commissary or supply depart

ment of a railroad is not unlike

that of a large army. Like a vast

army its necessities are many, and the

various departments which make up the

whole system must be provided with
their necessary requirements in order
to accomplish the end for which it is

operated.
If, again, we regard a railroad as a

huge animal, the quantity of supplies
needed to fill its capacious maw is some

thing overwhelming. It is always hun
gry, and the daily bill of fare (which
includes pretty much everything known
to trade) is gone through with an ap
petite as vigorous and healthy at the
end as it exhibits in the beginning.
Yet how few there are who realize the

important part this one feature plays in

the operation of the thousands of miles
of railroad throughout the world. Upon
the proper conduct of this department
depends very largely the success of any
road, so far as its relation to the stock
holders is concerned

;
for while, as has

been the case in the past, combinations
and pools have aided in maintaining
rates, and have served to increase the

income, and attention has been paid
to securing additional business in every
possible way, the &quot;out-goes

&quot;

have often
been overlooked, to the detriment of

dividends and the general welfare of the

property.
The supplies must be furnished in

any event, in order that the various de

partments may perform their allotted

duties coal for the engines, stationery
for the clerks, ties and rails for the

tracks, oils for the lubrication of the

thousands of axles daily turning, pas
sage-tickets for the travellers, and a

thousand and one things which are ab

solutely necessary for the safe and ef

ficient conduct of every railroad in ac

tive operation. Each item serves its

purpose, and, properly assimilated, keeps
alive all the functions of one vast and

complicated system. It is easy to see,

then, the importance, first, of proper
economy in buying, and then a correct

and systematic distribution of all sup
plies. On the Philadelphia & Bead

ing Railroad, for instance, the annual

supply bills aggregate more than $3,-

000,000, covering such supplies as those

just mentioned, and, in fact, everything
which is purchased and used in the

operation of the road
;
so that on a

large system like that, the commissary
department requires no end of detail,

both in the purchase and the distribu

tion of all material.

The expenditure for lubricating oils,

waste, and greases alone amounts to

more than $150,000 per annum, while

the outlay for fuel represents about

$1,200,000, and this is comparatively a

small sum, since that road is a coal

road, so called, and the cost for fuel, as

a matter of course, is reduced to a mini
mum. There the store-room system,
which has now been pretty generally
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adopted by many of the larger roads,
is fully exemplified. With a General

Store-keeper in charge, all supplies
purchased are accounted for through
him, and distributions are made daily

among the substore-rooms, which are
located at convenient points ;

and they
in turn distribute among the various

departments, for consumption, all ac

counting daily to the General Store

keeper at Reading.
To give an idea as to the quantity of

material required in the service on
such a road, it may be stated that from
twelve to fifteen car-loads of supplies

per day are shipped to various points.
When we consider that an ordinary car

will carry from fifteen to twenty tons of

freight, we find that the annual require
ments will average about four thousand

car-loads, or, say, about fifty thousand

tons, and if all the cars were made up
into one solid train they would occupy
fully twenty-five miles of track, and con
sume an hour and a half passing a given
point running at the ordinary

7

speed of

freight trains.

To account carefully for all this re

quires necessarily a large army of clerks

and other assistants, though, with the
fundamental principles correct, it is no
more difiicult to account for large quan
tities than for small. The supplies are

purchased in the first instance, delivered

at the General Store-house, are there

weighed or measured and receipted for,

are then distributed on requisition, and

finally delivered to the several depart
ments when needed

;
are charged out to

the various accounts, after consumption,
and all returns and records are finally

kept on the books of the General Store

keeper.
It would be a large army indeed

which would require so much for its

maintenance
;

and remembering the
hundreds of roads, small and large,

throughout the country, the measure of

one s comprehension is nearly reached
in estimating the amount of money and
the thousands of tons of material repre
sented.

If the buyer of railroad stocks for in

vestment, besides looking into the re

turns of freight and passenger business
for his decision, would investigate care

fully the method adopted for the pur

chase and distribution of supplies on

any road in which he may be interested,
he might get information enough to

satisfy himself that a large portion of

the earnings were dribbling out through
this department, and that, as a result,
his stock might eventually cease to be a
dividend payer.

In the matter of buying, the result

depends entirely upon the purchasing
agent, and this position must neces

sarily be occupied by a man of honor
and integrity, coupled with a reason
able amount of shrewdness and apti
tude for such business. As this depart
ment covers to a greater or less degree
pretty much all the known branches of

trade, the buyer cannot, under ordinary
circumstances, thoroughly master the
whole field as an expert ; but he can
nevertheless inform himself in the most

important articles of manufacture to the

extent of preventing deception or fraud.

The field is extensive, and the sooner
railroad companies realize that the pur
chasing agent is not a mere order clerk,
the sooner they will discover that their

disbursements for supplies are very
much less, and that the chief part of the

leakage has found its source in this very

department.
Exactly the same principles are in

volved in this matter as in the case of

a thrifty proprietor of a country-store,
whose profits each year depend materi

ally upon the closeness and care with
which his stock in trade is purchased
from the wholesale dealers in the large

city. A purchasing agent s experience
is varied in the extreme, dealing as he
does with all classes of salesmen and
business houses. There is no end to

the operations which skilful salesmen

go through in offering their stock ;
but

after some experience a sharp buyer
will be able to fortify himself against
the best of them even against the

clever vender of varnishes who disposed
of one hundred barrels of his wares in

small lots to different buyers, on a sam

ple of maple-sirup. On the other hand,
a salesman who, when a buyer asked

him if his oil gummed, replied that &quot;

it

gummed beautifully,&quot; lost the chance of

ever selling any goods in that quarter.
As has been said, the ordinary or gen

eral supplies consumed in the operation
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of the average railroad include almost

everything known to trade. Tobacco

for the gratification of the taste of a

gang of men out on the road with the

snow-plough is not outside the list
;
and

even pianos, for some trains, since the

days of absolute comfort and possible

extravagance have begun, for the benefit

of passengers setting out on long jour

neys; nor do we lose sight of books,

bath-tubs, and barbers. The practical
feature involved, however, calls for an
endless variety of expensive as well as

inexpensive materials.

It is a safe rule to follow that any
thing which goes into the construction

either of track, equipment, or buildings,
should be the best. Care should always
be exercised against the use of any ma
terial the failure of which might be the

cause of loss of life, and consequently
result in heavy damages to the company.
Iron alone enters so extensively into

railroad construction and operation that

it is safe to say three-fourths of all

manufactured in this country is con
sumed directly or indirectly in this way ;

and besides its use in rails and fasten

ings (the latter including spikes, fish

plates, and bolts and nuts), and in the

many thousand tons of car-wheels and
axles annually required, must be reckon
ed the almost unlimited number of cast

ings daily required in the way of brake-

shoes, pedestals, draw-heads, grate-bars,
etc. The lumber and timber for build

ings, bridges, platforms, and crossings,
and the large quantity of glass which is

necessary, are among other large items
of expenditure.

Lubricating and illuminating oils,

paints and varnishes, soaps, chalk, bunt

ing, hardware, lamps, cotton and woollen

waste, clocks, brooms, and such metals
as copper, pig tin, and antimony are

only a few of the many articles of diet
which a railroad requires to keep body
and soul together, and give it strength
to perform the great duty it owes to

commerce and the public. After they
have all served their purposes, such as
cannot be worked over again in the

shops, and are not entirely consumed,
are consigned to the scrap-heap under
the head of &quot; old material

&quot;

an all-im

portant consideration in the economical

management of any road. On many
VOL. VI. 34

roads very little attention is paid to the

sale of scrap. As a general rule, the

purchasing agent has charge of it, and
if he shows any shrewdness in buying,
he will exercise more or less ingenuity
in selling. Most railroad scrap has a

fixed value in the market. Quotations
for old rails, car-wheels, and wrought
iron are found in all the trade journals ;

but as in buying one can usually buy
of someone at prices less than market

price, so in selling he can often find a

buyer who is willing to pay more than
the regular quotation. As it is found
not wise in the long run to purchase
ahead on some prospective rise, so in

selling it is equally true that holding
scrap over upon the possibility of a rise

in prices is not always for the best ad

vantage.
There has always been a demand for

old iron rails, and recently use for old

steel rails has been found. They are

worked over at the rolling mills into

crowbars and shovels, spikes, fish-plates,

bolts, and other necessary things to be

employed in construction and mainten
ance. Not long since, an experiment
with old steel rails was successfully per
formed, whereby they were melted and

poured into moulds for use as break-
shoes. The result showed a casting of

unusual hardness which would outwear
three ordinary cast-iron shoes. This

opens up an entirely new field in rail

road economy, for with ordinary foun

dry appliances accumulations of old

steel rails can be worked over and cast

into all sorts of shapes and patterns to

better advantage than selling them at a

nominal price to outside buyers. While
worn-out car-wheels will generally bring
more money from wheel manufacturers
than they command in the open market,
it has not always been found the best

policy to compel the mill from which
the new wheels are purchased to take
too many of them. It is apt to encour

age the use of too much old material in

the manufacture of the new ; and while

the company may consider that it is re

alizing much more money on sales of

the old wheels than the market price, it

does not take into account the inferior

stock it is getting back, or the fact

that possibly when the mileage is reck
oned the wheels have signally failed to.
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run as long as they ought. In the ag
gregate about ten per cent, of the orig
inal cost of all supplies purchased is re

alized out of the sales of old material.

From cast-iron wheels and old rails,

however, the percentage is much larger,
for while at present new passenger car-

wheels of this class, weighing about five

hundred and fifty pounds, are worth
about ten dollars each, they will bring
in the market, when worn out after run

ning say fifty thousand miles, about

twenty dollars per ton. Four wheels go
to the ton, which represents five dollars

per wheel, or fifty per cent, of the orig
inal cost. With old rails the percentage
is even higher, in the present condition

of the rail market. Old iron rails are

worth within four or five dollars of the

price of new steel, and the old steel

about seventy per cent, of the price of

the new. These high percentages assist

in making up for the materials which
are entirely consumed in the service,

and which never form a part of the or

dinary scrap heap, such as oils, waste,
and paints.
While the majority of general sup

plies just mentioned briefly may be

arranged for as required and purchased
from month to month upon regular req
uisitions, there are certain staple arti

cles which are provided for in advance

by contract. Among them principally
are the engine-coal, rails and ties, sta

tionery, passage tickets, and time-tables.

More money is expended for such sup
plies than for any others, and contracts

with responsible business houses, for

their delivery at fixed prices for the

limit of at least a year, are generally
made to insure, in the first place, the

lowest market rates, and again, to make
the delivery certain.

Locomotive fuel is the largest single
item of expense in the operation of any
road, the consumption of it running up
as high as a million tons per annum on
some large roads

;
and while there are

a few exceptional cases where wood is

used as fuel, coal is the necessary ele

ment in nearly every case in America

to-day.
Of the two general varieties bitumi

nous or soft, and anthracite or hard it

is safe to say that bituminous coal is

the more economical, assuming that the

grade employed is the best, this economy
lying both in the original cost and the
fact that the bulk of it goes to serve its

purpose, there being comparatively little

waste in the way of ashes
; while the an

thracite produces many ashes and clink

ers, requires much more care and at

tention on the part of the stoker or

fireman, and costs, as a general rule,
about thirty per cent. more. Economy,
however, should not be carried too far
in any branch of the service, and if the

passenger traffic be heavy the use of soft

coal may be a great detriment. To a
traveller there can be nothing more dis

agreeable than the smoke and cinders

emanating from it
;
and if, besides this,

the road be an especially dusty one, the
combination of dust, smoke, and cinders
will be quite sufficient to turn the tide

of travel in some other direction and
over another route.

For freight service bituminous coal is

decidedly the best, and perhaps might
not be out of place on short local pas
senger trains

;
but the company that

provides hard-coal-burning engines for

passenger trains, and soft- coal burners
for freight, does about the right thing,
and economizes as far as practicable in

this particular. In making contracts

for this important commodity the neces

sity of careful tests in advance is very
apparent, and such trials are generally
left with the best engineers and fire

men
;
otherwise it might be difficult to

get at all the qualifications. On some
roads inducements offered to firemen

have brought the consumption of fuel

down to the most economical point, and
it is surprising how much depends upon
their good judgment in this matter.

Now that heating cars direct from
the engines is coming into general use,

and State legislatures have given the

subject their consideration, the con

sumption of the domestic sizes of coal

as fuel in cars is growing less
;
but this,

too, is still a very important matter.

Stationery is not only a very impor
tant item, but also an expensive one.

This includes all the forms and blanks

used in the conduct of the freight and

Eassenger
business, and there is an end-

?ss variety of them the inks, pens,

pencils, mucilage, sealing-wax, and en

velopes, besides many other odds and
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ends. Perhaps the envelopes represent
one of the largest single items of expense
in this line. The hundreds of thousands

of them used in the course of a year,

even at low prices, means an outlay of

many thousands of dollars. Agents
must send in daily reports, there must
be covers for all the correspondence

passing between the different depart
ments, while the daily average amount
of outside correspondence is very con

siderable. It is surprising how many
dollars might be saved in this direction,

not only by a judicious contract, but by
a careful use of the supply.
When a railroad company takes up

the question of time-tables it has a mat
ter of importance to handle, which on

many roads receives very little consider

ation. When the passenger traffic is

heavy the number of travellers during
the year running into the millions, the

demand for time-tables is very large.
This refers directly to the time-table

sheets or folders, which every company
must keep on hand at its stations, and
in other public places and hotels, for the

convenience of the traveller, in addition

to the printed schedules which are

framed and hung up conspicuously on
the walls of its waiting-rooms. A neat
and attractive folder for general circula

tion is very desirable, particularly if

competition is very strong. There is

more virtue in a neatly made up sched
ule of trains than one would suppose.
One in doubt is apt to reason that the

road is kept up in a corresponding con

dition, and that the trains are made up
on the same plan, and consequently
would prefer to go by that route rather
than by one whose trains were advertised
on cheap leaflets.

Fifteen thousand to twenty thousand
dollars per annum for envelopes alone
is spent on some roads, and twice as

much more perhaps for time-tables.

Passage tickets, including all varieties

of regular and special tickets, such as

mileage books or coupons, family trip-

books, and school tickets are also an
item of large expense, the annual con

sumption covering many tons, which
once used are of no value save as waste

paper ; yet they are absolutely indis

pensable in the operation of the road.

Yearly contracts for these are made,

and while the actual cost of a single
ticket may not exceed one mill, the ag
gregate on a road carrying fifteen mill

ion to twenty million or more passen
gers per annum is considerable.

To induce the public to travel, and en

courage shippers to send their freight
to market over any road, attention must
first be paid to the condition of the
track and rolling stock.

It is not economy to allow anything
to be out of repair, on the supposition
that it is less expensive than it would
be to spend comparatively little from

day to day to keep it up. The day of

reckoning will come in the end, and the

sacrifice will be considerable. As the

track is the fundamental feature, the

cross-ties or sleepers and rails should
be the best. Iron rails are practically
out of date, and it is fair to assume that

the time is approaching when wooden
ties will be things of the past. Where
the traffic is light, heavy steel rails may
not be necessary ;

but it has been gener
ally found economical to put in use rails

which do not weigh less than sixty-seven
or seventy pounds to the yard ;

an even

greater weight than this is not ill-ad

vised they require fewer cross ties to

the mile, and in consequence the force

of men required to keep the track in

condition is less. Light rails are soon
worn and battered out on a road over

which heavy engines are run and large
trains are hauled. The powerful loco

motives now built require a well-kept
track and a solid and substantial road
bed. Heavier and faster trains have
tended to reduce the average life of

rails, even though the weight of the

rails has also been steadily increasing.
Circumstances vary on the different

roads, but it is safe to say that eight to

ten per cent, of all rails in the track

must be renewed every year. This

brings the average life of the steel rails

down to about twelve years, under ordi

nary conditions. On some divisions, how
ever, where the traffic is frequent, and in

yards where a good deal of switching is

done, and the rails are under pressure
constantly, the average is, of course, very
much less even as low as two or three

years.
Aside from the durability of the tim

ber employed, plenty of face for the rail
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bearings, and uniform thickness and

length, are very important requirements
in contracts for ties. While white oak
is generally considered the most durable

for this purpose, the growth of this tim
ber is limited except in certain sections

of the country, so that cedar, cypress,

chestnut, and yellow pine are more com

monly used than any other class. The
millions of them used for renewals and
new roads each year are gradually re

ducing our forests ; and, like some of

the European roads, we shah1 some day
fah1 back upon metal, which (while its life

may not be measured) will make so

rigid a track that the traveller over long
distances will be worn out with his jour

ney, and the rolling stock will require

frequent repairs and overhauling. The

practice of creosoting cross-ties is grow
ing rapidly, and this tends to increase

their durability three or four times.

While the first cost of such ties may
be double that for the untreated tim

bers, the result in the end is economi

cal, for the labor alone required to take

out an old tie and put in a new one
costs at least twelve cents.

The general store-room is properly
the intermediate stage, so far as supplies
are concerned, between the different de

partments of the road and the Auditor,
who charges up all material used to the

different accounts into which his sys
tem is divided. Properly, everything in

the nature of material, however small, di

rectly or indirectly passes through the

Store-keeper s books. An account is

kept with each locomotive, station agent,

switchman, and flagman, so that to a

penny everything consumed in the op
eration of a road is accurately known.
To accomplish this the Store-keeper, of

course, must be a good accountant, and
at the same time be more or less of an

expert in railroad material. Under an
economical administration of his affairs

he is able to save a great deal of money
for his company. By his system, with
the aid of data from the mechanical de

partment, he can tell the average num
ber of miles run during the year to a

pint of oil or a ton of coal
;
the num

ber of pounds of coal consumed per
mile run, as well as the number of pints
of oil for the same distance. He can

give in detail the cost in cents per mile

run for all the oil, tallow and waste,
fuel, and other supplies consumed, and
can account to a nicety for all the lan

terns, brooms, hardware, and other ma
terial which he has received and dis

tributed.

The following statement of averages
represents fairly what it costs to run a
locomotive under ordinary conditions :

Averages.

Number of miles run to pint of oil 15.32
Number of miles run to ton of coal .... 46.17
Number of pounds of coal per mile run.. 48.62
Number of pints of oil per mile run. ... 0.06-

Cost in Cents per Mile Run. ct s&amp;lt;

For oil, tallow, and waste 0.32
For fuel 7.42

For engineers 3.60
For firemen 1. 79
For wipers and watchmen 1.25
For water supply 0.49-

For supplies (miscellaneous) 0.10
For repairs 2.40

Total 17.37

He will find that some engineers and
firemen are more extravagant than oth

ers, and that some station agents and

flagmen do not perform their respective
duties with near so much regard for

economy as others do under exactly
similar circumstances. In such cases a

report is made and a reminder from the

Superintendent follows, calling attention

to such carelessness. The result is ap
parent at the next monthly comparison.

Prompt payment of all supply bills

helps to insure economy, and any com

pany unable to make its payments
promptly and regularly, suffers to a

greater or less extent always ;
for a firm

not able to know whether its accounts

are to be settled in thirty or ninety days
cannot afford to allow all the discounts

which it otherwise might, and this may
mean an extra expense every year of

many thousand dollars.

So far as the employees are con

cerned, it is for the best interests of the

company to have a fixed time for the

pay-day. They need their money and
should get it regularly. Any road on

which the men are paid at uncertain

times may be subject to incalculable

losses. It is apt to provoke dishonesty
and carelessness. The road which is
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bankrupt and forced to pass its pay-day
to some indefinite time is always ham

pered by some of the most inferior class

of servants in the market. Except in

some instances where special laws have

beenpassed requiring railroad companies
to meet their pay-rolls oftener, once each

month is generally recognized as pay-
time, and on large roads it would be

simply out of the question for the pay
rolls to be made up correctly and the

men paid off sooner. The Paymaster is

the wage-distributing medium, and by
virtue of his generosity will command
as much respect as the President of the

road. No officer s face is more familiar

than his, and surely no one connected

with the institution is looked for with

more eagerness by the hard-working
employees. It is no easy task he has to

perform, and the responsibility for the

millions of dollars paid out in this way
annually is very great. This responsi

bility, however, has been very much re

duced on some roads, where wages are

paid by checks entirely. Under some
circumstances this system will not w^ork

satisfactorily, especially on a road run

ning through a sparsely settled country.
The employees may have to stand a good
round discount to some store-keeper or

tradesman in order to secure their

money. The best and most satisfactory
return for services can be nothing less

than solid cash
;

it encourages better

attention to business and relieves the
men from possible annoyance and incon
venience. The Paymaster s car, which
is virtually a moving bank or cashier s

office, and arranged conveniently for

the payment of money to the men as

they pass through, is generally run
&quot;

special,&quot; upon notice in advance to

all foremen or heads of departments,
either by telegraph or, as on some roads,
the display of special signal flags, which
are carried on the front end of the
locomotive of some regular train the

day before the car is run over any divi

sion. In this way all men employed
along the line of the road, whether at

or between stations, are notified of the

Paymaster s coming, and it does not

usually require any other inducement
than this to bring them all out. There
is nothing that will prompt them to

jump higher and run faster than the

whistle of the pay-train as it comes
around the curve to the station. Men
have been known to forget their names,
and do other foolish things under the

excitement of drawing their month s

pay. The fellow who said he could not

write all his name when requested by
the Paymaster to sign the pay-roll, but
offered to write as much of it as he

could, after some deliberation made a

cross on the sheet with all the care and

nicety he could muster. Others who
could not write have been very slow to

admit it, and plead haste as an excuse

for not doing so. So far as Italians are

concerned (and what railroad service

is now complete without its gang of

Italian laborers ?), they are usually desig
nated by numbers, and in some cases

their foremen have thought it well to

name them after prominent statesmen

or other public men, or possibly some
of the head officials of the company. To
run across twenty-five or thirty Daniel

Websters on the same road is not sur

prising, and the President of the com

pany himself is liable to have a half-dozen

namesakes throughout the different di

visions of his road. A cage of jabbering

monkeys would not be a more amusing
spectacle than some gangs of Italian

laborers receiving their month s pay.
The pay-department can be made very

systematic, and to promote economy
and accuracy it is absolutely necessary
that it should be. The Paymaster is

not simply a medium through whom
wages are distributed. He may be one
of the most important officers of his

company, and ferret out frauds and dis

honesty which otherwise might never

be discovered. He knows all the men,
and they, of course, know him. In fact

he is the only one connected with the

road whose recognition among all the

employees is absolutely certain.

Some idea of the enormous amount
of money earned annually by the rail

road men in this country may be formed
from the statement that it requires about

$1,000,000 per month to pay twenty
thousand men, and there are a good
many roads on which the average

monthly pay-rolls of each embrace from
fifteen thousand to twenty thousand
names

;
in some cases even more.

When the pay-rolls are all turned
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over to the Paymaster, properly ap
proved by each head of department,
he notifies the Superintendent or Train
master of his proposed trip, mapping
out in detail the route, which is usually
the same each month. The signals or

telegrams are sent ahead to the various

foremen, and the car is ordered ready
for the

journey. The funds are arranged
in denominations to suit the circum

stances, with plenty of small change,
and enough money for a day or two

only at a time is provided. The pay
for the flagmen at crossings, and switch

men on the road, as well as for the

agents at small stations, is generally
done up in envelopes, and, as the train

speeds by, the packages are handed or

thrown out at the proper places ;
and

sometimes, to warrant a safe delivery, a

forked stick is used, into which the en

velope is put, thus giving it plenty of

weight and saving it from being tum
bled about promiscuously on the ground.
Much time is saved in this way, and the

pay-train is able to keep well out of the

way of any regular train which may be

following. So the pay-car flies along,

only stopping at some large station

where the number of employees engaged
is sufficient to warrant it. These are

quickly paid off, however, and the jour

ney is continued. Perhaps at some

junction a freight crew is met
;
and as

these fellows have to get their money
when they can, a stop is made on the

road to give them a chance to do it.

At some station are found two or three

gangs of section or track men, a watch

man, an agent and his assistant, a

pumper, and possibly a mail carrier.

Perhaps a discharged trainman will

turn up also, who may have part of a

month s pay coming to him.

Later in the day it may be a shop
gang of five hundred or one thousand
men

; consisting of carpenters, painters,

machinists, and boiler-makers, and these
are paid in order, each set of men by it

self. There is no noise or disturbance,

everything goes like clock-work, as all

pass through in regular order, each

gang or class preceded by its foreman,
and the men arranged in line in the
order in which their names appear on
the pay-rolls. When night comes, and
two or three hundred miles of road have
been covered, the balance of the funds
is carefully locked up in the safe on

board, the car run in upon some con
venient siding, and the engine housed
for a wiping and a thorough preparation
for the next day s run. The car is gen
erally provided with comfortable beds
for the Paymaster and his clerks, and

during the paying-off time they practi

cally live in the car. This insures early
starts in the morning, and on large
roads the necessity for haste is very ap
parent, where possibly two or three

weeks are consumed each month in pay
ing off the rolls.

The average traveller, spinning across

the country at forty miles an hour, is

not apt to think of the countless details

involved in the make-up of the train in

which he rides or the track over which
he is wheeled

;
but when he considers

how safely the millions of passengers
are annually carried over the one hun
dred and fifty thousand miles or more
of railroad in this country alone, he

may be brought to realize that quite as

much depends upon the quality of the

material entering into the construction

of the train and tracks as upon the

efficiency of the engineer in the cab, or

the conductor, brakeman, switchmen,
and train despatcher who perform their

respective responsible duties in connec

tion therewith. Feeding a railroad, then,

means a great deal more than the ma
jority of mankind supposes.
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By George Parsons Lafbrop.

the nineteenth cen

tury, you know, things
were so entirely differ

ent,&quot; said Mrs. Cristo-

pher, with a sigh, ga
zing from one of the

windows of her sum
mer villa-car, which had been side

tracked in the Catskill Mountains, and
now commanded a superb prospect of

green glen and craggy steep.
The afternoon was a glorious one in

the summer of 2032. At this period, I

may explain, the ownership of land being
vested in the government, and everybody
having become rich, many persons had
taken to living in house-boats and villa-

cars, which could be moved from place
to place at will, and supplied a conven
ient method for avoiding the rent exact

ed upon land. For, in spite of universal

wealth, the old instinct of the rich for

dodging taxes, or anything that resem
bled a tax, survived.

.

&quot;Yes,&quot; assented Mrs. Felch, in re

sponse to Mrs. Cristopher. &quot;Our an
cestors had a great deal of liberty. It

seems almost incredible, now, that in

those days anyone who accumulated a

small amount of money could actually
own and control his or her own bit of

land. Everybody is complaining of the

overcrowded condition of the country,
now, yet all the while there are thou
sands and thousands of houses standing
empty in the deserted cities.&quot;

&quot;True enough,&quot; said her sister.
&quot; Look there !

&quot;

she exclaimed, pointing
down the glen ;

for at that very moment,
as if in corroboration of Mrs. Felch s

statement, another villa-car of ambitious
architecture and ample dimensions came

crawling over the opposite ridge, on the

rails thrown out by the automatic

&quot;track-layer&quot;
at the front door; and a

third residence was seen approaching
up the glen toward the temporary site

occupied by Mrs. Cristopher. &quot;We

have had onlv a few hours rest and re

tirement,&quot; that lady went on to say, in a

complaining tone
;

&quot; and here are some
new people already coming to invade

our solitude.&quot;

&quot;I see what they re up to,&quot; answered
her sister, Mrs. Felch. &quot;

They know
we ve got the best site here, and they
want to crowd us out.&quot;

Mrs. Cristopher merely murmured :

&quot;I wonder who they are.&quot;

&quot;We shall soon find that out, if we
wait,&quot; Maria Felch declared. Then, tak

ing down a prettily ornamented little

contrivance from a shelf near the win

dow, she proceeded to busy herself with
it as if to pass the time. This apparatus,
known as a &quot;mint machine,&quot; was used
for coining money ; every person being
obliged to take the rations of gold sup
plied by the government, and to return

the larger part in freshly stamped coin.

The mint-machine comprised a bottle

of liquefied gold and an ingenious mech
anism which turned the gold into pieces
of various denominations as fast as it

could be poured through a tube con

trolled byj several keys, on which Mrs.
Felch played rapidly with her fingers ;

in the same way that people formerly

played on the antiquated type-writer

(superseded, in our day, by the swift

thought-writer).
Mrs. Cristopher, for her part, opened

the drawer of a table by her chair
; and,

extracting from it a bundle of papers,
she began to do up in neat bunches a

number of visiting-cards.
&quot; There !

&quot;

she

observed, presently.
&quot; I have put up a

dozen of my cards and my husband s

for the Fergusons. Do you think that ll

do?&quot;

&quot;I don t know,&quot; said Mrs. Felch,

thoughtfully, pausing in her work for a

moment. &quot;Aren t you quite intimate

with the Fergusons ?
&quot;

&quot;Well, I suppose I am,&quot; Mrs. Cris

topher admitted, almost reluctantly.
&quot; That is, I have seen them fully twice

within the last three years. But then,

you know, they are so frightfully rich

that, to tell you the truth, Maria, I hesi-
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tate to encourage the intimacy. Moder
ate wealth like ours may be well enough,
and is not a positive drawback to our
social standing. But when people get
to be so miserably rich as the Fergusons
are, I fear it injures our position if we
have too much to do with them.&quot;

Mrs. Felch meditated. &quot;

Very likely

you re
right,&quot;

she assented. &quot;But it s

a great temptation. The Fergusons are

pleasant, well-behaved people, in spite of

their money. Have you decided about
theLaidlaws?&quot;

&quot;

They re on my list,&quot; was the answer.
&quot;I shall send them twenty-four cards
for the year. If they draw them all, that

will make two calls a month.&quot;

&quot;And if they don t return
any,&quot;

Mrs.
Felch responded, corroboratively,

&quot;

you
may consider that you have taken a good
step forward socially, Sylvia. But are

you sure the Laidlaws are really and

truly poor? There are so many pre
tenders nowadays mere impostors.&quot;

&quot;I know
it,&quot; Sylvia replied. &quot;I can

hardly understand the impudence and

assumption of some people who set up
to be poverty-stricken, when everybody
knows that they have incomes almost as

large as those of the old, extinct Bail-

road Kings. But Ebenezer Laidlaw

why, he s the chief light of the Anti-

Wealth party. His people began in a

small way, a few generations ago, as

large, vulgar capitalists. But they soon
became only moderately rich

;
and his

father rose to be quite respectably poor.
Ebenezer and his daughter are genuine
beggars. They go from one stationary
hut to another, on foot

;
and they actu

ally pay rent to the government ! What
better proof can you ask, of honest pov
erty?&quot;

&quot; Do you know where they are now ?
&quot;

Mrs. Felch asked.
&quot; No. But I ll set the ethergraph and

the Polar Current at work, to reach
them.&quot;

With the ethergraph, which so deftly
utilizes the particles of the ether for

transmitting messages, my readers must
be sufficiently familiar. But in the old

days of the twenty-first century, the so-

called &quot;Polar Current
&quot;

which supplied
a motive power for conveying solid

packages in any direction around the

globe, by the then newly discovered sys

tem of hot and cold blasts from the

Equator and the Poles was a compara
tive novelty. This, as we know, has been

wholly superseded by the application of

planetary and solar attraction to the
business of mundane express companies.
A large part of the population of the
United States being migratory, it was
the habit of people in what was then
called good society to send each other,

by the Polar Current Despatch Com
pany, visiting-cards enough to last for a
whole year. The recipients drew from
the packages as many bits of pasteboard
as would represent the number of calls

they wanted to receive, and returned the
rest. In this way the social requirements
were easily met, without the possibility
of any misunderstanding.
The Tenth Populiad or that portion

of the twenty-first century of which I am
now writing was also a curious period
in some other respects. A custom simi
lar to that of the visiting-cards was that

of holding &quot;automaton
&quot;

entertainments.

Everybody in good society kept an au

tomaton, made in his or her own like

ness; and, as these figures had been

brought to a high state of mechanical

perfection, they were sent to represent
the owners at balls, weddings, and recep
tions. Society &quot;rosebuds&quot; and young
men had to ordernew images frequently,
as they changed in appearance. But
when they grew older they were spared
this trouble, because it was pleasanter to

be represented by the automaton of their

youth than by one which would exactly

depict the ravages of time. People who
had not invested in an automaton until

comparatively advanced in years were
known to have had it retouched and

painted up youthfully when they wanted
to make an especially agreeable impres
sion. The automata were always wound
up for a certain amount of small talk,

and contained receptacles for written

communications addressed to other au

tomata, to be delivered to them and car

ried home. Another advantage was that,

while the owners, at home, listened to

opera through the telephone, they could

have their automata partially denuded
and displayed in their box at the opera-
house, with perfect safety to health and

modesty. Life, in fact, was made very

easy in every way. Yet the result was
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not always contentment. Although ev

ery process of mechanics, manufacture,
and domestic economy had been reduced

to a manipulation that required but lit

tle effort, this very facility of doing things
was the cause of new trouble.

For a long time Dust had remained

an almost unconquerable problem. But
this had now been mainly overcome by
sundry devices, among them the use of

dew collected in storage batteries. But
the housekeepers the mothers, wives,

and sisters who it was thought would
be the most benefited by this improve
ment, were the first to complain. For
untold centuries women had been ac

customed to fight against Dust. They
resented being thrown out of employ
ment by the so-called modern improve
ment ;

and declared that it had reduced
them almost to the level of men, who
never had &quot; dusted things

&quot;

at all. Fre

quently a wife who had had words with
her husband in the morning, before he
went off to business, finding herself de

prived of her natural resources in look

ing after the house and the sweeping and

dusting, brooded over her injuries. She
summoned the divorce court by ether-

graph. The court came, and a divorce

was decreed before dinner-time. So
that when the husband reached home
again, he found that either his house or

his wife sometimes both had travelled

off to some distant point ; and, bowing
to the inevitable or, rather, trying to

scrape a bowing acquaintance with it

he had to begin life over again.
But the universality of wealth and the

increase of conveniences had more se

rious results. They made people ambi
tious to become poor. The rich had be
come a grovelling, miscellaneous rabble

;

and the comparatively few persons who,
in spite of circumstances, had chosen to

remain poor, were beginning to enjoy
an abnormal degree of consideration,

influence, and power. It was even hard
to find juries to convict any wrong-doer
who happened to belong to the indigent
class. But, as the crowd is apt secretly
to envy and admire a privileged class,

even while denouncing it, so the reform
ers of the Tenth Populiad at the very
moment of declaring the ascendency of

the poor to be full of injury and danger
urged that everybody ought to become

poor. In order to secure this object,

they formed a revolutionary Anti-Wealth

Society. Mrs. Cristopher s husband was
a member of the Society, and Mrs. Cris-

topher herself, it must be owned frank

ly, was known as a toady to the poor ;

while their son Herbert was a revolu
tionist still more advanced than either

of them.
Their villa-car was large, irregular in

outline, handsomely appointed, and built

in sections, with independent track-lay
ers for each part, so that the house could
be divided and the different parts could

journey separately in various directions.

At present the edifice was reunited, Mr.

Cristopher and his son having just re

turned with one of the wings, in which

they had been off on a fishing-trip.

They entered the room while the two
ladies were talking. Herbert a hand
some, athletic, blonde-bearded fellow-
was attired in a complete and very be

coming suit of rags; for in order to

identify himself fully with Anti-Wealth
ideas, he wore the recognized costume
of his party. On seeing him, his moth
er and his aunt rose, as a token of re

spect to an acknowledged superior ;

while Herbert seated himself uncom
fortably on a small, hard, three-legged
stool, and proceeded to light a short

clay pipe. He did not really like tobac

co, and seldom smoked more than a whiff

or two
;
but as he had artificially black

ened the pipe on the outside, it made a

good pretence of being in constant use.

Cristopher senior spoke immediately
and with some excitement. &quot; What do

you suppose we have discovered ? Her
bert has been scouting, to find out who
these new neighbors of ours are.&quot;

&quot; Well ?
&quot;

rejoined Mrs. Felch, with an

inquiring note like a canary s.

&quot;Interlopers!&quot;
Mrs. Cristopher ex

claimed with scorn. &quot; Who are they ?
&quot;

Herbert, who had thus far carefully

preserved an air of gloomy impecunios-
ity, now answered them both, glad of an
excuse for letting his pipe go out. &quot; I ll

tell you ! The people in that green
house which has just come over the

ridge are the Fergusons ;
and the other

people, in the yellow house down the

glen there, are the Laidlaws.&quot;
&quot; The Laidlaws !

&quot;

echoed his mother.
&quot;

Impossible !

&quot;
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11 It s true !

&quot;

Herbert insisted. &quot;

And,
what s more, both those families have
come here as

spies.&quot;

Mrs. Felch now interposed.
&quot; But

the Laidlaws don t live in movable
houses. They re way up in the social

scale, you know. They occupy hovels,
and travel on foot.&quot;

&quot;They do usually,&quot; retorted Herbert.
&quot;But they re here for a purpose, now,
and I have reason to believe they ve been

supplied with funds by our own Anti-

Wealth
Society.&quot;

Herbert s father came to his support
with the portentous murmur, &quot;Things

are drawing to a crisis.&quot; Whereupon
Mrs. Cristopher inquired, in alarm :

&quot;A crisis? Why should they want to

spy upon us ? Have you been compro
mising yourself, Herbert ?

&quot;

The young man slapped his betattered

thigh with emphasis.
&quot; You have hit

the word, mother,&quot; said he, as if it had
been situated on that part of his person
which he had just thumped.

&quot; But you
haven t hit the sense in which it should
be taken. I haven t compromised my
self by disloyalty to the party. But I

am compromising all the time, by not

acting up to my principles. I live in

luxury ;
I consent to remain rich. These

very rags that I wear, and we are all so

proud of, are shams.&quot;

The ladies looked shocked. &quot;

It s too
bad for you to say so,&quot;

Mrs. Cristopher
declared. &quot; I made those rags for you
myself with Maria s

help.&quot;

&quot;That s just it,&quot;
Herbert retorted

quickly.
&quot;

They re not real rags ; only
make-believe. And look here !

&quot;

gath
ering in his fingers sundry fluttering
bits of his costume

&quot;just
see these

fancy touches of braid and embroidery
on them !

&quot;

&quot;

They are my work,&quot; said his aunt,

proudly. &quot;And very pretty, too.&quot;

&quot;

It s a sign of weakness,&quot; he went on ;

&quot;just
the sort of thing that makes the

Anti-Wealth people suspect me.&quot;

&quot;But,&quot; objected his mother, &quot;you say
the Fergusons are acting as spies, too.

How can both parties suspect us ?
&quot;

&quot; Reduced to its lowest terms,&quot; said

the son,
&quot;

it s just this way. The Laid
laws think we re traitors to Anti-Wealth,
and the Fergusons think we re ditto to

Wealth. Understand ?
&quot;

&quot;

Perfectly. And I see how we can
baffle them both.&quot;

Mrs. Felch with her eyebrows and
Mr. Cristopher with his lips inquired,

simultaneously :

&quot; How ?
&quot;

&quot;By moving away from here,&quot; an
swered Mrs. Cristopher.

&quot;No,&quot;
said Herbert, positively.

&quot; That
won t do. I ve had enough of dodging,
and Im going to stick right here and

fight the thing out.&quot;

The truth is, Herbert had private mo
tives, which he did not care to reveal.

He was in love with Lelia Ferguson,
the millionaire s daughter ; yet he knew
that Marian Laidlaw, the child of the

distinguished and poverty-stricken Laid

laws, was decidedly in love with him.

Now, although Mrs. Cristopher was

quite ignorant of this secret, she per
ceived that Herbert was somehow mas
ter of the situation

;
and she yielded,

saying :

&quot;

Very well. If we are to stay
here I may as well send these cards

right over to our neighbors by Bridget.&quot;

A pleasing young lady, in a well-fit

ting black gown, answered to the sum
mons for Bridget O Hara, that being
merely her assumed &quot;

work-name.&quot; For
the scarcity of domestic servants, caused

by the plenteousness of money, had lat

terly been counteracted by a rush of

young women from the more refined,
educated classes, who sought menial po
sitions on account of the old and hal

lowed associations of house-work with
narrow means.

&quot; See them yourself, Bridget,&quot; said

Mrs. Cristopher, giving her instructions.
&quot; Chat with the ladies a little, and find

out, if you can, just how they happened
to bring their houses up here.&quot;

In half an hour
&quot;Bridget&quot;

returned

with the news that she had made pleas
ant calls on the ladies of the two house
holds and had been cordially received.

Apparently they had known nothing
about the Cristophers being in the

mountains, but were charmed to learn

that they were here, and had accepted
most of the proffered cards. In return

they had entrusted &quot;

Bridget
&quot;

with

packets of their own cards
;
and Mrs.

Cristopher diplomatically kept all of

these, so as to put herself on good terms

with both households.

The social conventions having thus
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been complied with, Herbert presented
himself at the door of the yellow house
the next morning. Miss Laidlaw wel

comed him cordially ;
but her fashion

able and expensive dress only confirmed
his suspicion that she was under pay as

an Anti-Wealth spy. She was undoubt

edly beautiful, with a beauty of an open,

glowing kind, exhaling its geniality in

the same way that a wood-fire on the

hearth throws out soft warmth and

golden light. She glowed because she

could not help it. But Herbert some
times felt that it would be agreeable to

moderate Marian s natural ardor by in

terposing a screen, just as one does when
the warmth of a bright fire becomes op
pressive.

&quot;It s a delightful surprise to find you
here,&quot; he said to her. &quot; But I am also

surprised at your coming in such style.
This house

;
that dress ! My dear Marian,

why prevaricate ? Have you and your
father gone back on your principles ?

&quot;

Marian laughed radiantly. &quot;What

else was there left for us to do ?
&quot;

she in

quired.
&quot;

Papa is in the van of progress
one of the foremost and poorest men

in the United States. Since we could

hardly go farther forward on our prin
ciples, why not go back on them ?

&quot;

Herbert suspected an insincerity.
&quot; I

don t think you re quite in earnest.&quot;

And Marian answered :

&quot; Im glad you
said that, for I can return the compli
ment. I don t think you are in earnest,
either.&quot;

&quot;What!&quot; he exclaimed, indignantly.
&quot;Don t I wear the party uniform and

preach its doctrines incessantly ?
&quot;

&quot;Yes. But, all the while, you re only
a man of leisure.&quot;

&quot;

Very well. The absolutely poor man
is the man of absolute leisure the man
who won t work.&quot;

&quot;That isn t fair,&quot; Marian objected.
&quot; My father is genuinely poor ;

but he is

a shoemaker, and makes shoes every day.
See ! these are his.&quot; And she glanced
down at her well-wrought walking-boots,
which projected from beneath a heavy
silk skirt.

Herbert was ready to parry this thrust
of the boots. &quot;Am I not a tailor?&quot; said
he. &quot;

Resolving to devote myself to one
of the truly humane and liberal profes
sions, I learned tailoring. The only

drawback is, no one will wear the clothes

I make. I ve got a whole warehouse in

New York, now, full of misfits that I man
ufactured.&quot;

&quot;

Oh, I didn t know that,&quot; Marian re

plied, softening. &quot;Perhaps I ve done

you injustice.&quot;
&quot; Let us be frank,&quot; Herbert proposed.

&quot;I don t understandhow your father has
obtained the means to make the journey
here, and support such a house.&quot;

Marian was all smiles. &quot; The means ?

Why, he borrowed the money and
hasn t the least intention of repaying it.

Does that satisfy you ?
&quot;

&quot;

Perfectly,&quot; said Herbert. He was so

astonished that he rose to take leave
;

but he did not go until he had induced
her to promise an exchange of cards
with the Fergusons, so that the three

households might be on terms of a visit

ing acquaintance.

n.

HERBERT had hoped that, if the Laid-
laws were detected in accepting money
from the Anti-Wealth Society for spying
purposes, he might accuse Marian of de

ception, and so break away from her
with freedom to marry Lelia Ferguson.
But now, when it turned out that Eben-
ezer Laidlaw had merely borrowed the

money, the old man rose to a still sub-

limer height. How, then, could Herbert

neglect the opportunity of marrying his

daughter ?
&quot; The trouble

is,&quot;
he sighed

to himself,
&quot; both girls are beautiful. Oh,

if one of them were only ugly !

&quot;

If Marian was like the generous wood-
fire on an open hearth, Lelia resembled
the soothing shadows that give grateful
relief from the blaze. Her hair was
dark

;
in her cheeks there was a natural

tinge of carmine
;
and she affected Her

bert s mind with an atmosphere of far-

off, spicy fragrance. All this impressed
the young man very strongly when he
went to see her, soon afterward. They
talked of their journeys in the long in

terval since they had met, and of the

great automaton ball which it was pro
posed to give at the Vacuum Hotel, on top
of the mountains. Both intended to

send their automata there, and hoped
that these might meet on the occasion.
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Of course, if Lelia accepted Herbert
and lie wedded her, that would end his

career of ambition to become poverty-
stricken, and would shatter his political

consistency. But suppose she rejected
him : where would be the harm, then ?

He was inclined to be quite sure, at this

moment, that she would reject him. So,

why not at least try the experiment?
His mind would be easier after she had
refused him. But the favorable moment
passed by; and just as he was leaving
the green house, Mrs. Ferguson ap
peared, and followed him to the porch.

Engaging him in a seemingly idle con

versation, while her daughter was beyond
earshot, Mrs. Ferguson managed to show
him very plainly that Marian Laidlaw
had known the Fergusons were coming
to the Catskills, and had herself engin
eered the whole plan of following them
to the spot.

&quot; Isn t it curious ?
&quot;

she inquired, inno

cently.
&quot; Here are copies of her ether-

graph despatches, whichMr. Ferguson
who is a government director, you know

got from the office. And here is some

thing still stranger!&quot; She produced
a document, which read :

i. o. u.,
Samuel Ferguson, seventeen thousand six hun
dred and thirty dollars for rent of house, fur

niture, costumes, and transportation.
EBENEZEU LAIDLAW, SHOEMAKER.

&quot;

Very curious !

&quot;

Herbert confessed.

&quot;What does it mean?&quot;
&quot; That he borrowed the money for

this excursion from my husband. His

daughter persuaded him to do it.&quot;

Herbert went away with a new light
on the situation. He perceived that

Marian had come to his vicinity through
motives not of political suspicion, but of

personal jealousy. It was also clear

that Mrs. Ferguson had made this dis

closure because she wanted him to marry
her daughter, Lelia. But he was trou

bled by the circumstance that the i. o. u.

signed by Laidlaw might be used with

damaging effect against a movement, al

ready under way, for overthrowing the

party in power and placing Laidlaw at

the head of the government. Of this

movement Herbert himself was one of

the ringleaders. He must saA^e Laid

law, must mollify Marian s feelings, yet

secure Lelia for his wife. How was it

all to be done ? To marry the million
aire s daughter would be inconsistent
with his own professions of loyalty to

poverty.
At length he hit upon a plan. He

would persuade Ferguson to abandon,
or pretend to abandon, his wealth. It

was a common thing for people, in the
Tenth Populiad, to burn their houses,
when they grew tired of them, or as a

signal that they had joined the Anti-
Wealth crusade. It would therefore be
a politic thing for Ferguson, in the im

pending crisis, to give his house to the
flames

;
and the incriminating i. o. u.

must be burned with the house. The

conspiracy could go forward, with Laid
law at its head, and Herbert would

marry Lelia, under the plea that her
father was now poor ; leaving Marian
to solace herself with the dignity of be

ing the daughter of a President. The
best time for carrying out this design
would be the night of the automaton
ball at the Vacuum House

;
for it was

then also that the Anti-Wealth revolt, as

Herbert knew, was to culminate.

Everything had to be kept secret,

however, even from his father, who was
not admitted to the full confidence of

the revolutionists. Outwardly, matters
moved on in a placid, genial way for

some days longer. The members of the

three households, their formal exchange
of cards having been settled, mingled
freely in a number of pleasant picnics,
balloon ascensions, and other little en
tertainments

;
and Cristopher senior de

voted himself innocently to the futile

effort of reconciling Laidlaw and Fergu
son in their political views. At one mo
ment, he began to think he should suc

ceed. This was when the group had

gathered in Ferguson s platinum-lined

library, one afternoon, and were chat

ting about public affairs.
&quot; The pension system is being carried

altogether too far, &quot;Ferguson announced.
&quot;I didn t object so very much when

Congress granted pensions to every one
who could prove himself a good citizen

;

and it was natural enough to go on and

pension those whose fathers were good
citizens, although it made a bad preced
ent. But now that it is proposed to

award pensions for the good citizenship
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of great-grandfathers and grandmoth
ers, I draw the line. Im disposed to

resist firmly.&quot;

&quot;Why?&quot;
asked Mrs. Cristopher,

sweetly. &quot;Isn t it ungallant to treat

great-grandmothers as if they hadn t

been worthy ?
&quot;

&quot; I don t wish to be impolite to the

ladies even dead ones,&quot; said Ferguson.
&quot;But while the first aim of all this

pensioning seemed to be to keep every
one rich, Im afraid it will gradually re

sult in poverty. The whole nation will

become pensioners, and so grow lazy
and poor. That s why Im opposed.&quot;

&quot; And
/,&quot;

Laidlaw spoke up, stroking
the bristles of his unshaven face with a

horny hand,
&quot; am also opposed to it ;

but because I think it will help to keep
everybody rich.&quot;

Sanguine Mr. Cristopher fancied he
could somehow unite them on the basis

of their double opposition. But his

hopes were dashed when Laidlaw went
on to assert that he intended shortly to

introduce a Bill for the Promotion of

Mendicancy, and that he favored a re

turn to unrestricted immigration of for

eigners, so as to flood the country with

paupers. Furthermore, he made an ar

gument against the existing law of cap
ital punishment, which provided that

criminals should be &quot;

whiskeyed
&quot;

to

death.
&quot; But you know,&quot; protested Mrs. Fer

guson,&quot; how splendidly it has worked in

bringing about prohibition.&quot;
&quot; It did work splendidly at first,&quot; the

revolutionist admitted. &quot;When the

people were deprived of whiskey, and
it was set apart for the sole use of crim

inals, there was a tremendous increase
of crime and we were able to get rid of

most of our bad characters. But the
reaction long ago set in. People don t

want whiskey any more, and so they
won t commit crimes. The result is,

society is loaded down with bad char

acters, who under the old customs would
have drunk themselves to death at their
own

expense.&quot;

The illustrious shoemaker ended by
defending the recent resumption of the
custom of electing a President. For,
in the Tenth Populiad, the long preva
lent system of running the government
by a Congress without any head i.e..

without any executive head had been

given up. It was found that dispensing
with a President caused a fatal decline

in American humor, impertinent gossip,
and abusiveness.

Laidlaw was willing to sacrifice his

own feelings, for the sake of preserving
these fine old national qualities ;

but
his opinions were so unpleasant to

the Fergusons that Mrs. Cristopher
thought it best to break up the present

sitting of the friends. Herbert was un
disturbed by this

;
because he suc

ceeded, before he left the house, in

making an appointment with Lelia to

meet her the next day, alone, in a woody
nook of the ridge.

&quot; I have something
of the greatest importance to

say,&quot;
he

explained ;

&quot; in fact, several things.&quot;

But his tone conveyed to her that there

was one thing in particular on his

mind, and that it related to her. He
fancied that there beamed from her

eyes a soft, auspicious light, which beck
oned to him like the rising evening star.

Meanwhile, during all these days, Her
bert had been in close conference with

Laidlaw, at every available opportunity,

upon the subject of the coming cata

clysm. He was obliged to visit the

yellow villa, on this particular evening,
in order to perfect sundry points ; and,

after finishing his talk with the shoe

maker, he found it unavoidable to sit

down with Marian for a few minutes, in

the drawing-room. That young lady

sparkled with joyous anticipation. She
was fully charged with the effervescence

of the revolution, and moreover she

seemed to be brimming with an expecta
tion amounting almost to certainty that

the triumph of the Anti-Wealth conspir

acy would be accompanied by her union

with Herbert. Notwithstanding that as

yet he had said nothing at all about

marrying her, Laidlaw seemed to take it

for granted that the young man was to

become his daughter s husband, simply
as a matter of detail

;
and now Marian

said to him, as he was taking his depart
ure :

&quot;I must tell you that papa is im

mensely pleased with you, of late. He
reminded me to say to you, lest he
should forget it, that our house which,

considering that it s a borrowed one, is

all the more valuable is
yours.&quot;

With
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a smile of generous radiance she added :

&quot;And everything we have is yours !

&quot;

This seemed equivalent to a declara

tion, and Herbert trembled with the

thought that perhaps, out of politeness,
he ought to accept her on the spot. But
he murmured : &quot;It is more than I de

serve, Marian. I cannot take it all at

least, not at once. Let us wait. &quot;We

have work to do !

&quot;

As he did not mention that the work
he had in mind was to engage himself

to Lelia and, if possible, marry her im

mediately, Marian let him off. But
Herbert doubted whether she was quite
satisfied. Her jealousy might still, he

feared, make trouble for him, if a chance
were given ;

but he relied on the inge
nuity of his scheme to frustrate her.

There could scarcely be a greater soli

tude than that afforded by the automaton
ball

;
no one would think of looking for

real people there
;
and his design was to

go thither with Lelia and be married
there before the revolt should begin.
He had already taken the precaution of

engaging a clergyman for the purpose.
The next morning two upright pianos,

handsomely finished and precisely alike

in make, were carted up to the Cristo-

pher and Laidlaw villa-cars and installed

in the drawing-rooms of those edifices.

This circumstance was not in itself

strange ;
nor was there anything to ex

cite remark in the fact that, soon after

ward, men were seen stringing electric

wires from the two houses and carrying
the other ends off into dim distance.

What gave significance to the matter
was the connection of the wires with the

pianos inside. This was commented on

by a mechanic, a little man in an apron,
with a meagre physiognomy suggesting
a death s head, who stood in the parlor,

talking to Herbert. This mechanic was
known to the conspirators as The Tuner,
and he was the inventor of the piano, as

well as of the remarkable system of

which it formed a part.
The instrument could be played either

by electricity or by hand
; and, in either

case, the electrical contrivance inside it

was connected with a network spreading
all over the country, so arranged as to

fire off batteries of artillery and whole

brigades or army corps of small-arms,
which could be manoeuvred as desired

by the local commanders. The object
was to secure swiftness and unity of
action. Quantities of these pianos had
been manufactured and been put in po
sition at important points throughout
the Union

;
and the approaching night

was the time fixed for the &quot;

concert,&quot; as

The Tuner humorously called the revolt.
&quot; Our victory will be complete,&quot; said

he, with a chuckle. &quot; How much more
effectual ballots of lead are than paper !

&quot;

But he distressed Herbert by informing
him that Laidlaw had decided to have
one of the pianos placed in the Vacuum
House ball-room

;
so that the music for

the mute dancers who represented the

frivolous rich would actually be firing
the guns that destroyed their troops.

Yet, distasteful though this arrange
ment was, he persisted in carrying out
his own plot. Lelia met him on the

ridge at four o clock. It was a lovely
scene that surrounded them. Down in

the great valley, between the melting
tints of the mountains, flowed the broad

river, alive with brilliant steamers and

private palace-boats ;
the open slopes and

levels were dotted with moving villa-cars

of various colors, that shifted their po
sition as if by the turning of a slow

kaleidoscope ;
and here and there against

the distant sky hung pleasure-balloons
that looked like decorative fans spread
out on a wall of blue. A lovely scene,
and a lovely girl ! But I shall not de

scribe the episode of Herbert s proposal,
for the essential parts of it will be found
in the Pneumatic Library at Washing
ton, which any reader may consult by
tube. See Department of Romance

(1,000,000 vols.); sub-head, Offer of

Marriage (referred to under 971,422 of

the million titles). To Herbert s joy,
Lelia accepted him, saying, frankly :

&quot; I

have known for a long time that you
wanted to marry me. But I saw the

obstacles in your social and political

ambition, and preferred to let you speak
first.&quot;

It was not so easy to persuade her to

have the ceremony performed that very

evening, and in the manner he suggest
ed. But at last she consented. The next

thing was to see Ferguson. Herbert

began upon the millionaire by asking

him, off-hand :

&quot; Did you ever try burn

ing up your house, Mr. Ferguson ?
&quot;
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&quot;No,&quot;
was the answer. &quot;I don t ap

prove of the practice. It s wasteful, and

at the best a needless piece of ostenta

tion.&quot;

Herbert assured him that he would
find it a very pleasant diversion. Then,

gradually, he imparted more serious con

siderations ;
and when he told of his en

gagement to Lelia, the millionaire, despite
his prejudices, was so nattered by the

idea of having a son-in-law poorer than

himself and higher in the social scale,

that he agreed to everything, including
the burning of the i. o. u. It was set

tled that the green villa should be fired

at 10.30 P.M., and that the Fergusons
should take shelter in one wing of the

Cristopher car for the night.

Everything had run so smoothly, thus

far, that Herbert awaited with serene

and exalted calm the proper time for

resorting to the Vacuum. He had been

obliged to lock up the piano and intrust

the key to his father, with an injunction
that, precisely at 10.30, Mrs. Felch, who
had been very anxious to try the instru

ment, should begin to play. The scheme
of the clandestine wedding ceremony,
however, was revealed only to Mr. Fer

guson ; and, to avoid attracting Marian
Laidlaw s attention, Herbert and Lelia

went separately and stealthily to the

Vacuum House, where they arrived, and
met the clergyman, about twenty min
utes past ten.

Lingering briefly on the veranda, the

lovers looked out into the great beauty
of the starlit night, through which soft

cones and spires of varicolored light as

cended from innumerable electric tow
ers, like etherealized torches of Hymen.
A question arose as to whether the pair
should be pronounced man and wife

here, in the outer air, or go within for

the ceremony. Glancing in at the win
dows of the ball-room, they watched for

a moment the crowd of automatic fig
ures moving about in noiseless gayety,
with rich costumes and glittering jewel
lery; and as their own automata were
there, too, Herbert and Lelia thought
they might as well join the throng.
But they had barely crossed the thresh

old, when the groomsman was startled

by discovering, near by, a life-like au
tomaton of Marian Laidlaw ! This was,
at least, an unpleasant omen; and it

soon proved to be more than that. For
the automatic figure, in this case, was

merely a disguise. As soon as Herbert
and his betrothed had taken their posi
tions, and commanded the clergyman to

proceed, Marian herself who had been
secreted inside the false automaton

stepped forth, exclaiming,
&quot;

Stop !&quot;

&quot; You here !

&quot;

cried Herbert. &quot; How
does that happen ?

&quot;

&quot;

Oh, I found out your plan,&quot;
Marian

explained, with indignant yet laughing
triumph.

&quot; Mr. Ferguson was so de

lighted with the match, that he couldn t

help telling his wife all about it. The
servants overheard, and they reported to

me
;
for they are in my pay.&quot;

&quot;And so you invited yourself as a

guest ?
&quot;

Herbert inquired, sarcastically.
&quot; A very delicate attention !

&quot;

&quot;No
;
not as a guest,&quot; said Marian.

&quot; I am to be one of the principals. You
will marry me, instead of Miss Fergus
on

;
and she is to play on that piano in

honor of our wedding.&quot;
&quot;

Impossible !

&quot;

retorted Herbert, ve

hemently.
&quot; You think so, perhaps,&quot; she answered.

&quot; But listen to me. The clock is point

ing almost to the half-hour, and the sig
nal must soon be given. My father ex

pects it from here, and the tune which
is to start the revolution is known only
to me. Refuse what I have just de

manded, and the signal will not be given.
The wires will be cut, also

;
and the con

spiracy will fail with the blame all on

your head.&quot;

The Tuner at this instant presented
himself beside the piano, fixing on Her
bert a gaze that warned him of the ven

geance likely to overtake him should he
frustrate the revolution by resisting Ma
rian. Apparently the young man was
over-matched.

&quot;

&quot;What does it all mean ?
&quot;

Lelia asked

him, anxiously.
&quot;

It means that I am in her power,&quot;

Herbert confessed. &quot;I can t explain it

now, dearest ;
but I must beg you to go

to the piano, and play whatever Miss
Laidlaw tells you to.&quot;

There was an instant of hesitation, and
then poor Lelia started almost mechani

cally to obey him. &quot; I think it will come
out

right,&quot;
he contrived to whisper to

her
;
and although she could not see how
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it would be right if he married Marian,
she seated herself at the piano. Marian
leaned over her with a malicious smile,

and gave her the word
; and, after one

glance of protest, the victim sounded the

first notes of the primitive wedding-
march known as Mendelssohn s, leading

quickly to that crashing cord which be

gins the melody. To Herbert it sounded
like the crash of a thousand cannon,
which he knew were being discharged
by it. Down in the glen the same har

mony was transmitted to Laidlaw s in

strument, which had been adjusted to

play sympathetically with this one
;
and

Mrs. Felch s fantasia at the Cristopher

dwelling added another strain to the up
roar on distant battle-fields.

But, as Marian turned and came back
to Herbert, at the same time summon
ing the minister to unite them, Herbert

said, stoutly: &quot;I decline! The revolu

tion is started
;
and I refuse to be mar

ried under compulsion.&quot;

The tables were turned. He called to

Lelia to cease playing. The stopping of

that one instrument did not matter, since

by this time Anti-Wealth pianos all over

the countrywere in operation, producing
an indescribable din of victorious dis

cord. Herbert briefly explained the sit

uation to Lelia
;
but she, horrified to

learn that her touch on the keys had

&quot;opened the ball&quot; of revolt, declared

that she would not marry him, and was

going straight home. Nor would she

be deterred by the news that her home
was in flames. Herbert therefore pre

pared to escort her, gloomily, to the

glen ;
at the same time offering the des

olate and unprofited clergyman a night s

lodging.
The Tuner sat down at the piano and

played an enchanting waltz, to which
the bedizened automata including the

counterfeit presentments of Marian,

Herbert, and Lelia whirled blithely
around the room. But Marian herself

sought her father s house, weeping bit

terly. When she arrived there, how
ever, and told her disappointment, the
distant detonations of battle which rose
from the valley were translated into
favorable election returns that came to

Laidlaw over the ethergraph. The votes
of all those whom his forces killed were
counted for him, and he was jubilant at

his success. &quot; Im glad you ve got rid
of that half-waypoor man, Herbert Cris

topher,&quot; he said to his daughter ;

&quot; for

I ve already decided that it will be much
better to import a penniless foreign
nobleman for your husband.&quot;

Marian dried her tears. At the Cris-

tophers ,
affairs also took a more cheer

ful turn. Ferguson, hearing of the suc

cessful progress of the revolution, in

sisted that Lelia should marry Herbert
at once. &quot; His connection with the suc

cessful party will keep us all from being
molested,&quot; he said

;

&quot; and the burning
of my house will pass for a bonfire to

celebrate Laidlaw s victory. Now that

the Anti-Wealth people are in power,
the rich will gradually grow rarer, and
so we shall rise in society and become
an aristocracy.&quot;

Herbert and Lelia were accordingly
wedded, by the light of the conflagra
tion of Ferguson s house

;
and the un

employed clergyman was made happy.
Laidlaw, next day, was declared elected,

and was soon installed in what thence

forward became known as the Shoe
maker s Bench, at the Executive Man
sion, or Rainbow House, in Washington.
The peaceful supremacy of Dust was
reestablished ; poverty once more be

came, by degrees, a very general condi

tion ;
and the Republic was restored to

a phase resembling that of the beautiful

Gilded Age.



A MONSTER OF MY ACQUAINTANCE.

By E. C. Martin.

NTIL I was a lad of

eleven or twelve years
I dwelt in the town of

Meadstead. It lay at

the edge of a narrow
intervale or plain,
above a wayward
river, the Quapaw,

that every spring strove hard to un
dermine it. Only diligent fortifying
with stone walls, log barricades, and

young willows, by the owners of six or

eight smoky factories that hung upon
the high bank, thwarted the Quapaw in

its fell purpose ; and the rudeness of

these fortifications combined, with the

partial inroads that were made despite
them, and with the griminess of the im

pending factories, to give the river-bank

a ragged and most unlovely aspect. On
the farther side the Quapaw had no
bank. A flat waste of gravel, sand, and

sandy loam stretched in low-water from
the river-bed to a line of low hills, nearly
a mile away, and in high-water became
river-bed itself. In the rare springs
when no floods interfered, patches of

very yellow, stunted corn appeared on
the waste here and there ; but they did
not relieve rather intensified its des
olation.

The town itself was of little more
cheerful countenance. Its dimensions
admitted of such neighborliness that the
whir of the burrs in the grist-mill, and
the rumble of the rag engines in the

paper-mills, at the riverside, were al

ways to be heard in the centre of town,
where the twelve or fifteen shops were.
Of these shops a remarkably large pro
portion were devoted to the sale of
men s ready-made clothing. Before each
was a long, stout hitching-rail, and much
of the time, when the shopkeeper was
not listlessly exhibiting his wares to

possible patrons, he was sitting on this

rail, pursuing a course of diligent ex

periments with a view to ascertaining
how violently he could kick his heels
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in the air without unhorsing himself.

About each shop, besides the proprietor
and his clerk (if he had a clerk), were

usually two or three other persons
a sort of gratuitous retainers whose
sole service seemed to be attendance.

They let no day pass without appearing
at some period of it, for at least an hour
or two, in or before the respective es

tablishments to which their wont had
attached them

;
and a few of them spent

most of the day there, appearing for the
hour or two only elsewhere.

At a corner of the two streets in which
trade was thus deliberately conducted
stood an old brick structure of two

stories, in a very seedy coat of red paint.
You mounted five or six deeply worn
stone steps to reach the first floor, and
there, at my earliest recollection of

Meadstead, survived one of those &quot;

gen
eral

&quot;

stores where groceries, dry-goods,
and hardware are all sold over one count
er usually a sombre counter, cased in

tightly and plainly to the very floor

and the purchaser s parcels are done up
in heavy, coarse paper of the color of

baked loam. In time this structure cast

off its seedy red coat for a new one of

dull drab, and the proprietors of the
&quot;

general
&quot;

store changed it into a bank.

They continued to make some conces
sions to primitive simplicity, however,

by sitting on the bank counters with
their hats on and in their shirt-sleeves,

and nursing their knees, in the long in

tervals of business.

Besides being in the main a sluggish
town, Meadstead was also in the main a

dingy one. The grass was cut in door-

yards perhaps twice a summer, with a

scythe. In the narrowest of them was

always crowded a cedar-tree or two, dead
on one side and maintaining but a dull,

dusty, sad vitality on the other. The
houses suffered for paint. Weeds flour

ished in the shallow gutters, and after a

rain the water flowed down the pave
ments. The desirable building-sites
were out of all proportion to the build

ings. And the universal custom of grow-
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ing one s own vegetables protruded into

the landscape through nine or ten

months of the year the melancholy feat

ures of dug-up potato-hills and with
ered pea-vines and corn-stalks.

Despite its springlike name, then,
Meadstead was nearly an unbroken

parched summer from centre to circum
ference. And yet it was as rich in ro

mance as any fine old castle, if only you
brought a boy s vivifying fancy to bear

upon it. Of a Saturday, when the irk

some schools were closed, one could
wander away off to the head of Broad

Street, where the Hydraulic wound along
on its way to the mills between green
banks shaded here and there by a young
willow moving silently and, like a good
horse, making better time than it seemed
to be making. Such a journey, however,
was not to be undertaken on a day of

briefer leisure than a Saturday, though
the realistic measurements of later days
disclose that the distance was within the

range of an improved rifle. On rare oc

casions, when the guardianship of a very

big boy or a full-grown man could be

secured, it was permitted to go a mile

farther out, even to the Head Gates of

the Hydraulic. So comprehensive a

field of marvels was here unfolded that

it would not have been in the least sur

prising, howsoever startling, had some

ravening behemoth come up from the

water on the one hand and a tribe of

ferocious red men broken forth from the

corn-fields on the other. If the guardian
man or very big boy chanced to fetch

a gun and a hunting dog with him, still

greater delights attended the excursion.

No sooner had the Hydraulic got well

into town than it widened out into a

little lake, known as the Keservoir.

Here in winter was such skating as

transmuted, in a boy s mind, all rules

of grammar, all spellings of hard words,
all sums in arithmetic, into inside and
outside rolls, tan-bark grindings, and

eagle-spreadings. And here, too, of

Sundays, in an opening cut through the

ice, were frequent baptizings, when the

religious revivals, which Meadstead let

no winter go by without experiencing,
had accomplished their full and perfect
work. These were often impressive,
often amusing ;

but in either event a

spectacle on no account to be foregone.

Then there was the canal that ran

straight through the town an unfailing
scene of wild adventure, in actuality or
in fancy. When it furnished no other

entertainment, you could loll against the
broad wooden braces of the bridges and
watch the white boats with green rails

and green window-shutters pass under,
and, inspired by the sight, dream of the
time when heaven should kindly make
you a man and a canal-boatman. This
time come, you would certainly be at

tached to a boat whose paint was always
fresh and whose mule-teams numbered
never fewer mules than three, and these
clean-limbed mules with neatly shaven
manes and tails, and with backs and
shoulders free from the livid galls that

marked the ordinary canal-boat mule :

mules clad in harness gay with rib

bons at the headstalls and glistering
with brass tips, rivets, and buckles, and

ivory rings. A swift boat this must be,
withal : capable, possibly, of six or seven
miles an hour a marvel of a boat, in

fact, whose entrance into a town, par
ticularly into Meadstead, would be a

great event and draw to the canal-side

all the beautiful maidens of the town, in

clean summer gowns of white and pink
lawn. One in particular would be at

tracted in pink lawn, she : a maid with

very black eyes and very black hair and

very round red cheeks. As you came

along the tow-path astride the hindmost
of the three fine mules, driven tandem,
and moving at a pace such as in all the

annals of canal-boating had never been
known before, this particular maid would
watch your approach with eager, tender

or, no, on the whole you believe you
will not come in astride the mule

; you
will come with the handle of the rudder
held carelessly between your legs, and in

a beautiful red flannel shirt, a jauntily
knotted neckerchief, and blue nankeen
trousers held in place by a leathern belt.

For all your apparent indifference in the

management of the rudder you keep a

keen look-out ahead, and thus and by
the exercise, at short notice, of marvel
lous calmness and strength you are to be

enabled, just as you come opposite the

group of beautiful maidens in clean

summer gowns, to thwart, with cheek-

blanching, breath-catching narrowness,
the revengeful design of some rascally
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steersman on another boat to run into

you. Somehow you cannot just now

quite arrange how, but you will straight
en out all the details another day the

particular maiden in pink lawn is to be

brought into great peril by the narrowly
avoided collision, and it is only great
heroism on your part exercised on
lines that must also be left over for full

development to some future dream
that saves her therefrom. Thus, finally,

there before the whole admiring throng,
what you had at first, perhaps, intended
should be a meeting of freezing coldness

on your side and of unavailing gentle
ness on the maiden s (thus conducive to

painful instruction of which the maiden
somehow also not yet fully dreamed
out had previously disclosed a need),
becomes a completely reconciliatory and

very fond one.

If one had a mind to brave all of a

mother s caution and do a deed of dar

ing beyond all others, one might jour
ney southward, way down to Baskerson s

farm, now an area of town lots with

many smart houses thereon
;
or way

down to the dry-dock, where the hidden

mysteries of a boat s keel and bottom
were all laid bare, or to the near-lying
&quot;lower lock,&quot; where they recovered,
after many days, the body of the poor,

distraught housemaid who, after she

had kindled the kitchen fire, went out

through a back gate, early one summer
morning, before the rest of the house
hold were up, and flung herself into the

canal no one knew why, though there

were dark hints of the Papacy being in

somewise at the bottom of the tragedy.
I can never think of homely, hum

drum Meadstead, with its wealth of

fancy-bred delights, without pitying
those novelists who so rigidly exclude
romance from their pages because it has
no proper place in representations of

real life. Does sober judgment ever so

temper out the dreams, that a man s life

even becomes more real than a boy s ?

n.

Or all Meadstead objects, however,
the one that set boyish fancy running
in the widest and wildest currents was
a Jewish tinker, who did not belong to
the town but paid it periodic visits.

His very arrival was delightfully occult.

No boy that I ever heard of saw him
come. You went up town on the way
to or from school, and there at the chief

corner, against the curbing, stood a

deep-bedded green wagon, set on high
springs and tightly covered with leather.

It had a dark, cavernous look within,
and this helped fancy along too. From
the rear of the wagon was erected a
booth of slender frame, also painted
green, with the street for floor and a
leathern cloth for roof. Within this

booth, surrounded by benches laden
with light tools and fragments of locks
and umbrellas, sat a broad-shouldered
man with a large head set close to his

body. He had little eyes as green as

his wagon, and as perfect in evil light as

those of any dwarf or giant in the best

fairy tale living. But you seldom got a

good look at them, because of the thick

long eyebrows that overhung them, and
because of their owner s habit of rarely

lifting them from his work. A dull red
beard ran wild and rank over his face,

swept down over his breast, and brushed
his hands as he worked. There were
slender gold rings in his ears, which
added much to his effectiveness. I

doubt if ever any of us boys had seen
another man with rings in his ears save

one. A workman in one of the paper-
mills wore ear-rings slender gold ones,

just like the tinker s
;
but he was a

strange, mysterious sort of man too a

roughly bearded, short, broad-bodied

foreigner, who never had anything to

say to anybody, and who was known to

us only as we encountered him going
to and from his work.
The tinker was a silent man, also.

An approved oracle was not more spar
ing of its words. He was always busy.
At whatever hour you stopped at his

booth, while the daylight lasted, you
found him setting the fractured ribs of

an umbrella, pointing up the crushed
end of an umbrella-stick and tipping it

with a new ferule, or fitting a new key
or a new spring to some hapless lock.

But I never saw anyone leaving locks or
umbrellas for repair, or receiving them
when they were done

;
and I never heard

any words of bargain passing between
him and a customer. Apparently he
held no communication whatever, not
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so much as a &quot;

yea, yea
&quot;

or a &quot;

nay,

nay,&quot;
with the outside world, and his

commissions came as mysteriously as

himself. Occasionally he did utter a

word seemingly a scolding, morose
word in a deep, mumbled tone, and a

tongue that I had never heard before.

No gesture, no turn of either face or

body indicated for whom this occasional

word was intended. It was spoken at

whatever subject of repair the tinker had
in hand. But many a boy has felt an

icy current as of frozen lightning shoot

through him, lest it was intended for

him and was an all too-familiar word of

reproof that he had merely failed to un
derstand in the tinker s mumbling, and

lest, if he were detected thenceforth in

even so much as breathing, the red-

bearded monster of the booth should
stride forth and devour him.
Fear of the tinker, indeed, sat ever

watchful and inventive in the boyish
bosom. It drew an imaginary dead line

about the wagon and the booth, and no
amount of curiosity or persuasion could

force a boy more than just so near.

Whether going or coming, and on how
soever urgent a mission bent, no boy
thought of passing without stopping.
But his fears never let him settle down
into an easy, staying posture : he held

himself ever in readiness, at the slight
est show of danger, to cut and run.

What would happen to the boy who
should fall into the tinker s hands was
a subject of constant and the most fer

vid speculation. He would be &quot; carried

off&quot; that was certain, frightfully cer

tain. Where, was uncertain, frightfully
uncertain. No man with all that red

beard, those overhanging eyebrows,
those wicked little eyes and that cross,

heavy voice, could be anything less than
a boy-stealer. If he was not a boy-
stealer, why did he live in a wagon like

that, and why did he come slipping into

town and go slipping out when nobody
could see him? He did do that. No
boy had ever seen his wagon in motion.
No boy had ever seen even the horse
that drew it. Was it really drawn by a

horse? There were shafts to it, to be
sure

;
but it was very strange that no

body should ever see the horse, if there

was one.

An approximation to certainty as to

where a boy carried off by the tinker
would be carried to, was had in the

general belief and dread that he would
be carried &quot; ever so far

&quot;

way beyond
all possibility of getting back home
again. Up to this point the speculations
were at one, but there was much diver

sity when it came to settling the carried-

off boy s fate after he got there. A few
of the finer imaginations were agreed
that the tinker was in league with an old

gypsy woman, to whom he sold all the

likely urchins that he gathered up in his

rounds, and that the first barbarity that

this old gypsy woman would subject you
to would be to stain your face all up so

that neither your father nor any of your
friends would know you again. Slower
fancies held out for a more prosaic but
not less terrible fate : they thought the

tinker would take you way off home
and chain you in the barn near a big
dog. I myself held vaguely, dreamily,
and without confiding the fact to any
one to a theory different from either

of these.

One radiant early summer day an
uncle of mine had taken me in his car

riage, with my mother, to the village of

Clearfork, lying some five or six miles
from Meadstead, down and across the

river. They went to attend a meeting
there of a simple rural sect, now nearly
extinct, to which my uncle was a rigid
adherent and my mother a fond one, but
a less strenuous. The meetings of this

sect usually enforced upon the members
a journey of some miles

;
for its meet

ing-houses (churches were not in its vo

cabulary) were few and set either in the

heart of the country or on the edge of a

village little more populous than coun

try. But as the &quot;

supply
&quot;

at these meet

ing-houses, through being itinerant, was
also infrequent, the members felt amply
repaid in the rarity of the meetings for

any unusual labor that attendance upon
them entailed. Indeed, they frequently
doubled and redoubled their exertions in

order to multiply their privileges, and,
not content with greeting their minister

at the appointed times in the meeting
house nearest them, they often followed

him to others in the same region. Thus
the brethren about Clearfork would
drink in there the precious words of

some honored expounder of their faith
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on &quot; second Saturday
&quot;

(the second in the

month), and then next day would refresh

themselves from the same approved
fountain as it flowed at Elkhorn, a meet

ing-house ten miles north.

Beared in town, where numerous more

sparkish churches secured a constant

infusion of new blood by a diligent cul

tivation of Sunday-school picnics and
winter revivals, this simple church of

my fathers was to me always sufficiently

foreign to make going to its meetings
sinfully akin to glorious sport. True,

my utmost energies and the constant

watchfulness of my mother scarcely
sufficed to keep me from falling asleep
under the prolonged Bible-smiting elo

quence of its preachers ;
and keenly did

I envy the big boys and the young men
their curious privilege of leaving the

meeting at pleasure and relieving their

weariness by a lounge on the green turf

or in the vehicles about the meeting
house. But to offset this discomfort
there was, in the first place, the journey
itself : scarcely any sum of suffering at

the end will outweigh a town boy s pleas
ure in a country drive. Then there was
the quaintness of the low brick meeting
house, with its unpainted poplar benches
and high sky-blue pulpit (the tint in

happy harmony with the altitude), and
its high little windows, through which
the cool, clean, summer breezes stole,

and by their caresses cheered and

strengthened one in the hard battle

against slumber. It sat usually at the
end of a green lane, in a wide green
yard, fenced in with weather-stained

hitching-rails, and shaded by groups of

tall maple-trees. There were also the
wonder of the adjoining burying-ground
with its moss-blurred gravestones, and
the plain, earnest greetings of the peo
ple on the green about the door, before
and after the service. In all this, even
to a boy s roving, inattentive senses, was
a becalming, cleansing, refreshing influ

ence, that lives distinctly and gratefully
in my memory to this day. And, finally,
there was, in the way home, not infre

quently, a dinner or a supper at some
miraculous farm-house, that needed but
to be touched to yield a profusion of

fried chicken and cream gravy, baked
sweet potatoes, snowy bread, golden
butter, and fresh milk.

These excursions were thus always im

pressive events to me
;
but the one to

Clearfork withmy uncle was especially so.

To begin with, we went in a great, deep-
cushioned carriage, with a deep, high
bred rumble in its wheels, and behind a

pair of horses
; whereas my drives were

usually taken in a light, frivolousbuggy,
behind a single horse. Then, after we
had gone a mile or two, instead of pur
suing the wonted road to Clearfork, we
turned into a way so little travelled that

the turf was unbroken save in two slen

der yellow lines of carriage-track, that

only intensified the adjoining greenness,
like dandelions in a close-browsed past
ure. This led us down to a ford which
I had never crossed, and of which I

should have had some fear on that ac

count alone. But it was made fearful

also by other circumstances. We came
to it through a dark wood (always fruit

ful of uncanny fancies in a boy), and a

thick growth of young willows on either

bank of the river shut off all view of it

except straight ahead. These surround

ings gave the ford an appearance of dan

gerous depth ; and when we drove into

it, it proved really to be deeper than any
other ford I had traversed. An inch or

two more, and the water would surely
have run into the carriage. My fright
was intense, and for days that horrible

ford was ever before me. I conjured up
torturing uses to which it could be put.
If an old gypsy woman or a ruthless

giant had any boys to drown, the ford

was just the place for such an orgy.

Nothing easier, nothing surer to escape
the detection of pursuing fathers, than
to drive into the ford in a closely cov
ered wagon on a dark night, and let the

boys be jolted out at the tail-gate amid
stream.

The ford came into my mind when
ever my school-fellows were tremulously
discussing what would befall any boy
on whom the old tinker got his clutches.

I did not quite believe that he would

carry a boy down to the ford and toss

him off
;
and it was probably because I

did not quite believe this that I never
ventured to introduce the ford into the
discussions. But my fright at the ford

commingled with my fear of the tinker,
and begot a new and double-headed hor
ror for me.
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The gruff, infrequent mumblings of

the tinker, which most moved the fear

ful fancies of the youth of Meadstead,
were probably never addressed to them,
however. When by any chance you se

cured composure sufficient to study the

booth and its adjuncts in detail, you dis

covered in the dark interior of the wagon
a young girl of stolid, ashen face, small,

unlighted eyes, and dark hair done into

two dangling braids banded at the ends
with bits of cotton yarn. She was usu

ally employed in some sort of needle
work

;
but not infrequently she was en

gaged in reading out to the tinker from
a leathern-bound book written in a

strange tongue, and at such times her

presence in the dark wagon was dis

closed immediately by the low, monot
onous chanting of her voice. It was

always the Hebrew Scriptures that she
read

; or, at least, so some of us were
told by our wise fathers. Of course

our own knowledge of Hebrew was not
sufficient for us to recognize it by the

sound. Neither was the knowledge of

our fathers, for that matter
;
and as they

could not have had sight of the text, I

am now at a loss to know how they could
have learned what the girl read any bet

ter than we. No doubt of the perfect

accuracy of their information, and no

surprise that they possessed it, troubled
me at the time, however. I expected
fathers to know everything then, quite
as naturally as I expected to fry in ever

lasting flames of brimstone after death,
if I didn t be good.

It will be easily understood that the

presence of this strange girl did not
lessen the old tinker s awfulness. She
could have been little older than the

children who curiously watched her;

yet the freshness and joyousness of

childhood were as completely faded from
her face as from that of some child-

bearing, skillet-scouring, clothes-mend

ing menial of a woman. If she ever

came out of the dark wagon, it must
have been at the rarest intervals : we
never saw her out. Such scraps of con
versation between her and the tinker as

we ever overheard were in a language
unknown to us

;
but we were convinced

that he was harsh and hard with her.

Might she not be a girl that he had
stolen somewhere, and did he not keep

her so close lest she should some time
run away? These were questions not
to be put lightly by. They were never

brought to a final and positive answer

by the lads who propounded them, but
were sagely held open for new and fuller

information. Their constant presence
in the mind, however, had somewhat to

do with that alertness, that unsleeping
readiness to take to the heels, which has
been already mentioned as characteriz

ing the juvenile visitor to the tinker s

booth.

Once I encountered the tinker with
his establishment set up in another town
than Meadstead, a town of much wider
and busier streets. He suffered in my
esteem, for the time being, much as the

largest church in Meadstead must have
suffered by a like transposition. The

wagon and the booth seemed smaller

than at Meadstead. Though they stood
in the busiest quarter of the town, they
chanced not to be in the wonted ways
of the school-children, and consequently
there was never a curious crowd about
them. The tinker and his points of

dread and mystery were so little known
to the boy whom I was visiting that it

was all I could do to arouse the awe

needful, as it seemed to me, to the boy s

self-preservation. When I suggested
that we stop and watch the tinker for a

moment, he went straight up to the

booth and would have begun fingering
some of the tools had I not forcibly de
tained him. There could not but be,

for the moment, a certain loss of pres

tige to the tinker in all this
;
but when

he reappeared in Meadstead the follow

ing spring, he immediately recovered all

he had lost, and thenceforward through
my boyhood, and (shall I confess it?)

long years after, he remained the one

precious perfect monster of my acquaint
ance.

MANY years after my residence at

Meadstead had ended, the necessities of

self-provision, which keep us all moving
to and fro and up and down in the

earth, as they did the devil of old, fixed

my abode for me in the little city of

Meredith. All the beauties that Mead-
stead had so conspicuously lacked, Mere
dith possessed in abundance. Its walks
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were well paved ;
its roadways were

well graded, well drained, and clean, and
noble trees put heads together over

them ;
and the substantial houses sat,

for the most part, amid gracious gar
dens, wherein the grass was always trim

and green and the shrubbery was kept
within bounds. A river circled about

Meredith, too
;
but instead of eating in

under the town and leaving an unsightly

prospect of raw edges, it so shaped its

course that its every turn but added a

grace to the landscape, from whatsoever
side one viewed it.

Yet life was little less humdrum in

Meredith than in Meadstead. The
banker did not sit on the counter in his

hat and shirt-sleeves, to be sure. Neither
did the merchant spend his leisure doing
gymnastic feats on a stout hitching-rail
before his shop. But the usual current

of life embraced little beyond keeping a

shop, or an office, or a factory during
the day, and one s bed at night ;

and

wild, sudden overflows were extremely
rare. Diversions and pleasurings there

were, of one sort and another
;
but little

or no spontaneous, earnest, uncontrolla

ble merriment marked them. Rather
the participants wore a patient, tolerant

air, as if to say,
&quot; These things are to be

countenanced, since some people re

quire amusement
; but, for ourselves, if

we considered only our own pleasure,
we should banish them all.&quot; In the re

flective moods of an indigestion or some

physical exhaustion, one looked curi

ously at his fellow-townsmen, as one
met them going to their business of a

morning or returning home of an even

ing, and wondered whether there could

possibly be any cheer in their hearts, or
whether they must not feel always faint

and weary and hopeless, as if living in

ever-beclouded, humid summer under a

weight of winter underwear. If they had
all gone forth some day in a body and
drowned themselves, or lapped them
selves into an everlasting slumber with
a universal snuffing of chloroform, one
would have felt, in such moods, that it

was nothing to be wondered at, save

perhaps for the general departure from
routine that it involved.

Romance ! Yes, the new novelists were

right : romance had no place in real life,

and books that professed to present real

life must rigidly exclude it. And yet
what were these stories that these half-

dumb victims of a tread-mill existence

told each other in their frigid social

meetings, of the carrying up of whole

juries in chariots of flaming eloquence
by some local lawyer, and of the fabu
lous growth in riches of some once poor
but now wealthy neighbor? Again and

again these stories were repeated, and

always in good literary order, with the

climax properly at the end
; and they

never wanted attentive listeners.

When I had dwelt some years at Mere
dith I sat one summer evening with a

neighbor under a fine elm-tree that he
was the lucky proprietor of. My neigh
bor was one of those men who drop ea

sily into reminiscence and do not drop
easily out. On this occasion his fancy
was dwelling fondly on a scattered vil

lage in a wide plain of green farms
where his entrance upon the world was

made, and he was reviewing for my en
tertainment various village notabilities

upon whom the wonder of his boyhood
had been showered a reclusive cobbler

who was master of four or five languages,
a poor saddler who neglected a marvel
lous musical talent, and a careless black

smith who invented something that

would have made him a handsome fort

une had he but thought to patent it.

The chief interest of such confidences

as these lies in what they recall to one s

own recollection, and long before my
neighbor had ended his story I was

eagerly awaiting an opportunity to bring
in a bit of reminiscence myself.
When at length the opportunity came

I told him of the Jewish tinker who had
been the terror and fascination of my
youth at Meadstead. I described the

high green wagon with its canopy and
enclosure of black leather

;
the young

girl of swarthy skin and braided hair

reading her Hebrew bible, and the si

lent, gruff tinker with his evil little eyes
and his long red beard. &quot;

Why,&quot; he

suddenly broke in, &quot;that man used to

live here.&quot;

&quot; Live here ?
&quot;

exclaimed I. &quot;Do you
mean that he had a fixed home here ?

&quot;

&quot;Yes,&quot; answered he. &quot; You know that

old pebble-dashed house at the corner
of Factory and Catalpa Streets? He
lived there for a great many years.&quot;
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I knew the house well enough. It

was a small structure, of two low stories,
built sturdily of stone, plastered on the
outside with a coarse, pebble-besprinkled
mortar and painted white. The window-
frames and doors, though, had never
known paint and were blackened by
time and weather. It was one of the

antiquities, one of the ancient land
marks of the town. That is to say, its

years were some five and seventy or four
score : the oldest of the Meredith antiq
uities being somewhat under age. It

was a house that always caught your eye
as you passed and carried your fancy
back to the time when it was young ;

because it was so manifestly a house
that in its best days had enjoyed a high
respectability. Perhaps it even clung
to your thoughts a little after you had

gone your ways, and set you about a
restoration of its old-time high walnut

cupboards filled with blue china, its

oaken floors shining from industrious

scourings, its long noisy clock clicking
in one corner, and its straight-backed,

split-bottomed chairs the painfulness
of one or two of them slightly palliated

by a calico bag stuffed with feathers.

You might even, if the weather was fair

for fancies, re-establish within a family
of grave, earnest people, in plain, coarse

clothes, meagre of speech but warm and
abundant in hospitality.

If the strange, awful vagrant on whom
my boyish imagination had so fiercely
fed could not escape a doom so unro-
mantic as a fixed abode, there was not
another house in Meredith wherein such
a doom could have fallen so softly as in

this. Nevertheless it was shocking and

nearly incredible, even in the matter-of-

factness of a somewhat advanced man
hood, that any house should have been
his home. To make perfectly sure of

it, I again asked my neighbor,
&quot; You say

he lived here and in that house ?
&quot;

&quot;

Yes,&quot; he answered, confidently,
&quot; he

lived there for a good many years. His
name was Benoni Schmidtmann. He
finally ran

away.&quot;
&quot; Kan away ?

&quot;

I cried, with some eager
ness, experiencing a thrill of hope that,

after all, and despite a discordant resi

dence in the customary human abode,
Benoni was going to prove true to him
self and remain a romantic monster to

the end. It was only one thrill, though,
for my neighbor immediately answered,
with almost a death-like grimness, as it

seemed to me, &quot;Yes, he ran away and
deserted his wife and daughter. Went
off to Kansas somewhere, it was said,
and left the woman and the girl to get
on as best they could.&quot;

This was crushing. Desertion of wife
and daughter is of itself such a plain,

prosaic, even commonplace piece of dev

iltry that it was difficult to believe that
an honest, self-respecting monster had

stooped to it. But here was added
flight to, of all places in the world, Kan
sas ! Oh, Benoni ! Benoni ! Flight
even to Canada or to Mexico would have
been a little less out of all keeping ; and

flight to Bagdad, or Syracuse, or Jeru

salem, or Granada would have had an
artistic fitness that even an attendant
wife-desertion could not have beclouded.

IV.

SEVERAL months had passed since the
talk just recorded, and all thought of

Benoni Schmidtmann had passed out of

mind, when, as I went to my office one

morning, I saw that workmen were busy
unroofing the pebble-dashed house.

The march of improvement had found
it in the way, and it must be torn down.

Tearing it down was no easy work, how
ever

;
for though it was small, it had

been built with a firmness and thorough
ness accounted quite useless in the con
struction of houses nowadays. The
walls were two feet thick, and could be
demolished only by slow, hard crow-

barring, stone by stone. For many
days, as I passed, I found the work still

unfinished. But finally one morning the

walls were down to the very foundations
and the crowbars had entered upon a re

sounding struggle with the last of the

oaken floors, which at times raised a

question whether iron was always
stronger than wood.
On this morning the company of those

citizens who, in Meredith as in other

communities no larger than it, so pa
tiently lend their presence, and even ad

vice, to works of a public nature, with

out other remuneration than the joy of

having their time consumed without

exertion on their part, was much larger
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than usual. My first thought, on seeing
so many people standing about, was that

one of the workmen had been injured,

and I stopped to inquire.
&quot;

No, no one hurt,&quot; answered one of

the company ;

&quot; we re just waiting to see

if they find the hidden treasure.&quot; The
hidden treasure was doubly hidden to

me : I had never heard of it before.

When by word and look I had indicated

as much, my informant proceeded to ex

plain that it was pretty well understood,

by everyone whose acquaintance with

Meredith ran back many years, that

when old Noni Schmidtmaiin, a queer
Jew tinker who had once dwelt in the

house, ran away so strangely and sud

denly, he left behind him, secreted some
where there, a considerable store of coin

and jewels. Attaching to anyone else

than Benoni, this tradition would, no

doubt, have worn improbability on its

very face
;
but my hero stood so sorely in

need of rehabilitation since that Kansas

episode, and a hidden-treasure tradition

fitted him so admirably, anyhow, that a

cool weighing of probabilities was quite
out of the question. The merest hint

sufficed to set fancy picturing him count

ing, with a miser s glee, by a flickering

candle, heaps of shining coin and gleam
ing gems patiently hoarded from the
small earnings of his vagrant tinkering.

Why he should leave these precious pos
sessions behind him when he ran away
was, indeed, a riddle not easy of solution.

But fancy has a way of vaulting the bars
she cannot let down

;
and I immediately

became as confident a waiter for the un

covering of the treasure as any of the
men about me. I tarried much beyond
the accustomed hour of beginning the

day at my office, following every crash

ing thrust of the crowbars closely. Fi-

nalh*, I durst not tarry longer.
In the afternoon an early edition of

the Night Watch newspaper was flung

upon the desk before me, and my eye
immediately fell upon a startling array
of richly alliterative and breath-bating
headlines. These proved to be intro

ductory to a liberally
&quot; leaded

&quot;

article

written in that extravagantly jocular
style wherein the utmost possible is made
of a small matter, and the reporter finds

a needed relief from the oppression and
weariness of &quot;

knocking about for news &quot;

in a town too small and uneventful to

afford any. It set forth the tradition

regarding Schmidtmann s miserliness

and depicted the interest aroused thereby
in the destruction of the &quot;old pebble-
dashed house&quot; at the corner of Factory
and Catalpa Streets. Then it described,
with many dramatic touches, how the

expectant, breathless crowd stood about,

eagerly watching, as the last remnants
of the structure were removed. Only
one strip more of flooring remained in

place and the workmen were on the point
of driving their crowbars under that.

The spectators had begun to look gloomy
and hopeless. Suddenly one of them
was attracted by an instinct that he
could not explain to a heap of debris ly

ing between two black, cobwebby joists.
He took up a stick just a plain, ordi

nary stick such as an idle school-boy

might pick up to draw clatteringly
across a picket-fence and began to poke
in the heap with it, when, lo ! there,

right there, was Benoni s treasure. A
blackened silver coin, which on examina
tion proved to be a Mexican dollar with
a small hole bored through it, was turned

up. Nothing else was found
;
this was

Benoni s whole store !

The Night Watch of the following-
afternoon made still another revelation.

It said that it now transpired that the

tinker s treasure, the finding of which
had been duly reported in its columns
the previous day, was not the tinker s

at all. A member of one of the old fam
ilies had identified the Mexican dollar

as a coin that his grand-aunt gave him in

his babyhood to cut his teeth on. He
was born in the pebble-dashed house,
and his mother left him sitting on the

floor there one day, with the coin tied

about his neck by a blue ribbon, while
she attended to some duty in another

part of the house. When she returned
the coin was gone and could never after

ward be found. He had no recollection

of the incident himself, but had heard
his mother tell of it a thousand times.

His theory was that he somehow worked
the dollar free from his neck and stuck
it himself through a crack in the floor.
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(From a photograph taken about 1875-77, by Barraud, London.)

TENNYSON S FIRST FLIGHT.

By Henry van Dyke.

r
I

&quot; HE advent of a true poet usually bears at

^Oi- A least one mark of celestial origin he
^^v L+s^**\ *&amp;gt; &quot; cometh not with observation.&quot; A small

t/ volume is printed on some obscure press ;
the

friends to whom it is sent,
&quot; with the compli

ments of the author,&quot; return thanks for it in

words which compromise truth with affection
;

the local newspaper applauds it in a perfunc

tory way ;
some ogre of a critic, whose appetite

for young poets is insatiable, may happen to

make a hasty and savage meal of it
;
or some kindly reviewer, who is always look

ing on the hopeful side of literature, may discover in it the buds of promise ;
but

this is mainly a matter of chance : there are few to buy the book with hard cash,
and fewer still to read it, except from curiosity or friendship ;

the great world
rolls on its way as serenely as if nothing of consequence had occurred.

It is after this fashion that most of the leading English poets have arrived.
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There was no great stir made by the

publication of &quot; The Shepherd s Cal

endar,&quot; or &quot;Descriptive Sketches,&quot; or
&quot; Hours of Idleness.&quot; The announce
ment of &quot;

Original Poems by Victor and
Cazire

&quot;

did not produce any excitement.

Even &quot; Venus and Adonis &quot;

failed to in

form the public that the creator of
&quot; Hamlet

&quot; and &quot; Othello
&quot; had appeared.

The recognition of genius in a first night
rarely takes place at the proper time,
but is reserved for those prophets who
make their predictions after the event.

But surely there never was a poet of

rank who slipped into print more

quietly, with less splash and commotion,
than the junior author of &quot;Poems by
Two Brothers.&quot; The book was publish
ed in 1827, for J. & J. Jackson, of Louth,
arid W. Simpkin & B. Marshall, of Lon
don. The title-page bore a modest
motto from Martial : Hcec nos novimus
esse niliil. The preface repeated the
same sentiment in more diffuse language.

&quot;The following Poems were written
from the ages of fifteen to eighteen, not

conjointly but individually ;
which may

account for their differences of style and
matter. To light upon any novel com
bination of images, or to open any vein
of sparkling thought, untouched before,
wrere no easy task : indeed the remark it

self is as old as the truth is clear : and
110 doubt if submitted to the micro

scopic eye of periodical criticism, a long
list of inaccuracies and imitations would
result from the investigation. But so it

is : we have passed the Kubicon and we
leave the rest to fate

; though its edict

may create a fruitless regret that we
ever emerged from the shade and
courted

notoriety.&quot;

That was surely a most gentle way of

passing the Kubicon. The only sugges
tion of a nourish of

trumpets&quot; was the

capital P in poems. Fate, who sat smil

ing on the bank, must have been pro
pitiated by a bow so modest and so
awkward. Not even the names of the

young aspirants for public favor were
given ; and only the friends of the fam
ily could have known that the two
brothers who thus stepped out, hand in

hand, from &quot;the shade,&quot; were Charles
and Alfred Tennyson.

It is difficult to conjecture unless,
indeed, we are prepared to adopt some

wild theory of the disinterested benevo
lence of publishers what induced the
Jacksoiis to pay ten pounds in good
money for the privilege of printing this

book. But if they were alive to-day,
and had kept a sufficient number of the
first edition on their shelves, their virtue

would have its reward. For I must
confess to having paid as much for a

single copy as they gave for the copy
right ;

and as prices go it was an excel

lent bargain.
Here it is

;
a rather stout little vol

ume of two hundred and thirty-eight

pages, paper not of the finest, print not
without errors. It contains one hun
dred and two pieces of verse, in all

sorts of metres, and imitated after an

amazing variety of models. There is

nothing very bad and nothing very in

spiring. The Literary Chronicle and

Weekly Review came as near to the

truth as one can expect of a newspaper
when it said :

&quot; This volume exhibits a

pleasing union of kindred tastes and
contains several little pieces of consid
erable merit.&quot; That is the only con

temporary criticism which has ever
been exhumed. And it would be ab

surd, at this late day, to turn the &quot; mi

croscopic eye,&quot;
of which the brothers

were so needlessly afraid, upon their

immature production. To reprint it,

without Tennyson s consent, would be a

literary crime
; even to discuss it seri

ously and in detail as a poetical work
would be ridiculous.

And yet, to one who can find a pleas
ure in tracing the river to its narrow
source among the hills, this book is

precious and well worth reading. For
somewhere between these paper covers,

hardly to be distinguished from the

spring of that twin-rivulet of verse

which ran so brief a course in the &quot; Son
nets of Charles Tennyson,&quot; lies the

fountain-head of that deeper, clearer

stream which has flowed forth into
&quot; In Memoriam &quot; and &quot;The Idylls of the

King,&quot;
and has refreshed the English-

speaking world for more than sixty

years with the poetry of Alfred Tenny
son. Here, then, we may pause for a

moment, and glance at some of the im

pulses which led him to commence poet,
and the influences which directed his

earliest efforts.
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It seems to me that the most interest

ing and significant thing about this lit

tle book is the fact that the two broth

ers appear in it together. For this tells

us a great deal in regard to the atmos

phere of the home in which Tennyson s

little boy came with his slate all written
over with lines of blank verse, to ask
for his brother s approval. Charles read
them over gravely and carefully, with
all the earnestness of a childish critic.

Then he gave the slate back again, say-

Tennyson s House, Aldworth, Surrey.

(After a pen drawing by A. V. Poncy.)

boyhood was passed. The seven sons

and five daughters of the Rector of

Somersby were not ordinary children
;

nor was their education conducted in

that dull, commonplace, Gradgrind spirit
which so often crushes all originality
out of a child. The doors of the ideal

world were opened to them very early ;

they were encouraged to imagine as

well as to think
; they peopled their

play-grounds with lofty visions of kings
and knights, and fought out the world-

old battles of right and wrong in their

childish games, and wove their thoughts
of virtue and courage and truth into

long romances with wrhich they enter

tained each other in turn at the dinner-

table. The air of the house was full of

poetry. Charles, the second son, was

probably the leader in this life of fancy.
It was he, at all events, who first di

rected his brother Alfred, his junior by
a year, into the poetic path. One Sun

day morning, when Alfred was to be
left at home alone, Charles gave him a

slate and bade him write some verses

about the flowers in the garden. The
task was eagerly accepted, and when the

family had returned from church the

ing, &quot;Yes, you can write.&quot; It was a

very kindly welcome to the world of

poetry, and I doubt whether Alfred

Tennyson ever heard a word of praise
that filled him with more true delight
than this fraternal recognition.

Having found each other as kindred

spirits, the two boys held closely to

gether. Their companionship was that

of twin stars in a larger galaxy. They
were intimate friends. They helped and
cheered and criticised each other in

their common studies and writings. It

is a good omen for genius when it is

capable of fraternity. It is the best

possible safeguard against eccentricity
and morbidness and solitary pride.
Charles Lamb was right when he wrote
to Coleridge :

&quot; O my friend, cultivate

the filial feelings ! and let no man think
himself released from the kind charities

of relationship.&quot; Tennyson s best work
has never lost the insight of the heart.

And if there were no other reason for

valuing these &quot;Poems by Two Broth

ers,&quot;
I should still prize them as the

monument of a brotherly love to which
the poet has paid this exquisite tribute

in &quot; In Memoriam :

&quot;
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41 But thou and I are one in kind,
As moulded like in Nature s mint

;

And hill and wood and field did print
The same sweet forms on either mind.

&quot; For us the same cold streamlet ctirl d

Thro all his eddying coves ;
the same

All winds that roam the twilight came

In whispers of the beauteous world.

&quot; At one dear knee we proffer d vows
;

One lesson from one hook we learn d,

Ere childhood s flaxen ringlet turn d

To black and brown on kindred brows.

&quot;And so my wealth resembles thine.&quot;

Another noticeable feature in this

book is the great number of quotations
from modern and classical authors. Al

most all of the poems have mottoes. I

glance over them at random and find

scraps from Virgil, Addison, Gray,

that &quot; Ponce de Leon discovered Florida

when he was in search of the fabled

fountain of
youth,&quot;

and that &quot;

Apollonius
Rhodius was not born at Alexandria,
but at Naucratis.&quot; The display of learn

ing is so immense that it becomes

amusing ;
but it is not without signifi

cance, for it distinctly marks Tenny
son as one of those who, like Milton,
were students before they were poets,
and whose genius did not develop in

solitude but in

&quot; Converse with all forms
Of the many-sided mind.&quot;

The volume abounds, as I have already
said, in imitations

; indeed, there is

hardly a piece in it which does not

sound like an echo of some other poet.
The influence which is most clearly

Farringford House, Tennyson s Residence at Freshwater, Isle of Wight.

(From a photograph by F. Frith & Co., Reigate, Surrey.)

Clare, Cicero, Horace, Moore, Byron, Mil

ton, Racine, Claudian, Rousseau, Scott,

Hume, Ossian, Lucretius, Sallust, and the

&quot;Mysteries of Udolpho.&quot; Of a truth
these school-boys must have read well, if

not wisely. Moreover, there are foot

notes, in which they tell us that &quot; PIGHT is

a word used by Spenser and Shakspere,&quot;

and that &quot; none but the priests could in

terpret the Egyptian hieroglyphics,&quot; and

marked is that of Byron. He is quoted
six times. There is a strong flavor of

his dramatic melancholy in such lines as,

or,

I wander in darkness and sorrow,
Unfriended and cold and alone

;&quot;

&quot;I stand like some lone tower
Of former days remaining,

Within whose place of power
The midnight owl is plaining.&quot;
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Freshwater Bay, Isle of Wight, near Farrmgford House.

(From a photograph by F. Frith & Co.)

It is evident that this grief could not

liave been very real to a school-boy be

tween fifteen and eighteen. It was like

the gloom of Shakespeare s young gentle
man of France who was &quot; sad as night

only for wantonness.&quot; And the fashion

of &quot;the sadness was learned from the

author of &quot; Childe Harold.&quot; His metri

cal manner also is copied with undis

guised enthusiasm. The lad who wrote :

&quot; Tliou slialt come like a storm when the

moonlight is dim,
And the lake s gloomy bosom is full to the

brim ;

Thou shalt come like the flash in the dark
ness of night,

When the wolves of the forest shall howl
with affright,

had certainly been captured by the As

syrian who came down like the wolf on
the fold. In addition to these tokens

of the sincerest flattery, there is a poem
on the &quot;Death of Lord Byron,&quot;

which

begins :

&quot; The hero and the bard is gone !

His bright career on earth is done,
Where with a comet s blaze he shone.

&quot;

After reading all this it is interesting
to hear Tennyson tell, in his own words,

spoken many years afterward, how the

news of that death had affected him.

&quot;Byron was dead. I thought the whole

world was at an end. I thought every

thing was over and finished for everyone
that nothing else mattered. I remem

ber, I walked out alone and carved,

Byron is dead into the sandstone.&quot;

The spell of this passionate devotion

soon passed away, but perhaps we can

see some lingering trace of its effects in

poems as late as &quot;

Locksley Hall
&quot; and

&quot;

Maud.&quot; Indeed, I think the influence

of Byron upon Tennyson has been gen
erally underrated, if not completely ig
nored.

There are a few other points of inter

est in this rare little volume. For in

stance, the variety of metrical forms
indicates an unusual freedom and cath

olicity of taste. The result of such a

miscellaneous admiration of all styles,

from the finish of Horace to the form
lessness of Ossian, might possibly be

nothing better than a facility in general
imitation, the fluency of a successful

parodist. But if a boy had real genius
it would lead him on to try experiments
in many metres until he mastered those

which were best fitted to express his

thoughts, and gave new life to obsolete

forms of verse, and finally, perhaps,
created some original form. And this,

in fact, is what Alfred Tennyson has
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done. He has attempted almost every
kind of measure. And though his early

efforts were so far unsuccessful that so

good a judge as Coleridge remarked
that &quot;he had begun to write poetry
without knowing what metre was,&quot;

yet in the end he made himself one of

the most musical of English singers. A
promise, or, at least, a hint of this re

sult is contained in the &quot; Poems by Two
Brothers,&quot; and I cannot help conjectur

ing, on this ground alone, that the pieces
in this volume which show the greatest
freedom and rapidity, and even uncer

tainty of movement, like &quot; The Vale of

Bones,&quot; &quot;Persia,&quot; &quot;The Old Sword,&quot;

and &quot;Antony to Cleopatra,&quot; are the

work of Alfred rather than of Charles.

But there are also other indications

which help us in guessing at the author

ship of particular pieces. Of course we
cannot be quite sure of them. But here
and there we find a thought, a phrase,
which the Laureate has used again in

his maturer works, and which may pos
sibly mark some of these earlier efforts

as belonging to him. I will give a few
illustrations of these parallel passages.

In &quot; Remorse &quot; we find the lines :

&quot; To life whose every hour to me
Hath been increase of misery.&quot;

&quot;The Two Voices&quot; gives us the same
thought :

&quot; Thou art so full of misery,
Were it not better not to&quot;be ?

&quot;

In
&quot;Midnight&quot; there is a reference to

&quot;the glutting wave
That saps eternally the cold gray steep ;

&quot;

which reminds us of

&quot;Break, break, break,
On thy cold gray stones, Osea.&quot;

In the lines &quot; On the Death of my
Grandmother &quot; we read :

&quot;Her faith, like Stephen s, softened her dis
tress.&quot;

The comparison is used again in &quot;The

Two Voices :

&quot;
&quot; Like Stephen, an un-

quenched fire.&quot; In &quot; Switzerland
&quot;

the

poet cries :

&quot; O ! when shall Time
Avenge the crime ?

&quot;

and in &quot; The Vision of Sin
&quot;

he says

again :

&quot;

It was a crime
Of sense, avenged by sense that wore with time.&quot;

In the poem on &quot;

Sublimity
&quot;

the phrase,
&quot; Holds communion with the dead,&quot;

may have been written by the hand
that afterward wrote the same phrase
in &quot;In Memoriam.&quot;

In
&quot;Egypt&quot;

we find:

&quot; The first glitter of his rising beams
Falls on the broad-bas d pyramids sublime.&quot;

The epithet recurs in &quot;A Fragment,&quot;

printed in an annual in 1830 :

&quot;The great pyramids,
Broad-bas d amid the fleeting sands.&quot;

Other passages might be quoted to

show the connection between Tenny
son s earlier and later work. It is one
of his characteristics that he uses the

same image more than once, and that

the repetition is almost always an im

provement. But it will be more profit
able to close this essay with a few lines

which are worthy to be remembered on
their own merits, and which, we may
conjecture, on internal evidence, belong
to the first genuine poetry of Alfred

Tennyson. There is a touch of reality
in this :

&quot; The tolling of thy funeral bell,

The nine low notes that spoke thy knell,
I know not how I bore so well,

My Brother !

&quot;

True and broad descriptive power is

shown in such lines as these :

&quot; Like some far fire at night
Along the dun deep streaming.&quot;

&quot; A wan, dull, lengthen d sheet of swimming
light

Lies the broad lake &quot;

&quot; TJie thunder of the brazen prows
O er Actimti s ocean rung.&quot;

But perhaps the passage which ex
hibits the most sustained vigor of ex

pression is found in the poem entitled

&quot;Persia.&quot; It is a description of the

great king contemplating the ruin of

his empire. He spreads the dust upon
his laurelled head, as he is forced

&quot; To view the setting of that star

Which beam d so gorgeously and far

O er Anatolia and the fane
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Of Belus, and Caister s plain,
And Sardis, and the glittering sands

Of bright Pactolus, and the lands

Where Croesus held his rich domain ;

And further east, where broadly roll d

This is not perfect poetry ;
but it is cer

tainly strong verse. It is glorified no
menclature. Milton himself need not

have blushed to acknowledge it The

Tennyson s Lane, Farringford, Isie of Wight.

(From a photograph by F. Frith & Co.)

Old Indus pours his streams of gold ;

And southward to Cilicia s shore,

Where Cydnus meets the billows roar
;

And northward far to Trebizonde
Renown d for kings of chivalry,

Where Hyssus rolling from the strand

Disgorges in the Euxine Sea

The Euxine, falsely named, which whelms
The mariner in the heaving tide-
To high Sinope s distant realms

Where cynics rail d at human pride.&quot;

boy who could write like this before he

was eighteen years old knew something
of the music and the magic of names.

If we may read our history, like our

Hebrew, backward, we can detect the

promise of a great poet in the sweep
and swing of these lines, and recognize
the wing-trial of genius, in Tennyson s

first flight.
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THE TWO LOCKSLEY HALLS.

By T. R. Loiinsbiiry.

JO a large portion of

the English-speak
ing race, perhaps to

the larger portion
of it, Tennyson is

pre-eminently the
poet of &quot;Locksley

Hall.&quot; There are

others of his pro
ductions which commend themselves
with far more effectiveness to minds of a
certain order. There are others of them
which will be conceded to display more
varied if not greater power. But there is

no other that has appealed to so wide a
circle of sympathies, and, as a result,

there is no other that has been so gener
ally read and admired and quoted. Its

popularity has never been fitful. The
rank which it took at the very outset

it has held since with not the slightest
abatement. Comparatively few are liv

ing now who can remember how sud
den was its leap into fame. We have
no means of ascertaining when it was

written, still less when it was conceived.

But it made its first appearance in print
in the two-volume edition of 1842, with
which the poet broke at last what had

practically been a silence of ten years.
That edition came out in the latter part
of the month of May. In the review
of it that was published in the London
Athenceum, early in the following Au
gust, nothing was quoted from &quot;Locksley

Hall,&quot; for the avowed reason that it was
one in particular of two or three pieces
that had already become common prop
erty.
The poet himself may be thought to

share to some extent in the sentiments
of the larger number of his readers. It

is, at any rate, to this production of his

youth that he has gone back in his old

age. Forty-four years after its publica
tion, and perhaps fifty years after its

conception, he took up the same theme
and brought once more upon the stage
the same characters. Late in 1886 was

published &quot;Locksley Hall Sixty Years
After.&quot; No such welcome awaited it as

that with which the original poem had
been greeted. Respectful mention was
made of it in some quarters, and there

were a few in which it met with en
thusiastic praise. On the other hand,
a good deal of the criticism expressed
of it was depreciatory where it was not

openly hostile. This is a condition of

things by no means unexampled in the

case of several of Tennyson s productions,

upon which at their first appearance re

viewers have solemnly frowned or have
bestowed at best a grudging commen
dation. Some of them, which are now
reckoned among the masterpieces of

his genius, made their way with the least

possible aid from the favorable verdicts

of the majority of professional judges.
He who wishes to gain a vivid concep
tion of the value or valuelessness of

contemporary criticism, its self-appre
ciation and its lack of appreciation,
can hardly do better than consult cer

tain of the articles which appeared upon
several of Tennyson s greatest works at

the time of their original publication.
But in the case of the second Locks-

ley Hall as for the sake of convenience

it may be called there has been some

thing more than lack of appreciation in

much of the criticism with which it has

been received. The literary judgments
pronounced upon it have frequently
been modified, and in some instances

have been influenced throughout, by
reasons that were in no sense literary.

The poem was looked at not as a work
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of art but as a contribution to the dis

cussion of the social and political phe
nomena of the day. On this account

it met with favor from some
;
from a

much larger number it met with dis

favor. One man would be tempted to

depreciate it because its author had
been created a lord. Another would

go further, and insinuate that the poet
had been bribed by a peerage to turn

his back upon the more generous con
victions of his earlier time. All the

mean motives which spawn with pro
fusion in mean minds were advanced to

account for the writer s real or supposed
change of view. No doubt, indeed, can
well be entertained that much of the

adverse criticism to which the piece was

subjected was due not to the character

of the poetry it contained but to the

character of the politics it was thought
to represent.

It ought not to be necessary to say
that criticism which is based, conscious

ly or unconsciously, upon grounds of

this sort has hardly reason for its exist

ence, still less excuse for its utterance.

The views expressed in the second

Locksley Hall may be the views of Ten

nyson himself, or they may not be. In
neither case have they anything to do
with the estimate we form of the work.
To the literary critic the fact of the rev

elation or non-revelation in the poem
of the author s opinions is a matter of

even less concern than the justness or
the falsity of the opinions themselves.
To him there are but two questions
that present themselves for considera
tion. In the first place, is the poem,
as regards its import, true to life

does it fairly represent the character
in whose mouth its sentiments are

put ? Again, as regards the form,
does it express with fitness and force
the thoughts and feelings which it was
intended to convey ? Tried by these,
the only proper standards, the new
Locksley Hall will abide the severest
test. Unlike most continuations, while
it shows departure, it shows no fall

ing off from the original. There are
causes that will always tend to make
the one poem less widely popular than
the other. But the motives of the two
are essentially the same, and both will

go down to future times as representa

tive companion pictures of two strong

ly marked phases of individual and of

national life.

The instantaneous and universal popu
larity which the first

&quot;

Locksley Hall
&quot;

gained was due in part to causes inde

pendent of its form. It mirrored as did
no other work the hopes and aspira
tions of its time. The period in which
it was produced was a period of ex
altation which reflected in faint outlines

the mood of men in the earlier months
of the French Revolution. It is hard
for us now to conceive the state of

mind that prevailed at the opening of

the half-century that has just closed.

The optimistic view of the future was

everywhere predominant. The race was
at last emerging from the social and

political thraldom which had cramped
its efforts and crushed its spirit. Class

distinctions were on the point of over

throw, ancient abuses of all sorts were
about to be uprooted. On another side

there was a prospect full as glorious.
Man was speedily to assert his full mas

tery over the blind but mighty elemental

forces of which he had hitherto been the

plaything or the victim. His career of

conquest over nature had already opened
triumphantly. Steam applied to loco

motion was annihilating space. Elec

tricity, though not yet made fully cap
tive, was revealing the possibility of the

annihilation of time. An abstract per
sonification called Science, with miracles

already performed, and with the promise
of greater miracles to be performed, was
the new deity to which we were to look
for the regeneration of the race. There
was no limit to its beneficence, no limit

to its power, no limit therefore to what
it could and would accomplish. To all

the future looked bright, for there was
intoxication in the air.

It was at such a time as this that

the poet came forward in the original

&quot;Locksley Hall&quot; to put into majestic
words the majestic but vague ideas which
had fired the imaginations of men. To
their shadowy conceptions he gave dis

tinctness and grandeur. He pictured
for them the full glory of the coming
day which had already begun to dawn.
The hero of the piece was suited to the

part he was called upon to perform. He
is in the vigor of early manhood, but
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his life has already been saddened by
a great personal calamity which makes
him willing to fling it away. From the

benumbing effects of this sorrow he is

rescued by the vision that unfolds itself

before his eyes, of the progress of hu
manity through the wonder-working
agencies of science and the development
of man as man. The individual, it is

true, may fail, but the race itself is

moving on through struggle and storm
to a higher civilization and a loftier des

tiny. In the gorgeous picture of the
future which presents itself before him,
the noble, even if delusive, dream of hu
man brotherhood revives. Strife and
battle there must be before the result
is reached. But these are nothing more
than the preliminary tumults with which
all great changes are ushered in. They
in turn will give place to the reign of

universal peace, made permanent and
secure by the obedience of all to that
universal law which has been established

by the parliament of man and is upheld
by the federation of the world.

It is little wonder that a great poem,
which by its combination of lofty senti
ment and lofty diction gave dignity to

the acts and lives of common men, should
have been greeted with the warmest of
welcomes. In its glowing lines the early
Victorian era read the reality of the fut

ure of which it dreamed. But there is

another side to the shield. It is this

which the new Locksley Hall sets out to

show us. A half-century has gone by, and
the hero of the poem once more appears.
This time, however, it is not the man with
his life before him who speaks, but the
man who has lived his life. He stands
almost alone. Gone are the enemies he

hated, the friends he loved, the comrades
of thebivouac and the battle-field. Gone,
above all, are the feelings whichfurnished
the inspiration of the original poem.
To use his own words :

Gone the fires of youth, the follies, furies, curses,

passionate tears,
Gone like fires and floods and earthquakes of the

planet s dawning years.

Fires that shook me once, but now to silent ashes
fall n away.

Cold upon the dead volcano sleeps the gleam of

dying day.

The vision of his early life, however, is

not gone. He recalls it half-satirically

to point the contrast between the preten
sion and promise of the time and the
pitiful performance that has followed.
Yet there is also a half-mournful tone in
these very verses in which he asks, in

credulously, if some diviner force will

guide men in the days he himself shall
not see to the realization of his youthful
ideal :

When the schemes and all the systems, King
doms and Republics fall,

Something kindlier, higher, holier all for each
and each for all ?

All the full-brain, half-brain races, led by Jus
tice, Love, and Truth

;

All the millions one at length, with all the vi
sions of my youth ?

All diseases quench d by Science, no man halt,
or deaf, or blind

;

Stronger ever born of weaker, lustier body,
larger mind ?

Earth at last a warless world, a single race, a

single tongue,
I have seen her far away for is not Earth as

yet so young ?

Every tiger madness muzzled, every serpent
passion kill d,

Every grim ravine a garden, every blazing des
ert till d,

Robed in universal harvest up to either pole she

smiles,
Universal ocean softly washing all her warless

Isles.

This is the picture he saw in his youth.
How does it correspond with the picture
he now sees ? He had dreamed then of

universal peace and universal brother
hood. Mighty and bloody wars have
marked the interval. These, indeed, he
had forecast as an inevitable accompani
ment of the period of transition. But
as a result, is the world any nearer the

goal of universal brotherhood, does the

reign of universal peace exhibit any
clearer signs of its approach? Is, in

truth, such a hope any longer cherished
not as a remote probability but even as

a remote possibility? The situation

that presents itself before his eyes is the

all-sufficient comment upon the expecta
tion. The civilized world is eager for

peace but seems driven by a dreadful

necessity to devote all its energies to

preparation for war. The whole Euro

pean continent is an intrenched camp.
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sor-

the

America is saved by the mere accident of

position from the need of raising mighty
armaments, and it is to her watery wall

alone that his own country owes its free

dom from the burden of maintaining a

gigantic land-force.

If we turn, on the other hand, to Sci

ence we find the same failure of the pres
ent to realize the dream of the past. Even
on the purely material side the new deity
men were called upon to worship has not

done everything which was anticipated.
The navies of the world do not as yet

fight in the mid-air, as the poet saw them
in his earlier vision. Still, though Sci

ence has not fulfilled all the expecta
tions of its worshippers it has fulfilled

them partially, and in some cases has

gone beyond their most extravagant

hopes. Yet its very success in certain

ways makes more pronounced its futility
in others. The panaceas which it was
to bring with it have turned out inca

pable of healing a single one of the

rows that are the sad inheritance of

race. It shifts the load of human care,
but it does not lighten it. It has shown
itself absolutely helpless to satisfy the

cravings of the spirit. Science may add
to man s physical well-being, but it adds

nothing to his real happiness. It may
give him longer life, but it will not teach
him to live it any better. It may make
him more satisfied with himself, but it

contributes little or nothing to his intel

lectual stature. He is no greater now,
whirled fifty miles an hour by the banks
of the Thames, than he was two thousand

years ago, wandering slowly along the

Hissus. Even the material comforts
which it furnishes on a much broader
scale do not apparently remove his sullen

discontent with his lot, which, if not

deeper-seated than ever, is certainly far

more vocal. Equally futile has been the
remedial legislation which has set out to

elevate the race by striking offthe fetters

that have held its mental and spiritual
activities in check. The fierce competi
tion between man and man which un
shackled freedom has brought in its

train presses upon the weaker or more
luckless combatants in the struggle as

heavily as did ever the tyranny of the
most repressive legislation.

It is by the expression of these senti

ments that the second Locksley Hall

represents, as accurately as in its turn
did the first, the feelings both of the
time of life and of the time. As the

latter poem painted the confident atti

tude of the one period, so does the for

mer the critical attitude of the other.

The words are put appropriately into

the mouth of an old man who, by the

very fact of age, is a praiser of the past,
and by the fact of experience has learned
to see the vanity of the illusions which he
had mistaken for realities. But its prin
cipal claim to consideration is the pict
ure it presents of the feelings that are

prevalent, if not dominant, at the close

of the Victorian era. The hopefulness
of its beginning has been replaced by
dismal apprehensions. The future is

doubtful if not gloomy. We seem to

be mere helpless atoms floating on a
stream of tendency the current of which
we cannot control, and borne onward to

a catastrophe we cannot foresee. Every
thing that is dark in the time, everything
that is unlovely, everything that is for

bidding, is therefore brought out with
added emphasis in this poem that con
cerns itself with the phenomena of the

time. In art, in literature, and in life,

we seem steadily sinking to lower levels.

The love of country has been lost in love

of self, and devotion to ennobling na
tional ideas has given way to unworthy
attempts to gain the favor of the multi

tude by pandering to its passions or by
flattering its vanity. The brutal and

savage instincts inherent in human nat

ure, which we fancied we had outgrown,

reappear in meaner and more cowardly
forms, and seek the gratification of re

venge for political wrongs by the inflic

tion of pain upon innocent and helpless
animals. A literature which proclaims
itself realistic vies with the brothel in

appealing to the baser passions, and adds

hypocrisy to vice by the pretence that it

is doing it in the interests of a purer
and loftier art.

Whether these denunciatory utter

ances express or not the actual views of

the poet does not concern the reader.

It is enough for him if they depict fairly
sentiments that are widely held. This

they certainly do. For at the present
time a great pessimistic wave is sweep
ing over the world, at least over that por
tion of it which thinks. Individuals may
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be, and doubtless are, exempt from its

influence. But even he who does not
feel it in his own consciousness can

hardly fail to see its existence on every
side. The literature is largely one of

doubt where it is not one of dread. We
may deplore the prevalence of the senti

ment or we may scoff at it. For the

manifestation of the latter feeling there

is doubtless this excuse, that to some
extent it has become a mere fashion.

Just as in Shakespeare s time men were
sad only for wantonness, so it is not
unusual now to see them pessimistic for

the same reason. Still this does not
vitiate the fact that the educated mind
of the race is now largely disturbed

everywhere by fear of the future, and is

sometimes mastered by despair.
And in no one particular does this pes

simistic view display itself with more
force than in the sentiments about democ

racy which find unequivocal expression in

this poem and have largely contributed
to its unpopularity. It is not the opin
ions of men who have a selfish interest

in exclusive privileges that need to be
considered. Still less does the constant

chatter about republican institutions of

the literary Gigadibses to use Brown
ing s term require to be heeded. But
a certain degree of weight must be con
ceded to the views of those like the hero
of the original poem, who have longed
for the triumph of democracy, who have
hailed its advance from afar, but who
have learned to look upon its resistless

march with varied feelings, of which
confidence is not always the most prom
inent. Now that it is certainly coming,
what is it going to bring with it ? Will
it be peace or a sword ? This new gi

ant, what will he do when he feels his

strength in its fulness ? What will he
be disposed to do ? It is the uncertain

ty that attends the answer that makes
the most hopeful at times secretly ap
prehensive. The evils of a despotism
or of an aristocracy are things we can
measure definitely. They have been
tried in numberless ways and under
numberless conditions, and the expe
rience of the ages shows both what they
may be and what they can be. Nor in

any case is relief from them hopeless.
If worst come to worst, the despot can
be assassinated, the aristocracy can be

crushed or expelled. If men endured
for long periods the tyranny of either,
it was due not to the unconsciousness of

their ability to overthrow as to their ina

bility to combine. But in the case of de

mocracy we are placing upon the throne
a power which is so intangible that it

cannot be successfully attacked any
where, which is so pervasive that it op
erates everywhere and upon all. The
experiment may turn out favorably ; but
no one is as yet in a position to say
positively how it is going to turn out
at all.

The inevitable uneasiness is, moreover,
not lightened by the fact that back of

the power which is surely coming to oc

cupy the throne looms the spectre of

communism with its gospel of annihila

tion and its propaganda of hunger, ha

tred, and despair. We have risen from
chaos toward cosmos : are we going back
from our imperfect cosmos to complete
chaos ? Modern civilization does not
have to look for its foes, as did the an

cient, in an outlying world of which it

knew nothing. No thought could occur
to a man of our time such as must have
haunted the heart of the citizen of the

later Roman Empire, of the possible

perils to art, to learning, and to letters

that lay hidden in the depths of mighty
and unexplored forests. The whole earth

has now been mapped out, and civiliza

tion knows precisely with what external

dangers it is liable to meet, with what
barbaric forces it has to contend. The
enemies it has to dread are those of its

own household. In gloomy alleys, in

city slums, in hovels where wretched
ness cowers, in dens where crime bur
rows from the light of day, lurk the foes

that threaten its life. Its progress in

many ways seems to lie largely at the

mercy of the human vermin which it it

self brings into being, and which philan

thropy is careful to cherish and eager
to preserve. These are the aspects that

fill the thoughtful heart with forebod

ing. It is not fear for the future of

wealth that disturbs it. Nothing fights
like property, and the sordid spirit of

accumulation that dwells in every breast

can be safely left in the long run to

hold its own against the brood of dark

ness that civilization breeds in her un

savory underworld. But even a short-
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lived triumph may work incalculable

havoc with the highest achievement of

the race, and the demoniac frenzy of an

hour may shatter irretrievably the no
blest and most precious of the long re

sults of time.

It is, of course, very possible that all

the gloomy misgivings of the second

Locksley Hall may turn out as baseless

as the glowing anticipations of the first.

As, indeed, in the earlier poem itself the

confidence in the future was shaken at

intervals by feelings of doubt, so in the

later the doubt is relieved in turn by oc

casional feelings of hope. Accordingly,
the children of this world, who are not

troubled because they do not think, may
possibly be wiser in their generation
than the children of light, who stagger
under the burden of prospective calami

ties that are never to arrive. Democracy
in particular has had, in time past, a

peculiar fashion, which it may repeat in

time to come, of revenging itself upon
its adversaries in confounding by its

course their predictions as to its conduct,
and of falsifying by the event their

prognostics of disaster. However these

things may turn out, the second Locks-

ley Hall must always have attached to

it a special interest for the exact and
vivid representation it furnishes of the

feelings of the time. This, independent
of literary form, would establish its claim
to being one of the most memorable
works of its author. But its literary
form, moreover, raises it to a distinction

which places it fully alongside of the
similar work accomplished by him in

the first vigor of manhood. There are

certain characteristics belonging to the
earlier poem which the later does not
and cannot have. The subject itself

forbids it. The literature of denuncia
tion and gloom can never be invested
with the charm that is inherent by nat
ure in the literature of hope and aspi
ration. A work, in particular, that em
bodies the doubts and fears of a class,
no matter if intellectually the highest,
can never attain to the general popu
larity of one that gives at least the sem
blance of reality to the dreams of all.

There are, besides, in the second poem a
few passages which approach danger
ously near to the prosaic. There are
one or two verses in which the thought

is too commonplace for the language
with which it has been clothed. But
when these shortcomings have been

pointed out, very little is left for the

devil s advocate to urge in the way of

objection. All of these defects, when
taken together, detract but little from
the perfection of the piece as a whole.

It is little to say of &quot;Locksley Hall Sixty
Years After

&quot;

that English literature pre
sents no similar instance of a work of

anything like the same grade of intel

lectual achievement produced by a poet
at the same period of life. No allow

ance has to be made for it on account
of the age of its author. If it lack at

times the gorgeousness of diction which
characterized to so marked a degree the

original creation it equals it in sus

tained power, and in energy of expres
sion it occasionally leaves it behind.

There is exhibited throughout it that

same felicitous capacity of producing
great effects by the use of single words
or phrases. What a weight of meaning,
for instance, is added to the verse, what
a picture is presented to the mind by
the employment of the wordflash in the

following passage instead of an ordinary
verb of motion :

What are men that He should heed us ? cried

the king of sacred song ;

Insects of an hour, that hourly work their

brother insect wrong,

While the silent Heavens roll, and Suns along
their fiery way,

All their planets whirling round them, flash a
million miles a day.

Passages like this, which are scattered

throughout the poem, display conspic

uously the difference in workmanship
between the mere man of talent and the

man of genius. Nor is the philosophy
of the production unworthy of its liter

ary form. The stormy utterances that

constitute the principal portion of it

prepare fittingly the way for the lesson

it sets out to enforce. Science has

failed us, legislation has failed us, the

great political changes from which so

much was anticipated have proved bar
ren of results. In what quarter are we
to look for help ? It is in the conduct
of the man whom the hero of the earlier

poem had wronged that the same hero

of the later one finds the solution of the
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problem that has perplexed his spirit.

Not upon remedial legislation, good
and even necessary as it may be, not

upon the achievements of science, grand
as they doubtless are, rests the hope for

the future of the race. It is in the life

of his successful rival, who strove for

sixty years to help in all ways his home
lier fellow-men, that he recognizes the

force which is to prevent the earth from

touching her earthly worst if it does

not lift her to her heavenly best. Not

in mighty movements which fascinate

the minds of all, though in them few can

directly share, but in the performance
of services to those who are nigh us or

dependent upon us, in the discharge of

the humbler duties of life to which

power is never lacking but only will,

lies the secret of man s gradual regen
eration and elevation. Is the lesson

taught by the second Locksley Hall any
less noble or any less true than that

taught by the first ?
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ALEXANDRE DUMAS.

By Andrew Lang.

I
LEXANDEE DU
MAS is a writer, and
his life is a topic, of

which his devotees

never weary. Indeed,
one lifetime is not

long enough wherein
to tire of them. The

long days and years of Hilpa and

Shalum, in Addison the antediluvian

age, when a picnic lasted for half a cen

tury, and a courtship for two hundred

years, might have sufficed for an exhaust
ive study of Dumas. No such study have
I to offer, in the brief seasons of our

perishable days. I own that I have not

read, and do not, in the circumstances,

expect to read, all of Dumas, nor even
the greater part of his thousand volumes.
We only dip a cup in that sparkling
spring, and drink, and go on we cannot

hope to exhaust the fountain, nor to

carry away with us the well itself. It is

but a word of gratitude and delight
that we can say to the heroic and in

domitable master, only an ave of friend

ship that we can call across the bourne
to the shade of the Porthos of fiction.

That his works (his best works) should
be even still more widely circulated than

they are
;
that the young should read

them, and learn frankness, kindness,

generosity should esteem the tender

heart, and the gay, invincible wit
;
that

the old should read them again, and
find forgetfulness of trouble, and taste

the anodyne of dreams, that is what we
desire.

Dumas said of himself
(&quot;

Memoires,&quot;

v., 13) that when he was young he tried

several times to read forbidden books
books that are sold sous le manteau.
But he never got farther than the tenth

page, in the

scrofulous French novel
On gray paper with, blunt type ;

&quot;

he never made his way so far as

&quot;the woful sixteenth print.&quot;

&quot; I had, thank God, a natural sentiment
of delicacy, and thus, out of my six hun
dred volumes (in 1852) there are not
four which the most scrupulous mother

may not give to her daughter.&quot; Much
later, in 1864, when the Censure threat

ened one of his plays, he wrote to the

emperor :

&quot; Of my twelve hundred vol

umes there is not one which a girl in

our most modest quarter, the Faubourg
Saint-Germain, may not be allowed to

read.&quot; The mothers of the Eaubourg, and
mothers in general, may not take Dumas
exactly at his word. There is a passage,
for example, in the story of Miladi

(&quot;

Les
Trois Mousquetaires &quot;)

which a parent
or guardian may well think undesirable

reading for youth. But compare it with
the original passage in the &quot; Memoires &quot;

of D Artagnan ! It has passed through
a medium, as Dumas himself declared,
of natural delicacy and good taste. His
enormous popularity, the widest in the

world of letters, owes absolutely nothing
to prurience or curiosity. The air which
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he breathes is a healthy air, is the open
air, and that by his own choice, for he
had every temptation to seek another
kind of vogue, and every opportunity.*

Two anecdotes are told of Dumas
books, one by M. Edmond About, the

other by his own son, which show, in

brief space, why this novelist is so be

loved, and why he deserves our affection

and esteem. M. Villaud, a railway en

gineer who had lived much in Italy, Rus
sia, and Spain, was the person whose
enthusiasm finally secured a statue for

Dumas. He felt so much gratitude to

the unknown friend of lonely nights in

long exiles, that he could not be happy
till his gratitude found a permanent ex

pression. On returning to France he
went to consult M. Victor Borie, who
told him this tale about George Sand.
M. Borie chanced to visit the famous
novelist just before her death, and found
Dumas novel, &quot;Les Quarante Cinq&quot;

(one of the cycle about the Valois kings)
lying on her table. He expressed his

wonder that she was reading it for the
first time.

&quot; For the first time why, this is the
fifth or sixth time I have read Les
Quarante Cinq, and the others. When
I am ill, anxious, melancholy, tired, dis

couraged, nothing helps me against
moral or physical troubles like a book
of Dumas.&quot; Again, M. About says that
M. Sarcey was in the same class at school
with a little Spanish boy. The child was
homesick, he could not eat, he could not

sleep ; he was almost in a decline.

&quot;You want to see your mother?&quot;

said young Sarcey.
&quot;No, she is dead.&quot;

&quot;Your father, then?&quot;

&quot;No, he used to beat me.&quot;

&quot; Your brothers and sisters ?
&quot;

&quot;I have none.&quot;

&quot;Then why are you so eager to be
back in Spain ?

&quot;

&quot; To finish a book I began in the holi

days.&quot;
&quot; And what was its name ?

&quot;

&quot; Los Tres Mosqueteros !

He was homesick for &quot; The Three
Musketeers,&quot; and they cured him easily.

* I am not writing for children, nor giving advice to
parents and guardians. Their moral tests I have never
understood.

VOL. VI. 29

That is what Dumas does. He gives
courage and life to old age, he charms
the half-conscious nostalgic, the Heimweh,
of childhood. We are all homesick, in

the dark days and black towns, for the
land of blue skies and brave adventures
in forests, and in lonely inns, on the

battle-field, in the prison, on the des
ert isle. And then Dumas comes, and,
like Argive Helen, in Homer, he casts a

drug into the wine, the drug nepenthe,
&quot; that puts all evil out of mind.&quot; Does

anyone suppose that when George Sand
was old and tired and near her death,
she would have found this anodyne, and
this stimulant, in the novels of M. Tol

stoi, M. Dostoiefsky, M. Zola, of any of

the &quot;

scientific
&quot;

observers whom we are

actually requested to hail as the mas
ters of a new art, the art of the future ?

Would they make her laugh, as Chicot
does

;
make her forget, like Porthos,

Athos, and Aramis
;
take her away from

the heavy, familiar time, as the enchanter
Dumas takes us ? No, let it be enough
for these new authors to be industrious,

keen, accurate, precieux, pitiful, chari

table, veracious, but give us high spirits
now and then, a light heart, a sharp
sword, a fair wench, a good horse, or

even that old Gascon rouncy of D Ar-

tagnan s. Like the good Lord James

Douglas, we had liefer hear the lark

sing over moor and down, with Chicot,
than listen to the starved-mouse squeak
in the bouge of Therese Baquin, with M.
Zola. Not that there is not a place and
an hour for him, and others like him,
but they are not, if you please, to have
the whole world to themselves, and all

the time, and all the praise ; they are

not to turn the world into a dissecting-
room, time into tedium, and the lau

rels of Scott and Dumas into crowns of

nettles.

There is no complete life of Alexandre
Dumas. The age has not produced the
intellectual athlete who can gird himself

up for that labor. One of the worst books
that ever was written, if it can be said
to be written, is, I think, the English at

tempt at a biography of Dumas. Style,

grammar, taste, feeling, are all execrable.
The author does not so much write a life

as draw up an indictment. The spirit
of his work is grudging, sneering, con

temptuous, and pitifully peddling. The
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great charge is that Dumas was a hum
bug, that he was not the author of his

own books, that his books were written

by
&quot; collaborators

;

&quot;

above all, by M. Ma-

quet. There is no doubt that Dumas
had a regular system of collaboration,
which he never concealed. But whereas
Dumas could turn out books that live,

whoever his assistants were, could any
of his assistants write books that live

without Dumas ? Upon my word, one

might as well call any barrister in good
practice a thief and an impostor be
cause he has juniors to &quot;devil&quot; for

him, as make charges of this kind

against Dumas. He once asked his son
to help him

;
the younger Alexandre de

clined.
&quot;

It is worth a thousand a year,
and you have only to make objections,&quot;

the sire urged, but the son was not to

be tempted. Some excellent novelists

of to-day would be much better if they
employed a friend to make objections.

But, as a rule, the collaborator did much
more. Dumas method, apparently,
was first to talk the subject over with
his aide-de-camp. This is an excellent

practice, as ideas are knocked out, like

sparks (an elderly illustration
!), by the

contact of minds. Then the young man
probably made researches, put a rough
sketch on paper, and supplied Dumas,
as it were, with his &quot;brief.&quot; Then Du
mas took the &quot; brief

&quot; and wrote the

novel. He gave it life, he gave it the

spark, Vetincelle ; and the story lived and
moved.

It is true that he &quot;took his own
where he found

it,&quot;
like Moliere, and

that he took a good deal. In the gal

lery of an old country-house, on a wet

day, I came once on the &quot; Memoires &quot;

of D Artagnan, where they had lain

since the family bought them in Queen
Anne s time. There were our old friends

the Musketeers, and there were many of

their adventures, told at great length
and breadth. But how much more vi

vacious they are in Dumas ! M. About

repeats a story of Dumas and his ways
of work. He met the great man at Mar
seilles, where, indeed, Alexandre chanced
to be &quot; on with the new love

&quot;

before

being completely
&quot;

off with the old.&quot;

Dumas picked up M. About, literally
lifted him in his embrace, and carried

him off to see a play which he had writ

ten in three days. The play was a suc

cess, the supper was prolonged till three
in the morning ;

M. About was almost

asleep as he walked home, but Dumas
was as fresh as if he had just got out of

bed. &quot; Go to sleep, old man,&quot; he said
;

&quot;

I, who am only fifty-five, have three

feuilletons to write, which must be

posted to-morrow. If I have time I
shall knock up a little piece for Mon-
tigny the idea is running in my head.&quot;

So next morning M. About saw the
three feuilletons made up for the post,
and another packet addressed to M,
Montigny ;

it was the play, VInvitation
d la valse, a chef-d oeuvre ! Well, the
material had been prepared for Dumas.
M. About saw one of his novels at Mar
seilles in the chrysalis. It was a stout

copy-book full of paper, composed by a

practised hand, on the master s design.
Dumas copied out each little leaf on a

big leaf of paper, en y semant Vesprit d

pleines mains. This was his method.
As a rule, in collaboration, one man
does the work, while the other looks on.

Is it likely that Dumas looked on ?

That was not the manner of Dumas.
&quot; Mirecourt and others,&quot; M. About says,
&quot; have wept crocodile tears for the col

laborators, the victims of his glory and
his talent. But it is difficult to lament
over the survivors (1884). The master
neither took their money, for they are

rich, nor their fame, for they are cel

ebrated, nor their merit, for they had
and still have plenty. And they never
bewailed their fate

;
the reverse ! The

proudest congratulate themselves on

having been at so good a school, and M.

Auguste Maquet, the chief of them, speaks
with real reverence and affection of his

great friend.&quot; And M. About writes &quot; as

one who had taken the master red-

handed, and in the act of collaboration.*

Dumas has a curious note on collabo

ration in his &quot;Souvenirs dramatiques.&quot;

Of the two men at work together,
&quot; one

is always the dupe, and he is the man
of talent.&quot;

There is no biography of Dumas, but
the small change of a biography exists

in abundance. There are the many vol

umes ofhis &quot;Memoires,&quot; there are all the

tomes he wrote on his travels and advent

ures in Africa, Spain, Italy, Russia
;
the

book he wrote on his beasts
;
the ro-
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mance of Ange Pitou, partly autobio

graphical ;
and there are plenty of little

studies by people who knew him. As to

his
&quot;

Memoires,&quot; as to all he wrote about

himself, of course his imagination en

tered into the narrative. Like Scott,

when he had a good story he liked to

dress it up with a cocked hat and a

sword. Did he perform all those aston

ishing and innumerable feats of strength,

skill, courage, address, in revolutions, in

voyages, in love, in war, in cookery?
The narrative need not be taken &quot; at the

foot of the letter
;

&quot;

great as was his

force and his courage, his fancy was

greater still. There is no room for a

biography of him here. His descent

was noble on one side, with or without

the bend sinister, which he said he would
never have disclaimed, had it been his,

but which he did not happen to inherit.

On the other side he may have descended
from kings ; but, as in the case of &quot; The
Fair Cuban,&quot; he must have added,

&quot; Afri

can, unfortunately.&quot; Did his father per
form these mythical feats of strength ;

did he lift up a horse between his legs,
while clutching a rafter with his hands

;

did he throw his regiment before him
over a wall, as Guy Heavistone threw the

mare which refused the leap (&quot;

Me
moires,&quot; i., 122) ? No doubt Dumas be
lieved what he heard about this ancestor,
in whom, perhaps, one may see a hint of

the giant Porthos. In the Revolution
and in the wars his father won the names
of Monsieur de 1 Humanite, because he
made a bonfire of a guillotine ;

and of

Horatius Codes, because he held a pass
as bravely as the Koman &quot;in the brave

days of old.&quot;

This was a father to be proud of
;
and

pluck, tenderness, generosity, strength,
remained the favorite virtues of Dumas.
These he preached and practised. They
say he was generous, before he was just ;

it is to be feared this was true, but he

gave even more freely than he received.

A regiment of seedy people sponged on
him always ;

he could not listen to a tale

of misery but he gave what he had, and
sometimes left himself short of a dinner.
He could not even turn a dog out of

doors. At his Abbotsford,
&quot; Monte

Cristo,&quot; the gates were open to every
body but bailiffs. His dog asked other

dogs to come and stay; twelve came,

making thirteen in all. The old butler

wanted to turn them adrift, and Dumas
consented, and repented.

&quot;

Michel,&quot; he said,
&quot; there are some

expenses which a man s social position
and the character which he has had the

ill-luck to receive from heaven force

upon him. I don t believe these dogs
ruin me. Let them bide ! But, in the

interests of their own good-luck, see

they are not thirteen, an unfortunate
number !

&quot;

&quot;

Monsieur, I ll drive one of them

away.&quot;
&quot;

No, no, Michel
; let a fourteenth

come. These dogs cost me some three

pounds a month,&quot; said Dumas. &quot; A
dinner to five or six friends would cost

thrice as much, and, when they went

home, they would say my wine was

good, perhaps, but certainly that my
books were bad.&quot; In this fashion Dumas
fared royally

&quot; to the
dogs,&quot; and his Ab

botsford ruined him as certainly as that

other unhappy palace ruined Sir Walter.

He, too, had his miscellaneous kennel ;

he, too, gave while he had anything to

give, and, when he had nothing else,

gave the work of his pen. Dumas tells

how his big dog Mouton once flew at

him, and bit one of his hands, while the

other held the throat of the brute.

&quot;Luckily my hand, though small, is

powerful ;
what it once holds it holds

long money excepted.&quot; He could not
&quot; haud a guid grip o the

gear.&quot;
Neither

Scott nor Dumas could shut his ears to

a prayer or his pockets to a beggar, or

his doors on whoever knocked at them.
&quot; I might at least have asked him to

dinner,&quot; Scott was heard murmuring,
when some insufferable bore at last left

Abbotsford, after wasting his time and

nearly wearing out his patience. Nei
ther man preached socialism

;
both prac

tised it on the Aristotelian principle :

the goods of friends are common, and
men are our friends.

The death of Dumas father, while
the son was a child, left Madame Dumas
in great poverty at Villers Cotterets.

Dumas education was sadly to seek.

Like most children destined to be book
ish, he taught himself to read very

young ;
in Buffon, the Bible, and books of

mythology. He knew all about Jupiter
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like David Copperfield s Tom Jones,
&quot; a child s Jupiter, an innocent creat

ure
&quot;

all about every god, goddess,
fawn, dryad, nymph and he never for

got this useful information. Dear Lem-

priere, thou art superseded ;
but how

much more delightful thou art than the

fastidious Smith or the learned Preller !

He had one volume of the &quot;Arabian

Nights,&quot; with Aladdin s lamp therein, the

sacred lamp which he was to keep burn

ing with a flame so brilliant and so

steady. It is pleasant to know that, in

his boyhood, this great romancer loved

Yirgil.
&quot; Little as is my Latin, I have

ever adored Virgil ;
his tenderness for ex

iles, his melancholy vision of death, his

foreboding of an unknown God, have al

ways moved me ;
the melody of his verses

charmed me most, and they lull me
still between asleep and awake.&quot; School

days did not last long ;
Madame Dumas

got a little post a license to sell to

bacco and at fifteen Dumas entered a

notary s office, like his great Scotch
forerunner. He was ignorant of his vo
cation for the stage Racine and Cor-
neille fatigued him prodigiously till he
saw Hamlet : Hamlet diluted by Ducis.

He had never heard of Shakespeare, but
here was something he could appreciate.
Here was &quot; a profound impression, full of

inexplicable emotion, vague desires, fleet

ing lights, that, so far, lit up only a

chaos.&quot;

Oddly enough, his earliest literary

essay was the translation of Burger s
&quot;

Lenore.&quot; Here, again, he encounters

Scott, but Scott translated the ballad,
and Dumas failed. Les worts vont vite !

the same refrain woke poetry in both
the Frenchman and the Scotchman.

&quot; Ha ! ha ! the Dead can ride with speed,
Dost fear to ride with me ?

&quot;

So Dumas literary career began with
a defeat, but it was always a beginning.
He had just failed with &quot;

Lenore,&quot; when
Leuven asked him to collaborate in a

play. He was utterly ignorant, he says,
he had not succeeded in gallant efforts

to read through
&quot; Gil Bias

&quot; and &quot; Don
Quixote.&quot;

&quot; To my shame,&quot; he writes,
&quot; the man has not been more fortunate
with those masterpieces than the

boy.&quot;

How many of the readers who take up

this magazine have been more fortunate
than Dumas ? He had not yet heard of

Scott, Cooper, Goethe
;
he had only

heard of Shakespeare as a barbarian.
Other plays the boy wrote failures, of

course
;
and then Dumas poached his way

to Paris, shooting partridges on the road,
and paying the hotel expenses by his suc
cess in the chase. He was introduced to

the great Talma
; what a moment for

Talma, had he known it ! He saw the
theatres. He went home, but returned to

Paris, drew a small prize in a lottery, and
sat next a gentleman at the play, a gen
tleman who read the rarest of Elzevirs,
&quot;Le Pastissier francais,&quot; and gave him
a little lecture on Elzevirs in general.
Soon this gentleman began to hiss the

piece, and was turned out. He was
Charles Nodier, and one of the anony
mous authors of the play he was hissing !

I own that this amusing chapter lacks

verisimilitude. It reads as if Dumas had
chanced to &quot;

get up
&quot;

the subject of

Elzevirs, and had fashioned his new
knowledge into a little story. He could
make a story out of anything, he &quot;turned

all to favor and to prettiness.&quot; Could I

translate the whole passage, and print it

here, it would be longer than this ar

ticle
; but, ah, how much more entertain

ing ! For whatever Dumas did he did
with such life, spirit, wit, he told it

with such vivacity, that his whole career

is one long romance of the highest qual

ity. Lassagne told him he must read
must read Goethe, Scott,Cooper, Frois-

sart, Joinville, Brantome. He read them
to some purpose. He entered the ser

vice of the Due d Orleans as a clerk, for

he wrote a clear hand, and, happily,
wrote at astonishing speed. He is said

to have written a short play in a cottage
where he went to rest for an hour or

two after shooting all the morning. The

practice in a notary s office stood him,
as it stood Scott, in good stead. When
the dog bit his hand he managed to

write a volume without using his thumb.
I have tried it, but forbear in mercy to

the printers. He performed wild feats

of rapid caligraphy when a clerk under
the Duke of Orleans, and he wrote his

plays in one
&quot;hand,&quot;

his novels in

another. The &quot;hand&quot; used in his dramas
he acquired when, in days of povert}

T

,

he used to write in bed. To this habit
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he also attributed the brutalite of his

earlier pieces, but there seems to be no

good reason why a man should write like

a brute because it is in bed that he writes.

In those days of small things he fought
his first duel, and made a study of Fear

and Courage. His earliest impulse was

to rush at danger ;
if he had to wait, he

felt his courage oozing out at the tips

of his fingers, like Bob Acres, but in the

moment of peril he was himself again.
In dreams he was a coward, because, as

he argues, the natural man is a poltroon,
and conscience, honor, all the spiritual
and commanding part of our nature,

goes to sleep in dreams. The animal

terror asserts itself unchecked. It is

a theory not without exceptions. In

dreams one has plenty of conscience

(at least that is my experience), though
it usually takes the form of remorse.

And in dreams one often affronts dan

gers which, in waking hours, one might
probably avoid if one could.

Dumas first play, an unimportant
vaudeville, was acted in 1825. His first

novels were also published then
;
he

took part of the risk, and only four

copies were sold. He afterward used
the ideas in more mature works, as Mr.
Sheridan Le Fanu employed three or

four times (with perfect candor and

fairness) the most curious incident in

&quot;Uncle Silas.&quot; Like Mr. Arthur Pen-

dennis, Dumas at this time wrote poetry
&quot;up

to &quot;pictures and illustrations. It

is easy, but seldom lucrative work. He
translated a play of Schiller s into French
verse, chiefly to gain command of that

vehicle, for his heart was fixed on dra
matic success. Then came the visit of

Kean and other English actors to

Paris. He saw the true Hamlet, and, for

the first time on any stage, &quot;the play
of real passions.&quot; Emulation woke in

him, a casual work of art led him to the

story of Christina of Sweden, he wrote
his play &quot;Christine&quot; (afterward recon

structed) ;
he read it to Baron Taylor,

who applauded ;
the Comedie Fran-

9aise accepted it, but a series of in

trigues disappointed him, after all. His

energy at this moment was extraordi

nary, for he was very poor, his mother
had a stroke of paralysis, his bureau
was always bullying and interfering

with him. But nothing could snub this
&quot; force of nature,&quot; and he immediately
produced his &quot; Henri Trois,&quot; the first ro

mantic drama of France. This had an
instant and noisy success, and the first

night of the play he spent at the thea

tre, and at the bedside of his uncon
scious mother. The poor lady could
not even understand whence the flowers

came that he laid on her couch, the

flowers thrown to the young man yes

terday unknown, and to-day the most
famous of contemporary names. All

this tale of triumph, checkered by en
mities and diversified by duels, Dumas
tells with the vigor and wit of his

novels. He is his own hero, and loses

nothing in the process ;
but the other

characters, Taylor, Nodier, the Duke of

Orleans, the spiteful press men, the

crabbed old officials, all live like the

best of the persons in his tales. They
call Dumas vain

;
he had reason to be

vain, and no candid or generous reader

will be shocked by his pleasant, frank,

and artless enjoyment of himself and
of his adventures. Oddly enough, they
are small-minded and small-hearted peo
ple who are most shocked by what they
call

&quot;

vanity
&quot;

in the great. Dumas de

light in himself and his doings is only
the flower of his vigorous existence, and
in his &quot;

Memoires,&quot; at least, it is as happy
and encouraging as his laugh, or the

laugh of Porthos
;

it is a kind of radi

ance, in which others, too, may bask and

enjoy themselves. And yet it is resented

by tiny scribblers, frozen in their own
chill self-conceit.

There is nothing incredible (if modern
researches are accurate) in the stories

he tells of his own success in Hypnot
ism, as it is called now, Mesmerism or

Magnetism, as it was called then. Who
was likely to possess these powers, if

not this good-humored natural force?
&quot; I believe that, by aid of magnetism, a

bad man might do much mischief. I

doubt whether, by help of magnetism,
a good man can do the slightest good,&quot;

he says, probably with perfect justice.
His dramatic success fired Victor Hugo,
and very pleasant it is to read Dumas
warm-hearted praise of that great poet.
Dumas had no jealousy, no more than
Scott. As he believed in no success

without talent, so he disbelieved in
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genius which wins no success. &quot; Je ne
crois pas au talent ignore, au genie in-

connu, moi.&quot; Genius he saluted wher
ever he met it, but he was incredulous
about invisible and inaudible genius,
and I own to sharing his scepticism.

People who complain of Dumas vanity

may be requested to observe that he
seems just as &quot;vain&quot; of Hugo s suc

cesses, or of Scribe s, as of his own, and

just as much delighted by them.
He was now struck, as he walked on the

boulevard one clay, by the first idea of

&quot;Antony,&quot;
an idea which, to be fair,

seems rather absurd than tragic, to some
tastes. &quot;A lover, caught with a mar
ried woman, kills her to save her char

acter, and dies on the scaffold.&quot; Here
is indeed a part to tear a cat in !

The performances of M. Dumas dur

ing the Eevolution of 1830, are they not
written in the Book of the Chronicles of

Alexandre the Great? But they were
not literary excellences which he then

displayed, and we may leave this king
maker to hover,

&quot; like an eagle, above the
storms of anarchy.&quot;

Even to sketch his later biography is

beyond our province. In 1830 he had

forty years to run, and he filled the cup
of the Hours to the brim with activity
and adventure. His career was one of

unparalleled production, punctuated by
revolutions, voyages, exiles, and other
intervals of repose. The tales he tells

of his prowess in 1830, and with Gari

baldi, seem credible to me, and are borne

out, so far, by the narrative of M. Maxime
Ducamp, who met him at Naples, in the

Garibaldian camp. Like Mr. Jingle, in
&quot;

Pickwick,&quot; he
&quot;

banged the field-piece,

twanged the
lyre,&quot;

and was potting at

the foes of the republic with a double-
barrelled gun, when he was not compos
ing plays, romances, memoirs, criticisms.

He has told the tale of his adventures
with the Comedie Franyaise, where the
actors laughed at his &quot;Antony

&quot; and where
Madame Mars and he quarrelled and
made it up again. His plays often won
an extravagant success

;
his novels, his

great novels that is, made all Europe
his friend. He gained large sums of

money, which flowed out of his fingers,

though it is said by some that his Ab-
botsford, Monte Cristo, was no more

a palace than the villa which a retired
tradesman builds to shelter his old

age. But the money disappeared as
fast as if Monte Cristo had really been

palatial, and worthy of the fantasy of a
Nero. He got into debt, fled to Bel

gium, returned, founded the Mousque-
laire, a literary paper of the strangest
and most shiftless kind. In &quot; Alexandre
Dumas a la Maison d Or,&quot; M. Philibert
Audebrand tells the tale of this Micaw-
ber of newspapers. Everything went
into it, good or bad, and the name of
Dumas was expected to make all current
coin. For Dumas, unluckily, was as

prodigal of his name as of his gold, and
no reputation could bear the draughts
he made on his celebrity. His son says,
in the preface to &quot; Le fils naturel :

&quot;
&quot; Tra

gedy, dramas, history, romance, com
edy, travel, you cast all of them in the
furnace and the mould of your brain,
and you peopled the world of fiction

with new creations. The newspaper,
the book, the theatre, burst asunder,
too narrow for your puissant shoul
ders

; you fed France, Europe, America
with your works

; you made the wealth
of publishers, translators, plagiarists ;

printers and copyists toiled after you
in vain. In the fever of production you
did not always try and prove the metal
which you employed, and sometimes you
tossed into the furnace whatever came
to your hand. The fire made the selec

tion, what was your own is bronze,
what was not yours vanished in smoke.&quot;

The simile is noble and worthy of the

Cyclopean craftsman, Dumas. His great
works endured, the plays which renewed
the youth of the French stage, the nov
els which Thackeray loved to praise,
these remain, and we trust they may
always remain, to the delight of man
kind and for the sorrow of prigs.

So much has been written of Dumas*
novels that criticism can hardly hope
to say more that is both new and true

about them. It is acknowledged that,

in such a character as Henri IEL Dumas
made history live, as magically as Scott

revived the past in his Louis XL, or

Balfour of Burley. It is admitted that

Dumas good tales are told with a vigor
and life which rejoice the heart, that his
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narrative is never dull, never stands still,

but moves with a freedom of adventure

which perhaps has no parallel. He may
fall short of the humor, the kindly wis

dom, the genial greatness of Sir Walter

at his best, and he has not that super
natural touch, that tragic grandeur which
Scott inherits from Homer and from

Shakespeare. In another Homeric qual

ity, x^PMi as Homer himself calls it, in

the &quot;

delight of battle
&quot; and the spirit of

the fray, Scott and Dumas are alike

masters. Their fights and the fights in

the Icelandic sagas are the best that

have ever been drawn by mortal man.
When swords are aloft, in siege or on
the green sward, or in the midnight
chamber where an ambush is laid, Scott

and Dumas are indeed themselves. The
steel rings, the bucklers clash, the parry
and lunge pass and answer too swift for

the sight. If Dumas has not, as he cer

tainly has not, the noble philosophy and

kindly knowledge of the heart which are

Scott s, he is far more swift, more witty,
more diverting. He is not prolix, his style
is not involved, his dialogue is as rapid
and keen as an assault at arms. His
favorite virtues and graces, we repeat
it, are loyalty, friendship, gayety, gen
erosity, courage, beauty, and strength.
He is himself the friend of the big, stu

pid, excellent Porthos
;
of Athos, the

noble and melancholy swordsman of

sorrow
;
of D Artagnan, the indomitable,

the trusty, the inexhaustible in resource,
but his heart is never on the side of the

shifty Aramis, with all his beauty, dex

terity, bravery, and brilliance. Le brave

Bussy, and the chivalrous, the doomed
La Mole are more dear to him, and if he
embellishes their characters, giving them
charms and virtues that never were

theirs, history loses nothing, and ro

mance and we are the gainers. In all

he does, at his best, as in the &quot; Chevalier
d Harmenthal,&quot; he has movement, kind

ness, courage, and gayety. His philoso
phy of life is that old philosophy of the

sagas, and of Homer. Let us enjoy the
movement of the fray, the faces of fair

women, the taste of good wine
;
let us

welcome life like a mistress, let us wel
come death like a friend, and with a jest

if death comes with honor.
Dumas is no pessimist.

&quot; Heaven
has made but one drama for man the

world,&quot; he writes,
&quot; and during these

three thousand years mankind has been

hissing it.&quot; It is certain that, if a moral

censorship could have prevented it, this

great drama of mortal passions would
never have been licensed at all, never

performed. But Dumas, for one, will

not hiss it, but applauds with all his

might, a charmed spectator, a fortunate

actor in the eternal piece, where all the

men and women are only players. You
hear his manly laughter, you hear his

mighty hands approving, you see the

tears he sheds when he had &quot;slain Por

thos,&quot; great tears like those of Panta-

gruel.

His may not be the best, nor the ulti

mate philosophy, but it is a philosophy
and one of which we may some day feel

the want. I read the stilted criticisms, the

pedantic carpings of some modern men
who cannot write their own language,
and I gather that Dumas is out of date.

There is a new philosophy of doubts and

delicacies, of dallyings and refinements,
of half-hearted lookers-on, desiring and

fearing some new order of the world.

Dumas does not dally nor doubt, he
takes his side, he rushes into the smoke,
he strikes his foe, but there is never an
unkind word on his lip, nor a grudging
thought in his heart.

It may be said that Dumas is not a

master of words and phrases, that he is

not a raffine of expression, nor a jewel
ler of style. When I read the maun-

derings, the stilted and staggering sen

tences, the hesitating phrases, the far-

sought and dear-bought and worthless

word-juggles ;
the sham scientific verbi

age, the native pedantries of many mod
ern so-called

&quot;stylists,&quot;
I rejoice that

Dumas was not one of these. He told

a plain tale, in the language suited to a

plain tale, with abundance of wit and

gayety, as in the reflections of his Chicot,
as in all his dialogues. But he did not

gnaw the end of his pen in search of

some word that nobody had ever used
in this or that connection before. The

right word came to him, the simple
straightforward phrase. Epithet-hunt
ing may be a pretty sport, and the bag
of the epithet-hunter may contain some
agreeable epigrams and rare specimens
of style, but a plain tale of adventure,
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of love and war, needs none of this in

dustry, and is even spoiled by inoppor
tune diligence. Speed, directness, lu

cidity are the characteristics of Dumas
style, and they are exactly the character

istics which his novels required. Scott

often failed, his most loyal admirers

may admit, in these essentials, but it

is rarely that Dumas fails, when he is

himself and at his best.

In spite of his heedless education,
Dumas had true critical qualities, and
most admired the best things. We have

already seen how he writes about

Shakespeare, Virgil, Goethe, Scott. But
it may be less familiarly known that

this burly man-of-all-work, ignorant as

he was of Greek, had a true and keen

appreciation of Homer. Dumas declares

that he only thrice criticised his con

temporaries in an unfavorable sense,
and as one wishful to find fault. The
victims were Casimir Delavigne, Scribe,
and Ponsard. On each occasion Dumas
declares that, after reflecting, he saw
that he was moved by a little personal
pique, not by a disinterested love of art.

He makes his confession with a rare

nobility of candor, and yet his review
of Ponsard is worthy of him. M. Pon
sard, who, like Dumas, was no scholar,
wrote a play styled &quot;Ulysse,&quot;

and bor
rowed from the Odyssey. Dumas fol

lows Ponsard, Odyssey in hand, and
while he proves that the dramatist failed

to understand Homer, proves that he
himself was, in essentials, a capable
Homeric critic. Dumas understands
that far-off heroic age. He lives in its

life and sympathizes with its temper.
Homer and he are congenial ;

across the

great gulf of time they exchange smiles

and a salute.

&quot; Oh ! ancient Homer, dear and good
and noble, I am minded now and again
to leave all and translate thee I, who
&quot;have never a word of Greek so empty
and so dismal are the versions men make
of thee, in verse or in

prose.&quot;

How Dumas came to divine Homer,
as it were, through a language he knew
not, who shall say ? He did divine him
by a natural sympathy of excellence, and
his chapters on the &quot;Ulysse

&quot;

of Ponsard
are worth a wilderness of notes by

learned and most un-Homeric men.
For, indeed, who can be less like the
heroic minstrel than the academic phi
lologist ?

This universality deserves note. The
Homeric student who takes up a volume
of Dumas at random finds that he is

not only Homeric naturally, but that he

really knows his Homer. What did he
not know? His rapidity in reading
must have been as remarkable as his

pace with the pen. As M. Blaze de

Bury says :

&quot;

Instinct, experience, mem
ory were all his

;
he sees at a glance, he

compares in a flash, he understands
without conscious effort, he forgets

nothing that he has read.&quot; The past
and present are photographed imper-
ishably on his brain, he knows the man
ners of all ages and all countries, the

names of all the arms that men have

used, all the garments they have worn,
all the dishes they have tasted, all the

terms of all professions, from swords

manship to coach-building. Other au
thors have to wait, and hunt for facts

;

nothing stops Dumas
;
he knows and

remembers everything. Hence his ra

pidity, his facility, his positive delight
in labor : hence it comes that he might
be heard, like Dickens, laughing while

he worked.
This is rather an eulogy than a criti

cism of Dumas. His faults are on the

surface, visible to all men. He was not

only rapid, he was hasty ;
he was incon

sistent
;
his need of money as well as

his love of work made him put his hand
to dozens of perishable things. A be

ginner, entering the forest of Dumas
books, may fail to see the trees for the

wood. He may be counselled to se

lect, first the cycle of d Artagnan, the

&quot;Musketeers,&quot; &quot;Twenty Years After,&quot;

and the &quot; Vicomte de Bragelonne.&quot; Mr.

Stevenson s delightful essay on the last

may have sent many readers to it; I

confess to preferring the youth of the

&quot;Musketeers&quot; to their old age. Then
there is the cycle of the Valois, whereof
the &quot; Dame de Monsereau

&quot;

is the best :

perhaps the best thing Dumas ever

wrote. The &quot;

Tulipe Noire
&quot;

is a novel

girls may read, as Thackeray said, with

confidence. The &quot; Chevalier d Harmen-
thal&quot; is nearly (not quite) as good as
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&quot;Quentin Durward.&quot; &quot;Monte Cristo&quot;

lias the best beginning and loses itself

in the sands. The novels on the Revo
lution are not among the most allur

ing : the famed device &quot; L. P. D.&quot; (lilia

pedibus destrae) has the bad luck to

suggest
&quot; London Parcels Delivery.&quot;

That is an accident, but the Revolu
tion is in itself too terrible and pitiful,

and too near us (on both sides
!)

for

fiction.

On Dumas faults it has been no

pleasure to dwell. In a recent work I

find the Jesuit De Moyne quoted, saying
about &quot;Charles V. :&quot; &quot;What need that

future ages should be made acquainted
so religious an Emperor was not always
chast.&quot; The same reticence allures one

in regard to so delightful an author as

Dumas. He who had enriched so many
died poor ;

he who had told of conquer
ing France, died during the Terrible

Year. But he could forgive, could ap
preciate the valor of an enemy. Of
the Scotch at Waterloo he writes: &quot;It

was not enough to kill them : we had
to push them down.&quot; Dead, they still

stood &quot; shoulder to shoulder.&quot; In the

same generous temper an English cav

alry officer wrote home, after Waterloo,
that he would gladly have given the rest

of his life to have served, on that day,
in our infantry or in the Erench cav

alry. These are the spirits that warm
the heart, that make us all friends

;
and

to the great, the brave, the generous
Dumas we cry, across the years and
across the tomb, our Ave atque vale !

TO THE DANDELION.

By Zoe Dana Underbill.

PRETTY spendthrift ! So to throw
Gold away upon the grass ;

And set thy shining gems so low
Thieves may steal them as they pass !

There s no rose among them all

With its bounties half so free,

No haughty lily, white and tall,

In lavish giving equals thee.

But upon this foolish earth

The wealth beyond our reach we prize ;

And ingrates count thee little worth,
Since at their feet thy fortune lies.
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By A. R. Macdonongb.

RE we heirs of

the primal wan
derer, Cain, in that recurring yearning for

wildwood freedom, urging us at seasons

to break away from clipped and formal
routine ? Do ancient instincts of the

chase, wrought in the blood by some

shadowy forester among our ten thou
sand ancestors, chafe on the curb of civ

ilization? Even the Roman poet, man
of the world if there ever was one, want

ing only a touch of fisherman s nature
to be completely human and modern,
rejoices in spring for the kiss of south

erly winds, and the launching of the

boats.

The world has measurably filled up
since Cain s time

;
but there are still

left some spaces of open air, in which
one may escape a crowd.
Canada is now the goal for American

sportsmen, as for cashiers. The Adi-
rondacks are populous with inns. Tan
ners and lumbermen have swept the

sheltering forests from the shrinking
waters of Pennsylvania. The fountains

leaping from the Catskills are prisoned
in tame preserves long before they braid

together the stately Delaware. A thou
sand miles eastward, where St. Lawrence
meets the sea, lie the placid pools
around Chaleur Bay, and the wild glens,
alive with salmon, furrowing the north
ern shore. A thousand miles westward,
where its sources spring, a tangle of

lakelets and their outlets teems with
trout.

Between the Huronian rock-spine of

Canada and those five unsalted seas

looped in a girdle binding rather than

parting the Dominion and the Republic,
as well as north of the lower St. Law

rence, there spreads a maze of countless

lakes, each fed from the mountains by
many streams, and each pouring by one
river into the greater waters. Of those

distinguished by a name, the chief ones,

tracing them westward, are the St. John,
the Sturgeon, Simcoe, Muskoka, Nipis-

sing, and Nepigon. They form a series

of filtering basins, catching the high
land drainage, often through channels

hundreds of miles long, holding its sedi

ment, and delivering a clear flood to

swell the limpid volume in which they
lose themselves.

Each of these young rivers is washed
after it is born, before it hurries to be
married to the greater one. Luckily all

are rebaptized, too, with names more
Christian than those of their sources.

Saguenay, before leaving Lake St. John,

might call itself Ouiatchouan
;

St. Mau
rice runs away from its birth-name of

Nabescoutianel
; Nipissing, beginning as

Tamangamingue, ends in the French

River, and Nepigon issues smooth and

pronounceable out of a cradle woven by
fifteen distinct rivers, from which an

easy selection presents the pleasing puz
zles of Kawabatongwa, Pagitchigano,

Katchangatinawi, and Pickitigouching.

Urged by that &quot; zeal of propagandism
and the fur- trade,&quot; which the historian

calls the vital forces of New France, the

region about Lake Superior was early

penetrated by both the converting and
the bartering nomads, the pursuit of

souls being sometimes combined with
that of peltries. At the Sault, through
which the lake discharges, the faith was

preached in 1641 to two thousand as

sembled Chippewas, and this mission,
as well as another at the western end of
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the lake, is spoken of by Marquette as

being in existence in 1670, though it

was afterward abandoned. The religious
establishments on this river, however,
are much more recent. The mission on

its breadths of fertile shore, its moun
tains of ore, and its exhaustless fisheries.

Already prospecting approaches it
; and

nothing forbids building to it from the
Canadian Pacific a branch less than one-

Split Rock Carry.

Lake Helen was founded by the Jesuit

Fathers about 1870, and that on Lake

Nepigon some eight years ago by the

Church of England.
The Hudson s Bay Company, and its

predecessor, the Northwest Company,
have been established in the Nepigon
region more than a hundred and twenty
years. Both the spiritual and the traf

ficking influence persist among the pres
ent scattered Chippewas. Order and

authority are represented for them by
the Hudson s Bay Company, while they
retain the traditions planted with their

missions by the Jesuits. There is not,

however, that utter subjection to the

priests that enslaves the poorer and
duller habitans of Lower Canada, threat

ening an insoluble problem for us, if

the question of its incorporation with
the Union ever becomes a living one.

It is unlikely that Nepigon Lake will

always miss the settlement invited by

fourth the length of the route from Que
bec to Lake St. John, and presenting, on
a grade of ten feet to the mile, no graver
difficulties than those the main line has

grandly overcome.
Lake Nepigon is two-thirds as large as

Lake Ontario, very deep in parts, thickly

sprinkled with picturesque islands, and

strangely irregular in outline. Indented

by deep bays, it stretches southward a

fringe of long tentacles, as if feeling for

a descent. This it touches in a depressed
ridge of trap-rock crossing its course,
and over this it issues with a fall of

thirty feet.

The cataract of Virgin Falls is striking
for the grace and flow of its curves, both
vertical and cross-sweeping ;

for the

snowy dazzle flashing out of solid blue,

just as it leaves the lip, into a storm of

tossing pearls ;
for the mass of water

rushing in across from the western verge,

beating half the main flood aside ;
and
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for the lessening surges cresting the

blended torrents as they seethe away
for half a mile through a broad basin

rimmed with green, and proportioned
in nature s nicest measure to the height
of the fall. In this font of fretted ivo

ry and jewelled spray the river Nepigon
receives its baptism.
From its leap out of the lake the river

runs nearly due south thirty-two miles,

with a fall of three hundred and thirteen

feet, to Lake Superior. It pours a full,

strong current in many places sixty
feet deep and two hundred wide clean

up to its shores, without swamp or snag
or drift. Koughly estimated, one-third

of its course is varied by lakes, and an
other third broken by rapids. Widening

Some of the chutes of the Nepigon,
as those that perpetually weave and
tear to pieces Cameron s and Hamilton s

Pools, and the thundering outrush of

Lake Emma, are unapproachable by
keels risking either upward or down
ward progress. Others, like the great
rapid at Camp Minor, pulsing convulsed
with the last water-spasm of Virgin
Falls, a mile above it, may safely sweep
the birch as it leaps skirting down one

edge, taking dashes of foam inboard ;

but they roll with a weight and power
that bar return. Right through the

mighty sluice in the middle of some of

them the canoe may drive at a mile a
minute without dimpling the liquid
mirror, but must creep back by hand-

Big Canoe Landing.

into five great basins and
many smaller expanses, it

forms a chain of tarns, with long, link

ing reaches of inlet and outflow. These
five daughters of the wilderness are

prettily named Blanche, Emma, Maria,
Jessie, and Helen. Tradition fails to
tell precisely what ladies of the lakes
lent to these lakes of the ladies their

dainty distinction.

grips of poles close to shore. At other

reaches, the river, just doubting whether
it shall burst into a rapid, courses bold
and strong in curling ripples, all on the

point of dashing into foam, four or five

feet deep across its whole breadth, over
an even bottom of stones, more than

pebbles and less than bowlders, whirling
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the canoe smoothly a mile or more on
level keel.

The note of the Nepigon is speed
and might and brightness. It is the

young St. Lawrence, rehearsing its

majestic flow and supreme Niagara.
Here &quot; Arethusa arose from her couch
of snows,&quot; preparing to meet, hundreds
of leagues away, as she nears the sea,
dark &quot;Alpheus bold, from his glacier
cold,&quot; rushing to her embrace through
the chasm of grim Saguenay.
To these tempting waters anglers of

every grade and from all regions throng.
At the Mission, nestled in a nook of

green, carved out among the rocks on
the lower edge of Lake Helen, parties
of Indians, catching a wind right aft,

pile squaws, pappooses, and numberless

dogs into rickety birches, to skim along
under a dirty blanket sail, pursuing for

food the snaky pickerel and coarse

Mackinaw trout of the lake. The young
novice, too eager to delay, drops his

first fly and lifts his first two-pound fish

Great Falls.

even under the shadow of the railway
bridge. The expert, trained for many
years in many waters, and epicure of

the best, his canoe trimly packed with a
month s supplies in rubber bags and

light boxes, manned by a steersman and
a sturdy oarsman, presses steadily on

his three days course for the upper
river. He will overtake a flotilla, bear

ing some millionnaire and his household

goods, feigning to rough it with actu

ally a complete cooking stove and a

huge negro cook aboard. Or at the
head of a portage he will come upon
some noisy breakfasting party of ten or

twelve from one of the inland cities,

enlivening these calm solitudes with the
clamor of the sociable West. Camps
dot the shore ahead of him, and camps
astern some charming with the gay
colors and bright presence of women,
some loud and dirty with pot-hunters
on a picnic.

Why should anyone fancy, as so many
will, that he may enter easily at middle

age into the angler s full enjoyment
without growing to his skill by practice,

any more than he could change un
trained into the ripe critic or painter ?

Fishing is an art
;
a mechanical one at

its lower extreme, with nets and worms,
but rising to the finish of a fine one.

Relish of nature comes as a fruit of

cultivated perceptions. Art and nature
blend to produce the angler s exquisite

pleasure. Yet one will step from a

broker s office or a counter into a

tackle-shop, equip himself with
the latest costly devices, and

hurry to the water, to learn with

surprise and disappointment
that he has not bought faculty
with his fittings. The years lie

behind him wasted for this pur
pose, unless as a boy he paddled
in the burns of Agawam or Sul

livan or Pike, fleshing his maid
en hook in finer prey than dace or

suckers, with his senses freshly

open to inflowing waves of touch
from sound and color and form.

A sketch of such a personage is

caught, uncaricatured, from nat

ure. His burly body planted in

a real chair, two guides steer him
down, then laboriously row him

up, to and fro, in the stiff current

that shoots through the long reach be
low Pine Portage, abounding in fish.

Either pudgy hand thrusts out a short

pole, loaded with a great glittering

spoon. Of the few demented trout that

strike he clumsily hauls in three or four

and over the lost ones discharges a vol-
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ley of abuse at the poor guides. Of
course he wonders how anyone can like

fishing, and of course, as his yacht
steams away to some lake town, of which
he is doubtless a harmless citizen of

credit and renown, he swears that never

again will he visit that Nepigon ;
and all

the guides in chorus swear that never

again, with their aid or service, shall he.

The presence of such pseudo-sports
men proves that access to these solitudes

has been made of late years too easy.
But taking the good with the evil, we
follow the too-much beaten track for a

thousand miles, either directly westward
from Montreal, or by noble steamers

worthy to traverse Lake Superior, as far

as Port Arthur, and then eastward a

hundred miles by rail.

Near Pine Portage,

A little after noon trains both
eastward and westward on the

Canadian Pacific approach the

picturesque mass of Red Rock,
the headland of a sandstone

range skirting Lake Superior,

marking the mouth of Nepigon River.

An old post of the Hudson s Bay Com
pany is here. That company s discre

tion must be praised, if any among
the picked men it employs surpass its

present agent at Red Rock in shrewd

ness, tact, and courtesy. His attention,

directed by correspondence that can

hardly be opened too early in the sea

son, will have prepared everything as to

guides and their provisions ;
and the

canoe will wait, already loaded, for the

voyageur to step into it.

Guides are usually to be had in plenty
and of great variety. It is safer to en

gage good ones beforehand, rather than
run the risk in July or early August of

finding that they are all up the river, and

waiting a couple of days for a returning

party. At that season there are often

thirty anglers at once scattered in camps
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along the stream, each pair of whom, if

properly equipped, have at least two men
to pilot them. The calling has its leaders

and its learners. They differ greatly in

skill, endurance, and appetite, and, above

all, in temper, as might be expected
from their mingled strain of Scotch,

French, and Indian blood. The worst
of them are pure Indians, slothful, dirty,

sullen, and insubordinate. It fares ill

with the novice who falls into the hands
of such a pair. He will be pulled lazily

along in a wet boat, portaged with ex

asperating slowness and long and fre

quent halts for gossip with friends, or

greedy forays on provisions, dumped
into old camps reeking with the sum
mer s refuse, his tent pitched awry, the

cooking nauseous unless he turns chef
himself, and his stores spoiled and
wasted. Then these fellows have a true

talent for sickness. They may give out

at any moment, insist on being sent

home to die, or lie groaning and guz
zling until it suits their humor to go to

work awhile.

At the other extreme, the best of the

guides are like the picked men of any
business anywhere. Alert, cheerful, ex

pert afloat and neat ashore, they make
their employer s comfort a duty, and his

success their pleasure. They are com

panionable too, with their native shrewd

ness, their original notions, and quick
sense for the queer ways of the many
people they have had to do with. Each
of five or six of such men who might be

named, and are well known wherever the

river is known, is as complete a valet of

the woods as could be desired.

Certain natural landmarks divide the

thirty-two miles of the river s flow into

three stretches. Alexander Bay, about
ten miles up, limits the first, and in and
about it the fishing is so fine that many
visitors do not care to ascend farther.

The upper end of Pine Portage marks
about the close of a second stage in the

course, the ten or twelve miles below it

containing some of the choicest pools
and reaches, and detaining most of the

anglers who visit the river. Between
this point and the Falls large fish have
their haunts, and the rocky walls and
blue waters reach their height of blend
ed beauty and wildness. The loss of

five days spent in ascending and run

ning down the full length of the river is

well repaid by the comparative solitude

gained.
The afternoon s voyage only clears the

fringe of Indian settlement, skirting the

river for some miles. Passing beneath
the fine railroad bridge, built on the

American side and shipped in sections

to be put up here, the course turns into

Lake Helen, bending to its eastward

shore, where, under the shadow of the

Mission church, lies a village of huts.

If tenting here for the night is once

tried, it will not be repeated until visit

ing friends and howling dogs are forgot
ten. The final cause of these sneaking
and yelping packs, all shabbily alike,

can only be guessed when the deep
snows of this region make their life a

burden in the work of sledging. It is

wiser to stop long enough to cut a stiff

birch mast, and then cross the lake under
the evening breeze to the mouth of the

river, entering through fields of rushes.

It is here over one hundred yards across,

running deep and strong, but smooth.

Natives are fishing or smoking in wig
wams along the flat banks. At some

places Lake Superior fishing boats are

tied up. They are both stanch and

trim, a cross between a whale-boat and

pilot craft, two-masted and half-decked,
with a centre-board, three to eight tons

in burden, and used for deep-water fish

ing in the great lake. At the better

shanties, now and then built on some
cleared half-acre yielding a handful of po
tatoes or hay, the canoe turns in with

an inquiry for eggs, the Indian name
of them sounding precisely like the an

cient codi/ of the Greeks. The almost cer

tain answer is that the dogs have eaten

the fowls. Dispensing then, with the
&quot; omne vivum ab ovo,&quot; we make supper
without them, pitching the tent among
the hay, both bed and board being man

aged in a very improvised fashion while

en route. Next day, after a couple of

hours ascent against a strengthening
current, a long line of white-caps racing
across the broadened river defines the

upper edge of Alexander Bay, where we
first take the shore for a portage.

There are but two portages of any

length along the course of the river, one

the Long Portage, a path leaving the

stream below its majestic curve, as it
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Camp on the Nepigon.

rounds with a tumbling torrent into this

bay, and bending away westward, reced

ing from the almost inaccessible depths
that feed and frame Cameron s Pool,
till it drops to the outlet of Lake Jessie.

Its easy walk of about three miles is

divided by a brook, the only tributary
to the river, shortening the return port
age by so much of waterway. Above
this, and again about the distance of

one-third the length of the river, Pine

Portage sweeps back westward over a

rather more rough and wooded track
of a mile, quitting the bank by a steep,

grassy slope at the great rapids roar

ing out of Hamilton s Pool outlet, and

regaining it not far below the outlet

of Lake Emma. Between these occur
short carries, one avoiding the swift

broken water racing around the base
of Split Eock, and one across an islet

circled by two cascades. Every carry,
however short, requires the complete
unloading to her very ribs of the birch,
and careful restowiiig when she takes
the water again. The canoe, too great
a burden for one man to poise inverted
on his head, as they portage the lighter
ones, is steadied on the shoulders of

both guides, who trot away under it

among the rough stones with a sure and

quick step. All this wrork they do with

surprising care and patience and expe
dition.

These portages are the social ex

changes of the river. If no one there

meets the voyager, scraps of newspaper
or marks on wrappers disclose what na
tives of what town lately crossed the

trail. More often occupied by flying

camps at either end, and always conve

nient baiting points after the toil of

reaching them, the guides here meet
their friends, and the angler makes ac

quaintances. New-comers produce the

mails and latest papers for those who
care for them ; descending parties bring
notes of the sport promised or failing.

Fly-books are compared, scores some
times confided, cocktails, cigars, and ad
dresses exchanged, and after an hour s

joint lunch each goes on his way, wish

ing the other good-speed. The guides,
all mutually well known, bear each

other s burdens, helping good-naturedly
in portaging, sharing generously their

provisions, and their masters
,
and lin

gering a great deal more sociably than
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is sometimes convenient for the lat

ter. Often a flotilla debarks, bound to

or from the Hudson s Bay Company s

Nepigon House on the Lake. Their
trim canoes, neat men, heaped provision-
sacks, with groups of squaws and beady-
eyed children, give the place an air of

settlement and discipline. The next
hour all has vanished with the beat of

oars dying away beyond the bend be
low.

As these trails have been trodden for

at least a hundred years, their condition

is singular in two ways that it is no
worse and no better. Long stretches

of portage are level, and on these it

would be easy to lay and keep in order

rough tramways of timber, over which

trolleys with burdens might be rolled

with less labor than carries now exact.

In winter the snow gives a smooth track,
and it may be that summer is too short

to make it worth while, or that the na
tives are waiting for a branch-line up
the valley.
The time used in crossing Long Port

age, with its double transshipment, will

not reasonably be less than six or seven

hours under fair-weather conditions.

But into each life some rain must fall,

rather more on the Nepigon than at

home. When, under a thunderstorm

breaking over the trail, the bushes drip,
and the stones slip, and all the guides
care can hardly save the sacks dry, it

may be a day s work to reach the grassy

slope at its upper end. Then, after a

drenching like a water-cure, comes at

night a wet camp and a sitzbath. Then
one knows how much more beautiful

sunshine is in the wilderness than in

the town. If it is fair, after a leisurely
dinner the boat can be easily pushed on
a mile or two farther, and hauled up at

nightfall on one of the islets just inside

Lake Jessie for a clean camping spot

needing no clearing.
The third day begins with a stiff bit

of poling through Bashewana Rapids,
the belt joining Lake Jessie with her

upper sister Lake Maria. This water is

well filled with fish, though seldom over
three pounds, and having the peculiarity
of very yellow flesh. Hounded knobs of

reddish granite here meet the river, cov
ered with dense berry-bushes and de
bris of burnt forest. Square blocks of

basalt, the steep talus splintered by frost

from lofty walls, again edge the river

above, where it rolls wedged between the

cliffs of Split Rock. It comes down to

this pass by a double leap, a mile above,

through two channels of dashing cas

cades, prisoning between them a narrow

ledge, giving safe foothold for climbing
from the eddy below to the eddy above.

The hard work of three carries, includ

ing the laborious Pine Portage, brings
the day well on, and after an upward
mile or so of smooth but strong water,
the guides gladly land for the night at

the broad, flat rocks on the lower edge
of the Great White Chute. Here the

most picturesque rapid on the river

forms, by the drop at a right angle of

Lake Emma over a low but rugged trap

ridge. The water bounds in great bil

lows straight across the river, striking

square at a cliff on the east shore, and

shooting a powerful recoiling current

both upward and downward. Two or

three great fish, but not more, may be
taken at night and morning, leaping
out of the boiling white among the

blocks in the corners, where the surges
bear away from the shore.

There is no need of battling for the

last half-day against the mighty sweep
of the shallowing river over broad Vic
toria Rapids, when a chain of side

waters with a little easy land transit

leads up to Camp Minor, within sight
of the Great Falls. This point com
mands a number of smaller pools and

quick runs, and as it is within easy
reach too of the Falls, no better place
can be chosen for a permanent camp.
Here the quality of guides is put to the

test. The lazy one pitches wherever he
finds a space cleared, however dirty.
Our faithful workers after careful in

spection pick out some point, dry, shelv

ing but not steep, well shaded and as

free from rocks as this stony region af

fords with an easy landing-place, and
a bit of gravel or stone basin for the

bath. A few trees are felled, none being
more than a foot through, stumps left

or stakes driven for due order of tent-

ropes and bedposts, and the canvas

house set firm and square as a home for

a fortnight. The next duty is to give
the canoes a thorough overhauling, after

the strain of their amphibious journey.
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Centre Falls.

The canoes used on the Nepigon are

a larger variety of the fairy craft pad
dled by the Micmacs and Montaignais
of the lower river. They are nearly
double the size of the latter, the largest

being over thirty-five feet long and five

feet wide, deeper and more heavily
ribbed, showing the contrast between a

pleasure carriage and a burden wagon,
tike an evolution from the lonely voy-
ageur s skiff into a vessel for trade and
war, each carried, two centuries ago, a

score of scalping Hurons, and can to

day float three tons of fur-packs or pro
visions. Naval estimates at the Post fix

their cost at from seventy-five to a hun
dred and twenty dollars, the bark used
in building coming from the Ottawa or

Saguenay country, as the birches in this

region are all small. The river is too

deep for much use of setting poles, and
its long lake spaces are oftener crossed
with the monotonous sweep of oars
than by the deft and graceful impulse of

the paddle. With a birch-pole jury-
mast and improvised rigging they can

carry canvas enough under a following

or quartering breeze to make slow way
against the current. Their weight
from three to four hundred pounds
makes them harder to handle in swift

water than the shells of the lower river,

and the guides are therefore shy of

nearing the heads of the heavier rapids,
where the finest fish often lie. There,
while they hold in an eddy, the angler
can step into the rushing shallows along
the shore, wading as far as he may vent

ure not over ankle-deep, for a long cast

into the whirling foam. As to bringing
in a great fish against that tearing tor

rent, he must reckon oftener on losing
than landing him.

Besides being a shipwright, a good
guide with his axe and a pound of nails

makes a fair cabinet-maker for the

woods. Abundant birch supplies the
material out of which he builds along
one side of the tent a bedstead, lifting its

stretched sacking out of damp on stout

crotches, and along the other a double

shelf, shaped of light poles resting on
forked stumps, useful to air the clothes

and stores
; while outside, where boughs
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overhang the bank, stand the table and
chair of logs. Spruce sprays enough
are plucked to carpet every nook of the

tent, elastic under a rubber sheet.

The furnishing finished, an hour or

two remain for catching and cooking
dinner. Some boat s-lengths above

camp the eddy under a rock between
two little rapids shooting away from
the main stream has always given up
after a few casts a three-and-a-half-

pound fish. Four or five more, none
under two pounds, suffice for the table

to-night and a supply for breakfast,

plumped into the water-pen built of

great stones. An ember from the light
kitchen fire in August a blaze is seldom
needed here for warmth kindles the

after-dinner pipe for comfort, and then
a cigar for luxury. As the stars come
out, the hours bring cooler air, hinting
at a change to thick night-dress and
blankets. One of the charms of this

woods-life is its simple carelessness as

to costume. We delight in remember

ing the sub-curse, omitted in Eden, but
muttered surely by every man since,

upon Eve, for inventing or occasion

ing clothes. A trifle of boucane under
the tent may be advisable against the

first night s flies and then the sleep of

the just for the tired, lulled by flowing
waters.

There are two kinds of flies on the

Nepigon those that the angler uses and
those that use him. The latter enjoy
vaseline, suspect pennyroyal, and hate
tar

; but only retire baffled from veils

and gloves. At morning they spread
in a gray mist that gives the look to dis

tant bays of reedy marshes. At evening
their clusters hang in smoke-like clouds
above the tips of pointed trees. And
they are always feeding, assisted by
swarms of common house-flies.

Of the other kind of flies, the white-

fish, very delicately, standing on his tail,

asks for a small dark one. Trout are

omnivorous, with less preference for red.
A fly usually more welcome than others
to the Nepigon trout, composed on the
river after several years experiments,
till now unnamed, and that might be
called the Nepigon, is built after this

fashion : On a thick body of light blue,
well tinselled, or peacock s herl, it wears

wings of English blue-jay, mixed with
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orange from cock-of-the-rock, and a
hackle dyed by picric acid to clear per
manent yellow. The blending produces
green yet a pure green fly is less suc

cessful. This fly has taken braces of

six and three and a half pounds, and four
and a half and three the latter being
cleverly scooped by the guide both at one

sweep with two landing-nets that chanced
to be aboard. The maker of his own
flies needs to bring but few, with the

material, which he finds ample leisure

to work up.
As to the relative merits of fly-fishing

and bait-fishing, it may be fairly con
cluded spurning always the spoon,
for it is as barbarous to kill a trout so,

as to eat him with one that some peo
ple prefer poetry and some prose. To
read anything, or to fish at all, is better

than doing without either.

The fish of the Nepigon are not less

various than abundant. To one using
a minnow, the pike becomes a nuisance.

Now and then in deep still waters a

sturgeon pokes up a foot or two of

straight black snout, looking like a fence-

post, and sinks slowly back. Whitefish

give a pleasant change to the menu.

They frequent quiet bays or bends,
where bubbles mark the haunt of their

sporting schools, and require careful

handling. The Mackinaw, or lake trout,
are coarse and heavy. Tempted only by
glaring flies out of their lurking-places
in swiftest water, they waste time and
strain tackle till the angler is more vexed
than pleased with his victim. For many
sportsmen there is the like objection to

fishing in Hamilton s Pool or Victoria

Hapids, two points usually greatly fav

ored. In the first, there rages a tumult
of torrents, interrupted by occasional

eruptions into the air of pebbles, fish, and
foam. In the other, a vehement lashing
swell lends to a two-pound trout the

pretence of thrice his weight. And in

neither haunt are large fish oftener ta

ken than in the quieter up-stream pools.
Of such pools fairly a dozen are within

ten minutes pull from the home camp.
At the head of rapids, large or small

;
on

either smooth side, just before the break ;

in eddies refluent along their torrent;
at the tail, where the displaced water
rushes back upward past both banks ;

upon the reef usually formed beyond
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the foot, and along the shores below,
where the river regains quiet among
rocks in six or eight feet depth ; in some
or all of such places, and at some or all

times, fish are to be found. Passing
from one to another of these, two or

three hours leisurely fishing a day will

yield, after rejecting all under two

pounds, an ample supply for the three

tenants of the camp.
&quot;What to do with the hours not giv

en to fishing? Sometimes the weather

solves, or dissolves, that question, in an

all-day downpour. All night the light

ning may glare doubly intense through
the white canvas, while the wakeful in

mate speculates, under the roaring gale,
which way the ridgepole may fall. Nep-
igon answers to Superior, and Superior
re-echoes in rolling thunder and black

drifts of fog. Such enforced leisure

may be given to making flies, or to

reading the novels, of which the expert
has been careful to bring a stock of the

best, ranging from Shorthouse to Guy de

Maupassant. No newspapers for one
constant pleasure of the wilderness is

the sense that the mind is purged from
the miasma of the morning journal.

In brighter days there may be, for

those whose taste inclines that way, the

resources of photography or sketching.
Yet, while these white and whirling ex

panses baffle the camera, the general
tone of color disappoints the painter.
The rocks gleam with the cold dead gray
of basalt, only sparsely mottled by li

chens, with rare breaks where reddish-

white granite shows a pale change.

They are little relieved by the trees,

partly sombre spruce, but principally
dense curtains of spindling birch, chalky
white in bark, and with whitish-green
thin foliage, accented here and there by
a pallid group of poplars. Willows are

rare, even if they wore any solid color

ing in their feathery fulness. Now and
then a swift breeze, lifting the under-
surface of these leafy hill-side masses,
strikes a sudden note of ashen gray,
like a discord, into the landscape. If

he turns to the water it offers still less

to invite the brush. It flashes a tint of

steely blue, shot with foamy streaks and

sparkles, and even where in quiet deeps
it wins a hue of turquoise green, there

always lacks the rich brown and raisin-

red color-gamut of eastern rivers flow

ing out of spruce-forests. Momentary
effects may be caught among these blues
and grays but they are bodiless and
elusive a fluid flame like the molten

beryl that slips over the lip of Horse
shoe Fall, or the wavering gleam of

swinging dulse under the waters along
Florida coral-reefs or the phospho
rescent flicker before a storm that bea
cons the rocky headlands of seaward
St. Lawrence under the beating surf.

Unless for the sake of amusing an idle

hour in practising at a mark, it is not
worth the sportsman s while to burden
his boat with a rifle. There is little

game or bird life on the river. From
some high limb near camp may be heard
the staccato minor song of the white -

throated swallow, called by the Indians
a lark alouette being their general name
for all singing things. Ducks seek the

wild-rice swamps, spreading out for

leagues at a considerable distance east

and west from the lake. The guides
delight in the chase after a few brace of

partridges, knocked down with sticks,

or twitched by a pole and noose out of

their stupid roost in the trees. A covey
once actually sauntered into the tent,

and was caught by quietly dropping the

flap. Those troublesome vermin, the

minks, are too shy for a shot, and the

guides always neglect trapping them
until after some morning has found the

corral-pool empty of the best reserved

fish.

Man may not live by fish alone
;
but

not until the potato, rice, and flour sacks

nearly reach bottom are the canoes

overhauled with the last touches, and

pointed southward. Few care to keep

up with the river s speed, drifting in

two days through its rocky canons and

placid lakes. There are favorite casts

to be repeated, pools neglected on the

way up that invite trial, and more than

once the tent is pitched and folded,

prolonging the regretful farewell.

Americans on either side the border

concern themselves little about coming

generations. Yet interest, if not duty,
should prompt them to take some care

that this superb river shall not lose its

pre-eminence as the finest trouting water

of the world. It is no longer possible,
as it was reported to be twenty-five years
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ago, to take in one day a barrel of trout

averaging four pounds, nor can the an

gler now quickly fill his basket within

sight of Red Rock Landing. But that

the fish are there, neither few nor small,
is certain, from this record of one rod
for two hours each day, wielded not to

make a score, but merely to supply the

wants of three men.

The earlier accounts describe the con
dition of the river when it was fished

only by the Indians who do not harm
the fishing and rarely visited by casual

sportsmen. The later record denotes
its productiveness since it has become
famous and accessible by new railroads.

One hundred and fifty-five visitors

camped on the river last year, with the

usual proportion of careful and accom

plished anglers to ignorant or greedy
fishermen. The activity of so many
enemies, even if they are all Izaac Wai-

tons, must effectively scatter the trout

into remoter haunts, and teach them to

be shy wherever found. That they
should disappear from the broad basins
and inaccessible chasms of this grand
river is not conceivable

; nor that they
will fail to be recruited from the far-

reaching tributaries of the magnificent
lake which feeds it. But they must de
crease in number and size unless some
reasonable restriction is imposed on
their pursuers.

It was once proposed to lease the
river

;
and such a club of one hundred

members, contributing fifty dollars

yearly, as might readily be made up
among the complete anglers from
Canada and the States who frequent
these waters, would protect the fish,

yield a revenue to the Government,
defray the cost of guardians, and profit
the country by more than it now gains
from outlay for guides and supplies.

Or, if
&quot; common of piscary

&quot; must pre
vail, the authorities should at least ex
tend the range of the sixth command
ment to the finny tribe, and severely

punish the use of all cruel and unfair

devices in their capture. Unless it is

cherished the glory of the Nepigon may
fade, and the story of its marvellous
attractions may become a tradition of

the past.

LOST.

By Charles Henry Lilders.

ABOVE the wind and the rain

I hear the tremulous roar

Of the city a human main
That breaks on an iron shore.

Listen ! was that a shout
Inborne on the tempest s breath?

Or the cry of a soul dragged out
To drown in the depths of death?



IN THE VALLEY.

By Harold Frederic.

CHAPTER I.

1 THE FKENCH ARE IN THE VALLEY !

&quot;

T may easily be that,

during the many
years which have
come and gone since

the eventful time
of my childhood,

Memory has played
tricks upon me to

the prejudice of Truth. I am indeed
admonished of this by study of my son,
for whose children in turn this tale is

indited, and who is now able to remem
ber many incidents of his youth chiefly

beatings and like parental cruelties

which I know very well never happened
at all. He is good enough to forgive me
these mythical stripes and buffetings,
but he nurses their memory with osten

tatious and increasingly succinct recol

lection, whereas for my own part, and
for his mother s, our enduring fear was
lest we had spoiled him through weak
fondness. By good fortune the reverse

has been true. He is grown into a man
of whom any parents might be proud

tall, well-featured, strong, tolerably
learned, honorable, and of influence

among his fellows. His affection for us,

too, is very great. Yet in the fashion
of this new generation, which speaks
without waiting to be addressed, and
does not scruple to instruct on all sub

jects its elders, he will have it that he
feared me when a lad and with cause !

If fancy can so distort impressions with
in such short span, it does not become
me to be too set about events which

come back slowly through the mist and
darkness of nearly threescore years.
Yet they return to me so full of color,

and cut in such precision and keenness
of outline, that at no point can I bring
myself to say,

&quot;

Perhaps I am in error

concerning this,&quot; or to ask, &quot;Has this

perchance been confused with other mat
ters ?

&quot;

Moreover, there are few now
remaining who of their own memory
could contravert or correct me. And
if they essay to do so, why should not

my word be at least as weighty as theirs ?

And so to the story :

I was in my eighth year, and there
was snow on the ground.
The day is recorded in history as

November 13, A.D. 1757, but I am afraid

that I did not know much about years
then, and certainly the month seems
now to have been one of midwinter.
The Mohawk, a larger stream then by
far than in these days, was not yet frozen

over, but its frothy flood ran very dark
and chill between the white banks, and
the muskrats and the beavers were all

snug in their winter holes. Although
no big fragments of ice floated on the

current, there had already been a pro
digious scattering of the bateaux and
canoes which through all the open sea

son made a thriving thoroughfare of the

river. This meant that the trading was

over, and that the trappers and hunters.,

white and red, were either getting ready
to go, or had gone northward into the

wilderness, where might be had during
the winter the skins of dangerous ani

mals bears, wolves, catamounts, and

lynx and where moose and deer could
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be chased and yarded over the crust,
not to refer to smaller furred beasts to

be taken in traps.
I was not at all saddened by the de

parture of these rude, foul men, of whom
those of Caucasian race were not always
the least savage, for they did not fail to

lay hands upon traps or nets left by the

heedless within their reach, and even
were not beyond making off with our

boats, cursing and beating children who
came unprotected in their path, and

putting the women in terror of their

very lives. The cold weather was wel
come not only for clearing us of these

pests, but for driving off the black flies,

mosquitoes and gnats which at that

time, with the great forests so close be
hind us, often rendered existence a bur

den, particularly just after rains.

Other changes were less grateful to

the mind. It was true I would no lon

ger be held near the house by the task of

keeping alight the smoking kettles of

dried fungus, designed to ward off the

insects, but at the same time had dis

appeared many of the enticements
which in summer oft made this duty
irksome. The partridges were almost
the sole birds remaining in the bleak

woods, and, much as their curious ways
of hiding in the snow, and the resound

ing thunder of their strange drumming,
mystified and attracted me, I was not
alert enough to catch them. All my
devices of horse-hair and deer-hide

snares were foolishness in their sharp

eyes. The water-fowl, too the geese,

ducks, cranes, pokes, fish-hawks, and
others had flown, sometimes darkening
the sky over our clearing by the density
of their flocks, and filling the air with

clamor. The owls, indeed, remained,
but I hated them.
The very night before the day of which

I speak I was awakened by one of these

stupid, perverse birds, which must have
been in the cedars on the knoll close be
hind the house, and which disturbed my
very soul by his ceaseless and melan

choly hooting. For some reason it af

fected me more than commonly, and I

lay for a long time nearly on the point
of tears with vexation and, it is likely,
some of that terror with which uncanny
noises inspire children in the darkness.

I was warm enough under my fox-robe,

snuggled into the husks, but I was very
wretched. I could hear, between the

intervals of the owl s sinister cries, the

distant yelping of the timber wolves,
first from the Schoharie side of the

river, and then from our own woods.
Once there rose, awfully near the log
wall against which I nestled, a panther s

shrill scream, followed by a long silence,

as if the lesser wild things outside shared
for the time my fright. I remember
that I held my breath.

It was during this hush, and while I

lay striving, poor little fellow, to dispel

my alarm by fixing my thoughts reso

lutely on a rabbit-trap I had set under
some running hemlock out on the side

hill, that there rose the noise of a horse

being ridden swiftly down the frosty

highway outside. The hoof-beats came

pounding up close to our gate. A mo
ment later there was a great hammering
on the oak door, as with a cudgel or pis
tol handle, and I heard a voice call out

in German its echoes ring still in my
old ears :

&quot; The French are in the Valley !

&quot;

I drew my head down under the fox-

skin as if it had been smitten sharply,
and quaked in solitude. I desired to

hear no more.

Although so very young a boy, I knew

quite well who the French were, and
what their visitations portended. Even
at that age one has recollections. I

could recall my father, peaceful man of

God though he was, taking down his

gun some years before at the rumor of

a French approach, and my mother

clinging to his coat as he stood in the

door-way, successfully pleading with

him not to go forth. I had more than

once seen Mrs. Markell, of Minden, with

her black-knit cap worn to conceal the

absence of her scalp, which had been
taken only the previous summer by the

Indians, who sold it to the French for

ten livres, along with the scalps of her

murdered husband and babe. So it

seemed that adults sometimes parted
with this portion of their heads without

losing also their lives. I wondered if

small boys were ever equally fortunate.

I felt softly of my hair and wept.
How the crowding thoughts of that

dismal hour return to me ! I recall con

sidering in my mind the idea of be-
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queathing my tame squirrel to Hendrick

Getman, and the works of an old clock,

with their delightful mystery of wooden

cogs and turned wheels, which was my
chief treasure, to my negro friend Tulp
and then reflecting that they too

would share my fate, and would thus be

precluded from enjoying my legacies.
The whimsical aspect of the task of get

ting hold upon Tulp &quot;s close, woolly scalp
was momentarily apparent to me, but I

did not laugh. Instead, the very sug
gestion of humor converted my tears

into vehement sobbings.
When at last I ventured to lift my

head and listen again, it was to hear an
other voice, an English-speaking voice

which I knew very well, saying gravely
from within the door :

&quot;It is well to warn, but not to ter

rify ! There are many leagues between
us and danger, and many good fighting
men. When you have told your tidings
to Sir William, add that I have heard it

all, and have gone back to bed.&quot;

Then the door was closed and barred,
and the hoof-beats died away down the

Valley.
These few words had sufficed to shame

me heartily of my cowardice. I ought
to have remembered that we were almost
within hail of Fort Johnson and its

great owner the General
;
that there

was a long line of forts between us and
the usual point of invasion, with many
soldiers

;
and most important of all

that I was in the house of Mr. Stewart.
If these seem over-mature reflections

for one of my age, it should be explained
that while a veritable child in matters of

heart and impulse, I was in education
and association much advanced beyond
my years. The master of the house,
Mr. Thomas Stewart, whose kind favor
had provided me with a home after my
father s sad demise, had diverted his

leisure with my instruction, and given
me the great advantage of daily conver
sation both in English and Dutch with
him. I was known to Sir William and
to Mr. Butler and other gentlemen, and
was often privileged to listen when they
conversed with Mr. Stewart. Thus I

had grown wise in certain respects, while

remaining extremely childish in others.
Thus it was that I trembled first at the
common hooting of an owl, and then

cried as if to die at hearing the French
were coming, and lastly recovered all

my spirits at the reassuring sound of

Mr. Stewart s voice, and the knowledge
that he was content to return to his

sleep.
I went soundly to sleep myself, pres

ently, and cannot remember to have
dreamed at all.

CHAPTER H.

SETTING FORTH HOW THE GIRL CHILD WAS
BROUGHT TO US.

WHEN I came out of my nest next

morning my bed was on the floor of a
small recess back of the great fireplace,
made I suspect because the original
builders lacked either the skill or the

inclination, whichever it might be, to

more neatly skirt the chimney with the

logs it was quite late. Some meat and
corn-bread were laid for me on the table

in Mr. Stewart s room, which was the

chief chamber of the house. Despite
the big fire roaring on the hearth, it was
so cold that the grease had hardened
white about the meat in the pan, and it

had to be warmed again before I could

sop my bread.

During the solitary meal it occurred
to me to question my aunt, the house

keeper, as to the alarm of the night,
which lay heavily once more upon my
mind. But I could hear her humming
to herself in the back-room, which did

not indicate acquaintance with any dan

ger. Moreover, it might as well be
stated here that my aunt, good soul

though she was, did not command espe
cial admiration for the clearness of her

wits, having been cruelly stricken with
the small-pox many years before, and

owing her employment, be it confessed,
much more to Mr. Stewart s excellence

of heart than to her own abilities. She
was probably the last person in the Val

ley whose judgment upon the question
of a French invasion, or indeed any other

large matter, I would have valued.

Having donned my coon-skin cap,
and drawn on my thick pelisse over my
apron, I put another beech-knot on the

fire and went outside. The stinging air

bit my nostrils and drove my hands into
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my pockets. Mr. Stewart was at the

work which had occupied him for some
weeks previously hewing out logs on

the side hill. His axe-strokes rang

through the frosty atmosphere now with

a sharp reverberation which made it

seem much colder, and yet more cheer

ful. Winter had come, indeed, but I

began to feel that I liked it. I almost

skipped as I went along the hard, nar

row path to join him.

He was up among the cedars, under a

close-woven net of boughs which, them
selves heavily capped with snow, had kept
the ground free. He nodded pleasantly
to me when I wished him good-morning,
then returned to his labor. Although I

S
laced myself in front of him, in the

ope that he would speak, and thus pos
sibly put me in the way to learn some

thing about this French business, he
said nothing, but continued whacking at

the deeply notched trunk. The temp
tation to begin the talk myself came
near mastering me, so oppressed with

curiosity was I, and finally, to resist it

the better, I walked away, and stood on
the brow of the knoll, whence one could
look up and down the Valley.

It was the only world I knew this

expanse of flatts, broken by wedges of

forest stretching down from the hills on
the horizon to the very water s edge.

Straight, glistening lines of thin ice ran

out here and there from the banks of

the stream this morning, formed on the

breast of the flood through the cold

night.
To the left, in the direction of the

sun, lay, at the distance of a mile or so,

Mount Johnson, or Fort Johnson, as one
chose to call it. It could not be seen
for the intervening hills, but so impor
tant was the fact of its presence to me
that I never looked eastward without

seeming to behold its gray stone walls

with their windows and loopholes, its

stockade of logs, its two little houses on
either side, its barracks for the guard up
on the ridge back of the grist-mill, and
its accustomed groups of grinning black

slaves, all eyeballs and white teeth, of

saturnine Indians in blankets, and of

bold-faced fur-traders. Beyond this

place I had never been, but I knew
vaguely that Schenectady was in that di

rection, where the French once wrought
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such misery, and beyond that Albany,
the great town of our parts, and then the

big ocean which separated us from Eng
land and Holland. Civilization lay that

way, and all the luxurious things which,

being shown or talked of by travellers,
made our own rough life seem ruder
still by contrast.

Turning to the right I looked on the
skirts of savagery. Some few adventur
ous villages of poor Palatine-German
farmers and traders there were up along
the stream, I knew, hidden in the em
brace of the wilderness, and with them
were forts and soldiers. But these lat

ter did not prevent houses being sacked
and their inmates tomahawked every
now and then.

It astonished me that for the sake of

mere furs and ginseng and potash, men
should be moved to settle in these peril
ous wilds, and subject their wives and
families to such dangers, when they
might live in peace at Albany, or, for that

matter, in the old countries whence they
came. For my part, I thought I would
much rather be oppressed by the Grand
Duke s tax-collectors, or even be caned
now and again by the Grand Duke him
self, than undergo these privations and

panics in a savage land. I was too little

then to understand the grandeur of the

motives which impelledmen to expatriate
themselves and suffer all things rather

than submit to religious persecution or

civil tyranny. Sometimes even now, in

my old age, I feel that I do not wholly
comprehend it. But that it was a grand
thing, I trust there can be no doubt.

When I still stood on the brow of the

hill, my young head filled with these

musings, and my heart weighed down
almost to crushing by the sense of vast

loneliness and peril which the spectacle
of naked marsh-lands and dark threat

ening forests inspired, the sound of the

chopping ceased, and there followed, a

few seconds later, a great swish and
crash down the hill.

As I looked to note where the tree

had fallen, I saw Mr. Stewart lay down
his axe, and take into his hands the gun
which stood near by. He motioned to

me to preserve silence, and himself stood
in an attitude of deep attention. Then

my slow ears caught the noise he had al

ready heard a mixed babel of groans,
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curses, and cries of fear, on the road to

the westward of us, and growing louder

momentarily.
After a minute or two of listening he

said to me,
&quot;

It is nothing. The cries

are German, but the oaths are all Eng
lish as they generally are.&quot;

All the same he put his gun over his

arm as he walked down to the stockade,
and out through the gate upon the road,
to discover the cause of the commotion.

Five red-coated soldiers on horseback,
with another cloaked to the eyes and

bearing himself proudly, riding at their

heels
;
a negro beside him, also mounted,

with a huge bundle in his arms before

him, and a shivering yellow-haired lad of

about my own age on a pillion behind
him ; clustering about these a motley
score of poor people, young and old,

some bearing household goods, and all

frightened out of their five senses this

is what we saw on the highway.
What we heard it would be beyond

my power to recount. From the chaos

of terrified exclamations in German, and

angry cursing in English, I gathered gen
erally that the scared mob of Palatines

were all for flying the Valley, or at the

least crowding into Fort Johnson, and
that the troopers were somewhat vigor

ously endeavoring to reassure and dis

suade them.
Mr. Stewart stepped forward I fol

lowing close in his rear and began
phrasing in German to these poor souls

the words of the soldiers, leaving out the

blasphemies with which they were laden.

How much he had known before I can

not guess, but the confidence with which
he told them that the French and In

dian marauders had come no further

than the Palatine Village above Fort

Kouarie, that they were but a small

force, and that Honikol Herkimer had

already started out to drive them back,
seemed to his simple auditors born of

knowledge. They at all events listened

to him, which they had not done to the

soldiers, and plied him with anxious

queries, which he in turn referred to the

mounted men and then translated their

sulky answers. This was done to such

good purpose that before long the wiser

of the Palatines were agreed to return

to their homes up the Valley, and the

others had become calm.

As the clamor ceased, the soldier

whom I took to be an officer removed
his cloak a little from his face and called

out gruffly :

&quot;Tell this fellow to fetch me some

brandy, or whatever cordial is to be had
in this God-forgotten country, and stir

his bones about it, too !

&quot;

To speak to Mr. Thomas Stewart in

this fashion ! I looked at my protec
tor in pained wrath and apprehension,

knowing his fiery temper.
With a swift movement he pushed his

way between the sleepy soldiers straight
to the officer. I trembled in every joint,

expecting to see him cut down where he

stood, here in front of his own house !

He plucked the officer s cloak down
from his face with a laugh, and then put
his hands on his hips, his gun under his

arm, looked the other square in the face,

and laughed again.
All this was done so quickly that the

soldiers, being drowsy with their all-

night ride, scarcely understood what
was going forward. The officer himself

strove to unwrap the muffled cloak that

he might grasp his sword, puffing out

his cheeks with amazement and indig
nation meanwhile, and staring down

fiercely at Mr. Stewart. The fair-haired

boy on the horse with the negro was al

most as greatly excited, and cried out,
&quot; Kill him, some one ! Strike him
down !

&quot;

in a stout voice. At this some
of the soldiers wheeled about, prepared
to take part in the trouble when they
should comprehend it, while their horses

plunged and reared into the others.

The only cool one was Mr. Stewart,
who still stood at his ease, smiling at

the red-faced, blustering officer, to whom
he now said :

&quot;When you are free of your cloak,

Tony Cross, dismount and let us em
brace.&quot;

The gentleman thus addressed peered
at the speaker, gave an exclamation or

two of impatience, then looked again
still more closely. All at once his face

brightened, and he slapped his round,

tight thigh with a noise like the rending
of an ice-gorge.

&quot; Tom Lynch !

&quot; he shouted.
&quot;

Saints*

breeches ! tis he !

&quot; and off his horse

came the officer, and into Mr. Stewart s

arms before I could catch my breath.
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It seemed that the twain were old

comrades, and had been like brothers in

foreign wars, now long past. They
walked affectionately, hand in hand, to

the house. The negro followed, bring

ing the two horses into the stockade,

and then coming inside with the bun
dle and the boy, the soldiers being de

spatched onward to the fort.

While my aunt, Dame Kronk, busied

herself in bringing bottles and glasses,

and swinging the kettle over the fire, the

two gentlemen could not keep eyes off

each other, and had more to say than

there were words for. It was eleven

years since they had met, and, although
Mr. Stewart had learned (from Sir Will

iam) of the other s presence in the Val

ley, Major Cross had long since supposed
his friend to be dead. Conceive, then,
the warmth of their greeting, the fond

ness of their glances, the fervor of the

reminiscences into which they straight

way launched, sitting wide-kneed by the

roaring hearth, steaming glass in hand !

The Major sat massively upright on the

bench, letting his thick cloak fall back
ward from his broad shoulders to the

floor, for, though the heat of the flames

might wellnigh singe one s eyebrows, it

would be cold behind. I looked upon
his great girth of chest, upon his strong
hands, which yet showed delicately fair

when they were ungloved, and upon his

round, full-colored, amiable face with
much satisfaction. I seemed to swell

with pride when he unbuckled his sword,
belt and all, and handed it to me, I be

ing nearest, to put aside for him. It was
a ponderous, severe-looking weapon, and
I bore it to the bed with awe, asking
myself how many people it was likely to

have killed in its day. I had before this

handled other swords including Sir

William s but never such a one as this.

Nor had I ever before seen a soldier who
seemed to my boyish eyes so like what a

warrior should be.

It was not our habit to expend much
liking upon English officers or troopers,
who were indeed quite content to go on
without our friendship, and treated us
Dutch and Palatines in turn with con

tumacy and roughness, as being no bet
ter than their inferiors. But no one
could help liking Major Anthony Cross

at least when they saw him under his

old friend s roof-tree, expanding with

genial pleasure.
For the yellow-haired boy, who was

the Major s son, I cared much less. I
believe truly that I disliked him from
the very first moment out on the frosty
road, and that when I saw him shiver

ing there with the cold, I was not a
whit sorry. This may be imagination,,
but it is certain that he did not get into

my favor after we came inside.

Under this Master Philip s commands
the negro squatted on his haunches and
unrolled the blankets from the bundle
I had seen him carrying. Out of this

bundle, to my considerable amazement,
was revealed a little child, perhaps be
tween three and four years of age !

This tiny girl blinked in the light
thus suddenly surrounding her, and
looked about the room piteously, with
her little lips trembling and her eyes
filled with tears. She was very small

for her years, and had long, tumbled
hair. Her dress was a homespun frock

in a single piece, and her feet were

wrapped for warmth in wool stockings
of a grown woman s measure. She
looked about the room, I say, until she
saw me. No doubt my Dutch face was
of the sort she was accustomed to, for

she stretched out her hands to me.

Thereupon I went and took her in my
arms, the negro smiling upon us both.

I had thought to bear her to the fire

place, where Master Philip was already
toasting himself, standing between Mr,
Stewart s knees, and boldly spreading
his hands over the heat. But when he

espied me bringing forward the child

he darted to us and sharply bade me
leave the girl alone.

&quot; Is she not to be warmed, then ?
&quot;

I

asked, puzzled alike at his rude behavior
and at his words.

&quot; I will do it
myself,&quot;

he answered

shortly, and made to take the child.

He alarmed her with his imperious
gesture, and she turned from him, cling

ing to my neck. I was vexed now, and,
much as I feared discourtesy to one of

Mr. Stewart s guests, felt like holding
my own. Keeping the little girl tight
in my arms I pushed past him toward
the fire. To my great wrath he began
pulling at her shawl as I went, shouting
that he would have her, while to make-
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matters worse the babe herself set up a

loud wail. Thus you may imagine I

was in a fine state of confusion and tem

per when I stood finally at the side of

the hearth, and felt Mr. Stewart s eyes

upon me. But I had the girl.

&quot;What is this tumult?&quot; he demand
ed, in a vexed tone. &quot; What are you do

ing, Douw, and what child is this ?
&quot;

&quot;It is my child, sir!&quot; young Philip

spoke up, panting from his exertions,
and red with color.

The two men broke out in loud laugh
ter at this, so long sustained that Philip
himself joined it, and grinned reluc

tantly. I was too angry to even feel re

lieved that the altercation was to have
no serious consequences for me much
less to laugh myself. I opened the

shawl that the little one might feel the

heat, and said nothing.
&quot;Well, the lad is right in a

way,&quot;
fin

ally chuckled the Major.
&quot;

It s as much
his child as it is anybody s this side of

heaven.&quot;

The phrase checked his mirth, and he
went on more seriously :

&quot; She is the child of a young couple
who had come to the Palatine Village

only a few weeks before. The man was
a cooper or wheelwright, one or the

other, and his name was Peet or Peek,
or some such Dutch name. When
Belletre fell upon the town at night, the

man was killed in the first attack. The
woman with her child ran with the others

to the ford. There in the darkness

and panic she was crushed under and
drowned

;
but strange enough who can

tell how these matters are ordered ?

the infant was in some way got across

the river safe, and fetched to the Fort.

But there, so great is the throng, both
of those who escaped and those who
now, alarmed for their lives, flock in

from the farms round about, that no
one had time to care for a mere infant.

Her parents were new-comers, and had
no friends. Besides, everyone up there

is distracted with mourning, or frantic

with preparation for the morrow. The
child stood about among the cattle, try

ing to get warm in the straw, when we
came out last night to start. She
looked so beseechingly at us, and so

like my own little Cordelia, by God !

I couldn t bear it ! I cursed a trifle

about their brutality, and one of em
offered at that to take her in, but my
boy here said, &quot;Let s bring her with us,

father,&quot; and up she came on to Bob s

saddle, and off we started. At Herki-
mer s I found blankets for her, and one
of the girls gave us some hose, big
enough for Bob, which we bundled her
in.&quot;

&quot;There! said I not truly she was
mine ?

&quot;

broke in the boy, shaking his

yellow hair proudly, and looking Mr.
Stewart confidently in the eye.

&quot;Kightly enough,&quot; replied Mr. Stew
art, kindly.

&quot; And so you are my old
friend Anthony Cross s son, eh ? A good,
hearty lad, seeing the world young.
Can you realize easily, Master Philip,

looking at us two old people, that we
were once as small as you and played
together then on the Galway hills, never

knowing there could be such a place as

America ? And that later we slept to

gether in the same tent, and thanked
our stars for not being bundled to

gether into the same trench, years upon
years ?

&quot;

&quot;

Yes, and I know who you are, what s

more !

&quot;

said the pert boy, unabashed.
&quot;

Why, that s wisdom itself !

&quot;

said

Mr. Stewart, pleasantly.
&quot; You are Tom Lynch, and your

grandfather was a king
&quot;

&quot; No more !

&quot;

interposed Mr. Stewart,

frowning and lifting his finger.
&quot; That

folly is dead and in its grave. Not even

so fair a youth as you must give it re

surrection.&quot;

&quot;

Here, Bob !

&quot;

said the Major, with

sudden alacrity.
&quot; Go outside with

these children, and help them to some

games

CHAPTER IH.

MASTEK PHILIP MAKES HIS BOW AND BE

HAVES BADLY.

MY protector and chief friend was at

this time, as near as may be, fifty years
of age ; yet he bore these years so stur

dily that, if one should see him side by
side with his gossip and neighbor, Sir

William Johnson, there would be great
doubt which was the elder and the

Baronet was not above forty-two. Mr.

Stewart was not tall, and seemed of
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somewhat slight frame, yet he had not

only grace of movement but prodigious

strength of wrist and shoulders. For

walking he was not much, but he rode

like a knight. He was of strictest neat

ness and method concerning his clothes,

not so much, let me explain, as to their

original texture, for they were always

plain, ordinary garments, but regarding
their cleanliness and order. He had a

swift and ready temper, and could not

brook to be disputed by his equals,
much less by his inferiors, yet had a

most perfect and winning politeness
when agreed with.

All these, I had come to know, were
traits of a soldier, yet he had many other

qualities which puzzled me, not being
observable in other troopers. He swore

very rarely ;
he was abstemious with

wines and spirits ;
and he loved books

better than food itself. Of not even Sir

William, great warrior and excellent

scholar though he was, could all these

things be said. Mr. Stewart had often

related to me, during the long winter

days and evenings spent of necessity by
the fire, stories drawn from his cam

paigns in the Netherlands and France
and Scotland, speaking freely and most

instructively. But he had never helped
me to unravel the mystery why he, so

unlike other soldiers in habits and

tastes, should have chosen the profession
of arms.

A ray of light was thrown upon the

question this very day by the forward

prattle of the boy Philip. In after years
the full illumination came, and I under
stood it all. It is as well, perhaps, to

outline the story here, although at the

time I was in ignorance of it.

In Ireland, nearly eighty years before,
that is to say in 1679, there had been
born a boy to whom was given the

name of James Lynch. His mother was
the smooth-faced, light-hearted daugh
ter of a broken Irish gentleman, who
loved her boy after a gusty fashion, and
bore a fierce life of scorn and sneers
on his behalf. His father was who ?

There were no proofs in court, of course,
but it seems never to have been doubted

by anyone that the father was no other
than the same worthless Prince to wear
whose titles the two chief towns of my
State were despoiled of their honest

Dutch names I mean the Duke of York
and Albany.

Little James Lynch, unlike so many
of his luckier brothers and cousins, got
neither a peerage nor a gentle breed

ing. Instead he was reared meagrely,
if not harshly, under the maternal roof
and name, until he grew old enough
to realize that he was on an island

where bad birth is not forgiven, even
if the taint be royal. Then he ran

away, reached the coast of France, and
made his way to the French court,
where his father was now, and, properly
enough, an exile. He was a fine youth,
with a prompt tongue and clever head,
and some attention was finally shown
him. They gave him a sword and a

company, and he went with the French

through all the wars of Marlborough,
gaining distinction, and, what is more, a
fat purse.
With his money he returned to Ire

land, wedded a maid of whom he had
dreamed during all his exile, and settled

down there to beggar himself in a life

of bibulous ease, gaming, fox-hunting,
and wastefulness generally. After some

years the wife died, and James Lynch
drifted naturally into the conspiracy
which led to the first rising for the Pre

tender, involving himself as deeply as

possible, and, at its collapse, flying once
more to France, never to return.

He bore with him this time a son of

eight years my Mr. Stewart. This

boy, called Thomas, was reared on the

skirts of the vicious French court, now
in a Jesuit school, now a poor relation

in a palace, always reflecting in the

vicissitudes of his condition the phases
of his sire s vagrant existence. Some
times this father would be moneyed and

prodigal, anon destitute and mean, but

always selfish at the core, and merrily

regardless alike of canons and of conse

quences. He died, did this adventurous

gentleman, in the very year which took
off the first George, in Hanover, and
left his son a very little money, a moun
tain of debts, and an injunction of loy

alty to the Stewarts.

Young Thomas, then nearly twenty,

thought much for a time of becoming a

priest, and was always a favorite with
the British Jesuits about Versailles, but
this in the end came to nothing. He
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abandoned the religious vocation, though
not the scholar s tastes, and became a

soldier, for the sake of a beautiful face

which he saw once, when on a secret

visit to England. He fell greatly in love,
and ventured to believe that the emo
tion was reciprocated. As Isaac served
Laban for his daughter, so did Tom
Lynch serve the Pretender s cause for

the hope of some day returning, hon
ored and powerful, to ask the hand of

that sweet daughter of the Jacobite gen
tleman.

One day there came to him at Paris,
to offer his sword to the Stewarts, a

young Irish gentleman who had been
Tom s playmate in childhood Anthony
Cross. This gallant, fresh-faced, hand
some youth was all ablaze with ardor

;

he burned to achieve impossible deeds,
to attain glory at a stroke. He confess
ed to Tom over their dinner, or the wine
afterward perhaps, that his needs were

great because Love drove. He was

partly betrothed to the daughter of an

English Jacobite yet she would marry
none but one who had gained his spurs
under his rightful king. They drank to

the health of this exacting, loyal maiden,
and Cross gave her name. Then Tom
Lynch rose from the table, sick at heart,
and went away in silence.

Cross never knew of the hopes and

joys he had unwittingly crushed. The
two young men became friends, inti

mates, brothers, serving in half the lands
of Europe side by side. The maiden, an

orphan now, and of substance and de

gree, came over at last to France, and

Lynch stood by, calm-faced, and saw her
married to his friend. She only pleas

antly remembered him
;
he never forgot

her till his death.

Finally, in 1745, when both men were

nearing middle age, the time for striking
the great blow was thought to have ar

rived. The memory of Lynch s lineage
was much stronger with the romantic

young Pretender of his generation than
had been the rightfully closer tie be
tween their more selfish fathers, and

princely favor gave him a prominent
position among those who arranged that
brilliant melodrama of Glenfinnan and

Edinburgh and Preston Pans, which
was to be so swiftly succeeded by the

tragedy of Culloden. The two friends

were together through it all in its tri

umph, its disaster, its rout but they
became separated afterward in the

Highlands, when they were hiding for

their lives. Cross, it seems, was able

to lie secure until his wife s relatives,

through some Whig influence, I know
not what, obtained for him amnesty
first, then leave to live in England, and

finally a commission under the very
sovereign he had fought. His comrade,
less fortunate, at least contrived to make
way to Ireland and then to France.

There, angered and chagrined at unjust
and peevish rebukes offered him, he re

nounced the bad cause, took the name
of Stewart, and set sail to the New-
World.

This was my patron s story, as I gath
ered it in later years, and which perhaps
I have erred in bringing forward here

among my childish recollections. But
it seems to belong in truth much more
to this day on which, for the first and
last time, I beheld Major Cross, than to

the succeeding period when his son be
came an actor in the drama of my life.

The sun was now well up in the sky
and the snow was melting. While I

still moodily eyed my young enemy, and
wondered how I should go about to

acquit myself of the task laid upon me
to play with him he solved the ques

tion by kicking into the moist snow with
his boots and calling out cheerfully :

&quot;Aha! we can build a fort with this,

and have a fine attack. Bob, make me
a fort!&quot;

Seeing that he bore no malice, my
temper softened toward him a little, and
I set to helping the negro in his work.
There was a great pile of logs in the

clearing, close to the house, and on the

sunny side near this the little girl was

placed, in a warm, dry spot, and here

we two, with sticks and balls of snow,
soon reared a mock block-house. The

English boy did no work, but stood by
and directed us with enthusiasm. When
the structure was to his mind he said :

&quot; Now we will make up some snow

balls, and have an attack. I will be the

Englishman and defend the fort; you
must be the Frenchman, and come to

drive me out. You can have Bob with

you for a savage if you like, only he

must throw no balls, but stop back in
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the woods and whoop. But first we
must have some hard balls made, so that

I may hit you good when you come up.

Bob, help this boy make some balls for

me !&quot;

Thus outlined, the game did not at

tract me. I did not so much mind

doing his work for him, since he was

company, so to speak, but it did go
against my grain to have to manufacture
the missiles for my own hurt.

&quot;Why should I be the Frenchman?&quot;

I said, grumblingly.
&quot; I am no more a

Frenchman than you are yourself.&quot;

&quot;You re a Dutchman then, and it s all

the same,&quot; he replied.
&quot; All foreigners

are the same.&quot;

&quot;It is 3
rou who are the foreigner,&quot; I

retorted with heat. &quot; How can I be a

foreigner in my own country, here where
I was born?&quot;

He did not take umbrage at this, but

replied with argument :

&quot;

Why, of course,

you re a foreigner. You wear an apron,
and you are not able to even speak Eng
lish properly.&quot;

This reflection upon my speech pained
even more than it nettled me. Mr.
Stewart had been at great pains to teach
me English, and I had begun to hope
that he felt rewarded by my proficiency.
Yrears afterward he was wont to laugh
ingly tell me that I never would live

long enough to use English correctly,
and that as a boy I spoke it abomina

bly, which I daresay was true enough.
But just then my childish pride was

grievously piqued by Philip s criticism.

&quot;Very well, I ll be on the outside

then,&quot; I said.
&quot; I won t be a French

man, but I ll come all the same, and do

you look out for yourself when I do
come &quot;

or words to that purport.
We had a good, long contest over the

snow wall. I seem to remember it all

better than I remember any other strug
gle of my life, although there were some
to come in which existence itself was at

stake, but boys mimic fights are not

subjects upon which a writer may profit

ably dwell. It is enough to say that he
defended himself very stoutly, hurling
the balls which Bob had made for him
with great swiftness and accuracy, so
that my head was sore for a week. But
my blood was up, and at last over the
wall I forced my way, pushing a good

deal of it down as I went, and, grappling
him by the waist, wrestled with and fin

ally threw him. We were both down,
with our faces in the snow, and I held
him tight. I expected that he would be

angry, and hot to turn the play into a

real fight, but he said instead, mumbling
with his mouth full of snow :

&quot; Now you must pretend to scalp me,
you know.&quot;

My aunt called us at this, and we all

trooped into the house again. The little

girl had crowed and clapped her hands

during our struggle, all unconscious of

the dreadful event of which it was a ju
venile travesty. We two boys admired
her as she was borne in on the negro s

shoulder, and Philip said :

&quot; I am going to take her to England,
for a playmate. Papa has said I may.
My brother Digby has no sport in him,
and he is much bigger than me, besides.

So I shall have her all for my own.

Only I wish she weren t Dutch.&quot;

When we entered the house the two

gentlemen were seated at the table, eat

ing their dinner, and my aunt had

spread for us, in the chimney corner, a

like repast. She took the little girl off

to her own room, the kitchen, and we
fell like famished wolves upon the smok

ing venison and onions.

The talk of our elders was mainly
about a personage of whom I could not
know anything then, but whom I now
see to have been the Young Pretender.

They spoke of him as &quot;

he,&quot; and as lead

ing a painfully worthless and disreputa
ble life. This Mr. Stewart, who was
twelve years the Chevalier s senior, and,
as I learned later, had been greatly at

tached to his person, deplored with
affectionate regret. But Major Cross,
who related incidents of debauchery and
selfishness which, being in Europe, had
come to his knowledge about the Prince,
did not seem particularly cast down.

&quot;

It s but what might have been looked

for,&quot; he said lightly, in answer to some
sad words of my patron s.

&quot; Five gen
erations of honest men have trusted to

their sorrow in the breed, and given their

heads or their estates or their peace for

not so much as a single promise kept, or

a single smile without speculation in it.

Let them rot out, I say, and be damned
to them !

&quot;
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&quot; But lie was such a goodly lad, Tony ;

think of him as we knew him and
now !

&quot;

&quot;

No, 111 not think, Tom !

&quot;

broke in

the officer,
&quot; for when I do then I too

get soft-hearted. And I ll waste no
more feeling or faith on any of em on

any of em, save the only true man of the

lot, who s had the wit to put the ocean
twixt him and them. And you re con
tent here, Tom?&quot;

&quot;

Oh, ay ! Why not ?
&quot;

said Mr. Stew
art. &quot;It is a rude life in some ways,
no doubt, but it s free, and it s hon
est. I have my own roof, such as it

is, and no one to gainsay me under it.

I hunt, I fish, I work, I study, I think

precisely what pleases me best.&quot;

&quot;

Ay, but the loneliness of it !

&quot;

&quot;

Why, no ! I see much of Johnson,
and there are others round about to talk

with, when Im driven to it. And then

there s my young Dutchman Douw,
yonder who bears me company, and
fits me so well that he s like a second
self.&quot;

The Major looked over toward my
corner with a benevolent glance, but
without comment. Presently he said,

while he took more meat upon his plate :

&quot; You ve no thought of marrying, I

suppose ?
&quot;

&quot; None !

&quot;

said my patron, gravely and
with emphasis.
The Major nodded his handsome head

meditatively. &quot;Well, there s a deal to

be said on that side,&quot; he remarked.
&quot;

Still, children about the hearth help
one to grow old pleasantly. And you
always had a weakness for brats.&quot;

Mr. Stewart said again :

&quot; I have my
young Dutchman.&quot;

Once more the soldier looked at me,

and, I ll be bound, saw me blushing fu

riously. He smiled and said :

&quot; He seems an honest chap. He has

something of your mouth, methinks.&quot;

My patron pushed his dish back with

a gesture of vexation.

&quot;No!&quot; he said sharply. &quot;There s

none of that. His father was a Dominie
over the river

; his mother, a good, hard

working lady, left a widow, struggles to

put bread in a dozen mouths by teach

ing a little home-school for infants. I

have the boy here because I like him
because I want him. We shall live to

gether he and I. As he gets older
this hut will doubtless grow into a house
fit for gentlemen. Indeed, already I

have the logs cut out in part for an ad

dition, on the other side of the chim

ney.&quot;

The Major rose at this, smiling again,
and frankly put out his hand.

&quot; I meant no harm, you know, Tom,
by my barracks jest. Faith ! I envy
the lad the privilege of living here with

you. The happiest days of my life, dear

friend, were those we spent together
while I was waiting for my bride.&quot;

Mr. Stewart returned his smile rather

sadly, and took his hand.

The time for parting had come. The
two men stood hand in hand, with
moistened eyes and slow-coming words,

meeting, for perhaps the last time in

this life, for the Major was to stop but
an hour at Fort Johnson, and thence

hasten on to New York and to England,
bearing with him weighty despatches.
While they still stood, and the negro

was tying Master Philip s hat over his

ears, my aunt entered the room, bearing
in her arms the poor little waif from the

massacre. The child had been washed
and warmed, and wore over her dress

and feet a sort of mantle, which the

good woman had hastily and somewhat

rudely fashioned meantime.
&quot;

Oh, we came near forgetting her !

&quot;

cried Philip.
&quot;

Wrap her snug and

warm, Bob, for the journey.&quot;

The Major looked blank at sight of

the child, who nestled in my aunt s

arms. &quot; What am I to do with her ?
&quot;

he said to my patron.

&quot;Why, papa, you know she is going
to England with us,&quot;

said the boy.
&quot;Tut ! lad !

&quot;

spoke the Major, peremp
torily. Then, to Mr. Stewart :

&quot; Could
Sir William place her, think you, or

does that half-breed swarm of his fill

the house ? It seemed right enough to

bring her out from the Palatine coun

try, but now that she s out, damme! I

almost wish she was back again. What
a fool not to leave her at Herkimer s !

I do not know if I had any clear idea

of what was springing up in Mr. Stew

art s mind, but it seems to me that I

must have looked at him pleadingly and

with great hope in my eyes, during the

moment of silence which followed. Mr.
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Stewart in turn regarded the child at

tentively.
&quot;Would it please you to keep her

here, Dame Kronk ?
&quot; he asked at last.

As my aunt made glad assent, I could

scarcely refrain from dancing. I walked
over to the little girl, and took her hand
in mine, filled with deep joy.

&quot; You render me very grateful, Tom,&quot;

said Major Cross, heartily.
&quot;

It s a load
off my mind. Come, Philip, make your
farewells ! We must be off !

&quot;

&quot; And isn t the child to be mine to

go with us ?
&quot;

the boy asked, vehement-

iy-
&quot; Why be childish, Philip ?

&quot; demanded
the Major.

&quot; Of course it s out of the

question.&quot;

The English lad, muffled up now for

the ride, with his large, flat hat pressed
down comically at the sides by the great
knitted comforter which Bob had tied

under his chin, scowled in a savage
fashion, bit his lips, and started for the

door, too angry to say good-by. When
he passed me, red-faced and wrathful, I

could not keep from smiling ;
but truly

rather at his swaddled appearance than
at his discomfiture. He had sneered at

my apron, besides.

With a cry of rage he whirled around
and struck me full in the face, knocking
me head over heels into the ashes on
the hearth. Then he burst into a fit of

violent weeping, or rather convulsions
more befitting a wild cat than a human
being, stamping furiously with his feet,

and screaming that he would have the

child.

I picked myself out of the ashes,
where my hair had been singed a trifle

by the embers, in time to see the Major
soundly cuff his offspring, and then lead
him by the arm, still screaming, out of

the door. There Bob enveloped him in

his arms, struggling and kicking, and

put him on the horse.

Major Cross, returning for a final

farewell word, gave me a shilling as a
salve for my hurts, physical and mental,
and said :

&quot;I am sorry to have so ill-tempered a
son. He cannot brook denial, when
once he fixes his heart on a thing.
However, he ll get that beaten out of

him before he s done with the world.
And so, Tom, dear, dear old comrade,
a last good-by. God bless you Tom !

Farewell !

&quot;

&quot;God bless you and yours, mon
frtre !

&quot;

We stood, Mr. Stewart and I, at the
outer gate, and watched them down the
river road, until the jutting headland
intervened. As we walked slowly back
toward the house, my guardian said, as

if talking partly to himself :

&quot; There is nothing clearer in natural

law than that sons inherit from their

mothers. I know of only two cases in

all history where an able man had a
father superior in brain and energy to

the mother Martin Luther and the

present King of Prussia. Perhaps it

was all for the best.&quot;

To this I of course offered no an

swer, but trudged along through the

melting snow by his side.

Presently, as we reached the house,
he stopped and looked the log structure

critically over.

&quot;You heard what I said, Douw, upon
your belonging henceforth to this house

to me?&quot;

&quot;Yes, Mr. Stewart.&quot;

&quot;And now, lo and behold, I have a

daughter as well ! To-morrow we must

plan out still another room for our
abode.&quot;

Thus ended the day on which my
story properly and prophetically begins

the day when I first met Master

Philip Cross.

(To be continued.)



YOUTH AND TIME.

By Duncan Campbell Scott.

MOVE not so lightly, Time, away,
Grant us a breathing-space of tender ruth;

Deal not so harshly with the flying day,
Leave us the charm of spring, the touch of youth.

Leave us the lilacs wet with dew,
Leave us the balsams odorous with rain,

Leave us of frail hepaticas a few,
Let the red osier sprout for us again.

Leave us the hazel thickets set

Along the hills, leave us a month that yields
The fragile bloodroot and the violet,

Leave us the sorrage shimmering on the fields.

You offer us largess of power,
You offer fame, we ask not these in sooth,

These comfort age upon his failing hour,
But oh, the touch of spring, the charm of youth !

THE PLACE OF THE FITTING-SCHOOL IN AMERICAN
EDUCATION.

By George Trumbiill Ladd.

HERE can be no doubt that

the present generation is

experiencing a marked dis

turbance of opinion and

practice in the matter of

education. Other periods of sharp and
sudden revolutionary action have oc

curred in this, as in all human affairs.

But the reasons for the marked charac
ter of the present disturbance are not
difficult of statement. We must indeed

recognize a current wide-spreading dis

satisfaction with everything belonging

to the existing order, which, since its

sources are somewhat hidden, we may
attribute to the Zeitgeist the inex

plicable or unexplained mental drift

of the age. But the enormous recent

growths of all the sciences, the strong

practical tendencies which urge the cry
for what bears visible fruit in education,
and the extremely varied interests rep
resented in modern culture, are the more
obvious causes of the prevalent disturb

ance.

Thus far it has been the schools of the
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higher and the highest learning which

have chiefly felt the pressure of the on

coming of the so-called
&quot; new education.&quot;

Under this pressure these schools have

largely changed the nature, increased

the amount, and developed in variety
the studies of their curricula. But the

signs are only too plainly manifest that

similar demands will be made upon the

schools which lie lower down in the

stratum of the secondary education.

Indeed, as it seems to me, upon no
other stage of education is the burden
of making all things &quot;new&quot; destined to

fall more heavily than upon the fitting-

schools of the country. By
&quot;

fitting-

schools
&quot;

I mean such as fit pupils for

the colleges and first-class scientific

schools ;
and any educational institution

or more private enterprise, in so far as

it undertakes such preparatory work, is

entitled to be called by this name. The
intermediate position which every such
school is, by its very nature, compelled
to occupy cannot fail to confront it in

the near future with a number of most
serious problems. Back of the fitting-

school, or rather at its base, lies the

primary education, with all its many
flaws, accumulated follies, and marked
deficiencies. In this earlier stage we
can expect little yielding to the pressure
of the new ideas of compass, variety,
and choice in education. The limits of

change possible in such matters for the

primary schools of the country will re

main comparatively small. No variety
of elective courses, and very little at

tempt at increased breadth, can enter

here. Whatever improvement is made
at this stage must simply be in the way
of securing more thorough and genial

training of the child in the few subjects
with which all education begins, and
which every pupil is alike required to

know. These schools, then, may be

spoken of as the nether-stones of our
mill of education

; they will stand im
movable on the lower side of the instruc

tion of the preparatory schools. Or, to

change the figure of speech, they will

entail upon the preparatory schools all

the deficiencies, follies, and weaknesses,
of which they are themselves seized.

I have just spoken of the primary
schools, with their imperfect but very
stable work of laying the foundations of

a common education, as the nether mill

stone on which the fitting-schools have
to lie. But on the other side are the

colleges and higher scientific schools
;

these have for years been steadily in

creasing the gross amount of their de
mands upon the fitting-schools, and now,
under the influence of the new ideas of

education, they seem likely to impose
yet heavier burdens by a corresponding
increase in the variety of these demands.
The higher institutions may then, not

inaptly, be compared to the upper mill

stone in the educational mill. What is

to prevent the preparatory schools from

being ground fine between the nether
and the upper stones ? And yet between

the two is the natural and only place for

these schools. Their difficulty is also

greatly increased by the fact that they
can scarcely hold most of their pupils

long enough to do a thoroughly good
work with them. The fact that the pu
pils come crude and unformed to such

schools, even in all matters of the most

elementary training, is coupled with the

greatest haste on the part of the same

pupils to pass through the intermediate

stage of education, into the freer, larger,
and more varied intellectual (and social

and athletic (?)) activity of the college.
And now let us consider separately

each one of the three kinds into which
the general grade of schools called
&quot;

preparatory
&quot;

may be divided. The
case of the public high-school as a fit

ting-school is, under the present circum

stances, exceedingly peculiar. Indeed,
the very existence in the future of the

public high-school in this country, not

only as a fitting-school, but also in any
shape whatever, cannot be predicted
with much confidence. But at present
the attitude and relations of the differ

ent schools of this grade toward the

colleges vary greatly. In a few public
schools the preparation given for college
or for the scientific school is as good as

can be obtained anywhere ;
in a some

what larger number the influences are

on the whole in favor of a truly liberal

education. But in a very large and, I

fear, increasing number of cases, espe
cially in the West, the influence of the

public schools is decidedly adverse to a

truly liberal education. In some places
the teachers of the public schools con-
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stitute as a body a kind of organized

monopoly, secretly or actively employed
in keeping out of all vacated positions

every college-bred man, and exercising
all possible influence to depreciate a

college education. I have personally
been cognizant of a system of public
education, inaugurated in a large city,

where, in the higher grade of instruc

tion the pupils were taught at the pub
lic expense to dissect cats, to accept in

toto Bain s psychology, and to despise
the Christian religion ;

but not one of

them could learn a word of Greek with
out the expense of a private tutor.

With the present uncertainty touch

ing the ultimate fate of the high-school
before my mind, I have only two remarks
to make upon its use as a fitting-school.
First : The tax-payers and voters are

not likely to consent much further to mul

tiply the variety of optional courses to be

taught in the high-schools at the public

expense. Second : If they are not forced

by political influences greatly to restrict

the amount and variety of instruction

which they at present aim to impart, the

high-schools of the better quality in the

larger places will probably see the pro
priety of continuing instruction in the

classical languages.
In speaking of the public high-school

as a fitting-school, it is not necessary to

espouse either of two tenable theories

as to the basis on which our system of

public education rests. If this system
rests solely on the principle of self-pres

ervation, one must hold that the high-
schools of the country, as at present
constituted, have no right to existence

whatever. It may be argued that the

preservation of the state requires that

every citizen should have an elementary
education ;

but it cannot be shown that

to impart a little algebra, and a little

chemistry, and a little music, and a little

drawing, etc., is a measure of public

safety.
But suppose one to hold (as I have

little hesitation in holding) that states,

like noble individuals, and like God
himself, should not be satisfied with do

ing what is necessary to the bare pres
ervation of existence. Let our theory be,
that states, in the long run and wide
extent of their being, should strive by
collective action to nurture intelligence,

intellectual variety, and beauty of mul
tiform and high development, in as many
as may be of their citizens. This they
should do, both because it pays and
because it is intrinsically noble. Let the

theory of public education be a generous
paternal theory. But even with this the

ory the work of expensive specialization
of education at the public cost cannot
be carried beyond a certain limit. That

limit, it is the opinion of most thoughtful
and observing persons, has been already
reached, and perhaps passed. Still, it is

my contention that if the generous theory
is to triumph, and the highly specialized

high-school is to stay, no other of its

courses have any better right to remain
than those in the classical languages.
There is no good reason why a high-
school should teach its pupils to dissect

cats, to accept Bain s or any other psy
chology, to read music and draw a little,

etc., and at the same time banish Greek
and Latin from its curriculum.

The case of the largest and best-

equipped academies needs, in the pros

pect of largely increased demands that

they shall furnish a more extended and
varied preparation for college, scarce

ly any detailed consideration. Such
schools will probably in time succeed in

meeting well whatsoever demands are

made upon them. If it should become

necessary, they may perhaps develop
into miniature colleges with curricula

composed of several score of different

courses, among which the youths who

frequent them, of ages from twelve to

eighteen, may exercise their option.
That they would in this way really lay
more satisfactorily the foundations of a

truly liberal education, or even of one

likely to fit men for success in the differ

ent businesses and professions, I cannot

believe. And surely the burden of meet

ing these new demands would be very

great -too great for more than a very
few of the more fortunate fitting-schools
to succeed in carrying it.

The case of those more private enter

prises which have hitherto furnished

some of the best candidates for admis
sion to our colleges requires even less

of detailed consideration. This class of

fitting
- schools simply cannot comply

with the conditions required by the full

and consistent development of the &quot;new
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education.&quot; The demand for instruc

tion in German or French staggers a

school of this kind; the demand for a

curriculum including various percent

ages of physics, chemistry, more ad
vanced mathematics, etc., would destroy
it.

In general it is pretty obvious that

the evolution of the new education, if it

goes on in the directions in which its

present indications are pointing, will

bring upon the fitting-schools of the

country such a severe application of the

laws of natural selection that only a few
of the fittest to survive will really suc

ceed in surviving. At the same time, if

they all survived, and were ultimately
found reorganized in a form best to ex

hibit the type followed by this pro
cess, the result would, in my judg
ment, be far from satisfactory. For the

true principle of the secondary education

does not call for the offer of a great va

riety of studies, either prescribed or elec

tive, but for a thorough and long-contin
ued discipline in a very few judiciously
selected and representative studies.

The relief which the fitting-schools

require, in order to attain their true

place in the system of American higher
education, must come mainly from the

accomplishment of two results. The
first of these is the careful organization
of our entire system of education, upon
the basis of an improved primary edu
cation, and in accordance with the prin
ciple of a natural twofold division of

courses of prescribed studies in the

secondary education. The second is

a closer and more intelligent alliance

between the two parts of the secondary
education.

One thing greatly to be desired and
striven after, as affording needed relief

to the preparatory schools, is an im
provement in the primary education.
No one acquainted with the facts needs
to be told how faulty is the knowledge
of the most elementary subjects pos
sessed by the average child of twelve or

fourteen, whether he has been trained in
a public or a private school. How blun

dering is his use, in speech, reading, or

writing, of his mother-tongue ! With
how little real notion of what our good
planet is, in structure and aspect, has
he learned long lists of unpronounceable

names of mountains, rivers, and cities

not to say hamlets and villages ! For
how many years has he struggled with
the fundamental mysteries of number,
and spent his time wearisomely in doing
&quot;

sums,&quot; the like of which are not to be
found in real life upon this earth, and,
as we trust, not in the heavens above !

And yet how often does he stand stupid
before the first demand to answer any
practical question in arithmetic that

requires a new combination of the
&quot;rules!&quot;

As touching the general interest of

the people, and the salvation of the na
tion so far as its education tends to its

salvation nothing is more important
than the proper and efficient conduct of

the primary education
; and, as well, in

the particular interest of the prepara
tory schools, few things are more impor
tant.

It is, however, to a systematic arrange
ment of all the courses of instruction

taught in the years of the secondary
education that I look with most confi

dence for lessening the difficulties and

enlarging the success of the fitting-
school. At present there appears to be
no little danger of bringing the same
trials and defects upon all the work of

our academies and high-schools as those

under which fell the orthodox college
curriculum of some years since. But
are there no principles which may en
able us to classify the bewildering num
ber of possible studies, and thus to select

a few which shall alone serve to form
the staple of a sound secondary educa
tion ? I believe that such principles
exist.

There are four classes of subjects
about which the human mind strives to

obtain, and a wise system of education

aims to impart, a truly scientific knowl

edge. These are first, the world of
&quot;

nature,&quot; so called in the restricted

meaning of the term
; next, language, as

the vehicle of the mind, and that prod
uct of choice thought and language,
which is literature

; third, man as mind,
with his ethical, religious, sesthetical, so

cial, and political being all included
;

and fourth, human history, as the com

plex resultant of all the interacting
forces involved in the first three classes

of subjects. Now the secondary educa-
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tion should impart a goodly amount of

clear knowledge of each of these four

great subjects ; and, of course, also of

the peculiar mental discipline derived

from the pursuit of each.

It should be at once admitted, how
ever, that the aptitudes and tastes of

human beings differ, and that some of

their differences are very persistent,

radical, and sure perpetually to recur

among great multitudes of individuals.

It can perhaps scarcely be claimed that

men are born with an aptitude and a

taste for geology, for astronomy, or for

psychology and ethics. But it seems

likely, if not certain, that some men do
more naturally incline to those pursuits
which require objective observation, to

the studies of external nature, and
others to the studies of the mind as

known in self-consciousness or as ex

pressing itself in language. This fact

suggests, at least, the necessity for a bi

furcation of the prescribed studies of

the secondary stage of education. Not
far from the beginning of this stage,

therefore, I would have an opportunity
provided for a division in the courses of

prescribed study. On the one hand, I

would have the emphasis laid upon the

study of language and of the so-called

humanities
;
on the other hand, the em

phasis should be laid upon mathematics
and the natural and physical sciences.

But one thing more of this same gen
eral kind is sadly needed. Perhaps the

most serious defect of the system of lib

eral education now prevalent in this

country is its lack of a truly progressive
character. It is full of fits and starts.

It is too disjointed and fragmentary.
This is partly because there are no set

tled principles of procedure, fixing the

order and amounts of the studies
;
and

partly because there is no power which
can secure teachers that know precisely
what they are expected, fitted, and per
mitted to teach. The consequence is

that the different years of school-life too
much resemble the different successive

sessions of our legislatures. Milton
somewhere describes the process of leg
islation as &quot;

hatching a lie with the heat
of jurisdiction.&quot; Fortunately, the pro
cess also consists in killing the brood of

lies already hatched by previous legisla
tion. Now the process of education in

this country is by no means so bad in
this regard as the process of legisla
tion

;
but in certain respects the former

too much resembles the latter.

Let it now be supposed that we have
so far made progress toward the millen
nium as to have some of these evils large

ly remedied. And surely this is not an

extravagant or hopeless supposition.
The preparatory schools would then re

ceive their pupils, thoroughly well in

structed in certain elementary branches,
at the average age of twelve or thirteen

years ;
that is to say, their pupils would

already read, write, and spell in the Eng
lish language easily and correctly ; they
would have finished arithmetic

; they
would have learned the principal facts

touching the structure and position of

the earth as a planet, and touching the

natural and political divisions of its sur

face
; they would be familiar with the

outlines of the history of their own
country. The instruction of the pre
paratory school should then extend over
a period of about six years more

;
that

is, from about the age of twelve to about
the age of eighteen. It should be thor

oughly organized, not with a view to

furnish a large number of courses, wheth
er prescribed or elective, but with a view
to impart a thorough and progressive

training in a few great and representa
tive subjects. It should be bifurcated

so as to prepare men with a general sci

entific culture which places the empha
sis either upon a knowledge of language
and the humanities, or upon a knowl

edge of mathematics and the facts and
laws of nature.

In the foregoing way it would be pos
sible, I contend, for the fitting-schools
of the country to accomplish much more
and better work than is now possible.

Indeed, if the results reasonable to hope
for in the future were secured, these

schools could send out their pupils as

well educated at eighteen as they are

now at twenty, that is, after being two

years in college. Thus at least two en
tire years could be saved in the second

ary education.

The valid objection to our present

system of education, that it compels

young men to wait too long before en

tering upon their more strictly univer

sity or professional studies, would be
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obviated in this way. The study of the

ology, law, and medicine, or that free

pursuit of science which accords with

the university idea, could thus begin at

the average age of twenty, instead of

twenty-two or twenty-four, as the case

now is. But the university and pro
fessional education would then rest on a

much better basis than is now laid at

a later age. Moreover, the two or more

years of time which would be saved

could go where they ought to go
namely, into university and professional
studies. This would give us far better

equipped teachers, physicians, lawyers,
and clergymen.

There is one other matter of practical

importance which needs much careful

attention in order to lessen the burdens
and increase the efficiency of the fitting-

schools of the country. A closer and
more intelligent alliance must somehow
be effected between the earlier and the

later parts of the secondary education.

As the case now stands, this is equivalent
to saying that the colleges and advanced
scientific schools on the one hand, and
the preparatory schools on the other

hand, must enter into a closer and more

intelligent alliance. The connections

existing in reality between the instruc

tion of the last years of the preparatory
school and the instruction of the first

years of college are much more intimate

than those existing between any other

parts of our entire system of education.

As the courses of instruction in almost
all our colleges are now arranged, and
as they probably will be arranged for a

long time to come, the youth passes
from the preparatory school to the col

lege with no break whatever in the char
acter of his education. He continues the

study of the same subjects, in about the
same way, for two years or more longer.
His staple daily tasks in the earlier part
of the secondary education were the
classical languages and mathematics

;

they are the same now that he has
achieved the distinction of passing un
der the college curriculum.
And indeed there is no good reason

why the character of the instruction

should be greatly changed when the

youth enters college. There is nothing
magical about the age of eighteen, or
about the fact that the youth has got

into a school called by a different name
from the one he has left. The real de

termining factors in the question of the

subjects and the method of his study
are the amount of his maturity and of

his general scientific training.
The details of an orderly and pro

gressive arrangement of the entire

course of study during the years of the

secondary education might fitly occupy
the attention of a committee of experts.
Such a committee should be chosen in

part from the colleges, and in part from
those fitting-schools that are most influen

tial and most interested in the improve
ment of classical and scientific study.

Any plan proposed by such a commit
tee would be an incitement, though not
a mandate, to better things. Moreover,
it would be likely in time to commend
itself to other colleges and fitting-schools
not participating at first in the plan. It

might result in affording great relief to

the fitting-schools, and in largely increas

ing the efficiency of their instruction.

In conclusion, it is well to notice that

some such plan as has just been pro
posed seems to afford the only rational

relief obtainable from the growing evils

of that system of &quot;

cramming
&quot; which

everywhere prevails in modern educa
tion. A &quot; bitter cry

&quot;

is being raised on
all sides, not of the &quot; outcast

&quot;

but of

those who are gathered into our elabo

rate, hard-working educational institu

tions. Parents, teachers, pupils, all join
in the cry. The excessive specialization
of modern life has invaded the schools

of the land from lowest to highest.
There is no doubt of the existence of a

certain evil, and of more or less suffer

ing under it. But whence is the reme

dy to come ? Not from fewer hours of

study per day, or months per year, or

years spent during the entire process of

education. Certainly not from attempt
ing to impart a yet more shallow knowl

edge of the great number of studies

already entering into the courses of

instruction in all our schools. The

remedy must be sought in the removal
of such of those causes of the evil as

admit of removal
;
and these are mainly

two the variety of subjects unneces

sarily crowded into the few years de
voted to education, and the poor char
acter of the instruction.
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That much of the school-time of youth
is now wasted through excessive variety
and injudicious arrangement of the stud

ies, and on account of unskilful teaching,
is proved alas ! only too well by the

experience of every intelligent observer.

An illustration or two may not be out of

place at this point. Not long since, an
educated man made the attempt to assist

his son in the preparation of the daily
lesson in English Grammar. For some
time the boy, who was twelve years of

age, and nearly ready for the high-
school, had been settling into a condi
tion of despair over this particular

study. Meanwhile the boy s use of the

English language had been, under the

influence of the public school, steadily

deteriorating. After rummaging a big
text-book for more than an hour the

father succeeded in discovering among
the so-called &quot;

exceptions
&quot; what he con

sidered the probably correct answers to

most of the questions composing the

lesson of the following day. These ques
tions were afterward taken to a distin

guished scholar, a student and teacher

of language and philology. He could

not answer them in any terms which
would have satisfied the teacher of the

boy or the author of the text-book on
Grammar. They were then shown to

the very highest authority on such sub

jects to be found in this country, to a

gentleman whose attainments in the

science of language are celebrated by
the world of scholars. His answer to

these questions was a strain of unmixed
invective against teacher, text-book, and

school-system which could tolerate such
wasteful folly in instruction.

But such waste is by no means con
fined to the primary stage of education.

Some years ago a professor of Greek in

an Eastern institution visited the recita

tion-room of a Western college, where a

class of Sophomores were reading a play
of Aristophanes. Only one of the class

and this one a young lady from Massa
chusetts made any serious attempt at

a correct translation of the short lesson

for the day. The teacher was evidently
much embarrassed by the presence of

the visitor, and at a loss as to what
should be done with his pupils or their

lesson. After considerable floundering
he seemed to gather his classical learn

ing for a supreme effort. This resulted
in his propounding with due solemnity
the following question : &quot;Is the change
from the stem math to the stem manth
a phonetic or a dynamic change ?

&quot; The
class stared, but remained silent

; the
teacher looked even more embarrassed
than before

;
the Eastern professor

broke into a cold sweat through fear

that the question might be referred to

him for he could not have answered
it. The same question was asked a sec

ond time with deliberateness appro
priate to so grave an inquiry ; the re

sult was unchanged. Then, after anoth
er long pause, this episode terminated
with a solemn asseveration from the

teacher :

&quot;

It is uncertain.&quot; And so the

hour dragged on. In all probability, no
member of this class had been so trained

as to recognize infallibly the simplest

grammatical construction, or to trans

late at sight the simplest passages with

a fair degree of accuracy.

Finally : we have no right to flatter

ourselves that there is anything peculiar
in the quality of the American boy
which will enable him to dispense with

that long and patient training in pre
scribed studies which does so much for

the German student in the secondary

stage of his education. Indeed, there is

so much flexibility and versatility in the

present character of the American boy,
and so much lack of stable institutions

which have to do with education, that it

is not possible to pronounce with confi

dence upon the question what his typi
cal national characteristics will prove to

be. At present it may be said that if

the average pupil in this country is

bright, enterprising, and inquiring, and

is ready with a commendable reliance

upon his own resources to skip from

branch to branch on the tree of learn

ing, and to pluck at an incredible varie

ty of the flowers of knowledge in a

short space of time, we are not so sure

that he possesses certain other equally
desirable qualities. These are the stay

ing qualities the patience, endurance,
and steady industry on which scholar

ship depends.



By W. Hamilton Gibson.

HOW
are the senses piqued and sharp

ened in the total darkness of the
woods ! For though the midnight path
surprised beneath the lantern s glare
reveals an unknown world among the
freaks of dewy vegetation the nod
ding somnolence of leaf and blossom

;

the twinkling earth-stars bursting in-
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to bloom beneath the brooding galaxy
for soft-winged nestling moths and

poising murmurers nevertheless, with

all its strange surprises, for a full ap

preciation of the night s witchery one
must become a sympathetic element of

its mysteries, and see the darkness

unalloyed. With the light extinguished

you now become a harmonious instead

of a disturbing element. You are
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taken into confidence, and experience Through verdurous glooms and winding mossy
a new joy of sensation not found in ways.

your illuminated path, that speculative
I cannot s^ what flowers are at my feet,

* Nor what soft incense hangs upon the boughs,

charm which Keats found in the haunt
of the nightingale :

&quot; Tender is the night,
And haply the Queen-Moon is on her throne,
Clustered&quot; around by all her starry Fays ;

But here there is no light,
Save what from heaven is with the breezes
blown

But, in embalmed darkness, guess each sweet

Wherewith the seasonable month endows
The grass, the thicket, and the fruit-tree wild ;

White hawthorn, and the pastoral eglantine ;

Fast fading violets covered up in leaves ;

And mid-May s eldest child,

The coming musk-rose, full of dewy wine,
The murmurous haunt of flies on summer

eves.&quot;
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In the total darkness the eager pu
pils are restless, and the eyes roll in
&quot; fine frenzy

&quot;

at the new importance
of their companion faculties. Their

occupation is gone. The ear and the

nostril now take the watch, seeming
possessed of a retina of their own, pic

turing facts and surrounding events

which the jealous eye strives in vain

to prove. In the dark woods you are

conscious as never before of tension

and muscular movement in your ears
;

they loom up in importance, as it were,
and are pricked forward and backward
like those of other alert but humbler

beings. Unaided by the sight, they
carry on a subtle analysis of sound
which seems independent of your rea

son a slight augmented rustle among
the wind-stirred leaves ! the creak

ing of a limb ! the soft burst of ap
plause among the aspen leaves! a ca

pricious patter of falling dew from the

tree tops ;
a snap of twig not precisely

timed to your footfall, or a few inches

too far removed therefrom
;

a falling

object from the tree an acorn per
haps, were it not that for an inan
imate thing it has rolled a foot too
far upon the leaves ! What events !

And so with your nose : you see

with it. Now, if never before, it

warrants its conspic
uous position in

your physiognomy,
and becomes a mem
ber of utility as well

as a luxurious orna
ment. You follow

your nose now like a

hound. It pilots the
senses. Could this

eclipsed eye ever

have pictured more

vividly the pungent
copse of spice wood
through which you have just pressed, or
that drooping branch of aromatic hick

ory which touched your shoulder, or that

plume of tansy that now brushes against
your elbow? Does our midnight poet
affirm,

&quot;

I cannot see what flowers are at my feet ?&quot;

And why not, pray ? This mint at

your foot ? is it spearmint, or pepper
mint, or horsemint, or pennyroyal?

Your nose will tell you at a glance.
The texture of the vaporous vault of

the still midnight woods seems to the

hungry, desperate eye marbled or party-
colored with floating incense of odors.

&quot; Where hast tliou wandered, gentle gale, to

find

The perfumes thou dost bring ?

O er the pale blossoms of the sassafras

And o er the spice-bush spray,

Among the opening buds, thy breathings pass
And come embalmed away.

You may sit in the ambrosial current

upon some jutting rock or log, and
take your fragrant quaffs as they glide

by, each in its season a whiff of arbutus,

perhaps ? how pink it smells ! or an
odorous yellow hint of primrose soft

and luscious in the dark it seems to

the nostril what melting marshmallow
is to the tongue or a spicy glimpse
of coltsfoot or wild ginger. And so

the redolent procession passes, now a

Poor Maligned Feathered Grimalkin.&quot;

visible aroma of sweet fern, followed

by a perfumed vision of sweet-pyrolas,

ground-nut, or smilacena, or a cool

phosphorescent scent of toadstool or

soggy wood, or the brown smell of

mouldy loam. A misty messenger
from the swamp without the woods
now finds its way thither, borne on the

pink breath of sweet azalea, or visioned

in the fragrant hint of clethra. And
now it is the sweet-fern again. Yes,
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sweet-fern tinctured with a faint gamy
scent that makes us feel for our gun,
while we search the gloom for two beads

of animated fox-fire, for Reynard has

recently passed this way, or is even now

threading through the fragrant under
wood.
The odor of the fox is readily de

tected by a keen nostril, especially at

night. The noisomeness of the warren

is distinctly perceptible where unper-
ceived by day, and the taint is carried

abroad in the ambling fur, the contam
inated wake held in equilibrium, as it

were, in the heavy mist. Even the tiny
emerald lace-wing-fly or the caddis will

sometimes thus leave its malodorous
trail threading the maze of redolence

in the mist
;
and the bronzy scented

beetle will challenge your nostril as you
loiter in the woods, perhaps within the

course of its recent droning flight, or
in the neighborhood of its haunt upon
oozy tree trunk near by. Often have I

trailed him like a hound, and captured
him in his concealment in the fissured

bark.

The fastidious convivialist welcomes a

certain well-known nectar which is said

to be of the gods, wherein the several

tempting ingredients are so deftly de
canted as to lie unblended in their fra

grant equipoise for a full minute
;
how

much longer is not known, it rarely hav

ing been permitted to reveal.

Something of the same phenomenon
is naturally demonstrated in the scent

ed distillations of the dew.
In the sheltered lowlands, when the

night is still, the motley ingredients
of this odorous tangle seem to find

their equilibrium, and lie in strata, as

it were. How the redolence of the

witch-hazel revels in the mist, weav

ing itself into the pale fabric as it floats

above the marsh ! It is the most vola
tile incense which we shall meet in the

moonlight glens, and seems to float like

oil upon the denser air laden with the

heavy emanations of the swamp. You
may walk with your nostrils tingling
in its tide, and leave it high and dry as

you sit to rest. I have noted the same
fact with regard to the evening prim
rose, but fancy the perfume is less vola

tile than the hamamaelis, and occupies
a lower plane. Here are veritable zones
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of varying humidity and temperature,
each with its haunting fragrance, often

capricious, and yet again quite constant

in its recurrence. In a certain well-

known glen, for instance, you will al

ways pass through a fugitive stratum
of meadow-rue or linden, or other faith

ful perfume, for each season
;

in an
other swampy fallow you may confi

dently expect the welcome of the elders

or wild grape. I remember a certain

nook which in still August nights is

redolent of clethra, that constant blos

som of the swamp, though no shrubs
are there to be seen by day : a tribute

from the marshy pond far up the mist-

hung brook, where the reedy borders
are fringed with the densely blooming
shrub, where the almond-scented white
incense floods the rushy waters, and the

herons wade among the grasses, half-

veiled in the scented tide. Here too

the floating pond-weed claims its lowly

plane below the mist, anointing the lily-

pads with its aromatic perfume as its

yellow blossom-clusters dance upon the

ripples.
In another narrow glen the heavy

distillation from the sloping chestnut
woods always seems to pour with anni

hilation of all subtile midnight odors.

On the pasture slope above the wood
the cool stimulating exhalations of the
mint follow your path and linger till

morn in the foggy hollows, while high
up on the hill one seems suddenly to
leave the dews, and greet a whiff which

brings a vision of the day that &quot; stra

tum of warm air
&quot;

which quickened the

happy muse of Thoreau in his &quot;Moon

light&quot;
walk &quot;a blast which has come

up from the sultry plains of noon. It

tells of the day, of sunny noontide hours
and banks, of the laborer wiping his

brow, and the bee humming amid flow

ers. It is an air in which wrork has
been done which men have breathed.
It circulates about from wood-side to

hill-side like a dog that has lost its

master, now that the sun is
gone.&quot;

Though
&quot; The restless day

Expiring, lays the warbling world asleep,
n

the night, too, hath its wary broods,
that with illuminated eyes like glow
ing headlights turn darkness into day,
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and know the teeming chorus of the

morning only as a lullaby. Of such is

the mystic whippoorwill. Who has
seen the daylight tenement of this om
inous wandering voice ? And there s

the mousing owl on muffled wing, with

fiery, flitting, curious eyes, and forebod

ing tremulous wail
;
for it would seem

that the bird of wisdom has not yet
lived down the evil aspersion of its an

tique slanderers. &quot; The scritch owl,&quot;

says Pliny,
&quot; alwaies betokeneth some

heavie newes, and is most execrable and
accursed. In summer he is the very
monster of the night, neither crying nor

singing out cleare, but uttering a cer-

taine heavie groane of doleful mourn
ing, and therefore if it be scene to fly
abroad in any place, it prognosticat-
eth some fearful misfortune

;

&quot;

a belief

which still prevails quite commonly
among credulous country folk, to whom
this nightly visitant in the orchard or

maples is the signal for the direst fore

boding. Poor maligned, feathered

grimalkin ! What does he say to me
here in the moonlight gloom of the

woods, as he sits yonder in the shadow
on the pine branch, his glowing eyes

revealing all the mysteries of the dark
ness in their illuminated searching
shafts, and now with alert poise and
ears uppricked, his eyes quenched as he
turns his head away toward the open
ing of the wood, filling the leafy vault

with the soft, tremulous cry? What
is this to the rightly informed ear but
the message, not of &quot;doleful mourn

ing
&quot; and &quot; heavie news,&quot; but the same

that is borne in the song of the thrush,
the tidings rather of life and love, a woo

ing to the listening mate, whose echo
answers with near and nearer response
across the valley mist. How infinitely
more musical and welcome this witch

ing nocturne of the owl, than the dismal

midnight duo of his quadrupedal coun

terpart of the backyard fence, that yet

brings no compensating terrors of su

perstition.
As in the owl we have our nocturnal

puss of featherdom, so also in the dusky
bat have we our winged mouse. We
hear their nightly squeaking convoca
tion in the loosened clapboards of the

shed or barn as we pass ;
or perhaps

feel an occasional fanning of their pelli

cle wings even when the eye detects no

sign of them in the gloom this accept
ed type of blindness that chooses the
dark hours for flight, that dodges with
artful purpose against the stars, or, in

the blackest night, fills its little red maw
with the most agile insects caught on
the wing ! and this, too, under disadvan

tages that would seem rather discour

aging ; for, if an ancient philosopher is

to be believed, a most astounding feat

of aerial acrobatics is here in progress
under cover of the darkness. &quot; The bat
is the only bird that suckleth her little

ones,&quot; says my authority, &quot;and these

she will carry about her, two at once,

embracing them as she flieth,&quot; the diffi

culties of which will be appreciated
when we consider that the bat in reality
&quot;

flieth
&quot;

with her arms.

What deeds are doing beneath the

winking stars ! with the owls and wild
cats and martens mousing among the

slumbering trees. The foxes, skunks,
and weasels, following their dark trails

among the herbage, to the terror of the

hares, and meadow mice, and low-

cradled birds. Most of the feathered

tribes are at rest, though a few more
wakeful than the rest will sometimes an

ticipate the day in nocturnal minstrelsy.
I have twice heard the veery-thrush

uttering its weird call at midnight,
and have been startled by the chal

lenge of the oven bird from its mossy
hut beneath the ledge, awakening the

dreaming woods in its reverberating
echoes. The chippy occasionally sings
at night, also the white-throated spar
row. I have occasionally heard, also, the

chewink and cat-bird, while the night-
hawk, though neither a hawk nor, in

spite of its name, as much a creature of

the night as of the dawning and wan

ing day, will sometimes amble from its

prostrate perch upon the wall, and take

a turn aloft, making the welkin echo to

its wild screech, and frightening the

tree tops with its swooping twang. I

have heard the drum of the partridge
well into the small hours, and a yellow-
breasted chat once almost threw me
prostrate in my dewy tracks in the

woods, as he screamed,
&quot; Chick whew !

get away !

&quot;

in my shrinking ear like a

very goblin ;
for there seemed no possi

ble perch upon which the little gamin
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could have rested, and I failed to dis

close a sign or sound of feather.

With the exception of the katydids
and the throbbing lyres of vesper tree-

crickets, or an occasional tree-toad, the

woods, however, are usually compara
tively silent at night. It is in the wet
lowlands where we find the chief noc
turnal activity. The midnight summer

swamp or marshy pond is literally pal

pitating with a life unknown to sunlight ;

the rippling moon dancing a filigree at

tendance among the reeds, and speed
ing in wavy chase across the deeps peo
pled now with pouts and eels, which the

daylight angler would have sought in

vain. The lizard s tails (Saururus) shake
their drooping plumes with a tremor
all inconsistent with the listless breeze.

The pickerel weeds stir with submerged
life, and the quivering tips of the reeds

betray the rude progress of the turtles

toward the shore, as they seek the sandy
banks to pile their nests of eggs. The

placid sleep of the pond is vexed with
multitudinous tickle, marked by the

spangling touch of the moonlight insect

broods
;

of fluttering caddis-flies now
making their first essay with their new
found satin wings, emerging by the le

gion from their water baskets, or crys
tal mosaic tubes, everywhere among the

bordering shallows
;
while myriad ephe

merae spread their pallid wings, and
dance their midnight revels, making
merry through their short, sunless day
of life, which, perchance, ends with the
dawn. The musk-rat, or the mink, leads
a long, silent, glittering trail across the

glassy water, or with a splash at the

brink, sets the lily-pads and spatter-
docks in gliding dance on the ripples,
and starts upon their telltale chase
across the pond, a hundred gleaming
circles at whose common centre, though
hid in verdurous gloom at the bank, a
random rifle-ball would surely win its

sleek and dripping quarry, now crouched
in muddy tracks, with luckless prey of

frog or tadpole.
What with the sprightly pipes of the

hyla tree-toads now celebrating their

nuptials in their native element, and
later the tremulous drool of the toads,
and the trump and splash of the bull

frog, together with the rasping accom
paniment of the cone-head imps among

the sedges, the midnight swamp will

sing in our ears till morning.
Then there is

&quot; the loon s weird laughter far away,&quot;

that comes up to us as we ascend the

hill, and the midge-cloud s tingling hum
which we left behind us at the skirt of

the woods, where

&quot; in a wailful choir the small gnats mourn,&quot;

and the &quot; blind
&quot;

bat hovers yet, or the

quawking chorus of the night-herons
far down the misty river bend

;
or the

pumping of the bittern in the fen be

yond, or it may be far beneath the valley

fog for many have heard the &quot;stake

driver,&quot; but few shall locate the stake !

Only once have I identified this strange
nocturnal voice to be positively sure of

it
;

and this as it occasionally came
across the placid midnight waters of

Lake Winnipiseogee, alternating or ac

companied with the &quot;loon s wild whin

ny&quot;
from the distant shore, the while

I floated alone in my boat, as though
poised in equilibrium between two limit

less starlit skies, one above and one be

low, without a visible vestige of land
save the great black rim of the distant

shore, to give prosaic source to the

weird nocturnal duo.
I have said that the midnight forest

is comparatively silent. But the still

est woods may be made to divulge

strange secrets not vouchsafed to the

ordinary night listener. In a recent

romance by W. H. H. Murray, in which
he touches incidentally upon wood-craft

and the acute ear-sense of the Indian, I

find the following note :

&quot; I have often been surprised at the

many and strange sounds which may at

times be heard by putting my ear flat

to the sod or to the bark of trees. Even
the sides of rocks are not dumb, but
often resonant with noises of running
waters probably deep within. It would
seem that every formation of matter had
in some degree the characteristics of a

whispering gallery, and that, were our
ears acute enough, we might hear all

the sounds moving in the world.&quot;

Who has listened to the aeolian harp
of the telegraph? What wondrous

harmony is here wooed from the pass-
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ing breeze, or almost from the calm air

itself or from some remote tempest
perhaps and reverberated in cathedral
tones to the ear laid close against the
resonant weather-seasoned pole ! Did
the reader ever listen close against the
dead pine-tree and marvel at the sounds
of teeming life thus disclosed within
life which knows no night or day nor
rest ? Think you that the woodpecker
in its snug cave aloft, or the squirrel in

the hollow rail, has heard your steal

thy footfall through its doorway ? No
;

the tidings have come through turf and

root and trunk vibrated into their being.
If you would know the haunting tenants
of the silent hollow beech by your side
in the dark woods, lay your ear closely
against its bark, when, if the trunk be

roughly struck, the slightest movement
within its heart is betrayed in the vibrant
wood and conducted to your ear. More
than once in my strolls have I thus list

ened beneath the flicker s hole, and heard
the clinging claws apparently beneath
the bark at my ear, as the sharp head

peered out from the little round door-
wav aloft.

OUT OF NEW ENGLAND GRANITE.

By T. R. Sullivan.

She, though in full-blown floicer of glorious beauty,
Grows cold, even in the summer of her age.

LEE and DRYDEN : (Edipus.

|E will never forget his

.first sight of her. Half-

unconsciously she had
drawn apart from one
of the merry groups on
the lawn, to stand for

the moment alone, look

ing up at the stars, awed a little by
the beauty of the perfect July evening.
The moonlight streamed down upon her

golden hair
; upon her face, which, if not

wholly faultless, had faultless lines in it,

and was gentleness itself
;
while the pale

blue-and-white Eastern fabric that she
wore gave her slender figure an unearthly
look, making it seem like an effect of the

moonshine, ready to melt away if one
drew nearer. But other figures came
and went between her and the wide ex

panse of glimmering sea. Two of them

joined her two men
;
and she did not

vanish, but smiled and spoke with them.

Though he could not hear the words, he

caught the sweet tones of her voice, saw
the smile clearly, and wished it were for

him. He had met more beautiful wom
en, perhaps ;

none more interesting at

the first glance, he was sure. At the

thought he sighed without knowing it.

One of the men had handed her a rose.

His friend Mordaunt must always
smoke his two cigars after dinner, though
the sky fell

;
and so they had come late

to Mrs. Shirley Allerton s midsummer
&quot;

Small-and-early.&quot; His hostess had led

him out of her reception-room to this

dark corner of the veranda, that he might
discover at once how admirably nature
chimed in with all her schemes of ar

tificial entertainment. On the whole

sweep of Massachusetts Bay there is no
choicer bit of coast-line than North

Head, and she wanted him to tell her so.

A few yards out, above a sunken rock, a

great white breaker perpetually rose and
fell her breaker, she called it. And,
indeed, it seemed to be always the same

wave, always tumbling over and over
there at her command. That was her

moon, too, while it lasted
;
she could not

have that always. Even the wife of Al-

lerton, the eminent historian, all-power
ful in her social world, lost her control

of things, and confessed herself baffled

and valueless, somewhere just on this

side of the spheres.
From a distant room, where there

was dancing, faint notes of harp and
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violin came out to them, and mingled
with the deeper music of the shore. Her

guest undertook to admire all the sights
and sounds she indicated, and he did so,

for the moment, heartily. Then, sud

denly, while she talked on, his look and

thought were arrested on the wing.

&quot;Lovely !

&quot;

he murmured, in an under
tone which expressed more and less than

that he had before employed.
His hostess saw what he meant, and

smiled. &quot;Yes, isn t she? That is Syl
via Belknap. Come ! I want you to

know her.&quot; And moving out toward
the little group she continued, in the

same breath :

&quot; Miss Belknap, my old

friend Mr. Luxmore, who has just come
home to us

again.&quot;

The men drew back, one of them

proving to be Allerton himself
;
the sec

ond, only Mordaunt, Luxmore s bosom
friend. Another group formed, and, in

its turn, broke up ;
so that presently

the two just introduced were left alone.

Luxmore, looking at his companion, felt

vague relief at that and at something
else. It was Allerton who had given
her the rose.

At that time Luxmore s work had its

small circle of friendly critics who dis

cerned signs of promise in it. But he
was an unknown painter to the great
mass of humankind. Even those who
liked his pictures so well as to buy them,
at low prices, never ventured to predict
for him what is called &quot; a future

;&quot;
and

in their saner moments they could only
feel that their money, represented by
his few feet of decorative canvas, was

safely put out of the way. To be sure,
he knew how to draw the human figure,
and his bits were strong in color

;
he had

passed several years in Paris, and had

improved his advantages. That he had
talent was obvious from their recogni
tion of him

; but he also had an income

enabling him to live
; frugally, it is true,

but still to live. He was a slow worker,
with a tendency to doubt himself that
often brought down upon him the re

proach of indolence. His annual prod
uct was ridiculously small. He had
come back this time to stay, as every
decent American of his age should do,
of course. But here, at thirty-five, with
his temperament, important work could

hardly be expected of him. A good-

humored, handsome fellow, always well-

met in society, he would be to the end
of the chapter. Yet, in his art, it was
more than likely that his best word had
been already spoken.

His mother had died when he was very

&amp;gt;ung ;
he could but just remember her.

e was the only child, left in the care of

a father who was easy-going and indul

gent. The boy had grown up like a

weed, making no mark in college other

than the score of his debts, which had
led to more or less trouble at home. But
after the reproof the money was always
forthcoming ;

and his father sorrowfully
admitted to himself that, on the whole,
his son s youth was steadier than his own
had been. All boys were wild, he sup
posed ;

but time would cure that. His

boy s heart was in the right place. He
must have his fling. As for the money,
there would be enough in the end, if

things went well.

But the end came suddenly, and things
went ill. The father died without a mo
ment s warning, the estate proved to be

heavily involved, and Luxmore was left

high and dry with a small income,

helped out only by the trifling sum in

herited from his mother. This change
sobered him at once. His fling was
over. He determined now to make the

most of a serious existence
;
whatever

enjoyment was to be found in it should

be his. And having artistic tastes and

qualities, he chose the painter s profes
sion, for the love of it, not for its preca
rious reward. If he succeeded, why, well

and good ;
if not, he would burn his

brushes, take up the pen, and, turning
critic, instruct and irritate the success

ful. Even failure thus might bring in

its compensations. But these must be
his last resort

;
he was not disposed to

fall back upon them just yet.
Nor did he ever need in this manner

to call his reserve forces into play. The
difficult task of setting the world on fire

had yet to be accomplished. But if his

work never went very far, it was always
thorough ;

and the limited following
to which he appealed respected him

through all the hours of self-distrust that

now succeeded. He had served a long
apprenticeship of preparation for a high
er flight. When his friends urged the

attempt upon him, he only shook his head;
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till gradually they came to fear that he
would never make it. The torch had
been passed on to him, undoubtedly,
with the spark still glowing. Why did
he not draw one deep breath and kindle
that shining point into a flame ?

It is always easy to defend with a wise

proverb any defect or idiosyncrasy of

our own. And Luxmore might well

have answered these spiritual inciters

that, in hastening slowly, he was but

obeying an important precept of the

sages, another of whose laws he endeav
ored with zealous devotion to fulfil. He
studied himself assiduously, as do all

good artists, whatever be the medium
in which they work. And, in conse

quence, far from shielding himself with a

delusive epigram, he went, as has already
been intimated, straight to the opposite
extreme, and was inclined to undervalue
himself. Certain elements were entire

ly wanting in him, as he had reason to

fear. How had he done so much without
them ? The wonder was that he could
do anything at all ?

Love, for instance, still remained an
unknown quantity in his personal ex

perience. Was he, then, never to feel

the racking torment, the unutterable

sorrow, the inexpressible joy that poets
have rung their changes on these thou
sand years? One by one his friends

had dropped away, confiding to him, as

they went, their woes and their delights,
to which he had listened with an amia

ble, unsympathetic smile. Wait till you
are caught, they had retorted

;
and he

had smiled again, incredulously, envying
them, wondering at them. His own
boyish fancies of the past had been

quite too unimportant to confide at all
;

even to recall them demanded a positive
effort of the mind, turning back through
countless blank leaves of intervening

years, during which the little, shame
less bowman had never revealed himself

to Luxmore
;
never drawn a single ar

row from the quiver upon his account
;

never stooped to brush him by with so

much as the tip of a wing.
What did it mean ? Had the heart

for love been left out of him, as the eye
fpr color is from one man, the ear for

music from another ? If so, to the winds
with all ambitious strivings ;

undoubt

edly, thought he, love has played its

part in all lives that were worthy to be
written. Not to love was not to soar

;

to be a creature of earth, not the eagle,
but the strutting monarch of the dung
hill inferior to him, even

;
for

&quot;

the

barnyard fowl has wings that he might
use, if he were so minded. To want

wings altogether was to be cruelly

handicapped. To find the highest of

all earthly conditions incomprehensible
seemed equivalent to an admission of

mediocrity. Commonplace was the only
term applicable to such a nature. And
as the nature, so the work must be.

This conclusion, lamentable as it

sounded, should have been his encour

agement ;
since the true grovelling spir

it is content to grovel, and does not
concern itself with whys and wherefores.

It might also have led him (though, hap
pily or unhappily, it did nothing of the

kind) to ask himself precisely how far

this apparent invulnerability was to be
trusted in a close encounter. The vig
orous man who has never known a day s

illness suffers most when the fever

strikes him down. And love is the most
insidious and malignant of all fevers.

Its germs are flying everywhere. From
eighteen to eighty, none of us is really
safe one hour. Nay, more ;

it may safely
be asserted that none ever escapes a se

rious attack of it. And all in vain the

scoffer would confute this with shining
instances of celibacy like Lord Macau-

lay and Leonardo da Yinci. These were

strong, wise men, who burned their doc

uments, who locked their feelings up
and flung away the key. But on that

final day when all hearts shall be laid

bare, love s scars surely will be found

even upon these. The hermit shows

you his cell triumphantly, and assures

you it is an open book, thus telling

the truth with intent to deceive
;

for

his book proves to be written in a

strange character that he alone can

read. Though the skull and hour-glass
are his only obvious furniture, they

form, in fact, a very small portion of the

baggage buried with him in the clois

ter.

Luxmore, as it happened, was neither

sage nor hero, and in a few moments
Miss Belknap skilfully contrived to make
him do the thing of all others he usually
desired to avoid, namely, to talk about
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himself. But to-night he was off his

guard ;
and his companion, provokingly

sympathetic, put intelligent questions
that showed her knowledge of the art

he pursued to be something more than

a theoretic one. Of his individual work
she knew nothing whatever. This dis

appointed him a little, but it did not

surprise him. A Luxmore, to be sure,

hung in the very house behind them.

But one might pass it by, a dozen times

unnoticed ;
or notice it only to forget it,

he supposed. In answer to his ques
tion, she admitted that she could draw
and paint in a small way for her own
amusement. And then she turned the

talk straight back to him, and made him
tell her of his life abroad, of the strange

people he had met there, the friends he
had found the better to listen leading
him away from the music and the

dances, along the cliff, to a turn in the

path where a bench had been placed

fronting the sea, and just out of sight
of the house. Here, with Mrs. Aller-

ton s breaker tossing high its foam be
fore him, Luxmore revived recollections

that, beginning joyously, ended by hav

ing a mournful note in them, as such
recitals are apt to do. And both the

joy and the sadness were echoed by the

girl at his side, whose interest in all he
said was quite unfeigned, and who had

already become a part of his life. He
had known her half an hour, yet he
seemed to have known her always ; the

acquaintance had but just begun, and

they were old friends.

They had been speaking of the &quot;

paint
ers painters,&quot; as Luxmore called them

;

the men whom their fellows agree in ad

miring, whose sketches are treasured
in dim studio corners, but whose com
pleted work fails to touch the public
heart, or gains tardy appreciation only
when the hand and brain that toiled for

it are beyond the need of toiling. A
common fate enough. All the arts, in

all the ages, have developed such build
ers for posterity, and their great tri

umphal arch is still unfinished.
&quot;

Yes,&quot; said Luxmore,
&quot; I believe that

we should all fare better to live upon the
fruits of our ancestors, sealing up our
own rare products for a later generation.
Some men, it is true, learn how to hit

the present ;
but others never can

;
then

death sweeps them away into the past,
and behold, they are immortal ! There
was a poor friend of mine who died last

year, obscure, unrecognized. To-day, at

the sales, the amateurs wrangle for two
strokes of his brush. I wonder if he
knows ?

&quot;

&quot;Was he an American?&quot; Miss Bel-

knap asked.
&quot;

Yes, though not a good one. Some
thing I don t know what led him to

forsake his native land for a French vil

lage in the forest of Saint-Germain. Once
there, he never left it. Those who cared
for him had to seek him out. But they
were always sure of a welcome, and some

thing more. There was much in the

man worth studying, besides patience
and frugality. Yet he called us his

master-pupils, and declared that, in our

game of give and take, the advantage
was all his.&quot;

Miss Belknap opened her fan and

gently smoothed its ruffled feathers.
&quot; What was the name of your recluse ?

&quot;

she inquired.
&quot;It will say nothing to you, for no

one here remembers him. And yet he
used to tell me that he had left his mas

terpiece in America his first sketch

for it is mine now. I would give the

world to see the picture. But how shall

I ? A needle in a haystack ! One might
look from here to San Francisco and
never find it. Why do you laugh ?

&quot;

&quot;Because you have quite forgotten

my question. No matter, I will answer
it. The painter s name was Selden.&quot;

Luxmore started.

&quot;How did you know?&quot;

&quot;From your description, of course.

And the picture you would give the

world to see is a flying wood-nymph.
Well, give me the world and I will show
it to

you.&quot;

&quot;No,&quot; said Luxmore, laughing, &quot;you

will show it to me for nothing, if you are

charitable.&quot;

Miss Belknap rose, and caught up the
silken coil of her train.

&quot; Shall we go now ?
&quot;

she asked.
&quot;

By all means but where ?
&quot;

&quot;Do you see those lights upon the

shore? No, the others, farther off.

That is my house
;
the picture is there.

Come !

&quot;

Springing lightly down the path as
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she spoke, she looked back for him to

follow.
&quot; Wait a moment. Let me bring your

wrap,&quot;
said he.

&quot; Come !

&quot;

she repeated, stamping her

foot, impatiently. &quot;Or I shall change
my mind, and you will never see the

picture. It is but a step ;
in ten min

utes we can be there and back again.
Take care

; you will break your neck.&quot;

The way was so narrow that they
could not walk abreast. So he followed

her obediently, by trim lawns and gar
dens that swept back to lamp-lit houses
on one side, while on the other the

summer surf advanced and retreated

lazily, then bounded back almost to her

feet. Its phosphorescent gleams seemed
to play about her

;
she gained upon him,

disappearing and shining out again fit

fully, like a will-o -the-wisp of the sea.

He begged her to stop, and found her

waiting at a turnstile, through which

they passed, over turf that felt like vel

vet to a large, old-fashioned house, well

lighted, with doors and windows wide

open. In one of the ground-floor rooms
sat a placid, middle-aged woman, knit

ting under a lamp. As they went by she

looked up.
&quot;

Sylvia !

&quot;

she called.
&quot;

Yes,&quot; replied the girl ;
but without

stopping led the way into a hall crowded
with curious objects, like some cabinet

in a fine museum. Luxmore had only a

confused impression of these things, as

he was hurried along into a dark corri

dor behind, where Miss Belknap kept
him waiting while she found a candle

and lighted it, going on immediately
to a closed door, which she unlocked

and opened to admit him, like a willing

dog at her heels.

He stopped a moment on the thresh

old, for there was no other light than

the uncertain one she carried. The
room was bare. and plainly furnished,
with a forsaken look and chilly air, as

though it were rarely used. On the wall

he caught a glimpse of the picture they
had come to see. Then Miss Belknap,
who had moved toward it, gave a star

tled exclamation, scarcely audible, which
she at once suppressed, and the candle

went out with her help, he was sure.

He heard her rustling forward in the

dark. The shutters were closed, but

one of their upper leaves had unfolded,

letting a bar of moonlight slant down
close by the picture upon the wall, and

upon her, as she came out into it, putting
up her hand toward the frame with a

quick movement that he could not fol

low. She was there and gone again in a

flash, coming back to him and laughing.
&quot; How stupid !

&quot;

she said, as if to show
him that the light had gone out by acci

dent. &quot; Now I must find the bell, if I

can, and ring for matches.&quot;
&quot; No ! Take mine !

&quot;

said Luxmore,
offering his match-box with one hand,
and groping for her with the other. He
touched her face, her hair

;
but she

slipped away, and, kneeling down, let

him go by her, as though it were a game
of blind-man s-buff.

&quot;Where are you?&quot;
he cried, in the

moonlight now, but more in the dark
than ever.

&quot; Here !

&quot;

she answered, in a laughing
whisper, close behind him. Then she

took his hand, and placed the candle in

it. And between them, with some difii-

culty, the flame flashed up again. What
was there in his look, he wondered, that

made her change color and turn away
from it. He had not been thinking of

himself. But now, as he did so, he felt

for the first time that he was in danger.
Selden was quite right. He had never

done anything so good as this poor lit

tle nymph, flying breathless from some
unseen pursuer. Even in the insufficient

light Luxmore was convinced of that.

The quality of the flesh, the modelling,
the color, the composition, were all re

markable.
&quot;Poor Selden !

&quot; he muttered, after a

long look in silence. This was like see

ing a ghost, and when Miss Belknap,
who had stood aside, watching him, sug

gested that lamps should be brought, he

would not hear of it. He was not sure

of himself ;
there were tears in his eyes.

&quot;After all, it is always there,&quot; she

said.
&quot; You will see it by day, I

hope.&quot;

&quot;Yes
;
I shall be glad to come.&quot;

His tone struck her. She held the

light above her head in a becoming atti

tude, looking at him curiously.
&quot; A little for the picture a little, too,

for me. We have had such a pleasant
talk. There are many things I want to

ask you. I am sure we shall be friends.&quot;
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&quot; We are already,&quot;
said he, taking

the hand she offered, with a smile.

Then, as she turned to go, he sprang
forward quickly and opened the door.

In doing this he felt that his foot was

entangled in some light substance that

clung persistently.
&quot; What have I brought with me ?

&quot;

he

asked, holding up a knot of crape with

flying ends that had wound themselves

about his ankle. &quot; A badge of mourn-

ing?&quot;
&quot; It is nothing,&quot; she said, indifferently.

&quot; Let it lie there anywhere. Will you
lock the door and give me the key?
Make haste ;

we are playing truant
;
we

belong to-night to Mrs. Shirley Aller-

ton.&quot;

As they walked back Luxmore was

silent, dropping behind again. At the

end of the path she turned upon him
with a playful reproach.

&quot; Not one word ?
&quot;

she said.
&quot; You are

gloomy as the
grave.&quot;

&quot;It is your own fault,&quot; he answered
;

&quot;

you set the current of my thoughts.&quot;

And after a pause, when they came with
in hearing of the music, within sight of

the dancers, he added, &quot;So you knew
Selden?&quot;

She smiled, speaking lightly, but in

a tone that betrayed some slight embar
rassment. &quot;

Oh, yes. I thought I told

you. I had a great regard for him.
Here comes the best waltzer in the

world. Do you think he means to dance
with me ? Yes, you are released. But

you won t forget the way to my door,
will you ?

&quot;

She went off with the other man, and

Luxmore, returning to the bench where

they had talked together, sat there for

a while alone.
&quot; A great regard !

&quot;

he thought.
&quot; That s the sort of thing a woman says
of the poor dog who has had his day
with her. I wonder if Selden lost his

head, and returned her regard with in

terest. That would explain him. She
had tied the bit of crape about his pict
ure, and was ashamed to let me see it.

Why? Now that he is safe she cares
for him too much perhaps. And I am
winding myself up with thoughts as mel

ancholy as the crape itself. She was
right. I am gloomy as the grave. If I

were superstitious I should call it a bad

omen to have Selden s mantle fall on me.
But my head is sound as a nut, and I

am safe entirely safe. The devil take

her ! What do I care about the girl ?
&quot;

Then he walked up to the ball-room

window, and saw her for the first time
in a good light. She was older than he
had thought twenty-five or twenty-six,
he dared say. Yes, she might well have
had that little affair with Selden. How
gracefully she danced ! The younger
girls were conscious and awkward in

comparison with her mere jointed
dolls. Others besides himself were fol

lowing with their looks the golden
hair, the clear, blue, laughing eyes.
When she stopped, a small court formed
about her, cutting her off from view.

Then Luxmore, gloomier than ever, went
into the house, and keeping out of her

way forced himself to say cheerful noth

ings wittily to the first good soul he
met. So he passed on from one old

friend to another, till the clouds lifting
left him in a better frame of mind. If not

precisely a full-grown lion, he was looked

upon as one of the whelps. And he
could not be wholly insensible to that

deference which poor humanity always

pays to the lords of the menagerie.
Later he found himself once more com

paring notes with his hostess.

&quot;Well, did you like her?&quot; she inquired.
&quot; Whom do you mean ?

&quot;

&quot;Sylvia Miss Belknap, of course.&quot;

&quot; Perfection but for one fault. She
does not know my work.&quot;

&quot; Poor sensitive plant ! You have the

vice of genius. You are exactly like my
husband.&quot;

&quot;

Agreed, with thanks ;
but that is

neither here nor there.&quot;

&quot;Oh, but it is. Her fault may be

overcome.&quot;
&quot; I am not so sure of that,&quot; said he.

&quot;Tell me &quot; he had a question about
Miss Belknap on his lips, and behind
it a dozen others. But he suppressed
them all, and asked something altogether
different. On the whole he preferred
to get his information elsewhere.

n.

THE opportunity came an hour after

ward, when he and Mordaunt exchanged
their impressions of the evening, in loose
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attire, over a final cigar. John Mor-
daunt rolled through the world in

wealth, the type of jollity. He was
short and round and ruddy ;

bald as

a globe ;
with a nimble wit

;
and an in

ner man so nicely adjusted to his outer

one that he was happy in himself, and
in all things appertaining to him. His
wife and children were the best that

ever lived
;
his house in town was the

most comfortable that could be con

trived, if not the grandest ;
his country

house, and this again at North Head fell

little behind it in his own estimation,
and were, in fact, admirably well-ordered.
He prided himself upon his social judg
ments, incisively pronounced and dan

gerously true
;
so that those who did

not like him had a wholesome fear of

him
;
and his blunt sincerity made him

troops of friends. He was fond of quot
ing Sir Peter s conclusions about senti

ment, a disposition of the mind which
he attributed to dyspepsia ;

but he stated

this so often as to betray a conscious

weakness of his own in that respect,

especially in view of the fact that his

courtship had been a sentimental one,
and that he had grown domestic to the

last degree. He had long been intimate

with Roger Luxmore, whom he admired
for the imaginative qualities which were

lacking in himself. He had none of the

creative faculty ;
but was a born critic,

whose powers ran to waste. Unfortu

nately he could live without cultivating

them, without application to hard labor

of any kind. It was only to quiet his

conscience that he took his ease in his

office and dabbled in the law.

Luxmore knew that his friend must
have definite views about so important
a figure as Miss Belknap already ap
peared to him to be. But while he was

preparing his first ingenious question,

Mordaunt, without warning, plunged
straight into the heart of the subject.

&quot;What did you think of Lady Syl
via?&quot; he asked. &quot;I saw her making off

with
you.&quot;

&quot; Not wholly unattractive,&quot; said Lux-

more, cautiously. &quot;And with a good
eye for color she wore just the right
one.

&quot;I am glad it s no worse. She did

not, then, intoxicate you ?
&quot;

&quot;You forget that Im an old bird,&quot;

said Luxmore, smiling, &quot;the wine I

drink must be made of grapes. But tell

me something about her. Seriously, she
did interest me a little.&quot;

&quot; Then mark my words. Beware of
her. She is hard as flint, and will never
be otherwise

;
for she inherited hard

ness as she did her money. Her father
and grandfather before her were mere
ossifications.&quot;

Of these words Luxmore marked only
one. He had often sworn to himself

that, come what might, he would never
ask a rich woman to be his wife, and
now his heart sank. &quot;What!&quot; he

thought. &quot;Do I love her, then, al

ready?&quot;
&quot; So she has money,&quot; was all he said

aloud.
&quot;

Coffers, Roger, coffers. And she is

charitable, too, in her way ;
she sub

scribes well. But no fortune-hunter
will ever spend one penny of it

;
no

good fellow lives that will ever share it

with her. Make a note of that
; you

will see.&quot;

&quot;I see that you take a great deal for

granted,&quot; returned Luxmore, laughing.
&quot;

Laugh if you like, you don t know
her as I do. You have lived in France,
where the women, with all their faults,

are women still. God bless them, every
one, I say ;

but not a type like this,

which is getting to be far too common
here at home. There s no sentimental

nonsense about me, you may be sure,
but I want a woman to be tender and

gentle, and to show a proper weakness ;

in short, to be flesh and blood, and not
a cold abstraction. The girls nowa

days seem to think that their only duty
is to improve their minds. They refine

themselves to death
; they won t look

at a man, they want a demi-god. He
never comes

;
and they live single and

passionless, die, and bury their talent

in the grave. What good have they
done the world with all their delightful

intellectuality? They were born to

hand it down. It s their only excuse

for being.&quot;

&quot;Your happy household is your best

argument,&quot; said Luxmore ;

&quot; but think

of the risk they run, in saying yes ;

*

look around you at the unhappy mar

riages.&quot;

&quot;Nonsense. The man runs his risk,.
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doesn t he ? Why not the woman ? Be
cause she is too self-centred ;

she will

not let herself go a single instant.

What we call love implies some sacri

fice
;
she would not make it, if she could.

Look at the case in point. Here is Syl
via Belknap, young, lovely, rich beyond
reckoning. She has no near relatives ;

she lives alone with her servants and
her companion, Miss Winchester. It is

the most selfish and limited of lives.

She writes her checks, studies her art

and her philosophy, cuts the leaves of

her review, dines, dances, and her day
is done. Unluckily her coldness, that

should repel, attracts. More than one
better man than she deserves to get has

dangled after her and come to grief.

She cannot understand it. She has im

proved all antiquated ideas away. I

have no patience with such a tempera
ment. Her smile makes me think of a

vein of quartz in its granite setting.
She is like that reef out there

;
the

waves rush at it, and the biggest can

only dash itself to pieces. What are you
laughing at now ?

&quot;

&quot;Only
to think that the gods made

Mordaunt poetical.&quot;

&quot;Fudge!&quot;
said Mordaunt, flinging

away his cigar, and bustling about to

lock the windows. &quot;It takes a good
strong simile to touch you ;

and you
are a little on my conscience. I want
to see you married though not to Lady
Sylvia, as my wife persists in calling her.

Ugh ! East wind, again ! After all,

that girl is the natural product of our
cursed climate. Had she been born
with feelings, ten to one they would
have been chilled out of her. Past two
o clock ! And so to bed/ as Pepys says.&quot;

Mordaunt s random shot about sim
iles was really apt enough. It would
have taken one far stronger than any he
had invented to make a deep impression
upon Luxmore in this instance. Well

begun is more than half done in mat
ters of the heart. The affections, once

engaged, benumb the reason. No two
men can agree precisely concerning the
color of an object. They do not see it

with the same eyes. And their views
are even more at variance in the discus
sion of a character. There is no rule of

proportion to accurately determine that.

The lines, which to one are clear and

well defined, are blurred and iridescent

to the other. Sharp attack provokes
skilful defence; and argument, usually

profitless, here becomes absolutely futile.

To warn a man against a woman on
whom his eyes have once looked long
ingly is to raise up for her a champion.

So the friendly caution went in at one
ear and out at the other, dismissed by
Luxmore as an absurd bit of social

prejudice, the moment Miss Belknap s

influence exerted itself again. Of course
she had her suitors

;
how could she help

that ? Of course she would marry when
the right man came along ;

how could

any one suppose the contrary? To
choose wisely was her affair

;
not to

choose at all would be her misfortune,
rather than the world s. She lived in a
land of liberty. No law, written or un

written, could compel her to marry for

the sake of pleasing the bystanders.
The doctrine of heredity was well

enough, if well worked out
;
but who

could describe its limits, verify its laws ?

What would it matter that her father

and grandfather had been cut in ada

mant, if some forgotten ancestor, blessed

with a warm heart, had transmitted his

gentleness to her ?

These reflections followed hard upon
the visit Luxmore paid her, ostensibly

for the purpose of seeing Selden s nymph
by day. The abandoned room had been

opened to the air and sunlight ;
but

there had been no other attempt to

make it habitable. On a table were
scattered brushes and tubes of color ;

in one corner stood an empty easel.

Her work was not worth showing, she

said
;
she had given it all up now ;

some

day, perhaps, she might try again, more

seriously. If there were only some one
to help her out. She felt the need of a

good master the incentive that men
acquired in a Parisian atelier. She was

glad to hear that he had taken a studio

in town. His influence would be of

the best, she knew. Directly and indi

rectly, a man of high aims always did so

much. By the force of his example he
would teach others to desire something
more than money-getting, to strive for

an ideal.

Thus flattered and humored, Luxmore
yielded to the spell of her potent per
sonality, and carried away with him a
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glowing sense of its charm. The glow
still remained when he dined at her

house a few days afterward. It was one
of those quiet little dinners of general
conversation with congenial people that

survive in memory the pomp of a formal

banquet. Luxmore sat between Miss

Belknap and Mrs. Shirley Allerton. He
was in high spirits, and talked freely
and well

;
so well, that Allerton moved

round to him after dinner, and told him
tales of his youth; informing his wife,
on the way home, that Luxmore was a
fine fellow whom she must corral often

when they went to town.
&quot;

It is some one else who will corral

him, as you call it, Shirley.&quot;
&quot; To whom do you refer ?

&quot;

&quot; Can t you see ? Sylvia, of course.&quot;

&quot; Oh !

&quot;

replied her husband, in blank

amazement. &quot; You are very far-sighted,

my dear.&quot;

&quot; Not at all. How can you talk so ? I

have decided that it would be a most
excellent thing. In fact, I have set my
heart upon it.&quot;

&quot; Then it will be, niy dear, without
the slightest question.&quot;

But many moons waxed and waned,
and still it was not. More than that,

Luxmore, sitting up one autumn night
over his fire, took strange counsel with

himself, and decided that it could never

be. He had been thinking far too much,

lately, of Miss Belknap or of her for

tune, which was it ? Overwhelmed by
a new impalpable force beyond his com

prehension, he strove against it, now re

fusing to admit it at all, now ascribing
it to an unworthy motive, and struggling

merely to conquer that, as he believed.

What ! Marry to forfeit his indepen
dence ? Clinging to a woman s skirts,

to decline upon inglorious ease ? Im

possible ! No man could do that and

respect himself
;
better an empty purse

than a full one in the wrong hand.

Men were born to lead, not to fol

low. And yet, if he were doing himself

grave injustice ;
if this nameless long

ing were of a kind to hold through
ah1

changes of material, outward circum
stance

;
if she were penniless, for in

stance, would he not still long for her ?

Ah, how could he be sure of that ? She
had always worn the golden cestus. Who
could say that it contributed nothing to

her mysterious, indefinable charm ? The
merest shadow of a doubt deprived him
of the right to speak. And doubt, he

argued, was inseparable from these con
ditions. Long he considered them

;
so

long, that the fire died away unheeded,
and through his high window came the
first glimmer of the dawn. He roused

himself, shivering, to shut it out, and

sleep. The silent debate was over
;
its

question was answered in the negative.

Resolutely, then, he set his face against
temptation. He could not avoid Miss

Belknap altogether, of course
;
but he

no longer made an effort to meet her.

When they were thrown together his

talk was of the lightest, and marked by
an odd nervousness of manner. He was

continually contriving that they should
not be left alone. Thus it happened
that, for one reason or another, she was

always in his thoughts, and the chosen

pursuit which should have absorbed
them found but a secondary place. His
winter was restless and unprofitable.
He attempted no important wrork

; but,
under a growing discouragement, yield
ed to the fancied claims of society, lept
its late hours, and paid the penalty ;

by day, tilting at his own poor wind
mills with a tired hand. Nevertheless
the studies he turned out sold readily.
Chance and his tact in dealing with it

had made him the favorite of the hour
;

for the hour, it was the thing to en

courage him.

With charming inconsistency his

friend Mrs. Shirley Allerton alternately

reproached him for wasting his time,
and by her own tempting invitations

made sad inroads upon it. When he

laughingly called her attention to this

fact, she had her answer ready. No
man, in her judgment, should be per
mitted to immure himself. Until he was
married and settled, which change for

the better, according to her emphatic
parenthesis, should always occur on the

hither side of forty, he must see people ;

not all people, of course, not the dull

and conventional, but the wise and
clever in short, the right ones. Then,
to point her moral, she asked him to

dinner, and made him take Miss Bel

knap in. But some one had failed her

at the last moment. The place on his

left hand was vacant. For that reason,
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no doubt, Sylvia took pains to be doubly

captivating. She began with a natter

ing complaint. In long weeks she had
seen nothing of him

;
she could hardly

remember when they had talked together
as they were talking now. This argued,

evidently, that he was hard at work
;

indeed she had been shown the results,

and she could well understand that art

should be his first thought ;
but it need

not be his only one ;
he must think

sometimes of his friends.

He had thought of them too often, as

he was on the point of saying. But he
checked himself, and turned the conver

sation off into impersonalities. She fol

lowed where he led her, listening with
an attentive smile, making her own

points cleverly, but deferentially. How
well their tastes agreed ! How plainly
she expressed her hope in his success

without the aid of one insipid compli
ment

;
her pleasure in his companion

ship without an atom s loss of maidenly
reserve ! What warmth of sympathy
was hers, what delicacy of feeling !

Refinement was in all her looks and

gestures ;
her voice had nothing of the

world s harshness
; every note of it was

an appeal. The hours of that night fled

like minutes
;
but they left behind them

an eternity of recollection.
&quot; A fine stroke of yours, that vacant

place !

&quot;

said Mr. Allerton to his wife,
when their guests were gone.

&quot;Now, Shirley, please for once, do
me

justice.&quot;
&quot; How am I unjust ? In giving you

credit for benevolent diplomacy ?
&quot;

&quot;

Match-making isn t that. It s un
warrantable interference, more likely to

do harm than good. I detest it thor

oughly, as you ought to know. You
can t push people into marriage, and

expect them to be happy. Miss Bur-

leigh really gave out at the last moment.
I couldn t have filled her place if I had
tried.&quot;

&quot;My dear, I apologize. But with

nobody on his left, and somebody on
his right

&quot;

&quot;

Well, why shouldn t he take her in ?
&quot;

&quot; He couldn t help himself
;
and any

event that may occur will be purely for

tuitous. There is a special providence
that waits on lovers.&quot;

&quot;Lovers!&quot; repeated his wife, laugh

ing, and then sighing.
&quot;

Nothing will

occur
;

I am out of patience. But I

shall never interfere,&quot; she concluded,
with determination. For a long time
Mrs. Allerton s rash prediction was
borne out by the fact, and nothing did
occur in this important matter, which,
as she had before confessed, was very
near her heart. All the following sum
mer, and well into the autumn, Luxmore
still strove to do what he conceived to

be his duty, namely, to forget the wom
an whose accident of wealth weighed
upon him, warping his better judgment,
making his love an oppressive and tor

menting burden. Then came the in

evitable moment when he ceased to

struggle, and, like a tired swimmer, let

the current have its way. It swept him
on fiercely. And now, in the world, he
was always at her side, completing the

tedious round of so-called pleasures for

her sake, lightly. Out of her sight, he
carried her image with him

;
but he was

no longer unhappy, for he no longer ar

gued with himself. If the old problem
crept into his mind, he dismissed it with
a word. &quot;Time must settle

it,&quot;
he now

decided. And when a man says that in

such a case, he uses time in a special

sense, and its true meaning is oppor
tunity.
For her part, Sylvia met his advances

kindly. More than that, her face bright
ened when he approached ;

when he
rose to go, she entreated him to stay.
The world began to interpret these signs
in its own reckless fashion, and to leave

them more and more to themselves.

One night they had been alone for hours
in a crowded drawing-room ;

as the

guests took leave they fell into line to

gether ;
then he led her down, ordered

her carriage, and went back for her to

the cloak-room door. As she came

out, drawing her furs about her, some
roses fell from her dress. Luxmore

caught them.
&quot; What is it ?

&quot;

she asked. &quot; My fan

my handkerchief ? No
;

here they
are.&quot;

&quot;

Only these,&quot; said Luxmore ;
she held

out her hand to take the flowers, but he
shook his head. &quot; Let me keep them.&quot;

&quot;

Bring me them to-morrow,&quot; she an

swered, smiling, but not looking at him.

Silently he offered her his arm, and
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saw, over her shoulder, that this little

scene had not passed unobserved. Two
vigilant matrons, in the room behind,
were discussing him already ;

he knew
it by the mischievous twinkle of their

eyes ;
he could see, if not hear, his name

upon their lips ; they had been on the

alert for this. What ! the secret that

he hardly knew himself was, then, an

open one. Had he betrayed it by signs
the dullest gossip of them all could read ?

Curses on their scandalous tongues !

He was town-talk, unquestionably.
&quot; She knows it, then !

&quot;

he muttered to

himself, as he went out with Sylvia to

the carriage. He bade her good-night,
mechanically.

&quot;

Good-night !

&quot;

she answered, leaning
forward to give him her hand. &quot; I shall

be at home to-morrow.&quot;

Simplest of words ! Yet they made
his heart leap for joy. Spoken at that

moment they were full of significance
to him. If the town talked of his love

for her, she must not only know it, but
have known it long. She must have
read his thoughts ;

have followed, step

by step, his mental struggle, appreciat

ing his long forbearance, respecting its

motive, tolerating, approving him. And
now that, yielding to the poet s word, he
had obeyed his heart, and given all to

love, she approved him still. For days
he had been her shadow, and she begged
for him to-morrow. So, with scarce a

word, she had done all a woman could
do to make him speak. Yes, it had
come to that. Not to tell her would be
to wrong her. He must speak now, if

only to silence the idle tongues that

were busy with her name.
Love is a cruel but an impartial despot ;

there are no distinctions of rank among
his subjects ;

all are slaves
;
he laughs

at gray hairs and wrinkles ;
and men

have no age when he first bids them

hope. The rapture of that moment is

like the joy of anticipation, overmas

tering children
; feverish, irrational, so

keen as to be but one remove from pain.
It filled Luxmore s heart now, as the

fragrance of her roses filled his dreary
lodgings. He was living out a short

Arabian night. He had made, in very
truth,

&quot; the receipt of reason a limbec

only.&quot;
Its fumes intoxicated him

;

through their rosy clouds a sweet, ideal

form drew nearer. How should he
know that these radiant colors were the
colors of his fancy ;

that he had painted
with them a being too lovely for the
earth ? How should he dream that he
was dreaming?
The roses he carried her were sweet

er than hers, she said. She held them
while she talked, bending over them
lovingly. His opportunity had come.
His senses had grown strangely acute,
so that every small detail of time and

place impressed itself upon them. The
clear, still, winter afternoon was slowly
darkening ; there had been a fresh fall

of snow, and from the street came up a

continuous sound of sleigh-bells. He
knew the room by heart

;
half the things

in it were precious heirlooms. She sat

between the firelight and the daylight,
under a splendid picture that shone
down upon her from the wall the por
trait of an ancestor a man in the prime
of life, handsome and stately, with a faint

smile on his shaven lips. In spite of

that the face was not agreeable. Its

fixed look had an air of mockery not at

all like hers. Yet so far as the features

went, she bore a strong resemblance to

this masterpiece which Luxmore had
often admired.
He saw the likeness now, and it made

him falter. The old obstacle, too, loomed

up once more. She was so rich. What
had he to offer her ? He could not hear
his own words, as he blundered into a

tale, invented on the spur of the moment.
A friend had written to him for advice.

The man loved, it appeared ;
that his

love was returned he had grounds for

belief insufficient ones, perhaps ;
he

feared that sometimes
; sometimes, for

other reasons, he doubted his right to

love her. Meanwhile the world made

sport of them. There was, unhappily,
no doubt of that. What advice should

be given such a man? Should he be

urged to speak prematurely, and run the

risk of losing her
;
or to hold his peace,

endiiring the trying situation as best he

might, forcing her, at length, to end it,

in one way or the other, by some further

sign?
His voice trembled

;
his speech was

hurried, almost incoherent. The girl s

cheeks grew pale under it. Two burn

ing spots of color came and went in them.
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She understood, of course ;
the trick was

most transparent ;
he could not prolong

it. He stopped short, waiting for her

answer.
There was a dead silence. Miss Bel-

knap only lifted the roses to her face, and

let them fall again.
&quot;

Well,&quot; he said,
&quot; what is your opin

ion?&quot;

&quot; I think that he should speak,
v
she

answered, in a low voice
;

&quot; and let it be

decided.&quot;

&quot; Then he will
speak,&quot;

said Luxmore,

firmly. &quot;The case was mine. I love

you.&quot;

&quot;You? You love me? &quot;she asked,
in a tone of great surprise.

&quot; Yes ;
as you have seen as all the

world knows I have loved you for

months.&quot;

&quot;For months? Then why have you
never spoken ?

&quot;

&quot; Why ?
&quot;

he repeated. What did she

mean by that ? Surely she must have
known.

&quot; Because I could not
;

&quot;

he contin

ued. &quot; And yet you understood. Your
face just now confirmed it. You read
between my words. You did not need
to be told that they referred to me.&quot;

&quot; That is a mistake,&quot; she replied, slow

ly.
&quot; Until the last moment I did not

understand
you.&quot;

Luxmore had risen, and was staring
at her now in speechless wonder. Her
eyes met his, then looked another way.
He did not believe her

;
she understood

that perfectly.
&quot; I was all wrong,&quot; she explained.

&quot; I

thought that it could go on always ;
that

we could always be good friends.&quot;

&quot; Is that all ?
&quot; he demanded, huskily.

&quot; You do not love me you cannot love

me?&quot;

She shook her head. &quot; I have a great
regard for you no more than that.&quot;

The words made him shiver. He re

membered her use of them at their first

meeting, and his own thought about
them afterward.

&quot;

It is the first time I have ever told

a woman that I loved her,&quot; he returned,

quietly,
&quot; and it will be the last. I have

no more to
say.&quot;

&quot; Do not make me unhappy, Mr. Lux-
more,&quot; she said, rising to detain him,
and now, at last, laying down his roses.

&quot; Let me believe that we may meet later

with no ill-will even as friends.&quot;

&quot;And talk of what? The weather?
We shall never meet, I

hope.&quot;
&quot; Don t say so.&quot;

&quot;I must say so. Unless unless

Once more ! You cannot love me ?
&quot;

&quot; No ! I am much to blame
&quot;

&quot; I have not blamed
you.&quot;

&quot;I blarne myself. I ought to have
known better. I did this once before.&quot;

Luxmore recoiled with an angry gest
ure. &quot;Ah !

&quot; he whispered, fiercely,
&quot;

Sel-

den!&quot;

&quot;Did he say so?&quot;

&quot; Not he : you have said it.&quot;

She met his look calmly now, standing
before him with hands gently clasped.
The day s last gleam of sunshine fell

upon her, lighting up her golden hair.

How fine and soft it was ! Her face ex

pressed mingled amazement and vexa

tion at his taking this annoying circum
stance so seriously. There was mild

compassion in it too merely that, no
more. Her self-possession maddened
him. Her eyes were tearless, hard and
clear as the eyes of a Dresden shepherd
ess

;
into his own there came a mist

through which he saw her less and less

distinctly ; but, above her head, he
could still see the ancestral portrait with
its mocking smile.

&quot; You will hate me all your life for

this,&quot; she said, and sighed.
His brows contracted with a look of

pain that even she remembered long.
&quot;

No,&quot; he answered. &quot; I wish that I

could hate
you.&quot;

Then he left her.

m.

IT was in the following autumn that

Luxmore s
&quot; Circe and Ulysses

&quot;

his

first great picture made him suddenly
famous. Long before the summer there

came rumors that he was bent, at last,

upon that higher flight from which his

self-distrust had hitherto deterred him.
The world saw less of him than of old.

And though he looked pale and worn,
his air of hopeful determination showed
that he was dealing with a problem
which hard work would solve. Mor-
daunt and one or two other friends saw
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the work in progress, and promised
great things. Great things, therefore,
were expected. And the result, given
to the public, surpassed expectation.
He had chosen the moment of the

king s first meeting with the enchan

tress, when, armed with the sprig of

moly, he draws his sword defiantly, de

clining to become a brute at her com
mand. The figures, of life-size, were

superbly modelled
;

the composition
was original and fine, the color fully

worthy of it. His triumph proved in

every way complete. An English ama
teur pounced upon the picture, paying
without a murmur the sum he de
manded for it, carrying it off to Lon
don. Hard upon this followed an order
for a pendant at his own price. His

long apprenticeship had not been served

in vain. His reputation rose at last
;

he had but to sustain the bubble, now
soaring into sight of all the world.

From misfortune, fortune. There can

be no doubt that to what, in technical

phrase, may be termed heart-failure

Luxmore s first success was due. In
that memorable winter twilight he had
broken down utterly at the sight of Syl
via s roses still surviving the desolation

of his home. Home ! He had hoped
for one, and the echo of that hope, re

sounding in the lonely place, brought
him hours of anguish ; days and nights
of it, scoring themselves like years.
For age is measured more by lost illu

sions than by actual flight of time.

One or two intimate friends saw the

change in him and remarked upon it
;

but they invited no confidences, and he
made none. He met the world s glance
without flinching ;

walked erect with a

firm step, hugging to himself his &quot;

gnarl-

ing sorrow
&quot;

as bravely as the Spartan.
Mordaunt alone suspected the truth.

But even to him it remained always a

mere suspicion. He became, none the

less, a model of discreet and devoted

friendship. Various were the devices

he employed to change the current of

his comrade s thoughts, to shorten his

hours of solitude. He would break in

upon them with some new joke or some
new project ; carry

Luxmore off by
force to dine at his table

;
cheer him

there in a hundred ways. But even
this kindness had the power to wound.

At times Luxmore found the happiness
of the house almost unendurable

; the
children s laughter wrung his heart.
Then Mordaunt, seeing this, but failing
to comprehend it, would ascribe it to
some other cause, and mutter :

&quot; What
have I said or done to hurt him ?

&quot;

The stupor slowly wore itself away,
to be succeeded by a fierce reaction.

An hour came when Luxmore woke, and
said: &quot;She has ruined one man; she
shall be the making of another. I can
not hate her. I will forget her. I am
not like Selden.&quot; He plunged into

work, wearily enough at first. Day by
day, however, gaining strength from this

healthful stimulus, he applied himself
more closety, grew more and more at

one with his difficult task, found to his

delight that something better than his

old self had taken possession of him.
This it was to live

;
no earthly joy that

he had ever known was comparable to

it. Leaving noble work behind them,
men were more than men. And if not
the fulfilment, the endeavor; to that

end men were endowed with souls
;

&quot;to

strive, to seek, to find, and not to
yield.&quot;

The last fumes of the alembic had
cleared away. He knew now that they
had lent their colors to an air-drawn

shape, a creature of his own mind, to

tally unreal, perhaps too perfect for ma
terial existence. That lovely soul, di

vine in its perceptions, could never con

sciously or unconsciously have so be

trayed two men; for her there would
have been no second victim to dismiss

with an allusion to the first. She would
have been unselfish and considerate,

quick to interpret a silence that every
look and every act of his had contra

dicted, eager to avert the merest possi

bility of danger. With all the weakness
of her sex she would have proved her

self the strongest and noblest of women
an angel with a human heart, not a

cold abstraction. How well he remem
bered Mordaunt s warning, when he had

fatally disregarded it. She had only to

reveal herself, to bring home to him the

cleverness of that description.
And yet he could not hate her. When

they met, as sometimes they were forced

to meet, passing each other with a smile

of studied cordiality, his feeling was still

one of tenderness toward this woman
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whose outward self had dazzled him,
whose inner self he had misconceived.

His embodiment of all gentleness had
never been ; by her own showing that

was clearly proved. Yet she came very
near to it

;
and in her presence some

thing of the old glamour returned for a

moment to bewilder him again. Only
for a moment ;

in the next he could

laugh as men do at the wild hopes of

boyhood, knowing them to be follies,

glad to have outgrown them. He had
other aims now, higher ones

;
far better

worth attaining, more glorious in their

rewards. Had she loved him he must
one day have found her out. Then the

charm would have been more rudely
broken, the gossamer thread would
have turned into a chain. Her coldness

had saved him, had made a man of him.
From the flint had come the spark of

fire. All was better as it was.

He often wondered what he should

say to her, if by some mischance they
were brought into close companionship
under too curious eyes. The weather,

past, present, and to come, would soon
exhaust itself. The numerals were left.

He would count, con expressione, from
one to a hundred, like the tired diner-

out of the tale, and request her to do the

same. The dreadful infliction must be

avoided, if possible. Fortunately it was

unlikely to occur. He saw so little of

the world s people now. Even Mrs.

Shirley Allerton had ceased to tax him
with neglect. The painter of the
&quot; Circe

&quot; had justified himself
;
he was

a privileged person, with other weighty
work on hand, free to come and go as he

liked, always sure of a welcome when he
wanted it. So, for a long while, the
steel encountered the flint only in the

open air, or in some great assemblage
where the law of natural selection pre
vailed. The two were no longer talked
about. Their little affair had been a
nine days wonder at best, and another
soon supplanted it. There is no cure
for gossip like starvation.

The intercourse still remained one of

looks and smiles, when there came an

urgent letter from Luxmore s patron
calling him to London. Important com
missions were said to await him

;
others

in train would surely follow
; they need

ed but his presence. He did not think
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twice
;
and deciding not only to go,

but to stay indefinitely, began his prep
arations forthwith. The news was duly
chronicled, and his friend Mrs. Allerton

read it with a start in her morning pa
per.

&quot;

Oh, Shirley ! this is too bad. Mr.
Luxmore is going abroad.&quot;

&quot;

I heard it last night at the club. I

meant to tell
you.&quot;

&quot; And he never at least I suppose he
never I really must interfere now.&quot;

&quot; What on earth are you talking
about ?

&quot;

&quot; Don t be obtuse. Miss Belknap
&quot;Oh, that s it. I thought you thought

they were not on speaking terms.&quot;

&quot;

They must speak. I shall ask them
to dinner, and make him take her in.&quot;

Mr. Allerton laughed. &quot;With an-

No, myother vacant place, I suppose,
dear

;
I won t consent to it.&quot;

But &quot;

&quot; I will not have him badgered,
him speak, if he chooses

;
if not-

Let

&quot;How can he, without an opportu
nity?&quot;

&quot; You may give him that, if you
please ;

but only that.&quot;

&quot;How?&quot;

&quot;Who dines here to-morrow? The
Mexican minister ?

&quot;

&quot;

Yes.&quot;

&quot;

Very well
;
ask a few of the enlight

ened to come in afterward ;
Jack with

them, and his Jill or jilt, which is

it? But, mind, no compulsion. Is it

agreed ?
&quot;

&quot;

Agreed ; yes.&quot;

Accordingly, on the following night,

Luxmore, talking earnestly with his

hostess, looked up and found that he
had been led into a corner, where Miss

Belknap stood alone. She put out her
hand appealingly. He was forced to

take it
;
and he had no sooner done so

than Mrs. Allerton disappeared as if by
magic. The rooms were large, the com

pany was small. For a moment they
stood silent, face to face, almost as far

from the Mexican minister as he from
Mexico.

&quot; I am sorry to hear that you are go
ing away,&quot;

said the voice, once so famil

iar, now slightly tremulous, as he ob
served

;
he listened closely to his own.

and found no tremor in it.
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&quot; Ah ! And why ?
&quot;

he asked.

&quot;I do not like to think that an Amer
ican willingly gives up his native land.&quot;

He smiled somewhat scornfully.
&quot; A

great philosopher once said,
* Let no

man call himself an Athenian or a Co
rinthian, but a citizen of the world.
You have studied the philosophers. Is

not that good advice ?
&quot;

&quot; You did not think so once.&quot;

&quot; No. But we grow wiser as we grow
older. I have learned my lesson in phil

osophy.&quot;

A faint color came into her face. She
studied her fan attentively, opening and

shutting it, stroking its feathers with
the caressing gesture that he remem
bered.

&quot; Won t you sit down ?
&quot;

she asked.
There was a small sofa near them, un

der a bust of Plato. Wondering a little

at his own indifference, Luxmore took
his seat there at her side.

&quot; I have seen your picture,&quot; she con
tinued. &quot;

It is very fine. I have wished
to add my word to the others.&quot;

&quot; Thank
you,&quot;

he replied.
&quot; One does

what one can, and is none the worse, I

Lope, for recognition.&quot;
&quot; That is a pleasure of which you are

depriving us. Art here struggles for

existence
;

it needs the help of every
skilful hand. And yours is turned

against it. Stay ;
it is your duty.&quot;

&quot; One s first duty is to one s self. I

go where I can work to the best advan-

tage.&quot;
&quot; I see. Your work absorbs you ; you

have no other end in life.&quot;

&quot;

None.&quot;

&quot; And does it make you happy ?
&quot;

&quot;I do not ask so much of it. I have
lost a hope, but I have gained a virtue

the virtue of contentment. In this

life we are all servants, and not mas
ters

;
the rewards come after. I serve

to win them. I live only for a few let

ters in high relief upon a tombstone
for a statue, perhaps for fame, immor

tality, who knows ? for happiness, else

where.&quot;

He looked not at her, but straight
before him, through the half-empty
rooms, toward the Mexican minister

who had just risen to take leave. A
star glittered upon his breast. The

light of it flashed in Luxmore s eyes.

At a slight sound beside him, he
turned his head. One of the slender
sticks of her fan had broken in Miss

Belknap s hands. &quot;It is
nothing,&quot; she

said, rising.
&quot; As you were saying, you

have grown older, if not wiser. All

your ideas are completely changed.&quot;

He rose too.
&quot;No,&quot; he said.

&quot;My

ideal that is all.&quot;

&quot;And nothing can change that?&quot;

&quot;Nothing in this world.&quot;

She held out her hand once more.
&quot; Since you will go, then, I wish you all

possible success.&quot;

&quot;It is to you that I shall owe
it,&quot;

he

replied, looking at her now, as their

hands clasped. He could hardly be
lieve his own eyes, for hers were full of

tears.
&quot;

They are
going,&quot; he said. &quot; Shall I

take you to our hostess ?
&quot;

&quot;No. I shall stay a little longer.

Good-night.&quot;

&quot;Good-night until we meet again!&quot;

On his way home he reviewed their

talk lightly, laughing to himself. &quot; And
yet,&quot;

he thought,
&quot; she would have flung

me over. I would not have trusted her,
even then.&quot; That was his conclusion.

To his last hour he will never doubt
it.

&quot; Until we meet again ! We toss

a ball into the air for chance to catch,

to return or not, at pleasure. In this

case it was returned, but only after

twenty years, throughout which Lux-
more remained true to his ideal, winning
honors, orders, stars as brilliant as the

Mexican s. The better to enjoy them
he went through the form of denization,
and became a British subject. He grew
gray and rich, and stout and comforta
ble

;
but alone. He never married.

One night, at a private view, his name
was on everybody s lips. His picture
had been pronounced by acclamation

the picture of the year. The galleries
were thronged. Luxmore had offered

his arm to a statehr

dowager, and as

they made their way about she caught
the whisper of his name, and wondered
that he did not seem to hear it.

How I envy you,&quot;
she said.

He laughed.
&quot;

Envy me ? Why ?
&quot;

&quot;You are Luxmore.
&quot;

That s all. Who
is the old, young person coming this

way ? Do I know her ?
&quot;
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Tlie figure passed on in the crowd and

was gone ;
but not before Luxmore rec

ognized the face and returned its cor

dial greeting with a smile.
&quot; No

;
she looked at

you,&quot;
his compan

ion rattled on. &quot; The eyes are fine but

she makes me think of a faded leaf.

Who is she, pray ?
&quot;

&quot; An American,&quot; said Luxmore. &quot; I

knew her once slightly. I am not

sure about the name.&quot;

Later on he informed himself that

she was called Miss Belknap. She, too,

had never married. But she had left

the gallery. They did not meet again.
That same night an acquaintance

stopped him in the club, to speak of a

brother-painter who had lately died.
&quot; I have just heard the news. Onslow

is to have a niche in the crypt of St.

Paul s. Jolly good thing, isn t it? I

wonder if he knows.&quot;

&quot;I hope not,&quot; said Luxmore. &quot;Was

that the best they could do ?
&quot;

The man stared and went away. Lux-

more, left to himself, sighed heavilv.
&quot; The crypt of St. Paul s ! I wish it

were I instead of Onslow.&quot; Then his

thought took another turn. &quot; After all, I

am Luxmore,&quot; he said, with a smile. And
wheeling his chair a little nearer to the

fire, he took a cat-nap before turning in.

SAFETY IN RAILROAD TRAVEL

By H. G. Front.

]N 1829, when Erics

son s little loco

motive &quot;

Novelty,&quot;

weighing two and
a half tons, ran a

short distance at

the rate of thirty
miles an hour, a

writer of the time
said that &quot;it was
the most wonderful

exhibition of human daring and human
skill that the world had ever seen.&quot; To

day trains weighing four hundred tons
thunder by at seventy-five miles an

hour, and we hardly note their passage.
We take their safety as a matter of

course, and seldom think of the tremen
dous possibilities of destruction stored

up in them. But seventy-five miles an
hour is one hundred and ten feet a sec

ond, and the energy of four hundred
tons moving at that rate is nearly twice
as great as that of a 2,000-pound shot
fired from a 100-ton Armstrong gun.
This is the extreme of weight and speed
now reached in passenger service, and,
indeed, is very rarely attained, and then
but for short distances

; but sixty miles
is a common speed, and a rate of forty
or fifty miles is attained daily on almost

every railroad in the country. We can

not tell from the time-tables how fast

we travel. The schedule times do not

indicate the delays that must be made

up by spurts between stations. The
traveller who is curious to know just
how fast he is going, and likes the stim

ulus of thinking that he is in a little

danger, may find amusement in taking
the time between mile posts ;

and when
these are not to be seen, he can often

get the speed very accurately by count

ing the rails passed in a givan time.

This may be done by listening atten

tively at an open window or door. The

regular clicks of the wheels over the rail-

joints can usually soon be singled out

from the other noises, and counted.

The number of rail-lengths passed in

twenty seconds is almost exactly the

number of miles run in an hour.

But if one wants to get a lively sense

of what it means to rush through space
at fifty or sixty miles an hour, he must

get on a locomotive. Then only does
he begin to realize what trifles stand

between him and destruction. A few
weeks ago a lady sat an hour in the cab
of a locomotive hauling a fast express
train over a mountain road. She saw
the narrow bright line of the rails and
the slender points of the switches. She
heard the thunder of the bridges, and
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saw the track shut in by rocky bluffs,

and new perils suddenly revealed as

the engine swept around sharp curves.

The experience was to her magnificent,
but the sense of danger was almost

appalling. To have made her experience

complete, she should have taken one

engine ride in a dark and rainy night.
In a daylight ride on a locomotive, we
come to realize how slender is the rail

and how fragile its fastenings, compared
with the ponderous machine which they

carry. We see what a trifling move
ment of a switch makes the difference

between life and death. We learn how
short the look ahead must often be, and
how close danger sits on either hand.

But it is only in a night ride that we
learn how dependent the engineer must

be, after all, upon the faithful vigilance
of others. We lean out of the cab and
strain our eyes in vain to see ahead.

The head-light reveals a few yards of

glistening rail, and the ghostly telegraph

poles and switch targets. Were a

switch open, a rail taken up, or a pile of

ties on the track, we could not possibly
see the danger in time to stop. The

friendly twinkle of a signal lamp, shin

ing faintly, red or white, tells the engin
eer that the way is blocked or is clear,

and he can only rush along trusting that

no one of a dozen men on whom his

life depends has made a mistake.

When one reflects upon the destruc

tive energy which is contained in a swiftly

moving train, and sees its effects in a

wreck
;
when he understands how many

minute mechanical details, and how

many minds and hands must work to

gether in harmony to insure its safe ar

rival at its destination, he must marvel

at the safety of railroad travel. In the

year 1887, the passengers killed in train

accidents in the United States were
207

;
those injured were 916. The em

ployees killed were 406, and injured
890.* These were in train accidents

only, it must be remembered, and do not

include persons killed at crossings, or

while trespassing on the track, or em
ployees killed and injured making up

* The statistics of train accidents used in this article

are those collected and published monthly for many years
by the Railroad Gazette. In the nature of things such
statistics cannot be absolutely accurate, but no others

are in existence for the whole country. These are suffi

ciently accurate for all practical purposes.

trains. As will be seen later, the casu
alties in these two classes are much
greater than those from train accidents.

The total passenger movement in 1887
was equal to one passenger travelling
10,570,306,710 miles. That is to say, a

passenger might have travelled 51,000,-
000 miles before being killed, or 12,000,-
000 miles before being injured. Or he

might travel day and night steadily at

the rate of 30 miles an hour for 194

years before being killed. Mark Twain
would doubtless conclude from this

that travelling by rail is much the safest

profession that a man could adopt. It

is unquestionably true that it is safer

than travelling by coach or on horseback,
and probably it is safer than any other

method of getting over the earth s sur

face that man has yet contrived, unless

it may be by ocean steamer. If one.

wants anything safer he must walk.

In considering the means that have
been adopted to make railroad travel

safe, it must be remembered that there

are very few devices in use that are

purely safety appliances. Nearly every

thing used on a railroad has an economic
or mechanical value, and if it promotes
safety that is but part of its duty. The

great source of safety in railroad work

ing is good discipline. Of all the train

accidents which have happened in the

United States in the last sixteen years,

nearly ten per cent, were due to neg
ligence in operation, and seventeen per
cent, were unexplained. Of these no
doubt many were due to negligence, and

many that were attributed to defects of

track and equipment would have been

prevented, had men done their duty.
The value of mechanical appliances for

safety is perhaps as often overrated as

underrated. Undoubtedly the best, and
in the long run the cheapest, practice
will be that which combines in the

highest degree both elements disci

plined intelligence and perfection of

mechanical details.

First in importance among the mech
anisms which demand attention here is

the brake. From the beginning of

railroads the necessity for brakes was

apparent, and in 1833 Eobert Stephen-
son patented a steam driver-brake (the

brake on the driving-wheels). This was
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but four years after the Rainhill trials,

which settled the question of the use of

locomotives on the Liverpool & Man-

Stephenson s Steam Driver-brake. Patented 1833.

Chester Railroad. This early brake con
tained the principle of the driver-brake,

operated by steam or air, which has in

late years come into wide use. The appa
ratus is so simple that the cut represent

ing it hardly needs explanation. Ad
mission of steam into the cylinder raised

the piston, which through a lever and
rod raised the toggle-joint between the

brake-blocks and forced them against
the treads of the wheels. Essentially
the same method of applying the retard

ing force can now be seen on most

passenger engines, and often, but not
so commonly, on engines for freight ser

vice. For various rea-

sons Stephenson s

driver-brake did not
come into use.

Innumerable d e -

vices for car-brakes

have been invented,
but they divide
themselves into two

groups, those in

which the retarding
force is applied to

the circumference of

the wheel, and those
in which it is applied
to the rail. The class

of brakes in which
the retarding force is

applied to the rail has
been little used, al

though various con
trivances have been
devised to transfer a

portion of the weight of the car from the
wheels to runners sliding on the rails.

There are many objections to the princi

ple, and it will probably never again be

seriously considered by railroad men.
The apparatus is necessarily heavy, the

power required to apply it is great, and
its action is slow. When brought into

action it is not as efficient as the brake

applied to the tread of the wheels, and
the transfer of the load increases the
chance of derailment.

Many different devices have been used
to apply the brake-shoes to the wheels,
and various sources of power. Hand-

power brakes have been used, worked

by levers, or by screws, or by winding a
chain on a staff; or, in still other forms,

springs wound up by hand are released

and apply the brakes by their press
ure. The momentum of the train has
been employed to wind up chains by the

rotation of the axles. This is the princi

ple of the chain-brake, very much used
in England. This same source of power
has been utilized by causing the draw-

heads, when thrust in as the cars run

together, to wind up the brake-chains.

Hydraulic pressure has been used in

cylinders under the cars
;
and finally

air, either under pressure or acting

against a vacuum, has been found to be
the most useful of all means of operat

ing train-brakes. Early forms of hand-

Driver-brake on Modern Locomotive.

brakes are seen in

some old English cars.

the illustrations of

The coach shows
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a hand-brake operated by a screw and

system of levers. By turning a crank the

guard puts in operation the system of

levers which apply the brake with great
force; but the operation is slow. The
common hand-brake of the United States

is too well known to need illustration.

With this brake a chain is wound around
the foot of a staff, and the pull of this

chain is transmitted by a rod to the

brake-levers. This apparatus is simple,
and when a train is manned by a suffi-

English Screw Brake, on the Birmingham and Gloucester

Road, about I 840.

cient number of smart brakemen it is

capable of doing good service. This

simple form of hand-brake will proba
bly be used in freight service until it is

replaced by air-brakes, and the various

forms of chain and momentum brakes do
not appear likely to be much more used

in the future than they have been in the

past. Therefore, no further space will be

given to them.
The expression, electric brake, is now

often heard, and requires a word of ex

planation. There are various forms of

so-called electric brakes which are prac
ticable, and even efficient, working de

vices. In none of them, however, does

electricity furnish the power by which
the brakes are applied ;

it merely puts
in operation some other power. In one

type of electric brake the active brak

ing force is taken from an axle of each

car. A small friction-drum is made
fast to the axle. Another friction-drum

hung from the body of the car swings
near the axle. If, when the car is in

motion, these drums are brought in con

tact, that one which hangs from the car

takes motion from the other, and may
be made to wind a chain on its shaft.

Winding in this chain pulls on the

brake-levers precisely as if it had been
wound on the shaft of the hand-brake.
The sole function of electricity in this

form of brake is to bring the friction-

drums together. In a French brake
which has been used experimentally for

some years with much success, an elec

tric current, controlled by the engine-
driver, energizes an electro-magnet
which forms part of the swinging-frame
in which the loose friction-pulley is car

ried. This electro-magnet being vital

ized, is attracted toward the axle, thus

bringing the friction-drums in contact.

In an American brake lately exhibited

on a long freight train, a smaller electro

magnet is used, but the same end is

accomplished by multiplying the power
by the intervention of a lever and wheel.

The other type of so-called electric brake
is that in which the motive power is

compressed air, and the function of the

electric device is simply to manipulate
the valves under each car, by which the

air is let into the brake-cylinder or

allowed to escape, thus putting on or

releasing the brakes. All of these de
vices have this advantage, that, what
ever the length of the train, the applica
tion of the brakes is simultaneous on all

the wheels, and stops can be made from

high speed with little shock. Up to two

years ago it seemed as if this advantage

might be a controlling one, and compel
the introduction of electric brakes for

freight service. Since then the new
&quot;

quick-acting
&quot; form of the air-brake

has been developed, by which the brakes

are applied on the rear of a fifty-car

train in two seconds, and there is no

longer any necessity to turn to other

devices. It is doubtful, therefore, if the

additional complication of electricity is

English Foot-brake on the Truck of a Great Western Coach,
about 1840.

widely introduced into brake mechanism
for many years, if ever.

It is now universally held that the

brake, both for freight and for passenger
service, must be continuous ;

that is, it

must be applied to every wheel of every
car of the train from some one point, and

ordinarily that point must be the engin
eer s cab. With the valve of an efficient
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continuous brake constantly under his

left hand, the engine-driver can play with

the heaviest and fastest train. Without
that instrument his work is far more anx
ious and much less certain.

The continuous brake which to-day

prevails all over the world, is the automa
tic air-brake. In the United States much
the largest part of the rolling stock used
in passenger service is equipped with the

Westinghouse automatic brake. A few
roads peculiarly situated use the Eames
vacuum-brake. That brake is used on
the elevated roads of New York, and on
the Brooklyn bridge roads. The West

inghouse brake is also largely used in

England, on the Continent of Europe,
in India, Australia, and South America.
In the United States it is being rapidly

applied to freight cars also. This brake,

therefore, being the highest development
of the automatic air-brake, and the one
most widely used, will be briefly de

scribed, as best representing the most

approved type of the most important of

all safety appliances.
The general diagram which is given on

pages 332-3 shows all of the principal

parts as applied to a locomotive, a tender,
and a passenger car. The diagram is re

duced from one prepared by Mr. M. N.

Forney for a new edition of his &quot; Cate
chism of the Locomotive.&quot; In the plan
view are shown very clearly the hand-

wheels, the chains, the rods, and the levers

by which the brake is applied by hand.
In passenger service the hand wheels are

rarely used, but they are retained for con
venience in switching cars in the yard,
and for those rare emergencies in which
the air-brakes fail. Under the middle of

the car the ordinary pull-rod of the old

hand-brake is cut and two levers are in

serted. One lever is connected with the

brake cylinder, and the other with the pis
ton which slides in that cylinder. When
air is admitted to the cylinder the piston
is driven out, and the brakes are applied
exactly as they would be were the chains
wound up by turning the hand-wheels.
Air is supplied to the brake cylinder
from the reservoir near it, in which the

pressure is maintained by the action of

an air-compressing pump placed on one
side of the locomotive. The pump fills

the mam reservoir on the engine, and
also the car reservoirs, by means of the

train pipe which extends under all the

cars. When the brakes are off there is

a full pressure of air in all of the car

reservoirs and train pipes. It is a re

duction of the pressure in the train pipes
which causes the brakes to be applied.

This fact must be borne in mind, for it

is on this principle that the automatic
action of the brakes depends. If a train

parts, or if the air leaks out of the train

pipe, the brakes go on. This automatic

principle is a vital one in most safety

appliances, and it is secured in the case

of the air-brake by one of the most in

genious little devices that man ever con

trived, that is, the triple valve, which is

placed in the piping system between the

brake cylinder and the car reservoir.

This triple valve has passages to the

brake cylinder, to the car reservoir, to

the train pipe, and to the atmosphere.
Which of these passages are open and
which are closed depends upon the posi
tion of a piston inside of the triple valve,

and the position of that piston is deter

mined by the difference in air-pressure
on either side of it. Thus, when the

pressure in the train pipe is greater than
that in the car reservoir, the triple valve

piston is forced over, say to the left, a

communication is opened from the train

pipe to the car reservoir, and the air

pressure in the latter is restored from
the main reservoir on the locomotive.

At the same time a passage is opened
from the brake cylinder to the atmos

phere, the compressed air escapes, the

brake piston is driven back by a spring,
and the brakes are released. If the

pressure in the train pipe is reduced,
the triple-valve piston is driven to

the right (we will assume) by the press
ure from the car reservoir, the passage
to the atmosphere is closed, air flows

freely from the car reservoir to the brake

cylinder, and the brakes are applied.
The function of the engineer s valve is

to control these operations. Naturally
the runner s left hand rests on this in

strument, which is fixed to the back
head of the boiler. To apply the brakes
he turns the handle to such a position as

to allow air to escape from the train pipe ;

to release, he turns it to allow air to pass
from the main or locomotive reservoir

into the train pipe, and thence into the

car reservoir. It is hardly necessary to
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say that the operation of the brake, which
has been described for one car, is prac
tically simultaneous throughout the

train. The brakes on the driving wheels
of the engine are also automatically ap
plied at the same time as those of the

cars and the tender.

In the plan on page 333 the several dif

ferent positions of the handle of the en

gineer s valve are indicated, and among
them the service-stop and the emergency-
stop positions. The quickness of the

stop can be to some degree controlled by
the rapidity with which the air-pressure
in the train-pipe is reduced. To make a

stop in the shortest possible time, the

runner moves the throttle lever with
his right hand and shuts off steam, and
with his left hand moves the handle of

the engineer s valve to the emergency
position, then pulls the sand-rod handle
to let sand down to the rails, and final

ly, if the engine is not fitted with driver-

brakes, he must reverse the engine and

again open the throttle. These move
ments must be made in order and with

precision ;
and to make them instantly

and without mistake in the face of sud
den danger requires coolness and pres
ence of mind. It sometimes happens
that an engine runner reverses his en

gine before shutting off steam, in which

Plan and Elevation of Air-brake Apparatus. Reser-

case the cylinder-heads will very likely
be blown out and the engine be instant

ly disabled. Then, if there are no driver-

brakes, the locomotive is worse than

useless, for instead of aiding in making
the stop, its momentum adds to the

work to be done by the train-brakes.

Again, if the air-pressure in the brake

cylinders is so high, and the adjustment
of the levers such that an instant appli
cation of the full pressure will stop the

rotation of the wheels, and cause them
to slide on the rails, the stop will take

longer than if the wheels continued to

revolve. The maximum braking effect

is obtained when the pressure on the

wheels is as great as it? can be without

causing them to slide, and it may hap
pen that a quicker stop can be made by
putting the engineer s valve to the ser

vice-stop position than by trying to

make an emergency stop. The runner

must, therefore, be familiar with the

special conditions of his brakes, and
must have that kind of mind which can

be depended upon to work clearly and

quickly in a moment of tremendous re

sponsibility. Fortunately, such minds
are not very rare. The world is full of

heroes who want only discipline, habit,

and opportunity.
The pressure of air in the main res-
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voirs and piping in solid black; brake gear shaded.

ervoir and the train-pipe is maintained

by the air-pump on the locomotive, the

speed of which is automatically regu
lated by an ingenious governor. It is

the throbbing of this vigilant machine
which one hears during short stops at

stations. The air-pressure has been re

duced in applying the brakes, and the

governor has set the pump at work.
All of those parts of the air-brake ap

paratus which are shown in the dia

gram can be easily seen on a train

standing at a station
;
but the curious

traveller must be careful not to mistake
the gas tank carried under some cars

for the car reservoir. The gas tank is

about eight feet long ;
the car reservoir

is about thirty-three inches.

Although the air-brake can almost

talk, it is still not perfect. There are

several fortunes to be made yet in im

proving it. For instance, it is desirable

in descending long and steep grades,
that the brake pressure should be just
sufficient to control the speed of the

train, and should be steadily applied ;

otherwise the descent will be by a suc
cession of jerks which may become dan

gerous. With the automatic the brakes
must be occasionally released to re

charge the reservoirs, or if the speed of

the train is too much reduced
;
and it is
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difficult to keep a uniform speed. So
far the means devised to overcome this

difficulty have been thought too costly
or complicated for general use. With
hand-brakes long trains are controlled

by the brakes of but a few of the cars

in any one train. It follows that in the

descent of grades the braked wheels
must often run for miles with the press
ure as great as it can be without slid

ing the wheels. The rim of the wheel
is rapidly heated by the friction of the

brake-shoe, and the unequal expansion
of the heated and the unheated parts
of the wheel causes a fracture. This is

why so many broken car-wheels are

found at the foot of grades of all places
the worst for such an accident to hap
pen. With &quot;

straight air,&quot;
that is, with

the pressure from the main reservoir,
or the air-pump, going directly to the

brake cylinder, the engineer can apply
the brakes to all the wheels of his train

simultaneously, and with great delicacy
of graduation ;

and by turning a three-

way cock which is placed in the piping of

each car, the air can be used &quot;

straight.&quot;

This is regularly done on some mountain
roads. At summits the trains are stopped
and the brakes are changed from &quot; auto

matic &quot;to
&quot;

straight.&quot; This practice is

dangerous, however, and is not approved
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of by the best brake experts, for if a

hose bursts, or through some other ac

cident the air in the train-pipe escapes,
the brakes are useless. The automatic

arrangement by which a reduction of

air-pressure in the train-pipe applies the

brakes, as previously explained, is much
preferred, although no entirely satisfac-

freight service. For general freight
service the brake must be capable of ar

resting a very long train, with cars

loosely coupled, running at a fair aver

age passenger speed, without producing
objectionable shocks in the rear of the
train. The two series of trials were car
ried out in July, 1886, and May, 1887.

mi.

tory means has yet been devised for au

tomatically regulating the air-pressure
in the brake cylinder.
There is not space here to enter into

the history of the air-brake. It was first

practically applied to passenger trains

in 1868. The first great epoch in its

subsequent development was the inven

tion, by Mr. George Westinghouse, Jr.,

of the triple valve. The introduction of

the triple valve at once reduced the

time of full application of the brake for

a ten-car train from twenty-five seconds
to about eight seconds. This means, at

forty miles an hour, a reduction by more
than one thousand feet in the distance
in which a train can be stopped. The
next great epoch in the history of the
air-brake was made by the celebrated

Burlington brake trials of 1886 and
1887. These trials were undertaken by
a committee of the Master Car-builders

Association, to determine whether or
not there was any power-brake fit for

The competing brake companies brought
to the trials trains of fifty cars each,

equipped with their devices. Skilled

mechanical engineers from various rail

road and private companies assisted

both years. These trials were most ex

haustive, and have contributed more to

the art of braking than any that pre
ceded or have followed them. The first

year s trials developed the fact that the

air-brakes could not be applied on the

rear of a fifty-car train in less than eigh
teen seconds, whereas the head of a

train moving twenty miles an hour could

be completely stopped in fifteen seconds.

The result was that disastrous collisions

between the cars of any one train were

produced in the act of stopping. Men
in the rear cars were thrown down and

injured, and much damage was done to

the cars. At the end of nineteen days
the brake companies went home to work
another year over the new problem. In

1887 they reappeared on the same
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ground, and in eighteen days proved
that no simple air-brakes, as then oper

ated, could prevent disastrous shocks

in a long train ;
but it was shown that

by bringing in electricity to actuate

the air-valves, the application of the

brakes could be made practically si

multaneous throughout the train. Mr.

Westinghouse, however, during the sum
mer following, made such modifica

tions in the triple valve and in the

train-pipe that he succeeded in apply

ing the brakes throughout a fifty-car

train in two seconds. That settled the

matter. He at once equipped a train of

fifty cars, and in October and Novem
ber, 1887, that train made a journey of

about three thousand miles, making
exhibition stops at various cities. The

journey was a splendid and conclus

ive demonstration that the air-brake is

now a thoroughly efficient and reliable

contrivance for freight as well as for

passenger service. The result has been
a very rapid application of the new
quick-acting brake to freight cars. The

performance of this train was to rail

road men most impressive. A train

of fifty freight cars is about one-third

of a mile long. To see such a train,

running forty miles an hour, smoothly
stopped in one- third of its own length,
without shock or fuss, was an object-
lesson that no one could fail to un
derstand or to remember. Some of

the stops made by this train will give
a fair notion of the relative power
of hand- and air-brakes for quick stops.
The following figures are averages of

stops made in six different cities. They
give the distances run in feet from the

instant of applying the brakes till the
train was brought to a standstill.

Feet.

cated, but the complicated mechanism
is strong, has little movement, and is

securely protected from dirt and the

elements. It is therefore little liable to

derangement. It is, however, becom

ing better understood that brake gear
must be good, and employees carefully
instructed in the care and use of the

air-brake to get its best results
;
and in

recent years two or three elaborate in

struction-cars have been fitted up for

the education of the enginemen and
trainmen.

Space does not permit more than an
allusion to driver-brakes, which are

operated by steam and by air. The
forms in constant use are made by the

Eames, the American, the Westing-
house, and the Beals companies. Nor
can much be said here of the water-

brake, used to some extent on locomo
tives working heavy grades. It consists

of a simple arrangement for admitting
a little hot water, instead of steam, to

the cylinders. The engine is reversed

and the cylinder cocks are opened to

the air. The cylinders then act as air-

pumps, and the retarding effect is due
to the back pressure. The use of the

water is to prevent overheating of the

parts.

wm d̂ 4
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Hand-brakes, 50 cars. 20 miles an hour . . . 794

Air-brakes, 50 cars, 20 miles an hour...... 166

Air-brakes, 50 cars, 40 miles an hour...... 581

Air-brakes, 20 cars, 20 miles an hour...... 99

With twenty cars at twenty miles an
hour even shorter stops were made than
those recorded above. In the Burling
ton trials the hand-brake stops, with

fifty-car trains at forty miles an hour,
were made in from two thousand five

hundred to three thousand feet.

The air-brake is somewhat compli Dwarf Semaphores and Split Switch.
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If it is important to have efficient

means of stopping trains, it is scarcely
less important to have timely infor

mation of

the need of

stopping
them. To

give such
informa
tion is the

function of

signals,
which, am
ong safety

appliances,
must stand
next after

Semaphore Signal with Indicators.

(One arm governs several tracks. The number of the track which is clear

is shown on the indicator disk.)

brakes. Signals fall naturally into two

great classes : Those which protect points
of danger and govern the movements of

engines in yards, and those which keep
an interval of space between two trains

running on one track. For the protec
tion of switches, crossings, junctions, and
the like, signals in immense variety have
been used, and, unfortunately, are still

used
;
but in the last ten or fifteen years

the semaphore signal has become the

general standard in the United States,
as it long has been in England. This
consists of a board, called the blade or

arm, pivoted on the post, and back of

the pivot is a heavy casting which car

ries a colored glass lens, either green or
red. On the post is hung a lantern.

The danger position is with the blade
horizontal. In this position the lens is

in front of the lamp, and the light
shows red or green, as the case may be.

The safety position is with the blade

hanging about sixty degrees from the
horizontal. In this position the light of

the lantern shows white. Red is the

universal danger color, and green the

color of caution. Therefore, a sema

phore signal at a point of danger shows

by day a blade painted red, with the end
of the blade cut square. At night it

shows a red light. At a

position some distance

from the point of actual

danger, but where it is

desirable to warn an en

gine-runner that he is

likely to find the danger
signal against him, a cau
tion signal is placed.
This is a semaphore blade

painted green, with the
end notched in a V-shape,
or, as it is called, a fish

tail. At night this signal
shows a green light.
There is nothing very re

markable about a piece
of board arranged to wag
up and down on a pin
stuck through a post, but
it is wonderful how much
of good brains and good
breath have been expend
ed in getting these boards
to wag harmoniously, and
in getting railroad offi

cers to understand that a plain board

having two possible positions, is a better

signal than any more complicated form.

The arrangement of a group of signals
and switches in such a way that their

movements are made mutually dependent
one upon the other, and so that it is im

possible to make these movements in any
but prearranged sequences, is called in

railroad vernacular &quot;

interlocking,&quot; and
in this sense the word will be used here.

Interlocking has become a special art.

The objects which it is sought to accom

plish by interlocking, and the admirable
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way in which those objects are attained,

may best be understood from an actual

example. For that purpose we shall

take a double-track junction completely
equipped with signals, facing-point-

locks, and derailing switches. [Pg. 338.]
A general view of an interlocking

frame was given on page 42 of this Mag
azine, January, 1889. Two levers from
such a frame are shown below. The nor
mal position of the levers is forward, as

lever A. When pulled back, as lever JB,

the lever is said to be reversed.

Let it be supposed that a main-line

train is to be passed eastward in the di

rection of the arrow B. The first move
ment of the signalman in the signal-
tower would naturally be to lower sig
nals 1 and 2. He attempts to pull over
lever 1, but cannot move it, and, in

spite of any effort or ingenuity on his

part, that signal remains at danger.
The reason is that lever 2 when normal
locks lever 1 normal. The logic of this

will be at once apparent. Clearing sig
nal 1 is an indication to the engineer
that the way is clear, and that he may
pass the junction at speed. So long as

this signal (which, it must be re

membered, is a caution signal) stands at

danger he knows that he may pass it,

but must be ready to stop before he
reaches No. 2, the home-signal. There

fore, No. 1 must never be lowered till

all is arranged for passing the junction
at speed. As the signalman cannot
lower signal 1, he attempts to lower sig
nal 2. Again he finds that he cannot

budge the lever. It is locked by lever

No. 3. This lever works a facing-point-
lock, which must be described just at

this point. [Pg. 339.]
The front rod of the switch, that is,

the rod which connects the points of

the two moving rails of the switch, is

pierced with two holes placed a distance

apart just equal to the throw of the
switch. In front of these holes is a bolt
which is worked by a lever in the signal-
tower. After the switch is set the lock-
lever is reversed and the bolt enters one
of the holes, thus securely locking the
switch in position. There is one other in

teresting feature of this facing-point-lock.
It has happened very often that a switch
has been thrown under a moving train,

splitting the train and derailing more

or less of it. This class of accidents is

especially likely to happen when train

movements are very frequent, and may
be prevented by the use of the &quot;de

tector-bar.&quot; This is a bar about forty
feet long, placed alongside the rail,

and carried on swinging links, like

those of a parallel ruler, in such a way
that any effort to move the bar length
wise of the rail must raise it above the

top of the rail. This bar is moved by
the same lever which moves the locking-
bolt. So long as there is a wheel on the
rail above the detector-bar it cannot be

moved, therefore the locking-bolt cannot
be withdrawn, and the switch cannot be
moved until the train has passed com
pletely off from it.

We left the signalman trying to lower

signal No. 2, vainly, because No. 3 lever

was still normal and the switch un-

Section of Saxby & Farmer Interlocking Machine.

(Showing two levers and locking mechanism. A if

normal, B is reversed.)

locked. Probably he would not have

begun his operations in the bungling
way that has been supposed, but would
have first reversed lever 3. That locks

the switch, by the facing-point-lock,
and locks also switch-lever 4 in the
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frame in the signal-tower, and releases

lever 2. Then he reverses lever 2.

That locks lever 3 and releases lever 1.

Then he reverses lever 1, which locks

lever 2. Now the way is made for a

train to pass east on the main line, and
the signals are clear. The last signal

is made to pick out its signal by an in

genious but very simple little arrange
ment, called a selector, which is placed
somewhere in the line of ground con
nections.

It would be an interesting study, were
there space, to follow the possible and

Diagram of a Double-track Junction with Interlocked Switches and

Signals.

A is the west-bound main line track ;
B the east-bound ; C and D are the west

bound and east-bound branch-tracks. Nos. 1, 10, and 12 are distant signals ; Nos.
2, 9, and 11 home-signals ; Nos. 3, 6, and 8 facing-point-locks ; and Nos. 4, 5, and 7
are switches. The levers which move all of these parts are placed side by side in a frame in the signal-tower. It

will be noticed that No. 7 is a switch designed merely to derail an engine on track A. A similar switch is pro
vided on track C, and is worked by the same lever which works junction-switch No. 5. In the sketch all levers

are supposed to stand in their &quot; normal &quot;

position, all signals are at danger, and the switches are set for the main
line. The switches themselves are not locked in this position of the facing-point-lock levers.

could not have been lowered until the

chain of operations was complete ;
none

of the levers can now be moved until

lever 1 is again put normal and signal 1

made to show danger. There is one

point of great danger in this particular
train movement which has not been
mentioned

;
that is, the crossing of

main-line east-bound track B by the

branch-line west-bound track C. It will

be noticed that with the levers normal,

derailing switch 5 is open, and it is

impossible for a locomotive to pass be

yond it. Lever 5 is interlocked in the

tower with lever 4 in such a way that,

before 5 can be reversed to let a train

pass west from (7, lever 4 must be re

versed to trap any train on B and turn
it down the branch D. It must not be
understood that the use of &quot; derailers

&quot;

is universal. In fact they are not rec

ommended,by the best signal engineers,

except in special conditions. In the

absence of derailer No. 5, signals 11 and
12 would be interlocked with switch 4,

so that, so long as that switch stands

open for the main line a clear signal
cannot be given to a train coining west
on C. It will be noticed that signal 2

carries two semaphores on one post.
The upper one is for the main line and
the lower one for the branch. Both are

operated by one lever, 2, and whether

reversing lever 2 lowers the main-line

signal or the branch signal, depends on
the position of the switch. The switch

proper combinations of movements to

pass trains over the various tracks. It

will be seen that, by concentrating the

levers which move switches and signals
in one place and interlocking them, it

is made mechanically impossible for a

signalman to give a signal which would
lead to a collision or a derailment within

the region under his control. The only

danger at such points is that an engi
neer may overrun the signals. This de

scription of the objects and the capac

ity of the system of interlocking is no

fancy sketch. The system has been in

use for many years, doing just what has

Derailing Switch,
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Split Switches with Facing Point Locks and Detector Bars.

(The rod on the right of the track is the mechanical connection to the lever in the signal tower by which the locks
and detector bars are moved.)

been here described, and more. A re

cent close estimate gave the number of

interlocked levers now in use in the
United States as about eight thousand,
and the number is rapidly increasing.
Recent official reports showed that in

Great Britain and Ireland there were

thirty-eight thousand cases in which a

passenger line was connected with or
crossed by another line, siding, or cross

over. In eighty-nine per cent, of these
cases the levers operating the switches
and protecting signals were interlocked.
The example of interlocking which

has been given is one of the simplest ;

the principle is capable of almost indefi

nite expansion, and any one lever may
be made to lock any one or more levers

among hundreds in the same frame.

The greatest number of levers assem
bled in any one signal-tower in this

country is one hundred and sixteen,

at the Grand Central Station in New
York. In the London Bridge tower
there are two hundred and eighty levers.

This is probably the greatest number
in any one tower in the world. All of

these levers may be more or less inter-
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locked. The same principle is applied
to the locking of two levers at a single
switch, and to the protection of draw

bridges and highway crossings.
The mechanism by which the inter

locking is done is strong and compara
tively simple, but a detailed description
of it seems out of place here. Two
levers from a Saxby & Farmer machine
are shown, with lever A normal and
B reversed. The locking mechanism
is in front of the levers, and is actuated
not by the levers themselves, but by
their catch-rods. It follows that it is not
the actual movement of a signal which

prevents the movement of other signals,
or of switches, but it is the intention to

move that signal. This principle of
&quot;

preliminary locking
&quot;

is one of great

importance.
Switches and signals are often worked

at such distances from the tower that it

is impossible for the operator to know
whether or not the movement contem

plated has taken place. The British

Board of Trade does not permit switches
to be worked more than 750 feet away.
In this country there is no limit, but

probably 800 feet is very rarely exceed
ed. Signals are worked in England up
to 3,000 or 3,500 feet very commonly,
and they are even worked a mile away,
but not satisfactorily. This is with direct

mechanical connection, by rod or wire,
from the levers. It is obvious that a

break in the connections between the

lever and the switch or signal might
take place, and the lever be pulled over,
without having produced the correspond
ing movement at the far end. The lock

ing mechanism in the tower would not
be affected by such an accident, and con

sequently conflicting signals might be

given. Even this contingency is pro
vided against with almost perfect safety.
If a signal connection breaks, the signal
is counterweighted to go to danger.
The worst that can happen is to delay
traffic. If a switch connection breaks,
the locking-bolt, in the latest form of

facing-point-lock, will not enter the hole
in the switch-rod, and consequently
warning is given in the tower that the
switch has not moved. Electric an
nunciators are often placed in the sig
nal-tower to show on a board before
the operator whether or not the move

ments of switches and signals have taken

place.
Considerable work must be done in the

movement of each lever. The ground
connections must be put down with great
care, as nearly straight and level as may
be, well drained, and protected from ice

and snow. All of these difficulties have
been overcome in a beautiful pneumatic
interlocking apparatus which has been
introduced within the last two or three

years. In this system the motive power
is compressed air. Near each switch is

a small cylinder, containing a piston
which is attached directly to the switch
movement. Compressed air admitted to

one side or the other of this piston
moves the switch one way or the other.

But, as it would take some time for the

necessary quantity of air to flow from
the signal-tower to a distant switch, a

small reservoir is placed near the switch,
and the air from this reservoir is ad
mitted to one end or the other of the

switch cylinder according to the posi
tion of a valve. For transmitting the

motion from the tower to the valve

compressed air might be used, but as

air is elastic, a quicker movement is

got by using in the pipes some liquid
which does not readily freeze, and which,

being practically non - compressible,
transmits an impulse given at one end
almost instantly to the other. The sig
nals are worked in essentially the same
manner as the switches. The tower ap
paratus of a pneumatic system in the

yard of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at

Pittsburg, is shown in the engraving op
posite. In the front of the apparatus is

seen a rank of small handles, which can

be turned from side to side with as much
ease as the keys of a piano can be de

pressed. Turning one of these handles

admits compressed air to the end of a

pipe containing liquid. Instantly the

pressure is transmitted 500 or 1,000 feet

to the valve at the switch to be moved.
The pneumatic valves of the signals are

controlled from the tower apparatus by
electricity. The small levers are inter

locked perfectly, and in that particular

perform the duties of the ordinary ma
chine. A model of the tracks controlled

is placed before the operator, showing the

switches and signals, and when a move
ment is made on the ground it is at once
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repeated back by electricity and dupli
cated on the model. This beautiful sys
tem is due to the same genius that gave
us the perfected air-brake and the triple

valve, and is the greatest improvement
that has been made in interlocking in

the last dozen years.

If the reader has grasped the full

significance of interlocking, he under
stands that it makes it impossible to

give a signal that would lead to a col

lision or to a derailment at a misplaced
switch. The worst that a stupid, or

drunken, or malicious signalman could
do would be to delay traffic, if the

signals were obeyed. Here comes in

the failing case. The brake-power may
be insufficient to stop a train after a

danger signal is given. That is a rare

occurrence, but may happen. The en

gineer may not see the danger signal
because of fog, or he may carelessly run

past it. Provision against a failure to

see and to obey a signal may be made
by placing on the track a torpedo, which
will explode with a loud report when
struck by a wheel. The use of hand-

torpedoes in fogs, and for emergencies
in places unprovided with fixed signals,
is very common. These are little disks

filled with a detonating powder, and

provided with tin straps that are bent
down to clasp over the top of the rail.

Torpedo Placer.

(The torpedo is carried forward by the plunger and ex
ploded by the depression of the hammer shown near the
rail.)

A simple and very efficient torpedo
machine, which has been used for some

years on the Manhattan Elevated and
elsewhere, is shown below. This ma
chine has a magazine holding five tor

pedoes. It is connected to a signal-
lever in such a way that, when the signal
is put to danger, one torpedo is placed
in a position to be exploded by the first

passing wheel. When the signal re

turns to the clear position the torpedo, if

unexploded, is withdrawn to the maga
zine. If the torpedo is exploded an
other one takes its place at the next
movement of the signal-lever. One of

these machines on the Elevated Road
moves about five thousand times every
da}

7
. In such a case a torpedo would

soon be worn out if it was not exploded
or frequently changed. When this ap
paratus is in operation, an unmistaka
ble alarm is at once given to the en

gineer and to others if a danger signal
is passed. On the Manhattan Elevated
lines an engineman who overruns a

danger signal and can show no good
reason for it, is suspended for the first

offence, and discharged for the second.
The torpedo makes it impossible for him
to escape detection.

The second great class of signals com
prises those which are intended to keep
fixed intervals of space between trains

running on the same track. These are

block signals. The block system is

used on a few of the railroads of the

United States which have the heaviest

and fastest traffic. Much the most com
mon practice in this country, however,
is to run trains by time intervals, and
under the constant control of the train

despatches In England the block S3
rs-

tem is almost universal. About ninety

per cent, of all the passenger lines of

that country are wrorked under the ab
solute block system.
When the block system is not used, it

is quite common to protect particularly

dangerous points, such as curves and

deep cuts, by stationing watchmen there

with flags or with some form of fixed

signal. The watchman can notify an ap
proaching engine-runner that a preced
ing train has or has not passed beyond
his own range of vision

;
or can notify

him that it has been gone a certain

time. Travellers by the Philadelphia &
Reading must have noticed the queer
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structures, with revolving vanes on top,

looking like a feeble sort of windmill,
which appear in positions to command a

view of cuts, curves, etc.

These are examples of the de- mm
vices for local protection.
The non-automatic block sig
nal develops naturally from
the protection of scattered

points. Instead of placing r

watchmen at points of espec
ial danger, they are placed at

regular intervals of one mile,
two miles, or five miles. In
stead of the watchman looking
to see that a train has disap
peared from his field of vision

before he lets another train

pass, he uses the eyes of the
next watchman ahead, who
telegraphs back that the train

has passed his station. Sup-

A B C

It is seen that no two trains can be in

the same block and on the same track
at the same time. If all run at a uni-

pose A, B, and C to be three
block signal stations placed at

intervals of two miles. When
a train passes A, the operator
at that point at once puts a

signal to danger behind it.

This signal stands at danger
until the train passes B, and
the operator puts his signal
to danger, and telegraphs back
to A to announce that train

No. 1 has passed out of the
block A B, and is protected by
the signal at B. Then, and
not until then, the operator
clears the signal at A and al

lows train No. 2 to enter the
block. Meanwhile train No. 1

is proceeding through the block B C, its

rear protected at B; and the same se

quence of events happens when it arrives

at C as happened at B. This is the sim

plest form of block signalling. In the
more elaborate form there are at each
block station three signals the distant,
the home, and the starting. The signals
are often electrically interlocked, from
one station to another, in such a way
that it is mechanically impossible for
the operator at A to give a signal for a
train to pass that station until the sig
nal at B has been put to danger behind
the preceding train.

Old Signal Tower on the Philadelphia & Reading, at Phcenixville.

form speed, they will be kept just the

length of a block apart. If No. 2 is

faster than No. 1, it will arrive at B be
fore No. 1 gets to C, but will have to

wait there. The block system, therefore,

while it gives security, does not always
facilitate traffic. The longer the blocks,

the greater will be the delay to trains,

but the shorter the blocks, the greater
the cost of establishment, maintenance,
and operation.

Various systems have been contrived

to have block signals displayed auto

matically by the passage of trains. This,
if it can be done reliably, will do away
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with the wages of part of the opera
tors, and will also eliminate the dangers
arising from human carelessness. But
there are very great objections to rely

ing solely upon the automatic action of

signals, and automatic block signals are

little used except as auxiliary to a sys
tem employing operators also. So used,

they are of decided advantage, as they
make sure that a danger signal is set

behind every train in spite of the opera
tor, and that it cannot be again set to

the all-clear position till the train has

passed out of the block. All this is ac

complished by electricity.

Brakes, interlocking, and the appara
tus of signalling have been considered at

length because they are very much the

most important of all the appliances
which go to increase the safety of op
erating railroads. They operate chiefly
to prevent collisions, but often prevent
or mitigate accidents from derailments

increases and as traffic becomes more
crowded, we may suppose there will be
few such crossings ;

but their abolition

must be slow, and meantime the loss of

life at them is great. The most accurate

and complete statistics bearing on this

matter are those collected by the Bail-

road Commissioners of Massachusetts.
In 1888, of all those killed in the opera
tion of the railroads of the State, seven

per cent, were passengers, thirty-three

per cent, were employees, and sixty per
cent, were others. The others include

trespassers, forty-seven per cent.
;
and

killed at grade crossings, eleven per
cent. More trespassers were killed than

any other class
;
but the deaths at high

way crossings considerably exceeded
those among passengers. The difficulty
of preventing this class of accidents

is strikingly shown by the fact, that

of all crossing accidents forty-two per
cent, were due to the victims disregard

&amp;lt;

Some Results of a B

and other causes. Of all train accidents

happening in the last sixteen years, over
one-third have been from collisions, and
more than one-half from derailments.

After brakes and signals, the devices

next in importance as means of sav

ing life are those for the protection
of highway crossings at the grade of

railroads. In years to come, as wealth

iggage and Passenger Cars Telescoped.

of warnings given by closed gates or

flags. It is evident that the efforts of

the railroad companies to save people s

lives at crossings are largely nullified by
the carelessness of the public, and the

lack of proper laws to punish those

who venture upon railroad tracks when

they should keep off them. Still, it re

mains the duty and the policy of the

railroads to protect street crossings by
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Engines Wrecked during the Great Wabash Strike.

all practicable means. The best protec
tion is afforded by gates with watchmen,
and of all forms of gate the most com
mon, because it is the simplest and most
convenient to operate, is the familiar arm-

gate. This is usually worked by a man
turning a crank, but it is also worked

by compressed air. On page 346 is

shown a group of gates worked from
an elevated cabin by a mechanical con
nection. A bell fixed at a crossing, to

be rung by an approaching train, is a very
useful auxiliary to gates and to watch
men with flags, and is considerably used
where the traffic does not warrant the

expense of maintaining a watchman.
There are several good devices of this

sort, either electric or magneto-electric.
One of the latter class has a lever along
side of the rail, which is depressed by
each wheel that passes over it. This
lever is geared to a fly-wheel, which is

set rapidly revolving and causes an
armature to revolve in the field of a

magnet, and thus generates a current
and rings a gong, precisely as is done
with the familiar magnetic bell used
with the telephone.

About thirteen per cent, of the train

accidents in the United States, in the last

sixteen years, were derailments due to

defects of road. These included not only
defective rails, switches, and frogs, but

bridge wrecks. There are, however,
few devices used in the track, other than
those already mentioned, that can be
called safety appliances. This class of

accidents is to be provided against only

by good material, good workmanship,
and unceasing care. Many so-called

safety switches and safety frogs are of

fered to railroad officers, but those act

ually in wide use are confined to a very
few standard forms. In the newspaper
reports an accident will very often be

assigned to one of two causes, failure of

the air-brakes or spreading of the rails.

The chances are that it will be found on

investigation to be due to neither of

these causes. Those interested to main
tain the credit of the air-brake or of the

track department are not often on the

ground when the reporter gets his in

formation, and the temptation is always
great to shift the responsibility to the

shoulders of the absent. Probably the
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displacement of the rail will have taken used on bridges and trestles, where it is

place after the derailment ;
but rails do of vital importance that the rails should

sometimes spread. Loose spikes and
rotten ties allow the outer edge of the

rail flange to sink into the wood, and
the rail to roll outward enough to let

the wheels drop. Sound ties are the first

safeguard against such accidents. Metal

plates under the rails are useful also
;

but one of the most efficient means of

preventing displacement of the rails is

the interlocking bolt shown opposite.
These bolts cross in the timber, and
slots cut in the two bolts engage with

each other in such a way that when the

be held in place and no part of the floor

broken. In 1853 an express train went

through an open draw at South Nor-
walk, Conn., and forty-six lives were
lost. This, one of the most serious

railroad accidents that ever happened,
is still remembered as an historical

calamity. The bridge which stands on
the same site is shown opposite. In

May, 1888, a west-bound express train,

consisting of an engine and seven cars,

was derailed just as it was entering the

draw span. The train ran three hun
dred feet on the

sleepers before it

was stopped. Then
it was found that

all of the driving
wheels of the en

gine had regained
the rails, but all

the other wheels
were off, except
those of two sleep

ing-cars in the
rear. This was a

remarkable escape
from a bad acci

dent, and much of

the credit of it has
been given to the

interlocking bolts

with which the

rails were fastened.

They are supposed
to have prevented
the rails being
crowded aside, and
thus to have made

possible the rerail

ing of the engine.

Besides, they help
ed the oak guard-
timbers to hold the

ties in place. The
destruction of a

bridge in an acci

dent frequently be

gins by the ties

bunching in front

nuts are screwed down on the rail of the wheels and allowing the wheels

flange it is impossible to pull the bolts to drop through and strike the floor

out. They can only be moved by tear- beams below. For this reason guard
ing through the wood contained in the timbers, notched down over the ties,

angle between them. This bolt is much should always be used.

Crossing Gates worked by Mechanical Connection from the Cabin.
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New South Norwalk Drawbridge. Rails held by safety bolts.

The traveller will have noticed, on all

bridges of various roads, two rails

placed inside the track rails, and curved
to meet in a point at either end of the

bridge. These are known as inside

guard-rails, and their function is to

keep derailed trucks in line till the train

can be stopped. Besides the bunching
of the ties, there is danger in a bridge
derailment that a truck may swing
around and strike one of the trusses.

Then the bridge is very likely to be
wrecked. A further provision for the

protection of bridges is the rerailing
frog, invented by the late Charles Lati-

mer, whose name is dear to railroad men
all over America. This consists of a

pair of castings combined with inside

guard-rails, designed to raise the de
railed wheels and guide them on to the
rails. There is no doubt that it has

prevented several wrecks, although it

has never been widely used. The sub

ject of bridges should not be left with

out a word of explanation of the stout

timber posts often seen at either end

placed in line with the trusses. These
are designed to stop any derailed vehi

cle which might otherwise strike against
and destroy a truss.

There is one track fixture that has no

duty or value except as it promotes
safety. It helps only one humble class

of railroad employees. That device is

the foot -guard. At all places where
two rails cross or approach each other,

as at frogs and guard-rails, dangerous
boot-jacks are formed by the rail heads.

The overhang of the heads of the rail

makes it easy for one to so fasten his

foot in one of those boot-jacks that it

is hard to get it out. If a man finds

himself in this position in front of an

approaching train, he sometimes has the

alternative of standing up to be struck
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by the engine or lying down and having
his foot cut off. Fortunately this class of

accidents is comparatively rare
; prob

ably not more than two or three per cent,

of all deaths and injuries to passengers
and employees is caused in this way.
Nevertheless, the means of guarding
against accidents of this class is so cheap
that it should be more generally adopted
than it is. It consists simply in partly

filling the space between the rail heads

by putting in wooden blocks or strips
of metal, or even packing with cinders,

gravel, or any sort of ballast. Various
wooden and metal foot-guards have been

patented. They are all too simple to re

quire description.

Of all accidents to employees the

most numerous are those which arise

part of them result in the loss of part
of a hand

;
but they are so frequent as

to have caused much discussion, legis

lation, and invention. Several States

have, one time and another, passed laws

requiring the use of automatic couplers ;

and two or three years ago there were
on record in the United States over

four thousand coupler patents. The
laws have been futile because impracti
cable

;
and most of the patents have

been worthless for the same reason. It

was obvious that the business of supply
ing couplers for the one million freight
cars of the country could not be put into

the hands of some one patentee unless

his device was manifestly and pre-emi
nently superior to all others. It became

important, therefore, to select as a stand

ard some type of coupler general enough

Wreck at a Bridge.

in coupling and uncoupling cars. In

Massachusetts, in 1888, the employees
killed and injured were 391

;
of these

casualties 154 occurred in coupling ac

cidents. The Commissioners of other

States, especially of Iowa, have for years

published statistics showing nearly the

same ratio. Fortunately accidents of

this class, although numerous, are not

proportionately fatal. Far the greater

to include the patents of various men,
and at the same time so definite that

all couplers made to conform to the

standard could work together inter

changeably. Those who have read Mr.

Voorhees story
* of the wanderings of a

freight car will understand that any one

freight car in the United States or

Canada should be prepared to run in

* SCKIBNER S MAGAZINE for May, 1889.
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the same train with any other car. A now come to this point : A type of

few years ago a committee of the Master coupler has been selected by a techni-

Car-builders Association was appointed cal body representing most of the rail

roads of the United States. It is general
enough to avoid the evils of a patent
monopoly. It promises to be econom
ical in operation, and will certainly do

away with the terrible loss of life and
limb which results from the use of the

non-automatic coupler. The railroads

are adopting it with reasonable speed,

perhaps, but not as rapidly as simple
considerations of humanity would dic

tate.

Closely related to the coupler is the

vestibule, which within the last two years
has become so fashionable. The vesti

bule is not merely a luxury, but has a

certain value as a safety device. The full

measure of this value has not yet been

proved. Occasionally lives are lost, by
passengers falling from or being blown
from the platforms of moving trains.

Such accidents the vestibule will pre
vent, and, further, it decreases the os

cillation of the cars, and thus to some de

gree helps to prevent derailment. It is

also some protection against telescoping.
A few months ago a coal train on a

double-track road was derailed, and four

cars were thrown across in front of a solid

vestibule train of seven Pullman cars ap
proaching on the other track. The en

gine of the vestibuled train was corn-

Link and Pin Coupler.

to choose and recommend a type of

coupler to be adopted as the standard

of the Association. After prolonged
and careful study of the subject, the

committee recommended the type of

which the Janney is the best known ex

ample and that has now become the

standard of the Association. This action

does not give a monopoly to the Janney
company, as there are already half a

dozen couplers which conform to the

type. This coupler was
shown by diagrams in the

article by General Porter,
in this Magazine, Septem
ber, 1888. A perspective
view is herewith given.
This device couples auto

matically, and thus does

away with the necessity for

the brakeman going be
tween the cars. It can also

be unlocked by the rod
shown extending to the

side of the car, and the

locking device can be set

not to couple, to facilitate

switching and yard work.

The mechanical principles
of this coupler are a great
and important improve
ment upon any form of link-and-pin
coupler ;

and the coupler question has

VOL. VL 38

Janney Automatic Coupler applied to a Freight Car.

pletely wrecked. Even the sheet iron

jacket was stripped off from it. The en-
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gineer and fireman were instantly killed,

but not another person on the train was

injured. They escaped, partly because
the cars were strong, and partly, doubt

less, because the vestibules helped to

keep the platforms on the same level

and in line, and thus to prevent crushing
of the ends of the cars.

The number of passengers burned in

wrecks is greatly exaggerated in the pub
lic mind

;
but that fate is so horrible that

it is not wonderful that &quot; the deadly car

stove
&quot;

should be the object of persistent
and energetic attacks by the press and
in State legislatures. The result has
been the development, in the last three

years, of the entirely new business of in

venting and trying to sell systems of

heating by steam or hot water from the

locomotive, and even by electricity. In

fact, the manufacture of such apparatus
has already become an industry of some

importance, several thousand cars being
equipped with it. This whole matter
of steam heating is still in a somewhat
crude state, and it does not seem desira

ble to force it by legislation. It has
been demonstrated that it is the cheap
est way of heating trains, and the most

easily regulated ;
and it has become a

good advertisement to attract passen
gers. Consequently the whole subject

may be safely left in the hands of the

railroad companies, and allowed to devel

op itself naturally in a business way.
There is not yet any system of continu

ous heating so perfected that a railroad

company could without hardship be

compelled to adopt it for all its passen
ger equipment.

Fires in wrecked trains have originated

probably quite as often from kerosene

lamps as from the stoves. The danger
of fire from this source, and the desire to

give passengers the luxury of sufficient

light, have led to methods of lighting
by gas, and more recently by electricity.

Lighting by compressed gas ceased

years ago to be an experiment. In Ger
many it is almost universal, but in this

country it has been brought into use

very slowly. The system is almost ab

solutely safe, notunreasonably expensive,
and may be made to give satisfactory and
even brilliant illumination

;
but the ideal

light for railroad trains will probably
be found in electricity. It is even safer

than gas, and is the most adaptable of

any known method of lighting. Some
sleeping cars that have been recently

put in service on the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul Railway are provided with
small electric lamps in the sides of the

car, between each two adjoining seats,

so that the occupants can read com
fortably either when sitting in their seats

or lying in their berths.

It is not to be supposed that so large
a subject as that of safety appliances
could be exhaustively treated within the

limits of one magazine article. It has
been thought best, therefore, to give most
of the space available to the two or three

devices of greatest and most useful ap
plication. There remain various others

that are in daily use and that have im

portant offices, which have not even been
mentioned. If the reader has gleaned
from these very incomplete notes some
clearer notions than he had before of the

means by which the power of the loco

motive is guided into safe and useful

paths, the writer s object has been ac

complished.



THE MASTER OF BALLANTRAE.

By Robert Louis Stevenson.

XL

THE JOURNEY IN THE WILDERNESS.

E made a pros
perous voyage
up that fine

river of the

Hudson, the

weather grate
ful, the hills

singularly
beautified with
the colors of

the autumn. At Albany we
had our residence at an inn, where I

was not so blind and my lord not so

cunning but what I could see he had
some design to hold me prisoner. The
work he found for me to do was not

so pressing that we should transact it

apart from necessary papers in the cham
ber of an inn

;
nor was it of such impor

tance that I should be set upon as many
as four or five scrolls of the same docu
ment. I submitted in appearance ;

but
I took private measures on my own side,

and had the news of the town communi
cated to me daily by the politeness of

our host. In this way I received at last

a piece of intelligence for which, I may
say, I had been waiting. Captain Harris

(I was told) with &quot;Mr. Mountain the

trader
&quot; had gone by up the river in a

boat. I would have feared the land
lord s eye, so strong the sense of some

complicity upon my master s part op
pressed me. But I made out to say I

had some knowledge of the captain, al

though none of Mr. Mountain, and to

inquire who else was of the party. My
informant knew not

;
Mr. Mountain had

come ashore upon some needful pur
chases ; had gone round the town buy
ing, drinking, and prating ;

and it

seemed the party went upon some likely

venture, for he had spoken much of

great things he would do when he re

turned. No more was known, for none
of the rest had come ashore, and it

seemed they were pressed for time to

reach a certain spot before the snow
should fall.

And sure enough, the next day, there

fell a sprinkle even in Albany ;
but it

passed as it came, and was but a re

minder of what lay before us. I thought
of it lightly then, knowing so little as I

did of that inclement province : the re

trospect is different
;
and I wonder at

times if some of the horror of these

events which I must now rehearse

flowed not from the foul skies and sav

age winds to which we were exposed,
and the agony of cold that we must suf

fer.

The boat having passed by, I thought
at first we should have left the town.

But no such matter. My lord continued
his stay in Albany where he had no os

tensible affairs, and kept me by him, far

from my due employment, and making
a pretence of occupation. It is upon
this passage I expect, and perhaps, de

serve censure.^ I was not so dull but
what I had my own thoughts. I could

not see the master intrust himself into

the hands of Harris, and not suspect
some underhand contrivance. Harris

bore a villainous reputation, and he had
been tampered with in private by my
lord

;
Mountain the trader, proved upon

inquiry, to be another of the same kid

ney ;
the errand they were all gone

upon, being the recovery of ill-gotten

treasures, offered in itself a very strong
incentive to foul play ;

and the character

of the country where they journeyed
promised impunity to deeds of blood.

Well : it is true I had all these thoughts
and fears, and guesses of the Master s

fate. But you are to consider I was the

same man that sought to dash him from
the bulwarks of a ship in the mid-sea

;

the same that, a little before, very im

piously but sincerely offered God a bar

gain, seeking to hire God to be my
bravo. It is true again that I had a

good deal melted toward our enemy.
But this I always thought of as a weak
ness of the flesh and even culpable ; my
mind remaining steady and quite bent
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against him. True yet again, that it

was one thing to assume on my own
shoulders the guilt and danger of a

criminal attempt, and another to stand

by and see my lord imperil and be
smirch himself. But this was the very
ground of my inaction. For (should I

anyway stir in the business) I might fail

indeed to save the Master, but I could
not miss to make a byword of my lord.

Thus it was that I did nothing ; and

upon the same reasons, I am still strong
to justify my course. We lived mean
while in Albany, but though alone to

gether in a strange place, had little

traffic beyond formal salutations. My
lord had carried with him several intro

ductions to chief people of the town and

neighborhood ;
others he had before en

countered in New York : with this con

sequence, that he went much abroad,
and I am sorry to say was altogether
too convivial in his habits. I was often

in bed, but never asleep, when he re

turned
;
and there was scarce a night

when he did not betray the influence of

liquor. By day he would still lay upon
me endless tasks, which he showed con
siderable ingenuity to fish up and to re

new, in the manner of Penelope s web.
I never refused, as I say, for I was hired
to do his bidding ;

but I took no pains
to keep my penetration under a bushel,
and would sometimes smile in his face.

&quot; I think I must be the devil and you
Michael Scott,&quot; I said to him one day.
&quot;I have bridged Tweed and split the

Eildons
;
and now you set me to the

rope of sand.&quot;

He looked at me with shining eyes
and looked away again, his jaw chew

ing ;
but without words.

&quot;

Well, well, my lord,&quot; said I,
&quot;

your
will is my pleasure. I will do this thing
for the fourth time

;
but I would beg of

you to invent another task against to

morrow, for by my troth, I am weary of

this one.&quot;

&quot; You do not know what you are say
ing,&quot;

returned my lord, putting on his

hat and turning his back to me. &quot;

It

is a strange thing you should take a

pleasure to annoy me. A friend but
that is a different affair. It is a strange
thing. I am a man that ha& had ill-

fortune all my life through. I am still

surrounded by contrivances. I am al

ways treading in
plots,&quot; he burst out.

&quot; The whole world is banded against
me.&quot;

&quot; I would not talk wicked nonsense, if

I were
you,&quot;

said I
;

&quot; but I will tell you
what I would do I would put my head
in cold water, for you had more last

night than you could
carry.&quot;

&quot;Do ye think that?&quot; said he, with a
manner of interest highly awakened.
&quot; Would that be good for me ? It s a

thing I never tried.&quot;

&quot; I mind the days when you had no
call to try, and I wish, my lord, that

they were back again,&quot; said I.
&quot; But

the plain truth is, if you continue to ex

ceed, you will do yourself a mischief.&quot;

&quot;I don t appear to carry drink the

way I used to,&quot; said my lord.
&quot; I get

overtaken, Mackellar. But I will be
more upon my guard.&quot;

&quot; That is what I would ask of
you,&quot;

I replied. &quot;You are to bear in mind
that you are Mr. Alexander s father :

give the bairn a chance to carry his

name with some responsibility.&quot;
&quot;

Ay, ay,&quot;
said he. &quot; Ye re a very

sensible man, Mackellar, and have been

long in my employ. But I think, if you
have nothing more to say to me, I will

be stepping. If you have nothing more
to say ?

&quot;

he added, with that burning,
childish eagerness that was now so com
mon with the man.

&quot;

No, my lord, I have nothing more,&quot;

said I, dryly enough.
&quot;Then I think I will be stepping,&quot;

says my lord, and stood and looked at

me fidgeting with his hat, which he had
taken off again. &quot;I suppose you will

have no errands ? No ? I am to meet

3ir William Johnson, but I will be more

lipon my guard.&quot;
He was silent for a

time, and then, smiling :

&quot; Do you call

to mind a place, Mackellar it s a little

below Engles where the burn runs

very deep under a wood of rowans. I

mind being there when I was a lad

dear, it comes over me like an old song !

I was after the fishing, and I made a

bonny cast. Eh, but I was happy. I

wonder, Mackellar, why I am never

happy now ?
&quot;

&quot;My lord,&quot; said I,
&quot;

if you would drink

with more moderation you would have

the better chance. It is an old byword
that the bottle is a false consoler.&quot;
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&quot;No doubt,&quot; said he, &quot;no doubt.

Well, I think I will be going.&quot;
&quot;

Good-morning, my lord,&quot; said I.

&quot;

Good-morning, good-morning.&quot; said

he, and so got himself at last from the

apartment.
I give that for a fair specimen of my

lord in the morning ;
and I must have

described my patron very ill if the

reader does not perceive a notable fall

ing off. To behold the man thus fallen :

to know him accepted among his com

panions for a poor, muddled toper, wel
come (if

he were welcome at all) for the

bare consideration of his title
;
and to

recall the virtues he had once displayed

against such odds of fortune : was not

this a thing at once to rage and to be
humbled at?

In his cups, he was more excessive.

I will give but the one scene, close upon
the end, which is strongly marked upon
my memory to this day, and at the time
affected me almost with horror.

I was in bed, lying there awake, when
I heard him stumbling on the stair and

singing. My lord had no gift of music,
his brother had all the graces of the

family, so that when I say singing, you
are to understand a manner of high,

carolling utterance, which was truly nei

ther speech nor song. Something not
unlike is to be heard upon the lips of

children, ere they learn shame
;
from

those of a man grown elderly, it had a

strange effect. He opened the door
with noisy precaution ; peered in, shad

ing his candle
;
conceived me to slum

ber
; entered, set his light upon the ta

ble, and took off his hat. I saw him

very plain ;
a high, feverish exultation

appeared to boil in his veins, and he
stood and smiled and smirked upon the
candle. Presently he lifted up his arm,

snapped his fingers, and fell to undress.
As he did so, having once more forgot
my presence, he took back to his sing
ing ;

and now I could hear the words,
which were those from the old song of

the Two, Corbies endlessly repeated :

&quot; And over his banes when they are bare
The wind sail blaw for evermair !

&quot;

I have said there was no music in the
man. His strains had no logical suc
cession except in so far as they inclined

VOL. VI. 39

a little to the minor mode
;
but they

exercised a rude potency upon the feel

ings, and followed the words, and sig
nified the feelings of the singer with bar
baric fitness. He took it first in the

time and manner of a rant
; presently this

ill-favored gleefulness abated, he began
to dwell upon the notes more feelingly,
and sank at last into a degree of maudlin

pathos that was to me scarce bearable.

By equal steps, the original briskness of

his acts declined
;
and when he was

stripped to his breeches, he sat on the

bedside and fell to whimpering. I know
nothing less respectable than the tears

of drunkenness, and turned my back im

patiently on this poor sight.
But he had started himself (I am to

suppose) on that slippery descent of self-

pity ;
on the which, to a man unstrung

by old sorrows and recent potations
there is no arrest except exhaustion.

His tears continued to flow, and the man
to sit there, three parts naked, in the

cold air of the chamber. I twitted my
self alternately with inhumanity and
sentimental weakness, now half rising in

my bed to interfere, now reading my
self, lessons of indifference and courting
slumber, until, upon a sudden, the quan
tum mutatus ab illo shot into my mind

;

and calling to remembrance his old wis

dom, constancy, and patience, I was over
borne with a pity almost approaching
the passionate, not for my master alone

but for the sons of man.
At this I leaped from my place, went

over to his side and laid a hand on his

bare shoulder, which was cold as stone.

He uncovered his face and showed it me
all swollen and begrutten* like a child s

;

and at the sight my impatience partially
revived.

&quot;Think shame to yourself,&quot; said I.
&quot; This is bairnly conduct. I might have
been snivelling myself, if I had cared to

swill my belly with wine. But I went
to my bed sober like a man. Come :

get into yours, and have done with this

pitiable exhibition.&quot;

&quot;

Oh, Mackellar,&quot; said he,
&quot;

my heart

is wae !

&quot;

&quot; Wae ?
&quot;

cried I.
&quot; For a good cause,

I think ! What words were these you
sang as you came in ? Show pity to

others, we then can talk of pity to your-
* Tear-marked.
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self. You can be the one thing or the

other, but I will be no party to half-way
houses. If you re a striker, strike, and if

you re a bleater, bleat !

&quot;

&quot;

Cry !

&quot;

cries he, with a burst,
&quot; that s

it strike ! that s talking ! Man, I ve

stood it all too long. But when they
laid a hand upon the child, when the

child s threatened
&quot;

his momentary vig
or whimpering off

&quot;

my child, my
Alexander !

&quot; and he was at his tears

again.
I took him by the shoulders and shook

him. &quot; Alexander !

&quot;

said I.
&quot; Do you

even think of him ? Not you ! Look

yourself in the face like a brave man,
and you ll find you re but a self-deceiver.

The wife, the friend, the child, they re

all equally forgot, and you sunk in a

mere log of selfishness.&quot;

&quot;Mackellar,&quot; said he, with a wonder
ful return to his old manner and ap
pearance,

&quot;

you may say what you will

of me, but one thing I never was I was
never selfish.&quot;

&quot;I will open your eyes in your de

spite,&quot;
said I.

&quot; How long have we been
here ? and how often have you written

to your family ? I think this is the first

time you were ever separate : have you
written at all ? Do they know if you are

dead or living ?
&quot;

I had caught him here too openly ;
it

braced his better nature
;
there was no

more weeping, he thanked me very peni

tently, got to bed and was soon fast

asleep ;
and the first thing he did the

next morning was to sit down and begin
a letter to my lady : a very tender letter

it was too, though it was never fin

ished. Indeed all communication with

New York was transacted by myself ;

and it will be judged I had a thankless

task of it. What to tell my lady and in

what words, and how far to be false and
how far cruel, was a thing that kept me
often from my slumber.

All this while, no doubt, my lord

waited with growing impatiency for news
of his accomplices. Harris, it is to be

thought, had promised a high degree
of expedition ; the time was already

overpast when word was to be looked
for

;
and suspense was a very evil coun

sellor to a man of an impaired intel

ligence. My lord s mind throughout
this interval dwelled almost wholly in the

Wilderness, following that party with
whose deeds he had so much concern.
He continually conjured up their camps
and progresses, the fashion of the coun

try, the perpetration in a thousand dif

ferent manners of the same horrid fact,
and that consequent spectacle of the
Master s bones lying scattered in the
wind. These private, guilty considera
tions I would continually observe to

peep forth in the man s talk, like rab
bits from a hill. And it is the less won
der if the scene of his meditations began
to draw him bodily.

It is well known what pretext he took.

Sir William Johnson had a diplomatic
errand in these parts ; and my lord and
I (from curiosity, as was given out) went
in his company. Sir William was well

attended and liberally supplied. Hunt
ers brought us venison, fish was taken
for us daily in the streams, and brandy
ran like water. We proceeded by day
and encamped by night in the military

style ; sentinels were set and changed ;

every man had his named duty ;
and Sir

William was the spring of all. There
was much in this that might at times
have entertained me

;
but for our mis

fortune, the weather was extremely harsh,
the days were in the beginning open, but
the nights frosty from the first. A pain
ful keen wind blew most of the time, so

that we sat in the boat with blue fingers,
and at night, as we scorched our faces at

the fire, the clothes upon our back ap
peared to be of paper. A dreadful soli

tude surrounded our steps ;
the land was

quite dispeopled, there was no smoke of

fires, and save for a single boat of mer
chants on the second day, we met no
travellers. The season was indeed late,

but this desertion of the waterways im

pressed Sir William himself
;
and I have

heard him more than once express a

sense of intimidation. &quot;I have come
too late I fear

; they must have dug up
the hatchet

;

&quot;

he said
;
and the future

proved how justly he had reasoned.

I could never depict the blackness of

my soul upon this journey. I have none
of those minds that are in love with the

unusual : to see the winter coming and
to lie in the field so far from any house,

oppressed me like a nightmare^ it

seemed, indeed, a kind of awful braving
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of God s power ;
and this thought, which

I daresay only writes me down a coward,
was greatly exaggerated by my private

knowledge of the errand we were come

upon. I was besides encumbered by my
duties to Sir William, whom it fell upon
me to entertain ;

for my lord was quite
sunk into a state bordering on pervigi-

lium, watching the woods with a rapt eye,

sleeping scarce at all, and speaking some
times not twenty words in a whole day.
That which he said was still coherent

;

but it turned almost invariably upon the

party for whom he kept his crazy look

out. He would tell Sir William often,

and always as if it were a new communi
cation, that he had &quot; a brother some
where in the woods,&quot; and beg that the

sentinels should be directed &quot; to inquire
for him.&quot;

&quot; I am anxious for news of

my brother,&quot; he would say. And some

times, when we were under way, he
would fancy he spied a canoe far off upon
the water or a camp on the shore, and
exhibit painful agitation. It was impos
sible but Sir William should be struck

with these singularities ;
and at last he

led me aside, and hinted his uneasiness.

I touched my head and shook it
; quite

rejoiced to prepare a little testimony
against possible disclosures.

&quot; But in that case,&quot; cries Sir William,
&quot;is it wise to let him go at large ?

&quot;

&quot; Those that know him best,&quot; said I,

&quot;are persuaded that he should be hu
mored.&quot;

&quot;Well, well,&quot; replied Sir WiUiam, &quot;it

is none of my affairs. But if I had under
stood, you would never have been here.&quot;

Our advance into this savage country
had thus uneventfully proceeded for

about a week, when we encamped for a

night at a place where the river ran

among considerable mountains clothed
in wood. The fires were lighted on a

level space at the water s edge ;
and we

supped and lay down to sleep in the

customary fashion. It chanced the night
fell murderously cold

;
the stringency of

the frost seized and bit me through my
coverings, so that pain kept me wakeful

;

and I was afoot againbefore the peep of

day, crouching by the fires or trotting to

and fro at the stream s edge, to combat
the aching of my limbs. At last dawn
began to break upon hoar woods and
mountains, the sleepers rolled in their

robes, and the boisterous river dashing
among spears of ice. I stood looking
about me, swaddled in my stiff coat of a

bull s fur, and the breath smoking from

my scorched nostrils, when, upon a sud

den, a singular, eager cry rang from the

borders of the wood. The sentries an
swered it, the sleepers sprang to their

feet
;
one pointed, the rest followed his

direction with their eyes, and there, upon
the edge of the forest and betwixt two

trees, we beheld the figure of a man
reaching forth his hands like one in ec

stasy. The next moment he ran forward,
fell on his knees at the side of the camp,
and burst in tears.

This was John Mountain, the trader,

escaped from the most horrid perils ;

and his first word, when he got speech,
was to ask if we had seen Secundra Dass.

&quot; Seen what ?
&quot;

cries Sir William.
&quot;

No,&quot; said I,
&quot; we have seen nothing

of him. Why?&quot;
&quot;

Nothing ?
&quot;

says Mountain. &quot; Then
I was right after all.&quot; WT

ith that he
struck his palm upon his brow. &quot; But
what takes him back?&quot; he cried.
&quot; What takes the man back among dead
bodies. There is some damned mystery
here.&quot;

This was a word which highly aroused
our curiosity, but I shall be more per
spicacious, if I narrate these incidents

in their true order. Here follows a nar
rative which I have compiled out of

three sources, not very consistent in all

points :

First, a written statement by Moun
tain, in which everything criminal is

cleverly smuggled out of view
;

Second, two conversations with Se
cundra Dass

; and,

Third, many conversations with Moun
tain himself, in which he was pleased to

be entirely plain ;
for the truth is he

regarded me as an accomplice.

NARRATIVE OF THE TRADER, MOUNTAIN.

The crew that went up the river un
der the joint command of Captain Harris
and the Master numbered in all nine

persons, of whom
(if I except Secundra

Dass) there was not one that had not
merited the gallows. From Harris down
ward the voyagers were notorious in that

colony for desperate, bloody-minded
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miscreants ;
some were reputed pirates,

the most hawkers of rum
;

all ranters

and drinkers
;

all fit associates, embark

ing together without remorse, upon this

treacherous and murderous design. I

could not hear there was much dis

cipline or any set captain in the gang ;

but Harris and four others, Mountain
himself, two Scotchmen Pinkerton and
Hastie and a man of the name of Hicks,
a drunken shoemaker, put their heads

together and agreed upon the course.

In a material sense, they were well

enough provided ;
and the Master in

particular, brought with him a tent

where he might enjoy some privacy and
shelter.

Even this small indulgence told

against him in the minds of his com
panions. But indeed he was in a posi
tion so entirely false (and even ridicu

lous) that all his habit of command and
arts of pleasing were here thrown away.
In the eyes of all, except Secundra Dass,
he figured as a common gull and desig
nated victim

; going unconsciously to

death
; yet he could not but suppose

himself the contriver and the leader of

the expedition ;
he could scarce help

but so conduct himself
;
and at the least

hint of authority or condescension, his

deceivers would be laughing in their

sleeves. I was so used to see and to

conceive him in a high, authoritative

attitude, that when I had conceived his

position on this journey, I was pained
and could have blushed. How soon he

may have entertained a first surmise, we
cannot know

;
but it was long, and the

party had advanced into the Wilderness

beyond the reach of any help, ere he was

fully awakened to the truth.

It fell thus. Harris and some others

had drawn apart into the woods for

consultation, when they were startled

by a rustling in the brush. They were
all accustomed to the arts of Indian

warfare, and Mountain had not only
lived and hunted, but fought and earned
some reputation, with the savages. He
could move in the woods without noise,
and follow a trail like a hound

;
and

upon the emergence of this alert, he
was deputed by the rest to plunge into

the thicket for intelligence. He was
soon convinced there was a man in his

close neighborhood, moving with pre

caution but without art among the
leaves and branches

;
and coming shortly

to a place of advantage, he was able to
observe Secundra Dass crawling briskly
off with many backward glances. At
this he knew not whether to laugh or

cry ;
and his accomplices, when he had

returned and reported, were in much
the same dubiety. There was now no

danger of an Indian onslaught ; but on
the other hand, since Secundra Dass
was at the pains to spy upon them, it

was highly probable he knew English,
and if he knew English it was certain
the whole of their design was in the
Master s knowledge. There was one

singularity in the position. If Secundra
Dass knew and concealed his knowledge
of English, Harris was a proficient in

several of the tongues of India, and as

his career in that part of the world had
been a great deal worse than profligate,
he had not thought proper to remark

upon the circumstance. Each side had
thus a spy-hole on the counsels of the
other. The plotters, so soon as this

advantage was explained, returned to

camp ; Harris, hearing the Hindustani
was once more closeted with his master,

crept to the side of the tent
;
and the

rest, sitting about the fire with their

tobacco, awaited his report with im

patience. When he came at last, his

face was very black. He had overheard

enough to confirm the worst of his sus

picions. Secundra Dass was a good
English scholar

;
he had been some

days creeping and listening, the Master
was now fully informed of the conspir

acy, and the pair proposed on the mor
row to fall out of line at a carrying place
and plunge at a venture in the woods :

preferring the full risk of famine, sav

age beasts, and savage men to their

position in the midst of traitors.

What, then, was to be done ? Some
were for killing the Master on the spot ;

but Harris assured them that would be

a crime without profit, since the secret

of the treasure must die along with him
that buried it. Others were for desist

ing at once from the whole enterprise
and making for New York ;

but the ap

petizing name of treasure, and the

thought of the long way they had al

ready travelled dissuaded the majority.
I imagine they were dull fellows for the
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most part. Harris, indeed, had some

acquirements, Mountain was no fool,

Hastie was an educated man ;
but even

these had manifestly failed in life, and

the rest were the dregs of colonial ras

cality. The conclusion they reached, at

least, was more the offspring of greed
and hope, than reason. It was to tem

porize, to be wary and watch the Mas
ter, to be silent and supply no further

aliment to his suspicions, and to depend
entirely (as well as I make out) on the

chance that their victim was as greedy,

hopeful, and irrational as themselves,
and might, after all, betray his life and
treasure.

Twice, in the course of the next day,
Secundra and the Master must have ap

peared to themselves to have escaped ;

and twice they were circumvented. The

Master, save that the second time he

grew a little pale, displayed no sign of

disappointment, apologized for the stu

pidity with which he had fallen aside,

thanked his recapturers as for a service,

and rejoined the caravan with all his

usual gallantry and cheerfulness of mien
and bearing. But it is certain he had
smelled a rat

;
for from thenceforth he

and Secundra spoke only in each other s

ear, and Harris listened and shivered

by the tent in vain. The same night it

was announced they were to leave the

boats and proceed by foot : a circum
stance which (as it put an end to the

confusion of the portages) greatly
lessened the chances of escape.
And now there began between the two

sides a silent contest, for life on the one

hand, for riches on the other. They
were now near that quarter of the desert

in which the Master himself must begin
to play the part of guide ;

and using
this for a pretext of prosecution, Harris
and his men sat with him every night
about the fire, and labored to entrap
him into some admission. If he let slip
his secret, he knew well it was the war
rant for his death

;
on the other hand,

he durst not refuse their questions, and
must appear to help them to the best of

his capacity, or he practically published
his mistrust. And yet Mountain assures
me the man s brow was never ruffled.

He sat in the midst of these jackals, his

life depending by a thread, like some
easy, witty householder at home by his

own fire
;
an answer he had for every

thing as often as not, a jesting answer
;

avoided threats, evaded insults
; talked,

laughed, and listened with an open coun
tenance

; and, in short, conducted him
self in such a manner as must have
disarmed suspicion, and went near to

stagger knowledge. Indeed Mountain
confessed to me they would soon have
disbelieved the captain s story, and sup
posed their designated victim still quite
innocent of their designs ;

but for the

fact that he continued (however inge

niously) to give the slip to questions,
and the yet stronger confirmation of his

repeated efforts to escape. The last of

these, which brought things to a head,
I am now to relate. And first I should

say that by this time the temper of

Harris s companions was utterly worn
out ; civility was scarce pretended ;

and
for one very significant circumstance,
the Master and Secundra had been (on
some pretext) deprived of weapons. On
their side, however, the threatened pair

kept up the parade of friendship hand

somely; Secundra was all bows, the

Master all smiles
;
and on the last night

of the truce he had even gone so far as

to sing for the diversion of the com

pany. It was observed that he had also

eaten with unusual heartiness, and drank

deep : doubtless from design.
At least, about three in the morning,

he came out of the tent into the open
air, audibly mourning and complaining,
with all the manner of a sufferer from
surfeit. For some while, Secundra pub
licly attended on his patron, who at last

became more easy, and fell asleep on
the frosty ground behind the tent : the

Indian returning within. Some time

after, the sentry was changed ;
had the

Master pointed out to him, where he

lay in what is called a robe of buffalo
;

and thenceforth kept an eye upon him

(he declared) without remission. With
the first of the dawn, a draught of wind
came suddenly and blew open one side

the corner of the robe
;
and with the

same puff, the Master s hat whirled in

the air and fell some yards away. The

sentry, thinking it remarkable the

sleeper should not awaken, thereupon
drew near

; and the next moment, with
a great shout, informed the camp their

prisoner was escaped. He had left be-
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hind his Indian, who (in the first vivac

ity of the surprise) came near to pay
the forfeit of his life, and was, in fact,

inhumanly mishandled
;
but Secundra,

in the midst of threats and cruelties,

stuck to it with extraordinary loyalty,
that he was quite ignorant of his mas
ter s plans, which might indeed be true,
and of the manner of his escape, which
was demonstrably false. Nothing was
therefore left to the conspirators but to

rely entirely on the skill of Mountain.
The night had been frosty, the ground
quite hard

;
and the sun was no sooner

up than a strong thaw set in. It was
Mountain s boast that few men could
have followed that trail, and still fewer

(even of the native Indians) found it.

The Master had thus a long start before

his pursuers had the scent, and he must
have travelled with surprising energy
for a pedestrian so unused, since it was
near noon before Mountain had a view
of him. At this conjuncture the trader

was alone, all his companions following,
at his own request, several hundred

yards in the rear
;
he knew the Master

was unarmed
;

his heart was besides

heated with the exercise and lust of

hunting ;
and seeing the quarry so close,

so defenceless, and seemingly so fatigued,
he vain-gloriously determined to effect

the capture with his single hand. A
step or two further brought him to one

margin of a little clearing ;
on the other,

with his arms folded and his back to a

huge stone, the Master sat. It is pos
sible Mountain may have made a rustle,

it is certain, at least, the Master raised

his head and gazed directty at that

quarter of the thicket where his hunter

lay. &quot;I could not be sure he saw me,&quot;

Mountain said
;

&quot; he just lookedmy way
like a man with his mind made up, and
all the courage ran out of me like rum
out of a bottle.&quot; And presently, when
the Master looked away again, and ap
peared to resume those meditations in

which he had sat immersed before the

trader s coming, Mountain slunk stealth

ily back and returned to seek the help
of his companions.
And now began the chapter of sur

prises, for the scout had scarce in

formed the others of his discovery, and

they were yet preparing their weapons
for a rush upon the fugitive, when the

man himself appeared in their midst,
walking openly and quietly, with his
hands behind his back.

&quot;

Ah, men !

&quot;

says he, on his behold

ing them. &quot; Here is a fortunate en
counter. Let us get back to

camp.&quot;

Mountain had not mentioned his own
weakness or the Master s disconcerting
gaze upon the thicket, so that (with all

the rest) his return appeared sponta
neous. For all that, a hubbub arose

;

oaths flew, fists were shaken, and guns
pointed.

&quot; Let us get back to
camp,&quot;

said the
Master. &quot;I have an explanation to make,
but it must be laid before you all. And
in the meanwhile I would put up these

weapons, one of which might very easily

go offand blow away your hopes of treas

ure. I would not kill,&quot; says he, smiling,
&quot; the goose with the golden eggs.&quot;

The charm of his superiority once
more triumphed ;

and the party, in no

particular order, set off on their return.

By the way, he found occasion to get a
word or two apart with Mountain.

&quot; You are a clever fellow and a bold,

says he,
&quot; but I am not so sure that you

are doing yourself justice. I would
have you to consider whether you would
not do better, ay, and safer, to serve me
instead of serving so commonplace a

rascal as Mr. Harris. Consider of
it,&quot;

he

concluded, dealing the man a gentle tap

upon the shoulder, &quot;and don t be in

haste. Dead or alive, you will find me
an ill man to quarrel with.&quot;

When they were come back to the camp,
where Harris and Pinkerton stood guard
over Secundra, these two ran upon the

Master like viragoes, and were amazed
out of measure when they were bidden

by their comrades to &quot; stand back and
hear what the gentleman had to

say.&quot;

The Master had not flinched before their

onslaught ; nor, at this proof of the

ground he had gained, did he betray
the least sufficiency.

&quot; Do not let us be in haste,&quot; says he.
&quot; Meat first and public speaking after.&quot;

With that they made a hasty meal :

and as soon as it was done, the Master,

leaning on one elbow, began his speech.
He spoke long, addressing himself to

each except Harris, finding for each

(with the same exception) some particu
lar flattery. He called them &quot;bold,
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honest blades,&quot; declared he had never

seen a more jovial company, work better

done, or pains more merrily supported.
&quot;

Well, then,&quot; says he,
&quot; some one asks

me, Why the devil I ran away? But
that is scarce worth answer, for I think

you all know pretty well. But you
know only pretty well : that is a point I

shall arrive at presently, and be you
ready to remark it when it comes. There
is a traitor here : a double traitor : I

will give you his name before I am
done

;
and let that suffice for now. But

here comes some other gentleman and
asks me, Why, in the devil I came
back ? Well, before I answer that ques
tion, I have one to put to you. It was
this cur here, this Harris, that speaks
Hindustani?&quot; cries he, rising on one
knee and pointing fair at the man s face,

with a gesture indescribably menacing ;

and when he had been answered in the

affirmative, &quot;Ah!&quot; says he, &quot;then are

all my suspicions verified, and I did

rightly to come back. Now, men, hear
the truth for the first time.&quot; There

upon he launched forth in a long story,
told with extraordinary skill, how he
had all along suspected Harris, how he
had found the confirmation of his fears,

and how Harris must have misrepre
sented what passed between Secundra
and himself. At this point he made a

bold stroke with excellent effect.
&quot; I

suppose,&quot; says he, &quot;you
think you are

going shares with Harris, I suppose you
think you will see to that 3*0urselves ;

you would naturally not think so flat a

rogue could cozen you. But have a

care ! These half idiots have a sort of

cunning, as the skunk has its stench
;

and it may be news to you that Harris
has taken care of himself already. Yes,
for him the treasure is all money in the

bargain. You must find it or go starve.

But he has been paid beforehand
; my

brother paid him to destroy me ;
look

at him, if you doubt look at him, grin
ning and gulping, a detected thief!&quot;

Thence, having made this happy impres
sion, he explained how he had escaped,
and thought better of it, and at last

concluded to come back, lay the truth
before the company, and take his chance
with them once more : persuaded as he
was, they would instantly depose Harris
and elect some other leader.

&quot; There is

the whole truth,&quot; said he : &quot;and with
one exception, I put myself entirely in

your hands. What is the exception?
There he

sits,&quot; he cried, pointing once
more to Harris

;

&quot; a man that has to
die! Weapons and conditions are all

one to me
; put me face to face with

him, and if you give me nothing but a

stick, in five minutes I will show you a

sop of broken carrion, fit for dogs to

roll in.&quot;

It was dark night when he made an
end

; they had listened in almost perfect
silence

;
but the firelight scarce per

mitted anyone to judge, from the look
of his neighbors, with what result of

persuasion or conviction. Indeed the

Master had set himself in the brightest

place, and kept his face there, to be the
centre of men s eyes : doubtless on a

profound calculation. Silence followed
for awhile, and presently the whole

party became involved in disputation :

the Master lying on his back, with his

hands knit under his head and one knee

flung across the other, like a person un
concerned in the result. And here, I

daresay, his bravado carried him too far

and prejudiced his case. At least, after

a cast or two back and forward, opinion
settled finally against him. It s possi
ble he hoped to repeat the business of

the pirate ship, and be himself, perhaps,
on hard enough conditions, elected

leader
;
and things went so far that way,

that Mountain actually threw out the

proposition. But the rock he split upon
was Hastie. This fellow was not well

liked, being sour and slow, with an

ugly, glowering disposition, but he had
studied some time for the church at

Edinburgh College, before ill conduct
had destroyed his prospects, and he now
remembered and applied what he had
learned. Indeed he had not proceeded
very far, when the Master rolled care

lessly upon one side, which was done

(in Mountain s opinion) to conceal the

beginnings of despair upon his counte
nance. Hastie dismissed the most of

what they had heard as nothing to

the matter : what they wanted was the

treasure. All that was said of Harris

might be true, and they would have to

see to that in time. But what had that

to do with the treasure? They had
heard a vast of words

;
but the truth was
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just this, that Mr. Durie was damnably
frightened and had several times run
off. Here he was whether caught or

come back was all one to Hastie : the

point was to make an end of the busi
ness. As for the talk of deposing and

electing captains, he hoped they were
all free men and could attend their own
affairs. That was dust flung in their

eyes, and so was the proposal to fight
Harris. &quot; He shall fight no one in this

camp, I can tell him that,&quot; said Hastie.
&quot; We had trouble enough to get his

arms away from him, and we should
look pretty fools to give them back

again. But if it s excitement the gen
tleman is after, I can supply him with
more than perhaps he cares about. For
I have no intention to spend the re

mainder of my life in these mountains
;

already I have been too long ;
and I

propose that he should immediately tell

us where that treasure is, or else imme
diately be shot. And there,&quot; says he,

producing his weapon, &quot;there is the

pistol that I mean to use.&quot;

&quot;Come, I call you a man,&quot; cries the

Master, sitting up and looking at the

speaker with an air of admiration.

&quot;I didn t ask you to call me any
thing,&quot;

returned Hastie ;

&quot; which is it

to be ?
&quot;

&quot; That s an idle question,&quot; said the

Master. &quot;Needs must when the devil

drives. The truth is we are within easy
walk of the place, and I will show it you
to-morrow.&quot;

With that, as if all were quite settled,

and settled exactly to his mind, he walked
off to his tent, whither Secundra had

preceded him.
I cannot think of these last turns and

wriggles of my old enemy except with
admiration

;
scarce even pity is mingled

with the sentiment, so strongly the man
supported, so boldly resisted his mis
fortunes. Even at that hour, when he

perceived himself quite lost, when he
saw he had but effected an exchange of

enemies, and overthrown Harris to set

Hastie up, no sign of weakness appeared
in his behavior, and he withdrew to his

tent, already determined (I must sup
pose) upon affronting the incredible

hazard of his last expedient, with the

same easy, assured, genteel expression
and demeanor as he might have left a

theatre withal to join a supper of the
wits. But doubtless within, if we could
see there, his soul trembled.

Early in the night, word went about
the camp that he was sick

;
and the first

thing the next morning, he called Hastie
to his side, and inquired most anxiously
if he had any skill in medicine. As a
matter of fact, this was a vanity of that
fallen divinity student s, to which he had
cunningly addressed himself. Hastie
examined him

;
and being flattered, ig

norant, and highly suspicious, knew not
in the least whether the man was sick

or malingering. In this state, he went
forth again to his companions ; and (as
the thing which would give himself most

consequence either way) announced that

the patient was in a fair way to die.
&quot; For all that,&quot; he added with an oath,

&quot; and if he bursts by the wayside, he
must bring us this morning to the
treasure.&quot;

But there were several in the camp
(Mountain among the number) whom
this brutality revolted. They would
have seen the Master pistol d, or pis-
tol d him themselves, without the

smallest sentiment of pity ;
but they

seemed to have been touched by his

gallant fight and unequivocal defeat the

night before
; perhaps, too, they were

even already beginning to oppose them
selves to their new leader : at least, they
now declared that

(if the man was sick)
he should have a day s rest in spite of

Hastie s teeth.

The next morning he was manifestly
worse, and Hastie himself began to dis

play something of humane concern, so

easily does even the pretence of doctor

ing awaken sympathy. The third, the

Master called Mountain and Hastie to

the tent, announced himself to be dying,

gave them full particulars as to the po
sition of the cache, and begged them to

set out incontinently on the quest, so

that they might see if he deceived them,
and (if they were at first unsuccessful),
he should be able to correct their error.

But here arose a diniculty on which
he doubtless counted. None of these

men would trust another, none would
consent to stay behind. On the other

hand, although the Master seemed ex

tremely low, spoke scarce above a whis

per, and lay much of the time insensible,
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it was still possible it was a fraudulent

sickness ;
and if all went treasure-hunt

ing, it might prove they had gone upon
a wild-goose chase, and return to find

their prisoner flown. They concluded,

therefore, to hang idling round the camp,
alleging sympathy to be their reason

;

and certainly, so mingled are our dispo
sitions, several were sincerely (if

not

very deeply) affected by the natural

peril of the man whom they callously

designed to murder. In the afternoon,
Hastie was called to the bedside to pray :

the which (incredible as it must appear)
he did with unction

;
about eight at night,

the wailing of Secundra announced that

all was over
;
and before ten, the In

dian, with a link stuck in the ground,
was toiling at the grave. Sunrise of next

day beheld the Master s burial, all hands

attending with great decency of de
meanor

;
and the body was laid in the

earth wrapped in a fur robe, with only the
face uncovered

;
which last was of a waxy

whiteness, and had the nostrils plugged
according to some oriental habit of Se-
cundra s. No sooner was the grave filled

than the lamentations of the Indian once
more struck concern to every heart

;

and it appears this gang of murderers,
so far from resenting his outcries, al

though both distressful and (in such a

country) perilous to their own safety,

roughly but kindly endeavored to con
sole him.
But if human nature is even in the

worst of men occasionally kind, it is

still, and before all things, greedy ;
and

they soon turned from the mourner to

their own concerns. The cache of the
treasure being hard by, although yet
unidentified, it was concluded not to

break camp ;
and the day passed, on the

part of the voyagers, in unavailing ex

ploration of the woods, Secundra the
while tying on his master s grave. That

night they placed no sentinel, but lay
all together about the fire, in the cus

tomary woodman fashion, the heads out

ward, like the spokes of a wheel. Morn
ing found them in the same disposition ;

only Pinkerton, who lay on Mountain s

right, between him and Hastie, had (in
the hours of darkness) been secretly
butchered, and there lay, still wrapped
as to his body in his mantle, but offering
above that ungodly and horrific specta

cle of the scalped head. The gang were
that morning as pale as a company of

phantoms, for the pertinacity of Indian
war (or, to speak more correctly, Indian

murder), was well known to all. But

they laid the chief blame on their un-
sentinel d posture ;

and fired with the

neighborhood of the treasure, deter

mined to continue where they were.

Pinkerton was buried hard by the Mas
ter

;
the survivors again passed the day

in exploration, and returned in a min

gled humor of anxiety and hope, being
partly certain they were now close on
the discovery of what they sought, and
on the other hand (with the return of

darkness) were infected with the fear

of Indians. Mountain was the first sen

try ;
he declares he neither slept nor

yet sat down, but kept his watch with a

perpetual and straining vigilance ;
and

it was even with unconcern that (when
he saw by the stars his time was up) he
drew near the fire to waken his successor.

This man (it was Hicks the shoemaker)
slept on the lee side of the circle, some

thing farther off in consequence than
those to windward, and in a place dark
ened by the blowing smoke. Mountain

stooped and took him by the shoulder ;

his hand was at once smeared by some
adhesive wetness

;
and (the wind at the

moment veering) the firelight shone upon
the sleeper and showed him, like Pink

erton, dead and scalped.
It was clear they had fallen in the

hands of one of those matchless Indian

bravos, that will sometimes follow a party
for days, and in spite of indefatigable
travel and unsleeping watch, continue to

keep up with their advance and steal a

scalp at every resting-place. Upon this

discovery, the treasure-seekers, already
reduced to a poor half dozen, fell into

mere dismay, seized a few necessaries,
and deserting the remainder of their

goods, fled outright into the forest.

Their fire, they left still burning, and
their dead comrade unburied. All day
they ceased not to flee, eating by the

way, from hand to mouth
;
and since they

feared to sleep, continued to advance at

random even in the hours of darkness.

But the limits ofman s endurance is soon
reached

;
when they rested at last, it was

to sleep profoundly ;
and when they

woke, it was to find that the enemy was
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still upon their heels, and death and mu
tilation had once more lessened and de
formed their company.
By this, they had become light-headed,

they had quite missed their path in the

Wilderness, their stores were already run

ning low. With the further horrors, it

is superfluous that I should swell this

narrative, already too prolonged. Suf
fice it to say, that when at length a night

passed by innocuous, and they might
breathe again in the hope that the mur
derer had at last desisted from pursuit,
Mountain and Secundra were alone.

The trader is firmly persuaded their un
seen enemy was some warrior of his own

acquaintance, and that he himself was

spared by favor. The mercy extended
to Secundra he explains on the ground
that the East Indian was thought to be
insane

; partly from the fact that, through
all the horrors of the flight and while oth

ers were casting away their very food and

weapons, Secundra continued to stagger

forward with a mattock on his shoulder ;

and partly because, in the last days and
with a great degree of heat and fluency,
he perpetually spoke with himself in his

own language. But he was sane enough
when it came to English.

&quot;You think he will be gone quite
away ?

&quot;

he had asked, upon their blest

awakening in safety.
&quot;I pray God so, I believe so, I dare to

believe so,&quot; Mountain had replied almost
with incoherence, as he described the

scene to me.
And indeed he was so much distem

pered that until he met us, the next

morning, he could scarce be certain

whether he had dreamed, or whether it

was a fact, that Secundra had thereupon
turned directly about and returned with
out a word upon their footprints, setting
his face for these wintry and hungry
solitudes, along a path whose every

stage was mile-stoned with a mutilated

corpse.

(To be concluded in October.)

DROUGHT.

By A. Lampman.

FBOM week to week there came no rain,

The very birds took flight,
The river shrank within its bed,
The borders of the world grew red
With woods that flamed by night.

Each root and leaf and living thing
Fell sicklier day by day,

And I that still must live and see

The agony of plant and tree,

Grew weary even as they.

No rest beneath the fearful sun,
No shelter brought the moon ;

Lean cattle on the reeded fen

Searched every hole for drink, and men
Dropped dead beneath the noon.

But oh, at last, the joy, the change ;

With sudden sigh and start

I woke upon the middle night,
And thought that something strange and
Had burst upon my heart. [bright

And ever as each sun went down
Beyond the reeling plain,

Into the mocking sky uprist,
Like phantoms from the burning west,
Dim clouds that brought no rain.

With surging of great winds, a lull

And hush upon the plain,
A hollow murmur far aloof,
And then a roar upon the roof,

Down came the rushing rain.



Mannlicher Rifle.

Fixed, under-breech, box, spring-fed quick charging magazine system. Magazine holds five cartridges.

THE SMALL ARMS OF EUROPEAN ARMIES.

By W. W. Kimball, U.S.N.

IT

is now more than a quarter of a

century since the value of magazine
rifles was proved in the War of the

Rebellion
;

it is but now that European
armies generally are arming with them

;

and it is even now that American mili

tary people are fairly content with an
obsolete single-loader.
In acquiring the military trade, &quot;in

learning how to kill and how to die,&quot; it

would seem that there is always absorbed
into the mind an intangible something
which heartily prejudices the craftsman

against the use of improved tools, no
matter how superior they may be shown
to be.

The English bowmen made a gallant
stand against the ignominy consequent
upon the use of the brutal musket

;
the

French bravely rejected the breech
loader in the Napoleonic wars

;
the

Americans did nobly in refusing to use

percussion-lock guns in Mexico, and in

greatly preferring wonderfully bad muz
zle-loaders to comparatively effective

arms with which to kill each other dur

ing the Rebellion ; but all these heroic

attempts at stopping military progress
fade into insignificance when one con

templates the glorious resistance to the

utilizing of magazine mechanisms upon
the rifle.

In seeking to account for these re

peated anomalies one finds that the se

lections of arms are usually made by ex

perienced soldiers, and that there are

always excellent reasons given for pre

ferring the less efficient weapons rea

sons invariably based upon experiences
of seemingly necessary conditions of

service, which have been so indelibly

impressed upon the memory that it be
comes almost impossible to conceive that

such conditions can either be avoided
or the preparations for meeting them

neglected.
When a man by doing nothing to

evade the operation is, to all intents and

purposes, being killed when the sol

dier is following the &quot; how to die
&quot;

part
of his trade by not running away from
an action he receives a most vivid im

pression of the circumstances and sur

roundings under and in which he must
restrain his natural instinct to attempt
to preserve his life

;
and if he be after

ward asked for an opinion upon a new

weapon, he will judge of its serviceable-

ness from a point of view determined by
considering whether it would have been

easy to manage while he was holding
himself up to be killed, rather than by
its inherent efficiency as a tool for kill

ing other people, when used under con
ditions favorable for bringing out its

power. This is all very natural when
one considers how very much more
difficult it is to let one s self be killed

properly than to attempt to kill effect

ively ; and, consequently, how compara
tively insignificant it is to the individual

subject to military discipline whether
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he has the most effective weapon or not,

provided he has a habit of confidence in

it and is habituated to its use.

Military authorities the world over
take this view of the question, as is

based upon experiences of conditions

arising from the use of obsolete ones.

Non-military people, when they fight,
are usually intent upon killing their ene

mies, and, at the same time, are perfectly

Remington-Keene Rifle.

Fixed, under-barrel, tubular, spring-fed, slow-charging, magazine system.
Magazine holds nine cartridges.

apparent from the fact that in teach

ing the military trade so much time is

spent in the exercises which, in some
inscrutable way, are supposed to incul

cate discipline that but little is left for

training in the effective use of arms
too little, if effectiveness can only be

had, as with all other improved tools,

at the expense of obtaining an intelli

gent idea of their capabilities and re

quirements.
Long after breech-loading rifles had

come into general use a gallant old of

ficer proved that they were inferior to

muzzle-loaders for real service, under
conditions that he had experienced :

&quot; We were in a tight place, a very tight

place, and not a cartridge in the line.

None to be had. But I managed to get
a keg of powder and a keg of nails.

Served em out, sir, and ordered the
men to tear up their shirts for wads

;

and when those fellows charged we
peppered em with nails, sir, with nails !

What would you have done with breech

loaders, that must have brass cartridges
made in a blessed factory, I d like to

know ?
&quot;

There was no answer to that ques
tion. There is no answer to the objec
tions made to improved arms, when

free to avoid being killed

themselves; and conse

quently we should ex

pect them to procure the
best available weapons.
That they do so is evi

denced by the facts that

within the last few years
the ignorant and brutal

Sioux have killed effect

ively with the latest im

proved magazine rifles,

while the educated Am
erican soldiers have gal

lantly died with their

highly affectioned and obsolete arms in

their hands
;
and the highly disciplined

French infantrymen, armed with their

inefficient Gras guns, have bravely fallen

under the fire of fine Lee rifles in the

hands of the stupid Chinese &quot; Black

Flags.&quot;

In order to have an approximately
clear idea of the development of the

magazine rifle it is necessary to define

it, and then take a retrospective glance
at the hard and painful road over which
it has advanced to the favor it enjoys

to-day.
A magazine arm, then, is one having a

single firing chamber, into which, from
an attached magazine, several cartridges
are successively loaded, and from which,
after firing, the empty cartridge-cases
are successively extracted by the action

of the breech mechanism. All maga
zine arms are &quot;

repeaters,&quot; because
their fire can be repeated without re

charging the magazines ;
so are revolv

ers ;
but these last are not magazine

arms, because to repeat their fire they
must use a number of chambers equal
to the number of times that the fire, can

be repeated without recharging.
It is difficult to conceive of a maga

zine gun designed to load at the muzzle,
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and, as a matter of fact, there is no rec

ord of a successful device of the kind,

although there are numerous reports of

attempts at producing
&quot;

repeaters
&quot;

that

were not revolvers, by loading a number
of charges in at the muzzle, one on top
of the other.

The &quot;

greate brasse hande gonne
&quot;

of

Porta s &quot;Natural Magick,&quot; and the
&quot;

gun to discharge seven times, the best

of all devices that ever I saw, and very
serviceable, and not a bauble

;
for it is

much approved of and many thereof

made,&quot; of dear, pottering, old Pepys,
were guns of this class, and were ex

pected to repeat their fire, shot after

shot, beginning with the last charge
rammed down, instead of going off all

charges at once, as they naturally did,

because, like so many gun inventors of

the present day, their designers pos
sessed a beautiful faith in themselves,
based upon an utter ignorance of the

materials and forces they were working
with.

Although the idea of and desire for

breech-loading is almost as old as Friar

Schwartz s much-quoted mortar pestle,
it was never satisfactorily applied in

small arms till metallic-cased ammuni
tion came into use, because the making
of the breech sufficiently gas-tight was
so difficult before there were cartridge-
cases to act as gas-checks. To be sure,
several kinds of breech-loaders, designed
to fire uncased ammunition, were used in

the War of the Rebellion, and the Prus
sians conquered the Austrians in &quot; 66

&quot;

with an arm of the same class, and one

inexcusably awkward at that late date

the far-famed needle-gun ;
but good

breech-loaders did not exist before gas-

checking cartridge-cases, and since mag
azine arms are essentially breech-load

ers, they had no earlier existence as such.

Just as there were endeavors at mak
ing single-fire breech-loaders to use pa
per-covered cartridges, so there were
like attempts to produce magazine arms
to take the same kind of ammunition

attempts wonderful in the ingenuity
wasted upon them, and failing only for
the lack of a proper gas-check.

After the metallic-cased cartridge was
allowed to take its rightful place, the

single-fire breech-loader was readily
made effective, and the magazine rifle

was quickly ready to follow ; but it re

quired half a century of time after its

invention for the cartridge to get its

merits generally acknowledged, and a

quarter of a century more for the maga
zine rifle to get its usefulness recognized.
The metallic-cased, self-primed, gas-

checking cartridge of to-day should

properly be credited to Napoleon I., a

man who, as shown by his favorite max
im,

&quot; In battle fire is everything ;
the

rest is of small account,&quot; wished his own
side to do a deal of killing, and no more

dying than need be, and therefore natu

rally desired his armies to have breech
loaders. He encouraged and aided an

artillery officer named Pauly to experi
ment, till, in 1812, a cartridge was pro
duced having nearly all the essential

features of the modern one, and being
objectionable for all the reasons that

were brought against magazine arms in

later years. Had Napoleon not found it

necessary to retire to St. Helena, and
withdraw from the trade of an arms-user,
it is quite possible that he might have
forced the cased cartridge to the fore,

and with it breech-loaders and maga
zine guns ;

but under the conditions that

actually existed Pauly learned that his

cartridge was particularly bad because it

enabled men to shoot rapidly just as

magazine rifles do
;
for if a soldier can

fire fast, he can waste his ammunition

quickly, and always will, because &quot;

tis

his nature to
&quot;

a nature that the ut

most amount of drilling in all kinds of

pretty marchings to and fro cannot

change so that he will become a cool

hand and a straight shooter. And since

ammunition is to be wasted, it is best

to arrange for the enforced slowness of

this waste by compelling the soldier to

use a deal of time in getting a slow-firing

gun ready to shoot.

This is, practically, the argument
against magazine guns ;

it was the argu
ment against breech-loaders

;
it will be

the argument against automatic arms
worked by recoil when in the near future

they come forward.

But the threadbare old assumption is

not advanced with that confidence of as

sertion that accompanied it a few years
ago. Meantime most of the armies of

the world are arming with magazine
weapons of one kind and another.
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In order to understand the main

points of difference in the arms now
coming into use, it is necessary to clas

sify them in at least a general way ;
and

it is, perhaps, as clear a method as any
to divide them into two general classes,

fixed and detachable, and into four sub-

and eighty degrees in the movement of

the cartridges as they pass back along
the line of the tube, up to the level of

the chamber, and forward into it, and of

making the piece an awkward and ill-

balanced affair at all times
; %nd still

this form has been the favorite one

Hotchkiss Rifle.

Fixed, butt-stock, tubular, spring-fed, slow-charging magazine system. Magazine holds six cartridges.

classes, under-barrel tubular, butt-stock

tubular, under-breech box, and over-

breech box, as regards the salient feat

ures of their magazine systems.
There are, of course, many magazine-

gun devices not properly covered by
such a general classification, but it will

answer every purpose for the non-tech
nical reader, and will be readily grasped
after a glance at the illustrations of

four typical American military guns, the

fixed under-barrel tubular &quot;

Remington -

Keene&quot; (p. 364), the fixed butt-stock

tubular &quot;

Hotchkiss,&quot; the detachable un
der breech box &quot;Lee,&quot; and the detacha
ble over-breech box &quot; Franklin

&quot;

(p. 376).
The tubular is the earlier, the box the
later development in form and in man
ner of carrying the cartridges placed in

the magazine.
The fixed under-barrel tubular form

has the apparent disadvantages of plac
ing the centre of gravity of the charged
magazine outside the rest hand when
the gun is being fired, of allowing a

considerable longitudinal change of po
sition of this centre of gravity as the

magazine is exhausted, of being slow
and awkward to recharge, of requiring
a change in direction of one hundred

among magazine-arms users, civil and

military, for the last quarter of a centu

ry ;
it was the form adopted for her ar

my by Switzerland twenty years ago ; by
France, Austria, Italy, Turkey, Norway,
and many other countries, for the cav

alry or the navy, within the present de
cade

;
it is the form adopted by Swit

zerland, Italy, France, and Germany for

recent small-arm armaments of the line

of the army ; and, moreover, it is the

form in use on the most popular and
most widely known rifle in the world,
the Winchester.
The non-shooting person who might

wonder why the poorer form of maga
zine is so very much more popular than
the better, should remember that &quot;for

guns, boats, and saddles, there are no
reasons why ;

&quot;

that in the use of those

three articles people who use them
most differ most in their preferences,

upon which many words are wasted and

many able arguments made to prove ex

actly opposite conclusions from identi

cally the same premises.
The butt-stock tubular form places

the weight of the charged magazine be
tween the shoulder and rest hand in fir

ing, and requires but little change in
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direction in the forward and slightly up
ward movement of the cartridges from
the butt to the chamber ;

but it has

been looked on with little favor, and has

been but little used since the days of

the Spencer carbine during the Rebel
lion.

In the box magazines the cartridges
lie against each other laterally, and are

thus free from the dangerous shocks to

which they are liable in the ordinary

spring-fed tubulars, and against which

they can only be guarded by mutilating
the bullets, by squaring off what should

be a round point, so that there is no

point on the bullet of a cartridge in

rear to impinge on the primer of the

one next in front.

The movement of a cartridge from a

box magazine to the breech is equal in

distance only to its diameter instead of to

its length ;
the centre of gravity changes

but little as the magazine is exhaust

ed, and that little only in the vertical

plane ;
the whole weight of the magazine,

charged or empty, is, when firing, be
tween the shoulder and rest hand, and
it offers a convenient form when made
detachable.

After a ten years struggle for consid

eration the box form of magazine is be

ginning to win for itself the favor which
its apparent advantages merit; as is

evidenced by its adoption in Austria

upon the Mannlicher gun, and in Eng-

mental guns, and by the inclination to

ward it on the Schulof gun in several

Sclavonic countries.

The sequence of events that have led

to the present impetus in adopting mag
azine arms in the over-manned and un
der-armed armies of Europe is more or
less amusing to the looker-on from this

side of the water. Innumerable boards,
committees, and commissions have been

sitting for years, in almost every capital
in Europe, upon the magazine gun in

general ;
and nothing in particular has

been hatched because the miraculously
perfect arm has always been demanded,
while it has never by any chance been
defined.

One gathered from official reports
that the gun wanted was one to be
made of a single piece of non-corroding,
unbreakable material, capable of accom

plishing all the results that, in human
mechanics, depend upon complex mech
anism, and having the faculty of deliv

ering fire with the utmost rapidity for

any length of time, without in any way
depleting the supply of ammunition.
Some four or five years ago, the

German Commission on Small Arms
had been sitting in secret session for

months and had determined upon noth

ing ; while, curiously enough, all its

doings were fully reported to the in

telligence offices of all important coun

tries, especially to that of France, when,

Lee Rifle.

Detachable, under-breech box, spring-fed magazine system. Magazine holds five to eight cartridges.

land upon the Lee
; by the favor with one fine morning, the rumor was bruited

which it is regarded in Germany, Bel- abroad that enough marvellously novel

giuin, and Holland on several experi- and wonderfully deadly magazine rifles
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to arm a German army corps were near- Germany possessed magazine rifles,

ly ready for issue. In military circles France felt that she must possess them,
there was at once great interest ex- and proceeded to provide herself.

Mauser Rifle.

Fixed, under-barrel tubular, spring-fed, plow-charging magazine system.
Magazine holds eight cartridges.

pressed in the new German gun ;
but

details were, at first, not forthcoming.
There was an air of mystery connected
with the weapon that could not at first

be penetrated.
It was known that Mauser, the in

ventor of the single-loading rifle of the

German army had devised it
;
but what

it was and how it operated the military

public could not find out. With even
more than the customary tantalizing

vagueness with which they always treat

technical subjects, newspaper reporters

gave out the number of men that could

be killed in a minute by the fire of the

new gun, and harrowed our feelings by
picturing the slaughter grim and great
of those misguided ones who should

rashly face the new arm-.

Gradually the fog of mystery cleared

away, and the famous weapon stood re

vealed in cuts and illustrations. It was
a fixed under-barrel tubular magazine
rifle of the Remington-Keene type, with

the same awkward, inefficient magazine
system ;

the same position of bolt-handle

which prevents continueus magazine fire

from the shoulder
;
the same old flip-flop

carrier
;
the same old everything ;

in fact,

it was a new arm of an already obsoles

cent type, and is even now spoken of by
Germans as &quot; the gun of transition

&quot;

transition to an effective arm one sup
poses.
The Mauser magazine rifle had, how

ever, a value in its great moral effect.

About this time Pro
fessor He bier made
some investigations in

the curiously neglected
field of calibres for in

fantry weapons, and con
cluded that the favorite

military diameter of

bullets 0.45 inch was
one-third larger than it

should be. And shortly
after the publication of

the results of his work the famous
French Lebel gun began to be heard
of. It was even more mysterious and
more marvellous than the Mauser. It

was a
&quot;jewel&quot;

of an arm
;

it was fright

fully and fearfully deadly ;
it used a mi

raculous smokeless cartridge ;
a speci

men of it was sought for by German
officers at the utmost bodily and finan

cial risk
;
the secret of it was jealously

guarded ;
the military mind was full of

it and at last it became known. Like
the Mauser it is a most inefficient type
of magazine rifle, having a fixed under-
barrel tubular magazine, and an old-

fashioned mechanism
;
but ballistically

it is a superior arm, i.e., it shoots well

after the cartridge is gotten into the fir

ing chamber, because the calibre is good
8 mm. because the bullet is fairly

well proportioned, because the rifling is

good, because the recoil is light, and,
above all, because the charge makes the

bullet go fast. But all these shooting

qualities have absolutely nothing to do
with the merits of the breech mechanism
and the magazine system, which are those

of the Kropatschek rifle used in the

French navy for ten years. A gun with
a good barrel and cartridge would shoot

well, even if it had the absurd Spring
field breech-mechanism attached to it.

But by Germany s move with the

Mauser, France was forced to get some
kind of a magazine arm, and get it at

once : and she took the Lebel for some
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incomprehensible political reason, took

it to her affections, and delights in it,

apparently on the principle that to her

tis &quot;an ill favored thing, sir, but mine
own.&quot; However this may be, she has

made Lebel rifles by the hundred thou

sand, and has thus committed herself to

the use of them.
Meanwhile Austrian committees, like

those of other countries, had been experi

menting with magazine arms ; but, un
like those of other countries, they had

mirabile dictu ! really accomplished
something. They decided to adopt the

Mannlicher, a gun embodying many
really common-sense ideas.

The magazine is of the fixed under-
breech box type, in which, when charged,
the cartridges lie laterally, one upon the

other, and from which they are fed up
by springs as the bolt, in its reciprocat

ing motions of loading and extracting,

disposes of them. The charging is ac

complished, not as is usual with fixed

magazines, by tediously prodding in the

cartridges, one by one, but by the use of

a tin packet containing a charge of five

cartridges, which fills it by a single mo
tion of the hand, and which is ejected
from it by the mechanism when the car

tridges have been fired.

off&quot; (i.e., a device by which the charged
magazine can be held in reserve while the

arm is used as a single-loader), and al

ways fire from the magazine, as they
should if they decide that the fixed type
is preferable to the detachable, a matter
that will be lightly discussed hereafter.

In the matter of calibre Austria has
fallen into line with the other small-bore

countries, and adopted 0.315 inch, prac
tically the same as that of England,,
France, and some other countries (the
same that Germany is contemplating for
the gun to supersede the Mauser, which
will be of the Mannlicher type), and
there is but little difference in the ballis

tics of her arms and those of the other
countries mentioned.

England has lately adopted a small
bore 0.303 inch calibre modified Lee

magazine rifle a Lee with most of the

strong points of the mechanism modi
fied out after making a long series of

most amusing steps of development in

order to reach the conclusion that this

arm was suited to her needs. For some

years she has been more than content
with her famous 0.45 inch calibre single-

loading Martini-Henry rifles and Boxer

cartridges guns almost as bad in prin-

Fixed, under-barrel tubular,

Kropatschek Rifle.

ubular, spring-fed, slow-charging magazine system.
Magazine holds seven cartridges.

The Austrians have rid themselves of
the absurd idea of the necessity of a &quot; cut

VOL.

ciple of breech mechan
ism as our own Spring-
fields, and cartridges even
worse than the United
States regulation ones
and in her late &quot; wars
with peoples who wear
not the trousers, &quot;her sol

diers have gallantly fired

on the enemy when they
knew full weU what a hor
rible punishment they
were to receive from the
brutal recoil of their

weapons, and have borne
their torture with true

English grit. An Eng
lish officer informed the writer that the

practice was a great aid to gallantry in
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battle in South Africa, for &quot; when a fel

low has been so brutally pounded by
his own rifle half a hundred times, he
don t so much mind having an assegai
as big as a shovel stuck through him

;

it s rather a relief, don t you know.&quot;

But the idea of the small-bore maga
zine rifle was bound to find its way
across the Channel from the Continent,
and, aided by the hard work of the
more advanced English military men, it

slowly forged ahead to the position of

adoption it now holds. The same objec
tions to the type of arm were made in

England that are now heard in the

United States. The conservatives as

serted that with a magazine rifle the

man would fire away all his cartridges.
It was explained that if the fire was
made to tell, as it might, with the use
of proper guns, it was not half a bad
idea to fire away cartridges ; that, in

deed, some people thought cartridges
should be fired from guns even if it

soiled them with powder grime. Then
it was objected that the small bullet

would make only a little hole in a man,
and that it was much more satisfactory
to literally let daylight through one s

enemy than to puncture him in such a

dilettante fashion. This is an article of

good old Anglo-Saxon military faith that

is hard to abandon when one has been
bred in it. To-day we like the idea

of putting big holes and ragged ones

through our enemies, even as did that

ingenious Englishman, Puckle, who, a

couple of centuries ago, invented a ma
chine cannon provided with two sets of

chambers,
&quot; onne withe rounde holes

for shooteynge rounde bulletes agaynst
ye Chrystiannes, and ye other withe

square holes for shooteynge square bul
letes agaynst ye Turkes.&quot;

The argument, which has not yet been
felt in the United States, was efficiently
made in England to prove that all one

really needed to do in battle, in the way
of hitting an enemy, was to deliver a

blow of sufficient force to drop him in

his tracks, and make him stop being
disagreeable with his shooting, and that

if one could hit him hard enough, it was

just as well to do it with a fast-flying
small bullet, as with a slow-going big
one, while it was a much easier, surer,
and simpler thing to do.

At last the Lee rifle, with its detach
able magazine, was tried, and, being
found wanting, was improved backward
into the Lee-Burton, an arm with a Lee
bolt and a fixed under-barrel tubular

magazine. But this arm was too ab
surd even for the conservative men who
recommended it, and finally the small
bore Lee was regularly adopted. Then
the conservatives had their innings.
The magazine was detachable and might
be lost. So it was chained to the gun,
and the arm was thus prevented from

having the chief merit of the system
facility for being made a true single-
loader or a real magazine arm at will.

The reason for chaining the gun and

magazine together is excellent, but the
idea is not thoroughly carried out

;
if

it were, all the detachable parts should
be chained together : the bayonet and

cleaning-rod by a couple of small

chains, and the cartridges by a hundred

very little ones to the gun ;
the gun by a

stouter one to the man, and the man by
a good strong one to his comrades.
The magazine of the Lee system is

designed to carry the cartridges one
above the other, so that the spring
which pushes them up can be sure to

serve them to the receiver without jam
ming ;

but the system was put aside in

England because it was held that not

enough charges could be stowed in that

way without carrying the bottom of the

magazine too low down, and a curious

wide affair adopted, which holds three

cartridges more, by making them lie in

quincunx order, and thus destroys all

certainty of feed. In the magazine of

fered, the feed-up was so sure that by
quickly reciprocating the bolt all five

of the contained cartridges could be
thrown out before the first had fallen

to the ground ;
in the one adopted, the

recoil from firing is needed to help the

feed, and even then the only sure thing
to be predicted about it is that the car

tridges will jam and refuse to feed up
sooner or later. The arm was designed
to be used normally as a single-loader,

which, in an instant, by the application
of a charged magazine, could be changed
to a magazine arm. By the chaining on
of the magazine the British authorities

have changed it to a weapon on which
the magazine must always be carried,
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and since this last is not arranged to re

charge quickly, it must in action be car

ried charged and cut off, so that the

single-loading feature can be used for

the greater part of the firing. This

makes a &quot;

cut-off&quot; nuisance necessary.

Apparently the British authorities want-

their saddles and opening them as one
would oysters. She leads in military
matters, in that she is able to produce
the most effective fighting units, as re

gards both the man and the material
of which such a unit consists, each at

the least expense in money and with

Vetterli Rifle.

Fixed, under-barrel tubular, spring-fed, slow-charging magazine system. Magazine holds eleven cartridges.

ed the bad features of a fixed magazine,
and insisted upon having them.

They have gotten them at the ex

pense of nearly all the good points of

the mechanism they have chosen, and
have missed the best features of a fixed

system.
Ballistically the English Lee is good,

and by accentuating the fact that the

guns shoot well, and that the new car

tridges are excellent, while carefully

avoiding the question of why there is

any magazine at all, the authorities can
doubtless make the brave British sol

dier as proud of his curious weapon as

is the gallant French warrior of his old-

fashioned arm, the Lebel.

Little Switzerland has led the world in

military matters ever since she so greatly
astonished it at Sempach by proving
that the then despised infantry (which
for centuries had been in the habit of

being ridden down and leisurely spitted
by the men-at-arms) was quite capable of

coping with iron-clad cavalry, and even
of pulling the armored knights out of

the least loss of productive labor. She

adopted magazine rifles twenty years ago,
when other nations were quibbling about
the waste of ammunition that would fol

low the use of single-fire breech-loaders,
and she reduced the calibre of her guns
while other countries were still fixed in

their adhesion to big bullets. These

things, coupled with the fact that within

three days from the call to arms seventy
thousand terribly straight-shooting and

fully equipped Switzers were trooping
over the mountains, led Germany, flushed

with the conquest of France, to conclude
that the sovereignty of the German can

tons, which she had imperiously demand
ed, was not so necessary after all. In

fact, upon consideration it was found that

the Empire did not want any Swiss can

tons, and that Switzerland might keep
them just as well as not.

The Swiss Vetterliwhen it was adopted
was a magnificent arm, and to-day it is

very good for an arm of a fixed under-
barrel magazine system, and answers its

purpose of making people very unwilling
to have it pointed at them while the new
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arm is being decided upon. This last

will of course have a box magazine. Per

haps it will be the Rubin, a fine gun of

the Mannlicher type, with a bolt closure

like the Vetterli, with which the Swiss
are familiar. Switzerland is too poor to

change her arms often, and she is search

ing rapidly but surely for the best gun
and cartridge for her purposes.

Italy has ^converted her single-fire
Vetterlis (guns like the Swiss, but made
without magazines) into magazine arms

by fixing to them a box magazine the

Vitali something like the Mannlicher,
and like it charged from above with one
motion by the use of a packet of car

tridges.
The packet of the Vitali is card-board,

instead of the tin one of the Austrian

weapons. This conversion is not alto

gether satisfactory, but it is inexpen
sive and will fairly well bridge over the

period of transition to something better.

In Eussia there is at present an ap
parent reaction against the magazine-
gun idea

; but, if one may trust reports,
a real search is being made for a better

arm than has thus far been brought for

ward. It is said that Russia is demand

ing a recoil-actuated, automatic rifle,

which will require only a pull of the

trigger to fire as long as there are car

tridges in the magazine, and a smoke
less high-power cartridge, before she

rearms
; and, meantime, her soldiers are

called upon to trust to their single-load

ing rifles &quot;to still have faith in their

splendid Berdans
&quot; and to depend up

on the bayonet as the real weapon with

which to settle an affair.

In a recent work on tactics General

Dragomirov strongly favors the free use

of the bayonet, and points out the ne

cessity for training men to handle it

properly. In his instructions for train

ing the individual soldier or the battal

ion, it is always the bayonet that must
be considered as the best killing tool.
&quot; But special attention must be paid to

the prompt withdrawal of the bayonet
immediately the blow is delivered,&quot; he

says in his &quot; Individual Instruction.&quot;

The bayonet must be withdrawn quickly,
so as to be able to stick it through the

next enemy without loss of time. This

would be very disagreeable for the

enemy and very amusing for the Rus
sians, when they arrived at a place
where such diversion could be indulged
in

;
but so very few could ever get there,

if they advanced in the face of moder

ately good magazine-rifle fire, that what

they might do seems hardly worth the

consideration of anyone.

The Turks have found the Mauser

large-bore magazine rifle sufficiently

good for them, and have bought 300,000
calibre 0.433 inch.

But the Turkish selection of arms
does not count for much, because it is

always so very much more a question
of who makes the bargain for weapons
than of what the guns are wanted for.

Spain and Portugal are both working
toward a small-bore rifle with the box
form of magazine, but no decision, if

made, is as yet made public.

Norway and Sweden, after trying sev

eral large-bore tubular magazine guns,
and putting the Krags-Petersen and
Jarmann into service, are now falling

into line with the other countries, and

selecting an arm of the favorite type.

Belgium has adopted the Nagant, a

gun of the Mannlicher type ;
and Den

mark has chosen a small-bore rifle, but

of just what kind the writer is unable to

say.*

From this glance at the condition of

the magazine-rifle question in Europe it

is evident that nearly all the countries of

that continent have arrived at the con

clusion that they need small-bore maga-

* The rate of delivery of fire from the charged maga
zines of bolt closure, right hand worked guns adapted
to repeat without bringing the piece down from the

shoulder such as the &quot;Lee,&quot;

&quot;

Mannlicher,&quot; and &quot;Vet

terli &quot;is practically one shot per second for all of them.

The times of making ready the pieces to renew magazine
fire differ widely, as is apparent from the differences in

the devices.
Such fire, when gunpowder cartridges are used, is, of

course, delivered through smoke, and its accuracy de

pends upon the nicety with which the firer can point at

an object that he saw before the smoke cut off his view.

The great advantage of detachable or quick recharging

systems lies in the possibility of quick renewal of maga
zine fire, not in quicker delivery. An increase in speed
of the Mannlicher over the Lee is claimed from the fact

that the bolt is locked as it is pushed forward, and does

not require, as does that of the Lee, a quarter turn to

secure it.

With charged magazines at hand, the Lee has been
fired sixty times a minute.
In proof firing not bringing the pieces to the shoulder

the writer usually fires one thousand rounds in twenty-
five minutes from one hundred guns, ten rounds from
two magazines, from each piece.
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zine guns, and that the weight of prefer
ence is with the box form of magazine
fixed to the piece. The small-calibre

rifle is superior to the big-bore one, sim

ply because it shoots straighter and hits

harder. If a big heavy bullet could be
made to go as fast as a small light one,

it would, of course, hit harder
;
but this

cannot be practically accomplished be

cause there are two very stringently

limiting conditions to be taken into ac

count the amount of recoil a man can

stand and the weight of the gun he can

conveniently carry about. If the Spring
field rifles were provided with cartridges
of such powder charges as to make the

United States bullets go as fast as mod
ern ones do, and if they were fired by
men in line, then most certainly every
man would be knocked flat on his back

by the recoil of his own gun, and would
feel a certain hesitancy about letting off

his piece a second time
;

if the gun were
made heavy enough to absorb so much
of the recoil that the rest could be borne,
then the man could hardly carry it at

all. Now, the weight of a gun that can be

conveniently handled by the average man
is between eight and ten pounds, and the

amount of recoil he is expected to stand

up against varies from 2.40 mkgs. in the

English Martini-Henry to 0.97 mkgs. in

the Swiss Vetterli
;
and the problem is

to make the bullet strike the hardest

possible blow and fly in the least curved

trajectory under such restrictions of

weight of piece and work of recoil. The
old idea that the energy of the bullet

leaving the muzzle was equal to the

energy of the gun in recoiling has been
found upon investigation to be very er

roneous indeed
; and that among other

things the diameter and weight of the
bullet must be considered. According
to old rules, if the energy of the bullets

were equal, the recoil from guns of the
same weight would be equal, whether the
bullet energies were derived from a fast-

flying small one or a slow-going big one,
the energy being, of course, the combi
nation of weight and velocity.

In ballistics there are many quantities
connected with the pressures of the pow
der gases and the times that a projectile
is in the bore that cannot be satisfacto

rily measured at present, and some of

these very quantities are functions of re

coil
;
but enough is known of them to

practically determine the advantage of

a small calibre in reducing recoil. For

example, the small bullet leaving the
muzzle of the French Lebel gun .strikes

a blow one-third heavier than does the

big one of the Springfield, while the re

coil is more than one-third less.

When small-calibre guns were first ad

vocated, it was supposed that their small
bullets would not have sufficient &quot;

stop
ping effect

&quot;

for horses even if they did
for men

;
but experiments have shown

that cavalry would fare no better under
their fire than under that of the big
bores. If the small bullet finds a bone
or a vital part the shock is in proportion
to the weight of blow struck, which has
been shown to more than equal that of

the big one
;

if a flesh-wound is made, it

is of course less serious.

With the flat trajectory of the small
bullet the &quot;

danger space
&quot;

is increased
;

i.e., a man may be hit when the distance

he is away is not so exactly known, a

thing extremely difficult to know if he be

running toward or away from the firer.

The Mauser and Hebler cartridges may
be compared to illustrate this point. If

both guns were properly sighted and

properly aimed at the belt-plate of aman
supposed to be 600 metres away, the

Mauser bullet would go over his head or
fall short of him if he happened to be

twenty-three metres nearer or twenty-
three metres farther away than the sup
posed range. The Hebler bullet would
strike him if he was really within forty-
nine metres of the supposed distance,
nearer or farther.

A great many target-shooters do not
like small bullets because pretty targets
cannot be made with them ; they are

more easily affected by wind and slight
differences in shooting conditions, and

consequently do not strike so near to

gether on the vertical target placed at

an exactly measured and known dis

tance.*

To the target-shooter it makes no dif

ference whether or not his bullet would
have struck the target had it been at a

That the small bullet is capable of making a good
showing on a vertical target is put beyond question by
the fact that with steel-jacketed bullets in Lorenz am
munition a target of five hundred shots was made at four
hundred metres range, which showed that eighty
cent, of the bullets struck within a rectangle l.f

2.15 inch.
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greater or less distance, because he al

ways knows exactly how far away it is
;

to the soldier it makes all the difference

U. S. Cartridge. Modern Cartridge.

in the world, because he rarely knows
with any exactness the distance to his

enemy.
An army officer expressed the condi

tions when he said,
&quot; Our gun will hit

well enough when you know where your
mark is and shoot right ;

but we want
a small bore that will hit when you don t

know where your mark is and shoot

wrong.&quot;

It is not to be supposed that there

were not many difficulties to be over

come before the small-calibre gun and

cartridge could be made to work satis

factorily. The fast-flying bullet needed

great speed of rotation, and lead was not
hard enough to stand being pushed so

fast and spun around so fast. It would
not keep the rifling and would &quot; lead

&quot;

the bore when the twist was made as

sharp as was necessary, and so recourse
was had to enclosing it in an envelope
of harder material.

In England and France ferro-nickel

and nickel are favored for this envelope
because they are considered hard and

tough enough for the purpose, and do

not corrode easily. In Switzerland and
Denmark copper is used, while in Aus
tria and Germany steel is preferred.

Steel seems to best answer the pur
poses of giving the bullet a good hold
on the rifling, and of keeping it in shape
for extreme penetration, but it must be
covered with an objectionable outside lu

bricant or it will rust badly. Copper
is apt to fly off. Nickel gives good
results, but is not so readily attached

to the lead as the steel. The method
of making these bullets with different

jackets is much the same. The jacket
is drawn to shape as is a cartridge-case,
and tinned

;
the lead is then put in place

and the whole raised to a heat high
enough to solder the jacket and core to

gether. The compound bullet is then

swaged and cut to size.*

The least satisfactory element in the

modern cartridge, as it was in its pre
decessor, is the powder.

It is difficult to get a gunpowder that

will give the required high velocity with

out making the pressure in the chamber
too great. But Rubin, in Switzerland,

got very fair results with compressed
powder, and England and Austria use it

in their cartridges.
France made up a supply of cartridges

charged with Brugere powder a com

pound of ammonium picrate and potas
sium nitrate which were very satisfac

tory in giving high velocities with very
little smoke or sound. But there is a

strong presumption that the Brugere
does not keep well, and that when de

teriorated by time it gives dangerously

high pressure. At any rate, France is

now trying gun-cotton pellets in her

search for a smokeless powder.
The German Duttenhofer powder is

semi-smokeless and is supposed to be a

* A couple of years ago, in Austria, hardened lead un-

jacketed, steel-jacketed, nickel-jacketed, and copper-jack
eted bullets were fired against a target composed of three

and a half inches of beech-wood in front of a steel plate
nine-tenths of an inch thick, the whole supported on
beech-wood backing. The steel and nickel-jacketed bul

lets passed through the target with but little deformation,
and penetrated three inches into the backing. The har

dened lead and copper-jacketed bullets were stopped by
the steel plate. At two hundred and twenty yards the

Lebel bullet penetrates fifteen inches of solid oak. The
new German bullet has perforated (made a clean hole

through) a steel plate 1.2 inches thick. These great pene
trations are primarily useful in giving the bullets capa
bility for passing through several men or animals when
massed, as in a charge, and secondarily, in giving them

greater
&quot;

searching
&quot;

power when used against light shel

ter-trench parapets, walls of wooden houses, sides of un-

armored ships, and the like.
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chemical compound carried in a vehicle

of paper pellets. Whatever it is, it gives

good velocities with controllable press
ures, but whether it will keep well has

not been satisfactorily proved.
With the small-calibre rifle came the

active search for a chemical compound
which would give higher velocities and
less fouling of the bore (for the smaller

the bore the more objectionable the

fouling) than does any gunpowder mixt

ure, and it is more than probable that

a satisfactory smokeless and almost

soundless chemical powder will soon be

found, and that &quot; the sharp crack of the

rifle and the light puff of smoke &quot;

will

soon be things of the past.

In regard to the question of whether
a magazine should be fixed or detachable

when the box form is used, there are as

wide differences of opinion as upon all

other matters pertaining to magazine
arms.

With the Austrian Mannlicher the fire

is always delivered from the magazine,
when it is charged. This is greatly

preferable to the old method of carry

ing the magazine charged and &quot; cut

off,&quot; until wanted for a critical mo
ment, because it could not be quick
ly recharged the method now in use

upon the Lebel and the English Lee
but it is objectionable in that it does not

help the man to think as a detachable

magazine might. Men need all the as

sistance that can be had from the mech
anisms of their guns to tell them, in the
excitement of a fight, whether they are

firing or only pulling trigger. It might
be supposed that one would always
know when his gun went off, but twenty-
five thousandmen at Gettysburg thought
they were firing on the enemy when they
were not at all, as was shown by the

twenty-five thousand guns picked up on
the field, with from two to ten cartridges
rammed into them. With the Mann
licher gun there is nothing to prevent a
man from pumping away on his bolt

long after the magazine is emptied, and
the tin packet case ejected ;

nor is there
on the Lee as made in England ;

but it

can be made so that when the last car

tridge is fired the bolt is locked back,
and a positive notice given that the

magazine must be removed, either to at

tach another or to work the arm as a

single-loader. Now, as nine-tenths of

the firing done in battle will be amply
fast enough from a single-loader, it

would seem that the gun wanted is a

good single-loader which can, when
necessary, be instantly changed to a

magazine arm.
Of the guns mentioned in this paper

the Kropatschek-Lebel is a magazine
arm which is charged as such, and then

changed to a single-loader by cutting
off the magazine. The Mannlicher is a

magazine arm, always used as such,
when the magazine is charged, and the
Lee and Franklin are single-loaders
which can be changed to magazine arms

by attaching the magazines.
The writer is strongly in favor of a de

tachable magazine system, so arranged
that the gun cannot be used as a single-
loader with the magazine on, because,
when the magazine is detached the piece
is as simple, as strong, and as light as

any single-loader, and cannot be disabled

by derangement of the magazine, as it

can when this last is an integral part of

the gun ;
and because it aids in the &quot;con

trol of
fire,&quot; which increases in impor

tance with attainable rapidities of deliv

ery, by showing a change of form to the
man using the arm, to his group leader,
and to his company officer, to indicate
whether the piece is being used as a

single-loader or as a magazine gun.
The number of rounds that the maga

zine will contain should never exceed

five, for a detachable system like the
Lee or a quick recharging one like the

Mannlicher, because that number, prop
erly delivered at a critical moment, is

sufficient to check an advance or to

shake a defence as the case may be
; be

cause it is as great a number as can be
delivered continuously between the

pauses necessary to the control of fire
;

and because, when the comparatively
small number of cartridges that can be
borne upon the person is considered, it

is as great a number as can be afforded

for an unchecked expenditure.
For slow-charging fixed systems like

the Kropatschek-Lebel, the greater the
number that can be stowed in the maga
zine the better, since there is practically
no method of recharging it, or of re

newing magazine fire in a critical mo-
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ment. The number of rounds carried

in detachable magazines should not ex
ceed twenty per cent, of the whole num-

try s call. The arms they would spring
to may not be of the best, but the men
are splendid.

Franklin Rifle.

Detachable, over-breech box, gravity-fed magazine system. Magazine holds nine cartridges.

ber borne on the person ;
with fixed

quick-recharging systems all the car

tridges should be put up in magazine
charge packets ;

with fixed slow-charg

ing systems the magazine must, of

course, be carried charged and cut off,

and the rest of the ammunition arranged
for single-loading fire.

Magazine Detached.

As regards form of magazine, there

would seem to be no question but that

the &quot;box&quot; is preferable. The place

upon the piece would seem to be the

under-breech, like the Lee and Mann-
licher. The over-breech location, like

that of the Vitali and of the Franklin, is

objected to as interfering with the field

of view, and as throwing the piece out

of balance, though, as matters of fact,

the field is but little hidden, and the

bolt handle on one side balances the

magazine on the other.

This question of arms is a live one in

Europe, where fighting may be expected
at any time

;
but we, the very warlike

and extremely unmilitary sovereign peo
ple of the United States, can afford to

view it with indifference. We know
that we have millions of fighting men

ready to spring to arms at their coun-

We have Springfield rifles for a few
thousands of the millions, and have pro
vided by the law of the land, in force in

the year of grace 1889, that each man
of all the rest shall have &quot; a good mus
ket or firelock, two spare flints, a suf

ficient bayonet,&quot;
* and other warlike

gear, except in the case of officers, each
of whom must have &quot; a spontoon, and a

sword or hanger,&quot; as he may elect.

Our criterion of military excellence is

very different from that of Europe.
There it is the capability of men to get
into position to shoot, and to shoot

straight and quick ;
here it is the pretti-

ness with which soldiers, under police

escort, can march up the main street of

a great town.

We consider it the part of wisdom to

prepare for more peace, in time of peace ;

but should a foreign foe suddenly attack

us, the pulse of the patriot would thrill

at the spectacle presented by our armies

Sectional View of Magazine, Attached.

springing to their arms and marching
down Broadway under the protection
of the Broadway Squad each man of

* Vide Eevised Statutes of the United States, sec. 1623

et sequitur.
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the rank and file bravely bearing along flourishing his spontoon, while the cow-
his firelock, his two spare flints, and ering and cowardly enemy was pitching
his sufficient bayonet, and every officer two-thousand-pounder shell among them

gallantly brandishing his hanger and from a safe position off Coney Island.

o

THE DOMINO.

By Edith M. Thomas.

I MET a pilgrim clothed in hodden gray;
E er any greeting word I found to say,
He cried in accents masterful and stern,

&quot;My
name Indifference, I pray you learn,

Nor bar the way when I am passing by.&quot;

&quot;You look like Love,&quot; quoth I.

I met a lording in a purple cloak

Most bravely garnished ; yet like churl he spoke,
And bade me heed he came of courtly strain,

Somewhile called Pride, and otherwhile Disdain,
Whose favor none might hope to beg or buy.

&quot;You look like Love,&quot; quoth I.

I met a wight arrayed in martial red,
And on his shield a heart shaft-bitten bled.

&quot;I Anger am, I bear both sword and fire;

At my approach all men affrayed retire.

They forfeit life, who will not turn and fly !

&quot;

&quot;You look like Love,&quot; quoth L

I met a damsel, drooping-eyed and sad,
And like a holy sister she was clad.

Some cordial from a slender flask she poured,
And smiled, and bade me drink

;
twas Pity s hoard,

To succor wounded ones that else must die.

&quot;You look like Love,&quot; quoth L

I met a fugitive distraught, undone,
Who sometimes stayed for dread, and sometimes run.

Though lord of all that sweetest bards have sung,
Not one poor word supplied his halting tongue,
But all his soul he lavished in a sigh.

&quot;

So, you are Love !

&quot;

quoth L



THREE DREAM HEROINES.

By Justin M Cartby.

VIUSING argument
has sometimes been
started on the ques
tion whether a man
can be in love with
more than one wo
man at one time.

There can, I think, be no need of argu
ment as to whether a man can be in love

with several heroines of romance or poe
try at the same time. I know he can

;

for it has been, and it is, my own ex

perience. I am very much in love with

Viola, and with Imogen, and with the

peerless Duchess of Main, and with
&quot; The Roaring Girl,&quot; and Massinger s
&quot; Maid of Honour,&quot; and with Diana
Vernon and Clara Mowbray, with

Sophy Western and Jane Austen s

Elizabeth, with Bianca in George
Sand s

&quot; Derniere Aldini,&quot; and with
ever so many other delightful creatures.

It is such a happy thing to love these

women ! They never change ; they
never grow old or cold

;
one can be

with any one of them at any time
; they

never hint to us that they would rather

just then have the company of somebody
else. Even when they happen to be
married they receive our attentions and
our devotion with the same sweet and

pure simplicity ; they know that we
adore them, and they do not frown or
look shocked. Their influence over one
is always exalting, always purifying.

Far away as they are, our yearning for

them is not the desire of the moth for

the star, or the night for the morrow.

They come to us whenever we choose to

call for them
; they come as readily as

Aladdin s genie, who came whenever
the child of destiny chose to rub his

magic lamp.
Just now I am thinking especially of

a group which I have arranged for my
self a group of three ;

three heroines

taken from song. I believe they might
be allowed to stand as types or allego
ries of the joys, the yearnings, and the

laments of Love. My three heroines

taken from song Dream Heroines I

have chosen to call them are &quot;

Sally in

our
Alley,&quot;

&quot; Fair Inez,&quot; and
&quot; Annabel

Lee.&quot; One might say that they repre
sent the Eeal, the Ideal, and the Never
More. I have spoken of them as a

group ;
but that is only in so far as they

are taken out from among all the other

women of song. We could not imagine
them standing all three together with

enlacing arms, like Canova s feeble

prettinesses, the Three Graces. No
;

that would never do. We can under
stand them all, but they could not un
derstand one another. Poor little Sally
would be great!}

7 intimidated by the

glory of Fair Inez, and they would both

be sent into melancholy by the pale,

sad face of Annabel Lee ;
and she is the

eternal past, and they two, differing in
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all things else, are alike in this, that they
are the eternal present. They have not

alone the gift of immortal youth them

selves, but they have the power of con

ferring it on every mortal at all events

on every man, so long as he is in their

sweet companionship. While we are

with them we men we are young
again ;

we feel as though we never could

grow old ; we are in the mood for carv

ing initials on the bark of trees, and

lingering outside gates and doors and
round corners

;
and the world is not

too much with us any more
;
the wind

that blows is for us the west wind al

though just a little while before we felt

certain it was the dry, keen, unwhole
some east

;
and we have senses for the

scent of the flowers and the song
of the birds, and we are inclined to

take the moon and the stars into our
confidence again, and, following the

wild fancy of Heine in one of his bal

lads, we feel quite equal to writing the

story of our love on the face of the mid

night heaven, with a giant pine-tree torn

from the earth and set ablaze in the

crater of a volcano.

It is not, however, this fiercer mood
of love that is suggested by the story of

&quot;pretty Sally.&quot;
She and her lover have

their ideal joys and their realistic trou
bles

;
but their life and their love flow,

on the whole, in a quiet and steady
channel. His master is a very hard
man ;

a London apprentice in certain

trades in those days, and even now, had
sometimes little better treatment than a

slave
;
at all events, was almost as much

at the mercy of a master s caprice as a

slave could be. So the cruel master
often banged poor Sally s lover most se

verely ; but the lover did not much
care. He could bear it all, he said, for

Sally ;

&quot; She is the darling of my heart,
and she lives in our

alley.&quot;
He could

bear it all for her and for the sake of

that one day in the week which he dear

ly loved &quot; the day that comes betwixt
a Saturday and Monday.&quot; On that

longed-for Sunday he was dressed in

all his best to walk abroad with Sally.
How the poor youth yearned for that

day through the long and dreary week !

The first ray of hope begins to shine on
him when Thursday morning looks in

upon his garret bedroom. Then the

first half of the week is definitely over,
and he may begin to feel the certain

coming of the Sunday. Up to that day
it seemed hopeless to look forward to

happiness so far remote. Friday is al

most happiness in itself
;

it is happiness
so near of its coming ;

and Saturday
why, Saturday is painful for its very
raptures. The bliss is so near that its

closeness is hardly to be borne like

that of a sun. Yet a few hours, and
after a night half-sleepless for anticipa
tion, our young lover gets up, and it is

Sunday.
I know Sally and her lover so long !

I have studied them so often ! I know
them so well ! They are very little

changed now, except, perhaps, in cos

tume, from what they were in the day
when Henry Carey first cast eyes on
them and made them immortal by his

song. That is why I say that I know
them. Of course I know them. I can
see them every Sunday ; they are the

same Sally and the same lover still, for

Henry Carey made them immortal. I

wish I could make them and their lives

and their loving companionship quite
clear to readers who do not know Lon
don, and its streets, and its Sunda}r as

pect. Sally is a short girl ;
her lover is

an undersized man. The lives of such a

class in London make undersized men
and women. She is a pretty little girl

indeed, though not so pretty as her
lover thinks her

;
and we ought all to

be glad of this, for if he did not idealize

her where would be his love ? What
sort of a lover would that be who only
saw in his sweetheart just such charms
as you and I can see in her ? He gazes

tenderly, fondly, into her upturned
face, as if it were the face of an angel.
But decidedly she is a pretty girl, with
small features, and ripe red lips, and
dark brown hair, crisp and curly, and
white teeth. Her hands ? Well, yes ;

a little large, perhaps ;
and when she

takes off her gloves which she will not

often do when she is out for a walk
with her lover on the Sunday one can
see that the hands are not of the very
whitest, and the tips of some of the fin

gers show the tattoo-marks of the nee
dle for it does not need to be told

that Sally is a sempstress of some hum-
ble order. I hardly know of anything
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which speaks to me with keener pathos
than that needle-pierced finger with its

marks that will never go off. It tells

somehow of long working hours, often

until the dawn has come and after.

Perhaps poor Sally had to work an ex
tra hour or two into the Sunday morn

ing, in order to earn her afternoon walk
abroad with her faithful lover. I take it

that it is almost always an afternoon

walk. Sally could not well get away
before her family s early dinner. She
would have to help her mother, and to

look after the younger children, and to

fetch the dinner beer from the neighbor
ing public-house. After the dinner is

over and the dinner things have been
cleared away, then impatient Sally hies

forth to meet her lover. He does not
call for her

;
he is well conscious that

her ill-tempered parents do not like

him
;

he knows that they sometimes
scold her because of him. The lovers

have a fixed place where they always
meet

;
and as she approaches the spot

she sees him already there waiting. Oh,
how her heart beats, and her eyes droop,
and her cheeks burn ! She is as much
excited when she sees him now, as if she
had not been in the habit of seeing him

every Sunday for the last twelve months
and more. See he is but a plain, com
monplace-looking little man

;
rather a

scrubby little young man, some people
might call him. Why does this pretty

girl so blush and tremble when she sees

him waiting for her ? Sweet and sacred

magic of love, that can thus transfigure
the homeliest creature into a form of

heroic symmetry and beauty ! To pretty

Sally her little lover is all a hero and
as to his height, why he is just the height
of her heart. Then they come together
and they shake hands, and, ten to one,
he greets her with no words more poet
ic or impassioned than,

&quot;

Well, Sally ;

&quot;

and it is very likely that she only mod
estly answers,

&quot;

Well, John,&quot; or &quot;

Tom,&quot;

as the case may be. But this shyness
of the first meeting after a long, whole
week s separation will soon wear off, and

they will get deep into talk. He will

give her his arm, of course
; Sally and

her lover always thus walk arm in arm
;

and perhaps she will cross her hands

upon his arm, and he will feel a faint

and tender pressure there, and he will

take any chance he has of laying his
hand over both of hers every now and
then. But our modest little Sally is

very particular about demonstrations of

affection in the public thoroughfares.
She does not like to have their love pro
claimed in that way. There are lots of

other girls, and good girls, too, mind
you, who will walk complacently with
their lover in the open Sunday, with the
lover s arm openly, and even ostenta

tiously, surrounding their waist. I have
often thought, with a curious contem

plative interest, of that large class of

lovers in London who have to do all

their love-making in the open air, and
in the streets and squares. In the parks
they will find a seat and sit there for

hours, with their arms round each
others waists or necks, making love as

complacently as a German artisan and
his sweetheart at a beer-garden in Ber
lin or Dresden.

Sally has her little prejudices and

prides, like other little maids. She will

not do what so many other girls out for

the Sunday with their lovers will do
she will not enter even the quietest-

looking public-house and have a glass
of beer with her sweetheart. So they
go into a little shop where ices and iced

drinks and a few kinds of cakes are

sold
;
and they have some penny ices

the most delightful of all drinks to a

girl like Sally ;
and the lover is quite

free to smoke a cigar ; indeed, Sally
likes to see him do it

;
she thinks it

looks manly, and makes him seem quite
a gentleman. No ;

I ll not put it that

way ;
that would wrong Sally s constant

feeling toward her lover I will say it

makes him look more of a gentleman
than ever. One of her prejudices is

against the servant -
girls who walk

abroad on Sundays in the parks with the

tall soldiers. Sally thinks these girls
make their adoration of their heroic

lovers too conspicuous ;
and she hears

that it is the servant-girl, and not the

hero, who stands the cost of each day s

treat, and Sally thinks it is not quite
nice for a woman to do such a thing.

But, after all, let us be just, dear Sally.

That towering gorgeous warrior, resplen
dent in his red jacket and his stripes,

and with his clanking spurs he does

not probably have left of his pay, when
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all the regimental deductions have been
made out of it, more than fourpence a

day for all his wants and all his pastime ;

and how much would be left to him
wherewithal to treat his sweetheart

when they go, let us say, for a Sunday
on the river ? Still, one is well pleased
that pretty Sally should have her dis

tinct, well-defined notions of what is

maidenly and what is not, and her lover,

we may be sure, will like her none the

less for her pretty little innocent pru
deries.

There are many of our London lads

and lasses who cannot often get the

chance of doing their courting in one of

the parks. They live too far away ; they
do not want to lose too much time in

wandering through mere streets. They
make for the nearest square. Many of

my readers are acquainted, no doubt,
with that austere, not to say mournful,

expanse called Lincoln s Inn Fields. It

is a huge square, with lawyers offices

and chambers on every side of it, and
some medical institutions

;
and in the

middle of the square there is an enor
mous garden. At one time, some years

ago, I used to have occasion to go very
often to and through Lincoln s Inn
Fields. At that time the gates of this

huge garden were always kept rigidly
locked against the general public. I be
lieve that since those days a more lib

eral policy has been adopted, and that

Sally and her lover, if they chose to walk
that way now, would be free to enter

the garden and linger there all the day.
But in the time I speak of, things were
not so

;
and yet the square was a great

resort of loving pairs on Sundays. They
would come there and sit on the low
wall that girdled in the garden, and lean

their backs against the iron railing that

rose above the wall they had, of course,
to sit with their backs to the trees and
the grass and the flower-beds

;
but that

could not be helped, and there they
would sit, and talk, and interchange con
fidences the whole day long. To the or

dinary observer nothing in the world
could look more unutterably dull, doleful,
and depressing than the London central

streets and squares on a Sunday. But
Lincoln s Inn Fields does not look dull,

doleful, or depressing to Sally and her
lover. It is all brightness to them ;

it is a

very Paradise garden. Even when it rains

and, indeed, it generally does rain on
the Sunday in London they do not
take much heed. Perhaps &quot;they

take
shelter under one of the high, deep door

ways of some ancient and stately house
in the square ; some house in which a

great noble family lived for genera
tions, now turned into sets of chambers
for the use of Mr. Serjeant Buzfuz, and
Mr. Perkins, and Mr. Tulkinghorn,
and other learned or legal gentlemen.
There they take shelter from the rain,
and they tell each other of all that hap
pened to them in the long week

;
and

Sally s cheeks glow with anger when she
hears how her lover s master has treated
him ; and the lover s fists clinch when
he hears of some indignity which has
been put upon his pretty Sally. They
talk of the happy coming time, the ideal

time of both their lives, when they are

free of master and of parents, and are

married, and are living in their modest
little home but not in our alley, oh,
no and can see each other every day.
So the happy afternoon fades away.
No one can get so far into the details

of the daily life of Fair Inez, as anyone
can into the details of the daily life of

our pretty, earthly little Sally. Even
Thomas Hood, who dreamed of Fair
Inez in a bright morning-dream, and

straightway described her in verses that

will never die even he could not tell

us much about her. She flashed upon
him like a ray of the early summer sun,
and then was gone back to the land of

romance and song, the fairy-land from
which she had come to show herself to

him for a moment. &quot; She s gone into

the West ;

&quot;
&quot; she took our daylight with

her, the smiles that we loved best
;

&quot;

she

has &quot;morning blushes on her cheek,
and pearls upon her breast.&quot; Not for

her the narrow, rigid life of poverty and

struggle. She knows nothing about
such lives

;
it would be a pity if she did

know anything, for she has a tender,

kindly heart, and it would pain her to

learn of such things ;
and what could

she do that could in any way relieve a

world &quot;bursting with sin and sorrow,&quot;

as Sydney Smith says ? No
;
Fair Inez

was created only to be happy,
&quot; to daz

zle when the sun is down and rob the

world of rest.&quot; As she goes to the ves-
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sel that is to bear her away, she is sur

rounded by bands of noble gentlemen
and banners and beautiful maidens and

snowy plumes, and &quot;with music wait

ing on her steps and shoutings of the

throng.&quot; There are some sad hearts

amid that glittering crowd. Some

&quot;felt no mirth
But only music s wrong

In sounds that sang Farewell, farewell

To her you ve loved so long.&quot;

Yes
;
we do all of us envy that gallant

cavalier who rode so gayly by her side

as they came down to the ship, and who

whispered in her ear. He it is who
takes her away, and we ask rather bit

terly, with Hood,
&quot; Were there no loving

dames at home,&quot; that he must cross the

seas, to fall in love with our fair Inez,

and carry her away from us ? Fare

well, fair Inez, and alas ! and alas !

&quot; for

pleasure on the sea and sorrow on the

shore,&quot; when we have to reflect that
&quot; the smile that blest one lover s heart,
has broken many more.&quot; But even
with sad recognition of that fact, what a

vision of brightness and beauty it all is,

and how fittingly is Fair Inez its central

figure ! Was there ever in such small

compass such a picture of brilliant youth
and divine beauty and charm and love ?

It is all a dream ; we know it. There
could not be on earth a Fair Inez like

that
;
she could not tread the common

places of life
;
she could not marry any

mortal cavalier ; no man would be half

good enough for Fair Inez. So she has

simply gone back to her home. Where
is her home ? Why, don t you know ?

Unimaginative, unromantic, prosaic, un

loving, unloved creature we are now
addressing a man, of course we are

sorry for you. The home of Fair Inez
is in the heart of every man who could
be a true lover. There she lives

;
in

spiring us always with the longing, the

yearning, desire to see her in the outer
and living world ! She is the ideal

woman the peerless princess of our

youth s fondest and wildest dreams. We
associate her always with summer-time,
and flowers, and music, and perfume,
and color, and soft moonlight falling on
the trees and undergrowth and the

clearances of a pleasaunce, and the song
of the nightingale, and the murmur of

waves that break no, not break that
sounds too harshly for Fair Inez that

melt, along some foamy shore. She is

the ideal woman we longed for, and

prayed for, and dreamed of, in the ro

mantic, audacious days of absurd youth,
when it still seemed not impossible that
if such a woman came in our way she

might actually fall in love with us. Now
we know better

;
the world and its ways

have knocked that nonsense out of us.

We now entertain sad or cynical doubts
as to the possibility of any Fair Inez

existing anywhere but in the imagina
tion of Tom Hood, and in the hearts of

all of us
;
and we are well convinced

that if such a being were to come upon
our horizon, she would not care one
straw about us.

So, in a sort of way, we are content
that Fair Inez should live in dreams and
in our hearts. The song of the night
ingale, according to Theophile Gautier,
is the story of the love that was never

given to us. So, too, is the story of

Fair Inez. A youth grows from boy
hood into manhood, looking out before

him for his Fair Inez, his ideal woman.
She has every perfection of form and
mind. She was made for him preor
dained for him since before the begin
ning of years. He will carry her off

from every rival ;
he will do great things

for her
;
he will be ambitious for her

;

she will encourage and inspire him in

his generous ambition for, after all,

is he not striving for the triumphal
wreaths merely that he may lay them at

her feet ? He will fight for her he will

die for her. Oh ! sweet and happy time
of youth, when nothing seems so entire

ly delightful as to die for the loved one
and in her sight, and to be mourned for

by her forever after ! Years go on, and

nothing in particular happens, and he

suddenly becomes conscious that the

ideal is no longer in front of him, but is

behind him
;

if he would see her he
must not press forward looking eagerly
before him, but must pause and look

back. The wild hope has become the

tame and melancholy memory of a hope.

Happy, after all, is the man who can

treasure the memory of that hope ;
the

memory of that faith in the Fair Inez.

Is there any possession that even the

most prosaic among us ought to prize
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more highly than the faculty of loving
that Fair laez always ;

of carrying her

forever in our heart ;
of being made

young forever by the sympathetic boun

ty of her immortal youth ?

But stay what of the lover of Anna
bel Lee? Think of the priceless love

he once possessed, a love that the winged
seraphs in Heaven went envying her and
him ! She never had the radiant and

splendid beauty, the dazzling youthful-
ness of Fair Inez. In her youth s very

spring-time, the shadow of an early
death had cast a tinge of sweet melan

choly over her pale, clear, beautiful face.

Though now she is as an angel, yet when
on earth she was a very woman ;

a sweet,

tender, loving woman a &quot; not impossi
ble she.&quot; She made her poet-lover s

home. They lived for each other. We
somehow cannot imagine Fair Inez mak
ing a home for any man. She would not
know what to do, how to set about it.

She could sit upon a throne in a palace
and make herself adorable to all men

;

but she could not undertake to make
a poet s home. Annabel Lee did this.

The poet-husband never cared to quit
her side. She was his world ;

her smile

of praise was his ambition. He read
her his poems in their stages toward

completion, and sometimes when he had
struck on something which she knew
to be strong, and original, and good, she

suddenly raised herself from the sofa on
which she was lying, and put her arms
round his neck, and drew him down to

her and kissed him kissed him with
a rewarding kiss of love and triumph !

We speak of her as lying on a sofa
; yes,

for she had begun to grow weakly, and
loved to lie down and to have him come
and sit close to her

;
and although neither

he nor she fancied that the end was so

near, it had become a recognized part
of their household ways that she should

pass her evenings lying on the sofa,
while he read to her the poems of him
self and of other singers far more great
than he, but whom yet, perhaps, in her
secret heart, Annabel does not find that
she admires quite as much as she does
him. She is to him all sympathy, as he
is to her. When sometimes they sit si

lent, and he close beside her sofa holds
her hand in his, he feels every now and
then a little tender pressure on it, which

tells of love, and faith, and happiness,
better than eloquence of words could do.

Those evenings oh ! they can never be

forgotten. They were divinely happy,
until the truth began to be borne in

upon the pair that one of them was to

be taken and the other left.
&quot; In her sepulchre there by the sea ?

&quot;

Yes
;
for he had taken her to the sea in

the hope that its breeze might breathe
new life into her. She had loved the

sea and its shores
;
and he well, every

poet loves the sea. At first they thought
she was getting better

;
but the season

was against her, the weather was chill

and stormy ; and he will never forget
some cold, gray, misty days by the sea,

days that seemed like those of winter.

The physicians, when he talked of re

moving her, told him, with a sad shake
of the head, that it did not matter

;
that

she loved the sea even in such weather,
and might as well be indulged in her
desire ; that it could do her no harm.
Once or twice he feigned to have some
business out of doors something about

asking for letters at the post-office
and he went out for a few moments,
and stood choking in agony by the cold,

gray, wintry-looking sea. The skies

seemed to crush down on him like a

falling pall. He broke into a very
storm of sobs. Then he went back to

try to seem hopeful and happy with her,
to tell her of the things they were to do
when she got well.

She is well now in her sepulchre
there by the sea. And he how is it with
him ? Is he well ? Perhaps in one sense

he is better off aye, vastly better off

than many men whom the world calls

prosperous, and envies. He has his An
nabel Lee

;
he loved her, and was loved

by her
;
married her, lived with her for

long and happy years long years that

their happiness made, nevertheless, all

too short. The past is always secure.

He has had his day ;
has had his time of

happiness. Nothing can alter that. He
has still his Annabel Lee. Better, far

better, to remember her, than to mingle
in the living society of most others. Her
memory will keep his soul pure, and
sustain him above the commonplaces of

life. Which is the better for a man, in

the higher sense of the word to have

yearned for his Fair Inez and never
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found her, and gone through all his life

hoping for her coming and hoping in

vain
;

or to have found his Annabel

Lee, and loved her, and been loved by
her, and married her, and lost her ? or

to have never dreamed of a Fair Inez,
nor found and lost an Annabel Lee ? I

am not sure about the answer to the

first and second questions ;
I am quite

sure about the answer, so far as my own
feeling goes, to the third. I would

rather, ever so much rather, have
dreamed of Fair Inez, and yearned for

her, and never found her of course, I

never should have found her, and it

would not have been any good to me
even if I had or have found my Anna
bel Lee and lost her, than have gone
through the world without the passion
and the pain. But as to the first and
second questions, I am not so sure. Is

it better to seek the unattainable ideal,

to have the eternal longing eternally

unsatisfied, or to have the ideal found,

realized, and lost, and then the long
and lonely lament? I am not able to

give an answer. Ask me something
easier.
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HOW I CROSSED MASAI-LAND.

By Joseph Thomson.

ETWEEN the years
1858, when Burton
and S p e k e made
their celebrated

journey to Lake

Tanganyika, and
1882, the rapid de

velopment oi Afri

can exploration had laid bare the chief

secrets of the greater part of east cen
tral Africa. The country between the

Indian Ocean and Lakes Nyassa and

Tanganyika had been crossed and re-

crossed, and a fair idea acquired of its

physical configuration.
There was still, however, one impor

tant zone at which various travellers had
nibbled, but which no one had made his

own. This was the region lying direct

ly between the coast and Victoria Ny-
anza, and through which the equator
runs. It was already known that it

contained snow-clad mountains, and a

remarkable tribe of people ; but, to add
to its attractions, active volcanoes, new
lakes, great caves, etc., were reported
till the explorer longed to visit them,
and the stay-at-home geographer to have
them described and accurately placed
on his maps.

There were other than scientific rea
sons to give an added interest to Masai-

land, for such we may now call the zone
in question.
When Gordon was Governor-General

of the Soudan, he had seen that through
Masai-land lay the route of the future
for permanent communication between

Copyright, 1889, by Charles Scribner s Sons. All rights reserved.
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the equatorial province now called

Emin s and the ocean
;
and as for him

to think was to act, he despatched an

Egyptian expedition to seize Mombasa
from the Sultan of Zanzibar, and from

that seaport open up the route to the

Nile.

Unhappily the British Government

stepped in and stopped the execution of

the project. It is interesting, however,
to note this idea of General Gordon s in

the face of Stanley s recent attempt to

open up a route to the Nile by way of

the Congo, in violation of all geographi
cal and common-sense considerations.

It was not only Gordon, however,
who looked to Masai-land as a line of

communication between the interior and
the coast

;
the Church Missionary So

ciety had been established for some
time on the shores of the Nyanza, and
the healthiest and most direct route to

this station lay through the unexplored
country.
With so many interests in question it

may be wondered that no effective steps
had been taken to open up Masai-land

previous to 1882. The secret lay in this,

that the Masai, who held the greater

part of the country, had the reputation
of being the boldest and the most un

scrupulous savages to be found in Af
rica. Their very name was a terror to

the whole of east central Africa, and
tales innumerable were told of their ex

traordinary deeds, their wars, and their

ferocity, and of the caravans which had
been annihilated in their country. A
modicum of danger is a great attraction

to the enterprising traveller, but there

are limits to his temerity, and the dan

gers in this case appeared to overstep
them considerably. Even Stanley con
sidered there was but one way to cross

Masai-land, and that was &quot; with a thou
sand rifles.&quot;

Such was the position of affairs in

1882, when the Royal Geographical So

ciety turned its attention to that region.
Two years before I had successfully com
pleted a journey under its auspices to

Lakes Nyassa, and Tanganyika, and the
CODgo basin, and it now once more
did me the honor to place this new en

terprise in my hands.
On December 13, 1882, I left for Zan

zibar, where, after a hurried visit to the

coast to determine certain questions re

lating to the starting-point, route, and

porters, I organized my caravan.

The 15th of March saw us on the
coast-hills overlooking Mombasa, ready
for our first march. Eastward, and sev

eral hundred feet beneath us, spread a

festering zone of mangrov : swamp, half-

hidden and wholly beautified by a fever-

charged haze. Through this hybrid
tract ran a many-branched, gleaming
creek to its mother ocean, and there,
where child and mother kissed, nestled

the historic town of Mombasa, looking
from our distant coign of vantage like

a gigantic white sea-bird resting on the

shore. We could not but take a last

lingering look at this scene, before turn

ing our backs to it
;
for long, weary

months of hardship, toil, and danger
must be faced before we would look

upon it again. But the word to start

had to be given, and soon, with much
noise and confusion, we were falling in

to single file and winding through the

picturesque palm groves of Rabai, like

a huge centipede ;
our eyes westward,

trying as it were to pierce the veil which
throws the glamour of the unseen over
the lands ahead of us.

Our caravan consisted of one hundred
and fifty-one men all told, chiefly Zanzi-

baris, and a few mission converts
;
some

of their officers were not unknown to

fame. There were two of Stanley s
&quot;

Immortals,&quot; Muinyi Sera and the even
better known Kacheche

; Makatubu,
Brahim, and Bedue were three who
had travelled with me twice before

;
and

there was a Maltese sailor named Mar
tin, who had deserted the sea some

years before to become a useful jack-of-
all-trades on the east coast of Africa.

With the second day set in the real

troubles and worries of the march. It

is an unfortunate aspect of African

travel that the greatest dangers and
trials which the explorer has to face

meet him at the very outset of his

journey. It is these first few days
which, almost in every case, determine
the success or failure of his expedition.
At no other time are his diplomacy, tact,

and patience so much needed, or the

want of them so disastrous. He has to

teach his men to like, to trust, and to fear

him. The men place him on trial to see
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of what stuff he ismade whether, in fact,

they or he is to be master. At this time

they are generally weak and enervated

through weeks of idleness and debauch
;

great numbers have joined the caravan

simply to receive the advance-money,
and then bolt at the first safe opportun
ity. If not delicately, though firmly

managed, they will quarrel and desert

being still near the coast and in com

paratively well-known districts. Much,
of course, of this I had not to fear, hav

ing already graduated in the art of Afri

can travel ;
but none the less I had

unusual cause for anxiety in leading a

caravan of Zanzibaris for the first time
to Masai-land. My party was largely
made up of the dregs of Zanzibar, who
had taken my money, but laughed to

themselves at the idea that we would
ever enter the dangerous country. Hap
pily I was aware of the situation and
was prepared to meet it, and humor
them till I got them fairly into the

country, where I knew I should be safe.

The difficulties of managing such a

caravan as I had under me were by no
means lightened by the fact that we had

nearly two hundred miles of wilderness

to cross before reaching Masai-land and

comparative plenty. The scarcity of

food and water made arduous marches
and scantier feeding necessary, which

hardly tended to harmony and good
feeling between master and man.
Our first three marches lay through

the district of Duruma, a land of dense
brush and tangle, bound together by
thorns and creepers into an almost im

penetrable mass. Here, hidden away
like hunted animals, small communities
of Wa-duruma* found a measure of

safety, and gained a scanty subsistence,

though ever in dread of starvation and
the Masai spear.

Beyond Duruma came three more
marches of actual uninhabitable wilder

ness, where the dense bush gave place
to thorny acacias, or scrubby, almost
leafless trees of repellent aspect, while

glaring red clays and sands replaced
the dark loam. Water in this God
forsaken tract was unobtainable, and for

two days and one night the men had
to press forward uninterruptedly over

The prefix Wa in the Swahili language means people
of, thus Wa-duruma is people of Duruma.

burning sands and under a blazing sun,
their clothes torn and legs scratched

by thorns, their tongues glued to their

mouths, their lips parched and cracked.
Their knees might become weak and

shaky with groans they might sink to

the ground beside their loads, declaring
that they were dying or being killed

there was no respite from that dire

necessity of moving on. There was

plenty of compassion, but there could be
no release, and from morn to dewy eve,

and all night long, Europeans and head
men alike ever rang the changes on their

orders and expostulations, urging their

men onward, now encouragingly, now
threateningly, at times lending a help

ing hand. And thus the first section of

the Nyika or wilderness was passed, and
after six painful marches the picturesque
isolated mountains of Teita, rising like an

archipelago of islands from an emerald

sea, were reached, and rest and refresh

ment obtained to enable us to tackle the

remaining part of the forbidding zone.

At Teita we found the last outpost of

Christian enterprise, for there, on the top
of Mount Ndara, to be seen from far

and near, stood a small corrugated iron

house, which under the dazzling bril

liancy of a tropical sun blazed out a

sheet of flame, a perfect beacon to the

surrounding country, symbolical, let us

hope, of that other light with which the

missionary had come to illumine the

spiritual darkness in which the land lay
shrouded.
From Teita a couple of very severe

marches, one of them including most of

a night, took us across the remaining
tract of wilderness, and then our toils

and hardships were over for the time

being.
Without the slightest warning we sud

denly exchanged the burning heats, the

thirsts, and the toils of the desert for a

veritable dream of Arcady and plunged
into the soothing shadow of an ideal

tropical forest. Its majestic trees shel

tered under their luxuriant foliage a

gypsy wealth of graceful curving palm
and tender plant; while from trunk

and branch swung numberless creep
ers binding the forest giants in fantas

tic bonds. Here was grateful shadow,
there floods of sunlight ;

now we crossed

a bosky glade, now pushed our way
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Masai Married Women.

through a seemingly impenetrable mass
of undergrowth. On all sides were

murmuring streams. Glimpses there
were of huts embowered in bush and

creepers, of plots of ground cultivated

for the use of man, of banana-groves
loaded with golden fruit. There were

greetings from the owners of this seem

ingly enchanted land, men who were
naked and not ashamed, and who, in

the secure depths of this forest fast

ness, fearing neither the ruthless spear
of the Masai, nor the demon famine,

&quot; in

glad idlesse throve.&quot; Cool, too, it was

&quot;though in the depths it lay of burn

ing Africa.&quot; Beside it rose the majestic
mass of Kilimanjaro, its base scorched

by tropic suns, its summit capped with

eternal snows from which come icy
streams and cool refreshing breezes to

temper the heats of lower levels. To
find such another spot as this idyllic
district of Taveta, one must search for

some far-off islet of a southern sea, hap
ly yet preserved from the blight of Euro

pean civilization.

At Taveta we remained for more than
a fortnight, making excursions in the

neighborhood and preparing for our
next great step.
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On the 17th of April we were ready
to resume our march. So far all our
troubles and dangers had been with the

wound along grassy glades, or penetrat
ed tracts of dense tropical forest. Hills

gave place to dales, and dales to park-

Country near Mount Donyo Longonot. The Crater m the Distance.

physical difficulties of the country and
with the men. The latter were now safe

ly landed in the interior and gave us
less cause for anxiety, leaving us with
a less burdened mind to face the new
and unknown cares ahead of us.

Our route on leaving Taveta lay round
the southern foot of Kilimanjaro, the
Mount Olympus of these parts. At this

time we only got occasional glimpses of

this king among mountains, as, for the

most part, it lay swathed in clouds dur

ing the day, only at times raising its

white summit from its vapory wrap
pings, and gleaming against the blue

sky like some cloud of ineffable white
ness. Sometimes, however, at sunset
or at dawn it emerged from its godlike
seclusion, and, standing disrobed from
base to summit, showed itself in all its

awe-inspiring majesty, smiling under
the bright rays of the rising or setting
sun.

Our march round Kilimanjaro to the
western &quot; door &quot;

of Masai-land was as

varied and interesting as that to Taveta
had been worrying and arduous. We

like tracts. Mountain torrents there

were in painful numbers, always crossed

with difficulty, and sometimes not with

out danger. The country teemed with

big game its only inhabitants. At
times we heard of Masai armies on the

war-path, and had to take refuge in the

depths of the forest. On one of these

occasions we fell into the hands of a

noted mountain chieftain named Man-

dara, who treated us right royally, but
did his best to send us empty away.

In this way we rounded Kilimanjaro,
and on April 30th found ourselves emer

ging from the forest country. The Masai

country, our promised land, spread it

self out before us in great, grassy up
lands, stretching away west and north

till bounded on the distant horizon

by isolated masses of mountains, chief

among which is the fine conical Mount
of Meru, a worthy opposing pillar to

Kilimanjaro of the
&quot;gate&quot;

or &quot;door&quot;

of Masai-land, on whose threshold we
now stood.

It was on May 3d that we entered

the mysterious and dreaded country,
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not without fear and trepidation. At
our elevation of 6,000 feet an icy wind

swept across the treeless plains, with an
effect not expected so near the equator.
At first this rich and fertile region

appeared to be given over wholly to

big game. Rhinoceros, buffalo, zebra,

wildebeest, antelope, ostrich, etc., were
to be seen on all sides in astonishing
numbers, in herds, groups, or solitary,

according to the habits of the particu
lar species. After a time evidences of

other inhabitants could be descried, in

the shape of dark, circular objects, from
which rose curling smoke. These were
the kraals of the Masai. As we con
tinued our way we could see that our

appearance had aroused a commotion

among the inhabitants. Men were

running from kraal to kraal, and others

were congregating in groups. Soon the

bolder or more curious of them be

gan to run toward us, swinging their

By midday we had camped in the

neighborhood of the Masai kraals, in a
curve of the ice-cold waters of the

Ngare N Erobi. There we stacked our

goods, and while some remained to

guard, the rest cut down acacia-trees

and built a strong fence. Thus forti

fied, we were prepared to await the de

velopment of events. Unhappily, the

promise of our reception was sadly be
lied by the realization. The warriors

gathered in hundreds from all sides, and
enormous demands were made on our

goods as payment for a right of way
through the land. One warrior drew his

sword upon me, because I pushed him

away when carrying his investigation
of my person somewhat beyond bounds.

Everyone had to remain in arms. There
were continual attempts to steal, horse

play of the most trying description, ugly
rushes which seemed as if they would
lead to bloodshed and general battle.

Camp of Mr. Thomson s Party at Kikuyu.

great shields at their sides, their enor
mous spears glancing brightly in the

sun. We were speedily face to face with
the redoubtable warriors, listening to

their strange greetings, touching amic

ably their greasy hands. Our fears were
for the time allayed by our reception,
and we forgot their reputation in our ad
miration of their magnificent physique.

Worse than all, we heard of a fight

which had taken place before with a

large caravan that had preceded us,

in which some Masai had been killed,

and we were made to understand that

they would probably take their revenge
on

&quot;

us. Next day matters became
worse. We heard of a general gather

ing of the clans and a probable attack
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Three Masai Warriors and a Coast Trader.

upon us on the following morning. The
decision I had now to come to was a
difficult one. Was I to throw down the

gauntlet and go in for a policy of battle

and adventure, or retreat and try by
another way. To fight once would be
to fight ever after, and that was not
what I was sent to do in Masai-land

;

but then, to turn back would have a

demoralizing effect on my men, while
there was no guarantee that any other
road would be any freer from obsta
cles for such an inadequate force as
I had at my command. All things con

sidered, I elected to go back to Taveta,
and try by the opposite side of Kiliman

jaro.
To avoid a collision, otherwise inev

itable, we resolved to leave at night.

Everything was arranged as usual
;
but

as soon as darkness had set in and the

warriors had retired to their kraals, our

preparations were quietly made. Hap
pily the night was dark and stormy,
with distant mutterings of thunder and
flashes of lightning. As soon as every

thing was still in the kraal we hauled
down the tent, the men laid hold of their

loads, and then, like phantoms, we stole

from our camp-fires into the pitch dark
ness of night, and commenced our flight.

The darkness was so great that the men
were compelled to keep almost within

touch of each other, while I went ahead,

compass in hand, and bull s-eye lantern

to read by under cover. For the first

quarter of an hour we had every reason
to fear that our donkeys might bray, or

the Masai watch-dogs scent us and raise

the alarm. Happily nothing of the kind
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occurred, and, once clear of the kraals,

we breathed again and stepped out more

briskly, though ever stumbling and trip

ping over thorns and stones, or, still

worse, into holes. Then, as if to hide

our retreat, the storm that had been

brewing over Kilimanjaro burst, and

deluged us with rain, while deafening
and blinding us with thunder and light

ning. We did not grumble, however,
for we felt that it added to our safety.

It was in this fashion that we re-

crossed the threshold of Masai-land,

and, drenched and crushed morally and

physically, crawled into the huts of our

former camp. Four days later we re-

entered Taveta.

It must be confessed my case was

sufficiently desperate at this time, and
it required all the sanguineness of my
temperament not to feel utterly beaten.

I had not, however, lost my faith in

Micawber s maxim, that &quot;

something
would turn

up,&quot;
and I set about repair

ing the results of my retreat as expe-

ditiously as possible. More goods must
be got, and as many more men as possi
ble. To do this there was nothing for

it but to make a run to Mombasa, and

yet it was dangerous to leave my men.

They demanded to be led to the coast,

and threatened to desert. I replied by
taking possession of all their weapons,
and placing them in charge of a relia

ble guard. Thus unarmed they were

helpless, and some prompt disciplinary
action speedily brought them to their

senses.

Two days after my arrival at Taveta
I started for Mombasa with ten selected

men. In two days and a half we
reached the mission house of Ndara, a

distance by the road of nearly ninety
miles. Next day we resumed our

march, intending to stop half-way to

Duruma. The water puddle we ex

pected to find, however, was dry, and
we deemed it best to go on till we
reached water. We had started at five

in the morning, and travelled all day
without cessation. We now, waterless
and foodless, continued our way through
out the long weary night, till, at three in
the morning, after having tramped con

tinuously for twenty-two hours, we that

is, I and one man, for the others had
fallen dead-beat reached water among
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some rocks, where, after drinking to

the bursting point, we lay down on the

hard rocks to fall asleep in the drench

ing rain which now fell, too tired with
our seventy-mile walk under a scorching
sun to mind anything. Four hours
after the other men had straggled in, re

freshed by the rainfall
;
and after stay

ing the pangs of hunger with some
boiled Indian corn, we resumed our

march, doing between fifteen and twenty
miles. Next day we re-entered Mom
basa, to the alarm and astonishment of

the missionaries, having covered a dis

tance of considerably over two hundred
miles in five and a half marches, on
boiled Indian corn.

On June 19th I once more started

for Taveta, with a small caravan of sixty-

eight men. On reaching Bura, in Teita,
I resolved to take two men and push
ahead to Taveta, and send back water
and assistance to meet the heavily laden

porters. This march of nearly sixty
miles we completed in sixteen hours,

though it became chiefly memorable
from an exceedingly narrow escape I

had of being carried away by a lion,
while resting for a short time in the

middle of the night.

My relief was great, on re-entering the
forest shades of Taveta, to find my car

avan as I had left it, thanks to the
tact and judicious treatment of Martin.
Another load of anxiety was taken oft

my mind on hearing that a trading car

avan from Pangani had arrived at Tave

ta, en route for Masai-land. Before the

day was out I had conferred with its

leaders, and had come to an arrange
ment by which we would travel together
till we got fairly into the country, after

which each one was to take his own
way.
For my second attempt to enter Ma

sai-land, I found myself with only 140

men, who carried 44 loads of iron, brass,
and copper wire, 22 of various kinds
of beads, 8 of cloth, 8 of ammunition,
II of stores, and about 20 of all other
kinds.

It was July 17th when we once more
left Taveta behind us. On this occa

sion we travelled north, along the east

ern aspect of Kilimanjaro, whose base
we skirted. The country we passed
through was one of extreme fertility,
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mostly grassy savannas, mottled with

groves and fringing strips of trees along
the streams flowing from the snowv
heights. Lying thus open to Masai
attacks, there were, of course, no in

habitants
;
but we had no reason to

complain of their absence. Time after

time the mountaineers came down from
their fastnesses in howling multitudes,

dancing wild fandangoes, indicative of

the pleasure it would afford them to

make us into mincemeat if they could
but see their way. Happily, as that was
not quite clear to them, and as we felt

quite safe, we rather enjoyed their pres
ence, as a savagely romantic adjunct to

our march.
In other ways we had no reason to

complain of want of incident. On one
occasion we stalked an animal in the

bush, which, being only partially seen,
one thinks is a lion, another a rhinoc

eros, a third a buffalo. The excitement
becomes intense as we near our game,
till, on the point of firing, our presence
becomes known, and the shaggy head
and huge ears of a strayed donkey
is seen, while the welkin rings with the

commonplace &quot;hee-haw,&quot; which com

pletes our discomfiture. Time after

time, rhinoceros, which are here plenti

ful, suddenly awaken from a noonday
siesta, charge the caravan, and scatter

it to the winds. Trying to stop the

headlong progress of one of those

brutes, I have a narrow escape of being
skied, but escape by a lucky jump aside.

Again, a buffalo old, solitary, and con

sequently vicious appears in the midst
of our camp, with all the effect of a

shell expected to burst. Before one
man can escape, he is tossed and badly
lacerated, and another is knocked down.
A heavily loaded donkey coming in its

way is thrown in the air like a cork,

ripped open, and a second blow on the

head mashes it to jelly. There are a

number of narrow escapes before we
recover from the first panic, and, finally,

with a hundred bullets, despatch the

dangerous brute.

Where there are no inhabitants food
has to be obtained by the rifle, and time
after time, though no sportsman, I have
to stalk rhinoceros and buffalo, to the

imminent danger of my life. But we
are called to encounter other dangers

than those from wild beasts and equally
wild men. On one occasion, while

camped in the midst of a dense jungle,
the dried grass is fired by the natives to

windward, and the conflagation comes
down upon us with terrific speed and
an appalling roar. For dear life we
have to seize sticks and branches, and
go forth to battle with the flames in the
midst of an extraordinary scene of ex
citement and panic. Happily we come
out victorious, blackened and scorched,
it is true, but with no lives lost, and
only some goods destroyed.

These and similar incidents marked
our second approach to Masai-land, but

being more hopeful of a successful issue
to our enterprise, they seemed only to

add to our enjoyment of the march. On
August 14th we once more came into

communication with the Masai, though
only with a few graybeards. They
brought the pleasant news that all the
warriors of the surrounding country
were away on various distant expedi
tions, leaving only the children and
married people. This was good news
to hear, not so much because the ab
sence of the warriors lessened our dan

gers, as that we would have less
&quot; hon-

go,&quot;
or &quot;

right-of-way tax,&quot; to pay one
of the most onerous of the charges
which fall upon the trader and explorer
who wants to travel peaceably.
Our road thus cleared, we marched

on with more confidence. With our en
trance into Masai-land we began to leave

Kilimanjaro behind us. A weird, flat

expanse of barren sand stretched before

us, painful to see in its repellent monot

ony. Hardly a single green tree was
to be seen, only a few gaunt skeleton

trunks, in harmony with the blasted

ribs of rock which here and there rose

above the surface. Over all hung a

haze, lending a ghastly glamour to the

scene, and adding to the strange effects.

The mirage also helped to give a further

air of unreality to the landscape, pro
jecting bits of it against the sky, mak
ing game walk in mid-air, and spread

ing before us illusory lakes and ponds.

Bounding this plain of Njiri the

dried-up bed of an ancient lake there

rose from the quivering gray sheen the

bounding masses of Kilimanjaro and
Meru in the south, Donyo Erok and
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Ndapduk in the north, and the Kyulu
Mountains in the east, all alike majesti

cally spectral in their clothing of vapory

gauze.
Unmolested, and encountering only a

few herdsmen, we crossed Njiri in five

days, and, reaching the base of Donyo
Erok (the Black Mountain), found our

selves at last among considerable num
bers of Masai.

From this time forth our life was

anything but a happy one it would, in

deed, have been intolerable, but that

everything was so strange and new. It

required all our devotion to duty, all

our patience and good-nature, to stand

the trials we were subjected to by the

arrogant savages, who had long learnt

to consider themselves the lords of

creation. They could not be expected
to understand that my appearance was

portentous with the fate of their tribe,

that a new and terrible factor had been
launched into their midst, and that I

was but the forerunner of that terribly
ruthless demon, &quot;Civilization.&quot; Happy
in their unconsciousness of their fate,

they treated me as something pheno
menal, it is true, but with that lack of

reverence and fear which characterizes

those at home, who pay their shilling
to see the latest human monstrosity,
and thank God they are not like him or
her. To give some idea of our experi
ences in Masai-land, I think I cannot do
better than sketch a typical day s pro
ceedings.

, The moment a suitable camping
ground is reached, the loads are stacked

and, with astonishing rapidity, born of

fear and daily drill, a strong circular

thorn fence is built, inside which we feel

safe yet not quite safe, for no man
dares lay down his gun or leave a single
article exposed to the clutches of the
thievish warriors. These may be pre
vented from stealing, but cannot be

punished if caught in the act
;
so that

for them the attempt is only rare sport
for us, a constant source of danger

and worry. Soon the natives begin to

appear. First the women and married
men arrive, the former with clean shaved
heads, neck and breast loaded with
chain and bead necklets, body envel

oped in dressed ox-hide, and arms and
legs covered with thick iron wire coiled

continuously round, to the weight of

from twenty to thirty pounds. Their
features are good, with but little trace

of the negro, w
rhile their bearing is, com

pared with the negro, distinctly aris

tocratic. The married men, or elders,
are more scantily dressed, usually in a

kaross of monkey or hyrax skin, which

partially covers the body, but with little

regard to decency.
As the day wears on, parties of war

riors arrive from the various districts,

resplendent in red clay and grease, with
which they are liberally plastered
almost their only dress. Nothing else

covers their magnificent forms but a

small kid-skin over the shoulders. They
march in single file, holding their enor
mous spears blades two feet and a half

long vertically in their hands, their

buffalo-hide shields depending at their

sides. They chant a war-song in sten

torian tones, and go through a variety
of evolutions, which show in this rudi

mentary drill their military instincts.

The question of the &quot;

hongo
&quot;

has now
to be settled, with much decorous

speechifying, for, like the North Ameri
can Indians, they are born orators. The
amount settled, the iron wire and beads
are sometimes divided amicably, some
times thrown into the midst of the war
riors to be fought for as by beasts of

prey. On these occasions blood is fre

quently drawn.
With the settlement of the hongo our

greatest trials commence. The warriors

flock into the camp to see what can be

stolen, and what there is worthy of note.

Naturally I am the cynosure of every
eye, and, being modest, would prefer
the privacy of my tent ;

but they over

rule my objection, and it becomes nec

essary to do violence to my feelings and

place myself en evidence. They crowd
round about me in a stinking circle,

laying their filthy paws on my person,

stroking my cheek, feeling if my nose is

of the same make as theirs, anxious
even to see my teeth. They turn up
my sleeve or my trousers to make sure

that it is not a part of me, and the sight
of my white skin gives them delicious

thrills of horror it looks so strangely
dreadful.

Matters would be worse, but that the

dignity that doth hedge in the civilized
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European, of whom I am the accredited

representative, gradually impresses even
their rude minds, and they mutter to

themselves that the gods have descended

among them. Certainly to them I am a

great Lybon, or medicine-man. They
make no demands upon my scanty medi
cine-chest. They come to me like pious
Catholics to springs of healing virtue,
and they ask to be spat upon to be
made whole and blessed forever after.

The situation is trying enough in all

conscience, but what can I do ? It may
be repugnant to my feelings, but it is

an honor and a pleasure to them, and

my good-nature makes it as impossible
for me to resist the mute appeal of the

venerable graybeard, as the piquant
up-turned nose of the Masai maiden.
To the former it is something to boast
of to his children, to the latter ifc is

more precious than a kiss, a form of ca

ress unknown to them.
This remarkable practice, so repug

nant to all our ideas, is not merely
medicinal. The stranger is thus greeted
in sign of amity and friendship. To
spit on your friend is a special mark
of affection

;
to an enemy it is like of

fering salt among the Arabs. It is the

final seal to a bargain, as it is also a

lover s caress. Of course, life would have
been intolerable if they had practised

upon me, but happily they only went

through the form.

This practice was only one of many
remarkable customs characteristic of

the Masai, as, for instance, that all the

young men and women between the

ages of fourteen and thirty-five among
the former live together in villages

apart from the children and married

people. During this period the men
are warriors, and devote their whole at

tention to cattle-lifting. Their diet is

absolutely nothing but meat and milk,

though these are never taken together,
so many days being devoted to the one
and so many to the other. The Masai
are nomad in their habits, moving about

according to the pasturage. Their sole

subsistence depends upon their cattle-

rearing and cattle-lifting. They always
fight in the open and at close quarters,
with their terrible spears and brain-
crushers a fact which explains the se

cret of the terror they inspire among

the more cowardly and cover -loving
tribes who surround them.
The moment a warrior feels that he

is declining in strength he marries,

passes his honeymoon in a woman s

dress, and then devotes himself to rear

ing a new brood of warriors.

Their remarkable customs cannot

very well be dealt with here, but suf
ficient has been said to point them out
as a unique African race, though having
almost no affinities with the negro.
Such are the people who daily crowd

into our camp and make life a burden
to us. No one dares venture out alone,
and I, myself, Lybon as I am, require
an escort if I go beyond the gate. The
afternoon is one frightful turmoil

haggling over the sale of donkeys and
bullocks, dangerous wrangles and rows,

ever-attempted thefts, and the almost
unbearable horse-play of the warriors,
who amuse themselves trying the cour

age of our men with feigned thrusts of

their daggers. The young unmarried

women, lovers of the warriors, are al

most a greater source of danger, for

they jeer at the Zanzibaris, and incite

their knights to further annoyances.
They, indeed, have been the cause of

more caravan massacres and there have
been many than the innate blood-

thirstiness of the warriors themselves.

With sunset comes a measure of com
fort and quiet. The gate of the camp is

securely blocked, and henceforth there

is neither ingress nor egress. The guns
are laid aside, fires lit, and pots set aboil-

ing. A load seems taken off every man s

mind and general cheerfulness prevails,

till, round the glowing camp-fires, jokes
and stories emanate from the circle of

men, who look romantically picturesque
in their white dresses, their black faces

lit up with the ruddy glow. Guards

patrol inside the fence, occasionally

challenging a prowling Masai, or firing

a warning gun, producing for a moment
a death-like silence, a muttered question
or two, till, nothing coming of it, the

cheerful hum and laugh make glad the

camp once more. Three hours after

sunset the men have stretched them
selves out to sleep, and then is heard

only the low talk of the guards, or the

champing noise of ruminating or feed

ing cattle. Outside, however, the night
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is made hideous by the horrid cries of

hyenas, jackals, and, more rarely, of

lions, attracted in large numbers by the

scent of blood and the savory fumes

arising from roasting meat ;
and so ends

a day in Masai-land.

From Donyo Erok our route lay
north by east, through the semi-barren,
acacia-clad country of Matumbato. As
we advanced the Masai became more
numerous and more troublesome in pro

portion. More than once we thought a

tight was inevitable, but, as has been in

variably my experience in Africa, means
were found to avoid bloodshed.

For the first five marches we crossed

some broken country, which forms the

commencement of a flanking section of

land that, farther north, develops into

the dignity of a plateau. On the sixth

march we descended to what we may call

the Masai plains, a narrow tract of land

running like a broad, shallow trough
through the plateau, dividing it into

an eastern and western section. Once
more, however, we reascended the high
er uplands, for the purpose of putting
ourselves in communication with a tribe

of agriculturists, called Wa-kikuyu, to

collect grain for our further advance.

The flesh diet on which we had lived for

some time was beginning to tell upon
us, and vegetable food had become im

perative.
The change from the burnt-up, dreary

country we had so far traversed, to the

breezy heights of the Kapte plateau was
delicious in the extreme. We found
ourselves on a fine, rolling plain, knee-

deep in grass, and diversified with the
most charming woodlands. Conifers
and calodendrons gave a markedly tem

perate aspect to the scene, not belied

by the cool temperature. Everywhere
were springs and rushing streams. Al

together the country seemed a perfect
Eden, after the repellent tracts and

scorching heats we had just left.

At the outskirts of the Kikuyu forest
we camped. As its inhabitants had the

reputation of being the most treacher
ous and intractable of savages, we had
to devote two days to the construction
of a strong palisade round our camp,
before we attempted to open communi
cation with them.
The task of collecting food was no

easy matter in this wild district, as we
had to penetrate the dense forests to

find the treacherous natives, who thus
tried to lure us to possible destruction.

All our dealings had more the aspect of

war than marketing, and were continu

ally marked by ugly rushes, of panics,
and ranging up in battle array, till once
more explanations were exchanged, a

relaxation of the threatening ensued,
and the buying and selling were re

sumed, weapons in hand. In this live

ly fashion a fortnight was consumed
before we gathered all the food we cal

culated would be required for nearly a

month.
On September 21st we resumed our

journey. Our first march was one of

much danger, as we had to traverse

a part of the Kikuyu forest. We
speedily found that the woods were

swarming with Wa-kikuyu, bent on

plunder and murder; and, heavily
loaded as we were, hampered with a

herd of cattle and many donkeys, and

necessarily moving in a long narrow
line, we had every cause for anxiety ;

and
still more so at night, when we were

compelled to camp in the forest without
a protecting fence. That night was one
of the liveliest in our experience, as in

cessant attempts were made to stam

pede our cattle
;
and what with the

darkness of the forest, an accompani
ment of drenching rain and fearful

thunderstorm, an almost continuous
fusillade of guns and shouts of men, it

proved to be one not easily forgotten.
The morning showed that we had

suffered no very serious losses, and we
contrived to get away from the dreaded
district without further misadventure.
We had no desire, however, to pass an
other night in the neighborhood, and,

though our men were all excessively
overloaded having to carry eight days
food in addition to their ordinary loads

we pushed on all day. Late in the

afternoon we reached the edge of the

plateau once more, and I stood riveted

by the impressive spectacle presented
to me. Below was the northern exten
sion of the Masai plain, from which rose

two remarkable extinct volcanoes, one
of them a most beautifully preserved
crater. Away beyond was the opposing
escarpment of the western plateau.
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We had little time to stand and ad
mire the picture, for the sun was rapidly
setting, our camp was still far off, and
our men rapidly breaking down. Con
sidering oui selves now safe from the

Wa-kikuyu, the usual order of march
was suspended, and every man allowed
to push on as he pleased. The bottom
of the escarpment was reached by many
about sunset, but still there was some
distance to go. The shades of night
had fallen when an extraordinary thing
happened. One or more lions attacked

our donkeys and produced an astound

ing panic. The porters threw down
their loads

;
the cattle stampeded ;

the

donkeys did the same, braying lustily.
Some of the latter were shot down, in

the belief that they were lions. The
whole caravan was scattered to the

winds, and only a few men contrived to

get to the camping-ground, the rest

spending the night up trees or in other

places of security. To collect loads

and animals, and otherwise repair the

disasters of that night, necessitated a

halt of three days.
Two more marches brought us to

Lake Naivasha, visiting the remarkable
volcanic crater of Donyo Longonot on
the way.
We had here a very annoying and

anxious time among the Masai, who
swarmed in the neighborhood ; still, in

spite of everything, I was able to visit

the steaming mountain of Buru.
After five days detention at Naivasha,

arranging the right-of-way question, we
continued our way north along the

meridional trough. At a small lake,
called Elmeteita, I determined to make
the hazardous attempt to reach the
snow-clad peak of Kenia a mountain

long heard of but not hitherto seen.

To do this I resolved to take only thirty
men, lightly loaded, so that we could
move about less conspicuously, and
more easily hide in the forests when
necessary.
We started on this dangerous expe

dition on October 6th, and that same

day camped once more in the dense,

mist-draped forest jungles of the pla
teau, here called Lykipia.
On the second day we were astonished

to find the whole country littered with
the carcases of dead cattle, which com

pelled us to travel with our fingers
clutching our noses. We soon learned
that a pestilence was raging and carry
ing off the Masai herds in myriads, re

ducing their owners to despair and
starvation. A more unfortunate time I
could not have selected to enter the

country. To get along at all I had to
exercise all my wits to keep up my char
acter as a

&quot;Lybon,&quot;
or medicine-man.

My best &quot;property &quot;in this charlatan
business was a couple of artificial teeth
which I had the good luck to possess,
and which I manipulated so effectively
that all doubts as to my character were
silenced. The incident has been since

humorously employed by a recent nov
elist, but to us at the time the trick was
a matter of deadly earnest. For a time,

however, it seemed that I was likely to

be &quot;hoist with my own petard,&quot; for the
Masai were so struck with my wonder

working powers, that they concluded I

could cure their cattle and wanted to

detain me till the cure was effected.

It is quite impossible, in the limits of

this paper, to tell how we escaped from
this and other difficulties and dangers ;

how life was made a veritable burden
to us, and we were compelled for days
together to live on horrible diseased

meat that the very hyenas would not
touch. Suffice it to say that we forgot
them all when we finally reached the

base of Mount Kenia. Like pious Mos
lem pilgrims before the sacred stone

of Mecca, we paid our homage to the

heaven-kissing mountain, and stood en
tranced before its awful beauty, as the

snowy pinnacles caught the last rays of

the sun, and shone with dazzling crys
talline purity, till the after-glow and the

chastened light of evening invested it

with new charms, and night finally hid

it from our view.

We had but little time to spend, how
ever, about Kenia. Our position be

came so intolerable and dangerous that

we resolved to fly in the middle of the

night, and face the dangers of the wil

derness rather than endure the Masai

any longer. For eight days we tra

versed an uninhabited forest, aiming
for Lake Baringo, where my caravan

had been directed to proceed under
Martin. This lake as yet had no place
in our maps, and its position we could
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only conjecture ; nevertheless, by a

happy chance, we went straight for it,

and for the third time we found our

selves on the edge of the plateau, look

ing down on the continuation of the

meridional trough, with Baringo gleam
ing at our feet. We did not, however,
reach our goal without misadventure, as

I and two of my men got separated, and
we had to spend a night by ourselves,

contriving to reach Baringo next day,
to find all safe and well. The rest of

my men did not get in till two days
later, having been unable to find a place
to descend the escarpment.
At Baringo the last stage of my jour

ney to Victoria Nyanza commenced.
This new exploit had to be attempted in

the face of the fact that the last three

trading caravans which had preceded
us had each lost more than a hundred
men by violence, and yet all the men at

my command amounted to that num
ber. Trusting, however, in my ability
to make the natives understand that we
had nothing in common with slave-mak

ing traders, I determined to hazard the

attempt.
Our line of route was now nearly due

west, across a sharp range of high moun
tains named Kamasia, then up the pre
cipitous face of the western plateau es

carpment. The summit attained, we had
five days travelling over an uninhabited

grassy plain, abounding in game.
On November 28th we entered Kavi-

rondo, and found ourselves in a thickly
inhabited country, where the people
were agricultural, lived in beehive-

shaped huts, and went absolutely naked,
unless a little tuft of cord worn by the
married women, and having a ludicrous
resemblance to an animal s tail, could be

designated a dress or article of clothing.

Though in some danger of an attack at

first, we speedily made it clear that we
had nothing in common with the trad

ers, and thenceforth we passed compa
ratively unmolested through the coun

try, though all our tact and diplomacy
were required to avoid collisions on
more than one occasion.

On December llth I had the supreme
joy of bathing in the waters of the north
east corner of the Nyanza, no great dis

tance from the point where the Nile
leaves the lake. I would have proceeded

to the lake s exit, but for news I gath
ered that I would inevitably fall into the

clutches of the King of Uganda, who
objected to his dominions being entered

by the back door. I therefore resolved
to return. Unhappily, Bishop Hanning-
ton, some two years after, following my
footsteps and utterly disregarding my
warnings and advice, marched with in

credible rashness to the fate which befell

him, a few miles west of my farthest

point.
On Christmas-day, 1883, 1 commenced

my return to the coast, taking a more

northerly route to Baringo. On the

28th we reached the volcanic mountain
of Elgon, chiefly remarkable for its great
series of artificial caves cut out of the

compact volcanic rock, and which I con
sider to be the work of the ancient

Egyptians, as it is quite impossible to

believe that the savages who now build

their villages in them could have exca
vated these enormous galleries.
On the last day of the year, while

hunting for my New-Year s dinner, an
adventure befell me which nearly closed

my days with the dying year. I had

brought down a buffalo, and, thinking it

disabled and helpless, I proceeded to

make sure of my spoil. I had almost
reached it before it seemed aware of my
presence, when, with a grunt of venge
ful significance, it was on its feet. In

stinctively I turned and fled, happily
presenting my rear to its inevitable on

slaught. A few seconds, and its horn

caught me in the hip, penetrated several

inches, just grazing the femoral artery,
and sending me twirling overhead like

a bolt from a catapult. In my fall I got
a couple of ribs broken, and thus lay
stunned and helpless. I was aware,

however, of its approach to finish me
off, and I closed my eyes, thinking my
days were numbered. Some seconds

passed, and I was still alive. Opening
my eyes, I found the brute lying dead
beside me, and then I fainted away from
loss of blood.

Since then a sportsman in Masai-land
has been killed under precisely similar

circumstances.

After this misadventure I had to. be
carried on a stretcher across the wil

derness, till, reaching the mountains, I

was able partly to ride, partly to walk.
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Northeast Corner of Lake Victoria Nyanza, near where Bishop Hannington was murdered.

At Baringo, where we arrived safely,
I soon recovered, and then went off on
an exploring and hunting expedition to

the north, from which I returned with
the first dread symptoms of dysentery.
On commencing the homeward march,
on February 22d, I was able to walk

;

on the two following days I felt very ill,

and had to ride altogether. After that

I had to be supported on the donkey,
and by the time I reached Naivasha I

was completely done up. Here I lay
several days at the point of death, and
then I seemed to get better, and would,
indeed, have been soon all right, but
that it was imperative to move up to the

plateau to get food from the Wa-kikuyu,
and escape from the Masai.

At Mianzini I had a relapse, and lay

hovering between life and death for

nearly two months, under the most dis

tressing circumstances. At last, seeing
no hope of recovery where I was, I re

solved if die I must to die attempt
ing to reach the coast, expecting, in

deed, that a single day s jolting would
finish me off and end my misery. To
my. surprise I began to recover slightly,
and new hope of life took possession of

me. We returned to our old camping-
ground in Kikuyu, and there struck a

new route to the coast through Ukam-
ba-ni. This was much shorter, and, as

far as the people were concerned, safer
;

but, unfortunately, we had to reckon

unexpectedly with a famine, and we had
a terrible struggle to keep alive, the

men gladly eating skins or anything
they could put their teeth through, if it

promised some little nutriment. But
with it all they tramped along like

heroes, without a grumble, carrying me
with devoted affection.

Ndara, in Teita, was reached on May
21st, where the missionary was so good
as to give me a cupful of rice from his

stores, while my starved men had to con
tent themselves with sugar-cane. Three

days later we reached Babai, and, the

first time for three months, I was able

to walk a hundred yards, sustained by
the new hope of life which the sight
of the ocean gave me. Thus ended our

journey of exploration through Masai-

land. In attempting to sketch it, my
aim has been to tell what we saw rather

than what we experienced, and what a

journey of exploration into an unknown
district of Africa means.
Events march quickly in these days.

The land so recently explored has al

ready come under the &quot;

sphere of Brit-
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ish influence,&quot; and is the field of opera- plored without the loss of a single man
tions of a powerful commercial com- by violence, and found to be healthy,

pany, who expect great things in the free from any serious obstacles, admir-

future, if not in the present. ably adapted for all kinds of transport

Europe is still tingling with the fame animals, including the camel. It is my
and the wonder of Stanley s heroic belief that if Stanley had taken this

march from the Congo to the Albert route those disastrous losses in men
Nyanza. While giving all due praise and goods which befell him would have
to the almost unparalleled feat, and been avoided, the work would have been

recognizing that none but Stanley could done in half the time, and a practicable
have done it, it yet cannot but be a mat- route would have been opened an all-

ter of genuine regret to all who know important work still to be done, and
the subject, that he was tempted to take which must yet be done if the great
that route, instead of the one which work commenced by Sir Samuel Baker,
General Gordon, Sir Samuel Baker, and carried on by General Gordon, and
Emin Pasha hold to be the route of the solidified and extended by Emin Pasha,
future, as a permanent means of com- is not to be sacrificed, and the people
munication between the Upper Nile once more given up to all the horrors

provinces and Europe. That route I ex- of the slave-trade.

THE LAST GIUSTINIANI.

By Edith Wbarton.

WIFE, wife, wife ! As if the sacred name
Could weary one with saying ! Once again
Laying against my brow your lips soft flame,
Join with me, Sweetest, in love s new refrain,
Since the whole music of my late-found life

Is that we call each other &quot; husband wife.&quot;

And yet, stand back, and let your cloth of gold
Straighten its sumptuous lines from waist to knee,
And, flowing firmly outward, fold on fold,
Invest your slim young form with majesty
As when, in those calm bridal robes arrayed,
You stood beside me, and I was afraid.

1 was afraid O sweetness, whiteness, youth,
Best gift of God, I feared you ! I, indeed,
For whom all womanhood has been, forsooth,
Summed up in the sole Virgin of the Creed,
I thought that day our Lady s self stood there
And bound herself to me with vow and prayer.

Ah, yes, that day. I sat, remember well,
Half-crook d above a missal, and laid in
The gold-leaf slowly ;

silence in my cell
;

The picture, Satan tempting Christ to sin

Upon the mount s blue, pointed pinnacle,
The world outspread beneath as fair as hell
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When suddenly they summoned me. I stood
Abashed before the Abbot, who reclined

Full-bellied in his chair beneath the rood,
And roseate with having lately dined

;

And then I standing there abashed he said :

&quot;The house of Giustiniani all lie dead.&quot;

It scarcely seemed to touch me (I had led
A grated life so long) that oversea

My kinsmen in their knighthood should lie dead,
Nor that this sudden death should set me free,

Me, the last Giustiniani well, what then?
A monk ! The Giustiniani had been men.

So when the Abbot said :

&quot; The State decrees
That you, the latest scion of the house
Which died in vain for Venice overseas,
Should be exempted from your sacred vows,
And straightway, when you leave this cloistered place,
Take wife, and add new honors to the race,&quot;

I hardly heard him would have crept again
To the warped missal but he snatched a sword
And girded me, and all the heart of men
Rushed through me, as he laughed and hailed me lord,

And, with my hand upon the hilt, I cried,
&quot; Viva San Marco !

&quot;

like my kin who died.

But, straightway, when, a new-made knight, I stood
Beneath the bridal arch, and saw you come,
A certain monkish warping of the blood
Kan up and struck the man s heart in me dumb :

I breathed an Ave to our Lady s grace,
And did not dare to look upon your face.

And when we swept the waters side by side,

With timbrelled gladness clashing on the air,

I trembled at your image in the tide,

And warded off the devil with a prayer,
Still seeming in a golden dream to move

Through fiendish labyrinths of forbidden love.

But when they left us, and we stood alone,

I, the last Giustiniani, face to face

With your unvisioned beauty, made my own
In this, the last strange bridal of our race,

And, looking up at last to meet your eyes,
Saw in their depths the star of love arise,

Ah, then the monk s garb shrivelled from my heart,
And left me man to face your womanhood.
Without a prayer to keep our lips apart
I turned about and kissed you where you stood,
And gathering all the gladness of my life

Into a new-found word, I called you
&quot; wife !

&quot;
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xn.

THE JOURNEY IN THE WILDERNESS (COH-

cluded).

OUNTAIN S story, as

it was laid before Sir

William Johnson and

my lord, was shorn,
of course, of all the

earlier particulars,
and the expedition de
scribed to have pro

ceeded uneventfully until the Master
sickened. But the latter part was very

forcibly related, the speaker visibly thrill

ing to his recollections
;
and our then

situation, on the fringe of the same des

ert, and the private interests of each,

gave him an audience prepared to share

in his emotions. For Mountain s intel

ligence not only changed the world for

my Lord Durrisdeer, but materially af

fected the designs of Sir William John
son.

These I find I must lay more at length
before the reader. Word had reached

Albany of dubious import ;
it had been

rumored some hostility was to be put
in act

;
and the Indian diplomatist had,

thereupon, sped into the wilderness,
even at the approach of winter, to nip
that mischief in the bud. Here, on the

borders, he learned that he was come
too late

;
and a difficult choice was thus

presented to a man (upon the whole)
not any more bold than prudent. His

standing with the painted braves may
be compared to that of my Lord Presi

dent Culloden among the chiefs of our
own Highlanders at &quot; the forty-five ;

&quot;

that is as much as to say, he was, to

these men, reason s only speaking-trum
pet, and counsels of peace and modera
tion, if they were to prevail at all, must

prevail singly through his influence. If,

then, he should return, the province
must lie open to all the abominable

tragedies of Indian war the houses

blaze, the wayfarer be cut off, and the
men of the woods collect their usual

disgusting spoil of human scalps. On
the other side, to go further forth, to

risk so small a party deeper in the des

ert, to carry words of peace among war
like savages already rejoicing to return
to war : here was an extremity from
which it was easy to perceive his mind
revolted.

&quot; I have come too late,&quot; he said more
than once, and would fall into a deep
consideration, his head bowed in his

hands, his foot patting the ground.
At length he raised his face and

looked upon us, that is to say, upon my
lord, Mountain, and myself, sitting close

round a small fire, which had been
made for privacy in one corner of the

camp.
&quot;My lord, to be quite frank with you,

I find myself in two minds,&quot; said he.
&quot; I think it very needful I should go on,
but not at all proper I should any long
er enjoy the pleasure of your company.
We are here still upon the water-side

;

and I think the risk to southward no

great matter. Will not yourself and
Mr. Mackellar take a single boat s crew
and return to Albany ?

&quot;

My lord, I should say, had listened to

Mountain s narrative, regarding him

throughout with a painful intensity of

gaze ;
and since the tale concluded had

sat as in a dream. There was something
very daunting in his look

; something
to my eyes not rightly human ;

the face,

lean and dark and aged ;
the mouth

painful, the teeth disclosed in a perpet
ual rictus

;
the eyeball swimming clear

of the lids upon a field of blood-shot

white. I could not behold him myself
without a jarring irritation, such as (I

believe) is too frequently the uppermost
feeling on the sickness of those dear to

us. Others, I could not but remark,
were scarce able to support his neighbor
hood Sir William eviting to be near

him, Mountain dodging his eye, and,
when he met it, blenching and halting
in his story. At this appeal, however,

my lord appeared to recover his com
mand upon himself.
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&quot; To Albany ?
&quot;

said he, with a good
voice.

&quot; Not short of it, at least,&quot; replied Sir

William. &quot;There is no safety nearer

hand.&quot;

&quot; I would be very sweir * to return,&quot;

says my lord. &quot;I am not afraid of

Indians,&quot; he added, with a jerk.
&quot; I wish that I could say so much,&quot; re

turned Sir William, smiling ;

&quot;

although,
if any man durst say it, it should be my
self. But you are to keep in view my
responsibility, and that as the voyage
has now become highly dangerous, and

your business if you ever had
any,&quot;

says he,
&quot;

brought quite to a conclusion

by the distressing family intelligence

you have received, I should be hardly

justified if I even suffered you to pro
ceed, and run the risk of some obloquy
if anything regrettable should follow.&quot;

My lord turned to Mountain. &quot; What
did he pretend he died of ?

&quot;

he asked.
&quot; I don t think I understand your

honor,&quot; said the trader, pausing like a

man very much affected, in the dressing
of some cruel frost-bites.

For a moment my lord seemed at a

full stop ;
and then, with some irrita

tion,
&quot; I ask you what he died of. Sure

ly that s a plain question,&quot; said he.
&quot;

Oh, I don t know,&quot; said Mountain.
&quot;Hastie even never knew. He seemed
to sicken natural, and just pass away.&quot;

&quot; There it is, you see !

&quot;

concluded my
lord, turning to Sir William.

&quot; Your lordship is too deep for me,&quot;

replied Sir William.
&quot;

Why,&quot; says my lord,
&quot; this is a mat

ter of succession ; my son s title may be
called in doubt

;
and the man being

supposed to be dead, of nobody can tell

what, a great deal of suspicion wouldbe

naturally roused.&quot;

&quot;But, God damn me, the man s

buried !

&quot;

cried Sir William.
&quot; I will never believe that,&quot; returned

my lord, painfully trembling. &quot;I ll

never believe it !

&quot;

he cried again, and

jumped to his feet. &quot;Did he look

dead ?
&quot; he asked of Mountain.

&quot;Look dead?&quot; repeated the trader.
&quot; He looked white. Why, what would
he be at? I tell you I put the sods

upon him.&quot;

My lord caught Sir William by the

Unwilling.

coat with a hooked hand. &quot; This man
has the name of my brother,&quot; says he,
&quot; but it s well understood that he was
never

canny.&quot;
&quot;

Canny ?
&quot;

says Sir William. &quot; What
is that?&quot;

&quot; He s not of this world,&quot; whispered
my lord, &quot;neither him nor the black
deil that serves him. I have struck my
sword throughout his vitals,&quot; he cried,
&quot;I have felt the hilt dirlf on his breast

bone, and the hot blood spirt in my very
face, time and again, time and again !

&quot;

he repeated, with a gesture indescriba
ble.

&quot; But he was never dead for that,&quot;

said he, and sighed aloud. &quot;Why

should I think he was dead now ? No,
not till I see him rotting,&quot; says he.

Sir William looked across at me, with a

long face. Mountain forgot his wounds,
staring and gaping.

&quot; My lord,&quot; said I,
&quot; I wish you would

collect your spirits.&quot;
But my throat

was so dry, and my own wits so scat

tered, I could add no more.
&quot;

No,&quot; says my lord,
&quot;

it s not to be

supposed that he would understand
me. Mackellar does, for he kens all,

and has seen him buried before now.
This is a very good servant to me, Sir

William, this man Mackellar
;
he buried

him with his own hands he and my
father by the light of two siller candle

sticks. The other man is a familiar

spirit ;
he brought him from Coroman-

del. I would have told ye this long
syne, Sir William, only it was in the

family.&quot;
These last remarks he made

with a kind of melancholy composure,
and his time of aberration seemed to

pass away.
&quot; You can ask yourself

what it all means,&quot; he proceeded.
&quot; My

brother falls sick, and dies, and is

buried, as so they say ;
and all seems

very plain. But why did the familiar

go back ? I think ye must see for your
self it s a point that wants some clear

ing.&quot;
&quot; I will be at your service, my lord, in

half a minute,&quot; said Sir William, rising.

&quot;Mr. Mackellar, two words with
you,&quot;

and he led me without the camp, the

frost crunching in our steps, the trees

standing at our elbow hoar with frost,

even as on that night in the Long
Shrubbery. &quot;Of course, this is mid-

tKng.
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summer madness ?
&quot;

said Sir William, so

soon as we were gotten out of hearing.
&quot;

Why, certainly,&quot; said I.
&quot; The man

is mad. I think that manifest.&quot;

&quot; Shall I seize and bind him ?
&quot;

asked

Sir William. &quot; I will upon your author

ity. If these are all ravings, that should

certainly be done.&quot;

I looked down upon the ground, back
at the camp with its bright fires and the

folk watching us, and about me on the

woods and mountains
;
there was just

the one way that I could not look, and
that was in Sir William s face.

&quot; Sir William,&quot; said I at last,
&quot; I think

my lord not sane, and have long thought
him so. But there are degrees in mad
ness

;
and whether he should be brought

under restraint, Sir William, I am no
fit

judge,&quot;
I concluded.

&quot;I will be the
judge,&quot;

said he. &quot;I

ask for the facts. Was there, in all that

jargon, any word of truth or sanity ?

Do you hesitate ?
&quot;

he asked. &quot; Am I to

understand you have buried this gentle
man before ?

&quot;

&quot; Not buried,&quot; said I
;
and then, tak

ing up courage at last,
&quot; Sir William,&quot;

said I,
&quot; unless I were to tell you a long

story, which much concerns a noble

family (and myself not in the least), it

would be impossible to make this mat
ter clear to you. Say the word, and I

will do it, right or wrong. And, at any
rate, I will say so much, that my lord is

not so crazy as he seems. This is a

strange matter, into the tail of wThich

you are unhappily drifted.&quot;

&quot;I desire none of your secrets,&quot; re

plied Sir William
;

&quot; but I will be plain,
at the risk of incivility, and confess that

I take little pleasure in my present com
pany.&quot;

&quot; I would be the last to blame
you,&quot;

said I,
&quot; for that.&quot;

&quot;I have not asked either for your
censure or your praise, sir,&quot; returned
Sir William. &quot; I desire simply to be

quit of you ; and to that effect I put a
boat and complement of men at your
disposal.&quot;

&quot; This is fairly offered,&quot; said I, after

reflection. &quot; But you must suffer me to

say a word upon the other side. We
have a natural curiosity to learn the
truth of this affair

;
I have some of it

myself ; my lord (it is very plain) has

but too much. The matter of the In
dian s return is enigmatical.&quot;

&quot; I think so
myself,&quot; Sir William in

terrupted, &quot;and I propose (since I go
in that direction) to probe it to the bot
tom. Whether or not the man has gone
like a dog to die upon his master s

grave, his life, at least, is in great dan

ger, and I propose, if I can, to save it.

There is nothing against his character ?
&quot;

&quot;Nothing, Sir William,&quot; I replied.
&quot; And the other ?

&quot;

he said.
&quot; I have

heard my lord, of course
; but, from the

circumstances of his servant s loyalty,
I must suppose he had some noble qual
ities.&quot;

&quot; You must not ask me that !

&quot;

I cried.

&quot;Hell may have noble flames. I have
known him a score of years, and always
hated, and always admired, and always
slavishly feared him.&quot;

&quot;I appear to intrude again upon your
secrets,&quot; said Sir William, &quot;believe me,

inadvertently. Enough that I will see

the grave, and (if possible) rescue the

Indian. Upon these terms, can you
persuade your master to return to Al

bany ?
&quot;

&quot; Sir William,&quot; said I,
&quot; I will tell you

how it is. You do not see my lord to

advantage ;
it will seem even strange to

you that I should love him
;
but I do,

and I am not alone. If he goes back to

Albany, it must be by force, and it will

be the death-warrant of his reason, and

perhaps his life. That is my sincere be
lief

;
but I am in your hands, and ready

to obey, if you will assume so much re

sponsibility as to command.&quot;
&quot; I will have no shred of responsibil

ity ;
it is my single endeavor to avoid

the same,&quot; cried Sir William. &quot;You

insist upon following this journey up ;

and be it so ! I wash my hands of the

whole matter.&quot;

With which word he turned upon his

heel and gave the order to break camp ;

and my lord, who had been hovering
near by, came instantly to my side.

&quot; Which is it to be ?
&quot;

said he.
&quot; You are to have your way,&quot;

I an
swered. &quot; You shall see the

grave.&quot;

The situation of the Master s grave
was, between guides, easily described

;

it lay, indeed, beside a chief landmark
of the wilderness, a certain range of
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peaks, conspicuous by their design and
altitude, and the source of many brawl

ing tributaries to that inland sea, Lake

Champlain. It was therefore possible
to strike for it direct, instead of follow

ing back the blood-stained trail of the

fugitives, and to cover, in some sixteen

hours of march, a distance which their

perturbed wanderings had extended
over more than sixty. Our boats we
left under a guard upon the river

;
it

was, indeed, probable we should return

to find them frozen fast
;
and the small

equipment with which we set forth upon
the expedition, included not only an in

finity of furs to protect us from the cold,
but an arsenal of snow-shoes to render
travel possible, when the inevitable snow
should fall. Considerable alarm was
manifested at our departure ;

the march
was conducted with soldierly precaution,
the camp at night sedulously chosen and

patrolled ;
and it was a consideration of

this sort that arrested us, the second

day, within not many hundred yards of

our destination the night being al

ready imminent, the spot in which we
stood well qualified to be a strong camp
for a party of our numbers

;
and Sir

William, therefore, on a sudden thought,
arresting our advance.

Before us was the high range of moun
tains toward which we had been all day
deviously drawing near. From the first

light of the dawn their silver peaks had
been the goal of our advance across a

tumbled lowland forest, thrid with rough
streams, and strewn with monstrous
boulders

;
the peaks (as I say) silver, for

already at the higher altitudes the snow
fell nightly ;

but the woods and the low

ground only breathed upon with frost.

All day heaven had been charged with

ugly vapors, in the which the sun swam
and glimmered like a shilling piece ;

all

day the wind blew on our left cheek,
barbarous cold, but very pure to breathe.

With the end of the afternoon, how
ever, the wind fell

; the clouds, being
no longer reinforced, were scattered or

drunk up ;
the sun set behind us with

some wintry splendor, and the white
brow of the mountains shared its dy
ing glow.

It was dark ere we had supper; we
ate in silence, and the meal was scarce

despatched before my lord slunk from

the fireside to the margin of the camp,
whither I made haste to follow him.
The camp was on high ground, over

looking a frozen lake, perhaps a mile in

its longest measurement
;

all about us
the forest lay in heights and hollows

;

above rose the white mountains
;
and

higher yet, the moon rode in a fair sky.
There was no breath of air

; nowhere a

twig creaked; and the sounds of our
own camp were hushed and swallowed

up in the surrounding stillness. Now
that the sun and the wind were both

gone down, it appeared almost warm,
like a night of July : a singular illusion

of the sense, when earth, air, and water
were strained to bursting with the ex

tremity of frost.

My lord (or what I still continued to

call by his loved name) stood with his

elbow in one hand, and his chin sunk in

the other, gazing before him on the

surface of the wood. My eyes followed

his, and rested almost pleasantly upon
the frosted contexture of the pines,

rising in moonlit hillocks, or sinking in

the shadow of small glens. Hard by, I

told myself, was the grave of our enemy,
now gone where the wicked cease from

troubling, the earth heaped forever on
his once so active limbs. I could not

but think of him as somehow fortunate,
to be thus done with man s anxiety and

weariness, the daily expense of spirit,

and that daily river of circumstance to

be swum through, at any hazard, under
the penalty of shame or death. I could

not but think how good was the end of

that long travel ;
and with that my

mind swung at a tangent to my lord.

For was notmy lord dead also ? a maimed
soldier, looking vainly for discharge,

lingering derided in the line of battle ?

A kind man, I remembered him
; wise,

with a decent pride, a son perhaps too

dutiful, a husband only too loving, one

that could suffer and be silent, one

whose hand I loved to press. Of a sud

den, pity caught in my windpipe with

a sob
;
I could have wept aloud to re

member and behold him
;
and standing

thus by his elbow, under the broad

moon, I prayed fervently either that he

should be released, or I strengthened to

persist in my affection.
&quot; O God,&quot; said I, &quot;this was the best

man to me and to himself, and now I
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shrink from him. He did no wrong, or

not till he was broke with sorrows
;

these are but his honorable wounds that

we begin to shrink from. O cover them

up, O take him away, before we hate

him !

&quot;

I was still so engaged in my own
bosom, when a sound broke suddenly

upon the night. It was neither very
loud nor very near

; yet, bursting as it

did from so profound and so prolonged
a silence, it startled the camp like an
alarm of trumpets. Ere I had taken

breath Sir William was beside rde, the

main part of the voyagers clustered at

his back, intently giving ear. Me-

thought, as I glanced at them across my
shoulder, there was a whiteness other

than moonlight on their cheeks
;
and

the rays of the moon reflected with a

sparkle on the eyes of some, and the

shadows lying black under the brows
of others (according as they raised or
bowed the head to listen) gave to the

group a strange air of animation and

anxiety. My lord was to the front,

crouching a little forth, his hand raised

as for silence : a man turned to stone.

And still the sounds continued, breath

lessly renewed, with a precipitate

rhythm.
Suddenly Mountain spoke in a loud,

broken whisper, as of a man relieved.
&quot; I have it now,&quot; he said

; and, as we
all turned to hear him, &quot;the Indian
must have known the cache,&quot; he added.
&quot; That is he he is digging out the
treasure.&quot;

&quot;Why, to be sure!&quot; exclaimed Sir

William. &quot; We were geese not to have

supposed so much.&quot;

&quot;The only thing is,&quot; Mountain re

sumed,
&quot; the sound is very close to our

old camp. And, again, I do not see how
he is there before us, unless the man
had wings !

&quot;

&quot; Greed and fear are
wings,&quot; remarked

Sir William. &quot; But this rogue has given
us an alert, and I have a notion to re

turn the compliment. What say you,
gentlemen, shall we have a moonlight
hunt?&quot;

It was so agreed ; dispositions were
made to surround Secundra at his task

;

some of Sir William s Indians hastened
in advance

;
and a strong guard being

left at our headquarters, we set forth

along the uneven bottom of the forest
;

frost crackling, ice sometimes loudly

splitting under foot
;
and overhead the

blackness of pine-woods &amp;gt;and the broken

brightness of the moon. Our way led

down into a hollow of the land
;
and as

we descended the sounds diminished
and had almost died away. Upon the
other slope it was more open, only dotted
with a few pines, and several vast and
scattered rocks that made inky shadows
in the moonlight. Here the sounds be

gan to reach us more distinctly ;
we

could now perceive the ring of iron, and
more exactly estimate the furious degree
of haste with which the digger plied his

instrument. As we neared the top of

the ascent a bird or two winged aloft

and hovered darkly in the moonlight ;

and the next moment, we were gazing
through a fringe of trees upon a singular

picture.
A narrow plateau, overlooked by the

white mountains, and encompassed
nearer hand by woods, lay bare to the

strong radiance of the moon. Hough
goods, such as make the wealth of for

esters, were sprinkled here and there

upon the ground in meaningless dis

array. About the midst a tent stood,
silvered with frost

;
the door open, gap

ing on the black interior. At the one
end of this small stage lay what seemed
the tattered remnants of a man. With
out doubt we had arrived upon the

scene of Harris s encampment ;
there

were the goods scattered in the panic
of flight ;

it was in yon tent the Master
breathed his last

;
and the frozen car

rion that lay before us was the body of

the drunken shoemaker. It is always

moving to come upon the theatre of any
tragic incident

;
to come upon it after

so many days, and to find it (in the

seclusion of a desert) still unchanged,
must have impressed the mind of the

most careless. And yet it was not that

which struck us into pillars of stone
;

but the sight (which yet we had been
half expecting) of Secundra, ankle deep
in the grave of his late master. He had
cast the main part of his raiment by,

yet his frail arms and shoulders glistered
in the moonlight with a copious sweat ;

his face was contracted with anxiety and

expectation ; his blows resounded on the

grave, as thick as sobs
;
and behind him,
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strangely deformed and ink-black upon
the frosty ground, the creature s shadow

repeated and parodied his swift gesticu
lations. Some night birds arose from
the boughs upon our coming, and then
settled back

;
but Secundra, absorbed in

his toil, heard or heeded not at all.

I heard Mountain whisper to Sir

William :

&quot; Good God, it s the grave !

He s digging him up !

&quot;

It was what
we had all guessed, and yet to hear it put
in language thrilled me. Sir William

violently started.
&quot; You damned sacrilegious hound !

&quot;

he cried.
&quot; What s this ?

&quot;

Secundra leaped in the air, a little

breathless cry escaped him, the tool

flew from his grasp, and he stood one
instant staring at the speaker. The

next, swift as an arrow, he sped for the

woods upon the farther s,ide ;
and the

next again, throwing up his hands with

a violent gesture of resolution, he had

begun already to retrace his steps.
&quot;

Well, then, you come, you. help
&quot;

he was saying. But by now my lord

had stepped beside Sir William
;

the

moon shone fair upon his face, and the

words were still upon Secundra s lips,

when he beheld and recognized his

master s enemy.
&quot; Him !

&quot; he screamed,

clasping his hands and shrinking on
himself.

&quot;Come, come,&quot; said Sir William,
&quot; there is none here to do you harm, if

you be innocent ;
and if you be guilty,

your escape is quite cut off. Speak,
what do you here among the graves
of the dead and the remains of the un-

buried?&quot;
&quot; You no murderer ?

&quot;

inquired Se
cundra. &quot; You true man ? You see me
safe?&quot;

&quot; I will see you safe, if you be inno

cent,&quot; returned Sir William. &quot;I have

said the thing, and I see not wherefore

you should doubt it.&quot;

&quot; There all murderers,&quot; cried Secun

dra,
&quot; that is why ! He kill murder

er,&quot; pointing to Mountain
;

&quot; there two
hire-murderers&quot; pointing to my lord

and myself
&quot;

all gallows-murderers !

Ah, I see you all swing in a rope. Now
I go save the sahib

; he see you swing
in a rope. The sahib,&quot; he continued,

pointing to the grave, &quot;he not dead.

He bury, he not dead.&quot;

My lord uttered a little noise, moved
nearer to the grave, and stood and
stared in it.

&quot;Buried and not dead?&quot; exclaimed
Sir William. &quot; What kind of rant is

this ?
&quot;

&quot;

See, sahib !

&quot;

said Secundra. &quot; The
sahib and I alone with murderers

; try
all way to escape, no way good. Then
try this way : good way in warm climate,

good way in India
;
here in this damn

cold place, who can tell? I tell you
pretty good hurry ; you help, you light
a fire, help rub.&quot;

&quot; What is the creature talking of ?
&quot;

cried Sir William. &quot; My head goes
round.&quot;

&quot; I tell you I bury him alive,&quot; said

Secundra. &quot;I teach him swallow his

tongue. Now dig him up pretty good
hurry, and he not much worse. You
light a fire.&quot;

Sir William turned to the nearest of

his men. &quot;

Light a fire,&quot; said he.
&quot; My

lot seems to be cast with the insane.&quot;

&quot;You good man,&quot; returned Secundra.
&quot; Now I go dig the sahib

up.&quot;

He returned as he spoke to the grave,
and resumed his former toil. My lord

stood rooted, and I at my lord s side,

fearing I knew not what.

The frost was not yet very deep, and

presently the Indian threw aside his tool

and began to scoop the dirt by hand-

fuls. Then he disengaged a corner of

a buffalo robe
;
and then I saw hair

catch among his fingers ; yet a moment
more and the moon shone on something
white. Awhile Secundra crouched upon
his knees, scraping with delicate fingers,

breathing with puffed lips ;
and when

he moved aside I beheld the face of

the Master wholly disengaged. It was

deadly white, the eyes closed, the ears

and nostrils plugged, the cheeks fallen,

the nose sharp as if in death
;
but for

all he had lain so many days under the

sod, corruption had not approached him
and (what strangely affected all of us)
his lips and chin were mantled with a

swarthy beard.

&quot;My God!&quot; cried Mountain, &quot;he

was as smooth as a baby when he laid

him there !

&quot;

&quot;

They say hair grows upon the dead,&quot;

observed Sir William, but his voice was

thick and weak.
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Secundra paid no heed to our re

marks, digging swift as a terrier in the

loose earth
; every moment the form

of the Master, swathed in his buffalo

robe, grew more distinct in the bottom
of that shallow trough ;

the moon shin

ing strong, and the shadows of the

standers-by, as they drew forward and

back, falling and flitting over his emerg
ent countenance. The sight held us
with a horror not before experienced,
I dared not look my lord in the face,

but for as long as it lasted I never ob
served him to draw breath

;
and a little

in the background one of the men (I

know not whom) burst into a kind of

sobbing.
&quot;

Now,&quot; said Secundra, &quot;you help me
lift him out.&quot;

Of the flight of time I have no idea
;

it may have been three hours, and it

may have been five, that the Indian la

bored to reanimate his master s body.
One thing only I know, that it was still

night, and the moon was not yet set, al

though it had sunk low, and now barred
the plateau with long shadows, when
Secundra uttered a small cry of sat

isfaction
; and, leaning swiftly forth,

I thought I could myself perceive a

change upon that icy countenance of

the unburied. The next moment I be
held his eyelids flutter

;
the next they

rose entirely, and the week-old corpse
looked me for a moment in the face.

So much display of life I can myself
swear to. I have heard from others

that he visibly strove to speak, that his

teeth showed in his beard, and that his

brow was contorted as with an agony of

pain and effort. And this may have
been

;
I know not, I was otherwise en

gaged. For, at that first disclosure of

the dead man s eyes, my Lord Durris-

deer fell to the ground, and wrhen I

raised him up he was a corpse.

Day came, and still Secundra could
not be persuaded to desist from his un

availing efforts. Sir William, leaving a

small party under my command, pro
ceeded on his embassy with the first

light ;
and still the Indian rubbed the

limbs and breathed in the mouth of the
dead body. You would think .such
labors might have vitalized a stone

; but,

except for that one moment (which was

my lord s death) the black spirit of the

Master held aloof from its discarded

clay, and by about the hour of noon
even the faithful servant was at length
convinced. He took it with unshaken

quietude.
&quot; Too cold,&quot; said he,

&quot;

good way in

India, no good here.&quot; And, asking for

some food, which he ravenously de
voured as soon as it was set before him,
he drew near to the fire and took his

place at my elbow. In the same spot,
as soon as he had eaten, he stretched

himself out, and fell into a childlike

slumber, from which I must arouse him,
some hours afterward, to take his part
as one of the mourners at the double
funeral. It was the same throughout ;

he seemed to have outlived at once, and
with the same effort, his grief for his

master and his terror of myself and
Mountain.
One of the men left with me was

skilled in stone-cutting ;
and before Sir

William returned to pick us up, I had
chiselled on a boulder this inscription,
with a copy of which I may fitly bring

my narrative to a close :

J. D.,
HEIR TO A SCOTTISH TITLE,

A MASTER OF THE ARTS AND GRACES,
ADMIRED IN EUROPE, ASIA, AMERICA,

IN WAR AND PEACE,
IN THE TENTS OF SAVAGE HUNTERS AND THE

CITADELS OF KINGS, AFTER SO MUCH
ACQUIRED, ACCOMPLISHED, AND

ENDURED, LIES HERE FOR
GOTTEN.

H. D.,
HIS BROTHER,

AFTER A LIFE OF UNMERITED DISTRESS,
BRAVELY SUPPORTED,

DIED ALMOST IN THE SAME HOUR,
AND SLEEPS IN THE SAME GRAVE
WITH HIS FRATERNAL ENEMY.

THE PIETY OF HIS WIFE AND ONE OLD SER
VANT RAISED THIS STONE

TO BOTH.

END OF &quot; THE MASTEE OF BALLANTRAE.



Yarrow Torpedo-boat Empong, showing Search-light.

ELECTRICITY IN WAR.

I.__IN NAVAL WARFARE*

By Lieutenant W. S. Hughes, U. S. Navy.

THE
extension of the applications of

electricity has been nowhere more

rapid or remarkable than on board

ships-of-war. Only a little more than
six years have elapsed since the Navy
Department fitted out the frigate Tren
ton with an electric incandescent plant,
and, so far as is known, she was the first

naval vessel to be lighted by electricity.
The experiment with the Trenton was

watched with interest both at home
and abroad. Serious apprehensions had
been entertained that firing the ship s

guns would break the glass bulbs, or de

stroy the carbon filaments of the lamps,
and that other causes wrould operate
against the successful employment of

electricity on board a man-of-war
;
but

the thorough test on the Trenton, last

ing through a three-years cruise, proved
beyond question the fallacy of such
fears.

Foreign countries were not slow to

follow the footsteps of the United States,
* In the preparation of this article the writer has been

greatly indebted to valuable reports made to the U. S.
Office of Naval Intelligence bv Lieutenant J. B. Murdock,
U. S. N., and by Mr. S. Dana Greene, late Ensign, U. S. N.

and the latter government gradually ex

tended the system of electric lighting to

other vessels of the navy.
It had been early discovered that the

installation of an electric plant on board
naval ships required a decided modifi

cation of the electrical appliances em
ployed for similar purposes on shore.

The limited space that could be spared
on the crowded decks of a man-of-war
demanded that engines and dynamos of

a special and compact type should be
used

;
and these requirements were fur

ther complicated by the necessity, which
soon developed, of providing naval ves

sels with two systems of illumination.

Gradually, however, man s ingenuity
overcame every obstacle and how com

pletely, the reader will not fail to ap
preciate by a glance at the wonderfully
compact electrical machinery included

among the illustrations of this paper
until, at the present day, no modern-
built vessel-of-war goes to sea without

complete electrical plants, both &quot;arc&quot;

and &quot;

incandescent,&quot; the latter prin

cipally for the purpose of interior light-
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Ship-of-War s Search-light, 25,000 Candle-power.

(From a photograph furnished by Messrs. Sautter, Lemonnier & Company, Paris.)

ing, and the former for operating the
so-called &quot;

search-light.&quot;

The name of the &quot;

search-light
&quot;

sug
gests, to some extent, the chief purpose
for which it is used. It is mainly em
ployed in searching for an enemy. It

consists of a powerful
&quot; arc

&quot;

light, usu

ally of about twenty-five thousand can

dle-power, contained in a metal cylinder
about thirty inches long by twenty-four
to thirty inches diameter. A good idea of

its construction and general appearance
may be obtained from the illustration

above and the one on the opposite page.
One end of the cylinder is closed by

a silvered, concave reflecting-lens ;
and

the carbon points of the lamp, as repre
sented in the sectional view, are placed
in such a position within the cylinder
as to bring them in the focus of the

lens. The opposite, or front, end of

the cylinder is fitted with a glass door

through which the beam of light passes.
Other mechanical features are shown in

the illustrations.

The whole apparatus is mounted on

a pivot, so that it may be revolved

around its centre and the beam of

light be thus thrown in any desired

direction while it admits, also, of ele-
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vation or depression from a horizontal

position.
As ordinarily used on ships-of-war,

the beam of light emerging from the

cylinder is so concentrated that at a

distance of a thousand yards from the

.ship it illuminates a path only about

fifteen yards in width. Every search

light, however, is provided with arrange
ments for increasing the divergence of

the rays of light, in order, when neces

sary, to illuminate a broader arc. Only
one man is required to work the appa
ratus, and to facilitate its use it is al

ways, on board ships, mounted in some

position considerably elevated above the

deck.

In time of war, ships at night would

constantly sweep the surrounding waters
with their search-lights, illuminating,
in succession, every part of the circle

around them, in order to detect the

presence of an ene

my ;
and the practi

cal value of the light,
in such cases, will be

readily comprehend
ed when it is under
stood that, with one
of only twenty-thou
sand candle-power,
no difficulty is expe
rienced in lighting

up any object, such
as an enemy s ship,
at a distance of two
and a half miles

;

thus rendering firing
the guns at night as

easy and accurate as

by day.
The view at the

beginning of this ar

ticle of the Empong,
one of those phe
nomenally swift little

vessels called &quot; tor

pedo-boats,&quot; shows
its search-light
mounted on top of the pilot-tower, just
in front of the two smoke-pipes.

In the practical use of the search

light, by the method just explained, it

has been found that, in order to afford

sufficient time for a careful examination
of the water s surface at points far re

moved from the ship, the beam of light
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B. Reflector
C. Glass door

Sectional View of Ship s Search-light.

(From a sketch by Ensign H. H. Eames, U. S. N.)

must be revolved very slowly ; and, in

consequence, during a great proportion
of the time, any particular section of the

water is in darkness. When it is re

membered that it requires less than five

minutes for modern torpedo-boats to

pass over a distance of two miles, it may
be easily conceived how, in the interval

between two successive illuminations of

the same spot, a little craft like the

Empong might dart in and discharge
its torpedoes.
With the object of averting such a

danger, another method of illuminating
the surrounding space has been adopted
on one or two ships of the French Navy,
and on the Danish cruiser Ivert, where,
instead of a single revolving light, a

number of stationary search-lights are

grouped together, each illuminating its

proper section, thus keeping the ship

continuously surrounded by an un
broken circle of

light.
But the search

light is not only used
to discover an ene

my, and to keep the

latter visible in fir

ing at night ;
it has

been, also, success

fully employed in

signalling messages
where the distances

over which they are

to be sent are very

great. One of the

methods of using it

for this purpose is

somewhat novel : the

beam of light is sim

ply flashed repeat

edly against the

clouds, lightingthem

up in each instance

for a certain number
of seconds, according
to a pre-arranged
code of signals, the

letters of which are indicated by com
binations of flashes of different durations
of time. Messages are said to have been
sent in this manner between ships sep
arated by a distance of sixty miles. For
shorter distances the ordinary incandes
cent lamps have been frequently used.

Probably one of the most successful sys-
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terns with these lamps is that now in use
in the navies of Italy and Germany. Its

essential feature consists in the suc

cessive display of different combinations
of red and of white incandescent lamps
of about fifty candle-power each. It is,

of course, necessary that the lamps be
exhibited in some elevated position,

such, for example, as suspended from
one of the ship s yards, where they will

be plainly visible from a considerable

distance, and that the electric current

connected with them be under the con
trol of an operator at a key-board,
in order that any lamp may be ignited
or extinguished at pleasure. With such
an apparatus it will be readily under
stood how the letters of a signal-code
could be indicated, and a message rapid

ly transmitted.
&quot;

In the &quot;United States Navy a more

simple plan, requiring only two in

candescent lamps, has been very suc

cessfully used in connection with Morse s

telegraphic code, in which, as is well

known, the letters of the alphabet are

represented by combinations of &quot; dots
&quot;

and &quot;dashes.&quot; In signalling by this

code the two lamps were controlled by
keys, as in the figure here shown.

It will be observed, from an inspection
of the electrical connections in the figure,

that when the key A is pressed, the lamp
C is alone ignited, or &quot; flashed ;

&quot; and
that when B is pressed, both lamps are

flashed simultaneously. To indicate a
&quot; dot

&quot;

of the Morse code, only a single

lamp is used
;
to denote a &quot;

dash,&quot; both
are ignited together.

Every steamer displays, when under-

Arrow heads ahow direction of current

Arrangement of Electrical &quot;Running Lights
1

for Ships.

of different colors* green, red, and
white. These &quot;

running lights,&quot; as

they are technically called, are ex
hibited on the outside of the ship, in

such positions as to indicate to other
vessels the c D

approximate
direction in

which she is

moving. To

TTTQ-.7- at -nirrVif oa rlrn&quot;hfloca -mrtcf nfWay at mgnt, as dOUbtleSS mOSt OI

our readers have observed, three lights

Arrowheads show
direction of current.

Permanent connections
shown by dotted lines-.

Ship s Apparatus for Night-

signalling by Electricity.

sions, and loss of human life, it is of

vital importance that these lights be

never for a moment extinguished. With
the aid of electricity the possibility of

such an accident as the unexpected ex

tinguishing of a &quot;

running light &quot;f
at a

critical moment will be reduced to a

minimum, if not altogether eliminated,

by an ingenious appliance in which the

breaking or burning out of one in

candescent lamp automatically completes
a circuit and ignites another. Only a

casual inspection of the figure to the left

will show how this is effected : A small

electro-magnet, E, is placed in the cir

cuit of the lamp 1
; and, while the latter

is burning, the attraction of the mag
net keeps the armature D in the position
shown by the dotted lines, with the cir

cuit of lamp 2 broken. But, should the

circuit of 1 be broken by the burning
out or breaking of the lamp, or from

A green light on the starboard (or right) side ; a red

light on the port side, and a white light at the mast-

t Electric &quot;

running lights
&quot; have not been yet adopted

by shipe-of-war ; but it seems probable that they will be

used in the near future. W. S. H.
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any cause, the magnet will, of course,

cease to attract the armature, and the

latter is at once drawn back by a spring,

S, to the position shown in the figure,
thus completing the circuit and ignit

ing lamp 2. The figure represents this

as having already occurred.

Another application of the incandes

cent lamp has developed from a series

of experiments made at the Naval Tor

pedo Station, Newport, R. I., with the

object of ascertaining to what extent

electricity could be utilized at night for

lighting up water below the surface. In

these experiments incandescent lamps
of about one hundred and fifty candle-

power were immersed to a depth of fif

teen to twenty feet, with the result that

sunken objects could be readily seen

within the distance of a hundred feet

from the light. The discovery thus

made is of considerable importance from
a naval point of view. Modern naval

fleets must be not only prepared to

rapidly remove the stationary torpedoes,
or &quot; fixed mines,&quot; with which every im

portant port in time of war will be pro
tected, but the ships themselves must
be provided with a complete system of

such weapons, ready to block up harbors
in which an enemy s vessels may be dis

covered, or in which they themselves

may have taken refuge. Much of this

service, in the event of war, would be

necessarily performed at night, and a

part of it under water
; hence, it may be

certainly expected that modern navies

will avail themselves of the valuable

agent that the Newport experiments
have placed in their hands. A portion
of the force employed for such duty
would be a body of trained divers

; and,
not only will these men carry with them
under the water an electric light, but
the telephone has been recently added
to their outfit, so that they may com
municate constantly and easily with as

sistants above the surface.

In this connection may be mentioned
a remarkable electrical apparatus known
as a &quot;Torpedo Detector.&quot; As its name
implies, it is designed for use in search

ing for hidden torpedoes, or mines, in

harbors and channels. This appliance
depends for its action upon the principle
of the induction-balance. A represen
tation of it is shown above. The box

A, in the figure, contains a set of induc

tion-coils, and a vibratory magneto-elec
tric machine, with which a telephone
is connected. The metal sinker B con

tains, also, a set of induction-coils, and
is connected with A by a short electric

cable. The small battery C has con

nections, as shown in the figure, the cir

cuit of which can be opened or closed

by a key.
In practical use, searching for torpe

does, the box and battery are carried in

a boat, and the metal sinker, to which
the small cable is attached, is dragged
overboard along the bottom of a channel
or harbor where the presence of torpe
does is suspected. When the telephone

A. Instrument Box.
B. Sinker.
C. Battery.
D. Telephone

Captain McEvoy s Torpedo Detector.

(From a sketch by Ensign H. H.
Eames, TJ. S. N.)

\

B is placed at the ear, no
sound is audible until

the sinker reaches the

vicinity of some metal body, such as a

torpedo ;
then a buzzing noise is heard,

which becomes gradually louder as the

torpedo is approached, and loudest when
it is touched.

Electricity is employed on some of

the vessels of the British Navy, and will

probably be made use of on the new

ships of the United States service, to

render visible the sights of the guns
when firing at night. As applied on
the English iron-clad Colossus, one of

the wires from a small Leclanche battery
leads to the rear, or &quot;

breech,&quot; sight of

the gun, and is there joined to a fine

platinum wire running across the bottom
of the &quot;sight-notch.&quot; The platinum wire
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interposes just sufficient resistance to

cause it to glow with heat while the cur
rent from the battery is passing through
it. From the rear-sight the battery wire
continues on to the front-sight of the

gun, where it meets the second wire
from the battery. Here the ends of the

two wires are brought very near each

other, at the apex of the sight, so that

the electric sparks passing between them
serve to mark its position. The practical

utility of such an arrangement may be
shown by a familiar illustration : Every
one has observed, when looking from the

window of a lighted room on a dark

night, how difficult it is to distinguish

any outside object beyond the distance

of a few feet. The same effect is natur

ally experienced on board ship, and for

this reason, among others, men-of-war,
on going into battle at night, have every
unnecessary light extinguished thus

rendering some plan of indicating the

position of the guns sights almost ab

solutely indispensable. That above de

scribed, the writer was informed by an
officer of the Colossus, has proved per
fectly successful in actual practice.
On some of the larger European ships-

of-war, and on a few United States ves

sels, arrangements have been made for

firing the guns by electricity. This is

usually accomplished by causing the cur

rent from an ordinary zinc-carbon bat

tery to pass through what is known as

an electric primer, inserted in the vent

of the gun. The primer, as used in the

United States service, is simply a quill
tube nearly filled with small-grained

powder, and containing a fine platinum
wire wrapped with a wisp of gun-cotton.
The platinum wire is connected with the

wires of the electric battery. When the

battery circuit is closed, the platinum
becomes instantly white-hot, thus ignit

ing the primer and firing the gun. The

firing-key, with which the circiiit may
be closed at pleasure, is placed in the

pilot-tower, or in some other position
where it is directly under the control of

the commanding officer, and the circuit

is of course kept open until the instant

of firing. The advantages claimed for

such a system are many. Obviously,
under some circumstances, as, for ex

ample, where it is desirable to concen
trate the whole broadside upon a certain

point, and to fire all the guns together,
such an arrangement would have a great
advantage over the ordinary method of

depending upon the simultaneous action
of the gunners. Again, it is no uncom
mon occurrence in battle for a ship s gun-
decks to become so enveloped in smoke
that the enemy cannot be seen by the
men at the guns, and in such cases, with
an electric system, the firing could be
done by an officer clear of such an ob
struction. Usually the electrical appli
ances admit, also, of the guns being
fired singly and in succession

;
and for

cases where the ship is rolling heavily
from side to side, an &quot; automatic circuit-

closer&quot; is sometimes employed, which,

after the regular firing-key has been

pressed, closes the circuit and discharges
the guns the instant the vessel reaches
an upright position.

Electric
&quot;logs,&quot;

for measuring the

speed of a ship, usually depend for their

action upon the revolutions of a small

screw-propeller, or
&quot;fan,&quot;

attached to

the end of a short electric cable, and
trailed through the water astern of the

vessel. The velocity with which the

fan revolves at any given speed through
the water has been previously deter

mined by an actual trial. The wires

of its cable are connected with a battery
on board the ship, and its revolutions

periodically open and close the circuit

of the battery, which action is com
municated by suitable mechanism to a

register, or dial, so graduated as to

show the corresponding speed in miles

and tenths. While such an apparatus
is valuable for the purposes of naviga
tion since it affords an accurate meas
ure of the distance passed over by the

ship in the interval between any two

readings of the dial it fails to show
the speed of the vessel at the moment

of observation.

This latter knowledge will be an im

portant factor in future naval fights.

The commander of a modern ship of

war, engaged in battle, must be able to

ascertain the rate at which his vessel is

moving at any desired moment, in order

to make allowance for the deflection of

shot, and still more for that of tor

pedoes, due to the speed of the ship at

the instant of their discharge. Hitherto,

so far as the writer knows, only a single
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Ship-of-War using her Search-lights.

&quot;log&quot;
has been designed which accu

rately furnishes this essential informa
tion. This instrument is an ingenious
&quot;

speed indicator,&quot; the invention of Lieu
tenant Hogg, of the United States Na
vy, but of which, since it depends upon
no principle of electricity (but upon
that of the vacuum-gauge), no more than
the mere mention of its existence can be
here made.
The question of introducing electric

motors in ships-of-war, to take the place
of the numerous small steam-engines
now required on board for various pur
poses, is one that is occupying the seri

ous attention of naval authorities. That
such a substitution will be made in the

near future seems now assured. An
electric current is the most convenient
method of transmitting power from one

point to another, at a considerable dis

tance, that has been yet discovered. It

is also the most economical where the

conditions, as on board a modern man-
of-war, require the power to be conveyed
from a single source to a number of

different points of application. Yet, at

the present writing, no use of an electric

motor is made in any of the great navies
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of the world. It has been left to the

United States to take the initial steps
toward its introducti?n, by employing
electricity to work one of the eight-inch

guns of the steel cruiser Chicago. This

motor is to be supplied with the requisite
electric current by connecting its wires

with those from the dynamo used for

lighting the ship. Should this experi
ment prove successful, as it undoubtedly
will, similar motors will probably be

applied to the remaining eight-inch

guns of the Chicago ;
and the system,

or some modification of it, will doubt
less be extended to other ships now un
der construction for the United States

Navy.
Electricity has been the chief element

in the development of those remarkable
inventions known as auto-mobile, or
&quot;

fish,&quot; torpedoes. They are, with few

exceptions, steered, propelled, or ex

ploded by an electric current
;
and in

some all three of these applications are

mad e. In a formernumber of this Maga
zine * the present writer has described

the mechanical features of the most ap-

&quot;Modern Aggressive Torpedoes,&quot; SCRIBNER S MAGA
ZINE, April, 1887.
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proved torpedoes of the present day.
No ship-of-war is now regarded as effi

cient whose armament does not include

a number of these weapons. It will be
sufficient here to recall to the memory of

the reader that the &quot; Whitehead &quot;

is the

torpedo in general use in the navies of

Europe. Briefly, it is cigar-shaped, from
9 to 19 feet long by 11 to 16 inches di

ameter, made of thin steel, propelled by
compressed air, and carries an explosive

charge of gun-cotton ranging from 40 to

105 pounds. In practical use the tor

pedo is discharged at the enemy s vessel

through a tube, which may be mounted
on board ship either above or below the

surface, and upon reaching the water it

is propelled by its own engines. The
initial motion, or &quot;

discharge,&quot; is effected

by an electric fuse which ignites a very
small charge of gunpowder placed in

the tube behind the torpedo. The wires

from the fuse are connected in the cir

cuit of a battery, and lead to the pilot-

tower, where the firing is accomplished
by the usual means of a key-board under
the control of an officer. The illustra

tions on this page, and opposite, show the

tubes in place on the deck of a torpedo-
boat, and also represent them separately
on a larger scale. It will be observed
that they are mounted on a turn-table,
so that they may be pointed in any di

rection, and that they are set at a slightly

divergent angle with each other. By
this arrangement of tubes that now
most approved by the naval authori

ties of Europe two torpedoes are dis

charged at the same instant, and it is be
lieved that the slight divergence of their

courses will greatly increase the chances
of either one or the other striking the

enemy s ship.
An ingenious application of electricity

is employed to explode the projectiles

discharged by the pneumatic guns with
which that remarkable craft the &quot;United

States dynamite-cruiser Vesuvius is to

be armed. These projectiles are, in fact,

aerial torpedoes^ arid for the 15-inch

guns now proposed
1 for the Vesuvius,

they will carry a charge of six hundred

pounds of explosive gelatine. High ex

plosives, such as dynamite, gun-cotton,
and explosive; gelatine, require to be de
tonated in order to develop their full

energy ;
and for this purpose fulminate

r

of mercury has been
found to be best

adapted. It has been

found, also, that a

very much greater
destructive effect

upon a target is ob
tained when the ex

plosive charge of an

elongated projectile,
like those to be used
in the guns of the

Vesuvius, is first ig
nited at the rear end,
or &quot;

base,&quot; instead of

at the point and re

course was had to

electricity to accom

plish this result. The
fuse consists of a fine

platinum wire

wrapped with a fibre

of gun-cotton and
embedded in fulmin
ate of mercury con
nected with the cir

cuits of two small

galvanic batteries

carried within the

projectile itself. With
either of these bat

teries active, the plat
inum wire becomes

instantly heated to

redness and explodes
the charge. In one,
the electrical connec
tion is kept broken
until the projectile
strikes some solid

body, such as a ship
or a target, when the

shock of impact
closes the circuit and
causes the explosion.
The circuit of the

other battery is com

plete ;
but the bat

tery itself requires to

be moistened in order

to become active, and
the explosion conse

quently takes place
after the projectile
has sunk below the

surface of the water.

The use of elec-
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tricity for the propulsion of boats has For submarine boats no motive power
met with considerable success. But yet discovered seems comparable with

the low speed hitherto attained by such electricity. High speed in vessels of

Revolving Deck Tubes for Yarrow Torpedo-boats, showing electrical discharging apparatus.

vessels, and the fact that their motive

power is necessarily derived from stor

age-batteries, which are notoriously un

economical, have prevented their use
as torpedo-boats. Yet, next to great

speed, the most essential quality of a

torpedo-boat is noiselessness, and this

requisite electric boats possess in an un

surpassed degree. This latter may even

become, under some circumstances, of

more importance than high speed ;
for

on a dark night, or in a fog, the suc

cess of a torpedo-boat will often depend
upon a silent, unperceived approach, and
the suddenness of its attack. Hence,
it appears safe to predict that electric

this class will probably never be of the
first importance, since they are mainly
designed for attacking ships at anchor.
The part such vessels are destined to

play in naval warfare is an interesting
and unsettled question, and their devel

opment is being closely watched by the
naval powers of the world. Hitherto,
when subjected to rigid practical tests,

they may be said to have been unsuccess
ful.

Lieutenant Fiske, of the United States

Navy, has designed very recently an
electrical &quot;

range-finder,&quot; for measuring
the distance of an enemy s ship or of a

target, but at the present writing the

Torpedo-boat Electrical Plant, now in use in the Navies of Italy, Spain, Austria, France, Russia, and Denmark.

torpedo-boats, armed with both auto- details of his invention have not been
mobile and the ordinary

&quot;

spar
&quot;

torpe- made public. This same officer was en-

does, will find a place in the navies of gaged for some time on board the steel

the future. cruiser Atlanta, in conducting a series
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of experiments with the object of devis

ing some means of telephoning or tele

graphing, either through the air or the

water, in order that ships might be en
abled to communicate with each other
in a fog, where signals could not be

seen, or at night, when, as in the prox
imity of an enemy, the use of signal-

lights might not be advisable. But
while &quot;results were obtained which were
in themselves encouraging, they seemed
to indicate the impracticability of the

scheme.&quot;
*

In the French Mediterranean fleet,

during recent naval manoeuvres, a novel
use of the telephone was made in con
nection with a balloon. The latter,

carrying with it a telephone connected
with the ship, was secured to the deck by
a rope which allowed it to rise to the

height of about a thousand feet. From
this lofty point of observation an officer

watched through a telescope the opera
tions of a distant squadron representing
the enemy, and from time to time tele

phoned the results of his examination
to those on the vessel below.
A number of other applications of

electricity, such as electrical steering-
gear, electrical engine-room annuncia
tors, etc., have been made on ships-of-
war

;
but they have either proved to be

unsuccessful, or, if successful, they were
found to be of such doubtful utility as
to render their adoption unadvisable.
The development of electricity is so

rapidly progressing that no limit to its

future naval applications can now be as

signed. But, with the assistance of the
Office of Naval Intelligence, it may be

safely assumed that the proposed
&quot; New

Navy
&quot;

of the United States will have the
benefit of every useful naval invention.
This office, to which the writer is greatly
indebted for information and illustra

tions included in this paper, is a branch
of the Navy Department specially charg
ed with the duty of keeping informed

upon the latest advances in all branches
of naval science throughout the world.

II.-IN LAND WARFARE.

By John Millis, First Lieutenant, Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army.

IT

is not an uncommon observation
that all the great inventions and dis

coveries which have contributed to

mark the present century as the most ex

traordinary in the history of the world s

progress have been immediately em
ployed, so far as possible, to the &quot; abom
inable end of annihilating mankind

;

&quot;

but though it is true that a majority,

perhaps, of the improved appliances of

modern warfare have thus resulted,
from the application to military pur
poses of discoveries which first found

practical use in the industrial or com
mercial world, the high degree of per
fection which has been attained in the

development of military methods and
material of the present time is also

largely due to the special devotion to
this particular object of the best edu
cated intelligence and inventive talent.

To the reader accustomed only to the

peaceful occupations of business or pro-
*
Keport of the Office of Naval Intelligence.

fessional life this may seem like a per
verted application of human knowledge
and technical science, and one entirely
inconsistent with modern ideas concern

ing the proper relations which should
exist among civilized nations. It is evi

dent, however, on reflection, that there

can be no possible insurance for the

nation against attack and defeat by a

foreign power, except the most perfect

preparation to meet and resist such an
attack that the skill and knowledge of

man can devise. Moreover, from a hu
mane point of view, it is a gratifying re

flection, and a fact fully established by
history, that with the improvements and
advancements in military science and
art of modern times, warfare now con

sists of much shorter conflicts in arms
than was formerly the case, and though
the action is thereby rendered vastly
more intense while it continues, it also

becomes the more decisive, hostilities

are terminated the sooner, and the loss
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of life is actually less
;
so that instead

of contributing to the &quot; abominable
end

&quot;

of exterminating the human race,

the application of the most advanced
discoveries and inventions to the art of

war has in reality mitigated the distress

ing results of armed conflict.

The numerous and constantly increas

ing adaptations to the needs of man of

that wonderful and still mysterious
force or agent called electricity have

naturally attracted great attention in the

military world, both from the inventor

who is inspired by the hope of a large

pecuniary reward, and also on the part
of those who have adopted &quot;the ser

vice
&quot;

as a life work.
Since a greater portion of the details

of the so-called &quot;

operations of war &quot;

are

in reality only the operations of peace
greatly intensified and prosecuted under
more difficult and exacting conditions,
it will be seen that nearly all the indus
trial uses of electricity find a more or

less direct application for military pur
poses ;

but it is proposed to present
here only a brief review of some of the

more important of these applications,

together with references to certain uses

of electricity which are peculiar to the

military art.

It must be borne in mind that the

preparations for war which are made in

time of peace are often of necessity
more or less tentative and experimental
in their nature, requiring the test of ac

tual service in time of war, or, at least,

in the field, to determine their practical

utility, to develop their defects, and to

suggest the remedies. It would there

fore be futile to attempt a reference to

many ingenious and promising devices
for use in war which have been sug
gested and made possible by the more
recent advances in electrical science, but
for the actual trial of which there has,

fortunately, been as yet no opportunity.

Beginning with the permanent mili

tary establishment in time of peace, we
find that electricity renders important
assistance in maintaining this establish

ment in a proper state of drill, disci

pline, and general efficiency, as well as
in the manifold technical processes con
nected with the fabrication of arms,
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ammunition, equipments, and other war
material.

The soldier must first be supplied
with an efficient weapon, and in the de

sign, manufacture, and test of improved
fire-arms many intricate problems arise,

the solution of which could not be sat

isfactorily effected without the aid of

electricity. One of the most interesting
of these problems relates to ballistics,

or the scientific study of the motion of a

projectile when fired from a gun. It is

evident that in order to predict the

range of the shot, and its penetration
or effect on striking the object fired at,

and to determine the accuracy and ef

ficiency of the gun, of the powder, and,
to a certain extent, of the projectile it

self, an accurate knowledge of the ve

locity imparted to the shot when the

weapon is discharged is of the greatest

importance to the ordnance officer. The
rate at which the projectile moves when

leaving the muzzle of the gun is called

its initial velocity, and since its rate of

motion rapidly diminishes during flight,

the observations to determine this ini

tial velocity must be confined to a short

portion of the projectile s path imme
diately after it is clear of the gun.
With modern high-power guns the

shot is often given an initial velocity of

more than two thousand feet per sec

ond, which is at the rate of a mile in less

than three seconds, and hence it will be
understood that the determination of

the initial velocity involves, besides as

certaining the exact instant at which
the shot passes two fixed points near the

beginning of its path, the precise meas
urement of an extremely small interval

of time.

Suppose a wire to be stretched across

in front of the muzzle of the gun, and at

a short distance from it, this wire form

ing part of a complete electric circuit,

which includes also an electric battery
and an electro-magnet. When the gun
is fired this wire will be broken, the cir

cuit interrupted, and the armature of

the magnet released at the instant that

the projectile reached the wire in its

flight. Now imagine a second wire
stretched across the path of the shot, at

a point one hundred feet in front of the

first one, with a similar arrangement of

electric circuit, battery, and electro-
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magnet. The breaking of this second
wire by the flying projectile will release

the armature of the second magnet, and
if the interval of time between the re-

operating a sort of knife which strikes
the side of the falling rod, and makes a
cut or indentation. The distance of this

cut from the end of the rod shows

Measuring the Velocity of a Cannon-ball by Electricity.

lease of the two armatures can be deter

mined, the velocity of the projectile is

easily calculated. If the projectile has
a velocity of 2,000 feet per second, and
the wires are 100 feet apart, the inter

val of time will be one-twentieth of a

second, and since it is necessary to

know the velocity of the shot to within
a few feet per second, an instrument

capable of measuring the time-interval

to within the five-thousandth part of a

second is required ;
and the instrument

must also record its measurement, since

the mind cannot conceive, and much less

note, such a very brief period.
These exacting conditions are com

pletely fulfilled by the electric chro

nograph, which is an instrument em
bodying the two electro-magnets already
referred to, together with a recording
apparatus, and certain attachments for

making necessary adjustments, etc. The
armature of the first magnet is an iron
rod about three feet long, which is sus

pended in a vertical position from the
core of the magnet. The breaking of

the first wire releases this rod, allowing
it to fall, and when the second wire is

broken the armature of the second

electro-magnet, which is placed a short
distance below the first, is also released,

exactly how far the rod dropped while

the shot was passing over the distance

between the first and second wires, and
the corresponding interval of time is

readily computed from known laws of

falling bodies. Knowing this interval

and the distance between the two wires,
the initial velocity of the projectile is

easily determined.
In testing large guns at the United

States Proving Ground at Sandy Hook,
New York Harbor, two open frames or

targets are set up in front of the gun,
and the wire to be broken is strung

many times back and forth from one
side of the frame to the other, to better

insure the rupture of the circuit by the

shot as it passes through the frame.

From these targets conducting wires

lead to the laboratory near by, where the

chronographs, batteries, switch-board,
and other apparatus are located. In

order to obtain more reliable results

two or more chronographs may be used
for testing the same shot, and the

laboratory at Sandy Hook is provided
with a number of these instruments.

Another interesting application of

electricity at the Proving Grounds is the

employment of a small incandescent

electric lamp, mounted in connection
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with a magnifying mirror on the end of

a long rod, for examining the bore of

large guns. By the aid of this apparatus
most complete inspection can readily be

made of the condition of the chamber and

rifling, and any erosion or wear, which

frequently occurs from the action of the

projectile and the gases from the pow
der, can at once be detected. Photo

graphs of the interior of the gun are

even taken by means of the electric

light, and the information obtained by
these means is most valuable, and is

manifestly more satisfactory than that

given by the method of taking impres
sions of the bore in soft rubber.

Photography has also been made use

of in studying the motion of the pro
jectile. In the case of large guns in

stantaneous views of the shot during its

flight have been successfully taken by
means of a camera provided with a

quick-acting shutter. This method is

not applicable, however, to small arms.

A rifle-bullet is a very small object, and
the camera must be set very near its

path in order to obtain a picture of

sufficient size to be of use
;
but the

nearer the instrument is placed to the

moving object to be photographed, the

more rapid is the motion of the image
over the plate, and no &quot;instantaneous&quot;

or quick-acting shutter could possibly
be made to operate with sufficient ra

pidity, or at the proper instant, to give
a sharply denned picture. The desired

end is accomplished, however, by the aid

of electricity. The camera is provided
with an extremely sensitive plate and

placed in a dark room, through which
the bullet is made to pass. The instant

the bullet is in front of the camera it

breaks an electric circuit, producing a

spark which illuminates the bullet for an

instant, and its image is impressed upon
the sensitive plate. The duration of the
electric spark is almost infinitesimal, and
since the plate is affected only during
the continuance of the spark, a well-de
fined photograph of an object moving at

a greater velocity than that of sound is

obtained. Such pictures show the con
densation of the air in front of the

bullet, the vacuum left behind it, and
the eddies and currents produced in the

surrounding atmosphere by its motion
;

and they afford information which is of

value in determining the best shape to

be given to the projectile in order to

reduce to a minimum the resistance

which the air opposes to its flight, and
so increase its range and effect.

The gun and ammunition having been

brought to a proper degree of perfec
tion for efficient service, electricity again
comes to the soldier s aid in assisting
to teach him how to use his weapon.
The electrical target, invented by an

officer of our service, is designed to re

move the dangers of small-arms prac
tice and to facilitate instruction in

marksmanship. This target is made of

metal, its surface consisting of a great

many separate plates accurately fitted

together, and each one having a circuit-

closer at the back, and admitting of a

slight movement independent of the

others. Each circuit-closer is connected

by a wire with an annunciator located

at the firing stand. When a shot strikes

any part of the target the corresponding
plate is slightly, depressed, its circuit-

closer operates, and the position of the

shot on the target is at once indicated

by the annunciator. The necessity of

having a man at the target to mark the

shots is thus obviated, and mistakes in

marking, as well as accidents, which fre

quently happen from firing when the

marker is exposed, are prevented.

As the telegraph was the pioneer
among the great industrial applications
of electricity, so it was also one of the

first electrical inventions to be system
atically and generally adopted as a

necessary adjunct to the methods of

warfare, and its recognized importance
will be understood from the fact that

the military organizations of nearly all

civilized nations now comprise a special

telegraph or signal corps, which is in

structed and trained in all the duties

and operations pertaining to the electric

telegraph. Indeed, it has recently been
remarked by a foreign military author

ity, that &quot; so important will be the part

played by military telegraphy . . .

that the army which has the most effi

cient system of electric signalling will

hold a trump card which may be a de
cisive influence on the game in any fut

ure European war.&quot;

Telegraph lines, constructed primarily
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for commercial purposes only, render
valuable service in the various duties

connected with the regular maintenance
of the permanent military force, and

upon the approach of hostilities such
lines may prove indispensable. The

army must then be promptly mobilized,
or placed in a condition for active ser

vice, and means of rapid communication
between the capital or general head

quarters and the centres of the various

separate organizations is essential
;

as

is also the prompt transmission of the

news of the approach of the enemy, of

his arrival on the sea-coast or frontier,
and of his movements generally.
The army having been mobilized and

placed in the field, the commanding gen
eral must maintain communication with
the home government and with his sub
ordinate commanders, who may be at a

distance. In all these cases commercial

telegraph lines are utilized to the fullest

extent possible, as well as under any
other circumstances where such lines

exist and can be made available.

Permanent telegraph lines are fre

quently erected, especially for military

purposes, to connect established posts,

depots, or stations with each other and

with head-quarters, or to insure com
munication between other places which
in time of war are likely to become of

strategic importance. Such military

telegraph lines being constructed in

time of peace are, of course, similar in

all respects to commercial lines.

But in active operations in the field, in

presence of the enemy, and perhaps in

the enemy s county, entirely new con
ditions are met with. The commanding
general may find himself in a region
where none of the conveniences of civil

ization ever existed, or where all such
conveniences that may have existed have
been destroyed. His command may
extend over a large area, and some of

the corps or divisions may be miles away,
with dense forests, marshes, streams,

mountains, or country occupied by the

enemy intervening. Communication
must be established through the nearest

point to which the permanent lines are

still in operation with the home capital,

and it is absolutely essential that the

commander be provided with the means
of transmitting his orders to his sub

ordinates, and of receiving intelligence
of their positions and movements, and
of those of the enemy, if he is to have

Running the Wires of a Field-telegraph,
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Telegraphing Military Observations from a Captive Balloon; the wire along the cable.

any hope of successfully executing the

plan of operations which it is his duty
to carry out.

The Field Telegraph Corps now comes
to his aid. This corps is provided with
its train of wagons or carts, drawn by
horses or mules, and carrying wire, poles,

instruments, etc., and the tools and ma
terial needed in erecting the lines, in

taking them down, and in making nec

essary repairs. For lines which are to

be in a measure permanent, like those
erected to maintain communication be
tween the field of operations and the
home government or the general head

quarters, the wires will be put up in the

ordinary manner, making use of such
available material for poles, etc., as may
be found in the vicinity.

In the case of temporary lines, which
must be more hastily constructed and
removed, the wagon carrying the wire is
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driven over the route and the wire reeled

out along the ground, to be afterward

raised and supported on insulators at

tached to trees, buildings, fences, etc.;

or where such supports are not available,
to light wooden poles carried for the

purpose. The batteries, instruments,

etc., can be set up in the wagon, which
is thus made to serve as an operating
station.

For still more rapid work, wire or

cable having an insulating covering

throughout is used, and this is reeled

out along the ground, crossing marshes,
streams, etc., if necessary, when it is

ready for immediate use without re

quiring insulating supports. In cross

ing roads, and at other points where the

wire would otherwise be exposed to in

jury, it is raised on poles or may be
buried in the ground. In rough, moun
tainous, or thickly wooded regions, where
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wheeled vehicles cannot be used, the wire

and other material is transported on

pack animals, and in running short lines

which must be very hastily established

in difficult situations, the reels may even

be carried by men on foot.

For operating the line an instrument

similar to the ordinary Morse appara
tus, arranged in compact form, is gen
erally used

;
but the telephone has also

a limited application for the purpose,
and an improved instrument has recent

ly been devised for the field telegraph
service which will work for moderate
distances through an ordinary bare wire
laid along the ground or through the

wire of fences.

In the use of captive balloons for ob

serving the strength and position of the

enemy or of his works, or for obtaining
information regarding his movements,
the telegraph or telephone furnishes the

best means of communication between
the observers in the car of the bal

loon and persons on the ground.
The instrument in the balloon is

readily connected with that below

by wires carried along or enclosed
within the cable by which the bal

loon is secured, and the results of

the observations, instructions or or

ders, etc., can be communicated al

most as easily as between two sta

tions on the ground.
The members of the Telegraph

Corps must of course be thoroughly
drilled in all the manoeuvres con
nected with packing, transporting,

erecting, operating, and taking down
the special apparatus of the field

signal train, and they must be able
to operate the apparatus in commer
cial use as well. Besides having a

thorough knowledge of the ordinary
or Morse code, they must be famil
iar with various secret codes and
ciphers, adapted for use in presence
of the enemy, and they must be in

structed in the methods of destroy
ing or interrupting the telegraph
lines of the enemy and intercepting
his messages.

Recent improvements in synchron
ous telegraph apparatus, the action
of which depends upon the continuous
motion in perfect unison of two instru
ments in electrical connection, but at dif

ferent stations, have rendered it practic
able to make, at a distant station, an exact

reproduction of any writing or draw

ing executed on suitably prepared paper
and placed in the instrument at the

sending station.* Though the principle
of this instrument is not new, and it has
never been used to any extent for com-
mercial purposes, the improvements re

ferred to give promise of rendering the

system of great value in sending vastly
more complete and reliable information

concerning the plans of forts and other
works of defence, the disposition of

troops, maps of the country, etc., than
could possibly be conveyed in words,
and with a great saving in time and al

most absolute security against the in

terception of the message by the enemy.
But even the field telegraph may fail,

as when it becomes necessary to trans

mit messages over large bodies of water,
or across intervening country which on

&--.

Torpedo Explosion under Ice.

account of its occupation by the enemy
or from some other cause is inacces-

See SCKIBNER S MAGAZINE for July, 1889, page 15.
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A Mine Explosion during an Advance.

sible. Flashes of light, produced by the
field search-light apparatus, directed

upon the clouds or upon high terrestrial

objects in the vicinity, may then be em
ployed, or signals may be sent by means
of incandescent lamps sent up in a bal

loon and made to flash by manipulating
a key introduced into the circuits. This
is a method of signalling which cannot
be interrupted by the enemy, though it

is, of course, only available at night and
in clear weather.
The search-light apparatus consists of

the well-known arrangement of a power
ful electric lamp placed in the focus of

a reflector, so contrived that the lamp
and reflector can be easily turned and
the beam of light sent in any desired

direction. For field service the lamp
and the steam-boiler, engine, and dyna
mo for operating it, are mounted on
wheels for facility in transportation.
The more important uses of this light
are to disclose the position and move
ments of the enemy ; to blind and con
fuse him in the event of an attack at

night ;
to enable the fire of a fort to

be properly directed ;
to facilitate night

movements of the army, and the con
struction of earthworks or other hasty
defences. After an action the light may
also be employed to search out and care

for the wounded on the field of battle,

and it assists in the merciful work of

the surgeons by enabling them to

promptly perform delicate operations
which otherwise could only be done in

daytime (p. 430).

It is, however, in immediate connec
tion with the high explosives that the

military adaptations of electricity have
received their most perfect development
and have contributed to the most aston

ishing results, and there is probably no

military weapon with which the general

public has been made more familiar by
repeated descriptions and illustrations

than that class of instruments of de

struction known under the general name
of torpedoes.
The almost universal adaptability of
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the method of firing charges of gun
powder, dynamite, gun-cotton, or other

explosives, by means of the electric

spark or an electric fuse, follows from
the great ease and facility with which
the firing circuit can be established in

almost any situation, however difficult

or unfavorable, and carried to almost

any point, however remote
;
thus ena

bling the operator, by simply manipulat

ing a key or electric exploder, to fire the

charge from a place of perfect security,
with certainty and at the proper instant.

There is no &quot; slow match &quot;

or powder-
train liable to be ruptured, to become

damp, or to be found inoperative from
other causes when most needful

;
and the

unsatisfactory percussion cap and lock,

always subject to accidental discharge,
are also done away with.

More especially in permanent fortifi

cations, and in the complete and com

plicated systems of defence established

to protect important seaports, does the

electric apparatus, or
&quot;plant,&quot;

become
an important factor in the organization,
and under these circumstances it re

quires a special corps of skilled opera
tives carefully trained in its establish

ment, care, and manipulation.
The main station, containing the

steam-power, dynamos, batteries, etc.,

is located in a thoroughly secure place
within the work, or it may even be re

moved to a point some distance away
and the conductors carried to the fort

under ground. Electric motors will en
able the aiming and manipulation of the

heaviest guns, mounted on &quot;

disappear
ing gun-carriages,&quot; to be effected with
the greatest facility, and they will also

be brought into use in moving and

hoisting the enormous charges of ex

plosive and projectiles which constitute

the ammunition of modern high-power
ordnance.
The guns have electric fuses, or

primers, connected with wires which are

led to a secure place of observation,
where the commanding officer, provided
with instruments which enable him to

accurately determine the position and
distance of the enemy s vessels, has the
entire battery of the fort under imme
diate control, and he can direct and

regulate the fire of the guns to the best

possible advantage.
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The approaches to the fort by land
will be defended by ground torpedoes
or mines, properly distributed and care

fully concealed, and passages over frozen

streams or other small bodies of water
in the vicinity may be defended in a

similar manner. Mines placed under

ground or under the ice are also em
ployed in field operations, and frozen
bodies of water are readily made pass
able for friendly boats by blasting with

charges of explosive placed on the ice

or beneath the surface.

These mines or torpedoes constitute

a formidable and much-dreaded means
of defence, since they are entirely con
cealed from sight and their position can
not easily be discovered by the enemy.
By providing them with electrical fuses,

placed in circuits under control from
the fort, they will be absolutely inoper
ative and harmless until, upon the ap
proach of the enemy, the time arrives

for their deadly work. The mines can
also be arranged to operate automati

cally if liable to be disturbed during
darkness, or if planted where their lo

cation cannot be observed from the

fort.

The electric light is also a valuable

aid in the general system of defence.

The incandescent lamp is particularly

adapted to illuminating dark passages
and the magazines in which the ammu
nition is stored, and where, on account
of the danger of fire, any other form of

artificial light has to be employed with
the utmost caution.

In the pneumatic dynamite gun, which
has recently received so much attention

both from military men and from the

world at large, and which undoubted

ly will have a place in shore defence,

electricity is employed to regulate the

explosion of the charge carried by the

projectile. The shell carries a small

battery in one of its compartments, and
this battery is entirely inoperative under

ordinary circumstances, rendering the
shell entirely safe to handle and place
in the gun. When the gun is fired,

should the shot fall short, the battery
becomes active soon after immersion in

the water, and the explosion is caused to

take place below the water-line, where it

is most likely to do injury to the vessel

aimed at.
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But it is in the system of defensive

torpedoes, or submarine mines, which is

provided for obstructing the entrance

to the harbor, and which is operated
from stations on shore, that we find per
haps a more elaborate and complete ar

rangement of electric apparatus than in

any other portion of the defensive estab

lishment.

The conditions imposed upon this

part of the defence are many and exact

ing, and a vast amount of study and ex

periment has been devoted to its devel

opment and perfection.
A submarine mine consists essentially

of a water-tight metallic case containing
a large charge of dynamite or other

powerful explosive, and provided with
an electric fuse and a circuit regulator
of peculiar construction. An anchor or

sinker is placed on the bottom of the

channel it is desired to obstruct, and to

this the mine is moored so as to float a

short distance below the surface. The
fuse and circuit regulator are connected

by means of a cable with the testing and

firing apparatus in the operating-room,
which is located in a secure place within

the work on shore, and a large number
of such mines are distributed over that

portion of the channel through which an

enemy s vessel must pass*in order to en
ter the harbor.

Those mines which are placed in the

main channel or entrance must be under
most perfect control of the operator,
since they are planted before the arrival

of the enemy, and the channel must af

ford a safe passage for friendly vessels

until hostile ships attempt an entrance.

With this object the apparatus can be

adjusted so as to merely give warning
if the torpedo be struck or disturbed in

any way, leaving the matter of firing en

tirely to the will of the operator or to

that of the officer in command of the

defence, who is stationed in a suitable

place for observation and in telegraphic
communication with the torpedo oper
ating-room.

By making suitable connections with
the shore firing-circuits, guns ready
loaded and aimed over the places where
the mines are planted are automatically

discharged as soon as a mine is disturbed,
thus preventing boat parties from tam

pering with the system, while the mine

itself is reserved for its proper work.

Finally, the mine and gun circuits may
be so arranged that either the mine
alone, or both mine and guns are auto

matically discharged at the proper in

stant upon the attempted passage of a
man-of-war.

There are, besides, a great many other
details connected with this system which
cannot be referred to here, but which are,

nevertheless, important, since the effi

ciency of the entire system depends
largely upon careful attention to these

very details. For example, it is neces

sary that provision be made for accurate
electrical tests and measurements, both
while the mines are being planted and
after they are established, in order to

determine with certainty their condition
of efficiency at all times, and to make the
best use of such as may give signs of de
terioration

;
and it will be readily under

stood that with such large charges of

deadly explosive and apparatus which is

necessarily somewhat delicate and com
plicated, the greatest care must be exer

cised in order to prevent serious acci

dents.

Movable or fish torpedoes also form

part of the shore-defence system, and in

one of the forms of this torpedo adapted
to this purpose the weapon is propelled

through the water at great speed by an
electric motor connected to the propel
ler-wheel and driven by an electric cur
rent conveyed to it from the dynamo on
shore through a cable which the torpedo
pays out while in motion. The steering

apparatus is also operated electrically
from shore through a separate conduc
tor contained in the same cable, and the

charge of dynamite which the torpedo
carries is exploded either at will or au

tomatically upon striking the enemy s

vessel.

Although extraordinary results may
reasonably be expected from the em
ployment of the electrical torpedo and

dynamite gun for coast defence in future

wars that may occur, it must be ad
mitted that there is a popular tendency
to overestimate their value and the se

curity which their use will afford the

country. Granting that they both are

now recognized weapons of warfare, it

must be remembered that neither one

alone, nor both together, are able to cope
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The Sims-Edison Electric Torpedo, steered from the shore.

with an adversary fully equipped with
both these and with other modern

weapons besides. To provide only tor

pedoes and dynamite guns for the coun

try s land defence would be as great folly

as to send an army into the field with

only the modern artillery arm, knowing-
that it would have to encounter an en

emy armed with the same weapon and
with the rifle and sabre as well.

SONG.

By Duncan Campbell Scott.

I HAVE done,
Put by the lute

;

Songs and singing soon are over,
Soon as airy shades that hover

Up above the purple clover;
I have done, put by the lute

Once I sang as early thrushes

Sing about the dewy bushes
;

Now I m mute
;

I am like a weary linnet,

For my throat has no song in it,

I have had my singing minute ;

I have done
Put by the lute.



IN THE VALLEY.

Bv Harold Frederic.

CHAPTER IV.

IN WHICH I BECOME THE SON OF THE HOUSE.

HE French, for some
reason or other, did
not follow up their ad

vantage and descend

upon the lower Valley ;

but had they done so

there could scarcely
have been a greater

panic among the Palatines. All during
the year there had been seen at times,

darkly flitting through the woods near
the sparse settlements, little bands of

hostile Indians. It was said that their

purpose was to seize and abduct Sir

William
; failing in this they did what

other mischief they could, so that the

whole Valley was kept in constant
alarm. No household knew, on going
to bed, that they would not be roused
before morning by savage war-cries.

No man ventured out of sight of his

home without entertaining the idea

that he might never get back alive.

Hence, when the long-expected blow
was really struck, and the town on the

German Flatts devastated, everybody
was in an agony of fear. To make mat
ters worse, Sir William was at his home
ill in bed, and there was some trouble

between him and the English command
ers which stood in the way of troops be

ing sent to our aid.

Those few days following the dread
ful news of the attack above us seem
still like a nightmare. The settlers up
the river began sending their household

goods down to Alban}^ ;
women and chil

dren, too, passed us in great parties,
to take refuge in Fort Hunter, or at

Schenectady. The river suddenly be
came covered with boats once more, but
this time representing the affrighted

flight of whole communities instead of a

peaceful commerce.

During this season of terror I was,
as may be conceived, indeed unhappy.
I had no stomach even for play with

the new addition to our household, yet

scarcely dared to show my nose outside
the stockade. Mr. Stewart spent his

days abroad, either with Sir William, or

up at Caughnawaga, concerting means
of defence with our friends the Fondas.
He did, however, find time to cross the
river and reassure my mother, who
trembled with apprehension for her

great brood of young, but was brave as

a lion for herself. Weeks afterward,
when I visited her once more, I saw bas
kets of lime in the attic which this de
voted woman had stored there, to throw
with water on the Indians when they
came. This device she had learned from
the family traditions of her ancestors

doings, when the Spaniards were in

HoUand.

Gradually the alarm wore away. The
French and Indians, after killing fifty

Palatines and taking thrice that number

prisoners, turned tail and marched back
to the Lake again, with some of Honikol
Herkimer s lead in their miserable bod
ies. The Valley was rarely to be cursed

with their presence again. It was as if

a long fever had come to its climax in a

tremendous convulsion, and then gone
off altogether. We regained confidence,
and faced the long winter of 57 with

content.

Before the next snowfall succeeded to

that first November flurry, and the sea

son closed in in earnest, Mr. Stewart

was able, by the aid of a number of

neighbors, to build and roof over two
additions to his house. The structure

was still all of logs, but with its new

wings became almost as large, if not as

imposing, as any frame-house round
about. One of these wings was set

aside for Dame Kronk and the little

girl. The other, much to my surprise,
was given to me. At the same time my
benefactor formally presented me with

my little black playmate, Tulp. He had
heretofore been my friend

;
henceforth

he was my slave, yet, let me add, none
the less my friend.

All this was equivalent to my formal
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adoption as Mr. Stewart s son. It was
the custom in those days, when a slave

child came of a certain age, to present it

to the child of the family who should be

of the same age and sex. The presenta
tion was made at New Year s, ordinarily,
and the white child acknowledged it by
giving the little black a piece of money
and a pair of shoes. My mother rather

illogically shed some tears at this token

that I was to belong henceforth to Mr.
Stewart ;

but she gave me a bright Span
ish dollar out of her small hoard for

Tulp, and she had old William Dietz,
the itinerant cobbler of Schoharie, con
struct for him a very notable pair of

shoes, which did him no good since his

father promptly sold them over at Fort
Hunter for rum. The old rascal would
have made away with the coin as well,

no doubt, but that Mr. Stewart threat

ened him with a hiding, and so Tulp
wore it on a leather string about his neck.

I did not change my name, but con
tinued to be Douw Mauverensen. This
was at the wish of both Mr. Stewart and

my mother, for the name I bore was an
honorable one. My father had been for

years a clergyman in the Valley, preach
ing now in Dutch, now in German, ac

cording to the nationality of the people,
and leading a life of much hardship
travelling up and down among them. It

is not my business to insist that he was
a great man, but it is certain that through
all my younger years I received kind
nesses from many people because I was

my father s son. For my own part I but

faintly remember him, he having been
killed by a fractious horse when I was a

very small boy.
As he had had no fixed charge during

life, but had ministered to half a dozen

communities, so it was nobody s busi
ness in particular to care for his family
after his death. The owner of the horse
did send my mother a bushel of apples,
and the congregation at Stone Arabia
took up a little money for her. But they
were all poor people in those days,

wresting a scanty livelihood from the

wilderness, and besides, I have never
noticed that to be free with their money
is in the nature of either the Dutch or
the Palatines. The new Dominie too,
who came up from Albany to take my
father s place, was of the opinion that

there was quite little enough coming in

for the living pastor, without shearing
it, as he said, to keep alive dead folk s

memories. Thus sadly a prospect of

great destitution opened before my
mother.
But she was, if I say it myself, a su

perior woman. Her father, Captain Balt-

us Van Hoorn, had been a burgher of

substance in old Dorp, until the knavery
of a sea-captain who turned pirate with
a ship owned by my grandfather drove
the old gentleman into poverty and idle

ness. For years his younger daughter,
my mother, kept watch over him, con
trived by hook or by crook to collect his

old credits outstanding, and maintained
at least enough of his business to ward
the wolf from the door. It was only
after his death, and after her older sis

ter, Margaret, had gone to Coeymans
with her husband, Kronk, that my
mother married the elderly Dominie
Mauverensen. When he was so unto-

wardly killed, fifteen years later, she
was left with eight children of whom I,

a toddling urchin, was among the young
est. She had no money save the pit
tance from Stone Arabia, no means of

livelihood, nor even a roof of her own
over her head, since the new Dominie
made harsh remarks about her keeping
him out of his own every time he visited

our village. To add to the wretchedness
of her plight, at this very time her sister

Margaret came back in destitution and
weakness to her, having been both wid
owed and sorely shaken in wits by the

small-pox.
It was then that Mr. Stewart, who had

known my father, came to our relief.

He first loaned my mother a small sum
of money she would take no more, and
was afterward very proud to repay him

penny for penny. He further interested

Sir William Johnson, Mr. Douw Fonda,
Mr. John Butler and others in the pro
ject of aiding her to establish a small

school at Fort Hunter, where little chil

dren might be taught pure Dutch.
This language, which I have lived to

see almost entirely fade from use, was
even then thought to be most probably
the tongue of the future in the Colony,
and there was the more need to teach it

correctly since, by the barbarous com

mingling of Rhenish peasant dialects,
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Irish and Scotch perversions of English,
Indian phrases, the lingo of the slaves,

and the curious expressions of the Yan
kees from the East the most villainous

jargon ever heard was commonly spoken
in our Valley. My mother knew the
noble language of her fathers in all its

strength and sweetness, and her teach

ing was so highly prized that soon the

school became a source of steady sup
port to us all. Old &quot; Uncle

&quot;

Conrad
or Coonrod as we used to call him
the high-shouldered old pedagogue who
was at once teacher, tithing -man, herb-
doctor and fiddler for our section, grum
bled a little at the start, but either he
had not the heart to take the bread from
our mouths, or his own lips were soon
silenced by the persuasion of our patrons.

It was out of respect for one of these,

good old Douw Fonda, who came from

Schenectady to live at Caughnawaga
when I was two years old, that I had been
named. But even more we all owed to

the quiet lonely man who had built the

log house opposite Aries Creek, and who
used so often to come over on Sunday
afternoons in the warm weather and pay
us a friendly visit.

My earliest recollections are of this

Mr. Stewart, out of whom my boyish
fancy created a beneficent sort of St.

Nicholas, who could be good all the

year round instead of only at New Year s.

As I grew older his visits seemed more
and more to be connected with me, for

he paid little attention to my sisters, and

rarely missed taking me on his knee or,

later on, leading me out for a walk.

Finally I was asked to go over and stay
with him for a week, and this practically
was the last of my life with my mother.
Soon afterward my aunt was engaged as

his housekeeper, and I tacitly became a

part of the household as well. Last of

all, on my eighth birthday, in this same
November of 57, I was formally installed

as son of the house.
It was a memorable day, as I have

said, in that Tulp was given me for my
own. But I think that at the time I was
even more affected by the fact that I

was presented with a coat, and allowed
to forever lay aside my odious aprons.
These garments, made by my mother s

own hands, had long been the bane of

my existence. To all my entreaties to

be dressed as the other boys of my age,
like Matthew Wormuth or Walter But
ler, were, instead of like a Dutch infant,
she was accustomed to retort that young
Peter Hansenius, the son of the Dominie
at Schenectady, had worn aprons until

he was twelve. I had never seen Peter

Hansenius, nor has it ever since been

my fortune so to do, but I hated him

bitterly as the cause of my humiliation.

Yet when I had got my coat, and wore
it, along with breeches of the same pearl-

gray color, dark woollen stockings, cop
per buckles on my shoes, and plain lace

at my wrists and neck, and on my new
hat, I somehow did not feel any more
like the other boys than before.

It was my bringing up, I fancy, which
made me a solitary lad. Continual con
tact with Mr. Stewart had made me
older than my years. I knew the his

tory of Holland almost as well, I imag
ine, as any grown man in the neighbor
hood, and I had read many valuable

books on the history of other countries

and the lives of famous men, which were
in Mr. Stewart s possession. Sir William
also loaned me numerous books, includ

ing the Gentleman s Magazine, which I

studied with delight. I had also from
him Roderick Random., which I did not

at all enjoy, nor do I even now under
stand how it, or for that matter, any of

its rowdy fellows, found favor with sen

sible people.

My reading was all very serious

strangely so, no doubt, for a little boy
but in truth reading of any sort would
have served to make me an odd sheep

among my comrades. I wonder still at

the unlettered condition of the boys
about me. John Johnson, though seven

years my senior, was so ignorant as

scarcely to be able to tell the difference

between the Dutch and the Germans, and
whence they respectively came. He told

me once, some years after this, when I

was bringing an armful of volumes from
his father s mansion, that a boy was a

fool to pore over books when he could

ride and fish and hunt instead. Young
Butler was of a better sort mentally,
but he too never cared to read much.

Both he and the Freys, the Nellises,

the Cosselmans, young Wormuth in

fact all the boys of good families I knew
in the vallev derided education, and
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preferred instead to go into the woods
with a negro and hunt squirrels while he

chopped, or to play with their traps.

Perhaps they were not to be blamed

much, for the &quot;attractions of the rough
out-of-door life which they sawmen lead

ing all about them might very easily

outweigh the quiet pleasures of a book.

But it was a misfortune none the less in

after-years to some of them, when they
allowed uninformed prejudices to lead

them into a terrible course of crime

against their country and their neigh
bors, and paid their estates or their lives

as the penalty for their ignorance and

folly.

Fortunately, things are better or

dered for the youth of the land in these

days.

CHAPTER V.

HOW A STATELY NAME WAS SHORTENED AND
SWEETENED.

IT was on the morrow after my birth

day that we became finally convinced of

the French retreat. Mr. Stewart had
returned from his journeys, contented,
and sat now, after his hot supper, smok
ing by the fire. I lay at his feet on a

bear-skin, I remember, reading by the

light of the flames, when my Aunt

brought the baby-girl in.

During the week that she had been
with us, I had been too much terrified

by the menace of invasion to take much
interest in her, and Mr. Stewart had

scarcely seen her. He smiled now, and
held out his hands to her. She went to

him very freely, and looked him over
with a wise, wondering expression when
he took her on his knee. It could be
seen that she was very pretty. Her
little white rows of teeth were as regu
lar and pearly as the upper kernels on
an ear of fresh sweet corn. She had a

ribbon in her long, glossy hair, and her
face shone pleasantly with soap. My
Aunt had made her some shoes out of

deer-hide which Mr. Stewart chuckled
over.

&quot; What a people the Dutch are !

&quot;

he

said, with a smile. &quot; The child is pol
ished like the barrel of a gun. What s

your name, little one ?
&quot;

The girl made no answer, from timid

ity, I suppose.

&quot; Has she no name ? I should think
she would have one,&quot; said I. It was
the first time I had ever spoken to Mr.
Stewart without having been addressed.
But my new position in the house
seemed to entitle me to this much
liberty, for once.

&quot;

No,&quot; he replied,
&quot;

your Aunt is not
able to discover that she has a name
except that she calls herself Pulkey, or

something like that.&quot;

&quot; That is not a good name to the ear,&quot;

I said, in comment.
&quot; No ;

doubtless it is a nickname. I

have thought,&quot; he added, musingly,
&quot; of

calling her Desideria.&quot;

I sat bolt upright at this. It did not
become me to protest, but I could not

keep the dismay from my face, evi

dently, for Mr. Stewart laughed aloud.

&quot;What is it, Douw ? Is it not to

your liking ?
&quot;

&quot;

Y-e-s, sir but she is such a very
little

girl!&quot;

&quot;And the name is so great, eh?
She ll grow to it, lad, she ll grow to it.

And what kind of a Dutchman are you,
sir, who are unwilling to do honor to

the greatest of all Dutchmen ? The Dr.

Erasmus, upon whose letters you are to

try your Latin this winter his name
was Desiderius. Can you tell what it

means ? It signifies desired, as of a

mother s heart, and he took a form of

the Greek verb erao, meaning about the

same thing, instead. It s a good, famous

name, you see. We mean to make our
little girl the truest lady, and love her
the best, of all the women in the Valley.
And so we ll give her a name a fair-

sounding, gracious, classical name
which no other woman bears, and one
that shall always suggest home love

eh, boy?&quot;

&quot;But if it be so good a name, sir,&quot; I

said, gingerly, being conscious of pre
sumption,

&quot;

why did Dr. Erasmus not

keep it himself instead of turning it

into Greek?&quot;

My patron laughed heartily at this.
&quot; A Dutchman for obstinacy !

&quot;

he said,

and leaned over to rub the top of my
head, which he did when I specially

pleased him.
Late that night, as I lay awake in my

new room, listening to the whistling of

the wind in the snow-laden branches
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outside, an idea came to me which I de
termined to put into action. So next

evening, when the little girl was brought
in after our supper, I begged that she

might be put down on the fur before the

fire, to play with me, and I watched my
opportunity. Mr. Stewart was reading
by the candles on the table. Save for

the singing of the kettle on the crane
for the mixing of his night-drink later

on and the click of my Aunt s knitting-
needles there was perfect silence. I

mustered my bravery, and called my
wee playmate

&quot;

Daisy.&quot;

I dared not look at the master, and
could not tell if he had heard or not.

Presently I spoke the name again, and
this time ventured to steal an apprehen
sive glance at him, and fancied I saw
the workings of a smile repressed in

the deep lines about his mouth. &quot; A
Dutchman for obstinacy&quot; truly, since

two days afterward Mr. Stewart himself
called the girl

&quot;

Daisy
&quot; and there was

an end of it. Until confirmation time,
when she played a queenly part at the
head of the little class of farmers and

villagers daughters whom Dominie

Romeyn baptized into full communion,
the ponderous Latin name was never
heard of again. Then it indeed emerged
for but a single day, to dignify a state

occasion, and disappeared forever. Ex
cept alone on the confirmation register
of the Stone Church at Caughnawaga,
she was Daisy thenceforth for all time
and to all men.
The winter of 1757-58 is still spoken

of by us old people as a season of great

severity and consequent privation. The
snow was drifted over the roads up to

the first branches of the trees, yet rarely
formed a good crust upon which one
could move with snow-shoes. Hence
the outlying settlements, like Cherry
Valley and Tribes Hill, had hard work
to get food.

I do not remember that our house
hold stood in any such need, but occa

sionally some Indian who had been
across the hills carrying venison would
come in and rest, begging for a drink of

raw rum, and giving forth a strong smell
like that of a tame bear as he toasted
himself by the fire. Mr. Stewart was
often amused by these fellows, and de

lighted to talk with them as far as their

knowledge of language and inclination

to use it went, but I never could abide
them. ,

It has become the fashion now to be
sentimental about the red man, and

young people who never knew what he

really was like find it easy to extol his

virtues, and to create for him a chival

rous character. No doubt there were
some honest creatures among them

;

even in Sodom and Gomorrah a few just

people were found. It is true that in

later life I once had occasion to depend
greatly upon the fidelity of two Onei-

das, and they did not fail me. But as a

whole the race was a bad one full of

laziness and lies, and cowardly ferocity.
From earliest childhood I saw a good
deal of them, and I know what I say.

Probably there was no place on the

whole continent where these Indians
could be better studied than in the Mo
hawk Valley, near to Sir William s place.

They came to him in great numbers, not

only from the Six Nations, but often

from far-distant tribes living beyond the

Lakes, and north of the St. Lawrence.

They were on their best behavior with

him, and no doubt had an affection for

him in their way, but it was because he
flattered their egregious vanity by act

ing and dressing in Indian fashion, and
made it worth their while by constantly

giving them presents and rum. Their

liking seemed always to me to be that of

the selfish, treacherous cat, rather than
of the honest dog. Their teeth and
claws were always ready for your flesh,

if you did not give them enough, and if

they dared to strike. And they were

cowards, too, for all their boasting.
Not even Sir William could get them to

face any enemy in the open. Their no
tion of war was midnight skulking, and

shooting from behind safe cover. Even
in battle they were murderers, not war
riors.

In peace they were next to useless.

There was a little colony of them in our

orchard one summer which I watched
with much interest. The men never did

one stroke of honest work, all the season

long, except to trot on errands, when

they felt like it, and occasionally salt

and smoke fish which they caught in the

river.

But the wretched squaws my word
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but they worked enough for both !

These women, wrinkled, dirty, sore-eyed
from the smoke in their miserable huts,

toiled on patiently, ceaselessly, making
a great variety of wooden utensils and

things of deer-hide like snow-shoes,

moccasins, and shirts, which they bar
tered with the whites for milk and vege
tables and rum. Even the little girls

among them had to gather berries and

mandrake, and, in the Fall, the sumach
blows which the Indians used for savor

ing their food. And if these poor creat

ures obtained in their bartering too

much bread and milk and too little rum
and tobacco, they were beaten by their

men as no white man would beat the

meanest animal.

Doubtless much of my dislike for the

Indian came from his ridiculous and
hateful assumption of superiority over
the negro. To my mind, and to all sen
sible minds I fancy, one simple, honest,
devoted black was worth a score of these

conceited, childish brutes. I was so

fond of my boy Tulp that, even as a little

fellow, I deeply resented the slights and
cuffs which he used to receive at the
hands of the savages who lounged about
in the sunshine, in our vicinity. His

father, mother, and brothers, who herded .

together in a shanty at the edge of the

clearing back of us, had their faults, no
doubt, but they would work when they
were bid, and they were grateful to

those who fed and clothed and cared for

them. These were reasons for their be

ing despised by the Indians and they
seemed also reasons why I should like

them, as I always did.

There were other reasons why I should
be very fond of Tulp. He was a queer,
droll little darky as a boy, full of curi

ous fancies and comical sayings, and I

never can remember a time when he
would not, I veritably believe, have laid

down his life for me. We were always
together, indoors or out. He was ex

ceedingly proud of his name, which was
in a way a badge of ancient descent

having been borne by a long line of

slaves, his ancestors, since that far-back
time when the Dutch went crazy over

collecting tulip-bulbs.
His father had started in life with

this name, too, but, passing into the

possession of an unromantic Yankee at

Albany, had been re-christened Eli a

name which he loathed yet perforce re

tained when Mr. Stewart bought him.
He was a drunken, larcenous old rascal,
but as sweet-tempered as the day is long,
and many s the time I ve heard him vow,
with maudlin tears in his eyes, that all

his evil habits came upon him as the re

sult of changing his name. If he had
continued to be Tulp, he argued, he
would have had some incentive to an
honorable life

;
but what self-respecting

nigger could have so common a name as

Eli, and be good for anything ? All this

warranted my boy in being proud of his

name, and, so to speak, in living up to it.

I have gossiped along without telling
much of the long winter of 1757. In
truth there is little to tell. I happen to

remember that it was a season of cruel

hardship to many of our neighbors.
But it was a happy time for me. What
mattered it that the snow was piled out
side high above my head

;
that food in

the forest was so scarce that the wolves

crept yelping close to our stockade
;

that we had to eat cranberries to keep
off the scurvy until I grew for all time to

hate their very color
;
or that for five

long months I never saw my mother and

sisters, or went to church ? It was very
pleasant inside.

I seem still to see the square, home
like central room of the old house, with
Mr. Stewart s bed in one corner, covered
with a great robe of pieced panther
skins. The smoky rafters above were

hung with strings of onions, red-pep
pers, and long ears of Indian corn, the

gold of which shone through pale parted
husks and glowed in the firelight. The
rude home-made table, chairs, and stools

stood in those days upon a rough floor

of hewn planks, on projecting corners of

which an unlucky toe was often stubbed.

There were various skins spread on this

floor, and others on the log walls, hung
up to dry. Over the great stone man
tel were suspended Mr. Stewart s guns,

along with his sword and pistols. Back
in the comers of the fireplace were hung
traps, nets, and the like, while on the

opposite side of the room was the mas
ter s bookcase, well filled with volumes
in English, Latin, and other tongues.
Three doors, low and unpanelled, opened
from this room to the other chambers of
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the house leading respectively to the

kitchen, to my room, and to the room
now set apart for my Aunt and little

Daisy.
No doubt it was a poor abode, and

scantily enough furnished, judged by
present standards, but we were very
comfortable in it none the less. I

worked pretty hard that winter on my
Latin, conning Caesar for labor, and Dr.
Erasmus for play, and kept up my other
studies as well, reading for the first time,
I remember, the adventures of Robinson
Crusoe. For the rest, I busied myself
learning to make snow-shoes, to twist

cords out of flax, to mould bullets, and to

write legibly or else played with Daisy
and Tulp.
To confess how simply we amused our

selves, we three little ones, would be to

speak in an unknown tongue, I fear, to

modern children. Our stock of play
things was very limited. We had, as

the basis of everything, the wooden
works of the old clock, which served
now for a grist mill like that of the

Groats, now for a fort, again for a

church. Then there were the spindles
of a discarded spinning-wheel, and a

small army of spools which my Aunt
used for winding linen thread. These
we dressed in odd rags for dolls sol

diers, Indians, and fine ladies, and

Knights of old. To our contented fancy,
there was endless interest in the lives

and doings of these poor puppets. I

made them illustrate the things I read,
and the slave boy and tiny orphan girl
assisted and followed on with equal en

thusiasm, whether the play was of Alex
ander of Macedon, or Captain Kidd, or

only a war-council of Delaware Indians,
based upon Mr. Colden s book.

Sometimes, wThen it was warm enough
to leave the hearth, and Mr. Stewart
desired not to be disturbed, we would

transport ourselves and our games to my
Aunt s room. This would be a dingy
enough place, I suppose, even to my eyes
now, but it had a great charm then.

Here from the rafters hung the dried,
odoriferous herbs sage, summer-sav

ory, and mother-wort
;
bottles of cucum

ber ointment and of a liniment made
from angle worms famous for cuts
and bruises

; strings of dried apples and

pumpkins ;
black beans in their with

ered pods ;
sweet clover for the linen

and I know not what else besides. On
the wall were two Dutch engravings of

the killing of Jan and Cornelis De Wit
by the citizens of The Hague, which, de

spite their hideous fidelity to details,
had a great fascination for me.

My childhood comes back vividly in

deed to me as I recall the good old

woman, in her white cap and short

gown (which she had to lift to get at

the pocket tied over her petticoat by a

string to her waist) walking up and down
with the yarn taut from the huge, buz

zing wheel, crooning Dutch hymns to

herself the while, and thinking about
our dinner.

CHAPTER VI.

WITHIN SOUND OF THE SHOUTING WATEKS.

IF I relied upon my memory, I could
not tell when the French War ended.
It had practically terminated, so far as

our Valley was concerned, with the epi
sode already related. Sir William John
son was away much of the time with the

Army, and several of the boys older than

myself, John Johnson, John Frey, and
Adam Fonda among them, went with
him. We heard vague news of battles

at distant places, at Niagara, at Quebec,
and elsewhere. Once indeed a band of

Roman Catholic Indians appeared at

Fort Herkimer and did bloody work be
fore they were driven off, but this time
there was no panic in the lower settle

ments.

Large troops of soldiers continually

passed up and down on the river in the

open seasons, some of them in very hand
some clothes.

I remember one body of Highlanders
in particular, whose dress and mien im

pressed me greatly. Mr. Stewart, too,

was much excited by the memories this

noble uniform evoked, and had the offi

cers into the house, to eat and drink

with him. I watched and listened to

these tall, fierce, bare-kneed warriors in

awe, from a distance. He brought out

bottles from his rare stock of Madeira,
and they drank it amid exclamations

which, if I mistake not, were highly
treasonable. This was almost the last
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occasion on which I heard references

made to his descent, and he did his best

to discourage them then. Most of these

fine red-haired men, I learned after

ward, laid their bones on the bloody

plateau overlooking Quebec.
Far fresher in my recollection than

these rumors of war is the fact that my
Tulp caught the small-pox, in the spring
of 60, the malady having been spread

by a Yankee who came up the Valley

selling sap-spouts that were turned with

a lathe instead of being whittled. The

poor little chap was carried off to a

sheep-shed on the meadow clearing, a

long walk from our house, and he had
to remain there by himself for six weeks.

At my urgent request, I was allowed to

take his food to him daily, leaving it on
a stone outside and then discreetly re

tiring. He would come out and get it,

and then we would shout to each other

across the creek. I took up some of our
dolls to him, but he did not get much
comfort out of them, being unable to

remember any of the stories which I

illustrated with them, or to invent any
for himself. At his suggestion I brought
him instead a piece of tanned calf-skin,

with a sailor s needle and some twine,
and the little fellow made out of this a
lot of wallets for his friends, which had
to be buried a long time before they
could be safely used. I have one of

these yet mildewed with age, and most

rudely stitched, but still a very precious
possession.

Tulp came out finally, scarred and
twisted so that he was ever afterward

repellent to the eye, and as crooked as

Richard the Third. I fear that Daisy
never altogether liked him after this.

To me, he was dearer than ever, not be
cause my heart was tenderer than hers,
of course, but because women are more
delicately made, and must perforce
shudder at ugliness.
How happily the years went by ! The

pictures in my memory, save those of

the snug winter rooms already referred

to, are all of a beautiful Valley, em
bowered in green, radiant with sun
shine each day live-long with delight.

There was first of all in the spring,
when the chorus of returning song
birds began, the gathering of maple-
sap, still sacred to boyhood. The sheep

were to be washed and sheared too, and
the awkward, weak-kneed calves to be
fed. While the spring-floods ran high,
ducks and geese covered the water, and
musk-rats came out, driven from their

holes. Then appeared great flocks of

pigeons, well fattened from their win
ter s sojourn in the South, and every
body, young and old, gave himself up
to their slaughter ;

while this lasted,
the crack ! crack ! of guns was heard
all the forenoon long, particularly if the

day was cloudy and the birds were fly

ing low and ah ! the buttered pigeon-
pies my Aunt made, too !

As the floods went down, and the

snow-water disappeared, the fishing be

gan, first with the big, silly suckers,
then with wiser and more valued fish.

The woods became dry, and then in

long, joyous rambles we set traps and

snares, hunted for nests among the low
branches and in the marsh-grass, smoked
woodchucks out of their holes, gathered
wild flowers, winter-green and dye-plants,
or built great fires of the dead leaves

and pithless, scattered branches, as boys
to the end of time will delight to do.

When autumn came, there were mush
rooms, and beech-nuts, butter-nuts,

hickory-nuts, wild grapes, pucker-ber
ries, not to speak of loads of elder-ber

ries for making wine. And the pigeons,

flying southward, darkened the sky once
more

;
and then the horses were unshod

for treading out the wheat, and we chil

dren fanned away the chaff with big

palm-leaves ;
and the combs of honey

were gathered and shelved ;
and the

October husking began by our having
the first kettleful of white corn, swollen

and hulled by being boiled in lye of

wood ashes, spooned steaming into our

porringers of milk by my Aunt.

Ah, they were happy times indeed !

Every other Sunday, granted tolerable

weather, I crossed the river early in the

morning to attend church with my
mother and sisters. It is no reflection

upon my filial respect, I hope, to confess

that these are wearisome memories. We
went in solemn procession, the family

being invariably ready and waiting when
I arrived. We sat in a long row in a

pew quite in front of the slate-colored

pulpit my mother sitting sternly up
right at the outer end, my tallest sister
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next, and so on, in regular progression,
down to wretched baby Gertrude and
me. The very color of the pew, a dull

Spanish brown, was enough to send one
to sleep, and its high, uncompromising
back made all my bones ache.

Yet I was forced to keep awake, and

more, to look deeply interested. I was
a clergyman s son, and the ward of an

important man ;
I was the best-dressed

youngster in the congregation, and

brought a slave of my own to church
with me. So Dominie Romeyn always
fixed his lack-lustre eye on me, and
seemed to develop all his long prosy
arguments one by one to me personally.
Even when he turned the hour-glass in

front of him, he seemed to indicate that

it was quite as much my affair as his.

I dared not turn clear around, to see

Tulp sitting among the negroes and
Indians, on one of the backless benches
under the end gallery ;

it was scarcely

possible even to steal glances up to the

side galleries, where the boys of lower

degree were at their mischief, and where
fits of giggling and horse-play rose and

spread from time to time until the tith-

ing-man, old Conrad to wit, burst in

and laid his hickory gad over their ir

reverent heads.

When at last I could escape without

discredit, and get across the river again,
it was with the consoling thought that

the next Sunday would be Mr. Stewart s

Sunday.
This meant a good, long walk with

my patron. Sometimes we would go
down to Mount Johnson, if Sir William
was at home, or to Mr. Butler s, or some
other English-speaking house, where I

would hear much profitable conversa

tion, and then be encouraged to talk

about it during our leisurely homeward
stroll. But more often, if the day were

fine, we would leave roads and civiliza

tion behind us, and climb the gradual
elevation to the north of the house,

through the woodland to an old Indian
trail which led to our favorite haunt a
wonderful ravine.

The place has still a local fame, and

picnic parties go there to play at forestry,
but it gives scarcely a suggestion now
of its ancient wildness. As my boyish
eyes saw it, it was nothing short of awe-

inspiring. The creek, then a powerful

stream, had cut a deep gorge in its ex
ultant leap over the limestone barrier.

On the cliffs above, giant hemlocks
seemed to brush the very sky with their

black, tufted boughs. Away below, on
the shadowed bottomland, which could
be reached only by feet trained to diffi

cult descents, strange plants grew rank
in the moisture of the waterfall, and

misshapen rocks wrapped their naked
ness in heavy folds of unknown mosses
and nameless fern-growths. Above all

was the ceaseless shout of the tumbling
waters, which had in my ears ever a bar
baric message from the Spirit of the

Wilderness.
The older Mohawks told Mr. Stewart

that in their childhood this weird spot
was held to be sacred to the Great Wolf,
the totem of their tribe. Here, for more

generations than any could count, their

wise men had gathered about the mystic
birch flame, in grave council of war.

Here the tribe had assembled to seek

strength of arm, hardness of heart, cun

ning of brain for its warriors in solemn
incantations and offerings to the Un
known. Here hostile prisoners had
been tortured and burned. Some mis

hap or omen or shift of superstitious

feeling had led to the abandonment of

this council place. Even the trail, wind

ing its tortuous way from the Valley
over the hills toward the Adirondack

fastnesses, had been deserted for an
other long before so long in fact that

the young brave who chanced to follow

the lounging tracks of the black bear
down the creek to the gorge, or who
turned aside from the stealthy pursuit
of the eagle s flight to learn what this

muffled roar might signify, looked upon
the remains of the council-fire s circle of

stone seats above the cataract, and down
into the chasm of mist and foam under

neath, with no knowledge that they were
a part of his ancestral history.

Mr. Stewart told me that when he first

settled in the Valley, a disappointed and

angry man, this gorge had much the sat

isfaction for him that men in great grief
or wrath find in breasting a sharp storm.

There was something congenial to his

ugly unrest in this place, with its violent

clamor, its swift dashing of waters, its

dismal shadows, and damp chilliness of

depths.
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But we were fallen now upon calmer,

brighter days. He was no longer the

discouraged, sullen misanthropist, but

had come to be instead a pacific, con

tented, even happy, gentleman. And
lo ! the meaning of the wild gorge
changed to reflect his mood. There was
no stain of savagery upon the delight
we had in coming to this spot. As he

said, once listened rightly to, the music
of the falling waters gave suggestions
which, if they were sobering, were still

not sad.

This place was all our own, and hither

we most frequently bent our steps on

Sundays, after the snow-water had left

the creek, and the danger of lurking
colds had been coaxed from the earth

by the May sun. Here he would sit for

hours on one of the stones in the great
Druid-like circle which some dead gen
eration of savages had toiled to con
struct. Sometimes I would scour the

steep sides of the ravine and the moist
bottom for curious plants to fetch to him,
and he would tell me of their structure

and design. More often I would sit at

his feet, and he, between whiffs at his

pipe, would discourse to me of the dif

ferences between his Old World and
this new one, into which I providen
tially had been born. He talked of his

past, of my future, and together with
this was put forth an indescribable

wealth of reminiscence, reflection, and

helpful anecdote.

On this spot, with the gaunt outlines

of mammoth primeval trunks and twist

ed boughs above us, with the sacred me
morials of extinct rites about us, and
with the waters crashing down through
the solitude beneath us on their way to

turn Sir William s mill-wheel, one could

get broad, comprehensive ideas of what

things really meant. One could see

wherein the age of Pitt differed from
and advanced upon the age of Colbert,
on this new continent, and could as in

prophecy dream of the age of Jefferson

yet to come. Did I as a lad feel these

things ? Trulv it seems to me that I

did.

Half a century before, the medicine
man s fire had blazed in this circle, its

smoky incense crackling upward in offer

ing to the gods of thepagan tribe. Here
too, upon this charred, barren spot, had

been heaped the blazing faggots about
the limbs of the captive brave, and the
victim bound to the stake had nerved
himself to show the encircling brutes
that not even the horrors of this death
could shake his will, or wring a groan
from his heaving breast. Here, too,
above the unending din of the waterfall

and the whisper of these hemlocks over

head, had often risen some such shrill-

voiced defiant death-song from the
smoke and anguish of the stake as that
chant of the Algonquin son of Alkno-

muk, which my grandchildren still sing
at their school. This dead and horrible

past of heathenism I saw as in a mirror,

looking upon these council-stones.

The children s children of these sav

ages were still in the Valley. Their coun
cil fires were still lighted, no further
distant than the Salt Springs. In their

hearts burned all the old lust for torture
and massacre, and the awful joys of

rending enemies limb by limb. But the

spell of Europe was upon them, and, in

good part or otherwise, they bowed
under it. So much had been gained,
and two peaceful white people could
come and talk in perfect safety on the
ancient site of their sacrifices and cruel

ties.

Yet this spell of Europe, accomplish
ing so much, left much to be desired.

It was still possible to burn a slave to

death by legal process, here in our Val

ley ;
and it was still within the power of

careless, greedy noblemen in London,
who did not know the Mohawk from the

Mississippi, to sign away great patents
of our land, robbing honest settlers of

their all. There was to come the spell
of America, which should remedy these

things. I cannot get it out of my head
that I learned to foresee this, to feel and
to look for its coming, there in the gorge
as a boy.
But there are other reasons why I

should remember the place to be told

later on.

The part little Daisy played in all

these childhood enjoyments of mine is

hardly to be described in words, much
less portrayed in incidents. I can recall

next to nothing to relate. Her presence
as my sister, my comrade, and my pupil,
seems only an indefinable part of the
sunshine which gilds these old mem-
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ories. We were happy together that

is all.

I taught her to read and write and

cipher, and to tell mushrooms from

toadstools, to eschew poisonous berries,
and to know the weather signs. For
her part, she taught me so much more
that it seems effrontery to call her my
pupil. It was from her gentle, softening

companionship that I learned in turn to

be merciful to helpless creatures, and to

be honest and cleanly in my thoughts
and talk. She would help me to seek
for birds nests with genuine enthusiasm,
but it was her pity which prevented
their being plundered afterward. Her
pretty love for all living things, her de

light in innocent, simple amusements,
her innate repugnance to coarse and
cruel actions all served to make me
different from the rough boys about rne.

Thus we grew up together, glad in

each other s constant company, and

holding our common benefactor, Mr.

Stewart, in the greatest love and ven
eration.

CHAPTER VH.

THROUGH HAPPY YOUTH TO MAN S ESTATE.

As we two children became slowly
transformed into youths, the Valley with
no less steadiness developed in activity,

population, and wealth. Good roads
were built

;
new settlements sprang up ;

the sense of being in the hollow of the

hand of savagery wore off. Primitive

conditions lapsed, disappeared one by
one. We came to smile at the uncouth
dress and unshaven faces of the &quot; bush-
bauer

&quot;

Palatines once so familiar, now
well nigh outlandish. Families from
Connecticut and the Providence Planta
tions began to come in numbers, and
their English tongue grew more and
more to be the common language.
People spoke now of the Winchester

bushel, instead of the Schoharie spint
and skipple. The bounty on wolves
heads went up to a pound sterling.
The number of gentlemen who shaved

every day, wore ruffles, and even wigs
or powder on great occasions, and main
tained hunting with hounds and horse-

racing, increased yearly so much so

that some innocent people thought

England itself could not offer more at

tractions.

There was much envy when John
Johnson, now twenty-three years old,
was sent on a visit to England, to learn
how still better to play the gentleman
and even more when he came back a

Knight, with splendid London clothes,
and stories of what the King and the
Princes had said to him.
The Johnsons were a great family

now, receiving visits from notable peo
ple all over the colony at their new
hall, which Sir William had built on
the hills back of his new Scotch set

tlement. Nothing could have better

shown how powerful Sir William had
become, and how much his favor was to

be courted, than the fact that ladies of

quality and strict propriety, who fancied

themselves very tine folk indeed, the

De Lanceys and Phillipses, and the

like, would come visiting the widower
baronet in his hall, and close their eyes
to the presence there of Miss Molly and
her half-breed children. Sir AVilliam s

neighbors indeed overlooked this from
their love for the man, and their reli

ance in his sense and strength. But
the others, the aristocrats, held their

tongues from fear of his wrath, and of

his influence in London.

They never liked him entirely ;
he in

turn had so little regard for them and
their pretensions that, when they came,
he would suffer none of them to mark

edly avoid or affront the Brant squaw,
whom indeed they had often to meet
as an associate and equal. Yet this

bold, independent, really great man, so

shrewdly strong in his own attitude to

ward these gilded water-flies, was weak

enough to rear his own son to be one
of them, to value the baubles they val

ued, to view men and things through
their painted spectacles and thus to

come to grief.
Two years after Johnson Hall was

built, Mr. Stewart all at once decided

that he too would have a new house
and before snow flew the handsome,

spacious
&quot;

Cedars,&quot; as it was called,

proudly fronted the Valley highway.
Of course it was not, in size, a rival of

the Hall at Johnstown, but it none the

less was among the half-dozen best

houses in the Mohawk Valley, and con-
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tinued so to be until John Johnson
burned it to the ground fifteen years
later. It stood in front of our old log

structure, now turned over to the slaves.

It was of two storeys, with lofty and

spacious rooms, and from the road it

presented a noble appearance, now that

the old stockade had given place to a

wall of low, regular masonry.
With this new residence, came a pro

digious change in our way of life.

Daisy was barely twelve years old, but
we already thought of her as the lady of

the house, for whom nothing was too

good. The walls were plastered, and
stiff paper from Antwerp with great

sprawling arabesques, and figures of

nymphs and fauns chasing one another

up and down with ceaseless, fruitless

persistency, was hung upon them, at

least in the larger rooms. The floors

were laid smoothly, each board lapping
into the next by a then novel joiner s

trick.

On the floor in Daisy s room there

was a carpet, too, a rare and remarkable

thing in those days, and also from the

Netherlands. In this same chamber,
as well, were set up a bed of mahogany,
cunningly carved and decorated, and a

tall foreign cabinet, of some rich dark

wood, for linen, frocks, and the like.

Here, likewise, were two gilt cages from
Paris, in which a heart-breaking succes
sion of native birds drooped and died,
until four Dublin finches were at last

imported for Daisy s special delight ;

and a case with glass doors and a lock,
made in Boston, wherein to store her

books; and best of all a piano or

was it a harpsichord ? standing on its

own legs, which Mr. Stewart heard of

as for sale in New York and bought at

a pretty high figure. This last was in

deed a rickety, jangling old box, but

Daisy learned in a way to play upon it,

and we men-folk, sitting in her room in

the candle-light, and listening to her
voice cooing to its shrill tinkle of ac

companiment, thought the music as

sweet as that of the cherubim.
Mr. Stewart and I lived in far less

splendor. There was no foreign furni

ture to speak of in our portions of the
house

; we slept on beds the cords of

which creaked through honest American

maple posts ;
we walked on floors which

offered gritty sand to the tread instead
of carpet-stuffs. But there were two

great stands laden with good books in

our living-room ;
we had servants now

within sound of a bell
;
we habitually

wore garments befitting men of refine

ment and substance
;
we rode our own

horses
;
and we could have given Daisy

a chaise had the condition of our roads
made it desirable.

I say
&quot; we &quot;

because I had come to be
a responsible factor in the control of

the property. Mr. Stewart had never
been poor ;

he was now close upon be

ing wealthy. Upon me little by little

had devolved the superintendence of

affairs. I directed the burning over and

clearing of land, which every year added
scores of tillable acres to our credit

;

saw to the planting, care, and harvest

ing of crops ; bought, bred, and sold the
stock

;
watched prices, dickered with

travelling traders, provisioned the house
in a word, grew to be the manager of

all, and this when I was barely twenty.
Mr. Stewart bore his years with great

strength, physically, but he readily gave
over to me, as fast as I could assume

them, the details of out-door work. The
taste for sitting in-doors, or in the gar
den, and reading, or talking with Daisy

the charm of simply living in a home
made beautiful by a good and clever

young girl gained yearly upon him.
Side by side with this sedentary hab

it, curiously enough, came up a second

growth of old-world, mediaeval notions
a sort of aristocratic aftermath. It

was natural, no doubt. His inborn
feudal ideas had not been killed by in

gratitude, exile, or his rough-and-ready
existence on the edge of the wilderness,
but only chilled to dormancy ; they
warmed now into life under the genial
radiance of a civilized home. But it is

not my purpose to dwell upon this

change, or rather upon its results, at

this stage of the story.
Social position was now a matter for

consideration. With improved means
of intercourse and traffic, each year
found some family thrifty enough to

thrust its head above the rude level of

settlers equality, and take on the airs

of superiority. Twenty years before, it

had been Colonel Johnson first, and no

body else second. Now the Baronet-
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General was still pre-eminently first
;

but every little community in the Valley
chain had its two or three families hold

ing themselves only a trifle lower than
the Johnsons.

Five or six nationalities were repre
sented. Of the Germans, there were
the Herkimers up above the Falls, the

Lawyers at Schoharie, the Freys, who
were commonly thus classed though they
came originally from Switzerland, and

many others. Of important Dutch fam
ilies there were the Fondas at Caughna-
waga, the Mabies and Groats at Kotter-

dam, below us, and the Quackenbosses
to the west of us, across the river. The
Johnsons and Butlers were Irish. Over
at Cherry Valley the Campbells and

Clydes were Scotch the former being
indeed close blood-relatives of the great

Argyll house. Colonel Isaac Paris, a

prominent merchant near Stone Arabia,
came from Strasbourg, and accounted
himself a Frenchman, though he spoke
German better than French, and at

tended the Dutch Calvinistic church.
There were also English families of qual
ity. I mention them all to show how
curious was the admixture of races in

our Valley. One cannot understand the

terrible trouble which came upon us
later without some knowledge of these

race divisions.

Mr. Stewart held a place in social es

timation rather apart from any of these

cliques. He was both Scotch and Irish

by ancestry ;
he was French by educa

tion
;
he had lived and served in the

Netherlands and sundry German states.

Thus he could be all things to all men
yet he would not. He indeed became
more solitary as he grew older, for the

reasons I have already mentioned. He
once had been friendly with all his in

telligent neighbors, no matter what their

nationality. Gradually he came to be
intimate with only the Johnsons and
Butlers, on the theory that they were
alone well born. Hours upon hours he
talked with them of the Warrens and
the Ormond-Butlers in Ireland, from
whom they claimed descent, and of the
assurance of Dutch and German cob
blers and tinkers in setting up for gen
tlemen.

Sir William, in truth, had too much
sense to often join or sympathize with

these notions. But young Sir John and
the Butlers, father and son, adopted
them with enthusiasm, and I am sorry
to say there were both Dutch and Ger
man residents, here and there, mean-

spirited enough to accept these reflec

tions upon their ancestry, and strive to

atone for their assumed lack of birth by
aping the manners, and fawning for
the friendship, of their critics.

But let me defer these painful matters
as long as possible. There are still the

joys of youth to recall.

I had grown now into a tall, strong
young man, and I was in the way of

meeting no one who did not treat me as

an equal. It seems to me now that I

was not particularly popular among my
fellows, but I was conscious of no lone

liness then. I had many things to occu

py my mind, besides my regular tasks.

Both natural history and botany inter

ested me greatly, and I was privileged
also to assist Sir William s investiga
tions in the noble paths of astronomy.
He had both large information and

many fine thoughts on the subject, and
used laughingly to say that if he were
not too lazy he would write a book
thereon. This was his way of saying
that he had more labor to get through
than any other man in the Colony. It

was his idea that some time I should

write the work instead
; upon the Sacon-

daga hills, he said, we saw and read the

heavens without old-world dust in our

eyes, and our book that was to be

should teach the European moles the

very alphabet of planets. Alas ! I also

was too indolent truly, not figurative

ly ;
the book was never written.

In those days there was royal sport
for rod and gun, but books also had a

solid worth. We did not visit other

houses much Daisy and I but held

ourselves to a degree apart. The Brit

ish people were as a whole nearer our

station than the others, and had more
ideas in common with us, but they
were not of our blood, and we were not

drawn toward many of them. As they
looked down upon the Dutch, so the

Dutch in turn were supercilious toward

the Germans. I was Dutch, Daisy was

German, but by a sort of tacit consent

we identified ourselves with neither

race, and this aided our isolation.
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There was also the question of re

ligion. Mr. Stewart had been bred a

Papist, and at the time of which I write,
after the French War, Jesuit priests of

that nation several times visited him to

renew old European friendships. But
he never went to Mass, and never al

lowed them or anybody else to speak
with him on the subject, no matter how
deftly they approached it. This was

prudent, from a worldly point of view,
because the Valley, and for that matter
the whole upper Colony, was bitterly

opposed to Romish pretensions, and the

first Scotch Highlanders who brought
the Mass into the Valley above Johns
town were openly denounced as idola

ters. But it was certainly not caution

which induced Mr. Stewart s backslid

ing. He was not the man to defer in

that way to the prejudices of others.

The truth was that he had no religious
beliefs or faith whatever. But his scep
ticism was that of the French noble of

the time, that of Voltaire and Mirabeau,
rather than of the English plebeian and

democrat, Thomas Paine.

Naturally Daisy and I were not reared
as theologians. We nominally belonged
to the Calvinistic church, but not being
obliged to attend its services, rarely did
so. This tended to further separate us
from our neighbors, who were mainly
prodigious church-goers.
But more than all else, we lived by

ourselves because, by constant contact

with refined associations, we had grown
to shrink from the coarseness which
ruled outside. All about us marriages
were made between mere children, each

boy setting up for himself and taking a
wife as soon as he had made a voyage to
the Lakes and obtained a start in fur-

trading. There was precious little sen
timent or delicacy in these early court

ships and matches, or in the state of

society which they reflected uncult

ured, sordid, rough, unsympathetic, with
all its elementary instincts bluntly ex

posed and expressed. This was of

course a subject not to be discussed by
us. Up to the spring of 1772, when I

was twenty-three years of age and Daisy
was eighteen, no word of all the count
less words which young men and women
have from the dawn of language spoken
on this great engrossing topic, had ever

been exchanged between us. In earlier

years, when we were on the threshold

of our teens, Mr. Stewart had more than
once thought aloud in our hearing upon
the time when we should inherit his

home and fortune as a married couple.

Nothing of that talk, though, had been
heard for a long while.

I had not entirely forgotten it
;
but I

carried the idea along in the attic of my
mind as a thing not to be thrown away,

yet of no present use or value or interest.

Occasionally indeed I did recall it for

the moment, and cast a diffident con

jecture as to whether Daisy also remem
bered. Who shall say? I have been

young and now I am old, yet have I not

learned the trick of reading a woman s

mind. Very far indeed was I from it in

those callow days.
And now, after what I fear has been

a tiresome enough prologue, my story
awaits.

(To be continued.)



A SUMMER IN ICELAND.

By Charles Sprague Smith.

IT

was eleven o clock of a cool June

evening. After rounding Reykjanes
the boisterous Nortli Atlantic had

been by degrees stilled as into the placid

ity of a^ landlocked bay, and the low cloud

masses that had hidden from us almost

the whole south of Iceland, filling the va

cant spaces of the air with their trailing

fog pendants, had been dissipated or had

shrunk away along the borders of the

horizon. The sun had just sunk behind

the peninsula that bounds on the north

the Faxa Bay. And now night descended

gently upon this northern world, not to

enfold it in darkness, but to displace the

cold, colorless, opaque day with a warm
and glowing twilight, in which all objects
were clearly discernible, and which con

tinued until dawn. At daybreak we
were lying at anchor in the port of the

capital.
Seen from the harbor across a quarter

of a mile of fretting sea seen after nearly
a month of journeying, of which terra

finna had claimed less than a week, after

seven days of the discomforts, dietetic

and otherwise, of a small Danish steamer

Reykjavik, while certainly richer in

promise than the sea, hardly appeared
likely to afford those substantial creat

ure comforts which the weary traveller

craves. The shore was lined with a

few hundred primitive-looking structures

confusedly jostled together, and entirely

lacking in individuality, presenting a

most uninteresting picture to the artis

tic sense. For that freshness of green
turf-roofs, vividly contrasting with the

whitewash or the iron gray of the stone

walls, and that omnipresent Norse spirit
of neatness

;
in fine, all that constitutes

the charm and individuality of the Faro-
ese hamlet was lacking here. The old
was falling into desuetude and decay,
while the new was rude and inharmo
nious.

The town itself, structurally consid

ered, upon nearer acquaintance but con
firmed the first impression. It is com
posed of a few streets facing the sea,
intersected by a certain number of cross-

Woman s Head-dress of Silk Ice

landic Horn Spoon.

streets which are nev

er built up more than

a few rods back from
the main thorough
fares. The houses
stand almost invaria

bly directly upon the

street, without any in

tervening lawns, and
are of wood (a few of

stone), often sheathed
in metal, and are painted some dull col

or. They are of one and one-half or two
stories in height, and in rare instances

of three. The old Icelandic type of

house, such as still obtains in the coun

try, has almost passed away in Reykja
vik

; though here and there, and notably

upon the outskirts of the town, decrepit,
turf-roofed, and walled hovels, reeking
with peat-smoke, still afford shelter for

the poorer classes. On both sides of

the main streets run open sewers, about

eighteen inches wide, discharging into

a main sewer that passes in front of

the Governor s house. The Parliament
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House, facing the square, in the
centre of which stands Thorwald-
sen s statue, is the only architect

urally noteworthy structure.

The immediate surroundings of

Reykjavik are also in the extreme

forbidding. Rounded hills of

moderate elevation, with low, dank

intervales, diversified at this sea

son with piles of drying peat, the

whole almost entirely bare of vege
tation and thickly strewn with

fragments of brown lava
;
such is

the physical aspect of this region.
Yet already the Lamba grass

(Lamb s grass, Silene acaulis), with
its masses of pink stars, was light

ing up the waste, having taken

possession everywhere of little

knolls that rose above the swamp,
or clinging to the bare faces of the

rocks and sending deep down into

the soil its long, fleshy roots. A
few asters and the white cups of

the Fluga blom (Fly-flower, &ilene

inflata) were also among the first

flowers of Iceland s spring-time.
The distinguishing characteristic

of Iceland s flora is its delicacy.

Among the eighty and more vari

eties wre collected there is hardly
a showy specimen, not a single

large blossom. The most univer

sally distributed plants are the

Lamba grass, the Fluga blom, the

Blothbjorg (Blood-giver, our

creeping thyme), and the

Geldinga hnappr (Wether-
button, Armeria marilima),

and these are found even

where the grass can

not, or at least does

not, grow. I have
often seen the laven

der and purple tufts

of the wild thyme,
or the creamy cups
of the fly

- flower

bearing the only
witness of life upon
the rugged crests of

a rigid lava sea, or

the iridescent slopes
of a cone of volcanic

deposits.
The visitor to

Reykjavik will dis-
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cover little in the setting of the town to

redeem its unsightliness, until following
the highway eastward he gains an eleva

tion whence he can overlook and forget
the nearer view. Then the grand out

lines of Mount Esja, and of Akranes just

beyond ;
the long, serrated peninsula to

the north, ending in the shapely glacier
of Snaefell

;
the southern horizon wall

of sombre abrupt peaks, with a conspic
uous volcanic cone midway in the file

;

the treeless, undulating stretches be

tween, innocent, apparently, of all vegeta
tion

; these, and the spacious Faxa Bay

few yards distant. This physical incom

petence is, I suppose, largely attributa

ble to the wretched diet of the poorer
classes, and to the enervating sanitary
condition of their abodes. As regards
the marvellous hospitality of these isl

and dwellers, no effort in our behalf, no

expenditure of time seemed too great
for those to whom we had been ad
dressed. Repeatedly upon our journeys
we had occasion to remark this quality,
and the open-handedness and broad wel
come of many an Icelandic host are as

tounding, when one considers the uni-

The Parliament House at Reykjavik Thorwaldsen s Statue at the Left.

itself combine to form a picture whose

impressiveness never diminishes. And
how intense and wonderful the color

effects wrought by the sun and the sus

pended vapors ! Esja is at times of

as rich a purple as that in which the

petals of the clematis are dipped ; again
it is bathed in the most delicate rose,
now banded symmetrically with purple,
red, and green, and now, through a rift

in the fog, it reveals a white cross of

snow outlined with startling distinctness

upon its dark front.

The two most distinct impressions
made upon the stranger s mind during
the earlier period of his sojourn are,

first, the physical inertia of the ordinary
Icelander, and second, his hospitality.
The monotony of our dinner-hour at the
Hotel Island was often relieved by the

diverting spectacle of four adults, men,
or men and women, laboriously tugging
at a bag of flour, in order to convey it

from the handcart to the storehouse a
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versal poverty. The custom of accepting
some compensation for a night s lodging
is, fortunately, to-day the rule

;
but the

exceptions are very frequent, and there

are roofs in Iceland which probably
shelter, every night of the three hundred
and sixty-five, at least one stranger, and
at times many, where the host would
esteem it an insult to be offered a silver

piece.
Once thoroughly installed, life in

Reykjavik moved forward with the same

regularity as upon Manhattan Island.

The night without darkness
;
the table

without fruit or vegetables, except pota
toes

;
and without fresh meat, save occa

sionally, presented at first formidable dif

ficulties
;
but what cannot one become

wonted to with this magnificent air? At

eight o clock our ponies would appear,

ungroomed little roans that had not
shed their snaggy winter coats, and we
were off for a drive of an hour or more
over the hills. A ten o clock breakfast
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followed, a four o clock dinner, and sup
per at half-past eight ;

the intervals were
filled with congenial occupations and the

day closed, perchance, with a stroll along
the sea until about half-past ten, when
the sun sank behind the Snaefell s range,
and the serried circles of sea-birds, whir

ring just above the breaking surf, began
to lose their continuity as the white and
the gray wings turned homeward. Oc
casional calls, a picnic, a wild scamper
on horseback over fen and moor, to

spread our cloth finally in some amphi
theatre formed by a volcanic upheaval,
a dinner on land or on board a Danish
man-of-war so the days and the weeks

sped. But Reykjavik is not Iceland
;

it

is rather a remote Danish settlement, so

far at least as customs, and to a large
exte&t also language, are concerned. To
one conversant with Danish it is all but

impossible to secure here constant op
portunities for acquiring the Icelandic

idiom. Indeed, if one desires to become

acquainted with the national life, he
must turn his back upon the capital.
And so, one day, having sent my bag
gage landwise on pony-back, I walked
down to the sea, boarded a little craft,

and after a twenty minutes sail and a

half hour s walk was welcomed to Gar-

one must cross the Gartha-hraun, a lava-

stream whose source lies in the volcanic

regions to the south. The house itself

faces the bay, from which it is separated
by about one-sixteenth of a mile of

marshy meadow. It is a plain wooden
structure, a story and a half high,
flanked by a few buildings, partly of

wood, partly of sods, for the depend
ents, with winter stalls for the cattle,

and a barn for storing hay in the rear.

The church, a small stone structure with
a wooden cupola, is within a rod of the

house and on the same level to the

north
;
while the graveyard lies below

and about twenty feet from the front

door. The family consists of Sira Tho-

rarinn, his wife, and two foster-daugh
ters. My host is one of those energetic
and many-sided men whose brain and
hand demand the most varied activity,

yet disprove the saw that one cannot be
a master at all trades. Besides filling
various local offices, he is one of the

twenty deans of the island church, has
been an active member of the Althing
for quite a term of years, has a pen
ready for every useful employ, and a

hand deft, at least, in that craft which
secured Tubal Cain immortality. ^

The custom honored in saga times of

thar, a rectory six miles from Reyk
javik.
The rectory at Garthar stands on

the southern slope of a broad, low
headland which divides the harbor of

Hafnarfjorthr (Harbor Bay) from the

Skerjafjorthr (Skerry Bay), a bay to the
south of Reykjavik. *To reach the rectory

receiving within the home the children

of others friends and relatives, still ob

tains in Iceland. After establishing well

the Icelandic community his ownin
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son and daughters, the good dean has to their various household avocations,

opened his doors more than once to including, perhaps, the spreading with

welcome these children of less favored the maids of the new-mown hay ;
Fru

Ordinary Icelandic Costumes for Women.

homes. A rap on my door at 7 A.M.,

and the elder of the foster-daughters

appeared with coffee and wafers, and
removed my outer garments and shoes

to brush them. This serving of the

guests by the daughters of the house,
a custom recalling heroic days, is

quite universal in Iceland. The fair

girl who brings your coffee will fre

quently wait by your bedside until

you have finished eating and drinking.

Formerly a kiss was given at night and

morning and the guest largely assisted

in his toilet, but this practice has been

wisely abandoned. After dressing I

joined the family in the dining-room,
exchanging the morning salutations,
and soon a breakfast was served, meats
cold and cured, eggs, dried fish, sar

dines, milk, coffee, beer. Breakfast over,
the foster-daughters having waited upon
the table, we rose and exchanged the

greetings custom imposes in Germanic
countries. &quot;

May it be of good to
you,&quot;

I said to the foster-daughters, and to my
host and hostess, &quot;I thank

you.&quot;
A

half-hour s chat and we dispersed, the
dean to his study, the foster-daughters

Thora to her knitting, and I to my books.
Dinner was served at 2.30 P.M., and
there was always a good roast of some
kind, wine, and a dessert

; supper, at 8.30

P.M., was a repetition of the breakfast.

The life at the rectory, though un

varying, was far from monotonous.
Ever and anon the genial face and gen
erous figure of the dean appeared in my
door-wajr, and now it was a volume of

Jonas Hallgrimsson, with leaf opened to

a favorite poem ;
now it was Dasent s

translation of the Njala that he brought
with him, and in the interchange of

thought and instruction the sense of

being foreign to land and language wore

imperceptibly away.
The glad and the sombre sides alike

of the pastoral calling, in turn, offered

themselves to our acquaintance. A dull

sound of slow chanting calls my atten

tion from my books. It is a funeral

procession entering the little church

yard, led by the dean in the black robes
and the white ruff of his office

;
or we

are in the church at Bessastathir, whose
chancel is filled with the guests sum
moned to witness the betrothal of the
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foster-daughter of the poet Grimur
Thomsen to a young priest. The bride
is in the conventional festal costume

;

Phrygian hat with flowing veil, held in

place by a broad-linked gold or gilded
band

;
a snowy chemisette, revealed be

neath a close-fitting black bodice, em
broidered in gold, and a short black

soever against either hostile element,
while lack of education deprives them
of that expressive play of the features,
of that light which comes and goes in
the eyes of their more favored sisters.

And, as a result, while in the homes of
Iceland a warm family affection reigns,
true intellectual companionship between

Farm Buildings.

skirt with a band of deft tracery in

colors around the bottom. One of the

wedding-guests appears to have a loose

heavy coil of gold about her neck, and,
as this is something phenomenal, I lean

forward, only to find that the sun and a

braid of hair have combined to delude
me. But surely some Icelandic maidens
can boast of tresses whose heavy gold
would be a dowry all-sufficient for the

daughters of other climes. May those
Northern maids excuse a stranger s re

marks, but this, combined with a figure
the pledge of robust health, constitutes

all too frequently their sole attraction.

The sun and the wind leave them little

of that delicacy of complexion which we
admire, for the national head-costume,
the &quot;

htifa,&quot; affords no protection what-

husband and wife can be rarely possible.
For while there are an unusual number
of well-educated men in Iceland, there

are, so far as I could learn, exceedingly
few even tolerably educated women.
Of course there are exceptions to this

rule, and the traveller cannot fail to

meet, here and there notably in Reyk
javik charming and refined women, and
these I found, in one and another in

stance, were keenly conscious of the low
estate of their sisters and alive to effort

in their behalf. Schools have been es

tablished in Reykjavik, in the north near

Akreyri, and, I believe, also in the east ;

but these are feebly attended there be

ing less than a dozen girls in the Reyk
javik school at one time. And it is dif

ficult to persuade even these to remain
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long enough to derive any permanent
profit from their schooling. For the ed

ucation of the boys, however, larger pro
vision has been made in the high school

at Reykjavik and in the Eealschulen at

Hafnarjorthr and at Mothruvellir in the

north. And as official appointment, as

in Germany, is a reward of scholarship,

these, like the university departments of

medicine and theology in Reykjavik, at

tract numbers fully proportionate to the

population, while Copenhagen, with its

stipendia for Icelandic students, enlists

many in still more advanced research.

The name of Jon Thorkelsson, rector

of the school at Reykjavik, is a familiar

one to all Scandinavian philologists,
and in an Icelandic farm-house you will

not infrequently meet with a roughly
dressed university graduate who will be
able to sustain more than his half of a

conversation in Latin.

It is incumbent upon every dean to

inspect, biennially, all the churches in his

diocese, and I was forewarned by
Sira Thorarinn that, if I accepted
his hospitality, I must either con
sent to his absence for the great
er portion of the first fortnight,
or else be his companion upon
one of these visitations. His dio

cese, Gullbringa and Kjos, em
braces from Reynivellir in the

north to Reykjanes in the

south, including the south
western peninsula as far east

as Krisuvik, and, for conveni
ence sake, the diocesan round
is usually divided into two
sections a northern of two

days and a southern and west
ern of four or five. Upon this

double tour we visited some
thirteen to fifteen churches.
The Icelandic churches out
side the towns are almost in

variably built of wood, and
are very small, rude struct

ures, accommodating from

twenty-five to seventy-five

worshippers. Outside they
are painted white, or white
washed. Capped with a low bell-

tower, they stand in the midst of
the memorials in oblong mounds and
gray slabs of the generations of wor
shippers that have gone. I met with a

few examples of what seemed to be a more

primitive type of ecclesiastical architect

ure, in which the bell-tower consisted
of a low structure under which you must

pass to enter the church-yard. The in

terior, sometimes with, though generally
without plaster, consists of a nave with
rude benches on either side of a central

aisle, and a chancel with an altar sur

mounted by a highly colored represen
tation of some Bible-scene. At times

there is a low gallery in the rear. The
walls are hung with memorials of the

departed, usually nothing more than

Icelandic Festal Costume.

printed records of the family relations,

the virtues, etc., accompanied by one or
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more poems ;
the whole not infrequently being in allitera

tive verse. Somewhat rarely one will find similar though
briefer memorials engraved upon metallic tablets. The
pulpit stands in the front and on one side of the nave,
and, though elevated only by one or two steps above the

floor, brings, at times, the priest s head into dangerous
proximity with the boards resting upon the cross-beams.
I recall one instance where the irony of fate had attached
a tall clergyman to a particularly unfortunate pulpit, and,
in order that he might officiate, the boards above had first

to be removed. But the rude simplicity of the island
church is due to the extreme poverty of the people rather
than to their indifference to religious observance. There
are apparently, in the country, places of worship amply
sufficient for all the spiritual needs of the population.
A stone building, one of the most substantial and tasteful

structures which I saw anywhere in Iceland, was the gift
of a well-to-do farmer. Should a sudden fervor of church

attendance, however, seize upon the whole population of

Reykjavik, the cathedral would need to be supplemented
by at least two structures of equal seating capacity. The
evidence upon the point of outward religious fervor, or its

opposite, afforded by a brief residence is thus rather non-
conclusive. Still I would note in this connection the non-

participation of the higher classes, and the paucity of men
at the cathedral services on the two occasions upon which
I was present. On the other hand, it may be affirmed

that, without a considerable amount of religious zeal, the

country churches in Iceland would be entirely destitute of

worshippers, since, as is well known, the farms are not

grouped in villages, but separated, the one from the other,

by miles of the most primitive bridle-paths. A fair infer

ence from my observations, visual and aural, would be
that Iceland in these respects is not unlike America, save,

of course, for those essential differences which spring from
the fact that the Church is a State Church, and hence every
native de jure a member thereof.

The Continental indifferentism has, perhaps, also gained
more of a hold in the centres of population than it has as

yet among us. However this may be, Iceland affords no

vantage-ground for proselytism. The Roman Curia, think

ing to win back a wandering sheep, sent, recently, a mis

sionary to the island, but, after some years of ineffectual

effort, the good father was compelled to abandon the field,

and, as I was informed, there is not to-day in Iceland a

single native who confesses spiritual allegiance to the Ko-
man See.

Upon entering one of these churches we would find

from two to eight children, of both sexes, from two to

twelve male members of the parish, and almost always the

local priest in attendance. The dean and priest entered

the chancel, and immediately the examination of the youth
ful candidates for confirmation began. These were re

quired to read passages from the Bible and to answer

questions in the catechism. When Sira Thorarinn declared

himself satisfied, they took their leave, first shaking hands

with everyone present. The dean then called upon the par-
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ishioners to state whether they had any
criticisms to offer upon the existing con

dition of things, the state of repair of the

church, its adaptation to the needs of the

congregation, the relation of the pastor
to the people, etc. Whatever criticisms

were offered were embodied in the

statement which Sira Thorarinn drew

up as the examination proceeded, the

rector or some member of the parish

copying the same into the church regis
ter. All present were

thereupon invited to

affix their signatures,
and thus, for the first

time, I believe, in Ice

landic annals, a nat
ive of &quot; Vinland the

Good &quot;

signed a Pro-
fastur s (dean s) visi

tatorial report.
The southern and

western trip of the

dean led us all along
the coast-line of the

volcanic southwest
ern peninsula, and
thence northward
across the country
from Krisuvik. The
traveller who, having
pursued the stereo

typed round Thing-
vellir, Geysir, Hekla,

Bergthorshvol, Eyr-
arbakki, and Reyk
javik considers that

he has exhausted Ice

land, has not come
into contact at all

with the might of her
scenes of magnificent
desolation. For four days, with rare

exceptions, we had naught but lava or
other volcanic products under the feet

of our horses. Along the sea the cult

ure of centuries had indeed educed
a thin herbage, and here and there
stretches of fertile soil had escaped or
recovered from the universal desolation.

But these formed only an interrupted
and narrow green fringe to a world of

dormant volcanoes of vast cold furnaces.
The summit of Vesuvius commands a
broad panorama of almost matchless liv

ing beauty, and the torrents of lava that
have scarred its slopes are but narrow

though rude furrows in the midst of a
verdure wanton in its luxuriance. Here
all about one rise other Vesuvii, rigid

corpses in a world that died unnumbered
centuries ago, and everywhere the face

of nature is seared with fire. Our po
nies were now clambering up the ashy
ascent of a knoll of volcanic slag ;

the

valley far below, which is perhaps a mile

broad, is choked with a molten river

whose congealed waves not even yet

Icelandic Double-thumb Mitten of Wool,
to be worn on either Hand. Shoe of

Fish-skin.

afford lodgment for a single
blade of grass, and reach

widening backward to the

north, while to the south

they invade the sea. We
clattered downward, and the

sharply serrated, towering,
metallic crests shut us in on

every side. Emerging, we began the as

cent of the hill of sand, ash, and slag on
the farther side of the valley. Surely the

summit would afford a different specta
cle. We gained it at last, and the outlook

was indeed diverse. There was a wide
vale below, and the chained fury of lava-

waves holding it all even as before, but
a gray veil-like something, resembling
mist, and yet manifestly not mist, soft

ened the rugged outlines and dulled

the steely surface. The effect, weird in

the extreme, was heightened by the

cones rising all about, yellow with sul

phur, purple with slag, or brown and
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gray with sand and ashes, and it was
difficult at first to conceive any possible

explanation of the phenomenon. The
nearer view, however, resolved the vague
cloud-effect into a gray vegetation, and
the wrinkled lichens lent a strangely

softening element of hoary age to the

devastating flood.

The burning question in the summer
of 1888 in Iceland was, whether or not it

were expedient to attempt to secure from
the King of Denmark certain changes in

the constitution, e.g.; an annual in the

place of a biennial Thing, a Court of

Last Resort, a Court of Appeal in Ice

land rather than, as at present, in Copen
hagen, etc. The movers in the matter,

having secured through the press the

public attention, proposed that dele

gates chosen by the people should meet
on a specified day in August at the

Thingvellir to discuss and decide. The
caucus at Hafnarfjorthr was attended

by from thirty to fifty electors from the

district which Sira Thorarinn
*

and his

son Jon represent in the parliament.
A large number of these men were old

acquaintances of mine, from the period

held that Iceland, with her extreme pov
erty and limited resources, would far

better expend her energies in improv
ing her internal conditions, methods of

intercommunication, etc., than in agi
tation which, even if it secured its ob

ject, would but entail great additional
burdens without meeting correspond
ingly great actual needs. A favorable

outcome was also highly improbable, he

said, in view of the well-known reaction

ary spirit of Denmark s ruler. There

upon a farmer arose, declaring :

&quot; Our
Thingmen, father and son, have violated

sacred pledges in offering opposition to

this movement, and I demand of them
that they shall here and now lay down
their commissions.&quot; This direct assault

the dean met with an emphatic denial,

whereupon the farmer called upon others

to sustain the validity of his charges,
but not a voice responded. The meet

ing soon after broke up ;
the delegate

chosen was uninstructed, and, at the

general assembly, stood out alone, or

almost alone, in opposition to the pop
ular movement.
The first week in August I reluctant-

Native Ponies.

of the diocesan visits. After the meet
ing had been duly organized the local

magistrate, Syslumathr, being elected to
the chair, a lively discussion ensued, my
host and his son being opposed to the

projected agitation. Sira Thorarinn

ly took leave of the dean to make a

journey of ten days through the south
of Iceland, in which we visited in suc

cession the Thingvellir, site of the old

Icelandic parliament ;
the Geysers, and a

picturesque fall near by, the Gullfoss ;
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climbed Hekla, and wandered over the

region made historic by the lives and

friendship of Gunnar, the bravest and
most simple-hearted, and Njal, the most

sage, the greatest of all Iceland s patri
archs.

Rivers milky with glacial dust ;
rivers

blue and crystalline ;
swift rivers that

have not yet lost the impetus of the

mountain-leap ;
broad shallow deltas,

where the tawny waters loiter, loath to

be merged and lost in the all beyond ;

valleys frost-broken into hummocks
;

valleys drenched with the mountain -

moisture, nor yielding it up to the near

and sluggish rivers
; valleys green with

verdure, or doomed to eternal drought
by the winds strewing insatiate sand

;

hills green, gray, brown, purple, yellow,
iridescent

;
mountains above of all these

falls
; marvellous sunsets

; sand-storms
and wastes of volcanic sand, with lone

lava-pillars, to mark the road
;
in the

distance, near at hand, steam escaping
the earth

;
white basins overflowing with

boiling amethystine waters
; icy waters

sleeping deep in volcanic clefts, of a pu
rity the ether above equals at times but
cannot surpass ; scattered farm-houses

gray and green ; mountain -
pastures

specked with white and brown fleece
;

home-pastures with lank, shaggy, rag
ged foals, and round-paunched mares
or hornless cattle

;
lakes with the wild

swans, the pair with the cygnet between,

gliding swiftly, silently away ;
no wild-

quadruped life, but the curlew almost as

common as the robin with us, the raven
more shabby and more familiar than our

crow, and the ptarmigan, timid but

Almannagja at Thingvellir.

hues, or hooded with milk-white, cream-
white glaciers ;

no trees
; low, scraggy

brush alone, with the wild geranium-
blossom nodding to the wind above the

topmost boughs ;
flowers almost every

where
;
a sky of blue serenity with rare

intervals of rain
;
an air charged with

life-force, and of a transparency that
lower latitudes never know

; mad water-

curious
;

this winged life everywhere,
and, by the water-courses, multifarious

sea-birds these are of the colors and
these of the forms which fill that north

ern world in summer-time.
There is one spot dearer than all

others to the Icelandic heart. No pros
trate or truncated columns, no soil-

stained slabs with archaic inscriptions
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mark the place which
was the centre of that

free northern life, the

mustering - ground of

its heroes. And yet,

through no grander
portico have ever demi

gods passed to council-

chambers. The very
solitude of the place,
where only rude heaps
of stones, firmly ce

mented together with
sand and grass-roots,
and the earth-level lines

of the foundation-walls

of the old booths re

main to attest man s

sometime presence;
ay, the very absence of

all that which, in other

climes, suggests a great
er past, seems here the

most fitting memorial
of that elder civilization

rude, simple, strong
and of that genera

tion of mighty ones to

whom we know our
selves nearer akin than
to those of classic an

tiquity, and who, in their virtues as in

their vices, stood closer to nature than
the sons of the Olympians.
Approaching Thingvellir (The Thing-

fields) from the east, from Reykjavik,
the Mosfell s heath gives place to a lava-

deposit, gray and stonelike, surmounted
here and there with rude stone-beacons

(vorthur). Ever and anon there are in

dications that the process of cooling, or
some other cause, has not left a firm, co

hesive rock-foundation under your feet
;

but you are not prepared at all for the

broad fissure which suddenly yawns be
fore you. Down a steep path to the

left, that only ponies inured to moun
tain-scrambles might safely essay, you
descend slowly into Almannagja the

Almanna, or Public Rift. You are in a

defile of about a geographical mile in

length, though the curving walls do not

permit a vista of more than a few rods.

On the left rises a perpendicular wall to

an average height of perhaps one hun
dred feet (one hundred and forty, the

highest point), formed apparently of

Falls of Oxara.

rudely hewn, and as rudely laid, titanic

blocks of iron-gray lava, in whose crev

ices, to still further heighten the illusion,

ferns have rooted. This grass-carpeted
aisle, the portico to the Thing-Plain, is

perhaps thirty feet in average width at

the bottom. Here and there fallen rocks
obstruct the passage, and these, though
immeasurably vaster in their propor
tions, recall forcibly the prone cubes of

the Roman walls. The eastern wall of

the Almannagja is much lower than the

western, is irregular and interrupted,
and does not, therefore, suggest as for

cibly a work of design. A rift in this,

the lower wall, affords the entrance to

the Thing-fields.

Perhaps a quarter of a mile farther

north the Oxara, the river of the Axe,
falls in a picturesque sheet from the

higher level into this fissure. After

following it for some distance, it de
scends through a break in the lower
wall into the plain below. The holm
or islet formed in this plain by the

branching of the river, where the ju-
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dicial duels (holmgangur) were once

fought, has apparently wholly disap

peared, and during a dry season, such
as that of 1888, the river itself becomes
but an insignificant streamlet, hardly
knee-deep at the ford, and not more
than from twenty-five to thirty feet

wide.

The view from the western, the higher
wall of Almannagja, recalls vividly that

but suddenly, beside, amid the azure

yawns a blue blackness, not turbid as

that of the storm-cloud, but clear and

profound as in the night-sea, or in those

spaces of the firmament where the silver

moon has quenched the stars but fills

not the void with her own radiance.

Between two of these fissures extends
the low, narrow, rocky elevation which
a popularly accepted though somewhat

Bruara the Bridge River.

low vast swell of the sea, when no wind
ruffles the surface into crisp foam-tipped
waves. The gray, stonelike lava that

flowed in prehistoric ages from snow-
helmeted Skjaldbreith in the north,
with its broad, low, smooth undulations,
fills now the whole plain below, and it

is overgrown with a thin herbage and
with ragged brush. But there are long,

parallel, jagged rents yonder in the

lava-floor just beyond the Oxara Biver,

and, if you walk beside them and ex

plore their depths, you will see, far be

low, waters whose transparent purity no

slightest mote of earth-dust has appar
ently ever dimmed, whose crystal mirror
no breath has ever ruffled, and, in their

depths, rocks confusedly piled in that

mighty convulsion which rent the plain ;

doubtful tradition designates as the

Logberg, the Hill of Law, from which
the laws were proclaimed. It may
rudely be described as a cubic triangle
of lava, with a base of three to four

hundred feet, a width between the fis

sures of twenty to thirty, and a long
irregular hypothenuse whose highest

point is perhaps elevated thirty feet

above the base-line. The third side

descends almost perpendicularly where
the two fissures unite at the northern

end of the berg. Below and to the

west, between the traditional Logberg
and the wall of the Almannagja, lie the

Thing-fields, on both sides of the nar

row, shallow Oxara Biver
;
the site of the

booths being, however, principally on
the west bank, southwest from the &quot;Hill
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of Law.&quot; From near at hand stretches

away to the south and east the broad

Thingvalla Lake, the largest sheet of

water in Iceland, with its weird vol

canic islets and its magnificent moun
tain-guards.
To the remaining scenes of that south

ern journey I can give but brief para
graphs. Bruara, the Bridge River, flow

ing between Thingvellir and Geyser, has,

mid-stream, a deep, irregularly rectan

gular-shaped rift into which the waters

rush from three sides, and it affords a

novel experience, even in this land of

strange river-passages, where streams are

now forded, now passed in rude boats,
while the loosened horses swim on be
fore. We groped and stumbled one-

third of the distance through a rushing,
rock-strewn river, then clattered over

the rude bridge spanning the gulley,
and finally forded the shallower water

beyond.
A low sand-hill, commanding no spe

cial outlook, set with irregularly round

such were the hot springs as we saw
them. For Geyser rarely favors the
traveller now, and we were informed
that Strokkr had ceased to respond with
a fierce eruption when her funnel was
choked with peat. But the pools, even
in these their hours of torpor, are not
without a certain grandeur, and espe
cially is this true of the great shallow cir

cular basin of the Geyser, with its waters
a clear azure above a cream-white bot

tom, that curves gently downward to the

centre where a ragged break in the crust

reveals sombre-blue mysterious depths.
A few hours from the Geysers, by a

course which brought us within appar
ent bow-shot of drear glacier-hooded
mountains, behind which, to the north,
lies Iceland s desert, over a broad, swift,
turbid glacier-stream, we approached
the ravine where the White River (Hvita)
descends in two leaps to the lower level.

The ravine itself was filled with spray
iridescent gossamer webs hung with

trembling crystal beads and in the fresh

The Geysers.

or oblong basins white with lime deposit,

through whose funnel-shaped bottoms
the superheated waters bubble upward
to escape in steam or gently to overflow,

covering the rocks where they pass with
a delicate flesh-tinted or alabaster en
amel

;
a modest river winding at the

base of a hill, upon whose banks are

strewn crumbling fragments containing
casts of leaves or of birch-saplings, the
silence broken only by an occasional
rumble from the great Geyser, followed

by an ebullition and abundant overflow
;

green of its carpet were set the nodding
mountain - dandelions (Geum rivale),
while in the loose crevices of the over

hanging cliff grew the Eyrar-rose

(Epilobium latifoliuiri), the queen, per
chance, of Iceland s flora. The engrav
ing affords an adequate conception of

the broad upper fall, but the lower one
must be seen and heard. Over a precipice
a broad river hurls, to find its way at

once barred by a wall of adamant, and,

despite the furious onset of its waters,
is forced to turn almost at right angles
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upon itself, and is forthwith impelled
within a ravine whose near precipit
ous sides leave not apparently one-

third the width of bed which the

river claimed above the falls. The in

cessant battering of the waves, their

loud-voiced roar as they advance,
their hissing fury as they recoil, the

dull, low-arched sky overhead, the

desolate landscape unseen, yet con

sciously shutting one in on every
side, the flowers under foot, not large
and coarse, nor many and manifold,
but delicate in tint and tissue, and few
in species and number, form one of

those harmonies of contrasts in which
Iceland is so rich.

A two hours ride, through changing
scenery and then a long, intense strug
gle, without alpen - stocks or steel-

spurred shoes, in the teeth of a fierce

and boreal wind, over lava, through
ashes, up a steep incline floored with

glistering, compacted snow, and, finally,
on hands and knees up and over the
brow of a narrow ridge formed of ash
and loose volcanic stones

;
thus the sum

mit of the &quot; Cowled Mountain,&quot; Hekla,
was gained. Through the yellow torna
does of sand that were wheeling all

about us we caught glimpses here and
there of rivers, and discerned, vague and

vanishing, a world of mountains rising

range behind range. The circular bowl
or cavity at our feet, which we assumed
to be an old crater, was filled with snow,
and its sides stained red, yellow, and

purple ;
but there is no surface indica

tion, as at Vesuvius, of lurking fires,

and the glaciers of Hekla resemble not
at all those of Switzerland, but are rath

er masses of compacted snow of little

depth, filling the depressions and dis

solving in trickling rills.

Iceland is a desert with a narrow fringe
of habitable coast -land, and legends,

repeated even by intelligent travellers,

have declared these central regions the

home of a mysterious race of wild men.
From the southwest dormant ice-cov

ered volcanoes reach up into this central

desert, and between their flanks lie the

passes which afford the direct routes of

communication betwixt north and south.

When we left Thingvellir for the sec

ond time, northward bound, we had de

cided not to attempt the longest and
most hazardous of these desert-jour

neys, namely, that between the Lang and
the Vatna glaciers, and over the Spren-

gisandr, but our choice still wavered
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between two other possible routes, the gateway of the desert, at the en-

namely, Grimstungu-heath and Stori- trance to Kaldidalr (The Cold Valley),
sandr. Leaving Thingvellir about nine The world of gloom once invaded, how-

Mount Hekla.

o clock one morning, we followed back
ward for a considerable distance toward

Skjaldbreith, the ancient lava -stream,

baiting our horses in a picturesque vale

shut in on three sides by mountains.
Thereafter we climbed by a steep path
to the summit of a defile from which we
caught a last distant view of the Thing-
fields and lake, and so on and on, over

sand-wastes, heath, and moorland until

late afternoon. The day had been for

Iceland sultry, and the sun s rays were
still falling everywhere about us, filling
the lonely barrens with life and compan
ionship. But in front, whither our path
led, only a mile or two away, rose a wall

of dun, slowly revolving cloud, silvered

with mist, through which protruded
sombre cones and dimly gleamed plains
of ice. The Dantesque allegory came

vividly to my mind, and it was not with
out an involuntary shrinking that I felt

the first chill coming into the air, and
saw the darkness advancing to meet us.

A slight curving descent and then a

sharper upward turn and we stood in

ever, was not of so deep a darkness af

ter all, and from the wrath-boding clouds

fell only a gentle rain. To the right,
their color intensified by the trailing

cloud-mantles, rose, side by side, twin

peaks ;
one of a royal purple and the

other with broad lines and patches of

lemon and orange yellow. But onward
Ok s Glacier to our left and Geitland s

(Goatland s) glacier to our right. The
latter forms part of the long glacier sys

tem, and as seen from below is divided

into a number of distinct parts. The
chief body of it, however, is continuous,
and presents the appearance of a field of

ice and compacted snow, covering a ta

ble-land of no very great elevation above
the level of the pass. Where this broad

snow-plain stretches to the northwest
the glacier is crystalline, but usually
elsewhere a dingy yellow, from the dust

that has fallen upon and combined with
it. Nowhere are you reminded of Switz

erland. The mountains themselves are

low, and often in appearance only enor
mous heaps of sand, the disintegrating
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rock filling all the spaces between the

projecting horizontal strata. And where

the glacier above overhangs a precipi
tous wall, or descends part way a ravine,

its dimensions are too insignificant to

even remotely suggest the magnificent

spectacles at the sources of the Ehine
and the Rhone. But it is the whole,
and not a part taken by itself, that is

here so impressive, and the broad glit

tering plain of the long glacier, stretch

ing northward for an indefinite distance,
elevates one in thought to a still more
arctic latitude. It is a section of Green
land s ice-floored continent. And the

whole scene surely no other land but
this volcanic islet, that touches the Arc
tic Circle, can afford such a spectacle
of utter desolation. These ice-hooded

mountains about us were, and may yet
be again, active volcanoes. Their sides

and the valley below bear witness to a

past of fire and flame. Verily it is an
aisle through a dead Inferno, this valley
of Kaldidalr. On, on, out of the moun
tain pass and down a steep path to the

broad, dry, stony bed of the White River.

And as we descended and looked across

through the darkness to catch a gleam
of light from the farm at Kalmanns-

tunga, one of our party told, in Grimur
Thomsen s verses, the tale of the wild
ride of Skftli over the path we had just
left.

Kalmannstunga is an oasis on the

edge of a lava stream, at the extreme
western border of the desert. Its farm
house is the hostelry for those who pass
over the Storisandr or the Grimstun-

gu-heath. We met here a considerable

number of delegates on their way to the

Thingvellir moot, and, had not previous
experiences familiarized me with the

elasticity of the Icelandic farm-house, I

should have despaired of securing a

night s lodging. We had planned a

very early start, but the domestic

economy of the Icelandic farm rarely
permits such a procedure, and one
of our ponies having strayed from the
home pastures caused an additional de

lay. To these circumstances we owed
a late departure and the unique experi
ences consequent upon it. The road,

turning to the northeast, extends for a
considerable distance across and beside
an ancient lava stream, under which lies

VOL. VI. 51

the cave of Surt (Surtshellir), the most
extensive formation of this kind in Ice

land, it being one mile in length and
from fifty to sixty feet in breadth.

Glacier-hooded peaks remained long
in sight, Ok behind, Eyrik s and the

Long Glacier to the right. To the lava

stream a desolate heath succeeded, in

which it was almost impossible for one
uninitiated to detect a path. The day
was wearing fast away when we halted

for our dinner in the marshy meadow
bordering Arnarvatn (Orn s Lake, or

the Lake of the Eagle). And now we
searched, but in vain, more than an hour
after the eastern or Storisandr (Great
Sand) route. A clearly defined path led

straight forward, but this, according to

the map, was the western or Grimstun-

gu-heath road, and my two Icelandic

companions, incited by a spirit of ad

venture, and also by the prospect of

gaining a day, had decided in favor of

the eastern route, which is more direct,

but involves a much longer desert jour

ney. Finally we renounced the search,

greatly to my relief, for I did not an

ticipate pleasurably the possible role

of explorers, only one of the party,

upon a single occasion, having ever be
fore crossed the Great Sands. So, on
with the closing hours as fast as our

sturdy ponies could bear us, for, though
the farm-house beyond Grimstungu-
heath was not more than five or six

hours away, the atmospheric conditions

foreboded fog. On, out of the heath,

away from every vestige of life, into the

desert, with its interminable sand-wastes
not extending in a level floor, but in

great undulations, forcing the path into

curves. And all about us rose the low,
sombre cones and ridges so characteris

tic of Iceland s waste places. The night
came on so fast that we halted only for

instants, and at long intervals, to change
our mounts and then pressed forward
with redoubled zeal, for that waste of

sand seemed endless, the path was be

coming indistinct, and we dared not

stop this side of pasture ground.
Suddenly my companions uttered an

exclamation of surprised recognition,
and one of them, throwing himself off

his horse, stooped down and began to

examine some thigh-bones of sheep
strewn about a lava pillar. I inquired
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the cause of the delay, and found that

the beacon we had hailed in the dis

tance as a sure indication that we had
not strayed from the Grimstungu-heath
path was the celebrated &quot; Beina Ker-

ling
&quot;

(Bone Carline), on the Storisandr
route. It is an old custom, rapidly fall

ing into disuse, for the traveller to

compose a ditty, usually of a scurrilous

nature, and place the paper in one of

these hollow femora for the delectation

of the next comer, who is expected to

emulate his forerunner in a similar im

provisation. There were, alas ! no verses

to beguile us into even momentary ob
livion of the fact that we were on the

wrong road, consequently many hours
remote from any habita

tion, and that, further

more, an unknown dis

tance of the desert still

remained to be trav

ersed.

Our path curved down
ward now, and ere long
the moon, white and

ghostly, was looking
across at us between two

peaks of a long ridge of

hills to our right. Only
for a moment, however,
for the fog, thickening at

every instant, like the

Eddie wolf, devoured the

moon. What a wild ride

it was during those last two hours !

With our bodies bent forward upon
our ponies necks until the manes

swept our cheeks, we eagerly scanned
the sand for traces of a horse s hoof,

urging on the while our little coursers

at full speed, and recking naught of

possible stumbles. No one of our

party alone would probably have ven
tured to forge ahead without chart,

compass, or guide over this almost
trackless waste

;
but companionship in

spires a blind confidence, a light-heart-
edness, and so we shouted lustily to our

loose, famished horses, which were every
instant turning aside in quest of possi
ble pasture, held on unhesitatingly, and
at unabated speed whenever we missed
the path, trusting to discover it some
where ahead, and Herra Palmi sang the
while Grimur Thomsen s Sprengisandr
song:

A Silver Brooch.

&quot;

Rithum, rithum, og rekum yfir sandinn.&quot;

Onward, onward, and onward o er the sand now
;

The sun is sinking behind Arnarfell
;

Of strolling ghosts there are many near at hand
now,

For darkness deepens o er the Jokul s swell
;

God ! my weary courser guide !

Gruesome grows the day s last ride.

Onward, onward, and onward o er the sand now
;

Twilight hovers o er Herthubreith
;

Her goblin bridles the elf-queen s hand now
;

111 tis to be on the path of the wraith :

My best courser I d give with a will

To have come down in Kithagil.

At last we emerged from the sand, and
not a moment too soon. For by this

time the fog enveloped us so completely
that we could not see our
free horses ahead, and the
distance to pasturage was
still very uncertain. Halt

ing a moment to readjust
our packs and change our

mounts, we started afresh.

And now we were forced

to depend quite as much
upon the senses of touch
and hearing as upon that

of sight, for the medium
we were traversing was
almost too dense for vis

ion. The path must be
felt and heard under our
horses hoof-beats. Ten
o clock, ten and a half, it

could not grow much darker or more

foggy, and we were progressing north
ward royally. At every mile the road
was becoming more distinct. Just then

we heard the plash of running water.

The path led up to the bank, and pre

sumably over the stream. We essayed
the ford, crossed, and there was no

path in any direction, rank grass assur

ing refreshment for our jaded horses,
but no clue out of the labyrinth. The

fog was precipitating itself now in a fine

rain, the ground drenched, the night
cold, the desert and the glaciers not

far away, and we had no camp outfit.

It was a weird experience, with head

resting upon saddle-pouch, to watch and
doze that night away, the swash of the in

visible streamlet and the munching ofour

invisible ponies furnishing the only im

pressions from the blank world without.
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The potato-vines in the rectory gar
den at Saurbaer on Hivalfjorthr (Whale

Bay) were touched by the frost, and

snow had fallen upon Esja when we

gained the southern land in the first

days of September. When, a few days
later, we went on board the Laura,
homeward bound, the frost-light bow

spanned for the first time the northern

skies.

The Icelandic farm-house, outside the

few seaports, with isolated exceptions,
consists of a series of one-story struct

ures placed longitudinally side by side,

with broad intervening walls of sods

rising up to the gables. The side and
rear walls are composed of long strips
of turf, from twenty inches to two feet

in width, laid one upon the other to the

height of perhaps six or eight feet.

Stones also are frequently used in con
nection with the turf, and not rarely
the bones of sheep. Upon these walls

rest the rafters, and on these, in turn,
cross-boards sufficient to support similar

strips of sod. The front of the house

may be constructed altogether of turf,

or of turf and stones (this is rare), or of

turf and boards, or wholly of boards.

This space is pierced with one, two, or

more windows. The roof-turf, of course,
soon forms one whole, verdant or with

ered, according to the conditions of the

atmosphere, and very likely dotted with
flowers. Similarly the turf walls. A
raven or a dog perched upon the end of

the roof, and forming an animate orna
mental addition thereto, is not an un
common sight. The main entrance is

usually through a structure standing
midway in the group, often merely a

roofed passage. Stooping down, you
find yourself in a broad unfloored space,

lighted only from the low entrance.

You grope forward, turn to one side,

and, after passing through an interim of

darkness, a door opens and you enter
the chief room (guest room). This is at

times quite pleasantly furnished, though
of course with exceeding simplicity and
rude taste, but usually it is almost en

tirely bare. Its furniture consists of a

narrow bed occupying one comer of the

room, often, also, a case of books, a table,
and perhaps a certain number of chairs
and benches, besides the painted wooden
chests. As a rule, however, there are

only the latter, and perhaps stationary
benches, along the sides of the room.
Almost invariably this room, at least, has
a wooden flooring ;

but in one instance

this was not the case. Occasionally the

farm-house is entirely destitute of aroom
such as we have described, the sitting-
and dining-rooms being coincident with
the so-called &quot;bath-stofa.&quot; At other
times this room is used only as sitting-
and dining-room, and there are bed-
closets opening off from it, reminding
one of heroic days. I was very much
amused to find in this eminently Lu
theran country colored lithographs of

the Virgin of the Bleeding Heart and
similar Catholic representations adorn

ing the walls of these farm-houses.

Obituary records, similar to those found
in the churches, constitute another and
favorite mural decoration. The win
dows are more frequently than other

wise immovable.

Ordinarily the house contains but one
room of this general character

;
it may,

however, contain several, and there may
even be a windowed loft comfortably
furnished for the night. The Icelander

has a strange idea about comfort when
in a recumbent position. Finding every
bedstead unconscionably short, and the

bow-knot process not conducive to rest

ful slumber, I asked the explanation of

this architectural brevity :

&quot; You see,&quot;

replied my guide, &quot;we Icelanders, after

a hard day s work out of doors, like to

have something to press against hard
when we are sleeping : if we had not

we should&quot; well, I hardly remember
whether the risk incurred were one of

dislocation of joints or of cramping of

muscles but a risk there was to the

Icelandic mind, and a startling one. It

was at one time the custom in Norway
for the peasants to take, at regular inter

vals, vapor baths in a room arranged for

this purpose, and hence called the &quot;bath

room.&quot; The name &quot;

bath-stofa,
&quot;

but not
its contents, has been preserved in Ice

land. The Icelandic bath-room is to

day nothing more than the common
sleeping-room of the servants, or of the

servants and masters. Quite as likely
as not it is an interior, windowless apart
ment, and contains a series of rude

bunks, proportioned in number to the

size of the farm and the means of the
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householder. These bunks are arranged
in double tiers, the one above the other,

and may occupy one, two, or three sides

of a narrow room. Both sexes usually

occupy in common such an apartment ;

each bunk being designed for two males

or two females, and this promiscuous
herding of the sexes is probably one

cause of the deplorably high rate of ille

gitimacy in the island.

The other noteworthy feature of the

farm-house is the fire-room (eld-stofa),

which is usually opposite the entrance,
and here is a theme for the brush of a

chiaroscurist. Peat coals glow upon
an open hearth

; but, save for this, the

profoundest darkness reigns, and only

gradually can you make out the feat

ures of someone standing in the back

ground.
But what encouragement does nature

hold out to the farmer ? His garden in

a good season will produce potatoes and

turnips, nothing else. I saw at least no
other vegetables growing. His mead
ows yield a low, close grass, but no

grain. He has, besides, the home past
ures for his larger cattle and the moun
tain pastures for his sheep. If I am
rightly informed, he is taxed quite up
to the limit of his powers, and the cus

tom of making advancements on trust is

a very prevalent one with the Danish

merchants, who in the good years col

lect the back dues, thus permitting the

peasantry rarely if ever to escape en

tirely from pecuniary obligations. Of
course the conclusions of a summer trav

eller may justly be taxed with super

ficiality and incorrectness. There may
be more promise in Iceland than ap

pears upon the surface, but certainly
never have I seen an entire people so

wretchedly poor and so lacking in even

the necessaries of life
;
nowhere met

so few persons whose countenances re

vealed a hope of better times.

That Iceland s economic condition
will ever be materially improved by a
force from within, I do not believe. Her
wealth is not in her soil, but in the sea,
and here, certainly, is an exhaustless

mine, if the gold and energy were at

hand wherewith to work it by organiz
ing fishing fleets, establishing canning
factories, etc.

; but these do not seem to

be present in Iceland, and must probably
be brought to it from without, as re

cently by the English and Scotch to

Thorshavn, in the Faroe Islands. Po
nies, sheep, fish, wool, and eider-down
are among the chief exports.

Standing one evening, in conversation
with a prosperous farmer, in presence of

a magnificent landscape, glowing in a

northern sunset, we saw the shepherd
leading home a goodly flock from the

mountain pasturage.
&quot; Those are fine-

looking sheep,&quot;
I remarked, to which he

replied, &quot;Yes, but the owner of those

sheep does not know whether one of

them will be living next spring. If we
only had good years we might get on

;

but the ice !

&quot;

There was such a hope
less tone to the voice, and in the face

that look which seems to say,
&quot; Were I

younger perhaps I would make a new

path for myself, but it s too late.&quot; It is

only fair, however, to state that I met
elsewhere vigorous farmers who had the

look which the authority secured by suc

cess gives, and these were, from happy
ignorance of better things, well content

with their lot.

In the long winter the household

gathers together, and, while the women
spin, someone, at times the farmer him

self, reads aloud, perhaps from a book
of sermons, e.g., Vidalin s

&quot;

Husspos-
tilla,&quot; but usually from the old sagas,
those rude tales of heroic exploit that

still to-day kindle in the breasts of each

generation, in its turn, the love of father

land and the pride of nationality.

Silver Belt Buckle.



THE COMMON ROADS.

By N. S. Sbaler.

HE progressive nat

ure of human de
sires is in no way
more distinctly
marked than in the

endless carrying to

and fro of goods
which are required
to meet the needs

or fancies of men. Our lower kin

dred are generally satisfied with what
is afforded by the world immediately
about them. The lowest savages are

practically exempt from all the needs
of transportation other than that which
their own limbs can furnish. They win
the sustenance, such as they obtain,
from immediately about their dwell

ing-places. With each successive stage
in the advancement of civilization we
find a progress in the desires which

brings about a need of transporting the

products of the earth for greater dis

tances
;
and at the present day our civ

ilized men cannot be content in their

daily lives without assembling for their

use the products of the wide earth.

Thus it comes about that the ways of

communication created by man are at

once the measure and the means of civ

ilization. After all, human advancement

depends almost altogether on the exten
sion of the ideals of life. The easiest

way for this enlargement, in all cases

the first opportunity for such growth,
comes through the desires which find

expression in commerce.
The readers of this Magazine have al

ready had the history of the most mod
ern methods of transportation set before
them in the articles on steamships and

railways. I propose in the following
pages to take up the earlier, and still,

despite the vast utility of modern means
of communication, the most important,
ways of commerce, viz., the ordinary
roads by which the greater part of hu
man intercourse has been made possi
ble.

For a very long time pack animals
were the principal agent in land com

merce, at least in the regions which
were not provided with easily navigable
rivers. Down to the beginning of the
seventeenth century the larger part of

the trade of the inland districts in north
ern Europe and Great Britain was ef

fected by means of horses, mules, and
oxen, bearing the burdens of commerce
on their backs. The observant traveller

may still note in those countries deep
trenches, sometimes cut to the depth of

twenty feet or more in the hill-sides, ex

tending, like the ditches of old fortifica

tions, straightway across hill and dale.

When first noting these curious topo
graphic features I was at a loss to ac

count for them. I learned, however,
from my archaeological friends, that they
were the trackways worn deep into the

earth by centuries of use by caravans.

In the United States, owing to the slow

development of our roads, pack animals

were longer employed than in any part
of Europe. Twenty years ago a con
siderable part of the trade between the

mountain-valleys of the head-waters of

the Cumberland and the more civilized

areas on the east and west was carried

on by means of pack-saddles mounted
on horses or oxen. I have myself seen

caravans going forth from the valleys of

eastern Kentucky, composed of the small

mountain-bulls, each with the ancient

saw-buck saddle with its load of ginseng,

goose feathers, and beeswax, the staple

products of these remote farms. Dur

ing our Civil War pack animals were ex

tensively resorted to for military expe
ditions in the Appalachian Mountain

district, and they are still much in use
in the Cordilleran district of this coun-

try.

Carriages for the transportation of

burdens over the land appear to have
been invented in a very early day, yet

probably long after the use of pack ani

mals had been adopted. The most an
cient form of land carriage appears to

have been the sled, which was in use in

Egypt at least four thousand years be
fore our era. It seems probable that
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the first step from this primitive in

strument of transportation toward the
wheeled vehicle came about in a simple
way. Where a heavy burden is trans

ported on a sled, it is a simple device

to put round sticks beneath the runners,
thus diminishing the friction. Some
early inventor probably saw that it

would be an advantage to pivot the

roller upon the carriage, and so avoid
the need of continually placing the cyl
inder beneath the runners, as the vehi

cle went forward on its journey. So
far as we can see, the wheeled carriage

began in Egypt, and thence rapidly ex
tended to other countries.

The first general use of wheeled vehi

cles appears to have been in the form of

the war-chariot, which, apparently orig

inating in Egypt, extended rapidly to

the fields of Asia. In earlier warfare
the chariot was a very valuable in

strument
; against swordsmen, javelin-

throwers, slingers, and archers, in an

open country, it could operate with

great effect. It was the practice of the

Egyptians, as shown by the descriptive

engravings on their monuments, to

mount the detached pieces of the char
iot on pack animals for transportation
to the scene of action, assembling the

parts for service before the battle.

With the advance in military art, when
the front of battle became stronger and
was defended by compact lines of spear
men, and the evolutions of cavalry were
more perfectly organized, chariots grad
ually fell into disuse

;
but it seems prob

able that to the use of the wheeled vehi

cle in war we owe the rapid diffusion

of the carriage through the region
about the Mediterranean, and to its

general adoption in ordinary transpor
tation.

At first the use of wheeled vehicles in

the peaceful arts of life appears to have
been limited to cities and those highly
cultivated districts immediately adja
cent to them where open ways existed.

The Romans appear to have been the

earliest people who, with the keen econo
mic sense always characteristic of them,
saw the advantages which would accrue
from the wider extension of this method
of conveyance. The people of the impe
rial city at an early date began to extend

carriage-ways throughout Italy. With

the spread of their conquests they bound
the subjected countries together by a
similar system of roads, the remains of
which are still traceable throughout
wide realms which once owned their

sway. After the fall of the Roman em
pire the cities of northern Europe, for
centuries lacking the energy of commer
cial activity which proceeded from the

imperial city in its prime, allowed the
Eoman ways to fall into disuse. For
nearly a thousand years those countries
reverted to the primitive system of trans

portation by pack animals, a method
which, indeed, had not disappeared in

the Roman time save in the regions im
mediately adjacent to the main roads of

travel.

About four hundred years ago wheel-

carriages began once again to do their

commercial work in northern Europe ;

at first the progress in the construction
of wheel-ways was slow. Two centuries

ago a large part of England was unpro
vided with such aids to transportation ;

and even within the last century the re

mote portions of Great Britain and Ger

many continued to be served with trans

portation by means of pack animals.

The first Napoleon, whose mind was

singularly Roman-like in its quality, ap
pears to have been the earliest of our
modern statesmen clearly to perceive
the relation of carriage-ways to the de

velopment of a country. He advanced
the work of road construction in France
in a remarkable manner

;
a large part of

the great roadways of that country were
undertaken during his reign.

Great Britain and Switzerland, the two

European states in which local govern
ment enters in the largest measure into

the scheme of the community, have the

most complete provision for commercial
intercourse between the village commu
nities and the great commercial centres.

In them only does life have what we

may call a complete circulation.

In the United States various circum
stances have tended to retard the de

velopment of carriage-ways, so that the

country as a whole remains less provided
with such means of communication than

any other area of equal general culture

in the world. The fringe of colonial

settlements on the Atlantic coast re

mained for more than a century after
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their foundation as tolerably compact
bodies of folk which did not extend

any considerable distance from the sea.

Then came the rapid westward exten

sion of the population, which led to the

occupation of the fertile lands within

the Appalachian district, and the rich

plain-country of the Mississippi Valley.
So swift was this westward movement
of the people that there was no time

or means for constructing good car

riage-ways. The rivers and lakes of that

country for a time furnished the more

important channels of communication
;

where they did not serve, the ordinary
dirt-roads in the dry seasons of the year
afforded, by means of abundant and

cheap draught animals, an opportunity
for the transportation of crops to market.
It is true the tax on industry laid on the

people by these imperfect roads was a

serious burden, but the land was rich in

an enduring store of fertility, and the

people were abounding in energy which
made them ready for any struggle with
their condition, and for an epoch that

warred with the earth.

As the country became more settled

the road problem had in some manner
to be attacked. The communities did
not feel themselves rich enough to create

good roadways as public improvements ;

and so the first step toward such ways
was by means of toll-roads built by cor

porations, which acquired by their con
struction a perpetual right to embarrass
the commerce of the country by a tax
laid upon every vehicle which used their

improvement. In the districts of the
West which were settled from New Eng
land toll-roads were relatively rare.

The New England tradition has always
been in favor of making such improve
ments at the cost of the community.
The Virginia settlements inherited, how
ever, the toll-gate tradition, and are gen
erally characterized by the development
of turnpikes. Thus in the districts peo
pled from Virginia almost every road

readily passable in the winter season is

subject to very serious tolls. The or

dinary rate of toll for a wagon which
can carry a load of two tons is about
five cents per mile, or about a cent a
bushel on wheat which is transported
for a distance of ten miles.

Although the advantages derived from

readily passable ways are great, despite
the toll which may be levied on trans

portation, the effect of the turnpike sys
tem on the development of the commu
nity is, on the whole, evil. The result of

these ways is to limit human intercourse

to that required for necessary com
mercial transactions. The burden falls

heavily on the poor, and is not without

weight even on the richer part of the

population. Although the roads are

generally owned by local capitalists
their profits go to few pockets, and the

revenues from the investment, often rel

atively very great, are mostly returned

to commercial people, bankers, and other

small capitalists who dwell in the towns.

The difference between the road-mak

ing motive of the New Englander, ac

customed to the strong government of

the town system, and of those from the

Virginia group of States, who are bred
under the weak communal system of

the county organization, is perhaps bet

ter shown in the matter of roadways
than in any other feature of the social

life. At the present time in New Eng
land there is scarce a single toll-road,

except it be where, as in the White

Mountains, ways have been constructed

for pleasure-travelling alone. On the

other hand, in Kentucky and the other

States which have inherited their theo

ries of life from Virginia, there are no

good ways which are really the property
of the public. I am disposed to attrib

ute, in good part, the retardation in the

economic development, which is visible

in these regions where transportation is

hindered by tolls, to the effect of this en
cumbrance on human intercourse. The
evident tendency of such embarrass
ments is to limit the social and econom
ical development of the country which
is affected by the evil. In the toll-gate
districts the people have a momentous
economic problem before them. The
vested rights of the toll-roads are in

most cases yearly becoming more profit
able to the individual holders, and, of

course, a heavier burden upon the masses
of the people.

I am aware that much has been said

in favor of the turnpike system of road

ways. At first sight the arguments in

support of this system seem rather

strong ; undoubtedly the fact that those
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who wear the roads pay for the damage
they do to them has some weight in

favor of the system. If the tolls were
contributed to the revenues of the com
munity this argument would have more

strength. The fact is, however, that
such roads are generally profitable to

stockholders, and they at once lead to

an unequal distribution of the profits
which labor wins from the land. More
over, for each five miles of road there is

commonly one family maintained in

unproductive labor, because employed
to collect the transportation charges.
Thus in the State of Kentucky there are

probably not less than one thousand

families, or not far from two per cent, of

the population, supported by toll-gate

keeping. The average tax to the people,
of that commonwealth, beyond the ex

pense of maintaining the roads in good
condition, probably amounts to not less

than one million dollars per annum, or
somewhere near the ordinary revenues
of the commonwealth.
Even if money considerations alone

were to determine the system of owner

ship in the roads, the argument would
be overwhelmingly in favor of the pub
lic ownership ; but, on reasonable consid

eration, it is evident that there are other
matters which are of far more weight
than pecuniary considerations. The
first aim of the philosophical statesman
should be to promote human intercourse,
for from that interaction of man on man
come the largest elements of that con
dition which we term civilization. The
most important part of this reaction is

that which serves to knit the communal
life together and to enlarge the sphere
of association in the country districts.

The charges for tolls on carriage-roads
most unquestionably serve to limit this

interaction of neighboring folk. Our
system of communal government out
side of New England is, as a whole, un
fortunate. The county organization of

our Western and Southern States is

weak. There is little to bring the peo
ple who dwell a few miles apart together
except the occasional county court, or

fair-days, or the chance of social meet

ings in the shire town. To the evils

arising from an imperfect political life

which inheres in our county system,
toll-roads add yet another drawback to

the interactive development of our rural
communities. The farmer who knows
he must spend half a dollar for tolls on
a visit to the county seat is very apt to
abide at home, and so lose the

t
chance of

contact with his fellow-men.

Great as are the present evils con
nected with our toll-road system, they
have as yet received little attention from
the public. The method of transferring
public ways to private corporations is

day by day extending over the larger
part of the United States. I have my
self seen several scores of these roads in

stituted, and I have yet to learn of a

single case in which such ways have
been unbarred by public action. Even
in many cases where, by changes in the
route of travel, the roads once prosper
ous no longer afford sufficient returns
to maintain the ways in good condition,
the tolls are not abandoned. Thus on
the once much-used toll-road from cen
tral Kentucky to Cumberland Gap, and
thence southerly to Virginia, the way
over which the settlement of &quot;Kentucky

was in good part effected, the tolls now
afford but a trifling return. The road

way has been in good part destroyed
by frost and flood, yet I have been com
pelled to pay a toll-rate of several cents

a mile for passing over it, though it was.

necessary to take a pickaxe and spade
in the wagon in order to render some

parts of the road passable by wheels.

At times this road is almost blocked
even to horsemen.

There can be no question that the toll-

road district of the United States has

before it a problem of far more menac

ing nature than that afforded by our

railway system. The difficulties should

be at once faced. The turnpikes should

be abolished by the exercise of that

right of eminent domain which is fortu

nately retained in the organic law of our

States. The cost of the action should

be borne, in larger part at least, by the

communities, and, perhaps, in small part

by the commonwealth. It seems to me
that our States should provide for a

method by which the turnpikes may
be condemned on due compensation to

their owners and their ways made open
to the public.
Where toll-roads have been most

generally adopted as the system of
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commercial and social intercourse, the

people have usually been induced to ac

cept this system, in good part, through
their ignorance of the methods by
which serviceable ways may be con

structed. In most rural districts of the

United States the common roads are

built and maintained in the most igno
rant and inefficient manner. In no
other phase of public duties does the

American citizen appear to such disad

vantage as in the construction of roads.

Generally road-making and the so-called

road-mending are performed not by a

tax of money but by an impost on the

labor of the county. The voting part
of the population is summoned each

year to give one or two days to working
out the road-tax. The busy people and
those who are forehanded may pay their

assessment in money ;
but the most of

the population finds it more convenient
to attend the annual road-making pic
nic in person. Theoretically the gangs
of men are under the supervision of

a road-master. More commonly some
elder of the multitude is by common
consent absolved from personal labor
and made superintendent of operations.

Arriving on the ground long after

the usual time of beginning work, the
road-makers proceed to discuss the gen
eral question of road-making and other
matters of public concern, until slow-

acting conscience convinces them that

they should be about their task. They
then with much deliberation take the
mud out of the road-side ditches, if,

indeed, the way is ditched at all, and
plaster the same on the centre of the
road. A plough is brought into requi
sition, which destroys the best part of

the road, that which is partly grassed
and bush-grown, and the soft mass is

heaped up in the central parts of the

way. The sloughs or cradle-holes are
filled with this material, or perhaps
a little brush may be cut and heaped
in, making a very frail support for the
wheels. An hour or two is consumed
at noon-day by lunch and a further dis
cussion of public and private affairs.

A little work is done in the afternoon,
and at the end of the day the road-

making is abandoned until the next

year. I have seen much of this work,
and have come to the conclusion that
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when the &quot;militia&quot; are employed in

road-making they are about as effective

as they are in public defence.

The experienced traveller who finds

himself at the beginning of a newly
mended road will betake himself to the

nearest house and learn how far the

improvement extends
;

if for the dis

tance of ten miles, he will then inquire

by what circuit, not exceeding fifteen

miles in length, he can escape from the

danger of the repairs. After a time
nature mends the damage done by the

process of reconstruction, and the jour-

neyer may find once again a way toler

able, save where the hill-sides are steep
or the ground wet. In the winter sea

son such roads, at least in the counties

where the soil is of a clayey nature, are

often practically impassable. In such

regions, after a distressing experience
of some decades, the people find them
selves willing to turn over to a cor

poration the precious privilege of

controlling their highways. A little

knowledge as to the art of road-making,
an expenditure of not more labor than
is normally given to the annual repair
of the roads, would in most cases have
secured to the community about as

good roads as they obtain by the

construction of turnpikes. In other

words, our system of ignorant mis

management in the construction and
maintenance of rural ways leads to a

vast and purposeless expenditure. If

we take the misapplied expenses of our

country-ways, if we count at the same
time the mere social disadvantages
which they bring to the people, it is

probable that the sum of the road-tax
in this country is greater than that of

our ordinary taxation. From some
data which I have gathered in my per
sonal experience with roads, I am in

clined to think that even in New Eng
land the cost to the public arising from
ineffective roadways, as well as from
the waste of money expended on them,
amounts to not less than an average of

ten dollars a year on each household.
In this reckoning I have included the
loss of time and of transporting power
of vehicles, the wear and tear of wag
ons and carriages and the beasts which
draw them. It is probable that the ex

penditure in this direction is greater
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than that which is incurred for schools
or any other single element of public
interest. I am inclined, indeed, to think
that it comes near the sum of all our
State and Federal taxation together.
The evil of poor roads, depending as

it does in great measure on the lack of

engineering skill as well as an indis

position to endure direct taxation for

public improvement, must in the main
be remedied by a slow growth in the

public knowledge of road construc
tion. Something, however, may be done

through education in the schools and

by means of the press to hasten the

coming of a better system of ways.
There is in this country a set of colleges
which are resorted to by students who
in their maturer years are to have a

share in rural affairs. Thirty or more
of our States received the foundations
for agricultural and mechanical colleges
from the Federal Government. Each of

these schools should have a good course
of teaching in the matter of roadways.
Some of them already nominally pay
a certain amount of attention to the

matter, but the instruction is generally
of a very imperfect sort. There are no

good text-books treating of the subject,
and the instructors are commonly with
out much experience in the matter. It

seems to me that public ways in general

(the conveyance problem of our modern

society) lie at the root of all economic

development, and are closely connected
with social development. They are es

sential features in the physiology of

our commonwealths, and as such should
have a large place in any instruction

which concerns the management of pub
lic affairs. It would be greatly to the
benefit of our system of road manage-
.ment if men could be thoroughly well-

educated for the duty of road-masters.
A well-instructed expert could readily
take charge of all the roads in an ordi

nary county. Bringing to bear the ex

perience which has been gained in the
art of road-making, he could greatly
diminish the cost of construction and
maintenance, and, without any addi
tion to the present expenditure of labor,
secure good and permanent ways. No
other step seems so likely to advance this

element in our policy so effectively as the
institution of educated road-masters.

The matters which have to be con
sidered by a road-master are of an ex

tremely varied nature and demand a
wider training than is necessary in most
of the mechanical arts. In order to in

dicate, in a general way, the range of

knowledge and the nature of the prob
lems which must be dealt with by such
an officer, I shall briefly consider the
conditions which should control the
construction of carriage-ways. I am
not without hope that this statement
will prove of service to persons who
may have to deal in a practical way with
the matter of road construction, but
who must approach the matter without
careful training.
A carriage-way is a device by which

the energy of our larger domesticated
animals may be applied to the trans

portation of burdens carried on wheeled
vehicles. The conditions of the problem
demand a consideration of three distinct

factors, viz., the character of the earth s

surface, the form and action of the

vehicles, and the work done through the

feet of the animals which draw them.
In the management of every roadway
these three elements of the problem have
to be carefully considered. I shall dis

cuss them in the order in which they are

named.

First, as to the character of the sur

face over which the roadway is con

structed, we note that the conditions

depend in the first place upon the

character of the soil-covering, and in

the next on the nature of the declivities.

The greater portion of our roadways,
and in most cases the whole of the

structure, is founded upon a soil or

detrital coating which commonly covers

the bed-rocks to a considerable depth.
This coating in most roadways forms
the support of the wheels as well as the

treadway of the draught animals. Where
the roads are provided with an artifi

cial surface of imported materials, as is

the case with most of our costlier ways,
the natural detritus must support this

artificial platform. The way in which
the soil-coating acts under the peculiar
conditions applied to it in the roadway

depends upon the peculiar constitution

of the material of which it is composed.
Its constitution varies in different sea

sons in a measure which is in the main
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dependent on the amount of water con

tained in the detritus.

In the dry summer weather the soil-

covering on which the road lies is com

monly so far compact that it resists

the tread of wheels and of animals feet,

so that a way may be maintained with

great ease. When, however, the mate
rial is full of water, the particles com

posing it slide over each other under
the influence of the sheering strains,

such as the wheels bring to the mass,
in other words, take the form of mud.
When in this state the soil divided by
the edge of the wheel quickly slips
around and grasps the spokes and fel

loes so as to create a great resistance to

the motion of the vehicle. Moreover,
the carriage itself moves in an oscillat

ing manner. It is a pendulum, and has
a rate of vibration determined by the

form and weight of the structure.

These vibrations cause the wheels from
moment to moment to bear with diverse

energy on the surface over which they
tread. The result is that the trackway
is soon cut into cradle-holes ;

at first

these have but slight depth ; each suc
cessive vehicle has its oscillations forced
into the rhythm of the preceding, and its

wheels operate to cut the depressions to

a greater depth. If, as is commonly the

case, these depressions contain water,
the churning action of the wheels con

stantly serves to wash a portion of the

dissolved mud out of the cavity, and
thus still further to deepen it. Where
the soil is of a clayey nature, that is,

where the grains which compose it are

so fine that they hold considerable water
between them by capillary attraction,
then it is still further unfitted for this

purpose by what is called the heaving
action of the frost. The contained water,

expanding as it freezes, pushes the parti
cles asunder and destroys all the adhe
sion which tended to grow up between
them. The result is that when the frost

disappears from the ground its loose
texture (the spaces for the storage of

water) is increased by the expansion of
the ice, and it is even more incapable of

bearing up wheels.

Where the soil is of a sandy nature
the difficulties arising from the slipping
of the material under the tread of the
wheels are less considerable than in the

case of clay, and are manifest at other
seasons of the year. As long as the

sandy soil contains a certain quantity of

water, the grains, owing to their general
irregularity, are held face against face,

as bits of glass are when their several

surfaces have a little water between
them. Sand of an angular character is

thus pretty well bound together when
wet, but when dry, the adhesion is de

stroyed and the particles are free to slip

by each other when the wheel presses

upon them. In general, sandy roads
are better in the rainy season than those
of clay, while ways resting upon clay

soil, though frequently impassable in

wet seasons, are often excellent when
in a dry state.

Clay roads can only be made into sat

isfactory ways by means of effective

drainage, so contrived that the least

possible water will remain in the mate
rial which feels the effect of the tread of

the draught animal or the down-wearing
thrust of the wheel. Deep side-ditches

are absolutely necessary for such roads,
and the narrower the roadway the more
effective will be this drainage work. It

is a great mistake in such roads to have

any more width than is imperatively

necessary for the uses of the structure.

If the ditches extend to a depth which
would maintain the crown of the road
two feet above the water-level, and the

roadway is of the least possible width,
the problem of protection against mud
is most easily solved.

To effect any satisfactory solution of

the difficulties which beset such roads

it is necessary, however, either to con

struct an artificial surface of timber or

of stone, which is always a matter of

great cost, or to mingle some binding
materials with the clay. If gravelly ma
terials or, what is better, shingly waste

such as is often produced by frost ac

tion on slaty stones can be commingled
in the proportion of one-half with the

clay, a firm road-bed can commonly be

secured, provided the road is well

ditched. This commingled gravel or

other solid substance must extend at

least for a foot below the surface in

order to withstand any heavy carriages.
In many cases an equally good result

can be accomplished by covering the

surface with repeated coatings of any
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shrubby vegetable matter. In north
ern Minnesota I have seen the mate
rial known as &quot;

excelsior,&quot; i.e., strip-like

shavings, cut by machinery from blocks
of wood, serve admirably to prevent the

motion of the clay, and I am of the

opinion that it would, in clay countries

where stone cannot readily be obtained,
but where timber is plenty, be an ad
mirable device to have a machine for

making excelsior to be used as a road
material. On the surface such woody
matter rapidly decays, but when worked

by the wheels into the clay it may last

for several seasons. At no great cost

the material might be saturated with

creosote, and thus rendered much more

resisting to decay. The finest branches
of trees, the leaves of pines, even rushes,

may serve the need, if they can be

cheaply applied.
In sandy countries the problem of

road maintenance is very much simpler
than it is in the regions underlaid by
clay. The aim here should be to have
the roadway as narrow and well defined

as possible. In most cases it is desira

ble to have all the vehicles run in the

same track, with an abundant growth of

vegetation either side of the rut, for by
this means the shearing of the sands is

in a great measure avoided. Ditching
beyond a slight depth to carry away the

occasional rain-water is not desirable,

for it tends to hasten the drying of the

sands, which is to be avoided as much as

extreme wetness in the case of clays.

Where possible, the road should be

overhung with trees, the leaves and

twigs of which, catching in the roadways,
will serve still further to diminish the

effect of the wheels in moving the sands
about. The best sandy roads in this

country are those frequently found in

southeastern Massachusetts, where there

is but a single trackway, with occasional

places where teams can pass each other.

I know roads of this description lying

upon very incoherent sands which have
maintained themselves for a century at

an average annual expense of not more
than two days labor for the mile of

length. I have seen where, with the

spirit of improvement, the old road had
been widened and treated to a course of

ploughing in which the way had been
made almost impassable to heavy bur

dens in times of drought. In their
best days such roads are almost as good
as tramways. A little care with occa
sional cradle-holes, or, if the road be very
much traversed, small amounts of clay
or oyster-shells placed in the grooves,
will maintain them in excellent repair.
Where a sandy way is double tracked,
the teams, in passing each other, cut

up the wheel-trenches and destroy the

growth of the plants on either side of

them, and so reduce the superficial por
tions of the sand to a very mobile state.

We come now to the type of roadway
which should be constructed wherever
the culture and condition of the country
permit the expenditure of a consider
able amount of money on its main car

riage-ways a construction commonly
known as the turnpike. The essential

feature of all such ways consists in the
substitution of a compact mass of stony
matter in place of one of ordinary soil

as the wheel- and hoof-bed. It is com
monly assumed that such ways need
be very costly, and, indeed, the method
of construction usually adopted causes
them to be far more expensive than
is necessary for their reasonable use.

When properly built they so far spare
the expenses of reconstruction as in

many cases to be, in the long run, more
economical than clay roads. All macad
amized roads should be double

;
on one

side covered with stone, on the other hav

ing the ordinary foundation of the soil.

If the soil-way is kept in fair repair, it

will be preferred by sensible teamsters
for more than half the year in all regions,
and in many sections of the country for

more than three-fourths of the time. In

preparing such a way care should be

taken, where possible, to remove the

whole of the soil proper in order to se

cure a foundation on the subsoil, which,

having escaped in the main the action of

frost as well as the disorganizing effect

of roots, is firmer than the over-soil.

Founded on hard-pan or subsoil, it is

commonly possible to make a tolerably

permanent road by placing upon the bed
a layer of from eight to twelve inches of

broken limestone, or, what is better, a

less thickness of broken shale. The

fragments should, if possible, in all

cases, be of a somewhat limy nature, for

in such materials a process of natural
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cementation goes on whereby the mass
soon becomes very firm. If possible,
the interspaces should also be filled with

powdered or finely broken limestone,

not with sand, which usually does not

add much to the firmness of the way.
Where the underlying layer of soil is

not very compact, it is in almost all

cases advantageous to lay a floor of flat

stones in the fashion of a loose pave
ment, and upon this to place the true

macadam or broken bits of rock mate
rial.

It is the general custom to prepare
the broken stone for roadways by the

slow process of hand-breaking, and a

large part of the cost of such construc

tion is due to the expense of this labor.

Modifications of the Blake Crusher are

now in use for the preparation of mac
adam material. Ail those machines
which I have seen are too heavy for the

best service in road-making. Machines
should be prepared which are suffi

ciently portable to be placed now here

and now there along the line of the

roadway where stone can be secured, so

as to avoid the large cost which is now
incurred in hauling the material to the

crusher and thence to the place where
it is to be built into the road. One of

the best contributions to the art of road-

making would be a convenient machine
of this description. Moreover, all the

machines which I have seen are worked

by steam-power. It should be possible
to operate them by horse-power as well.

After the roadway has been covered with
broken stone, the mass should be firmly
bedded by the use of heavy rollers. It

is the custom, away from our cities, to

trust this bedding to the chance action
of wheels. It is, in a fashion after much,
damage to vehicles and horses feet,

fairly bedded, but the work is never so
well accomplished as it is by the roller.

Of course, such costly apparatus for

road-making is not within the means of

any rural commune, but if our road-

making were turned over to large gov
ernmental communities, say the counties
or associations of towns, it would prove
far more economical than the present
shiftless system. The machinery appro
priated for the construction of roads, in

cluding a full array of suitable ploughs,
scrapers, steam-crushers, and rollers

could probably be afforded for about
two thousand dollars. Under the charge
of a skilful road-master, in most sections

of the country high-grade roads could
be constructed at a cost not exceeding
$3,000 per mile. Assuming that a road
of this description serves the need of a

strip of country for a mile on either side

of the way, the cost would be but $2.50
per acre on the area served. In general,

however, it would be safe to assume
that the service of the road would be
rendered to twice this area per mile of

length, and thus the cost would be re

duced to $1.25 per acre.

One of the most considerable benefits

which we could hope to arise from the

proper education of road-masters, and
from the permanent employment of

such officials, would be found in the im

proved location of such ways. Very few
of those who have to determine the po
sition of our rural ways are capable of

making an adequate survey for such

work. A proper determination of a

common road-line demands even more
attention than for the alignment of a

railway. It is true there are certain

features which have to be considered in

railway lines which do not necessarily
enter into computation in a road ;

but

owing to the fact that the common road
is more dependent on the character of

the subsoil than a railway, there are

complications about placing the former
of these ways which do not enter into

the computations of the railway engi
neer. Moreover, railways commonly cut

so deep to secure their beds that the

character of the soil, as regards its re

sistance to pressure, is a matter of rela

tively little importance. Furthermore,
a railway connects with the trade of a

country only at its stations, while the

common road should be accessible to

the neighboring land at many more

points on its line. Properly to place
the ways of a community demands on
the part of a road-master a very care

ful training in the principles of way-
making.

In order to secure a satisfactory align
ment of our country-roads it is extreme

ly desirable to have good topographic
maps of the field which is to be trav

ersed. These maps must give in a

clear way all the important topographic
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features of the district
;
the lay of the

streams in relation to each other, and
the slope of the surfaces which compose
the area are essential features in such a

map. Until the present decade no such

maps have existed in this country, ex

cept, perhaps, in small areas about our

great cities and at certain points in the

shore belt which have been charted by
the United States Coast Survey. The
United States Geological Survey is now
engaged in making a map of the whole

country, which, though designed for

geological purposes, will afford great

help to our rural population in deter

mining the fittest position for their ways
of communication. With a good topo
graphic map of this description in the

hand, it is possible to plot a projected
road in such a manner as to secure a

minimum grade between the points
which it is intended to connect. Where
such a map does not exist, the determi
nation can only be made after a careful

reconnoissance through the country,
with more detailed surveys to show the

relative advantages between routes. In
such work the training of an expert
road-master will be of the utmost impor
tance to the interests of the community.

It is in the study of the road project,
as regards location, that we find the

greatest difficulty in our American sys
tem of rural ways. My much experi
ence with this problem has convinced
me that an educated road-master can
do much for our people in bettering
the placing of our roadways. I have fre

quently to traverse a road three miles in

length which crosses two deep valleys,
the declivities making it very difficult, if

not impossible, to maintain the ways in

fair condition. The difficulties might
have been avoided, and a nearly hori

zontal way secured, by a slight deflec

tion from the present line.

The difference between well aligned
ways and those which are placed hap
hazard in the country is, as far as the

commercial interests of the people are

concerned, of very great importance.
In several counties well known to me in

this country, I am satisfied that the dif

ference which could have been effected

by the exercise of a little skill amounts
in the tax upon the community to many
thousand dollars per annum.

The character of the vehicles which
are used upon a roadway has a great
influence upon its endurance to the beat
of the wheels. With the same burden
a two-wheeled cart does far more dam
age to the road than one of four wheels,
and this because of the suddenness in

the motion of the wheels and their ir

regular, twisting movement in the track

way. Where the axles are short and the
wheels close together the damage to all,

save turnpike-ways, is greatly increased,
for the reason that there is no chance
for the growth of grass between the

treadway of the wheels and the footway
of the horses. This principle appears to

have been recognized in some parts of the

country. Thus in the neighborhood of

Boston, where the ways are made solid

by macadam or other rubble, the distance

between the wheels is generally about
five and one-half feet

;
while in the sandy-

road district of Cape Cod the length of

the axle is usually half a foot greater.
The greatest defect of our American car

riages is that for a given weight of car

riage and burden the tires of the wheels
are extremely narrow. It is true that

on ill-conditioned and muddy roads a

narrow wheel-tread is advantageous for

the reason that the thick mud has a less

extended hold when it wraps around the

felloes and spokes ;
but with this ar

rangement the interests of the roadway
are sacrificed to the convenience of the

individual who drives upon it. These
narrow wheels, with tires often not

more than an inch in diameter, cut like

knives into the road-bed and so deepen
the ruts. If we could require that no
vehicle should have a tire less than an
inch and a half in diameter, and that all

springless carriages should have tires at

least two inches in diameter, increasing
in width with the burden, we would se

cure our ways against a considerable

part of the evils from which they suffer.

The foregoing considerations make it

tolerably evident that the problem of

carriage-ways in this country is a serious

and much-neglected matter. I therefore

venture to suggest what seems to me to

be a method of making head against
these evils. I would, in the first place,

suggest that in the Federal Department
of Agriculture there should be a com
missioner of roads, having at his com-
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mand sufficient means to prepare and

print as public documents accounts of

the condition of roadways in this coun

try, with essays on the method of their

construction. Each State should like

wise have a commissioner of public ways
whose duty it should be to advance edu
cation in this class of questions in every

possible manner. To him the town or

county road commissioners should be

required to report. He should cause to

be constructed a map showing the loca

tion and condition of all the roadways
in the State. These ways he should

classify as regards their condition. This

system would secure a record which
would set forth the actual condition of

the transportation roads in all parts of

the country. The effect of the system
would be to enforce on the local authori

ties the sense of the importance of the

problems which they have in hand.
The reports of the national commis

sioner and those of the several common
wealths would convey information to the

people.
An effective national commissioner of

roads would doubtless succeed in arous

ing enough interest in many States to

secure the appointment of local authori

ties in the several commonwealths.

Gradually in this way we could hope to

bring the people to an understanding as

to the evils under which they ignorantly
suffer from their ill-conditioned car

riage-ways. To secure this understand

ing is the real difficulty which lies in

the path of the reform. Here, as in

many other similar matters, the most
difficult part of the reform is to bring
the need of it clearly before the people.
Our country-folk wallow in the mire of

their ways, pay excessive tolls, endure,
in a word, a grinding taxation, genera
tion after generation, without appreciat

ing the burden which rests upon them.

THE MINIATURE.

By William McKendree Bangs.

was late in May. The
weather had begun to be
warm unusually early, and
the Barnetts had already

gone to their country place.
It was not far from the city, and Barnett

daily made the journey to his office with
out difficulty. He had now returned, and
was seated in an easy chair upon the

piazza. Mrs. Barnett stood near, some

impatience manifested in her manner.

&quot;Paul,&quot; she said, presently, &quot;Mr.

Winchester is to return to-rnorrow, is

he not?&quot;

&quot; The steamer was reported this after

noon. Perhaps I should have gone to

meet him
;
but I will confess that all

this promised too much comfort.&quot; And
he lazily stretched his legs before him,
and yawned. Mrs. Barnett s impatience
became annoyance ;

but she continued,

shortly :

&quot; Why is it that he came so seldom to

see us ? I hope you will ask him to
come here often.&quot;

&quot; I asked him often enough,&quot; Paul an

swered,
&quot; but he would not come. Per

haps he will do better now. Sometimes
he is not above seeing the error of his

ways.&quot;

&quot;It was such a pleasure, too, to see

him always. He enjoyed himself so

thoroughly.&quot;
&quot; He did everything thoroughly.

That came of his earnestness and his

strength.&quot;

&quot;How gloriously strong he was !

&quot;

&quot; Yes
;
but you see how his strength

misled him,&quot; Paul replied, slowly.
&quot; You

must remember that strong men have

stronger passions, stronger temptations
than some of us. It may be that, after

all, strength is a doubtful blessing.&quot;
&quot;

Oh, Paul ! You are too distressingly

philosophical. Why have you become
so lazily content ?

&quot;

Paul smiled at her in the provoking,
languid manner which had grown upon
him.

&quot;

Perhaps it is not well to be
lazy,&quot;

he
said.

&quot; But surely you would not have
me less content ?

&quot;
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11 1 hardly know I suppose not.&quot;

&quot;Discontent is the cause of all our

woe,&quot; he said, sententiously.
&quot; And all our growth, too. But I

wish you would be less less of an ora
tor. That sort of thing, you knowT

,

needs an audience.&quot;

&quot;Kate,&quot; he said, &quot;you
have grown

critical.&quot;

&quot; Have I ?
&quot;

she asked.
&quot;

Yes, and it is a very bad habit. It

may bring all sort of unhappiness to

you to say nothing of others of us.&quot;

Kate was very much irritated. She
was conscious of it, and she was sorry
that it was so. Why it was so, she did
not know.

&quot;

It is better to be that than indiffer

ent, I think,&quot; she said.
&quot; Yes

;
but that is not the sole alter

native,&quot; he replied.
As he looked at her, he doubted

whether she had heard. She had seated

herself, and was looking straight before

her. She seemed to be far away.
&quot;She may not be altogether well,&quot;

Paul said to himself
;
but unconcernedly

he left her to her thoughts.
The next morning the clerks in the

most important department in the es

tablishment of Barnett & Co. were early
at their desks. Even the usual laggards
had their books open before them.

Through the open windows the breeze

came, fresh though warm, stirring a lit

tle the pictures on the wall, and when it

was unwatched blowing papers flutter

ing to the floor. It was mischievous,
and it carried with it a reminder of

pleasures afield or afloat, and already a

suggestion of careless summer days.
The clerks, although prepared for

business, were really idle. The ener

getic ones among them were waiting.
There was plainly a feeling of restraint

and expectancy ;
and a few of them, it

may be, felt too some little apprehen
sion.

&quot;

Sammis,&quot; said one of these, &quot;you

are on time this morning. Is it pleas
ant to be up and about so early ?

&quot;

&quot;No, I do not think it
is,&quot; replied

Sammis. &quot; I did not come so early be
cause I wanted to.&quot;

&quot; Winchester has come back, I hear
;

but as likely as not your sacrifice won t

count.&quot;

&quot; Why not ?
&quot;

asked Sammis.
&quot; He will be sure to come late this

morning.&quot;
&quot; Then my own consciousness of well

doing must be my reward.&quot;

&quot; That s very beautiful, Sammis. It

reminds me of your days of innocence.
If I were you, I would get up early

every day.&quot;
&quot;

It is well I am so good-tempered,&quot;
returned Sammis. &quot;But I say, what
has brought Winchester back at this

time of year? Surely, it is going now
to be very dull

;
and it is hot

already.&quot;
&quot;

Well, you know, Winchester always
wants to work when other men won t or
can t.&quot;

&quot;I suppose that is the reason,&quot; re

turned Sammis, &quot;that he has caught on
so with Barnett.&quot;

&quot; That has helped, of course
;
but they

are very old friends, you know. Be
sides, you ve always made a mistake in

your estimate of Winchester. There s

no doubt of his ability in my mind.&quot;

&quot; And there s no doubt in mine of his

bad temper. I hope he will come back
a little better in that

respect.&quot;

Henry Winchester was the head of

this department, and was an old and
trusted friend of Paul Barnett s, the

present senior member of the firm. He
was unwavering in his devotion to the

house and untiring in his efforts to fur

ther its interests. Barnett trusted him

implicitly in the conduct of his own de

partment, and consulted with him freely
in regard to the other parts of the es

tablishment. How much he had had to

do with the greatly increased success of

Bamett & Co. he had not asked him
self. In his unimaginative way he went

straightforwardly on to accomplish the

thing in hand. Nevertheless, he could

not fail to realize in some measure his

value, and he felt that his future was se

cure and that he was certain to become,
if not wealthy, at least reasonably inde

pendent. Paul Barnett, however, did

know of the very great value Winches
ter had been to him, and he congratu
lated himself often upon the good fort

une which befell him when he secured

Winchester s services. Greatly to his

own annoyance and Barnett s dismay,
Winchester had found himself in very
bad health. He could not sleep ;

he had
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lost his appetite, and, worse than all to

him, he could not work. The case was

plain, his doctor told him. He had
worked too hard. He protested in vain

that it could not be
;
that he had always

been strong, and that hard work would
not hurt anyone.

&quot;

Very good,&quot;
the doctor said.

&quot; Go
away and get well ; stay and well, we
don t know.&quot;

It is probable that, had he been per
mitted to do as he pleased, he would
have stayed on at whatever cost

;
but

Barnett had learned from the doctor the

state of the case, and had insisted that

Winchester should take the prescribed
vacation.

&quot;See here, Henry,&quot; he said, &quot;it is

your vanity that makes you unwilling to

go, you know.&quot;

&quot; My vanity ?
&quot;

&quot;

Yes, certainly. You are not willing
to admit that you are weak.&quot;

&quot; Who could want to ? But Im afraid

I cannot hide it, however much I would
like to.&quot;

&quot;

Well, then, go.&quot;

So it was that Winchester had been

away from his office and work for half a

year or longer. He had worried a little

at first, but as he found that the world,
his world and its affairs, went on very
well without him, he became more and
more content, and then he wrote Bar

nett,
&quot; I am afraid I have become shame

fully willing to be idle.&quot; But he re

gained his strength, and would have
returned to his desk long before, had
not Barnett insisted upon his remaining
away the time agreed upon. Now that

had expired and Winchester had re

turned.

As he entered the office, his quick,

long stride moderated to equal that of

Barnett, who had called for him, it was

plain that he was strong and vigorous
as ever. He greeted his old subordin
ates pleasantly, and was unaffectedly
happy as he opened his desk.

&quot;

Upon my word, I am glad to be
back,&quot; he said to Barnett.

&quot; Of course you are, and I am glad to

see you back. But look here, you are
not going to work as you did for so

long before you went
away.&quot;

&quot; All right. I won t quarrel with you
for urging me to take life easily. I have

had a chance now to learn how profit
able idling is.&quot;

&quot; I am more than half afraid to trust

you,&quot;
Barnett returned, laughing pleas

antly, &quot;I shall keep an eye on you.
You must come up often while we are

away, and when we return to town I

shall see that you don t do any work
after dinner, at least. And that re

minds me of that old grievance of mine

against you ;
and my wife has it too.&quot;

&quot; What is it ?
&quot;

asked Winchester.

&quot;Oh, you know. It was always so

hard to get you to dinner or anything.
I know you like us, and I sha n t hesitate

to be very urgent.&quot;

Henry Winchester did like them both.

He had always instinctively, or, at least,

without conscious reasoning, declined

as many of Barnett s invitations as he
could. Now, he was surprised and
taken unawares. For the first time his

reason took form in his own mind.

&quot;Here I am your subordinate,&quot; he
said.

&quot; At your home I am your friend.

It is better not to try to mix me too

much
up.&quot;

Barnett laughed at him at first. Then
he grew a little angry.

&quot;I think you ought to be a bit

ashamed of such a speech as that.&quot;

&quot;It may sound caddish, but you know
that I am right ;

friends must be

equals.&quot;

&quot;You are my equal, my associate;
at least, if you are not here we must
make you so. With the new year we
shall have another arrangement.&quot;

Winchester was astonished. He tried

to thank Barnett, but the latter pre
vented him.

&quot;It will be a purely business matter,&quot;

he said ;

&quot;

and, I think, profitable to all

of us.&quot;

Then he left Winchester to renew his

acquaintance with his desk and his

duties. For a short time Winchester

gave himself up to unaccustomed dream

ing of the future. He knew that if he
was admitted to the firm he would be

given a position and standing in the

world that otherwise he could not hope
for. Now, with that in view, his own
interest and that of the house were
identical. If it was possible, he would
be more devoted than ever

;
but this

was a matter of feeling only. As a
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matter of fact, his best thought, his best
work had been given always.
The dull season now began, but Win

chester found plenty to keep him busy.
In planning new departures, in seeking
new fields, he was industrious and en

terprising. When the weather was so

warm that other men were limp and

gasping, he was busiest and happiest.
Barnett, however, kept his word and
saw that Winchester spent many of his

nights and some of his days with them
in the country. Paul ignored Win
chester s unhappily stated reason for not

wishing to be with them, and to Win
chester it seemed that Barnett s mere

promise for the future had altogether

changed matters in the present. At all

events he went as often as he could.

Winchester had always been active,

and under Kate s tuition he soon be
came skilful in all summer sports ;

he
was always ready either to play tennis,
to ride, or to accompany her on the long
walks she liked so much, long slow ram
bles when they would stop often to find

new pleasure in some favorite view, or

to enjoy the delicate beauty of some

wayside flower. Paul was glad that

Kate could find other company than his.

&quot;Go,&quot; he would say to them, &quot;enjoy

your walks and the changing leaves, and
the bugs, and all the rest of it. The

piazza will some day claim your affection

as it does mine, now.&quot;

&quot; Not for many, many years, I hope,&quot;

Kate said vehemently, as they left him.

&quot;You are all alone in New York, are

you not, Mr. Winchester?&quot; she asked
him.

&quot; You mean, as to family ?
&quot;

&quot;Yes.&quot;

&quot;Yes, I have not many relatives, and

they live a long way off.&quot;

&quot; Paul has told me. And he has told

me too how you lived and worked last

winter. I mean to see that you are

gayer, oh, much gayer, this winter.&quot;

&quot; Thank you ! I shall be very grate
ful to

you.&quot;

She looked at him quickly, as though
she feared there might be a little satire

in his thanks.
&quot; Then you do realize how neglectful

of your opportunities you have been

opportunities for your own enjoyment,
I mean, of course ?

&quot;

&quot;

Yes, I do, now that you ask me to
think about it.&quot;

&quot;But, you see, I am not altogether
unselfish. Paul has grown so absurdly
old. He seems to feel middle-aged al

ready and &quot;

But she stopped suddenly, and blush

ing slightly, she leaned over as though
to seek something in the grass.

&quot; I have not found a single four-leafed
clover this summer. It frightens me.&quot;

Then she went on abruptly.
&quot;

It certainly is better that you should
be willing to enjoy yourself more.&quot;

&quot; I never thought much about it, and
I am not sure you are altogether kind in

forcing me to think about it now it

and me I mean
;
but as you do, I will

question your certainly/
&quot;

&quot; How unkind of you ! And more un
kind because I want to help you to have
a better time.&quot;

&quot;

There, see how quickly one is

brought to grief when he thinks of him
self, or, at least, discusses himself ! Let
me ask about someone else, anyone.
Is it not better for him to be absorbed
in some one thing ? Is he not more

likely to so find happiness and suc
cess?&quot;

&quot;

Success, maybe ;
but happiness ?

Who can tell where to seek that ? But,
don t let us be too serious. See, I

would rather watch the chasing shad
ows.

They had wandered on with little

thought of the direction in which their

steps might lead them
;
but now they

found themselves nearly home again.
Before them stretched the well-kept lawn
of Barnett s place ;

the long shadows of

the trees lay across it. They leaned

upon the stone walk for a few minutes
in silence, idly watching the play of the

lingering sunlight on the grass.
&quot;

Why, why did we discuss happi
ness?&quot; Kate asked, almost petulantly,
after a little. &quot;I feel that now I am
about to lose it.&quot;

Henry Winchester looked closely at

her. Her emotion surprised and puzzled
him.

&quot; To try then to give it form and sub

stance is to destroy it, do you mean ?
&quot;

&quot;I do not know what I mean,&quot; she

said, a strange anger in her manner.

Her face was hard and drawn.
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&quot;

Perhaps, perhaps,&quot; she went on, im

pulsively, &quot;I mean that that to look

at it is to frighten it. But, pardon me !

Shall we go in ?
&quot;

They walked quicklytoward the house,
Kate a little in advance as though she

feared he might see her face, and read

too much there. He followed, still won

dering some.
&quot;

Surely,&quot;
he said to himself,

&quot; she has

not missed happiness. If anyone can

question it safely, she can.&quot;

Soon the falling leaves gave notice

that the summer was over. Paul tried

to stay on longer in the country, but his

wishes changed as the winds grew chil

lier. Almost immediately it was win
ter.

Now Winchester was very busy, for

Barnett relied more and more upon him.

Secure of his own position and standing,
Barnett was quite willing to relieve him
self of responsibility as he could. Be
sides, he had determined that Henry
should become his partner, and it was

wise, he thought, that the change in

Winchester s position and authority
should be gradually made. He was

considerate, too, and he saw that Win
chester was not overworked as he had
been before. True to his promise, he
saw that Winchester was often at his

house, and that many of his evenings
were spent in what Barnett thought
rational enjoyment. For himself, he no

longer cared to go with Kate to the

theatre or the various mild entertain

ments that she affected. But he did
not admit this to himself. If he pre
vailed upon Henry to dine with them
and then to accompany Kate upon her

outings, he did it, as he chose to think,

unselfishly, and for Winchester s good.
His unselfishness gratified him. It

pleased him to feel that he could be so
mindful of another s happiness ;

it

pleased him to feel that few men would
be so mindful.

&quot;Doing good is, after all, the great
est happiness,&quot; he said approvingly to

himself when alone one evening, and he
smiled pleasantly ;

but then, as he re

membered how commonplace was his

thought and its expression, his smile be
came a little grim.

&quot;I certainly am becoming prosy ;
I

certainly am given to moralizing, as

Kate has sometimes said. I hope, though,
I am not becoming tiresome,&quot; he con
tinued.

But secure in his happiness, he dis

missed this latter thought easily and

quickly.
So it happened that Barnett spent

most of his evenings as he pleased,

mainly, it must be confessed, asleep be
fore the fire, an unread book open on
his lap before him. He was seldom

disturbed, for so great had been his

desire not to go out that gradually their

visitors and acquaintances had dwindled
in number.
As the winter wore on Winchester

and Kate were more and more together,
and soon it seemed to Winchester that

only when with Kate was he happy.
No other companion seemed at all worth
while. His books were no longer as at

tractive to him as they had been. Now,
if he needed a wider or a different out
look upon life and the world than his

own, Kate gave it to him
;
he looked

through her eyes. And his judgment ap
proved too. He knew that he had never
met anyone else so interesting as Kate,
or one whose opinions were so striking
or diverting. He wondered that Paul
could be so indifferent, or so content to

be so much apart from her. He often

urged Paul to spend the evening with
them

;
but Paul would always beg them

to enjoy themselves as they pleased, but
to be sure to tell him of the goings-on
in the world. Whither they were drift

ing, whether they were drifting at all,

Winchester never asked himself. He
only knew that the present when with
her was very pleasant, and that the days
seemed sometimes very long.

They talked of many things ;
often

they talked of him.
&quot; It seems very strange to me that I

have become so willing to think and talk

of myself so.&quot;

&quot; Then I have introduced you to a new
friend. You ought to thank me.&quot;

&quot;I don t know,&quot; he said, laughing.
&quot;

It may be just as well not to be on

speaking terms with yourself. It seems
to me that the men who think of them
selves are always doubtful and un

happy ;
at least, so the novelists tell

us.

Once they spoke of his marriage, and,
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although she laughed at him as he spoke
of it as something to happen, she went
to her room with a strange weight upon
her heart, a straoge sinking of her

spirits.

&quot;Why should I care?&quot; she asked

herself, angrily.
&quot; But I do care,&quot; she

continued. That night she lay awake a

long time, and in the morning her pil
low was still wet with tears.

In December, there came a heavy
snow-storm and for several days there

was good sleighing.
&quot;

Henry,&quot; said Barnett, early one cold,

bright afternoon
; &quot;Henry, I hate cold

and snow and all these things, but I

asked Kate to go a-sleigh riding to-day.
Won t you go ? Help me out. You are

not too busy ?
&quot;

&quot; No
;
I am not very busy, but

&quot; But what ?
&quot;

asked Barnett as Win
chester paused.

&quot; But I ought to be
busy.&quot;

&quot; Nonsense ! Everything goes smooth

ly, and business is all that it ought to

be.&quot;

&quot; I am glad that you are so well sat

isfied.&quot;

&quot;

Surely no one could ask for more.

However, the question is, will you take

Kate ?
&quot;

&quot;

Certainly,&quot; Winchester answered.

But Kate had changed her mind, and
Winchester found her before the fire in

the library, plainly not at all disposed
to venture out. She had a book open
before her, but she was not reading.
Neither was she sleeping. She was look

ing intently at the fire, letting her dreams

shape themselves as they would. As
Winchester came in he thought her

eyes strangely dull
;
and he was not

sure that they were not a little moist,
too.

&quot; The drive and the fresh air will be

good for
you.&quot;

&quot;No,&quot; she answered, with a little

shiver,
&quot; I am better here, I think. At

least, I cannot bear to go away.&quot;

&quot;What are you reading?
&quot; Winches

ter asked. As he seated himself on a

sofa near her, she said quickly :

&quot;Oh, you will stay here this after

noon ! That will be better than riding
in the cold.&quot;

&quot; Why did you remind me ? No, I

must return to the office.&quot;

&quot; Have you no discretion ? Can you
not change your duties as you please ?

&quot;

Winchester was hurt a little, but he

hardly knew why. He looked sharply
at her, but again she was far away.

&quot; WTiat is it you are reading ?
&quot;

he
asked again.
As she turned to him, her lips trem

bled slightly.
&quot; I scarcely know. A novel. I have

read a page or two only. What can its

author tell me of happiness, or life and
sorrow ?

&quot;

Winchester saw that she was in trou

ble, that something had distressed and
worried her.

&quot;A novel is just the thing I would

prescribe,&quot; he said.
&quot;

If one must be

troubled, or in sorrow and we all must,
I fear it is better to be so over an
other s woes, even fictitious ones, I think.

One s own can be belittled so
easily.&quot;

&quot; Don
t,&quot;

she said, fiercely, and she

rose quickly from her chair. &quot;How

dare you say what will be good for me ?

You know nothing of my troubles.&quot;

Then, as she saw the wonder in his face,

she continued,
&quot;

Forgive me ! But do

you not know you must not so set a

woman right ? Let her delude herself,

or let her magnify her troubles if she

will What harm does it do ?
&quot;

She smiled as she seated herself beside

him.
&quot; You must pardon me,&quot; he said.

&quot;We have been such companions, and
we have discussed all things. I never

thought you would plead a woman s

weakness as a shield.&quot;

&quot; Please do not laugh at me to-day.&quot;

&quot;I did not mean to,&quot; he said.

As they had talked she had taken his

hand. He thought her mood a curious

one, and he waited passively. As she

held his hand in one of hers, and slowly
traced the lines of its sinews with a fin

ger, he felt it hard to breathe.

&quot;What splendid strong hands you
have !&quot; she said.

&quot;

Something has disturbed you. You
are very nervous. I think that we had
better take the drive we proposed,&quot;

he

said, and his voice trembled although
he tried to control it. Then he added,

with a little nervous laugh,
&quot; Paul did

not think you would object to the sub

stitute.&quot;
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&quot; If you only knew !

&quot;

she answered,
as she rose and walked quickly toward

the fire. She knew that he loved her.

It was not necessary that he should tell

her that. But that she should discover

their love first seemed shameful to her
;

it was too pitiful. She stood for a min

ute, looking at the burning coals, one

foot upon the fender, partly supporting
herself with one hand upon the wall.

Helplessly almost she groped her way
from one end of the mantel to the

other. Then she turned toward Win
chester, and throwing herself upon her

knees, she said to him, tearfully,
&quot; You will not think too badly of

me?&quot;

&quot;Badly of you? No. But I must

go,&quot;
he said, huskily.

&quot; You must not go. You shall not go
till you have told me I can bear I can

bear anything if I must But in my
heart there is no room for doubt.&quot;

&quot; My poor girl !

&quot; he said, and he
stroked her hair as she knelt there be
fore him. The pity in his tone stung
her. She was upon her feet at once.

Now her eyes were brilliant.
&quot;

It is you
&quot;

she said.
&quot; You should

be at my feet. I am not pleading. I

will know,&quot; she went on, fiercely.
&quot; Do

you love me or not ? You shall tell me !

&quot;

&quot; I dare not,&quot; he answered.
&quot;Dare not? Who taught you, then,

to be a coward ?
&quot;

&quot; Hush !

&quot;

he said, gently.
She was melted directly. She drew

his face close to hers, and looked eager

ly at him.
&quot; You

do,&quot;
she said,

&quot; I know you do.

Why did I speak of doubt? I have

none, none. But tell me.&quot;

He leaned over and kissed her.
&quot; I do,&quot; he said

;

&quot; but I must
go.&quot;

&quot;

No, no not
yet,&quot;

she said.
&quot;

It had
to be so. We could not help it, could
we?&quot;

They were silent then. Kate was

happy ; but Winchester, with his arms
around her, thought of Barnett.

&quot;

Oh,&quot; she said at last,
&quot;

why must

people think of only one thing and speak
of so many others ? Do you know how
many times we have talked of books, of

people oh, of anything when I have
wished only to hear three short words
from you. And you wouldn t say them.

It was cruel. Don t you know how
cruel it was ?

&quot;

Suddenly he rose to go.
&quot; Must you go so soon ?

&quot;

she asked.

&quot;Very soon, then I shall see you again.
To-morrow? Or to-night? Let it be

to-night.&quot;

He did not reply at once
;
he did not

know how to reply at all
;
but Kate

knew his thought.
&quot;Do not say it,&quot;

she said, in a minute
or two. &quot; Do not say you will not come

again. It would kill me. But I do not
care. See,&quot; and she smiled confidently ;

&quot;can you not see I do not care? I

know that you will come. You cannot

stay away.&quot;

&quot;I beg of you to think a minute,&quot; he
said.

&quot;He trusts me so
;
in everything.&quot;

&quot; And he can. Why not ? Have you
taken anything of his ? My love ? It is

not his
;

it has not been for oh, so long.
It is mine to give ;

at least it was mine
till I gave it all to

you.&quot;

Winchester did not attempt to reply.
He had left her side, and with his hands

deep in his pockets he strode up and
down the room.

&quot;

Besides,&quot; Kate continued, confident

ly,
&quot;

it is too late. I know all that you
think. But try. Stay away from me if

you can.&quot;

She opened hurriedly then a drawer
in one of the cabinets in the room, and

taking from it a miniature framed in

diamonds, she took it to him. It was a

portrait of herself in her wedding dress.
&quot; Send this back to me, when when

you no longer love me. Promise me,

promise me,&quot; she pleaded, as he hesita

ted.
&quot; I will,&quot; he said, simply, at last.

&quot;

Good-by !

&quot; and before she could have

stopped him, had she tried, he had left

her.

Some of the glory of the ended day
still lingered in the western sky as Win
chester came out into the cold and dark

ening streets. For a few blocks he
hurried on, running nervously, almost
unconscious of the direction in which he
was going. At first he was overwhelmed

;

his brain was numbed, it seemed. Then
he stopped and taking off his hat as

though the night was warm, he laughed
aloud.

&quot; How strange it is !

&quot;

he muttered to

himself
;

&quot; who would have believed it ?
&quot;
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He hurried on again, a throbbing in

his temples, his jumping blood making
tumult in his brain. He struck his

chest, he rubbed his hands together, al

ways laughing softly to himself.

&quot;I did not know I could,&quot; he said.
&quot; I thought they did not care for me.&quot;

Soon he walked more slowly. He
stopped to look at the crystals of the

snow glistening in the electric light.
He heard now the bells of the sleighs as

they passed him, and he looked as close

ly as he could at the occupants. He
heard sometimes their subdued laugh
ter, and he wondered what they could
be so merry over.

&quot;

They have no such cause as I, but I

am not merry.&quot;

As he reached the Park the moon had
risen. He went in, walking quickly.
He watched the shadows of the leafless

trees on the snow, or looking up, their

spectral branches seemed to him as bars

between heaven and him. Then his

fancy changed and the branches seemed

great whips with which he might be

presently scourged.
The long, hard walk in the cold air

calmed him, and soon he was able to

reason with himself. It was not easy to

decide what was right and best for him
to do. Fate seemed hard and cruel,

but there was for him no choice. To

give up all was his only course.
&quot;

This, at least, I shall
keep,&quot;

he said,

as he put his hand over the miniature in

his pocket.
&quot;

When, I wonder, shall I

send this back ?
&quot;

Hastening home, he threw himself

upon his bed, and slept soundly until

daylight. The clerks coming early in

the morning found him already at his

desk. It was still very cold, but the

sunlight fell in a great sheet of light

upon the floor.

&quot;What is the matter now, I wonder,&quot;

said Sammis, as he noticed the nervous
haste with which Winchester worked.

&quot;I do not know,&quot; said another clerk
;

&quot; but I am glad my work is so close.&quot;

&quot;I hope that he will not ask any
questions this morning,&quot; responded
Sammis

;
but presently, Winchester

having finished the matters which at

first demanded his attention, began a

quick but thorough examination of the
office work. There was little occasion

for fault-finding until he reached Sam-
mis s desk. His books were in disorder,
and his work sadly in arrears. Sammis
was prodigal of apologies, but Winches
ter stopped him.

&quot; I am sorry I could not trust you,
*

he said
;

&quot; but let that pass. Now let

us get the work done.&quot;

And quickly directing others to help
Sammis, he so managed that, early in

the afternoon, when Barnett made his

first appearance there, all the affairs of

the department were in order.
&quot;

Well, Henry,&quot; Barnett said to him,
&quot;

you missed your ride after all. Some
of these days you may know something*
of the ways of women. I do not. But
what is the matter ?

&quot;

Why?&quot;

I thought you seemed in
pain.&quot;

It was nothing.&quot;

I shall be so glad when our partner
ship is arranged. I get very tired of it

all sometimes. I am afraid I must con
fess I have grown lazy.&quot;

&quot;It cannot be.&quot;

&quot; What cannot be ?
&quot;

Barnett asked,

sharply ;

&quot; that I have grown indolent ?
&quot;

&quot; No
;

our partnership,&quot; answered
Winchester.

Barnett was amazed. Winchester
had been looking at papers which he
held in his hand, but now he looked
Barnett in the face.

&quot; What do you mean ? You are not

joking?
&quot;

Barnett asked, at length.
&quot; No

;
I am not

joking,&quot;
Winchester

replied.
&quot;

It cannot be.&quot;

&quot; I will know what this means. Now,
what is it?&quot;

&quot; You need not be angry. I am sim

ply unwilling that the arrangement
should be completed.&quot;

&quot; But I am angry. Do you not owe
me something ?

&quot;

&quot;

It may be that I do ;
but you owe

me something, too.&quot;

&quot;I do, I know that I do. But now

you have the look I remember that you
sometimes had in our school-days.

Now, then, there is no use to attempt
a discussion with you. Let us wait un
til to-morrow.&quot;

&quot;

No,&quot; Winchester said,
&quot; this must be

settled now. You must let me go to

day.&quot;
&quot; Go ? You do not mean to leave me ?

&quot;
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Winchester nodded.
&quot;You are a fool,&quot; Barnett cried, ris

ing in his anger.
&quot; What does this

mean? You are a fool, I say. You are

a fool.&quot;

&quot;

Stop. I will not quarrel ;
but

stop.&quot;
&quot; You will not say what is the trou

ble ? You will not tell me what is the

matter?&quot;
&quot;

Nothing is the trouble. I will sim-

pty go.&quot;

&quot; How can I fill your place at short

notice ?
&quot;

&quot; You do not need to. My work was
done while I was away. Everything is

in order. Good-by !

&quot;

&quot;

Henry, I cannot let you go so. Re
member, we have been friends since

boyhood.&quot;
&quot; I do remember I remember every

thing. Good-by !

&quot;

Hastily shaking Barnett s hand, he
was gone before any further remon
strance could be made. That evening
he left the city.

Fortunately, Winchester s savings
were not inconsiderable. It was not

necessary to his existence that he should

immediately find work. For several

months he wandered over the country.
He visited places he had looked forward
to visiting all his life. It all seemed

profitless to him. His thoughts were

always at home. Then he sought occu

pation in one of the large cities of the

interior. There he went to his office

early and stayed late. He worked hard.

He tried to find forgetfulness in fatigue
and exhaustion

;
but his restlessness

grew upon him. He dreaded the even

ings ;
he looked with horror upon the

coming of bed-time. He had purposely
told none of his friends of his address

;

he avoided carefully the home papers.
He waited as long as he could. In a

year he returned. Even then he called

upon none of his acquaintances. Some
times he would walk past the store of

Barnett & Co. Often, at night, he would
pass the house of Paul Barnett, and
then, standing there, he would wait to

see Kate. He wondered that he never

by any chance saw her. At last, one

night he met Barnett. He had not
seen him until too late to avoid him.
It is not certain that he would have
tried to, had he been able. Barnett met

him without embarrassment, and shook
hands warmly with him.

&quot;

Henry,&quot; he said,
&quot; I do not know

I never shall ask, why you left us all so

suddenly. But I can bear no ill-will

I cared, I care too much for you. Will

you come home with me?&quot;

&quot;

No,&quot; Winchester answered,
&quot; I would

prefer not to.&quot;

&quot;As you like,&quot; said Bamett. &quot;When

I met you I rather hoped we might have
a long talk together.&quot;

&quot;Come, then, to my room,&quot; replied
Winchester. &quot;It is small, but there are

chairs enough in it, at least.&quot;

As they walked along together, Win
chester saw that Barnett had changed
very much for the better. He was a

little gray ;
but he was less portly, his

face had strengthened, he walked in the

athletic manner of his early youth.
&quot;

Yes,&quot; he said in reply to Winches
ter s comment,

&quot; I have had to work
hard

;
but it has done me good. And

I have had much to bear.&quot;

As they entered the room Winchester
was disposed to apologize a little for its

meagre appointments.
&quot;

It wiU do,&quot; said Bamett ;

&quot; but you
are not prosperous, then ?

&quot;

Winchester gave him a chair. He
added coal to the dull fire.

&quot;No, I am not prosperous,&quot; he said,

at length.
&quot;

It is a little hard for a man
who has dropped out to resume his

place in the world.&quot;

&quot;And ghosts, I fancy, are not always
welcome,&quot; Barnett replied.

&quot;Certainly they do not always feel

that they are
;
but unfortunately, I have

more needs than any wandering ghost.&quot;

&quot;Have you any plans? When you
want to, you can rely upon me. Your

place, any place, is yours when you
choose to take it.&quot;

&quot; Thank you !

&quot;

Winchester answered,

simply.
&quot;

But, I beg of you, do not let me
make any unwelcome offers. You know
now. I shall say no more, except ex

cept to say that my regard is all alive,

my share of the friendship is as great as

ever. It is strange that I should have
to make these proffers, it seems to me.&quot;

&quot; Thank you !

&quot;

Winchester said again.
He seemed unwilling to trust himself to

say more.
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&quot; I take it that you must have kept
yourself informed all this time,&quot; said

Barnett. &quot;At the store matters have

gone on. I have missed you sadly, of

course. I sha n t deny that. At home
ah, well! Some things have to be

borne, that is all.&quot;

&quot; What is it that he knows ?
&quot; Win

chester asked himself, as he struck at

the coals viciously.
&quot; Your going away was a sad blow to

Kate, poor girl,&quot;
Barnett continued,

after a few minutes silence.
&quot; I am

sorry,&quot;
Winchester muttered,

stirring uneasily on his chair.
&quot; How sorry I am ! How blind we are

sometimes ! I never shall forgive my
self for my neglect.&quot;

&quot; You blame yourself too much.&quot;

11 1 cannot do that, Henry. The trust,

the confidence between us was at first

so great I treated her as though she

was myself, a part of me. I forgot that

she might have wishes, desires which
were not mine. When we were first

married, I remember, my business cares

were great, and she helped me bear

them, and we were always together, we
shared all our thoughts even. Then

you came what is the matter ?
&quot;

Winchester had risen, and so quickly
that he had overturned his chair.

&quot;

Nothing,&quot; he answered
; &quot;go

on.

Then I came, you said.&quot;

&quot;

And, as you know, I leaned on you
and left more and more to you. My
thoughts were all in business, it is true

;

but it was not necessary then to discuss

business matters with her. We grew
apart. I do not know why, but we did
do so.&quot;

Winchester had remained standing,
and now he looked down upon Bar
nett.

&quot; You take it all too seriously. You
can yet repair it all whatever fault

there may have been.&quot;

Barnett looked at him in astonish

ment, and for some minutes in silence.

&quot;Do you not know?&quot; he asked, at

last.

&quot;Know? Know what?&quot;
&quot; That Kate is dead.&quot;

Winchester walked slowly toward
Barnett and leaned heavily upon the
back of his chair. He seized his wrist
and looked closelv in his face.

&quot; Dead ?
&quot;

he whispered ;

&quot; dead ?

How when did she die ?
&quot;

&quot; Six months
ago,&quot;

said Barnett. &quot;

I

thought you knew.&quot;

&quot;

No,&quot; Winchester answered, and tak

ing his chair again, he stretched his feet

out toward the fire and, with his head

upon his breast, gazed vacantly before
him.

&quot;

No, I did not know,&quot; he continued,

shortly.
&quot; Tell me.&quot;

&quot; There is not much to tell/ Barnett
went on, scarcely noticing Winchester s

agitation.
&quot;The poor girl began suddenly to

fail a year ago. The doctors were puz
zled, I think. All they seemed to know
we all could see, that she grew steadily
weaker. Toward the end she was a lit

tle delirious, for then she asked often

for a picture of herself, a miniature she
had had painted and richly framed.
When we could not find it she smiled

;

and at the last she asked, I remember,
&quot;Are you sure that it has not come
back?&quot; I told her that it had not,
and then, looking at me gravely, she said,

Forgive me ! What had I to forgive ?

Forgive me! she said I am very
happy. That day she died.&quot;

Winchester had remained silent and

quiet. He had listened to Barnett s re

cital without interruption. Now he

rose, and hastily looking about, stepped
toward the window. He took a few

steps only, and then fell heavily to the

floor.
&quot; Poor fellow,&quot; Paul said,

&quot; he must
have been ill. He has been in want.&quot;

Then he leaned over him and felt his

heart beat. He opened his clothing.
He put his arms about him and was
about to lift him on his bed

;
but then

something slipped from beneath his un
buttoned shirt and its brilliancy caught
Barnett s eye. Paul looked at it in won
der for a minute. Then, with a quick

pull he broke the chain which bound it

to Winchester s neck. Kising, with a

muttered oath, he was about to throw

the miniature into the dying fire
;
but

he hesitated.

&quot;Bah!&quot; he said, &quot;it may save him
from starving.&quot; And he flung it con

temptuously toward the prostrate man.

Going quickly to the door, without a

further word he went out into the night.
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THE LIFE OF BENVENUTO CELLINI.

By Edward J. Lowell.

THE
autobiography of Benvenuto

Cellini may well be considered one
of the masterpieces of general liter

ature. It is worthy to be named with

Don Quixote, or the Confessions of Rous
seau. The book, however, is not fit for all

readers. In Benvenuto s day the refined

young lady and her excellent instruct

ress, who stand as salutary restraints be
fore the eyes of the modern writer, were

quite unheard of. The pen of Cellini is

as free as his sword was ready, or his

chisel skilful. A good deal of this free

dom comes from the nature of the man,
a good deal from the license of the times.

The importance and interest of the

autobiography, in spite of all its faults,

are intrinsic. Although the book re

ceives some reflected glory from the ar-
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tistic works of the author, they borrow
far more from it. The place of Cellini

among artists is peculiar. He is first,

and most characteristically, a goldsmith ;

indeed, he is the most famous goldsmith
that ever lived. As a sculptor he occu

pies a far inferior place. Yet, if the
reader will try to recall the principal
works of Benvenuto, he will probably
find that the first that comes to his

mind is the statue of Perseus, and that

he has some difficulty in remembering
any authentic and important piece of

jeweller s work. It is well remarked by
Mr. Symonds, in the introduction to the

excellent translation which he has recent

ly given us, that artists who aspire to

immortality should shun the precious
metals. The magnificent golden salt-
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Michael Angelo s
&quot;

David,&quot; in Florence.

cellar made for Francis I., and now at

Vienna, a few coins and seals, are all the
certain remnants of what was done in

gold and silver by the best known of

goldsmiths. What other of the numer
ous objects attributed to him in this line

really come from his hand, who now
shall say ? It were too long to inquire
here how the artistic works of a given
time and place, although done by differ

ent men, come to have in common a

style which is almost unmistakable to

the expert, and which presents almost

insuperable difficulties to the forger of

later date. As a sculptor, Benvenuto
still proves himself a goldsmith. He
shows his training in his exquisite fin

ish, in his love of detail. The pedestal
of the Perseus, with its bass-relief and its

four little statues, is admirable jewelle

ry. The Perseus himself, that beautiful

naked dandy, standing elegantly on the

writhing corpse of the slain monster,
and posing with exquisite grace while
he holds up the bleeding head, is gold
smith s work rather than great sculpt-
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Benvenuto Celli

for a moment with

warrior, the large-

ure. Contrast him
that other young
handed peasant boy with his sling, whom
Benvenuto s master, the great Michael

Angelo, had placed just across the street

from where Perseus is set up. Grim
and solemn, with the lankness of youth
and the fervor of genius, with the scowl

of combat still on his brows, young
David stood alone, though gazed on by
all. Opposite him Perseus, too heavy
and thick of limb and body, yet light
and airy in general effect, awaits and in

vites the spectator. What statue has

been more fortunate in its place ? The

portico of the Lanzi is filled, but not
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crowded, with the works of great artists.

The noble palace of the Signory towers

on the left. We catch a glimpse of

the broad passage which forms a court

yard for the Uffizi. Here is the central

point of view for the Eenaissance. Here
is the heart of Florence.

It is on the Perseus that Benvenuto s

fame as a sculptor rests. His other

large works are comparatively insignifi
cant. With two spirited busts, the

graceful nymph of Fontainebleau, now
in the Louvre, a crucifix in Spain, the

restored Ganymede of the Uffizi, and a

little bronze bass-relief of a dog, the

catalogue of his existing statues is

ended. It has been his good fortune to

live in men s memory as a sculptor

through his best work alone, and to

have that placed where no one that

would be interested by it could fail to

see it.

If the name of Benvenuto Cellini is

more to the world than that of a re

markable goldsmith and clever sculptor,
it is so on account of his autobiog
raphy. This book gives him his person
ality in men s minds. To write a good
life of himself a man should be egotis

tical, and none was ever more so than he.

Egotism is not necessarily associated

with vanity, but Benvenuto was child

ishly vain, and outrageously conceited.

Praise is the meat he lives on, and the

dish cannot be overseasoned. When he
has never made a statue of life size, he
believes himself quite capable of equal

ling the best antique work. He is al

ways in the right, and all who cross him,
and do not believe in his consummate

ability, are vile intriguers. That he
should call them &quot; beasts

&quot;

(his favorite

expression), that he should abuse and
threaten them, is only to be expected.
His enemies are lucky if he does not pro
ceed from words to blows. No one is

so high as to escape his maledictions.

Popes, cardinals, princes, are impartial
ly objurgated. His fellow-artists, as is

natural, come in for a large share of his

abuse. He can speak generously of a
rival s work if it please him, and if the
man has done nothing to offend his sen
sitive vanity ;

but we feel that no one can

long be with him without exciting the
distrust of his suspicious mind.

In spite of Benvenuto s quarrelsome
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nature, there is a largeness, a magnifi
cence about him, which we cannot help

liking. He is greatly boastful, always
ready to believe the best and the most

extraordinary things of himself, but not

consciously untruthful He is guilty of

many crimes, some of them base enough,
but there is nothing small or cowardly
about him, and his very meannesses are

done in a grand manner. He commits
murders, but he carries his life in his

hand. His book, with its downright,
exaggerated story, bears us impetuously
along. The society of the sixteenth

century lives around us as we turn his

pages. Popes and goldsmiths, princes,
and painters, cardinals and courtesans
are jostling one another. They love

and practise the fine arts as no men
and women of modern times have done.

They murder and intrigue. They live

in cities full of palaces, glowing within
and glorious without from the brushes
and chisels of great masters ; cities reek

ing with filth, so that the plague carries

off its victims by thousands in a month.

Shops and clothes shine with gems and

wrought gold, while thieves and mur
derers walk the streets, and rich men
hire companies of cut-throats to protect
them when times of especial disturbance
are expected. The pope, Paul IU., has
been in prison for forgery in his youth,
and when Benvenuto is lying sick in the
Vatican he is warned by a cardinal, a
friend of his, not to eat food provided
for him from the papal kitchen, for fear

of poison ;
so his Eminence sends pro

visions to his Holiness s guest from his

own house. Painters and goldsmiths
are gratified with pensions and sine

cures
;
or are not paid for their wares,

as the case may happen. Thus Sebas
tian &quot; del Piombo,&quot; because he can paint
pictures, is given the office of affixing
leaden seals to papal briefs, for which
service he gets more than eight hundred
crowns a year, and spends the rest of
his life

&quot;

scratching his paunch
&quot;

in idle

ness. Benvenuto had applied for the
same place, but has to content himself
with that of papal mace-bearer, whose
function it is to walk before the pope in

processions, but from the labor of the

place he is excused. On the other hand,
the Bishop of Salamanca, when our gold
smith refused to give up a vase he had
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made unless he were paid for it, threat

ened to make mince-meat of him, so

that the largest piece left should be his

ears.

Benvenuto was engaged in endless
brawls and scuffles. He confesses to

three homicides in the course of his

memoirs, without counting lives taken
in war, but it was by good luck that the

number was not more than doubled.
When irritated he is overcome by a

blind fury, and is more like a Malay
running amuck than like a civilized man
of the modern pattern. He leaves Flor
ence and takes up his residence in Rome
in consequence of a quarrel in which he
has used his dagger freely. Such mat
ters blow over in a little time, but it is

well to keep out of the way of the mag
istrates for a few days. In the Eternal

City he soon has both work and quar
rels on his hands in plenty. After a

while comes the sack of Rome by the

Spaniards, and Benvenuto turns soldier.

He believes that it was his bullet that

killed the Constable de Bourbon one

foggy morning. There appears to be
no doubt that he wounded the Prince
of Orange. Besieged with Pope Clem
ent VH. in the castle of St. Angelo, he
had charge of five guns, and performed
some extraordinary feat every day. On
one occasion his cannon-ball cut a Span
ish captain

&quot; in two fair halves.&quot; The

pope, who was standing by, derived

great pleasure and amazement from the

sight.
&quot;

Upon my bended knees, I then

besought him,&quot; says Benvenuto, &quot;to give
me the pardon of his blessing for that

homicide, and for all the others I had
committed in the castle in the service of

the Church. Thereat, the pope, raising
his hand and making a large open sign
of the cross upon my face, told me that

he blessed me, and that he gave me par
don for all murders I had ever perpe
trated, or should ever perpetrate, in the

service of the Apostolic Church. When
I left him, I went aloft, and never stayed
firing to the utmost of my power ;

and
few were the shots of mine that missed
their mark.&quot;

After the siege, when things had got
back to their normal condition of irreg
ular ruffianism, Benvenuto resumed the

practice of his art. He had a younger
brother, a soldier in the service of Duke

Alessandro de Medici. This brother
was killed in a scuffle with the city
guard, by an arquebusier whom he was
attacking with his sword. The young
man s death filled Benvenuto with grief,
so that the pope noticed it, and remon
strated with him on his want of philos
ophy.

&quot; I took,&quot; says Cellini,
&quot; to watch

ing the arquebusier as though he had
been a girl I was in love with. The man
had formerly been in the light cavalry,
but afterward had joined the arquebus-
iers as one of the Bargello s corporals ;

and what increased my rage was that
he had used these boastful words : If

it had not been for me, who killed that
brave young man, the least trifle of de

lay would have resulted in his putting
us all to flight with great disaster.&quot;

When I saw that the fever caused by al

ways seeing him about was depriving
me of sleep and appetite, and was bring
ing me by degrees to sorry plight, I

overcame my repugnance to so low and
not quite praiseworthy an enterprise,
and made my mind up one evening to

rid myself of the torment. The fellow

lived in a house near a place called Torre

Sanguigna, next door to the lodging of

one of the most fashionable courtesans
in Rome, named Signora Antea. It had

just struck twenty-four, and he was

standing at the house-door, with his

sword in hand, having risen from sup
per. With great address I stole up to

him, holding a large Pistojan dagger,
and dealt him a back-handed stroke,
with which I meant to cut his head clean

off
;
but as he turned round very sud

denly, the blow fell upon the point of

his left shoulder and broke the bone.

He sprang up, dropped his sword, half-

stunned with the great pain, and took

flight. I followed after, and in four

steps caught him up, when I lifted my
dagger above his head, which he was

holding very low, and hit him in the

back exactly at the junction of the nape-
bone and the neck. The poniard en
tered this point so deep into the bone

that, though I used all my strength to

pull it out, I was not able. For just at

that moment four soldiers with drawn
swords sprang out from Antea s lodg

ing, and obliged me to set hand to my
own sword to defend my life. Leaving
the poniard, then, I made off, and fear-
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ing I might be recognized, took refuge
in the palace of Duke Alessandro, which

was between Piazza Navona and the Ro
tunda. On my arrival I asked to see

the duke ;
who told me that, if I was

alone, I need only keep quiet and have

no further anxiety, but go on working
at the jewel which the pope had set his

heart on, and stay eight days indoors.

He gave this advice the more securely,
because the soldiers had now arrived

who interrupted the completion of my
deed ; they held the dagger in their

hand, and were relating how the matter

happened, and the great trouble they
had to pull the weapon from the neck

and head-bone of the man, whose name

they did not know. Just then Giovan
Bandini came up, and said to them :

That poniard is mine, and I lent it to

Benvenuto, who was bent on revenging
his brother. The soldiers were profuse
in their expressions of regret at having

interrupted me, although my vengeance
had been amply satisfied.

&quot; More than eight days elapsed, and
the pope did not send for me according
to his custom. Afterward he summoned
me through his chamberlain, the Bo-

lognese nobleman I have already men
tioned, who let me, in his own modest

manner, understand that his Holiness

knew all, but was very well inclined

toward me, and that I had only to mind

my work and keep quiet. When we
reached the presence, the pope cast so

menacing a glance toward me that the

mere look of his eyes made me tremble.

Afterward, upon examining my work,
his countenance cleared, and he began
to praise me beyond measure, saying
that I had done a vast amount in a short
time. Then, looking me straight in the

face, he added : Now that you are

cured, Benvenuto, take heed how you
live. I, who understood his meaning,
promised that I would. Immediately
upon this I opened a very fine shop in

the Banchi, opposite Raffaello, and
there I finished the jewel after the lapse
of four months.&quot;

This way of treating murder on the

part of the pope did not tend to dis

courage murderers. Benvenuto s sec
ond successful exploit in that line, how
ever, took place in the season of an

archy between the death of Clement

VK and the election of Paul IH. The
chronic turbulence of the times became
acute on such occasions as this. Pom-

peo, a rival goldsmith, took the oppor
tunity of the general confusion to come
with ten armed men and try to pick a

quarrel with Cellini. The latter con
trolled himself for a time, being unwill

ing to have his own friends drawn into

the difficulty. Shortly afterward, how
ever, he followed and came up with

Pompeo, broke through the line of his

defenders, and stabbed him twice with
a dagger. He says he had not meant to

kill him. Pompeo s bravi ran up to the

corpse, but took no steps to avenge
their master

;
the whole flower of the

young men of the neighborhood, except
the Milanese, who were townsmen of

Pompeo, came crowding in to help to

save the murderer at the risk of their

lives
;
a cardinal offered his palace as a

place of refuge ;
and the new pope, when

appealed to by the friends of the mur
dered man, calmly assured them that the

provocation was great, and that &quot;men

like Benvenuto, unique in their profes
sion, stand above the law.&quot;

There is no doubt that Cellini, on ac

count of his value to princes as the first

goldsmith of his day, found his faults

condoned with especial facility. But
the fact remains that life was very
cheap, and laws but little observed, in

the time of the Renaissance. In France,
where he served King Francis I., our

goldsmith accuses the royal treasurer

of detaining him until evening, when
counting out gold to him by the king s

order, so that he might be safely robbed
on his way home. Benvenuto s courage
and presence of mind brought him safe

out of the scrape. In litigious France
he did not escape lawsuits, and his

method of conducting them must have
been discouraging to the adverse party.

&quot; When certain decisions of the court

were sent me by those lawyers, and I

perceived that my cause had been un

justly lost, I had recourse for my de
fence to a great dagger which I carried

;

for I have always taken pleasure in keep
ing fine weapons. The first man I at

tacked was the plaintiff who had sued
me

;
and one evening I wounded him in

the legs and arms so severely, taking
care, however, not to kill him, that I
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deprived him of the use of both his

legs. Then I sought out the other fel

low who had brought the suit, and used
him also in such wise that he dropped
it.&quot;

We have dwelt hitherto on the darker
sides of the picture ; they but set the

brighter in more strong relief. Benve-
nuto Cellini was an artist through and

through, honestly, frankly, passionately
devoted to his art. From his eafly

youth, when he diligently drew after

the paintings of Michael Angelo and

Raphael, to his mature years, when he

leaped from a bed of fever to pile
oak-wood on the fire, and to fling all

his pewter plates into the melting-pot,
in order to stop the caking of the molten
metal for his Perseus, he was ready to

spend energy, health, and what came
harder to him, patience, freely for his

art. His autobiography is primarily in

his own mind the story of his work. To
be a goldsmith and a sculptor was all

his ambition, and he believed himself,
not without reason, to be the first gold
smith, and not less than the second

sculptor of his day. His restless spirit
and his quarrelsome disposition drove
him from place to place, but in every
one his first desire was to be doing
something excellent.

As a friend and as a lover Benvenuto
was not much to be relied on. His sus

picious nature and the warm enthusi

asm with which he was absorbed in the

interests of the moment were obstacles

to fidelity. As a son and brother he
was kind and true. It is sometimes a

compensation for a suspicious disposi
tion that its possessor turns with espe
cial warmth to those who are so near

and dear to him that he cannot suspect
them of hostility. During his father s

life Benvenuto was kind and attentive,

writing and sending money frequently
when away from home. Although un

willing, at his father s request, so to

force his own bent as to turn to music
instead of to sculpture for his life s

work, he endeavored to cultivate the

distasteful art, and was truly gratified

by every opportunity to give his parent
pleasure in this way. It was largely for

the sake of helping his sister and her
six daughters that, later in life, he aban
doned his brilliant position in the ser

vice of King Francis and returned to
Florence.

That Benvenuto should have been an
enthusiastic artist, a good son, a kind
brother, is not surprising. That he
should have been a religious man is far
more strange. His religion was not of
the kind that is closely connected with

morality, but was a firm and ardent
faith in God, and a conviction that in
the trials of this world the Almighty
was on his side, and although he might
chasten, would yet save him. Of the
saints and the Virgin we hear in the
book but very little. And Benvenuto
would probably be astonished to hear
us say that his faith did not bear ample
fruit in his life. In our well-ordered
nineteenth century, and with our less

passionate northern blood, we have
come to look on murder and lust as

among the blackest of crimes. In sun

ny Italy, at the time of the Renaissance,
it is clear that they were held but venial

sins, as hardness of heart and covetous-
ness vices quite as much blamed by
Christ are held by some people to-day.
We have seen how two different popes
treated homicide, and although neither

of them may have been model rulers,

they were governed to some extent by
the received notions of morality of their

time. Benvenuto considered himself a

good man, and, according to the stand
ards of his age, was not a bad one. The

only act of dishonesty to which he owns
in his memoirs was committed under

strong provocation, was confessed to

the offended person and freely forgiven,
and was, indeed, one of those acts

which to an impetuous mind might
seem rather the taking of his own than

the stealing of another s. It is proba
ble that Benvenuto s contemporaries
would have pronounced him an honor
able and manly fellow, only a trifle hasty
and violent. That the man s religion
was true and fervent there can be no
doubt whatsoever. It sustained him in

misfortunes which might well have

broken even so elastic a spirit as his.

It was clearly a part of the substance

of his daily life.

In an age in which the supernatural
received as full belief as the natural, it

would have been strange had so imagi
native a man as Benvenuto Cellini not
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seen visions. On two separate occa

sions, at least, did such a thing happen
to him. On one was displayed his reck

less courage, on the other his ardent

faith.

In the first instance we find Benve-

nuto going to the Coliseum at night
with a Sicilian priest, who is a necro

mancer, and two other companions.
The priest, in his magic robes,

&quot; de

scribes circles on the earth with the

finest ceremonies that can be imagined.&quot;

Cellini and one of his companions had
for their task to look after the fire and
the perfumes. This lasted more than

an hour, &quot;when several legions ap
peared, and the Coliseum was full of

devils.&quot; On a second night, after in

cantations carried on with &quot; art more
admirable and yet more wondrous cere

monies,&quot; the vision was repeated, and
&quot; in a short space of time the Coliseum
was full of a hundred-fold as many as

had appeared on the first occasion.&quot;

Benvenuto asked them to reunite him
to a certain Sicilian woman from whom
he had been separated, and the necro

mancer replied that in the space of one
month he would be with her. The pre
diction was afterward fulfilled.

This apparition has been made a

ground for doubting the veracity of

Benvenuto. But, even if we reject the

hypothesis suggested by Mr. Symonds,
that the necromancer may have used a

magic lantern, there is hardly a limit to

the effect that may be produced on an

imaginative mind by a little simple trick

ery. Cellini tells the tale simply as of

something interesting indeed, but not

extraordinary. His principal motive
was curiosity. It is observable that he
does not refer to this attempt to consult
the fiends as to something wicked on his

part ;
and that in spite of its success he

never repeats the experiment.
Benvenuto s second experience of the

supernatural was still more characteris

tic of the man and of the time. He had
been long in prison ;

at first on an un

just accusation, and when that had been

disproved, on account of the malice of

the pope s bastard. Having broken his

leg in an attempt to escape, he had been
sent back to the castle of St. Angelo, and
confined in a noisome dungeon, where,
under the previous pope, a monk who
had incurred the wrath of that pontiff
had been starved to death. After his

long imprisonment, worn in body, and
tormented in mind, Benvenuto was in

a state of religious exaltation. At last,

having prayed to see the sun once more,
he believed that he was vouchsafed a

vision. He saw the crowd of those that

have been born, and that have died upon
the earth. He saw the great sun in its

glory, and on its surface Christ upon
the cross, with the aspect of divine

benignity. Then the vision changed to

the Madonna, with the child in her

arms, sitting enthroned on high between
two angels, and before her St. Peter

kneeling and pleading the cause of

Benvenuto. Can we wonder at such an
illusion at a time when the very dreams
of delirium were held to have an actual

reality? Can we wonder that one so

favored should forever afterward have
held himself to be an especial favorite

with the powers above, and should have
seen in the sunlight shining about his

shadow on the grass the suggestion of

a saintly aureole?

Of the vivid light thrown by Ben
venuto s book on many famous persons
we have no space to speak. Let the

reader who loves to travel far from his

own time and country to a world where
much is strange, much new

;
where the

sordid and the brilliant, the terrible and
the gay succeed each other with be

wildering rapidity, turn, with expecta
tion at the straining-point, to the Life of

Benvenuto Cellini. He will not be dis

appointed.



JACOB S FAULTS.

By Francis Doveridge.

T was early June, in

one of those charming
places on the Hudson
Kiver that lie between
New York and Al

bany. The satisfying

greenness of the land

scape left one no
chance to regret the past glory of the
blossoms. It seemed as if, should one

speak at all, it ought to be in blank
verse about the hills clapping their

hands, about green pastures, about all

the sweet things that have ceased to

mean so much themselves as to express
in the abstract belief in love and life

and beauty and peace.
Jacob Kaus was an inattentive ob

server of this charming phase of nature.

He was preoccupied with his own trou
bled soul, and here was but a wintry
prospect. The world points out to a

man the necessity of doing something ;

there was no corresponding need in his

soul. He had lately come into an excel

lent property, and had invested a good
portion of it in a ranch in the West.
The West was no place of his choice, but
what else was he to do ? He was thirty-

two, and was without even a commer
cial training. He had been bred to no

profession, and he was not rich enough
to live with rich men as a pleasure-
seeker, even had such a life attracted

him. He had perfect health, was a good
shot, a good reader, a good walker, a

good companion. He wore a blond
beard upon his sunburnt face, with its

handsome, clean-cut profile and hazel

eyes.
This bald statement of his case pre

sented itself over and over to his mind,

quite as if he were weighing an ab
stract question that bored him exces

sively. Then he grew irritated that his

father should have given him such an

old-fashioned, half-humorous name, and
exerted always an unspoken and only
half-recognized negative tyranny on his

whole life ; that his father should have
had that irresponsibility in the paternal

relation that is scarcely to be found out
side the Anglo-Saxon race as if the

Anglo-Saxon was born armed at all

points, and with an intuitive knowledge
of fighting his way through the world.
The more Jacob accused himself of im

piety in accusing the dead, the more
obstinately the conviction forced itself

upon him that his thought was, never

theless, just ;
and the implied weakness

on his own part was in nowise consol

ing.
Now he was free at thirty -two a

freedom that meant bondage to his own
limitations

;
and while he regretted that

he had no profession, he bitterly recog
nized the fact that the desire for a

larger life in no sense proved a talent.

His desire was, as we have said, not one
for action. It was a vague desire for a

larger happiness, such as women have
oftener than men. They should wake
like children of a Christmas morning,
and find it in their stockings.

All these reasons for gloom were ever

present to Jacob
;
but he had lately

waked to a more definite purpose and
a more definite grief. His decision

to go on a ranch had made him recog
nize that he could not leave Millicent

Fuller, whom he had known from her

childhood, and who had been for some

years past, half-unconsciously to him
self, his chief occupation. He offered

himself to her. She refused him. She
was the youngest and the only unmar
ried one of five sisters. She was

twenty-two, handsome, travelled, and

accomplished.
Jacob, as he walked through a shady

road, cut a fine bouquet of sweetbrier

roses, and trimmed their thorny, strag

gling stems with an ill-humored energy.
He had not pride enough to go away
without asking to see her once more, just
to say good-by, and she had accorded
him an interview that evening at half-

past seven.

He walked all round the Fullers large

house, past the broad piazzas, and found
her alone in a little side-porch that was
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overgrown with honeysuckle-vines ;
and

amid their pinkish-yellow blossoms Mil

licent, in a pink muslin, looked like

rosy June personified. Her father and
mother had just gone to drive, she ex

plained precisely, as she took Jacob s

silently proffered flowers with a fine

blush for thanks.
&quot; I am afraid,&quot; she said, nervously, as

she carefully picked a few thorns from
the stem of her bouquet before she

grasped it, &quot;that I didn t succeed the

other night in that is I mean that I

am afraid that I didn t say what I

meant.&quot;

&quot; I should be
glad,&quot;

said Jacob,
&quot; to

hear that you didn t mean what you
said.&quot;

&quot;Oh ! oh ! I didn t mean that !

&quot;

&quot;Well, it doesn t matter a great deal

what you meant if you didn t mean
that.&quot;

&quot;

I do wish that you would be reason

able, Jacob.&quot;

&quot; I wish you wouldn t call me Jacob
when you have told me that you didn t

like the name.&quot;

&quot;Oh! did I say that? I do think

that I like it, since you have no other.

Indeed, Jacob, if it were not for some
faults that you have I think I should
like you better than anyone.&quot;

The young man sat down on a step
lower than the one that the girl occu

pied.
&quot;

Perhaps,&quot; he said, gloomily,
&quot;

you
will discuss these faults of mine

;
I may

suggest some to add to the list. My
name is one

;
but that is hardly my

fault, and I believe that I could change
it by an act of the Legislature or some

thing of the kind.&quot;

&quot; But I should always know that your
real name was Jacob,&quot; said Millicent,

laughing ;

&quot; I shouldn t mind your name,
but there are some things that would

grow worse and worse.&quot;

&quot; My age, I suppose.&quot;

&quot;Yes, for one thing. Ten years is

too much difference.&quot;

&quot; But you will grow older.&quot;

&quot; There will still be ten years between
us/

&quot; The general opinion is that a wom
an grows old faster than a man. You
would catch up to me.&quot;

&quot; Ah ! that is like most general opin

ions, wrong. I have made my own ob
servations on that subject. To the

close observer, middle-aged women are

younger, even in appearance, than men
of their own

age.&quot;
&quot; Where did you learn so much about

men?&quot;

&quot;Have I not been in all our large
cities and in most of those in Europe ?

Can one not receive impressions of

strangers as they pass, and accumulated

impressions form opinions. Men s eyes

grow dull, and the lines of the mouth
hard, and their faces heavy and meagre ;

while women s faces are still full of

benevolence though their figures have
lost their grace and their complexions
their delicacy. Still, those women are

young.&quot;

&quot;Youth is then a condition of the

mind, wise Sibyl?&quot;
&quot;

Certainly, it is the capacity of re

ceiving new impressions, meeting one s

fellow-beings with sympathy, and un

dertaking new enterprises.&quot;
&quot; Some people must then be born with

more capacity for youth than others.&quot;

&quot; To be sure.&quot;

&quot; And I, who have by sex and nature

less youth than you, and yet have
wasted ten years more of it, must sooner

become like those horrid middle-aged

people.&quot;
&quot;

I am not speaking of
you.&quot;

&quot; You are not speaking of me ? How
inconsequent ! I sat down here to lis

ten to talk about me. Let us begin
over again. You have said that you do
not like my name and that I am too

old.&quot;

&quot;Oh! Jacob!&quot;

&quot;Yes, I am too old, and am to grow
older. You have defined youth what
is age ?

&quot;

&quot; Oh ! it is the enemy of the human
race. Let us never grow old, Jacob.&quot;

&quot;

Ah, no, Millicent, let us never grow
old, so only that we may stay young
together,&quot; he said, flushing, and edging
a little nearer to her, while he looked up
in her face with a half-humorous smile.

But she drew away farther from him.
&quot; Well !

&quot;

he continued despondently,
&quot; and what is my next fault. Come !

say it !

&quot;

&quot;You do not believe in friendships
between men and women. My own
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belief is that no woman can expect to

foe reasonably happy unless her husband
can have a friendship for her.&quot;

&quot; You seem to have thought a good
deal about marriage even if you are

so averse to it.&quot;

Millicent, with heightened color, made
a movement to rise. Jacob stretched

up both hands and, taking hers, pulled
her back gently to her seat.

&quot; You are so rude,&quot; she continued
;

&quot; that is another fault. I should want

my husband to be so polite to me. It

would make me happier than almost

anything.&quot;
&quot; And I should want to have the

liberty of quarrelling with my wife

whenever I chose, and making it up
again ;

but I suppose that you would
like a suave idiot like that Hastings.&quot;

&quot; There
again,&quot;

said Millicent, in an

injured tone, &quot;how ridiculous you are !

You are so jealous, and about nothing.
What could be more innocent, when a

party of people are out on a blossom-

gathering, than that two of them should
run down hill together, and yet from the

time you made about it it s too absurd !

&quot;

&quot;But you took his hand and ran

laughing.&quot;
&quot; As children might. You and he had

raced together, and you had beaten him

easily. You had picked my blossoms

for me, and I had walked with you. He
was my guest, and I surely owed him
some politeness.&quot;

&quot; To give him your hand, I suppose,
and caper and laugh with him.&quot;

The recollection quite overcame Jacob
with anger. He rose and walked a few

paces across the lawn and then returned.

&quot;Well! Iam named Jacob. I am old. I

am rude, and I am jealous. Oh ! yes ;

and, I forgot, I don t believe in Platonic

friendships. Five faults; I think that

there are seven deadly sins. Not that

I have the least idea what they are. I

know that seven always seemed a small

allowance to me. I surely have more
than five. More than five would go to

the make-up of any respectable man.
What ! you can name no more ? I could
accuse myself of more than that. Don t

you know another ?
&quot;

&quot;Yes,&quot;
said Millicent, gravely, while

she put some of the sweetbrier roses in

her breast.

&quot;

I am impatient to hear. I sit here

only for that. The sixth fault. Come !

&quot;

&quot; That you don t care for women s

society.&quot;

Jacob rose and folded his arms, fac

ing the girl, and looked long at her.

Then he threw back his head and
laughed heartily :

&quot;

Upon my soul !

that is a fault ! Have I not liked your
society ?

&quot;

&quot;

Yes, but that of no other woman.&quot;
&quot; Well ! upon my soul ! Talk of jeal

ousy. I never saw it s opposite so set

forth. Do you wish me should you
wish, I ought to say, your husband to

be fond of other women s society ?
&quot;

&quot;I don t like a man s man,&quot; said Mil

licent, evasively.
&quot;I am more edified,&quot; said Jacob, seat

ing himself again,
&quot; this evening than I

ever was in my life. Why do you not
like a man s man ?

&quot;

&quot;

Because,&quot; said the girl, becoming a

little nettled at her companion s search

ing look,
&quot; I know well enough how that

works.&quot;

&quot; I am waiting for information,&quot; said

Jacob.

&quot;A man s man soon wearies of the

woman he loves, and he seeks men s so

ciety constantly. Men influence men
more than women do. I should never
be jealous of other women, for I could

always be a woman
;
but men would be

a contrary influence. I have seen the

lonely lives of the wives of men s men,&quot;

she paused.
&quot; I am still listening,&quot; he said.
&quot; At the best, men understand women

very little, and men s men grow at last

to understand them not at all. Men s

men become at last to be a world quite

apart. Their wives have no excuse for

being, except insomuch as they contrib

ute to their comfort.&quot;

&quot;Millicent, do you say that women
are younger than men ? I don t believe

that men of sixty, or men that have been
widowers two or three times, have

thought this question of marriage out

like
you.&quot;

&quot; I won t talk to you any more.&quot;

&quot; You must. Back to our text. Six

faults then my name, my age, my na

tive rudeness, my jealousy, my incredu

lity of Platonic friendships, and my be

ing a man s man. You must name at
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least seven deadly sins to convict me.
Isn t there another?&quot;

&quot;Yes
&quot;

&quot;

Millicent, you are absorbingly inter

esting. I never knew that you had

thought so much about me.&quot;

&quot; I ought to have thought about you
before

&quot;

she paused.
Jacob waited a moment. &quot;I under

stand ;
before you refused to marry me.

You ought to make some excuse for

that. With what seventh fault did you
strengthen your case ?

&quot;

&quot; That you are so dreadfully mascu
line.&quot;

&quot; I plead guilty. The roses are rosy,
the briers are thorny, the grass is green,
and I, Jacob Raus, the man who loves

you, am masculine. Alas ! alas ! Is that

more my fault than my name? You,
besides, are immensely feminine, and I

find no fault with that. Is it fair ?
&quot;

Jacob s spirits were rising ;
Millicent s

perceptibly falling.
&quot;

Yes, it is fair that I, being feminine,
should object to your being masculine.

The two are opposites. They are at va
riance. If Nature has made a mistake

there, I am not responsible. Men and
women never understand each other,
because what Nature has blindly blun
dered into beginning, education accom

plishes instead of trying to set it
right.&quot;

&quot; But I have had no education,&quot; said

Jacob.

Millicent went on without answer

ing him falling now into an injured
tone :

&quot; Even you are constantly misunder

standing me. You sometimes trample
my tenderest feelings unconsciously ;

just as you trampled my best white pe
tunias the other day, walking over my
flowrer-bed as if it were a

path.&quot;
&quot;

Yes,&quot; he said,
&quot; I saw you. I ran to

you. I did not notice the way. Well !

In the West they will be all wild-flow

ers, and if I trample them they will

come up again. I shall think of the

petunias, and wish that I had a chance
to trample them

;
and you will forget

what I did when you have found that

paragon who loves you without jealousy,
likes all other women and no men

;
who

is polite and credulous and effeminate.
I am none of these but I love you pas
sionately.&quot;

He tried to grasp her hands, but she
drew them away, saying excitedly :

&quot; And this is your greatest fault. If

you loved me tenderly I might trust you ;

but you love me, as you say, passion
ately, and I, who have looked on at life

and reflected, have seen that of all traps
and pitfalls this is the greatest. Talk
of the beaute du diable of girls, that flits

almost with the fading of the bridal

flowers, that is no delusion compared
with the passion of men

;
and yet in

choosing freedom rather than binding
one s self to a delusion, you need not
tell me that I choose what is only nega
tive. It is so discouraging. You have
such hopeless faults

;
and I shall never

like any other man better than you,
Jacob, I know

;
and so I shall never

marry.&quot;
&quot;

Yes, but I am not like that
;
I know

that I shall marry,&quot; he said, watching
the girl s face closely.

&quot;

It seems to me
now as if I should not, but I am only a

man, masculine, as you say. As long as

I am very busy I may keep up, but
sometimes they say it is not quite
wholesome in those ranches, and one is

exposed to wind and weather. I might
be ill

;
and then when I am homesick

and lonely some good Western girl will

take care of me, perhaps like me, even
love me. For her I might not have so

many faults. She would not be so

clever as you, or have got things down
so fine

;
and she wouldn t know, poor

thing, what a tissue of faults is covered

by my unfortunate name, that sounds so

homely and simple and good. So be

ing sick and lonely and wretched, and

grateful to her, I know that I should be
weak enough to marry her. I know that

I should.&quot;

&quot;

Yes,&quot; said Millicent, throwing down
beside her the bouquet of sweetbrier,
with a passionate gesture,

&quot; that s just
what a man s love means. I shall be so

glad that I didn t marry you, when I

hear of you throwing yourself away on
some wild Western girl that any man of

refinement would shudder to think of as

his wife. I didn t believe it of you !

&quot;

and she ran down the steps of the porch
into the garden.

Jacob was up in an instant and fol

lowed her
; but she ran from him swiftly,

leaping over the flower-beds and speed-
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ing across the grass, slim and active

as a nymph, her pink dress telling white
in the soft light of the summer night.
He had almost caught up with her when
he stumbled and fell over the protruding
root of an old tree. She, fleeing breath

less, came suddenly upon her father and

mother, who, having returned from their

drive, had alighted from the carriage
at the gate, and walked across the lawn.

They stood now hand in hand, looking

up in the sky at the new crescent moon
a charming picture of the sweet com

panionship of loving souls, who, uncon
scious of the passing of the years, find

their own youth in all the promises of

Nature.

Millicent stood and looked at them,
with sudden tears welling up into her

eyes. They turned and saw her, just as

Jacob came up, somewhat confused at

the new situation.

Mrs. Fuller spoke first
&quot;

Why, Mil

licent, is Mr. Baus here? I thought he
had

gone.&quot;
&quot;

Why, yes, Jacob, we thought you had

gone,&quot;
said Mr. Fuller, with an unex

pected sympathy in his heart for his old

friend s son, awakened by Mrs. Fuller s

treating him as a stranger in calling him
Mr. Raus. The good gentleman had felt

no sympathy whatever for him on ac

count of Millicent s refusal. It had ap
peared to him a great impertinence that

he should propose to take his daughter
so far away.

Jacob stood silent. Millicent took her
father s hand, and, throwing one arm
round his neck, kissed him. This action,
which conveyed nothing but his daugh
ter s affection for himself to the old

gentleman s mind, explained the whole
situation to Mrs. Fuller, who was not

unprepared when her daughter, turning
to her, clasped her in her arms and said :

&quot;

Yes, dear mamma, Jacob is here ;

and when he goes I go with him. I

have promised to be his wife, and you,
who know what it is, will be the last of

all to deny me that companionship which
makes you forget even the parting from

your children.&quot;

Jacob was more surprised than any
one. He never knew exactly how it had
come about

;
he only knew that he must

have been very much improved by mar

riage, or his wife grown very lenient
;
for

no man ever suffered less from fault

finding than he, and the West was to

him a wilderness that blossomed like the

rose.

LOOKING ON.

By Edward S. Martin.

THE dolce far niente is a delightful game
If only he can spare the time who plays it.

If one is three-and-twenty and doesn t covet fame,
And cares less what he says than how he says it

If one deliberately can (and never think it loss)
Earn women s smiles in hours in which he might be earning dross

If one can be content to sit and watch, year after year,
The world s great ships go sailing by, and never want to steer

If one is not aware that standing still means slipping back,
Or if one s not averse to retrograding on one s track

The dolce far niente is a delightful game
For people who have lives to spare to play it.



A SCATTERING SHOT AT SOME RURALITIES.

By Donald G. Mitchell.

OST people take sun
rises as they do their

peaches by the basket
on trust. Yet sun-

rises are goodly
things to see, whether

speckled or rosy ;
and

they need an horizon

for the seeing, as much as fruit-packing
needs honesty. An horizon means open
country, or a reach of sea

;
but on this

September day we are limited by the

shore. I have sometimes thought that a

man s knowledge of his sunrises, and his

relish for them, are good measurers of

the rural instinct in him. And in these
times of ten o clock breakfasts we are

tempted to ask is the American rural

instinct decaying ? Arewe country-lovers
to be driven out of court by the thrusts

which Mr. Bunner s mischievous &quot;Puck&quot;

makes at us with his lance of a cra}
7on

;

is Mr. Warner s sorry &quot;Garden&quot; ex

perience to belittle our consequence ;

or the over-fine lines of city
&quot; Life

&quot;

to

ensnare and bedraggle us ? Is country
life like an addled egg with no sweetness
no promise in it of forth-issuing

well-brooded liveliness ? Let us put
these few end-pages to the query : a

query which in many of its parts we
shall leave unanswered content if only
the promise of some golden sunset shall

match our sunrise.

England has always been a sort of

foster-mother of those rural beatitudes

to which her children in all lands have

heirship. Her miniature, decorous,

comely landscape, with well-ordered

roads not so wide as to invite slatterli-

ness her nice, cleanly methods of til

lage, her cherished trees in groups by
homes, in lines by fields, in clumps by
brooks, all invite and provoke rural

feeling. But even in England where
there is so much to hold in leash all

country appetites, there has been within

the last twenty-five years a falling away
of the old props of country dominance.
The inflow of foreign bread-stuffs has

broken the high market, the &quot;

girding
of the golden sheaves&quot; does not yield
the old income ;

rentals have dismally
fallen, and with them the values of great
landed estates. City hospitalities are

cheaper, if not more gorgeous, than the

old country ones. New city magnates,
who count it wise to bolster their social

status by great houses among trees,

look for prim villas in the near counties

of Kent and Surrey, rather than a

wide domain of Yorkshire, whose di

minished rentals would be exhausted

by the costs of maintenance. Chicken-

raising, fruit-growing, cheese factories,

and other like inglorious methods (as

formerly reckoned) are resorted to in

many counties to make good the easy
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and gone-by revenues from flocks and
herds. Picturesqueness takes a back

step ;
and the huge billowy hedge-rows

of Devon rich with outgrowing ferns

and mosses where Parson Herrick lis

tened to the matins of the birds, have
been shovelled away to make room for

lines of &quot;

Swedes.&quot;

Those devastating
&quot; Armour &quot;

refrig
erator cars are doing like things for

old-fashioned methods of New England
husbandries

; they do not, indeed, find

so many of artificial and traditional

prettinesses to throttle
;
but they throt

tle the hopes of many an agricultural en
thusiast who wants to battle with the

worms, and the fungi, and pestilential
foul growth, when next day s drive to

market will show him a huckster s dis

play of Californian products at a price
that would not pay him for his weeding.

It is a mistake to count New England
as some of our far Western friends

do an utterly barren land
;
there are

meadows along the Connecticut which
would match the prairies and which

carry great burdens of &quot;

Bent&quot; grasses,*
that are quite unmatchable

;
there are

pasture hillsides which make sweeter

lamb s meat than can grow in Kentucky
bottoms. Then there are the sunny

&quot; in

tervales&quot; lovely for fruits ;
and the half-

gravelly half-sandy swales on the first

lifts from the alluvial flats of rivers

where cigars get their best wraps. All

this, and the crowded little cities for

markets, and the wise school-mastery
advices from our Experiment Stations,

ought surely to put hopefulness into

such young blood as does not fear con
tact with the dews, and with the morning.

But, of a truth, are the New England
young folks with all this for inherit

ance, and the Granges
&quot; to boot

&quot;

get

ting inoculated with rural enthusiasm ?

Doubtful more than doubtful. Young
fellows of the suburban districts, and

young girls (with a readier zeal tis to

be feared) grow up along all the pretty
intervales, and amidst the giant Bents,
and the waving tobacco-fields, with a

sneaking fondness for those &quot; leeks and
onions

&quot;

of the city whose flavors drift

by them, out from the Sunday papers.
There the money rattles more

;
the

*
Andropogon provincialis, Panicum virgatum, and

Indian grass Chrysopogon nutansfor samples.

sights shift more
;
and for trees and

sunsets they can get them both, of a

Sunday with a sweetheart, on a hill-top.
Shall this current of the young folks

be stayed ? Is it worth discipline to stay
them ? Will the next State board give
us a paper on this question ? Do steady-

going parents try to stay them.
I trow not. E was a good fellow

whom I knew excellent agriculturist
all enthusiasm &quot; believed in things

&quot;

country was worth living for
;
a clean

patch of garden
&quot; sass

&quot; was always a

moving psalm tohim
;
neatness a gospel ;

home-grown fruits the food of the gods.
Tom, his boy, a shrewd lad, growing up
amid the ductilities of such environment,
and making muscle like a steer, when I

saw him there, bare-legged, hoeing,

pondering, stretching rauch symphonies
out of &quot; Cofe Cofe !

&quot;

I ask after, ten

years later. Is he still putting his

youthful energies to the weeds?
&quot;

Waal, no : got a job in town &quot;

in a

gun shop, a broker s, where not ? And
there is a half-shamed, half-proud par
ental acquiescence : for the boy is

&quot; a

good boy ; pay s good ;
and there are

the readin rooms, and the lectur s

don t you know ?
&quot;

Why not ?

And the girl whose skirts brushed
the dew amongst the fine rows of &quot; Cres
cents&quot; and of &quot;McAvoys,&quot;

and whose
cheek was as round and as red as the

berries she tended and gathered : How
and where is she eight years after ? Still

given to the pretty love of those dove-

eyed Jerseys ;
still fondling them, or

weaning them for some neighbor ow
ner of like age and heart ?

&quot; Waal no !

&quot;

she s married to be sure ;

&quot; took to a town fellow don t ye know
a trader : Yaas, he s doin tol able well ;

Yaas girl and a boy now ; got a corner

store
;
she comes to see us in berryin

time ;
truth is (reflectively) furriners

are comin in
; they work Sundays.&quot;

And even if the will and wish were

present, with what rigors shall such er

rant children be stayed ? Shall we har
ness them to the plough, or the churn,
while the far-away tremolo of a French
horn is pulsing through the leaves and

catching their wakeful ears ? Shall we

keep the Illustrated News outside the

gates? Shall we try and wall out the

clamors of the town battle of life ? Shall
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we put veto on the picnics that bring
Joana in her gingham and a town Theo

dore, in the last toggery of a New York

clothing shop, together ? Will these

keep to the lugubrious refrain of Jere

miah &quot;the harvest is past and summer
ended

&quot;

while the story of Kuth, pen
sive among her sheaves and meditating

&quot;where thou goest, I will
go&quot;

stands

beguilingly near ?

And if the children must be left to

their cityward bent in these matters

which will pretty certainly happen
what hope can there be for the enrich

ment, and the decorous subjugation and
adornment of our country quietudes
of our homesteads of our leaguelong

passages of woody roads, of hill-side, and

meadow, and brook margin which lie

hither and yon all over the surface of

New England? It is not pleasant to

entertain the thought that these tempt
ing and beguiling rural belongings were
made wholly in vain

;
that they are never

to have redemption at the hands of

taste and skill never to join forces with
the adornments that belong to towns
under art-growth, in perfecting our civ

ilization, and in setting forth the best

results of ground culture and mind-cul

ture, joined together. I find it hard to

believe that any such disjointed civiliza

tion can be permanent as continues to

equip with art-appliances and art-in

stincts those who nock cityward, and en

thrals, with a sort of cumulative barbar

ism, those who live in far places and who
labor at and love the hill-sides.

Yet the present aspects of the small

farming towns of interior New England
are not inviting ;

their wild, unkempt,
over-wide highways show as much, or

more, of savagery than fifty years ago ;

their outlying school-houses are blight
ed and dwarfed by the overgrowth of

bigger schools beyond their borders.

Only a week since, I had occasion to

visit such a farming town of interior

Connecticut ; the old stage coach, which

every other day used to rumble along
the highway with its load of mail and

passengers was displaced now by a

shambling
&quot;

carry-all,&quot; that toiled over the
hills to the nearest railroad station

;
the

turnpike abandoned, and half overgrown
with vagabond grasses ;

its three little

mills, on as many different streams,

which ground the corn and turned chest

nut logs into sheathing and shingles
all discarded and removed, and the

pickerel pools above their broken dams
turned into quagmires, overgrown with

rustling
&quot;

cattails ;

&quot; no bread made in

all the township except from stuffs

brought over a thousand miles of iron-

way. Of its two churches one was aban

doned, and given over to other uses
;
the

outlying woods covered more land than

forty years ago two-fold more than

eighty years since ;
and upon most past

ure hills a fresh forest growth seemed

coming in riotously, and stooled freely
from stumps on old woodlands showing
good boles for railroad ties

; but, owing
to bad-conditioned roads, and costs of

labor, such timber land was worth less

than half a century ago. I counted no
less than sixteen crumbling chimneys
masses of ruin over which wild bushes

grew where had been since 1830 as

many inhabited, mouse-colored wood
houses with their laboring head-folk and

groups of children finding work there,
and pay for it (in pork or corn). The

larger and better houses were rusty, but
in fairish condition yet in only three

instances out of twelve, where inquiry
was made, were these occupied by sons,
or heirs of previous holders. Road
sides and door-yards were more neg
lected than of old

;
a little gain perhaps

in the character of the farm-stock
;

traces of new blood here and there in

sheep and cattle
; implements better

;

mowers, cultivators, and hay-tedders

working an economy in labor
;
but no

corresponding gain in weight of crops
or in nicety of tillage ;

none in fences,

out-buildings, or adornments. Here and
there there was some straggly outburst
of a new flower

;
a possible toss over a

front fence of the great plumes of an

Hydrangea Paniculata, or in a shaved
circle of grass a weak group of spotted

Japanese lilies
; grave-yards, public and

private, unkempt, brier-grown, while
some were fallen into beastly keeping ;

upon the whole, such sights as gave sense

of weariness of a fade, odorless, unat
tractive region, whose day of bloom and

large fruitage had irreparably gone ;
one

felt a conviction that the sons and daugh
ters of the few homesteads which still

showed the consecrating cares of good
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motherhood and of a stalwart husband-

ship would wander away timeously.
There may seem reasonable cause for

such seeming decay in the fact that the

village was stranded far from railroad

purlieus ;
but it chances that I am able

to set beside it a picture of another
interior Connecticut township of equal

population and larger dignity, which

twenty -five years ago was traversed

by the cordon of an iron road
;
there

was more invitingness of outlook here
;

smooth tillage ;
no unseemly bowlders

;

easy reaches of great billowy hills,

spotted with farm-lands showing rural

scenes which (saving picturesque lines

and counterlines of hedging) might have
been cut from a midland county of

England. But over all the valley
which spread out into a quiet monotone
of meadow, on which the village lay
there brooded a drowsy air, utterly un
like the alert, bustling habit of the towns
folk who lived there before the middle
of the century. Tillage indeed had its

old reaches no more, no less
;
the shoe

maker and his shop gone no muffled

hammering at the lapstone ;
the clatter

of the chair-maker, whose stout wares
were hand-made silenced

; so, too, was
the noise of the cooper, stepping and

pounding round and round his cask.

Even the village store once one of

three and once beleaguered by a half-

score of teams come in for trade or

barter, was very quiet, and the successor

to the old merchant (of whom in my
boy-days I had bought tamarinds for

a holiday, treat) was seated, in a flannel

shirt, chewing a straw, upon his door

step. The fairest fields of the town had
been cut through by the &quot;

rail,&quot; and a

garden where I had gathered currants

fifty years before (what stately rows of

them what crimson abundance
!)

was
now part of the out-grounds of a dreary
&quot;

station,&quot; where twice a day the train of

mixed freight and passengers whistled
and clattered through. The County
&quot;Judge,&quot;

who presided over the garden,
was so long dead that his stately pres
ence had faded into a town tradition

;

and of his eight quick-witted sons, all

had drifted away to make stamp of their

incisive qualities in bigger and far-away
places.
The old town tavern, too large for

travel, had been made over to private

occupancy, its stable precincts fenced
about and showing quavering lines of

potatoes ;
the new hostelrie had in fore

gone times been the homestead of a
stalwart deacon, and its low-ceiled rooms,
which once echoed the uplifted voice of
&quot; Giant Chapman

&quot;

in prayer and praise,
were now given over to secular uses. I

had the good fortune to encounter there
a young Californian, who had come in

a spell between the hustlings of busi
ness to have a look at the graves of his

ancestors buried in the churchyard ;
he

was a fine, bumptious, bouncing type of

Western assertiveness and tempestuous
alacrity ; utterly at odds as he told me
with much directness of speech with
the sleepiness of the town

;

&quot; was there

ever so dull a one?&quot; for his part, &quot;he

must be off;&quot; at odds too pleasantly
with a chatty old kinsman he had met

on his Eastern visit, who had kindly
driven him over from the near seaport ;

at odds with the sagacious horse, which
had put three hours to the drive

;
at

odds with the ever-recurring talk of his

loquacious kinsman, about ancient resi

dents, Deacon this and Deacon that
;

roping me in and shoving me out upon
the flood of the old gentleman s chat

with a jaunty air of sauve qui peat!
and commending me to his colloquial
and antiquarian graces.
There could not have been a prettier

contrast between the old NewEnglander,
ruminant and passive, but well fur

nished in brains and purse and the new
New Englander grafted on Western

Stock, rushing across country to shed a

swift business tear on old graves, and
then dash away to places that scintil

lated with a sharper-pointed life, and
with more flaming activities.

Here was a town not deflowered by
skirting railroads, not agriculturally out

at elbows indeed its tobacco told of

strong soil access was easy, roads fair,

surface charming in its wavy undulations,
a good quota of venerable trees, respect
able, roomy homesteads scattered along
the hills yet the sharp, vibrant accent

of life there fifty years ago was utterly

gone ;
there was no promise of young

blood for its renewal. The tide city
ward is too strong. Even the dowagers
and the spinsters who still people some
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fine old country houses redolent of

colonial memories who still guard their

patches of fine lilies, and patch their

revenues to keep the old vestal lights

worthily aflame, are only saved from the

fierce tides pouring cityward (and they

may thank their stars for it
!)

because
not floated away by bonded ties to some

light-weight flotsam of a husband.
If I have hinted at revenues in con

nection with country life and rural

equipments, tis not a vain word. How
ever we look at it, a little assured in

come from outside sources, seems neces

sary for the security of old-time rural

dignities. Even amateur farming
whatever blaze of golden exhibits may
belong to occasional auction sales of

blooded stock rarely keeps well afoot

and shows proper appliances of field and
feed and grooming, without revenues

coming from other sources than the

farm-ledger shows. And this point is

made, wholly irrespective of the question
about the legitimate profits of farming as

a trade and profession. Profits in farm

ing, like profits otherwheres, depend on
the method, the economies, the indus

tries, the savings, and the gainful habits

belonging to the man who practises it.

But the large enjoyment of a country
leisure and an easy dalliance with its

traditional and always beguiling distrac

tions are items that disturb strict ledger
balances.

Montaigne, who looked after a good
many mental indulgences not down in

farm schedules of work, says
&quot; those

that love it [husbandrie] must with mod
eration apply themselves to it ;

other
wise it is a servile office

;
but hath ex

cusable parts as the care of garden
ing.&quot;

* But he, for no penalties of

costs or other sorts would forego
the large delights of that wise &quot;

soli-

tarinesse
&quot;

to be found in the woods and
the fields.

That form of country amateurishness
which devoted itself to fine cattle and
their introduction has, I am sorry to per
ceive, nearly gone by now : but it has

accomplished very great good in stock

ing the country with best strains of

Short-horn blood, of Aldemeys, Hol-

Chap. XXXVIII. : Florio s rendering Did this
Florio really teach French to Shakespeare, as some of
the commentators would have us believe ?

steins, and later of Guernseys and of

Norfolk polled cattle. And we who reap
the benefit can afford to look with a

kindly sympathy upon the efforts of

those always devoted to novelties

who still scour the field and trumpet
the praises of the dun-colored Swiss cat

tle, and the long-horned steers of Italy.
We countryfolk, too, have been large

ly beholden in the past, as we are now
in some degree, to those retired gen
tlemen who with large gains from a

good turn in whiskey, or dry-goods, or
from newspapering, or even book-mak

ing have devoted themselves to high
land culture, under best Scotch or Ger
man advices. These have furnished, at

no public cost, admirable experiment
stations, exceedingly well ordered, and
shown us, by degrees and seriatim

how vain the continental system of es

palier-training is how inarching of

fruit-trees is not favored by our climate,
and how fanciful high-grafting, on va

ried stocks, of peaches, roses, goose
berries, is somehow inadequate, under
our scorching suns. Very beautiful les

sons of this sort and of many others have
been enforced with much zeal ;

and it is,

I think, to be regretted that the patrons
of such undertakings have become fewer
of late possibly under the explosive ac

tion of some of those scientific retorts

belonging to Government experimental
stations, and which are managed in many
instances by sharp persons, who have
little respect for pedigrees (per se) of

either plants or planters.
It is not a little curious to observe

how a great many of those devoting
wealth to so desirable uses are yet ex

tremely anxious to conceal and belittle

the flow of the moneyed currents which

go to sustain such bucolic ventures.

Never was a fine lady of Queen Anne s

fine court or of ours more anxious to

conceal her toilet appliances of pow
der and carmine (which go to her pub
lic emblazonment) than these agricul
tural amateurs to keep out of sight the

golden currents which give fertilizing
tribute up and down their fields. Even
the amateur grower of roses is coming
to boast of his enormous cash returns

(sometimes half true) ; and I have en
countered from time to time, in years

past, an excellent Boston gentleman
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who had taken a bountiful assured in

come, and great stress of family prerog
ative to the indulgence of his bucolic

humors who, on taking a friend over

his grounds, would never fail to drop
furtive observations, in a confidential

manner, and with quite ledger-like pre
cision of speech, about the wonderful

profits he derived from his early pota
toes, and the quite

&quot;

ex-tra-ordinary
&quot;

prices he demanded, and was receiving
for his Guernsey butter. Of course, one

who has driven to market with only a

little fresh cut salt-grass between his

trousers and the top of his firkin, is

inclined to twist his tongue in his

cheek at such talk. Yet why should
there be pretence in the matter ? When
a man buys a pair of gloves for two
dollars he does not sally out, as a rule,

assuring his friends, gleefully, that he
has paid only one.

But I am warned that even an end

paper must have its end
;
and so must

this September day. May the glories
of its sunset, just now streaming into

the sky, rest on all my readers as a

rural Benediction !
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WHERE EM4N IS.

By Colonel H. G. Front (Baroud Bey).

r

Bari Fetish.

where the

Nile leaves the

Victoria Nyanza
to the Damietta
mouth in the Medi
terranean is a little

over thirty degrees
of latitude. The dis

tance, in a straight

line, is 2,137 miles.

As the Nile runs it is

about 3,300 miles.*

In this 3,300 miles
is found a great di

versity of climate,

topography, and

people. Humanity
offers no greater
contrasts than the

stark-naked pagan on the hillsides of the

River of the Mountains and the silk-robed

Turk in the palaces of Cairo. When one
who has wandered the whole length of

the Nile valley is casually asked,
&quot; How

did you like it out there ? what were the

people like ? what did you have to eat ?
&quot;

* The reader may like to know the authority for this
statement. The distances are : Damietta to Khartoum,
1,718 miles, as scaled on a Petermann map. The autho
rity is of the best, but the scale of the map was too small
for great accuracy.
Khartoum to Lado, 1,010 miles, as measured in 18T4 by

Watson and Chippindale, two officers of the Royal En
gineers. This is the only complete traverse survey of that
part of the Nile ever made, and is the most accurate in
formation to be had. No one has any right to dispute it

until he makes a better survey.
Lado to the Victoria Lake, 540 miles, as scaled from a

map compiled for my own use and never published. It
was made from the itineraries of Gordon and Emin. A
recent map compiled by Ravenstein makes the distance
about 520 miles, as near as it can be scaled. If the whole
length of the Nile were actually logged, or otherwise meas
ured, it would be found more than 3,300 miles, and prob
ably more than 3,500.

he must feel that the conversation has
made an unpromising start. What the
case requires is not a chat but a course
of lectures. He might say that he ate

truffled turkey and drank Chateau Mar-

gaux ;
or that he ate green bananas and

sucked mud out of an elephant s track.

Either statement would be correct, but
neither one, nor both, would sum up
the resources of the Nile Valley.

In this paper it is not proposed even
to mention the larger part of the Nile

basin, but merely to give a hasty sketch,
accurate so far as it goes, of the region
south of the mouth of the Sobat and im

mediately adjacent to the Upper Nile.

That region is the most important part
of what has been known since 1869 as

the Provinces of the Equator (El Gahat
El Khat El Istiwa). It is the region to

which the authority of the Khedive was
first carried in 1869 by Sir Samuel Baker

;

where Gordon did the best of his Afri

can work from 1874 to 1876, and where
Emin has been Governor-General for

the last twelve years.

Most of my own knowledge of the

Provinces is derived from a residence of

a few months there, first as Vakeel dur

ing Gordon s absence, and then as Gov
ernor-General when Gordon became
Governor - General of the Soudan, and
the Provinces of the Equator were made
a part of that territorial division of

the Egyptian government. Before that

time, the commander of the Provinces
had reported directly to Cairo. During
my brief command Emin was in the

Copyright, 1889, by Charles Scribner s Sons. All rights reserved.
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Mad

Provinces, without a very definite rank,
but as chief medical officer, and I gave
him general charge of all the magazines
as well. Aside from his official duties

he was a most valuable adviser and a

good companion. Unfortunately my
duties gave me little opportunity to see

him. I may state here that my own
stay in the Provinces was brought to an

abrupt end by a very serious fever, the
climax of some years exposure in the

Soudan, and before I recovered so far

as to think of going back, the end of

Gordon s stay in the Soudan was al

ready in sight, and nothing would have

induced me to remain after he left. My
journeys took me as far south as Mrooli

and Masindi. I cannot speak from per
sonal knowledge of Uganda and Unyoro.
For the first five hundred or six hun

dred miles of its course, from the Vic

toria Nyanza to a point somewhere north

of Lado, the Nile is known to the Arabs

as the Bahr-el-Gebel, the Biver of the
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Mountains. This is the most beautiful

part of the river. The country is di

versified with mountains and forests,

green hillsides and bright brooks. For

is habitable, and much of it is quite
thickly peopled. There are regions,

particularly in the country of the Moo-
gi, some seventy-five miles south of

Gordon. (From a photograph taken at about the age of forty.)

stretches of many miles the river is

broad and slow. In other parts are

wooded islands and foaming rapids.
About half-way between the Victoria Ny-
anza and Lado the Nile flows through
the northern end of the Albert Nyanza.
About twenty- five miles above the Al
bert Lake are the Murchison Falls. Be
low the lake, for more than one hundred
miles, the stream is broad and placid,

traversing a comparatively level country
and always navigable for vessels draw

ing four or five feet. In this part of its

course, about forty miles below the Al
bert Lake, it passes Wadelai, the pres
ent head-quarters of Emin s government.

All the country of the Bahr-el-Gebel

Lado, where the straw huts of the ne

groes shine on the grassy slopes for miles
like one continuous village. Then there

are other regions where a village will not
be seen in a two day s march. The vari

ations in height above sea-level, not

only of the Nile, but of the general sur
face of the country are important. At
Lado, the station is 1,550 feet above the

sea
;
at Dufili, 115 miles further south,

the altitude is about 2,100 feet. The faU
is 550 feet in 115 miles. At Magungo,
120 miles farther south, the station is

about 2,160 feet above the sea, giving an

apparent fall of the Nile of but 60 feet in

this distance. At Foweira, only 80 miles
from Magungo, the altitude of the sta-
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Sketch Map of the Nile Valley.

tion is about 3,500 feet, making an ap
parent faU of 1,340 feet in 80 miles. Al

though in this 80 miles are found the
Murchison and the Karuma Falls, and
the river is generally full of rapids in

this part of its course, still I have lit

tle doubt that the relative altitudes of

Magungo and Foweira, as here given,
are subject to considerable correction.

There are several regions where the

plateaux rise to more than 3,000 feet,

and there are isolated peaks that must
be 1,500 feet higher. The station of

Fatiko, 35 miles southeast of Dufili, is

probably the highest in the Provinces
of the Equator, being over 3,600 feet.*

From some indefinite line north of

Lado, but not far north of it, to Khar
toum, what we know as the Nile is

called by the Arabs El Bahr-el-Abiat,
the White Nile. Going north from

Lado, the forests and hills gradually
disappear, and finally even the banks
of the river are lost, and from about the

seventh degree of latitude until after

the mouth of the Sobat is passed over
three hundred miles, as the river runs
its course lies through the most heart

breaking land that it has ever been my
misfortune to see. The desert is cheer
ful compared with the vast swamps of

the White Nile. The boundaries of the

swamp region are not accurately known,
but from the best maps to be had I

have estimated the area roughly at

twenty-five thousand square miles. An
occasional hillock breaks the monotony
of level marsh, and here and there a

solitary tree is a landmark for many
miles. As one sails through the flat

wilderness of papyrus and tall grasses
there is no other sign of life than an

The authorities for these altitudes are :

Prout. Ravenstein.
1,526

Baker.

3,526

1,526

3,542

Lado 1,566

Gondokoro
Dufili 2,131 2,010

Wadelei
Magungo 2,162

Fatiko 3.678

Foweira 3,441

Should anyone be inclined to follow this question
further, through different authorities, he should remem
ber that the same name may be given to places several

miles apart. I do not know the sources of the informa
tion given on Ravenstein s map. Presumably they are

Emin, Felkin, and Junker. My own determinations are

from observations made with two aneroids that had
knocked around the Soudan for almost three years.

They covered but two weeks at any one place (Lado), and

generally but two days. Hence they were liable to con
siderable correction. On the other hand, they were cor

rected for temperature and for hourly oscillation. This

last is a very important correction, which is often neg
lected by those who have travelled in the African tropics.
The oscillation from 10 A.M. to 4 P.M. amounted, by ob

servation extending over several days, at Moogi, to over

one hundred and sixty feet of altitude. The Bahr-el-

Gebel receives several affluents which may be classed as

creeks, and one, the Asua, which is fairly called a river.

None of these affluents, however, carry such a volume of

water as to indicate that they drain any large area.
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occasional aquatic bird, or, more rarely,
a hippopotamus, and clouds of ravenous

mosquitoes. Gordon, whose experi
ences had covered many lands, said that

the mosquitoes here Were worse even
than at the mouths of the Danube. But
I don t believe that Gordon ever tried

to get an astronomical observation in

this part of the Nile. Only a man who
has sat there at nightfall, in the mud,
holding a sextant in his left hand, and
with the right carefully bringing into

contact the images of a star knows
the ultimate annoyance of mosquitoes.
They cannot be capable of anything
worse.

Throughout this three hundred miles

the stream is extremely crooked. It is

one of the discouraging features of the

journey that after hours of sailing one

appears to come round again to the

same place from which he started. It

is in this part of the White Nile that,

from time to time, forms the &quot;sudd,&quot;

that vegetable barrier which completely
closes the river to navigation. The ex
istence of a sudd north of the mouth
of the Bahr-el-Ghazal, in 1870, which
had then been four or five years form

ing, forced Sir Samuel Baker to make
the passage by the Bahr-el-Zaraff, and
caused his expedition to consume four

teen months going from Khartoum
to Gondokoro. When Ismail Pasha

Ayoub, Governor-General of the Sou
dan, cut through this obstruction, and
Gordon established his steamer service,
the journey was made in sixteen days.
The sudd consists of an accumulation
of aquatic plants, which grow from
the bottom and form small islands.

These gradually increase in circum

ference, unite, and finally make a bridge
across the river. In 1877, on my way
down, I saw these islands forming, and

intended, on my return, to drag them
loose, but never went back to do it.

Consequently a sudd closed the river

for two years. The gallant Gessi, re

treating from the Bahr-el-Ghazal region,
was stopped here, and before he could

get away many of his party starved to

death. Gessi himself finally got through
to Khartoum, and thence to Suez, where
he died from the effects of his terrible

experience. To open the sudd which

stopped Baker, Ismail Pasha Ayoub took

up some seven hundred soldiers and
cut through the matted vegetation with

sharpened sabre-bayonets. The mats,
loosened in this way, were hauled out
with ropes and allowed to drift down
the stream.

The northern frontier of the Provinces
of the Equator was, in Gordon s time,
marked by the reach of the Nile running
from the mouth of the Gazelle River

(Bahr-el-Ghazal) easterly to the Sobat,
and the latter stream lay within his

government. In about this latitude the

character of the country changes. The

swamps give place to rolling steppes,
and in the Shillook country, from the

bend of the Nile to Fashoda, the land

adjacent to the river is very thickly

peopled. Farther north the Bedouin
tribes have encroached upon the coun

try of the negroes, and the slave-traders

have scattered the blacks and driven

them south or to the interior, and villa

ges are rarely seen. The grassy steppes,
with occasional forests, continue to about
the latitude of Khartoum, and then grad
ually give place to the desert. Great
areas of absolute desert are not found,

however, until we come considerably
farther north. From the Sobat to the

Blue Nile, some four hundred miles,
there are no affluents other than brooks

carrying the drainage of small areas in

the rainy season, and dry most of the

year. In truth it may be said that the

Nile receives no tributary from the west
in the last two thousand miles of its

course.

At Khartoum the White Nile is joined

by the Blue Nile (El Bahr-el-Azerak) and
thence to the sea it is El Bahr-en-Nil

simply the Nile. One hundred and

eighty miles north of Khartoum the At-

bara comes in. From that point to the

sea, more than fifteen hundred miles,

the great river flows without a tributary.
In all this distance there is not a drop
of running water on the face of the

land, outside of the banks of the Nile.

For hundreds of miles it runs through
iron deserts and always under a cloud

less sky and a blazing sun. Some

part of the volume of the stream is lost

by evaporation. The water which re

mains is absorbed in the irrigation of

lower Egypt ;
but very little finds its

way into the Mediterranean. For three
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thousand three hundred miles the

mighty river flows, at once the highway
and the life of a continent, and within

sight of the sea it disappears.

Sketch Map showing the Stations of the Equatorial Prov

inces.

All that has been said since we left the

Sobat River is but indirectly related to

the Provinces of the Equator ;
and much

or most of it is known to the reader in

a general way. But the Nile is the one

overwhelming physical fact of the whole

Egyptian empire. It is the highway
from province to province, from the cap
ital to the equator. It made and sus

tains the best part of Egypt. Some defi

nite notion of its character and regimen
is necessary to any understanding of

the physical or the moral condition of

any part of the Khedive s dominion.
We return now to the Equatorial

Provinces, and there the rest of the narra

tive will keep us. The routes are two.

The quicker is down the Red Sea to

Suakim
;
thence by caravan two hundred

and forty miles to Berber
;
thence by

nuggar* or steamer to Khartoum
;
thence

one thousand and ten miles to Lado, also

by water. A very quick trip without de

lays would be forty days. The other

route is by river five hundred miles to

Assouan, six miles by rail around the

first cataract, one hundred and twenty
miles by water to Korosko, nine days by
caravan to Abou Hammed, and thence

by water and caravan to Berber, and
the rest of the journey as before. The
desert journey from Korosko to Abou
Hammed is a hard one, with water at but
one place on the route

;
but it is taken to

cut off the great bend of the Nile, which
is full of rapids.
We now know something of the geog

raphy and topography of the Provinces.

The people should next be considered.

The first great general fact is, that in all

the country from the tenth degree of

latitude to about latitude 1 30 N., that

is, from the northern to the southern

frontier of Gordon s old Provinces, the

inhabitants are pagan negroes naked
and savage. Immediately south of the

Provinces are the countries of Uganda
and Unyoro, the people of which are not

negroes, clothe themselves somewhat,
and show greater capacity for organized

government than their neighbors on the

north. In this great area, extending
over eight degrees of latitude, are many
tribes and subdivisions of tribes, with

different languages and dialects, and

having many minor peculiarities of arms,

ornaments, and customs. To describe

these peculiarities accurately, tribe by
tribe, is not within the scheme of this

article.

The first people met south of the

Sobat are the Nouer. Then comes the

*
Nuggar, the common sail-boat of the Nile.
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A Citizen of the Provinces. Characteristic Attitude of a Ban .

great tribe of the Dinka. These two
tribes cover a great territory, and have
furnished to the Arabs a vast number of
slaves. The regular regiments of the
Khedive in the Soudan were largely
made up of Dinka slaves. South of the

Dinkas, beginning about latitude 6, is

the Shir tribe, said by Emm to be a di
vision of the Baris. The Bari tribe,

with many subdivisions, occupies about
two degrees of latitude, and then come
the Madi, the Shooli, the Lango, and

finally the powerful Wanyoro and Wa-

ganda, who people the countries of Un-

yoro and Uganda, immediately south

of the Provinces of the Equator. All of

these people are, as I have said, heathens,
with the most rudimentarv notions of
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religion. They have their coojoors or

magicians, who are their only priests, and
to whom are attributed various super
human powers. While the other men
wear no covering the coojoor usually has

a skin of some kind hanging down his

back. He wears curious charms and

amulets, and frequently carries a gourd
rattle, or a horn to blow upon. He
often carries a horn filled with dust,

or with various odds and ends, which
is supposed to have magical virtues.

By his native craft he keeps alive the

faith of the people in his magic. He
controls the weather, and sometimes the

fate of war. He is, of course, the physi
cian, and whether his patient be a cow
or a man, the result is probably more
favorable than it would be if his pharma
copoeia were larger. The treatment, so

far as the duties of the physician go, is

ordinarily by dances and incantations

on his part. He is the prototype of the

&quot;Christian Scientist.&quot;

The rain-maker is often a chief and
ruler as well, but even then his calling
is not always a comfortable one. Some
times, if the crops suffer too much for

want of rain, he gets killed.

All of the tribes are village people, and
not nomadic. They live in huts made
with a frame of light sticks thatched
with straw. These are usually cylindri
cal to a height of three or four feet,

with a high conical roof. This is the

universal type of the &quot; tokel
&quot;

through
out the Soudan, far north of the negro
country. Of course it varies consider

ably among the negro tribes of the

south, often being nothing but a low

hemisphere, and sometimes having the
roof projecting and supported by posts
to form a low veranda around the
whole structure. In and about the vil

lages are usually numerous &quot;

googas
&quot;

for storing grain. These are cylindrical
structures, made of straw wattled in

light frames, and daubed inside and out
with clay. They stand a few feet from
the ground, on three or four posts, and
have a cover of thatch. Around the

village is often, and among the more
warlike tribes usually, a hedge of thorns,
which is called by the Arabs a zereba.

Against an enemy armed only with

spears and bows and arrows, this is a

very efficient fortification. A high hedge
VOL. VI. 56

of the Euphorbia candelabra is often seen

instead of the thorny zereba.

Most of the negroes of the upper Nile

breed cattle, and some of them have

great herds. These are ordinarily driven

at night into zerebas near the villages
and guarded. Where the mosquitoes
are very troublesome fires are lighted
in the cattle-yards, and a dense smoke is

kept up all night. The watchmen often

sleep in the ashes, and turn out in the

morning a fine iron-gray. When one

goes up the Bahr-el-Gebel, soon after he

passes the swamp region, he will be

startled, if it is his first journey, by the

sudden appearance on the bank of the

stream of a group of these gray negroes.
Each one carries a spear, and probably
he stands on his left foot with the hol

low of the right foot against the inside

of the left knee. His balance is kept

by the spear, which is held upright in

the right hand, the butt resting on
the ground. Very likely each man has

stuck in his hair two short feathers, one

standing straight up on each side of his

head. The traveller naturally expects
to see black negroes, but gray ones he is

not prepared for. These are hardly any
more fantastic, however, than the bright
red ones whom he will meet soon after.

It is much the fashion with many of the

tribes to color the whole body with red

ochre, or any other convenient coloring-

matter, mixed with grease. It is said

that the bricks of the old mission-house

at Gondokoro were entirely used up for

this purpose. So common is this prac
tice among the Baris about Lado that I

always think of them as red men ;
and

handsome fellows they are when their

tall, athletic, limber figures are freshly
coated with shining red. Among the

Madi it is not uncommon to see a man
with red legs and a black body, or the

reverse
;
or perhaps only his head and

arms will be painted. Of course it is

well known that the practice of greasing
the body is ancient, and still very com
mon in hot countries. In the Egyptian
Soudan, far north of Khartoum, castor-

oil is made and largely used for this

purpose. Among the blacks the custom
is wellnigh universal, I should say ;

and
a more unhappy creature than a negro
who has been compelled by stress of

circumstances to travel long without
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grease, is hard to find. As his skin

loses its glossy blackness his spirits
sink. A lump of tallow or a half-pint
of butter or oil would then be to him
more than food, drink, and sleep. To
the Western reader this use of lubricants

may seem unclean. If we called it anoint

ing, and if the subject of it was King
David, or even some modern prince, per
haps the impression would be different.

In fact, there is no more suggestion of

personal uncleanliness, or of immodesty
either for that matter, about the un
clothed negro than there is about a leo

pard. He is living in his natural con

dition, and is rained upon, and shone

upon, and blown upon like the other
animals. One very quickly comes to ac

cept him as he is, and any garment on
him is as much out of place as a coat

would be on one of his cows.

With very few exceptions the men,
boys, and girls from the Sobat, as far

south as Unyoro, are seen in this natural

state. The men wear rings around
their arms, ankles, and necks, made of

iron, copper, ivory, rhinoceros hide, or

serpent s skin. Tattooing and painting
the face or body are little practised, ex

cept the broad style of treatment of

large surfaces in red before mentioned.
In some of the tribes the men insert

long pieces of quartz or of glass in the

lower lip ;
but such mutilations are by

no means universal, and are more fre

quent among the women. Many of the

Bari and Madi men carry about a small

stool, which is hung to the left arm

by a thong, and is almost an article of

dress. This stool is perhaps four by
eight inches on top, and four or five

inches high. The top and the four legs
are all worked out of one piece of wood.
Beads are worn by both sexes as neck

laces, armlets, girdles, or in other ways.

Changes in fashions in beads take place

nearly as often as the changes in Euro

pean fashions. They are a very important
part of the currency of trade with these

people, and the Khartoum merchant is

liable at any time to find himself with a

stock of unfashionable beads on hand
which must be sacrificed. When I was in

the country the favorite bead was a very
small one of one color, either red or

white. A black bead, about as large as

a pea, with small white dots was also

current. No other style could be given
away with much success, much less

sold. Large, handsome beads of Vene
tian glass, that can be worn as single
ornaments, always have a value, as have

precious stones in other countries.

The costume and ornaments of the
women do not differ greatly from those
of the men. Invariably, however, or al

most invariably, they wear a small apron,
or what is considered its equivalent, in a

bunch of green leaves. This apron may
be made of a strip of cotton, or of strings
twisted from the bark of trees, or spun
from wool. Sometimes iron beads, made
by native smiths, are woven in with the
bast or woollen strings. Such a piece of

passementerie is shown on p. 52 7. Among
various tribes it is the custom for mar
ried women to wear a tail. This is made
of loose strings, perhaps two feet long,
thinner and shorter than a horse s tail,

but still quite a substantial brush. There
is no other article of dress or ornament
so grotesque and perpetually amusing as

this appendage. It seems to grow natur

ally from the person, and when the wearer
is in lively motion her flaunting tail is

most expressive. This custom explains
at once the ancient legends of people
with tails, which are still current all over

Africa. Indeed one constantly hears ac

counts of distant people having some

strange physical peculiarity which would
be explained in the same way were one

to see them. On the upper Nile, we
were often told of a tribe living in the

mountains to the west who had ears so

enormous that they spread them on the

ground to sleep on. Very likely some
traveller in that direction will find a

people who by long cultivation have

developed the lobe of the ear to an ex

traordinary size.

The fashions of dressing the hair vary.
Much the most common mode is to crop
it closely, but some tribes shave the

head. This is more the fashion for wom
en than for men. Among a few tribes

the men dress their hair very elaborately,

producing structures that must be the

result of years of growth and training.
This is especially true of the Madi,

Shooli, and Lango. The Latooka Baris

wear helmets of felted hair, ornamented
with plates of copper, red beads, brass

cartridge-cases, and bright feathers. All
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of these matters of dress and ornament
have been described by Speke and

Grant, Baker, and other writers, and
more recently by Emin, whom I should

consider the most accurate authority of

A Ban Woman s Costume.

all. We cannot enter here into further

details.

Throughout the great area included
in the Equatorial Provinces there must
be varieties in the physical type. The
tribes are not, however, strikingly differ

ent to a casual observer. They are all

finer people than the West Coast negro
whom we see in America. The head is

higher, the face less prognathous, the

features more agreeable, and the limbs
more symmetrical, and muscled well

down to the extremities. The long heel
and crooked shin, which we consider
characteristic of the true negro, do not

belong to the negro of the upper Nile.

The type improves as we ascend the
Nile. The Baris are fine, large men, un
commonly tall and well filled out. The

women also are tall and strong. The
Madis are, however, the beauties and dan
dies of the whole country. One will see

there really handsome men. They are

not so large as the Baris, but very sym
metrical, and their features are often

positively agreeable. They take more

pains in personal decoration than
most of their neighbors, dressing

their hair very elaborately, and often

painting their bodies in fantastic pat
terns.

All of these people are armed with

spears, and many of them carry bows and
arrows as well. Shields are by no means
universal. Such of the tribes in the

immediate vicinity of the Nile as carry
no shields seemed to dread the shields

of the Makraka warriors from the west,
who were occasional allies of the troops
of the Provinces, quite as much as they
feared their fierce courage and reputed
cannibalism. In arms as in dress there

is some variety in detail. The size, shape,
and barbing of spear and arrow heads

vary. The arrows particularly are often

fiendishly contrived to lacerate terribly,
and to be withdrawn only by free cut

ting. Poisoned spears and arrows are

used, but from such information as I

could gather I concluded that the danger
from them was easily exaggerated. The

people have not the knowledge to con
coct poisons that will at once last on the

head of the weapon and be quickly sol

uble in human blood. It is doubtful, in

deed, if they have any poison that would

produce a serious general effect if in

troduced into the circulation, although
their poisoned weapons make ugly sores.

In short, they cannot fight with specifics

any more than white men can
;
but must

rely upon their individual courage and

address, in which they are not deficient,

and upon the quality of their weapons,
which are formidable enough.

It has already been said that most of

these negroes breed cattle. They culti

vate the soil also, and are hunters and
warriors. Blacksmiths are found among
many of the tribes. The other minor
industries are not important. Their
cattle are their most valuable property.

They are not killed for food, but the

milk is used. Stealing other people s

herds and keeping their own from be

ing stolen are constant cares. Cattle
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raids are the most frequent causes of

fights between tribes. For many years
the slave-traders have allied themselves
with one chief after another to attack

his neighbors. When the raiders are

successful the women and children are

carried off for slaves, the cattle for bar
ter and to feed the slave-traders stations,
and the ivory to be sent to the Khar
toum market. This predatory warfare

goes on constantly in the regions much
frequented by the Arab slave-traders.

In other regions it is less general.
All of these people raise grain enough

to supply them with breadstuff. The uni
versal grain crops are doorah (Sorghum
vulgare), dokhn (Penicillaria plucketii),
and telaboon (Elusine coracand). The

grain of the doorah resembles in its

qualities maize rather than wheat. The
other grains are quite unlike anything
grown in America. It must be remem
bered that we are speaking of a great
territory, and that all of the crops men
tioned are not grown in any one region.
Indeed, there are places where it is ex

tremely difficult to get any better sub
stitute for bread than bananas and sweet

potatoes, and these are by no means al

ways to be had. Beans of two or three

kinds, tobacco, sesame, and several other

crops are grown to a greater or less ex
tent in all the country south of latitude

6 N. Poultry, the common barnyard
fowl, is found very commonly in all the

villages. A few sheep and goats are also

kept. The grain crop furnishes much
the most important part of the food of

the people. Milk, poultry, the vegeta
bles already mentioned and such game
as they manage to secure, supply the

rest
; although the white ant, which can

hardly be called game or poultry, should
not be forgotten. Throughout great

regions these insects are eaten at cer

tain seasons of the year. They are col

lected at night by people who light fires

near the ant-hills, to attract the males,
which swarm out and are gathered up
and roasted and stored away for a time,
or are eaten raw.

The great quantity of game, small and

large, in all the upper Nile country, is

sufficient evidence that the natives are

but moderately good hunters. Ele

phants are found everywhere in the

country of which we write, but their

numbers vary in different regions.
There are not many of them left just
about Lado and Gondokoro, although
in Gordon s time a small herd swam the
river one night at that place, climbed
the steep bank in front of his house,
and charged through the enclosure, over

turning banana-trees and huts, and mak
ing considerable excitement. As one
steams along the river between Dufili
and the Albert Nyanza he will often see .

herds, large and small, coming down to

drink, or peacefully feeding on the plains,
and on their broad backs perch flocks

of the little white ibis, likewise peace
fully feeding. In a march through the
woods in almost any direction one is

liable to see or hear or find &quot;

sign
&quot;

of

elephants. The banana-groves of the na
tives are constantly ravaged by them.

Ivory is the only source of revenue of

the Provinces. The buffalo is not as
often seen in this country as the ele

phant, but is widespread. I saw it

only in the district between Dufili and
Foweira by the Fatiko route. This
fierce animal is little hunted by the
natives. Wild boars are occasionally
met with. Gordon killed one with a

revolver as it was crossing the trail by
which he was travelling from station to

station. They are not very common.
Lions, leopards, cheetah cats, giraffes,
and several other varieties of antelopes,
are all found in greater or less numbers
in many parts of the Provinces. Hippo
potamuses and crocodiles abound every
where in the White Nile and Bahr-el-

Gebel. Both of these animals are

freely eaten by the negro when he can

get them
;
the converse of which propo

sition is also true as regards the croc

odile. The hippopotamus does no harm

except in the gardens and cornfields;
but these he can wreck thoroughly.
With his great feet he tramples down
more than he eats. Fortunately he
does not go far from the river-bank.

The river just in front o,f Lado is deep
and quiet, and is a famous place for hip

popotamuses. Almost any night they
will be heard there, snorting and blow

ing and splashing about all night long.
Crocodiles frequent the same locality,

having found it a good hunting-ground.
There, as at other stations, a curved

row of piles was driven in the stream,
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both ends of the curve resting on the

bank, to make a small enclosure, within

which water might be taken without

danger, and orders were given that no
one should attempt to dip water from

the river except at a place so protected.
Of course, such an order would not be

always obeyed. It would be as easy
to keep the citizen of the Republic from

driving his horse in front of a locomo

tive, or from throwing himself before a

Broadway truck, as to prevent the negro
of the Provinces feeding himself to the

crocodiles. To save ten steps men and
women would go down to the water s

edge in unprotected places, and sooner

or later they would be snapped up by
the crocodiles lying in wait in the

rushes. Six women were carried away
by crocodiles on the water-front of Lado
within a few weeks, and a boy lost an

arm, and a soldier a leg, in the same
time. These latter were caught and
held by their comrades, or they too

would have been dragged into the

stream. The negroes frequently swim
their cattle across the river in return

ing from raids, or to escape pursuit, or
in changing pastures. They are very
likely to pay tithes to the crocodiles,
which make off with a bullock or a

heifer.

The country and the people here

briefly described were suddenly brought
to the knowledge of the civilized world

by Speke, Grant, and Baker, from twenty
to twenty-five years ago. Before that

time but little was known about them

except to the traders of Khartoum, and
even they had but very inaccurate no
tions of much of the country. For
tunes were made, however, in the slave

and ivory trade with those regions.
Ismail Pasha, the fifth viceroy of Egypt,
and the first to bear the title of Khedive,
succeeded to the rule in 1863, at the age
of thirty-three. He is the son of Ibrahim,
and the grandson of the greatMahommed
AH. He and his father and grandfather
were not only the ablest men of their

dynasty, but would have been men of

great ability and power in any time and
place. There is no doubt that Ismail s

ambition was to establish a great Nile

empire, and to make it independent of

Turkey. There is little doubt that he
would have succeeded in getting his

independence, as Mahommed AH and
Ibrahim would have done before him, if

the European powers had not prevented
it. In the development of his ambitious

projects Ismail undertook the subjuga
tion of the countries in the upper Nile

basin, and in 1876 his forces conquered
Darfour. Some years before this, Is

mail had turned his attention to the

White Nile, and in 1869 he placed Sir

Samuel White Baker in command of a

great expedition,
&quot;

organized to subdue
to our authority the countries situated

to the south of Gondokoro.&quot; Other

specified objects of this expedition were
to suppress the slave-trade, to introduce

legitimate commerce, and to open to

navigation the,great lakes of the equator.
In all that has followed under the

administrations of Baker, Gordon, and

Emin, the suppression of the slave-trade

has been spoken of by various writers,
and thought of by a large body of the

public, as the primary object of the oc

cupation. This is a serious mistake.

Whatever these various governors may
have had in their hearts, the suppression
of the slave-trade was but incidental to

the larger purpose of conquering and

occupying the country for Egypt. They
have recognized, as the Khedive must
have done, that the existence in the

Provinces of the estabHshments, or the

expeditions, of the slave-traders was

absolutely incompatible with govern
ment. The Khedive was obliged also, as

a matter of policy, to promise the people
of Europe (either in set terms or by im-

pHcation) that the slave-trade should be
broken up, otherwise public sentiment
would not have allowed him to seize the

countries of the negroes. I have no
doubt that Ismail was faithful to this

part of his bargain with civilized human
ity. He was sagacious enough to know
the value of good faith. We need not

inquire further into his motives. Neither
need we inquire what right the Khedive,
or any one else, had in those countries,
whether he went there for conquest, or by
force of arms to stop the practice of cap
turing and selling one s neighbors, or to

interfere otherwise with the long-estab
lished customs of the country. As Gor
don says in a manuscript memorandum
on Uganda and Unyoro, now before me,
&quot;

this is a question solved by us [the
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English] practically. It may be theo

retically discussed, and the injustice
demonstrated, but it is acted on practi

cally in a different
way.&quot;

At any rate

the advance of the Khedive s government
into central Africa was in the interest of

civilization, and that is always held to

be a sufficient reason for depriving an
inferior people of their liberty.
The expedition organized by Baker

was on a large and elaborate scale.

Three small steamers were ordered
built in England, in sections, such that

they might be carried overland to be

eventually launched on the lakes. These
were of thirty-eight tons, one hun
dred and eight tons, and two hundred
and fifty-one tons respectively. Two
steel life-boats, each thirty-feet long by
nine feet beam, were also taken out in

sections. Six steamers and thirty small

sailing vessels were started up the Nile

from Cairo, loaded with stores of all sorts.

Three steamers already at Khartoum,
with twenty-five sailing vessels, were or

dered to be in readiness to go up with
the expedition on its arrival from Cairo.

Over sixteen hundred troops of all

arms were assigned to the expedition.
A condition, perhaps not fully realized

at first even by Baker, soon developed
itself. Erom one end of the Nile Valley
to the other the occupation of the upper
country by the Khedive s government was

unpopular. The first great active inter

est opposed to it was that of the dealers

in slaves and ivory. Much capital and

many men were employed in these oc

cupations, which would be destroyed by
the success of the expedition ;

for not

only would the slave-trade be stopped
but the government would take the

monopoly of the ivory trade. The ob
stacle to the success of the expedition
next in importance to the opposition of

the Khartoum people, was the disaffec

tion of the officers and men of the force.

To the Turks, Arabs, and Circassians,
who officered the regular regiments, and
to the fellaheen, who made up the rank
and file, nothing could be more horrible

than to be sent to Gondokoro. It was
like sending them to a penal colony.

Only the men of the black regiment
could enter on such an enterprise with

any enthusiasm or courage. Finally,
Baker had against him the steadfast

and undying hatred and distrust which
many of the official class always feel to
ward a European Christian

; and back
of all was the tremendous vis inertia of
the whole country, a force which by its

slow, unseen, but never-ceasing action,
has caused energetic men to fret them
selves to death.

It has already been told that the
&quot; sudd &quot;

in the White Nile forced Baker
to attempt to get through by the Bahr-
el-Zaraff (Giraffe River), which is but
an arm of the Nile leaving the main
stream about latitude 7 N., and re

joining it again between the mouths
of the Gazelle and the Sobat. By this

route the expedition eventually reached
Gondokoro (April 15, 1871), two years
from the date of Baker s appointment
to the command, nineteen months after

the departure from Cairo, and four
teen months after the departure from
Khartoum. Baker s appointment was
for four years ;

therefore half the term
was gone when he arrived on the scene
of action. Two years later, almost to the

day (April 26, 1873), he left Gondokoro
on his return to Cairo and to England.
The work of those two years is recorded
in Baker s

&quot;

Ismailia.&quot; The results had
not been encouraging. The country
had been formally annexed as far south
as the frontier of Mtesa s country.
That is, the southern boundary was

placed at an imaginary line extending
from the Albert Lake at the equator
northeastward, to intersect the second

parallel of latitude about two hundred
miles west of the lake. As a matter of

fact but three small garrisons were left

south of Gondokoro one at Fatiko,
one at Fabbo, near Fatiko, and one near

Rionga s Island, in latitude 2. These
were too small to do more than take

care of themselves. The garrison left

at Gondokoro was in command of Raouf

Bey, who had been in constant intrigues
with the slave-traders from the first, and
was actively hostile to the purposes of

the expedition. The country of Kaba

Rega, Unyoro,
which was annexed by

proclamation, was nominally put under

Rionga, a chief friendly to Baker
;
but

actually Baker had retreated from that

country after burning a large part of his

baggage, and only came off with his

life by the most gallant and courageous
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conduct of all of his little party during
a running fight of several days. Eionga
had no power whatever over any part
of Kaba Rega s territory, and to this

day Kaba Rega remains the undisputed
sovereign of Unyoro, and as independent
of the Khedive s authority as if neither

Baker, Gordon, nor Emin had ever gone
south of Khartoum. It cannot be said

that commercial or friendly relations of

any importance had been established

with the natives. The first nine months
after the arrival at Gondokoro had been

spent largely in fighting the Bans there

abouts, in fortifying the camp, and in

establishing the post. The remainder
of the two years was passed in the

fruitless expedition to Masindi, two
hundred and fifty miles south, in Un
yoro, in the quarrel with Kaba Rega at

that place, and in the return march.
Two substantial results remained,

however, from the expenditure of time,

money, and blood. First, a great supply
of stores had been accumulated, and sev

eral steamers, erected and in sections,
were available for the use of Baker s suc
cessor. This in itself was a great advan

tage to start with. Second it had been
demonstrated beyond any possible doubt
that the slave-traders would fight the

new order of things by every artifice

known to them, openly and secretly, by
corrupting the troops and by open re

volt, by stirring up the hostility of the

natives, and by arson and murder. All

of these things they had done in their

determination to ruin the expedition.
That its results were so meagre must
not therefore be put down to Baker s

discredit. He had undertaken a task of

which no man knew the difficulties or
the complications not even Baker him
self. The malign influence and the per
vading and subtle power of the Khar
toum slave-traders had never before
been adequately measured. That influ

ence and power extended from Cairo to

the equator, and they were incarnate in

the person of Abou Saoud.
The Khartoum house of Agad had

gradually acquired and established sta

tions throughout a great area, going as

far south as Fatiko, and extending one
hundred miles each way, east and west,
from the Nile. From these stations

slaves and ivory were sent down the

Nile. It was said that Agad alone sent

two hundred and fifty thousand pounds
of ivory to market annually. These sta

tions are little villages of straw huts,
stockaded or surrounded by zerebas,
and occupied by a few Danagla,* with
their black wives and children, and by
negro interpreters and trusted slaves.

These interpreters and slaves, as well as

the Danagla themselves, are armed with

shot-guns. The slave station is com
manded by a trusty agent of the house,
and is garrisoned according to the nec
essities of the situation. Friendly rela

tions are kept up with the negroes in the

immediate neighborhood until the time
comes to abandon the station. The

neighboring negroes join with the gar
rison to raid the more distant tribes,

and little wars are kept up year after

year until the region is desolated and
abandoned.
The Agad house, when Baker went up

to the Provinces, held from the Soudan

government some kind of a lease or con

tract, purporting to give it a monopoly
of the trade with the region which Ba
ker was sent to subdue and organize.
In fact, the Soudan government had no

authority over, or rights in, that country ;

but Baker felt bound to recognize the

existing contract. Abou Saoud was
son-in-law of Agad Ahmed, the head of

the house. He was a Dongalowd, pale

yellow-browTi, gentle in manners, refined

in appearance, adroit, plausible, patient,

long-headed, and as fine as a razor. He
had been back and forth through the

country occupied by the Agad stations,

and knew the chiefs personally and

thoroughly. The stations were com
manded by men whom he could handle
as he wished. This man began his in-

before Baker left Cairo, and
never ceased until his arrest at

Cairo, when Baker returned to Khar
toum in 1873. Indeed it is not likely
that they ceased then

;
but he had suc

ceeded in defeating, in great measure,

*Dongalowi singular, danagla plural the natives of
the Nile Valley from about Khartoum north to Dongola
or farther. A brown or bronze red people, lightly built,
but wiry and tough ; having spirit and courage when
on the winning side, but easily whipped. They are ad
venturous, rapacious, crafty ; Muslims, but not very de
vout, and thoroughgoing rascals. They are boat-build
ers and merchants, and cultivate the soil in a small way.
They furnish slave-hunters for all the Nile country. Ma-
hommed Achmet, the late &quot;

Mahdi,&quot; was of this breed, as
was Zebehr, the ablest of modern slave-hunting chiefs.

trigues
thev
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the purposes of the expedition. Baker s

great mistake at the outset was to en

gage Abou Saoud as his Vakeel. This
he did by a contract made at Khartoum,
by the terms of which Abou Saoud was
made charge d affaires under Baker,
with full powers. He undertook to

maintain order in the country, and was
to receive as his pay six per cent, of the

ivory that the country might furnish.

The agents of Agad were to supply the

expedition with cattle and other provi
sions. But there was only one way in

which they could get cattle to sell to

the government by pillaging the na
tives.

The machinations of Abou Saoud
were soon apparent. He and his agents
were everywhere. They corrupted the

officers and men of the expedition.

They visited the native chiefs from Gon-
dokoro to Kaba Kega, inciting their dis

trust and hostility. They plotted the
death of Baker s faithful officers and

agents, and probably of Baker himself.

They made the whole country a hornet s

nest, and finally at Fatiko they actually
fired on Baker and his men. Baker s

second great mistake was in not arrest

ing Abou Saoud and sending him to

Cairo in irons as soon as his villainy be
came known.

In February, 1874, Gordon arrived in

Cairo to take command of the Equato
rial Provinces. He was then forty-one

years old, a colonel of Royal Engineers
in the English army, and had made his

name immortal as &quot;Chinese Gordon.&quot;

Although he was already a man of high
distinction, and had come to take a posi
tion of great power and some honor,

nothing could be simpler or less osten

tatious than his appearance and manners.
He was rather under than over medium
height, of well-proportioned figure, by
no means heavy but muscular, and vig
orous in all his movements. His hair

was brown, and curled rather closely.
His complexion was ruddy. He wore a

short moustache and small whiskers,
and shaved as carefully when he was in

the heart of Africa as when he was in

London. His mouth was resolute, but
full of humor. His smile was quick, and
his whole expression was kind, bright,
and ready, but absolutely self-reliant.

Only a dull person could fail to see that

here was a man who had nothing to ask
or to fear. His most striking feature
was his eyes. These were bright blue,
and the blue and white were of that

pure unclouded quality that one sees

only in the eyes of a baby. Only a

baby s eyes could be so direct and sin

cere. You felt that they looked right
into your soul and laid bare your mo
tives.

As I said, Gordon came to Cairo in

February, 1874. He had little prepara
tions to make other than to settle the
limits of his power, and to fix his status
in the government. Personally he was

ready to take his bag and go to the

equator any time, and the less fuss

there was about it the better. The area
of his command was greatly enlarged.
The northern frontier of the Provinces
was placed at the mouth of the Sobat
instead of at Gondokoro, and he was

given authority over the Bahr-el-Gha-
zal also. Thus he could control nearly
the whole area operated in by the Dana-

gla slave-hunters. In arranging the

preliminaries a little squabble took

place over his pay. The Khedive wished
to give him 10,000 a year, but Gordon
would take but 2,000, and had his way.
Only a few days were occupied at Cairo,
and February 21st Gordon was at Suez
on his way to the equator by Suakim,
Berber, and Khartoum. He reached
Khartoum March 14th, left there March
22d, and April 16th was at Gondokoro.
October 6, 1876, two years and a half

later, he left Lado finally and forever.

The work done in those two-and-a-half

years has been briefly and inadequately
told by various writers. Much the best

account of it is to be found in Gordon s

letters, and on them no one who wishes
to tell the story can improve. Those
letters tell the care and labor of the sit

uation, and they reveal the man s humor,

piety, insight, and sympathy. They
abound in passages that are biblical in

direct statement. No one can para
phrase, condense, or expand them with
out loss of force.

When Gordon reached his Province
he found three stations occupied Gon
dokoro

; Fatiko, some one hundred and

sixty miles south
;
and Foweira, about

seventy miles farther south. At Gon
dokoro Raouf Bey was still in command.
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with a garrison of about seven hundred
men. The other stations were occupied

by negro regulars in much smaller
force. None of these garrisons did more
than hold its position. The country
around Gondokoro was so hostile that

no one could leave the fort in safety,
and an excursion of ten miles was not

to be thought of except in force. Com
munication with the other stations

could only be had by armed expeditions
of considerable strength. There was
no more acknowledgment of the Khe
dive s authority than when Speke and
Grant passed through in 1863, and much
less inclination to accept kindly the pres
ence in the land of white men. At
Khartoum were seven steamers available

for communication with the Provinces,
and a large supply of stores was col

lected there and at Gondokoro. Other
wise the task would have been easier

had no white man ever preceded Gor
don. When he gave up the govern
ment he had a chain of stations estab

lished from Lado to Mrooli in the south,
three hundred and sixty miles, at easy
stages. To the north of Lado five sta

tions were established, to the mouth of

the Sobat. Westward were two stations

in the Makraka country, and there was
one to the east at Latooka. In all there
were about twenty-five stations. Com
munication between all of these stations

was regular, and between those on the

upper Nile it was safe and frequent.

Generally one man could go from sta

tion to station with no risk. At Gondo
koro the garrison of seven hundred men
had been replaced by a sergeant and ten
men. From one end to the other of

the Provinces there was peace with the

negroes, except directly across the river

from the Moogi station, where the natives
still remained hostile, but not trouble
some. Ferries had been established at

crossings of the larger streams, and at

one or two points on the Nile. Regular
communication was kept up with Khar
toum, and wood stations for the steamers
were established at convenient intervals.

The journey could be made easily in six

teen days up, and eight days down. A
twin-screw steamer and two steel life

boats had been transported to Dufili,
erected there and were available for

communication with the Albert Lake and

the stations above. Another steamer
had been hauled up to Moogi and taken
to pieces, and the sections were lying
there ready for transportation to Dufili

or elsewhere. It was perfectly practica
ble to assemble several thousand porters,
for this or other work, on short notice.

The soldiers in the garrisons were paid,

clothed, and fed with tolerable regular

ity, and were subordinate and generally
contented. The debt of the Provinces
was being paid off by the surplus reve

nue from the sale of ivory. Above all,

the chiefs and natives throughout the

whole land knew Gordon, and feared

him and trusted him, so far as a savage
can trust any one. It is a mistake to

suppose that fidelity is a savage virtue.

Very few savages have it or can conceive

of it. But at any rate the negroes of

the Provinces believed in Gordon, so far

as they could believe in any one, and

they were no longer at the call of every

intriguing Dongalowi.
This is a very brief statement of what

Gordon had done
;
and he had done it

alone. Before me now lies a letter from

him, dated Cairo, December 9, 1876.

After giving various directions as to the

affairs of the Provinces he closes with
these words :

&quot; This is all. As for the

government of the Province you must do

everything yourself; must know the con
tents of every magazine in each military

post ;
must see the boats everywhere are

properly cared for, caulked, etc.; must
see to the troops clothes, their money,
rations, etc.; in fact, you will not find

any one to bear the burden of the least

thing. You must be prepared to do all.&quot;

The first year that Gordon was in the

Provinces much of his time had been

spent nursing his sick staff, but before

the end of that year all of the Europe
ans with him, and many of the Arab of

ficers had died or gone back sick, and he
was left alone with the negroes. When
he first went up, to the astonishment of

everybody who knew anything of the

history of Baker s expedition, Gordon
took Abou Saoud, whom he found a

prisoner at Cairo, with him as second in

command. This was a grave mistake of

judgment, but had no serious conse

quences. It was not long after his ar

rival at Gondokoro that Gordon found
Abou Saoud up to his old tricks. He
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was promptly sent down to Khartoum,
and figures no more in the history of

the Equatorial Provinces. He died in

1881, evidently an honored and re

spected citizen of Khartoum. Kaouf

Bey also was soon sent down to Cairo,
and Gordon proceeded systematically to

get rid of those whose loyalty to him
self he had good reason to doubt.

His policy in this particular is also

indicated in the letter quoted above.
&quot; Your position up there is only assail

able through the intrigues of an under

strapper, and cost what it will you must

get lid of any one who troubles you.
. . . Lado is the heart, but you must
watch closely its pulsations. . . . One

thing I warn you against is never to let

these men get too strong for you. Never

hesitate, even if it is your brother, to

send him off if he is not faithful.&quot; These

repeated injunctions show how well

Gordon knew the greatest peril of official

life in the Eastern countries, and indi

cates how prompt and resolute he was
to seize and hold all the lines in his own
hands.

Death, disease, and the process of

eliminating the tricky and the worth

less, shortly left th^. Provinces under
Gordon with a personnel which doubt
less remains practically unchanged un
der Emin. The troops are negro regu
lars and a few Danagla irregulars. The
basis of the regular organization is a

battalion of blacks who served in Mex
ico under Maximilian. On their return

to Egypt they were promoted and dec

orated, and finally went to the equator.
The officers and men alike, from a lieu

tenant-colonel down, are full-blooded

Soudan negroes. Recruits have been
added from time to time, chiefly from
the Makraka and the cannibal Niam-
Niams. These men are good soldiers for

the place where they are, and, as is well

known, are far the best material in the

Egyptian army. They are brave, can
march tremendously, are quite amenable
to discipline, and can shoot fairly. In
the Provinces of the Equator they are in

clover. They are great men, with their

shabby finery, their military music, and
their position of authority. They have
their wives and children, and their little

gardens, and are really better off and
more contented than in Egypt. These

are the same men who, under different

conditions, make the best soldiers of the

slave-traders, the redoubtable bazinger.
Gordon encountered them in 1878 in

southern Darfour, in the revolt of Ze-
behr s son, and described them as
&quot;

smart, dapper-looking fellows, like an

telopes ; fierce, unsparing, the terror of

central Africa, having a prestige far be

yond that of the government. These
are the slave-dealer s tools.&quot; The offi

cers of his negro troops and a few Arabs
and Danagla were Gordon s mudirs of

provinces and commandants of stations.

With this material he had, in two years
and a half, brought peace and order and
the influence of just government into a

savage land extending over eight de

grees of latitude. It would be nonsense
to say that he had changed, or that any
man or influence could, in that time,

change the nature of the negro or pro
duce any effect that would not be ob
literated absolutely when the strong
rule ceased. But he had set up that

strong and just rule, and made it possi
ble for his successors to continue it

should the policy of the Egyptian gov
ernment endure. It is astonishing with
how little fuss the work had been done.

Of fighting there had been almost none.

A few lessons had been given to the

most obstreperous by burning their

huts and carrying off their cattle, and
Gordon had been occasionally attacked
on the march, but the bloodshed had
been slight. The most serious affair

happened in the first year, at Moogi.
Here young Linant, a son of Linant Bey
de Beliefonds, a distinguished engineer
and scholar of Cairo, crossed to the east

side with about thirty men, to give the

hostile natives a hint not to interfere

with the steamer which was being
hauled up through the rapids. The

party was surrounded and massacred
almost to a man, Linant being one of

the first killed. Gordon was much af

flicted by this affair, but he recognized
the prior right of the natives to their

own country, and dealt with them as

tenderly as possible. On one occasion

after one of his parties had gone out he

sat in the station watching the hillsides

across the river, beyond which his men
had disappeared. Presently a coojoor

appeared, standing on a rock, black
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against the sky. For hours he stood

there waving his arms and gesticulating,
To Gordon he was a Balaam, who had

don watched them and in his heart he

sympathized with them. Gordon acted

among these people as if his own life was
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been called upon by a black Balak to
&quot; curse me this people, for they are too

mighty for me, peradventure I shall

prevail, that we may smite them and
that I may drive them out of the land.&quot;

Around Balaam &quot; the kings and princes
of Midian squatted like

apes,&quot;
and Gor-

charmed. His hut at the stations was
almost always built outside of the stock-

ade, and there he slept unguarded. At

daybreak he wrould slip away and walk
miles through the country, with his to-

bacco-box under his arm, and his ciga-

rette-pipe in his fingers, absolutely un-
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armed. It is now a matter of history
that he ended a grave revolt in southern
Darfour by riding alone into the camp
of the rebels and scolding their chief.

Those who are at all familiar with his

career know how, from his campaign in

China to the defence of Khartoum, he
was always the one absolute master of

the situation in which he found himself.

White and black, civilized and savage,

recognized his power and submitted to

his will.

What was the secret of his wonderful

power ? Much of it lay in his fearless

ness, much in his swiftness of thought
and action, and much in what the Yankee
would call his capability in all things,
small as well as great. He could ride

and shoot and tinker and conduct cam

paigns and negotiate treaties, all with

unhesitating self-reliance. As a matter
of course such a man takes command.
Gordon never lacked opportunities to

show these qualities. When steaming
quietly up the Nile a monkey with which
he was playing fell overboard. In a

twinkling Gordon was in the water
after him. By good luck the crocodiles

got neither Governor-General nor mon
key. When a nugger was being hauled

up the rapids some way south of Lado
the cable got away from the men on the

bank and the vessel was swept on the

rocks. No one would volunteer to go
out and pick up the cable and Gordon

jumped into a skiff and went alone. To
be sure the skiff upset, and the Gov
ernor-General sat some hours dripping
on a rock, but his men had a lesson.

On another occasion the garrison of one
of the stations was thrown into much
anxiety by seeing Gordon alone, row

ing across the river to the east bank,
which in that region was occupied by
intensely hostile negroes. He landed,
made his boat fast, and tried by a dis

play of beads and wire to induce the

savages to come and talk with him.

They simply sat on the hillside and
scowled. Finally Gordon shot a hippo
potamus and paddled back, leaving the

beads on the shore and a fine feast of

hippopotamus meat in the rushes.

Another man would have been killed.

I was amused to see on his table at

Khartoum handsome spoons and forks

with his crest half effaced by rough

scratches. I could fancy Gordon, vexed

by some unusual flummery, seizing a
rat-tail file and proceeding to put out
of his sight one more vanity. It was
not that he was not proud of his fam
ily. On the contrary, he could pay a
man no greater compliment than to say
&quot; You are like a Gordon

;

&quot;

but all the
marks and signs of rank sometimes be
came intolerable to him. I mention
these trifling incidents (and I could tell

dozens like them) to illustrate the point
which I have in mind, that Gordon took
and kept his unquestioned place as a
chief not by force of gold lace and ban
ners and salutes of trumpets and guns
but by doing things. He filled Carlyle s

definition,
&quot;

King, Konning, which means

Can-mug, Able-man.&quot; All who are at

all familiar with his character and deeds
must recognize the fact that he was a
man of great qualities, both of mind and
character. He did not do things acci

dentally or by mysterious means. What
ever business he had in hand he knew
it thoroughly in all its details. He knew
his men and their motives, and he

grasped all the minutiae of his material.

He was a highly educated modern sol

dier, and from the principles of grand
strategy down to mending a gun-lock
or loading a cartridge he knew his pro
fession. He was not a great student of

books, but his quick and strong mind
seized and held facts with wonderful

power. His most remarkable intellect

ual quality was directness. He never

got muddled with the unimportant. In
one of his letters he said,

&quot;

Keep your
eyes on the cloud by day and the pillar

by night, and never mind your steps.
The direction is the main

point.&quot;
The

clearness with which he saw the point
that he was after, the singleness of pur
pose and precision with which he moved
toward it, the disregard, and even im

patience, with which he treated the non-
essentials were at once elements of his

power, and perplexing to those who did

not see what he saw. To most men the

intermediate steps must be clearly seen

or the way is obscure and illogical.

Much has been written of Gordon s re

ligion. To him it was a vital fact which
influenced every act and thought. This

was logically bound to be so. Once
convinced of the truth of the teachings
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of Christianity he had to be a Christian

all the time, and to carry his belief to

its conclusions whatever they might be.

He could not be fervent on Sunday
and indifferent on Monday. He simply
lived a faith which most civilized men
think they have, or pretend to think

they have. It was not Gordon who was
&quot;

queer.&quot;
The logic is all on his side.

The world could offer him nothing that

he wanted ;
neither honors nor riches,

nor even length of days, so that his vision

of what he conceived to be his duty was
never obscured by any personal consid

eration. His conduct must always be

judged with this great fact in mind.
How much his character was moulded

by his religion, or how much his religion
was the outcome of his character, is not

worth speculating about, but the result

was the least selfish, the most magnani
mous, the most generous, and the brav

est man it has ever been my fortune to

know.
The legacy which Gordon left for his

successor was to keep the frontiers from
the encroachment of the Soudan gov
ernment

;
to maintain the discipline and

order already established ;
to improve the

routes of communication
;
to introduce

some other means of land transportation
than porters ; to solidify and extend the

position of the Provinces to the wr

est,

and to bring King Kaba Rega of Un-

yoro and King Mtesa of Uganda into

such a position of acknowledged depen
dence that trade, instead of going to

Zanzibar, would be turned down the

Nile. It was not proposed to annex
these countries, but to convince their

rulers that they would be annexed if

they did not behave themselves. The
first step was to get a steamer afloat on
the Nile above Foweira. From the Al
bert Nyanza to that point the river is

not navigable. At Moogi was lying a

steamer ninety feet long, of about twen

ty-five horse power, already taken apart
and ready for transportation. Porters
were at once collected, and the work be

gun of taking this vessel forty-five miles
over a very broken country to Dufili.

Thence to Magungo the sections would
be taken by water, and then overland

again to Foweira. In less than two
months the steamer was safely deposited
at Dufili. All of the parts except the

boiler were carried on the heads of men.
In this work over two thousand men
were employed. Many of them were
from the surrounding country, and a
valuable contingent came from the Ma-
kraka country in the west. The diffi

culty in this part of the wrork was sim

ply in getting and keeping the porters.
The boiler was a harder problem. This
must be transported entire, and one
water-course of considerable size, must
be crossed. The others could be headed,
or crossed where they were very small,

by keeping well up on the slopes. The
boiler was mounted on skids, or runners,
made of tree trunks, and hauled by a

couple of hundred men. These fellows

learned to stop and start at the sound
of a bugle, but a coojoor was a necessary
assistant. He marched by the boiler,

and when the starting signal sounded
he threw dust in the air, blew a blast

on a horn, and beat the boiler vigorous

ly with a stick, and away went the pro
cession on the wings of magic. This

steamer was afterward erected at Dufili,

and is now plying there in Emin s ser

vice.

The policy toward Mtesa, as outlined

by Gordon, can best be given in the

words of the same letter of instructions

from which I have already quoted :

&quot; Mtesa of Uganda is a man Egypt,
for fear of Europe, must not touch di

rectly. He is a man whom I distrust.

He is in close relations with Zan
zibar, has lots of powder and a good
many muskets. It would not take much
to demolish him if it was necessary, but
the scandal would be too great ;

so

this is what is to be done.&quot; A treaty
of alliance was to be made with the

people of Usoga on the east of the

Nile, some of whom were hostile to

Mtesa. This would give a clear road to

the lake. Then a steamer was to be

brought up overland and erected on the

Victoria Nyanza. Then an alliance was
to be made with Sasse, an island hostile

to Mtesa, and with Karagwe to cut the

Zanzibar route. &quot;With a steamer on
Lake Victoria the lake is Egyptian, and
Mtesa must come to terms.&quot; Gordon
saw full well the objections that wrould
arise in England to the Khedive s control

of the lakes, and he knew the hopes
that had been excited of the conversion
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of Mtesa and his people to Christianity ;

but he also knew that Mtesa was a

Christian, Mahommedan, or Jew accord

ing to the religion of the man who came
with gifts in his hands. He knew how
trifling must be the effect in that land
of anything that missionaries could do,
unless they were backed by permanent
commercial relations and their safety as

sured by some power competent to pro
tect them. In 1876 he said that the

mission would be unable to live with

Mtesa, and that he (Mtesa) would not
be led or guided by missionaries in his

government. The events have justified
his judgment.
The great scheme to make the Vic

toria lake Egyptian never was carried

out. As I was leaving Lado for a con
ference with Gordon at Khartoum, Coco

Agha, a negro officer, was ordered to

Usoga with troops, to begin negotiations
for the alliance with that country. I

heard afterward that he and his men
were all killed. Evidently Coco had not

the gift of diplomacy. From Khartoum
I went to London, alarmingly ill, and

there, in the summer of 1877, contracted

for four steel steamers for the lakes and

upper Nile. In the next two years
came serious revolts in the Soudan, the

abdication of Ismail, and the resigna
tion of Gordon as Governor-General of

the Soudan. There was neither money,
men, nor time for the Equatorial Prov
inces. The steamers got as far as Khar

toum, and were there erected by Gor
don, armed, and used by him in his

memorable defence of that place.
In 1878 Emin was made Governor-

General of the Provinces of the Equator.
Of what has happened since I know

only what has been published. A&quot; sudd
&quot;

cut pff communications with Khartoum.
Then came the Mahdi s rebellion, which
so entirely shut Emin off from the Sou
dan that for months he knew less of

what was going on there than was known
in the United States. Since then his

only communication with the outside

world has been by infrequent letters

through Zanzibar. The Mahdi s men
threatened Emin in his own provinces.
He withdrew to Wadelai, Lado and the

lower stations being open to attack by
parties coming up the river. His Dan-

agla in the outlying stations revolted

and gave in their allegiance to the Mahdi.
The negroes about Lado and farther

north, the Bari and Dinka, who had re

ceived from Gordon and Emin only the
kindest treatment, and had been re

lieved by them from the scourge of the

slavers, repeatedly attacked his garri
sons at Lado and Kejaf. The minds of

his officers and men were filled with
fear and confusion. For a long time

they refused to believe that Egypt had
lost the Soudan, and resisted the plan of

concentrating farther south. Their iso

lation made it impossible to replenish
their stock of ammunition and cloth,

but they have not suffered for food.

Emin has succeeded evidently in holding
the leadership in spite of the many in

trigues which must have been started in

the times of fear and disorder, and fos

tered by the emissaries of the Soudan
rebels. Now he holds all the stations

south of Lado, and those in the Makraka

country in the west. Apparently his

people are contented, and the great mass
of the natives around him are still

friendly. The precise object of an ex

pedition for his relief I cannot under
stand. His people cannot be brought
away overland, and if they could be, where
would they go and what would they do ?

They are negroes in a congenial land.

They are in what to them is the fittest

and most comfortable home they ever

knew. If Emin alone wishes to leave

the country he can get out by Zanzibar

with far less discomfort and danger than

by the Congo. He has, however, declared

his intention of remaining where he is,

and indeed it is only by his presence
that the country over which he now rules

can be kept from a return to its old dis

order. If he is willing to sacrifice him
self to that people he may postpone for

some years yet the relapse which seems

inevitable. He appears to be made of

heroic stuff.

In person Emin is a slender man, of

medium height, and tough and wiry

figure. He is swarthy, with black eyes
and hair. His face is that of a studious

professional man, and that impression is

heightened by the glasses which he

always wears. His attitudes and move
ments are, however, very alert. He
stands erect and with his heels together,
as if he had been trained as a soldier. He
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was always reticent about himself, and

his history was known to no one in the

Soudan or the Provinces of the Equator.

African empire. One day in Khartoum
Gordon asked me what I thought would
be the future of the Equatorial Prov

He was supposed to be a Mahommedan. inces. I said the power will gradually
I am not sure that he ever said that he return to the Arabs

;
the negroes will
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Facsimile of Part of a Letter from Emin Pasha.

was, but I am quite sure that he did not

deny it when I knew him. It has be
come known later that he is a German,
of University education

;
but there were

many at that time who thought that he
was a Turk of extraordinary acquire
ments. He is certainly a man of great

ability in many ways, and of strong
character. Just why such a man should
have gone where he has and stayed there

is hard to see. Probably it was largely
force of circumstances and a spirit of

adventure. Certainly when he went
there there was no prospect of much
pay or distinction, and he was actuated

by no great philanthropic ardor. Re
sponsibilities gradually came upon him
and he rose to them. It is easy to see

how, in a character like Emin s sympa
thetic, reflective, and enthusiastic noble

purposes were developed with a noble

example before him and great opportu
nities around him.

Such, very briefly, is the story of one
of Ismail s dreams. Emin s uncertain

power in a savage land is all that re

mains of the late Khedive s central

kill their friends and tormentors to

gether, and the good old times of war
and famine will come back. I am still

of that opinion. Unless the enlighten
ment of Europe can control the upper
Nile country, either through the Soudan
or from the south, barbarism will control

it. By control I mean physical control,
and that must be directed by some one
better than the Turk, the Arab, or the

Circassian. The negro savage cannot
be made a peace-loving citizen in one

generation any more than another sav

age. Planting isolated missionary sta

tions in the heart of Africa is a waste of

energy. If the great Western powers
establish permanent commercial routes

in that country, and send there the mo
ral and physical forces to establish and
maintain order, steady progress may
be made. All that has yet been done
has produced but a ripple on the great
flood of barbarism. I cannot better

close this paper than with a sentence
from Gordon : &quot;I returned with the sad
conviction that no good could be done in

those parts, and that it would have been
better had no expedition ever been sent.&quot;

Seal of Baroud Bey (Prout Bey).



MORTIS D1GNITAS.

By Richard E. Burton.

HERE lies a common man. His horny hands,

Crossed meekly as a maid s upon his breast,

Show marks of toil, and by his general dress

You judge him to have been an artisan.

Doubtless, could all his life be written out,

The story would not thrill nor start a tear
;

He worked, laughed, loved, and suffered in his time,

And now rests peacefully, with upturned face

Whose look belies all struggle in the past.

A homely tale : yet, trust me, I have seen

The greatest of the earth go stately by,

While shouting multitudes beset the way,

With less of awe. The gap between a king

And me, a nameless gazer in the crowd,

Seemed not so wide as that which stretches now

Betwixt us two, this dead one and myself.

Untitled, dumb, and deedless, yet he is

Transfigured by a touch from out the skies

Until he wears, with all-unconscious grace,

The strange and sudden Dignity of Death.



THE EFFECT ON AMERICAN COMMERCE OF AN ANGLO-
CONTINENTAL WAR.

By J. Russell Soley.

HE next general Eu
ropean war, if it

ever comes, will

find the United
States something
more than an in

terested spectator.
It is not, indeed,

likely that this

country will find it necessary, as it did

during its first experience as a neutral,
to fight both belligerents, in succession,
in order to protect its rights ;

nor will

it suffer from such a varied and compre
hensive catalogue of belligerent outrages
as was visited upon it at that early pe
riod of its existence. But in its charac

ter of a commercial neutral, with an im
mense export trade, it is sure to find

itself a mark for encroachments and

aggressions. It can, therefore, do no
harm to reflect a little on the conditions

under which this old problem is to be

revived, and the possible methods of

its solution.

The questions that will arise will pre
sent no peculiar difficulty unless Great
Britain is at war. In a war between the

continental powers naval operations may
perhaps not be entirely subordinate, but

they will be so localized as to cause little

interruption of American trade. Mari
time sources of supply and routes of

transportation will be replaced by con
tinental supplies and transportation.
Questions and controversies will no
doubt arise, but they are not likely to

affect seriously the course of our com
mercial exchanges. Moreover, if Great
Britain is neutral, she will cast a moral
influence on the side of neutral immuni
ties, and of that influence the United
States will, to some extent, reap the
benefits.

With Great Britain in the war, how
ever, the conditions under which neu
trals will find themselves in relation to

the contestants will be completely al

tered. Naval operations, so far from

being subordinate, will leap at once into
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the foremost place in the struggle. The
sea is England s true fighting element
her favorite field of operations for attack,
her necessary field of operations for de
fence. Her strong point is in her fleet

;

her vulnerable points are her coasts, her

commerce, her colonies, and her coaling
stations all of them maritime points.
Her sources of supply and routes of

transportation cannot be shifted from
the sea to the land. Imports must come,
and exports must go, as always, by water,
for the ocean is here the only frontier.

Instead of being a champion of neutral

immunities against continental encroach

ments, she will become an encroacher
;

and although, for reasons that we shall

presently see, she will hardly resume
her old platform of extreme belligerent

rights, yet in the unwarrantable exten

sion of restrictions on neutral commerce
the foremost commercial power in the

world will not be far behind her neigh
bors.

The maintenance of commercial supe
riority, which has been one of the chief

aims of England s policy for centuries

back, has never been lost sight of in

England s wars. Of course, in the strug

gle for mercantile ascendancy the bel

ligerent s preoccupation is the neutral s

opportunity. The laws of maritime capt
ure, as formulated it might be said, cre

ated by Sir William Scott, in the Eng
lish Admiralty Court, between 1798 and

1810, and the executive Orders in Coun
cil which enlarged and broadened the

scope of these laws, were calculated to

reduce to a minimum the advantages
that neutrals might derive from this op
portunity. Belligerent capture, as di

rected against neutrals, instead of being
confined to its legitimate province of a

means of preventing certain forms of as

sistance from reaching the enemy, be
came a legalized instrument for demol

ishing and driving out of the field the

ordinary enterprise of commercial com

petitors. For a hundred years, from the
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adoption of the Kule of 1756 to the Dec
laration of 1856, Great Britain, in the
matter of belligerent encroachment, was
the worst offender. Other states fol

lowed her lead, but not to the same ex
tent or from the same motives. At the
end of this period came her first distinct

movement in abandonment of her tra

ditional policy, when she assented to

the principle of &quot;

free ships, free goods
&quot;

a concession which is rarely mentioned

by English publicists without regret,
and which has not yet stood the test of a

war, with England as one of the parties.
Not only with respect to neutrals, but

in general, has England been the fore

most defender of maritime capture.
Without her support the right to capt
ure enemy s private property at sea

would long ago have been abolished.

The tenacity with which she has clung
to it, in opposition to the strongly
marked tendencies of the United States
and all the great continental powers,
indicates that in her opinion her gains
from it more than counterbalance her
losses. In other words, England profits
more from the destruction of her rival s

commerce than she suffers from his at

tacks upon her own. In the old days
the balance in this profit-and-loss ac

count was not struck by setting off

merely the vessels and cargoes captured
on one side or the other

;
the compara

tive results reached far deeper than
that. The value of actual captures on
both sides might be precisely equal, but
,a loss which, in the total of the British

mercantile marine, would be hardly sen

sible, meant annihilation to its weaker

competitor.
Such is undeniably the theory upon

which British policy has been based.

Whether it has taken sufficient account

of the conditions of modern war is a

question. These conditions are much
more favorable to the destruction of

commerce than formerly. The Alabama
showed how easy it is to attack com
merce, how difficult to defend it. There
was apparently no limit to the devasta

tion she could accomplish, except the

number of enemy s sail to be found in

her cruising grounds. With a dozen
Alabamas turned loose on both sides

in a maritime war to-day, it would seem
that the heaviest loser would be not the

state that furnished the smaller armed
fleet, but the state that had the larger
unarmed fleet in short, that which sup
plied the greater number of victims.

Doubtless the element of protective
strength would count for something, but
it is not the only element. In the ma
terial struggle between the offensive

and the defensive, between guns and
armored vessels, calculations of vulner

ability are based not only on the strength
of the target but on the extent of ex

posed surface. In a warfare of com
merce-destroyers, the larger exposed
surface would be on the side of the

larger mercantile marine.
The historical attitude of England in

reference to maritime war, and the use
that she has made of war as a check

upon competition, are keenly appreci
ated by the trading communities of the
Continent and by the governments which

they enrich and influence. However
necessary England s naval strength may
be to the balance of power, and what
ever combinations or alliances the in

tricacies of European politics may lead
continental governments to make, there
are few of them that would contemplate
otherwise than with lively satisfaction

the reduced proportions of this colossus

of maritime traffic. In her next war,
those whom fate throws against her will

deal the heaviest blows they can at this

overgrown monster, and will use every

advantage that law or precedent can

suggest to strike its vulnerable points.

Unfortunately for neutrals, the arena
where this contest takes place is their

own natural and immemorial highway,
and in the interchange of blows they
will run serious and frequent risk of

damage. There will be plenty of lively

sparring, and they must either keep out

of the way or be prepared now and then

to take up the cudgels in their own de
fence. That they should adopt a self-

denying policy is not to be expected ;

on the contrary, they may reasonably do
all in their power to extend their enter

prise in all directions which are closed

to the combatants. They have not

brought on the war
;

it is not their

quarrel ;
and their sphere of commercial

action must be absolutely unrestricted

except by the recognized prohibitions
and penalties on breach of blockade,
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carrying contraband, and engaging in

the service of a belligerent. The so-

called rule of 1756, designed avowedly
not to injure an enemy, but to prevent
a neutral from engaging in fields of en

terprise opened by the war, and other

analogous doctrines, born of the spirit

of maritime monopoly, can no longer be

tolerated by any self-respecting neutral

who is strong enough to resist.

It is therefore well for neutrals to

consider beforehand what form bellig
erent encroachment is likely to take, and
what means must be provided to resist it.

The weakness of England s position
lies not only in the size of her exposed
merchant fleet but in the fact that she

relies on this fleet for necessary supplies
from abroad, and especially for supplies
of provisions. Only one-third of her

wheat-supply is grown at home. As
with wheat so with all other articles of

food consumption. During the year
1887 the United Kingdom imported
staple articles of food to the value of

118,000,000, including live animals and

meat, butter, cheese, and eggs, wheat
and flour, grain, hops, and sugar, and
fruits and vegetables. Of these the

perishable articles amounted to over

44,000,000, considerably more than
one-third. Of food articles not included
in this statement, there were import
ed also 180,000,000 pounds of tea, 30,-

000,000 pounds of coffee, 15,000,000

pounds of cocoa, 13,000,000 gallons of

wine, and 34,000,000 gallons of spirits.
It will be noticed that, excluding these

last articles imported some of them very
essential articles the average importa
tion of food into the United Kingdom
goes on at the rate of about $50,000,000
monthly, or $12,000,000 per week. All

this enormous supply of food is water-
borne.

Consider for a moment what the
course of British trade would be upon
a declaration of war. We will endeavor
to avoid all speculative and sensational

elements and look at the essential and
inevitable features of the situation.

The practice was adopted in the Crimean
War, and has been more or less followed

since, of allowing enemy s vessels at sea
or in foreign ports, on the outbreak of

war, a reasonable time six weeks or
thereabout to return home. Whether

this amiable suspension of belligerent

rights during the period when they are

most capable of effective employment
will continue when English commerce
is the prize in view, is a question. The
elements of warlike attack and defence

are now calculated with such business

like precision, the actual struggle is so

short and sharp, and the importance of

an early initiative is so generally recog
nized that the concession is not likely
to be made in a war where commerce-

destroying takes any prominent place.
The war might be over before a com

merce-destroying blow could be struck.

The maritime war having fairly be

gun, either with or without a temporary
truce for the benefit of vessels at sea,

the commerce of Great Britain, which
is about sixty per cent, of the commerce
of the world, will look to the Navy for

protection. The coasting trade may be
thrown out of consideration. It is not

indispensable to the well-being of the

community, and it will be prosecuted
under such risks as the enemy s fleets

may be able to subject it to. The really

important trade is that between ports
in the United Kingdom and foreign or

colonial ports, directed from or to a

small centre, and extending all over the

world. Finally, there is an immense
trade of the colonies themselves, and a

considerable quantity of shipping en

gaged for the most part in trade be
tween foreign ports.
No navy existing or conceivable could

protect such a merchant marine as this.

Nevertheless, some attempt will be made
to afford protection. The merchant
fleet consists of three classes, the fast

steamers, the slow steamers, and the

sailing vessels. The first are employed
in the trade where, either from the per
ishable nature of the cargoes or the ac

tivity of the market, time is an essential

feature
;
the second and third, where the

goods are destined for a waiting market,

in which time counts for little. Of these

three classes, the sailing vessels will dis

appear at once. Nothing can be done
for them, and they can do nothing for

themselves. They must either be sold

or laid up until the war is over. The
slow steamers may perhaps be partly

protected by the old-fashioned method
of convoy ;

but the disadvantages which
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this clumsy process entails, in delays,
in circumscribed routes, and inflexible

times of sailing, in the bunching of vic

tims, and in other ways, are so great that

the remedy will be nearly as bad as the

evil it seeks to cure. Anyone who be
lieves that a belligerent s commerce can
be protected in that fashion has only to

read the conclusions of Captain Philip
Colomb, in his recent paper on this sub

ject in the Journal of the Royal United

Service Institution a paper full of val

uable ideas and suggestions. Finally,
for the fast steamers, convoy would be

wholly out of the question ;
their se

curity must depend entirely on their

speed, supplemented, perhaps, by a few

rapid-firing guns. Something may be

done, of course, by guarding perma
nently the voies maritimes, as the French
call them

;
but it requires a large navy

to patrol the earth, even on its maritime

highways, and nothing less will meet the

demands of British commerce.
The possibilities of naval protection be

ing at the best somewhat meagre, how is

the war to affect the most important
part of this trade, namely, the foreign
trade of the British Islands ? Unlike the

foreign trade to United States ports, the

largest portion of it seventy-two per
cent. is carried on in native vessels. In
1885 the daily average of clearances of

British ships from the home ports for

foreign trade was 48 steamers, averaging
over 1,100 tons each, and 11 sailing ves

sels, averaging over 800 tons each, or 59
in all. Doubling this number, to include

arrivals, we find that over 800 vessels a

week are arriving and departing at the

insular ports. Owing chiefly to the in

fluence of Great Britain herself, the laws
of war make all these 800 vessels liable

to capture or destruction, with their

British cargoes. All of them must be
insured. It is easy to conceive what an
immediate advance would take place in

the rates for war risks, an advance that

would certainly not be diminished by
the report at the Exchange of a dozen or

so of captures during the first week of

the war. A dozen captures would be a

very small proportion out of 800 vessels,

much smaller, indeed, than would be

likely to fall to a fairly active enemy,
with such a rich booty within his reach.

But a dozen would be enough. Com

merce is timidly sensitive. On the av

erage mind the effect of apprehension
is usually greater than that of realiza

tion
;
on the commercial mind it is al

ways so. Freights would advance with

insurance, and prices would follow closely
on freights. The process would not
need to go very far before it would stop
importation in English bottoms. It is

an inexorable law that the moment the
rates of marine insurance for vessels of

a particular class, or a particular nation

ality, rise beyond a certain figure, those
vessels are driven out of the trade. They
cannot be run at a loss, and must inevi

tably be sold out to whoever can make
them profitable.
The effect of the captures made by

the Confederate cruisers is a familiar

illustration of the working of this law.

These cruisers destroyed altogether
about 175 vessels, almost all of them

sailing vessels, and many of them of no

great value. The result was the trans
fer of over 700 American vessels to the
British flag, and the loss of a carrying
trade which has never been recovered.

In the case of Great Britain the trans

fer would be hastened by one circum
stance which was absent in that of the

United States. With the latter it was

purely a mercantile question ;
the ships

were sold because it did not pay to keep
them. There was no question of obtain

ing foreign supplies, because the United
States were to all intents self-sustaining.
In the case of England it will be more
than a mercantile question ;

it will be
the question of securing the necessaries

of life for the population. The depriva
tion of the food-supply for a month, or

even for a fortnight, when food is arriv

ing at the rate of $12,000,000 worth a

week to meet their absolute necessities,

would produce a famine immediately.
Modern wars are sudden, and in such a

matter as the provision of a permanent
food-supply for a population of 40,000,-

000, no government, however well pre

pared for war, can make a satisfactory

arrangement. It may maintain a certain

reserve of the least perishable materials,

providing for their gradual consumption
and renewal

;
but the difficulties in the

way of carrying out such a plan on any
extensive scale would be insuperable.
At the outbreak of hostilities, the princi-
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pal part of the food-supply all, that is,

that was included in British cargoes on
board of British ships would be subject
to seizure. Under the rule of the Decla
ration of Paris, that free ships make free

goods, the same cargoes in neutral ves

sels would be free. Hence the immediate
and necessary resort to neutral flags and
neutral owners.

It becomes an interesting question to

what neutrals this trade would go ;
in

other words, who would buy the British

vessels. This is easily answered. It

would go to those states that have capital
to invest, and whose laws admit foreign-
built vessels to their registry. The United
States would, of course, be excluded on
the latter ground. No American citizen

can obtain an American register for a ves

sel built abroad
;
and though he can ac

quire such a vessel, and carry the Ameri
can flag thereon, he cannot bring her to

a home port with a cargo. Even if he
chose to buy a vessel under these con

ditions, and employ her in trade between

foreign ports, her status in time of war,
without a register, with no paper, indeed,
but an authenticated bill of sale, would
be so unsatisfactory that few Americans
would be willing to invest money on
these conditions. The carrying trade
of England would, therefore, go to Bel

gium, to Holland, to Denmark, to Swe
den, perhaps to Italy, most of which
would be neutral, and none of which

prescribe any conditions for vessels of

foreign construction, except, as in Hol
land, a small tax upon nationalization.

Whatever may be the merits of our

navigation laws under ordinary circum

stances, and however necessary they
may be to protect the ship-builders and
the iron and steel interests in this coun

try from foreign competition, it must
be confessed that, in such a contingency
as we are now supposing, they would be
a perfectly unjustitiable barrier to Amer
ican enterprise. It is said that in such a
state of things they would be suspended.
Very likely : but when ? A matter of
this kind is not a thing of weeks and
months

;
it is a thing of days and hours.

Suppose that the favorable moment
should arise when Congress was not in

session. The opportunity would be

gone long before Congress met
; by the

time it had passed an enabling act the

acquisition of this trade by the Swedes,
the Dutch, the Belgians, and the Italians

would be a matter of ancient history.
It is, to say the least, an extremely short

sighted policy to leave such a restriction

in the statutes without a provision for
executive suspension upon such an op
portunity as we are now considering.
It would be well worth the expense and
inconvenience of an extra session to pass
such an act alone; but the trouble is

that before Congress was convened the
occasion would have passed into the
hands of those who were ready to avail

themselves of it at the critical moment.
As to the ship-builders and the iron and
steel men, they would, if they were wise,
be the first to call for it in such a con

tingency. The repairs of the new Amer
ican merchant fleet would give them a

better market and more occupation than
the construction of all that the existing
demand calls for

;
while the gradual re

placement of such a fleet, once in pos
session of the lines of traffic, would open
out an unlimited expansion of these
branches of American industry.

Let it not be supposed that we are

indulging in any speculative visions

about the future of the carrying trade,
or looking for a new El Dorado in its

transfer to the western hemisphere. It

is recognized that all these problems,
when worked out in practice, are subject
to contingent and hypothetical factors,
the true value of which cannot be ascer

tained by any theoretical formulas. Per

haps the rate of insurance will not go so

high as to make British ship-owning an

impossibility ; perhaps the government,
as has been seriously proposed, may
assume the war risk, not directly, but

by paying a certain indemnity for vessels

captured, in lieu of furnishing protec
tion

; perhaps it may even succeed in

protecting efficiently with its fleet the
800 vessels that are arriving and depart
ing each week at its ports. Perhaps, for

that matter, Great Britain may never

engage in another war. Still, it is not
to be denied that the probabilities are
the other way.
Nor must it be imagined that we, as

a nation, are looking eagerly for this

opportunity of despoiling the ancestral

shipyards. No right-minded American
can view a serious calamity to England
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otherwise than as a calamity to his own
country and to the world. Apart from

sentiment, the ties of blood and language,
and all such considerations, which are,

perhaps, stronger now than ever, Amer
icans can never lose sight of the fact

that England stands to-day in European
politics for the same idea of constitu

tional liberty that they themselves be
lieve in which, indeed, they inherited

from her, and which is markedly differ

ent from that which prevails in France,
and still more from that of Germany.
Nevertheless, greatly as we should de

plore such a misfortune to England as

the loss of her fair share in the carrying
trade, we cannot forget that under the

present distribution she has about sixty

per cent, of the whole, while the United
States has about six

;
that of our own

carrying trade, to and out of American

ports, fourteen per cent, goes in Ameri

can, and eighty- six per cent, in foreign

ships ; and, finally, that of the 42,000

foreign vessels that enter or clear each

year in the United States, and swallow

up this eighty-six per cent, of the trade,

35,000 belong to Great Britain. And
all this while vast amounts of American

capital seeking profitable investment are

cut out from the great returns of this

form of business enterprise, for which
the country is peculiarly fitted, both by
its physical configuration and by the

tastes and habits of its people. Finally,
it is right and proper that we should re

member, not vindictively or sentimen

tally, but as a community of business

men, that the sudden falling off in the

percentage of our foreign trade carried

on by American vessels (from sixty-six

per cent, in 1860 to twenty-seven per
cent, in 1865), and the contemporaneous
impulse to the development of the car

rying trade of Great Britain, were di

rectly derived from the depredations on
American commerce of four or five ves

sels built in British shipyards, cleared

with British papers from British custom
houses in the face of American protests,
armed with British guns, manned in

great part by British crews, and ena
bled to prosecute their voyages of dev
astation by the hospitalities which they
received in British ports.

It may be suggested that any exten

sive transfer of British vessels to neu

tral flags would be unnecessary, since
the rule that neutral goods in an ene

my s ship are free from confiscation,
which was confirmed by the Declaration
of Paris, would insure the safety of car

goes provided they retained their neu
tral ownership while in transit. But
apart from the question of proving the
neutral ownership of goods that are in

transit to an enemy consignee, which is

often a difficult thing to do, it must be
remembered that, though the neutral
owner may get the value of his goods
from the captor, the loss of the supply
to the enemy consumer, which, after all,

is the main question for England, will

not thereby be obviated. The captured
vessel will be taken into the port of the

captor and condemned
;
her cargo will

be sold and the proceeds paid over to

its neutral owner. The main thing with
Great Britain, however, is not to secure

the owner of the cargo against loss, but
to get the cargo into the country, and
this she can never do with certainty,
however much the claimants may prove
neutral ownership, as long as the ve

hicle that carries it is British. It is,

therefore, safe to say that no cargoes,
whether of provisions or anything else,

to whomsoever belonging, laden in Brit

ish vessels, can reach British territory if

the enemy can capture the vessel.

Even with the relief that would come
in time by drawing on neutral ships for

the carrying trade in provisions, there

would be a period when scarcity would
be seriously felt, when the prices of

bread and flour and meat would go up
to a point beyond the purchasing ca

pacity of large masses of the population.
The normal consumption of imported
products goes on at the rate of $12, 000-

000 worth a week. Suppose that by in

terruptions or delays or captures, or all

causes combined, one-fourth of this

should fail in a given week, before any
new arrangements could be perfected.
The supply on hand is in process of

distribution to the consumers, a large

part of it being a very recent supply ;

for, as we have seen, the perishable ar

ticles form a large proportion of the

total. Prices would rise, relief commit
tees would be organized, the govern
ment s exchequer and the purses of the

wealthy would be drawn upon to sup-
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pleraent the insufficient purchasing

power of the masses. But how would
it be in the next week, when one-fourth

of the regular supply was actually

stopped, when the distributors them
selves did not have it ? Forty millions

of hungry mouths, men, women, and

children, the rich and poor, are alike

waiting to be fed. The result might
not be starvation, but it would be an

apprehension of it that would go far

toward producing a panic.
At this stage the neutral carrier steps

in with his blessed immunities, and re

lieves the pressure. The continental

enemies of England, whoever they may
be, who have seen a fair prospect of

touching her in her most sensitive point,
her food-supply, find themselves balked
in their purpose. So they set about
some method of making the neutral

trade liable to capture. There is one

legitimate way of doing this, namely, by
blockade. An effective blockade main
tained against an enemy s port makes
all trade with that port illegal, what
ever its flag or nationality. But this is

a contingency that may fairly be left out
of the calculation. The light squadrons
and swift cruisers of England s enemies

may hover about her ports, their heavy
squadrons may even for a brief period
blockade one or two of them

; but any
thing like a naval investment of the

British Islands is an impossibility, un
less on the extremely remote chance
that the whole fleet of English battle

ships should undergo a second Trafalgar,
with the position of the parties reversed.

There remains only one method of

affixing an illegal character to neutral
trade in provisions with England, and
that is by declaring them contraband
of war. This is not an absolutely un
heard-of thing. The general definition

of contraband includes under that term
articles of warlike use in transit to an

enemy. Now there are few articles that
are employed exclusively in war

; even
rifles and gunpowder have their peace
ful uses, although these uses are rather
subordinate. On the other hand, an im
mense number of articles employed ex

tensively and generally in the arts of

peace find a more or less subsidiary em
ployment in war. The term contraband
is therefore applied in general to those

articles whose usual, ordinary, and

principal application is to warlike pur
poses ; namely, arms and munitions of

war. These are known as absolute con

traband, because they are always pro
hibited. A pretty general agreement
has been reached to include also ma
terials for ship-building in the manu
factured state, and horses. Those ar

ticles which are of use both in peace
and war are called conditional contra

band, or contraband &quot;according to cir

cumstances.&quot; With these the general
rule is that they are liable to capture
when the circumstances show a clear

presumption that they will be put to

warlike use
;
and various tests have been

applied to determine when this pre
sumption is created. Thus, raw mate
rials are regarded more leniently than
manufactured articles

;
destination for

an ordinary commercial port than for a

port of naval outfit, and so on. All the

tests, however, look directly to the prob
ability of use in warlike operations.
Under this rule there is no doubt that

provisions may become contraband.

They are unquestionably so when con

signed directly to an enemy s army or
fleet for its consumption. They have
also been so considered when consigned
to a port of naval equipment. The Eng
lish Admiralty Court has condemned
in this way flour and ship s biscuit,
butter and cheese, salted fish, rice, wine,
and other articles of food, in all these
cases the presumption, more or less well-

founded, of direct employment in war
like operations was the express ground
of condemnation.
The capture of provisions thus lim

ited is perhaps not open to serious ob

jections, but it will not answer the pur
pose of belligerents in the case we are

now dealing with. The capture of an
occasional shipload of food bound for

a dockyard port would never create a

famine in England. Only by making
all provisions contraband will it be pos
sible so to break up neutral trade as to

create a marked failure in the supply.

Unfortunately there are some prece
dents for this, and, still more unfortu

nately, Great Britain has had a large
share in creating and enforcing them.

During the wars of the French Kevolu-
tion and the First Empire many arbi-
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trary and illegal acts were done by
both belligerents in reference to neutral

trade, and none were more arbitrary
and illegal than those relating to pro
visions. The way was led by France.
In 1793, soon after the outbreak of the

war, the National Convention issued a

decree declaring provisions on board
neutral vessels bound for any enemy s

port subject to pre-emption. This ac

tion was expressly stated to be in conse

quence of certain illegal acts of British

cruisers, the merits of which cannot
now be decided, but which were probably
seized upon as a pretext. The decree
was calculated to work as little hardship
as possible to neutrals, as the owner of

the confiscated provisions was to receive

full payment at the price in the original

port of destination, and the carrier was
to receive not only freight but an in

demnity for detention.

The British Government immediately
retaliated by issuing instructions to its

cruisers of a similar tenor, except that

no damages were allowed the neutral

carrier. But it went much further than
this. In a Declaratory Memorial sent

about the same time to the court of

Denmark, which was neutral, it ex

plained its attitude in reference to pro
visions, especially as affecting Danish
commerce therein, on the following ex

traordinary grounds :

1. France, having no recognized gov
ernment, can give none of the usual

guarantees that the neutrality of Den
mark is not misused to the prejudice of

Great Britain.

2. The corn -trade of France has

passed into the hands of the Executive
Council and of the different municipali
ties. It is therefore no longer a private
trade in which the individuals of other

nations partake.
3. France having armed its whole

laboring class, want of provisions will

ensue, and hence the prevention of

their importation will assist in bringing
France to terms.

It will be noticed that in this final

reason the fundamental principle of the

law of contraband, which is conditioned
on warlike use, is thrown to the winds,
and the broad ground is taken that

where the capture of provisions will

cause famine, provisions may be capt

ured. It is not the necessities of the

army, but of the non-combatant popu
lation at which the memorial strikes.

This point, as well as the others raised

in the memorial, was answered by Count
Bernstorff, the Danish Minister of State,
in one of the soundest and most lucid

state papers ever written, which strips

every shred of justification from the pre
tensions advanced by the belligerents in

respect to contraband provisions.
The United States, as an interested

neutral, also took strong ground against
the doctrine. As sodfc as he received

news of the instructions, Jefferson wrote
a despatch to Pinckney, then Minister at

London, in which, after declaring that

the law of contraband referred to imple
ments of war, he went on to say :

; We
see a practice begun to which no time,
no circumstances prescribe any limits,

and which strikes at the root of our agri

culture, that branch of industry which

gives food, clothing, and comfort to the

great mass of the inhabitants of these

States. If any nation whatever has the

right to shut up, to our produce, all the

ports of the earth except her own and
those of her friends, she may shut up
these also, and so confine us within

our own limits. No nation can subscribe

to such pretensions ;
no nation can

agree, at the mere will or interest of an

other, to have its peaceable industry

suspended, and its citizens reduced to

idleness and want. The loss of our

produce, if destined for foreign markets,

or that loss which would result from an

arbitrary restraint of our markets, is a

tax too serious for us to acquiesce in. It

is not enough for a nation to say : We
and our friends will buy your produce.
We have a right to answer that it suits

us better to sell to their enemies as well

as their friends. Our ships do not go
to France to return empty. They go to

exchange the surplus of one produce,
which we can spare, for surpluses of

other kinds which they can spare and
we want, which they can furnish on bet

ter terms and more to our mind than

Great Britain or her friends. We have

a right to judge for ourselves what mar
ket best suits us, and they have none to

forbid us the enjoyment of the necessa

ries and comforts which we may obtain

from any other independent country.&quot;
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Notwithstanding the American pro
tests, which Jefferson so clearly and

forcibly expressed, when Jay came to

negotiate his treaty, in 1794, he found it

impossible to secure from Great Britain

a renunciation of the doctrine. The in

structions were revoked, however, and
the treaty declared that whenever any
doubtful articles ivhich had become con

traband under the existing law of nations

should for that reason be seized, the

neutral owners and vessels concerned
should receive full compensation. By
this vague compromise neither state re

ceded from its principle, and the main

question remained exactly where it was
before.

No sooner was the treaty concluded
than the government issued an Order in

Council, substantially to the same effect

as the previous instructions. Kandolph
and Pickering, the successors of Jeffer

son, renewed their protests in the most

emphatic terms, but without effect.
&quot;

If,&quot; Randolph asked,
&quot;

by a circuit of

construction, food can be universally
ranked among military engines, what

article, to which human comfort of any
kind can be traced, may not be regis
tered as contraband?&quot; But he asked
in vain. The British doctrine, as it was
now fairly considered, was put in suc
cessful practice. The only test known
to the law was discarded, and the neces
saries of life for the whole population
were declared contraband and captured,

confessedly for the sole reason that they
were necessaries

;
in other words, that

there was a prospect of starving out the

enemy. Neutral trade pursued only
such paths as Great Britain chose to

designate, and those who suffered from
seizure were compelled to wait for satis

faction until it was finally awarded by
the Mixed Commission of Claims.
From all this it appears that, on the

question of provisions, England has an

exceedingly awkward record. Even as
late as 1854 the Attorney-General, speak
ing for the government in the House of

Commons, connected provisions as con
traband with arms and ammunition.

France, on the other hand, since her first

lapse and it must be remembered that
at this time nearly all rules of interna
tional law were disregarded by the Revo

lutionary Government has been the

foremost advocate of a restricted list of

contraband.

Curiously enough, the last few years
have witnessed a complete reversal of

the position of both the great powers on
this question. France, the principal

opponent of the extension of contraband,
has become its advocate, while Great
Britain has led all Europe in combating
the French attitude. During the hostili

ties between France and China, in 1884-

85, the French Government, in a circular

dated February 20, 1885, announced its

intention of regarding rice conveyed by
neutral vessels to Chinese ports as con
traband of war. The order was subse

quently limited to rice destined for ports
north of Canton. The object of the

declaration was really to prevent the

transportation of rice from Southern
China to the Northern provinces, there

being no adequate inland means of trans

portation, and so cut off the food-supply
of the territory about Pekin. There
was no pretence that the rice was to be
used for victualling a military or naval
force

;
and the French Government, in

its second circular (of February 21st),
took the broad ground that,

&quot;

by the side

of those articles included from their very
nature under contraband of war, such as

arms and munitions, there are others

the trade in which may be incidentally

prohibited in time of war, by reason of

their usefulness to the belligerents.&quot;

The governments of Austria-Hungary,
Germany, the Netherlands, Portugal, and

Spain either assented in terms or made
no objection to the French announce
ment. The Italian Government reserved

the question of principle. The Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of Sweden and Nor

way called attention to the fact that the

declarations of the governments in those

countries had not included provisions
under contraband of war. The Danish
Government declared that it could not

recognize any right in a belligerent to

regard provisions as contraband, but as

Danish commerce was very little affected

by the decree the government would

acquiesce in the measure as an excep
tional one which should not serve as a

precedent. On the whole, little active

opposition seems to have come from
the continental states.

The British Foreign Office, however,
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lost no time in taking issue with the
French Government on the question of
its dangerous doctrine. In reply to the
circular Earl Granville declared that Her
Majesty s Government could not admit
that provisions in general could be
treated as contraband. Under particu
lar circumstances they might acquire
such a character, as, for instance, if they
should be consigned directly to the
fleet of a belligerent, or to a port where
such a fleet might be lying, or if facts

existed raising the presumption that

they were about to be employed in vic

tualling the fleet of the enemy. In such
a case they might be seized as contra

band, on the ground that they would
enable warlike operations to be carried
on. A strong protest was therefore
made against the French announcement,
as it contained no such qualification in

regard to the destination of the rice, but

applied the contraband character to all

consignments of rice destined for the
Northern provinces.

In the discussion that followed the
French made skilful use of English prec
edents, and the British did their best
to reply. No conclusion was reached,
nor, indeed, was any agreement attempt
ed. The question was never tested in the
French prize-courts, no captures having
been made under the order. In fact,
the whole proceeding bears somewhat
the appearance of a theoretical proposi
tion put forth by the French Govern
ment, not so much with reference to the

struggle then in progress in China as
to a much more serious struggle that

might come later in Europe. As a
&quot;feeler&quot; of European public opinion
it met with considerable success.

The United States Government did
not make any comment upon the dec

laration, although perhaps its interest

in the matter was quite as vital as that
of any of the European powers. Its im
portance was clearly pointed out in an
admirable despatch written from Berlin,
while the discussion was in progress, by
our Minister, Mr. John A. Kasson. He
says:

&quot;We are neutrals in European wars. Food
constitutes an immense portion of our exports.
Every European war produces an increased de
mand for these supplies from neutral countries.
The French doctrine declares them contraband,
not only when destined directly for military

consumption, but when going, in the ordinary
course of trade, as food for the civil population
of the belligerent government. If food can be
thus excluded and captured, still more can
clothing, the instruments of industry, and all
less vital supplies be cut off on the ground that

they tend to support the efforts of the belliger
ent nation. Indeed, the real principle involved
goes to this extent, that everything the want of
which will increase the distress of the civil

population of the belligerent country may be
declared contraband of war. The entire trade
of neutrals with belligerents may thus be de
stroyed, irrespective of an effective blockade
of ports. War itself would become more fatal
to neutral states than to belligerent interests.

&quot;The rule of feudal times, the starvation of

beleaguered and fortified towns, might be ex
tended to an entire population of an open coun
try. It is a return to barbaric habits of war.
It might equally be claimed that all the peace
ful men of arms-bearing age could be deported,
because otherwise they might be added to the

military forces of the country.
&quot;The United States and other countries

have hitherto refused to recognize coal as con
traband of war, indispensable as it is to the

equipment of war steam cruisers, because its

chief use is for peaceful objects. But this

French doctrine goes far beyond that.
&quot;

Although the Franco-Chinese War is ended,
there is always danger that this precedent will

be again adopted in the heat of another war,
unless resisted by energetic protests in the in

terest of neutral trade and of humanity itself.&quot;

There is no doubt, as Mr. Kasson
well says, of the danger that the French
circular will be drawn into a prece
dent, if, indeed, it was not put forth for

that very purpose. Nor is there any
doubt of its overwhelming importance
to America. Take the wheat trade

alone. The surplus product of wheat
all over the world, that exported by sur

plus-producing countries, and in turn

imported by countries where the prod
uct is below the needs of consumption,
is about two hundred and fifty million

bushels. The surplus producers, or ex

porters, are the United States, Russia,

India, Canada, Australia, Chili, the Ar

gentine Republic, Turkey, the Danube
States, Persia, and Egypt. The United
States heads the list with a surplus of

one hundred and four million bushels.

The states where there is a deficiency
in the product, and which consequently

import wheat, are Great Britain, France,

Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, Italy,

Spain, Portugal, China, the West Indies,

and some of the Central and South
American states. Great Britain heads
the list with an annual deficiency of one
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hundred and thirty-six million bush

els, and she is the only great power
that cannot get a supply overland. The
states not mentioned may be assumed
to supply their wants, and no more. It

therefore appears that the United States

is the largest producer and Great Brit

ain the largest consumer of the two hun
dred and fifty millions of surplus prod
uct. In the interchange it is estimated

that sixty per cent, of England s want is

supplied from the United States, and

eighty per cent, of our surplus goes to

supply it. The application of the doc
trine of contraband to provisions bound
for England, by an enemy strong enough
to put his doctrines in practice and
there are several powers equal to that

task means the collapse of our foreign
wheat market.

What must the United States do to

avert such a catastrophe ? The Govern
ment will of course protest, but not to

much purpose. When belligerents are

spurred on by the demands of a so-

called
&quot;

military necessity,&quot;
the clamor

of neutrals falls upon deaf ears, unless

the neutrals are powerful enough to

compel attention. It is a common
mistake with Americans to suppose that

their country is one of these powerful
states. As far as available instruments
are concerned, we are absolutely help
less. To be of any effect in such a case,
the force must be actual and visible,

and ready for immediate use. The
absurd little fleet of half a dozen war

ships to which our navy has dwindled
counts for nothing in the preservation
and vindication of neutral rights while
war is in progress. Politicians, business

men, and voters may take that fact for

what it is worth to them individually,
but they cannot deny that it is a fact.

The great statesmen who directed our
affairs at the close of the last century
and the beginning of this, shaped the
mould in which the law of neutrality
was cast for all time, and the service

they rendered by the force of their

character, their fair-mindedness, and
their intelligence, although representing
a state in its infancy, is recognized by
publicists the world over. Yet in respect
to the controversies then at issue, to the

rights of individual Americans which
were set at naught by unscrupulous

belligerents, they could accomplish little

or nothing. Why? Simply because

year after year they adhered to their

policy of unarmed neutrality, as it may
be called, until they were finally driven to

fighting. With the United States to-day
there need be no question of fighting
if it pursues its true policy, of armed

neutrality if it brings its fleet up to

the old normal standard of from eighty
to one hundred vessels of war. But so

long as its sea-coast cities and its im
mense maritime interests remain un

protected as at present, its population,
its area, its credit, its wealth, and all

other elements of potential strength,
will serve but little purpose in securing
a respectful hearing from belligerent

aggressors. With a fleet of reasonable

size, it may convoy its transatlantic trade,

and thus protect it, not from legitimate
search, but from an illegitimate exten

sion of the rights of capture. It may
also, if the worst conies to the worst,
declare reprisals against an offending
state a perfectly proper form of co

ercion. But, so far from needing to

exercise coercion, it would never reach

even the point of threatening if it had
an efficient fleet of one hundred vessels.

In the absence of such a force, threats

would be but empty bravado
;
with the

force in sight, they may remain un-

uttered. The most effectual, and the

only needful, menace is the force itself.

There is no need to point the moral
of this discussion. He who runs may
read. The Atlantic and Pacific sea

boards, especially in recent years, have
been moderately alive to our naval ne
cessities

;
but in the centre of the coun

try, that which from the force of habit

we call the West, there has always been
noticeable a certain absence of enthusi

asm in this direction. The old fable of

the belly and the members is as appli
cable to modern states as it was to the

early Roman commonwealth, but its les

son remains unheeded. That part of the

organism is notoriously sensitive, but not,
as a rule, to impressions that are localized

in the extremities. The threatened col

lapse, however, of the foreign market for

wheat and beef and pork would produce
internal disturbance that would re-an

quire powerful remedies. Let those who
are interested take warning in time.
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By William Henry Bishop.

Old Benches in the Salamanca Class-rooms.

THERE
is but one train a day to go

to Salamanca, and no more to come

away from it. I arrived there at the

uncomfortable hour of four in the morn
ing and had my first glimpse of it, there

fore, before the earliest market-man or

day-laborer was abroad, and hours before

the sleepy waiters had begun to brush
out the crumbs of last night s revelry
from the door-ways of the cafes. It was

cold, and, at the hotel, I first got warmed

up a little by putting my legs under a

table covered with a heavy cloth to keep
in the heat of a brazier of burning char

coal placed below it. Though it was
near the middle of May, it continued

chilly and overcast during most of my
stay. Who would believe it of Sala

manca ? Who would believe it, indeed,
of any part of Spain, where, according to

obstinately rooted opinion, there should
be nothing but sunshine, orange-blos
soms, guitar-playing, and perpetual gay-

ety of life ?

From the railway station itself you
see nothing of the town ; you are isolated

in the midst of a high, brown, dreary
moor. But when you arrive at the cen
tral square, the very handsome and

charming Plaza Mayor, the compensa
tions fairly begin. There are arcades
all around it for promenading ;

the bel

fry of the Ayuntamiento, or city govern
ment, crowns one side, and a pretty gar
den, like a Mexican Zocalo, fills the mid
dle space. It has something cosey and
comfortable about it

;
it is not too large ;

people pass and repass, and you have a

satisfactory look at an interesting face
or figure, instead of seeing it, after one
brief glimpse, disappear into trackless

space, as so frequently happens in the

great cities. Salamanca has only twenty
thousand inhabitants, yet no city in all

the United States can present such a

square as this. It is comparatively
modern, too, for it was only finished in

1876
;
and the question is not one of

money, for we certainly have the most.
Then you go outside the walls, which
still endure in a crumbly state, and de
scend to the River Tormes, spanned by
its low dam with mills at each end, and

by its old Roman bridge. From there
the town looms up grandly. I liked it

best of all, perhaps, from one of the ruined

colleges the School of the Vega down
on the flat among the market-gardens.
You are near enough at that point,
while still retaining the general effect,

to separate it into its details. You can
admire the robust massiveness of one of

the typical churches, make out the roofs

of the College of the Military Knights of

Calatrava to the right, and a bit of the

facade of the Colegio Viejo to the left.

This one, the oldest of them, dating, in

its origin, from 1410, but rebuilt, in the

classic style, in 1769, is no longer even
a college. In the notable shrinking

away from its former greatness which
the university has sustained, it became
a part of the accommodations allotted

to the Provincial Government.
Salamanca has exciting modern epi

sodes added to the liberal collection of

those which belong to antiquity. In the

Colegio Viejo, one night, during the

swift revolution of 1868 which overthrew

Queen Isabella and drove her out of

Spain, the mob undertook to murder
an unpopular governor of the province.
He was only saved from his doom by
the ingenuity of a maid-servant, who
concealed him between the mattresses

of a bed and then threw herself down
and pretended to be asleep upon it with

one of his infant children in her arms.

Politics were long an indispensable pas-
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sion, but now, it is said, political pas
sion is dying out in Spain. Behind the

Colegio Viejo is Santo Domingo, the

richly sculptured convent where Colum
bus stayed when he came to consult the

learned doctors of Salamanca about his

projects for discovering the New World.
All the conglomerated periods in the

vast, imposing cathedral may easily be

studied out from the Tower of the

Cock, in the Byzantine style, dating
from the twelfth century, to Chirru-

guera s latest fantastic Kenaissance. And
even later still, for the enormous tower
he built had to be half-covered up in a

new casing of stone, to strengthen it

after the earthquake of Lisbon. How
well I remembered that Chirruguera in

Mexico, to which he has given its char

acteristic look. I little expected, then,
to trace him up to his native city.

When the Kenaissance had arrived at

his period it was tired of everything,
and indulged in the vagaries of a spoiled
child.

I had been at the Universities of Gra
nada, Seville, and Madrid in turn, and,
so far as a historic picturesqueness was

concerned, had come away much disap

pointed. Nothing in the delightful cli

mate of Granada could ever be wholly
commonplace, and there were gardens
about and the smell of orange-blossoms
in the air

;
but the buildings were quite

fresh and new, the courts without sculpt
ure of any kind. At Seville they were a

little more time-worn than at Granada,
and oranges grew in the courts

;
but

still, they were modern, while at Madrid
the long, white-washed corridors were
bare and plain as those of any factory,
and the stone stairs as thick with dust
as the windy streets without. &quot;

Surely,&quot;

I said to myself,
&quot; these Spaniards have

remorselessly hardened to the arts and
the genial pleasure of old traditions,
and left all that to us, the practical
Americans.&quot; I had been told, however,
that I should find Salamanca a thor

oughly satisfactory university town, and
one of the architectural marvels of

Spain ;
and so, in fact, it proved. I

brought a letter to the rector of the

university, by whom I was most affably
received. Don Mames Esperabe is per
haps sixty years of age ;

he has a beard
well-touched with gra}~, a pleasant, ex

ecutive sort of look, and, for anything
especially dark or Spanish in his type,

might well enough be an American.
He was a professor here at first, arriv

ing from the University of Saragossa,
but, after only two years service as such,

was, by royal ordinance, assigned as

rector. As such, public instruction in

Spain being now organized by Univer

sity Districts, he has under his juris

diction, assisted by a, proper council,
the educational interests of the four

provinces of Avila, Caceres, Salamanca,
and Zamora, or of more than a million

of people. His charge comprises the
four institutes for Secondary Instruc

tion
;
a dozen private institutes of about

equal rank ;
the normal schools, male and

female
;
various technical schools

;
that

for the deaf-mutes and blind
; and, fi

nally, all the primary schools in the

provinces. The various examinations
are conducted, and premiums, certifi

cates, degrees, and licenses issued, in the

name of the Minister of Public Instruc

tion, under the direction of the Univer

sity District of Salamanca, all in accord
ance with the General Law of 1857, the

final improved form in which Spain en
deavored to put herself in the path of

modern progress in the matter of edu
cation. After we had sufficiently dis

cussed serious matters, the rector gave
me one of his brightest undergraduates,
a student in law, to go about with me.
It was from seeing a great deal of the

daily doings of this young man that my
impressions of the place grouped them
selves around the life of a modern
scholar of Salamanca.
The title of bachelor no longer exists,

at least as a university title. It is given
now by the institutes of Secondary In
struction. We all know how famous it

was in the old times. &quot; Get you home,&quot;

said Sampson Carrasco, to the worried
aunt and niece, when planning for the

recovery of Don Quixote, &quot;for you
know I am a Salamanca bachelor of arts,

and there is no bachelorizing beyond
that.&quot; Le Sage gave the name of the
&quot; Bachelor of Salamanca

&quot;

to one of his

books, which, they say, he himself pre
ferred even to &quot; Gil Bias

;

&quot; and not a fewr

others have used it in plays and poems
down to the present day. Le Sage s

hero was from the neighboring village
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of Molidoro, of which his father was the

alcalde. He shone especially by his

talent for disputation. He desired to

make himself a tutor, and so set out for

Madrid, by the rnule-route one can
well imagine that there was no other in

those times. He had only his student s

habit, and a few pistoles in his pocket.
When, in seeking a place, he announced
himself as a bachelor of Salamanca :

&quot;

Say no more,! they once interrupted
him,

&quot; for that is to make your eulogy
in one word.&quot;

But now, as I say, the university does
not issue the degree. My friend was

aspiring to something more important.
You can be made Scholar, Licentiate, or

Doctor. He expected in June to finish

his law-studies, which had occupied him
six years, and take the degree of licen

tiate, which, I may add, he has since done,
with the note also of sobresaliente (the

very best) added to his examination.

Then he would go to Segovia, where his

home was, and after that he did not

quite know, but he must do something
very soon to aid in supporting several

younger brothers and sisters thrown

upon his hands by the recent death of

both his parents in a single day.
He was a becario, or holder of a schol

arship, of the old College of San Salva

dor. There were twenty-seven of these

ancient colleges in all, founded, I sup
pose, much as were those at Oxford,

by the bequest of some rich and noble

personage or by some monastic order.

This last resource would account for

more of them than any other. The
monastic orders in the brilliant days of

Spanish prosperity were very wealthy
and powerful ;

and they all made haste

to establish houses where they could
send pupils, still under their control,
and even aspirants to membership in

their own association, to sit under the

certain famous instructors whose teach

ing had become reputed all but indis

pensable. The greater part of the old

schools have ceased to exist, and the

buildings that contained them fallen to

decay or disappeared entirely. At Cala-

trava you still see the banners of the

military order cut in large size on the

fayade ;
and granite columns, carved into

elaborate patterns of braid- and tassel-

work, contrasting with the softer sand

stone
;
but the grand staircase within is

cracked and askew, the court weed-

grown and given over to tenement-house

people, who do their washing under the
fine arcades. Out in the western part
of the town is a whole district of ruins

;

a vast, expansive King s College, a Col

lege of La Magdalena, and others, stand
there as desolate as Tadmor of the Wil
derness. This was done in part, it seems,

by the French, and by the fortune of

war, during Napoleon s disastrous at

tempt to establish Joseph Bonaparte
upon the throne of Spain. There was
one of the university professors who had
seen the French as a boy, and to his dy
ing day, not long since could never re

frain from branching off from his sub

ject into fierce invectives against them,
whenever the name was touched upon.
In those lecture-hours, literature and
science were again sacrificed, and his

pupils felt the evils of the invasion still.

On the other hand, it was the French

military commander of the district, Gen
eral Thiebaut, who proposed one of the
best modern plans for the restoration

of the university, just as it was a French

general at Granada who took the first

steps for a fitting preservation of the

Alhambra a measure which availed

General Thiebaut its honorary degree.
Out there, by the College of the King,
is a high open esplanade. A couple of

ecclesiastics were taking a walk there

while I was taking my notes, and some
hussars in red and blue, silver-laced,

were practising the bugle by the dilapi
dated wall of a barracks amid the other

ruins. You can look off to the bare,

treeless, open country, and see every
road and path traced upon it, as if upon
a map. Alba de Tormes, where Saint

Theresa established one of her convents

of barefooted Carmelites, and where
she died, is not far distant. And much
nearer still is the village of Arapiles,
where Wellington inflicted the defeat

upon Marshal Marmont which was the

beginning of the end for the French
domination in Spain and even for Na

poleon s dynasty.
There is among the others, in Sala

manca, a Colegio de los Nobles Irlan-

deses, a college for the education of

Irish of noble birth, established by
Philip II. out of gratitude for the ser-
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vices of this class in his armies. It is a

lovely old building, with noble courts

and excellent sculpture though epithets
seem hardly suitable, where they are

called for alike by all and Wellington
while here occupid it as his headquar
ters. Out of the friendly relations which

grew up between him and its rector

during this occupation resulted impor
tant political consequences for Ireland.

The duke, perhaps unusually impressed
with the figure its people were able to

make in all other countries but their

own, lent his aid to the reforms for

which O Connell was then agitating as

Parnell and Gladstone are agitating
now for reforms of just as crying need.

This Colegio de los Nobles Irlandeses

is one of the few that still survives, de
voted to its early purpose. Its inmates
had declined, however, to the number
of three students and the rector, and
the foot-fall echoed lonesomely in its

spacious corridors. &quot; Why did you not
come and put up here during your stay
at Salamanca ?

&quot;

asked my conductor, as

I went about the place on my tour of

exploration. &quot;I? how could I?&quot; I

asked, puzzled at this sudden burst of

hospitality ;
and a little fluttered at the

idea that it might still, in any way, be

possible to take advantage of it.
&quot;

By
our foundation, any English-speaking
traveller has the right to come and stay
with us,&quot; he replied. If this be true, or,

rather, such being the case, I wish I had
known it earlier : I should certainly
have preferred it to the Hotel del Co-

mercio, though I find no fault with the

latter
;
I confess that I am still one of

those who, in this conventional world of

ours, catch at every opportuuity of a

new and uncommon experience.
Most of the twenty-seven colleges

have vanished utterly, and the places
that knew them once know them no
more forever. But the names of many
of them are still perpetuated in the becas

or scholarships they have left behind.
What with the accidents of the ages,
and modern university reform, great
changes have naturally been operated
in the original funds. Where they have
become notably insufficient, two and
three are united together for the sup
port of a scholarship. In other cases

they are pieced out by an allowance

from a disposable university fund. The

scholarships of the four colleges known
from the earliest times as Mayores, or

principal, namely, San Bartolome, Santi

ago el Zebedeo, San Salvador, and San

tiago Apostol, are conferred after ex

aminations in open competition. It

was thus my student friend had won his

beca in the extinct San Salvador. In the

Menores, or minor schools, they are ob
tained through relationship to the origi
nal founder or nomination by his living
descendant. It is a curious little sensa

tion to read some of the ancient names
in the catalogue of these patrons. The
Duke of Berwick and Alva, as holder of

the title of Count of Montijo, nominates
to the scholarships of San Pelayo. His

excellency the Duke of Berwick and Alva,
as holder of the title of Count of Lermus,
also nominates in conjunction with
the body of University Doctors to those

of Santa Maria de los Angeles. The

body of University Doctors alone nomi
nates to the Trilingue founded espe

cially to promote the study of the three

tongues, Latin, Greek, and Hebrew. I

wish I could say a word of the circum
stances attending the foundation of

each one of these colleges. What is

really needed about Salamanca is not a

sketch, but a monograph, a complete
account of the abounding material of

interest it contains. I know, because I

hunted high and low for such an ac

count, and found only the most meagre
returns. These were a few old black-

letter volumes, or, if more modern, still

with the mediaeval trace upon them,
written, as history used to be written,
with a great many trite moralizings and

very few facts, and even these contra

dictory among themselves. One of my
worthy chroniclers, for instance, declined

to do any more than mention the epi
sode of Dona Maria la Brava, about
which I was particularly bent upon be

ing posted. He put it upon the ground
that a knowledge of such calamities

would tend to increase human malice
and wickedness in general &quot;Calami

ties,&quot; he said, &quot;like nothing which either

antiquity relates for us or which all the

coming centuries may expect to see.&quot;

Imagine the tantalizingness of this

upon one who wanted to find out and
could not.
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There is not even a good map of the

city, or a full guide to be had
;

it is not
used to being a show-place. My new
friend, Don Eugenic, seeing me working
out a rude plan of the university, the

better to pilot myself about there, ac

commodatingly offered to make me one
;

and, indeed, the next day brought me
a very serviceable one. We had ex

changed cards, of course, and found out
each other s full names. In Spain it

often seems as if they attached rather

more importance to your first names
than your last

;
and for the post-office, I

caution anybody against having any of

them written out in full. I was at din

ner when he came. A waiter whispered
confidentially in my ear, &quot;Do you call

yourself Don Guillermo Enrique?&quot;

William Henry. &quot;Yes, I do,&quot; I replied,

wondering at this affectionate, respect
ful interest.

&quot;

Then, there is a caballero

(as we should say a gentleman) in the

office, waiting to see
you.&quot; Ah, the

stately word caballero, how much finer

it seems than any of ours !

The becas are usually enjoyed for a

long term of years. Some are even en
dowed with a lump sum for a year s trav

elling, at the end of the course. The
income of the beca may be stopped for

a time as a penalty, or even cut off en

tirely ;
and if the beneficiary has not

travelled or has not enjoyed the money
for purposes of study, an action is

brought against him, and he is held to

pay it back. Don Eugenio tells me
that conduct generally is made of great

importance in the grading ;
he says

that a very high rank could easily be
cut down or nullified by an escapade.
This may partly account for the absence
of any exuberant clamor or turmoil in

the streets
; though wre are apt to think

the manifestation of a certain merry
boisterousness in a college town an in

dication of a full and ample life, like

the rolling of cabs in a great city.

Young women s names figure with
the young men s among the becarios.

You see, for instance, that of Dona An
gela so and so. She is credited to the

ancient Colegio de las Doncellas (Col

lege of the Damsels), and is pursuing
her studies at the Female Normal
School. This is in a court at the left

of the Colegio Viejo, and opposite the

most picturesque side of the cathedral.
All Spanish seiioritas are not draped in

coquettish mantillas nor perpetually
dancing to castanets. I doubt if any
one, looking at a photograph of a gradu
ating class of this school, would know,
without being told, exactly what country
they belonged to. Just before, I had
found that Africa was not so very Afri

can, and now there were a good many
things in Spain not particularly Span
ish. Salamanca has not been unmindful
of female interests from the beginning.
An early queen conferred upon the dam
sels of some eight of its principal fami
lies the right to ennoble with themselves
whomsoever they should marry. The

university itself used to endow deserv

ing damsels with wedding portions.
There were women of extraordinary in

tellect and note, like Beatriz GaHndo
and Luisa de Madrano, who rose to the
rank of professors in the university.
The former became the governess of

Isabella, the patron of Columbus. It is

not stated whether these professors cov
ered their faces during lectures on ac

count of their beauty, but they did their

part toward settling the vexed question
of the equality of the sexes, at a very
early date.

Even ancient Plutarch has eulogized
the women of Salamanca for certain

masculine virtues they exhibited, and

thereby snatched from oblivion an
obscure episode in its history. It seems

that, in the Second Punic War, the city
was surrendered to Hannibal, and its

defenders marched out, leaving arms and

everything behind them. The women
concealed each a weapon under their

voluminous draperies, and at a proper
moment handed them to the men, who
then inflicted some damage upon the

enemy. As for the warlike virtues of

the women, I do not find them very be

coming, even under those circumstances ;

I repeat the story for the part that

Hannibal has in it. The gate, in a

crumbly old section of the ramparts,

through which he entered the city on

this occasion, still remains, and I am
rather thrilled to have been even so near

him as that gate. I can never get over

an admiration for that great conqueror

beyond what I have ever felt for any
other military hero. He swarmed out
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A Salamanca Student of the Olden Sort.

(From a painting by M. Megia, Paris. 1880.)
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of Africa with his rude Numidians, and
went to Rome by way of Spain, leaving
nothing behind him but provinces
stripped from her and subdued to

his own sway : Spain, the Pyrenees,
France, the Alps swarming over them
with sun-baked Numidians, turreted

elephants and all and, finally, all of

Italy, where he maintained himself for

sixteen years, and would surely have
made an end of the Romans but for the

treachery of his own party at home.
There is a dusty boulevard, rather like

one at Avignon, going on about the

I sometimes rested a little upon a
bench at the door of my hotel. The
maid-servants were always going over to
a fountain, in the small Plaza de los

Bandos, before it, and bringing back
water in red earthen jars upon their
heads. Occasionally they balanced one
also upon their hips. These statue-like

figures settle the problem of water-

supply for a large part of Spain, and
make excellent foregrounds to the
architecture. There was enough to fill

up a sketch-book from this one point of

view7

,
without going any farther ; and yet

The Plaza Mayor.

walls, and I sat down upon the decayed
steps of an old granite cross there, and
looked well at his gate. Did you do all

that, old Hannibal ? Was there ever any
thing like it? But now, after all,

these are very new and modern times in

which we live
;
in spite of all the pomp

of armaments on every hand, we are

beginning to ask ourselves till they
appear a most startling absurdity
what is the use of such things ? Why
do we never see such magnificent quali
ties, such an untamable human will,

employed in seeking the happiness of the
human race ? When shall we see some
one moving heaven and earth in like

manner, for instance, to give every de

serving person a house and lot ? How
commonplace mere human well-being
sounds beside all this fire and blood !

this modest plaza was not one of those

that made pretension to the recognition
of tourists. On the right was the Palace

of Garcigrande, with odd windows, with

balconies, notched into the corner of

the building. Philip II. was married in

Salamanca, and it was over among some
of those houses, by the way though the

appearance of things has much changed
since that the Duke of Alva gave him
a grand reception. On the other side is

a portion of the Convent of Carmen, now
the diligence-office for Zamora and the

Baths of Ledesma
;

next to that the

Church of Santo Tome, with dome, and
bells in open arches. Down at the end
of the plaza an ex-palace, now the office

of a railway company, shows the beauti

ful arches of an upper gallery bricked in

and fine columns and escutcheons half-
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obliterated with plaster. This rude

filling in of the fine upper galleries is a

common sight all over the town
;

a

poorer race of tenants have not wished
to devote too much good space to the

mere luxury of sunning themselves.

finest house, like that of a Stewart or

Vanderbilt, but almost any other at ran
dom in their vicinity. The house was
to rent, and it seemed a good plan to

go and see it. It proved to be much
larger than I had supposed, spreading a

The Colegio Viejo.

But next Santo Tome, on the other

side, is the house that once belonged to

Dona Maria la Brava. Sometimes it

seemed too much to have Hannibal, the

Cid, Bernardo del Carpio, Columbus,
Cortez, Cervantes, the Duke of Alva,
Saint Theresa, and Saint Thomas of

Villanueva, all in one town
;
the annals

of the great were too rich and full and
I sought distraction in history nearer
the ordinary human level. It was this

house that first drew my attention to

Dona Maria la Brava, and made me
anxious to know who she was. It is

richly sculptured with shields and

evidently belonged to persons of high
rank, but it is not one of the largest,
like the Casa de Monterey or de la

Salina
;
and it seems as if it ought to

show how someone of merely comfort
able fortune lived. It is as if, in New
York, you should select not the very

long way back on the side streets, after

an irregular plan, and the owner wanted
to let it for offices. When I inquired
about Doiia Maria la Brava I was

answered, as if I were offering some

objection on her score, that she was

very long ago and was very old history.
She was, in fact, a certain dame of the

ancient family of the Monroyes. She
was left a widow with two sons, just

passing out of their teens
;

and her

designation of &quot;

la Brava
&quot; came from the

pluck and indomitable energy she mani
fested in avenging these young men,
assassinated under very unusual circum
stances. One of them was playing a

game oipelota, or tennis, with two young
friends of the equally distinguished fam

ily of the Manzanos. They quarrelled,
hands were put to swords, and the Man
zanos and their servants slew Monroy.
Then, fearing the wrath of the elder
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brother, they drew him into a trap with

fair pretences a fine glimpse into the

conscience and morals of the date, truly
and killed him also. Those who

brought back the bodies of the sons to

the mother thus, fancied she would die

of a broken heart. But she checked

every tear and sigh. She announced
that she would go and bury her grief in

her country-place of Villalba. She set

off at night, gathered in twenty well-

armed mounted retainers, and scoured

the kingdom for the murderers. They
took refuge in Portugal ;

she came up
with them, broke down the doors of

their hostelry at night, took their heads,

had been only mourning at Villalba.

Naturally the turn of the Manzanos then
commenced again. The partisans of

each gathered around their leader in the

parish where he resided, and thus began
a feud, like that of the Capulets and

Montagues, wilich lasted forty years.
It was known as the War of the Ban-
dos Factions, or of the two parishes
of San Benito and Santo Tome. The
thirst for bloodletting was insatiate,
and nothing could put an end to the

sanguinary strife but the intervention
of Saint John de Sahagun, the apostle
of Salamanca, then upon the earth.

The account continues interesting, and

A Group of College Boys, Salamanca.

and bore them back with her to Sala

manca. She entered the town with

these two bloody trophies aloft on spears,

and, riding straight to the church where
her sons were buried, placed them on
their tombs, while all supposed that she

I would like to go into it much further

than I am going to do. Saint John de

Sahagun was in the beginning a student

of the University College of Cuenca. It

seems even he could not put an end to

the feud at once ;
it was going on nearly
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all his life, but finally, by
works, and the fame of his

and the house where it was
tive inscription : Ira odium
orem. One of my old black-

de Avila, pretends that these

when Salamanca passed upon
between Rome and Avignon,
other and later one, Bernar-
John of Sahaguii was not liv-

War of

his continual prayers, good
miracles, he arrived at it

;

done bears the commemora-
generat ; concordia nutrit am-
letter authors, Gil Gonyalez
events were about the time
the title to the papacy, as

which was in 1381
;
but an-

do Dorado, shows that Saint

ing at that time, and that the
the Bandos must have been
1440 to 1477. The appear-
the house, too, would seem

fro m
anceof
to conform better with this later date. The window in the

front is probably modern and has

replaced a smaller, arched one. The
mediaeval householders, as may be

JBtagjd^ well seen in some curious old abodes

jgftilfl
with few and small windows, around

Ip the quaint Chapel of San Benito, were
content to proudly sculpture their

armorial bearings in rich profusion

upon the outer wall, and then retire

to an almost Moorish privacy within.

The town is an almost inex-

tible museum of picturesque
and vestiges of former great-
ments that it became known
university caused it to be ac-

arts, sciences, and virtues.&quot;

palaces, but they are packed
side with only narrow alleys
inanca have space before

advantage. The carved es-

ble families are the principal
here but throughout Spain,

Types of Heads from a proup
of Normal School girls, Sala
manca.

haus-
old bits,

ness. It had so many monu-
as &quot;

little Rome,&quot; just as its

claimed the &quot; mother of the

Possibly Toledo has as many
together on its mediaeval hill-

between, while those of Sala-

them, and are seen to more
cutcheons of prelates or no-
device for ornament, not only
a testi-

tionalinony perhaps to the tradi-

hidalgo pride. You continually see long walls, otherwise

plain, made very rich and beautiful in this way. It is a

pity we could not have something, suitable to our own
conditions, which would permit us to adopt these forms,

always so decorative. I liked espec
ially the way the shields, with her
aldic animals supporting them, were
made to break the abruptness of

the sharp corners of buildings. Gil

Goncalez de Avila insists that all

the blue blood represented in Sal

amanca is the most accredited and crystalline in Spain.
It is a bond with America to find that the principal

palace was built by a Count of Monterey who was
once viceroy of Mexico, and after whom the prosper
ous Monterey in that country and our own Monterey
in California were named. The two lower stories of

the palace are perfectly plain, the sculpture being concentrated upon an up
per gallery, the towers, and chimneys, which gives it an added preciousness.
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The House of Doria Maria la Brava.

Another count of the family, having a

daughter carried away by the religious
enthusiasm which Saint Theresa had
aroused among all the grand dames of

Spain, built for her the large Convent of

the Augustinas, across the way, that she

might not have far to go from home.
I found another slight bond of con

nection, if I am not mistaken, this time
with New York, in the palace known as

the House of the Shells. The whole

exterior is spaced at frequent intervals

with the scallop-shell of the ancient pil

grims, and it reappears in the heavy
nail-heads studding the door, and as

wrought into the beautiful iron-work

protecting the small windows. These

same shells are cut about the door-way
of one of our most successful specimens
of domestic architecture, a home on

Fifth Avenue near Thirty-fifth Street ;

and I wish our architects would drink
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if

Door-way of the Escuelas Menores.

yet further inspiration at Salamanca.
For the rest, the scallop-shell plays an

important part in the style. I noticed
it particularly in quite an ordinary
house, in the street leading from the
Casa de Monterey, which had, for its

sole ornament, a large helmet, in high
relief, with sword and scroll, and over
this an enormous scallop, turned down
ward, as for a canopy. I went to see the
house of Cervantes and that of Saint

Theresa. The former has fallen into

the hands of a wholly squalid tenantry ;

the latter, large and plain, still keeps up
its respectability and is now an infant-

school. The saint slept on straw the

night of her first arrival here, and she

had more trouble about the establish

ment at Salamanca than any of the oth
ers

;
but all this is found in her letters

and probably in the English life by Miss
Trench.
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You reach the university by a narrow bullocks, horses, and monsters in the

street which leads to a small plaza, the spirit of a Greek frieze. The stone of

Patio de Escuelas. On two sides of the lower portion, like that at the door-

this are the principal entrances, and in way, is eaten away by time, as if it had

A Window in the Casa de las Conchas.

the centre is a modern statue, about
twice as large as life. The archives and
the rector s office are entered through
a door-way in what was once the Hos

pital for the Poor Students. If poor
students were entertained with such

magnificence as this, one need not be

surprised that those in better circum
stances were surrounded by some lux

ury also. The staircase leading to the

office is a lovely creation, carven with

been long washed by the waves, and

waves with plenty of sea-salt in them

at that. The door-way is decorated

with the effigies of kings and saints,

and the arms of Ferdinand and Isa

bella, and Charles Y. Along the top of

the lower building runs a balustrade

consisting of a congeries of intertwisted

flowers, animals, and cupids. It is the

last perfection of rich stone-carving.

Down in the corner, at the right, is
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another beautiful door-way, giving ac

cess to the Institute and the School of

Sciences. Within, as in the centre of

the university building proper, is a vast,

agreeable court with spacious arcades

about it for promenading, which is a

typical Spanish feature. The remaining
two sides are occupied by plain build

ings which were once dormitories, and
have little to boast of over those of the

older sort at Harvard or Yale. They
are given over to secular uses now,
all dormitory system having been long
since abolished. My student friend has

some relatives up there, and he took me
up to see their quarters. There was

nothing notable within, beyond the cyclo-

pean thickness of the wall, but the out

look upon the sculpt
ured fa9ades and the

statue was a perfect bit ^i
of romance. One should

see such a court as that

by moonlight, and I did

see it by moonlight also.

I stopped there coming
home from the Cafe de

Oporto one night when
there was nobody in it

but the sereno sitting at

the foot of the statue,

the sereno being the an
cient watchman, with

spear and lantern, who
still guards Spanish
cities.

The statue is that of an
ecclesiastic Fray Luis
de Leon. It was put up
by national subscription
in 1869. They say the

simple char r os, the

country-folk who come
to town in fair-time,

sometimes kneel down
and say a prayer before

it, mistaking him for a
saint. But why is Fray
Luis de Leon thus sig

nally honored, for it is

the only one about the

university ? I found
myself asking this with

great interest. In the

first place, the tradition of Salamanca is

still ecclesiastical, as the tradition of all

Spain is still ecclesiastical. The leaders,

the universities, which have entered the

way of modern progress, and even the

younger school of realistic novelists who
have begun for the first time to paint
the actual manners of the people, and
who are so much enjoyed at present
among us, have to conciliate their pro
gress and their new blood more or less

with this tradition. As to his exploits, he
was the first editor of &quot; Saint Theresa,&quot;

a professor in the university, and a

mystical poet. He is still critically cited

as one of the leading poets of Spain, and
he was known as the Swan of Granada.
With the small scope allowed to free in

quiry in that country, it would seem as

if mysticism had somewhat filled the

place occupied by philosophic specula-

staircase in the University.

tion in others. He was called to his

chair largely by the suffrages of the

students, who had a good deal to say
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in the matter in those times. His popu
larity, a certain simplicity of character

and originality in the matter of his in

struction, made enemies for him, and to

such a degree that he was subjected to

disgraceful penalties and even imprison
ment, during five years. When he was

finally vindicated, and returned to his

chair, he said nothing of all his suffer-

A College Beadle.

ings and not a word of malice, but

simply resumed, &quot;As we were saying

yesterday There is a world of

sweetness in this &quot;As we were saying

yesterday&quot; in such a forgiveness of

spirit and entire absorption in the in

tellectual work. Perhaps this alone is

worth the honor of the statue. Since

the alumni were bound to select him
from all the long roll of the great at

their disposal, it is seen they might
easily have made a far worse choice.

The main university building seems
about the size of the university build

ing in Washington Square, New York.
Its main portal, of drab sandstone, set

against one of the rough granite walls,
is one mass of medallions, shields, and

foliage like silver-smiths work. Figure
to yourself a stained-glass window cut
in relief, and you have a good idea of it.

The cathedral and Santo Domingo are

covered with the same over-exuberant
work. You feel as if it ought to be

put under glass, and you do not under
stand how it has kept its perfect sharp
ness. The portal on the opposite side

of the court debouches upon the ca

thedral. The Spanish well understand,
as here, how to add to the dignity of

their public edifices by terraces and

flights of steps, and rows of pillars with
bronze chains between them which re

call the votive pillars of the ancients.

I have not space to go into the interior

of these rich edifices. The churches of

Spain are full of treasures treasures in

pictures, marbles, metal-work, in furni

ture, in every form. In the mortuary
chapels are alabaster tombs of ideal

loveliness
;

in all the roomy sacristies

are the carved wardrobes, fantastic mir

rors, large copper braziers, for warmth,
and ornate beadles, depicted by the

Spanish - Roman school of Fortuny.
There is a word to be said as to the

rigid severity with which religious dis

sent was repressed in Spain, which
now that it can t be helped may rec

oncile the amateur of art to it. The
churches were not wrecked to pieces by
religious wars, which is more than can

be said of those of the rest of Europe,
and so have kept their treasures mainly

unimpaired.
The corridors around the fine court,

corridors in which the students are

strolling, or taking a last look at their

lessons, are adorned with a series of

paintings of kings and queens who
have been benefactors of the university.

They are done in black and white, which

does not seem a very successful idea,

and too modern for Salamanca ;
but we

soon find that everything in Salamanca

is as modern as the present generation
can make it. From the corridors open
the class-rooms. A sculptured stair

case leads to the library, which has a

beautifully wrought old bronze grating
before its main door ;

and within, the
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comfortable air which inheres in the de

sign of old Spanish furniture. But as

to books on Salamanca or the university,
it had none of them

;
not a treatise on

college manners and customs, no mem
orabilia, no portraits, not a book of en

gravings of any kind, not even the poor
est lithograph, to show looks, costume,
festivities, or historical episodes. It

was even thought singular that anyone
should be interested in such inquiries.
The &quot;mother of the virtues, arts, and

sciences,&quot; beyond making a hasty cata

logue of the names of some of her prin

cipal celebrities, had ap
parently never thought
about her past. Not
that documents of the

truly archaic sort are

wanting, the old manu
scripts State papers,
as it were relating to

the early events of

greatest moment. I

have seen in the archives

the original charters of

kings, bulls of popes,
and letters of noble

benefactors, with their

leaden seals still attach

ed. On the doors of a

case for manuscripts,
too, were frescoed two
views of class-rooms in

the sixteenth century,
with the scholars, many
in ecclesiastical dress,
others in the university
gown, which, by the

regulations, had to be
clerico y honesto, clerkly
and decorous. I entered
the class-room of Fray
Luis de Leon, unchang
ed, like many of the

others, from its

original condi
tion. It has been
a point of pride,
in particular, to

retain the old

benches. They
were never more
than sticks of

pitch-pine,
roughly squared,
narrow : one set A Charro, or Peasant of the Province.

up higher, and a trifle sloped, for a
desk

;
the other, lower, for a seat. Now

they are worm-eaten, entirely covered
with carven names and initials, and

polished by all the elbows they have

helped make threadbare, till they shine

again under the white light of the high,
small windows. Yet to these benches
lectured the men who ruled the domain of

thought, the professors who first trans

lated, for Europe, the Arab philosopher
Averrhoes and physician Avicenna, who
taught the system of Copernicus (by a

strange contradiction) when it was es

teemed heresy every
where else

;
who ad

vised Columbus, and
sat in the trial of the

Knights Templars.
The old titles of the

classes, in Latin, are

over the doors. My
friend showed me his

seat in that which is

now Law Procedure,
and explained to me
how tired his back
often was.

There is no lack of

luxury, however, in

the Sala de Grades,
where the degrees are

given, the Paraninfo,
where the annual
commencements take

place, and the chapel ;

the professors, too,

have a most com
fortable conversation-

room to themselves.

The chapel is rich

with precious mar
bles and hung entire

ly in crimson velvet.

A student banner
in the united col

ors of the four

faculties, used in

the procession of

Saint Theresa,
and another of

white silk, with
the keys and ti

ara, arms of the

university, upon
it, depend from
above. The Pa-
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xaninfo has a raised dais occupying one-

half its length, and is stately enough
to accord with the sessions of a Vene
tian Council of Ten. Behind the deep
arm-chairs of the presiding dignitaries
is hung, as in almost all public delibera

tive halls in Spain now, a portrait of the

charming young widowed Queen with

her baby son in her arms. In both this

room and the chapel were some fasci

nating old benches, perfectly simple in

pattern, covered with quilted crimson

velvet, and on this the arms of the uni

versity embroidered in gold and silver

thread. Those are the things that are

really Spanish.
I spent some time in the class-room

of Miguel Rodriguez, professor of Span
ish and general literature. The subject
was the dramas of Lope de Vega ;

the

exercise was part lecture and part reci

tation. The professor was the author
of a work on aesthetics

; but, in general,

authors, at least those of note, are not
connected with the universities. I found
the Spanish novelists at Madrid serving
instead as deputies, senators, and mem
bers of the queen s council. Perhaps
Salamanca, at least, has had so many
writers in the past that she can afford to

rest upon her laurels. She certainly had

plenty among her graduates. While yet
an undergraduate, most like in this very
class-room, Hurtado de Mendoza wrote
&quot;Lazarillo del Tormes &quot;

and founded
the school of picaresque romances deal

ing with low life and vagabond heroes.

It would hardly have been thought from
this light beginning that he was to be
come the grave historian and statesman,
so notable a personage under Charles V.

There is no distinctive student dress,
and scarce a trace of any student man
ners and customs. Time was when the

student of Salamanca dressed in em
broidered jacket, a small-clothes, jaunty
cocked hat with an ivory spoon in it,

and a sword by his side. But all this

is so long of the past that even the date
of its disappearance is wellnigh forgot
ten. A group of alleged students of

Salamanca came to Paris some years ago
on a concert-tour. They wore the pict

uresque garb, were made much of for

their novelty, and remained so long that
some wag got off the witticism that they
were not students of Salamanque, but
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students d la manque. If they were gen
uine, all that was got up for effect, just
as they sometimes get it up at carnival

time. If it had not been cold, I should
have seen nothing more than a few

every-day young men in looks and dress,
like all the rest of the world. As it

was, they were huddled up in their

cloaks, and the cloak is always a roman
tic garment. It is the custom, too, to

line its inner borders with colors ac

cording to taste. These borders, thrown
back over the shoulders, brighten up
the rest of the costume, which, by pre
ference, is black. The professors, how
ever, still wear, on state occasions, cer

tain time-honored gowns, and fine

medals of office. The great festival is

on October 1st, the opening of the

school-year, which closes on June 6th.

This, it will be seen, is a genuine com
mencement, for there is none, as with

us, at the end of the year. Each fac

ulty has its own color : Philosophy
and letters, light blue

; sciences, dark
blue

; law, crimson
; medicine, yellow ;

shown upon the cuffs, crown of cap, and
the muceta, or a velvet cape worn over
the gown. The beadles and other servi

tors are also very much gotten up, and
there are two heralds, such as still stand
in the Spanish Senate and Chamber of

Deputies, as fine as in the middle ages.
The programme on this occasion con
sists merely of some addresses. There
is no ceremony on the giving out of the

degrees. The aspirant is called before
the Board of Three, some little time after

he has passed his examination, which is

partly written and partly oral
;
and the

chairman, taking off his cap, gravely
salutes him as doctor, or licentiate, or

whatever his new title may be. His

diploma is sent to him afterward, when
ever he wants it. Most of the day of

my scholar of Salamanca was taken up
by recitations, and he was consequently
obliged to do not a little of his study
ing by lamplight. He complained that

his winter evenings were often chilly
and disagreeable. As there are no dor
mitories the custom is to have a room in

the casas de huespedes, or boarding-
houses. The poorer students often

bring a week s supply of provisions from
home beans, cold meat, etc. or buy
provisions as they pass through the
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market, and make an arrangement to

have it cooked, their whole expense by
this plan falling within four reales a day,
the real being but five cents. There is

plenty of picturesqueness in this market
;

the charros supply it, if the students do
not. The men are in a dignified black

costume with bright sash and silver

buttons I wish we had farmers who
dressed like them

;
and the women in

their bright striped blankets. All

around, supported upon worn old col

umns with queer capitals, are half-tim

bered houses, tinted blue or pink, or

quaintly frescoed in false perspective ;

and in the shops and booths, pottery,

bright handkerchiefs, and dazzling yel
low shawls, embroidered with birds of

paradise. For ten reales, or fifty cents

a day, the student in comfortable cir

cumstances may have his room, light, a

breakfast at seven, dinner at one, and sup
per at eight. It will be seen that Sala

manca is not dear. After supper it is the

universal custom for all who are in funds

to go to the cafe, and there, in the

midst of smoke and din, thick enough to

cut with a knife, to play cards and dom
inoes, and talk over their day s advent

ures. This is almost the only amuse
ment. It is true that some go out to

the Cainpo de San Francisco, and play

pelota, like the sons of Doiia Maria la

Brava, and some row and swim in the

Tormes, which has green and pleasant
banks below the town. There are two

debating societies, which have rooms at

the Cafe de Paris and the Cafe de

Oporto, but even these throw no great
animation into their proceedings. The
Salamancan student looks young, and so

he is. Something may be allowed to

Southern precocity, but we often see

him finishing the Institute at fourteen

or fifteen, and coming out into the

world, after the four or five years pre
scribed respectively, a beardless licenti

ate, or doctor, still in his teens. There
are very few students at present, either

young or old. I sum up, from the last
&quot;

Memoria,&quot; only one hundred and fifty-

one in the academic department, and
two hundred and sixty-two in the other

three faculties. In the brilliant days of

old, when Salamanca, Paris, Oxford, and

Bologna were the four great universi

ties of Europe, the figure of fourteen

thousand students is continually men
tioned

;
and I have even seen it put

down at seventeen thousand. I hadhad
my doubts about that fourteen thou

sand, to say nothing of the seventeen
thousand

;
the buildings do not look it

the lecture-rooms were not calculated
for such numbers. I found my doubts
sustained by coming upon a writer who
showed that this highest figure proceed
ed from the action of kings and pontiffs,

who, in their generosity, extended the
benefits of technical matriculation to the
landlords of the posadas where the stu

dents lodged, and even to the tradesmen
who supplied them with clothing and

provisions. But it seems certain that

there were at least six or seven thousand

bonafide students.

How did a university come to be es

tablished here, in the first place ? Why
in the year 1200 was Salamanca se

lected above all other sites ? Don Alon-
zo the Wise, its founder, gave as his

reason : Salamanca was healthy, provided
with good water, and abundance of all

things. He was the ruler of Leon, the

first Christian kingdom to throw off the

yoke of the Moors. Once started, it

profited by its protected position at the

rear, remote from the border wars,
which went on recovering the territory,
little by little, till the Moors were finally
driven from the whole peninsula. It

reaped the advantage of the new gran
deur of Spain, united for the first time

by Ferdinand and Isabella, and of the

great rise of that country to prominence
in the brilliant period of Charles V.,

who united under his sway a larger em
pire than any previous monarch since

Charlemagne. Every family must have

profited more or less by the plunder of

the Moors of Granada, and the treas

ures that began to flow in from Amer
ica, and so they put money in their

purse and sent their sons, on horseback

or on foot, to be educated at Salamanca.

Among those seven thousand students

were comprised the flower of the nobil

ity. Eoyal privileges exempted the

graduates from taxation, and made
them and their children hidalgos. The

university had a court for the govern
ment of all its own people. At one

time it was the custom that the rector

should be a son of a grandee of Spain,
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and grandees also often filled the pro
fessors chairs. The representatives of

each province, as the Biscayans, Castil-

ians, Andalusians, and Aragonese, con

sorted closely together, and all had their

standing feud with the townspeople, as

in most college towns. The candidate

to be received as doctor had to sustain

a public thesis. The scene of this was
the Chapel of Santa Barbara in the old

cathedral. At a very early period he
used even to have to pass the previous

night there in prayer and meditation,
much as the candidate for knighthood
used to watch his arms before an altar.

One would say this was hardly the best

way to obtain a clear head for the next

day s ordeal. There were grand pro
cessions and banquets, and the doctors

paid the cost of expensive bull-fights.
The candidate successful in his examina
tions would get a ladder, climb up at

night, and paint in red his initials, name,
or monogram with a crest over it, if he
had one and the hieroglyphic repre

senting Victor, on the walls, to com
memorate his triumph. One can be as

credible a witness of this as if he had

actually seen it, for hundreds, or thou

sands, of these quaint inscriptions still

remain. No place was esteemed too
sacred for them

; they embellish not

only the college buildings and private

palaces but even the fronts of the
churches. They are particularly numer
ous in the Patio de Escuelas, and give
the gray stone a decided ruddy tone.

Why may it not have been this custom

that gave rise to our modern expression
of &quot;

painting the town red ?&quot;

Philip n. began the ruin of Spain,

though the disastrous influence did not
tell immediately ;

on the contrary, it was
in his reign that we see the principal

flowering of the arts and letters. In
the reign of his son it was well on its

way downhill. The people became

poor and could not send their sons so

far
; many other universities were open

ed in competition. At the beginning
of the eighteenth century the figure of

the students had fallen to two thou

sand, and at the beginning of the nine
teenth to eleven hundred. In 1862
there were scarce three hundred

;
since

that time there has been a slight re

vival.

There are no glee clubs, no singing

groups parading at night, no hazing
or initiations, no planting of class ivies,

no manners and customs at all : I fear

a Yale or Princeton boy, who is for

ever inventing brand-new traditions and

trying to think they are ancient, would
be rather ashamed of Salamanca. I

would not believe it, first, that there

was such an absolute dearth of every

thing from the mighty past I was

ready to offer a reward for a manner, a

valuable consideration for a custom.

But then I began to see that the origi

nality of Salamanca was to consist in

having none. Perhaps Spain has so

long been ancient that she finds it re

freshing to toss it all off and become

glaringly modern.

\ei ie &quot;Decret* emo de 1638
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Wall-marks made by Students in Celebration of their Graduation.



AN ASPIRATION.

By Andrew Lang.

WHEN we have cut each other s throats

And robbed each other s land,
And turned, and changed, and lost our coats,

Till Progress is at stand
;

When every
&quot;

programme s
&quot;

been gone through
This good old world will wake anew !

When Science, Art, and Learning cease,
As Wealth and Commerce die

The children they of Wealth and Peace,
With Peace and Wealth they fly-

Then Ghosts will walk, and in their train

Bring Old Religion back again.

When Hunger, War, and Pestilence

Have run their ancient round
;

When Law has long been banished hence ;

When Hate has cleared the ground ;

When men grown few, as once they were:
Breathe uncontaminated air

Till then I fain would sleep, and then
Be born in other days,

A Hermit in some happy glen
Where some clear river strays :

Nursed in some Faith I know not, I

Wherein a man might live and die.

Ah, early would I rise to pray,
And early would I steal

From chapel, in the dawning gray,
To earn the Friday s meal

A Monk who never dreamed of doubt,
I d catch uneducated trout !

A Priest where woman might not come,
Nor any household care,

A land where Newspapers were dumb
From scandal and from scare

That Priest I d be, that land I d see,

Would Fortune work my wish for me !

O Buddha, if thy tale be true,

Of still returning Life,
A Monk may I be born anew

In valleys far from strife

A Monk where Meggat winds, and laves

The lone St. Mary s of the Waves.*

The ruined Chapel of Our Lady on St. Mary s Loch at the head of Yarrow. &quot; The lone St. Mary s of the

Waves &quot;

is a charming line by Hogg, the Ettrick Shepherd.
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IN THE VALLEY.

#y Harold Frederic.

CHAPTER

ENTER MY LADY BEBENICIA CROSS.

T is averred that all the

evils and miseries of our
existence were entailed

upon us by the meddle
some and altogether

gratuitous perverseness
of one weak-headed
woman. Although faith

in the personal influ

ence of Eve upon the ages is visibly

waning in these incredulous, iconoclas

tic times, there still remains enough
respect for the possibilities for mischief

inherent within a single silly woman to

render Lady Berenicia Cross and her

works intelligible, even to the fifth and
sixth generations.

I knew that she was a fool the mo
ment I first laid eyes on her as she

stood courtesying and simpering to us

on the lawn in front of Johnson Hall,

her patched and raddled cheeks mocking
the honest morning sunlight. I take no
credit that my eyes had a clearer vision

than those of my companions, but grieve
instead that it was not ordered other

wise.

We had ridden up to the Hall, this

bright, warm, May forenoon, on our first

visit of the spring to the Johnsons.
There is a radiant picture of this morn
ing ride still fresh in my memory.
Daisy, I remember, sat on a pillion be
hind Mr. Stewart, holding him by the

shoulder, and jogging pleasantly along
with the motion of the old horse. Our

patron looked old in this full, broad

light ;
the winter had obviously aged

him. His white, queued hair no longer
needed powder ;

his light-blue eyes
seemed larger than ever under the bris

tling brows, still dark in color
;
the pro

file of his lean face, which had always
been so nobly commanding in outline,

had grown sharper of late, and bended
nose and pointed chin were closer to

gether, from the shrinking of the lips.

But he sat erect as of old, proud of

himself and of the beautiful girl behind
him.
And she was beautiful, was our Daisy !

Her rounded, innocent face beamed with

pleasure from its camlet hood, as sweet

and suggestive of fragrance as a damask-
rose against the blue sky. It was al

most a childish face in its simplicity
and frankness, yet already beginning to

take on a woman s thoughtfulness and a

woman s charm of tint and texture.

We often thought that her parents must
have had other than Palatine peasant-
blood, so delicate and refined were her

features, not realizing that books and

thoughts help far more toward making
faces than does ancestry. Just the edge
of her wavy light-brown hair could be
seen under the frill of the hood, with
lines of gold upon it painted by the sun.

She laughed and talked gayly as our
horses climbed the hills. I thought, as

I rode by their side, how happy we all

were, and how beautiful was she this

flower plucked from the rapine and mas
sacre of the Old War ! And I fancy the

notion that we were no longer children

began dancing in my head a little, too.
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It would have been strange otherwise,
for the day and the scene must have
stirred the coldest pulse. We moved
through a pale velvety panorama of

green woodland and roadside and river

reflections and shadows, all of living, yet

young and softening green ;
the birds

all about us filled the warm air with

song ;
the tapping of the woodpeckers

and the shrill chatter of squirrels came
from every thicket ; there was nothing
which did not reflect our joyous, buoy
ant delight that spring had come again.
And I rode by Daisy s side, and thought
more of her, Im bound, than I did of

the flood-dismantled dike on the river-

bend at home which I had left unre-
stored for the day.

Over the heads of the negroes who,

spying us, came headlong to take our

horses, we saw Sir William standing in

the garden with an unknown lady. The
baronet himself, walking a little heavily
with his cane, approached us with hearty
salutations, helped Daisy to unmount,
and presented us to this stranger Lady
Berenicia Cross.

I am not so sure that people can fall

in love at first sight. But never doubt
their ability to dislike from the begin
ning ! I know that I felt indignantly
intolerant of this woman even before,
hat in hand, I had finished my bow to

her.

Yet it might well have been that I

was over-harsh in my judgment. She
had been a pretty woman in her time,
and still might be thought well-favored.

At least she must have thought so, for

she wore more paint and ribbons, and fal

lals generally, than ever I saw on another

woman, before or since. Her face was

high, narrow, and very regular ; oddly
enough, it was in outline, with its thin,

pursed-up mouth, straight nose, and
full eyelids and brows, very like a face

one would expect to see in a nun s hood.
Yet so little in the character of the clois

ter did this countenance keep that it

was plastered thick with chalk and

rouge, and sprinkled with ridiculous

black patches, and bore, as it rose from
the low courtesy before me, an unnatu
ral smile half-way between a leer and a

grin.
I may say that I was a wholesome-

enough looking young fellow, very tall

and broad-shouldered, with a long, dark

face, which was ugly in childhood, but
had grown now into something like

comeliness. I am not parading special
innocence either, but no woman had
ever looked into my eyes with so bold,
I might say impudent, an expression as

this fine lady put on to greet me. And
she was old enough to be my mother,
almost, into the bargain.
But even more than her free glances,

which, after all, meant no harm, but

only reflected London manners, her
dress grated upon me. We were not
unaccustomed to good raiment in the

Valley. Johnson Hall, which reared its

broad bulk through the trees on the
knoll above us, had many a time sported
richer and costlier toilets in its cham
bers than this before us. But on my
lady the gay stuffs seemed painfully out
of place like her feather fan, and smell

ing-salts, and dainty netted-purse. The
mountains and girdling forests were
real

;
the strong-faced, burly, handsome

baronet, whose words, spoken here in

the backwoods, were law to British king
and Parliament, was real

;
we ourselves,

suitably and decently clad, and know
ing our position, were also genuine parts
of the scene. The English lady was

Einchbeck
by contrast with all about

er.

&quot;Will you give the ladies an arm,
Douw ?

&quot;

said Sir William. &quot; We were

walking to see the lilacs I planted a year

ago. We old fellows, with so much to

say to each other, will lead the
way.&quot;

Nothing occurred to me to say to the

new acquaintance, who further annoyed
me by clinging to my arm with a zeal

unpleasantly different from Daisy s soft

touch on the other side. I walked si

lent, and more or less sulky, between
them down the gravelled path. Lady
Berenicia chattered steadily.

&quot; And so this is the dear little Mis
tress Daisy of whom Sir William talks

so much ! How happy one must be to

be such a favorite everywhere ! And

you content to live here, too, leading
this simple, pastoral life ! How sweet !

And you never weary of it never sigh
when it is time to return to it from New
York?&quot;

&quot; I never have been to New York, nor

Albany either,&quot; Daisy made answer.
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Lady Berenicia held up her fan in

pretended astonishment.
&quot; Never to New York ! nor even to

Albany ! Une vraie belle sauvage ! How
you amaze me, poor child !

&quot;

&quot;

Oh, I crave no pity, madam,&quot; our

dear girl answered, cheerily.
&quot; My fa

ther and brother are so good to me
just like a true father and brother that

if I but hinted a wish to visit the moon

they would at once set about to arrange
the voyage. I do not always stay at

home. Twice I have been on a visit to

Mr. Campbell, at Cherry Valley, over

the hills yonder. And then once we
made a grand excursion up the river,

way to Fort Herkimer, and beyond to

the place where my poor parents lost

their lives.&quot;

As we stood regarding the lilac-

bushes, planted in a circle on the slope,
and I was congratulating myself that my
elbows were free again, two gentlemen
approached us from the direction of the

Hall.

Daisy was telling the story of her

parents death, which relation Lady
Berenicia had urgently pressed, but now
interrupted by saying :

&quot;

There, that is

my husband, with young Mr. Butler.&quot;

Mr. Jonathan Cross seemed a very
honest and sensible gentleman, when we
came to converse with him

;
somewhat

austere in the presence of his rattle

headed spouse at least but polite and
well-informed. He spoke pleasantly
with me, saying that he was on his way
to the farther Lake country on business,
and that his wife was to remain, until

his return, at Johnson Hall.

His companion was Walter Butler,
and of him I ought to speak more close

ly, since long generations after this tale

is forgotten his name will remain writ

ten, blood-red, in the Valley s chroni
cles. I walked away from the lilacs

with him, I recall, discussing some un-
remembered subject. I always liked

Walter; even now, despite everything,
there continues a soft spot in my mem
ory for him.
He was about my own age, and, oh !

such a handsome youth, with features

cut as in a cameo, and pale-brown
smooth skin, and large deep eyes, that

look upon me still sometimes in dreams
with ineffable melancholy. He was

somewhat beneath my stature, but
formed with perfect delicacy.

In those old days of breeches and

long hose, a man s leg went for a good
deal. I have often thought that there

must be a much closer connection be
tween trousers and democracy than has

ever been publicly traced. A man like

myself, with heavy knee-joints and a

thick ankle, was almost always a Whig
in the Kevolutionary time as if by
natural prejudice against the would-
be aristocrats, who liked to sport a

straight-sinking knee-cap and dapper
calf. When the Whigs, after the peace,
became masters of their own country,
and divided into parties again on their

own account, it was still largely a mat
ter of lower limbs. The faction which
stood nearest old-world ideas and mo
narchical tastes are said to have had great

delight in the symmetry of Mr. Adams s

underpinning, so daintily displayed in

satin and silk. And when the plainer

majority finally triumphed with the in

duction of Mr. Jefferson, some dozen

years since, was it not truly a victory of

republican trousers a popular decree

that henceforth all men should be equal
as to legs ?

To return. Walter Butler was most

perfectly built a living picture of grace.
He dressed, too, with remarkable taste,

contriving always to appear the gentle

man, yet not out of place in the wilder

ness. He wore his own black hair, care

lessly tied or flowing, and with no

thought of powder.
We had always liked each other, doubt

less in that we were both of a solemn
and meditative nature. We had not
much else in common, it is true, for he
was filled to the nostrils with pride
about the Ormond-Butlers, whom he
held to be his ancestors, and took it

rather hard that I should not also be
able to revere them for upholding a

false-tongued king against the rights of

his people. For my own part I did not

pin much faith upon his descent, being
able to remember his grandfather, the

old lieutenant, who seemed a peasant to

the marrow of his bones.

Nor could I see any special value in

the fact of descent, even were it unques
tioned. Walter, it seemed to me, would
do much better to work at the law, to
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which he was bred, and make a name
for himself by his own exertions. Alas !

he did make a name !

But though our paths would presently

diverge, we still were good friends, and
as we walked he told me what he had
heard that day of Lady Berenicia Cross.

It was not much. She had been the

daughter of a penniless, disreputable
Irish earl, and had wedded early in life

to escape the wretchedness of her pa
ternal home. She had played quite a

splendid part for a time in the vanities

of London court-life, after her husband

gained his wealth, but had latterly found
her hold upon fashion s favor loosened.

Why she had accompanied her serious

spouse on this rough and wearisome

journey was not clear. It might be
that she came because he did not care

for her company. It might be that he

thought it wisest not to leave her in

London to her own devices. In any
case here she indubitably was, and Wal
ter was disposed to think her rather a

fine woman for her years, which he took
to be about twoscore.

We strolled back again to the lilacs,

where the two women were seated on a

bench, with Mr. Cross and Colonel Glaus
the brighter and better of Sir William s

two sons-in-law standing over them.

Lady Berenicia beckoned to my com
panion with her fan.

&quot;Pray
come and amuse us, Mr. But

ler,&quot;
she said, in her high, mincing tones

;

&quot; were it not for the fear of ministering
to your vanity, I might confess we two
have been languishing for an hour for

your company. Mistress Daisy and I

venerate these cavaliers of ours vastly
we hold their grave wisdom in high re

gard but our frivolous palates need

lighter things than East India Compa
nies and political quarrels in Boston. I

command you to discourse nonsense,
Mr. Butler pure, giddy nonsense.&quot;

Walter bowed, and with a tinge of

irony acknowledged the compliment ;

but all pleasantly enough. I glanced at

our Daisy, expecting to discover my own
distaste for this silly speech mirrored
on her face. It vexed me a little to see

that she seemed instead to be pleased
with the London lady.

&quot; What shall it be, my lady ?
&quot;

smiled

Walter
;

&quot; what shall be the shuttlecock
the May races, the ball, the Klock

scandal, the
&quot;

If it was rude, it is too late to be helped
now. I interrupted the foolish talk by
asking Colonel Claus what the news from
Boston was, for the post-boy had brought
papers to the Hall that morning.

&quot; The anniversary speech is reported.
Some apothecary, named Warren, held
forth this year, and his seems the bold
est tongue yet. If his talk stinks not of

treason in every line, why, then, I have
no smelling sense. They are talking of

it in the library now; but I am no
statesman, and it suits me better out
here in the sun.&quot;

&quot;But,&quot; I replied, &quot;I have heard of

this Dr. Warren, and he is not reputed
to be a rash or thoughtless speaker.&quot;

Young Butler burst into the conversa
tion with eager bitterness :

&quot;

Thoughtless ! Eash ! No the

dogs know better ! There ll be no word
that can be laid hold upon all circum

spect outside, with hell itself under
neath. Do we not know the canters?
Oh ! but I d smash through letter and
seal of the law alike to get at them,
were I in power. There ll be no peace
till some strong hand does do it !

&quot;

Walter s deep eyes flashed and glowed
as he spoke, and his face was shadowed
with grave intensity of feeling.

There was a moment s silence broken

by the thin voice of the London lady :

&quot; Bravo ! admirable ! Always be in a

rage, Mr. Butler, it suits you so much !

Isn t he handsome, Daisy, with his

feathers all on end ?
&quot;

While our girl, unused to such bold

talk, looked blushingly at the young
grass, Mr. Cross spoke :

&quot; Doubtless you gentry of New York
have your own good reasons for disliking
Boston men, as I find you do. But why
rasp your nerves and spoil your diges
tion by so fuming over their politics?
I am an Englishman ;

if I can keep calm

on the subject, you, who are only col

laterally aggrieved, as it were, should

surely be able to do so. My word for it,

young men, life brings vexations enough
to one s very door, without setting out

in quest of them.&quot;

&quot;

Pray, Mr. Cross,&quot; languidly sneered

my lady,
&quot; what is there in the heavens
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or on the earth, or in the waters under
the earth, which could stir your blood by
one added beat an hour, save indigo and

spices ?
&quot;

There was so distinct a menace of do
mestic discord in this iced query that
Butler hastened to take up the talk :

&quot;

Ah, yes ! you can keep cool ! Thei-e

are thousands of miles of water between
YOU English and the nest where this

treason is hatched. It s close to us.

Do you think you can fence in a senti

ment as you can cattle ? No ! it will

spread. Soon what is shouted in Bos
ton will be spoken in Albany, whispered
in Philadelphia, winked and nodded in

Williamsburg, thought in Charleston.

And how will it be here, with us ? Let
me tell you, Mr. Cross, we are really in

an alien country here. The High Ger
mans above us, like that Herkimer you
saw here Tuesday, do you think they
care a pistareen for the King? And
these damned sour-faced Dutch traders

below, have they forgotten that this

province was their grandfathers ? The
moment it becomes clear to their nig
gard souls that there s no money to be
lost by treason, will they not delight to

help on any trouble the Yankees con
trive to make for England ? I tell you,
sir, if you knew these Dutch as I know
them their silent treachery, their jeal

ousy of us, their greed
&quot;

This seemed to have gone far enough.
&quot;

Come, you forget that I am a Dutch
man,&quot; I said, putting my hand on But
ler s shoulder.

Quivering with the excitement into

which he had worked himself, he shook
off my touch, and took a backward step,

eying me angrily. I returned his gaze,
and I daresay it was about as wrathful
as his own.

Lady Berenicia made a diversion.
&quot;

It grows cool,&quot; she said.
&quot; Come in

side with me, Mistress Daisy, and I will

show you all my chests and boxes. Mr.
Cross made a great to-do about bringing
them, but
As the ladies rose, Walter came to me

with outstretched hand. &quot;I was at

fault, Douw,&quot; said he, frankly.
&quot; Don t

think more about it.&quot;

I took his hand, though I was not al

together sure about forgetting his words.

Lady Berenicia looked at us over her

shoulder, as she moved away, with dis

appointment mantling through the
chalk on her cheeks.

&quot; My word ! I protest they re not go
ing to fight, after all !

&quot;

she said.

CHAPTER IX.

I SEE MY SWEET SISTER DRESSED IN

STRANGE ATTIRE.

IN the library room of the Hall, across
from the dining-chamber, and at the
foot of the great staircase, on the ban
nister of which you may still see the
marks of Joseph Brant s hatchet, we
men had a long talk in the afternoon.

I recall but indifferently the lesser topics
of conversation. There was, of course,
some political debate, in which Sir Will
iam and I were alone on the side of the

Colonist feeling, and Mr. Stewart, the

two Butlers, and SirJohn Johnson were
all for choking discontent with the rope.

Nothing very much to the point was

said, on our part at least, for the grow
ing discord pained Sir William too

deeply to allow him pleasure in its dis

cussion, and I shrank from appearing
to oppose Mr. Stewart, hateful as his

notions seemed.

Young Sir John stood by the window,
I remember, sulkily drumming on the

diapered panes, and purposely making
his interjections as disagreeable to me
as he could at least I thought so. So,

apparently, did his father think, for sev

eral times I caught the wise old baronet

glancing at his son in reproof, with a

look in his grave gray eyes as of dawn

ing doubt about the future of his heir.

Young Johnson was now a man of

thirty, blond, aquiline-faced, with cold

blue eyes and thin, tight lips, which

pouted more readily than they smiled.

His hair was the pale color of bleached

hay, a legacy from his lowborn German
mother, and his complexion was grow
ing evenly florid from too much Madeira
wine. We were not friends, andwe both
knew it.

There was other talk about the re

cent creation of our part into a county

by itself to be named after the Gov
ernor

;
about the behavior of the French

traders at Oswego and Detroit, and a re-
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port from Europe in the latest gazettes
that the &quot;

Young
&quot;

Pretender, now a

broken old rake, was at last to be mar
ried. This last was a subject upon
which Mr. Stewart spoke most entertain

ingly, but with more willingness to let

it be known that he had a kinsman s

interest in the matter than he would
formerly have shown. He was getting

old, in fact, and an almost childish pride
in his equivocal ancestry was growing
upon him. Still, his talk and reminis

cences were extremely interesting.

They fade in my recollection, however,
before the fact that it was at this little

gathering, this afternoon, that my ca

reer was settled for me. There had been
some talk about me while I remained
alone outside to confer with Sir Will

iam s head farmer, and Mr. Cross had

agreed with Mr. Stewart and Sir William
that I was to accompany him on his trip
to the far Western region the following
week. My patron had explained that I

needed some added knowledge of the

world and its affairs, yet was of too se

rious a turn to gather this in the guise
of amusement, as Mr. John Butler ad
vised I should, by being sent on a holi

day to New York. Mr. Cross had been

good enough to say that he liked what
he had seen of me, and should be glad
of my company.
Of all this I knew nothing when I en

tered the library. The air was heavy
writh tobacco-smoke, and the table bore
more bottles and glasses than books.

&quot;Find a chair, Douw,&quot; said Sir Will
iam. &quot;I have sent for my man, Enoch
Wade, who is to go westward with Mr.
Cross next week. If he s drunk enough
there ll be some

sport.&quot;

There entered the room a middle-aged
man, tall, erect, well-knit in frame, with
a thin, Yankeeish face, deeply browned,
and shrewd hazel eyes. He bowed to

nobody, but stood straight, looking like

an Indian in his clothes of deer-hide.
&quot; This is Enoch Wade, gentlemen,&quot;

said the baronet, indicating the new
comer with a wave of his glass, and

stretching out his legs to enjoy the
scene the more. &quot; He is my land-sailor.

Between his last sale at Albany, and his

first foot westward from here, he pro
fesses all the vices and draws never a
sober breath. Yet when he is in the

woods he is abstemious, amiable, wise,

resourceful, virtuous as a statue a par
agon of trappers. You can see him for

yourselves. Yet I warn you, appear
ances are deceitful

;
he is always drunk

er than he looks. He was, I know, most

sinfully tipsy last
night.&quot;

&quot;It was in excellent good company,
general,&quot; said the hunter, drawling his

words and no whit abashed.
&quot;He has no manners to speak of,&quot;

continued the baronet, evidently with
much satisfaction to himself

;

&quot; he can
outlie a Frontenac half-breed, he is

more greedy of gain than a Kinderhook
Dutchman, he can drink all the Mo
hawks of both Castles under the bench,
and my niggers are veritable Josephs
in comparison with him wait a mo
ment, Enoch ! this is while he is in

contact with civilization. Yet once on
the trail, so to speak, he is probity per
sonified. I know this, since he has
twice accompanied me to Detroit.&quot;

&quot;

Oh, in the woods, you know, some
one of the party must remain sober,&quot;

said Enoch, readily, still stiffly erect, but
with a faint grin twitching on the satur
nine corners of his mouth.

This time Sir William laughed aloud,
and pointed to a decanter and glass,
from which the trapper helped himself
with dignity.

&quot; Look you, rogue,&quot; said the host,
&quot; there is a young gentleman to be added
to your party next week, and doubtless
he will of needs have a nigger with him.
See to it that the boat and provision
arrangements are altered to meet this,

and to-morrow be sober enough to ad
vise him as to his outfit. For to-night,
soak as deep as you like.&quot;

Enoch poured out for himself a sec

ond tumbler of rum, but not showing
the first signs of unsteadiness in gait or

gesture.
&quot; This young gentleman

&quot; - he said,

gravely smacking his lips &quot;about him
;

is he a temperate person, one of the
sort who can turn a steadfast back upon
the bottle ?

&quot;

A burst of Homeric laughter was Sir

William s reply laughter in which all

were fain to join.
&quot;

It s all right, general,&quot; said Enoch,
as he turned to go ;

&quot; don t mind my
asking. One never can tell, you know,



Good-by, big brother,&quot; she said, softly.
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what kind of company he is like to pick

up with here at the Hall.&quot;

My surprise and delight when I

learned that I was the young gentleman
in question, and that I was really to go
to the Lakes and beyond, may be imag
ined. I seemed to walk on air, so great
was my elation. You will not marvel

now that I fail to recall very distinctly

the general talk which followed.

Conversation finally lagged, as the

promptings of hunger, not less than the

Ethiopian shouting and scolding from

the kitchen below, warned us of ap

proaching dinner.

The drinking moderated somewhat,
and the pipes were one by one laid

aside, in tacit preparation for the meal.

The Butlers rose to go, and were per
suaded to remain. Mr. Stewart, who
had an old-world prejudice against tip

pling during the day, was induced by
the baronet to taste a thimble of hoi-

lands, for appetite s sake. So we wait

ed, with only a decent pretence of inter

est in the fitful talk.

There came a sharp double knock on
the door, which a second later was

pushed partly open. Some of us rose,

pulling our ruffles into place, and ready
to start at once for there were famous

appetites in the wild Valley of those

days. But the voice from behind the

door was not a servant s, nor did it con

vey the intelligence we all awaited. It

was, instead, the sharp, surface voice of

Lady Berenicia, and it said :

&quot; We are weary of waiting for you in

civilized quarters of the Hall. May we
come in here, or are you too much
ashamed of your vices to court inspec
tion ?

&quot;

Walter Butler hastened to open the

door, bowing low as he did so, and de

livering himself of some gallant non
sense or other.

The London lady entered the room
with a mincing, kittenish affectation of

carriage, casting bold smirks about her,
like an Italian dancer.

If her morning attire had seemed

over-splendid, what shall I say of her

appearance now? I looked in amaze
ment upon her imposing tower of whit
ened hair, upon the great fluffs of lace,

the brocaded stomacher and train, the
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shining satin petticoat front, the dazzling,

creamy surfaces of throat and shoulders

and forearms, all rather freely set forth.

If the effect was bewildering it was
not unpleasant. The smoke-laden air

of the dim old room seemed suddenly
clarified, made radiant. A movement
of chairs and of their occupants ran

through the chamber, like a murmur of

applause, as we rose to greet the re

splendent apparition. But there came
a veritable outburst of admiration when

my lady s companion appeared in view~

It was our Daisy, robed like a princess,,
who dawned upon our vision. She was

blushing as much from embarrassment
as from novel pride, yet managed to

keep her pretty head up, smiling at us

all, and to bear herself with grace.

Lady Berenicia, from the wealth of

finery in those bulky chests which hon
est Mr. Cross in vain had protested

against bringing over the ocean and up
to this savage outpost, had tricked out
the girl in wondrous fashion. Her
gown was not satin, like the other, but
of a soft, lustreless stuff, whose delicate

lavender folds fell into the sweetest of

violet shadows. I was glad to see that

her neck and arms were properly
covered. The laces on the sleeves were

tawny with age ;
the ribbon by which

the little white shawl was decorously

gathered at the bosom carried the faint

suggestion of yellow to a distinct tone,

repeated and deepened above by the

color of the maiden s hair. This hair,

too, was a marvel of the dresser s art

reared straight and tight from the

forehead over a high-arched roll, and

losing strictness of form behind in in

genious wavy curls which seemed the

very triumph of artlessness
;

it was less

wholly powdered than Lady Berenicia s,

so that the warm gold shone through
the white dust in soft gradations of

half-tints
;
at the side, well up, was a

single salmon tea-rose, that served to

make everything else more beautiful.

Picture to yourself this delicious fig
ure this face, which had seemed lovely

before, and now, with deft cosmetics,
and a solitary tiny patch, and the glow
of exquisite enjoyment in the sweet
hazel eyes, was nothing less than a

Greuze s dream picture our Daisy to

yourself, I say, and you may guess in
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part how flattering was her reception,
how high and fast rose the gallant con

gratulations that the Valley boasted such
a beauteous daughter. Sir William him
self gave her his arm, jovially protest
ing that this was not the Mohawk coun

try, but France not Johnson Hall, but
Versailles.

I came on at the tail of the dinner

procession, not quite easy in my mind
about all this.

CHAPTER X.

THE MASQUERADE BRINGS ME NOTHING BUT
PAIN.

THERE were in all ten of us at the

table. Sir William beamed upon us
from the end nearest the windows, with

Daisy on his left hand and the London
dame on the other in the place of dis

tinction to which she was, I suppose,
entitled. Below Lady Berenicia sat Mr.

Stewart, Sir John, and Walter Butler.

I was on the left side below Mr. Cross.

These details come back to me, as if

they were of yesterday, when I think of

that dinner.

I could not see Daisy from where I

sat, but all through the meal I watched
the effect she was producing upon those

opposite us. To do her justice, Lady
Berenicia seemed to have no alloy of

jealousy in the delight with which she

regarded the result of her handiwork.
Mr. Stewart could not keep his fond eyes
off the girl ; they fairly glowed with sat

isfied pride and affection. Both Sir

John and Walter gave more attention to

our beautiful maiden than they did to

their plates, and both faces told an open
tale of admiration, each after its kind.

There was plenty of gay talk at the

head of the table merry chatter of

which I recall nothing save vaguely that

it was about the triumph of art over un
adorned nature at which we were assist

ing.
Mr. Cross and I bore our small part

in the celebration in silence for a time.

Then we fell to talking quietly of the

journey upon which we were so soon to

embark
;
but our minds were not on

the subject, and after a little its discus

sion lapsed. All at once he said, as if

speaking the thoughts which tied my
tongue :

&quot; To my mind the young woman is

not improved by these furbelows and
fal-lals my wife has put upon her.
What wit or reason is there in a homely,
sensible little maiden like this a pretty
flower growing, as God designed it to,
in modest sweetness on its own soil

being garnished out in the stale foppery
of the last London season ?

&quot;

&quot;But it is only a masquerade, sir,&quot;

I pleaded as much to my own judg
ment as to his &quot; and it does make her

very beautiful, does it not ?
&quot;

&quot; She was beautiful before,&quot; he replied,
in the same low tones. &quot; Can a few

trumpery laces and ribbons, a foolish

patch, a little powder, affect what is

real about a woman, think you ? And
do any but empty heads value unreal

things?&quot;
&quot; True enough, sir

;
but this is noth

ing more than harmless pleasantry.
Women are that way. See how pleased
she is how full of smiles and happiness
she seems ! It s a dull sort of life here
in the woods. Poor Daisy, she sees so

little of gayety, it would be cruel to be

grudge her this innocent pleasure.&quot;
&quot; Innocent yes, no doubt

;
but do

you know, she will never be the same

girl again. She will never feel quite the

same pretty little Mistress Daisy, in

her woollen gown and her puttical ker
chief. She will never get the taste of

this triumph out of her mouth. You
do not know women, young man, as I

do. I have studied the sex in a very
celebrated and costly school. Mark my
words, ideas have been put into her
head that will never come out.&quot;

I tried to believe that this was not so.

&quot;Ah!&quot; I said, &quot;to know other wromen
is not to know our Daisy. Why, she is

good sense itself so prudent and mod
est and thoughtful that she makes the

other girls roundabout seem all hoydens
or simpletons. She has read the most
serious books never anything else.

Her heart is as good as her mind is rich.

Never fear, Mr. Cross ! not all the silks

in China or velvets in Genoa could turn

her dear head !

&quot;

He smiled, somewhat compassionate
ly, I thought, and made no answer.

Was I so firm in my faith, after all ?
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The doubt rose in my thoughts, and
would not down, as the gallant talk

flowed and bubbled around me. Would
this Daisy be quite the same next day,
or next week singing to us at the old

harpsichord in the twilight, with the

glare of the blaze on the hearth making
red gold of that hair, plaited once more
in simple braids ? I tried with all my
might to call up this sweet familiar fig

ure before my mental vision
;

it would
not freely come.

She was laughing now, with a clear

ripple of joyousness, at some passing
quip between our host and sharp-

tongued Lady Berenicia, both of whom
employed pretty freely their Irish knack
of saying witty, biting things. The
sound came strangely to my ears, as if

it were some other than Daisy laugh
ing.

I was still in this brown study when
Sir William called the health of the la

dies, with some jocose words of compli
ment to them, congratulation to our
selves. I rose mechanically after the

other gentlemen, glass in hand, to hear
Mr. Stewart make pleasant and courtly

acknowledgment, and to see the two
women pass out in a great rustling of

draperies and hoops, with Walter Butler

holding open the door and bowing pro
foundly. The faint scent of powder left

on the air annoyed me, as something
stifling those thoughts of the good little

adopted sister, whom I had brought to

the Hall and lost there, which I would
fain recall.

We sat over our Madeira and pipes
longer than usual. Candles were

brought in by Sir William s young body-
servant Pontiac, for there was a full

moon, and we might thus prolong our

stay after nightfall. The talkwas chiefly
about our coming trip a very serious

undertaking. Sir William and Mr. But
ler had adventures of their own early
trading days to recall, and they gave us

great stores of advice drawn from ex

perience, and ranging from choice of

shirts and spirits to needful diplomacy
with the Algonquins and Sakis.

Then the company drank the health of

Mr. Cross, and were good enough to

couple mine with it. A comical little

yellow boy danced for us before the
hearth an admiring wall of black faces

and rolling white eyeballs filling up the

open door meanwhile. Walter Butler

sang a pretty song, everybody, negroes
and all, swelling the chorus. Bum was

brought in, and mixed in hot glasses,
with spice, molasses, and scalding water
from the kettle on the crane. So even

ing deepened to night ;
but I never for

a moment, not even when they drank

my health, shook off the sense of unrest

born of Daisy s masquerade.
It was Molly Brant herself, nobly erect

and handsome in her dark, sinister way,
who came to us with word that the moon
was up over the pine-ridged hills, and
that Mistress Daisy was attired for the

homeward ride, and waiting.
Of all the pictures in Memory s port

folio, none is more distinct than this of

the departure that evening from the Hall.

A dozen negroes were about the steps,
two or three mounted, ready to escort

us home, others bearing horn lanterns

which the moonlight darkened into in-

utility, still others pulling the restive

horses about on the gravel. Mr. Stewart

swung himself into the saddle, and Daisy
stepped out to mount behind him. She
wore her own garments once more, but
there was just a trace of powder on the

hair under the hood, and the patch was
still on her chin. I moved forward to

lift her to the pillion as I had done hun
dreds of times before, but she did not
see me. Instead, I was almost pushed
away by the rush of Sir John and young
Butler to her side, both eager to assist.

It was the knight, flushed and a little

unsteady with wine, who won the privi

lege, and held Daisy s foot. I climbed
into my saddle moodily, getting offence

out of even this.

So we rode away, pursued down the

path to the lilacs by shouts of &quot; Good
night ! Safe home !

&quot;

Looking back to

lift my hat for the last adieu, I saw the

honest old baronet, bareheaded in the

clear moonlight, waving his hand from
the lowest step, with Lady Berenicia and
the others standing above him, outlined

upon the illumined doorway, and the ne

groes grouped on either side, obscurely
gesticulating in the shadows of the

broad, dark front of the Hall, which

glowed against the white sky.
As I recall the scene, it seems to me

that then and there I said farewell, not
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alone to pleasant friends, but to the

Daisy of my childhood and youth.

The Hall slaves rode well ahead in the

narrow road
;
we could just hear faintly

the harmony of the tune they were hum
ming in concert, as one hears the mur
mur of an -ZEolian harp. As a guard,
they were of course ridiculous : the

veriest suspicion of peril would have
sent them all galloping helter-skelter,
Avith frantic shrieks of fright. But the

road was perfectly safe, and these merry
fellows were to defend us from loneli

ness, not danger.
I did indeed rest my free hand on the

pistol in my holster as I jogged along
close behind the old gray horse and his

double burden
;
but the act was more

an unconscious reflection of my satur

nine mood, I fear, than a recognition of

need. There was every reason why I

should dwell with delight upon the pros
pect opening before me upon the idea

of the great journey so close at hand
;

but I scarcely thought of it at all, and I

was not happy. The moon threw a

jaundiced light over my mind, and in

its discolored glare I saw things wrong
ly, and with gratuitous pain to myself.

In fact, my brooding was the creature

of the last few hours, born of a childish

pique. But as I rode gloomily silent

behind my companions, it seemed as if

I had long suffered a growing separation
from them. &quot; Three is a clumsy num
ber,&quot; I said to myself,

&quot; in family affec

tion not less than in love
;
there was

never any triad of friends since the

world began, no matter how fond their

ties, in which two did not build a little

interior court of thoughts and sym
pathies from which the third was shut

out. These two people whom I hold
dearer than everything else on earth

this good gentleman to whom I owe all,

this sweet girl who has grown up from

babyhood in my heart would scout the

idea that there was any line of division

running through our household. They
do not see it cannot see it. Yet they
have a whole world of ideas and senti

ments in common, a whole world of

communion, which I never enter.&quot;

This was what, in sulky, inchoate

fashion, I said to myself, under the

spur of the jealous spirits which some

times get rein over the thoughts of the
best of us. And it was all because
the London woman had tricked out our

Daisy, for but a little hour or two, in
the presentment of a court lady !

Conversation went briskly forward,
meanwhile, from the stout back of the

gray horse.

&quot;Did you note, papa, how white and
soft her hands were ?

&quot;

said Daisy.
&quot; Mine were so red beside them ! It is

working in the garden, I believe, al

though Mary Johnson always wore

gloves when she was out among the
flowers and vegetables, and her hands
were red too ! And Lady Berenicia
was so surprised to learn that I had
never read any of the romances which

they write now in England ! She says
ladies in London, and in the provinces
too, do not deem themselves fit to con
verse unless they keep abreast of all

these. She has some of them in her

chests, and there are others in the Hall,
she has found, and I am to read them,
and welcome.&quot;

&quot; You are old enough now, my girl,&quot;

replied Mr. Stewart. &quot;

They seem to

me to be trivial enough things, but no
doubt they have their use. I would not
have you seem as inferior to other ladies

in knowledge of the matters they talk of

as they are inferior to you in honest in

formation.&quot;
&quot; How interested she was when I told

her of the serious books I read, and of

my daily occupations moulding the

candles, brewing the beer, carding wool,

making butter, and then caring for the

garden ! She had never seen celery in

trenches, she said, and would not know
beans from gourds if she saw them grow
ing. It seems that in England ladies

have nothing to do with their gardens
when, indeed, they have any at all

save to pluck a rose now and then, or

give tea to their gentlemen under the

shrubbery when it is fine. And I told

her of our quilting- and spinning-bees,
and the coasting on clear winter even

ings, and of watching the blacks on
Pinkster night, and the picnics in the

woods, and she vowed London had no

pleasures like them. She was jesting

though, I think. Oh, shall we ever go
to London, papa ?

&quot;

&quot;By
all means let us

go,&quot;
chuckled
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Mr. Stewart. &quot;You would see some

thing there she never saw my grizzled
old head up on Temple Bar. Shall we
be off to-morrow? My neck tingles
with anticipation !

&quot;

&quot; Old tease !

&quot;

laughed Daisy, patting
his shoulder.

&quot; You know there have

been no heads put there since long be
fore I was born

;
never natter yourself

that they would begin again now with

yours. They ve forgotten there was
ever such a body as

you.&quot;
&quot; Faith ! the world doesn t go round

so fast as you young people think.

Only to-day I read in the London mail

that two months ago one of the polls
that have been there since 46 fell down ;

but if it was Fletcher s or Townley s no
one can tell like enough not even they
themselves by this time. So there s a

vacant spike now for mine. No, child

I doubt these old bones will ever get
across the sea again. But who knows ?

it may be your fortune to go some
time.&quot;

&quot;

Lady Berenicia says I must come to

the Hall often, papa, while she is there,&quot;

said the girl, returning to the subject
which bewitched her

;

&quot; and you must
fetch me, of course. She admires you
greatly ; she says gentlemen in London
have quite lost the fine manner that you
keep up here, with your bow and your
compliments. You must practise them
on me now. We are to keep each other

company as much as possible, she and

I, while her husband and Douw go off

together. You should have seen her
mimic them the two solemn, long-
faced men boring each other in the

depths of the wilderness.&quot;

The talk had at last got around to me.

Daisy laughed gayly at recollection of

the London woman s jesting. Surely
never a more innocent, less malicious

laugh came from a maiden s merry lips,
but it fell sourly on my ears.

&quot;

It is easy for people to be clever

who do not scruple to be disagreeable,&quot;

I said, without much relevancy.
&quot; What is this, Douw ?

&quot;

Mr. Stewart
turned half-way in his saddle and glanced
inquiry back at me. &quot; What is wrong
with you ? You were as glum all the

evening long as a Tuscarora. Isn t the

trip with Mr. Cross to your liking ?
&quot;

&quot;

Oh, ay ! I shall be glad to go !

&quot;

It was on my perverse tongue s end
to add the peevish thought that nobody
would specially miss me, but I held it

back.
&quot; He has had a perfect Dutch fit on

to-day,&quot; said Daisy, with good-natured
sisterly frankness

;

&quot; for all the world
such as old Hon Yost Polhemus has
when his yeast goes bitter. Whenever
I looked down the table to him, at din

ner, he was scowling across at poor
Walter Butler or Sir John, as if he would

presently eat them both. He was the

only one who failed to tell me I looked
well in the the citified costume.&quot;

&quot; Bather say I was the only one whose

opinion you did not care for.&quot;

She was too sweet-tempered to take

umbrage at my morose rejoinder, and
went on with her mock-serious catalogue
of my crimes :

&quot;And what do you think, papa?
Who should it be but our patient, equa
ble Master Douw that was near quar
relling with Walter Butler, out by the

lilacs, this very morning and in the

presence of ladies, too.&quot;

&quot; No one ever saw me quarrel, ladies

or anybody else,&quot; I replied.
&quot;Faith! then I did

myself,&quot; Mr.
Stewart laughingly called out. &quot;And

it was before a lady too or the small

beginnings of one. I saw him with my
own eyes, Daisy, get knocked into the

ashes by a young man, and jump up
and run at him with both fists out and
all on your account, too, my lady and
then

&quot;

&quot; Oh ! I am reminded !

&quot;

It was Daisy who cried out, and with
visible excitement. Then she clapped
her hand to her mouth with a pretty

gesture ;
then she said :

&quot; Or no ! I will not tell you yet. It

is so famous a secret, it must come out
little by little. Tell me, papa, did you
know that this Mr. Cross up at the Hall

Lady Berenicia s husband is a cousin

to the old Major who brought me to

you, out of the rout at Kouarie ?
&quot;

&quot; Is that your secret, miss ? I knew it

hours
ago.&quot;

&quot; How wise ! And perhaps you knew
that the Major became a Colonel, and
then a General, and died last winter,

poor man.&quot;

&quot;

Alas, yes, poor Tony ;
I heard that
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too from his cousin. Heigh-ho ! We
all walk that way !

&quot;

Daisy bent forward to kiss the old

man. &quot; Not you, for many a long year,

papa ! And now tell me, did not this

Major my Major, though I do not re

member him take up a patent of land

here, or hereabouts, through Sir Will

iam, while he was on this side of the

water ?
&quot;

&quot;

Why, we should be on his land now,&quot;

said Mr. Stewart, reining up the horse.

We sat thus in the moonlight while

he pointed out to us, as nearly as he
knew them, the confines of the Cross

patent. To the left of us, over a tract

covered thick with low, gnarled under

growth, the estate stretched beyond the

brow of the hill, distant a mile or more.

On our right, masked by a dense tangle
of fir-boughs, lay a ravine, also a part
of the property. We could hear, as we

passed there, the gurgle of the water

running at the gulfs bottom, on its

way to the great leap over the rock wall,

further down, of which I have already
written.

&quot;

Yes, this was what Tony Cross took

up. I doubt he ever saw it. Why do

you ask, girl ?
&quot;

&quot; Now for my secret !

&quot;

said Daisy.
&quot; The Major s elder son, Digby, inherits

the English house and lands. The other

son, Philip the boy you fought with,
Douw is given this American land,

and money to clear and settle it. He
sailed with the others he is in New
York he is coming here to live !

&quot;

&quot; Well make him welcome !

&quot;

cried

Mr. Stewart, heartily.
&quot; I hope his temper is bettered since

last he was here,&quot; was the civilest com
ment I could screw my tongue to.

Clouds dimmed the radiance of the

moon, threatening darkness, and we

quickened our pace. There was no fur

ther talk on the homeward ride.

CHAPTEE XI.

AS I MAKE MY ADIEUX MR. PHILIP COMES IN.

WHEN the eventful day of departure
came, what with the last packing, the

searches to see that nothing should be

forgotten, the awkwardness and slow

ness of hands unnerved by the excite
ment of a great occasion, it was high
noon before I was ready to start. I
stood idly in the hall, while my aunt

put final touches to my traps, my mind
swinging like a pendulum between fear
that Mr. Cross, whom I was to join at

Caughnawaga, would be vexed at my
delay, and genuine pain at leaving my
dear home and its inmates, now that
the hour had arrived.

I had made my farewells over at my
mother s house the previous day, duti

fully kissing her and all the sisters who
happened to be at home, but without
much emotion on either side. Blood
is thicker than water, the adage runs.

Perhaps that is why it flowed so calmly
in all our Dutch veins while we said

good-by. But here in my adopted
home my true home my heart quiv
ered and sank at thought of departure.

&quot; I could not have chosen a better or
safer man for you to travel with than
Jonathan Cross,&quot; Mr. Stewart was say
ing to me. &quot; He does not look on all

things as I do, perhaps, for our breed

ing was as different as the desk is differ

ent from the drum. But he is honest
and courteous well informed after his

way and as like what you will be later

on as two peas in a pod. You were
born for a trader, a merchant, a man of

affairs and you will be at a good school

with him.&quot;

He went on in his grave, affectionate

manner, telling me in a hundred in

direct ways that I belonged to the use
ful rather than to the ornamental order
of mankind, with never a thought in his

good heart of wounding my feelings, or

of letting me know that in his inmost
soul he would have preferred me to be
a soldier or an idler with race-horses

and a velvet coat. Nor did he wound
me, for I had too great a love for him,
and yet felt too thorough a knowledge
of myself to allow the two to clash. I

listened silently, with tears almost ready
at my eyes, but with thoughts vagrantly

straying from his words to the garden
outside.

Tulp was to go with me, and his

parents and kin were filHng the air

with advice and lamentations in about

equal measure, and all in the major key.
Their shouts and wailing they could
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not have made more ado if he had just
been sold to Jamaica came through the

open door. It was not of this din I

thought, though, nor of the cart, which
the negroes, while they wept, were pil

ing high with my goods, and which I

could see in the highway beyond.
I was thinking of Daisy, my sweet

sister, who had gone into the garden to

gather a nosegay for me.

Through the door I could see her

among the bushes, her lithe form bend

ing in the quest of blossoms. Were it

midsummer, I thought, and the garden
filled with the whole season s wealth of

flowers, it could hold nothing more
beautiful than she. Perhaps there was
some shadow of my moody fit, the even

ing after the dinner at the Hall, remain

ing to sadden my thoughts of parting
from her. I cannot tell. I only know
that they were indeed sad thoughts. I

caught myself wondering if she would
miss me much this dear girl who had
known no life in which I had not had

daily share. Yes, the tears were com
ing, I felt. I wrung my good old pa
tron s hand, and turned my head away.

There came a clattering of hoofs on
the road and the sound of male voices.

Tulp ran in agape with the tidings that

Sir John and a strange gentleman had
ridden up, and desired to see Mr. Stew
art. We at once walked out to the gar
den, a little relieved, perhaps, by the

interruption.
Both visitors had had time to alight

and leave their horses outside the wall.

The younger Johnson stood in the cen
tre path of the garden, presenting his

companion to Daisy, who, surprised at

her task, and with her back to us, was

courtesying. Even to the nape of her
neck she was blushing.

There was enough for her to blush at.

The stranger was bowing very low, put
ting one hand flat on his breast. With
the other he had taken her fingers and
raised them formally to his lips. This
was not a custom in our parts. Sir

William did it now and then on state

occasions, but young men, particularly

strangers, did not.

As we advanced, this gallant morning-
caller drew himself up and turned to
ward us. You may be sure I looked
him over attentively.

I have seen few handsomer young
men. In a way, so far as light hair,
blue eyes, ruddy and regular face went,
he was not unlike Sir John. But he
was much taller, and his neck and
shoulders were squared proudly a trick

Johnson never learned. The fine effect

of his figure was enhanced by a fawn-
colored top-coat, with a graceful little

cape falling over the shoulders. His
clothes beneath, from the garnet coat

with mother-of-pearl buttons down to

his shining Hessians, all fitted him as if

he had been run into them as into a

mould. He held his hat, a glossy sugar-
loaf beaver, in one hand, along with

whip and gloves. The other hand, white
and shapely in its ruffles, he stretched
out now toward Mr. Stewart with a free,

pleasant gesture.
&quot; With my father s oldest friend,&quot; he

said,
&quot; I must not wait for ceremony. I

am Philip Cross, from England, and I

hope you will be my friend, sir, now
that my father is

gone.&quot;

That this speech found instant favor

need not be doubted. Mr. Stewart
shook him again and again by the hand,
and warmly bade him welcome to the

Valley and The Cedars a dozen times
in as many breaths. Young Cross

managed to explain between these cor

dial ejaculations that he had journeyed
up from New York with the youthful

Stephen Watts to whose sister Sir

John was already betrothed
;
that they

had reached Guy Park the previous

evening ;
that Watts was too wearied

this morning to think of stirring out,

but that hardly illness itself could have

prevented him, Cross, from promptly
paying his respects to his father s an
cient comrade.
The young man spoke easily and flu

ently, looking Mr. Stewart frankly in

the eye, with smiling sincerity in glance
and tone. He went on :

&quot; How changed everything is round
about ! all save you, who look scarcely
older or less strong. When I was here
as a boy it was winter cold and bleak.

There was a stockade surrounded by
wilderness then, I remember, and a log-

house, hardly bigger than the fireplace
inside it. Where we stand now the

ground was covered with brush and

chips, half hidden by snow. Now
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presto ! there is a mansion, in the midst
of fields, and a garden neatly made, and &quot;

turning with a bow to Daisy &quot;a

fair mistress for them all, who would
adorn any palace or park in Europe,
and whom I remember as a frightened
little baby, with stockings either one
of which would have held her entire.&quot;

&quot;I saw the cart laden outside,&quot; put
in Sir John, &quot;and fancied perhaps we
should miss

you.&quot;
&quot;

Why, no,&quot; said Mr. Stewart
;

&quot; I had

forgotten for the moment that this was
a house of mourning. Douw is starting
to the Lake country this very day. Mr.

Cross, you must remember my boy, my
Douw?&quot;

The young Englishman turned toward

me, as I was indicated by Mr. Stewart s

gesture. He looked me over briefly,
with a half-smile about his eyes, nodded
to me, and said :

&quot; You were the Dutch boy with the

apron, weren t you ?
&quot;

I assented by a sign of the head, as

slight as I could politely make it.

&quot;

Oh, yes, I recall you quite distinctly.
I used to make my brother Digby laugh
by telling about your aprons. He made
quite a good picture of you in one of

them, drawn from my descriptions. We
had a fort of snow, too, did we not ? and
I beat you, or you me, I forget which.
I got snow down the back of my neck, I

know, and shivered all the way to the

Fort.&quot;

He turned lightly at this to Mr.

Stewart, and began conversation again.
I went over to where Daisy stood, by
the edge of the flower-bed.

&quot; I must go now, dear sister,&quot; I said.

The words were choking me.
We walked slowly to the house, she

and I. When I had said good-by to

my aunt, and gathered together my hat,

coats, and the like, I stood speechless,

looking at Daisy. The moment was

here, and I had no word for it which
did not seem a mockery.

She raised herself on tiptoe to be
kissed. &quot;Good-by, big brother,&quot; she

said, softly.
&quot; Come back to us well and

strong, and altogether homesick, won t

you ? It will not be like home, without

you, to either of us.&quot;

And so the farewells were all made,
and I stood in the road prepared to

mount. Tulp was already on the cart,

along with another negro who was to

bring back my horse and the vehicle

after we had embarked in the boats.

There was nothing more to say time

pressed yet I lingered dumb and irre

solute. At the moment I seemed to be

exchanging everything for nothing
committing domestic suicide. I looked
at them both, the girl and the old man,
with the gloomy thought that I might
never lay eyes on them again. I dare

say I wore my grief upon my face, for

Mr. Stewart tried cheerily to hearten me
with,

&quot;

Courage, lad ! We shall all be

waiting for you, rejoiced to welcome

you back safe and sound !

&quot;

Daisy came to me now again, as I put
my hand on the pommel, and pinned
upon my lapel some of the pale blue

blossoms she had gathered.
&quot; There s rosemary for remem

brance,
&quot;

she murmured. &quot;Poor Ophelia
could scarce have been sadder than we
feel, Douw, at your going.&quot;

&quot;And may I be decorated too for

remembrance sake?&quot; asked handsome

young Philip Cross, gayly.
&quot;

Surely, sir,&quot; the maiden answered
with a smile of sweet sorrowfulness.
&quot; You have a rightful part in the old

memories in a sense, perhaps, the

greatest part of all.&quot;

&quot;

Ay, you two were friends before ever

you came to us, dear,&quot; said Mr. Stewart.

So as I rode away, with smarting eyes
and a heart weighing like lead, my last

picture of the good old home was of

Daisy fastening flowers on the young
Englishman s breast, just as she had

put these of mine in their place.

(To be continued.)



ELECTRICITY IN RELATION TO THE HUMAN BODY.

By M. Allen Starr.

which
attention

press of

HE effect of electric

ity upon the human
body has in recent

years become a sub

ject of interest both
to the general public
and to scientific ob
servers. It is one

is continually forced upon the

by the reports in the daily
accidents due to strokes of

lightning, or to contact with electric

wires on the streets
; by the recent

adoption of electricity as a means for

executing criminals
;
and by the extrav

agant claims of the curative powers
of electricity in disease. The actual

changes produced in the body by this

form of energy, its real effect in the

treatment of maladies, together with the

aid which electric apparatus can render
to physicians, have received careful inves

tigation both by physicists and physiolo

gists. Even the insane are under the

mysterious spell, for witchcraft has given

place to electricity in the deranged im

agination, and it is the voice of the tele

phone which is now heard by the luna
tic who formerly complained of the

suggestions of the devil.

The general interest in the subject,
therefore, has made it proper to include

in the present series of articles one

upon the relation of electricity to the hu
man body. And this may be of service

not only by summing up what is defi

nitely known as the result of recent
scientific investigations, but also by
clearing away some of the mysterious
and erroneous assertions of those whose
interest it has been to deceive the un
wary.

In the preceding articles it has been
shown that electricity is one of several

forms under which energy becomes ap
preciable and that, like heat, light, or

work, it is measurable, and can be pro
duced by or converted into other forms
of energy.

There are several manifestations of

electrical energy which, though all one

in their nature, must be distinguished
from one another in their application to

the body.
These are known as frictional or static

electricity ;
current or voltaic electricity,

commonly termed Galvanism
;
and in

duced electricity, or Faradism. Each of

these forms of electrical energy is pro
duced in a different way and has its pe
culiar effect upon the human organism.
Each, therefore, must be considered by
itself.

I. Frictional or static electricity is the

form which is produced by the friction

of bodies which are by nature in a dif

ferent electrical state. If one walks
across the room without lifting the feet

from the floor, on a dry day, and then
touches any metallic object, a spark flies

from the finger to the object. Every
one has experimented in lighting the gas
in this manner. The effect is due to the

fact that frictional electricity has been

generated in the body by the rubbing
of the feet on the carpet, and that the

dry state of the air has prevented its im
mediate diffusion from the body into the

surrounding atmosphere. If the air is

damp such diffusion occurs so con

stantly that no accumulation in the body
is possible, and hence on a damp day
one cannot get a spark from the finger.
The amount of energy in the spark is

proportionate to the expenditure of

energy in friction, for one will get a

larger spark by walking twice across the

room than by walking but once, and

by rubbing the feet along the carpet in

stead of stepping lightly. The same
effect can be produced by holding one s

hands against a revolving glass ball, a

method of obtaining frictional electric

ity pointed out by Hawksbee. Without
friction no spark can be obtained, and
unless the metal be touched as soon
as the friction is made no spark will

fly. This shows that ordinarily the body
is not in a state of electrification, and
that even after being rubbed it soon
returns to its natural, indifferent state.

The body cannot be kept in a condition
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of electrical tension because of the con
stant diffusion of electricity from it into

the air or into the ground. Therefore a

permanent storage of electricity in the

body is impossible, unless it be carefully
insulated. This can only be done by plac

ing a person on a high chair with glass

legs, and by having in the room some
dishes containing sulphuric acid, which
absorbs moisture from the air. Under
these conditions, if the body be rubbed

vigorously frictional electricity will be

produced and stored up, as it cannot es

cape. But the moment the person rises

from the chair, or touches any ob

ject in contact with the earth, a spark

passes and a slight shock is felt
;
the ten

sion is relieved and the natural condition

is restored immediately. Instead of

generating the static electricity on the

person by direct friction, it is more con
venient to convey it to the body from a

frictional machine under the same con
ditions. This is the common method of

applying static electricity, and almost

everyone has at some time &quot; taken sparks
&quot;

from such a machine. While the sparks
are passing, various sensations are per
ceived and effects noticed, but as soon as

they have ceased there appear to be no

permanent results from the applica
tion.

Almost all substances are capable of be

ing put into a state of electrical tension

by friction, but when charged they do
not always act alike. The experiments
described in the first paper of this series

have demonstrated that there are two

opposite electrical states produced in ob

jects, one termed for convenience posi
tive, the other negative ;

and it was also

shown that an object in one of these

states attracts objects in an opposite state

and repels those in its own state.

Thus if a pith-ball hanging by a thread

and attracted to the glass rod becomes,

by contact, charged with positive elec

tricity from the rod, it at once jumps
away from the rod, being repelled from
it because it is now in the same elec

trical state as the rod. In the same

way the human body, like the pith-ball,
can be charged with either positive or

negative electricity, and while insulated

after being thus charged it will attract

things in an opposite state and repel

things in a like state.

It is known that when the body is put
into an electrical state by friction the
hair rises and stands on end. This is

because the body and the hair, being
in the same electrical state, repel each

other, and as the hair is easily moved it

rises. The same repulsion

&quot;

is felt by
the air about the body, as it becomes
charged by diffusion from the skin

;
if

the body is rapidly charged the move
ment of the air about it may be rapid
and be felt as a breeze. This is the
same as the electrical breeze which flows
from the points of an electrical machine,
and which may be made to blow out a
candle or turn a little vane. There is

no more curative power in the electrical

breeze than there is in any draught of

air, although the most absurd statements
of its effects have been made.
But if the amount of the electric

charge is too great to pass off thus easily
into the air, an occasional spark will leap
from the body to any near object which
is not insulated

; and, in fact, if the ex

periment be performed in the dark one

may see innumerable little sparks com
ing from the hair, so that there appears
to be an electric halo about the head.

Careful experiments have shown that

frictional electricity resides on the sur
face of the bodies which are charged with
it. Thus, if an insulated metal ball be
covered with two spherical disks and
then charged with electricity, it is found
that when the disks are removed they
contain all the electricity, and the ball

beneath them has none at all. The
same is true of the human body, and
therefore frictional electricity never

penetrates beneath the skin, or produces
directly any effects upon the deeper
tissues. But it may produce indirect

effects. The skin is, of course, very sen

sitive
;
and any sudden change of elec

trical state produced in it, such as the

giving of sparks, causes a decided irrita

tion of the surface. This is appreciated

by pain at the point from which the spark
jumps, and if the spark be large it may
burn and raise a little blister. The de

gree of irritation depends upon the

amount of electricity discharged from
the point of skin. This may be so great
as to burn seriously or even to destroy
life, as is seen when one is struck by
lightning. Now any irritation upon the
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sensitive nerves of the skin, whether by
a spark or a sudden blow, sets up a ner

vous impulse which is carried along the

nerves and which causes a number of

effects. One of these effects is a sudden
movement of the irritated part. One

suddenly draws one s hand away from
a lighted cigar before one realizes what
is touched. Another effect is a redden

ing of the skin, which is a sort of pro
vision of nature to counteract the effects

of any destructive process by increasing
the nutrition of the part injured. And
the third effect is a conscious perception
of a sensation which leads to a train of

thought and a state of emotion pleas
urable and invigorating, or painful and

depressing, as the case may be. The
electric breeze is rather pleasant, while

sparks are decidedly disagreeable.

Hence, even though the direct effect of

frictional electricity may be limited to

the surface, its indirect effects may be

general.
But the same kind of indirect effects

may be produced by any mild irritation

of the skin. The general effect of static

electricity is, therefore, about the same
as that of a cold bath, or the muscle-

beating of the Swedes, the lomi-lomi of

the Sandwich Islanders, the whipping
with twigs in a Russian bath, the needle-

douche of a Turkish bath, or any other

sharp mechanical irritant. All these

agents stimulate the circulation, and

produce a sense of refreshment which is

harmless, and may even be beneficial.

There is no mystery about their action,
and no very marked curative effect in

disease. And there is no special cura
tive power in static electricity which is

not common to them all.

There is certainly something rather

startling in having sparks applied to or
drawn from the body. And this has led

to the employment of static electricity
to produce marked mental impressions.
In the present day, when &quot; mind cure,&quot;
&quot; Christian science,&quot; and

&quot;

hypnotic sug
gestion

&quot;

are discussed on all sides, it

needs no argument to prove the inter

action of mind and body. Anyone
whose toothache has left him at a
dentist s door, or whose digestion has
been deranged by anxiety, can testify to

the fact. And the decided effect of ex

pectant attention in modifying slight

functional disturbances is admitted by
everyone, and may be honestly employed
in the treatment of disease. It is not

surprising that in some maladies an

agent so startling and impressive as

electrical sparks should be employed to

excite the expectation of cure. In hys
terical persons, whose ailments are due
to a deranged imagination, it often suf

fices to impress the mind with a positive

persuasion that the agent employed is

able to cure, and the effect is obtained.

How strong the effect of this persuasion
may be is witnessed by the almost uni
versal belief during the middle ages of

the efficacy of the royal touch in the

cure of the &quot;

king s evil
;

&quot;

to say nothing
of modern miracles. If mystery can be
invoked as an aid in the treatment of

these imaginary affections the cure is

more certain to follow, for the state of

expectancy is heightened. It is not

surprising, therefore, that the supposed
mysterious powers of electrical sparks
should have been extolled for the pur
pose of impressing the mind. Nor is it

to be wondered at that without any de

ception favorable results should have
followed the use of static electricity in the

hands of physicians who can distinguish
the class of cases in which it is likely
to be successful. But such results are

wholly indirect and due to mental ex

pectation, and should not be ignorantly
ascribed to the action of the electricity.
And a knowledge of this fact should

prevent the abuse of the agent, or any
expectation of a curative power in real

organic and serious disease where it

cannot be of service.

If the electrical condition of the body
remains for a time different from that

of the surrounding atmosphere, as it may
on a dry day, it is supposed that the

state of tension produces an indefinite

feeling of discomfort. Such a sensation

is often complained of by certain per
sons just prior to or during a thunder-
shower. Some, indeed, are quite pros
trated by the occurrence of an electric

storm
;
and the susceptibility of nervous

persons to changes in the weather has
been ascribed to this cause, though it is

often due to a peculiar reaction of the

body to dampness rather than to elec

tricity. That persons in a state of ill

ness are more liable to notice such slight
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electrical changes in the atmosphere than
those in health is a well-known fact, and
it is certain that those who suffer from

neuralgia are especially sensitive.

II. Current or voltaic electricity is dif

ferent from static electricity in its mode
of production and in its effects. It is

produced by chemical action in a bat

tery, the work clone by the expenditure
of energy in the chemical process being
partly manifest by the electrical state

produced in the elements. There is

more or less chemical action going on

constantly in the process of nutrition

within the body, and therefore the body
may be looked upon as a sort of battery
for the production of electricity. But
the amount thus produced is far too

small to be appreciable except by the

most delicate tests, and may be disre

garded. Whenever, by chemical action,
two elements are simultaneously put in

a state of electrification it is found that

their electric condition is unlike, and if

they be joined together there is a ten

dency for the difference between them to

be equalized by means of the passage
along the line of connection of a so-

called current. Thus if a copper cent

be laid on the tongue and a silver quar
ter placed under the tongue, their edges
in contact, a current passes through the

tongue, and is perceived as an acid

taste. Or if pieces of zinc and of car

bon be placed in a tumblerful of dilute

sulphuric acid, and their free ends be

joined by a wire, it is found that as the

acid attacks the zinc a current begins
to pass along the wire from the car

bon to the zinc. And this current may
be so intense, if the acid is strong or

the zinc plate is large, as to attract the

needle of a compass, or to heat the wire
red-hot. It is not necessary to sup
pose that anything is actually running
through the wire as the term current

might imply but only that a change of

state is taking place in the wire which
tends to propagate itself in a definite

direction from the carbon toward the
zinc. Suppose that the wire be cut in

two, its ends attached to sponges, and the

sponges laid upon the body ; then this

change of state which takes place in the

wire attached to the carbon up to its

point of contact with the skin is propa
gated to the other wire through the

body, and the parts of the body be
tween the two sponges are put in the
same state as the wire. It is then said

that a current is passing through the

body. And just as the wire was heated

by the current, so the body may also be
heated or otherwise affected if the cur
rent is sufficiently strong. &quot;Wire is

found to assume this change of state

easily, and hence it is said to be a good
conductor. The body, however, does

not, and hence it is said to resist the
action of electricity, or to be a bad con
ductor. How bad a conductor it is

may be judged from the fact that under
the most favorable circumstances it of

fers as much resistance to the passage
of a current as does three hundred
miles of ordinary telegraph-wire.* It

is evident, therefore, that strong cur
rents have to be employed in order to

affect the body at all. It is found, how
ever, that the chief resistance to the

passage of electricity is offered by the

skin,f which is practically a non-con

ductor, and in order to overcome this

it is necessary to keep it warm and
moist with a solution of salt, or else to

penetrate it with needles and apply the

electricity through them. The former
of these methods is the one commonly
employed, and even then the resistance

of the body amounts to about two
thousand five hundred ohms. The tis

sues beneath the skin offer resist

ance in different degrees, the muscles

conducting much more readily than
the nerves or the bones. It has

been supposed that the electricity in

passing through the body is generally
diffused through the tissues between
the poles. But there is no reason to

believe that the human body acts like a

homogeneous mass, and it is probable
that electric currents uniformly pass

along the lines of least resistance. There
is every reason to believe, therefore,

that when a current is sent through the

body it is not uniformly diffused in the

tissues, but passes chiefly through the

muscles and blood-vessels, which offer

the least resistance, and affects to a

slighter extent the nerves, and least of

* The resistance of the body is about two thousand
five hundred ohms. A mile of No. 6 iron wire has a re

sistance of 8.54 ohms.
t The dry skin has a resistance of about one hundred

thousand ohms.
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all the central nervous system (the brain

and spinal cord), which is protected by
its bony covering. In order to reach

the nerves the current must be special

ly applied to them. An illustration will

make this clear. If from a reservoir

several pipes lead out, some of which
are full of rubbish and others free and

open, it is evident that much more
water will flow through the open pipes
than through those which are obstruct

ed, and if it is necessary to wash the

latter clean some pumping apparatus is

to be used, or by closing the other pipes
a great pressure of water in the reser

voir must be secured. The same thing
is true of the passage of electricity

through the body. It will pass along
the easy ways, and as it is impossible to

concentrate accurately its action upon
any one set of tissues its effects must

always be uncertain.

The amount of electricity sent through
the body is measured* by a galvanome
ter exactly as currents in wire are meas
ured. But the body is so sensitive that

only a few thousandths of an ampere of

current can be safely borne. When it

is remembered that several hundred

amperes pass along the wires of an
electric light the danger of receiving a

current from them becomes at once evi

dent.

When a voltaic current is passing
through the human body three different

effects are produced, which are termed

respectively catalytic, cataphoric, and
electrotonic.

(1) Catalytic effects. A current of

voltaic electricity, when sent through a

compound substance, decomposes it into

its elements, and the action is termed

electrolysis or catalysis. Thus a current

sent through water splits the water up
into hydrogen and oxygen gases, the

former of which may be seen coming
off from the negative pole in bubbles.

Now the human body is a highly com
plex structure, and, being affected by
the electric current exactly as water is

affected, it is decomposed by the passage
of electricity. With weak currents this

process may be but slight, and, since

many nutritive processes are attended

by such chemical changes, it has been

See &quot;

Electricity in the Service of Man,&quot; in this Mag
azine for June, 1889.

proven that a mild electric current may
aid nutrition by hastening or assisting
the chemical changes which are ordina

rily going on. This effect of electricity
in aiding nutrition has been cleverly
shown by Professor Thacher, of Yale

College, who applied the current for a

week at a time alternately to the two
arms of a person suffering from paraly
sis, and, by measuring the strength of

the hands at the end of each week by an
instrument which records degrees of

power, he found that the power increased

more rapidly in the arm to which the

electricity had been applied than in the

other arm. Thus the gain in size and

strength under the use of Galvanism
could be shown as follows :

Galvanized Untreated
arm. arm.

(1) Gain in strength first week (left). . . 17 12

(2) Gain in strength second week (right) 15 10

(3) Gain in strength third week (left) . . 7.4 0.9

Total . . . . 39.4 22.9

That is, the galvanized arm made almost
double the progress of the other (1 : 1.72).
In the same person there was no evi

dence of gain from the use of faradic

electricity or from massage. Such re

sults in aiding nutrition in the body are

due to the increased rapidity of chemical

changes caused by the catalytic action

of electricity.

When, however, the current used is

strong, the catalytic action becomes so

intense that tissues are destroyed and
blisters are raised at the two poles, the

one at the negative pole being filled with
alkaline and the one at the positive pole
with acid fluid. At the same time the

tissues about these blisters become af

fected much as if they had been burned,
and the resulting sores are slow to heal

and leave deep, permanent scars. It is

evident, then, that a strong electric cur

rent is very destructive to the body-
tissues.

This catalytic action is more intense

the more concentrated the current, and
therefore in its medical application,

small-pointed instruments are used. The
action is employed for the decomposi
tion and destruction ofnew growths, such
as tumors, in the body, and in order to

enlarge passages or cavities which have
become constricted by disease. It is not,

however, generally approved, because
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its action is not accurately limited and
is somewhat uncertain

;
its after-effects

are unpleasant ;
it is extremely painful ;

and othermethods of surgical procedure
are far more precise and successful. This

catalytic action has also been employed
to remove hairs from the face, a fine

needle being inserted at the side of the

hair and the current being allowed to

destroy the root from which the hair

grows. Here it has proved of service,

and if carefully employed it leaves no
scar.

Since a certain amount of catalytic
action is always attendant upon the pas
sage of a current through the body, the

use of electricity must always be con
sidered as injurious unless proper pre
cautions are taken to avoid the strong
currents which do harm. The reckless

handling of electric batteries or the giv

ing of shocks by those who have no pur
pose excepting to amuse is therefore to

be avoided, and the danger of touching
a wire used in electric lighting cannot be
too strongly urged, as the strong current

may disintegrate the body-tissues so

rapidly as to destroy life in a few sec

onds.

(2) The second action of a continu

ous galvanic current is to move along
with it the fluids which lie in its path.
This is called its cataphoric action.

If a partition of parchment be fitted

in a bowl, and two fluids, one salty, be

poured into the compartments, and if

the positive pole of a battery be put
in the salty fluid and the negative pole
in the other, the electric current will

carry the salty fluid through the parch
ment into the other compartment and
there the fluid will rise to a higher level.

The passage of fluid through the parch
ment is called osmosis. Such an inter

change of fluids through the membranes
of the body forms an important part of

the process of nutrition and of growth.
As electricity will promote osmosis it

may increase the nutrition of the parts
to which it is applied.
A practical application of the cata

phoric action of electricity has recently
been made. It is well known that a

solution of cocaine applied to many of

the tissues makes them insensitive. If

a drop be put in the eye the eyeball can
be touched without causing a wink.

But cocaine does not affect the surface
of the skin, and to render this insensi

tive the drug must be applied to its

under-surface. This is usually done by
hypodermic injection. But it has been
discovered that an electric current may
be used to carry the cocaine through the
skin and thus render it insensitive.

This is done by applying the cocaine on
the positive pole or sponge of the bat

tery and placing this over the part to be
rendered anaesthetic. The success of

this experiment proves that the galvanic
current will carry fluid substances

through the skin and into the body.
This method, though ingenious, has not
been widely employed, because it is more

painful and less convenient than the

method of hypodermic injection. It is

used, however, to quiet the pain of neu

ralgia. Medicines have been adminis
tered in this way in medicated electric

baths, but it has been found impossible
to regulate the amount given and hence

they have fallen into disuse.

(3) The last effect of the voltaic current

when passing is to produce under each

pole a peculiar molecular state of the

tissues termed electrotonus. Inasmuch
as the condition at each pole is the

opposite of that at the other, there are

two kinds of electrotonus, named respec

tively anelectrotonus (anode, positive

pole) and katelectrotonus (kathode, nega
tive pole). The condition at the anode
is one of diminished excitability ;

that

at the kathode is one of increased ex

citability.
This is the only effect of the electric

current which continues after the cur

rent ceases to pass, and it may last for

a considerable time.

It is a property of living tissue to

be excitable to several kinds of stimuli,

mechanical, physical, or chemical ; and
the excitability varies from time to time.

There are times, for example, when one
feels irritable and uneasy ;

there are

other times, as after a good meal, when
there is a sense of comfort and repose.
What is true of the organism as a whole

is true of its constituent parts. And it

is one of the powers of electricity to pro
duce in the molecules which make up
the various organs changes of irritabil

ity in one direction or the other. These

changes are greatest in intensity near
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the poles and diminish at a distance from

them, so that at a point in the body
half-way between the poles one effect is

neutralized by the other.

It is well proven that this electrotonic

effect is quite intense in its results upon
the circulation, that it stimulates it, and

thereby has a beneficial effect in pro
moting nutrition. To it are ascribed

what are known as the refreshing effects

of an application of electricity, the sense

of invigoration and comfort that follows

the use of a general mild current applied
to the entire body when fatigued. Such
an effect is quite comparable to the re

storing effects of a swim on a hot summer
day and the latter is a less expensive

luxury than the former.

To the quieting effect produced by the

positive pole of the current is due the

relief of pain which follows its applica
tion. For it is generally admitted that

in many painful affections of a nervous
or muscular character the application of

a mild continuous voltaic current, with
the positive pole upon the painful part,
affords prompt relief.

The quieting or exciting effects of

electricity would be of much greater

advantage in the practical use of the

agent, however, if they could be more ex

actly controlled. It is found, unfortu

nately, that after a current has passed
through the tissues for a time and is

then stopped that a condition ensues
under the respective poles which is just
the reverse of the former state. Thus
under the anode, where excitability had
been quieted, it is now greatly increased
above the normal, a complete reaction

having taken place. Hence the anode

may fail to relieve pain permanently,
though quite effective for a time. And
under the kathode, where excitability
had been increased, there is at first a

quieting effect of very short duration
followed by a renewed condition of irri

tability more intense even than the for

mer state. Hence upon the cessation
of passage of a current there remains at

both poles a state of excitability. The
passage of the current is therefore stimu
lant in its general and its local effects.

It is this stimulant effect which causes
the increased circulation already alluded
to and the sense of invigoration. It is

perceptible in the redness and heat of

the skin under both poles, which remains
for some time. And it undoubtedly
has a decided and permanent effect upon
the elasticity of the walls of the blood-

vessels, for if, several hours after an

application of electricity, and long after

any redness of the skin has passed away,
the limb be placed in a warm bath, the
redness at once returns in the parts to

which the poles have been applied.
It is upon this electrotonic effect upon

the tissues that great stress has been
laid by those who employ electricity in

the treatment of disease. It must be
admitted that the effect is produced and
that it has some duration. Whether it

is of a kind to affect beneficially the
various changes in living tissues which
occur in the different forms of disease in

which it has been employed is an open
question, and one upon which the ex

perience of physicians leads them to

differ.

The interrupted voltaic current. It

has just been stated that on stopping
the current as it passes an increased
state of excitement can be induced in

the tissues. If it is desired, then, to

produce excitement, the result can be
reached by making and breaking the
circuit alternately, thus producing an

&quot;interrupted current.&quot; Or, if a great
increase in the irritation is sought, the

current can be reversed rapidly, so that

a part of the body may be thrown

alternately into a state of anelectrotonus
and katelectrotonus, each being used to

re-enforce the other. Such reversal of

the current is termed a &quot; voltaic alterna

tive
&quot; and is most intense in its effects,

producing more severe shocks to the

body than any other procedure.
The excitement produced by an inter

rupted or an alternative current is em
ployed very extensively in the treatment
of paralysis, for by it muscles may be
made to contract when they are incapa
ble of voluntary exercise. By the same
means impulses may be sent along
nerves. It is the sudden change of

state in the muscle or nerve caused by
the electric shock which throw s it into

action. The passage of a continuous
current does not have the same effect.

The interrupted current therefore dif

fers from the continuous current in its

action on the various organs. It appears
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to have the power of setting them to

work, and this effect is of considerable

interest.

When an effort is made to close the

hand there are several processes gone
through with. There is an act of the

will directing the character of the move
ment to be made. This takes place in

the brain. It is transmitted along the

nerves, from the brain to the muscles, as

an impulse. Then there is a contraction

of the muscles producing the desired

motion. Now, each of these processes
can be set going by an electric shock.

Thus if the current be applied to that

part of the surface of the brain which
controls movements of the hand, the

motion is made, just as if by act of will.

Or if the current be suddenly applied
to the nerve in the arm, an impulse is

there started which also travels to the

muscle and causes the hand to close
;

or if the current be suddenly applied to

the muscles of the hand directly, and
not through the nerve, the hand again
will close. It is evident, then, that the

electricity will produce the same effect

as the will-power, no matter where
abouts it is applied in the motor ap
paratus.

Sensations are also produced by the

interrupted current. Tickling or numb
ness, or heat or pain, is felt at the

point of application of the electric poles
on the skin of the hand according to the

strength of the current. If the current

be applied to the nerve in the arm which
comes from the skin of the hand, the

same sensations are felt in the hand.

This is because the hand is joined to

the brain by nerve-threads, each part of

the hand being joined to its own partic
ular area of the brain, so that one can

imagine a little map of the hand pro

jected on the surface of the brain, and
all sensations from the hand are per
ceived in this little area of sensory brain-

surface. Now as all sensations reach

ing that brain-surface have in one s

experience come from the hand, when
a change of state is produced in that

brain-area it is perceived as a sensation

and referred to the hand. Hence when
an impulse started by electricity in the

nerve-threads from the hand arrives at

the brain a perception follows, and the

sensation is referred to the hand, the

brain having no means of correcting its

false impressions except through the aid

of other senses. It is because of this

fact that people have sensations in am
putated limbs long after the amputation,
and also for this reason that imaginary
pain is really as severe as any other.

Electricity, then, sent through a sensory
nerve will produce changes of state in

the brain which we know as sensations
of touch, temperature, or pain.
The same is true of the sensory nerves

of sight and hearing and smell and
taste. If a current be sent through the

eye we see a flash of light. If the ex

periment be conducted in a dark room
it will be found that when the negative
pole is applied to the eye and the cur
rent is sent, a whitish-yellow light is

seen
;
when the current is stopped a

bluish light is seen
;
when the positive

pole is applied to the eye and the cur
rent is sent a bluish light is seen

;
when

the current is stopped a whitish-yellow

light is seen. Here, then, is an ocular

demonstration, not only that electricity
affects the optic nerve but also that the

poles differ, and that closing the circuit

at the positive pole and opening the cir

cuit at the negative pole are similar in

their results. If a current be sent

through the ear a noise will be heard
when the negative pole is put on the ear

and the current is closed, also when the

positive pole is put on the ear and the

current is opened. The acoustic nerve
lies so deep that these effects are only
obtained by strong currents. When a

current is going through the head at

any point a decided metallic taste is per
ceived in the mouth, which is acid at the

positive pole and salty at the negative

pole. It is said that the olfactory nerve

may also be excited by the current,
which is then smelt as well as tasted.

All these experiments show that when
a shock is given to a sensory nerve an

impulse is sent to the brain and there

produces a change of state which is per
ceived as a sensation. The kind of sen

sation received depends upon the part
of the brain affected, since each part has

its own function. The functions of the

brain may therefore be set in action

by electricity reaching it through the

nerves.

But the same is true if the electricity
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be applied directly to the brain-surface.

This direct application can be made in

animals, and has been made in man when

by a fracture of the skull the brain has

been laid bare. Sensations of light,

sound, touch, taste, and smell are then

perceived, just as when they were ex

cited by its application to the sensory or

gans or to the nerves from the organs to

the brain.

The difference of effect when different

parts of the brain are excited affords one

of the many proofs that each part of the

brain has its own particular work to do.

And, as a matter of fact, the earliest ex

periments which led to the discovery of

the localization of brain-functions were
made by the application of electricity to

the brain. Since this theory is now es

tablished and is being practically ap
plied in the detection and localization

of brain-diseases and in the successful

removal of brain-tumors, the discovery
that interrupted electrical currents can
set the brain in action has been one of

real importance to medical science and
has resulted in the saving of human
life.

Another important fact in this con
nection is one of more interest to phy
sicians than to others. It is the fact

that in certain diseases the muscles and
nerves lose their power of being ex
cited by rapidly interrupted electrical

currents such as are produced in a fa-

radic apparatus. This fact is used by
physicians as an aid to diagnosis. For
it enables a paralysis due to disease in

the nerves to be distinguished from pa
ralysis due to disease in the brain. It

also serves to expose those whose object
it is to deceive. Lazy soldiers in the

army, lazy criminals in prisons, and
chronic loafers in hospitals who do not
want to work, often feign paralysis and

plead inability to move, and by this test

it is possible to expose the deception.

During the last few years, since elec

tric lighting has been introduced gen
erally, the newspapers have published
from time to time accounts of serious

accidents due to electric shocks received
from the wires. In such cases the wire,
which has not been properly insulated,
has come in contact with some part of

the body and the electric current has

passed through the body into the earth.
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The currents used in lighting are several

hundred times greater than those which
can be safely applied to the body.
Therefore the shock received is enor
mous and the sudden change of state in

the molecules of the body is so severe

as to arrest all vital processes. Very se

rious results are caused by such shocks.

Usually the individual is killed instantly.
Sometimes he is only stunned for a time,
and then he becomes delirious, and sub

sequently is found to have paralysis or
blindness or epilepsy or even insanity.
The most serious forms of nervous dis

ease may be produced by such a sudden

change of state in the molecules of the

body. And the fact that it is a molec
ular effect is proven by the lack of any
evidence of disease in any of the organs
when examined with the microscope after

death. The shock seems to suspend all

vital activity in the finest cells without

lacerating or destroying the different

organs.
When the shock is received from a con

tinuous current and this passes for a
few moments through the body the tis

sues may be severely burned, and some
times hemorrhages are found in the
brain and other organs. When it is the

alternating current which kills, no such
effects are found. But as the shock in

the latter case is more severe, death is

more common in accidents from alter

nating currents.

The fact that death may be instantly
caused by a severe electric shock has led
to the proposition to use electricity in

capital punishment, and it is wellknown
that a commission of experts, after care
ful experiments, have indorsed this

method, which has accordingly been

adopted in several States. The method
employed in the experiments in Mr. Edi
son s laboratory is to attach the two wires
to any part of the animal s body, and then

by closing the circuit, either with an or

dinary key which may be moved by
the hand or by clock-work, or by a ham
mer, to send the current through the

body of the animal. It was found that
an alternating current of seven hundred
and fifty volts was sufficient to kill a
horse weighing 1,230 Ibs. instantane

ously, death being apparently painless.
There can be no question that such a
method of execution is more certain,
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more sudden, and less offensive to spec
tators than that of hanging, and there

fore it should be universally adopted in

criminal execution.

HE. The third form under which

electricity appears is the induced or mag
netic current, known as Faradism. The

interruption in a very weak voltaic cur

rent is employed to produce a strong
induced current in a coil of wire,* and
this induced current is then applied to

the body. It does not appear to have any
catalytic or cataphoric action. Nor can

it be said to have either an anelectrotonic

or a katelectrotonic effect, because there

is really an alternation of the two as in

the voltaic alternative. It has about

the same effect upon the body as a vol

taic alternating current, and may be

employed, as this is, to stimulate the

nerves and muscles, to increase the cir

culation, and possibly to aid nutrition

generally.
The induced current can be produced

in an apparatus much smaller and more

easily portable than any other current.

Hence, whenever such effects as it will

cause are desired, it is the one employed
as a matter of convenience. Its limita

tions, however, are many, and hence it

is less frequently used for medical pur
poses than the voltaic current. The fact

that this current is induced by magnet
ism should not be taken to imply that

by it magnetism can be made to act on

the human body. The most careful ex

periments have shown that the human

body is as completely insensitive to mag
netism and as wholly unaffected by it as

a piece of rubber or of wood. A person

may stand between the poles of the

strongest magnet, one which might hold

up a ton of iron, without the slightest

perceptible effect upon any of the bodily
functions being produced. Hence all

so-called magnetic appliances, brushes

or combs, disks, belts, and magnets have

absolutely no curative power whatever.

A few of these may, by friction, produce
static electricity. Some are so con
structed of two kinds of metal that on
contact with the skin, whose perspira
tion is acid, a very weak voltaic current

is produced, scarcely sufficient, after

several hours, to redden the surface.

For the means of production of the induced current
the reader is referred to the first paper of this series.

The majority of the effects produced by
such contrivances are due, like those of

the static current, to expectant attention
rather than to any action of the agents,
which careful investigations have shown
to be inert.

The writer once demanded of the

agent of a widely advertised &quot;

electric

belt&quot; some proof that an electric cur
rent was produced by it, and suggested
that any such current could be detected

by means of a galvanometer. This test

was objected to, but a little frame hold

ing a dozen pocket-compasses was at

once produced, and the power of the

belt, which doubtless contained some
iron plates, to attract the needles of

these compasses was shown as proof of

the production of electricity in the belt.

Probably many who were ignorant of

the difference between electricity and

magnetism had been deceived by this

so-called test.

Not infrequently there is seen upon
the streets an electric machine with

ringing bells, and a large index adorned
with a sign that &quot;

electricity is life.&quot;

The man in charge invites the passer-by
to test his power of taking electricity ;

and to anyone who stops he relates

marvellous stories of the strength dis

played by someone who has just gone on,

and the wonderful cures which he has

made. Such machines are usually fa-

radic batteries, and when one takes hold

of the handles the current is strong

enough to cause the hands to close

forcibly upon them, so that he cannot

let go. The current can, of course, be

increased up to a painful point. The

strength of the current will be determined

by the distance to which the outer coil of

wire is moved over the inner coil, as in

any faradic battery. The index in such a

machine has no relation to the strength of

current, and is manipulated by a screw

in the hands of the exhibitor. It is

therefore a fraud, and does not indicate

the strength of current used. There is

really no limit to the amount of current

which one can endure except a limit in

the pain which can be borne. Currents

received from such a machine or from

any battery in this manner can never be

specially beneficial, as they only produce
a local effect upon the hands and arms,

and when these are paralyzed the cur-
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rent should be applied to the weak
muscles.

While it is evident, from the review of

the various effects of the different forms
of electricity upon the body, that some
of the effects are powerful, it is also evi

dent that they are only beneficial in so

far as they increase nutrition. The cura

tive powers of electricity are really very
limited, and have often been exaggerated

by those to whose interest it is to urge
them.

Certain electrical instruments have

recently been introduced into medical

use whih deserve mention. The elec

tric light is so brilliant, and yet can be

produced in such a small space without

the danger of burning, that it has long
been used for illuminating purposes by
physicians. It can be introduced into

the mouth, or even into the cavities of

the body, such as the stomach, enabling
the observer to see objects otherwise in

visible. Its light can be reflected into

the eye or ear or nose very conveniently,
since the source of light can be moved.
Another electric instrument is the mi

cro-telephone or phonoscope, by which

very slight sounds may be detected and

magnified. The sounds of breathing
and of the heart may thus be made au
dible

;
also the sound produced by the

contraction of a muscle, and even the

sound of the pulse in the wrist may be
heard. Such instruments are, however,
too delicate and require too nice adjust
ment to be generally used. A sound,

however, having been recorded by the

phonograph, may be subsequently made
audible to a large number of persons
through the graphophone, and this

method has been employed by teachers

in the instruction of medical students.

The phonograph has also been used to

record the sounds of coughing. Coughs
vary in sound in different diseases, and

by producing ah1

the different coughs
from the graphophone students may be

taught to recognize the differences.

An electric probe or explorer has been
invented for the detection of bullets in

the body. There are several kinds of

these explorers. Some are introduced
into a wound like a probe, and consist of

two fine insulated wires bare at the tip
and connected with a battery. When
the tip comes in contact with the metal
bullet the electric current is completed
between the wires, and a beh1

is rung,
or index moved, by the battery. Others
are constructed on a different principle.
The presence of a metallic body near a

delicate induced current is enough to

change that current slightly by mag
netism. An instrument has been con
structed which will indicate the presence
of a bullet deep in the body when the

instrument approaches the right place.
Such an instrument was used in the case

of President Garfield, but it is said to

have misled because of the magnetic ef

fect of the metallic bed-springs upon it,

a source of error which had not been
considered.

Electrical instruments are also used
to detect very slight differences of tem

perature in the body a change of one
hundredth of a degree Fahrenheit be

ing easily shown by a thermo-electro-

scope. As such minute changes of

temperature are constantly going on in

health and are of no importance what
ever for diagnostic purposes in disease,

this instrument has been discarded,

though charlatans have employed it to

impress the wondering public by claim

ing to detect &quot;

congestions
&quot; which were

imperceptible to the thermometer.
Electrical engines or small electro

motors have been employed by surgeons
to run small circular saws for cutting
bone, and in very delicate operations,
such as those about the bones of the

face or nose, they have been found very
useful. Dentists use these motors in

this manner constantly. The little saw
can be held like a pen in the fingers and
revolved at a high rate of speed by the

electric motor, to which it is joined by
wires.

The electric cautery is also widely
used by surgeons, a delicate wire being
heated to a white heat and touched to

the spot which is to be burned.
These are some of the practical adap

tations made in the construction of

medical instruments, and in the future

many other useful devices may be ex

pected.
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By James E. Pilcber, U.S.A.

EECY, either to

ward a comrade or

an enemy, has been
an attribute of but
slow development
in the soldier. Tra
dition tells of iso

lated instances
where a hero has

risked his life to

save that of a wounded friend, or spared
a fallen foe

; but for many centuries sys
tematic arrangements for the care of the

injured in battle were conspicuous only

by their absence. Not until the Chris

tian era was well advanced did the sur

geon become a recognized feature in the

military establishment ; nearly thirteen

hundred years had elapsed before the

introduction of field hospitals, and it

was not until within the present century
that organized methods of relieving the

injured on the field, collecting them
into hospitals, and nursing them to

health were established. And the rec

ognition of the fact that a disabled

soldier is eliminated from the fighting

strength of an enemy, and may be con

sidered neutral, has had an existence

of but a quarter of a century.
To Baron Percy, a surgeon in the

armies of the first Napoleon, the world
owes an incalculable debt for the con

ception and first organization of prompt
aid to the injured. Tired of the cease

less disorder caused by the assemblage
of undisciplined hospital attendants;
distressed at seeing the deaths on the

field of battle of so great a number of

soldiers whose lives might have been

preserved and limbs saved, if they had
had the help of a commodious and well-

organized means of transport ; having
seen, moreover, the necessity of having,
as near as possible to the line of battle,

men specially designed to carry off the

wounded, instead of leaving them to the

care of soldiers who too often seized

the opportunity for getting out from un
der fire, he selected a company from

among the bravest, strongest, and most

adroit of the army. These he equipped
for the work of promptly removing the

wounded, and put them on duty. The
immediate consequence was an entire
rehabilitation of the service of the sick

and wounded, which, neglected and
abandoned before, became at once effi

cient and satisfactory.
It would seem that so evident an ad

vance upon former methods would have
been eagerly grasped and promptly
adopted by other nations. Nevertheless,
another half -century was allowed to

pass before the system became general
throughout the armies of Europe, the
conservative military mind being ham
pered by that relic of barbarism, the
notion that the sole purpose of the sol

dier should be slaughter ;
and the years

piled up to three-quarters of a century
before the army of our own country, in

1887, came up abreast with that of

others.

During this period, however, the
functions of the sanitary soldier have
been extended far beyond those required
by Percy. He is now not only required
to remove the injured from the field, but
to apply such immediate treatment as,

until the arrival of a surgeon, may ward
off death and procure temporary relief

from suffering. In the blinding smoke
and dust of battle, confused by the rat

tle and roar of ordnance, bewildered by
the shrieks of the wounded and the
moans of the dying, and overburdened

by the hundreds of calls for help, to

only a few of the most imperative of

which he can give immediate attention,
the medical officer finds this part of the

work of the sanitary soldier of incal

culable assistance
;
while the wounded,

to whose comfort and safety he minis

ters, regard him with the affection born

only of gratitude, and those at home
who owe the lives of their dear ones to

his prompt aid crown him as a bene
factor.

The work of the modern sanitary

corps extends still beyond the first aid

to the injured, the transport of the dis-
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abled, and the care of the wounded in

field hospitals already referred to
;
for it

is expected that, under proper medical

supervision, the care of the sick in the

large permanent hospitals shall also be
in their hands. It will be seen, then,
that the duties of the sanitary soldier

are varied, and demand not only skill

and training, but their proper perform
ance requires more than ordinarily

bright men to begin with. Not only,

then, are especial pains taken in the

choice of recruits for this corps, but

they are required to pass a probation of

at least one year in the line, when their

fitness or un suitability for sanitary ser

vice will be apparent.
Additional efficiency is contributed to

military sanitary work in civilized war
fare by the provisions of the Articles

of the Geneva Convention, which have
been adopted by nearly all civilized na
tions. These articles provide for the

neutrality of field and permanent hos

pitals, of all their attendants, and of

members of the sanitary corps ;
and per

mit the staff of hospitals to continue
their labors after the occupation of the

country by an enemy, or to pass unmo
lested to their own commands. The sick

are protected, those caring for them are

rewarded by protection, and wounded
prisoners, when cured, are returned to

their own country on parole. A flag

having a red cross upon a white field

insures the safety of hospitals, while a

white arm-band, also bearing a red cross,

protects the members of the sanitary

corps.
In Geneva also originated the Bed

Cross Society, which, by its branches

extending throughout the world, has
done much toward ameliorating the suf

ferings of soldiers in war. The extent

to which it has accomplished its mis
sion is, in some instances, hardly less

than miraculous. We have been wont
to consider the Kussians and Turks as

not much better than barbarians, but
both these countries have a Red Cross

Society, the latter flying a red crescent,
and the former a red cross, on the white

ground. During the Russo-Turkish
War a member of the Turkish Central
Committee was sent to visit the Russian

hospitals. After distributing relief to

some twenty-four thousand of his suffer

ing countrymen, he returned to make
this startling statement :

&quot; We have
been able to ascertain with our own

eyes that, whilst the wounded Russians
were sometimes lying on the ground
without mattresses, our sick and
wounded soldiers had more or less

comfortable beds.&quot;

Excellent provisions would seem to

have been made for the care of the ail

ing in war, and it was but a natural step
to adapt some of them to the emergen
cies of peace. This has been accom

plished chiefly in two ways by the in

struction of the citizen soldiers of the

National Guard, and more broadly by
the establishment of societies having as

their object the education of the public
in affording first aid in medical and sur

gical emergencies. The chief among
these societies is the St. John s Ambu
lance Association, which, beginning in

London in 1877, has spread extensively

throughout the United Kingdom, India,

and the British Colonies, and, in fact,

Brancardiers the French Prototypes of the Modern Sani

tary Corps,

though under other names, has appeared
in America, Germany, Russia, and a

number of other countries. So great a

popularity has this first aid society en

joyed that during its first decade more
than a hundred thousand persons re

ceived certificates ofproficiency, awarded
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after examination in the subjects taught
by the Association

;
while many more at

tended the lectures, but did not take the

examination. The classes have included

representatives from all grades of soci

ety, from the royal family of England
down to the humble collier in Wales.
The Princess Christian, indeed, mani
fested so active an interest in the work
that she published a translation of Es-
march s lectures on first aid to the in

jured, delivered before the Samariterve-

rein.

The instruction furnished by the As
sociation is intended to cover much the

same ground as the military teaching in

first aid, the work being directed, how
ever, rather to the treatment of the

emergencies of peace than of war. The
methods of nursing the sick are also

taught in a special course, which is very
popular with women. The instruction

is usually given in the form of lectures

by medical men, supplemented by the

study of a text-book on first aid to the

injured, of which a large number have
been produced for this purpose. The
enthusiasm of the gentler sex in this

work is very notable, and the female
members are considerably in excess of

the male.

An example of the advantage of this

training may be found in the report of

the branch at Birkenhead, members of

which, during the last six months of

1888, personally attended to three cases

of broken thigh, five cases of broken arm,
four of broken leg, three of running
over, two of concussion of the brain, and
one each of pistol-shot, dangerous bleed

ing from the hand, and bad railway

crushing. In view of such testimony, it

is hardly worth while to quote the words
of the medical men, military and naval

officers, coroners, managers of mines,

railway officials, large employers of

labor, and others in a position to ap
preciate the benefits of the work, who
all unite in testifying to its great value.

The introduction of the sanitary corps
into the National Guard not only in

creases its efficiency, from a military

stand-point, but adds a new element to

the strength of the hold of that valuable

institution upon the hearts of the peo
ple. The &quot;

practical
&quot;

man, who does
not believe in training soldiers for a

war which he is convinced will never oc
cur, can readily see some advantage in
an organization which has constantly
under training a number of men who will
be able to save the life, perhaps, of his
own wife or child in case of an accident.

By a judicious system of rotation, from
year to year, the benefits of its instruc
tion can be extended to a large number
of the men, thus insuring, in every com
munity where there is a representation
of the citizen soldiery, the presence of a

body of men educated to meet any acci

dent which may occur. The National
Guard thus becomes not only the bul
wark of the nation in time of war, but
the protector and rescuer of the help
less in time of peace.

In future military operations the care
of the sick and wounded will be in the
hands of a Sanitary Corps consisting of

three classes of men : Medical officers,

company bearers, and the non-commis
sioned officers and privates of the hos

pital corps.
The first class includes all the medical

officers connected with an army.
The company bearers consist of cer

tain privates of the line who, in addi
tion to their military duties, are in

structed in first aid to the wounded and
the transport of the disabled. These
men are not detached from their com
panies, and, being present in the line of

battle, will naturally bear the main bur
den of the immediate aid to the wound
ed.

The hospital corps, consisting of men
whose duties are limited entirely to

sanitary work, is of much greater impor
tance in the sanitary organization than

the company bearers, and, in referring
to the work of the sanitary corps, the

hospital corps is the type which is borne
in mind. The duties of its members

comprise all those already enumerated
in connection with sanitary work, and
are varied and exhausting. Bravery,

agility, strength, and mental activity are

demanded in every man. He must pos
sess presence of mind sufficient to avoid

being disconcerted by the bewildering

surroundings of battle, he must mani
fest sufficient inventive faculty to adapt
himself to unexpected emergencies, and
he must have acquired the rare combi-
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nation of gentleness and dexterity possi
ble only where systematic training has

been ingrafted upon nat

ural inclination.

The soldier of the line

has his implements of war
in the rifle, the carbine,
and the sabre, with which
he can carry death and
destruction to his enemy.
The soldier of the sani

tary corps goes into battle

armed with the first-aid

dressing-packet, the hos

pital knife, and the hand-

litter, with which he ex

ecutes his far higher func

tions of bearing life and
comfort to the wounded,
whether friend or foe.

The aim of the instruc

tion given to the sanitary
soldier is to enable him
to understand how to util

ize his implements to the

best advantage, and how
to extemporize im p 1 e-

ments when he has none.

The proper application of the expedi
ents to be employed in case of accidents

renders a general acquaintance with the

structure of the human body and a

knowledge of the functions of its con
stituent elements an important prereq
uisite. The anatomy and physiology
thus taught is but an outline deprived
of all unessential details. This includes

an understanding of the skin, the fat,

the muscles, and the bones
;
their lo

cation, action, and functions are made
clear. The nerves are not forgotten,
and the principal organs contained
within the great cavities of the body
the heart, lungs, liver, stomach, and the
like are considered briefly, and their

location with relation to points on the
exterior is definitely understood ;

so that,
in cases of a wound of the body, the
soldier would be able to decide what or

gans had probably been injured. Much
of the time given to this foundation

study is devoted to a consideration of

the blood-vessels, and particularly of the

arteries, the location of which, in rela

tion to the superficial structures and the

bones, is carefully impressed upon the
mind.

A Company Bearer, Sanitary Corps.

The course of study is naturally rather

surgical in its tendency, much attention

being paid to fractures of

bones and wounds of

blood-vessels, two injuries
which are particularly lia

ble to be met with in mili

tary operations. An in

teresting feature is the

improvisation, to support
injured limbs, of splints
from any available mate
rial, such as a sword, bay
onet, or knife from the

battle-field, bark, boughs,
or twigs from a neighbor
ing tree, straw or stalks

from a field, rushes from
a marsh, and many other
makeshifts

; pads for these

may be made from cotton,

tow, oakum, cloth, hay,

grass, leaves, and a host
of other materials of this

kind
;
and these may be

bound in place with a tri

angular bandage, or with

strips torn from the cloth

ing, and all supported in a sling made
in a dozen different ways.
The sanitary soldier learns to distin

guish the various kinds of bleeding, and
that hemorrhage proceeding from the

arteries is the most dangerous. Here
his previous anatomical knowledge comes
in play, for, knowing where the arteries

run, he easily recognizes the points
where he can compress them to check

bleeding. He extemporizes contrivances

for maintaining this pressure by various

modifications of bandages, by certain

manipulations of a pair of short rods,
and by bending a joint upon a hard

body. He becomes expert in the appli
cation of modern surgical dressings to

gunshot wounds, in avoiding wound-

poisoning, and in the treatment of other

more common varieties of poisoning,
whether the agent be applied externally
or taken internally.

If a comrade falls unconscious by the

wayside, the sanitary soldier is ready
with the proper treatment for his resus
citation. For the discrimination be
tween the varieties of insensibility, and
a familiarity with the methods of treat

ing each, has been a prominent factor in
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his instruction. Drowning is naturally
a subject that falls under consideration,
and the work upon this accident begins
with a study of the best methods of res

cuing a person in danger of it, and then
extends to the treatment of the patient
when safely landed. The sheet-anchor
in treating many other kinds of insensi

bility, as well as this, is artificial respi
ration, and frequent drill in this proced
ure renders the sanitary soldier expert
in its application.

In the direction suggested, and upon
many other points to which no
allusion has been specifically

made, the training of the

sanitary soldier and of the

civilian student in early
aid to the injured is

ordered. Care is

taken to limit the

instruction
strictly to the

administra
tion of first

aid, while

caution

against
the usur

pation of the functions of the surgeon
is inculcated.

The first-aid dressing-packet is car

ried by every sanitary soldier. In some

foreign armies every soldier carries one,
stitched either into the trousers or into

the coat-skirt, each man thus carrying

upon his person the dressings which
the surgeon will require in case he is

wounded. Sir Thomas Longmore re

ports that after the Egyptians had been
driven from their position at Tel-el-

Kebir, and while the wounded of the Brit

ish forces were still lying near the works,
the dressings afforded by this packet
were applied, in numerous instances,
either by the wounded men themselves,

by their wounded comrades, or by the

sanitary soldiers. And in many cases

these dressings were found by the sur

geons to be a sufficient protection for

the injuries until they could receive

hospital treatment.

The packet is a little flat package
about three inches square, containing a

small amount of antiseptic dressing ma
terial of the most approved character,

Esmarch s Pictorial Triangular Bandage.

wrapped in oiled paper to prevent its

losing strength, an antiseptic roller

bandage, and an illustrated triangular
bandage with a safety-pin all carefully
sealed in a wrapper of gutta-percha
cloth, upon which is printed directions
for the use of its contents.

The ribbon-like &quot;roller&quot; bandage
would be used by the surgeon, and the

sanitary soldier is taught to apply it
;

but the greatest stress is laid upon the

triangular bandage. It is formed by
dividing a piece of muslin a yard square

into halves by a diagonal cut, join

ing the two opposite corners. More
than sixty years ago such ban-

were recommended by
Professor Mayor, of Lau-

sanne, but their present
prominence is due to

the efforts of Sur

geon-General Es-

march, of the

Prussian ser

vice, who
caused
them to

be fur

nished to

supervision, with
them showing

the army under his

pictures printed upon
the principal methods of application.
The uses of the triangular bandage

are almost endless. When laid upon
the head, folded, and turned, it forms an
excellent cap. In a similar way, it may
be formed into a mitten for the hand or
a sock for the foot. Indeed, the latter

use was at one time so prevalent among
the German soldiers that the packet had
to be stitched tightly into their cloth

ing in order to prevent their opening it

and using the bandage for foot-wear.

Rolled up into a strip, it forms a ribbon

which may be bound around an injured

part. Single and folded, wounds of the

body and extremities are excellently

bandaged by it. Spread out, with its

points tied about the neck, it forms the

best possible sling for an injured arm.

Tightly twisted about a limb above a

bleeding wound, it serves excellently to

hold the hemorrhage in check until a

surgeon can apply more permanent
means. Rolled into a ring, it forms a

seat upon which an injured man may be

carried ;
and two of them bound about
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two short rods, held a foot apart, form
an unexcelled bearing seat.

After immediate danger has been de
ferred by the application of first surgi
cal aid, the removal of the injured per
son to surroundings suitable for his

treatment and recovery is necessary.
In civil life, this may be preferably his

home, or possibly a hospital ;
in military

experience it would be a dressing station

or a hospital. To the injured man the

slightest movement may be pregnant
with excruciating agony. The least jar
is productive of actual torture. A mere
touch may cause him to shriek with

pain. The chief aim, then, in carrying
him is to move him with such gentle
ness and care as to render the motion
as nearly imperceptible as possible, and

certainly free from any jar. In order to

do this, there must be a perfect under

standing among the several bearers as

to the course to be taken and the meth
od to be adopted, and all must unite in

Resuscitation of the Drowned. Movement of Arms to Re
store Respiration.

performing the movements in perfect
unison.

Frequent and thorough drill is nec

essary to acquire dexterity in any man
ual procedure. This is excellently
shown when a right-handed person at

tempts to write with his undrilled left

hand. The same awkwardness is evi

dent when untrained persons attempt
to handle the disabled. A well-defined

uniform system of manipulating the

injured, which may be perfectly under
stood by all participating in the move
ments, is then a prime requisite for suc
cess. Such a system is presented in the
Bearer Drill, in which the movements
are divided into clearly marked frac

tions, each of which is performed in

obedience to a distinct command.
Moreover, bearers are educated to per-
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form the motions rhythmically and in a

uniform time.

Litter drill resembles, in some re

spects, that of artillery, the litters being
substituted for guns. The sanitary

company, for example, is arranged in

single or double rank, facing a row of

litters, placed at suitable intervals, and,
at the command,

&quot; To your posts,
march !

&quot;

it separates into litter detach

ments, one of which, consisting of four

men each, takes possession of each of

the litters, the members assuming about
it certajn positions which have been
found by experience to be the best

adapted to the prompt and gentle hand

ling of the disabled, and their best care

during transportation. An analogous
movement takes the men back into

ranks again.
A litter consists of a bed, usually of

canvas, about two feet wide and six feet

long, on either side of which runs a long-

pole the ends of which project a foot

beyond the bed and form the handles.

The best litters are made to fold later

ally, and are provided with folding legs,

upon which they rest when opened. An
important feature is presented in a

broad strap attached to the handles, one
at each end, and long enough to pass
over the shoulders of the bearers, and
assist in supporting the burden.
A litter is properly carried by two

persons, one in front and one in the

rear. This is found to be more satis

factory than carriage by four men, one
at each corner. As the detachment be

longing to each litter consists of four

men, when but two are actually sustain

ing the burden, the other two, marching
on either side of the litter, are resting

preparatory to relieving them. Experi
ence has shown that this method, with
occasional reliefs, is far less tiresome
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than when each bearer continuously sup

ports a lighter weight. This fact was

particularly noticed in the case of the

Company Bearer at Work.

late Inspector-General of the Army, who,

during his last illness, was removed from
Governor s Island to Fort Monroe.

Being a man of large frame and quite

heavy, it was decided that all four bear
ers should unite at once in carrying
him from the house to the train. It

was observed, however, that far more

frequent rests were required, that a

greater expenditure of time was neces

sitated, and that the bearers were more
wearied than was usual with two bear
ers. This fully demonstrated the su

periority of the method of working with
two reliefs of two bearers each. More
over, the presence of the relief bearers

walking on either side of

the litter, without other oc

cupation than to watch the

patient, is an invaluable

safeguard against a fatal

result from the sudden oc

currence of any emergency
that might endanger life.

It is worth remembering
that a litter is always to

be carried in the bearer s

hands, his arms hanging by
his side, or at that level if

supported by straps. This
enables the unoccupied
bearers on either side of

the litter to keep the pa
tient more completely in

view, and more quickly to

meet any emergency. More
over, if it were carried upon
the bearers shoulders, the

fear of a fall from such a height would
be apt to afford a conscious patient
much anxiety ;

while a fall of any of the

bearers from any cause would precip
itate the patient so considerable a dis

tance to the ground as almost neces

sarily to produce dangerous injuries.
When Stonewall Jackson was wounded
at Chancellorsville, he was carried off

the field upon a litter borne on the

shoulders of four bearers. When one of

these men was cut down by a stray bul

let, the litter careened, and threw the

general to the ground, exaggerating the

injuries already received to such an ex

tent as to precipitate the ultimately fatal

outcome.
A noticeable peculiarity in litter-bear

ing is the bearer s gait, which is as dif

ferent from that of the soldier of the

line as from that of the ordinary civil

ian. The step is firm but not springy,
and very short but twenty inches in

length the knees being slightly bent,

and the hips moved as little as possible.
Litter-bearers do not keep step, but,

while moving in the same time, advance

the opposite foot at the same instant.

This is done in order to prevent a dis

agreeable swinging motion, produced
by both bearers stepping off with both

feet in the usual military fashion
;
while

the other deviations from the usual

gait of the soldier are the result of long
and careful observation, with a view to

The Litter Drill.
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ascertaining the method which would
afford the least discomfort to the in

jured.
The process of removing an injured

man from one place to another, as from
the ground to a litter, is always attend
ed with embarrassment, due to the suf

fering which any motion is apt to entail

upon him. Exact move
ments are prescribed by
which the sanitary soldier

accomplishes this with a

minimum of jar. In obe
dience to the proper com
mand, the four bearers

pass from their litter

and take positions about
the patient, three on
one side and one on the

other. At the next com
mand they all stoop and
unite in gently raising
him into their arms.
When this is done, the

bearer wrho is alone on
his side removes his arms,
intrusts the entire burden
to his fellows, and places
the litter under the patient.

Then, after he has resumed
his post, the bearers gently
lower the patient upon the

litter, and assume their usual

positions about it. All these

movements are executed with the

utmost regularity and gentleness.
Even in a matter apparently so sim

ple as the lifting of a litter to carry it,

careful instruction of the bearers is

found to be requisite to obviate suffer

ing on the part of the patient. In this

case, also, a uniform set of movements
is presented, all of which are executed
in obedience to distinct commands. At

one, the front and rear bearers stoop,
fasten the straps over the shoulders,
and grasp the handles

;
and at another,

they gently, and like a connected ma
chine, raise it easily to the proper
height. By as simple a complication of

commands and movements, the litter is

lowered to the ground.
A feature of the bearers work which

is of no little importance is the loading
of a litter, upon which lies a wounded
man, into an ambulance, and the remov
al of such a litter from the convevance.

Any person could put a litter into

an ambulance, but, without careful

training in a systematic method, no
three or four men could introduce a

litter upon which lay an injured man
into the most favorably constructed

wagon, with celerity and gentleness. An
attempt at haste without a preconcerted

system, each bearer obeying
the dictates of his own opinion,
would, with absolute certainty,
be attended with great confu
sion and added suffering, if not

personal injury, to

the patient. An at

tempt at gentleness
with the go-as-you-

The Proper Way to Carry a Litter Upstairs.

please plan would undoubtedly greatly

delay the process, without diminishing
the patient s pain. Accordingly, the drill-

book of the sanitary soldier prescribes a

scheme by which, at the proper com
mand, the bearers set down their load

at the rear of the ambulance and as

sume the positions about the litter found

by experience most suited to enable

them to act with the least exertion, and
to the best purpose ; then, with a syn
chronous movement, they lift it easily
to the level of the ambulance rollers,

upon which it is to ride, and gently
slide it into its position without any jar,

and without inflicting the slightest

twinge of pain upon the injured man.
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There are many details in connection

with the management of the litter, all

of which are indispensable to a rapid

Three Positions in Raising a Wounded Man to a Bearer s

Back.

and gentle movement of the injured.
Patients have to be lifted over walls and

fences, up and down stairs and hills,

and bodies of bearers have to be ma
nipulated to the same extent as other

troops. Litters have to be opened and
closed, bearers have to be changed, pa
tients have to be transferred from the

litter to a bed, and all of these acts de
mand the dexterity and readiness only
obtainable by frequent repetition of

plans ordered for the purpose.
But instances are not rare, even in mil

itary experience, and still more frequent

ly in civil life, where litters are not

available. A forced march will of ne

cessity leave the supply-train behind,
and although the experience of other

armies has shown that the conveyances
of the sanitary department keep nearer
a moving column than any others, cir

cumstances frequently prevent their

presence at the proper time. In moun
tain scouting the wagon-train must needs
be abandoned entirely for the pack-
train, and, in any case, the particular
mule which carries the litters, or caco-

lets, is sure to be wanting at the criti

cal moment. At the battle of Antietam
five hundred lives were lost from want
of proper transportation alone, and, even
with all the supply-trains at hand, the

great battle has yet to be fought with
the means of moving the injured equal
to the demand.
A readiness in devising makeshifts is

of advantage, particularly in civil life,

where a fall or a stumble may twist a

joint or break a bone, disabling the vic

tim at a point far from the ordinary
means of transport. How much more
valuable is the fireman or policeman
who, familiar with readily applicable de
vices for removing the insensible, can
economize strength and time by dex

terously utilizing the proper methods in

case of a disaster by fire or flood. Upon
the ready and rapid exercise of the train

ing suggested may depend not only the

comfort and safety of the single person
borne at a time, but the lives of many
others who, by reason of the bearer s

adroitness, can be carried to safety in

the time otherwise

required for a much
smaller number.
The sanitary sol

dier is taught how
to remove a disabled

person alone, with a

single assistant, and
with two or more

flw

helpers. The first

class of methods
is of more impor
tance, because of

the more limited

popular acquaint
ance with them,
as well as the

greater difficulty of practising them.
Not disdaining to make a careful study

of so simple a matter as assisting a par
tially disabled comrade to walk off the

field, the conscientious sanitary soldier

devotes particular attention to carry

ing a disabled person without assist

ance. The chief difficulty in accomplish
ing this act lies in lifting the patient
into his arms. The carrying is compar
atively easy, but even the strongest man
will find it difficult, by main strength,
to lift a comrade from the ground.
But, by employing indirect methods, the

weight can be coaxed into such a rela

tion to the centre of gravity as to make
it possible to carry a dead weight to

a considerable distance without great
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weariness. The well-trained bearer
would not undertake to stoop to the

Three Positions in Raising a Wounded Man
to a Bearer s Shoulder; one arm entirely
free.

ground and pick an insensi

ble person up. He would
first turn the patient on his

face, then, standing astride

of him, he would lift him
to his knees, and then to

his feet. Then he would
either place one arm under
his lower extremities and
lift him into his arms, or he
would draw the patient s left arm around,
back of his neck, grasping the wrist in

front with his own left hand
; then, stoop

ing down, he would pass his right arm
around in front of the patient s left

thigh, and rise, whereupon he would fall

across his back.

If he wished to vary the procedure,
and, in particular, if he wished to have
one hand free, he would turn the pa
tient on his face, and then, standing at

his head, raise him successively to his

knees and his feet
;
he would then pass

his right arm either between or around
the thighs, and place his right shoulder
at the stomach of the patient, and let

him fall over it
; then, grasping the pa

tient s right wrist, he would draw his

right arm forward firmly under his own
left shoulder. The patient would then
be locked firmly on the bearer s right
shoulder, leaving the left hand entirely

free, to be used by a soldier or police
man for carrying a weapon, and by a

fireman for climbing up or down ladders,
and helping himself in various ways.

If the patient is conscious
and there is enough assist

ance at hand, he might be
mounted upon the bearer s

Fore-and-aft Carry.

back in the

old - fashion

ed &quot;

pick-a-
back

&quot;

fash

ion. History
records the
use of this

method in a

number of famous instances. Baron

Percy himself, the originator of the

sanitary corps, once rescued a fellow-

officer from certain death by carrying
him in this way over a pontoon bridge
across the Ehine. The gallantry of the

deed was intensified by the fact that

the bridge was all the time under a gall

ing fire from a battery of twelve Aus
trian guns, which showered hot shot

all about him as he bore his burden to

safety.
When two bearers are available, they

carry a wounded man upon a seat

formed by standing side by side, each

man grasping his comrade s outer wrist

with his own outer hand, with a back
formed by grasping the inner shoulder

with his own inner hand
;
or they may

use the &quot;

lady s chair &quot;so popular among
children, or a modification of it, in
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which one of the bearers has but one hand in the

seat and with the other grasps his comrade s shoul

der, thus forming a back to the seat. They may also

carry an injured man very comfortably, one holding
the patient s thighs on either side of his hips, and
the other passing his arms forward under the pa
tient s shoulders and clasping his hands in front, the

injured man s head being allowed to rest upon the

bearer s chest.

In the training of the sanitary soldier nothing is

left to chance. Admit

ting that &quot;

necessity is

the mother of inven

tion,&quot; it must be recog
nized that the lack of

the inventive faculty is

so conspicuous in many
men that, without pre
vious instruction, they
would be absolutely

helpless in an emergency. Hence the sanitary sol

dier is taught to utilize whatever materials may be
at hand in extemporizing litters as well as dress

ings. In military operations the most convenient

materials would be the soldier s arms and accoutre

ments. He learns that, with nothing but two rifles

and their accompanying gunslings, a very satisfac

tory litter may be formed in less than a moment s

time. One of the officers of the medical corps of

the army has devised a military manoeuvre by which
an entire company of soldiers can simultaneously,
and without moving from the ranks, convert their rifles and gunslings into excellent

litters. The spectacle of a hundred men, fully equipped for destroying life, by a

few simple motions transforming their weapons into apparatus for saving life, is

very suggestive of turning spears into pruning-hooks and swords into ploughshares.
The variety of articles

ated as litters is almost
ter or a door might be
a short ladder would be
the absence of available

poles for constructing
can be obtained every-
ert, and coats, ropes,
and grain or other sacks

The combination of these

be readily and rapidly
the sick may rarely lack

means of carriage. In

shipboard, where ham-
of these hung at either

forms a litter that can
this way, the inventive
and exercised, so that

soldier need never be at

transporting an invalid,

tance, some other means
riage by hand must be Three Positions for Hand-chairs.

which can be appropri-
without limit. A. shut-

torn from a house, and
seized with avidity. In
articles of this kind,
litters extemporaneously
where, except in the des-

sheets, tents, blankets,
are always available,

objects into litters may
accomplished, so that
a commodious and easy

tropical countries or on
mocks are at hand, one
end upon a single pole

hardly be surpassed. In

faculty is encouraged
the well-trained sanitary
a loss for the means of

For any considerable dis-

of transport than car-

provided. For many
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purposes the wheeled litter answers ex

cellently. This is nothing more than a

hand-litter placed upon springs, mount-

utter of Coats and Guns.

ed.upon wheels, and provided with han
dles by which it can be pushed about.

An appliance of this kind is very useful

in a small community, where accidents

are not of sufficiently frequent occur
rence to justify the maintenance of an
ambulance. The wheeled litter, how
ever, has never proven of sufficient

value in military service to justify its

use.

It often occurs that long-distance
transportation is demanded in places
inaccessible to vehicles. Small skir

mishes and affairs are not located with a

view to convenience of access by means
of wagons, and it frequently happens
that they cannot

approach within
miles of the field

of action. In

hilly countries

or in mountain-

recesses, in im

passable bad
lands or lava-

beds, and in

cl o s e 1 y grown
thickets, troops
hard pressed are

apt to make a

stand, and the

wounded are lia

ble to be found.

Here reliance

must be placed

on the horse or mule litter, mounted

upon the saddle of a pack animal, either

singly or balanced in pairs, one on
either side of the sad

dle, like saddle-bags. In
some cases the cacolet,
which is rather a horse-

chair than a litter, hung
in pairs on either side

of the animal, makes a

pleasant variety for the

sick. In the Crimean
War pack animals were
used very extensively, it

being found that the

careful and sure-footed

mule could readily pick
its way over any ground,
among the dead and
wounded of the battle

field, and through the

trenches and barricades

of defensive works. In our own Indian

operations in the lava-beds of the Modoc

country, in the mauvaises terres of the

upper Missouri, and in the fastnesses

of the Sierras, ambulances have been
found useless, while the horse or mule
could follow its mates anywhere.
At other times the two-horse litter,

in which the handles at either end are

borne by a horse, has been used with

great satisfaction. After the battle of

Churubusco, during the Mexican War, an

officer was carried on such a litter from
the City of Mexico to Vera Cruz. Al

though he had been severely shot

through the hip- and elbow-joints, he

A Sailor s Hammock Litter.
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was carried with such perfect ease

that the length of the day s march
was limited by the strength of the

animals rather than by his own en

durance ;
for so slight was the fa

tigue incurred that the journey
could have been greatly prolonged
without weariness. A litter of this

kind is so rapidly constructed off

hand, with a couple of poles cut from

any thicket, held together by cross-

pieces obtained in the same way,
and with a bed of blankets, boughs,
and a host of other available mate

rials, that it is particularly adapted
to mounted raids in wooded coun
tries.

However, about as satisfactory a

conveyance as need be may be ob
tained by an adaptation of the Ind
ian &quot;

travois,&quot; which is a sledge of two

long poles, the anterior ends of which
are harnessed to the horse or pony, and
the rear ends allowed to drag upon the

ground. Across these poles, far enough
to the rear to be out of danger from the

British Mule Litter or Cacolet, used in Crimean War.

horse s hoofs, a bed is made up. Upon
this the dusky drudge of the plains piles
her tepee covering, her tawny progeny,
and her other baggage, and upon it a dis

abled man can ride with surprising com
fort. This has frequently been demon
strated in our own frontier disturbances,
and was even found to be preferable to the

springless wagon, as a substitute for the

ambulance, in the Russo-Turkish War.
Of the management of ambulances

and ambulance trains, of railway hospi
tals and of the mighty hospital steam-

Litter of Rifles and Gunslings.

ships, it is hardly necessary to speak,
since their direction falls to the lot

of the medical officer, not to the san

itary soldier. In them, however, and
in permanent hospital service as well,
another phase of his work appears.
Here he is the light-footed, deft at

tendant, whose gentle touch is all the
more stimulating because of the re

serve of manly strength that lies be
hind it. Now tenderly smoothing the

covers over one sufferer, now applying

cooling lotions to the fevered head of

another, a pleasant word there, a quick

response here, never forgetting and al

ways ready, he is the life and preserva
tion of many a poor fellow whose loss

of hope had nearly brought loss of life.
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Along the lines indicated, the military sanitary corps has now developed into

a permanent institution and, supplemented in war by the Bed Cross and other
societies of succor, and in

peace by ambulance asso

ciations and Samaritan so

cieties, is destined to be
come an important feature
in reducing the future mor
tality of wounds in war and
accidents in peace. That

s S&^. the peaceful cultivation of

the studies to which it has

An Adaptation of the Indian Travois to Ambulance Purposes. given SO great an impetus
is becoming popular among

men and women everywhere is a reason for great satisfaction
; for, in saving

many lives and in relieving hours of suffering in still greater number triumph
ing over Death and his satellites it presents, in very truth, A New Field of Honor.

A Two-horse Litter.

&quot;I AM THE BEGINNING AND THE END, THE FIRST AND
THE LAST.&quot;

By Mrs. Fields.

THE tide ran low, ran very low, ran out
;

Autumn had settled down upon the land,

And winter s face, the face of death, was sweet,

For there was calm, an end of strife and doubt.

Strange grew the common sky, the wonted strand,

Since here no more our loving eyes could meet,
No more the aching heart and wearied feet

Eest by Love s side and hold his tireless hand.

But one day, walking by the morning sea,

There rose a wave of summer and of youth
That broke resistless through grief s narrow bound
And wrought life s past and present and to be

Into one marvellous vision of the truth ;

The imperishable joy swept in without one sound.



GOETHE S HOUSE AT WEIMAR.

By Oscar Browning.

WHILE
travelling in Germany last

September I spent a few days
at Weimar. One of nay princi

pal objects in going there was to visit

Goethe s House, now open to the public.
I had frequently on previous occasions

gazed wistfully at its exterior, but no in

fluence was strong enough to obtain ad
mission to its rooms. In 1869 I had
been invited to tea by Ottilie, Goethe s

daughter-in-law. I was presented with
an unpublished autograph poem of Goe
the s

;
but I might not pass the thresh

old of his door. I will not relate the

steps by which this house has become the

property of the nation. I will content my
self with saying that there is no more in

teresting place of pilgrimage in Europe.
In this house Goethe lived and worked
for fifty years. For the first six years
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of his residence in Weimar he dwelt in

the little garden-house in the Park, and
was persuaded with difficulty to move
into larger quarters. He settled in his

new abode at the end of May, 1782, and
died there in March, 1832. When he
first occupied it, it was one of the room
iest and most conspicuous private dwell-

drive in at one door and out at the

other, passing through the court-yard

(p. 615). On the other side of the court,

looking into the spacious garden, is a

smaller building, connected with the
main body of the house by a separate
staircase, in which Goethe s own rooms
were situated (p. 615). Into this sanct

uary no one but his secretary
and* his servant were admitted,
and for thirty years he scarcely
ever left them. I had the great

advantage of being shown over
the house and its treasures at

a time when no strangers were

admitted, by Dr. Ruland, late

librarian to the Prince Consort
and now the Keeper of the

House as a national museum.
The street-door gives access

to a fairly large hall, and a

somewhat stately staircase rises

on the right. This staircase

was planned by the poet af

ter his return from Italy, and
marks the change in his mind
and his ideas effected by that

visit. He had been greatly
struck by the stately approaches
to Italian palaces, the broad

ings in Weimar, which was then

something between a village and
a capital. It was built in 1709,
and still preserves its old external

appearance, except that the attic

story was added later. The inte

rior of the house was a good deal

changed in Goethe s lifetime. The
house faces the old Frauenplan,
the present Goethe Platz. Its plan
is peculiar. The central mass of

building has a large carriage door on
each side, so that it is possible to

marble steps rising in slow gradation,
suited to the flowing train of female
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fashion and the measured step of courtly ments of the staircase are, as might be
cavalier. He determined to introduce expected, classical : the praying boy of

something of this kind into his Weimar the Berlin Museum, the faun carrying

The Entrance: On the Wall, Goethe s Portrait by Angelica; above, a Private Room contain

ing Old Drawings, Scientific Apparatus, etc.

home. He labored hard at the design
drawings in his hand exist of differ

ent tracings for the fitting of the steps.
He complained afterward that he had

spoiled his home, and sacrificed comfort
and convenience for an idea. The orna-

the goat on his

shoulders, the
busts of Achilles

and the Apollo
Belvedere, and
the exquisite
group of Antin-
ous and his Ge
nius. The wall

is covered with
chalk drawings
from the Par
thenon frieze (p.

616).
The reception-

rooms on the

first floor look to

ward the street.

They are divided

into two parts by
a room at right

angles to the

main direction

of the house, which in Goethe s time

was the dining-room. When the house

ultimately came into the possession of

the nation it was found to be in very
bad repair. Every particle of it had
to be renovated, and it was only by the
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most anxious pains and thought that it

was restored, as far as possible, to what
it was when Goethe lived in it. Behind
the dining-room, with steps leading to

the garden, is a wide room furnished

with sofas, in which Goethe often re

ceived his intimate friends. A story is

told that on one occasion a high Weimar
dignitary came to see Goethe, who was

prime-minister of the little state, on a

matter of public business. He was in

formed that his excellency was seriously

engaged. The minister waited patiently
outside for a long time. At last he
heard the chorus of a German drinking

song proceeding from this room. He
joined heartily in it. The door open
ed, and he found Goethe and Schiller

name from the colossal bust of the Ludo-
visi Juno which adorns it. Here is the pi
ano on which the boy Mendelssohn played
to the astonishment of everyone. A short

time before my visit the Empress Au
gusta of Germany had been to the house.

As a princess of Saxe-Weimar she had
known Goethe well. She remembered
how she had sat on the same sofa at the

same table while Goethe brought out
books of drawings to show her, and
&quot;that poor little boy

&quot;

played on the pi

ano, very nervous. A sliding-door gives
access to another drawing-room called,

even in Goethe s time, the Urbino room,
from an old Italian portrait of a duke
of &quot;Urbino. This room communicates
also with Goethe s own living rooms,

The Juno Room, looking west.

seated comfortably together, with a

bottle of excellent Rhine wine on the

table.

From the other end of the dining-
room on the left opens the so-called Juno
room (above), the principal drawing-
room of Goethe s time. It derives its

and it was by this passage that he came in

to receive his guests. The guests were

assembled, the sliding-door was drawn

back, and the stately figure of the

Geheimrath appeared with his court

coat and stars. On the other side of the

dining-room are two rooms filled now,
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as in Goethe s time, with costly collec

tions. The first of these was always

open to visitors
;
the farther one was

never accessible. Nothing is more re

markable than the extent and value of

the collections of the Goethe House.

lection of coins, some of them of the

greatest rarity, a number of Italian med
als and plaques, a really remarkable set

of specimens of majolica, bought when
such things were little known or appre
ciated. The extent and range of the cu-

Juno Room, looking east, with Portraits of Goethe and his Wife by Bury.

They show how Goethe, who anticipated
so many discoveries, was also before his

age in the appreciation of many beauti

ful things which have only recently be

gun to acquire a high value. It was not

possible in those days to distinguish ac

curately between the false and the gen
uine, between exquisite treasures and

things of little worth
;
but Goethe con

tinued to collect many objects, not only
of great beauty but of unique value,
which are not to be found in the muse
ums of Paris or London. A full ac

count of these will be published by a

competent person. It is sufficient now
to say that they include a very large col

lection of engravings and etchings by
old and new masters Holbein, Albrecht

Diirer, and Marc Antonio some in early
and invaluable &quot;

states,&quot; others late and
worthless copies. There is a large col-

riosity and knowledge which could have

inspired the purchase of these things is

indeed surprising. In Goethe s diaries

and account-books, which he kept with
marvellous diligence, there is frequent
mention of his purchases ;

but he is

content with noting the fact and does
not say from whom he got them or the

price he paid for each.

But by far the most interesting part
of Goethe s House are the little rooms
in which he lived and worked for so

many years. They have been preserved
with the most pious care. Nothing has
been changed since the day of his death.

One enters them with awe and rever

ence
;
the spirit of their great owner still

seems to haunt them. There is nothing
more impressive in Europe than the

simple and ascetic birthplace of those

mighty thoughts which shook the world.
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Goethe s Study, looking toward the Garden.

The rooms are approached by a small

staircase from the first landing of the

grand approach. The tiny vestibule con
tains the old clock of the family house at

Frankfort, given to Goethe by the Grand
Duke of Mecklenburg on the fiftieth

anniversary of his first arrival at Wei
mar. Goethe was awakened by its strik

ing on November 7, 1825. The other

rooms consist of a library, a workroom,
a tiny bedroom, little larger than a cup
board, and a room for Goethe s servant

beyond. The library is fitted up with

plain deal shelves, covered with books,

mostly in paper covers. There are, I

believe, about six thousand of them, but
it is impossible to examine them closely.

Indeed, I was only admitted to this room

by the exceptional kindness of Dr. Eu-
land. A complete catalogue of them is

being prepared. The workroom has a

bare floor and two small windows look

ing into the garden (above). There is a

round table in the middle, with no table

cloth, a chair on either side for Goethe s

secretaries for Goethe himself rarely sat

down, and in his later years wrote noth

ing himself. He walked about dictating
to his secretaries. By the left-hand

window is a standing desk on which is

the bust of Napoleon in opalized glass,

brought from Strasburg as a present
by Eckermann. Some half-globes of

papier-mache, painted white and black,
are also there to illustrate the phases of

the moon. Before the right-hand win
dow stands a low table, at which the

little Wolfgang, Goethe s grandson, used
to do his lessons. The window shutter

has a circular aperture made for experi
ments in the theory of colors.

On a table between the windows
stands a plain white kitchen plate, full

of earth, collected for some experiments

by the poet just before his death. The

right-hand wall is taken up with a long
secretaire, with cupboards above and
below and a writing-table in the mid
dle. In these wrere found the mass of

Goethe s diaries and account-books. He
was a man of the most punctual business

habits
;
without them he could not have

got through his work. He never de

stroyed a paper, and made drafts of all

important letters. On the wall hang two
reliefs one bronze, the other plaster
of Napoleon, an object of Goethe s hero-

worship, one of them showing the fract-
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ure which it sustained by falling from
its nail on one of the days of the Battle

of Leipsic. On the table stands a com
mon Burgundy bottle, showing crystal
lized incrustations like the frosting of

windows in winter. On a nail hung Goe
the s visiting cards for the year 1832 till

tbe day of his death. He used to string
them together as they came, and sepa
rate the cards of different months by a

colored card. The visiting cards of many
years are carefully preserved. In this

room were discovered the greater num
ber of Goethe s original manuscripts.
Fond as he
was of re

ceiving com

pany, these

tiny cham
bers were
kept sacred.

It is said

that King
Ludwig of

Bavaria
once broke
in upon the

poet s seclu

sion, but al-

A door, papered like the rest of the

room, leads into the narrow bedroom, a

mere slip with scarcely room to turn (be

low). By the simple bed stands the tall,

padded arm-chair in which Goethe died.

The small table holds the last bottle of

medicine sent him in his illness, the

cup out of which he last drank, his

sponge and wash-hand basin, no larger,
alas ! than those which the travelled

Briton so often frets at. Goethe is

sometimes represented as selfish and

self-indulgent. The aspect of these

rooms is sufficient to banish the delusion.

A Corner of the Study, looking into the Bedroom.

though he brought with him a valuable
order as an offering the poet forgave
him with difficulty.

Goethe s Bed, and the Chair on which he died
;

his last Medicine Cups on the Table.

He could not have performed the

vast variety of work which fell

upon him till extreme old age un
less he had led the most laborious

and simple life, redeeming every
instant of time and husbanding
every fragment of strength.
From the house Dr. Ruland led

me to the garden (p. 615) once so

diligently cared for, now neglect
ed, yet full of memories. Goethe
could easily reach it from his ser

vant s room, and here he gave man}&quot;

hours to work and refreshment.

During the poet s lifetime the gar
den-wall formed the boundary of the

house. Goethe could slip out of the back
door without being seen, and a few min-
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The Study, looking toward the Bedroom.

utes brought him to the drawing-room of Frau von Stein, or to the shady walks
of the park. A summer-house contains mineralogical and geological specimens
which have not yet been completely examined. Before leaving I was able to

see one more interesting relic of the poet, a coach-house which still contains the

fc;
c
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carriage in which he drove out in his

later years, so often mentioned by Ecker-

mann. A blacksmith still lives in Wei
mar who repaired it in Goethe s life

time, and has examined it since. He
pronounces it strong and good, as fit to

be used as it was when Weimar saw its

revered idol taking his daily promenade.
The visit to Goethe s house is no

mere act of hero -
worship. Goethe

wished his life to be a monument as

beautiful and instructive as the works
which it produced. That lesson of self-

denial, high aspiration, and laborious
devotion to the service of mankind is

enforced with tenfold earnestness by the
reverent contemplation of the home in

which he dwelt.

The Study Table.

A PROBLEM IN PORTRAITURE.

By Arlo Bates.

does not look like

him,&quot; Celia Sathman
said, moving aside a

little that the afternoon

light might fall more

fully upon a portrait

standing unfinished

upon the easel
;

&quot; and yet it is unques
tionably the best picture you ever paint
ed. It interests me, it fascinates me

;

and I never had at all that feeling about

Ralph himself. And
yet,&quot;

she added,
smiling at her own inconsistency,

**
it is

like him. It isn t what I call a good
likeness, and yet

&quot;

The artist, Tom Claymore, leaned
back in his chair and smiled.

&quot; You are right and wrong,&quot; he said.

&quot;I am a little disappointed that you
don t catch the secret of the picture. I

knew Ralph wouldn t understand, but I

had hopes of
you.&quot;

A puzzled look came into Celia s face

as she continued to study the canvas.

Her companion smoked a cigarette and
watched her with a regard wrhich was at

once fond and a little amused.
The studio was a great room which had

originally been devoted to no less prosaic
an occupation than the painting of oil

cloth carpeting, great splashes of color,
which time and dust had softened into
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a pleasing dimness, remaining to testify

to its former character. It stood down
among the wharves of old Salem, a town
where even the new is scarcely to be

distinguished from the old, and Tom
had been delighted with its roomy quiet,
the play of light and shadow among the

bare beams overhead, and the ease with
which he had been able to make it serve

his purpose. He had done compara
tively little toward furnishing it for

his summer occupancy. He had hung
a few wrorn-out seines over the high
beams, and placed here and there his

latest acquisitions in the way of bric-

a-brac, while numerous sketches were

pinned to the walls with no attempt at

order. On the door he had fastened a

zither, of which the strings were struck

by nicely balanced hammers when the

door was moved, and in the still, rather

barn-like room, he had established him
self to teach and to paint through the

summer months.
&quot;

I cannot make it out at
all,&quot;

Celia said

at last, turning away from the easel and

walking toward Claymore. &quot;It looks

older and stronger than Ralph, as if

Ah !

&quot;

she interrupted herself suddenly,
a new light breaking in her face. &quot;Now

I see ! You have been painting his pos
sibilities. You are making a portrait of

him as he will be.&quot;

&quot;As he may be,&quot; Claymore corrected

her, his words showing that her conject
ure was in truth the key to the riddle.

&quot;When I began to paint Ralph I was at

once struck by the undeveloped state of

his face. It seemed to me like a bud
that hadn t opened ;

and I began at

once to try and guess what it would

grow into. I didn t at first mean to

paint it so, but the notion mastered me,
and now I deliberately give myself up to

the impulse. I don t know whether it s

professional, but it is great fun.&quot;

Celia went back and looked at the

picture once more, but she soon re

turned to stand leaning upon the tall

back of the chair in which her be
trothed was sitting.

&quot;It is getting too dark to see
it,&quot;

she

remarked; &quot;but your experiment inter

ests me wonderfully. You say you are

painting what his face may be
; why not

what his face must be ?
&quot;

&quot;

Because,&quot; the artist replied,
&quot; I am

trying to get in the best of his possibil
ities

;
to paint the noblest there is in

him. How can I tell if he will in life

realize it ? He may develop his worst

side, you know, instead of his best.&quot;

Celia was silent a moment. The dark
ness seemed to have gathered quickly,

rising clouds cutting off the light of the

after-glow which had followed the sun
set with delusive promise. She leaned
forward and laid her finger-tips lightly

upon Tom s forehead with a caressing
motion.

&quot; You are a clever man,&quot; she said.
&quot;

It

is fortunate you are a good one.&quot;

&quot;

Oh,&quot; he returned, almost brusquely,
though he took her hand and kissed it,
&quot; I don t know that I can lay claim to

any especial virtue. Are you thinking
of Hawthorne s story of The Prophetic
Pictures, that you think my goodness
particularly fortunate in this connec
tion ?

&quot;

Instead of replying she moved across

the studio with her graceful, firm walk,
which had won Tom s deep admiration
before he knew even her name. She
took up a light old-fashioned silk shawl,

yellow with time, and threw it across her
arm.

&quot; I must go home,&quot; she remarked, as

if no subject were under discussion. &quot;I

am sure I don t know what I was think

ing of to stay here so late.&quot;

&quot;

Oh, there is no time in sleepy old

Salem,&quot; was his response,
&quot; so it can t

be late
;
but if you will go I shall be

proud to walk up with
you.&quot;

He flung away the end of his cigarette,
locked the studio, and together they
took their way out of the region of

wharves, along Essex Street, that quaint,

dingy old thoroughfare, where every

step is full of suggestions of the past ;

where of old the busy life of Salem
flowed in vigorous current, laden with

interests which embraced half the globe ;

when sailors from strange lands used to

gather, swarthy and bold, pouring into

each other s ringed ear talk of advent

ure wild and daring ;
when merchants

walked counting their gains on cargoes

brought from the far Orient, and islands

of which even the names had hardly

grown familiar to the Western World.
Hawthorne has somewhere spoken of

the old life of New England as all too-
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sombre, and declared that our forefath

ers &quot; wove their web of life with hardly
a single thread of rose-color or gold ;

&quot;

but surely the master was misled by the

dimness gathered from time. Into every
old web of tapestry went many a bright
line of scarlet and green and azure,

many a woof of gold that time has tar

nished and the dust of years dulled un
til all is gray and faded. Along the

memory-haunted streets of Salem, from
the first went, side by side or hand in

hand, the happy maiden and her lover
;

stepped the bridal train
; passed the

young wife bearing under her heart

with fearful bliss the sweet secret of an
other life than her own

;
or the newly

made mother bore her first-born son

through a glory half sunlight and half

dreams of his golden future. In later

days all the romance of the seas, the

teeming life which inspired the tongue
of the prophet s denouncing lyre to

break into rhapsodies of poetry, the stir

of adventurous blood, and the boldness
of daring adventurers, have filled these

old streets with vivid and undying mem
ories.

The artist and his companion were
rather silent as they walked, he study
ing the lights and shadows with appre
ciative eye, and she apparently absorbed
in thought. At length she seemed to

come in her reverie to some doubt which
she needed his aid to resolve.

&quot;

Tom,&quot; she asked, rather hesitatingly,
&quot;have you noticed any change in Ralph
lately?&quot;

&quot;Change?&quot; repeated Claymore, in

terrogatively, with a quick flash of in

terest in his eyes despite the studied
calmness of his manner.

&quot; Yes. He hasn t been the same since

since
&quot; Since when ?

&quot;

the artist inquired,
as she hesitated.

&quot;

Why, it must be almost ever since

we came home and you began to paint
him,&quot; Celia returned, thoughtfully ;

though I confess I have noticed it

only lately. Hasn t it struck you ?
&quot;

Her companion, instead of replying
directly, began carefully to examine the

carving on the head of his walking-stick.
&quot; You forget how slightly I knew him

before,&quot; he said.
&quot; What sort of a

change do you mean ?
&quot;
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&quot; He has developed. He seems all at

once to be becoming a man.&quot;

&quot; He is twenty-eight. It isn t strange
that there should be signs of the man
about him, I suppose.&quot;

&quot; But he has always seemed so boy
ish,&quot; Celia insisted, with the air of one
who finds it difficult to make herself un
derstood.

&quot;

Very likely something has happened
to sober him,&quot; Tom answered, with an
effort to speak carelessly, which pre
vented him from noticing that Celia

flushed slightly at his words.

They had reached Miss Sathman s

gate, and he held it open for her.
&quot;

It was very good of you to come
this afternoon,&quot; he told her.

&quot; When
will you take your next lesson ?

&quot;

&quot; I can t tell,&quot; she replied. &quot;Ill let

you know. Won t you come in ?
&quot;

The invitation was given with a cer

tain faint wistfulness, but he declined,
and lifting his hat bade her good-night.
She turned on the doorstep and looked
after him as his strong, resolute figure

passed down the street, and a sigh es

caped her.
&quot; I wonder if Tom will seem to me so

reserved and cold after we are married,&quot;

was her thought.

n.

PEOPLE in general thought Tom Clay
more s nature cold and reserved because
his manner was so. He was reticent

perhaps to a fault, but the reticent man
who is cold is a monster, and Tom was
far from being anything so disagreeable
as that. His was the shy artistic tem

perament, and the circumstances of his

rather lonely life had fostered a habit of

saying little while he yet felt deeply,
and since he took life seriously he found
himself little disposed to open his heart
in ordinary conversation.

Even with his betrothed he had not

yet outworn the reserve which every
year of his life had strengthened, and
Celia, despite her betrothal, was not

wholly free from the common error of

supposing that, because he said little of

his sentiment, he felt no more. She had
been his pupil in Boston, and it was for

the sake of being near her that he had
established himself at Salem for the
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summer, making a pretext of the fact

that he had promised to paint the por
trait of her cousin, Ralph Thatcher.
Tom Claymore could not have told at

what stage of his work upon this portrait
he became possessed of the idea that he
had been unconsciously painting rather

the possibilities than the realities of his

sitter s face. At first he smiled at the

idea as a mere fanciful notion
;
then he

strove against it
;
but he ended by giving

his inspiration, or his whim, free rein,

and deliberately endeavoring to portray
the noblest manhood of which Ralph
Thatcher s face seemed to him to con
tain the germs. He felt a secret impa
tience with the young man, who with

wealth, health, and all the opportunities
of life, seemed still too much a boy prop
erly to appreciate or to use them

;
and

as the portrait advanced the thought
came into Claymore s mind that, when
it was completed, some effect might be

produced upon Thatcher by its showing
him thus vividly the possibilities of char
acter he was wasting. The artist did

not, it is true, attach much importance
to this idea, but he at least found much
interest in following out his endeavor
when once he had given himself up to it.

The idea of a sitter being influenced by
a portrait is by no means a novel one

among painters, and Claymore took

pains to have Thatcher see the picture
as soon as it got beyond its early stages.
He wanted it to have to the full whatever
influence was possible, and he was curi

ous to discover how soon its departure
from an exact likeness would become ap
parent to the original.
A curious complication followed. It

was not long before it began to seem to

Tom that Ralph was growing up to the

ideal he had painted. At first he re

jected the idea as utterly fanciful. Then
he recalled an experience a brother ar

tist had related to him in Paris, where a

girl who had been painted in the dress ofa

nun worn at a fancy ball, came, by brood

ing over the picture, to be so possessed
with a belief in her vocation that she
ended by actually taking the veil. The
cases were not exactly parallel, but Clay
more saw in them a certain similarity in

that both seemed to show how a possi

bility might be so strongly expressed on
canvas as to become an important factor

in making itself an actuality. He be
came intensely interested in the problem
which presented itself. He had before
this time remarked to Celia that Ralph
only needed arousing to develop into a
most noble man, and he began to specu
late whether it were possible that the

portrait might furnish the impulse
needed the filament about which crys
tallization would take place all at once.
He worked slowly and with the utmost
care, taking pains to have Thatcher at

the studio as much as possible on days
when he was not posing, that the picture
might be constantly before his eyes ;

and of one thing at least he was sure be

yond the possibility of a doubt Ralph
was certainly developing.

&quot; Post hoc sed non ergo propter hoc&quot;

he said to himself, in the Latin of his

school-debating-society days ;
but se

cretly he believed it was no less because
than after.

On the morning after Celia had talked
with her betrothed about the picture
Ralph gave the artist a sitting. The
young man seemed so preoccupied that

Tom rallied him a little on his absence
of mind, inquiring if Thatcher wished
his portrait to have an air of deep ab
straction.

&quot;

I was not thinking of that con
founded old picture at

all,&quot; the young
man responded, smiling.

&quot; I was merely
well, I do not know exactly how to tell

you what I was doing. Do you ever feel

as if the reflective part of you, whatever
that may be, had gone into its office for

private meditation and shut your con
sciousness outside ?

&quot;

&quot;

Yes,&quot; Tom answered,
&quot; and I always

comfort myself for being excluded by
supposing that at least something of

real importance must be under consid

eration or it wouldn t be worth the trou

ble to shut the doors so carefully.&quot;
&quot; Do you ?

&quot;

returned the sitter.
&quot; I

had a jolly old clerical uncle who used
to lock the door of his study and pretend
to be writing the most awe-inspiring
sermons, when he really was only having
a well-fed nap. I am afraid,&quot; he went

on, with a sigh and a change of manner,
&quot; that there is little of real importance
has ever gone on in my mind. Do you
know, I am half-inclined to hate you,
and yet I somehow cannot.&quot;
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The artist looked up in surprise.
&quot;Hate me?&quot; lie echoed. &quot;Why

ought you to hate me ?
&quot;

&quot; Because you are everything that I

am not
;
because you have succeeded

everywhere that I have failed
;
because

you win and I lose.&quot;

There was a ring of bitterness in

Ealph s tone which Tom could not un
derstand. The artist rubbed his brush
on his palette with a thoughtful air.

&quot; I do not see how it would follow that

you should vent your wrath on me,&quot; he

said,
&quot; even if what you say were true,

instead of being nonsense as it is.&quot;

&quot; Were true ? It is true. I have done

nothing, I am nothing, I am good for

nothing ;
and to crown all, the woman

I have loved all my worthless life can t

help seeing how little I amount to, and
of course she doesn t care a rap for me.&quot;

There was something so frankly boy
ish in this declaration and in the manner
in which it was made, as to obscure the

fact that Kalph was at least beginning
to reason upon the effect which his idle,

purposeless life might have on the wom
an he wished to win. The reflection

crossed the mind of Claymore that to

some disappointment in love might be
due the change in his friend which he
had attributed to the influence of the

portrait. The thought struck him with
a keen pang of disappointment. It was
like seeing a glorious work crumble to

nothing beneath his hands. He laid

down his palette.
&quot; I can do nothing more to-day,&quot; he

said,
&quot; the light has changed.&quot;

HI.

CLAYMORE S temperament was thor

oughly artistic, which means that he
was intensely imaginative, sanguine, and
strenuous in pursuit of an ideal. He
had by no means been conscious how
strong a hold the idea of influencing the

development of Ralph Thatcher had ta

ken upon his mind, until the doubt pre
sented itself that this was but a delusion
of his fancy. He reasoned with himself,

half-petulantly, half-humorously ;
some

times taking the ground that his the

ory had been but a fantastic absurdity,
and again holding doggedly to the belief

that it was founded upon a vital truth.

But it is not possible for the genuinely
imaginative nature really to disbelieve

in its inspirations, and however his un

derstanding argued, Tom, in the end,
remained convinced that he was right
in believing that the force of his picture
had really affected his sitter.

Without any consciously well-defined

plan, he got out a new canvas and occu

pied himself, when alone in the studio,

by copying Ralph s head, although with
a difference. As in the other picture
he had endeavored to express all the

noblest possibilities of the young man s

face, in this he labored to embody what
ever potentiality of evil might lurk there.

Every introspective person has experi
enced the sensation of acting under some
inner direction without being conscious

of the reason why a given course is to

be followed, and, much as might have
come a hint of the intentions of another

person, came to Tom the thought that

he was painting this second portrait to

see how its difference from the first

would show him upon what foundations
rested his fanciful theory. He did not

wholly believe this to be an adequate
explanation of his secret motives, but he
did not seek to push self-investigation
farther. Self-deception is, after all, the

subtlest of the many subtle questions

concerning the workings of the human
mind.
Tom worked steadily and with almost

feverish rapidity, and before the end
of the week he was able to substitute

the second portrait for the first, when

Ralph, who had been absent from town
for a day or two, came for his next sit

ting. The artist was not without a good
deal of secret nervous curiosity in re

gard to the effect upon Thatcher of the

changed picture. He appreciated how
great the alteration really was, making
a difference so wide that he had lacked

courage to carry out his first intention

of showing the new canvas to Celia. He
was deterred from letting her see it by
a secret sense of guilt, mingled with a

gentlemanly instinct not to betray the

discreditable secrets of character which
he believed he had discovered in Ralph s

nature. What Thatcher himself would

say to the work he awaited with eager
ness, and as the latter, after the custom-
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ary greetings, walked up to the easel

and stood regarding his counterfeit pre
sentiment, Tom found himself more ner
vous than he would have supposed pos
sible.

Kalph studied the picture a moment
in silence.

&quot;What in the devil,&quot; he burst out,
&quot; have you been doing to my picture ?

&quot;

&quot; What is the matter with it?
&quot;

the ar

tist asked, stepping beside him, and in

turn fixing his gaze on the portrait.
&quot; I m sure I don t know,&quot; Ralph re

plied, with a puzzled air
;

&quot;bat somehow
or other it seems to me to have changed
from a rather decent-looking phiz into

a most accursedly low-lived-looking one.

Do I look like that?&quot;

&quot; I suppose a mirror would give a

more disinterested answer to that ques
tion than I could.&quot;

Claymore glanced up as he spoke, and

hardly repressed an exclamation of sur

prise. Ralph s whole expression was

changing to correspond with that of the

portrait before him. Who has not, in

looking at some portrait which strongly

impressed him, found in a little time
that his own countenance was uncon

sciously altering its expression to corre

spond with that portrayed before him
;

and the chances that such a thing will

occur must be doubly great when the

picture is one s own image.
A portrait appeals so intimately to

the personality of the person repre
sented, human vanity and individuality
insist so strongly upon regarding it as

a part of self, that it stands in a closer

relation to the inner being than can al

most any other outward thing. It is, in

a sense, part of the original, and perhaps
the oriental prejudice against being
portrayed, lest in the process the artist

may obtain some sinister advantage, is

founded upon some subtle truth. It

can hardly be possible that, with the

keen feeling every man must have in re

gard to his portrait, that anyone should
fail to be more or less influenced by the

painter s conception of him, the visible

embodiment of the impression he has
made upon another human mind

;
and

since every picture must contain some

thing of the personality of the artist, it

follows that a portrait-painter is sure to

impress the character of his sitters. It

would rarely happen that this influence
would be either intentional or tangible,
but must it not always exist ?

Claymore stood for a little time watch

ing Ralph s face
; then he walked away

and returned with a small mirror which
he put in the latter s hand. Thatcher
looked at the reflection it offered him,
and broke into a hard laugh.

&quot;By George!&quot; he said. &quot;It does
look Hke me. I never realized before
that I was such a

whelp.&quot;

&quot;Fiddlesticks!&quot; Claymore rejoined
briskly, taking the glass from him.
&quot; Don t talk nonsense. Take your place
and let s get to work.&quot;

IV.

ON the afternoon of the same day
Celia came into the studio with her face

clouded. She received her lover s greet

ings in an absent-minded fashion, and
almost before the musical tinkle of the

zither on the door which admitted her
had died away, she asked abruptly :

&quot; What in the world have you been

doing to Ralph?&quot;

&quot;I? Nothing but painting him.

Why?&quot;

&quot;Because he came down here this

morning in a perfectly heavenly frame
of mind. He has been in Boston to see

about some repairs on his tenement-
houses at the North End that I ve been

teasing him to make ever since the first

of my being there last winter
;
and he

came in this morning to say he thought
I was right, and he was going to take

hold and do what I wanted.&quot;

&quot;Well?&quot; questioned Tom, as she

broke off with a gesture of impatience.
&quot; And after he d been down here for

his sitting he came back as cross and

strange, and said he d reconsidered, and
he didn t see why he should bother his

head about the worthless wretches in

the slums. I can t see what came over

him.&quot;

&quot;But why should you hold me re

sponsible for your cousin s vagaries ?
&quot;

&quot;

Oh, of course you are not,&quot; Celia re

plied, with a trace of petulance in her

tone
;

&quot;but I am so dreadfully disap

pointed. Ralph has always put the

whole thing off before, and now I

thought he had really waked up.&quot;
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&quot;Probably,&quot; Claymore suggested, &quot;it

is some new phase of his ill-starred love

affair.&quot;

Miss Sathman flushed to her temples.
&quot; I do not know why you choose to

say that,&quot; she answered, stiffly. &quot;He

never speaks to me of that now. He is

too thoroughly a gentleman.&quot;
&quot; What !

&quot; Tom burst out, in genuine
amazement. &quot; Good heavens ! It wasn t

you?&quot;

Celia looked at him in evident be
wilderment.

&quot;Didn t you know?&quot; she asked.
&quot;

Ralph has been in love with me ever

since we were in pinafores. I didn t

speak of it because it didn t seem fair to

him
;
but I supposed, of course, that was

what you meant when you spoke. I

even thought you might be jealous the

least bit.&quot;

Claymore turned away and walked
down the studio on pretence of arrang
ing a screen. He felt as if he had
stabbed a rival in the back. Whether

by his brush he had really an influence

over Thatcher, or the changes in his

sitter were merely coincidences, he had
at least been trying to affect the young
man, and since he now knew him as the

lover of Celia his actions all at once took
on a different character, and the second

portrait seemed like a covert attack.
&quot;

Ralph is so amazingly outspoken,&quot;

Celia continued, advancing toward the

easel and laying her hand on the cloth

which hung before her cousin s portrait,
&quot;that I wonder he has not told you.
He is very fond of you, though, he

naively says, he ought not to be.&quot;

As she spoke she lifted the curtain

which hid the later portrait of Ralph.
She uttered an exclamation which made
Claymore, whose back had been turned,

spring hastily toward her, too late to

prevent her seeing the picture.
&quot;Tom,&quot; she cried, &quot;what have you

done to Ralph?&quot;

The tone pierced Claymore to the

quick. The words were almost those

which Celia had used before, but now
reproach, grief, and a depth of feeling
which it seemed to Tom must come
from a feeling deeper than either, gave
them a new intensity of meaning. The
tears sprang to Miss Sathman s eyes as

she looked from the canvas to her lover.

&quot;Oh, Tom,&quot; she said, &quot;how could

you change it so ? Ralph does not look

like that.&quot;

&quot;No,&quot; Claymore answered, his em
barrassment giving to his voice a cold

ness of tone. &quot;This is the reverse of

the other picture. This is the evil pos
sibility of his face.&quot;

He recovered his composure. De
spite his coldness of demeanor there was
a vein of intense jealousy in the paint
er s nature, which tingled at the tone in

which his betrothed spoke of her cousin.

He had more than once said to himself

that, despite the fact that Celia might
be more demonstrative than he, his

own love for her was far stronger than
hers for him. Now there came to him
the conviction, quick and unreasonable,
that although she might not be aware
of it, her deepest affection was really

given to Ralph Thatcher.
&quot; Why did you paint it, Tom?&quot; Celia

pursued. &quot;It is wicked. It really does
not in the least resemble Ralph. I sup
pose you could take any face and distort

it into wickedness. Where is the other

picture?&quot;

Without a word Tom brought the first

Sortrait

and set it beside the second,

elia regarded the two canvases in si

lence a moment. Her color deepened,
and her throat swelled. Then she

turned upon Claymore with eyes that

flashed, despite the tears which sprang
into them.

&quot;You are wicked and cruel!&quot; she

said, bitterly. &quot;I hate you for doing
it-

Tom turned pale, and then laughed
unmirthfully.

&quot; You take it very much to heart,&quot; he
remarked.
The tears welled more hotly in her

eyes. She tried in vain to check them,
and then with a sob she turned and
walked quickly from the studio, the

zither tinkling, as the door closed after

her, with a gay frivolity that jarred on

Claymore s overwrought nerves.

V.

IT was nearly a fortnight before Tom
saw Celia again. For a day or two he

kept away from her, waiting for some

sign that her mood had softened and
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that she regretted her words. Then he
could endure suspense no longer, and
called at the house to discover that she

had gone to the mountains for a brief

visit. He remembered that he had been
told of this journey, and he reflected

that Celia might have expected him to

come and bid her good-by. His mental
attitude toward her had been much the

same as if there had been some actual

quarrel, and now he said to himself

that, after all, there had been nothing
in their last interview to justify this

feeling. He alternately reproached him
self and blamed her, and continually
the condition of things became more in

tolerable to him.
His temper was not improved when

Ralph, at one of the sittings, which con
tinued steadily, mentioned in a tone
which seemed to the artist s jealous

fancy rather boasting, that he had re

ceived a letter from his cousin. Tom
frowned fiercely, and painted on with
out comment.

Claymore was working steadily on the

second portrait, which was rapidly ap
proaching completion. He said to him
self that if his theory was right, and the

reflection of his worst traits before a
man s eye could influence the original
to evil, he would be avenged upon Ralph
for robbing him of Celia, since this por
trait of Thatcher was to have a place in

the young man s home. He also re

flected that in no way else could he so

surely wean Celia from an affection for

her cousin, as by bringing out Ralph s

worst side. He despised himself for

what he was doing, but as men sullenly

yield to a temptation against which all

their best instincts fight, he still went
on with his work.
He naturally watched closely to see

what effect the portrait was already hav

ing on his sitter. Whether from its in

fluence or from other causes, Ralph had

grown morose and ungracious after Ce-
lia s departure, and Tom was certainly
not mistaken in feeling that he was in
the worst possible frame of mind. Even
the fact that his cousin had written to
him did little to change his mood, a fact

that Tom, sore and hurt at being left

without letters, noted with inward anger.
The two men were daily approaching

that point where it was probable that

they would come into open conflict.

Ralph began to devise excuses for avoid

ing the sittings, a fact that especially ir

ritated the artist, who was anxious to

complete the work. The whole nature
of their relations toward each other had
undergone a change, and all frankness
and friendliness seemed to have gone
out of it. Sometimes Claymore felt re

sponsible for this, and at others he

laughed at the idea that he had in any
way helped to change Ralph. He was

uneasy and unhappy, and when a couple
of weeks had gone by without a word
from Celia, he resolved that he would
follow her to the mountains, and at least

put an end to the suspense which was

becoming intolerable.

He sent word to Thatcher that he was

going out of town for a few days, packed
his valise, and went down to his studio
to put things to rights for his absence.
He arranged the two or three things
that needed attention, looked at his

watch, and found that he had something
over an hour before train time. He
started toward the door of the studio,

hesitated, and then turned back to stand
in front of the easel and regard the

nearly completed portrait of Ralph
Thatcher.

It was a handsome face that looked
out at him, and one full of character,
but there was an expression of sensual

ity in the full lips that was almost pain
ful, while the eyes were selfish and cruel.

The artist s first feeling was one of grati
fied vanity at the cleverness with which
his work had been done. He had pre
served the likeness, and scarcely in

creased the apparent age of his sitter,

while he had carried forward into repul
sive fulness the worst possibilities of

which he could find trace in the counte
nance of the original. As he looked a

cruel sense of triumph grew in Clay
more s mind. He felt that this portrait
was the sure instrument of his revenge
against the man who had robbed him of

the love of his betrothed. He thought
of his coming interview with Celia, and
so completely was he possessed of the

belief that he had lost her, that he
looked forward to the meeting as to a

farewell.

At the thought a sudden pulse of

emotion thrilled him. He saw Celia s
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beautiful, high-bred face before him,
and there came into his mind a sense of

shame, as if he were already before her

and could not meet her eyes. The

sting of the deepest humiliation a high-
minded man can know, that of standing-
condemned and degraded in his own

eyes, pierced his very soul.

&quot;It is myself and not Ralph that I

have been harming,&quot; ran his thought.
&quot;

It has never occurred to me that, even

if I was dragging him down, I had flung

myself into the slime to do it. Good
heavens ! Is this the sort of man I am ?

Am I such a sneak as to lurk in the dark
and take advantage of the confidence he
shows by putting himself into my hands !

Celia is right ;
she could not be herself

and not prefer him to the blackguard I

have proved myself.&quot;

However fanciful his theory in regard
to the effect of the portrait upon Thatch
er might be, Tom was too honest to dis

guise from himself that his will and in

tention had been to do the other harm,
and to do it, moreover, in an under
handed fashion. Instead of open, manly
attack upon his rival, he had insidiously
endeavored to work him injury against
which Ealph could not defend himself.

&quot; The only thing I have really accom

plished,&quot; groaned poor Tom to himself,
&quot;

is to prove what a contemptible cur I

am.&quot;

He took from his pocket his knife,

opened it, and approached the canvas.

Then that strong personal connection
between the artist and his work which
makes its defence almost identical with
the instinct of self-preservation, made
him pause. For an instant he wavered,
moved to preserve the canvas, although
he hid it away ;

then with desperate
resolution, and a fierceness not unlike a
sacred fury, he cut the canvas into strips.
So great was the excitement of his mood
and act that he panted as he finished by
wrenching the shreds of canvas from the
stretcher.

Then he smiled at the extravagance
of his feelings ;

set the empty stretcher

against the wall, and once more brought
to light the original portrait.

&quot;

There,&quot; he said to himself as he set

the picture on the easel, &quot;lean at least

go to her with a decently clean con

science, if I am a fool.&quot;

VI.

IT was well on toward sunset when

Claymore reached the mountain village
where Celia was staying with a party of

friends. All the hours of his ride in the

cars he had been reviewing his relations

toward her. With his imaginative tem

perament he wras sure to exaggerate the

gravity of the situation, and he was firm

ly convinced that by the destruction of

the portrait he had virtually renounced
his betrothed. He recalled jealously the

many signs Celia had given of her inter

est in her cousin, and he settled himself

in the theory that it was only Ralph s

boyishness and apparent want of char
acter which had prevented his winning
her love. Looking back over the sum
mer and recalling how Thatcher had ad
vanced in manliness, how his character

had developed, and Celia s constant ap
preciation of his progress, Claymore
could not but conclude, with an inward

groan, that although she was pledged to

him her affection was really given to his

rival.

Whether Celia was aware of the true

state of her feelings, Tom could not de
termine. Her silence of the last fort

night had perplexed and tormented
him

;
and he felt sure that in that time

she could not have failed to reflect

deeply upon the situation. He believed,
however whimsical such a theory might
seem, that his only chance of holding
her was by showing her the dark side of

Ralph s character, as he was convinced
he had been the means of showing her
the best traits of her cousin. The ef

fect of the portraits had become to him
a very real and a very important factor

in the case, and although he was at heart

too good to regret that he had destroyed
the second picture, he was not without
a feeling of self-pity that fate had forced

upon him the destruction of his own
hopes. The logical reflection that, if

his ideas were true, he had himself

chosen to take up the weapon by which
he was in the end wounded, did not oc

cur to him, and would probably have af

forded him small consolation if it had.

A servant directed him down a wood

path which led to a small cascade, where
he was told he should find Miss Sath-

man. As he came within sound of the
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falling water he heard voices, and press

ing on he was suddenly brought to an

abrupt halt by recognizing the tones of

Ralph Thatcher. What the young man
was saying Tom did not catch, but the

reply of Celia came to his ears with cut

ting distinctness.
&quot; And does it seem to you honorable,

Ralph,&quot; she said,
&quot; to follow me here and

talk to me in this way, when you know I

am engaged to another man, and he

your friend ?
&quot;

&quot; No man is my friend that takes you
away from me !

&quot;

Thatcher returned,

hotly. &quot;And besides, I happen to

know you have quarrelled with him.

You haven t written to him since you
came here.&quot;

&quot; I have not quarrelled with him,&quot;

Celia answered. &quot;Oh, Ralph, I have al

ways believed you were so honorable.&quot;
&quot; Honorable ! honorable !

&quot;

repeated
the other, angrily.

&quot; Shall I let you go
for a whimsical fancy that it is not hon
orable to speak to you. I have loved

you ever since we were children, and

you
&quot;

&quot; And
I,&quot;

Miss Sathman interrupted,
&quot;have never loved anybody in that way
but Tom.&quot;

The woodland swam before Clay
more s eyes. Instinctively, and hardly
conscious what he was doing, he drew
himself aside out of the path into the

thicket. What more was said he did

not know. He was only conscious that

a moment or two later Ralph went alone

by the place where he lay hidden, and
then he rose and went slowly toward
the cascade and Celia.

She was sitting with her back toward
him, but as she turned at the sound of

his footsteps, the look of pain in her eyes
changed suddenly into a great joy.

vn.

IT was nearly a year before Tom told
Celia the whole story of the two por
traits. The temptation and the effects

of his paltering with it were so real in

his mind that he could not bring him
self to confess until he had made such
effort as lay in his power at reparation.
He finished the original picture without
more sittings, for Ralph, much to the
artist s relief, kept away from the studio,
and then he left Salem, saying to him
self that his presence there might drive

Ralph from home, where Tom wished
him to remain that the influence of the

face, if it really existed, might help him.
&quot; I do not know,&quot; Celia said, thought

fully, &quot;whether the changes in Ralph
came from the pictures or from his dis

appointment ;
but in either case I can

see how real the whole was to you, and
I am glad you stood the test

; although,&quot;

she added, smiling fondly upon her hus

band, &quot;I should have known from the

first that you wouldn t fail.&quot;

&quot;But you must acknowledge,&quot; Tom
responded, replying to the latter portion
of her remark by a caress,

&quot; that Ralph
has come out splendidly in the last year

since he has had that portrait to look

at.&quot;

&quot;

Yes,&quot; she replied, musingly,
&quot; and

he is fast growing up to the picture.&quot;
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By Josephine Lazarus.

LITTLE more than
a year ago there

appeared in Paris,
under the simple
title &quot;Journal de
Marie Bashkirtseff,&quot;

two volumes which
are as yet little

known to English
readers; though to a small circle the

name is already familiar, in part through
a collection of striking pictures shown
in the Paris Exposition.
The &quot;Journal of Marie Bashkirtseff&quot; is

in many ways a unique book something
phenomenal in literature, never before

attempted and never to be attempted
again. Marie herself is the type of
&quot; the modern,&quot; the child of our own
restless, unanchored, and disjointed age.

Many women will, no doubt, resent that

one should take as a type a personality
so excessive, so absorbed and enam
ored of itself, overstrung and overbal
anced a creature of nerves rather than
of flesh and blood and yet it may be
that every woman will find reflected in

some side of this mobile, many-hued
nature, some special phase which she

thought peculiarly her own, some hid
den secret which she had hardly con
fessed to herself.

The Eussians have the art of making
confidences, a sort of tact and finesse

which makes their egotism seem our own,
and therefore all the more beguiling in

proportion as it is indulged, letting us
into vistas, as it were, of our own inner

experience. So Marie Bashkirtseff en
thralls us from the first.

&quot; You may be

sure, charitable readers, that I show

myself in these pages complete and en

tire,&quot; she says.
&quot;

Myself as an interest

is perhaps a slight thing for you, but
do not think that it is /, think that it

is a human being who relates to you all

her impressions since childhood. . . .

It is always curious, the life of a woman,
day by day, without disguise, as if no
one in the world would ever read it, and
at the same time with the intention of

being read; for I am quite sure that

you will find me sympathetic, and I tell

everything, everything, everything.&quot;

She was born on November 11, 1860,
at Poltava, in the Ukraine. Her parents
belonged to the nobility of the province.
A fortune-teller whom her mother con
sulted said to her :

&quot; Your son will be
like the rest of the world, but your
daughter will be a star.&quot; And from the

age of three, Marie tells us, she had vis

ions of greatness. Her dolls were al

ways queens and kings, and everything
around her seemed to have reference to

this greatness, which was surely to come.
In 1870 she left Russia with her family,
travelled through Switzerland and Ger

many, visiting Baden, where she had a

glimpse of the fashionable world,
&quot; and

was eaten out with
vanity,&quot;

she tells us.

The Journal opens at Nice, January,
1873 (at the age of twelve). From the

outset we are amazed. A girl of twrelve

with such energy of sentiment and reflec

tion, such a fiery will to live !

&quot; Great

God, make me happy !

&quot;

she exclaims on
the very first page. &quot;But what else

am I in the world for, except to be

happy ?
&quot;

Like a bird she stands, breath

less, quivering to take flight. Life

stretches before her, marvellous, unex

plored, and glittering from a thousand

shining points. She is already in love

with an English duke, whom she has
seen half a dozen times on the Prom
enade, with whom she has never ex

changed a word, and who does not even
know of her existence

;
but in her own

fantastic world she dedicates herself to

him with the hope that some day he
will know of her devotion and reward
it. In the meanwhile she will become
all that a woman can be beautiful, dis

tinguished a great singer perhaps, for

she has a fine voice to cultivate. Then
he will love her, and how brilliant,

how perfect life will be ! She falls on
her knees and prays. Three times,
she says, God has heard and an
swered her prayers ;

the first time she
asked for a game of croquet, and her
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aunt brought it to her from Geneva
;
the

second time she begged for his aid in

learning English, and in her excite

ment, she tells us, she seemed to see

in the corner of the room an image of

the Virgin, promising what she asked.

But heaven is deaf to her prayers this

time, and her dream of love is rudely
dispelled. The marriage of the duke
is announced to her, and she breaks
out into despair.

&quot; I am a strange creat

ure,&quot; she says ;
&quot;no one suffers as I do,

and yet I live, I sing, I write. . . .

His name is no longer a beneficent

warmth ; it is a fire, a reproach, and a

passion of jealousy and grief. . .

There was a sort of lamp in my soul,
and this lamp has gone out. What a

torture to have to change one s prayer !&quot;

But the truth is that she does not know
what is tormenting her, what is

&quot;

gnaw
ing at her heart and suffocating her,&quot;

nor can she express &quot;the hundredth

part
&quot;

of what she feels.
&quot; How I long

to be twenty,&quot; she says ;

&quot; I am nothing
but a dreamer, without any future, and
filled with ambition. ... I wish
to live faster, ever faster and faster.

. . . I am like Hagar in the wilder

ness, I wait and long for a living soul.&quot;

She throws herself with a sort of rage
into study, urging on her teachers, and

arranging the plan as though she were

preparing to take a degree. Nine hours
a day, and she wishes there were more.

Music, drawing, Latin, and the rest.

She relates a curious dream how she
was flying high above the earth with a

lyre in her hand, whose chords were con

stantly unstrung, so that she could draw
no sound from them. She rose higher
and higher, and saw immense horizons
and clouds of every color blue, red, and

yellow, silver, and gold. Then every
thing became gray, then dazzling, and

again vague, while she went on rising
and rising to dizzy heights, the lyre still

in her hand with its chords always un

strung, and far below, under her feet, a
reddish ball, the earth.

Everything is confided to her Journal,
which is to be &quot; the photograph of her
whole existence.&quot; So she describes and
admires herself. She loves to sit alone
before the glass and look at her beauti
ful hands, so fine and white and delicately

pink, at the brilliancy of her complexion,

and her red-gold hair.
&quot; I am beauti

ful,&quot; she says, &quot;and what more do I

need ? It seems to me that everything
will succeed with me. Everything
smiles upon me, and I am happy, so

happy !

&quot; Even in her depressed moods
she finds a certain satisfaction.

&quot; I like

to weep and despair, to be sad and un
happy. I look upon it all as so much
diversion, and I love life in spite of every
thing. . . . How shall I express it ?

. . . Even while praying for happi
ness, I am happy to be miserable. It is

no longer I, myself, who am thus
; my

body suffers and cries out, but some

thing in me, above me, rejoices at every
thing.&quot;

The winter of 76 finds her in

Rome. She is fifteen. At a masked
ball at the Capitol she meets Pietro,
Count A., the nephew of Cardinal An-

tonelli, and from this time forward the

pages of her Journal are given over to

this &quot; cerebral romance,&quot; which is cu
rious indeed. Every word and look are

chronicled, and every passing breath of

emotion caught and fixed as it were on
a sensitive plate. On one page she loves

him. His voice is sounding in her ears

while she writes. &quot; When he goes away
I am sorry. I can never have enough of

him. It is absurd to fall in love in this

way as I do. . . . Above all I love to

hear him tell me that he loves me,&quot; and
she sits for hours after he has left her,

with her elbows on the table, dreaming.
But in the same paragraph, &quot;It is only
when I am tired and half asleep that I

think I love Pietro. Why am I vain ?

Why am I ambitious ? Why am I rea

sonable ? . . . I love and I do not
love. I cannot understand.&quot; Nor is it

easy to follow her shifting moods and
fancies. A flame seems to flicker and

play about her, but she is never caught

up, never swept away and lost in the

fiery ether. Besides the Marie who is

yielding to the influences around and
within her, there is another Marie who
holds herself aloof, looks on, criticises,

and even disapproves. After a tender

interview with her lover, when she es

capes to her room, she exclaims :

&quot; Fie !

I am disgusted with myself. Shall I al

ways be my own censor, or is it because

I am not really in love ?
&quot; She leaves

Rome and the affair comes to an end.

She is deeply mortified and aggrieved,
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and feels that she has put herself in a

false position for a man who is unworthy
of her, and whom she does not even love.

&quot;Love, such as I have imagined, does

not exist,&quot; she says ;

&quot;

it is a fantasy, an
ideal. Did I ever really love him ?

&quot;

she

asks.
&quot;

No, I only loved his love of me,&quot;

and she goes on to pity him. . . .

&quot;Poor Pietro ! My future glory pre
vents me from even thinking seriously
about him. . . . He cannot even be
the first step on that divine ladder which
leads to ambition satisfied.&quot; For her

wildest dreams come back to her. She
wants everything that the world can

give : rank, wealth, palaces, pictures,

jewels to be the centre of a brilliant

circle, political, literary, charitable, and
frivolous. Rome ! Paris ! the stage,

singing, painting ! She is drawn in

every direction, and everything seems

open to her. Her thoughts revert now
lovingly to Rome.

&quot; I hardly understood
it at first,&quot; she says ;

&quot;I did not realize

the beauty of the Campagna so sim

ple, so filled with the past. . . . No
houses, no trees nothing but a plain

waving like the ocean after a storm, with

sheep and shepherds scattered here and

there, such as Virgil speaks of. ...
Indeed, life is different in Italy from else

where, large, free, and full of surprise,
wild and yet dreamy, fiery and yet gen
tle, like its sun, its sky, and glowing
plain.&quot;

But while Rome so powerfully attracts

her, it is to Russia that her destiny now
calls her. She is apparently bored in

her native land
;
her people and sur

roundings do not interest her
;
but a

romantic episode again serves to enliven

the tedium of her visit. Her cousin
&quot; Pacha &quot;

falls a victim to her coquetry
and charms. A true Russian, grave and

sedate, she yet uses with him the same

procedure as with the volatile and im

pulsive Pietro, making him declare his

passion again and again, and feed her
inordinate vanity and love of admira
tion.

&quot; Have I ever been in love ?
&quot;

she

asks him, and she is enchanted when he
tells her,

&quot; Never. . . You can only
love through caprice. To-day a man,
to-morrow a dress, and the day after

a cat.&quot; On leaving Russia she gives
&quot;Pacha&quot; a sigh of regret and goes her

way. Another glimpse of Rome, Naples,

Florence, Schlangenbad for the baths,
back and forth between Paris and Nice

;

and in the inner life, the same va et

vient, the same
&quot;exploring&quot;

of the sen

timents, books, music, drawing, paint

ing, and above all revery and cloud-

castles, where she loses and lifts herself

above earthly things. She is still ask

ing,
&quot; When shall I know what this love

is, which I hear so much about ? . . .

I am like the patient and indefatigable
chemist who passes whole nights before

his retorts, so as not to lose the ex

pected and longed-for moment. It

seems to me that this something is

going to happen every day, and I wait

and wait and who knows ? I examine

myself curiously and with wondering
eyes, and anxiously ask myself, Is it

this, by any chance ? But I have formed
such an ideal of it that I begin to be
lieve that it does not exist, or else that

it has come to pass already and is noth

ing extraordinary after all.&quot; But out
of the chaos certain ideas are emerg
ing, and a certain poise is coming. She
feels that she is growing more calm and
more reasonable

; many illusions and

many regrets have departed, and she is

coming into the knowledge of her true

self. The magnet which is drawing her
is art, that magic word ! &quot;I see it like

a great light far, far in the distance,
and forgetting everything else, I shall

walk onward with eyes fixed upon that

light.&quot;
The first volume closes with a

solemn declaration, &quot;In the name of

the Father, and the Son, and the Holy
Ghost ! I have decided to live in Paris,

where I shall study, and in the summer
go to the springs for recreation. All

my fancies are over, and I feel that the

time has come for me to take a step.
This is no ephemeral decision like so

many others, but a final one
;
and may

the Divine protection be with me.&quot; In
the face of this courageous resolve, how
ever, a dark shadow has arisen and a

vague dread has crept in. The symp
toms of a fatal disease have already be

gun to show themselves. There is

chronic trouble of the throat, and the

beautiful voice has gone. In this full,

glowing, superabundant life, the word
Death has actually been written. &quot;It

is impossible ! !

&quot;

she breaks out.

&quot;Frightful, desperate, horrible, hideous
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word ! ! ! To die, great God, to die ! ! !

Without leaving anything after me ?

To die, like a dog, like a hundred thou
sand women whose names are hardly

engraved upon their tombstones !

&quot; But
no ! she will put the thought aside

;
she

will not write it. She will not bring
bad luck upon herself. She settles in

Paris with her family, and goes furiously
to work eight hours a day in the

studio of Julian and Tony Kobert-

Fleury. Her talent is recognized from
the first. Her masters tell her that she

is exceptionally gifted and has only to

work. But she does not need this hint.

Her only regret is in thinking of the

years she has wasted. She might have

begun at fourteen instead of seventeen,
and she must do now in one year the

work of three. &quot; In order to be a great

painter,&quot;
she says,

&quot; besides talent and

genius there must be this pitiless me
chanical toil,&quot; and a voice bids her go
on and tells her that she will succeed.

She must succeed at any cost. At the

end of six weeks she takes high rank in

the class among pupils of many years

standing; in twelve months she gains
the medal, and in another twelve months
she is preparing for the Salon. She

fairly feeds on the approbation and en

couragement of her masters. The least

falling off disheartens her, the success

of a rival puts her on the rack. For it

is no ordinary triumph that she aims at
;

she wishes to outshine everyone, to be a

prodigy. And for this she is willing
to sacrifice everything, the whole flower

of her youth.
&quot; I no longer recognize

myself,&quot;
she says ;

&quot; the simplest food,
two black blouses a year, and the means
to work this is all I need. No car

riage, but to go on foot or in the omni
bus

;
in the studio I wear shoes without

heels. ... It is strange that the

old self should be so completely laid

aside. ... I begin to be what I

wished sure of myself and tranquil

outwardly. . . . The truth is that I

thought myself born to be happy in

everything, and now I see that I am un

happy in everything. It is exactly the

same, only it is just the reverse. . . .

Instead of rose-color it is gray ;
that is

all. You make up your mind to it and
are content.&quot; She no longer thinks of
&quot;

conquests.&quot;
&quot; I dress well, but no

longer put any soul into it, and do not
remember to think of the effect I am pro
ducing. . . . Nothing but painting
exists for me.&quot; And yet every now and
then there is something like a whiff from
the past. Vague shadows flit across the

page. A certain M., and S., and B.,
who make love to her. M, walks home
with her in the moonlight. &quot;It is al

ways the same story. I do not love

him, but his fire warms me
;
this is

what I took for love two years ago.
He talks well he even wept. In ap
proaching the house I grew more seri

ous. I was softened by the beautiful

night and by that song of love. Ah !

how delightful it is to be loved ! There
is nothing like it in the world.&quot; But to

be loved is not to love, again she says ;

the two sentiments are not to be con
founded. She wonders how she could
ever have fancied that she loved Pietro,
with his thick nose, a little like M. s.

&quot;

No, no, I have never loved, and if you
only knew how proud and free and

happy I feel myself how worthy of the

one who is to come !

&quot; The only seri

ous interruption to her work is her
ill-heakh. The cloud is always there,

growing and settling, and may we not

attribute, at least in part, the fever of

unrest and impatience that devours her
to the subtle malady that was creeping
like fire through her frame. The throat

first, then the bronchial tubes, then the

lungs. Fits of coughing, lassitude, and
a horrible buzzing in the ears which
threatens to make her deaf. She notes

the progress of the disease with an al

most cynical coldness
;
her cough seems

to beautify her, she says, and gives her
a languid air which is very becoming.
On the other hand, she describes the

consternation of the family when the

doctor finally declares the gravity of

the situation and prescribes remedies

for consumption cod-liver oil, iodine,

baths, voyages, etc. &quot;As for me,&quot; she

says, with a sort of bravado,
&quot;

all this

amuses me. I have suspected it all

along. . . . The strange thing would
be if there were nothing the matter with

me. . . . Death does not frighten me.

. . . It is a pose also, and an emo
tion. I enclose a mystery ;

death has

touched me with his
finger.&quot;

But there

are other moods of passionate revolt
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and despair, panic and tears, always
tears. &quot;I can no longer speak nor
write about myself without bursting
into tears. . . . Is it not atrocious

that things should be as they are?

. . . No, it does not seem possible.
Nice at fifteen, Eome, Naples, painting,

ambition, unheard-of hopes, and all to

end in a coffin without having had any
thing, not even love !

&quot;

She vainly tries

to reason and resign herself above all

to find some guide or compass, some
firm and adequate belief whereon she

may rest. The naive faith of her child

hood has departed. The image of the

Virgin is no longer there, smiling and

beckoning to her. She even asks, &quot;Is

there a God ? . . . Not such a God
as I had imagined ;

there is a Supreme
Being, Nature, what you will, but not
the God to whom I have been in the

habit of praying every day. Such a

God does not exist,&quot; she repeats, &quot;is

not possible.&quot;

She goes with her mother on a pil

grimage to Kieff, the holy city, where the

bones of the saints are supposed to work
miracles. All her family prayed fer

vently over the relics, but the miracle

did not come to pass, says the hapless
Marie

;

&quot; I was almost expecting it.

Perhaps it would have come if I could
have believed as they did.&quot;

After Russia a visit to Spain, which is

one of the most delightful episodes of

the book. The most charming descrip
tions abound. One could quote from

every page. &quot;I feel born afresh,&quot;

she says, &quot;into a new and romantic ex

istence. ... As to the Spanish
churches, they are something you can
not imagine. Guides in tatters, sac

ristans in velvet, strangers and dogs,
walk about, pray, and bark, and it all

has a singular charm. Going out of a

chapel you would like suddenly to come
across the idol of your soul.&quot; Then the

galleries ! She stands on tiptoe and
breathless. &quot;

Velasquez ! and Eibera !

Great heavens ! These are the true

naturalists ! Where could you see any
thing more true, more admirably true,
more divinely and truly true ?

&quot;

In November, 1881, she is back in

Paris, and it seems as though the begin
ning of the end had come. Immediately
upon her arrival she is taken with cold

and fever, and both lungs are attacked.
&quot; All is over,&quot; she says ;

&quot; there is noth

ingmore to expect. Something like a veil

has been torn within me. . . . But I

will not surrender. I must keep on
with eyes closed and hands outstretched,
like a person about to be swallowed

up.&quot;

She recovers, however, and gains fresh

health and hope. A deeper, swifter

current now sets in, and the life already
so surcharged seems to gather fulness

and strength as it sweeps toward the in

finite seas. A new and absorbing in

terest comes to her. She meets Bastien

Lepage, for whom she has long had a

profound admiration, looking upon him
as one of the greatest of modern artists

one of the few with real genius.

Scarcely a page of her diary without
some note of him. &quot; The real, the only,
the unique Bastien comes to-day. . . .

I am a little embarrassed in his pres
ence. Although he has the physique of

a young man of twenty-five, he has that

benevolent and unaffected serenity which

you see in great men. ... I shall

end by thinking him handsome.&quot; And
a little later :

&quot; This ugly little man ap
pears to me more beautiful and attrac

tive than an angel. One would like to

pass all one s life listening to him and

following him in his sublime works.
. . . He is the king of us all

;
no

one can be compared to him. He is not
a painter, he is a poet, a psychologist, a

metaphysician, a creator.&quot; And again :

&quot; For several days now I talk and laugh
and sing, and Bastien Lepage comes back
like a refrain. Not his person, nor
his appearance, nor even his talent

simply his name.&quot; Her imagination is

powerfully stimulated. &quot;During my
visit to

Spain,&quot;
she says,

&quot;

along with

my pleurisy, I seem to have caught the

feu sacre. My eyes have been opened.
Formerly I saw only the drawing and
the subject. Now I see the landscape
itself, the water, the air, the color !

&quot;

She plans a great religious picture the

two Marys at the tomb of Jesus, but in

the meanwhile she sketches and paints

everything that she sees. The streets

of Paris especially fascinate her
;
the

attitudes and gestures, the life caught
on the wing, as it were. &quot;

It is as though
a window were opened upon the lives of

these
people,&quot;

she says.
&quot; You can ini-
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agine and fill out their life and char

acter, their daily tasks and doings.
. . . I should not dare to paint the

country : Bastien Lepage reigns there

supreme ;
but for the street, there has

been as yet no Bastien.&quot; While she

paints she says she seems to be weaving
her own happiness.

&quot; Divine power of

art !

&quot;

she exclaims. &quot; Celestial and

incomparable sentiment which takes

the place of everything ! Supreme joy
which lifts you above the earth. . . .

All the petty cares disappear, and you
float above them with something radiant

in your whole being, a divine indul

gence for the vulgar crowd who ignore
the secret, changing, manifold, and

ever-fluctuating causes of your blessed

ness, more fragile than the most fragile
of flowers.&quot; But another &quot;refrain&quot;

is ever more tragically recurring : &quot;I

cough ... I cough more and more,
and hear such sounds in my chest.

. . . I cough so violently that

everything seems to be giving way in

side of me. . . . The right lung is

gone, the left one is going. ... I

have consumption. . . . Ah, mis

ery ! I am condemned ! I told you that

I must die, it could not last, this thirst

for everything, these colossal aspira
tions. . . . Let me only have ten

years, but ten years of glory and love.

. . . .Let me die at thirty, having
lived !

&quot; And the poor child makes a

final and desperate effort to live. &quot;I

will go on,&quot; she says,
&quot; calm as if I were

strong, patient as if I were eternal, and

persevering as if I were encouraged.&quot;

She feels within herself a new dignity
and force, and a confidence which mul

tiplies and intensifies her faculties as

though every stroke would tell ! She is

all aglow and inspired. &quot;It is like a

flame,&quot; she says, &quot;which rises ever

higher and higher like the sudden

sight of a beloved being, an emotion, a

warmth, and a joy unspeakable.&quot; She
would paint pictures without end the

gamins in the street
; spring with its en

chantments of color, and sounds, and

perfume ;
the murmur of the streams

between clumps of violets, such as she
saw in Granada

;
sunsets by the score,

and the forest in October with its flam

ing leaves and magic tints of gold and
red and green. She models the figure

of a woman standing, with her head in

her hands, weeping, her shoulders con
vulsed. &quot; I see such beautiful

things,&quot;

she says, &quot;and I feel an imperious need
to reproduce what I see.&quot; Divine melo
dies also float through her brain

;
she

plays she knows not what enchanting
and celestial strains, and if she had a

voice she would sing ravishing, unheard-

of, and dramatic things. She dreams
that a coffin was placed on her bed, and
in it was a young girl, and that it shone
with phosphorescent light. So, too, the

rays seem to shoot out in every direction

from her scintillant personality. Her

description of the death of Gambetta
and his funeral procession is like a mag
nificent poem, with its wealth of lan

guage and color and heroic emotion.

And always and everywhere Bastien

Lepage.
&quot;

Everything that is great,

poetical, beautiful, subtle, true, in music,

literature, in everything, brings me back
to this wonderful painter, this

poet.&quot;

Curiously intermingled all the ideals

of her life seem to merge and crystallize
round this single figure art, fame, and

dare we say it ? love. For she does

not say it herself. On the contrary, she

is still protesting :

&quot; I have never been
in love, and never shall be. . . . My
heart is empty, absolutely empty. But
I cannot live without dreams. . . .

I sing, the moon comes in through the

large studio-window, and it is so beau
tiful. One ought to be happy. Yes,

if one could be in love. In love with

whom? &quot; And again :

&quot; Would I marry
him ? No. WeU, then ? Well, I have

a mad desire to please this great man.

That is all. ... It gives me an in

terest in life. My countenance, even, is

changed, I am much prettier ; my com

plexion is soft, fresh and velvety, and my
eyes clear and bright.&quot; Finally, she con

fesses :

&quot; For two or three hours I have

been wildly in love through admiration.&quot;

Bastien s picture of the shepherds of

Bethlehem has been described to her,

and she has had so clear a vision and so

strong an impression that she can only

compare it to that of the shepherds them
selves ;

&quot;a holy enthusiasm, and com

plete adoration.&quot; One has scarcely the

right to try to lift the veil and pene
trate the mystery of a sentiment so ex

alted, and even sacred, in view of the
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tragic end which is approaching. But
one would like to believe that the prom
ised land has come in sight, of which
even the dream is a felicity.

The year 1884 has dawned, and in en

tering upon the last phase of this inti

mate drama each one must feel as though
he himself were being initiated into

that solemn and grandiose mystery
which is to be enacted. The unhappy
girl notes every detail of the malady,
which has made fatal progress. Her
beautiful form is melting away ;

her

arms have lost their roundness and firm

ness
;
the bones appear through her

shoulders. She has fever constantly,
cannot sleep, and is

&quot;

altogether ill, hope
lessly ill.

5

She passionately rebels. &quot;It

seems to me that nobody loves every

thing as I do
; art, music, painting, books,

society, dress, luxury, excitement, calm,

laughter, tears, melancholy, humbug,
love, cold, sunshine, all seasons, all at

mospheric conditions, the solemn plains
of Russia and the mountains around Na
ples, the snow in winter, autumn rains,

spring and its follies, quiet summer days,
and the beautiful night with its brilliant

stars. I adore and admire everything.
. . . I should like to have everything, to

see and embrace everything, to lose my
self in everything, and to die, since it

must be, in two years or in thirty ;
to die

in an ecstasy and fathom this last mystery
the end of everything, or the divine

beginning.&quot; She passes in review her
whole life, with its foolish little details,

which make her weep. She reads over

the pages of her diary where she has set

down all her longings and regrets, her

passionate unrest, and she asks herself :

&quot; Why all this dreaming, this reaching
out to the infinite, this thirst never to be

appeased ?
&quot; More desperately than ever

she cries out for a God in whom she can

believe, who will help and pity her. Poor,

distracted, clinging child! the ground
has slipped from under her feet, and she

has not yet lifted herself to those heights
where alone the spirit can rest, liberated

from the flesh and its demands, the ac

cidents of happiness and unhappiness,
of life and death.

But even in the midst of these sombre

moods, there are still bright visions of

the artist and poet. How charming this

description of spring, the last picture

she painted. &quot;A woman seated dream

ing beneath a flowering apple-tree, a

path losing itself in the distance, and

everywhere branches of fruit-trees in

blossom, tender grass, violets, and little

yellow flowers. The sun coming down
through the branches, and everywhere
the breath of spring which sets the

woman dreaming.&quot; And once again, the

great theme :

&quot; Love the only thing
which is worth while, which gives every

happiness and makes us forget every
sorrow love accomplishes the miracle

of the union of souls. You may be
under an illusion, but what difference

does that make ? What you believe in

exists. . . . Love makes the world

appear as it ought to be.&quot; One would
like to close the book here, and believe

that even in the face of death the world
had grown as it ought to be.

But there are still terrible pages to

follow, disquieting even to the eye, with
their abrupt phrases and periods, their

sudden pauses and cries as if one were

descending a precipice. There are days
when she drains the cup of her misery,
touches the bottom of her despair.

&quot; In
the midst of the clouds which envelop
me I see, more clearly than ever, realities

so hard and bitter that I must weep
even in writing of them. And, indeed, I

cannot even write of them. What is the

use ? what is the use ?
&quot; But again there

are strange bright days, when she is al

most unnaturally gay. A flood of light
seems to burst over her soul, and she

loves everything around her. &quot;

Ah, I

shall find a bright and attractive side

even in death,&quot; she says ;
&quot;I was born

to be happy, but
And now a double tragedy sets in.

Bastien Lepage is doomed also, and dy
ing of a cruel disease. Unable to visit

her, she goes to his studio, carrying deli

cacies to him with her own hand. She is

like a child, and a mother also, in the at

tention she has for him and the pleasure
she takes in pleasing him. &quot;We are

friends,&quot; she says ;

&quot; he esteems me and
cares for me. I interest him. . . .

He even tries to take care of me, the

wretch ! buttons up my coat, and insists

upon my being well protected.&quot;

But they are both failing day by day,

really entering the valley of the shadow

together. Marie realizes it. Septem-
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ber has come, the bad weather is near.

She knows that the least cold might
carry her off in a few weeks. &quot; How I

shall work all the same at my picture !

&quot;

she exclaims, with a last effort of cour

age.
&quot;

People die whether they are at

work or not. . . . And here it is,

then, at last ! the end of all my miseries !

So many aspirations, desires, and hopes
to die at twenty-four, on the threshold

of everything !

&quot;

Bastien also is sinking,
and suffers terribly.

&quot; He has reached

that
point,&quot; says Marie,

&quot; when one is de

tached from the earth
;
he floats above

us
;
there are days when I, too, am like

that. You see people, they speak to you
and you answer them, but you are no

longer on the earth it is a tranquil
but painless indifference a little like the

effect of opium. In a word, Bastien is

dying. I only go there from habit
;
it

is his shadow, I also am half shadow,
and what is the use? He does not

particularly feel my presence. I am
useless ; his eyes do not light up for

me. He is glad to see me. That is all.

. . . Yes, he is dying, and it is a mat
ter of indifference to me ;

I do not real

ize it
;
it is something which is passing

away. Besides, all is over. All is over.

I shall be buried in 1885.&quot; One more

picture, the last.
&quot; October 16th. I can

no longer go out at all ;
but poor Bas

tien Lepage comes to me ;
he is carried

here, put in an easy-chair, and stretched

out on cushions I, in another chair,

drawn up close by and we sit there all

day until six o clock.
&quot; I am dressed in a cloud of lace and

plush, all white, but of different whites
;

the eye of Bastien Lepage rests on it

with delight.
&quot;

Oh, if I could paint ! says he.

&quot;And I!&quot;

The Journal comes to an end. Marie

dies fourteen days later, October 31,

1884.

Her story is told, but one does her
an injustice in culling here and there,

and filling out as one chooses. The
whole book is a monument. Its very

defects and extravagances, its repetitions
and insistence, give an impression which
cannot be conveyed. The young girl is

holding up the mirror for herself and
for us. It is a pose, and yet the most
artless of revelations. She is all there,
with her Parisian surroundings, her toi

lettes, her vanities, and caprice a living,

breathing human figure. But human as
it seems, and personal as any record
ever given to the world, it is in reality
the drama of the Impersonal, the ordeal
of the spirit caged and imprisoned. It

is the Psyche with gauzy, rainbow wings,
struggling to be free. The whole mo
tive power and action are in the regions
of the Ideal. The thirst for beauty, and
the need to express and create it, the

heights and even the depths of emotion
rather than the dead level of the com
monplace these were the springs of

her life, the source and aim of her being,
and these are the suggestions and the

atmosphere, so to speak, of the book
;

dangerous and disturbing if you will, for

she plants the fiery seed of unrest which
rises and spreads like a conflagration,
but exhilarating also, if we too have a

spark ready to be kindled and show

light and warmth. Marie will easily be
criticised for her boundless egotism and

self-conceit, her exaggerated individual

ity ;
but was there not a real force within

her, something which craved expression
and found it, both in literature and art,

before the close of her short life. The

tragedy of Marie Bashkirtseff s life lay
in herself perhaps, but still more in the
&quot;

Zeitgeist
&quot; which she reflects, the spirit

of the age, which has lost its old moor

ings and has not yet sounded the new,
which needs higher purpose and ideals,

and a new statement of the eternal truths,

whereby men live and die.

To vision profounder
Man s spirit must dive ;

His aye-rolling orb
At no goal will arrive ;

The heavens that now draw him
With sweetness untold,

Once found for new heavens
He spurneth the old.
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HOW THE OTHER HALF LIVES!

STUDIES AMONG THE TENEMENTS.

By Jacob A. Riis.

N EW YOKE
alone, of the

great cities of the

world, has grown
up with the cen

tury. The village
of a hundred years

ago is the metrop
olis of to-day. So
fast a pace is not

without its perils ;
in the haste to be

come great, our city has lost oppor
tunities for healthy growth that have

passed not to return. Lessons in home-

building that would have been worth
the learning have been lost on us. Oth
er cities that took time to think have

profited by them, and have left to New
York the evil inheritance of the tene

ment, the Frankenstein of our city civili

zation. We are retracing our steps too

late, and endeavoring to unlearn the

pennywise ways of the past by tearing
down to make elbow-room and breath

ing space for the pent-up crowds. What
would have been easy at the start is a

costly and unsatisfactory expedient now ;

ground has been lost that cannot be re

gained.
It was in the old historic homes down

town that the tenement was born of ig
norance and nursed in greed. The years
that have brought to these houses unhon-
ored age have not effaced the stain. Step
by step it has followed them uptown,
poverty and wretchedness moving in as

the children of fairer fortune moved out,

and the vicious progeny far and fast

outgrowing its parent in ugliness. But
where its cradle stood, the tenement
has yet left its foulest stamp.

* Long
ago its encroachment upon the lower
wards that were the New York of a hun
dred years ago, gave to the home of the

Knickerbockers the name and fame of

the worst wards in the city.

Turn but a dozen steps from the

rush and roar of the Elevated Railroad,
where it dives under the Brooklyn
Bridge at Franklin Square, and with
its din echoing yet in your ears you
have turned the corner from prosperity
to poverty. You stand upon the domain
of the tenement. In the shadow of the

great stone abutments, linger about the

old houses the worst traditions of half

a century. Down the winding slope of

Cherry Street proud and fashionable

Cherry Hill that was their broad steps,

sloping roofs, and dormer windows

(solid comfort stamped by the builder

in every one of their generous lines)
are easily made out ;

all the more easily
for the contrast with the ugly barracks

that elbow them right and left. These
never had other design than to shelter,

at as little outlay as possible, the great-

* The discovery made at a recent census of the tene
ments, that as the buildings grew taller the death-rate

fell, surprised most people. The reason is plain : The
biggest tenements have been built in the last ten or fifteen

years of sanitary reform rule, and have been brought, in

all but the crowding, under its laws. The old houses,
that from private dwellings were made into tenements,
in defiance of every moral and physical law, can be im
proved by no device short of demolition. They will ever
remain the worst.

Copyright, 1889, by Charles Scribner s Sons. All rights reserved.
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est crowds out of winch rent could be

wrung, for in the wake of the discovery
that money could be coined out of hu
man misery, or, as it was less offensively

put, that &quot; tenements were good proper
ty,&quot;

came a viler creation of man s greed,

a ton these have no place. The old gar
den gate long since went to decay and
fell from its hinges. The arched gate
way is there still, but it leads no longer
to a garden. In its place has come a
dark and nameless alley, shut in by high

At the Cradle of the Tenement. Doorway of an old fashionable dwelling on Cherry Hill.

before the public conscience awoke to

the wrong that can never again be un
done, and of which we must be always
paying the penalty. Like ghosts of a

departed day, the old houses linger ;
but

their glory is gone. This one, with its

shabby front and poorly patched roof,

who shall tell what glowing firesides,

what happy children it once owned?

Heavy feet, often with unsteady step,
for the pot-house is next door, have
worn away the brown-stone steps since

;

the broken columns at the door have
rotted away at the base. Of the hand
some cornice barely a trace is left. Dirt
and desolation reign in the wide hall

way, and danger lurks on the rickety
stairs. Rough pine boards fence off the

roomy fireplaces ;
where coal is bought

by the pail at the rate of twelve dollars

brick walls, cheerless as the lives of those

they shelter. A horde of dirty children

play on the broken flags about the drip

ping hydrant, the only thing in the

alley that thinks enough of its chance
to make the most of it : it is the best it

can do. These are the children of the

tenements, the growing generation of

the slums. From the great highway
overhead, along which throbs the life-

tide of two great cities, one might drop
a pebble into half a dozen such alleys.

One yawns just across the street
;
not

very broadly, but it is not to blame.

The builder of the old gateway had no

thought of its ever becoming a public

thoroughfare. But inside it widens ;
a

man might fall across it, with nice judg
ment, and not touch wall on either side

with head or feet. No sound of chil-
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dren s romping feet makes this old alley poor blind by the city, in half-hearted

ring. Morning and evening it echoes recognition of its failure to otherwise

with the gentle, groping tap of the blind provide for them, Blind-Man s Alley

Double-alley, Gotham Court.

man s staff as he feels his way to the
street. Sunless and joyless though it

be, Blind Man s Alley has that which its

compeers of the slum vainly yearn for.

It has a pay-day. Once a year sunlight
shines into the lives of the blind beggars
who for many seasons have made it and
the surrounding tenements their home.
In June, when the Superintendent of

Outdoor Poor distributes the twenty
thousand dollars annually allowed the

takes a vacation and goes to &quot; see
&quot;

Mr.

Blake. Even the blind landlord, who,
after making a fortune out of the Alley
and its poverty-stricken tenants, has in

extreme old age, with singular appro
priateness, grown blind himself, rejoices,
for much of the money goes into his

coffers.*

* In the interval between the preparation of this arti

cle and its publication the health omcers have wrought a

wellnigh miraculous change in this alley by compelling
the landlord, against loud and bitter protests, to clean ana
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In the Home of an Italian Rag-picker, Jersey Street.

From their perch up among the raft

ers Mrs. Gallagher s blind boarders

might hear, did they listen, the tramp of

the policeman always on duty in Go
tham Court, half a stone s throw away.
His beat, though it takes in but a small

portion of a single block, is quite as

lively as most larger patrol
- rounds.

There are few streets in the city where
the crowd is as dense. A single big
tenement, cut in halves lengthwise by
a dividing wall with barred openings
on the stairs, so that the tenants on
either side may see but cannot get at

each other, makes the &quot;

Court.&quot; Alleys,
one wider by a couple of feet than the

other, whence the distinction Single and
Doable Alley, skirt the barracks on either

side. There are rooms for one hundred
and forty-two families in the Court,

which, with the ordinary New York

average of four and a half to the fam

ily, gives a larger population than that

repair the worst of its old tenements. The process ap
parently destroyed the home-feeling of the alley, for many
of its blind tenants moved away and have not returned
since.

of many a thriving country town that

spreads itself over a square mile of land.

It is claimed that this number has re

cently been reduced. The cosmopolitan
character of lower New York, as well as

the constant need of the policeman and
the use of the iron bars, were W7ell illus

trated by the statement of the agent at

one of my visits, that there were one
hundred Irish, thirty-eight Italian, and
two German families in the Court. It

was an eminently Irish suggestion that

the two German families were to blame
for the necessity of police surveillance

;

but a Chinaman whom I questioned as

he hurried past the iron gate of the

alley was evidently of a different opin
ion, though he prudently hesitated to

express it. The whole building is a fair

instance of the bad after-thought of the

age that followed immediately upon the

adoption of the tenement as a means of

solving the problems presented by the

sudden rapid growth of the city ; just
how bad the last great cholera epidemic
taught the community, when the death-
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rate rose in Gotham Court to the un

precedented height of one hundred and

ninety-five in a thousand. There are

plenty like it throughout the lower

wards, with and without alleys.
Of the sort of answer that would come

from these tenements to the vexed ques
tion,

&quot; Is life worth living ?
&quot; were they

heard at all in the discussion, the follow

ing, cut from the last report of the As
sociation for the Improvement of the

Condition of the Poor, a long name for

a weary task, contains a suggestion :

&quot;In the depth of winter, the attention of the
Association was called to a Protestant family
living in a garret in a miserable tenement on

Cherry Street. The family s condition was most

deplorable. The man, his wife, and three small
children shivering in one room, through the
roof of which the pitiless winds of winter whis
tled. The room was almost barren of furni

ture, the parents slept on the floor, the elder
children in boxes, and the baby was swung in

my notice some months ago, in a Seventh
Ward tenement, was typical enough to

escape that reproach. There were nine
in the family : husband, wife, an aged
grandmother, and six children

; honest,

hard-working Germans, scrupulously
neat, but poor ! All nine lived in two
rooms, one about ten feet square that
served as parlor, bedroom, and eating-
room, the other a small hall-room made
into a kitchen. The rent was seven
dollars and a half, more than a week s

wages for the husband and father.

That day the mother had thrown her
self out of the window, and was carried

up from the street dead. She was
&quot;

discouraged,&quot; said some of the other
women from the tenement, who had
come in to look after the children while
a messenger carried the news to the
father at the shop. They went stolidly
about their task, although they were evi-

an old shawl attached to the rafters by cords

by way of a hammock. The father, a seaman,
had been obliged to give up that calling because
he was in consumption, and was unable to pro
vide either bread or fire for his little ones.&quot;

Perhaps this may be put down as an

exceptional case
; but one that came to

A &quot; Black-and-tan Dive,&quot; in Thompson Street.

dently not without feeling for the dead
woman. No doubt she was wrong in
not taking life philosophically, as the
four families a city missionary found

housekeeping in the four corners of one
room. They got along well enough to

gether until one of the families took a
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boarder and made trouble. But then, four or five hundred, while the other
the philosophy of the slums is too apt asserts that there are thirty-two thou-

Poverty in a West Twenty-eighth Street Tenement An English Coal-heaver s Home.

to be of the kind that readily recognizes
the saloon, always handy, as the refuge
from every trouble, and shapes its prac
tice according to the discovery.

There is a standing quarrel between
the professional I mean now the offi

cial sanitarian and the unsalaried agi
tator for sanitary reform, over the ques
tion of overcrowded tenements. The
one puts the number a little vaguely at

*
Suspicions of murder, in the case of a woman who

was found dead, covered with bruises, after a day s run

ning fight with her husband, in which the beer-jug had
been the bone of contention, brought me to this house,
a ramshackle tenement on the tail-end of a lot over near
the North River docks. The family in the picture lived
above the rooms where the dead woman lay on a bed of

straw, overrun by rats, and had been uninterested wit
nesses of the affray that was an every-day occurrence in
the house. A patched and shaky stairway led up to their
one bare and miserable room, in comparison with which
a white-washed prison-cell seemed a real palace. A heap
of old rags, in which the baby slept serenely, served as the
common sleeping-bunk of father, mother, and children-
two bright and pretty girls, singularly out of keeping
even in their clean, if coarse, dresses, with their sur

roundings. The father, a slow-going, honest English
coal-heaver, earned on the average five dollars a week,
&quot; when work was fairly brisk,&quot; at the docks. But there
were long seasons when it was very

&quot;

slack,&quot; he said

doubtfully. Yet the prospect did not seem to discour

age them. The mother, a pleasant-faced woman, was
cheerful, even light-hearted. Her smile seemed the most
sadly hopeless of all in the utter wretchedness of the

place, cheery though it was meant to be, and really was.
It seemed doomed to certain disappointment the one
thing there that was yet to know a greater depth of mis
ery.

sand, the whole number of houses classed

as tenements at last year s census, tak

ing no account of the better kind of

flats. It depends on the angle from
which one sees it, which is right. At
best the term overcrowding is a relative

one, and the scale of official measure
ment conveniently sliding. Under the

pressure of the Italian influx of the last

few years the standard of breathing

space required for an adult by the

health officers has been cut down from

six to four hundred cubic feet. The
&quot;needs of the situation &quot;is their plea,

and no more perfect argument could be

advanced for the reformer s position.
It is upon &quot;The Bend,&quot; in Mulberry

Street, that this Italian blight has fallen

chiefly. It is here the sanitary police
man locates the bulk of his Four Hun
dred, and the reformer gives up the task

in despair. Where Mulberry Street

crooks like an elbow, within hail of

the old depravity of the Five Points, are

the miserable homes of the ragpickers.
The law of kaleidoscopic change that

rules life in the lower strata of our city

long since put the swarthy, stunted emi-
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grant from southern Italy in exclusive

possession of this field, just as his black-

eyed boy has monopolized the boot

black s trade, the Chinaman the laundry,
and the negro the razor for purposes of

honest industry as well as anatomical

research. Here is the back alley in its

foulest development naturally enough,
for there is scarcely a lot that has not

two, three, or four tenements upon it,

swarming with unwholesome crowds.

What squalor and degradation inhabit

no word of English upon such scenes
as the one presented in the picture.
It was photographed by flash-light
on just such a visit. In a room not
thirteen feet either way slept twelve
men and women, two or three in bunks
set in a sort of alcove, the rest on the

floor. A kerosene lamp burned dimly
in the fearful atmosphere, probably to

guide other and later arrivals to their

&quot;beds,&quot; for it was only just past mid

night. A baby s fretful wail came from

Lodgers in a Crowded Bayard Street Tenement &quot; Five cents a spot.

these dens the health officers know.

Through the long summer days their

carts patrol The Bend, scattering disin

fectants in streets and lanes, in sinks

and cellars, and hidden hovels where the

tramp burrows. From midnight till

far into the small hours of the morning
the policeman s thundering rap on closed

doors is heard, with his stern command,
&quot;

Apri port !
&quot; on his rounds gathering

evidence of illegal overcrowding. The
doors are opened unwillingly enough
but the order means business and the

tenant knows it even if he understands

an adjoining hall-room, where, in the

semi-darkness, three recumbent figures
could be made out. The &quot;

apartment
&quot;

was one of three in two adjoining build

ings we had found, within half an hour,

similarly crowded. Most of the men
were lodgers, who slept there for five

cents a spot.
Another room on the top floor, that

had been examined a few nights before,

was comparatively empty. There were

only four persons in it, two men, an old

woman, and a young girl. The landlord

opened the door with alacrity, and ex-
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An All-night Two-cent Restaurant, in
&quot; The Bend.

hibited with a proud sweep of his hand
the sacrifice he had made of his personal
interests to satisfy the law. Our visit

had been anticipated. The policeman s

back was probably no sooner turned
than the room was reopened for busi

ness.

Of the vast homeless crowds the cen

sus takes no account. It is their in

stinct to shun the light, and they can

not be coralled in one place long enough
to be counted. But the

houses can, and the last

count showed that in &quot; The
Bend district,&quot; between

Broadway and the Bowery
and Canal and Chatham
Streets, in a total of nearly
four thousand four hundred
&quot;

apartments,&quot; only nine

were for the moment vacant.

West of Broadway, in the

old &quot;Africa&quot; that receives

the overflow from The Bend
and is rapidly changing its

character (the colored pop
ulation moving uptown be
fore the tide of Italian im

migration and the onward
march of business an odd co-partner

ship), the notice &quot;standing-room only&quot;

is up. Not a single vacant room was
found there. The problem of the chil

dren becomes, in these swarms, to the

last degree perplexing. It is not un
usual to find half a hundred in a single
tenement. I have counted as many as

one hundred and thirty-six in two ad

joining houses in Crosby Street.

There was a big tenement in the Sixth

Ward, now happily in process of being
appropriated by the beneficent spirit of

In a Chinese Joint.

business that blots out so many foul

spots in New York it figured not long
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ago in the official reports as &quot;an out-

and-out hog-pen
&quot;

that had a record
of one hundred and two arrests in four

years among its four hundred and sev

enty-eight tenants, fifty-seven of them
for drunken and disorderly conduct. I

do not know how many children there

were in it, but the inspector reported
that he found only seven in the whole
house who owned that they went to

school. The rest gathered all the in

struction they received running for beer

proved their claim to the title by offer

ing him some.

Helping hands are held out on every
side for the rescue of these forlorn ones,
but the need of help only grows with
the effort. The mission houses at the
Five Points have cared, and still care, for

their thousands with food and raiment,
as well as much-needed instruction. It

is one of the most touching sights in
the world to see a score of babies, res
cued from homes of brutality and des-

In the Jewish Quarter.

for their elders. Some of them claimed
the &quot;

flat
&quot;

as their home as a mere mat
ter of form. They slept in the streets
at night. The official came upon a little

party of four drinking beer out of the
cover of a milk-can in the hallway.
They were of the seven good boys, and

olation where drunken curses took the

place of blessings, saying their prayers
in the nursery of the Five Points House
of Industry at bedtime. Too often their

white night-gowns hide tortured little

bodies and limbs cruelly bruised by in

human hands. The Children s Aid So-
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ciety and the Society for the Prevention not indigenous to the soil of Mulberry
of Cruelty to Children conduct an ever- Street

;
but the ten-cent and seven-

active campaign against the depraving cent lodging-houses, usually different

.

A Market Scene in the Jewish Quarter.

influences of the slums, but neither these
nor the truant officer can prevent ever-

increasing herds of the boys and girls
from growing up, to all intents and pur
poses, young savages, to recruit the army
of paupers and criminals. The gradu-
ating-school is near at hand in the cheap
lodging-houses with which the locality
abounds.
The step from these to trampdom,

that owns the tenements in The Bend as

its proper home, is short and easy. One
of the justices on the Police Court
bench recently summed up his long ex

perience as a committing magistrate in

this statement :

&quot; The ten-cent lodging-
houses more than counterbalance the

good done by the free reading-room,
lectures, and all other agencies of re

form. Such lodging-houses have caused
more destitution, more beggary and
crime than any other agency I know
of!&quot; Reading-rooms and lectures are

grades of one and the same abomination,
abound. The briefest examination of

any one of them will, in most cases, more
than justify the harsh judgment of the

magistrate. Some sort of an apology
for a bed, with mattress and blanket,

represents the aristocratic purchase of

the tramp who, by a lucky stroke of

beggary, has exchanged the chance of an

empty box or ash-barrel for shelter on
the quality floor of one of these &quot;ho

tels.&quot; A strip of canvas, strung between

rough timbers, without covering of any
kind, does for the couch of the seven-

cent lodger who prefers the question
able comfort of a red-hot stove close to

his elbow to the revelry of the stale-beer

dive. It is not the most secure perch
in the world. Uneasy sleepers roll off

at intervals, but they have not far to

fall to the next tier of bunks, and the

commotion that ensues is speedily qui
eted by the boss and his club. On cold
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winter-nights, when every bunk had
its tenant, I have stood in such a lodg
ing-room more than once, and listening
to the snoring of the sleepers like the

regular strokes of an engine, and the
slow creaking of the beams under their

restless weight, imagined myself on

shipboard and experienced the very real

nausea of sea-sickness. The one thing
that did not favor the deception was the
air. Its character could not be mis
taken.

I have spoken of the stale-beer dive.

As a thief never owns to his calling,
however devoid of moral scruples, pre
ferring to style himself a speculator, so

this real home-product of the slums is

known about The Bend by the more dig
nified name of the two-cent restaurant.

A deep cellar, sometimes giving on the

street, more frequently on a back alley,
in which doctored beer is sold, and likely
a cup of &quot; coffee

&quot; and a roll for two
cents. The beer is fresh from the bar
rels put on the sidewalk by saloon-keep
ers to simmer in the sun until collected

by the brewer s cart, and is touched up
with drugs to put a froth on it. The

privilege to sit all night in a chair, or

sleep on a table or in a barrel, goes with
each purchase. Generally an Italian,
sometimes a negro, occasionally a wom
an,

&quot; runs
&quot;

the dive. Men and women,
alike homeless and hopeless in their

utter wretchedness, mingle there to

gether. In one such dive in Bandits
Boost a notorious Mulberry Street

A Tramp s Nest in Ludlow Street.

alley I once, on the occasion of a police
raid, counted forty-two

&quot;

customers.&quot;

The room was hardly five steps across,
and indescribably foul. On a heap of

dirty straw in the corner lay a mother
and her new-born babe. But if they
have nothing else to call their own, even

tramps have a
&quot;pull&quot;

about election
time at all events. They have votes, and
votes that are for sale cheap for cash. The
sergeant who locked the dreary crowd

up predicted that the men, at least, would
not stay long on the island. More than
once (he said it as if it were the most
natural thing in the world) he had sent

up one tramp twice in twenty-four hours
for six months at a time.

One particularly ragged and disrep
utable representative of his tribe sat

smoking his pipe on the wreck of a

ladder with such evident philosophic
contentment in the busy labor of a score
of ragpickers all about him, that I bade
him sit for a picture, offering him ten
cents for the job. He accepted the offer

with hardly a nod, and sat patiently

watching me from his perch until I got
ready for work. Then he calmly took
his pipe out of his mouth and put it in

his pocket, stolidly declaring that it

was not included in the contract, and
that it was worth a quarter to have it

go in the picture. And I had to give
in. The man, scarce ten seconds em
ployed at honest labor, even at sitting

down, at which he was an undoubted

expert, had gone on strike. He knew
his rights and the value of &quot;work,&quot; and
was not to be cheated out of either.

That pure woman
hood should blossom
in such an atmos

phere of moral decay
is one of the unfath
omable mysteries of

life. And yet it is

not an uncommon
thing to find sweet
and innocent girls,

singularly untouched

by the evil around

them, true wives and
faithful mothers, lit

erally
&quot; like jewels in

a swine s snout,&quot; in

these infamous bar
racks. It is the ex

perience of all who have intelligently
observed this side of life in a great city,
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not to be ex-

pi a i n e d but

thankfully ac

cepted as the

one gleam of

hope in an oth

erwise hopeless
desert.

Unhappily it

is more than
overbalanced

by the account
on the other

side of the

ledger. Out of the tenements of The
Bend and its feeders come the white

slaves of the Chinese dens of vice and
their infernal drug, that have infused

into the &quot;Bloody Sixth&quot; Ward of old

a subtler poison than ever the stale-

beer dives knew, or the &quot; sudden death
&quot;

of the Old Brewery. There are houses,
dozens of them, in Mott and Pell Streets

that are literally jammed, from the

&quot;joint&quot;
in the cellar to the attic, with

these hapless victims of a passion which,
once acquired, demands the sacrifice of

every instinct of decency to its insatiate

desire. There is a church in Mott Street,
at the entrance to Chinatown, that stands
as a barrier between it and the tenements

beyond. Its young men have waged
unceasing war upon the monstrous
wickedness for years, but with very little

real result. I have in mind a house in

Pell Street that has been raided no end
of times by the police, and its popula
tion emptied upon the island, or into

the reformatories, yet is to-day honey
combed with scores of the conventional

households of the Chinese quar
ter : the men worshippers of

Joss ;
the women all w7

hite, girls

nearly always of tender age, wor

shipping nothing save the pipe
that has enslaved them body
and soul. Easily tempted from
homes that have no claim to the

name, they rarely or never re

turn. Mott Street gives up its

victims only to the Charity Hos

pital or the Potter s Field. Of
the depth of

their fall no
one is more
tho roughly
aware than
these girls
themsel v e s

;

no one less

c o n c e r n ed
about it. The
calmnesswdth
which they
discuss it,

while insist

ing illogically

upon the fic

tion of a mar

riage that de

ceives no one,

is disheartening. Their misery is pecu
liarly fond of company, and an amount
of visiting goes on in these households

that makes it extremely difficult for

the stranger to untangle them. I came
across a company of them, &quot;hitting

the
pipe&quot; together, on a tour through

their dens one night with the police

captain of the precinct. The girls knew
him, called him by name, offered him a

pipe, and chatted with him about the

incidents of their acquaintance, how

many times he had &quot; sent them
up,&quot;

and
their chances of &quot;

lasting
&quot; much longer.

There was no shade of regret in their

voices, nothing but utter indifference

and surrender. One thing about them
was conspicuous : their scrupulous neat

ness. It is the distinguishing mark of

Chinatown, outwardly and physically.
It is not altogether by chance the

Chinaman has chosen the laundry as his

distinctive field. He is by nature as

clean as the cat, which he resembles in

his traits of cruel cunning and savage

fury when aroused to wrath. In his

Street Arabs in Sleeping Quarters
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domestic circle lie rules with a rod of

iron. A specimen of celestial logic in

this line came home to me with a per
sonal application one evening when I

attempted, with a policeman, to stop a

Chinaman whom we found beating his

white &quot; wife
&quot;

with a broom-handle in a

Mott Street cellar. He was angry at

our interference, and declared vehe

mently that she was &quot;

bad.&quot;

&quot; S ppose your wifee bad, you no
lickee her ?

&quot;

he asked, as if there could
be no appeal from such a common-sense

proposition as that. My assurance that

I did not, that such a thing could not
occur to me, struck him dumb with
amazement. He eyed me a while in

stupid silence, poked the linen in his

tub, stole another look, and made up
his mind. A gleam of intelligence shone
in his eye, and pity and contempt strug

gled in his voice. &quot;Then, I guess, she

lickee
you,&quot;

he said.

New York, for the asking, an Italian,
a German, French, African, Spanish,
Scandinavian, Russian, Jewish, and Chi
nese colony. Even the Arab who ped
dles

&quot;holy
earth&quot; from the Battery as

a direct importation from Jerusalem
has his exclusive preserves at the lower
end of Washington Street. The one

thing you shall vainly ask for in the
chief city of America is a distinctive

American community. There is none
;

certainly not among the tenements.
No need of asking here on the east side

where we are. The jargon of the street,

the signs of the sidewalk, the manner
and dress of the people, betray their

race at every step. Men with queer
skull-caps, venerable beard, and the out
landish long-skirted kaftan of the Rus
sian Jew, elbow the ugliest and the

handsomest women in the land. The
contrast is startling. The old women
are hags ;

the young, houries. Wives

Hunting River Thieves.

The tenements grow taller and the and mothers at sixteen, at thirty they
gaps in their ranks close up rapidly as are old. So thoroughly has the chosen
we cross the Bowery, and, leaving China
town and the Italians behind, invade
the Hebrew quarter. One may find in

people crowded out the Gentiles in the

Tenth Ward, that when a great Jewish

holiday came around last year, all but
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seventy-five of the seventeen hundred

pupils in a public school in the district

stayed home to celebrate.

It is said that nowhere in the world
are so many people crowded together
on a square mile as here. The average
five-story tenement adds a story or two
to its stature in Ludlow Street, and an
extra building on the

rear lot, and yet the

sign &quot;To Let&quot; is the

rarest of all there.

Here is one seven sto

ries high. The sanitary

policeman will tell you
that it contains thirty-
six families, but the
term has a widely dif

ferent meaning here
and on the avenues.
In this house, where a
case of small-pox was

reported, there were

fifty-eight babies, and

thirty
-
eight children

that were over five

years of age. In Essex
Street two small rooms
in a six-story tenement
were made to hold a
&quot;

family
&quot;

of father and
mother, twelve chil

dren, and six boarders.

The boarder plays as

important a part in the
domestic economy of

Jewtown as the lodger
in the Mulberry Street

Bend. These are sam
ples of the packing of

the population that has
run up the record of

this square mile to two hundred and
ninety thousand souls, while the densest

crowding of Old London is stated to be
one hundred and seventy thousand to the

square mile. Even the alley is crowded
out. Through dark hallways and filthy
cellars, crowded, as is every foot of the

street, with half-naked children, the
settlements in the rear are reached.
Thieves know how to find them when
pursued by the police, and the tramps
that sneak in on chilly nights to fight
for the warm spot in the yard over some
baker s oven. There is such a tramps
roost in the rear of a tenement near the
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lower end of Ludlow Street that is never
without its tenants in winter. By a

judicious practice of flopping over at

intervals, and thus warming one side at

a time, and with an empty box to put
the feet in, it is possible to keep reason

ably comfortable there even on rainy
nights. In summer this yard is the only

An Old Rear-tenement in Roosevelt Street.

one in the neighborhood that does not
do duty as a public dormitory.

It is in hot weather, when life in-doors
is wellnigh unbearable with cooking,

sleeping, and working all crowded into

the small room together for especially
in these East-side tenements much of

the work that keeps the family is done
at home that the tenement expands,
reckless of all restraint. Then a strange
and picturesque life moves upon the flat

roofs. In the day and early evening
mothers air their babies there, the boys
fly their kites from the house-tops, un

dismayed by police regulations, and the
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young men and girls court and pass the

growler. In the stifling July nights, when
the big barracks are like fiery furnaces,
their veiy walls giving out absorbed

heat, men and women lie in restless,

sweltering rows, panting for air and

sleep. Then every truck in the street,

every crowded fire-escape, becomes a

bedroom, infinitely preferable to any

are stacked mountain-high on the deck
of the Charity Commissioners boat when
it makes its semi-weekly trips to the

city cemetery.
Within a few years the police capt

ured on the East side a band of fire

bugs who made a business of setting
fire to tenements for the insurance on
their furniture. There has, unfortu-

the house affords. A cooling shower on
such a night is hailed as a heaven-sent

blessing in a hundred thousand homes.
Life in the tenements in July and

August spells death to an army of little

ones whom the doctor s skill is power
less to save. When the white badge of

mourning flutters from every second

door, sleepless mothers walk the streets

in the gray of the early dawn, trying to

stir a cooling breeze to fan the brow of

the sick baby. There is no sadder sight
than this patient devotion striving

against fearfully hopeless odds. Fifty
&quot; summer doctors,&quot; especially trained
to this work, are then sent into the tene
ments by the Board of Health, with free

advice and free medicine for the poor.
Fresh-air excursions run daily out of

New York on land and on water
;
but

despite all efforts the grave-diggers in

Calvary work overtime, and little coffins

nately, been too much evidence in the

past year that another such conspiracy
is on foot again. The danger to which
these fiends expose their fellow-tenants

is appalling. A fire-panic at night in a

tenement, by no means among the rare

experiences in New York, with the surg

ing, half-smothered crowds on stairs

and fire-escapes, the frantic mothers
and crying children, the wild struggle
to save&quot; the little that is their all, is a

horror that has few parallels in human

experience.
I cannot think without a shudder of

one such scene in a First-Avenue tene

ment. It was in the middle of the night.
The fire had swept up with sudden fury
from a restaurant on the street floor,

cutting off escape. Men and women
threw themselves from the windows, or

were carried down senseless by the fire

men. Thirteen half-clad, apparently
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lifeless bodies were laid on the floor of

an adjoining coal-office, and the ambu
lance surgeons worked over them with
sleeves rolled up to the elbows. A half-

grown girl with a baby in her arms
walked about among the dead and dying
with a stunned, vacant look, singing in

a low, scared voice to the child. One
of the doctors took her arm to lead her

out, and patted the cheek of the baby.
It was cold. The baby had been smoth
ered with its father and mother

;
but

the girl, her sister, did not know it.

Her reason had fled.

Thursday night and Friday morning
are bargain days in the Pigmarket.
Then is the time to study the ways of

this peculiar people to the best advan

tage. A common pulse beats in the

quarters of the Polish Jews and in the

Mulberry Bend, though
they have little else in com
mon. Friday brings out all

the latent color and pictu-

resqueness of the Italians,
as it does of these Orientals.

The crowds and the com
mon poverty are the bonds
of sympathy between them.
The Pigmarket is in Hester

Street, extending either way
from Ludlow Street, and up
and down the side-streets,
two or three blocks, as the
state of trade demands. The
name was given to it prob
ably in derision, for pork is

the one ware that is not
on sale in the Pigmarket.
There is scarcely anything
else that can be hawked from
a wagon that is not to be

found, and at ridiculously
low prices. Bandannas and

tin-cups at two cents, peaches at

a cent a quart, hats for a quarter, and

spectacles, warranted to suit the eye, at

the optician s, who has opened shop on
a Hester Street doorstep, for thirty-five
cents. Frowsy-looking chickens, the

great staple of the market, and choice
cuts of meat at prices the Avenues never
dreamed of. And the crowds that jostle
each other at the wagons and about the
sidewalk shops, where a gutter-plank on
two ash-barrels does duty for a counter !

pushing, struggling, screaming, and

shouting in foreign tongues, a veritable

Babel of confusion. AJI English word
falls upon the ear almost with a sense

of shock, as something unexpected and

strange. In the midst of it all there is

a sudden wild scattering, a hustling of

things from the street into dark cellars,

into backyards and by-ways, a slam

ming and locking of doors hidden under
the improvised shelves and counters.

The health officer s cart is coming down
the street, preceded and followed by
stalwart policemen who shovel up with
scant ceremony the eatables, musty
bread, rotten fish, and stale vegetables,
indifferent to the curses that are show
ered on them from stoops and windows,
and carry them off to the dump. In the
wake of their wagon, as it makes its way
to the East River after the raid, follow

Bunks in a Seven-cent Lodging-house, Pell Street.

a line of despoiled hucksters shouting
defiance from a safe distance. Their
clamor dies away with the noise of the

market. The endless panorama of the

tenements, rows upon rows, between

stony streets, stretches to the north, to
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In the Region of Hell s Kitchen Room in the West Thirty-eighth
Street Barracks, with its entire furniture.

the south, and to the west as far as the

eye reaches.

The tenement that was born in the

old homes of wealth and luxury, nur
tured in greed and avarice in Jewtown
and The Bend, reaches uptown its third

and last stage of development, a new

baptism, under the tardy restraint of

laws designed for the protection of the

community as well as the helpless ten

ant. An aroused public conscience

stood sponsor to the

new order of things.
Not that all the tene

ments above Four
teenth Street are good,
or even better than
those we have seen.

There is Hell s Kitchen
and Murderer s Bow in

the region of West-side

slaughter - houses and
t
^t

three -cent whiskey, ~
^iffe

representatives of a

class that breed the

typical
&quot;

tough
&quot;

to per
fection. There is Lit

tle Italy in Harlem, a

miniature copy of The
Bend, and in a fair way
of becoming its rival in

corruption. Of such as these there
is no dearth. Tenements quite as

bad as the worst are too numerous
above Fourteenth Street, and it is a

grave question whether all the im

provements made under the sani

tary regulations of recent years de
serve the name. But one tremen
dous factor for evil in the lives of

the poor has been taken by the

throat, and something has unques
tionably been done, where that was

possible, to lift those lives out of

the rut where they were equally be

yond the reach of hope and of am
bition. It is no longer lawful to

construct barracks to cover the

whole of a lot. Air and sunlight
have a legal claim, and the day of

the rear tenement is past. Last

year a hundred thousand people
burrowed in these inhuman dens

;

but some have been torn down
since. Their number will decrease

steadily until they shall have be
come a bad tradition of a heed

less past. The dark, unventilated bed
room is going with them, and the open
sewer. The day is not far distant when
the greatest of all evils that now curses

life in the tenements the dearth of wa
ter in the hot summer days will also

have been remedied, and a long step
taken toward the moral and physical

redemption of their tenants.

These are the bright spots in the

dreary picture ; bright only by com-

The Trench in the Potter s Field.
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parison. They are sad makeshifts,

many of them, and there is no disguis

ing the fact that it is making the best

of a bad job ;
but even that is some

thing. There is so little of relief, so

little that is grateful, in the whole sub

ject that one cannot afford to let any of

the brightness go to waste. Perhaps
of all the disheartening experiences of

those who have devoted lives of unselfish

thought and effort, and their number is

not so small as often supposed, to the

lifting of this great load, the indiffer

ence of those they would help is the

most puzzling. They will not be helped.

Dragged by main force out of their

misery, they slip back again on the first

opportunity, seemingly content only in

the old rut. The explanation was sup
plied by two women of my acquaintance,
in an Elizabeth Street tenement, whom
the city missionaries had taken from
their wretched hovel and provided with
work and a decent home somewhere in

New Jersey. In three weeks they were

back, saying that they preferred their

dark rear room to the stumps out in

the country. But to me the oldest, the

mother, who had struggled along with
her daughter making cloaks at half a

dollar apiece, twelve long years, since the

daughter s husband was killed in a street

accident and the city took the children,
made the bitter confession : &quot;We do

get so kind o downhearted living this

way, that we have to be where some

thing is going on, or we just can t stand
it.&quot; And there was sadder pathos to

me in her words than in the whole long-

story of their struggle with poverty ;

for unconsciously she voiced the suffer

ings of thousands, misjudged by a hap
pier world, deemed vicious because they
are human and unfortunate.

Weak tea with a dry crust is not a
diet to nurse moral strength. Yet how
much better might the fare be expected
to be in the family of this &quot; widow with
seven children, very energetic and pru
dent

&quot;

I quote again from the report of

the Society for the Improvement of the
Condition of the Poor whose &quot;eldest

girl was employed as a learner in a tail

or s shop at small wages, and one boy
had a place as cash in a store. There
were two other little boys who sold pa
pers and sometimes earned one dollar.
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The mother finishes pantaloons and
can do three pairs in a day, thus earn

ing thirty-nine cents. Here is a family
of eight persons with rent to pay and
an income of less than six dollars a

week.&quot;

And yet she was better off in point of

pay than this Sixth Street mother, who
&quot; had just brought home four pairs of

pants to finish, at seven cents a pair.
She was required to put the canvas in

the bottom, basting and sewing three

times around; to put the linings in

the waistbands
;
to tack three pockets,

three corners to each
;
to put on two

stays and eight buttons, and make six

button-holes ; to put the buckle on the

back strap and sew on the ticket, all

for seven cents.&quot; Better off than the
&quot;

church-going mother of six children,&quot;

and with a husband sick to death, who
to support the family made shirts, aver

aging an income of one dollar and

twenty cents a week, while her oldest

girl, aged thirteen, was &quot;employed

down-town cutting out Hamburg edging
at one dollar and a half a week two and
a half cents per hour for ten hours of

steady labor making the total income
of the family two dollars and seventy
cents per week.&quot; Specimen wages of

the tenements these, seemingly incon
sistent with the charge of improvidence
so often laid at the door of the poor.
But the connection on second thought

is not obscure. There is nothing in the

prospect of a sharp, unceasing battle for

the bare necessaries of life, to encourage
looking ahead, everything to discourage
the effort. Improvidence and wasteful

ness are natural results. The instalment

plan secures to the tenant who lives from
hand to mouth his few comforts ; the evil

day of reckoning is put off till a to-mor
row that may never come. When it does

come, with failure to pay and the loss of

hard-earned dollars, it simply adds an
other hardship to a life measured from
the cradle by such incidents. The chil

dren soon catch the spirit of this sort

of thing. I remember once calling at

the home of a poor washer-woman, living
in an East-side tenement, and finding the

door locked. Some children in the hall

way stopped their play and eyed me
attentively while I knocked. The big
gest girl volunteered the information
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that Mrs. Smith was out
;
but while I

was thinking of how I was to get a mess

age to her, the child put a question of her
own : &quot;Are you the spring man or the

clock man ?
&quot; When I assured her that

I was neither one nor the other, but had

brought work for her mother, Mrs. Smith

speedily appeared.
Oat of such conditions is developed

logically the &quot;

tough,&quot; and the perverse

philosophy that persuades him that the

world that gave him poverty and igno
rance for his portion

&quot; owes him a liv

ing.&quot;
Sooner or later he has not gen

erally long to wait society, against
which his hand is raised from the cradle,

compels him to earn it on Blackwell s

Island or at Sing Sing. His appren
ticeship is brief, but thorough. The
saloon, too often the only cheerful,

bright, and comfortable spot in the block,
receives him with open doors. From
the moment he, almost a baby, for the

first time carries the &quot;

growler
&quot;

for

beer, he is never out of its reach. It is

less than a year since the Excise Board
deemed it prudent to make the rule

that no three corners of any street-

crossing should thenceforward be li

censed for rum-selling. And the saloon

is the only thing that takes kindly to

him. Honest play is interdicted in the

streets. The policeman arrests the ball-

tossers, and there is no room in the

back-yard. In one of these I read this

ominous notice the other day :

&quot; All

boys caught in this yard will be delt with

accorden to law.&quot;

Along the water-fronts, in the holes

of the dock-rats, and on the avenues
the young tough finds plenty of kindred

spirits. Every corner has its
&quot;gang,&quot;

not always on the best of terms with the

rivals in the next block, but all with a

common programme : defiance of law
and order, and with a common ambi
tion : to get

&quot;

pinched,&quot; i.e., arrested, so

as to pose as heroes before their fellows.

As I have said, their ambition is early

gratified. The New York tough has
some of the qualities that would go
toward making a hero under different

training and social conditions. He has

ready wit and a certain innate sense of

fair play. There is no meanness in his

make-up, but an intense love of show
and applause that carries him to any

length of bravado. I have a very vivid
recollection of seeing one of his tribe, a
robber and murderer before he was
nineteen, go to the gallows unmoved,
all fear of the rope overcome, as it

seemed, by the secret, exultant pride of

being the centre of a first-class show,
shortly to be followed by that acme of

tenement-life bliss, a big funeral.

Bad as he was, he was more sinned

against than sinning. No toadstool
was ever less justly to blame for not

having grown up a spotless rose in its

swamp, than he for being a tough. It

is manifest that all effort to reclaim
his kind must begin with the condi
tions of life against which his very exist

ence is a protest. That this is now well

understood is evidence that even the

tough has not lived in vain. Most of the

rescue work among the tenements is

planned upon these lines. The model
tenement, the neighborhood guilds, the

children s friends, the free reading-
rooms, the flower missions, the fresh-

air excursions all aim at the same ob

ject. It is a fight in which eternal vigil
ance is truly the price of the liberty and

preservation of the state even more than
of the individual.

One free excursion awaits young and
old whom bitter poverty has denied the

poor privilege of the choice of the home
in death they were denied in life, the

ride up the Sound to the Potter s Field,

charitably styled the City Cemetery.
But even there they do not escape their

fate. In the common trench of the

Poor Burying Ground they lie packed
three stories deep, shoulder to shoulder,
crowded in death as they were in life,

to &quot; save space ;

&quot;

for even on that desert

island the ground is not for the exclu

sive possession of those who cannot

afford to pay for it. There is an odd
coincidence in this, that year by year the

lives that are begun in the gutter, the

little nameless waifs whom the police

pick up and the city adopts as its wards,
are balanced by the even more forlorn

lives that are ended in the river. I do

not know how or why it happens, or

that it is more than a mere coincidence.

But there it is. Year by year the bal

ance is struck a few more, a few less

substantially the same when the record

is closed.



IN THE VALLEY.

By Harold Frederic.

CHAPTER XH.

OLD TIME POLITICS PONDERED UNDER THE
FOREST STARLIGHT.

MONG the numer
ous books which at

one time or another
I had resolved to

write, and which
the evening twi

light of my life

finds still unwrit

ten, was one on

Fur-trading. This volume indeed came
somewhat nearer to a state of actual ex

istence than any of its unborn brethren,
since I have yet a great store of notes and

memoranda, gathered for its construc

tion in earlier years. My other works,
such as the great treatise on Astronomi
cal Delusions which Herschel and La
Place afterward rendered unnecessary
and the &quot;History of the Dutch in

America,&quot; never even progressed to

this point of preparation. I mention
this to show that I resist a genuine
temptation now in deciding not to put
into this narrative a great deal about

my experiences in, and information con

cerning, the almost trackless West of

my youth. My diary of this first and
momentous journey with Mr. Jonathan

Cross, yellow Avith age and stained by
damp and mildew, lies here before me

;

along with it are many odd and curious

incidents and reflections jotted down,

mirroring that strange, rude, perilous

past which seems so far away to the

generation now directing a safe and
almost eventless commerce to the Pacific

and the Gulf. But I will draw from

my stock only the barest outlines, suf

ficient to keep in continuity the move
ment of my story.
When we reached Caughnawaga Mr.

Cross and his party were waiting for us
at the trading store of my godfather,

good old Douw Fonda. I was relieved

to learn that I had not delayed them
for it was still undecided, I found,

whether we should all take to the river

here, or send the boats forward with the

men, and ourselves proceed to the Great

Carrying Place at Fort Stanwix by the

road. Although it was so early in the

season, the Mohawk ran very low be
tween its banks. Major Jelles Fonda,
the eldest son of my godfather, and by
this time the true head of the business,
had only returned from the Lakes, and
it was by his advice that we settled up
on riding and carting as far as we could,
and leaving the lightened boats to fol

low. So we set out in the saddle, my
friend and I, stopping one night with

crazy old John Abeel he who is still

remembered as the father of the Seneca
half-breed chieftain Corn-Planter and
the next night with Honnikol Herkimer.

This man, I recall, greatly impressed
Mr. Cross. We were now in an exclu

sively German section of the Valley,
where no Dutch and very little English
was to be heard. Herkimer himself

conversed with us in a dialect that must
often have puzzled my English friend,

though he gravely forebore showing it.

I had known Colonel Herkimer all my
life

;
doubtless it was this familiarity

with his person and speech which had

prevented my recognizing his real merit,
for I was not a little surprised when
Mr. Cross said to me that night :

&quot; Our
host is one of the strongest and most

sagacious men I have ever encountered
in the Colonies ;

he is worth a thousand
of your Butlers or Sir Johns.&quot;

It became clear in later years that my
friend was right. I remember that I

regarded the hospitable Colonel, at

breakfast next morning, with a closer

and more respectful attention than ever

before, but it was not easy to discern any
new elements of greatness in his talk.

Herkimer was then a middle-aged, un
dersized man, very swart and sharp-eyed,
and with a quick, almost vehement way of

speaking. It took no time at all to dis

cover that he watched the course of pol
itics in the Colonies pretty closely, and
was heart and soul on the anti-English
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side. One thing which he said, in his

effort to make my friend understand the

difference between his position and the
more abstract and educated discontent
of New England and Virginia, sticks in

my memory :

&quot;We Germans,&quot; he said, &quot;are not
like the rest. Our fathers and mothers
remember their sufferings in the old

country, kept ragged and hungry and

wretched, in such way as my negroes do
not dream of, all that some scoundrel
baron might have gilding on his carri

age, and that the Grand Duke might
enjoy himself in his palace. They were

beaten, hanged, robbed of their daugh
ters, worked to death, frozen by the

cold in their nakedness, dragged off into

the armies to be sold to any prince who
could pay for their blood and broken
bones. The French who overran the

Palatinate were bad enough ;
the native

rulers were even more to be hated. The
exiles of our race have not forgotten
this

; they have told it all to us, their

children and grandchildren born here

in this Valley. We have made a new
home for ourselves over here, and we
owe no one but God anything for it. If

they try to make here another aristoc

racy over us, then we will die first be
fore we will submit.&quot;

The case for the Mohawk Valley s

part in the great revolt has never been
more truly stated, I think, than it was

thus, by the rough, uneducated little

frontier trader, in his broken English,
on that May morning years before the

storm broke.

We rode away westward in the full

sunshine that morning, in high spirits.

The sky was pure blue overhead
;
the

birds carolled from every clump of foli

age about us
;
the scenery, to which Mr.

Cross paid much delighted attention,
first grew nobly wild and impressive
when we skirted the Little Falls as

grand and gloomy in its effect of tower

ing jagged cliffs and foaming cataracts

as one of Jacob Euysdael s pictures
and then softened into a dream of beauty
as it spread out before us the smiling,
embowered expanses of the German
Flatts. Time and time again my com
panion and I reined up our horses to

contemplate the charms of this lovely
scene.

We had forded the river near Fort
Herkimer, where old Hon Yost Herki-
mer, the father of the Colonel, lived,
and were now once more on the north
side. From an open knoll I pointed out
to my friend, by the apple and pear
blossoms whitening the deserted or

chards, the site of the Palatines village
where Daisy s father had been killed,
fifteen years ago, in the midnight rout
and massacre.

&quot;It was over those hills that the
French stole in darkness. Back yon
der, at the very ford we crossed, her

poor mother was trampled under foot
and drowned in the frightened throng.
It was at the Fort there, where we had
the buttermilk and Kuchen, that your
cousin, Major Cross, found the little

girl. I wonder if he ever knew how
deeply grateful to him we were and
are !

&quot;

This brought once more to my mind
where indeed it had often enough be

fore intruded itself the recollection of

young Philip s arrival at The Cedars.
For some reason I had disliked to speak
of it before, but now I told Mr. Cross
of it as we walked our horses along over
the rough, muddy road, under the arch

ing roof of thicket.

&quot;I ll be bound Mr. Stewart welcomed
him with open arms,&quot; said my compan
ion.

&quot;

Ay, indeed ! No son could have
asked a fonder

greeting.&quot;
&quot;

Yes, the lad is very like his mother
;

that of itself would suffice to warm the

old gentleman s heart. You knew he
was a suitor for her hand long before

Tony Cross ever saw her ?
&quot;

I didn t know this, but I nodded si

lently.
&quot; Curious creature she was !

&quot; mused
he, as if to himself. &quot;Selfish, suspi
cious, swift to offence, jealous of every

thing and everybody about her yet
with moods when she seemed to all she

met the most amiable and delightful of

women. She had her fine side, too.

She would have given her life gladly for

the success of the Jacobites, of that I m
sure. And proud! no duchess could

have carried her head higher.&quot;
&quot; You say her son is very like her ?

&quot;

&quot;As like as two leaves on a twig.

Perhaps he has something of his father s
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Irish openness of manner as well. His
father belonged to the younger, what
we call the Irish, branch of our family,

you know though it is as English in

the matter of blood as I am. &quot;We were

only second cousins, in point of fact,

and his grandfather was set up in Ire

land by the bounty of mine. Yet Master

Philip condescends to me, patronizes me,
as if the case had been reversed.&quot;

Mr. Cross did not speak as if he at all

resented this, but in a calm, analytical

manner, and with a wholly impersonal
interest. I have never known another
man who was so totally without individ

ual bias, and regarded all persons and

things with so little reference to his own
feelings. If he had either prejudices or
crotchets on any point, I never discov

ered them. He was, I feel assured, a

scrupulously honest and virtuous gentle
man, yet he never seemed to hate peo
ple who were not so. He was careful

not to let them get an advantage over

him, but for the rest he studied them
and observed their weaknesses and craft,

with the same quiet interest he displayed
toward worthier objects. A thoroughly
equable nature was his with little ca

pacity for righteous indignation on the
one side, and no small tendencies toward

envy or peevishness on the other. There
was not a wrinkle on his calm counte

nance, nor any power of angry flashing
in his steadfast, wide-apart, gray eyes.
But his tongue could cut deep on occa
sion.

We were now well beyond the last

civilized habitation in the Valley of the

Mohawk, and we encamped that night
above the bank of a little rivulet that

crossed the highway some four miles to

the east of Fort Stanwix. Tulp and the

Dutchman, Barent Coppernol, whom
Mr. Cross had brought along, partially

unpacked the cart, and set to with their

axes. Soon there had been constructed
a shelter for us, half-canvas, half-logs,
and brush, under a big beech-tree which
stood half-way up the western incline

from the brook, and canopied with its

low boughs a smooth surface of clear

ground. We had supper here, and then
four huge night-fires were built as an
outer wall of defence, and Barent went
to sleep, while young Tulp, crouching
and crooning by the blaze, began his

portion of the dreary watch to keep up
the fires.

We lay awake for a long time on our
bed of hemlock twigs and brake, well

wrapped up, our heads close to the

beech-trunk, our knees raised to keep
the fierce heat of the flames from our
faces. From time to time we heard the

barking of the wolves, now distant, now
uncomfortably near. When the moon
came up, much later, the woods seemed
alive with strange vocal noises and om
inous rustlings in the leaves and brakes.

It was my London companion s first

night in the open wilderness, but while

he was very acute to note new sounds
and inquire their origin, he seemed to

be in no degree nervous.

We talked of many things, more par
ticularly, I remember, of what Herkimer
had said at breakfast. And it is a very
remarkable thing that as we talked thus
of the German merchant-farmer and his

politics, we were lying on the very spot
where, five years later, I was to behold
him sitting, wounded but imperturbable,
smoking his pipe and giving orders of

battle, under the most hellish rain of

bullets from which man ever shrank

affrighted. And the tranquil moon
above us was to look down again upon
this little vale, and turn livid to see its

marsh and swale choked with fresh

corpses, and its brook rippling red with
blood ! And the very wolves we heard

snapping and baying in the thicket

were to raise a ghastly halloo, here

among these same echoes, as they feast

ed on the flesh of my friends and com
rades !

We did not guess this fearsome

future, but instead lay peacefully, con

tentedly under the leaves, with the

balmy softness of the firs in the air we
breathed, and the flaming firelight in

our eyes. Perhaps lank, uncouth Ba
rent Coppernol may have dreamed of it,

as he snored by the outer heap of blaz

ing logs. If so, did he, as in prophecy,
see his own form, with cleft skull,

stretched on the hill-side ?
&quot; I spoke about Philip s having some

of his father s adopted Irish traits,&quot; said

Mr. Cross, after a longer interval of

silence than usual. &quot;One of them is

the desire to have subordinates, de

pendents, about him. There is no Irish-
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man so poor or lowly that lie will not, if

possible, encourage some still poorer,
lowlier Irishman to hang to his skirts.

It is a reflection of their old Gaelic

tribal system, I suppose, which, be
tween its chiefs above and its clansmen

below, left no place for a free yeomanry.
I note this same thing in the Valley,
with the Johnsons and the Butlers. So
far as Sir William is concerned, the

quality I speak of has been of service to

the Colony, for he has used his fond
ness and faculty for attracting retainers

and domineering over subordinates to

public advantage. But then he is an

exceptional and noteworthy man one

among ten thousand. But his son, Sir

John, and his son-in-law, Guy Johnson,
and the Butlers, father and son

;
and

now to them added our masterful young
Master Philip these own no such steady
ing balance-wheel of common - sense.

They have no restraining notion of

public interest. Their sole idea is to

play the aristocrat, to surround them
selves with menials, to make their neigh
bors concede to them submission and
reverence. It was of them that Herki-
mer spoke, plainly enough, though he

gave no names. Mark my words ! they
will come to grief with that man, if the

question be ever put to the test.&quot;

I had not seen enough of Englishmen
to understand very clearly the differ

ences between them and the Irish, and I

said so. The conversation drifted upon
race questions and distinctions, as they
were presented by the curiously mixed

population of New York province.

My companion was of the impression
that the distinctly British settlements,
like those of Massachusetts and Virginia,
were far more powerful and promising
than my own polyglot province. No
doubt from his point of view this notion
was natural, but it nettled me. To this

day I cannot read or listen to the in

flated accounts this New England and
this Southern State combine to give of

their own greatness, of their wonderful

patriotism and intelligence, and of the
tremendous part they played in the

Revolution, without smashing my pipe
in wrath. Yet I am old enough now to

see that all this is largely the fault of
the New Yorkers themselves. We have

given our time and attention to the

making of money, and have left it to
them to make the histories. If they
write themselves down large, and us
small, it is only what might have been

expected. But at the time of which I
am telling I was very young, and full

of confidence in not only the existing
superiority but the future supremacy of

my race. I could not foresee how we
were to be snowed under by the Yankees
in our own State, and, what is worse,

accept our subjugation without a protest
so that to-day the New York school

boy supposes Fisher Ames, or any other
of a dozen Boston talkers, to have been
a greater man than Philip Schuyler !

I remember that I greatly vaunted
the good qualities of the Dutch that

night. I pointed out how they alone
had learned the idea of religious tolera

tion toward others in the cruel school
of European persecution ; how their

faith in liberty and in popular institu

tions, nobly exemplified at home in the
marvellous struggle with Spain, had

planted roots of civil and religious free

dom in the New World which he could
find neither to the east nor to the south
of us

;
and how even the early Plymouth

Puritans had imbibed all they knew of

clemency and liberty during their stay
in Holland.

I fear that Mr. Cross inwardly smiled
more or less at my enthusiasm and ex

travagance, but his comments were all

serious and kindly. He conceded the

justice of much that I said, particularly
as to the admirable resolution, tenacity,
and breadth of character the Dutch had

displayed always in Europe. But then

he went on to declare that the Dutch
could not hope to hold their own in

strange lands against the extraordinary

conquering and colonizing power of the

more numerous English, who by sheer

force of will and energy were destined

in the end to dominate everything they
touched. Note how Clive and the Eng
lish had gradually undermined or over

thrown French, Portuguese, and Dutch
alike in the Indies, he said ;

the same

thing has happened here, either by
bloodshed or barter. No nation could

resist the English in war
;
no people

could maintain themselves in trade or

the peaceful arts against the English.
&quot; But you yourself predicted, not an
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hour ago, that the young gentry down
the Valley would come to grief, in their

effort to lord it over the Dutch and
Palatines.&quot;

&quot;

Oh, that indeed,&quot; my friend re

plied.
&quot;

They are silly sprouts, grown
up weak and spindling under the shadow
of Sir William ;

when he is cut down the

sun will shrivel them, no doubt. But
the hardier, healthier plants which finally
take their place will be of English stock

not Dutch or German.&quot;

I hope devoutly that this lengthened
digression into politics has not proved
wearisome. I have touched upon but
one of a hundred like conversations

which we two had together on our slow

journey and this because I wanted to

set forth the manner of things we dis

cussed, and the views we severally had.

Events proved that we both were par
tially right. The United States of the

Netherlands was the real parent of the

United States of America, and the Con
stitution which the Dutch made for the

infant State of New York served as the

model in breadth and in freedom for

our present noble Federal Constitution.

In that much my faith was justified.
But it is also true that my State is no

longer Dutch but English, and that the

language of my mother has died out

from among us.

Before noon next day we reached

Fort Stanwix, the forest-girdled block

house commanding the Great Carrying
Place. Here we waited one day for the

boats to come up, and half of another
to get them through the sluices into

Wood Creek. Then, as the horses and
carts returned, we embarked and set

our faces toward the Lakes.

CHAPTEE XIII.

TO THE FAB LAKE COUNTRY AND HOME AGAIN.

WE had left what it pleases us to call

civilization behind. Until our return

we were scarcely again to see the black

ened fields of stumps surrounding clear

ings, or potash kettles, or girdled trees

or chimneys.
Not that our course lay wholly through

unbroken solitude ; but the men we for

the most part encountered were of the

strange sort who had pushed westward
farther and farther to be alone to get

away from their fellows. The axe to

them did not signify the pearlash of

commerce, but firewood and honey and
coon-skins for their own personal wants.

They traded a little, in a careless, des

ultory fashion, with the proceeds of

their traps and rifles. But their desires

were few a pan and kettle, a case of

needles and cord, some rum or brandy
from cider or wild grapes, tobacco, lead

and powder chiefly the last three. They
fed themselves adding to their own fish

and game only a little pounded maize
which they got mostly from the Indians,
and cooked in mush or on a baking
stone. In the infrequent cases where
there were women with them we some
times saw candles, either dips or of the
wax of myrtle-berries, but more often

the pine-knot was used. Occasionally

they had log-houses, with even here and
there a second story above the puncheon-
floor, reached by a ladder

;
but in the

main their habitations were half-faced

camps, secured in front at night by fires.

They were rough, coarse, hardened,
drunken men as a rule, generally dis

agreeable and taciturn
; insolent, lazy,

and miserable from my point of view
;

but, I judge, both industrious and con
tented from their own.
We should have had little favor or

countenance from these fellows, I doubt

not, but for Enoch Wade. He seemed
to know all the saturnine, shaggy, loung
ing outcasts whom we met in unexpected
places ;

if he did not, they knew him at

a glance for one of their own kidney,
which came to the same thing. It was
on his account that we were tolerated,

nay, even advised and helped and enter

tained.

Enoch had been a prodigious traveller

or else was a still more prodigious
liar I never quite decided which. He
told them, when we chanced to sit

around their fires of an evening, most
remarkable stories of field and forest

of caribou and seals killed in the North
;

of vast herds of bison on far western

prairies ;
of ice-bound winters spent in

the Hudson Bay Company s preserves
beyond the Lakes ; of houses built of

oyster-shells and cement on the Caro-
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lina coast. They listened gravely, smok

ing their cob-and-reed pipes, and eying
him attentively. They liked him, and

they did not seem to dislike Coppernol
and our other white servants. But they
showed no friendliness toward my poor
Tulp, and exhibited only scant, frigid

courtesy to Mr. Cross and me.
The fact that my companion was a

power in the East India Company, and
a director in the new Northwestern Fur

Company, did not interest them, at least

favorably. It was indeed not until after

we had got beyond the Sandusky that

Enoch often volunteered this informa

tion, for the trappers of the East had
little love for companies, or organized
commerce and property of any sort.

I like better to recall the purely phys
ical side of our journey. Now our lit

tle flotillawould move forhours on broad,

placid, still waters, flanked on each side

by expanses of sedge and flags in which

great broods of water-fowl lived and

beyond, by majestic avenues formed of

pines, towering mast-like sheer sixty
feet before they burst into intertwining
branches. Again we would pass through
darkened, narrow channels, where ad
verse waters sped swiftly, and where we
battled not only with deep currents but
had often to chop our way through bar
riers of green tree-trunks, hickory, ash,

and birch, which the soft soil on the

banks had been unable to longer hold

erect. Now we flew merrily along under
sail or energetic oars; now we toiled

laboriously against strong tides, by
poles or by difficult towing.
But it was all healthful, heartening

work, and we enjoyed it to the full.

Toward sundown we would begin to

look for a brook upon which to pitch our

camp. When one was found which did

not run black, showing its origin in a

tamarack swamp, a landing was made
with all the five boats. These secured,
axes were out with, and a shelter soon

constructed, while others heaped the fire,

prepared the food and utensils, and
cooked the welcome meal. How good
everything tasted ! how big and bright
the stars looked ! how sweet was the

odor of the balsam in the air, later, as

we lay on our blankets, looking skyward,
and talked ! Or, if the night was wild
and wet, how cheerily the great fires

roared in the draught, and how snugly
we lay in our shelter, blinking at the
fierce blaze !

When in early July we drew near the

country of the Outagamis, having left

the Detroit settlement behind us, not to

speak of Oswego and Niagara, which
seemed as far off now as the moon, an
element of personal danger was added
to our experiences. Both white hunters
and Indians were warmly affected to

ward the French interest, and often

enough we found reason to fear that

we would be made to feel this, though
luckily it never came to anything seri

ous. It was a novel experience to me
to be disliked on account of the Eng
lish, whom I had myself never regarded
with friendship. I was able, fortunately,

being thus between the two rival races,
as it were, to measure them each against
the other.

I had no prejudice in favor of either,

God knows. My earliest recollections

were of the savage cruelty with which
the French had devastated, butchered,
and burned among the hapless settle

ments at the head of the Mohawk Val

ley. My maturer feelings were all

colored with the strong repulsion we
Dutch felt for the English rule, which so

scornfully misgoverned and plundered
our province, granting away our lands

to court favorites and pimps, shipping to

us the worst and most degraded of old-

world criminals, quartering upon us

soldiers whose rude vices made them
even more obnoxious than the convicts,

and destroying our commerce by selfish

and senseless laws.

From the Straits west I saw the

Frenchman for the first time, and read

the reasons for his failure to stand

against the English. Even while we

suspected grounds for fearing his hos

tility, we found him a more courteous

and affable man than the Englishman or

Yankee. To be pleasant with us seemed
a genuine concern though it may really

have been otherwise. The Indians

about him, too, were a far more satisfac

tory lot than I had known in the Valley.

Although many of our Mohawks could

read and some few write, and although
the pains and devotion of my friend

Samuel Kirkland had done much for

the Oneidas, still these French-spoken,
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Jesuit-taught Indians seemed a much
better and soberer class than my neigh
bors of the Iroquois. They drank little

or no rum save as English traders fur

tively plied them with it, for the French
laws were against its sale. They lived

most amicably with the French, too,
neither hating nor fearing them and this

was in agreeable contrast to the weari
some bickering eternally going on in

New York between the Indians, striving
to keep their land, and the English and
Dutch forever planning to trick them
out of it. So much for the good side.

The medal had a reverse. The
Frenchman contrived to get on with
the Indian by deferring to him, culti

vating his better and more generous
side, and treating him as an equal. This
had the effect of improving and soften

ing the savage, but it inevitably tended
to weaken and lower the Frenchman
at least, judged by the standard of fitness

to maintain himself in a war of races.

No doubt the French and Indians lived

together much more quietly and civilly
than did the English and Indians. But
when these two systems came to be
tested by results, it was shown that the
Frenchman s policy and kindliness had

only enervated and emasculated him,
while the Englishman s rough domi

neering and rule of force had hardened
his muscles and fired his resolution.

To be sure, measured by the received

laws of humanity, the Frenchman was

right and the other wrong. But is it

so certain, after all, that the right in

variably wins?

It was well along in September when,
standing on the eminence to the east of

Fort Stanwix, I first looked again upon
my beloved Mohawk.
The trip had been a highly successful

one. Enoch was bringing back four
bateaux well packed under thin oilskin

covers with rare peltries including
some choice black-beaver skins and sea-

otter furs from the remote west, which
would fetch extravagant prices. On the
best estimate of his outward cargo of

tea, spirits, powder, traps, calico, duffle,
and silver ear-bobs, breast-buckles, and
crosses, he had multiplied its value

twenty-fold.
Of course, this was of secondary im

portance. The true object of the jour
ney had been to enable Mr. Jonathan
Cross to see for himself the prospects of
the new Northwestern Company to

look over the territory embraced &quot;in its

grants, estimate its probable trade, mark
points for the establishment of its forts

and posts, and secure the information

necessary to guard the company from
the frauds or failings of agents. He
professed himself vastly gratified at the

results, physical as well as financial, of

his experience and that was the great

thing.
Or no ! perhaps for the purposes of

this story there was something more im

portant still. It is even now very pleas
ant to me to recall that he liked me well

enough, after this long, enforced inti

macy, to proffer me the responsible and

exacting post of the company s agent
at Albany.
To say that the offer made me proud

and glad would be to feebly understate

my emotions. I could not be expected
to decide all at once. Independent of

the necessity of submitting the proposi
tion to Mr. Stewart, there was a very
deep distaste within me for fur-trading
at Albany of the meanness and fraud-

ulency of which I had heard from boy
hood. A good many hard stories are

told of the Albanians which, aside from
all possible bias of race, I take the liberty
of doubting. I do not, for instance, be
lieve all the Yankee tales that the Al

bany Dutchmen bought from the Ind
ians the silver plate which the latter

seized in New England on the occasions

of the French and Indian incursions

if for no other reason than the absence
of proof that they ever had any plate in

New England. But that the Indians

used to be most shamefully drugged
and cheated out of their eye-teeth in

Albany, I fear there can be no reason

able doubt. An evil repute attached to

the trade there, and I shrank from em
barking in it, even under such splendid

auspices. All the same, the offer grati
fied me greatly.
To be in the woods with a man, day

in and day out, is to know him through
and through. If I had borne this closest

of all conceivable forms of scrutiny, in

the factor s estimation, there must be

something good in me.
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So there was pride as well as joy in

this first glance I cast upon the soft-

flowing, shadowed water, upon the

spreading, stately willows, upon the far-

off furrow in the hazy lines of foliage
which spoke to me of home. Here at

last was my dear Valley, always to me
the loveliest on earth, but now trans

figured in my eyes, and radiant beyond
all dreams of beauty because in it was

my home, and in that home was the

sweet maid I loved.

Yes ! I was returned a man, with the

pride, and the self-reliance, and the

heart of a man. As I thought upon my
self, it was to recognize that the swad-

dlings of youth had fallen from me. I

had never been conscious of their pres
sure

;
I had not rebelled against them,

nor torn them asunder. Yet somehow

they were gone, and my breast swelled

with a longer, deeper breath for their

absence. I had almost wept with excess

of boyish feeling when I left the Valley

my fond old mother and protector.
I gazed upon it now with an altogether
variant emotion as of one coming to

take possession. Ah, the calm elation

of that one moment, there alone on the

knoll, with the sinking September sun
behind me, and in front but the trifle of

sixty miles of river route when I re

alized that I was a man !

Perhaps it was at this moment that I

first knew I loved Daisy ; perhaps it had
been the truly dominant thought in my
mind for months, gathering vigor and
form from every tender, longing memory
of The Cedars. I cannot decide nor is

it needful that I should. At least now
my head was full of the triumphant
thoughts that I returned successful and
in high favor with my companion ;

that

I had a flattering career opened for

me
;
that the people at home would be

pleased with me and that I should

marry Daisy !

These remaining twenty leagues grew
really very tedious before they were
done with. We went down with the

boats this time. I fear that Mr. Cross
found me but poor company, these last

three days, for I sat mute in the bow
most of the time, twisted around to look

forward down the winding course as if

this would bring The Cedars nearer. I

had not the heart to talk.
&quot; Now she is

winding the yarn for my Aunt,&quot; I would
think

;

&quot; now she is scattering oats for

the pigeons, or filling Mr. Stewart s

pipe, or running the candles into the

moulds. Dear girl, does she wonder
when I am coming ? If she could know
that I was here here on the river speed
ing to her what would she think ?

&quot;

And I pictured to myself the pretty
glance of surprise, mantling into a flush

of joyous welcome, which would greet
me on her face, as she ran gladly to my
arms. Good old Mr. Stewart, my more
than father, would stare at me, then
smile with pleasure, and take both my
hands in his, with warm, honest words

straight from his great heart. What
an evening it would be when, seated

snugly around the huge blaze Mr,
Stewart in his arm-chair to the right,

Daisy nestling on the stool at his knee
and looking up into my face, and Dame
Kronk knitting in the chimney-shadow
to the left I should tell of my advent
ures ! How goodly a recital I could
make of them, though they had been
even tamer than they were, with such
an audience ! And how happy, how
gratified they would be when I came
to the climax, artfully postponed, of Mr.
Cross s offer to me of the Albany agency !

And then how natural, how easy,
while these dear people were still smil

ing with pride and satisfaction at my
good fortune, to say calmly yes, calmly
in tone, though my heart should be beat

ing its way through my breast :

&quot; Even more, sir, I prize the hope that

Daisy will share it with me as my
wife !

&quot;

What with the delay at Caughnawaga,
where Mr. Cross debarked, and Major
Fonda would have us eat and drink

while he told us the news, and Tulp s

crazy rowing later, through excitement

at nearing home, it was twilight before

the boat was run up into our little cove,

and I set my foot on land. &quot;The

Cedars
&quot;

stood&quot; before us as yet lightless

against the northern sky. The gate
was open. The sweet voice of a negro
singing arose from the cabins on the

dusky hill-side. Tears came to my eyes
as I turned to Tulp, who was gathering

up the things in the boat, and said :

&quot; Do you see, boy ? We re home
home at last !

&quot;
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CHAPTEE XIV.

HOW I SEEM TO FEEL A WANTING NOTE IN

THE CHORUS OF WELCOME.

I COULD hear the noisy clamor among
the negroes over the advent of Tulp,
whom I had sent off, desiring to be alone,

while I still stood irresolute on the

porch. My hand was on the familiar,

well-worn latch, yet I almost hesitated

to enter, so excited was I with eager

anticipations of welcome.
The spacious hall our sitting-room
was deserted. A fire was blazing on

the hearth, and plates were laid on the

oak table as in preparation for a meal,
but there was no one to speak to me.

I lighted a candle, and opened the door
to the kitchen

;
here too there was a fire,

but my Aunt was not visible. Mr. Stew
art s room to the right of the hall, and
mine to the left, were alike unoccupied.
I threw aside my hat and watch-coat

here, and then with the light went up
stairs, whistling as was my wont to warn

Daisy of my coming. There was no
sound or sign of movement. The door
of her outer room stood open, and I en
tered and looked about.

The furniture and appointments had
been changed in position somewhat, so

that the chamber seemed strange to me.
There were numerous novel objects scat

tered through the rooms as well. A
Spanish guitar which I had never seen

before stood beside the old piano.
There were several elegantly bound
books, new to me, on the table

;
on the

mantel-shelf were three miniatures, del

icately painted, depicting a florid officer

in scarlet, a handsome, proud-looking
lady with towering powdered coiffure,

and a fair-haired, proud-looking youth.
This last I knew in an instant to be the

likeness of Master Philip Cross, though
it seemingly portrayed him at an age
half-way between the two times I had
seen him as boy and man. His resem
blance to the lady, and then my own re

curring recollection of the officer s feat

ures, helped me to place them as his

parents.
I called out &quot;

Daisy !

&quot;

My voice had
a faltering, mournful sound, and there

was no answer.
I came down the stairs again, bur-
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dened with a sudden sense of mental
discomfort. Already the visions I had
had of an enthusiastic welcome were but

vague outlines of dreams. There had

sprung up in my mind instead a sudden,
novel doubt of my position in this house

a cruel idea that perhaps the affection

which had so swelled and buoyed my
heart was not reciprocated. I put this

notion away as foolish and baseless, but
all the same the silent hall-room down
stairs seemed now larger and colder, and
the flames curled and writhed toward
the flue with a chill, metallic aspect, in

stead of the bright, honest glow of

greeting.
While I stood before the fireplace,

still holding the candle in my hand, my
Aunt entered the room from the kitchen

door. At sight of me the good soul

gave a guttural exclamation, dropped
flat an apronful of chips she was bring
ing in, and stared at me open-mouthed.
When she was at last persuaded that I

was in proper person and not the spirit,
she submitted to be kissed by me it

was not a fervent proceeding, I am
bound to add but it was evident the

shock had sent her wits wool-gathering.
Her hands were a bright brown from the

butternut dye, and the pungent, acrid

odor she brought in with her garments
made unnecessary her halting explana
tion that she had been out in the smoke
house.

&quot;

Philip sent down two haunches yes

terday by Marinus Folts,&quot; she said, apol

ogetically,
&quot; and this muggy weather, I

was afraid they wouldn t
keep.&quot;

&quot; This is the Dutch conception of a

welcome after five months !

&quot;

I could not

help thinking to myself, uncharitably

forgetting for the moment my aunt s in

firmities. Aloud I said :

&quot;How are they all Mr. Stewart and

Daisy ? And where are they ? And how
have the farms been doing ?

&quot;

&quot;

Well,&quot; answered Dame Kronk, upon
reflection,

&quot; I maintain that the wool is

the worst we ever clipped. Was the

shearing after you went ? Yes, of course
it was. Well, how Im going to get out

enough fine for the stockings alone, is

more than I can see. It s downright
poor.&quot;

&quot;But Mr. Stewart and Daisy are

they well ? Where are they ?
&quot;
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&quot; But the niggers have gathered five

times as much ginseng as they ever did

before. The pigs are fattening fit to eat

alive. Eli s been drunk some, but his

girls are really a good deal of help.
There are going to be more elder-berries

this fall than you can shake a stick at
;

they re just breaking the branches.

And the
&quot;

&quot;

Oh, Aunt !

&quot;

I broke in.
&quot; Do tell

me. Are Daisy and Mr. Stewart well ?
&quot;

&quot;Why, of course they are,&quot; she an
swered. &quot; That is, they were when they
left here a week come Thursday. And
Marinus Folts didn t say anything to

the contrary yesterday. Why shouldn t

they be well? They don t do anything
but gad about, these days. Daisy hasn t

done a stitch of work all summer but
knit a couple of comforters and the

time she s been about it ! When I was
her age I could have knit the whole side

of a house in less time. One of them is

for
you.&quot;

Dear girl, I had wronged her, then.

;She had been thinking of me working
for me. My heart felt lighter.

&quot; But where are they ?
&quot;

I repeated.
&quot;

Oh, where are they ? Up at Sir

William s new summer-house that he s

just built. I don t know just where it

is, but it s fourteen miles from the Hall,

up somewhere on the Sacondaga Vlaie,

where two creeks join. He s made a

corduroy road out to it, and he s painted
it white and green, and he s been having
a sort of fandango out there a house-

warming, I take it. Marinus Folts says
he never saw so much drinking in his

born days. He d had his fuU share,

himself, I should judge. They re com

ing back to-night.&quot;

I sat down at this, and stared into the

fire. It was not just the home-coming
which I had looked forward to, but it

would be all right when they returned.

Ah, but would it ? Yes, I forced myself
to believe so and began to find com
fort of mind again.

My Aunt picked up the chips and

dumped them into the wood-box. Then
she came over and stood for a long time

looking at me. Once she said :

&quot; Im
going to get supper for them when they

get back. Can you wait till then, or

shall I cook you something now ?
&quot;

Upon my thanking her and saying I

would wait, she relapsed into silence,
but still keeping her eyes on me. I was

growing nervous under this phlegmatic
inspection, and idly investing it with
some occult and sinister significance,
when she broke out with :

&quot;

Oh, I know what it was I wanted to

ask you ! Is it really true that the trap

pers and men in the woods out there eat

the hind-quarters of frogs and toads ?
&quot;

This was the sum of my relative s in

terest in my voyage. When I had an
swered her, she gathered up my luggage
and bundles and took them off to the

kitchen, there to be overhauled, washed,
and mended.

I got into my slippers and a loose

coat, lighted a pipe, and settled myself
in front of the fire to wait. Tulp came
over, grinning with delight at being
among his own once more, to see if I

wanted anything. I sent him off, rather

irritably I fear
;
but I couldn t bear the

contrast which his jocose bearing en

forced on my moody mind, between my
reception and his. This slave of mine
had kin and friends who rushed to fall

upon his neck, and made the night echoes

ring again with their shouts of welcome.
I could hear that old Eli had got down
his fiddle, and between the faint squeak
ing strains I could distinguish choruses

of happy guffaws and bursts of childlike

merriment, Tulp s return caused joy,
while mine
Then I grew vexed at my peevish in

justice in complaining because my dear

ones, not being gifted with second-sight,
had failed to exactly anticipate my com

ing and in blaming my poor Aunt for

behaving just as the dear old slow-witted

creature had always behaved since she

was stricken with small-pox, twenty

years before. Yet this course of can

did self-reproach upon which I entered

brought me small relief. I was unhappy
and whether it was my own fault or

that of somebody else did not at all

help the matter. And I had thought to

be so exaltedly happy, on this of all

the nights of my life !

At length I heard the sound of hoofs

clattering down the road, and of voices

lifted in laughing converse. Eli s fiddle

ceased its droning and, on going to the

window, I saw lanterns scudding along
to the gate from the slaves cabins like
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fireflies in a gale. I opened the window

softly, enough to hear. Not much was
to be seen, for the night had set in dark,
but there were evidently a number of

horsemen outside the gate, and, judg
ing from the noise, all were talking to

gether. The bulk of the party, I under
stood at once, were going on down the

river road, to make a night of it at Sir

John s bachelor quarters in old Fort

Johnson, or at one of the houses of his

two brothers-in-law. I was relieved to

hear these roysterers severally decline

the invitations to enter The Cedars for

a time, and presently out of the gloom
became distinguishable the forms of the

two for whom I had been waiting.
Both were muffled to the eyes, for the

air had turned cold, but it seemed as if

I should have recognized them in any
disguise.

I heard Tulp and Eli jointly shouting
out the news of my arrival, for which

premature disclosure I could have
knocked their woolly heads together
but it seemed that the tidings had
reached them before. In fact, they had
met Mr. Cross and Enoch on the road
down from Johnstown, as I learned
afterward.

All my doubts vanished in the warm
effusion of their welcome to me as sin

cere and honest as it was affectionate.

I had pictured it to myself almost

aright. Mr. Stewart did come to me
with outstretched arms, and wring my
hands, and pat my shoulder, and well-

nigh weep for joy at seeing me returned,
safe and hale. Daisy did not indeed
throw herself into my arms, but she ran
to me, and took my hands, and lifted

her face to be kissed with a smile of

pleasure in which there was no reserva

tion.

And it was a merry supper-table
around which we sat, too, half an hour

later, and gossiped gayly, while the

wind rose outside, and the sparks flew

the swifter and higher for it. There
was so much to tell on both sides !

Somehow, doubtless because of my
slowness of tongue, my side did not
seem very big compared with theirs.

One day had been very much like an
other with me, and, besides, the scenes

through which I had passed did not

possess the novelty for these frontier

folk that they would have for people
nowadays.
But their budget of news was fairly

prodigious alike in range and quantity.
The cream of this, so to speak, had been
taken off by hospitable Jelles Fonda at

Caughnawaga, yet still a portentous
substance remained. Some ofmy friends

were dead
;
others were married. George

Klock was in fresh trouble through his

evil tricks with the Indians. A young
half-breed had come down from the

Seneca nation and claimed John Abeel
as his father. Daniel Claus had set up
a pack of hounds, equal in breed to Sir

William s. It was really true that Sir

John was to marry Miss Polly Watts, of

New York and soon too. Walter Butler
had been crossed in love, and was very

melancholy and moody, so much so that

he had refused to join the house-warm

ing party at the new summer-house on

Sacondaga YLaie, which Sir William had
christened Mount Joy Pleasure Hall
an ambitious enough name, surely, for a

forest fishing-cottage.

Naturally a great deal was told me
concerning this festival, from which

they had just returned. It seems that

Lady Berenicia Cross and Daisy were
the only ladies there. They were given
one of the two sleeping-rooms, while

Sir William and Mr. Stewart shared the

other. The younger men had ridden
over to Fish House each night, return

ing next day. Without its being said

in so many words, I could see that the

drinking and carousing there had dis

turbed and displeased Daisy.
There

had even, I fancied, been a dispute on
this subject between her and our guard
ian, for he was at pains several times to

insist upon telling me incidents which
it was plain she desired left unmen-
tioned, and to rather pointedly, yet

good-humoredly, laugh at her as a little

puritan, who did not realize that young
gentlemen had their own particular

ways, as proper and natural to them
as were other habits and ways to young
foxes or fishes. Her manner said

clearly enough that she did not like

these ways, but he pleasantly joked her
down.

I noted some slight changes in Mr.

Stewart, which gave me a sense of un
easiness. He seemed paler than before,
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and there were darker pits under his

prominent, bright eyes. He had been

visibly exhausted on entering the house,
but revived his strength and spirits
under the influence of the food and
wine. But the spirits struck, somehow,
a false note on my ear. They seemed
not to come from a natural and whole
some fund, as of old, but to have a ring
of artificiality in them. I could not

help thinking, as I looked at him, of

the aged French noblemen we read

about, who, at an age and an hour
which ought to have found them night-

capped and asleep, nourishing their

waning vitality, were dancing attend

ance in ladies boudoirs, painted, rouged,

padded, and wigged, aping the youth
they had parted with so long ago. Of
course, the comparison was ridiculous,
but still it suggested itself and, once
framed in my mind, clung there.

It dawned upon me after a time that

it was contact with that Lady Berenicia

which had wrought this change in him,

or, rather, had brought forth in his old

age a development of his early associa

tions that, but for her, would to the end
have lain hidden, unsuspected under the

manly cover of his simple middle life.

If there were alterations of a similar

sort in Daisy, I could not see them this

night. I had regard only for the beauty
of the fire-glow on her fair cheek, for the

sweet, maidenly light in her hazel eyes,
for the soft smile which melted over her
face when she looked upon me. If she

was quieter and more reserved in her
manner than of old, doubtless the same
was true of me, for I did not notice it.

I had learned at Fonda s that young
Philip Cross was cutting a great swath,

socially, in the Valley, and that he was

building a grand mansion, fully as large
as Johnson Hall, nearly at the summit
of the eminence which crowned his

patent. Major Fonda was, indeed, con

tracting to furnish the bricks for what he
called the &quot;shimlies,&quot; and the house was,

by all accounts, to be a wonderful affair.

I heard much more about it, in detail,
this evening, chiefly from Mr. Stewart.

Nay, I might say entirely, for Daisy
never once mentioned Philip s name if

it could be avoided. Mr. Stewart was

evidently much captivated by the young
man s spirit and social qualities and de
meanor generally.

&quot;He is his father s own boy, aye, and
his mother s too,&quot; said the old man,
with sparkling eyes. &quot;Not much for

books, perhaps, though no dullard. But
he can break a wild colt, or turn a bot
tle inside out, or bore a pencilled hole

with a pistol-bullet at thirty paces, or
tell a story, or sing a song, or ride,

dance, box, cross swords, with any gen
tleman in the Colony. You should have
seen him stand John Frey, the miller,
on his head at the races a fortnight ago !

I never saw it better done in the Tweed

country.&quot;

&quot;A highly accomplished gentleman,

truly,&quot;
I said, with as little obvious

satire as possible.
&quot;

Ah, but he has mind as well as mus
cle,&quot; put in Mr. Stewart. &quot;He is a very

Bolingbroke with the ladies. It carries

me back to my days at the play, I swear,
to hear him and Lady Berenicia clashing

rapiers in badinage. You shall hear

them, my boy, and judge ! And there s

a sweet side to his tongue, too, or many
a pretty, blushing cheek belies the little

ear behind it.&quot;

The old gentleman chuckled amiably
to himself as he spoke, and poured more
Madeira into my glass and his. Daisy
somewhat hurriedly rose, bade us &quot;

good
night,&quot;

and left us to ourselves.

Oh, if I had only spoken the word
that night !

(To be continued.)



MRS. TOM S SPREE.

By H. C. Bunner.

HEBE was
high carnival

held in North-
oak one breezy
August day,
some twenty
odd years ago,
in a time when
the weather
seems to me,
as I look back

on it, much more genially bracing and

inspiriting than the weather we have

nowadays. I am sure of one thing : we
have no better days now than that day,
none when the breeze blows more briskly,
cool and soft, than it blew that day up
and down the rolling hill-sides of North-

oak, fluttering bright ribbons along every
road and path.

It had been a carnival summer for

Northoak though, to be sure, the rev

ellers had very little thought that they
were bidding farewell to the delights of

the world, the flesh, and the devil, and
were much astounded when the peni
tential day arrived. And on that August
morning it was far enough off yet, and
all they had to do was to be gay.
Now Northoak had never been gay

before. Contented, happy, and well-to-

do it had always been
;
but it reached

its high-water mark of festivity each

year with the regular annual lawn-party
(called a fte champetre by those who
were wise in such things), which each

family among the landed gentry took its

turn at giving. One year it was the

Westfields, another year the Lydeckers,
the next the Turners, and this year
perhaps the Brinckerhoffs. But it was

always pretty much the same lawn-par
ty ;

and while it was sure to be correct,

decorous, discreetly liberal in material

gratifications, and possibly enjoyable, it

could not fairly it would not if it could
have been called gay.
The gayety of that long-ago summer

came to Northoak from outside, and was
rather in Northoak than of it. And per
haps its character, as well as its relation

to Northoak life, may be summed up in

the statement that it was hotel gayety.
For the curse of the summer-hotel

had come upon Northoak, and Northoak
had received it with dignified submis
sion, accepting it, perhaps, as a punish
ment for the sins of well-bred pride and

polite self-complacency.
The place had always been well

satisfied with itself. The little village
had been satisfied to be a little village,
with a few small shops bidding lazily
for the custom of the people on the
&quot;

estates.&quot; The estates, certainly, could
look contentedly down from their up
lands and rejoice in their well-cultivated

acres and in their substantial houses.
Those houses the older ones at least

were dwellings of an interesting and
significant type, much in favor in north
ern New York. Their pattern is best
described by saying that they had their

front door at the back. The front must
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surely have been the end with the great
Doric portico, looking out on the lawn.

Yet you entered at the other end, and
found a broad hall, perhaps with two

reception-rooms. If the reception-rooms
were there, you went into one or the

other before you were announced in the

large drawing-room beyond the hall.

And if you were there to sell rose-bushes,
or to collect money for the heathen, or

to take orders for wine, the host came to

you in the room on the right. But if

you were there to make a call, the hostess

came and led you forth from the room
on the left to the grander chamber that

looked out upon the lawn.

You may gather from this that North-
oak had an aristocracy and something
of a feudal system. It had both, and

they were curiously well developed and

firmly established for a downright rural

community. This maintenance of an
old-world social system in a democratic
new-world was characteristic ofthe elder

and larger towns of the State. It existed

here because Northoak was originally
a settlement of what are called retired

business-men, who rented their New
York houses and gardens, seventy-five or

eighty years ago, and turned themselves
into country gentlemen. Their grand
sons still collected rent for the same

property, only that they leased factories

and warehouses. And they spent thou
sands where their grandfathers had spent
hundreds, to live just about as their

grandfathers had lived.

This state of affairs may seem most

iniquitous to some, but I can testify
that when I first went to Northoak,
toward the end of my boyhood, North-
oak great and Northoak small were well

pleased with themselves and with each
other

;
and that the stranger soon be

came sincerely attached to both.

I was but a summer boarder in the

village ;
but summer boarders were rare

birds in those days, and if they were
birds of any sort of social plumage they
were courteously entreated and well fed

by the hospitable folk of the estates.

It was in Northoak that I wore my first

dress-coat to my first grand dinner, and
I remember just how proud and just
how uncomfortable I was. I would have
died for the aristocracy that night
died, conscious of my tails, but loyal.

But if the village had sinned, retri

bution had come upon it. For the
third time I came to Northoak in June,
and lo ! the village did not know itself,
and indeed was no more a village, but a
nameless suburb of a summer hotel.

Some sordid scout of the capitalists
had found out what we of the elect few
had found out long before that North-
oak was pretty and healthful. And so
he desecrated Northoak in giving it

over to the populace. Now the great
hotel stood there, glaring in its paint of

reddish-yellow and reddish-brown, and
ten splendid elms had been done to

death that it might rear its hideous
mansard-roof above its three-storied

veranda. Inside of it there were white
kalsomined bedrooms, a great &quot;gen

eral office,&quot; and a greater dining-room,
with frescoed ceilings and gorgeous
fittings of black walnut and gilt, in

the taste of what has been aptly called
&quot; the Jim Fisk era.&quot; Then there were
&quot;French bronze&quot; chandeliers that were
neither French nor bronze, puffed up
holstery of blue and yellow satin, car

pets where gigantic flowers spread lux

uriously over a white ground, walls

covered with velvet paper the hotel

had every attraction that went to make
up elegance and completeness in those

happy days when we knew no better.

The elegance had spread to the poor
little village. The grocery was an em
porium ;

the thread-and-needle shop
was a bazar with only two a s. The
honest old village inn was gone, with
its innocent &quot;Philadelphia and XXX
Ales,&quot; and in its place was a gaudily
painted frame building, of which the

first floor was a sample-room. Above
the sample-room, reached by a side-

stairway, was a mysterious apartment
into which men entered at all hours of

the night, and whence they emerged, as

a rule, at about five or six in the morn
ing. The unceasing click of a rou

lette-ball, clearly audible on the street

below, announced that a &quot;

quiet little

game&quot; was going on in the &quot;Club

house.&quot;

These things changed the face of the

town, but the people brought a greater

change. It was an early year in that

series of years which linked the close of

the war to the panic of 1873 a year,
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like its fellows, of general extravagance
and ostentation. Thousands of people
were rich who had never expected to

be. Shoddy had stood the good fairy
to some of them

; others had found
wealth in government contracts, in

stock speculation, in the spouting of

petroleum wells. Now, when each of

these suddenly acknowledged children

of wealth had built his grand house,
furnished and pictured it, so to speak,
and had made his trip to Paris and seen

something of the glory of the Third

Napoleon and Baron Haussmann, he
had made up his mind to live luxuri

ously, and had to face the problem of

ways and means. Luxury there was to

be had, but it was such luxury as min
istered to the quiet, conservative, and

strictly private and esoteric pleasures of

a limited and exclusive class. The
newmade millionaire wanted something
that showed for more in the shop-win
dow. He found plenty of people to aid

him in his search. The summer hotel

sprang into existence to relieve him of

all trouble for three months in the year.
The Parisian opera bouffe and the Brit

ish burlesque came across the ocean to

give a tone of sophisticated frivolity to

the freshly formed society in which he
found himself. He accustomed his pal
ate to the taste of champagne. It was
not long before his highest ethical as

pirations were satisfied.

And here he was, holding high car

nival in dazzled Northoak. He had

brought his train with him. There were

people from Keokuk and Peoria, people
from Cynthiana, from Omaha, from San

Francisco, from Petrolia, and from Des
Moines. &quot;Why, my dear,&quot; said one
scandalized old lady of Northoak,

&quot; I

really never supposed there were such

places, except on the map, you know.&quot;

There were gentlemen in velvet smoking-
jackets, gentlemen in baggy knicker

bockers, gentlemen with long, blond

whiskers, and gentlemen who affected

smoking-caps. There were ladies in

silks and ladies in satin, and a great
many of them cultivated a supposed re

semblance to the Empress Eugenie,
while still more were modelled upon the

pattern of the &quot;

girl of the
period.&quot; It

was what was known as a &quot;

fast crowd,&quot;

and about the most of its members there

was nothing worse than the exuberant

folly born of sudden luxury. They were

gay birds of opulence, and they wanted
to spread their wings and to curvet and
caracole in the soft summer air. And
if some birds of prey slipped in among
them, who was to blame ? The hotel-

keepers of the day were not so wise in

the matter of feathers as our experienced
landlords of 1889.

On this August day of which I speak,
the hotellites had some merrymaking
afoot which awakened interest even

among the people of the estates. Be
tween the large contingent from the

West and Southwest, and the minority
from the Eastern andMiddle States, there

was a certain rivalry in all things, and
each side had its leaders and champions.
Two of these rivals (among the younger
sets) were Jack Mowatt, of New York,
and Clayton Adriance, of Kentucky.
These young men danced equally well,

they played about the same game of

billiards, each was past-master at cro

quet, and each could

&quot;

Urge toward the table s centre,
With unerring hand, the squall.&quot;

(Squails and croquet ! O gilded youth,
shall aureate adolescence of 1910 smile

thus at your tennis
;
at your exceeding

skill with a little foolish round puzzle
which has amused you much of late ?

)

In these accomplishments there was

nothing to choose between them
;
but

in the matter of horsemanship, it seemed,

they were unwilling to divide honors.

Other young men there were, also, who
challenged their supremacy. To-day,
therefore, a race, a wonderful race of

twenty miles was to be run, in four-mile

heats, on the track of the old county-
fair grounds. It was an absurd contest

;

cruel on the country horses which had
to be hired to supply four out of the

five relays for each rider, and it was no
fair test of the horsemanship of the two

youths. Adriance was beyond doubt
the more skilful and graceful horseman ;

but in a match like this he stood small
chance against the superior wind and

strength of his lithe, wiry, deep-chested
antagonist, who had pulled in three col

lege races, and who outclassed him in

size and weight.
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However, it was an opportunity for

fun, for excitement, for showing of

pretty gowns, betting of gloves and

champagne and bon-bons and cigars.
The hotellites turned out, one and all.

Their landaulets and barouches and

pony phaetons whirled pretty girls

along the dusty highways, and all the

primary colors flashed in the sun. Even
the hill people came. A horse-race

aroused every true American among
them.

I trudged along the road, happy
enough, yet longing for an invitation to

ride beside the least of those pretty

girls. I knew the hotel people, after a

fashion
;
I was kindly permitted to hang

on the outer edge of their grandeur.
Jack Mowatt, who was always good-
hearted, now and then deigned to pat
ronize me I was only three years his

junior. I even had a love-affair, if I am
not mistaken, with the youngest daugh
ter of a family of eight girls. She was

waiting for her two elder sisters to marry,
and she condescendingly practised upon
me while she waited for her mother to

bring her out. But none of my new
friends bade me mount with them. It

was the good old aristocracy that took

pity upon me. Tom Turner s dull,

creaky voice hailed me :

&quot;

Hi, young man ! going to the race ?
&quot;

&quot;Yes, sir.&quot;

&quot;

Jump in !

&quot;

Mr. Tom Turner never wasted words
his vocabulary did not allow of ex

travagance. I climbed into his &quot; two-

seater,&quot; and sat behind, talking to Mrs.

Tom, who shared the front seat with
her husband. She had to look over her
shoulder as we conversed, and she paid
my budding manhood the tribute of a

shy blush. She called me &quot;

Mr.,&quot; too ;

and I was proud and happy as I sat

there talking to her and studying her
as only a hobbledehoy can study a

young woman.

Every boy goes through this time of

standing outside the world of grown
women and studying them. A pretty
face opens to him a very treasure-house
of speculation, and even a plain girl is

worth critical examination if the faint

est nimbus of romance hang around her
head if it be possible to imagine her
loved and loving.

Mrs. Tom was undeniably plain. Her
features were sharp, and somewhat
large. Her hair and eyes were pale
no other word suggests their faded,
neutral dulness of tint. Her teeth were
white and regular, but sharply promi
nent. She was well-proportioned, yet
her figure had the awkward lines of im
maturity.
And yet there was nothing about her

honest plainness to suggest that pitiless

question :

&quot; Why did he marry her ?
&quot;

Any man might have married Mrs. Tom,
for any one of a dozen good reasons,
without even endangering his reputa
tion for good taste. Mrs. Tom s face

was kind, and it had a simple, youthful
wholesomeness about it that must have
been almost a positive charm, so pleas
ant does it seem to my memory after

all these years. And she certainly had
one positive charm, less subtle, yet less

easy to tell of in fitting words. Clean
liness is an attribute that we predicate
of all decent and lovable folk, yet there

are persons whose cleanliness is offen

sive, and there are others whose clean

liness is so near to godliness as to be

altogether lovable. Mrs. Tom carried

with her an atmosphere of material as

well as moral purity that absolutely ra

diated a sweet domesticity. Her fresh,
soft skin was not brilliant

;
but it be

came her, it was characteristic
;

it was

pleasant to the eye part of a harmo
nious whole. For Mrs. Tom s soft gray
and brown raiment helped to carry out
the idea of her that you got from her
face. On this day, I remember, she wore
a gray gown, with a lawn kerchief at

her neck not at all in the fashion of

the day, but quite in the eternal fash

ion of good taste and fitness.

We passed through the gates of the

fair grounds and drove to a point on the

back-stretch of the track, from which we
could see the bright ribbon of blue that

already hung between the judges little

signal-tower and the Grand Stand op
posite. When I looked upon the Grand
Stand I stifled another wish that the

world of fashion might remember me.

I had seen that bleak, roofless structure

before, black with country-folk in their

holiday attire
;
but oh, how changed

was it to-day ! A sea, a multicolored

sea of parasols covered it, and the bright
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silken domes bobbed up and down over

pretty heads in a way that seemed mad
deningly vivacious and engaging to a

half-grown boy whose lot was cast, for

the hour, with eminent but uninterest

ing respectability. However, I was in for

it where I was, and, having been early
instructed in a long antiquated code of

manners that forbade me to trample my
elders under foot, I did my best to make

myself agreeable to my hosts, and found
some reward therein. It was something
to know the names of all the riders, and
to be able to display that proud knowl-

&quot; That s Jack Mowatt there, mounting
the bay with a star Adriance is the thin

fellow with the chestnut. The little

chap on the big gray horse is De Vere
I think he used to be on the stage.

The man in the queer-looking buckskin
see ! that yellowish one is McAlpine
he plays billiards with his fingers.

The other one I think his name is

Ferguson he s on his own horse
;
he s

so rich he doesn t know what to do with
his money, and he s got three horses

here
;
he only had to hire two. But he

can t ride much. It s between Mowatt
and Adriance.&quot;

&quot; And which is your man ?
&quot;

inquired
Mrs. Tom, smiling.

&quot;Mowatt, of course. New York

against Kentucky.&quot;
&quot; Then he s mine,&quot; said Mrs. Tom.
As she spoke the bell rang, the horses

started forward, made a bad start, and
went back. Then came another bad
start, and then they got off, on the

worst start of all three, with Mowatt in

the lead, and Adriance badly pocketed-

by De Vere and McAlpine. Jack pushed
his horse and rode like a madman. He
was a dozen lengths ahead when he

passed us.
&quot; Ah !

&quot;

growled Tom Turner, in dis

gust :

&quot; fool he ll never last !

&quot;

Even to my eyes Jack was riding fool

ishly. He had a great, heavy-built colt,

strong and willing, but the cheers, the

yelling, and, above all, the brutal pace,

frightened the poor beast, and on the

third lap, when he led by nearly a mile,
he began to go wild.

&quot;

Bolt, sure !

&quot;

said Tom, as he saw
the leader come into the back-stretch.

And bolt he did, heading straight for

us we stood close to the track, with no
rail to separate us. Turner stood nearest

the course, I was next, with Mrs. Tom
just behind me. She was nervously
twisting her handkerchief in both hands

for she had taken her side already,
and she was as well able to judge of the
chances as any man on the ground.
Then came as quick a bit of work as I

ever saw. The big horse left the track,
stumbled on the turf, and came down
on his knees, Jack Mowatt going over
his head. Turner had the animal by the

bridle, and brought him to his feet in a

second, quivering and panting, but un
hurt, save for a scratch or two. Jack,
who had landed lightly, was up again as

soon as his horse. In an instant his

foot was in the stirrup and his hand on
the crupper, and then he stopped. The
blood from a sharp cut on his forehead
was trickling into his eyes. He dashed
it out with his left hand, and then, just
as a look of despair came over his face,

Mrs. Tom stepped up and tied her
white handkerchief around his head,

tight and firm. Her face was pale but
her hands were steady, and the blinding
flow was stopped before any one except
Jack knew what she was doing.
He knew. His eyes lighted up, he

bent, caught one of her hands in his free

hand, kissed it, and swung himself into

the saddle. I saw Mrs. Tom s white

face flush a burning red, and then I

turned to see Jack take the track again,

just as the field thundered by us, Adri
ance far ahead, leading by a dozen

lengths.
I am not going to tell the story of

that race. It was a cruel affair, as far as

it went, for they ran only three heats.

Mowatt won. He took his own horse
for the next relay, and nearly ruined a

splendid animal in four miles of mad
riding. But he passed the field as if

they stood still, and he rode Adriance
down after a long and brutal struggle.
At the end of the third heat, when he
led the Kentucky boy by a quarter of a

mile, and the poor youngster looked as

though he were about to fall off his

horse, the judges stopped the race. All

the other riders had dropped off except
the despised Ferguson, who was sticking
to it a mile or so in the rear. Three
horses had been spoiled for life, and the
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sporting blood
&quot;

of the judges had
had all it could endure.

Adriance was badly shaken up. He
was out of training and incapable of

sustained exertion. He shook Mowatt s

hand and tried to smile as he said :

&quot; My only regret is that you weren t

born in Kentucky.&quot;

The Grand Stand went wild, of course,
and made the most of its two heroes,
and even of Ferguson, who had shown
an unexpected pluck. Jack Mowatt was
the hero of the hour, and the women
fairly flung themselves at his feet. If it

had not been Jack s lot in life to bask
in women s smiles, his head might have

been turned. But Jack had flirted from
his cradle up, and to have a hundred
women worshipping him instead of one
was an experience differing only in de

gree, and not in kind, from many which
he had enjoyed in the brief course of his

youth.
He smiled on his admirers for a few

minutes, and then made for the stable.

Half-way there, as if a sudden thought
had come to him, he turned and came

up the course to our group on the back-

stretch. Mrs. Tom flushed red once
more as she saw him, and there was still

a touch of color in her face when I

proudly introduced the hero, and he be

gan to express his gratitude in Jack s

own demonstrative way. He said no
more than he meant, perhaps ;

but he
said a great deal more than was neces

sary, and a great deal more, I have no

doubt, than he thought he was saying.
Mrs. Tom heard him for the most part
in silence. When she said anything, it

was with a fluttered, nervous brightness
that was wholly unlike her natural man
ner. Yet it was a mannernatural enough
under the circumstances. Nine women
out of ten would have talked in just that

tone. There was nothing odd about the

tone, except that it was Mrs. Tom who
used it.

Mowatt could not stay long ;
the cut

on his head needed dressing, and the

local doctor was already beckoning him
toward the stables. But before he bade
farewell to Mrs. Tom, I could not help
hearing a characteristic speech which he
made. Turner and I were tightening
buckles on the harness, and Mowatt had
his back to me as he said :

&quot; I ll send your handkerchief back to

morrow, Mrs. Turner. I wish I wish
I might keep it, as a memento of the
race. But I suppose

&quot;

I did not hear what Mrs. Tom said in

reply. But as we drove home I learned
that Tom had agreed to take her to the
&quot;

hop
&quot;

at the hotel that evening ;
and

all the way that I went with them Mrs.
Tom looked back to talk to me in that

same softly fluttered way, asking ques
tions and running on without waiting
for answers. I noticed that the flush

was still on her cheeks.

&quot;I ve never been to a hop at the

hotel,&quot; she said.
&quot; I suppose it s quite

festive beside our dull doings here. I

haven t an idea what to wear. What do
the ladies generally wear ? Oh, but there !

what do you know about such things ?

You don t notice ladies dresses, do you ?

Men never do. But it must be lovely
to dance to that splendid band ! Do
you dance ? If you do, you mustn t for

get your country friends
&quot; and so on,

while Tom drove stolidly along, and I

watched this poor little gray pigeon
preen her wings watched her with all

a boy s cruel but observant interest.

And here, as the conversation which I

had overheard a few minutes before was
the beginning of abad business, forwhich
Jack Mowatt has been often blamed, let

me say a word for that unlucky butter

fly. I knew him well in after years, and
knew him for a perfectly harmless and

highly ornamental insect. Flirting was
as much a part of his daily existence as

eating, drinking, or sleeping if you can

call that flirtation which was merely the

exchange of the most obvious flattery
and innocently exaggerated deference

for that delightfully familiar sort of pet

ting which women are always ready to

lavish on the man who is not to be taken

seriously. And only two women that I

have heard of ever took Jack seriously.

One was Mrs. Tom the other was the

girl who finally married him. And it

was characteristic of this graceful and
voluble woman-worshipper that when
his time came, and he was really in love,

he lost his tongue and his wits, and had
to be dragged through his courtship
and up to the speaking-point like any

country oaf.

So I think I may fairly say that when
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Jack kissed Mrs. Tom s hand and begged
her handkerchief, he did no more than he
would have done had it been his own
grandmother and meant no more ill.

It was Jack s way of being decently and

respectfully civil to a woman.
It was late that night when I laid

aside my books and hurried eagerly over

to the hotel. The distant music had
twisted up my trigonometry for three

hours, and the figures of the lanciers and
the quadrille had wellnigh driven an
other sort of figures out of my young
head. However, young conscience was
somehow satisfied when I entered the

great dining-room, turned into a ball

room by the presence of two fiddlers

and a double-bass and a clarinet, sup
porting the lean hotel &quot;accompanist&quot; in

the piano-corner. Yet I had not been
three minutes in that scene of revelry
before I wished that I had not left my
shabby, calf-covered books, my little

white-cloth-topped table, my poor kero
sene lamp, whereon the moths and mos
quitoes stuck fast in the oil, looking like

Christian martyrs after the festival of

human torches.

Tom Turner was the first person I met.

He was leaving the ball-room, headed
for the billiard-room. He only nodded
when he saw me.

&quot;Where is Mrs. Turner ?
&quot;

I asked.

&quot;In there,&quot; he said, and went on his

way. He was always taciturn, impas
sive, chary of his words

;
but he spoke

with such a sullen shortness that boy-
like I fancied I had done something to

offend him.

I went &quot; in there.&quot; It was a little

parlor or drawing-room, opening from
the large hall. There sat Jack Mowatt,
on a yellow and blue satin divan a

hideous round structure, such as you
still may see in the abodes of the aris

tocracy on our modern realistic stage.
He was doing the wounded hero to per
fection, his manly beauty not wholly
marred by a narrow strip of sticking-

plaster running half-way across his fore

head. In front of him half-a-dozen

women had drawn up their chairs to

form a circle of worship. There were
four young girls, not yet out of the age
of gigglehood, a black-browed, aquiline-

nosed, handsome bird of prey from San

Francisco, and Mrs. Tom.

Mrs. Tom in a white silk dress, with
a girlish pink sash, and with the pink
est of pink roses in her poor colorless

hair
;
Mrs. Tom talking loud and fast,

and talking nonsense that is what
Mrs. Tom s young friend heard and saw
as he stood stupefied in the door-way of

the room with the yellow and blue satin

divan.
&quot; So like the knights and cavaliers of

old !

&quot;

this young man heard fyer say.
&quot;Didn t you feel like a knight, Mr.
Mowatt?&quot;

&quot; Didn t Mr. Mowatt act like a knight ?
&quot;

queried the Bird of Prey, dryly, and the

four girls giggled.
&quot; I should have been a poor knight

without my rescuing lady,&quot;
said Jack,

and the girls giggled again. Mrs. Tom
heard them not.

&quot; Mr. Mowatt was the knightliest of

knights,
&quot;

she said, laughing shrilly. Her

eyes shone
;
there was a hot color in her

high cheek-bones.

I withdrew softly ;
no one had noticed

my presence. They were all too intent

on drawing out poor Mrs. Tom all ex

cept Jack, who was frowning furtively at

the beauty with the aquiline nose.

I was chagrined and humiliated. The
reckless jollity, the crude luxury of the

hotel life had attracted me
;
but my

friends were the good, quiet, gentlefolk
on the hills, and to see one of them made
the dupe and the butt of these half-

breed savages wounded my juvenile loy

alty. I slipped out of the ball-room,
and I thought that the whole pleasure
of the evening was lost for me, when I

stumbled across my own immature

charmer, the youngest of the eight,

sulking in a dark corner of the veran

da, where she could look in at the gay-

ety which she might not share with her
seven elders.

She confided to me that she consid

ered her exclusion &quot;real mean&quot; she

said &quot;reel&quot; and I sat down by her
side and consoled her in the soft sum
mer night. By and by I forgot Mrs.

Tom (and myself, wellnigh), and I re

ceived a painful shock when Maude Ad-
die said :

&quot;

They re dancing the Caledonian qua
drille !

*

Who is that queer creature

dancing all out of time ?
&quot;

I knew before I looked in the window.
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It was Mrs. Tom, and Jack Mowatt was
her partner. She was dancing furious

ly, awkwardly, and quite out of time.

Some of the younger girls were imitat

ing her angular movements to her very
face

;
but she danced on, smiling, radi

ant, unconscious of everything but the

strange elation that had taken posses
sion of her. By the end the dance had

degenerated almost to a romp ;
but Mrs.

Tom smiled on, gayly, triumphantly.
A minute later she passed us on Jack s

arm.

&quot;Upon my word, Mrs. Turner,&quot; I

heard him say,
&quot; there s no one I ever

knew who could dance like
you.&quot;

&quot;

Oh, you flatterer !

&quot;

said the poor
woman, looking up at him with blind

gratitude in her face.

The next morning Mrs. Tom, driving
down to the village, as was her custom,

stopped at the hotel to see the Bird of

Prey, or some other of her new friends,

and incidentally carried Jack off for a

drive. The day after, Turner went fish

ing, and Mrs. Tom passed most of the

day with the hotellites. The third day
it was much the same

;
on the fourth, I

was invited to dinner at the Brincker-

hoffs, who were Turner s first-cousins,

and after dinner old Mrs. Brinckerhoff

took me aside and asked me plumply if

it was true that Tom s wife was associ

ating so freely with &quot; these
people.&quot;

I

tried to fib ;
but the occasion was not

happy for mendacity.
However, it mattered little. Mrs.

Tom s infatuation for her new society
was beyond all concealing, and the nat

ure of it was clear enough. She was

fighting for her woman s birthright of

admiration, romance, and worship. For
the first time it had come into her head
that she might be as these other wom
en courted, petted, pelted with rose-

leaf flatteries
;
that she, too, might have

her adorers
; might drink the cham

pagne of this sparkling, glorious life. A
week before she had been contented in

her wholesome dulness, with the hus
band whom she had married as a mat
ter of course, who loved her (as she
loved him) yet had never made love to

her. She had been contented when the

glass told her that her face was plain :

the thought troubled her no more than

the thought that she could not read
Greek. She could have honestly ad
mired a beautiful woman, just as she

might have respected a Greek scholar.

She had never longed for beauty : it

went for little in her world for less

than fair birth or breeding, and both of

these she had. It was natural enough
that she should have been contented.
Do you envy the splendid colonel whom
you admire as he rides at the head of

his regiment ? Do you want his uni
form to go about your business in ?

Do you want his mettlesome great
horse, that you couldn t ride to save

your life ? Do you want even his glory,

bought at the cost of wounds and cares

and privations? Not for an instant.

Envy of him will never keep you awake
o nights. But join his regiment as the

rawest of privates, and you will envy
every rag of gold lace on that man s

body. So it was with Mrs. Tom. A
man had kissed her hand, and she

longed for beauty.

Beauty itself she must have known
was beyond her reach. But that she

would be in the ranks of beauty, be one
of the women who charm and are

courted, breathe the delicious incense

of men s adoration this had been re

vealed to her by proof indubitable.

Had not the very paragon of women-

worshippers kissed her hand ? Was he
not wearing her handkerchief in his

waistcoat ? Cinderella had come to the

court of the king !

It was a mad fancy of Mrs. Tom s, but
it was born, perhaps, of vague, half-

formulated, half-repressed dreams that

none of those about her knew of, and it

was fostered by a most malicious com
bination of circumstances. Jack began
his innocent blandishments in good
faith

;
then he passed, all unsuspicious,

to a dangerous jest ;
then he found the

jest broadening under the smiles of the

spectators, and sought a way out of it

by turning it into palpable burlesque

palpable, he found, to all save the

woman whose head he had turned a

woman who had no sense of humor, and
who had never heard of the possibility
of raillery so cruel and unchivalrous.

And then, foreseeing in himself a red-

handed butcher of courtesy and delicacy,

he lost his head and took to his heels.
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He was much to be condemned he was
condemned but this is to be said for

him, that he began in good faith and
went wrong before he knew it

;
and that

the management of a maniac, when that

maniac is a woman insane on the sub

ject of her own charms, is a problem
that might prove too much for many an
older man of the world than this poor
flibbertigibbet of twenty-one.

His solution of the problem was sim

ple. On Friday he went to New York
on business, he said. He was to be back

by Saturday evening. Calypso waited
for him Saturday, Sunday, and Monday.
On Tuesday she saw his trunks go out
of the hotel marked for New York. A
letter to one of his friends among the

men conveyed the intelligence that he
was called away by the illness of a rela

tive.

It turned out to be no solution at all.

He dealt his victim a cruel blow, but
did not awaken her from her dream. In
that one week Mrs. Tom had heard more
about flirtations and jiltings and trans

fers of affection generally than she had
heard in all her previous life. She had
even met one ingenuous Southern maid
who was habitually engaged to three

gentlemen at once. She accepted this

as her first defeat in a world which she
had already learned was a world of se

cret but unceasing strife. She smoth
ered her humiliation, and determined
to go on with the fight.

She had no difficulty in carrying on
her campaign. She was a rich joke for

the hotel, in more senses than one. The

harpy contingent had already discov

ered that she was well-to-do in her own
right. They set their young men to
&quot;

taking turns at Mrs. Tom,&quot; and keep
ing her supplied with all the flattering
attentions which she would accept.
And, by the irony of fate, she found a

genuine adorer. He was a sulky, lout

ish youth, who had been brought up on
a farm until he came into the fortune
of an oil-well uncle. This silent, dull

youngster, half a dozen years her junior,
fell honestly in love with her, and trailed

about after her like an ill-conditioned

poodle.
A lively chase Mrs. Tom led him.

The end of that second week found her
in the fore-front of all the hotel gayety.

She slept at home
;
but her days and

her evenings were passed with her ho-

tellites, who diverted themselves with
out ceasing. That week a flash, fashion

able dress-maker and milliner came up
from New York, and Mrs. Tom gave
orders for dresses that made the eyes
shine in the scheming heads of the birds

of prey. The dresses were confected
with great rapidity under their direc

tions, and such marvels of gorgeous bad
taste were they that, even in that day of

loud things, they scandalized the most
advanced thought of the hotel. Mrs.

Tom, clean out of her modest depth in

color, fairly floundered in reds and

greens and blues and yellows and let

me remind you that we had had no
Morris in those days, no Burne-Jones
to tell us of the sin of primary colors, or

to teach us the holiness of sage-green
and the sacredness of old gold and the

terra-cotta family. Mrs. Tom made

ample return for these aids to fashion

able elegance. She lent money to ladies

expecting remittances, and showed un

wearying patience in awaiting the re

mittances
;
she guaranteed their credit

at the dress-maker s
;

she gave them

costly presents ;
and she payed her scot

on all the excursions and picnic parties,
which festivities were not conducted on
a modest scale. One of them won some
fame at the time. Ferguson, the mill

ionaire contractor, took a driving-party
of twenty to the Mountain House, a

sporting resort some ten miles away, up
in the hills, and when they sat down
to supper (cooked by a New York chef,
served by New York waiters) each lady
found her napkin rolled up in a gold
bracelet set with diamonds, by way of a

napkin-ring a dainty conceit of the

millionaire s. It was at this supper, I

believe, that they induced Mrs. Tom to

sing
&quot;

Dites-lui,&quot; and found great sport
therein.

But what, you ask, were Mrs. Tom s

relatives doing all this while ? They
were doing just about what relatives

and friends usually do under compara
ble circumstances, and to just about as

much purpose.
&quot;

If any of my people,&quot;

we have aU said, at one time or another,
&quot; were to attempt to disgrace the fam

ily, / would do &quot;

this, that, or the

other. But when the time comes we
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all of us find that we have very little in

fluence in the matter, and that a wilful

whippersnapper of eighteen, even, can

peg stones at the family escutcheon at

his or her sweet will. How about your
niece? Didn t she run away and join
the comic-opera company, as she said

she would ? How about my cousin ?

Didn t he marry her, as he said he
would ? You and I are connections by
marriage, and we wouldn t be if we
could have helped it.

And what was Tom Turner doing ?

For the first three weeks everybody
asked that question. By the fourth week

everybody knew that he was drinking
hard. He found himself in a situation

that was to him as incomprehensibly
unreal as a nightmare. His orderly,
narrow life afforded no precedent to

guide him. He knew that everything
was wrong. He knew not how to set

it right. He remonstrated, he quar
relled with her

;
then he relapsed into

sullen silence, went fishing day after

day, and drank more than was good for

him.
I have no doubt that his meagre vo

cabulary put him at a disadvantage. He
could tell his wife that she was &quot;

carry

ing on,&quot; perhaps that she was &quot;

making
a fool of herself

;

&quot;

but beyond this he

probably found himself unable to char
acterize her conduct without saying that

it was &quot;not respectable.&quot; And with men
of Tom s class this phrase had a spe
cific meaning which would have made
its use impossible. Tom could not in

sult his wife with the thought. Indeed,

through all the time of her folly, no one
ever dreamed of thinking it anything
worse than folly, pure and simple.
Even the hotel harpies knew better than
to misconstrue her silliness. The most

cynical and reckless of the velveteen-

coated adventurers would not have dared
to enlighten Mrs. Tom s ignorance ;

for

whatever black depths there might be in

the world where she moved, they were

carefully screened from her eyes, and to

the end she believed that the &quot;flirtations
&quot;

of those about her were as innocent as

her own.
As to Tom, she told him he was prej

udiced, unkind, and selfish. She was

doing no harm, she was spending her
own money, she was having a good time.

If he did not like her friends, well and
good. And so Tom went off to his fish
and his bottle, and Mrs. Tom went on
making herself the laughing-stock of the
hotel and the horror of her family. The
people on the hills wept over her, and
the children at the hotel invented a

pretty pastime which they called &quot; mak
ing believe be Mrs. Tom.&quot;

One morning in the first week of

September I stood on the steps of the
hotel gazing at Mr. Ferguson s new span
of horses, when I heard a rustle of
silks by my side, a hand was laid lightly
on my shoulder, and a high-pitched
voice, which I knew in spite of its af

fected, drawling tone, said :

&quot;

Why, de-ar boy ! I haven t seen you
in an age !

&quot;

It was Mrs. Tom, or what passed for

Mrs. Tom in these days, though it was
not easy to recognize her at a glance, in

her glaring red and green shot silk, with

rouge and powder making a hectic illu

mination on her high-boned cheeks, with
her eyebrows blackened, her hair dyed
a strange shiny yellow, and with dia

monds stuck and hung all over her at

ten o clock in the morning.
&quot;I must get Ferguson,&quot; she said, &quot;to

let me take you out behind these grays.
You shall handle the ribbons, and you
shall smoke, too, if you like. Why don t

you let us see something of you ? We &quot;

(she dwelt on the pronoun as though
it were sweet in her mouth)

&quot; would like

to have you. And if you want to have a

good time, you know, you ve got to come
with us. And there s just the chance
for you, dear boy ! Young Mason,
who s been making himself so sweet to

Mrs. Gilderoy his mother s just taken
him away. She was afraid !

&quot;

(Mrs. Tom
tittered.)

&quot; Now s your chance. Do you
know Mrs. Gilderoy ? No ? She s from
New Orleans. The loveliest woman !

Yes, you positively must come to the

front.&quot;

I stumbled out some confused ac

knowledgment. I felt all the shame
that she should have felt. She saw my
blush, and smiled complacently as she

moved away. She took it for the tribute

of bashfulness.

I watched her as she walked along the

veranda. She was trying to imitate a
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carriage that had a brief vogue at that

time the body was thrown forward of

the hips, involving a general distortion

of other anatomical processes.
She sat down among her friends, who

were scarcely less besilked and bejew
elled than she. I looked back to the

street, and saw Tom Turner s road-wa

gon turning in from the Highkill Falls

road.

It was a sight common enough of late.

Turner often spent the night at High-
kill, where there was a sportsmen s

tavern
;
and his man drove over for him

in the morning. But to-day Turner was
not in the wagon. His man was driving

alone, and he drove straight for the

hotel, peering under the veranda as he

came until his eye fell on his mistress.

He alighted, went up to her, gave her

a note, and marched back to his wagon.
Mrs. Tom read the letter, gave a husky

little cry, turned paler than her powder,
and straightened out rigid, as though
she were in an epileptic fit. The group
of women closed in about her. I hurried

toward them, but before I came near,
Mrs. Tom had recovered herself, at

least enough to walk, with a woman on
each side of her, and they took her to

the nearest room. She passed within a

yard of me, and the frightened, stricken

stare of the eyes that looked out from
that painted face was like a vision of

death and judgment.
I need hardly say that in her few

moments of unconsciousness somebody
in the crowd read her letter. I heard
its contents discussed in the open street.

It was from Tom, and said that he had

gone away, and that she should not see

him again. It was a drunken man s let

ter
; but, drunk or sober, Tom never

failed of his word.

The next day a delegation of the

harpies, who had no notion to let their

prey slip away so easily, drove up to call

on poor dear Mrs. Turner. They were
refused admittance at the gates. The
three children were dangerously ill, the

lodge-keeper said, and Mrs. Turnerwould
see no one.

It was believed for a time that the

sickness of the children was a mere ex
cuse for retirement

;
but the next day

the local doctor hailed me from his gig,

and gave me some news. He was a

testy, kindly, vehement conservative, this

little, gray old doctor.
&quot; Your people have gone home, haven t

they ?
&quot; he asked.

&quot;

Yes, sir last week. I ve got to stay
and finish my grind. It s a beast.&quot;

&quot;

Well, you d best get out too. There s

something like an epidemic in town.
The three Turner children are down
I think they ll come out all right
mother s with em now, nursing em day
and night but it s hard to tell. Dys
entery that s all but I ve had seven
other cases within thirty-six hours, and
there are one or two I don t like the
looks of. Don t believe in scares but

you know what the papers say. Cholera
on the other side had a genuine case

in New York yesterday. Just about time
we had another turn of it in this country.
And if it does come, young man, this is

the sort of place that s just ripe for it.

Five hundred new people here since June
not a drain not a damn drain beg

your pardon, sir ! It s manslaughter
rank manslaughter ! And if it gets into

that devil s toy-shop there
&quot;

he pointed
to the hotel &quot;

it will have everything
its own way close the cussed place, I

hope! Clk! Kitty, git up! Don t you
stay here, my boy ;

don t you stay here !

Ok!&quot;

Being a boy, of course I did not go.
The prospect of beholding a pestilence
was far too alluring.
The doctor was right. Bad drainage
or, rather, no drainage at all and a

summer of uninterrupted heat had work
ed together to produce a local epidemic
of a serious nature. It was on a Mon
day that this conversation was held : on

Tuesday a half-dozen cases appeared
at the hotel, and then this little army
of frivolity, a host of weak creatures

with nothing to tie up to in this world
or the next, were smitten with utter,

shameless panic. Those of them who
could go at once went. Before Wednes
day night one hundred and twenty-
seven people had left the hotel. More
than that number remained against
their will, held by one cause or another

in most cases, impecuniosity. There
were many fair ladies in that caravan

sary who were in the habit of depositing
their diamonds in the hotel-safe at night ;
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not because they were in fear of thieves,
but because the proprietor particular

ly requested it. Various gentlemen,
moreover, were chained, as it were, to

the bar-room slate and the account-book
of the billiard-room keeper. There was
much telegraphing for remittances, and
the faro -bank did a rushing business

twenty-four hours in the day, and would

willingly have kept open twenty -five

hours, had it been possible.

Saturday ended this carnival of fear,

for the great hotel closed. Nearly six-

score people, sick and well, left the great
barracks, staring at the dull fall day
out of its hundreds of blindless windows,
marched down the long street, and piled
in confusion into the two stuffy little

cars that made up a train on the shaky
little railroad that ran from Northoak
to the Hudson River. The decenter of

the lot somehow settled in the rearward
car

;
in that behind the engine the wilder

spirits got together, and to watch these

I slipped in and sate myself on the wood-
box.

That was a hideous journey. Fear
the most abject, dastardly, selfish fear

possessed this crowd that was so bra
zen three days before

; and, after the

manner of their kind, they tried to hide
it with bravado. Some had bottles of

champagne, all had whiskey or brandy,
and as time went on they drank them
selves half-wild. They sang, they shout

ed, they made mad and brutal jokes.
The restrictions of decency and even
of discretion were forgotten. Strange
relationships stood out in undisguised
frankness, and the ugliest part of all

their ugliness was the open selfishness

that showed how frail was the tie that

knit one human being to another. And
among them all not one spoke the word
that summed up all their terrors. They
spoke of

&quot;it;&quot;
and that &quot;it&quot; meant

the cholera. Typhus and malaria were

waiting for many of them
;
but of these

dangers, which had obviously menaced
them through all their sojourn at that

drainless barrack, they thought nothing.
It was a baseless terror, an all but im
possible possibility, that struck terror to

their weak souls.

Save myself, there were but two silent

passengers in the car. Directly oppo
site me sat the bird of prey, Mrs. Gril-

deroy, of New Orleans. Sheer fright
had prostrated her, and had brought
back an old trouble, quiescent for years.
She had been taken with hemorrhage of
the lungs. She had telegraphed to New
York, to a certain Sister of Charity,
&quot; She will come,&quot; the scared wretch said,
and she had come, and now was taking
this pallid shadow of a woman back to
New York, to die within the white walls
of a hospital, no longer a person, an

agent for good or ill in the breathing
world a number, in a numbered cot, for
which some other wretch waits, to be a
number in her turn. Looking at the
faces of these two women, as they sat

side by side, you saw that they were sis

ters in another sense than that of Chris
tian charity. But peace was in one face
and deadly fear in the other.

Just as we drew into our station on
the Hudson, a woman fainted, and an
access of fright set the whole carload
of men and women struggling for the
doors. That was the last I saw of them.

They took the railroad
;
I crossed the

river in a row-boat and went down to

New York in a freight-barge, which is

the ideal way of travelling, if there are

no calves aboard.

It was ten years before I saw North-
oak again, and it was only an idle im

pulse that took me there. I had three
or four last days at the end of a vaca
tion in the mountains. My party had
disbanded

;
no one expected me in New

York before the next Monday. It came
into my head to stop at Northoak on

my way back, to whip the trout-streams
after my own fashion a luxury I cannot

indulge in when there are professional-
amateur anglers to wither me with
their scorn. Yes, I take a book in my
pocket, and if the trout will not have

me, I lie down under a tree and walk
the London streets with Mr. Samuel

Pepys, monstrous fine in his waistcoat

made of his wife s brocade petticoat, or

stroll under the Italian skies with Eich-

endorff s Good-for-nothing in his mys
tic, magical Wander-Jahre. Northoak
trout were too small game for the gen
try who despise this sort of fishing ; yet
there be trout at Northoak, so there I

went. I had other reasons, of course

a foolish fancy of reminiscence leading
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me back to look for boyhood in boy
hood s paths.

I found my old abiding-place, still a

refuge for the stranger, but now only as

a lodging-house for those who &quot; mealed &quot;

at the hotel. It was kept by a brisk

woman of business, fresh from New
England, who could tell me nothing of

my old friends. I asked for the room
that had been mine

;
but when I saw it,

and found how close and small it was

(and always must have been) I gladly took
a larger chamber on the floor below.

I went to dinner at the hotel. There
it was, the same hotel, but, oh ! how
changed from that hotel I had known.
All the smartness of it had vanished.

The wood-work was warped ;
the paint,

of a later era of bad taste, was dull and
weather-worn

; the frescoed ceiling of

the great dining-room had fallen in a

dozen places, and the damages had been

repaired with white plaster. The yel
low and blue satin furniture was gone.

Strange, angular furniture had taken
its place. I was told that it was in the

Eastlake style. The house was full

filled with quiet, decorous families from
Boston and Philadelphia, with a small

mingling of highly respectable, hard

working artists. I don t think there
was a bottle of champagne in the place.
I know that there was a sewing-circle in

the rooms where the faro-bank used to

be, and a candy-shop in the place of the

saloon.

Not a trace left of the old life the
old silly, reckless, dangerous, hopeful,

happy life. Everything is better now,
wiser, more wholesome. And yet we
were happy in those days when the
&quot; Blue Danube &quot;

was new ;
when we first

beheld le sabre de mon pbre ; when our
veins thrilled with the potency of pleas
ures that we have grown tired of since :

in those crude days when things were
fresher than they are now. And this

much I am sure of: we who left our

boyhood behind us a score of years ago
were a deal merrier, more companion
able, juicier fellows than the finished

youths of to-day, who take their pleas
ures so sadly ;

who know such a weary,
worrysome lot about what is good form
and what isn t, and who treat women
just as they would men.
On the morning after my arrival I sat
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in my room writing letters. Looking
up and out the window I saw a dog-cart
going along the street. In it sat a gray-
haired woman, bolt upright, dressed in

a gown of yellow and black, so strange
in fashion, as well as in color, that it

might have been the caprice of a mad
woman. I saw her and she was gone.
But I knew Mrs. Tom.

I had a feeling of something like diz

ziness as I tried to realize that I had

actually seen this thing, and not dreamed
it. I had seen Mrs. Tom, gray-haired
and pale, dressed in the clothes I had
seen her in a decade before. What was
she now ? A ghostly maniac, revisiting
the scenes of her mad happiness ?

I thought about it until I could write

letters no longer, and set out for a walk.

I had hardly crossed the threshold of

the house when a voice cried :

&quot; Hello !

&quot;

I stopped, and a man grasped my
hand.

&quot; Knew you right off !

&quot;

he said.

&quot;Glad to see you. Changed, haven t

you ? Stopping here, eh ? No ! Won t

do ! Come up to my house. Mrs.
Turner glad to see you. After trout?
Show you lots. Mustn t stay here won t

have it ! Come for you at three. Get

your traps ready. Bless you knew vou

right off didn t I?&quot;

I had been only a boy when he knew
me for a summer or two, but when he
bade me good-by, after making me
promise to visit him, he walked on

smiling, as though he had met his best

friend. He was changed, too. His
hair was grizzled, and when he was not

speaking his eyes had a half-vacant, half-

sleepy look that had not belonged to his

youthful stolidity.
At three he came for me, and I had

to go, much as I dreaded meeting Mrs.
Tom. He was cheerful as we drove

along ;
but as taciturn as of old. If he

spoke, it was to say something about the
weather or the crops, or the cattle in

the fields which we passed. Mrs. Turner
was well, he said, and the children.

They had had another one since I had
seen them a splendid boy four years
old now. A fine growing summer ! They
would have the finest crop of hay ever

gathered in the county didn t I think
so?
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We found Mrs. Tom in the great

drawing-room that opened on the lawn,
and my heart sank within me as I saw
that she was dressed in a gown of faded

pink, almost as startlingly out of fashion
as the odd garment she had worn in the

morning. But though she blushed a
little as she greeted me (and her blush,

against her soft gray hair, made her
look almost pretty), she showed no em
barrassment, no strangeness of manner,
and in a moment I felt quite at ease, not

only for myself but for her. At the first

look I fancied that her pale face seemed
stern

;
at the second, I saw in it such a

sweet dignity that I wondered why I

had ever thought of the clothes she had
on.

After a while the children came in,

and presently Turner took them off to

see if the new Jersey cow had arrived.

The three elder were attractive children.

The two girls were perhaps fifteen and
sixteen, well-mannered, and pretty, or

comely at least. The boy was a fine

fellow of thirteen, with a manly way
about him. The youngest was of a

different sort. I thought him dull and

heavy, and he had the pettish bearing
of a spoiled child. But I saw that

this Benjamin was as the apple of his

mother s eye. There was a difference

not only of degree but of kind in the

look which she cast after him as her

eyes followed her children out of the

room.

They had hardly gone when she looked

up at me with a tremulous eagerness
and said :

&quot;You didn t want to come? No, I

understand. But I wanted to tell you
that I m glad to have you here. Of
course, I wanted you to come because it

pleased him ; but Im glad to see you,

anyway for myself, don t you know.&quot;

I said that I had hoped she would care

to see me
;
but she paid no attention

to my awkward equivocations, and went
on :

&quot;I thought you d feel that I wouldn t

want to see you, on account of that

time, you know my spree. Oh, yes, I

know. That s what they called it. I

know a good deal now that I didn t know
then. I know just how just how I

seemed to people. That s why I don t

mind seeing you. It wasn t quite the

same with you. You never had any
thing to do with making me act as&quot; I
did.&quot;

She snatched up a little dress from
the work-basket by her side, stretched
it out and shaped it upon her lap,
threaded a needle with that mechanical
deftness which belongs to women, and
began sewing and talking at once.

&quot;I don t believe you ever made fun of

me. They all did. I ve often thought,
since, thinking how those men pretend
ed to make love to me, that you were al

ways respectful don t you understand
me ? It made me feel, when I used to

think about it, that I was worth it you
know what I mean ? I ve ground my
teeth sometimes, just for pain, and then
I ve thought how nice you were to me,
and I ve felt better.&quot;

Great God ! I thought to myself, can
the chance of a boy s decent breeding
mean so much to his fellow-beings ?

&quot; I didn t mean to talk about that

time,&quot; she began again, after she had
stitched for a minute in silence.

&quot; I

only meant to tell you something so

that you would understand how it is

now. I don t know whether you heard
much about what happened afterwards.&quot;

&quot; I heard something,&quot; I said
;

&quot;

you
went West.&quot;

&quot; Not till the next summer. We
tried, all we could, but we didn t find

out where he was till then. And Ethel
wasn t really strong until June. Then
I heard where he was, and I went out
and found him in Omaha.&quot;

She paused again, and kept her head
down close over her work.

&quot;He wouldn t even see me. He
wouldn t let me come near him. He
was drinking, you know. I don t mean
that I blame him &quot;

she raised her head
and looked me in the eye, feeling her

self the champion of her husband &quot; he
never would have done it if it hadn t

been for me and he wasn t himself.&quot;

She dropped her head again.
&quot; Then

he had the delirium, and I could come
and nurse him, and then came the brain

fever, and after that he woke up one

morning just as clear as ever just like

his own self and he s been so ever

since. That s when we came home
and, oh, it seemed to me that I could

just get down and kiss the ground !

&quot;
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She held her work at arm s length
and winked at it until she could see it

clearly.
&quot; I don t know that I should say just

his old self,&quot; she began again ;

&quot; he s

never been the same, exactly. You
know he used to be quite bright.&quot;

I never had known it
;
but I said I

had.
&quot;

Well, I think he s getting clearer,
all the time. He knew you at once,
didn t he?&quot;

&quot;He spoke to me first,&quot; I hastened to

say, &quot;before I recognized him.&quot;

&quot;

Yes, he came home and told me.
He was very proud of it. That s one
reason why I was so glad you came.
He knows it, you know, and it s such a

gain when he feels sure of himself.&quot;

I nursed my conceit for a while.

Then Mrs. Tom began once more, look

ing straight at me, though her cheeks
were flushed.

&quot; Of course you ve noticed
&quot;

her

eyes dropped, and she looked at her
dress as though she would have me look
at it.

&quot; Im wearing them out.&quot;

I suppose my eyes were blankly in

quisitive.
&quot;

They re the things I had then. Im
wearing them out. It s a part of my
penance. I don t mean in a Roman
Catholic way, you know,&quot; she interpo
lated, with a look of shocked affright in

her eyes ;

&quot;

I don t mean anything of

that sort, of course, but only oh, you
can t get away from what you ve done.
And you wouldn t believe it, but in that

one month that I was on my spree I

had nineteen dresses made, and had
eleven more ordered just to have more
than anybody else in that horrid place.
And then there were fourteen that I had
ordered from Paris. They came home
at Christmas just the day before.

That was my only Christmas present
that year and hadn t I bought it my
self ?

*

Oh, I knew that then !

&quot;

She had dropped her work and had
folded her hands in her lap.

&quot; I don t know that I can make you
understand why I wear those things,&quot;

she said.
&quot;

It s like having a whip on

my back sometimes, to get them on. I

don t know why I m talking to you like

this, anyway, except that I never have
talked to anyone. But, don t you see,

the children are growing up, and they ll

know all about it. Oh, I ve told them
the older ones but they don t under
stand. It doesn t mean anything to

them. They can t think theirmother ever
did anything wrong it s like talking of

original sin to them. But you know
they ll be out in the world that is our
world here in a little while, and then
it will all be told to them, and you know
how it will be told you know just how
they ll have to hear it. And it s always
seemed to me that if they saw me in

those clothes thej^ d understand it

that they wouldn t be so far away from
it that they d feel they knew about it,

and it was something that had come

naturally to them, and they could for

give it, and say, Poor mother, we don t

mind that I And they re so used to me
so used to these things I think they

will. Don t you understand ?
&quot;

The setting sun made the white walls

pink. I watched the warm light spread
ing. I had looked once in Sirs. Tom s

eyes, and I had nothing to say. But
soon she spoke again, in a cheerful,

hopeful voice.

&quot;I ve worn them all almost out.

When I get to the end of them I ll have

my own things again.&quot;

By and by the children came in again.
The new cow had arrived, and papa was

waiting for mamma in the lower pasture.
We went down, and joined with Tom in

praising the beautiful Jersey. I noticed

that at every word of critical praise he
uttered he appealed to his wife, and
that she confirmed his judgment in a

tone that was almost maternal. Even
so might a mother assent to her boy s

simple guesses at the use and meaning
of the things about him.

As we left the pasture Tom took his

wife s hand to direct her attention to

something in the economy of the farm
about which he asked her advice. We
went up the hill in the twilight, and I

lingered behind with the children, and
saw that he still kept hold of the tips of

her fingers, as they walked up the hill

together.

Mrs. Tom is dead, or this tale would
not be told. But it is only a few years
since she died, and I think that she had
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time enough on earth to wear out those a soft gray gown as I saw her wear once

cruel clothes, and to sit a while with her upon a time, with a white handkerchief

husband and her children, clad in such folded over a peaceful breast.

EVENING.

By A. Lampman.

FROM upland slopes I see the cows file by,

Lowing, great-chested, down the homeward trail,

By dusking fields and meadows shining pale

With moon-tipped dandelions
; flickering high

A peevish night-hawk in the western sky
Beats up into the lucent solitudes

Or drops with griding wing ;
the stilly woods

Grow dark and deep, and gloom mysteriously.
Cool night-winds creep and whisper in mine ear ;

The homely cricket gossips at my feet ;

From far-off pools and wastes of reeds I hear

With ebb and change the chanting frogs break sweet

In full Pandean chorus
;
one by one

Shine out the stars, and the great night comes on.

m$m^^ -
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MONTAUK POINT.

By Lloyd MeKim Garrison.

I. JULY.

MOORLANDS, red and brown with the glowing heat of the summer,
Roll with gentle declivity down to the end of the land,

Where the high, white cliffs, their scars all soft in the sunlight,
Stand like the Ithacaii crags gay for Ulysses returned.

Purple and green is the sea, like the swelling breast of a peacock,
Lover-like wooing the shore, scattering gifts at its feet

(Gems from its caverns of treasure) flowers and shells iridescent,

Palely gleaming like stars (half-veiled by the clouds of foam).
Soft as the sea is the sky, and a hazy and tremulous vapor
Dims the rich blue of its arch, where it dips down to the brink.

Languid and sweet is the air sweet with grass of the moorlands
Sweet with the breath of the ocean sweet with the weeds on the shore.

Cattle, in troops, on the uplands, indolent stray through the heather
;

Gulls, all white in the sun, indolent wheel through the sky,
Like feathers of foam tossed up by the sea to be worn by the heavens.

By day there is peace and by night : e en when they seem to be wroth

(The sky, the sea, and the shore,) why, then, tis only as lovers

Quarrel awhile in jest, that kissing may taste more sweet.

Ever the ships sail east and west
;
and the shaft of the light-house

Seems the white pillar of old, marking the halcyon days.
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n. DECEMBER.

Moorlands, blackened and parched with the cold, or shrouded in snow-drifts,
Roll with gentle declivity down to the verge as before,

Where the gaunt, white cliffs now stand like crumbling ramparts,
While, in its fury, the sea hurls itself up at their crests.

Gray is the sea like a wolf its white fangs, cruel and foam-flecked
;

Gray as the sea is the sky hiding the sun from the earth.

Gone are the herds from the uplands ; gone are the birds of the summer
Gone with the summer which brought them

; gone are the sails from the sea.

No longer the sea has aught of the girl or her passionate clamor,
But roars with sullen rage, like a tigress robbed of her whelps,

Sending its sinuous surges forever ferociously landward

Flinging the scud to the wind, freezing wherever it falls.

Ocean and sky show mercy to naught that lives : just as angels,
Sent with emotionless hearts on some stern errand of God,

Slay both just and unjust, heeding nor prayer nor entreaty,

They, at the beck of the winter, spare neither beauty nor grace
Spare not even their victims. See ! where they buffet and spurn it,

The upturned face of a human (still distorted with fright)

Peering with glassy eyes through the Gorgon-locks on its forehead,

(Tangled and matted with ice, white with the spray and the salt,)

Peering up, pitiful, blind, where the snow-white shaft of the light-house
Stands, like a cenotaph grim raised to their numberless dead !



A Vision of Ste. Anne.



THE PARDON OF STE. ANNE D AURAY,

AND OTHER BRETON PICTURES.

By William Perry Northrup.

IF

the map of France be likened to the

shape of a pitcher, the spout putting
out into the Atlantic at its northwest

will accurately represent Brittany, arid a

point near the middle of its southern
limit will designate a village, so small
that its name has been suffixed with
&quot;near Auray.&quot; Here is the shrine of

Sainte Anne, Brittany s patron saint,
and here annually assembles the largest
and most representative gathering of all

this primitive, devout, feast-observing

people.
If one could look down from a balloon

upon the peninsula, during the days im

mediately preceding July 25th and 26th,
he would see busy preparations for an
event of wide-spread interest. He would
see peasant women of the interior, clad

in their whitest coiffes and collars, care

fully preserved for many a day in the

family oaken chests, taking a farewell

look at their narrow fields and barnyard
homes, and setting out toward the coast.

He would see fishermen s families from
the islands of the gulf, and from Hoedik
and Houat of the sea, drawing their

boats upon the

beach at Locmari-

aquer and St. Gil-

das, toiling over the

long stretches of

low country, pros
trating themselves
before wayside
shrines, or resting
at fountains and
within the shadows
of ruined castles,
famous perhaps for

the exploits of Brit

tany s warrior chief,
the ugly -

visaged
Duguesclin. Along
the dotted lines of

pilgrims would be

seen, here and
there, a huge dili

gence, stored with
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provisions for horse and man, which,
when relieved of its burdens at the

journey s end, should serve as lodg
ing-house for some rustic community,
hand -carts containing beggars with
withered legs, propelled by beggars
with withered hands, blind flute-players
led by children, women with babes in

arms, carrying in conspicuous view the

begging tin cup, and the characteristic

one-horse char-a-bancs, balancing upon
a single axle the burden of six to thir

teen fantastically attired peasants the

men comfortably seated in front, the

women tiring their backs upon the af

ter-seats. There are pilgrims from the

Druid fields of Carnac, from the fisher

ies of Douarnenez and Concarneau, from
the ruins of St. Mathieu, and from the

banks of the Loire. They come by rail

and road, in groups and solitary, bear

ing the outward appearance of thrift

and comfort, the threadbare garb of hard

earnings and small savings, the patches
of poverty, and the staff of infirmity.
The morning of the 25th finds the centre

and its radiating roads thronged.

A Map of Brittany.
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The village of Sainte Anne pres Auray
has the general shape of a cross, the

shaft being the broad road leading from
the railway station of its populous
neighbor, the right arm, the walled en

closure containing the church, the left

A Char-a-banc.

arm, the small park and sacred stairway,
the short upright of the cross terminat

ing with the sacred fountain. Around
these three points centre the attractions

of the fete of La Patronne de la Bre-

tagne.

Every church in Brittany has its

saint, and every saint a feast-day, fete,

or pardon. Sainte Anne, the mother of

the Blessed Virgin, is believed to have a

most human and tender interest in the
affairs of her devotees. To her the im

perilled sailor prays, vowing a pilgrim
age or an offering on his safe return

; at

her feet the maiden whispers her heart s

secret wish ; the young mother prays for

male offspring ;
the anxious and sorrow

ful intercede for the recovery of friends,
and the afflicted pour out their grief.

The walls of the church are hung with
memorials of miracles accomplished ;

stacks of crutches tell of lame that have
been made to walk

;
from the ceilinghang

miniature full-rigged ships, with histor

ies of the miraculous rescue of the givers.
At the Pardon

of Sainte Anne
d Auray gathers
each year an as

semblage of three

to five thousand
Bretons : the ma
jority are women

;

there are many
men, a few chil

dren. There are

bright, vivacious

women from the

north coast, with
costumes much
modified under
the influence of

railway travel
and of visitors

from across the

Channel
;
women

from Finistere,
who have bright
faces, and retain

still the flaring
white coiffes and

showy collars
; there are many, a major

ity probably, from the low, flat, in part
unproductive department of Morbihan,
in which are Auray and Sainte Anne.
The spare bodies of the peasants, their

sober garbs, their dull, sun-bronzed

faces, tell of incessant labor in the fields.

No wonder they are dull and stolid

and not merry ;
little wonder the men

are cider-drinkers and the women are

sterile.

There are a few elegant Bretons from
Paris who have not forgotten their &quot; du
ties,&quot; who will attend mass and march
in the processions. There are beggars
from everywhere ; though Brittany has
but few paupers, they are all at the par
don. In all the mighty throng, amidst
the babble of French and Breton, there

are but four English-speaking persons,
and they are Americans.
A Breton peasant woman takes the

costume of the district in which she was
born. Wherever she goes in life, she

bears the stamp of her loyalty to her
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native village. The woman of La Faouet

(Morbihan) forever wears the black cap
and cape. At the pardon she meets the

woman of Pont Aven (Finistere), whose
costume is the richest and showiest of

all the coast country. It is the attrac

tion of this feature of picturesque Brit

tany that has made Pont Aven the cen
tre for artist students. The coiffe of

this district is compact, sometimes show

ing a faint tint of pink or blue ribbon
twined within the folds

;
the finely fluted

collar reaches beyond the shoulder-tips ;

the close-fitting waist is richly embroid
ered with silk in yellow and blue and
red, having oftenest broad borders of

black velvet. The skirt, commonly made
of woollen stuff of greenish color or

black, is short, showing below it the bet

ter quality of sabot. The woman of Au-

ray wears a flaring cap and plain broad
collar

;
and the modifications of these

two types are endless.

The costumes of the men are simple.
A broad-brimmed, low-crowned hat, hav-

ly trimmed, is most common. A few
wear nearly white jackets, elaborately
braided in black, with fantastic designs ;

others wear black with a red patch of

embroidery in the middle of the back.
The trousers are similar to those of

other countries, though the old-time
Breton wore knee-breeches. They were
bound about the hips with a broad

band, prolonged to a point in the mid
dle of the back, like a yoke. From this

band or yoke radiated fine fluted lines,

causing the garment to flare widely at

the pockets and gather again at the knee,
in such manner that the wearer, from
waist down, presented a very good letter

W. A few old-time breeches may yet
be seen in the more thrifty districts,

worn by very old men on festal oc
casions old men who commonly wear
their long hair hanging down upon
their shoulders. Their features many
times are of the finest type a strong,

straight, clean-cut nose, firm, well-

moulded chin, erect, tall stature, with

flowing locks and

steady eye the old

Breton man is

handsome in

deed. The vis

itor cannot

The Blind Flute-player.

ing a velvet band and three streamers fail to be struck with this, and won-

reaching to the shoulders, a short black der from what conquering race in olden

jacket, like that of the Spaniards, sup- time they received this stamp of no-

plied with two rows of buttons or sober- bility.
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&quot;C est notre mere a tous
;
mort ou vivant,

dit-on,
A Sainte Anne, une fois, doit aller tout Bre

ton.
&quot;

The pardon of Sainte Anne d Auray
begins with low mass, followed in the

The procession forms within the edi

fice, marches forth from the high arched
door, and with solemn tread descends
the stone steps, traverses the enclosure,
crosses the street, entering the southern

gateway of the little park, proceeds along

A Pilgrim from the Procession Aux Flambeaux.

afternoon by pontifical vespers and a

procession to Scala Sancta. During the

church service the audience presentmuch
the appearance of a popcorn ball one

feathery mass of caps and collars, spot

lessly white, the few men intermingled
making no effect upon the display. As
the worshippers kneel in prayer the en
tire bank wavers and sinks in unison

;

as they arise there is a confused inter

mingling and final settling to place.
Far in the vista are priests in chasubles
of scarlet, others in white and gold,
with costumed acolytes in attendance

;

beyond all rises a high gilded altar.

one arm of the broad horseshoe-shaped
walk, and masses itself before the balcony
of the sacred stairway. The foremost

of the column are archbishops and

bishops in gorgeous robes and mitres,

bearing in their hands gilded crosiers,

the insignia of rank. Above their heads

are elaborate canopies borne aloft by
honored members of the community ;

and stretching back over the entire dis

tance from stairway to church door is a

broad, solid column of white coiffes, in

terspersed with bright-colored banners,
with French and Breton inscriptions.
The church fathers mount the broad
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balcony projecting from the corridors

of the sacred stairway ;
the column ad

vances, breaks ranks, and overflows up
on the grass plot ;

more are coming
and still the throng streams forth from
the church portal. After addresses in

French, the procession again forms,

passes down the other arm of the horse

shoe, out the north gate, into the church
;

and the first procession, made under the

full glory of a bright sun, is ended.
In the evening the procession of the

afternoon adds to itself a new feature

it is a procession auxflambeaux. As be

fore, the column forms within the basil

ica and stretches to the Scala Sancta,
six marching abreast, each carrying in

hand a lighted candle, thrust, from be
low upward, through an inverted paper
cone. This serves to preserve the flame,

and, incidentally, to reflect the light up
ward upon the features and head-dress
of a Breton peasant.
Let the reader imagine himself stand

ing near the middle of the course fol

lowed by this array of devout pilgrims,

watching the files as they approach, pass,

and either way along the moving line is

seen the candle s glow upon the white.

In the distance, ahead, is the illuminated

stairway, in the rear, the glow from the

open church door.

Further, bear in mind that these earn
est faces are seen in the act of wor

ship, with all devotion and sincerity.
With both hands grasping the torch,
with slow step, with eyes directed

straight forward, they march and chant,
or mutter prayers, or join in strophe
and response as their leader and banner-
bearers indicate. One moment there is

a sound of singing at the head of the

column
;
this ceases, and after a short

pause the battalion just passing takes

up the response, led by a priest blow

ing upon a deep-voiced brass instru

ment.
The music is of primitive character,

in minor keys, pitched low, and, for the

compass of unpractised male voices of

limited range, making use of but few
notes of the scale. The following is the

score of one oft-repeated response per
petuated from memory

?=i=ti2z*=^=-

and recede, the row of glowing cones A second is the Marseillaise of Sainte

illuminating the ruddy faces and the Anne s devotees
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figures decked out in the vestments of

the sixteenth century. Many of the

countenances bear the dull, staring look

of toilers of the field
;
some come from

neighboring cities, and the face shows
the bettered intelligence ; among them
is the dapper Paris genteel with glisten

ing eye-glass, and by his side the latest

fashioned bonnet all these stream past,

The refrain of one of the &quot;Chants

Religieux,&quot; set to a Breton air, is

&quot; Mere de la patrie,
Reine de nos cantons,
Gardez avec Marie
La foi de vos Bretons.&quot;

&quot; Sainte Anne, O bonne Mere &quot;

(Breton

air) has a response for Bretons and a sec-
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ond for strangers pilgrims visiting

Brittany, beseeching Sainte Anne to hear
the prayers of her children.

out offer for sale pipes in all cheap
varieties (a Breton is never without his

small black clay and plug tobacco), seal-

A Sardine Booth.

In the intervals of formal assemblage
the pious host gather in the church or

at the stairway or fountain, straggle

along the intervening and boundary
streets or loiter about the enclosures.

Two rows of booths back up against
the wall of the church grounds : those

within have for sale mementos of the

occasion, rosaries, crucifixes, tapers,

strings of beads, and small bone orna

ments, showing through a pin-hole aper
ture, when held between the eye and
the light, a picture of the statue of

Sainte Anne and the basilica
;
those with-

skin pouches, jack-knives, and such small
wares. A few wheels of fortune, of

clumsiest construction, whirl and clatter,

but their patronage is small. Under
shadow of the opposite wall are rude

booths, resembling the covers of our
Western pioneer s

&quot;

prairie schooners.&quot;

Before them are crude board tables

which hold out for sale to the hungry
peasant the diet of his home life black
bread in loaves as large as half his body,
cider old and flat, fresh sardines upon
the grill.

On the grass, basking in the sun, are



I
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Pilgrims at the Spring.

groups of peasants from different inland

hamlets. A little apart is a beggar flat

on his face, asleep ;
when awake his prac

tice is to drop on his knees and look

steadfastly into the face of the sun.

This penitential practice has been dis

covered to be more earnest in the pres
ence of visitors, from whom he thinks,
a few moments later, to gain alms.

Field-laborers, harvesters, with their

grass-wound sickles thrust down the

backs of their necks for easy transpor
tation, have kicked off their straw-lined

sabots and are resting a little before re

turning to their work in a neighboring

field. Their visit to the pardon must
be short, but not from indifference

;

their gray homespun is strewn with
barbs from the grain they have so lately
left to attend to their duties at mass and
confessional.

From all the intermingling and ever-

changing groups there never arises a

shout, nor coarse laugh, nor indeed harsh
sound of any kind. A stranger, however
conspicuous or curious, is never accosted
nor hindered, nor apparently observed at
all by them. The sacred fountain has a
score or more of bowls and cups plash
ing in its surface, somewhat turbid at
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the end of its busy day. Beggars offer

the water at the stile, and if their cup is

returned with an adequate number of

sous, express their gratitude and bless

ings in French, but if not satisfied, be
take themselves to

Breton. The wat
ers of this fountain

have great value in

curing such ail

ments as rheuma
tism, ophthalmia,
and general blood

diseases, and are

said to be of equal
efficacy in prevent
ing the well from

acquiring them.
The church is

known as the basil

ica, and to it pil

grimages may be
made at all times

during the year.
At this moment its

pews are well
sprinkled with

kneeling figures in

silent communion.
At the entrance,

along the entire

right aisle as far as

the right arm of

the transept, are

little close-huddled

knots, on their
knees upon the hard stone floor, beads
in hand. Farther forward, the confes
sional boxes against the wall have a trail

of penitents waiting to whisper to the

holy father within the grated window.
An inscription over the door indicates

whether Breton or French is to be spo
ken. Many are wearied, and have taken
a comfortable seat on the ledge during
the long wait. Last night they slept in

this very building, upon the floor, or on
the benches, or in the cloister of the

Petit-Seminaire, or upon the grass-plot
opposite. In the very middle of the
crowded aisle kneels a man, and by his

side a small, stumpy boy, their two pairs
of sabots set up behind them, toes down,
their shaggy shocks of coarse, long hair

trailing upon their shoulders. The
smaller looks about with open mouth
and wondering eyes ;

the larger poses as

At the Altar. (From a local pamphlet.)

steady as a sculptured statue. Groups
of women sit curled up against the base
of a pillar, their worn-out children fast

asleep on their laps.
At the head of the aisle and around

the corner to the

right, there is a

dense standing
mass, and there is

within it a tendency
to form into line,

single file, pointing
toward an object

against the wall,

near the opening
into the corridor

leading to the clois

ter. The object is

a glass, like a large
watch crystal, sur

rounded with a gilt
frame representing
effulgent rays. A
woman kisses the

glass, steps aside,

and disappears in

the cloister
;
a sec

ond steps forward,

pauses a moment,
clasps her hands,
bows her head,
looks an instant

upon the sacred

relic beneath the

crystal, kisses it,

and passes out. In

the close file are pilgrims from every

part of Brittany. The relic they kiss

is the tiny and sole-surviving fragment
of the wooden statue of Sainte Anne,

miraculously revealed to Yves Nicola-

zic, upon this very site, more than two
hundred years ago. A mother lifts her

child to touch its lips to the glass.

Behind the mother stands a soldier of

France, in full uniform, red cap in hand.

Reverently he bows his head, pauses a

moment in prayer, kisses the relic, and
is gone.
Farther to the right, within the an

gle of the transept, rises, high above
the heads of all, the gilded miraculous
statue of the patron saint. Each devo

tee crowds up to the rail, bringing a tall

candle, one or more rosaries or crucifixes,

scapulars or other mementos procured
at the booths, hands them to one of the
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busy and business-like young acolytes rolling eyes and clasped hands, rocks

within, and waits. The candles are to and fro, giving forth in musical ca-

lighted and impaled on spikes in com- dence the story of her woe, a kind of

pany with hosts of their fellows before weird, mournful chant :

&quot; A fisherman
the shrine; the mementos are pressed husband a storm Sainte Anne, priez

against a small aperture in the base of pour nous.&quot;

Charms with Holy Water A Peasant Custom.

the statue, and are blessed forevermore ;

the priest returns them to the owner,
receives some sounding coins, and the

activity continues.

Within the dense crowd, from an un
seen source, arises an oft-repeated plain
tive strain. It is a woman s voice. The
stolid countenances turn toward one of

their number kneeling without the rail,

as near as possible to the feet of the

saint. A woman in widow s garb, with

Backed up against the angle of the

far wall of the transept, and illuminated

by the votive candles, stands a tall, spare,

solitary man, evidently without friends

at the pardon, and scarcely at ease in

any company of strangers. Full head
and shoulders above the throng he rises,

straight as an arrow, bearing, well-

poised, a magnificent head and classic

profile. His massive shoulders are

covered with an ill-fitting, shaggy-haired,
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sheep-skin jacket. His well-worn staff

projects above the grasp of his brawny
hand, and from his sabots trail the

crumpled ends of their straw lining.
The projecting points of his stiff white

collar cover his neck on either side, and
his dull iron-gray hair sweeps straight
back from his brow and down upon his

shoulders. His forehead is high and

full, his heavy eyebrows prominent
and shaggy, giving him a severe and

menacing expression, his nose is straight
and clean-cut, his chin prominent and

firm, but not obstinate, his lips thin and

gracefully curved, his features all good
except his eyes they are dull,

&quot; meat-

eyed,&quot;
as some writer has expressed it.

Jules Breton might place him on canvas

as a Vendean chieftain. Of what lineage
came these heroic features ? Where did

that giant, in sheepskin and homespun,
get the face of a statesman and the eye
of a slave ?

Within the enclosure of the cloister,

pilgrims on tiptoe embrace the base of

the Cross of Jerusalem or nod in the

corners. A huge bronze sitting statue

of St. Peter thrusts forward a well-worn

great toe which each pious pilgrim kisses

as he passes on the rounds. Within
the corridor are for sale still other me
mentos, church pamphlets, &quot;Chants Re-

ligieux,&quot; etc.

The finest feature of the pardon yet
remains the Sacred Stairway. Upon a

column at its lowest step is posted this

notice :

&quot; A la Scala Sancta.&quot;

&quot; Persons who shall climb upon their

knees this sacred stairway, in the proper
spirit, in prayer or meditation upon the

passion of our Saviour, shall gain nine

years of indulgence for each stair. At
the top of the stairway a marble pillar
encloses a fragment of the column of

flagellation of our Saviour (forty days
indulgence to the pilgrims who kiss this

relic with devotion and
contrition).&quot;

At all hours of early morning and late

evening, in all intervals of masses, bene

dictions, and processions, may be seen,

rising just above the balustrade, a light

feathery fringe of head-dresses of women
kneeling upon the stairs within. The

length and breadth of the stairway is

densely packed, the caps and collars

concealing the dark colors. Most are

women, a few are lads and children, and

occasionally there is a man. Here is the

maiden, intent upon her beads, oblivious

to all the shuffling climbers by her side,
with a flush upon her face, whispering
upon each step, beside her Ave, a short

Breton prayer. Are not lovers a special
care to &quot; La Mere de la Patrie ?

&quot; Here is

the swain and his young wife, shoulder
to shoulder and head to head, as though
their whispered Breton words were for

each other, at least, not to be overheard.

They slowly ascend, an Ave, a prayer,
and a petition upon every step, pause a

moment at the column at the top, bow
their heads, reverently kiss the relic,

shyly raise their eyes, and descend.

The outstretched cup or cap of every

beggar receives from them a goodly
coin as they listen for the omen of the

beggar s thanks. How can they deserve

well in answer to their prayers, unless

they be generous ? In the moonlight
he and his bride will come again and
await their turn to petition and gain
further indulgences, when they will find

several who kneeled with them before.

The beggars know very well where to

station themselves to do the best busi

ness. The blind flute-player tucks his

weapon down the back of his neck and
betakes himself to eating his lunch,
while his well-instructed tiny conduct
or demands the coins. He knows who
fears his curse the most, and he knows
the price of his blessing. The women
with babes sit and sleep with their out

stretched cups in the way of the de

votees, in the hope that some shy peti

tioner, creeping to the stairway late or

early, may feel impelled to propitiate
their unconscious will.

At last the pontifical mass is ended
and the blessings of Sainte Anne go with

the pilgrim as he sets out for home.
The road to Auray is a broad belt of

moving foot-travellers. In the hand of

each child and woman is to be seen some

gaudy souvenir of the pardon, in the

pocket of every hulking man a brand-

new pipe and briquet, somewhere about
the belongings of everyone, young or

old, a precious, blessed rosary and cru

cifix.
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Later in the same summer, and many
kilometers from the scenes just de

scribed, the writer was present at a

small pardon in Finistere. The church
and cemetery were within the same en
closure. While we sat upon a low
mound covered with a flat marble slab,

a group, consisting of two peasant wom
en and a child, were observed moving
about among the graves as though in

Details of the Procession. (From a local print.)

search of something lost. The younger
woman held the child by the hand with
an eager grasp which seemed to convey
to the small member the impression of

impending calamity. The child s coun
tenance wore a sober, troubled expres
sion, and a few tears hung upon its

cheeks. The face of the old woman was
firm and reprimanding. She strode

upon the sods with a thumping step,
and her sabots accidental collision with
slab or post bespoke accumulating re

buke for her daughter, even though
adult and a matron. As they gradually
drew nearer, the elder female s voice

could be heard, jerking out broken
Breton sentences which sounded like the
crack of a whip. Not a word escaped
the younger woman, nor did she raise

her eyes from the ground, but bent low
and combed the grass with her fingers.

They were quite near when the scolding
old woman realized the situation and
shrank within herself, but the face of
the matron brightened, and stepping
timidly forward, she inquired in French :

Had the messieurs or mesdames found

anything ? Yes
; they had, and handed

the matron a rosary and pendant, which
had just been discovered in the grass at

the edge of the slab. She seized the

precious memento, kissed it, rushed to

the old woman and threw her arms
about her neck, caught up the child

in one convulsive, crushing embrace,
and when the trio had ambled off a

rod or two, bethought herself to turn
and thank the very good madame

the eyes of all streaming with
tears.

The beads of the rosary were
darkened with finger stains, the
wire links rusted, and occasionally
one was broken and replaced with
thread

;
the small crucifix of silver

was worn and bent
;
the pendant

was a little bone tube, containing
a transparency of the miraculous
statue of Sainte Anne d Auray.
The spirit of the people of this

assembly, their costumes, their be

havior, and the object of the par
don were quite different from what
has been described as characteris

tic of the Morbihan gathering.

Everything bespoke thrift, even
wealth. Their costumes were uni

formly the richest of all Brittany, their

countenances were bright and laughing,
the occasion was looked upon much like

our Thanksgiving Day celebration, and
the services and processions were for the

&quot;Blessing of the Crops.&quot; Jules Bre
ton has made this ceremony familiar by
his famous painting in the Luxembourg,
the &quot; Benediction des Bles.&quot;

Mellac is a small village, three miles

from Quimperle. The little church,
which was this day celebrating its

saint s feast, stands just back from the
&quot; national road

&quot;

in an oblong acre en

closure, surrounded by a formidable

stone wall. At the north and south

ends are two pleasant open groves, and

upon either side a narrow lane.

The ceremonies began with mass. If

the audience at Sainte Anne d Auray re

sembled a popcorn ball, this was like

drifted snow
;
the coiffes were whiter if

possible and more spreading, the collars

likewise. Front rows of seats were filled

with young girls who were to lead the

procession, and who, in addition to the

elaborate coiffes, were dressed entirely
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in white. Men were not numerous, and
most of those present stood about the

doors, hat in hand. The limit of the

church s capacity made it necessary for

some to kneel outside among the graves.
These seemed rather indifferent, rising
and kneeling and fumbling their beads,

allowing nothing to escape their notice,

a shy remark and a sly laugh varying
the exercises.

After mass the procession emerged
from the main door of the church, trav

ersed the circular walk within the enclos

ure, passed out of the western gate, de

nied through the open grove and neigh

boring fields on the north, returning

again by circuitous route to the church.

Bishop and priests in gorgeous robes,

mitre and crosier
;

chasubles in satin

and silver, scarlet and gold, banners of

satin lettered with silver, heavy with

tassels and cord such was the pageant
that led the procession. After them
came gilded statues of saints borne by
young girls in white, others by matrons
in snowiest caps of lace, with delicate

tints of ribbons half concealed within

the folds, purple velvet waists and skirts

of harmonious shades, all bespangled
with tiny disks of metal and glass which
flashed in the sunlight. The host was
borne by priests, and over it was raised

a canopy.
Next in order came the magnates, the

maire and rich men of the village, very
old men and other dignitaries of the

parish marching in the fore. Among

from a Fifth Avenue stage unnoticed.

Behind the men followed the women
and children.

During the entire march of the pro
cession the two church bells rang loud

ly, the exertions of the ringers being

these, marching with uncovered head
and humblest mien, was a well-fed, well-

groomed man who, from his dress and

general appearance, might have stepped

plainly visible in the tower, as they ap
plied themselves assiduously to the jang
ling accompaniment. Among the march

ing battalions there was no music and
no chant.

While the procession passed near at

hand, the observer was struck with the

richness of detail in the costumes. The

expense of such dress would drive it out
of use except that it lasts the wearer s

lifetime. The luxuriance here displayed
marks Mellac for a wealthy village. The
wooden shoes were modified in rigor,

by having for the upper covering carved

sole-leather, black and polished. The
dress of the men displayed extra rows of

gilt buttons and extra breadth of velvet

in borders, bands, and streamers. As
for beggars, there were almost none a

few very old men.
The picturesque features of such a

procession of robed priests, girls in

white, and matrons in velvet, with gilded
statues and banners of satin and gold,
followed by a dark belt of men and a

variegated belt of women, could be best

appreciated while they defiled through
the rich fields of grain just turning to

the ripening, and in the full glory of a

most beautiful summer s day. As the

husbandmen followed the waving cen

sers out of the bright sunlight into the
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shady grove, winding their way among
the tall trees, the host, borrowed from the

hallowed niche in the altar of the sanc

tuary, found a fitting temporary abode
in the high arched naves and transepts
of this first temple, and the blessing of

the crops and the woods seemed a grand
and beautiful thanksgiving ceremony.

There was one conspicuous figure

among the first to arrive at the pardon.
No one was more dear to his heart than
the rich man of the parish, no feeble old

man too humble to receive a most cordial

greeting, no awkward voter too shy to be

sought out and shaken by the hand. At
mass no one was more devout, in the

procession no one before him
;
no one

escaped his eye, and at convenient inter

vals everyone received a pleasant word.
His choice, well-fitting garments, his

carefully trimmed beard, his urbaneman
ners, his industrious attentions and busy
hand-shaking marked him for a politic
ian. His wife for she too was at the

pardon was equally busy among her
sex and twice as effective. The wife of

the maire was complimented till her face

beamed with complacency. Madame
kept her at her elbow and, in conversa
tion with the different rustics, turned
on all occasions for her approval or dis

sent. Monsieur looked a little too

heavy, and the corners of his smile dis

closed a selfish line which might
smoothe out, after election, into stupid

forgetfulness. Madame was a politic
ian par excellence. She visited every

group of peasant women, chatting most

fascinatingly. She bought from the old

peddling-woman s basket twisted red
sticks of candy, paper butterflies and

cakes, hunted out the children and

placed one in the hand of each. The
women looked pleased, the chubby in

fants opened their eyes widely at the

nodding ornaments on her bonnet
;
the

sparkling jets and dainty gloves of this

grand lady fairly stupefied the young
girls, with their wooden shoes and big
red wrists, who would have been hope
lessly awkward and embarrassed, but
that Madame put them at their ease.

When Monsieur had handed his dainty
wife into their Paris carriage and the

liveried coachman had touched his hat
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and reined his glossy blacks out upon
the broad road, the men had about
made up their minds that they would
vote to return Monsieur to the Chamber
of Deputies ; the women would do any
thing for Madame

;
the girls adored

her
;
each cooing babe and timid child

waved to her adieus some fragment of a
trinket or half-eaten cake, or sticky

stump of candy. His visit had strength
ened him and the maire s influence could
be relied upon. Her conquest was com
plete. The voluble tongue, the snapping,
mirthful eyes, the animated gestures,
the bonbons to the babes, the sly com
pliment to the awkward boy, the delicate

consideration to the lasses, the final

flourish as the pageant swept out upon
the road and away to town, had done
their work.
The ceremonies ended, a few strolled

along the road toward home
;
but a

majority of the country people gathered
in the south grove, many sitting in

groups about the trees, or standing stol

idly, looking straight before them. The
men were inclined to congregate on cer

tain long board benches before tables

dotted with cider glasses. They were

already in every stage of good-natured
drunkenness, and still pounding the

boards and calling for more. Busy at

tendants were drawing the pale, flat,

acid stuff from barrels perched up in

the hind end of carts. The small, black,

clay pipe needed frequent filling and

frequent lighting, and live coals grasped
in wire tweezers were passing continual

ly from hand to hand. In the distance,

among the trees, the horses fed quietly
from the boxes of the char-a-bancs.

About them were some of the women,
adjusting the harness and rearranging
the fodder, no doubt wondering whether
their husbands and masters would come
home with them drunk enough to lie

in the bottom, or insist upon driving.

Fortunately, Brittany horses have not
animation enough left them to endanger
the passengers.

One-half the distance back to Quirn-

perle, on a large landing in the long de
scent of the hill, stands a small inn
flush with the road, unadorned by either

veranda or cornice. Over its row of
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first-story windows was painted in black

letters, upon the plaster,
&quot;

Loge a Pied
et a Cheval&quot;

&quot; Debit de Boissons.&quot;

Before the entrance was arough wooden
table, and protruding from the lower
half of the window was the end of a

cider barrel. In the middle of the hard
stone road were assembling the strag

glers, returning to town. They gradual

ly accumulated on the sod fence opposite,
and overflowed upon the grass bank be

yond. Two musicians, with biniou and

bombarde, were seated at the roadside,
their feet in the ditch and their backs

against the fence. The biniou is much
like the Scottish bagpipe, and the bom
barde is like the ordinary flageolet.
The floor-manager, a hulking stable

man from the Loge-a-Cheval, was plung
ing about the road, placing the parties
for the dance. There were a few flour

ishes from the pipe, a few sharp barks
from the biniou, and the wooden shoes
shuffled and thumped into place for the

gavotte. The column of dancers was
divided into ranks of four, two couples
holding hands. As the music indi

cated, they advanced down the road a

few steps, retreated, advanced again
and retreated, and on the third ad
vance the man on the right changed
hands, left for right, and led his rank
back among the others, in a serpen
tine course, very similar to the game of
&quot; crack the

whip.&quot;
After a succession

of such manoeuvres the column broke

up into couples, who swung partners,
whirled, and became lost in confusion.

Over and over were repeated these ad
vances and retreats, the parties trudg
ing back and forth with sober faces, as

though treading out grain. Yet there
was never a lack of dancers, and no lack

of persistence. The sizes and weights
of the wooden shoes, grinding upon the
stone road, could be distinguished by
the pitch and quality of sound, and one

pair, at least, was cracked. The gavotte
was followed by other varieties of Breton

dance, rather more complex, and ex-

* Among the popular Breton dances are deroble, a noisy
romping dance, and ann hini goz. The latter is a popu
lar song, which runs thus :

Ann hini goz e va dous,
Ann hini goz eo sur.

(French Translation.)
C est la vieille qui est mes amours,

Oui, c est la vieille, assnrement.

ecuted in the same trudging, sober man
ner, with the groan of the biniou, and
the shriek of the pipe, the grind of the

sabots, sound and cracked.*
In the midst of the forest of Carnoet,

the demesnal property of the ancient
dukes of Brittany, stands the little old

chapel of Lothea, said to have been built

by the Templars. Here is celebrated,
on the first Monday of Pentecost, the

pardon of Toulfoen, commonly known
as the &quot;Pardon of the Birds.&quot; The

chapel stands a little back in the trees,

on a tongue of forest included within
the forks of the government road. Be
neath the tall trees, at this point, there

is no underbrush, and enough grass
maintains itself to form a rich carpet

ing. After morning mass, this bower
becomes a veritable fair of singing
birds. The boys and others for leagues
about have gathered the nestlings and

brought them hither, in home-made
wicker baskets, to offer them for sale.

These find ready acceptance among
young wives and sweethearts. The

dancing in the forest is of somewhat
solemn character, and is believed to be
of druidical origin.
The &quot;Blessing of the Fisheries&quot; takes

place on the day before the legal open
ing of the sardine season. The men of

the island of Groix set out in their

boats, accompanied by the clergy, with

numerous processional crosses and ban
ners. Midway in the channel they meet
a fleet from the nearest parishes of the

mainland, similarly accompanied, the

clergy assembling in one boat which
contains an altar, while the others

gather around. The processional stand

ards are crossed, at which signal the

multitude join in a hymn, and then,
amid a silence unbroken except by the

soft music of the lapping waves and

chafing boats, the priests invoke a bless

ing upon the industry ( &quot;blessing of the

yawl&quot;), the support of their families.

Having sprinkled the sea to the north,

south, east, and west, with holy water,

Ann hini iaouauk a zo koant,
Ann hini goz e deus archant,

Ann hini goz e va dous,
Ann hini goz eo sur.

La jeune est bien plus jolie,
Mais la vieille a de 1 argent,

C est la vieille qui est mes amours,
Oui, c est la vieille, assurement.
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the standards are crossed again, the

boats drift apart, and the hymns from
the scattering flotilla are heard for miles

in all directions.

The Breton is a born pagan. His an
cestors worshipped under Druid priests,
and his peninsula is still strewn with
thousands of megaliths. The Catholic

church has surmounted the menhirs
with crosses, sprinkled with holy water
the dolmens and galgals, and reclaimed
the people ;

but the rocking of an earth

quake or the bursting of a thunder
storm would bring the belated foot-

traveller to his knees before the nearest

shaft, surmounted or not. The Breton
woman presses her bosom to the rocking
stone to cure sterility ;

the cow is tied

by a halter blessed by St. Comely;
horses are led within the sound of

mass in the church of St. Eloi
; wives

and daughters of sailors do penance for

the safety of husbands and fathers at

sea. Sombre skies, rugged coasts, and

familiarity with storms have moaided a

deep religious nature in this isolated

people. The sacrifice of human life

gave way before christianizing influ

ences, and under the fostering care of

the church Brittany has become the
most devout province of all France.
The same temperament which kept its

people so long independent, which clung
so tenaciously to its druidical rites, and
lives in the superstitions of to-day, finds

its expression in pardons, pilgrimages,
and weird dances.

HAPPINESS.

By Editb Wbarton.

THIS perfect love can find no words to say.
What words are left, still sacred for our use,
That have not suffered the sad world s abuse,
And figure forth a gladness dimmed and gray?
Let us be silent still, since words convey
But shadowed images, wherein we lose

The fulness of love s light ;
our lips refuse

The fluent commonplace of yesterday.

Then shall we hear beneath the brooding wing
Of silence what abiding voices sleep,
The primal notes of nature, that outring
Man s little noises, warble he or weep,
The song the morning stars together sing,
The sound of deep that calleth unto deep.



A MIDWINTER NIGHT S DREAM.

By Henry A. Beers.

IHEKE was coasting on
Kood s Hill. Ever
since four o clock,

when the schools had
let out, the homeward
bound farmer, as he
reached the top of

the opposite ridge,
where the cutting wind made him draw
his old buffalo tighter about his legs,
had halted his sleigh for a moment
to watch the white slope over against
him swarming with little dark objects
that moved swiftly down and slowly up.
Now it was dusk, and the hill was invis

ible except as a black mass against the
western heaven. But still the continu
ous rattle of the sleds down the steep in

cline was heard, spreading into a long
roar as they neared the bottom, and

echoing down the narrow valley to left

and right. But when the lamp-posts
in the suburban streets began to show
their parallel or radiating lines of yellow
sparks, and the keen wintry glitter of

the stars responded from the sky, the
hill became deserted of all but a few late

lingerers. Now the school-children were

entering their house-doors, bringing in

with them a rush of cold air. With fin

gers numb and red under their wet mit

tens, they were taking off their rubber
boots half full of snow, and hanging their

worsted tippets on the hooks in the en

try ; while the soft lamplight and the
smell of oysters and buttered toast came

pleasantly to their sharpened senses

through the door of the warm supper-
room.
A few of the bigger boys returned to

the hill for an hour more of coasting after

supper, and did penance later for this

prolonged enjoyment, with sleepy eyes
and fingers, over the slates which had to

be filled with sums before they could go
to bed. The Gully Brook ran through
a culvert under the hill, and some of the

coasters were dragging tubs full of water
on their sleds up the almost precipit
ous sides, and pouring it over the road,
worn bare in spots, to form a coating of

ice. The wind had gone down at sun

set, and the air, though intensely cold,

was so still that the chill was hardly felt

by anyone in active motion.
About eight o clock, when the school

boys
&quot;

pig-stickers
&quot; had mostly disap

peared from the slide, a new party ar

rived and took noisy possession. This

consisted of young men and women,
equipped with sleds of a substantial size,

convenient for coasting in pairs. Soon
the frosty quiet of the night was broken
with feminine talk and laughter, the

calling and shouting of men s voices,

and now and then merry screams where
some heavily laden sledge ran off the

track and, gently lifting its starboard

runner, dumped its freight pell-mell in

to the powdery snow by the roadside.

The double ripper, the toboggan, and the

bob-sled of a more modern era slept as

yet
&quot; in the bosom of their causes ;

&quot;

but a plank fastened to two sleds, fore

and aft, and steered by a helmsman
with a quick eye

and an adequate pair
of boots, carried some dozen souls

and made a sufficient ripper for the

nonce.

It happened that, among the groups
constantly descending and reascending,
two couples reached the top at the same
moment. The first pair were walking
side by side, the young man carrying
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the sled by its rope slung over his shoul

der. The second lady was seated on her
sled

;
her swain had dragged her up the

hill and was panting slightly from the

exertion.
&quot; Is that the way you spoil your

girl ?
&quot;

said the first man, as he gained
the starting-point and faced about.
&quot; You shouldn t do it, Wilmot

; you ll

demoralize the others. There ll be a

strike as soon as they get on to the

scheme.&quot;

&quot;Well, now, &quot;answered Wilmot, &quot;what

do you do to your girl to make her walk

up?&quot;
&quot; Make me walk up, indeed !

&quot;

said

that young woman, with a toss of her
fur-lined hood. &quot; I choose to walk up.
John Brainard,&quot; she cried, with a tragic

gesture toward the landscape in gen
eral,

&quot; wouldn t you be delighted to draw
me up that hill if I asked you to ?

&quot;

&quot; Mr. Brainard,&quot; called out the occu

pant of the other sled, almost in the

same breath, &quot;aren t you ashamed to

put such notions into Harvey s head?
He has been perfectly docile till this

minute, and he just loves to draw me.&quot;

&quot;

Brainard, let s swap girls,&quot;
said Wil

mot.
At this proposal there were shrieks

and exclamations of,
&quot; We won t be

swapped ! As if we were horses ! Yes,
or things !

&quot;

&quot; How much does yours weigh ?
&quot;

in

quired Brainard, pondering the offer.
&quot; How much do you weigh, Sue ?

&quot;

asked Wilmot, turning to his partner.
&quot;Never mind,&quot; replied the lady ad

dressed, rising nimbly from the sled.

&quot;HI am too heavy for you, and Carrie

wants the pleasure of walking up-hill
with you instead of with Mr. Brainard,
I guess Mr. Brainard can pull me up
hill once or twice without hurting him
self.&quot;

&quot; Come along, then, Miss Gillespie,&quot;

said Wilmot, twitching his empty sled

into position.
&quot;

Oh, / don t care,&quot; said Miss Gilles

pie, moving slowly away from her first

cavalier, in Wilmot s direction.

The exchange was laughingly effected,
and Brainard, having seen his new part
ner comfortably seated, with her feet

planted on the cross-bar, her knees
drawn up to her chin, and her skirts

tucked closely around her, gave a short

run, shoving the sled before him, jumped
on behind, and away they sped down the

slide. The long plank
&quot; cruiser

&quot; was

just making up its load for a fresh trip,
amid a profusion of giggling and chat

ter, and W^ilmot and Miss Gillespie
waited to see it launched and to follow

down in its wake. When Brainard s

sled reached the bottom of the hill and
came to a stop, his companion sprang
to her feet.

&quot; What ! Aren t you going to let me
draw you back ?

&quot;

he asked. &quot;I thought
that was part of my contract.&quot;

&quot;No, indeed,&quot; she answered, with

spirit. &quot;Harvey proposed the swap
and I took him up on it, and Im not go
ing to have you suffer by the bargain.
Come

along.&quot;
And she started vigor

ously up the hill.
&quot;

But,&quot; insisted Brainard, as he walked
after her, &quot;you

are a borrowed article,

Miss Chantry, and borrowed articles

must be used with care and returned in

good condition. Besides, you are not

accustomed to walking up-hill, you
know. Wilmot has pampered you into

effeminacy by a long course of injudi
cious indulgence.&quot;

&quot; The idea !

&quot;

she retorted. &quot; I guess

my legs are as good as Carrie Gillespie s,

up-hill or down
;

&quot; and her laugh rang
out hardily on the crisp night-air.

&quot; So then I shan t have a chance to

find out how much you weigh, after

all?&quot;

&quot; Not unless I faint and you have to

carry me. But I ll bet anything that

she makes Harvey Wilmot draw her. I

would, if I were she. Now, you just see.&quot;

And sure enough, on their second

flight down the hill, they passed Wilmot

dragging his fair burden upward.
&quot; How do you like the exchange ?

&quot;

he

yelled after them.
&quot;

Oh, lovely first rate,&quot; they shrieked

back in concert
;
but only an inarticulate

jumble of syllables reached Wilmot s

ear, broken by the rush of the air and
the rumble of the sled.

This time Miss Chantry did not rise

when the sled stopped. The}
r had run

off the track a little way and, reaching
out her hand, she broke a piece from
the clean snow-crust and nibbled it pen
sively while she sat looking at the stars.
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&quot;Confess that that climb has tired

you,&quot;
said Brainard, as he stood holding

the sled-rope.
&quot; Im not the least tired,&quot; she replied,

&quot; but the stopping of the sled gives me
a kind of drowsy feeling, like letting the

old cat die in a swing. The runners

begin to go slower and slower and

slower, and finally they come to a stand

still so softly
&quot;

Her voice died away with a diminu
endo effect to indicate the gradual cessa

tion of the motion.
&quot; I hate to shake off the sensation by

standing up,&quot;
she added.

&quot;Don t shake it off, then,&quot; he said.

Sit still, and I ll draw you up. Or, what
do you say to trying the other hill?

The grade is not so steep, and I can pull

you up it on a run.&quot;

&quot;Very well,&quot; she acquiesced, &quot;but

don t run. You ll break my repose.&quot;

A few of the party, deserting the main

coast, now somewhat crowded with sleds,

had betaken themselves to the opposite
rise, which was longer, though of gentler

slope. These were presumably senti

mental couples who found here a sort of

side show or withdrawing room whose

comparative seclusion offered a better

opportunity for flirtation.

&quot;Shall we try that again?&quot; asked
Brainard of his companion, when they
had accomplished their descent and

paused in the intervale,
&quot; or shall we go

back to the first slide and see if our old

pards have got tired of each other and
want to swap back ?

&quot;

&quot;

Oh, let s try the new one once more,&quot;

she answered. &quot;It isn t so swift, and
doesn t take my breath away so. Be
sides, it s so nice and retired

;
it seems

like going out on the piazza at a dance
and getting away from the fiddles and

gas-light. But you shan t drag me
up again, you poor beast of burden.
Seared is, of course, my heart, but
hard though I may seem, I am not quite
adamant. Sometimes I am almost hu
man.&quot;

&quot;Well,&quot; replied Brainard,
&quot; we ll coin-

promise, then, by your taking my arm.&quot;

&quot;

It s not at all necessary,&quot; she said,
but she took it notwithstanding, and

they walked rather slowly up the hill.

At times her breathing was a little short,
and now and then, where the footing was

slippery or rough, her slender figure
swayed against him for support ; and, as

they neared the hill-top, he even fancied
a certain caressing tone in her voice,
and something relaxed and confiding in

the pressure of her arm. On the way
up they passed two or three sleds going
down, but they found the head of the
slide deserted. By day the eminence
where they stood commanded an exten
sive prospect of hill and valley toward
the east. But under the stars, all that
could be seen was a dim white stretch

of rolling country broken by mysteri
ous shadows, and sown here and there
with the lights of suburban dwellings
and

%
of scattered farm-houses beyond.

Into this uncertain landscape, whose
loneliness and peace contrasted with the

noisy mirth that they had left, the pair

gazed for a few moments in silence.
&quot; What a lovely night it is !

&quot;

said the

girl, at length.
&quot;

Yes,&quot; he replied,
&quot;

it s a sin to go to

bed on such a night. It s a waste of

life. Did you ever try staying up all

night out of doors ?
&quot;

he resumed, after

a pause.
&quot;No, indeed,&quot; she answered, with a

slight laugh ;
&quot;I am too much of a sleepy

head.&quot;

&quot;I have often meant,&quot; he pursued, in

a tone of reverie,
&quot; to take a whole night

sometime, and spend it d la belle etoile.

Just think how much we miss ! I would
like to walk around in the edges of

woods and old pastures till the moon
set, and watch the changes of the shad

ows, and listen to the crickets, and hear

the sounds of creatures that are abroad
in the dark

; perhaps see unknown stars

that never rise till after midnight.&quot;
&quot;

Yes, in summer,&quot; she admitted,
&quot;

it

might be nice and wild.&quot;

&quot;Or in winter either,&quot; he persisted.
&quot; Wouldn t it be fine now, for instance

this very night to go on and on, over

the hills and far away, and see what

strange country we would come to ?
&quot;

&quot;Yes,&quot; she answered, &quot;if the night
would only last forever but it won t.&quot;

&quot; Doesn t it seem to
you,&quot;

he went on,

pointing to the east, &quot;as if some new
world lay over there, all full of promise
and adventure, if we only had the pluck
to undertake it ? It does to me.&quot;

&quot; What shall I see if I ever go over
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the mountains high ?
&quot;

she repeated,
dreamily.

&quot; Shall we go down this next hill ?
&quot;

he proposed abruptly, after another

pause.
&quot;What for?&quot;

&quot; I don t know, but let s.&quot;

&quot; Would you ?
&quot;

&quot; Wouldn t you ?&quot;

She mrned her eyes full upon his in

the clear starlight, and deliberated in

silence :

The swan s-down featlier

That stands upon the swell at the full of tide,
And neither way inclines.&quot;

At last she answered,
&quot;

Why, if you
like.&quot;

&quot;

Well,&quot; he said, and she seated her
self resignedly on the sled.

At the bottom of the hill they arose

together. Nothing was said, but, as if

by a common understanding, they con
tinued to walk on mechanically in the
same direction. This time he did not
offer her his arm, and they mounted
the acclivity together without speaking.
Once only she stopped and asked :

&quot;Aren t we getting rather far away
from the others ?

&quot;

&quot; We can go back any minute,&quot; he re

joined, and they walked on.

At the top of this hill they stopped
again. They were now cut off by the

intervening ridge from the sounds of the

coasting party. The cold had moder
ated greatly within an hour, and yet
there was no film of vapor in the heav
ens. It was one of those halcyon nights,
not infrequent in the winter climate of

New England whose changeableness is

its glory as well as its danger when
the wind has fallen, and the temperature
has risen so rapidly that, in contrast
with the previous rigor of the season,
the weather has almost a summer balm,
and one can walk abroad comfortably
without an overcoat. In the morning
there would be a thaw, but now the ab
sence of the sun kept things still at

freezing-point. The air was just cold

enough to be bracing, but so dry and
still that it made upon the face only that

feeling of freshness which comes with
the evening breeze in June.

&quot;Did you ever read Hawthorne s

story of Wakefield ?
&quot;

asked Brainard.

&quot; I don t remember it. What was it

about ?
&quot;

&quot; A steady-going old fellow, who has
lived a life as regular as clock-work for

years with his steady-going wife. All
of a sudden an impulse takes him. He
goes out one October evening, rents

lodgings in the next street, disguises
himself completely, and for twenty years
never goes home again and is given up
for dead.&quot;

&quot;Yes, I think I have read
it,&quot;

she
murmured.

&quot; Didn t you ever feel that impulse :

to cut yourself off suddenly from the

past by one irrevocable act
;

to burn
all your ships behind you ;

to step across
a narrow crack which you know will

widen into a crevice, and then into a
chasm that you can never get back
across ?

&quot;

&quot;Yes,&quot; she answered, with a sup
pressed excitement in her voice

;

&quot; I have
come to such places and felt the tempta
tion just to put my foot across and see

what would happen. I have heard some

thing say in my ear, Now is your
chance now now : do it do it. And
then,&quot; she added,

&quot; I have looked down
into the crevice and found no bottom to

it, and turned around and gone home
again.&quot;

&quot;

Yes,&quot; said Brainard,
&quot; we always do

go back. We never have spirit enough
to take the venture. I used to ramble

along the docks in New York and look
at the ocean steamers getting ready to

weigh anchor, and a dozen times I ve
been on the point of walking aboard one
of them and taking passage to whatever

part of the world it was bound for.

But I never did.&quot;

She drew a long breath, but answered

nothing. And now a tender white radi

ance began to suffuse the eastern heaven,
and presently a point and then a rim of

silver lifted itself above the horizon.
&quot; The moon !

&quot;

they exclaimed to

gether. They watched the planet until

its gibbous disk had risen free of the

sky-line, and long shadows from trees

and fences wavered toward them across
the snowr

-crust, sparkling with crystal
reflections.

&quot;

Sue,&quot; said Brainard, in a low voice

that thrilled with emotion,
&quot;

shall we go
on toward that ?

&quot;
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&quot; Why not ?
&quot;

she replied.
As they faced each other in the new

light of the moon, it might have seemed
that the superstition which attributes

madness to lunar influence was not al

together fancy. Whether because his

eyes were dazzled and full of moonshine,
her own looked larger and brighter to

him than by day, and her face had an ex

alted and bewitched expression. What
ever was trivial or familiar in the girl
that he had known was strained away,
and he found himself alone in the en
chanted night with a woman grown sud

denly sweet and strange.

&quot;Because,&quot; he said, speaking with
momentous slowness,

&quot;

if you dare to go
on any farther with me, we may never
come back.&quot;

&quot;I never take a dare,&quot; she answered,

defiantly.
&quot; Dare you kiss me, then ?

&quot;

he asked,

approaching her.

She made no reply, but in the steady,
audacious fixure of her regard he found
an answer, and seizing her in his arms
he kissed her repeatedly on her cold

cheeks and her warm lips, until she

covered her face with her hands and
stood as if dazed.

&quot;Now we have crossed the chasm,&quot;

she said, as he released her.

&quot;We can still go back,&quot; he answered,
overtaken with an instant misgiving, as

the spirit of the inevitable, which he had
so rashly conjured up, rose before him
in its full stature.

&quot; What ! after that ?
&quot;

&quot; After what ?
&quot;

&quot; After what you have done to ine.&quot;

&quot; Pshaw ! A kiss ! What s that ?
&quot;

&quot;Do you want to go back?&quot; she

asked, with an intonation of irony which

provoked him into a feeling of shame
for his weakness.

&quot; Can you think it ?
&quot;

he demanded.
&quot;No. Get on the sled.&quot;

Again she seated herself upon the odd
vehicle of their flight, and taking his

place behind her he steered to the east.

It needs not to say what relations with
others these two had formed or inherited

in the world which they were leaving be
hind them in this unexpected and, as it

were, accidental manner. Doubtless in

the sober daytime the ties that they were

sundering, the responsibilities that they

were throwing off, the places that they
were leaving empty forever would have
worn the air of blessings rather than of
burdens or constraints. But the soli

tary quiet of the winter night that lay
all unbroken about them seemed to shut
them away in a universe of their own

;

an unreal universe of starshine and snow,
where all manner of fantastic dreams

might come true
;
a lawless, unpeopled

universe or peopled by themselves

alone, and owning no allegiance to the
claims of day.

It was, at all events, characteristic of

human nature that, the step once taken,

they dismissed all thought of conse

quences and yielded themselves to the
current. As they receded farther and
farther from home, the elastic air and
the sorcery of the moonlight, the very
unheard-of wildness of their adventure,
raised their spirits to a mood of buoyant
and reckless gayety. They coasted down
all the hills. Up the slopes and along
the levels, by turns they walked or
Brainard drew her on the sled. An un
wonted strength and lightness possessed
him, and he felt no fatigue ;

sometimes

they danced or waved their arms to see

the grotesque motions of their shadows
on the snow. Sometimes they sang to

gether or whooped in the still air, and
listened for the echo that came back to

them from a hill-side or from some old

barn standing alone among the white

fields. For they had now cleared the

suburbs and come out into the open
country. They talked about themselves
and about the appearances of the night
and the landscape, and repeated frag
ments of poetry, and told each other

their likes and dislikes. They avoided

all mention of yesterday and to-morrow,
and spoke only of the present. Their

breach with the past was complete, and

they seemed to themselves to be wander

ing on and on in a dream from which

they would never awake. The girl s bear

ing toward her new-found lover was as

capricious as the circumstances in which

they found themselves. At times she

suffered his caresses or even returned

them
;
and then again, with an abrupt

alternation of coyness, she would say,
&quot; Please let go my hand, Mr. Brainard,
and walk farther off.&quot;

The moon rose higher, a little wind
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I guess Mr. Brainard can pull me up-hill once or twice without hurting himself.&quot;

began to blow, and puffs of powdery
snow were whirled along the road and
across the fields. Miss Chantry had
not spoken for nearly an hour, and had
remained sitting on the sled while

Brainard drew her over a long plain.
Of a sudden she asked, &quot;What time

is it ?
&quot;

He looked at his watch, turning the

face toward the moon.

&quot;My
watch has stopped,&quot; he an

swered. &quot;I forgot to wind it yester

day, and it has run down. But I know
that it must be long past midnight.&quot;

&quot; How far have we come ?
&quot;

&quot;

Oh, five or six miles, I should
say.&quot;

&quot; Is it too late to go back ?
&quot;

&quot;To go back !

&quot; he exclaimed. &quot; You
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can t mean it, darling,&quot; and he came and
knelt beside her in the snow.

&quot;It is too late,&quot; she cried, passion

ately, pushing him away.
&quot;

They have
missed me long since

;
there is a hue

and cry after me now. Oh, what a fool

I am, what a fool !

&quot; and she burst into

tears.

&quot;Don t, sweetheart, don
t,&quot;

he re

monstrated
;

&quot;

you will never repent it,

I promise you I promise you.&quot;

But he felt a sinking of the heart, and
a sickening uncertainty of everything.
The reaction had come to them both,
and the awakening.

&quot; Where are you taking me to ?
&quot;

she

inquired, at length.
&quot; I hadn t thought distinctly of that
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or of anything else but you. But Red-

dingham is about five or six miles

&quot;

It is too late,&quot; she cried, passionately, pushing him away.

ahead, and Clark s Mills is still nearer.

We can go there.&quot;

&quot; So that is your new world,
&quot;

she

exclaimed, bitterly.
&quot;

Reddingham, and
Clark s Mills !

&quot;

&quot; There are places beyond Redding
ham,&quot; he said, sullenly. &quot;It s on the

railroad, and we can take the morning
train to I don t care where the utter

most parts of the earth, if you like.&quot;

&quot;The morning train the morning
train !

&quot;

she repeated.
&quot; There should

be no morning for fools like us.&quot;

&quot;

Sue,&quot; he entreated,
&quot; be brave. You

are tired, you are excited. You ll feel

better soon.&quot;

&quot; I am tired,&quot; she answered, listlessly,
&quot; and I am cold.&quot;

&quot; Of course, you are, poor love poor
love, and I am a brute not to have

thought of it. See here, I ve got my
brandy flask in my overcoat pocket, take
a pull at this, and it will warm you up.&quot;

She took a draught of the dark-brown

liquor, in which the moon made golden
reflections, then shuddered, and settled

herself once more on the sled.

&quot; We could go back,&quot; said Brainard,

hesitatingly,
&quot;

if you insist upon it, but

good heavens, to

what? And it s as

near to Reddingham
as to Burlington.&quot;

&quot;No,&quot; she said,
shaking her head ve

hemently.
&quot; We re in

for it. Go on. But

you are tired. Let
me walk.&quot;

&quot;Not I not I;

keep your seat. Do
you feel warmer
now ?

&quot;

&quot;Yes, but awfully

sleepy.&quot;
&quot; Lie down on the

sled
;
it s long enough;

I ll put my coat over

you, and perhaps you
can get a

nap.&quot;

She curled up on
the sled, with her
hand under her head.

He took off his heavy
overcoat, tucked it

around her, and, cut

ting off a length of

superfluous rope from the sled, wound
it about her twice and tied it.

&quot; Now you are tied on, like Mazeppa,&quot;

he said, with a forced laugh.
&quot; You need the coat,&quot; she murmured.
&quot;Not in the least

;
it hampers me

dreadfully. You shut your little eyes
now, and 111 take you to Reddingham
in no time.&quot;

Grasping the rope, he toiled on with
renewed energy. At first he felt chilly

without his overcoat, but the exercise

soon warmed his blood. Gradually he

was overcome by drowsiness. The vast

white landscape glimmered and swam
before his eyes. He caught himself

nodding, but still staggered mechan

ically forward, though with increasing
slowness. About cock-crow they passed

through a little town, and he thought of

Sir Galahad.

&quot;When, on my goodly charger borne,

Through dreaming towns I go,
The cock crows ere the Christmas morn,
The streets are dumb with snow.&quot;

This was Clark s Mills, a compact
manufacturing hamlet about three miles
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from Reddingham. The houses stood

up stark and dead in the moon. In one
window a light was burning, and Brain-

ard thought, as he pushed the sled

rapidly before him down the pavement,
how strange it must sound to the citizen,

waking casually in the night, to hear the

rumble of runners, as if some ghostly

sledding party was disporting itself in

silence at that uncanny hour in the

deserted street.

After leaving the town the hills grew
steeper and the scenery wilder, inter

sected from left to right by valleys which
narrowed into woody ravines. From
the depth of these came now and then
the long howl of a farmer s dog baying
the moon, and once the yell of

a screech-owl resounded from a

distant wood.
Miss Chantry seemed to have

fallen asleep. The impres
sion of unreality, the sen

sation of moving through a

dream, grew stronger in

Brainard s mind. All

manner of wild and
fantastic images flit

ted through his

brain
;
his eyes

got heavier

and heavier. Nothing kept him from

falling but the exertion necessary to

drag the sled through the snow. *For
the track had become now almost un
broken, as he had evidently left the

highway and was on some unfrequented
road where few sleighs had passed. At
the top of a hill he roused himself and
came to a halt. He was dead tired and
felt really unable to go on. The moon
was now getting low in the west. It

must be, he thought, about three o clock,
and they ought to be nearing Eedding-
harn, but no symptom of a town ap
peared. The summit was a high one
and overlooked a region of snowy hill-

&quot; About cock-crow they passed through a little town.&quot;
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sides topped with gray woods. He
stepped to the sled and gazed down
upon the unconscious girl. Her finely
chiselled features in the moonlight and
in the relaxation of sleep had the softness

of a child s. Her long lashes shadowed
her cheek, whose polished roundness,
as it took the light, looked almost in

fantile or cherubic, while beneath the
curve of her under lip lay a little well

of shade. There was something helpless
and confiding in her attitude. She lay
on the sledge like a bride in her bride-

bed, with a suggestion of domestic in

timacy which brought into Brainard s

heart a sudden rush of pity. The stop
ping of the sled aroused her.

&quot; I am not
asleep,&quot;

she said, opening
her eyes, but not offering to move. &quot; Is

anything the matter ?
&quot;

&quot;I am afraid we are lost,&quot; he replied.
&quot; Lost !

&quot;

she exclaimed.
She sat up at once, and then, remov

ing the coat which had covered her and

freeing herself from the rope, she rose to

her feet and stared about her.
&quot;

Yes,&quot; said Brainard, wearily, sitting
down on a rock which projected from
the snow; &quot;Reddingham ought to be
over there somewhere, and not more
than a mile or two away. But I see no

signs of it. I must have taken the wrong
turning after leaving Clark s Mills.&quot;

&quot; Can t we ask our way at some
house ?

&quot;

&quot; We haven t passed a house for over
an hour, and we seem to be getting into

a more and more god-forsaken country.
This road is tapering out, for one thing,
and we will have to go back or else take
to the crust.&quot;

He was still speaking when, on the

opposite hill-side, a ruddy glare flashed

out on the pale night a parallelogram
of living coal, against which could be

clearly descried the black figure of a
man moving forward and back.

&quot; What is that ?
&quot;

cried Miss Chantry,
startled.

&quot;Ah,&quot; he exclaimed, leaping to his

feet,
&quot;

it s a charcoal-pit. Now I know
about where we are. But we have come
up into the Woodridge hills, a long
way off from the direct road to Red
dingham.&quot;

&quot; Hadn t we better go there and in

quire our way ?
&quot;

she suggested.

&quot; I suppose we had,&quot; he replied, after

a moment s hesitation. &quot;These char
coal burners are apt to be a tough
crowd. But there seems to be no other

way. It looks like the mouth of
hell,&quot; he

added,
&quot; with Satan feeding the fires.&quot;

They watched the weird spectacle for

a few minutes without moving. It was

only one more fantastic vision of this

night of fantasies and dreams.
From the open door of the pit a path

of rosy light streamed down the hill

side and across the frozen surface of a

small pond in the hollow. The illumina
tion also made visible a group of two or
three buildings which stood a little at

one side of the pit and somewhat lower
on the slope.

&quot; The shortest way will be to leave the
road here and go cross lots over the

crust. It will bear,&quot; said Brainard,

stamping on a sample piece of it to try
its strength.

&quot; Come on, quick, before

they shut off the
light.&quot;

He took up the sled and helped her
over the ditch and the rail-fence into an

open hill-side pasture. For the last time

they took their seats upon the sled, and
the runners were soon gliding swiftly
down the glazed surface of the field

wrhich glinted in the moonbeams like

the icing of a gigantic pound-cake.

They descended at a constantly acceler

ating, and at last really frightful, speed.
Brainard had all that he could do to

guide the sled by digging with his heel

into the crust. Miss Chantry gripped
the edges of the board and held on with

suspended pulse, while the air rushed

past their faces like a whirlwind.

&quot;Pray
heaven there are no stumps or

fence-posts in the
way,&quot;

was his secret

thought. But in a few seconds, to his

great relief, they reached the bottom
and rushed out upon the snow-covered

ice of the pond. Suddenly the girl

screamed. Right across their course,

and only a few yards ahead, she saw a

black streak of open water. She had

just time to throw herself sideways upon
the ice, falling close to the edge of the

water, into which the sled, and Brainard

with it, plunged and disappeared. At
the same moment the door of the coal

pit closed and the light went out. In

stantly she began shouting for help, but

it seemed an age before an answering
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hallo came back from the hill, and a

still longer age before Brainard s head

emerged from the belt of dark water,

rippling under the moon, upon which
her eyes were staring in an agony of

fear. He rose near the opposite side of

the opening and grasped the edge, which
was even and firm, having been cut with

an ice-plough.
&quot; O God ! O God !

&quot;

she cried, wring
ing her hands,

&quot; what can I do ? I can t

get near
you.&quot;

&quot; Go back from the
edge,&quot;

he gasped,
&quot; I can hold on. Call for

help.&quot;

&quot;I have. Oh, please hold on. Only
a minute. There ! I hear them com

ing.&quot;

Steps were now heard crashing hur

riedly down the hill-side through the

crust from the direction of the charcoal-

pits.
&quot; This way !

&quot;

she called.
&quot; For God s

sake, be quick ;
there s a man drowning.

Oh, Fred, can you hold on a bit longer?
&quot;

&quot;Yes,&quot;
he answered, with chattering

teeth, &quot;but the cold is horrible. Look
out for a board.&quot;

She ran to and fro distractedly, but
not even a stick was to be seen on the

white floor of the pond. But now a

man ran out from the opposite bank and

approached the opening.

&quot;Hang on,&quot;
he called out, &quot;the ice

is solid. It won t break. I ll get you
out in a

jiffy.&quot;

He neared the edge cautiously and,

lying down at full length, held out both
hands to Brainard.

&quot; Leave go the ice and get a grip on

my hands,&quot; he directed.

&quot;Oh, how can I help?&quot;
cried Miss

Chantry.
&quot; Where can I get a board or

something ?
&quot;

&quot;I don t want no board,&quot; returned the

man
;

&quot; run around to this side, quick,
and lend a hand.&quot;

The opening was only a few rods long,
and in a twinkling she was beside the

prone form of the rescuer.
&quot;

Now, lady,&quot;
said the latter,

&quot;

you git
down on your knees, take a holt o this

arm, and pull. Brace yourself agin the

ice it ll hold. I ll yank on the other

arm. When we git you up s fur s the

waist, young feller, you jest lay your
leg out on the ice and we ll roll you
out.&quot;
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There was a short, sharp struggle,
and then Brainard lay shivering and

dripping on the ice.
&quot; You had a close call this time, boss,

and no mistake,&quot; said the man, who was

panting from his exertions. &quot; How in

hell did you git here, anyway ?
&quot;

he add

ed, with open-mouthed wonder.
&quot;Never mind that now,&quot; rejoined

Brainard, rising with some difficulty to

his feet
;

&quot;

I must get to a fire and have
these clothes off in a hurry. Im chilled

to the marrow.&quot;

&quot;Do you feel stiff? Can you run?

Well, then, cut up to the shanty.
There s a fire and there s clothes, sich as

they be, and there s whiskey.&quot;

The three ascended the hill and the

man threw open the door of an unplas-
tered wooden cabin, divided by a rude

partition into two rooms. In one of

these was an air-tight stove which threw
out an intense heat from a fire of oak
billets. In the other was a bed and a

row of coarse garments hung from the

wall. Miss Chantry, who was pale, si

lent, and very much agitated, paced the

floor nervously in the outer room, while

their host took Brainard into the pene
tralia, helped him to strip off his wet

clothing, and furnished him with a

change of raiment. In a few minutes
he joined her by the fire and assured

her that he was as good as new. The
charcoal-burner went out to look for the

sled.
&quot;

Well, now, what next ?
&quot;

inquired
Brainard, as the companion of his ad
venture paused opposite him in her

restless walk. She looked at him with

a new resolution in her eyes.
&quot;

It was not to be,&quot;
she said.

&quot; This

is a providence an interposition.&quot;

&quot;Oh, no,&quot; he returned, &quot;it is an in

terruption, that is all.&quot;

&quot; Just think,&quot; she whispered,
&quot;

if you
had been drowned.&quot; She shuddered,
and covered her face with her hands.

&quot;

Oh, come now, Sue,&quot; he remon
strated, and tried to take her hand.

&quot;No, don
t,&quot;

she cried, breaking

away ;

&quot; I ll never forgive myself. I ve

been dreaming all night. I ve been I

don t know what I ve been. But Im
wide-awake enough now.&quot;

He was silent.
&quot; What time is it ?

&quot;

she asked.
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He pointed to a small wooden clock

that stood on a shelf.
&quot; Four o clock !

&quot;

she exclaimed.
&quot; There is just one chance for me. If I

can catch an early train I can get home,
perhaps, before they are up. I have my
latch-key, and I ll say that I left Harvey
to see Carrie home, and came back early
from the hill with you, and let myself in

and went right upstairs to bed. There s

just that chance that one chance that

no one sat up for me at home, and that

I haven t been missed. Quick ! where s

the man ? Maybe he has a horse and

sleigh, and can take me over.&quot;

&quot;Sue,&quot; began Brainard, again ap
proaching her.

&quot;

No, no,&quot; she broke in, vehemently.
&quot; You can t turn me you can t talk me
out of it. You know that Im right.
Don t you ?

&quot;

she asked, looking at him

searchingly.
&quot; And so our little melodrama ends in

a farce,&quot; he said, evading a direct reply
to her appeal.

&quot;

It s always so.&quot;

&quot;

It is better so,&quot; she answered.
&quot; You can t expect me to say yes to

that.&quot;

At this moment the charcoal-burner

entered. He had been unable to find

the sled, and explained that it had prob
ably sunk to the bottom of the pond
owing to the weight of the iron on the

runners.
&quot; Have you got a horse and sleigh ?

&quot;

inquired Miss Chantry, hurriedly.
&quot; Could you take me over to the depot
at Reddingham in time to catch the first

train west ? Do you know what time it

goes ?
&quot;

&quot;

Why, cert, lady,&quot;
answered the man,

slowly ;

&quot; I ve got a horse and cutter, and
kin hitch up and take you there easy.
It ain t but three miles, and the train

leaves at 4.55.&quot;

&quot;

It will get you to Burlington before

half-past five,&quot; added Brainard.
&quot; But ain t you goin to have some

breakfast with me fore you go, ma am
or leastwise a cup of coffee to warm you
up ? I ain t no slouch at making coffee.&quot;

&quot;No, no,&quot; she said, beseechingly.
&quot; Please please take me at once, and
don t let me miss the train.&quot;

&quot; All right, ma am,&quot; he responded,
good-naturedly, and taking down a lan

tern, went outside, where they heard

him presently opening the stable door
and getting out the horse.

&quot; I shall have to ask a favor of you,
Mr. Brainard,&quot; she said, blushing slight

ly.
&quot; I haven t my purse with me the

ticket the man &quot;

&quot;

Why, am I not going with you ?
&quot;

he
asked.

&quot;

No, no
;

it won t do for us to be
seen together at the station. You must
stay here, and go back later.&quot;

&quot;But I don t like to let you go alone.&quot;

&quot;It is perfectly safe,&quot; she answered
;

and he handed her his purse and was
silent.

&quot;

What, ain t the gentleman going
too?&quot; inquired Brainard s deliverer, as

Miss Chantry was helped into the cutter

and bade her cavalier good-by.
&quot; There s

lots of room for three.&quot;

&quot;

No, Cap, I m going to stay here till

my clothes get dry, and keep house for

you till you get back.&quot;

&quot;

W^al, I ll be gosh darned !

&quot;

remarked
the puzzled driver, as he gathered up
the reins.

&quot;

Say, mister, when you git

sleepy you kin turn in in the bed. I ve

got a shake down for myself, and you ll

find a pipe and tobacco on the shelf and
a jug of whiskey in the locker, near the

bed.&quot;

&quot;Mind you catch the train,&quot; Brainard
called after him.

&quot;You bet,&quot; came back on the wind,
and horse and sleigh disappeared under
the setting moon.

Brainard slept profoundly, and it was

deep in the day when he awoke. At
first he lay still and stared at the wall.

He could not remember where he was,
but an unaccountable feeling of relief

possessed him. His eyes were fastened

idly upon an object on the wall which he
could not at once identify. It was noth

ing but a big knot in the rough plank

ing of the cabin, through which the sun

streamed, making a kernel or focus of

light ;
but it looked like a great rose or

ruby, glowing with vivid scarlets and

crimsons, and burning with an intensity
which flooded his eyes and his whole be

ing with radiance, and seemed an emblem
of some inward happiness. Slowly the

twilightbetween sleep and waking cleared

into full consciousness, and the memory
of the night s adventures came back to
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him. But still he lay in a kind of bliss

ful trance, thinking of the chasm in his

life from the brink of which his feet had

gone back
;
of the bonds and the duties

and the habits that had seemed, in the

witching light of the moon, a load to be

lightly cast off forever, but which now,
in the healthy sunshine of the new day,
became infinitely sweet and sacred. He
heard the drip, drip of thawing snow
from the eaves. He heard the charcoal-

burner whistling outside, and presently
the steady blows of his axe.

After a while he rose and, finding his

dry clothes by the stove, dressed and
went out-doors. His host was chopping
down a tree, one of the last of an army
whose stumps projected here and there

from the snow, and whose trunks had
been converted into charcoal.

&quot;

Hello, Colonel,&quot; he called out, sus

pending his labor, &quot;you ain t up, be

you? I swanny but you have slept
solid. Guess you was out late last night,
wasn t you ? I put some breakfast by
for you, to keep hot, but gosh ! it must
be all dried up by this time.&quot;

&quot; Thank you, I ll go in and help my
self to a bite. Did you make the train ?

&quot;

&quot;

Wall, we did, and ten minutes to

spare,&quot;
and he resumed his work.

Brainard s sense took note of the odor
of fresh chips with a keen pleasure. The
sun, many hours high, poured a dazzling

light over the white, undulating country.
A few chippy birds were hopping around
the door-step and their cheeping made
music in his heart, as did the tinkling
sound of little rills of snow-water dis

solved in the thaw and stealing off down
hill under the crust. The broad, com
monplace face of day cheered him with a

conviction of the good health of the

world, and a thankfulness that the place
in that world which he had come so

near forfeiting was still kept open to him.
At Reddingham Station and on the

train he was lucky enough to meet no

acquaintances. But as he was making
his way from the depot at Burlington
to the main street, he encountered Wil-

mot, who greeted him with :

&quot;

Well, well ! What became of you
and Sue last night ? We looked for you
all over the hill and couldn t find even a

mitten of
you.&quot;

&quot;

Why, you don t expect people to

coast all night, do you ? Miss Chantry
got cold and tired, and wanted to go
home.&quot;

&quot; Did she seem to be a trifle miffed,

too ?
&quot;

asked Wilmot, with a slight shade
of anxiety.

&quot;

Why, no. What should she be
miffed about ?

&quot;

&quot;

Well, what should Miss Gillespie be
miffed about ? All the same, she was.

She wanted to go home, and when I

looked around for you, and you were

gone, and I told her I guessed she d have
to accept the escort of yours truly, she

tossed her head and said, You and Sue

appeared to like the all-hands-change-

partners figure so well that you seemed
inclined to keep it up for the rest of the

dance.
&quot;

&quot;

Oh, no !

&quot;

said Brainard, with an un

easy laugh.
&quot;

It answered well enough
for an evening, but it wouldn t do for

good.&quot;
&quot; Thank you. Same here. But girls

don t take a joke worth a cent, and I

think I ll go around to Sue s and make

my peace. She might have been miffed

and you not seen it. Men are so damned
obtuse, you know.&quot;

Miss Chantry was punctual at break
fast that morning, and was rallied by the

family on her paleness.

&quot;Coasting doesn t agree with every
one,&quot; said her brother Gilbert

;

&quot; makes
some people sea-sick.&quot;

&quot; You must have got home very late,&quot;

said her mother. &quot;I didn t hear you
come in.&quot;

&quot; On the contrary,&quot; she asserted,
&quot;

it

was very early.&quot;

&quot;Well,&quot; said her father, from the

window, where he stood in his slippers,

newspaper in hand, and regarded the

street,
&quot;

it s the last of the coasting, for

the present. The January thaw has set

in and the wind is dead south.&quot;
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By J. A. Mitchell.

HEKE are many thousand Americans, and not
a11 of tnem old ones

&amp;gt;

wno can easily recall the
time when Punch was the only acknowledged
medium through which they drew their weekly
allowance of wit or satire. In those days sun

dry fitful efforts were made to establish a cor

responding engine in this country, but an un
timely and painful death invariably overtook
them. Their financial convulsions had the nat
ural effect of deterring other aspirants from a

like endeavor. The western hemisphere certainly
seemed large enough to support a humorous
paper. Our native modesty helped us to the so-

j. A. MitcheiL) lution of this mystery, and it was generally ad
mitted, at least among ourselves, that the Ameri

cans were too bright a people to need a paper that relied upon its wit for success.

We were, as a nation, enjoying this answer to the problem, and cultivating a

proper disregard for caricature and the kindred arts, when Thomas Nast ap
peared upon the scene, and in the pages of Harper s Weekly began a series of

cartoons which wrought greater havoc against an existing evil than printed pages
could ever hope to accomplish. Those who never read the editorials were de

lighted with the caricatures. Boss Tweed and his associates struggled in vain

against a laughing but indignant public. Their faces became public property,
their deeds were caricatured by the artist with force and brevity, and whole

pages of disgraceful history were given in the fewest words. Not only the read

ing public, but the entire people men, women, and children those who read and
those who did not, became interested, then angry, and finally determined

; and,
this accomplished, the wrong was speedily righted. It is doubtful if the power
of caricature was ever more forcibly illustrated than on that occasion, and the

somewhat sudden development of this branch of art on our side the Atlantic was

largely due to the force and courage of Thomas Nast.

The influence of a good caricature, whether for good or evil, is only fully

appreciated by those who have been its victims. They alone are familiar with its

corroding bitterness. To the politician, for example, who is delicately balancing
between right and wrong, a scorching editorial, boldly placing him upon the

evil side, is easier to live down, no matter how ably written, than the clever

caricature which gives ocular demonstration of his sin. The editorial appeals
to the intellect

; the caricature appeals to the intellect, to the eye, and, worst of

all, to the sense of humor of the beholder. And the beholder will carry with

him, perhaps forever, either a vague or a vivid impression of having seen the vic

tim in a compromising position. The editorial, moreover, is more or less local,

and is read by comparatively few. The caricature is national, and reaches every
city in the country. Thousands who would not read the letter-press if placed in

their hands, revel in the details of the caricature with delighted eyes ;
and their

dominant impression of the victim is the one they thus receive.

Americans were quick to perceive that the artist s pencil was a potent weapon.
This was, of course, less a discovery than the tardy realization of a very ancient

fact. Why an individual so quick-witted and so sensitive as the Yankee should
have been such a long time in waking up to its capabilities is a mystery easily

explained. His Puritan ancestors should alone be held responsible. These wor
thies were the possessors of a sincere contempt for art, and all that is allied
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to it, and the influence of this precious
inheritance is not yet extinct among
their descendants. It has been said in

defence of the early settler that, his

life being a perpetual struggle with star

vation and the native savage, he had
no time for art

;
but the early settler, in

reality, had more leisure than his de
scendant of to-day. In fact, there were

many days and evenings, and weeks en

tire, when time hung heavy on his hands.
He simply had no taste for leisure and
no capacity for amusement. And later

on, when his body s comforts were as

sured and he became fat with prosper
ity, he still retained a deeper rever

ence for a well -stocked farm than for

all the art and poetry in Christendom.
The &quot;

literary feller,&quot; the barber, the

artist, and the pedler were much the

same to him
;

all were luxuries, and

any of them could be spared. It was
in this atmosphere that his children re

ceived their education as civilizers of a

continent, and we need feel no surprise
if our aesthetic development has not been
such as to startle Europe.
But when the descendant of his an

cestor came to realize that there are

many situations where a drawing can
tell a story more swiftly and with greater
force than is possible with words alone,
he began to take an interest in the mat
ter. He also discovered about this time
that the study of a good drawing yielded
more entertainment and could be, upon
occasions, even more instructive than a

column of type. This fact once estab

lished in the American brain, the devel

opment of black and white was astonish

ingly rapid. Periodicals were started

whose drawings were obviously their

chief claim to prosperity. Some were

good and many were bad, but the ball

was in motion, and new avenues for in

formation and amusement were opened
to thousands of people who either could
not or would not read, but whose cu

riosity was awakened by the pictures.
Their interest was excited in subjects
new to them, and to which they had
never given a thought.
The lives of the great majority of

these periodicals, and notably the hu
morous ones, were short and financially
bitter. And it is only fair to these early

martyrs to say that the causes of their
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untimely ends were due less to their

own shortcomings than to the condi
tion and number of their readers. The

public was not yet ready for them.
The aesthetic wave which swept over

this country about twenty years ago was
the recipient of much ridicule at the

time, but it did us a vast amount of

good. Never was there a people who
needed it more. It blew away myriads
of mental cobwebs, and left nothing un
touched. It raked us fore and aft,

and everything, from the new town-hall
to the cooking-stove, felt its purifying
influence. We began to realize with

amazement, and often with sadness, that

objects which apparently were born to

be offences against the eye were only
ugly because our early training had

taught us to make them so.

The horror of &quot;beauty for beauty s

sake
&quot; was one of the priceless heritages

from our Puritan ancestors which was

seriously damaged about this time.

Like the bright children we were, how
ever, we immediately went to work and

applied our newly found ideas with an

activity and promiscuousness that liter

ally polished up the continent. Houses,
wall-papers, carpets, books, horse-blan

kets, crockery, dustpans, coal-hods, pic
ture-frames everything, in fact, from
a railway-car to a shirt-button, raised

its artistic head and smiled upon us in a

new attire. It was a grand movement.
It not only taught us to think for our

selves, but the standard of taste has ever

since been perceptibly higher. Drawing
and engraving, with paper and printing,

naturally claimed a share of the general
enthusiasm, and, happily, they received it.

Up to that time the only object of a book
or periodical, in America at least, was
to serve as a medium for the distribution

of ideas. The artistic side was ignored.
Illustrations were considered good
enough unless they were so aggressively
bad as to startle the beholder. The
printing was satisfactory if only the

type and cuts were strongly impressed
upon the paper. Of the width of mar
gins no one knew or cared. All book-
covers were tediously alike in shape and
color and design. Now, however, our

average American was more discriminat

ing. He had arrived at that state in

which the contemplation of an ugly
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[Reproduced from Harper * Weekly (October 21, 1871), by permission of Messrs. Harper 4 Brothers. Copyright, 1871, by Harper & Brothers.!

The Only Thing They Respect or Fear.

&quot;We presume it is strictly correct to say that the one consequence of thieving which would now dread is a-

violent death. Public scorn, or even the penitentiary, has little terrors for them.&quot;

&quot;We do not know how the affair may end, but we do know that if close their careers in peace, and ease, and
affluence, it will be a terrible blow to political and private morality.&quot; The Nation.

object was not in itself a delight. In
this he differed from his ancestors. He
took a pride in the decoration of his

house, and hung pictures upon his walls.

The books he brought his children were

profusely illustrated, sometimes by the
best artists, and were often skilfully

printed in colors. He began to take an
interest in these things, and was more
difficult to please. He was, in a quiet

way, developing a taste which it gave
him pleasure to gratify.
When Puck stepped gayly into the

arena, in 1876-77, the number of those

who were then in a condition to appreciate
such a paper had increased enormously.
And Puck, moreover, was a distinct im

provement upon its predecessors. Its

standard was higher, its artists were

better, and it covered a wider field. The
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colored cartoons were aimed at the

follies of the time, while much of the

letter-press, with the black and white

drawings distributed through its pages,
contributed largely to the amusement of

[Reproduced from Harper s Weekly (October 7, 1870, by permission of Messrs.

Harper & Brothers. Copyright, 1871, by Harper & Brothers.]

&quot;That s what s the matter.&quot;

Boss TWEED. &quot;As long as I count the votes, what are

you going to do about it ? Say ?
&quot;

an overworked people. The very fact

of its existence developed and brought
before the public a corps of clever

draughtsmen.
Mr. Joseph Keppler, its founder, him

self an artist of European training, at

once took a front place as a caricaturist,

and did more than any single individual

to make Puck what it is to-day. His

compositions are not only skilful but
are forcible and to the point, and his

figures are admirably drawn. A com

parison of the colored pages of Puck
with those of similar periodicals of other

countries will enable the reader to re

alize the infinity of evils that Mr. Kep
pler has successfully avoided.

Of the many artists whose names are

identified with Puck, perhaps none is

more familiar than that of Opper. It

is a pretty dull subject in which Mr.

Opper can see no fun. The number of

types he has reproduced, and even cre

ated, for our amusement would fill a

volume. They all have character, and
there is movement and plenty of it. He
handles his victims without gloves, and

depicts them with a cleverness and de
cision that leave no doubt as to his in

tent and meaning. Mr. Opper is the

happy possessor of a keen sense of hu
mor, with a decided natural talent ;

a

much rarer combination than is gener
ally supposed.

There are other names associated with

clever work in Puck, such as James A.

Wales, Eugene Zimmerman, and Bern-
hard Gillam, whose owners will occupy
a clearly defined position in the history
of American caricature.

We Americans are brought up in the

faith that our sense of humor is of a finer

quality, and that it exists in a greater

quantity, than with the less favored Euro

peans. This may be the case
;
in fact,

it is safe to say it is so, but we have,

notwithstanding, produced within the

last twenty years fewer artists that dis

play this quality than either England,
France, or Germany. The few Ameri

cans, however, who have distinguished
themselves in this field have shown the

true feeling. Mr. A. B. Frost, for in

stance, is not only a draughtsman of

unusual skill, but is possessed of a seem

ingly inexhaustible fund of the most ex

quisite humor. The memory alone of

some of his creations is more than suffi

cient to dull the edge of the deepest mel

ancholy. His &quot; Stuff and Nonsense &quot;

is

a collection of masterpieces ;
and most

of us are familiar with the more recent

efforts of a certain benevolent gentleman
to lead a calf by a rope. The sufferings
that this ingenious and impulsive ani

mal is able to inflict upon the inexperi-

[Reproduced from Harper s Weekly (October 21

Harper & Brothers. Copyright, 1871, 1

)T penn
r A Bro

issionofMessra

by Harper & Brothers.]

The Brains

That achieved the Tammany victory at the Rochester
Democratic Convention.
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enced philanthropist are marvels of in

genuity. One of the greatest charms
of Mr. Frost s work is the enjoyment

subject. He is distinct in himself, and
abounds in the most original character

istics. He is not as witty as the typical

(From a drawing made for this article by F. Opper.)

the artist evidently takes in it himself
;

the orgies of fun in which he allows you
to join him. He has no transatlantic

contemporary who excels him in this

field.

It is somewhat unfortunate that the

negro, although occupying a distinct

and important place upon our native

stage, should have figured comparatively
little in pictorial art. In fact, with the

exception of the drawings of Messrs.

W. L. Sheppard and E. W. Kemble, he
has been very much let alone. Our
minstrels are a national institution.

They flourish on no other soil. The pop
ularity of our colored brother upon the

stage is largely due to his manner of

speech, the tones of his voice, and the

peculiarities of his gait and gesture.
These, of course, the artist s pencil can
but imperfectly render. But Mr. Shep
pard and Mr. Kemble have shown us
that the negro, when intelligently studied
and skilfully drawn, is a most interesting

Irishman, but is far more picturesque.
He has a simplicity, a humor, and a phi
losophy of his own which render his

sayings and doings well worth record

ing. Mr. Sheppard, at his home in

Richmond, has been from earliest youth
familiar with his subject. He has de

picted him with a truth and spirit that

leave nothing to be desired. And every
citizen of this wide-spreading republic
who takes the slightest interest in the

&quot;national game&quot; is probably on inti

mate terms with Mr. Kemble s heroes
of the Thompson Street Poker Club.

These sable gamblers are full of charac

ter and are irresistibly funny. Let it

not be inferred that because these artists

are without a rival in their victory over
the negro they are less at home in other
fields. Both possess a fund of humor,
with an unusual facility of hand

;
and

both infuse into their drawings, when
ever the subject permits, a spirit and

expression that are far too rare. These
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Kelly s Triumph A Great Display without the Leading Lights.

(From a drawing by J. A. Wales, in Puck, September 29, 1880.)

qualities are unnecessarily rare, perhaps,
as many artists in their uphill struggle

against the technique of their art ignore
or intentionally suppress them. It is a

melancholy fact that the tendency of an
artistic education is to tone down and

frequently eliminate, in the majority of

students, that playfulness and fancy
which are often the very life of a drawr-

ing.
There is a popular impression that a

&quot;knack of drawing&quot; is all that is re

quired in this particular field. If the

reader is of that opinion, and will take

the trouble to recall the names of those

who have attained distinction in it, he
will be surprised to see how small a

piece of paper will contain the list. He
can almost count them upon his ten fin

gers. The knack of drawing, in other

words, the artistic faculty, must not only
exist and be of a positive quality, but it

must be developed to an extent which

places it upon a plane far removed from
the efforts of the amateur. And this

accomplished, it will avail but little with
out originality, a keen sense of humor,
and a knowledge of human nature.

When Life first put forth its claim

to existence, in 1883, it found an un

promising field from which to draw its

artistic nourishment. Harper s Weekly
and Puck seemed to have monopolized
the best draughtsmen, and the new
comer wras somewhat in the position of

Lazarus at the rich man s gate. But this

was temporary. Its growth was rapid,
and with it new men have stepped into

the front ranks.

Mr. W. A. Rogers had already a repu
tation, and many of his cartoons in Life
have never been surpassed on either

side of the Atlantic. Himself a man of

strong individuality and positive con

victions, he is able to stamp his work
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It Works Both Ways.

(From a drawing by E. Zimmerman, in Puck, November 25, 1885.)

with a character of his own, direct, clean-

cut, and always conscientious, empha
sized by a manner of drawing at once
forcible and refined. His drawings are

true to nature or, at least, have that

effect, a vastly more desirable quality
and they are full of light. The man who
can produce in pen and ink a composi
tion that is both strong and refined, with
no sign of indecision, and that also is

fresh and brilliant in effect, is a master of

his art. This can be said of Mr. Rogers.
The vast field rapidly unfolding itself

for the artist in black and white is one
of the interesting features of our mod
ern civilization. Time was when he
was looked upon as a painter who was
unable to paint. To-day he occupies a

position which in many important points
is unquestionably superior to that of

his brother of the palette. In America,

especially, is this true. His standard of

excellence is perceptibly higher. To one

draughtsman who is obviously incompe
tent and yet perseveres in his career,
there are dozens of painters who seem
to revel in obscurity and failure, delug
ing the community with canvases they
rarely sell, and excited to still weaker
efforts by the unflagging enthusiasm of
their female friends. The reason for

this exists in the unpleasant fact that
we are not an artistic people. For this

reason, perhaps, we should forgive the
absence of the artistic quality in our

painters. They are aesthetic, rich in

sentiment and poetic feeling, with an
honest love of nature, but they are not

virile, and, as a rule, do not know their

business. The American public have a
weakness for intellectual art. They like

an idea in their pictures, and if they can
have it well told, graphic, technically
good, and with a touch of human nature,

they like it all the better. The American
artist in black and white can do this,
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and it is here that he is immeasurably delicacy and the exquisite humor with
ahead of the American painter. The which his work abounds,

painter, when he sells his picture, if he To appeal, with any chance of success,
sells it, sees it hung upon the walls of a to our inteUectual side the artist must

The Thompson Street PoKer Club &quot; Whad yo
1

got?
1

(From a drawing in Life, by E. W. Kemble.)

private house as a part of the decoration.

It is practically buried. The drawing
of his black and white contemporary, on
the other hand, is multiplied indefinitely
and spread broadcast throughout the

land, finding its way into the homes of

thousands who enjoy it, and he in his

work soon becomes the friend of the

family and a welcome guest. Lastly, but
of some importance, the wolf is not for

ever barking on his door-step.
Mr. F. G. Attwood, of Boston, is a

brilliant apostle of what I have alluded
to as the intellectual side of art

;
that is,

his drawings appeal more to the intel

lect than to the artistic sense. Before
his pencil touches the paper he has a
distinct and clearly defined conception
of what he intends to convey, and he re

gards his art simply as a means of ex

pressing that idea. The art is always
there, however, for without it his story
could never be told with the force and

possess certain mental qualities which
are far less necessary with his more aes

thetic brother. To render a sunset ef

fect, for instance, or give the lustre of an

onion, requires less knowledge of men
and history, and less familiarity with cur

rent events than to produce a composi
tion of expressive figures that shall tell

a story with a touch of satire, or point a

moral. Mr. Attwood possesses this intel

lectual quality to an unusual extent, and
is not only fertile in ideas but has the

skill to carry them out in the most de

lightful fashion. One surprising feature

of his work is the apparently limitless

field in which he allows his fancy to dis

port itself. He seems to have put up
no fences about his imagination.

Mr. M. A. Woolf is another artist

whose work appeals more to the intel

lect than to the artistic sense. And yet,
were his own opinion asked upon this

subject, he would probably inform us



Mr. Puddle and his DOR, Cyrus, go a Hunting.

(From a drawing made for this article by A. B. Frost.)
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that he simply drew what interested him.

And if the reader turns critically to his

drawings for further enlightenment, he
will discover that the sentiments which

impel Mr. Woolf to the selection of his

and the elaboration and striving for a

better effect in color or light and shade,
which are a pleasure to other artists, are

to him a drudgery.
Another worker in black and white

&quot;

Docking Jonah s Tale &quot;

Pignapoke Culture Society.

(From a drawing in Life, by W. A. Rogers.)

subjects are of a number and variety
that may cause some surprise. There is

a depth of feeling, and a human sympa
thy for the very foibles he touches, that

lend an additional charm to his work.
The simplicity of the style and the ap
parent absence of all effort toward ef

fect are in themselves deceiving. In the

art of telling a story with few lines,

and yet conveying an effect of light
and shade, he has few superiors. The
effect he seeks is always there. It is

simply done, and apparently with lit

tle thought or trouble, but it is the re

sult of careful observation and also of

years of previous study and experiment.
But the qualities which distinguish Mr.
Woolfs work from that of others are the

pathos, the love for children, and an ex

quisite sense of humor which is never
coarse and never vulgar, and derives
no enjoyment from the suffering of

others.

There are few artists who bring to

bear upon their work a livelier fancy or
a keener wit than Mr. Oliver Herford.
But when his idea is once expressed upon
the paper his interest begins to wane,

who had much the same spirit and fan

cy as Mr. Woolf was the late Mr. Frank
Bellew. There was in his work, also, of

ten a moral and a touch of pathos. And
he also could be very funny when he
wished. His son, Mr. F. P. W. Bellew,
familiar to the readers of Life as

&quot;Chip,&quot;

has a sense of humor all his own. There
exists apparently no limit to his inven

tion, and when he tells a story the point
is never lost. He possesses in an ex

traordinary degree the faculty of creat

ing surprises, and, in the most natural

and effective manner, avoiding, as if

by instinct, all that is superfluous, leav

ing to the imagination just enough to

give an additional point to the story.
This is both a gift and an art, and when

skilfully managed adds immensely to the

enjoyment of a work. Mr. F. M. How-
artk also enjoys an apparently inexhaust

ible fund of ideas. There is an abun
dance of movement and expression in

many of the series of little drawings by
which he tells a story.
When our friend, the average Ameri

can, had arrived at that condition in

which he could derive happiness from
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the political cartoon, the clever cari

cature, and the amusing incident, it was
but natural that he should also take an

interest in what is known as the &quot; so

ciety&quot; drawing. The exceptional and
more polished American was already fa

miliar with these through the pages of

Punch. With the able assistance of

Mr. George du Maurier he had hob
nobbed with dukes and duchesses, and

passed many hours in the most fashion

able London drawing-rooms. The say

ings and doings, the clothes and dinners

and clubs and various imbecilities of

the British aristocracy were to him a

twice-told tale. But the sayings and

doings and various imbecilities of the

moneyed American were as yet unre

corded. To do this pictorially required
still another combination of personal

qualities and experiences on the part of

the artist for which, thus far, there had

the pages of a satirical journal, those

glimpses of the world of fashion which
have since become a part of our literat

ure. The drawings were cleverly made,
brilliant and decorative in effect, and
were truthful records of the manners,
customs, homes, and social usages of the

people they portrayed. To speak of

Mr. McVickar as being the first Amer
ican to do a certain thing has much the

sound of ancient histor}
T
. It all began,

however, less than seven short years

ago.
To those familiar with the pages of

Life, the drawings of Van S. are old

friends. Mr. Van Schaick is by tem

perament and education a painter, and
a painter with a wonderful facility of

hand. He works with great rapidity,
and always with a certain richness of

effect. In fact, he works &quot;

by effect,&quot; as

it were, not carefully outlining his fig-

A Christmas Contrast.

(From a drawing in Life, by M. A. Woolf.)

been no demand. The demand was ures first, as is usually done, but after

finally created, however, and Mr. Henry roughly indicating his composition he

W. McVickar was the first American begins by laying in at once his impres-
artist to give to the public, through sion of color, material, and light and
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shade as he carries the work forward. His ladies would never eat with their

If the drawing at any stage does not knives.

fulfil his expectations, it is promptly Mr. W. H. Hyde and Mr. Albert E.
abandoned and another begun. Many Sterner are also among the few whose

(From an unpublished drawing by the late Frank Bellew.)

a time the drawings reproduced in Life
have disclosed upon their backs other

drawings equally good and nearly fin

ished, bearing across their faces rough
marks by an angry pen. The drawing
as it grows beneath his hand must give
evidence of the right quality, or it is lia

ble at any moment to receive its quietus
and retire forever to private life. A
thorough knowledge of the capabilities
of black and white he possesses at his

fingers ends. The breadth and richness
in many of his drawings seem to be so

naturally a part of the work that one
is tempted to believe that &quot;

anyone who
isn t a fool

&quot;

could do it that way. But
the wisdom of the serpent is behind it.

Another charm of Mr. Van Schaick s

work is the atmosphere of elegance per
vading even his most hasty sketches.

Sometimes the persons represented are,
from necessity, of varying character, but

they are always of the real gentility.

efforts in this field may be recorded as
distinct successes. There is an atmos

phere of refinement in all their drawings.
The modern American who has pros

pered, together with his wife and

daughters, have been cleverly satirized

in the pages of Puck by Mr. C. J. Tay
lor. His series of drawings illustrating
the late Mr. Welch s dialogues have
since been reprinted in book-form as
&quot; The Tailor-Made Girl,&quot; and are famil
iar to many of the readers of SCRIBNER S

MAGAZINE. They are excellent pictures
of certain phases of New York life, brill

iant and full of color. And Mr. Tay
lor s figures are never lacking in expres
sion. Such productions are not only
amusing for the present generation, but
when the historian of the future rum
mages among the musty volumes of the
nineteenth century for a clearer knowl

edge of the manners and customs and
the clothes and furniture of to-day, he
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The Ballet of the Future.

(From a drawing by H. McVickar, in Life.)

will find a treasure in these drawings, force. It exists and is of excellent qual-

They will not mislead him, for they are ity, as many of his colored cartoons and
truthful portraits of the people of the smaller drawings bear witness

;
but he

time. Mr. Taylor is not one of those employs it only when he considers it

whose sense of humor is an irrepressible desirable.

&quot; Madam s carriage is at the door.&quot;

(From a drawing made for this article by S. W. Van Schaick.)
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The limited number of men who have

distinguished themselves in this class of

work stand out in strong relief above
the average excellence of the great

majority. In every profession and in

everv trade there is a liberal abundance

great facility and a thorough mastery of

light and shade, and they will all avail

but little unless the faces of his figures

possess an interest in themselves. This

he cannot acquire ;
it must be part of

himself. The quality is undefinable, but

Bound to be in the Swim.

OFFICER (in Madison Square). &quot;Here, here, what do you mane by drawing a crowd?&quot;

UNCLE IKE (from the mountains).
&quot; Drawin a crowd niithin o the kind I m photograffin Becky an the boys.

You city dudes come up in our parts and photograf yer gals an famlies on our hay-ricks, in our melon-patches, an

agin our settin -room doors, an be gosh Uncle Ike haint goin to be left wheu he comes to town. Head a leetle

higher, Becky !
&quot;

(From a drawing made for this article by Charles Jay Taylor.)

of those who can do a thing fairly well.

The woods are full of them, as it were,

but of those who do it so well as to ex

cite your admiration there always has

been and probably will ever continue to

be a noticeable economy in the supply.
Of art this is particularly true. There

are so many avenues to failure, so many
necessary qualities the absence of any
one of which will render success impos
sible, that the outlook for the beginner
is not alluring. In this respect the

worker in black and white has one

chance less than the painter : he can

not rely upon effects of color. What
ever he^has to express he must literally

put it down in black and white. He
may be born with a genius for composi
tion

;
he may have a brilliant style, with

of surprising importance. Du Maurier
has it in an unusual degree. John
Leech had it. Gustave Dore is a brill

iant example of what a man can accom

plish without it, but his drawings have

long since retired into a settled obscu

rity. But the qualit}
T without which all

others are a mockery and but thorns in

the flesh is the force of will to develop
one s natural gifts, and to go through the

long, slow, tedious study and the infinite

disappointments that beset the path.

Perhaps no American artist in black
and white now before the public is the

happy possessor of so many of the de
sired qualities, and in such happy propor
tion, as Mr. Charles Dana Gibson. And
of these qualities the rarest, and not the
least important, is the ability to draw a
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Turning Misfortune to Account.

(From a drawing made for this article by F. P. W. Bellew,
&quot;

Chip.&quot;)

lady. It seems to be a faculty in itself,

apart from others, independent of all

artistic feeling, and one which no amount
of education can create. When Mr. Gib
son undertakes to depict in the pages of

Life a woman of refinement and gentle

breeding he does it in such a manner
that we have no suspicion of her using
bad grammar when out of the picture.
There are plenty of artists who can draw
a pretty woman, well dressed and of ob
vious wealth, but, as far as we can judge
from results, there are not a dozen men
in England, nor half that number in

America, who can invest their heroines
with the elusive je ne sais quoi without
which a woman of social pretentious
will, at least upon paper, forever strug
gle against hope. Mr. Gibson s style is

frank and simple, his effects are rich, and

his figures freely but correctly drawn.

The men who figure in his pictures are

of the type and character the situation

demands. His bishops are real bishops.
He has, in short, the ability to reproduce
the characters he undertakes, and to in

vest them with a personal interest of

their own.
We are gradually developing in this

country a quality of work which, if

carried forward as begun, will soon

place us second to none. And there is

little doubt that America contains suffi

cient talent in this direction, and of the

highest order. Our rapid strides with

in the last few years have shown it.

All we needed was an appreciative

public. That deficiency is now sup

plied, and with every promise of not

only excelling in numbers all previous
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Not a Dancing Man.

(From a drawing for this article by Charles Dana Gibson.)

publics but of excelling them in educa- why we should not, within the next ten
tion and culture. This, of course, will years, produce the very best examples of

react in turn upon the artists as the the art, and outstrip our former mas-
standard is raised, and I see no reason ters.

Freddy s Slate.

(From Puck s series.)
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NOTES OF A SUBTROPIC STUDY.

By Edgar Mayhew Bacon.

SO
you have

been enjoying
the Bermudas

this winter ?
&quot;

&quot;Not the Ber
mudas the Baha
mas.&quot;

&quot;Ah, yes the

Bahamas. By the

way, the people
&quot;there speak Span
ish, do they not ?

&quot;

&quot;No. It is an Eng
lish colony.&quot;

If I had been prop
erly paid for each time that

I took part in the foregoing dia

logue, after my return from a six months

participation in Bahama life, I should
now be in a position to purchase the en
tire group from Great Britain.

Certainly the reader of these notes
needs not to be reminded that those isles

of perpetual summer are strewn in a

strange, irregular fashion between a

point somewhat southeast of Florida
and the island of Hayti ;

that they lie

in a setting of golden sand-bars and sil

ver reefs that make navigation among
them a matter of skill and sometimes of

peril, and that the southernmost member
of the colony is about twenty degrees
south of the city of New York.

It is to the out-islands, with their prim
itive fashions still fresh upon them, and

something of border romance clinging
to them, that I ask you to accompany
me

;
not to often-described Nassau.

With the exception of one or two more
favored ones, they are out of the usual

course of navigation so completely that

many of the people have seldom or never

seen a steamer, rarely get a newspaper,
and dream for years of accomplishing a

pilgrimage to the Bahama &quot;Mecca Nas
sau.

On first visiting Watling s Island (or
San Salvador) in a steamer, we ap

proached the land at the same point as

did Columbus. The excitement that our
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arrival caused was very marked. The
fleet of small boats that swarmed out to
meet us

;
the crowds of eager people al

most the whole population that congre
gated at the edge of the white, clear

water
;
even the palm-fringed land slop

ing down to a scattered settlement of
thatched dwellings that bordered the
brilliant beach, all reminded one forcibly
of an old picture of the landing of the
Genoese navigator. It is doubtful if

that worthy created any more excitement
than did we. To the question when the
last steamer stopped there, the magis
trate, a pleasant old gentleman, respond
ed :

&quot; Steamer ? Lord bless you, boy,
we haven t had a steamer here before for
two

years.&quot;

Yet half a dozen regular steamship
lines pass near Watling s light monthly,
or even oftener

; and, with anything in the

way of production to form a basis for

export, it would be easy to open
regular and frequent communica
tion with the outside world. As
it is, the people are waiting and

hoping that somebody or

something will somehow at

some time move their way.
There is a general apathy and

supineness that is incompre
hensible to the average Amer
ican.

This is a geographical condi
tion which is either an advan

tage or a disadvantage as one
inclines to view it. If it is

good to keep old manners and
customs hermetically sealed,
so that the nineteenth century
can hold near its heart a bit

of the eighteenth, just as a
modern girl may wear on her
bosom an old miniature, then it is

an advantage to be always on the in

ner line of one of the ocean eddies. It

is simply a question whether super
stition will balance romance and pictu-

resqueness of thought ;
whether naivete

will outweigh ignorance ;
or the old-

fashioned virtues of hospitality, polite
ness, moderation in speech, and simplic
ity in manners are to be desired when
coupled with such old-fashioned vices

as shiftlessness and lax morals. There
is still a suspicious flavor of earlier pi
ratical occupancy in the zest with which

a Bahaman hails a wreck or engages in

a smuggling operation.
It is many years since the institution

of slavery was abolished there, but still

the colored inhabitants, who are greatly
in the majority, are subservient to their

white neighbors ;
the misfortune being

that the latter are not always wise. The
mingling of the two races has not been

generally attended with the best results,
for between them has sprung up an in

termediate class which presents some of

the worst characteristics of both. The
white people are often amusingly proud
of their English kinship, holding that

nothing good can come from any other

A Fruit Seller of the Bahamas.

than the Albion spring. Opposed to

these are a very few who are American
in their leanings, and as absurdly confi

dent that all goodness and worth, enter

prise and might, centre in the &quot;

States.&quot;

The isolated Caucasian is much the

same here as elsewhere, except that his

constant intercourse with a people al

ways ready to do him reverence has
made him indolent and vain. If it were
not for a few wide-awake men who, with
their families, are scattered like leav

en through the provincial lump, there

would be little hope for the future of the
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white inhabitant. His days are days of ants will present names not upon the

idleness, his aspirations are hardly worth pay-roll. After a while you discover that

the name, while his life and his chil- Sandy Smith has become William Major,

Long Cay, Fortune Island.

dren s lives are vitiated and demoralized

by constant contact and companionship
with the irresponsible negro.

In the negro there seems to be a

larger promise. He is the true Baha-
man. When he gets where he can look

the white man level in the eyes and

forget his race-stigma he will grow. He
belongs to the climate and to the soil.

Even where he is now his vices do not
seem repulsive, his immoralities are

hardly shocking (except when shared by
his dominant brother), and his kind dis

position, sunny temper, and hap-hazard
methods of working and living render
him generally attractive and always in

teresting. Perhaps his most prominent
failing is his want of proper pride. He
is eager to agree with your opinions even
to the extent of frequently contradicting
himself. A lack of strong personality is

strikingly shown by his readiness to

change his name. If you have occasion
to pay off a gang of men, half the claim-

that George Ambrister is converted into

Henry Cartwright, and so on through
the list. A man s nominal identity does

not seem to be a matter of the least

importance to him. Besides this, there

is a general readiness to accept charity,

even when remunerative work may be

staring the mendicant in the face. The
better educated negro may not ask for

a shilling, but he will not hesitate to let

you know how you may serve or benefit

him. There was a white-haired old

fellow, with a skin so fair that in another

climate no one would suspect his lineage
to be of the house of Ham, who began
his attacks upon my sympathies before

I had fairly got the northern chill out

of my blood, and continued his in

terested attack long after I was brown
as a native and as well known as the

oldest inhabitant. He brought shells

which he was willing to part with for

twenty times their value in silver ;
he

hinted, yes, more than hinted, that he



Inagua, Front Street, from the Salt House. Salt Heaps in Distance.
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had a warm admiration for certain articles

of personal apparel which I possessed.
He even sank so low as to laugh con

vulsively at the derision which I heaped
upon him. In the end he succeeded in

securing a shilling, and straightway &quot;be

gan to lie awake nights to contrive a

plan by which to get another.
A very pertinent question was recent

ly asked by a thoughtful man, anent the
moral status of the

colored natives :

&quot; Are they immoral
or only unmoral?&quot;

This is a question
which seems to an
swer itself. They
are only unmoral.

Many fine points
and nice distinc

tions in ethics,
which usually en

gage the attention

of civilized people,

they never trouble

themselves to con
sider. There is no

logic in their moral

ity. One may love

his neighbor, and
then extend the af- -wiiiia

fection to his neigh
bor s family. If a man appropriates

somebody else s wife, for example, he
does it in a manner so kind and gentle
that the offence is robbed of half its un

pleasantness.
There is another common trait, whe

ther mental or moral it is hard to de

termine, which may best be described

by an illustrative story. An old man
whose daughter, lately grown to wom
anhood, was among the best -dressed
and best-behaved damsels of her native

town met her one day upon the street,

and, stepping up to her, without a word
struck her two or three sharp blows.

When interrogated as to his motive for

such an act, he replied :

&quot; Dat my own
chile. She ain do nuttin ,

on y she get
too fine. / mus* hit her jus to show

tority&quot; The deed was a typical one.

There are many absurd, irrational things
done by this race

&quot;just
to show author-

ity.&quot;

Larceny is rare in the islands. The
inhabitants are seldom thieves, and the

jails are usually empty. There is rather
a good story, by the way, which is told

of the Inagua jail, which, common report
claims, is haunted. The ground upon
which the building stands used to be

subject to voudoos or obeah, or witch
craft in some other African form, so that

no one liked to stray there after sunset.

After the prison was erected it stood for

some time empty, till at last the au
thorities secured a

&quot;&amp;gt;,_. culprit in the per
son of a sailor who
had committed

ifeN some criminal of

fence. We may im

agine that the re

joicing of the state s

officers at thus
proving their right
to have a jail must
have been great
when the culprit
was safely incarcer

ated
;
but such feel

ings, if they indulg
ed them, did not
last long. Shortly
after midnight
there was a terrible

outcry heard in the

building, and those

who at length summoned courage to in

vestigate found the sailor almost dead
with terror. The old spell was evi

dently still operative ;
he had seen the

ghosts. At his urgent entreaty the offi

cers, being sensible men and persuaded
of the justice of his reasoning, set the

unfortunate man at liberty.
In their dealings with each other the

people are so sharp that business trans

actions are frequently followed by an

envoy in a police court. In fact, the Mag
istrate s Office is a favorite resort for

the black folks of both sexes, their

charges often being of the most trivial

character, and seldom permanently in

terrupting the good feeling which usu

ally exists between the litigants.
One magistrate complained to me

that he hated to fine the delinquents
who were brought daily before him, be
cause they generally ended by borrow

ing of him the money with which to pay
their fines.

Rudimentary education is general.
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Grinding Salt.

Every settlement except the very smallest has its public school, where the

stranger in passing will be amused to hear the shrill chant of young voices

repeating the alphabet or the multiplication-table. There is something very

strangely discordant in the sound, as though it issued from an organ com

posed of defective treble pipes. Enter the school-room and you will find that,

whatever deficiency there may be in other studies, there is a general profi

ciency in mental arithmetic. Almost every Bahaman reads
;
the percentage of

The Haunted Jail, Inagua.
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those who are unable to do so being very
small. Along a graded color-line the
student follows with interest the growth
of intellectual grasp, through the various
shades of chocolate and yellow humanity,
from the perusal of the Nassau Guar
dian or the Turk s Island Gazette to the

study of some late ethical discussion in

an American magazine or review. But
it will be apparent, even to the most op
timistic observer, that reading is not the
chief occupation of the islander s leisure.

Even were inclination and habit more
exacting, the poverty of the average na
tive would stand in the way of his pos
sessing many books or periodicals. Of

public libraries I know at least one fair

ly good one, composed mostly of stand
ard English works

;
but the method, or

rather want of method, with which it is

catalogued and conducted largely de
feats its usefulness.

Occasionally an example of erratic

mental activity is presented, as in the
case of a colored man who is periodically
hunted by a swarming legion of imagi
nary &quot;voudoos,&quot; who make his house
untenable. At such times his neighbor
hood is neither pleasant nor safe, but
between these attacks the poor victim
shows a marked degree of intelligence,

conducting his business with consider
able skill, and often inventing little con
trivances to lessen his labor.

A more amusing case of mania is that

of a great hulking negro who, years ago,

adopted the dress, habits, and mincing
manners of a woman

;
and he has for so

long a time been known as Miss Brown
the name he chose for himself that

people are apt to forget that his preten
sions are spurious.

Violent insanity is rare. Yet I shall

never forget, as one of the saddest and
most striking spectacles that I ever wit

nessed, the removal of a maniac girl
from her home to that only place of con

finement, the jail. It was along a sandy
path shadowed by tropical foliage, bor
dered by a broken wall over which the

passion-flowers ran riot, that the cortege
of natives came. In advance fled a herd
of frightened children, going a few steps
in dismay, and then, as curiosity got
the better of fear, stopping to gaze back
at the terrifying object. There she

walked, between two strong black wom-
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en, others behind impelling her for

ward
;
a girl as beautiful and shapely

as some bronze bacchante, with wild

eyes, clothes torn and dishevelled, and
arms flung out in supplication. It was
a sad, strange, pitiful sight.
To the question where they were tak

ing her, one of the women answered :

&quot; Jes to de jail yonner. We is totin

her dere cause she done gone mad, an

dey ain no yuther place to put her at.&quot;

&quot;How long has she been mad?&quot;

&quot;How long she is been so? Oh, I

dunno, sir. She ain ben righ dis long
time. Dey lock her in de jail now and
den ef she ain dead, dey sen her to

Nassau nex mail.&quot;

This treatment of the insane matches

very well the usual course pursued in

cases of sickness. The poor patient is

overvisited from the first. He is sung
to, talked to, and prayed over, till, being
medicined after the most approved Ind
ian methods, he finally dies in sheer
self-defence. A black man was recently

employed to take care of a sick neigh
bor, and one morning soon after report
ed on his charge as follows :

&quot; He wuss ebery day. He pear like

he ain goiri get well. I done jam de
word o Gawd into him all de time sense
I been dere.&quot;

He was admonished that he was not

employed to
&quot;jam&quot;

the word of God
into his suffering brother, but to jam
nourishment into his system. The sick

man failed to recover.

It seems hardly necessary to record
of members of the African family that

they are superstitious. The vagaries of

belief are preserved fragments of ar

chaic Congo religion. The old bottle or

charmed bag hung up in a field is still

often sufficiently potent to scare away
the more ignorant, and no watch or
ward would protect treasure from mo
lestation half as well as a good ghost
story. No one cares to pass a graveyard
after nightfall. I have known a boat s

crew disturbed because a bag of sand
ballast thrown overboard looked like a
sheet or a shroud beneath the surface
of the deep, and the smell of watermelon
which once greeted us out at sea was

immediately attributed to spirits.
Of dialect there is every shade, between

the consonantless grumble of the old
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African and the modified English of his

descendant in the fourth or fifth gener
ation. There is a splendid field for the

enthusiastic student of lingual peculi
arities. A babel of tongues is loosed

whenever a political question is started.

For, be it known, all Bahamans are, to

a certain extent, politicians ;
that is, to

the extent of being more or less intelli

gently interested in the action of their

representatives in the Colonial House,
and in the attitude of the Governor.

The reason is not far to seek. Every
question which comes up touches the

whole colony, if it has any importance at

all. There is no vast territory with vari

ous business interests to be considered.

The laws passed at Nassau must inter

est Watlings, or Kum Cay, or Inagua,
or Fortune Island almost equally, since

all are engaged in about the same pur
suits and living under the same condi

tions. The government is both repre
sentative and paternal. The members
of the Colonial Legislature are elected

by popular vote and serve without sal

ary. Many of them are colored men.
These representatives are not always

resident on the islands for which they
sit. Thus the member for Inagua lives

in Nassau, and the member for the

western district of Nassau is also resi

dent magistrate at Inagua. The laws

passed by the legislature are locally ad
ministered by magistrates, assisted by
justices of the peace, or by visiting or

circuit judges, of whom there are two in

the colony. The Governor is appointed
by the Crown, and exercises a fatherly

supervision over the affairs of his sub

jects, after the usual fashion of benign
colonial governors. Occasionally he
makes tours of inspection among the

out -islands, gladdening the hearts of

his people, inquiring into their wants,

noting the conditions of advantage and

disadvantage under which they labor,
and receiving their account of griev

ances, of which there is usually a full

budget.
Having the good fortune to be present

at one of the islands when His Excellency
Sir Ambrose Shea paid a visit, I was in

terested to observe the good feeling that

was reciprocally shown. After a morn

ing spent with some of the more prom
inent inhabitants of the little town,

Sir Ambrose signified his intention of

addressing the people in some public
place. The library was selected as being
the largest and most pleasant room in

the village, and messengers were sent to

inform the colored people of the event,
and to gather in an audience

;
but for a

time it seemed as though they would be
unsuccessful, as only half a dozen men
and women had arrived at the hour

appointed.
While we waited, an old man em

braced the opportunity to present a
lonesome little petition of his own. It

was all about some cattle that insisted

upon straying into his field and eating
up his corn and plantains. The Gover
nor sat in an arm-chair by one of the

cool windows, a look of puzzlement on
his kindly face

; turning first to one and
then to another of those who were
around him, asking :

&quot; What does he

say?&quot; or, &quot;Can you understand him
now ?

&quot;

as the ancient African proceeded
to unburden his vexed soul.

&quot; Um, um Yo Ex luncy. I is obli

gated to um a present to yo kineness
de queshon, yo Ex luncy, how we is

goin kee d cattle f um dewowin our
fiel . I wex wid dis queshon dis long
time. Da s a queshon, yo Ex luncy, da

go way back fo de time dey buil de salt-

pon , I ole man, mo oler dan yuther in-

habtan . I ben heah mo longer, yo
Ex luncy, an I knows how de queshon
riginally ben grow. De hole maata

righ heah; how I is goin he p ese f

w en dey ain no way kee d cattle out.

Now, yo Ex luncy, I um ain da

larned, but I gatter say disher:

How &quot;

The address was interrupted. A sound
a remarkable sound of drum and

fife, with a suggestion to the uninitiated

that perhaps the sackbut and the psal

tery were adding their obsolete strains to

the minstrelsy. Out of the windows we
saw a procession filing down the sandy
street black men with black coats,

over which were worn red and white

sashes
;
a few banners, a scarlet-coated

band of musicians, and several score

women in white, pink, and blue dresses.

The societies were coming in a body to

hear the Governor s address. In a few

moments afterward the library room was
filled with a respectful, attentive crowd,
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to whom his Excellency spoke upon the

subject he had come to interest them in,

the production of the &quot;

pita
&quot;

plant, or

hemp-fibre, in the colony.

After the conclusion of his speech, in

which many advantages and concessions
were promised to those who would take
land and go to work on it, Sandy Am-
brister, the President of the Union So

ciety, rose to respond. He was comi

cally enveloped in his scarf, and the
sleeves of his black coat somewhat in

terfered with the free play of his fingers,
but his tongue was loosed. He told his

fellow-citizens how good the Governor
was to them :

&quot; E talkee lak a fader to um. E say
go wuk. D as righ . Wukke like a
me. I done tole um so

;
tak e cutlass,

bus in head fus . Tak e shut off.

De Gov ner good maan
; talkee lak a

fader.&quot;

The conclusion of President Sandy s

address, though good from a Bahaman
standpoint, might not commend itself

to the better cultured underwriter. It

was this :

&quot; An now, my bred rin, pray
de Lawd he sen us a good wrack, so st

we kin get a few shillin to buy de Ian .&quot;

Sandy was by no means as well edu
cated as most of his hearers, but he had
the great advantage of knowing experi

mentally how to &quot; bus in head fus.&quot;

When I last saw him he had taken his

own advice and, cutlass in hand, his old
arm was clearing land to some advan

tage.
After the meeting in the library, as

we descended the steps, the band struck

up a lugubrious tune, whereat the Gov
ernor uncovered his head and stood with
a respectful air of attention. As it fin

ished I asked in a whisper,
&quot; What was

that ?
&quot; and he smilingly replied,

&quot; I think

it was God save the Queen.
&quot;

The effort I have alluded to i.e., to

introduce hemp cultivation in the col

ony is already an assured success, and
it is safe to say that in the &quot;

pita
&quot;

aloe

lies the future wealth of the Bahama
Islands. It needs only a glance at the

present condition of Yucatan and other
Mexican States, and a comparison of

their present great prosperity with their

poverty before &quot;

sisal
&quot;

became the sta

ple cultivation, to convince one that
with a plant which grows larger, takes

less time to mature, and yields more and
better fibre than that of Yucatan, the

prospect for these islands is very brill

iant. Heretofore, ere the value of the
Bahama hemp-plant was known to the

inhabitants, salt, sponges, turtle-shells,

fruit, and cocoa-nuts formed the exports.
But sea-salt had other enemies besides
the heavy duty which America imposed
upon its import, pineapple lands played
out in time, and the cocoa-nuts were far

from being always a success. There is

still something done with each of these

products, and probably always will be ;

but their importance in the eyes of the

people is a thing of the past. Those
whose inexperience leads them to burn
their fingers with salt are yearly growing
fewer.

I omitted to mention wrecking among
the Bahama industries, yet it has its

place, which is far from being an un
important one. Men, women, and chil

dren will abandon any pursuit to throng
to the scene of a wreck. An entire

congregation will swarm out of church
at such a summons, the men divesting
themselves of superfluous clothing as

they run, pitching garments over walls or
into the bushes for the women to pick
up. They are as active and prompt in

their work, and as skilful, as the mem
bers of the New York Fire Department
are in theirs. Nor does the labor re

quire less nerve and skill, To take a
boat out through a beating surf, in wa
ter which is not by any means free from
sharks, and successfully save the cargo,

rigging, and even the furniture, of a
wrecked vessel, to say nothing of the hu
man lives, is not work for a coward or
an unskilled boatman. The pay for sal

vage is high, so that a &quot;fat&quot; wreck is a

thing to be prayed for and long remem
bered.

Numberless stories are told of the fa

cility with which the insular conscience
reconciles itself to the idea of assisting
to wreck a vessel. Kather a knotty case

was that of one of the older pilots, who
was suspected and tried several years
ago for complicity in a crime of this

nature. At the trial two points are said

to have been proven by witnesses : First,
that the pilot was in the cabin of the
vessel one afternoon for some time, and
that when he came out he was heard to
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say, piously,
&quot;

Well, cap n, if it mus be

so, de Lawd s will be done ;

&quot;

and, second,
that the next morning the vessel was
hard and fast ashore. The laborers ap

pear to work with more intelligence and

energy when on or in the sea. Salt

water seems to be vivifying in its effect.

Perhaps it is the unending, unyielding
demand for activity in action and

thought which the ocean always makes

upon those who wrestle with it, that ac

counts for this difference in character.

But it certainly is the case that the col

ored laborer of the Bahamas does not

seem fonder of continued exertion when
in his field or engaged in shore work
than does his race-brother elsewhere.

Yet he is not lazy either, for often he

proves a capacity for spurts of exertion

that are remarkable when one takes the

climate into consideration. Calling a

negro one day, I gave him a note to be
delivered to a gentleman who was at a

point eighteen miles distant, the path
between being a mere trail through
sand-waste, water-pools, and brush. He
was to bring an answer back by sunset.

Starting cheerfully, though the day was
a hot one, he actually made the thirty-
six miles within fifteen minutes of the

time appointed, and showed not the

slightest trace of fatigue. Asking him
what the service was to cost, he rather

bashfully asked if I thought fo shillin
&quot;

(a dollar) would be too much. I do not
mention this walk as an uncommon feat.

I have known it excelled by women.
The daily routine of labor for a work

ing man is very unlike that of his north
ern prototype.

&quot;

Early to rise,&quot; whether
it results in health, wealth, and wisdom
or not, is the rule. Coffee is the first

thing on the daily programme, and then

work till about ten o clock, when break
fast is in order. By four o clock the

day s task is performed, and the laborer

goes home to his dinner and rest.

His pay is not always in money. An
employer will often have a store where
his employees are paid in provisions or

merchandise, in most cases rarely seeing

money from one month to the next. It

will be readily seen that this &quot;truck sys
tem,&quot; as it is called, is liable to great
abuse. It becomes often a species of

slavery, the consumer being allowed suf

ficient credit to effectually enchain him
;

and generally paying his master two
profits for everything he uses. The bare
necessaries of a savage life are produced
on the islands ; all else is imported,
so that when the importers have got the

people tied hand and foot, as is the case
on one or two of the islands, the poor
wretches must either submit to the ty
ranny, having no money, or credit else

where, or they must go naked and sub
sist on what they can raise on the soil

or get out of the sea.

The individual islands, it must be

confessed, differ greatly in this respect.

Upon one of the most important of the
smaller ones a certain man, who has car

ried the trucking system to its limit,

glories in the title of &quot;

King.&quot;

There is only one road leading to and
from the homes of these islanders. It

is the great, blue highway of the sea.

Toward it hope looks, night and morn
ing, and its chances are the special

providences that brighten the provincial
life. Remember that all things for food
or other use, except the very simplest ;

all ideas, all news, all knowledge, all

things that interest, amuse, instruct,
must come by vessel, and then you will

understand how the sight of a sail or a

steamer s smoke is greeted with eager
interest. A stranger presents all the

chances of a lottery till he has fairly cast

anchor and his business is fully known.
The sailors, who come not only from

neighboring ports, but from the utter

most parts of the earth, bring with them
a flavor of many lands. To-day it may
be a yacht, fitted with all the luxury de
manded by modern taste

;
to-morrow a

smuggler on his way to some Haytian
or Cuban port, and the next day a whaler

turning homeward after a year or two
of work. There may be a month of

loneliness, when a sail on the horizon is

a godsend to minds weary with the re

iteration of small local affairs ;
then all

at once the harbor or roadstead will be

full of craft a strangely assorted fleet ;

and the mariner from Maine, or the

fisherman from Nova Scotia, hails his

neighbor from Norway or Austria, Eng
land or Spain, and together they proceed
to enliven the settlement where chance

has drawn them. The boy who has

gone away to seek his fortunes and to

see the world, comes back some day on
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one of these unheralded vessels, and is

full of wonderful tales of the cities he
has seen and the adventures he has taken

part in. Cold, snow, and ice are among
the marvellous things he tells about, al

ways finding an interested audience.

Nothing more primitive can be im

agined than the mode of travelling from
island to island. The wonder, to one
who has tried the provincial way, is not
that so few people leave home, but that

anyone can be induced to do so except
in case of dire necessity. Even a man
is reduced to sore straits, and to a

woman the discomforts and inconven
iences are simply horrible. Even upon
the mail-boat (until very lately) there

was no accommodation for more than

eight passengers, and these were of the

crudest type. A stuffy cabin with eight
berths, four upper and four lower ones,
that were more like potato-bins than

anything else, often had to serve for

double that number of people. Besides
these were perhaps a score of &quot; second
class

&quot;

passengers, who were crowded in

the hold or on the deck anywhere, in

fact, that they could find room to spread
themselves. Bedding, store-chest, every
thing that one needed or was likely to

require for a long voyage, had to be

provided by the passenger. Yet, why do
I write in the past tense ? The experi
ment of using some better means of

conveyance is only now being tried, and
does not extend to nor is it intended
to include all the islands of the group.
If the discomfort of travel by the mail-

boat is great, what must be said of the

chance craft, the sponge-fishers, turtlers,

traders, and even dirty Haytian sloops,
in which the majority must go if they
would ever widen their horizon? Among
the lower people I have even known two
women make a voyage of forty-eight
hours in a little deckless sloop, in com
pany with three men, and the feat was
not uncommon enough to excite re

mark.
The better class of people charter

little schooners to take them where they
want to go, if the expense is not greater
than they can stand

;
for this is apt to

be a costly undertaking. If one chances
to be becalmed, as often happens, or
is forced by stress of weather to take

refuge in some harbor or bight, the voy

age is indefinitely prolonged. Ten days
is not an uncommonly long time to con
sume in travelling from one end of the

group to the other.

Yet the life of the Bahaman, especi

ally the lower-class native, is a life full

of romance. A primitive existence, a

superstitious, imaginative mind, and the

great ocean with all its might and mys
tery encircling him, compensate for much
of life s discomfort. From generation
to generation the old tales of maroon-
ers and buccaneers are handed down.

Enough treasure has been found at

various points to form a basis for mar
vellous tales, and also for some hair-

brained expeditions. Caves have pro
duced images carved by forgotten hands,
and bones (presumably) of aboriginal
origin. A well in one place, and a circle

of stones somewhere else, are witched.

Every island has its traditions, and ev

ery tradition is more or less believed.

Wrecks, smuggling, feats of prowess in

storm, and of endurance in stress, all

become the components of a not unat
tractive border life, and would doubt

less, in any other age than ours, crystal
lize into an interesting chapter of folk

lore. The time of all others to hear a

provincial raconteur is on a moonlight
night, when a number of men congre
gate about the fishing-boats, or upon
some spar that lies at the end of a rocky
point whence an approaching sail may
be first sighted. The narrator becomes
interested, gesticulates freely, even acts

the more exciting parts of his story,
while the little audience good-humored-
ly applaud with laughter that is seldom
boisterous or prolonged, and occasion

ally add such remarks as: &quot;Dat ain t

so coarse,&quot; &quot;Da s righ ,&quot;
or &quot;Hi! e

tellin urn now, for true.&quot;

In his home-life the negro is, strangely
enough, usually contented and kind. I

say strangely, because the tie that binds
these black bodies to each other is not
of the strongest. It is formed and
broken frequently without legal or

churchly aid or intervention. But the

children, I am convinced, would com
pare favorably in their manners and ap
pearance with young people of similar

grade in any part of the world.

Many of the inhabitants are banded

together in societies, whose object is to
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care for the sick and dying, and provide
for the families of disabled or deceased

members. Upon high days and holi

days these societies love to parade with

all the pomp and circumstance of wide

scarfs, flaunting banners, and gorgeous
bands. A band may be composed of

one or two wind instruments (difficult
to identify), a drum, triangle, concertina,
and tambourine, and afford more solid

satisfaction to its patrons than the per
formance would seem to warrant.

The societies divide with the churches

the duty of satisfying the organizing
instinct. Three denominations, Epis
copal, Baptist, and Methodist, share a

somewhat imperfect sway over the con
sciences and lives of the people. The
race-love for show leads many of the

stranger within their gates. Their cos
tumes are wildly grotesque, home-made
affairs, that enhance the drollery of the

dances, grimaces, and antics of the per
formers.

Before and behind these masquers,
who are generically known as

&quot;Johnny

Canoe,&quot; come troops of children, half

afraid and wholly delighted with the

performance. Fire-crackers play an im

portant part in the Christmas observ

ance, just as on the Fourth of July with
us. Indeed,

&quot;

any noise, good or bad,&quot;

is acceptable.
As in all small communities, wed

dings and their festal opposite, funerals,
make large demands upon popular in

terest. A wedding affords opportuni
ties that the more sombre funeral does

The Light at Mathewtown, Bahama Islands.

colored people into the fold of the Es
tablished Church, where they are satis

fied with ritualistic observance, while
others find in the freer chapels of

Methodist and Baptist persuasion that

peculiar bliss that emotional natures en

joy when exchanging the experiences of

a common faith.

A chapel is a sort of safety-valve for the

pent up emotions of men who elsewhere

appear singularly quiet and repressed.
However, on one day in the year at

least, an exception is made to the gen
eral rule of orderliness and decorum.
After the church services 011 Christmas

Day, the towns are given over to the

merrymakers, who go in companies
through the streets, masked and hide

ously apparelled. They play every con
ceivable prank upon their brethren and

incessantly demand money from their

more exalted townsmen or from the

not
; yet I think that the general enjoy

ment of the latter is more keen. To
meet solemnly at some neighbor s house
in the unaccustomed garb of holy days ;

to talk in whispers of the departed broth
er or sister, with sundry digressions on

every known topic under the tropic sun
;

to wait through the hour during which
the people are assembling and the

mournful preliminaries arranged, while

the hush grows more profound, afford

a melancholy satisfaction. The mock

ing-bird that sings lustily from his perch
in yonder cotton-tree, or the wood-dove
that calls from the tamarind in the next

yard, are the only living creatures that

do not seem to feel the presence of the

mysterious visitor. The guests at length
take their places in the procession that

forms at the gate and walks to the quiet

graveyard, preceded by the bearers and
the dead.
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It is a rite to satisfy the negro s easily
moved soul. How slow and eminently
decorous is that assemblage. The after

noon sun makes long shadows for each

mourner, for five o clock is the usual

time for funerals. The white sand of

the streets, walled by the white calcare

ous rock fences, crowned with palm and
cork, anaconda bush and jessamine, glit
ters beneath the hundred dusky feet that

impress it. Yonder, after you have

passed those few houses, innocent of

windows, and roofed with thatch-palm,

you are suddenly face to face with a

high wall, behind which a few trees look

over in a melancholy fashion. The gates
are open, and the funeral procession
follows that way after the bearers, who
have already entered. A few mounds,
fewer still having head-stones, lie in the

shade of the cedars, or are sprinkled
with the white falling oleander blos

soms.
And here, after a life scarcely less un

obtrusive and quiet, we leave the island

er to continue his repose.

AT LES EBOULEMENTS.

By Duncan Campbell Scott.

THE bay is set with ashy sails,

With purple shades that fade and flee,

And curling by in silver wales
The tide is straining from the sea.

The grassy points are slowly drowned,
The water laps and over-rolls

The wicker peche ;
with shallow sound

A light wave labors on the shoals.

The crows are feeding in the foam,

They rise in crowds tumultuously,
&quot; Come home,&quot; they cry,

&quot; come home, come home !

And leave the marshes to the sea.&quot;



THE AGE OF WORDS.

By E. J. PMps.

ISTOBY has given
names to many ages
in the life of the

world ;
ours is the

age of words those

cheap and easy sub
stitutes for thought :

invented, the witty
Frenchman said, to

conceal thought ;
he

might better have said, to conceal the

want of it. Never since the creation has
there come upon the earth such a del

uge of talk as the latter half of the nine

teenth century has heard. The orator

is everywhere, and has all subjects for

his own. The writer stayeth not his

hand by day or by night. Every suc

cessive day brings forth in the English
tongue more discourse than all the great

speakers of the past have left behind

them, and more printed matter, such as

it is, than the contents of an ordinary
library. Human utterance has become
so constant, so multiplied, diffused, re

ported, and repeated, so typed, stereo

typed, telegraphed, published, and circu

lated : all conceivable subjects are so

discussed, considered, amplified, and re

considered, in speeches, books, pam
phlets, magazines, reviews, and millions

of newspapers, that there is no escape
anywhere from the ceaseless flow. What
ever is, is attacked

; whatever has been,
is denied

;
whatever is to be, is loudly

predicted ; whatever ought to be, is set

forth by a thousand voices, each variant
from all the rest. Heady-made opinions
on all topics are abundant and cheap,
and in ample variety. There is no

longer an excuse for any man to be ig

norant of anything, and whatever he
ventures to believe or disbelieve, he

equally sins against light. Invention is

exhausted in multiplying the means of

transmitting knowledge. We are stupe
fied by the diffusion of intelligence, and
lose our eyesight under the excessive

glare of light. While the simple-minded
wayfarer, at a loss to know what he
should attend to and what he should

avoid, is bewildered and confounded by
the very abundance of the argument
that does not convince him, the litera

ture he is unable to enjoy, the learning
that profiteth him nothing, and the phi
losophy that conducts to no end.

With the quantity of utterance its

positiveness does not diminish, nor its

modesty increase. We no longer sug
gest, we assert : we do not question, we
denounce : we imitate, in all market

places, the adjuration of the Moham
medan fig-seller, and cry the louder as

our wares grow stale :

&quot; In the name of

Allah and his Holy Prophet
&quot; Words !

Words ! How long the supply of mate
rial for so much deliverance may be ex

pected to hold out, how long even the

east wind of which so large a share of

it is composed will continue to blow, is

a question that cannot be answered.

We certainly seem to be approaching
the time when hardly anything will be
left to be said on any subject that has
not been said before perhaps many
times over

; when all known topics will

begin to be exhausted ;
when the num

berless discussions that never come to

an end will have quite lost their interest,

and the patient and overburdened lis

teners and readers few in comparison.
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with the speakers and the writers will

be ready to exclaim,
&quot; to the making of

many books there is no end
;

&quot;

yet
&quot; there

is nothing new under the sun,&quot; in the

language of men.
It is reported that when a Chinese

official was once a prisoner of war on a

British ship, the offer was made by his

captors to send on shore for any books
he might desire, to lighten the hours of

his captivity. The offer was declined

by the Mandarin, who gravely remarked
that he had already read all the books
in the world that were worth reading.

May not the time be somewhere in the

future when we shall, in like manner, re

fuse to listen any longer to the voice of

the teacher, in the belief that we have

already heard and read everything that

is worth saying ?

The resources of the English language
have been found to require expansion
in order to afford a vehicle for all

this discourse. There were not words

enough in the &quot;pure English undefiled
&quot;

to meet the demand ; because, as thought
grows hazy, language needs to multiply.
Words of clear and definite meaning-
do not answer the purpose, where ideas

are uncertain and obscure. A writer

who is not quite sure what he is trying
to mean, needs a verbiage adapted to

his state of mind. So a vast increase of

words has taken place, with many of

which dictionaries struggle in vain, to

the sad detriment of our vernacular, and
the much increased confusion of current

ideas. In the compilation of the Ox
ford Dictionary, which undertakes to

give an account of every word in the

language, it is stated in the Edinburgh
Review that thirty years labor has pro
duced one volume of 1,240 closely

printed quarto pages in triple columns,

only containing words beginning with

the letters A and B, and that these num
ber 31,254, including those of doubtful

meaning, and of no meaning at all. At
what remote period is it reasonable to

expect that this work will be completed ?

And when finished, what, at the same
rate of increase, will be the supplement
to be added, of new words coined in the

meantime ?

But seriously, and in the most sober

prose, consider for a moment how enor

mous, beyond human power of calcula

tion, is the product of the printing-press
at the present day, and how rapidly it is

every year increasing, in all its forms
and departments. Regard, in the first

place, what is only a small part of it, the

number of books that have been pub
lished in our tongue in the last forty

years. Statistics of their quantity, if it

were possible to compile them, would
be startling. They cover, in an endless

flow and repetition of words, every topic
that is within the compass of human
apprehension, in all views, right and

wrong, that can be taken of it. That

among this vast mass are to be found a

considerable number of good books, ad
ditions in one way or another to the sum
of useful knowledge, or to the means of

rational mental enjoyment, is not to be

questioned. But how large is this num
ber ? What proportion does it bear to

the whole? By how much of the re

mainder is the world or any part of it

the wiser, the better, or the happier?
How considerable a share of it is even

positively mischievous in its effect upon
the popular mind, in the false taste, er

roneous ideas, and unworthy prejudices
it generates. And how certainly does

the lapse of twenty or even ten years

consign the great bulk of it to oblivion.

The past literature of our language is

splendid and unsurpassed. The race

that produced it has now swelled in

this country alone to nearly sixty-five
millions. We boast loudly of our largely
increased machinery for education, our
monstrous and numerous libraries, our

extraordinary spread of intelligence,
our immense advances in learning and

knowledge, our wide range and exten

sion of thought ; we lay the whole world
under contribution, and print a thou
sand volumes where those who gave us
our permanent literature printed one
and yet, in the whole of it, what and how
many real additions have we made to

that literature ? Who and how many are

the living writers who have contributed

anything to it that will live in after-time,
or whose names will be likely to be re

membered when they have been fifty

years dead? Where are our poets, our

dramatists, our historians, our essayists,
our philosophers, our really capable
critics ?

These are questions that everyone can
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answer for himself. It is the object of

the present suggestions to ask them, not
to answer them, nor to challenge the

claim to distinction that any person may
think belongs to him. There can be no

juster commentary upon current litera

ture than results from taking a lantern

and honestly searching for its great men,
among the multitude of its disciples. A
few will doubtless be found some of

them beyond the iron gate of threescore

years and ten. But how few and far be
tween in such a countless army of au

thors, let each observer judge for him
self.

Popular literature nowadays consists

in large part of fiction, of which the au
thors are more prolific than the Austra
lian rabbit. Now, that fiction may be, to

a certain limited extent, one of the most

charming as well as wholesome forms
of literary production, will not at this

day be questioned. Poetry may be ex

pressed in prose as well as in verse. And
how deftly in either form the golden
thread of romance can be wrought by
enchanted hands into the web of human
life, some names attest that always will

be household words wherever the Eng
lish tongue is spoken. But the ever

lasting repetition, through countless

thousands of volumes, of the story of the

imaginary courtship and marriage of fic

titious and impossible young men and
women ;

and when all conceivable inci

dents that could attend this happy nar
rative are used up, and the exhausted

imagination of the narrator refuses any
further supply, then in their place an
endless flow of commonplace and vapid
conversation, tending to the same matri
monial result, until it is clear that the

parties, if they were real, would talk them
selves to death this is the staple of

what is now well called fiction, because
it never could exist in fact. What a
food for an immortal mind to live on,

year in and year out, as its principal lit

erary nourishment ! And what sort of

mental fibre is it likely to produce ? Is

it from such nutriment that are to be

expected the robust and vigorous mas

culinity that should belong to the Am
erican man, or the finer but equally

healthy and sound qualities that should

distinguish the American woman ? The
taste for this kind of food is the morbid

appetite produced by long nourishment

upon pastry and slops. A healthy stom
ach would reject it.

But though such a craving widely ex

ists, and grows by what it feeds on, very
much of the circulation of this kind of
literature is due to the ingenious exer
tions of the publisher. Each successive

production is
&quot;

pushed&quot; and &quot;noticed&quot;

so as to be brought for its brief moment
into the public attention. For a few

days or weeks it is made to be more or
less talked about and written about, be
fore it is supplanted by a new and simi

lar work of genius. Hundreds, and per
haps thousands, read the book because it

is talked about, and they are ashamed
to say they are not acquainted with it.

Not to have read the &quot; Washerwoman of

the Pyrenees,&quot; or &quot;The Jack of Trumps,&quot;

or &quot; Peter s Wife s Sister,&quot; while they
happen to be in vogue, would indicate a
want of literary culture. So the reader
who has no time to make acquaintance,
and never does make acquaintance, with
the really choice literature of his lan

guage, who only knows by name the

great authors he has never read, toils in

vain to keep up with the contents of his

circulating library, which offers him a

fresh bill of fare every month
; quite

unmindful that each one of these but

terfly celebrities, after its nine days of

popularity, disappears and is heard of no

more, altogether eclipsed by the equally

ephemeral glitter of its successor. It is

a very characteristic anecdote that is

told of a young ladies seminary in Eng
land, whose pupils, being asked who is

the greatest writer in the English lan

guage, unanimouslynamed Shakespeare ;

being next inquired of who was their

favorite author, replied, by a large ma
jority,

&quot; Edna
Lyall.&quot;

It is undeniable that, outside of a

certain limited class of scholarly and

thoughtful people, the great majority of

all who read anything except the news

papers, read books of this description.
The statistics of popular and circulating
libraries show that seventy-five per cent,

of all the books taken out are novels of

recent production. A library for the

general public that did not furnish them
could not be sustained, whatever real

treasures of knowledge and literature it

might offer. Probably the most numer-
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cms readers of novels are to be found

among women, perhaps because they
have more time and fewer other diver

sions than men. In the large class of

them who derive their ideas of life and
of the world from this source, the result

is seen in the enormous and increasing
business of the divorce courts, of which

they and their husbands are the princi

pal patrons. Aside from the loose and

vague notions of morality that become
familiar to them, unconsciously, from
the books they read, they enter upon
married life with ideas and expectations
so false and theories so absurd that

nothing but disappointment and un-

happiness can follow. Instead of the

impossible and self-sacrificing heroes of

their dreams, they awake to find them
selves married only to men, with the im

perfections common to humanity. They
perceive that the perfection they are in

search of is to be found in other wom
en s husbands, not in their own ;

on
which point they would be speedily un
deceived if they could exchange situa

tions with their apparently more fort

unate sisters. It is not long before
both parties to a union that has proved
a disappointment are ready to escape
from it

; or, if not, one or the other is

determined to break away. It is prob
able that all other causes put together
are not so prolific of divorce among the
class in which it commonly takes place,
as the fact that its women are brought
up on novels of a low grade as their

habitual and almost only reading.
To the heterogeneous mass of book-

making outside of fiction that is poured
out upon us, it is hardly necessary to

advert. He who runs may read it,

though for the most part he had much
better not. Much of it is characterized

by haste, superficiality, and redundancy
of words which the writers lack the
time and the thought necessary to con
dense

;
which often would not repay

condensation, or would disappear in the

process. Speculation on all subjects,
too hazy for comprehension, spurious
philosophy, theology that is religion s

worst enemy, political science invented
to serve the ends of a party or to cater
to a popular prejudice, useless erudition
in all its numerous departments, catch

penny treatises and compilations made

to sell, or to air the cranks of their au
thors or further their ambition for noto

riety all the forms and infinite variety
of &quot; books that are not books.&quot; Among
its best features are the writings that

elucidate physical and scientific discov

ery. That it presents other excellent

exceptions to its general quality, only
makes that the more apparent.

Book-making has become a trade.

Profit is its chief end. The day of stu

dious and self-denying lives, devoted to

study and to thought, and regardless of

gain, are almost gone by. Literature is

no longer
&quot; cultivated upon a little oat

meal,&quot; nor for its own sake on any fare.

Men do not write because they are

charged with a message to humanity
that has been mellowed and tempered
by long reflection, by communion with
nature and the higher influences of the

soul. To catch the ear of the public by
a lucky hit or device, to take a popular
tide at the flood, to dash off something
or compile something that will sell, and
if a success of this sort attracts atten

tion to the name of a writer, then to

push it for all it is worth by the most

rapid production possible of whatever
the name may make a market for this

is the trick and art of what is called

literature. Keputation depends on good
management much more than on merit.

Not so were the enduring achievements
of the human intellect brought forth.

They were not the product of any age
of words. They came chiefly out of the

great silences, when thought was migh
tier than speech, when words were few
but fit. There has been noise enough al

ways in the world, no doubt, and it has
died away for the most part into ever

lasting stillness. It is only the silences

that have become vocal, whose voices re

main and will remain.
The great profusion and variety of

utterance, the jargon of many tongues,
are not favorable to the production of

mental work of the highest order. Such
a voice will not be heard or waited for

in the general confusion. If some of the

greatest performances that have taken

place in literature were now for the first

time to be brought out, it is question
able whether they would gain any gen
eral attention, and whether they would
not be quite oversloughed and cast in-
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to the shade by the loudly puffed pro
ductions of the ephemeral writers of the

time.

The nation maintains at Washington,
at vast expense, a printing machine that

turns out hundreds of tons of books

annually. But there is rarely one among
them of the slightest value or interest

to any rational being : long-drawn-out
and ostentatious reports of what no

body wants to know
;

endless &quot; docu
ments &quot;

that nobody reads
;
tables unlim

ited of useless knowledge ; Congression
al speeches that had no hearers and find

no readers. No library could contain

them only the paper-maker has use for

them. They are fit contributions to an

age of words.

But, as has been remarked, books, in

all their profusion and with all the

pamphlets and periodicals added, form

only a small part of the product of the

modern press. They are but a handful

beside the multitude of newspapers that

no man can number, which overspread

every part of the land and fill even its

remotest nooks and crannies. In every
new frontier settlement the first insti

tution is a whiskey saloon, and the next

a newspaper. Compared with the re

sounding clamor of their discordant

cries, ceaseless by day or by night, all

other printed words are only as a few
scattered voices in a general Babel.

That we are fortunate in the possession
of some newspapers, both in city and

country, which well discharge their

proper office, and are conducted with

idignity, decorum, ability, and usefulness,
all will concede. But as in the matter
of books, the question is, how many are

of this stamp, and what relation do they
bear to the whole ? And what are the

adjectives that properly describe the

rest ? Description, indeed, is unneces

sary, because the knowledge of it is

already notorious and universal No
thoughtful or educated person needs to

be told what are the qualities of the

mass of American newspapers, with the

creditable exceptions already referred

to : whether they are high or low in

intellectual ability and in tone, in what

language they are usually expressed,
whether they seek to enlighten and

guide public opinion, or to follow its

worst aberrations and cater to its low

est instincts
;
whether they attempt to

discuss with fairness and candor the
merits of controverted questions, or
whether they depend upon misrepresen
tation of facts, upon cheap gibes, and
appeals to the meanest prejudices ;

whether or not they observe the truth,

respect private character, and the de
cencies of life

; whether, in short, they
serve, so far as they go, to instruct, to

improve, to elevate their readers, or only
to delude and debase them, are in

quiries that thoughtful men can answer
from their own observation. If they can
be generally answered favorably, so much
the better for the newspapers, and so
much the worse for those who venture to

question their character and their influ

ence.

One thing, at least, must be generally
admitted the newspapers have put an
end to all human privacy. There is no
man so obscure, so unassuming, so ut

terly withdrawn from the public eye and
from all challenge of popular attention,
who has the right to a concealment of

any act or fact or word or thought of his

own private life, if it will make an item,

or, especially, if it be one from which, by
any misrepresentation or gloss, a sensa

tional story can be made and sold. The

reporter is omniscient and omnipresent.
If we take the wings of the morning and

fly to the uttermost parts of the sea, he
is there before us, insatiable, rapacious,
remorseless. His theory is that every
circumstance and incident in every man s

and woman s life is the property of the

public, if it can be made to minister to-

the appetite for scandal or idle gossip, or

the pleasure of the base in the humilia

tion or discredit of those above them.

With him, sorrow commands no char

ity, misfortune no consideration, age no
reverence, woman no deference, death no

solemnity, the grave no refuge. Noth

ing is so pathetic or so pitiful as to ap

peal to him for forbearance. Human
ity has no rights that he is bound to

respect. The only question is, will the

story sell, if sufficiently distorted, exag

gerated, and dressed up ?

If a man commits a crime he cannot

reasonably ask that the newspapers
should help him to conceal it. If he is

in official station, or in any manner in

vites or challenges attention to himself
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or his affairs, lie may justly expect crit

icism and publicity. But in no other

country than ours is the idea tolerated

that private and unoffending life can
have no secrets

;
that the skeleton in

every closet is to be put on exhibition,
for the profit of the thief who is clever

enough to steal it.

Not a less prominent feature in much
that is called journalism, is the habit

ual and wanton defamation of personal
character. Libellous abuse, especially
of political opponents, or of any indi

vidual who has in any way provoked the

hostility of the manager, is so common
and constant as to attract comparative
ly little attention. Many a journalist
would laugh at the suggestion that he
should refrain from the publication of

a malicious and defamatory story con

cerning the candidate he seeks to de

feat, merely for the reason that the

story is a falsehood. He would prob
ably reply, in the slang of the trade,
that &quot;

it is a good enough Morgan until

after the election.&quot; There is no law of

libel in this country, except in theory.

Practically, it has no force. The news

papers are strong enough to make it

virtually powerless. The peculiar kind
of legal talent that is always available

when anything especially base is to be

defended, is quite able to make the

remedy of the plaintiff much worse than
the injury complained of, and no man
resorts to it twice.

But these are offences against the in

dividual chiefly, except so far as they
tend to debase the popular taste, and
blunt the sense of what is due to private

rights. A more serious mischief to the

public is to be found in the unclean and

repulsive sensational narratives with
which so many columns of papers of

this class are filled : the criminal, ob

scene, and demoralizing incidents, which,
bad enough when merely reported as

part of the news of the day, are spun
out, elaborated, and repeated with an in

finite variety of disgusting and unwhole
some detail

;
the lives and conduct of

the criminal, the vicious, and the profli

gate ; the most unsavoury of the con
tests in courts of justice, amplified and
adorned ; all that panders to the mor
bid and depraved taste.

That this material sells freely is true.

There is no merchandise so profitable
as garbage. Publishers would not print
it if a certain large class of readers did

not demand it. No one becomes a pur
veyor of garbage for the mere pleasure of

handling it. In the language of Colonel

Sellers,
&quot; There are millions in it.&quot; But

it is not the less debasing, and to the

cleanly sense offensive. There can be
no question that the publication of the

sickening details of murder and suicide,
in such prominence and redundancy of

description, does contribute very much
to the increase of crime of that sort.

There is a contagion in such things

among weak, morbid, insane, and unbal
anced minds. Those skilled in mental
disease recognize and understand this

as one of its manifestations. It is fre

quently observed that one homicide or

suicide of peculiar and startling circum
stances produces an epidemic, and is

followed by others of a like description
in various parts of the country. And the

exploits of highwaymen, robbers, and

prize-fighters, gilded and glorified, turn

many a juvenile brain astray.

Turning from the press to the orator,
the other great instrument in the over

flow of words, it is to be observed that

the amount of speech-making on all

sorts of occasions and all kinds of sub

jects has increased beyond the fashion

of former times, in nearly the same ra

tio as the outpouring of the press. For
this, indeed, the press is largely respon
sible. The custom of reporting, after

some fashion, speeches the most ordi

nary and commonplace, a weariness often
to the hearers and of no interest to any
body else, has set thousands of tongues
a-wagging for the glory of getting into

print. They are reported, not because

they are of any importance, but because
the daily necessity for material to fill

up the newspapers is often urgent, and
must be supplied from all available

quarters, at whatever expense of dul-

ness or inaccuracy, when more interest

ing news does not transpire.
But the same influence that has so

stimulated oratory and increased its vol

ume, has at the same time diminished
its quality, by destroying its best ele

ment. The newspaper press has turned
the orator into an essayist, and usually
a dull essayist at that. The essence
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of a good speech upon ordinary oc
casions is its adaptation to the tone
and spirit of the surrounding atmos

phere its sympathetic touch with its

hearers the indescribable magnetism
born of time, place, circumstance, and

personality the charm of utterance

the inspiration of the hour. Fox s re

mark that if a speech reads well it was
not a good one, had great truth in the

day when speeches were speeches and not

essays. The speaker nowadays cannot
address himself to his audience, he must

harangue Christendom through the next

morning s papers ;
he is weighted all the

time with the thought of how what he

says will be made to read, and what will

be said of it. The unhappy orator

who, ignorant or forgetful of the pres
ence of the reporters, and relieved of

the incubus of their anticipated butch

ery, takes his tone from the occasion
loses for the time the painful self-con

sciousness which is the bane of public
speaking, and speaks naturally, easily,
and perhaps with feeling and earnestness
the words that are given him, may make,
so far as his immediate audience is con

cerned, a most successful and felicitous

deliverance quite the next best thing
to silence. But his blood will run cold

at the travesty that will appear next

day in print, when a reporter s misunder

standing of it has been condensed into

reporters English. Its wit, its humor,
its point, its effectiveness, its eloquence
if it chanced to rise so high, have all

disappeared, and in their place comes a

disjointed and incoherent jumble of plat
itudes, expressed in the worst possible

language. So to avoid being thus made
ridiculous, he must write out and recite

an article that he can give a copy of to
&quot; the

press.&quot; Nothing can be more un
like than an essay for publication and a

speech, which, to meet the requirements
of common occasions, should be in a

great measure extemporaneous, at least

in its language. The article may read

fairly well
; as a speech, it is prosy and

artificial, wearisome to the hearers and
without immediate effect.

Anyone who has attended a public
dinner on those rare and delightful oc
casions when reporters are excluded,
and has listened to the felicitous and
often brilliant speeches born, of the

occasion and mellowed by the charm of
the hour, not intended to be printed
nor possible to be printed, and has also
been present at another similar time
when perhaps the same men, arraigned
before the bar of the press and in dan

ger of being set in the public pillory
next day, have struggled as best they
might with the difficulties of the situa

tion, will quite appreciate the differ

ence. On more than one such occasion

speeches have been heard from eminent
and distinguished men, with a feeling
of disappointment that they failed to
rise to the spirit of the hour, or to touch
the hearts or the sensibilities of their

audience. The reason was that the

speeches were not speeches. They were
creditable but tame articles, written out
beforehand for the inevitable newspaper
publication.
The same reason that thus chills and

paralyzes the sort of public speaking
that to be successful needs to be ex

temporaneous, has also its effect, though
perhaps in a lesser degree, upon those
more elaborate addresses, on important
occasions, that are prepared in writing.
Even in these the writer has constantly
in mind, in their preparation, not his

hearers but his readers. So such pro
ductions, however excellent they might
be as contributions to a review or mag
azine, become guarded, frigid, and tame,
and the elements of true oratory they
might otherwise contain are smoothed
and polished away.
The same cause has turned Congress,

and even the British House of Com
mons, into mere talking -machines.
&quot; One weak, washy, everlasting flood

&quot;

of useless and dreary speech-making
runs through them, only occasionally
relieved by the voices of those qualified
to command and deserve attention, and
renders the discharge of public business

even in Parliament extremely difficult,

and in Congress almost impossible.
This would not be tolerated if, as for

merly, these speeches were addressed to

the Houses where they are made instead

of to the world at large. But a certain

right to the &quot;

floor,&quot; for the purposes of

buncombe, has become established by
prescription and has to be submitted to.

Such speeches have for the most part
few or no listeners, except the reporters.
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In the splendid days of parliamentary
eloquence, when Pitt and Fox and
Burke and Sheridan, and many others

less celebrated, but fit compeers of those

great orators, drew the attention of the

world to the House of Commons, re

ports of the debates were prohibited,
and only to a small extent winked at.

And so in the great period of our own
Congressional oratory, speeches were
made to the Houses and not to the

press. In language, but by no means
in matter, they were extemporaneous.
They were not only listened to, but
were powerful in their effect. The report
of them was a secondary consideration.

When required for publication they
were written out by the author from
such notes as he had, or such as had been
taken at the time, instead of being writ

ten and even printed beforehand, and
read to a small and inattentive House,
and empty galleries.

While, therefore, wTe have plenty of

clever and fluent speakers, to some of

whom it is easier to speak than to be

still, it is undeniable that it is the wide

spread publication and reverberation of

the spoken word that has almost extin

guished true eloquence, and reduced it

to the dead level of written dissertation,
sometimes interesting and useful, but

rarely great. That the pulpit has held

its own better than other departments
of public speaking, is because its occu

pants, with a few sensational exceptions,
still address their congregations instead
of preaching to the newspapers.
Perhaps the most hackneyed of all

hackneyed quotations is the . remark of

somebody who said that if he could
write the songs of the people he cared

not who made their laws. Despite its

exaggeration, the saying had a certain

truth in its time when songs were
written in the English tongue and ex

pressed some intelligible idea, and were
set to those sweet and simple melodies
which modern musical improvement has

succeeded in extinguishing. But if

the songs of the people may be sup
posed to have an influence upon their

character akin to that which the laws

they live under exert, what must be

thought of the effect upon them of their

daily and habitual reading, and of the

public utterances to which their atten

tion is constantly compelled ? It is

probable that the great majority of men
in this country who are able to read

print, read nothing but newspapers, and
those not of the best. In their instruc

tion, the morning and the evening pa
pers are the first day, and the second

day, and all days. Of those who vent
ure further in quest of mental nutri

ment, the greater part do not get be

yond the region of current fiction of the

cheaper kind. And what other knowl

edge they have is derived from those
who cry aloud in the streets continually.
What harvest is it fair to expect to reap
from this broadcast sowing of the wind ?

Surely it cannot make thoughtful, self-

contained men, of independent ideas, in

dividuality of character, wholesome in

sentiment, generous in sympathies, fit

support for a government that rests upon
the intelligence of the mass of its peo
ple, and not upon its higher and more
cultured class. So much babble would
seem to be the very opposite of reflec

tion. It is its natural effect to implant
in such minds the demon of unrest, the

craving for morbid and unnatural ex

citement, the unappeasable hankering
after something new

;
to make silence,

their own thoughts, the solitude of nat

ure, the seclusion of domestic life, the

peacefulness of husbandry, alike insup
portable ;

to impel them to run to and
fro in the earth, to abandon quiet rural

homes for the &quot; centres of intelligence,&quot;

and the simplicity of the country for the

glitter and show of the city ;
to regard

a genteel life as happier than an inde

pendent one, and &quot; business
&quot;

as more

respectable than labor.

If an intelligent stranger from some
distant planet could be supposed to

come near enough to us to hear only
the clamor of perpetual and discordant

words, full of sound and fury, without

having any knowledge of their effect, he

might, perhaps, in the simplicity of his

heart, have grave misgivings about the

outcome. He might expect in a nation

so afflicted, a gradual decline in popular
taste, and in moral tone. He might ex

pect to find family ties loosened, relig
ion decayed, iniquity in high places, and
a false, unreal life in many homes where
men were keeping up a show beyond
their means. He might look to see leg-
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islatures become intolerable, juries sus

picious, officials corrupt, votes bought
for cash, public offices sold in the mar
ket

;
a system of education of which

the main result was to teach the peo
ple to talk not to think and to dis

satisfy them with the state of life to

which it had pleased Heaven to call

them, without fitting them for a better ;

a universal and unscrupulous pursuit of

money as the chief end and hope of hu

manity, and of office as its principal dis

tinction ;
a nearer and nearer approach

in the minds of men toward that su

preme conception of the fool s heart :

&quot;There is no Grod. Science created the

world, and science will be its redeemer.&quot;

Let us hope and let us believe, as far

as we can, that this untaught and casual

visitor would be altogether mistaken in

his forebodings. Let us continue to as

sure and reassure each other, that if

there exist any slight indications to the

contrary, they are only trifles light as air,

sure to disappear before the grand ad
vance of our intelligence and the prog
ress of our institutions. We are very
fond of glorifying our time, as the high

est summit in all respects that human
history has yet seen. A thousand bludg
eons of the press would leap from their

brief repose to annihilate the pessimist
traitor who should be so disloyal to the

age he lives in, as to see in it, and much
more to speak of, any blemish or sor
row that universal democracy cannot
cure. In regard to all material ad
vancement, prosperity, and discovery, we
are no doubt well justified in the supe
riority we pride ourselves upon. But,
after all, may it not be possible that the

story of Babel, like so many passages in

history that portray the decay of na

tions, may sometime repeat itself
;
and

that the great multitude who, with un

questioning confidence, are building the

tower that is to scale Heaven, may be
discomfited and scattered by the confu
sion of tongues ? Whether that could
ever be or not, one truth must mean
while command general assent that the

language of a nation, and the use that is

made of it, are at once the best evi

dence of the character of its civilization,

and the most powerful influence in cre

ating it.
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CREAM

Its superior excellence proven in millions of homes for more
than a quarter of a century. It is used by the United States
Government. Endorsed by the heads of the Great Universi
ties as the Strongest, Purest, and most Healthful. Dr. Price s
Cream Baking Powder does not contain Ammonia, Lime, or
Alum. Sold only in Cans.

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.
NEW YORK. CHICAGO. ST. LOUIS. SAN FRANCISCO.

No Chemicals,

W. BAKER &CO, S

Breakfast

Cocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and it is Soluble,
To increase the solubility of the powdered cocoa, various

expedients are employed, most of them being based upon the
action of some alkali, potash, soda, or even ammonia. Cocoa
which has been prepared by one of these chemical processes,
can usually be recognized at once by the distinct alkaline

reaction of the infusion in water.

W. Baker & Co s Breakfast Cocoa
is manufactured from the first stage to the last by perfect
mechanical processes, no chemical being used in its

preparation. By one of the most ingenious of these me
chanical processes the greatest degree of fineness is secured
without the sacrifice of the attractive and beautiful red color
which is characteristic of an absolutely pure and natural cocoa.

W. Baker & Co., Dorchester, Mass.

DECKERBROTHERS ^ 1

MATCHLESS

PIANOS
33 Union Square, N. Y.

QALICRAPH
GREATEST SPEED ON RECORD ! !

T. W. Osborne wrote 179 words in on
single minute on the CAL.IGKAPH, th
Champion Machine of the World.

100,000

Daily
Users.

G. A. Mo Bride wrote 129 words in a single
minute, Blindfolded, thus in each case
proving the falsity of many of the state
ments of our competitors*

For full and correct account of above test, address

THE AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.
BRANCH OFFICES :-237 Broadway, N. Y. ;

14 W.4th Street, Cincinnati, O.; IOO3 Arch
Street, Philadelphia.



Will happen on sea as well as on land. If you expect to cross the

ocean, or are going yachting, be sure that you have your accident

policy. The best plan is to keep one all the time, for accidents

happen at home. About $15 a year secures an accident policy,

covering $5,OOO in case of death and $25 a week indemnity in case

of disabling injury, with liberal &quot;extras.&quot;

Tie United States Mutual Accident Association,
32O, 322 and 324 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK CITY.
JAMES R. PITCHER,

Secretary and Gen l Manager.
CHARLES B. PEET,

President.

HAMMOND &quot;

FYPEWRITER.
FAR AHEAD IN

SPEED.
689 WORDS IN FIVE MINUTES,
170 WORDS IN ONE MINUTE.

li/5 IMPRESSIONS PER SECOND.
Send for photo-copy of work.

IHE HAMMOND TYPEWRITER Co.
392-398 Avenue B, and 77 Nassau Street,

New York.

198 L.a Salle Street, Chicago.

3OO Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

PAINLESS. EFFECTUAL.

BEECHAM S PILLS.

The Great English Medicine. Proverbially acknowledged
to be &quot; Worth a Guinea a Box.&quot;

For Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,= Sick Headache, =
Disordered Liver.

Sold by all Druggists. PRICE 35 CENTS PER BOX.
Prepared only by THOS. BEECHAM, St. Helens,

Lancashire, England.
B. F. AL.L.EN & CO., Sole Agents for United States,

363 & 367 Canal St., New York,
who (if your druggist does not keep them) will mail Beecham s
Pills on receipt of price but inquire jii st. Please mention
SCRIBXER S MAGAZINE.



POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength,
and wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary
kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude
of low test, short weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold

only in cans. ROYAL BAKING POWDER Co., 106 Wall St., N. Y.

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

EPPS S
(BEEAKTAST)

COCOA.
&quot;

By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws

which govern the operations of digestion and

nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine

properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has

provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors

1

bills. It is by the judicious use of such
articles of diet that a constitution may be grad
ually built up until strong enough to resist every
tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle mala
dies are floating around us, ready to attack

wherever there is a weak point. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well

fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame &quot; The Civil Service Gazette.

MADE SIMPLY WITH BOILING WATER OR MILK.

Sold only in half-pound tins, Grocers, labeled

JAMES EPPS & CO.,
HOMCEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,

LIFE AND EWDOWMEMTpOLIdEg
H- O F=-

THE

Insurance Company* f Hartford, Genn,

THE BEST IN THE MARKET.

MefeasaWe, Non-Forfeitable, World-Wide.

REGULAR LIFE. Cheapest and surest way of

leaving one s heirs in comfort instead of destitute.

Even a mechanic can easily leave a fair estate

behind him.

REGULAR ENDOWMENTS. Payable to the

insured himself after a term of years, or to his

family if he dies before the end of the term. The

only means by which most men can save money for

themselves.

LIMITED-PAYMENT. Concentrating payment
into the working years of a man s life, and leaving

him free from worry even if he is helpless.

ANNUITY PLAN. Applied to either of the forms.

Principal sum payable in installments instead of in

a lump, either to the insured, if Endowment, or his

beneficiaries, furnishing a regular income. If de

sired, they will be written so that in case of

insured s death before the installments are all paid,

his bcneficmries will receive the value of the

remainder at once.

COMBINED LIFE AND ACCIDENT. Com
bining any of these with weekly indemnity for

disabling accident.

ASSETS, JANUARY 1, 1889,

LIABILITIES, JANUARY 1, 1889,

$10,382,781.92

8,341,571.51

SURPLUS TO POLICY-HOLDERS, $2,041,210.41

PAID POLICY-HOLDERS, $16,000,000

JAMES G. BATTERSON, President,

RODNEY DENNIS, Sec y JOHN E, MORRIS, Ass t Sec y,
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No Chemicals.-c

W. BAKER &Co. s

Breakfast

Cocoa
Is Absolutely Pure,

and it is Soluble.

To increase the solubility of the powdered cocoa, vari

ous expedients are employed, most of them being based

upon the action of some alkali,, potash, soda or even am
monia. Cocoa which has been prepared by one of these

chemical processes, can usually be recognized at once by
the distinct alkaline reaction of the infusion in water.

W, Baker & Co. s Breakfast Cocoa
is manufactured from the first stage to the last by per

fect mechanical processes, no chemical being
used in its preparation. By one of the most

ingenious of these mechanical processes the greatest de

gree of fineness is secured without the sacrifice of the

attractive and beautiful red color which is characteristic

of an absolutely pure and natural cocoa.

W, Baker & P-o., Dorchester, Mass.

DECKERBROTHERS

MATCHLESS

PIANOS
33 Union Square, N, Y

OFFICIAL,
United States Government

Report,
National Board of Health, Washington, D. C. Bulletin Supplement

No. 6, page 23:

&quot;I have tested several kinds of baking powders which I have bought
in the open market. The following table gives the commercial name of
the baking powder and the number of cubic centimeters f gas given off:&quot;

&quot;Or, Price s Cream BakinQ Powder (does not contain Alum, Ammonia or Lime) 380&quot;

&quot;Royal (contains Ammonia) _ 348&quot;

&quot;R. C. KEDZIE,&quot; (Public Analyst.)
This investigation was not made for a money consideration, but in

the interest of the Government of the United States. We know that it will

delight the millions of housekeepers who use DR. PRICE S CREAM
BAKING POWDER to see it endorsed as the strongest, purest and most
healthful, by this highest of authorities.

DR. PRICE S CREAM BAKING POWDER is the only baking pow
der upon which the UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ever made a
favorable report.



PAINLESS. EFFECTUAL.

JEECHAM S PILLS.

he Great English Medicine. Proverbially acknowledged
to bo * Worth a Guinea a Box.&quot;

For Weak Stomach,

Impaired Digestion,= Sick Headache, =
Disordered Liver.

Did by all Druggists. PRICE 25 CENTS PER BOX.
Prepared only by THOS. BEECHAM, St. Helens,

Lancashire, England.
1. F. AL.L.EN & CO., Sole Agents for United States,

365 & 367 Canal St., New York,
ho (if your druggist does not keep them) will mail Beecham s
ills on receipt ot price but inquire first. Please mention
^RIDKER S MAGAZINE.

HAMMOND

FYPEWRITER.
FAR AHEAD IN

SPEED.
72 Correct Finger Movements in One Minute.

11V5 Correct Finger Movements
(average) per second.

The SPEED of the &quot;HAMMOND&quot; measured
ot in

&quot;words,&quot; but in Correct Finger Move-
lents, is 15# greater than that of any other
ypewriter. Send for photo-copy of work.

THE HAMMOND TYPEWRITER Co.
292-298 Avenue B, and 77 Nassau Street,

New York.
98 L,a Salle Street, Chicago.

116 S. Sixth Street, Philadelphia.
300 Washington Street. Boston,

A Remarkable Flesh Producer.
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CD
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WHAT
SCOTT S

EMULSION

CURES

CONSUMPTION
SCROFULA
BRONCHITIS
COUCHS
GOLDS
Wasting Diseases

Wonderful Flesh Producer.

Many have gained one pound
per day by its use.

Scott s Emulsion is not a secret

remedy. It contains the stimulat

ing properties of the Hypophos-
phites and pure Norwegian Cod
Liver Oil, the potency of both

being largely increased. It is used

by Physicians all over the world.

PALATABLE AS MILK.
Sold by all Druggists.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, N.Y.
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CD

CO

I

Finest and

ESTABLISHED HALF A CENTURY.

WSBU9

NOT FOUND

THAT WILL WELL REPAY

INVESTIGATION

THE BEST SAFE
AfAW/NSAFECO.

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
LONDON. ENGLAND.
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